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The Balkans after the VIenna Award :-By 
pressure of the Axis Powers, Roumania at the 
end of last month was forced to cede the greater 
part of Transylvania to Hungary as she had 
earlier given up Southern Dobrudja to Bulgaria. 
This was to a large extent to be expected since 
Roumania after the last War had acquired too 
01any of her neighbours' territories to expect 
a peaceful existence. Of the three countries of 
the Little Entente, Czechoslovakia and Roumania 
have shared a similar fate-a division of outlying 
territory between three Powers and a Berlin 
controlled regime for the rest. Germany, by 
urf:(ing Hungarian claims while at the same time 
guarante~in~ what is left of Roumanian terri
tory, lt~eps both these Danubian States under her 
control. The unrest in Roumania which followed 
these adjustments, has resulted in a virtual 
dictatorship. An appeal from one or other 
S<'Ction of the nation, it i~ not unJ,kely, may 
bring- in a German administrator to Bucharest, 
The third Little Entente State, Yugoslavia, is 
men1ced by Italy which apparently l'l!gards 
Yugoslavia as of so little account that she only 
inqirectly menaces it by threatening Greece. 
Italian acti<lll against Greece, it is naively 
sug-gested by a British Official Wireless 
n.Iessa~,'<', wiii.Iwt gv beyond threats as aggres
Sh>n would Immediately call into effect the 
British . gu~rantee to Greece and land Signor 
r.l.ussduu 111 ~'Tave trouble since British ships 
will 0c~upy liree~ ports. =::.trangely enough, 
tl~e Italian press lllcreased in vehemence only 
al t~r r.Ir. Churchill's last speech in which he 
C<'ntempl.oted the pt1Ssibility of the Axis Powers 
lllllVing- up t,l the "g-a.tes of lnJia'' with boyish 
nband,nl, \Vherever the ''gates of India'' 
may be-there are many interpretations of the 
phrase-Greece comes clear outside them. 
A certain. amount of surprise has b~n expre;sed 
at the srlent attitude of Soviet Russia in the 
llalk~n adjustmenls, even th.,ugh ·it is believod 
that 1\.ussia ill not altogelher disi <ltl!fl!sted in ,...... 

Yugoslavia and in Bulgaria. It is not impossible 
that Russia is more concerned with winning 
Turkey back to her side. Turkey's position is 
rendered difficult by a pro-Petain regime in Syria 
and Russia's indtfference to the fate of · the 
Balkans may very soan be matched by Axis 
tolerance of Russian influence in Turkev. The 
changes which have so rapidly transformed the 
face of Europe, scarcely make the prospect of a 
long war a pleasant one to these conquered 
territories. 

Sir 6. Paisb In the U.S. A. :-Few would have 
been prepar~d for the news contained in the 
cryptic Reuter's message that Sir George Paish, 
the eminent English writer on statistical and 
economic subjects, had become the centre 
of a political s~orm. He seems to have 
proceeded to the United States on his own 
account to do his bit to advance Anglo-American 
relations. Being a scientist and not accustomed 
to involved expression of his purposes, he would 
seem to have given the impression to his 
American friends that he wished their coun
try which has been S.J profuse in its expression 
of appreciation for the cause for wf}ich Britain 
is fighting, to come into the war and ensure 
the suc~ess of Brit~in. For all his avowals 
of sympathy, the average American does 
not wish his country to be draggeJ into the 
war though he does not mind manufacturing 
and selling arms and ships to Britain to fight 
,\ azism. Sir George Paish's indiscretion, 
if there was any, was likely to become 
the subject of drscussion in the American 
Senate. To avoid further unpleasantness 
the British Ambassador, Lord Lothian, has 
advised Sir George to leave the country as so:m 
as possible in the interests of Anglo-American 
relations. The Secretary of ·the Interior gave 
a broad hint to the same effect adding 
that as Sir George had come as a private 
citizen, his departm!nt could not order 
him to leave the country. Sir George pleads 
that he wanted the States only to give all 
the help she can shart of entering the war. 
As this is what all parties in the United States 
have agreed to do, Sir George Paish might have 
spared him.;elf the trouble and expens~ of going 
over to the States to persuade the Americans. 
British propagandi'ts have the knack of rubbing 
the American the wrong way. In the absence 
of fuller information, we cannot but symrathise 
with Sir Gevrge Paish on his hard luck. At the 
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same- time, Lord Lothian would not have 
advised Sir George to quit the country as the 
best he can do to promote Anglo-American 
relations unless the statistician had committed 
some grave blunder. 

The Prospects of Pan.Jslamism :-Some high 
authorities appear to be apprehensive of a 
pan-Islaquc aggression on India in support of the 
demands of the Muslim League. They may have 
good reasons for it. '1 hey are doubtless in 
possession of inside information not ava1lable to 
laymen. Judging, however, from the trend of 
events in the principal Muslim countries during 
the last twenty years, such a c:>ntingency 
seems remote. Pan-Islam ism died out with the 
abolition of the Khilafat. Indian Muslims with 
the help of. the Congress tried hard to 
preserve it. But the Turks were inexor
able. When Kema\ Ataturk sent the 
Caliph out of the country, he bade gooJ-bye to 
Pan-Islamism so far as Turkey was concerned. 
There is no reason to think that Turkey has 
wavered in its policy since his death. She 
{;an not very well do so. Her frontiers which 
were secure then, have now become insecure 
owing to Turkey's changed relations with Soviet 
-Russia and the trouble in the Balkans. Due to 
these and for other obscure causes, she has not 
been able to carry out her obligation actively to 
help Britain when attacked and has to content 
herself with an attitude of non-belligerency. Egypt 
which also is under treaty obligation to help 
Britain, is also constrained to observe neutrality. 
Iraq and Afghanistan have not been particulady 
sympathetic to Indian. Muslims. The Arabs 
did not allow their common religion to come 
in the way of their revolt against Turkey in 
the last war. We are; therefore, not inclined to 
mix up the Muslim League with foreign Islamic 
politics. Since, however, there seems to have 
arisen a doubt on the point, Congress may 
ronsider the advisability of sending a goodwill 
deputation to Muslim countries to explain its 
position and programme. No better leader can 
be thought of for such a deputation than 
the Congress President, Maulana Abu! Kalam 
Azad. 

Muslim League on the Viceroy's Offer :-The 
resolution passed by the Working Committee of 
the Muslim League at its meeting- in Bombay 
on Monday, is a lengthy paraphrase of 
the resolution of the Liberal F ederat1on which 
we published in the last issue. The central 
point in the Viceroy's offer was the acceptance of 
seats on the Executive Council ( under the 
.scheme of expansion). The Working Committee 
of the Muslim League finds it "very difficult'' 
to come to a decision on this offer until and 
unless the Viceroy places it in full possessicm 
of the details regarding the constitutbn 
of the Council not only with reference to 
the Muslim seats offered _to the League 
but also with reference to other parties who 
may decide to accept the offer. The Viceroy 
can not obviously assign to the additional 
men powers and functions in excess of those 

possessed by the p!rmanent members. More 
than that the Muslim League's demand implies 
that the League authorities will hav~ the right 
of intervention in the operation3 of Govern
ment t:> see that the terms agreed are 
being strictly observed. We reprint the 
League's resolution on the Viceroy's offer. 
As regards the Muslim League volunteers, the 
Working Committee expressed its opinion 
that it wa.s not intend~d to apply to 
the League volunteers who w~re organised 
for the purpose of tnining and disciplining 
Muslims ''in co-ordinate activity for the social 
and physical uplift of the Muslims and 
to maintain peace, tranquility an:i order in 
the couatry ." The Government circular claimed 
that Government had ample forces to pre>erve 
peace and order and volunteers were not 
needed for the purpose. The WorKing Committee 
has allowed such members as think they can 
serve any useful purpose by joining War 
Committees, to do so. It is only by a stretch of 
imagination that Government can find comfort 
in the League's attitude. 

Christian Hindu Marriage Law:-The Bombay 
Law Journal reports a case decided by the 
Nagpur High Court which brings out once again 
a longstanding confusion in the Indian Christian 
Marriage Act. "The rilspondent, a Hindu, 
married the petitioner, a Christian woman. 
Subsequently the respondent married a Hindu 
woman and was living with her. The petitioner 
fil.:d a petition for divorce. Held, although the 
respondent was not guilty of bigamy, he had 
committed adultery within the meaning of section 
10 of the Divorce Act. Divorce granted to the 
petitioner.'' This short statement omits important 
facts. But these may be gathered from the con
text. The first marriage was evidently under the 
Indian Christian Marriage Act. There is 
provision in it for the marriage of a Christian 
with a non-Christian without affecting the 
personal law of the latter. The second marriage 
was obviously under Hindu rites. As the 
Respondent's personal law allowed the second 
marriage, he could not be held guilty of bigamy. 
The Court did not declare the marriage with a 
Hindu woman to be void. How can a m~n 
commit adultery with his own wife ? Ther!l 
was no other way in which the divorce 
could have been granted. It would have been 
a grievous hardship to the Christian wife 
to continue ·in that status after the second. 
marriage. But she married the man knowing 
that he was free· to marry a second wife 
under his personal law. Without questioning 
the legality of the judgment, we think that 
the chances of amending an admittedly defective 
law would have been improved if the Court 
had pointed out the hardship involved and had 
not tried to get round the difficulty by lending 
its sanctio~ to the . astounding proposition that 
a man can commit adultery with his own legally 
married wife. The legitimacy of children by 
the Hindu marriage (existing or prospective) 
is jeopardised by such a proposition. 

• 
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Missionaries . and Methodism :-The ways of · forces . of her own ia these places, the 

mission leaders are mysterious. · Five Methodist . defence of which will thus be left wholly 
missionaries seem to be agreed in their views on to the United States. The civil administra
War and Imperialism. 1 hey are Dr. J. Holmes tion, however, will be in British hands and 
Smith and Mr. Paul K. Keene, Mr and the sovereignty will continue to be that of His 
Mrs. Ralph T. Templin, and Dr. E. Stanley Majesty. This kind of diarchy has not been 
Jones, The first two took an id~ntical stand. tried under similar conditions in any part of the 
The only point in which Dr. Jones differed from world and experience alone can show whether it 
the TemtJiins of Muttra was that he did not sign , is capable of harmonious working. The British 
the Kristagraha Manifesto because he did not Government relieved of the necessity of defending 
wish to "push his views up under the nose of its American Colonies will be able to concentrate 
Government" (Reformer, Aprill34)). But the itS full strength on the war in Europe and if this 
action taken by the Mission has not been the same leads to an early end to it, all the world will 
in all cases. Dr Holmes Smith and Mr. Keene have cause for rejoicing. The United States 
left the country because they felt that they had steadfastly refused to enter into a 
could not keep their pledge, This feeling military alliance with Great Britain, but the 
came to both of them not out of thin present arrangement is as good as a military 
air as the lnaian Witness naively suggests, alliance, in some respects it is better 
but out of a very real controversy with ·con· ' than one. A section of American opinion 
servative missionaries as to whether the signing of . indeed regards the "deal" as practically 
Kristagr2:1a Manifesto I by foreign missionaries America's early participation in the war. The 
was a breach of the pledge, To solve this President has carried this "deal" through on his 
difficulty, Manifest II was issued as an open letter own authority. In sending it to the Senate he has 
to the Viceroy. The Viceroy was silent but the submitted his Attorney General's opinion that it 
mission leaders supported the conservative was legally within the power of the President. 
missionaries. In published statements, Dr. The Republican Candidate for the Presidency at 
Holmes Smith and Mr. Keene were definite the election next November, Mr. Willkie, while 
that the Mission bJdy accepted as a breach approving of the transaction, has expressed 
of the pledge their act ion in applying their · regret that the President did not consult the 
views on War and lnperialism to conditions ; Senate before concluding it. 
prevailing in India. The Templins, at. first ' "A Sporting Oifer":-W e do not quite under
al~ost .al.one among Methodists, quesl!oned 

1 

sta~d what a sporting offer means. Mr. C. 
th1~ optn!on, Therefore . the firs~ two left : RaJagopalacharya has made "a sporting offer " 
lndta . whtle the Templms re'!latned, The ; to the Viceroy and the Secretary of State to the 
Amenc,an. Consul told Dr. Smtth . that the 1 effect that the National Government of India 
Churchs Judgment was final and that tt was for . might have a Muslim League Premier and that 
th~ ~burch to decide. B~th D.r: Smith and the i he would undertake to secure the support of the 
MtSSJOn heads accepted thts posttton (Reformer , Congress Party for him and the Ministry which 
January _13, 1940). After Dr. Holmes Sm1th had he may form in carrying on the Government. 
left lndta, almost two _months aft~r, !Jr •. E. We gather from this that the arrangement which 
St~nley Jones. who was hts guru ~nd.msptratton, is suggested is meant to counter the opposition 
potnt~~. ~ut ~~ a pr~ co~m~mcatto~ t~at Dr. of the Muslim League to a Congress controlled 
Jones Wttness~n&' to ,?ts Chnsttan convtcttons on administration. Mr. Ra jagopalacharya virtually 
War and I mpenahsm was .not derogatory to the 

1 
tells the League that if it does not trust the 

Gove~nment but helpful to tt. H_e ,.Went further 1 Congress, Congress is prepared fully to trust it. 
and dtscussed what he would do tf Government This has created a difference in the League 
should say l . cou~d not give my ":itness" camp. Some of the members suspect that the 
~~·fo~mer, Apnl 13, 1910) thus t~r~wmg the Madras ex-Premier has somethin<l' up his sleeve. 
mttta•tve on Government not on the Mtsston. This i "' 
position was not dissimilar to that taken up by 1 E~itorial ~nnouncement:-. Tlu Reformer today 
1\lr. Ralph T. Te'!lpli~ .. Yet Mr. Templin has : carr;e;' on 1~ front pa~ mstead of two n~mes 
been asked by hts m•sston to leave India while as JOtnt Edttors, a smgle name as Edttor, 
Dr. Jooes is not affected. The bzdia~t TV1tness . S. Natarajan. Mr. S. Natarajan has been 
speaking tor Methodist officialdom sees no : associated with the literary and business side of 
principle in Mr. Templin's recall only a question 1 Tile Reformer for fifteen years, For the last 
of procedure. Has Dr. Jones then been saved four years he has been joint Editor. Latterly 
owing to his tact or by his prestige? 

1 
the bulk of the work of the paper has fallen to 

An Anglo-American Deal :-The lease of several his share, His book, "West of Sue;r.,'' has a 
places in British possessions in South America fresh interest today as the picture of a larllf 
for the establishment of naval and military bases 1 part of Europe just before it was eclipsed by the 
by the United States in exchange for 5') cruisers 1 shadow of Herr Hitler. I shall be completing 
til be handed over to Great Britain is altogether my 7 2nd year in the next few days and, in the 
a new phase in the evolution of intern.rtional interests of the paper, the time is opportune to 
amenities. No similar leases have been here- place the active conduct of it in younger hands, 
\ofare granted by any country voluntarily 1 l have much pleasure in making this annouiJCe4 
and as part of a bargain between equally • meot with the cordial concurrence of my 
sovereign States. The American view seems to I colleagues on the Board of Directors. 
be that Britain herself will not maintain K. NATARAJAN. 
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--·--
~· · INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER .1 advocated social reforms which were calculated 

I to weaken the political movement by 
501IBAY, .September 7, 1940. creating splits in the community and giving a 

--,------------------- i handle to opp:ments. This was in 1895. By 
FIFTY YEARS. I that time The Reforuter had established its 

The Indian S'cial Reformer was first 1 position as the organ of the social reform 
published on the 7th September 1890, Today I movement with whose leaders in Bombay it 
it enters on its fifty-first year. The contrast ! was in closeest touch. 
betwee:1 conditions which prevailed fifty years 1 The Reformer had also other objects in 
ago and now is complete to the last detail. Indian view. The social reform movement since the 
reformers in 1890, with a few possible exceptions, days of Ram Mohan Roy had degenerated 
accepted the British connection as a historical into a quibble over shastraic texts. The 
fact. Many of them spoke of it as a i reformers tried to prove that widow remarriage 
divine dispensation. They regarded English ' was supported by the Shastras, while their oppo
education. English language and literature ments qu,,ted other Shastras as prohibiting them, 
as the doorway to Freedom. Raj:~ Ram This kind of verbal controversy had gone on 
Mohan Roy, the pioneer of the movement for a considerable time without leading to any 
of Freedom in modern India, was an tangibl~ result. The chief exponent of the 
all-round reformer. He founded the Brahmo shastraic support of social reform was Dewan 
Samaj as the organ of religious freedom. i Bahadur Raghoonath Rao who spent much 
His strong support encouraged Lord William ! money and time in collecting texts, printing them 
Bentinck to suppress suttee. He was the ! in the form of tracts and distributing them 
founder of the first English school in India I among the people free of charge. He also 
and a vigorous advocate of modern educa- called conferences of Pandits at dilferent centres 
tion. He started the first Indian journal and it was no unusual thing for these con
and pleaded hard for the liberty of the Press. ferences to end in scuffies. The Reformer and the 
His tradition in all these respects was inherited Hindu Social Reform Assxiation which was 
by his successors. Suttee and infanticide were started soon after in Madras, demanded that 
repugnant to the natural sent1ments of the social reforms should be discussed and decided 
Hindus and their suppression was accepted on rational lines and not on the authority of 
without opposition. The passing of the Act to shastraic t"xts. The sh~straic reformers, 
remove the ban on the remarriage of Hindu moreover, did not show any practical sympathy 
widows, some years later at the instance of I with those who adopted their precepts. Thus, 
Pandit Ishwara Chandra Vidyasagar, however, I the Dewan Bahadur, though the leading 
was bitterly resented. So high an authority as I exponent of the abolition of the custom against 
Lord Roberts has included it among the causes of remarriage of widows, would not take his 
the Indian Mutiny. Another piece of legislation meals in the company of remarried couples. 
which also aroused resentment was the one for The Reformer challenged this position and 
securing rights in ancestral property to converts 

1 
insisted that every reformer should practice what 

to Christianity. Things had settled down after he preached. Of course, every reformer was not 
the Mutiny with the transfer of the Government required to marry a widow, but if any one 
of India from the East India Company to did so, he should be associated with by 
the Crown. Three Indian Universities were those who preached social reform. Social purity 
established and their first products became the was another question which claimed urgent 
leaders of reform. The National Congress was attention. Social reform had fallen into popular 
established in 18B5. The Indian National discredit because s:>me people who ate and drank 
Social Conference followed two years later. forbidden food claimed to be reformers. The 
There was a difference of opinion am:>ng the Refo,mer took up . the question and h•d total 
leaders as to whether social reform should 

1 

abstinence adopted as a main plank in social 
precede political reform or be preceded by it. reform. The importance of public men leading· 
A section of leaders held the first view, They I pure private lives was·another question to which 
argued that a modern state could not be raised on considerable space wa·s given in The i<eformer. 
a medieval society. The other section which One or two well-known leaders whose lives 
prevailed, fully endorsed this view. But it felt were the cause of public scandal. were particularly 
that, in view of the differences between the involved in this campaign. The suppression of 
Indian communities, the social movement the dedication of wome.n in Hindu temples and the 
should not be mixed up with the political abandonment of the practice of engaging nautch 
movement in which all could participate. women at domestic and social functions, formed 
The issue came to a head in a practical the subject of a vigorous campaign which 
shape very soon, The Age of Consent attained notable success. Excommunicating 
Act ·of 18 ~0 aroused fierce opposition in the people for travelling overseas or dining with 
country. Its stron"'est supporters and persons of other castes, has practically ceased 
opponents were in Bombay. Mr. Tilak objected now but it was a crucial question in the 
to the holdina of the National Social Conference early years of The Reformer, 
in the same pavilion as the Congress because T_he Reformer did ~ot confine itself to technic<~;lly 
the Conference had suppo~ted the Bill and soctal matters. Soctal reform touched rehgton 
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with one hand and politics with the other. 
The Reformer from the first dealt freely 
with religious and political questioll!l. The 
Theosophical Society and Swami Vivekananda's 
Mission were closely followed, the former with 
some distrust of its esoteric doctrines, the 
latter with warm sympathy for its dynamic 
Hinduism. Christian Missionaries were in 
several cases genuinely helpful but in more 
cases they were a cause of considerable embar
rassment. These regarded reformers as sappers 
and miner3 in their campaign for the destruction 
of the indigenous religio-social system. Govern
ment officials were as a rule indifferent. Rut 
one high-placed official enquired half in jest what 
other purpose reformers could have in advocating 
abolition of caste but the end of British rule. 
All these currents and cross-currents found 
a powerful channel in the National Social 
Conference which, first with Ranade as General 
Secretary and afterwards with N. G. Chanda
varkar, became the accredited organ of the 
national mind and conscience. To the 
Amritsar Conference in 1919 Sir Narayan 
Chandavarkar sent a message declaring that the 
time had come to extend the scope of social 
reform to subjects which were connoted by the 
term in the West, sanitation and hygiene, child 
welfare and malt:rnity, relations between 
workers and employers. Meanwhile, the social 
reform movement had branched out into 
several special directions; the Women's move
ment, the Depressed Classes Mission, the Social 
Service League. In the early days of The 
Reformer the greatest opposition to social 
reforms came from women. Even the education 
of girls was disfavoured. Then suddenly one 
wolte to find that a great enthusiasm had seized 
the country for the education of girls. There 
were not enough schools for them, Girls 
overflowed into boys' schools. The congestion 
is still acute. · In about ten years women's 
opposition to social reform disappeared anJ 
today older reformers are rather alarmed at 
the pace which some advanced women wish to 
sd, 

It wilt be seen that the policy of the leaders, 
both political and social, was to create a body 
of men and women of high character and trained 
emotions to take up the le1dership of the 
country. No extravagant measure of universal 
self-sacrifice was demanded, What was expected 
and secured in large measure among public 
men, was a habit of subordinating personal to 
public ends whenever the two appeared to be 
m conflict. The object being the attainment 
of a higl1 average of quality, there was 
no attempt at appealing to the masses. 
Political leaders on this account were 
taunted by high officials as being a microscopic 
minority who carried little weight with the 
inarticulate masses. But that they did not mind. 
They ddiberately refrained from organising any
thing like a mass movement which might easily 
get out of control. They did not want to end Bri
tish rule but to mend it. The transfer of power 

to Indians, they saw, was inevitable. They worked 
in ev~ry way to create the right type of personnel 
to shoulder new responsibilities free from caste, 
communal and race prejudice. The advent of the 
late Mr. Tilak and Gandhiji to the leadership of 
the National Congress completely changed the 
scene. The Lokamanya in his later years shed his 
antipathy to social reform and reformers and even 
co-operated with them to some extent. Gandhiji 
converted the Congress into a totalitarian Party. 
He made it a religious, social as well as political 
organ. The starting of Civil Disobedience, the 
approaches to Hindu-Muslim unity, the methods 
adopted to bring up the Harijans, w~re all his 
own and distinct from those of the older school. 
This is not the occasion to attempt an estimate of 
the Gandhian policy. It revolutionised 
the conditions which existed at the starting 
of The Reformer. The situation has been 
vastly aggravated by the present War. ·In 
the nineties of the last century Britain 
was at the zenith of her pow~r and . 
prestig~. That she should be fighting for her 
very existence half a century later never entered 
into the calculation of the most far-sighted public 
man, The collapse of the old order is well-nigh 
complete. The task before those on whom 
falls th~ re,ponsibility of reconstr,ucting national, 
life on absJlutely new lines, is a tremendous one. 
It will be the aim of The Reformer unflinchingly 
to bear its share of it. 

· "DEFEATISM." 
The Editor, 

The India11 Social &for mer. 
Sir, 

In ''1. J. P's" curious letter which you published 
last week, under the above heading, there are 
numer.:>us inconsistencies, In the first place he is 
apparently an admirer of the ideals of pacifists but 
objecti to these ideals being acted upon; he thinks 
that the evils in Europ!an so~iety pointed out by 
American missionaries and Quakers may exist but 
think• it ig a case of •·fouling their own nests" if 
these "defeatists" point out that there has been 
fouling. He certainly dislikes Tho Reformer'' publish· 
ing any of their c:>ntributions. AnJ he would 
have a very rigid c~nsorship set up in India so that 
the undiscriminating Indian might not read what the 
balanced lkiton reads in his own c~untry. 

It is just these characteristics shown by ''1. J, P." 
which haw enabled a d~mocracy in Europe to 
develop imperiali•t tendencies abroad. As for his 
remark on the rottennes• of the countrie• which have 
fallen to Herr Hitler's armies, such comments 
obviously can only be made after the result is known. 
Mo9t of u• had been led to believe that the rotten 
structur= of Nazism would have collapsed with 
the stroin the moment it exerted itself to any 
extent. In fact anyone suggesting even vaguely 
on the outbreak of war tnat Poland and Franoe 
would be destroyed by their own "rottennen" 
would have been clapped in prioon fo circulating 
false rumours. ru f.>r the comparirson between 
the Empire and a house on 6re, surely "L J. P ... 
is more picturesque than just in comparing Indians 
to children squabbling over their places at the 
dim1er-table P 

Bombay, } Yours etc., 
Septem b::r 8, 19~. INDIAN, 
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PROVINCIAL FINANCE. 
. (BY A. B. LATTHE, BELGAUM.) 

Very few people who talk of constitutionli reforms, 
think of the financial aspects of those reforms and 
fewer still devote the necessary study to those 
aspects, The scanty attention which is paid to the 
subject by many politicians is, therefore, not a matter 
for surprise. Professor C. N. Vakil and Mr. M. H •. Patel 
of the Bombay University have done good serv1ce to 
this class of politicians-and genera~ly to those who~re 
interested in the future well-bemg of the lnd1an 
masses under a progressively more and more 
self-governing constitution-by publishing a handy 
volume on "Finance Under Provincial Autonomy," 
(Messrs Longmans Green and Co., Price Rs. 4/-.) 
The authors have 'succeeded in providing a volume, 
on a subject which most pe~ple pass over as. tO? dry 
or uninteresting which w1ll rouse the cur1os1ty of 
many people abo'ut matters which they will feel they 
had wrongly neglected, The book gives a clear 
synopsis of the financial provisions of the Government 
of India Act of 1935 and traces the history of the 
financial administration in various Provinces under 
the so-called Provincial Autonomy inaugurated by 
that Act. •The future outlook' of the Provinces is 
discussed in a concluding chapter. Suggestion•, it 
should be noted, are occasi<mally made for the 
improvement of the financial prospects of the 
Provinces. The volume thus surveys the whole 
problem of provincial finance in its various bearings 
and will be useful to the readers who wish to study 
this vital subject, 
· Naturally e~ough, the authors have not adopted 

the tone of political writers. It is true that in one 
or two places they could not avoid criticism of the 
Central Government in its attitude towards the 
needs of the Provincial Governments, Their attack 
on the changes made in the Neimier Award 
after the resignation of the Congres.s Ministries is 
quite vigorous and reads very much hke what those 
Ministries would have said if they had been called 
upon to express their views on the changes thus 
made. Apart from one or two instances of this 
kind they have tried to adopt the abstract methods 
of theoretical economists in dealing with the many 
difficult questions of taxation which is perhaps the 
most important portion of their WO!k. These 
methods have the look of scholarship characterised 
by detachment. Freedom from passions which 
partbipation in controversies arouses, is the great 
advantage of writers who take no part in the 
controversies wnea they rage. But this abstract 
method of study has its own defects. Unless you 
are an out-and-out politician charged with actual 
responsibility for carrying out taxation measures 
to raise revenues for urgent needs, you cannot 
realise the varied difficulties facing you. II then 
you begin finding fault with one thing or another 
from the seclusion of your study, all the abstract 
learning you apply to the subject is unable to give 
you the full view of all the forces that a politician 
with responsibility for action has to take into 
account. 

The authors, for instance, complain that the 
Provincial Governments wrongly opposed or neglected 
the levy of succession duties whbh they contend 
would bring in a large revenue, It is quite likely 
tha( the Duties may bring in good revenue, But do 
the authors realise what hudships an inheritance 
tax would mean to the five sons of a petty 
agriculturist owning three acres of land who have 
before them no openings except the cultivation of 
their ancestral, probably debt-burdened land? One 
of the many considerations which the Finance 
Minister in Bombay had to weigh in ~his connection 

was the probability of collections to be made under 
these Duties and the possible share of AU-India 
collections which Bombay might get. Supposing a 
crore a year is yielded by the tax-payer in Bombay 
and the Federal Government lays down principles of 
distribution which bring in only fifty lakhs 
what would b= reaction of such an arrangement 
on public opinion? So long as the distribution 
of the proceeds of a tax is in other hands and 
one does not know how the distribution will be 
made, such considerations must arise in the minds 
of those who may be called upon to share the 
responsibility for the levy of that tax by some 
other agency. 

I am not arguing the issue of Death Duties as a 
source of Provincial Revenue. Nor am I at present 
either defending or opposing that levy. Whatever the 
merits or faults of this tax, the point to note is 
that the mere fact of the tax standing the tests of 
theoretical Economics does not sufficiently justify 
its levy by a responsible government, Taxation, 
like all other financial measures, must be considered 
with a large number of facts with which it may 
ba mixed up. Finance is not a question merely 
of raising money in the easiest way. A direct 
Sales Tax on the retail sale to the consumer is 
theoretically the best Sales Tax. The authors of 
the book before me seem indined to take this view. 
In theory, they may be quite right in their view, 
And yet the so;:ial factors so well-illustrated by 
the experience of the· Tobacco Tax in this Province 
leads one to the View that, if such a tax has to 
be levied, it is at present best to levy it at the 
first wholesale stage at which the constitution 
permits the Provincial Legislature to levy it, 

One more point may be usefully noticed before 
closing this short review. The book deals with 
the Land Revenue System in this Province and 
rightly points out the defects in the existing 
system. But in attempting to suggest a substitute, 
the authors have blundered into theories which 
cannot stand a moment's scrutiny, They suggest 
that the 'assessment should be permanently deter
mined on the annual value at the time of the 
settlement' at the rate of 12! per cent with a tax 
on Agricultural Income. Under this scheme, a tax
exemption is to be given to income below a thousand 
or fifteen-hundred, In the first place, let us take the 
c~se of Land Revenue Settlement on a permanent 
basis. We all know the evils of a Permanent 
Settlement like the one in Bengal where attempts are 
afoot to give the go-by to the permanency. Here in 
Bombay, a flll in prices below the prices when the 
settlement has taken place gives rise to a furious 
aaitation for rebates; remissions, etc. Of course, no 
o~e complains if the price improves. Is there any 
justice in saying that the prices of a depression 
year should be taken for the settlement in each case P' 
Secondly, the idea of an Income Tax on agriculture 
looks very alluring. But in a Province like Bombay 
where most of the agricultural land is held by petty 
aarioulturists, an Income Tax is not likely to bring iri . 
e~en a fraction of the revenue which will be lost by 
adopting the sch~me suggested in this bock. 

Such mistakes are inevitable in the treatment of 
economics-Finance is a very important part of it
on an a priori basis without actual experience or the 
conditions which govern the solution of problems, 
The State affects the whole life of its people by 
measures of taxation as well as by the way expenditure 
is incurred. In all attempts to deal with these meassue 
without reference to the entirety of social conditiorns 
of a .given people at a given time, suoh mistakes are 
bound to creep in. In spite of them, the volume 
under review presents a very clear picture of the 
financial oonstitutioni unde( which provincial mini 
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stries were c1lled upon to function three years ago, and 
sets out as clearly the difiiculties which the existing 
system of Provincial Finance impose•: I am ~lad to 
recommend it to all those who take anterest m the 
working of autonomy ?n the Pr.,_vincell a.n~, what is 
still more important, m a posst ble _reVISIOn of the 
existin~ financial arrangements wh1cb should be 
made for the future. 

THE SUPERIOR CLAIMS OF NON-VIOLENCE, 
(BY RALPH T. TEMPLIN,) 

The importance of Mr. Krishnalal Shridharani's 
book "War without Violence." (Publishers: Messrs. 
Victor Gollancz; Price 9 sh)results fr~m the interesting 
blending of Ea•t and W: est wh10~ the auth?" 
brought to his task, F1ve y~ara research .m 
the United States of America coupled wttb 
a definite purpose, have made his study exactly 
what he has called it, "a contribution from 
India whose appeal is not based on the traditional 
•mysticism of the Orient' but _on a very m~tter-of-f~ct 
pragmatism. The whole focus 1~ upon se'?urmgeffect1ve 
action, short of the destructtve pract1ce of war, for 
achieving realistic and needed ends." But at the 
same time the author's background of Indian culture 
and folklore, his actual participation in the 1930 
Civil Disobedience and his intimate and understanding 
knowledge of Gandhiji and India's non-violent 
movement, ill philosophy, its technique and its 
achievements, make him also an authority in the 
source material with which he has ao ably and 
irresistably documented all hia important points. 
If this book can be widely read in the West it will 
ba more effective than others, especially than those 
purely theoretical works of Gregg, Muste and 
other Western writers, in commending non-violent 
direct action to the Western reader as an effective 
method for overcoming resistence to legitimate 
reform. 

It is appropriate that this book, with its exceed
ingly apt title, should appear at the very time when 
the metrectiveness of violent war is beginning to dawn 
on the intelligent consciousness ot men of all Ianda 
and races, ot those who still desire to preserve any 
fragments of our democratic civilization. 

This book is conveniently divided Into three parts, 
The first is introductory and consists of one chapter 
on the technique of Satyagraha in each of its 
phases as it has been applied in India. He shows 
with diagram as well as with notes how these phases 
arrange themselves into a definite pattern, and at 
the close suggests the possible extension of the 
technique into the wider fields of national defence 
in a violent world. 

Part two deals with Satyagraha In practice. The 
"Individual Facinfi the Group" is illustrated from 
G"nuhi's own I if<!. fhe other sections, "Group versus 
the Government," ~•community versus the Staten and 
"Or~:ani.ution aml Discipline• vividly describe India's 
non-violent struggle to the end of the 193()..198-1. 
Sa tyagraha. 

The closing section on "The Theory of Satya
graha," is not as forbidding and unpromising as that 
moy sounu, Be~inning with what he calls the 
''Folklore of Non-Violence,'' the author tries by tracing 
Satyagraha to its root-sources, to account for its 
emeq::L!nce in India's life, One has a feeling that he 
is doing thi•, not bec.1usa he wishes to prove what 
m:~ny would like to believe-that non-violence would 
not be praotical:lle outside of India-but because he 
wished once for all to show that the most careful 
lltudy of oontri l:luting causes in India can prove nothing 
ot the kind. This study is a very able contribution 
to this field and, in my opinion, curies his point witb 

it. The fact that no one has more ably traced the 
emergence of no:t-violence lends peculiar strength to 
his purpose. 

The thesia of the book is, first that non-violence Ia 
a technique available alike to all poople who wish to 
resist evil in any organised form, Fascism, Commu
nism, Imperialism, or any otfter; and, second, that it 
can be employed by all 1uch groups on their behalf 
in the place of war; and, third, that as a technique 
for struggle in any righteous cause (in the interest of 
the peo_ples' well-being) it is more effective than war, 
In all of this the author makes a very good case. 

But there is one Ft defect, Mr. Shridharani 
repudiates all cla1m of any superior moral 
values in non-violence. Perhaps it waa bit 
long subjection to American . pragmatism which 
led him to say that, "As a form of mas11 action 
directed towards the attainment of desired 
social ends, Satyagraha is just another technique 
which mankind can use at will ...... it has no claim 
to moral superiority ...... for moral standards vary from 
people to people, place to place and time to time ...... 
it is useless to prescribe Satyagraha on the ground of 
moral superionty1 notwithstanding the efforts of 
Gandhi and his ardent disciples. On the contrary, 
Satyagraha'a priority depends upon its higher 
efficiency." This writer too was steeped in the 
pragmatic philosophy over a muob longer period 
than the author of this book. This is a very 
old tune, indeed one which has become monotonou1 
and wearisome ; and, one may well add, a 
tune that has grown obnoxious in a world 
In which man's self-sufficiency is an exploded 
belief. In turning his back on Gandhi's. funda~ 
mental philosophy of Ahimsa and Satyagraha, the 
author has not only himself lost his greatest case 
for non-violence, but hu done a distinct disservice 
to the Western world. 

This error is possible only ·because the author i• 
unable to conceive of non-violence as a more than 
mere method. If it is merely another method of 
struggle then the author's contention holds ~ood. 
But the fact is that non-violence as method 1s the 
smallest segment, and perhaps the least important 
segment, ot non-violence. The real non-violence (like 
violence its opposite) is the organised structure 
of thought and life, This is true of those 
people who have repudiated class superiority and 
selfish aggrandizement. It may· well be supposed 
that in a truly non-violent world the necessity for 
suuggle against other human beings-those who 
resist hum m ptogr~ss an:! well-baing-will cease to 
be. Non-violence can exist as metho:l only bevause 
-well, for the samJ r~tson that war as a method 
exists, bec1use violence · a• organised thought and 
life i• now the core of all org •ni:ution in the indivi
dualistic morality of our day. 

The author's contention is true, that non-violence 
is pragmati.:>ally the most efficient technique for 
resistence against the violenc~ of the social structure 
of our pr~sent woriJ. But it is superior because 
God and Truth are on the side of the people's cause 
against whatever enslaves and degrades personality 
or whatever wastes or filches from man, the world 
which God hu given to him. The \Vorld and its 
wealth have always been the people's own. History 
is one long recJrd that governments which do not 
recognize this truth and seek its realintion, cannot 
p.rmanently abide. It remains to b~ seen what a 
oiviliaation oan reveal which endeavours to order 
itsel! around non-violence instead of violence.· 
Denmark is the world's best illustration to Ibis date 
of the possibilities. How ·can one say that 
non-violenoe is not itself a higher morality P 
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MISSIONARY SOCIETIES AND THE PLEDGE. 
:The following letter, writes the Indian Witn••• of 

Lucknow, from the Government of India to the 
Secretary of the N. C. C. q finally settles the question 
of procedure, which to our thinking should never 
have arisen"~ · 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 
Home D6Jlartm6nt. 

FROM 
C, J. W, LILLIE, EsQUIRE, I. C. S., 

DEPUTY SECRETARY to the Government oJ Ini!.ia. 
To 

THE SECRETARY of the National Christian (Jouncil. 
Simla, the 28rd Augllst, 1940. 

S!R, 

.. I am directed to say that the Government of India 
have seen an article in the issue of Indian Witness of 
July 18th, entitled "Alien Missionaries in India" in 
which. certain doubts are raised regarding the inter
pretatiOn of paragraph 5 of memorandum A. The 
Government of India wish it to be made known that 
!n their yiew: the correct interpretation is that given 
an the article ttself and that they regard it as incum
bent on the Governing Body of a missionary society 
to see that the provisions of the memorandum ar~ 
carried out and that appropriate action is taken when 
there is any breach thereof, They do not regard an 
interpretation by which it is left to the Government 
of India to take the initiative where there is a breach 
of the memorandum as consistent with the plain 
intention stated in paragraph S (c) of the memorandum 
tbat the Conference will hold recognized societies 
responsible for carrying out its provisions. 
: ~-. ' ' I have etc, 

(so.) C. J. W .. LILLIE, 
~ · Deputy-Secretary to the Governmllnt of India. 
- As the Witness points out this "finally settles the 

question of procedure." We wish. however, that the 
action of the Methodist authorities in India in 
purging its missionaries, had been the result, instead 
of the cause, of such a letter. The Methodist 
Church has not only made itself an agent of the 
Government but it has by this precedent made all 
missionaries and mission bodies similar tools. In 
the case of Mr. Gordon Halstead the position was 
different. There the Governme'nt asked for Mr. 
Halstead's removal from India and, according to the 
Methodist version, '' representatives of the Mission 
saw the Governor and tried to get him to change 
the order," (Dr. Wellons' letter to Mr, Templin, 
RejbrmBf', February 17, 1940.) Now tbe Mission 
points out it~ troublesome members to the Govern
ment and, even though the Government keeps quiet, 
sends them out of the country. The missionary 
wo_rker apparen!ly ne:d expect _no loyalty from his 
ch1efs whether In Ind1a or Amertca. The question of 
procedure may be settled ".finally'' but the solution 
sounds nonsensical to the ordinary layman. After all 
only the Government can say which activities and 
whose u~dermine its ~uthority. When another body 
seeks to mterpret the mterests of the Government it 
lands itself into strange contradictions as has 
the Methodist Mission. The relation between 
toreign missions and the State has been laid bare 
with cynical frankneso and the Government may 
well congratulate itself on the Church's surrender 
without a fight.-Editor, · 

K. NATARAJAN'S · 

. "OUR TRIP TO AMERICA" 

PPlce Re. 1/- Po11tage extPa. 

SE X IN VILLAGE INDIA. 

ThB Editor, 
ThB Indian Social Reformer. 

Sir, 

I hope Mr J. K. Metha will not think me ungracious 
if I make some comment on his very kind reference 
to my book 'The Baiga' in your issue of Aug. 17th 
but I feel bound to point out this work cannot be 
taken as giving a typical picture of village India or 
of its sex~al phil~sophy. an~ practice. It is a study 
of one put1cular trtbe wh1~h ISm many ways unique: 
I would not care to generalise from my special 
conclusions. 

Mr. J. M. Gan guli has touched on a subject 
that has often been discussed by anthropologists 
the relative strength of the sexual instinct and th~ 
nature of love among simple and more sophisticated 
peoples. There is a very full account of this in 
Briffault's 'The Mothers' (Vol. II, Chap. XIV). 
Mr. Ganguli seems to take the view of Crawley and 
many others that sexual instinct among simple people 
is normally weak, and for this view there is a 

_good. deal to be said, He is certainly oorrect 
In h1s observation that 'their mind is much 
less . inte~sely • excited. that . way by brooding 
~ nd ~m~g~nr.t•on. • ~s Brtffault says, •There exist 
In prtmlttVe soc1e1tes none of the barriers, none of 
the delays, none of the repressions in _regard to the 
satisfaction of sexual instincts which afford, in 
cultured societies, an opportunity for their transmuta
tion,' Again Rousseau says, 'Being confined to the 
purely physical aspect of love, and fortunate 
in being ignor .. mt of those preferences which 
irritate the passions and increase the difficulties in 
the way of their satisfaction' simple people 'must needs 
feel less frequently and less powerfully than we do 
ardours of temperament. Imagination, which plays 
such havoc amongst ourselves, has no power 
over their mmd ; each awaits peacefully the impulse 
of nature, yields to it without exercising choice, with 
more pleasure than fury, and th" mood being satis
fied, all desire is extinguished,' 

This ''simple, sensuous and passionate" approach to 
sex, which is typical of peasants all over the world 
without repressions or frustrations, has one great 
advantage. The villager is practically free from 
sexual abnormalities, Briffault points out how the 
repression of sex results 'in European civilisation 
in various forms of nervous disturbance, in romanti; 
passion, in religious phenomena, in masturbation in 
vice, manifestations which are ·for the most part 
unknown in primitive societies where no such 
repression exists.' On the othe~ hand, civilised 
peoples are often able to sublimate their sexual 
desires into the high est achievements of mankind. · 

Where I would veriture to join issue w'ith Mr •. 
Ga~guli-ifl understand him rightly-is in his apparent 
behef that the weakness of the sexual instinct in 
village India is . a. matter for congratulation. But. 
surely this weakness is largely due, not to a higher 
standard of morality, but to the abominable conditions 
under which mill ions of our people have to live. 
Und~r-nourish~d, diseased, ill-housed, a prey to 
contmual anx1ety and fear, the villager cannot 
develop a natural and vigorous sexuality. The 
B aigas whom I describe in my book are undoubtedly 
over-sexed' they are a free people, of hunting nomad 
stock, wiry and vigorous in physique, happy and 
in tern perament. I have just finished a monograph. 
on another tribe,the .A.garia blacksmiths. These 
are as certainly under-sexed ~ an over-worked over• 
taxe_d people, weary, anxious, s_uspicious ~illage 
memals ; these unhappy men kaow httle of the delight. 
of love and have never developed its technique~ 
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-·Th-; real danger of sex is not-that we should have 
too much of it, but that it should taken an a ~nor~al 
course, This danger is far gr~ter, eyen m Indta, 
than is commonly believed, Anc1ent Ind1a devdoped 
a sexual culture which,· pure, passionate and beaut1f~I, 
has been the wonder of the world, Modern lnd1a 
need not be afraid of it. 

!>orakhpur } 
Augnst 27, 194.0. 

Yours etc. 
VERRIER ELWIN 

TilE MUSLIM LEAGUE AC'JD THE 
BRITISH OFFER 

The Working Committee of the All-India Muslim 
League passed the following resolutions at its 
mcttiog in Bombay on Monda>::- . 

(1) The Working Committee of the All-Ind1a 
Mu>lim League have given their most . earnest an_d 
careful consideration to the statement 1s-u•d by H1s 
l:xcellency the Viceroy on August 8, 1940 an.d the 
authoritative amplification and clarification of 1t by 
Mr, Amery, Secretary of State. for India, on behalf 
of ffis Majesty's Government 10 the course of the 
India debate in the House of Commons on August 14. 
The Committee consider that the;e pronouncements 
constitute a considerable progressive advance towards 
the appr<>ach of the point ot view and the position 
ta~eu up by the AU-India Muslim League on behalf of 
Muslim 1 ndia regarding the problem of the future 
constitution of 1ndra, and the Committee also note 
with satisfaction thHt Ris Majesty's Government have, 
on the whole, practically met the demand of the 
Mu>lim League for a clear assurance to the effect that 
no future constitution, Interim or final, should be 
adopted by the British Government without their 
approval and consent. 

(2) The Working Committee place on record that 
some of the observations rr1ade in the statement of His 
Exc<ilency the Viceroy, and also In the speech of the 
Secretary of State for India, with regard to the theory 
of unity of national life which does not rxlst are 
hbtorlcaliy Inaccurate and self-contradictory. Such 
ob,ervations are calculated to rabe apprehensions In the 
minds of the Mussalmans of India, and therefore, the 
Commlr tee deem It necessary to reaffirm and make the 
position clear once more that the Committee standby the 
Lahore resolution and the basic principles underlying the 
terms thereof, proposing the division of India and the 
creation of independent States in the north-western 
and e-stern zones of India where the Mu,lims are In 
a majority, and the Committee declare their determina
tion, lirm resolve and faith that the partition of India 
is the o11ly solurlon of the most difficult and complex 
problem of India's future constitution, and are glad 
to state that the vital importance and the true aspect 
of this question are being fully realised b).' British 
l'arliamont; and that His Majesty's Government are 
now fully apprised and seized of the realities of the 
situation. 

The ~luslim LeaR"ue again makes its position 
<'lear th:~t the Muslims of India are a nation by 
tlwn\sdves and will exercise their right to self· 
determination and that they alone are the final j•1dges 
and arbiters of their own future destiny. 

(3) Tho \Vorking Committee appreciate that His 
~laJosty's Government have conceded the principle 
urged upon them by the Mu•lim League that in 
order to scoure genuine am! full support of Muslim 
India anJ suoh other parties as are and have been 
ready and willing to undertake the responsibility 
nnJ are prepared tom •ke every contribution to the 
intt'n•ilioati.m of the war efforts and for the defence 
of India with a view to meet any external dan"'er or 
ng-~rL•ssion and to maintain internal security and 
p<.~Ot', they should fo_rthwith associate the represen· 
tatoves of tho Mushm League with authority and 
rower as PMtncrs in the Central and Provincial 

Governments and establish a War Council which 
will include the lndian Princes and thus secure their 
co-operation alsa. 

The Committee, therefore, are glad that His 
Majesty's Government provision•lly and during the 
prosecution of the War have decided upon the expan
sion of the Executive Council of the Governor-General 
and the establishment of a War Advisory Council on 
an all-! ndia b.1sis, although they regret that His 
Majesty's Government have declared that they at this 
stage do not contemplate non-official advisors in the 
provinces which are at present administered by the 
Governors under Section 93 of the Government of 
India Act. The Committee, however, find that the 
specific offer now made as embodied in the letter of 
His Excellency the Viceroy dated August 14 
purporting to give effect to and to implement that 
principle of co-operation with authority in the 
Government as partners is most unsatisfactory 
and does not meet the requirem<'nts nor the spirit 
indicated in the resolution of this Committee of the 
16th of June 1940 which was communicated by the 
President to His Excellency the Viceroy by his 
letter of June 17, 1940, nor does it meet the memo
randum that was submitted to His Excellency by 
the President on 1 uly 1. 

In the circumstances the Committee find it very 
difficult to deal with this offer for the following 
reasons:-

(a) Neither the President nor the Committee were 
consulted as to the number of the proposed increase 
of the additional members of the Executive Council 
of the Governor-General. · 

(b) The Committee are not yet' aware of the 
manner in which the entire Executive Council will 
be reconstituted. 

(c) The Committee have no information as to 
which are the other parties with whom the Muslim 
League will be called upon to work. 

(d) The Committee understand that the President 
has not been informed as to what portfolios will be 
assigned to every one of these additional members. 
The Committee are merely asked without any further 
knowledge or information, except that the total 
number of members of the expanded Executive 
Council will be in the neighbourhood of 11, to send a 
panel of 4. out ·of which 2 will be selected for 
appointment as members of the Governor-General's 
Executive Council, 

(e) The Committee have considered the system 
of panel suggested and they are of the opinion that 
it is open to many objections, is not desirable and 
does not commend itself to them. 

(/) As regards the proposed "War Advisory 
Council," the Committee do not know its constotution, 
composition and functions, beyond the information 
that it will probably consist of about 20 members 
and the Committee are asked to submit a P•nel out of 
which 5 will be nominated by His Excdlenoy the 
Viceroy. 

In these circumstances the Committee consider the 
offer unsatisfactory and request His Excellency the 
Viceroy to reconsider the matter and hereby authorise 
the President to seek further information and 
clarifioation. 

(4.) The resolution of the Working Committee 
passed in 8Jmbay on Jun~ 16 requesting the Muslims 
generally and, in particular, the members of the 
Muslim League not to serve on war committees and 
to await further instructions from the Pr~sidont 
pending the result of the negotiations with the 
Vioeroy was not a decision thtt adopted the policy 
of non-co-operation with Government, a~ has wrongly 
been represented by the enemies of the M ushm 
League, but, on the contrary, was intended to urge 
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upon. Government a line Of action 'and policy which 
they should adopt1cto. sectlre more effective .co
operation in the prosecution of the war. . There were 
two very vital points for which the Committee have 
.been· pi·essing Government, namely, (1) that no 
constitution, either interim or final, would be adopted 
by His Majesty's Government without the approved 
consent of Muslim India and (2) that in order 
to secure genuine and whole-hearted support of 
the Muslims it was imperative that within the 
framework of the present constitution Muslim Indian 
leadership should be associated as a partner in the 
realm of the Central and Provincial Governments 
forthwith. 

As a result of the negotiations the Working 
Committee are glad to state that the first point has 
now been practically met by the statement 
of His Excellency the Viceroy of August 8 
and the amplification and clarification of that 
statement by Mr. Amery, the Secretary of State 
for India, in the course of his speech on 
August 14. in Parliament and the Committee note 
with satisfaction that Government have accepted the 
principle of the second point that was urged upon 
them, namely. "co-operation .with authority and 
power" in the Government in order to prosecute the 
war sucessfully. 

In view of these circumstances the \Vorking 
Committee leave those Muslims who think that they 
can serve any useful purpo;e by merely associating 
themselves with the War Committees free to do so. 

The Committee are of opinion that Government 
should, in fact and not merely in principle, take 
without delay Muslim leadership into their complete 
confidence and associate them as equal partners in 
charge of the reins of the Government in the Centre 
and in the Provinces in order to secure genuine and 
whole-hearted co-operation of Muslim India in the 
prosecution of the war successfully." 
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and, as the' first offic!·bearers were mostly 
drawn from the Congress party, it was inevit· 
able that a more lenient view was taken ·of 
any encroachments on individual liberty by the 
State. The Civil Liberties Un:on was regarded 
as a troublesome body and many of its members 
who had in its early days played an important 
part, resigned from it, The Union was, of 
course, cons1derably weakened by these 
d!fections and it was generally believed that 
it had ceased to function. We are glad to see 
from a report in the newspapers on Wednesday 
last, that an annual general meeting was held to 
elect office-bearers. Mr. N. M. Joshi has been 
elected President. This is a commendable 
choice since Mr. Joshi has no party affiliations 
and is not likely to hold office in any future 
government, . Most of the other offi.;e-bearerl! 
and Committee members are persons who 
have not made their mark as party 
politicians. This is an improvement. on the 
first Committee which had a distinguished 
personnel but was less convincing as a 
working institution, Unfortunately the size of 
the Committee makes it alm:Jst unwie:dly-there 
are ten office-bearers and sixteen members. The 
only justification for this must be that it evokes 
greater enthusiasm and it does not discriminate 
between one champion of Civil Liberties and 
another. Bomb1.y has known less of the 
Defence of India Ordinance than many of the 
other provinc~s. But the Union has much work 
to do and in th• near future will pcobably have 
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NOTES. 
"Sporting Offer'' :-Mr. C. Rajagopalacharya's 

"sporting offer" to the Secretary of State has 
had an unexpected repercussion. Mr. Amery 
himself has to all appearance taken no notice of 
the offer to accept a Muslim League Premier 
with colle1gues of his choice and free to consider 
the Pakistan iJea. But the Sikhs in the Punjab 
have taken alarm. The Cong-ress High Command 
was called upon to repudiate. the "offer" and, 
on its failing to do so, Master Tara 
Singh, President of the Shiromani Gurudwara 
l'rabhandak Com mit tee, has resig-ned 
from the Punj 1b Congress and the All-India 
Cong-ress Committee. Master Tara Singh 
docs not, howev~r, make a communal issue of 
his resignation and has asl>ed other Sikhs to 
continue to rem•in and participate in the Congress 
organisation. The S1khs are rather a matter of 
fa,t people who do not understand the subtleties 
of p. htics or they would have realised that Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya's offer was merely meant to 
cxrose the Secretary of State's sophistries. No 
Brit1sh statesman worth the name would have 
accepted the o[er. Although Mr. Raj l• 

g:npalacharya was confident he could get the 
l:?n~rcss party to support the sportin~ 
m•m•try-he was wrong so far as Sikh 
Congrcs>mcn were concerned-the country 
as a wlwlc may not see its way to support 
the Congress party. 1\leanwhile, Sir Sikandar 
I layat Khan who attended the meeting of the 
Working Committee in Bombay, told a 
rerrescntative of the Lahore Tribune that he 
was totally opposed to the division of the 
country, _that the Punj?b could not be governed 
by any Slllgl~ commumty and that the resolution 
ot the ,\lus,im League did not contemplate any 
divi•ic' n of India. 

CiYII liberties Union:-The Bombay Branch 
of the Civil Liberties Union has not been 
very much in eviJ<!Ilce in recent years. The 
a~ptance of ollice by the Congress in 1937 
gave a general impression that the work of 
su~h associations was no longer necessary 

its hands fully occupied. · ·. 
The War :-For several days in succession 

since la<t Saturday, Britain has been subjected 
to intensive bombardment more than repa1d by 
British bombardments of Berlin. On Wedn~sday 
Buckingham Palace was reported to have been 
hit though tne damage was not serious. Italian 
armies are mobilising on the Egyptian frontier, 
The war is working towards its climax and it is 
expected that the end of s~ptember will see a 
decisive turn in the p.Jsition cf the belligerents. 

The Nazi Hold On Europe :-In a recent issue 
of No-Frontier A'ews, Mr. Devere Allen who 
has gone back to the United States, meets the 
accusations made against King Leopold of the 
Belgians. He says that the simplest reason is 
usud!l y true in pub I ic events and the reason he 
gives for Belgian surrender is •· In any future 
l:;elgium, a few young men were to be needed
alive.'' 1\lr, Allen who was for long in Brussels, 
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remarks that so far from the King being res· I ingenious lawyer discovered that so long as 
ponsible for Belgium's policy of neutrality, \ there is an ;Excise Minister there can be no 
"no government could hold power in Belgium . Prohibition, and succeeded in establishing his 
that undertook to reverse that policy." Leopold I point. Mr. Kher's case is a convincing one. 
was not pro-Nazi. On the contrary, Mr. Allen The fact that it was not put before the Full 
points out, he was in the forefront in rooting Bench of the High Court, carries its obvious 
out fifth column activities and, Mr. Allen lesson. Prohibitionists in seeking legislation in 
adds, no small country in Europe so assi- future must press for an Act which cannJt be 
duously worked to master the fifth column. , shaken in the Courts. It should not be a 
Mr. Allen also publishes in the same number ' difficult task to devise a water-tight law. 
an account of how France came to capitalate 

1 Templin of Muttra :-We publish this week 
but, since this is not gathered at first hand as an appreciation by Prof. P. A. Wadia of 
Mr. Allen's views on Belgium are, one or two Mr. and Mrs. Ralph T. Templin who sail for 
links are missing. Mr. Allen quotes from one America this week-end. To those who do not 
of his correspondents . tha~. General Fran:o know Mr. Templin, it will seem that the great 
played a great part m ra1stng Marshal Petam I work carried on at Muttra by Mr. and Mrs. 
to the premiership of defeated France and in i Templin has been terminated by an irrelevant 
inducing ~err Hitler and Signor Mussolini 1 incursion into politics. But those who have 
to accept h1m. Mr. Allen says that through I followed his frequent contributions to The 
the Spanish Ambassad~r at Pari~, Franco Reformer during the past year, will realise the 
persuaded the ''near-Fasc1st" party m France absurdity of all attempts to persuade or intimidate 
"into whose hands power was falling" Mr. Templin into restricting his activities. 
to make Marshal Petain, Premier. This is Mr. Templin's fault has been that he saw 
the first indication we have that power life as a whole and was not afraid of applying 
was falling to near-Fascists. These gentlemen his principles to every problem that confronted 
would seem to have disguised their authority very him. In the utterly unnecessary controversy 
successfully. It was generally believed that the which has just ended, the mission leaders have 
Reynauld group, no less than other parties, I had the worst of it. In some ways they 
look£d to Marshal Petain · to shoulder the , were unfortunate in that they came up 
responsibility for a policy which none of them · against the Templins. For what in most 
were prepared to face the country with. It is not other instances would have been a severe test for 
unusual for a subjugated country to seek to unite the ind,vidual, has in this case turned out to 
its people for reconstruction work under the 

1 
be a thorough exposure of the system. This 

leadership of a national figure. Mr. Allen , has been largely because the Templins never 
gives an interesting item on General Franco's : once lost sight of the principle underlying the 
position in Europe. He writes: ' dispute. We wish the same could be said of the 

Franco was eager to assert himself, not merely for · other side. Nothing would please the Templins 
reasons of prestige, sorely needed at . home ; but i more than that they could return to work in 
because he has become a hostage ot Mussohnlln a new · India in the near future in a capacity which 
and not too pleasant way. ltaly has transferred all -

1 
h f II ' • f · 

the debts owed to her by Portugal to Spain and Spain , allows t~em t e . u est opportu01ty o serv1ce. 
has become the guarantor of these obligations. At · They Will meet With a ready welcome whenever 
any time Italy can make Spain take as active a part in that happens. 
the conO.ct as may be desired. . The Social Service League :-The twenty-eighth 

M~. Allen ~emarks that all ~10d~ of pressure are annual report of the Social Service League, 
bemg app.hed to Portugal s d1ctator, Salazar, Bombay which has been just published, shows 
by Herr H1tler. that the institution has managed in spite of 

Prohibition and the Abkari Act :-In his financial difficulties during 193~ to keep up the 
comprehensive treatment in the article we print i many useful services it runs in Dombay. Apart 
this week, of the question whether under the ' from its usual activities in running night schools 
Abkari Act a policy ot total Prohibition could I and organising recreation for the working classes,. 
be initiated, Mr. B. G. Kher cites Government I the League threw itself enthusiastically iqto the 
resolutions from 1838 to support the view that 1 Literacy Campaign which it was invited to jilln. 
the Abkari Act was intended, as we had pointed j As the Chairman of the Adult Literacy Com
out, not merely to bring in revenue but to restrict 1 mittee's letter to the League put it, the Literacy 
drinking,,legal as well as illicit, in the interests of I Campaign in Boinbay could only be carried out 
the people. That is also the commonsense view. I if the League took up t,e work in collaboration 
The scheme which Sir Chunilal Mehta had in with the Committee. · The League has a wide 
view during his Ministership, was one which I field in which it works, covering educ'ltional, 
aimed at reducing liquor consumption gradually . recreational and medical work among the work
during a fixed period until the province b~came 1 ing classes, It runs an industrial settlement for 
dry; Had it been worked out Bombay would I criminal tribes at Belgaum but otherwise its 
have been enjoying Prohibition from some years work carried out through six centres lies mai.tly 
now. No objection, so far as we are aware in Bombay city. Now that Mr. N. M. Joshi is 
was raised at the time against the propriety of no longer in the Servants of India Society, he 
such a measure being worked und~r the Abkari will be able to concentrate with greater single-· 
Act. It would be in no way surprising if some mindedness on the work of the League of which 
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he is General Secretary. The Social Service of survivors from sixteen to twenty-five. 
League has appealed in its report for public Mr. Ball cites a report of Gonrnor Drake 
support and we trust an encouraging response that the imprisonment followed on the riotous. 
will be forthcoming, even in midst of more conduct of drunken British s:>ldiers. The story 
insistent demands from other quarters on public goes that the small garrison left at Calcutta after 
generosity, the departure of Governor Drake was about 

Indians In South Africa :-Sir Purshotamdas 170; of these, says Mr. Ball, 25 were killed and. 
Thakurdas, Chairman of the Imperial Indian 70 wounded before the Black Hole incident. It 
Citizenship Association, in a cable to General follows from this that is impo;;sible for 17 5 men 
Smuts welcoming his broadcast adJress on the and women to have been imprisoned in the Black 
necesssity of equal justice between man and Hole ; and extremely unlikely that 145 of the 
man and nation and nation, expressed the hope British colony were trust in by Siraj-ud-Daulah's 
that the South African Premier would apply men. "That a large number of men died 
these principles to the different races in South in the siege of Calcutta,'' he writes, ''is un1eni
Africa. Gener..tl Smut;; in his reply argued able and all the evidence points to the conclusion 
somewhat irrelevantly that lots of Indians were that they were killed by the Nawab's men 
happier in the Union than in India, and he when they tried in a fi[ of drunkenness to over
argued that this was because of the South power the guards. Those wh:> survived were 
African conception of their responsibilities, As taken to the prison and spent an uncomfortable 
a matter of fact this is not correct in any sense night. To exonerate themselves from theit" 
of the term. The Union Government has had own guilt, they manufactured a story which 
often to be reminded of its duty towards its has made Siraj-ud-Daulah and his men appeao 
Indian citizens. Sir Purshotamdas, however, in guilty." Prof. Bd.ll points out that in the 
his reply to this c.able _without entering into any treaty that was signed after the defeat of 
contrO\'crsy on th1s pornt, has confined himself to the Nawab, though the East India Company 
the larger issues involved. He has sent the secured compensation for all losses suffered 
following to General Smuts: in Calcutta, there was no demand made for 

Than Its for your cable and assurance that measures compensation for the families of those wh:J 
for improving position of Indian• In South Africa perished in the Blad! Hole. Nor is there 
are. und•r constllnt re~ie•v. With regard to your any mention of the Black Hole in any of 
belle! that lots of Indians In South Africa are in the official documents. He concludes tha[. the 
many respect~ happier than in I udia, you are h 1 · • 
perhaps rofemng to their m:<terial position. That W 0 e lncrdent was built up out of rumours 
may be so but you and I believe that between ma'l in order to enable the Comp1ny's men to. 
and man there should be social justice and our aim re.pu~iate the term3 of the Treaty signed with 
•hould be a nation of free:men and women. Human S1raj ud-Daulah. Prof. Ball's article is a convin-
dil:'nity requiros equal opportunities for political · 
economic ~nd nation.al .. expression and the right cmg study of the authenticity of the Black Hole. 
of shouldermg respons,bilitles. Until such facilities The Congress Conference :-On September 15, 
are atrordod to l ~dians in South Africa, true happine;s the All India Congress Committee which is 
ca.nnot be "'tabl~>hed. I deeply appreciate your good · · 
wishes for the progress of India which 1 hearlly meetmg m Bombay, will d~cide the future course 
reclrrorato for every section of South Africa. of [he party. It is expected that the leadership 

Sir S. Raza Ali, ex-Agent·General to the will be restored to Gandhiji and that the Con
Government of India in South Africa, has in a gress will reaffirm its faith in non-violence. The 
m~s;agc to th~ South African press which we mischief, however, has already . been done and 
rcpnnt, further amplified Sir Purshotamdas' we do not see how the Committee can get over 
cable. .the fact that at a crucial stage the leaders 

~h.e lfolwell Monument :-Along with the decided to modify their acceptance of Gandhian 
t.lcciSIOII to remove th~ Holwell l\'lonument the leadership. The All India Committee more· 
Beng-al Government has also proceeded to ~mit over, had itself endorsed the repudiation 
all references to the Blacl( Hole incident from of non·violence in matters relating to internal 
text-books, Prof. Upendranath Ball in the unrest or national defence. There is a 
current number of the C , 11 R . general feeling that the Committee will decide 

· accu a \CVte1V con- t · · .1 d' b d' tribuks an article on the l3lack Hol . 1. 1 1 o rev1ve c1v1 1so ~ 1ence. But most of the 
. e m w uc 1 le leader· m k d' ·t· t' b th · · ex:umnes the eviJence for Hoi well's star • 1 • " a e a 1s ~~c. wn etween a JUStl• 

After point in).! out that 1\Ir. 1\lills, thoU<~ / ficat1on for such a decrstOn and the preparedness 
mcnti~'ncd by name as his colleague in the Bla~k of th7 c:untry for a renewed struggl~. Nob:>dy 
llc'l~ rntcrnment was not , .. 1·1h 'l 1 II J' / questiOns the fact that the country ts not ready • ,, r o we accor 1n<> f · 'I d' b d' 
ll1.othcr contemr~rary records, Prof. Ball remark~ I or crvt ISO e renee. . 
dnly th 1t l\lr. Gray who is not mentioned by The Reformer :-The peno;l of 50 years ended 
I k'lwcl~ ns 0ne of the survivors, was largely I last week covers the l!fe of the p~per. I was 
rcsp:'n,;1blc for the story and for many ot its ~':t one ~f the gro~p wht~h started 1t although I 
d~t:11ls. I k'lwcl\ himself has given three : Jomed rt .almost rm,ned1ately. For about six 
1.hl1ercnt versiuns and the first monument was 1 ):ears unt1l . o.n~ of us three, the late 1\lr. K. 
put up at his expense, The number of Su?ba. l{ao pmed l\lysore S~rvice, ha was the 
pns,,ncrs supp.:>sed to have b~en in the Black ed lt~Jr, 
llcll.: varies from 170 to 14!; the number K, N. 
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lNDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER cation has no end. Dominion Statu~ has been 
· EOllBAY, S•pt•mh•r 14, 1940. definitely declared to be unsuitable t:> India in 

these circumo;tances, and it will be wise to acc~pt 
INOlA IN THE EMPIRE. the declaration as final. Alternative ways of 

The political problem has been clarified by the maintaining the connection should be explored 
definite rejection of Dominion Status. Even and one is sure to be found if both sides are 
after its declaration of Independence as its goal animated by an earnest desire to keep tog~ther. 
the Congress was not of one mind regarding The promise made is th~t ln:lia, at some 
Dominion Status. Gandhiji spoke of it as the suitable time after the end of the war, will be 
substance of . Indep~ndence, There was an given equal status with the Dominiorts in the 
interval when Congress was clearly in a mood British Commonwealth. What does this equality 
to compromise on Dominion Status. Tke amount to ? The failure of democracy is due to 
Reformer, for reasons which but rarely occur to the fact that economic equality which was needed 
active politicians, has all along urged the unsuit- to give reality to political equality was not secured 
ability of Dominion Status for India. A country to the citizen. In the British Commonwealth 
must be a Dominion as a fact in order to be a of Nations, Jnjia would be the poJrest partner. 
Dominion in law. Australia, Canada, and In "The Conditions of Economic Progress" 
New Zealand, the three true British Dominions, (Macmillan and Co) published this year, Mr. 
were daughter States sprung from the loins of Collin Clarke has examined the figures of 
the British people. They were settlers in those national income of all the countries in the world. 
distant lands. They were much smaller in Canada and New Zeahnd have a higher 
numbers than the Mother Country. Their culture national income than Great Britain. Australia 
and their history were all derived from British closely follows the Mother Country. Mr. Chrke 
culture and British history. The legal ties notes that Eire has a high pl~ce in the 
under the 'Westminster Statute are thin and list, South Africa's average is deceptive as 
fragile. But the historical and cultural affinities the whole popubtion, the great majority of 
constitute a bond much stronger than can be whom are hewers of wood and drawers of 
forged by any parliamentary statute. For want water, depress it, \Vhat about India? "There 
of such affinities, Eire can maintain herself as is no doubt whatever,'' observes Mr. Cl'irke, 
a neutral in the present war. For want of such "about the extreme poverty of China, British 
affinities, there does not exist in South Africa India and the Dutch East Indies.'' The great 
the same unanimity as in the three Dominions. Democracies have complacently voted for the 
Dominion Status is, therefore, merely a symbJI status quo in the Dutch East Indies. The 
to mark the existence of racial and cultural extreme poverty of the population is no 
affinities which render constitutional restraints concern of theirs. China was under an Asiatic 
superfluous and irritating. regime and its poverty requires no explanation. 

India, too, at one point in the two hundred But it is certainly disconcerting to find British 
years of her connection with Britain came as India wedged in between the twJ. 1\Ir, Amery 
near having similar affinities with Britain as will no doubt explain that the British had 
an Asiatic country can with a European country. done their best and that it is the Indian's own 
That period was the last decade of the last fault that he has remained one of the poorest 
century, The founders of the British Indian peoples on earth. Great Britain herself has grown 
Empire did not regard their civilisation as immensely rich all these years. But this is not 
superior in all respects to what they found in the question which we wish to raise now. \Ve 
this country. The virus of Imperialism and ask how can there be perfectly equal status 
racial domination did nJt infect British Indian between the plutocratic countries of the Common
policy until the last quarter of the last century. wealth and the pauper nation of India? It is like 
Lord Curzon, perhaps the ablest and most making a man \Vith an income of Rs. 50 an 
conscientious Governor-General Britain ever equal partner with a man with an income of 
sent out to India, whole-heartedly adopted this Rs. 5,000, The equality will consist only of 
policy and strove to make the administration obligations. A writer in the Political Quarterly, 
efficient in pursuance of it. His successor had Mr. Alaric Jacob, points out that while the 
not his ability or his cietermination. Indeed, United States would almost certainly fight to 
he had no p::>licy and let matters drift. prevent Australi"' or New Zealand falling under. 
A man of large vision did his best to alien domination, it is not at all anxious to defend 
rally the national spirit of India to the British Britain's possessions. of India and the more 
connection. Lord Hardinge was all but cashiered backward parts of the colonial Empire which, 
for his statesmanship. The last war comp:>sed it is felt. "we are holding down by force against 
for the time the growing estrangement between the will of the populations, from whom we are 
the. two countries. But only for a time. withholding educati0n and democratic rights," 
Another statesman who tried to do his duty And he concludes that only a Britain which 
by India, Mr. Montagu fell into disgrace and J among other things had emancipated India and 
died of a broken heart. Clearly it was dangerous the Colonies could make a new approach to 
for an English politician with a career to make r America with the fairest prospect of success. So, 
to befriend India, Today distrust is the prevail- at least for the sake of "saving face'' with 
ing note in th~ relations between Indian and America if not for the sake of India, the Freedom 
English statesmen. Every statement made I of India is an immedrate issue in British politics. 
requires to be clarified. The process of clarifi-
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. ' ISOlA 1:-i AMERICA. 
·· ·tn a recent i~~ue of the New &p•thl~, a letter from 

.Americans intere~ttd in Indian affairs was publi;hed 
deploring the paucity of Indian new~ available in the 
United '-;tates of America. In view of this Mr. 
Ja'Tl~lt Frederick Green's contribution to the Foreign 
Policy Report•, "India's Struggle for Independence" 
(June 1, 1~40), gains a<lditional i!,11P.JI"~nce, !"'r• 
Gr~en has giv~n his roaders a patnst•ktng rev1ew 
of the po!!-war developments in India. While, 
however, one cannot but admire the imparthlity 
of Mr. Green'• presentation of the facta, one feels less 
confident of his method of interpreting them. For 
example, 

The Muslim•, lese advanced politically and often in 
debt to Hindu merchants and banker•, allege that 
the Hindus di&Criminate again•t them in busine>S, 
education and Civil service. Many Muslims, moreover, 
re,ent tho u"democratic principles of tho orthodox 
Hindus, who forbid iuter-dioing and inter-marrying 
with non·Hindus and who regard even upper·ciass 
Mu•llms as socially Inferior to the lowo,t caste Hindus, 

The a bsurdi1ies of this statement are glaring. 
Mr. Green apparently regards class as democratic 
but caste as undemocratic. On the system of 
weightage, Mr. Green defends the practice, though 
be concedes that "the electoral system has 
aggravated the tension between the communities." 
He writes: 

The British Government has maintained that any 
constitutional change must provi.Je for pro1ect1on of 
Muslim rights and has, therefore, weighted electoral 
dJ.trlbutlon and legl-latlve representation in favour of 
the ~[usllms. Some such compensation-inevitable to 
a certain extent In every federal structure and parlia
mentary HfHtem-1• probably necessary o.t pre~ent, 
sine.e tho lllu•lims consthute less than one-fourtll of the 
tot•l population and are In a minority In all b"t four 
l'rovlnces. The llfu,llms, moreover, have appeared less 
able than the Hind~• to organize politically, 

We are not aware of a similar adjustment in the 
United States of Am,rioa, wh~re 14 million negro!s 
form a large enough (and s.nall enou~h) minority to 
claim ~pecial dectorates and wei~htage, 'or is 
there any talk of aafeguuding the 20 million German 
horn Am•rioaos who our<ly are not volunt•rily 
di<c'fding their language to take up li:nglish, Mr, 
Green ag•in shows a failure to get the communal 
problem basbally right when he says: 

Mal.,tenance of unity ......... wouid preclude the 
eot .. bl ishment of an lnd~pendent M"sllm l>hte but 
would pro.uppose a ~onerous degree of home rule for 
tho pre<!Jminantly l\lu:Jim areas. 

This is a po•ition which muH be unaooeptable 
even to Muslim Leaguers in so far as it postulates 
the presence today of a Hindu obstruction to Mu,Jim 
home rule in the provinces where Mu•lims predomi
D:Itc •. It i• not now in question whether Mu•lims are 
frcu in ~luslim provi11ccs, What is agitating the 
.Mu~lim League is the ~ition or the community 
out•iJe these provinces and at the Centre. Nor does 
M r, Green seem ro sense in any other way the 
existen,'e of a Hindu minority problem in the 
four provinces which is gro.ving appreci .. bly since 
the Briti•h aoo··punoe of the 1\luslim position. 
The minority problew in India is not, and it ca11not 
be too often emphasised, like the minority problem 
in tho Halkqns. The ri~ht th it ii being fought for 
h< rt·, is not the rit::ht to exist but the right to ex~rci<e 
auth<lriry, On the national que•tion 1\lr. Green, 
liko other writt·r~ bef<Jre him, is unable to see an 
lnJi:~n roint. of view after bavinl! split up Indian 
Opmton 11110 It• o-:unmunal o.>m,>onent~ 

If he is a bid to f,llow the British Government 
!<.l f.~r in reg.ud to polioy, Mr. Green parr.. company 

with them. on the problem of the States. l ffe 
believes that· the Prince" are atfording Brit;un an 
opportunity to , put off consideri 1g lndepend
enc:; that oompromis> between Briti•h IoJia and 
the StateS w1ll . come through con~lidation of 
small States into a few hrge units and. a 
reduction of the powers of the Princ~s. He rightly 
poinU out that the support of the Prin'?es to Bntain 
in the present War, "partly by a d~s1re to expr<SS 
loyalty to the Crown and putly to keep Hritain 
obligated to the States," will increase the dollioultie!l 
of a constitutional settlement in future, Hut 
the trouble whbh political parties in India 
find is not w1th the small States-some of 
which like Rajkot, have offered easy targets 
for political agitation; while others like Au~dh, have 
won golden opinions fNm even such rnv• t~rat.e 
enemie• of the lndaan S1at's sy•tem as P"ndat 
Jawaharlal-but in the large States which are 
gradually working up to a political consoiousnes!l 
that thre•tens to divide tllem from the rest 
of India, The special attention now being paid by 
leading Congressmen to Indiart. States is ~ringin~ on 
results not unlike tho!e wh1ch have ansen out of 
Congress attempts at Hindu-Muslim unity and at 
Hat~jan work. It is worth noting that while Mr. Gre~n 
hints that Mu91im~ resent the undemo:>rat1o 
ways of orthodox Hindus and, therefore, di~like 
th' Congress, he also points out that the Princes ohject 
to federation because or the Congres~ enthus1a~m 
for •ocial reform. Mr. Green ha'l lost sight of the 
fact which he has so admirably stressed earlier, 
that there is a world of difference between one 
Indian State and another, Tne obviou• solution ror 
the States problem seems to be to get ahead wi tb 
Hritish Indian Federation leaving it to time . to. bring 
about a larger politic-.al unity. Alter all It .as more 
possible to attr•ct States' support for entry !nto an 
existing l'ederation thin to plan the details or a 
schem~ which from the outs~t has rou•ed gr..at 
distrust and no enthusia•m. 

On tlie subject of Indo-British relations, Mr. Green 
emphasi>es the need for a compromise between 
Congres• and British leadors. At the time he wrote 
his rep.lrt, the pro~pects of such settlement were 
brighter than it is after the Congress formula of 
a National G.>vernment has been rejocted by the 
British, Mr. Green has noted the Indoan ohjootion to 
Domini<.ln Status but one is surpri•ed that an 
American writer should have failed to a•k his people 
the obvious question, whether the United S~tes 
would have risen to its present stature as a Dom1mon 
of Hritain and if so why Canada has not been 
similarly developed, The impression he gives is 
that lnJia's ohj:otion to Dominion Sta1us is largely. 
based on a f,ar that it will stabilise the present 
relations between India and the Dominions. Mr. 
Green ha• given in a brief paragraph an . admira.hle · 
summary of what (njia means w Britam-a vaew 
which is not always borne in mind in America, He 
writes : 

For the duration of the war, British policy is dictated 
by military considerations. I nd1a is at once a liability 
and an as5'0t since 1t both te1Uires protection tr001 · 
Invasion and provides man power and mat!rial for 
Br·tain's war effort. To defend India, rlritain has 
sought to cootrol mvitime communications in the 
M<diterranean, tha Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Indian 
Ocean, and the MiLly Straits, as well as land 
communication• In the Sear East in Iran, Afghanistan 
and along tho Nonh Wost Frontier, To procludo 
inva>ion by any. ther great power-<:ennany,ltaly tho 
Soviet Union or Japan-the Briti>h Government is 
dc::terminr-d to maiuhio law and ord« in lndia. suppress 
civil disobedience and combat subversin propaganda. 
Communist and Fa..cl,t in8~enco among the t ndiaa 
population, however, appears to be negligible, al~hougb 
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fB~itain fears German and Russian penetration ·alnng
'India's land frontiers.' · Britain moreover regards the 
:maintenance of its authority in India during the war· 
.'as a neces>ary condition of Its diplomatiC and military· 
•· prestige throughout Asia, Africa and the Near East- • 
. particularly among Muslim peoples, . ; 

lf these are the political reasons for:British policy in 
India there are economic ones as well. Mr. Green 
in a candid paragraph explains these reasons : 

In the World War, Ind1a became a re<ervoir of gold, 
raw materials and men for the Western front. It 
despatched approxima.tcly 1.~~8 620 combatant troops 

:and non-cowba.tant auxiliaries to the various 
··battle-fronts-considorably more than all the British 
Dominions contributed together-and made a direct 

·contributkm of about£ llZ,OOO,OO() to the Empire war 
·chest while its subs·.ript!on to war loans was even 
large~. It is the exp!Ctation ot the llritish govornment 
that India will offer similar assist~nce during the . 

:present co~oflict. while the Congress party prote;ts 
.against .India's belligerency and refuses~ co-operate 
·until its political dem•nds are met, Yet mdopendonce . 
or ,Dominion status would probably dimiuish the . 

· amount of assistance which Britain could obtain from 
·.India In a future conflict, British policy is motinted 
not only by political and military consiJerations, but 
also by economic factors. It Is v-rtually impossible to 

:estimate Britain's present economic sta'ce in lndLt., and 
·to catc .. Iate the economic benefits-direct and Indirect
. which the British derive from that country in peace 
· time and hopo to obtain in wartime. 

The implications of this statement are clear to any 
reader. Had Mr. Green written after the Congress 
offer, he would have appreciated the propo~al for 
giving full support to British policy in exchange for 
a recognition of India's right to independence, On 
the subj ct of India's declaration of war by act of the 
Governor-General, Mr. Green urges that though the 
British G~vernment committed a psychological 
blunder they were within their "legal rights." ln all 
such matters the question of legal rights 
depends largely on the opinion of the writer, 

MR. ELWIN AND THE GONDS. 
. I was a little shocked-if that is the proper 

word-at the so·c.alled interview with Mrs, Verrier 
Elwin in the fll1.18t,ateil Woekly Times. According 
to the journalist, the Gonda had expressed their 
appreciation of Mr. Verrier Elwin's philanthropic 
work among them by granting him the privilege of 
taking one of their girls as life·plrtner. This is the 
first instanoe I have come aoro9s of philanthropic 
work having been rewarded in this fashion. What 
shocked me, however, was that Mrs. Elwin should 
have been so soon after her marriage brought into 
the limelight as the guest of honour at the Rot.ry 
lunch and at the microphone to render her tribal 
songs. If Mrs. Elwin had been an Englishwoman, 
there would have been no thought of such publicity 
although many people in Bombay know less 
of the tribal lite of the English people than 
that of Gonds. The Hindu civilisation runs 
back to several millenniums and the Gond 
st•ge was not the oldest on it. The struc
ture of the Gond family is patriarchal which in 
social evolution always followed, never preceded, 
the. matriarchal type. We have in Malab~r the 
matriarohal family, and the people of Malabar rs one 
of the most progressiv;e in the whole ~ountry. k\ 
Dravidian peopl0 speakmg a d1alect akm to Tam1l 
and Canarese the Gonds at some time fell out of the 
main body and got stuck in their primitive customs. 
They are now rapid I y catching up with the rest of 
the Hindus. Mr. Verrier Elwm is making a brave 
eff~rt to stop this process. "Wh•t they need, ~r. 
Elwin remarked in the course of my oonversat1on 

with his wife," writes the Times reporter, "i• educa
tion through their own song•. poetry ·and literature 
which recreates and stimulates them, Thar woul<f 
revivify the old tribal oulture and equip the 
Gonds to keep intact their own priceless heritage .... 
Mr. Elwin thinks that the influence of Hindti. 
civilizaton bas heen h 1rmful to the Gond•. ' 

Their contact with civilisation is t•nding to hrlng 
an undesirable di<integration among them. ~fany 
tribesmen educated in tho village schools are trying to· 
Imitate their l'anditji (master). They have actually' 
tried to put their women in purdah, forbidden them tn 
dauce and sing. And child marriages are greatly on' 
the increase, [t is a tragedy that education should • 
introduce to the tribesmen the very evils that the rest · 
of lndia Is trying to eliminate. 
As it happens, the Panditji's wife does not 

observe PurJah, In any case, is there no 
alternative to purdah but the limelight P As 
for forbidding women to dance and sing; several 
strict Christian Churches have done the same 
ex~ept on religious occasions. Child marriage is an 
undoubted evil which Hindu influence has often 
introduced in primitive tribes but the latter. 
will not adopt so obviously difficult a custom · 
if it was altogether devoid of merit. In· any' 
case, the contact of Hindu civilisation with: 
primitive forest tribes has not led to such' 
serious consequences as the contact of similar: 
tribes with Western civilisation. Mr. Elwin's i 
motives are very laudable but the idea of 
isolating G·mds from the main current of Indian life 
is unlikdy, if it succeeds, to improve their social or 
economic condition, 

MR. AND MRS. RALPH T. TEMPLIN. 
(By PROF. P. A. WADIA, BOMBAY.) 

K. N. 

To readers of ThB Indian 8ecial Roformer the name 
of Templin has by this time become a familiar 
name-both on account of the numerous articles ' 
that have appeared from time to time under his 
signature and also on account of the unfortunate ~ 
pledge controversy which has been agitating ' 
missionary circles, a controversy in which ; 
Tht Indian Social Roform.,. has been practically the only . 
paper that bas shown sympathy and extended the ' 
hospitality of its columns to the parties affected · 
under the pledge. 

On the rights and wrongs of this controversy this is 
not the occasion to dwell. But at this moment when 
Ralph Templin- and his wife are leaving India, it is 
but proper that some of us who know the couple and 
somewhat of their selfless, quiet worl< in India. 
should record our regret at thdr departure and 041' · 
appreciation of what they mean to us, non-Christians, . 
as representatives of t~e Christian !aith. · ." 

Ralph Templin came out to Indio as a missionary 
of the American Methodist Mission in December 
1925. He was stationed in Meerut where here
mained Principal of a Middle School until May 1927. ·' 
In July of the same year, he was appomted Prino1pal 
of a Middle School' in Muttra, which ultimately · 
grew into the Clancy High School in 1929. 
and moved into a new and specially con-· 
structed bllilding, Templin and his wife remained 
in charge of the School till the beginning of 
this year when they were a•ked by their 
ecclesiastical superiors to sever their connection 
with the Mission for having viohted their pledge to· 
refrain from undermining tne constituted authority of 
British India, 

At Muttra Mr. Templin developed the Clancy High' 
School into a Technical and Agricultural School 
introducing a three year plan under which boys 
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alternated between the class and work in village8, 
andet competent leaders, It was a plan which 
eombined eelfhelp for poor boys with village 
Jervice calculated to give them an understanding of 
and sympathy for the India of the vill•ges. In their 
method• of teaching they were successful in diverting 
the attention of the pupils from the examination to 
regular study and interest in their subjects. 

But what was more valuable about their work at 
Mutua W.l! their building up a tradition "f fellowship 
between themselves and their Indian staff, During 
their stay they shared with their Indian colleagues in 
a common life-an adventure in faith which incurred 
for them the di•pleasure of many of their American 
friend~ and superiors in the Mi~sion field. The 
fellow~hip of the faithful, so distinctive a reminder to 
the Chnstian of the tradition of the beginnings of the 
faith, was ''susoect" to the Methojiot Mission of 
our own times dedicated to the work of spreading the 
Chri~tian message amongst the "heathens," whose 
entry into the kingdom without the help of Christ was 
a matter of doubt and also of concern. 

In dP.mand as lecturer at student camps, colleges 
and conferences, for lour consecutive years Templin 
was one of the lecturers at the Sat Tal Ashram 
in the Himalayas. 

Well-their work in India has• now been brought 
to a close so far as the MethoJiet Mission i~ 
conoerned.The Templins are now returning home, un
certain of their future, but calm in the 
a.~suranoe of finding new fields of work which 
might enable them to earn an honest ltving and 
carry on the traditions begun, Well might it 
be said that the hope for the future, so far as 
Christianity is concerned, lies not in the organized 
Churches nor even in the foreign missions which 
are sponsored by the Churches for spreading the glad 
tidings to a sorrowing world, but in movements and 
indivoduals outsid~ the Church in such groups as 
may gather round scattered individuals who express 
in theor livce and work the best that is in Christianity. 

To us, non-Christians-and they are not a few
the Kristagraha Manifestoes and the pledge contro
versy have been an occasion for di!!tingui•hing 
bttween the many who are called and the few who are 
chosen-between the Churches th:1t have proved 
themselves more zealous in the defence of the 
constituted authority of India than the Govern
ment of India itself-and the individual rebels 
against these Churches, who stand for ••Truth'' 
and loyalty to a God Who cannot be cribbed and 
confineJ within the walls of creeds and the security 
of d,,gonas, The Templins may rest assured that 
they ccorry with them, if not the blessings of the 
1\lcthodi•t Hi•hops or of the National Christian 
Council, the good wishes and grateful appreciation 
of all their Indian friends, Christi ons and non· 
Christians alike, for their witness to the Truth 

Sip Raza All on South Afl>lc'l :-Tho 
following mes-age was sent by Sir Ram All, former 
Ab'1lnt-lSen•ral, tc~ the Sooth African Press: "Gen. Smuts 
Is a .:ood friend of our people in South Africa. l:lut 1 am 
alruiJ like most friends he hu Indulged lu wishful 
thlnkinl:' lu expressing the view that lots of Indians are 
'{ilr happier' In .South A fries. Perhaps what ho means 
to canny Is that they earn more and have a higher 
stnndord of living In South Afric• than would be wit~in 
thtlr l'tloLCh If th,ir atoce_,tors had not emigrated from India. 
This Is tru<'. Dut It Is equaUy true that lucm.slng unhappl
ue-. Is their Inseparable coonpaulon. Except for one 
l'ib1hoto onaoted In tns, which still remains to be 
Implemented, each succ<,slve legislative measure-and 
\ht-re havo been numerous such measures-iostead or 
hnf'<Uvlng their po>hion has unfortunately been m~ldng 
It >toaJily wo,.,.e, We look to Gou. Smuts to remove tho 
duly growing discontent of India us In South Africa." 

THE PROHIBITIO-q POLICY OF THE 
BOMBAY GOVERNMENT, ' · ; 
(Bv R G. KHEa, BoMBAY.) · .J. 

' ~ 
Oo July 17, 1919, the Government of Bombayc 

issued a Notification to the effect that, io exercise of 
the P"Wers conferred by Sub-section 2 df SectiOQ. 
l4H of the Bombay Abkari Aot, they were pleased 
to prohibit the possession b7 any person of any 
liquor or into>eicant in the areas specified in the 
margin; wirhout a permit or a license is•ued by an 
Abkari Officer, In a Criminal Appeal-Emperor "'• 
Chinubhai reported in~ Born. L,R. 669,-which was 
heard by a Full Hench of the Hom bay High Court, 
the validity of this notification was questioned, 

In a statement which I issued to the Press on 
I uly 18, 1940, I h~d cont~nded that this I udgment 
was erroneous. I said so because, I t'Jink it is. 
founded on a mis-apprehen•ion on the part of the 
Full Hench of the object of the Act which has 
induced them to take the view that the polocy of 
total prohibition a~ a measure of social reform wag 
never contemplated by the Legislature and that, if 
supported, it would bring the whole administration 
of the Abkari Act to an end. This is what their 
Lordships said : 

We h>ve been referred in detail to the provisions 'of 
the Act but we think it sufficient to say that in our. 
opinion, the object of the Act was primarily to secure 
Ab:<ari revenue though some of the Sections-for 
example, SectiM 17-1. and Section 35 (~) (g) and (II)
show that the Legislature intended also to confer power 
to control the trade lu drink and drugs and to 
obviate abuses "hich might arise from such trades, 
Wo find, however, nowhere in the Act anything 
to suggest that the Legislature contemplated the 
Introduction of total prohibition of intoxicants as 
a measure of social reform and it Is obvious that 
su·h lntruduction would primarily make an end of the 
purposes of the Act, That is the cousoderation which 
must weigh with us in construing Section 14B, 

That i• to say, in short, their Lordships think that 
the main ohject-the primary ohject of passing the 
Abkari Aot is to secure revenue for Government. 
This is a very erroneous view to take and it totally 
ignores considerations of historic development, 
public policy and Government's intentions as. 
unequivocally expressed by the popularly elected 
Legislatures, : " 

State control over liquor in India can be traced 
from very anoient time• in some form or other, The 
Arthashastra of Koutilya, the Manusmriti and the 
Firmans of some of the Muslim Rulers as also the 
Regulations of the East India Company will clearly 
show that early Hindu Kings, Mahomedan Emperora, 
Maratha Rulers as also the earlier British Adminis
tration gave moral principles preference over the 
collection of revenue in dealing with Abkari matters. 
The present Abkari Act is m•inly the outcome of 
Rules and Regulations framed in 1790 and 1793 
by the East India Company, and the well-kno .. n 
Minutes of Sir John Mount;tuart Elphinstone 
which define the general principles and polocy in 
Abkari matters, Now let us examine some of 
these m•terials, 

On September 17, 1838, a Government Resolution 
was issued to the effect that 

It cannot be too strongly urged upon the Collectors 
that the object which lioveroment has in view is to 
restrain and, if po'Sible, to dimlnish tho total consumpo 
II n of spirituous liquors, whether clandestine or 
licensed, beiug fully persuaded that any amount oK 
revenue that may be lost by the efficiency ol the sysiBIB 
for this end wtll be repaid a hundred-f,Jd in the p.--
ntion and advancement of moral f...Ungs and ln<loa
trious hAbits among the people. 
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This; :c;learly llh:>ws that .. the ·primary object of 
the Act wa~ not to sec~re, Abkari revenue a~ thier 
Lordships bflieve, but the. preservation and advan
cement of 'moral · feelings ·and industrious h~bits 
among the people. . · . . • · · 
''On Jut)e . Srd 1874, another Resolution which 

was issued by Government, says inter alia: 
If in any place, the trade cannot be carried on 

cor.sbtentl} with the just demands of the State, it 
must cease, though it will prob.lbly always be found 
·that the diffiCulty arises from the absence of proper 
fi,cal arrangements It would, however, be better 
that the excise revenue in any such place should be 
sacrificed than that the officer> of the Govornment 
should assume functions calculated to expose the policy 
of the State to misunderstanding. 
On October 27, 1875, Government Resolution 

No. 6092 stated: 
Government has frequently enjoined on Colloctors the 

neces.ity of d;:;ing aU they ~an to discourage the 
extension of drinkio~n but it Is always to be borne in 
mind that it Is the greatest po.siblo mi take to allow 
smuggling. When people have a ta>te for liqucr, they 
will certainly obtain it, and, if there be insufficient shops, 
they will smuggle. 

Ir this is not enough to show that the princip•l 
consideratioA is not reve11ue but the advancement of 
moral feeling~~, on May SO, 1879, there is a further 
Government Resolution No. 2833 which nys, 

The Governor in Council ran only reiterate the 
prlr.ciple that has been so often expressed by Govern
ment that Government do not de,ire to m •ke any 
revenue from Ab'mri, but where there is a population 
habitu~ted to the use of spirits, it may be assumed that 
they will find means to gratify their tastes, and if they 
cannot procure spirits on tolerably e•sy terms, they 
will smuggle. 1 he Collectors, therefore, in issuing 
licenses, should be guided by this principle. 
Can anything be clearer P Government say in so 

many words that they do not desire to make any 
revenue but if there is no restriction or control, as 
there would be a good deal of smuggling, a double 
injury would result-via; excessive consumption of 
illtcit liquor a' also an injury to revenue. Hence 
they deem it necessary to contr"l the consumption of 
liquor. We have further pr"of of what the poltcy in 
these matters is. Another resolution dated the 19th 
July 1889 says : 

The pr nciples on which Her Maj,.ty's Secretary of 
State for lnd•a has more than once req"ested that the 
Excise Admini•tration in India •hould be based are (L) 
that any extension of the habit of drinking among 
Indian populations Is to be discouraged : (~) that the 
tax on spir1ts •hould be as high . as may be possible 
without giving rise to illkit methods of m"king and 
selling liquor; (~) that, subj,.;t to the;e considerations, 
a maximum revenue should be raised from a minimwn 
consumption of intoxicating liquors. 
Does this justify the main assumption whioh 

guided the Full Bench in coming to the conclusion 
which they did, in the constru~tion of Section 14 B
lliz., that the object ot the Act was primarily to 
secure Ahkari revenue P Let us proceed lurther. On 
the 22nd Septem her 1883, a Government Resolution 
was issued to this effect, 

Facility of obtaining intoxicating liquor, no doubt, 
aid• In increa,ing consumption. but if a real demand 
in any locality is not met by a supply of t~ed liqu~r, 
Uiicit distillation w1ll be enc;>uraged. 
Government, therefore, enjoined that it was not 

right to maintain a low r"e of duty on ~pirit!l for 
st1mulating consumption. If this does not convince 
your readtrs os to what was the true object 
of the Abkari Act, here is a further Governm~nt 
Resolution dated the 11th September 1838. It says, 

There occur passages in periodical reports whicn reakt 
: as if the increase of the. excise revenue was tho

paramount object of good administration. • Revenue. 
. Officers are 11aturally apt to give prominence in their· 
rep~rts to increa""d revenue taking for grant d that 
the auth •ritie; to whom the repJrts are addressed, will 
know that the increase has been obtained by •ucces,ful 
admini-tration on the principles insi>ted on by the 
Secretary of State, 

• • • 
But as these repoots are sometimes used as basis for 

attacks on the admiuistration, the Government of 
India •hare the Secr<tary of ~tate's opinion that, at the 
risk of tedious repet•llon and of pl.cing the we~ 
unde•stood doctrine on record year after year, adminl· 
strative officers and local Gove· nments ~hould be 
careful to employ Ian ~uage which cannot give colour 
to the idea that the obj""t of the ~:xcise Depa·tment is 
to increase revenue at the sacrifice of soci"l considera
tions. 

The settled policy of Government was, not to place 
temptation~ in the way of those who do not drink, 
and to discourage excess among those who do; and. 
to the further.nce of this policy, all considerations of 
revenue must be absolutely subJrdinatcd. I do not 
think it is necessary to multiply lurther quot•tion~ to 
show what the object of che Act was. I hope that 
in fairnes• it will now be conceded that it is errone
ous to say that the object ot pas<ing)he Abkui Act 
was primarily to secure tile Abkari revenue. It is 
unfair to the Government. 

A similar Act was passed in Beng•l in the year 
1878 known as the Heng•l Excise Act of 1878 and a 
reference to the case of Bois tub Churn N •un and others 
vs. Wooma Churn Sen 188 1 I. L. R. 16 Cal, ~Si is 
very pertinent. There the contention of the plaintiff's 
Advocate was that the l:lengal Excise Act was a 
purdy Revenue Act. He contended that the Act 
was primarily pa•sed for the protection of revenue 
and not on ground• of public policy and a reference 
was made to Maxwell on Statutes. Wilson J. who 
delivered the judgment of the Court, stated inter aUt~ 
as follows~ 

ln the first place, we should be shutting our eyes 
to what i~ a matter of common knowle~o-e, that in 
this C..Juntry as wet! a .. in England for many years 
past, from a period long before this Act was passed, 
public men have never sup lO>ed that the regulation of 
the traffic in intoxicating liquors is to be de..Jt with 
upon considerations ot revenue alone. 

. The preamble of the Act is a good deal wider than 
if the object were me• ely the protection of the revenue. 
It Is this: •Whereas it is exredient to consolidate and 
amend the laws relating to the manufucture, sale and 
po-;se.:;sion of excisable articles' (our preamble is similar), 
and his lordship caone to •he conclusion that the Act 
wa< not fra'Tled solely for the protection of revenue, but 
was one embradng cthe.r important objects of .public 
policy as well. and that the penalty imposed was tor 
the pu1 pose of prohibition and not solely for the benefit 
of the revenue. 
I do not know if this case was cited to the Full 

Bench, but it goes exactly counter to the assumption 
made by th~tr Lordships, whbh is referred to 
above. This construction was re-affi ·med in the 
case of Behui Lall Shaha vs. Jag•dish Chunder 
Shah, I L. R. XXXI, CaL at p. 798. The head-not@ 
is as follows :-

The object of the Excise Act is to prohibit persons 
from •ell10g or carrying on the business of selling 
exci•able articles without a lioense. The prohibition 
by the Act of the sale of liquor without a license is 
based upon t~e principle of public policy and on moral 
ground< a~d the porpo-e of the Act is not confined to 
the protection of the Revenue. 
From the above, I hope it will be seen that the 

Abkari Act is not merely a Revenue CoJe but a 
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~or.l Code also and the collection of revenue is only 
with a view to discourage smuggling. A reference 
to Section 11 of the Hom bay Act will support this 
-conclusion, It reads as follows : 

Government may by notification in the Bombay 
Government Gautte (a) prohibit the import or export 
of any excisable article or of hemp into or from the 

• Born hay Presidency or any part thereof; (b) prohibit the 
transport of any excisable article or of hemp. 
The ddinition of excisable articles includes liquor, 

The sale of any excisable article to any person 
apparently under the age of 14 years is totally 
prohibited by Sootion 17A. Section 35 (2) (g) and (h) 
have already been referred to by their Lord!hips, 

To say, therefore, that nowhere in the Act WlS 
there anything to suggest that the Legislature 
contemplated the introduction of total prohibition of 
.of intoxicants as a measure of so.~ial reform, 
that such introduction would virtually make 
.an end of the purposes of the Act is, to say the least, 
·not aupported either by the preamble or by the 
enunciated policy or the avowed and expressed 
intentions of the Government in p1ssing the Abkari 
Act and issuing the Notification in question 
before the Court. Section 14B (2) under which 
the Bombay Government issued the Notification in 
dispute reads as follows:-

Notwithstanding anything contained In sub-section 
(1), Government may by notifJCation in the Bombay 
Goverument Ga'-'tte, prohibit the possession by any 
person or class of persons either throughout 
the whole Presidency or in any local area, of 
any exchable article either absolutely or subject to such 
conditious as It may pre;cribe. 
Government claimed that under this clause, they 

were entitled to prohibit any person who did not 
possess a permit or a license for possessing liquor. 
This contention was negatived by their Lordships, 
because they were apparently under a misapprehen· 
sion as to the primary object of the Act. 

OUR COUNTRYMEN AHROAD. 
The ignorance of Indians about their countrymen 

abroad is amazing, Most people in India became 
aware of the existence and plight of Indians in South 
Africa during Gandhiji's agitation there, And I have 
co.ne across s~veral intelligent and otherwise well
informed Indians-some of them journalists -who 
have been una blc to shake off SJuth Africa from their 
minds and still believe Kenya and Z'lnzibar to be 
oomewhere in South Africa. 1\!r, Dharam Yash 
Dcv's "Our Countrymen Abroad" shows that Africa 
is .not the only seething pot of Indian unr~st. From 
tins book we get a general idea of the various 
<"Ountric~ in which Indians have settled down and the 
injustice·' meted out to them in every part of the 1 

Jlritish Empire. It is interesting to discover that far- , 
1lnng Gr~nada (the location of which is not known to 1 

many) has ahout 5,000 Indians out of a total 1, 
population of 75,000. ' 

This g-eneral survey is to be followed by many 
more p~mphlets dcalin'"' in detail with the condition 
of Indians out~iJc tl~s country. The idea is an I' 

~xcellent ono •. Tl~c general ,Ceding in the Congress , 
1s that t1illml1a wms SwaraJ nothing could be done 

1 
about ~~1e Inuia.ns t>~yond the seas, Hut recently due I 
t•J the ·mternalu:>nahsm" of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
the Congrl'SS is interesting itself more and more in 1 

the _gril'\'allOt'S and aspirations of Indians outside : 
~nth>: llow~vcr, owin,; to the colossal ignorance of 
md"·.IJual.Congrcssmen, the subject receives in their 
l"\'htlcal c1ro!es the same summary and cold treat
ment that debates in India used to get in the British 
1'arliamcnt kss than 51) years ago. The result 

is that not only are the grievances of Indians 
abroad not well understood and well dealt 
with but the Congress is misled (as in the 
case of the appointment of Agents in East 
Africa) and is unable to give effective guid
ance to the people concerned. It is a mistake to 
think, as is done everywhere in Indil, th1t the Indians 
in the British Colonies are without any fault or 
blemish and that they manage their affairs well and 
wisely, There is no intelligent study of their problems 
and a re1dy ear is given to every story from the 
Colonies. In this connection it must be noted that 
some men outside the Congress know more about 
Indian conditions abroad than those in the Foreign 
Department of the Congress. They are more- critical 
and less led away than many in the Congress. 

The idea of the series initiated by Mr. Dharam 
Yash o~v should be to give a more critical and fair 
description of the ways and problems of our country
men abro1d than is done in Mr. Dev's book . 

Any one visiting any British Colony in Africa is 
struck by the fact that the general ethical and 
commer~ial standards of Indians are very low. The 
Indian Trade Commissioner in Kenya pointed that 
out once in a sp~ech in Nairobi. The reason is 
obvious. Men who can do well in ln:iia do not as 
a rule go out, 0.1ly those who are not good here or 
have an inordinate desire for makinl: money 
quickly and without undue regard for ntceties of 
conscience, go out to the Colonies, That is not 
typical of I~dia. Young men from schools of 
correction and reformatories used to be sent from 
England to the British Colonies. Again the men 
who thus gath~r in the Colonies, have an 
overmastering passion for g~tting rich and 
powerful as rapidly as they ca11. This attitude 
is infectious and it does not make for the cultiva
ation of the higher virtues. 

Thedisgraceful prejudice against India in the Colon
ies is not, therefore, wholly uninvited. It i• pardy ins
pired and deepened by the b!haviour and outlook of 
Indians abroad. The conditions of filth and dirt 
in which the Indian colonists. specializ~ in the 
streets, trains and boats call for comment. The 
undercutting, exp!o:tation and many other unfair 
commercial practices in which they indulge and the 
political intrigue among themselves should be brought 
to light in these series of books so that Indians 
here may view these questions in their proper 
perspective and administer a corrective to the Indians 
living abroad, 

It is illogical to blame British Imperialism and 
then under the protection of the British fbg and the 
Hritish sword, seek to exploit the baJkward races 
of the world. These booklets should not turn a 
blind eye to the Indians' insidious ways of exploiting 
the natives of the Hritish Colonies wherever they 
exist-nor to the open scheme recently propounded 
by a member of the Working Committee of the 
Congress for the exploitation of the East African 
territories. 

Apart from these limitations this boJk written in 
an easy style gives a very interesting picture of 
Indians living abro1d. It is true that tile statistics 
quoted in the Appendix of the book are antiquated 
but more recent statistics are only available from 
the local blue-books and it m:1y be hope that the 
writers of the other booklets will try to get more 
revent stati•tics. Books of this series if written in 
Mr. D~v's pleaslnt style will prove educ:1tive and 
useful and will m1ke Indians in lnjia more Col~ny. 
conscious and less susceptible to interested 
propaganda. 

P, A. l\1, 
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terms. Rules on application, 
The Bank acts as ExecutoP and TPustee 

undep Wllls and Settlements and undertakes 
Tru•tee lluslness eenerally. .k ules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved •ecurlties. 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
safe custody of Shares and Securities and the cohectlon of 
dlvluends and Interest thereon, It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrlp· 
tlons of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
mny be had on application. 

A, G. GRAY, 
Manager. 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTDi 
(Tbe liability of Members being Limited.) 

I:o!CORPORA.TED Il'l BARODA.. 

Uader tbe Patroaage or aad largely supported by tbe 
Oovemmeat or H. H. tbe Maharaja Oaekwar or Blll'oda. 
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CAPITAL PAID-UP 
RESERVB FUND 
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Head Office:-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
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CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS. 

Int-erest on daily balances from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
wili be allowed at t l?er cent. per annum and on sums over 
Re. 1,00,000 by spec1al arrangement. No interest which 
does not come to Re. 5 per half-year will be allowed. 

FIXED DEPOSITS. 

Received for long or short periods on terms which may 
be ascertained on application. 

LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS. 

The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be 
arranged against approved securities. 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of its constituents the 
safe Cnstody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and interest thereon; it also undertakes the sale 
and purchase of Government Paper and all descriptions of 
Stock at moderate charges particulars of which may be 
learnt on application. 

SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS. 

Deposits received in Savings Bank accounts and Savings 
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SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT AT BARODA 
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W. G. GROUNDWATER, 
General Managel'1 

CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitis; 

avoid tnis by rubbing your chest wi~ AMRUTANJAN. It• 
penetrating warmth goes deep down mto the chest, loosens the 
phlegm and brings quick relief, 

AMRUTANJAN 
Bn'"P Quick Relie.J Always 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBA"' a MADRAS. 
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The Beoga I Burma Steam Navigation Co., Ltd., Rangoon. 
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Apply to ths Managsr, 

MAHA-BODHI SOCIETY 
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SOlliDIA S. N. Co,, Ltd., Soindia. House, 
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The World's Finest Perfumers use 

MYSORE SANDALWOOD OIL. 

The State of l\1ysore contains the finest specimens of 
I~ th~ ~as~ Indian Sa~dalwood Tree ( Santalum Album). The 
' 01l dtstilled from th1s conforms to all Pharmacopoeias of the 

world. Its aroma is unexcelled. 

Government Sandalwood Oil Factory, Mysore 

Can be•ha1t either;direct or throu%k our A%ents 

FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENCY ~~BURMA. 

Messrs. M.A. T. ACHARYA .& Co., 
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NOTES. 

I' era Ia Conllicts :-Attenl ion has been called 
more than once recently in The R former to the 
weakenkg of the influences of law and order while 
the Central and Provincial Governments are 
preoccupied with war efforts. Some months ago 
in the Thana District adjoining Bombay City, a 
Police Patel's nose was solemnly severed from 
his face in the preserce of the whole village by 
a gang which professed to redee~ the poor 
f rem oppression. The other day a group of 
Gonds, a primitive forest tribe, was fired on by 
the Police in the Nizam's Dominions for 
alleged encroachment on the lands of the 
Government, Now comes the news of clashes 
between the Police and the Feople in some 
towns of British Malabar. It seems that the 
Kcrala Ccngress Committee had organised 
rublic meetin~,;s against ' the repressive" policy 
of Government. The District Magistrate 
issued an order fo1 bidding the meetings under 
some emergency powers. The Congressmen 
nevertheless held the meetings. Lathi charges 
and firing were resorted to in some places to 
uisperse the crowds, The attempt to prevent a 
rcasants' conference in l\Iorazha village had 
mQre s~rious results. A crowd of two thousand 
tuned furiously on the Police and all the officers 
\\ere disabled by the hail of stones flung at 
them. The Sub-1\Jagistrate who had accom
panied th~ Police had to run· for his life 
f,,Jic,wc,( by a howling mob for over a 
mile and a half before he could secure support. 
Several policemen ircludinl! oflk~rs were injured 
in the clashes at d1!Terent places. One 
Sub-lnsrector was killed at Pappinisseri, anj 
three m~mbers of the public were shot dead at 
Tclli.:hcri. While these acts of lawlessness 
~houlJ me< t with condign punishment, a strict 
nnd impartial enquiry shoulJ be instituted 
into the aclil'n of the Magistrates in forbidding 
meetings which are the most natural and 
innccuous outlets for rublic discontent when feel- I 

ings are running high. It is the right of the 
subject to protest against oppression, when h~ 
believes that he is being oppressed. The abuse of 
Section H4 of the Criminal Procedure Code has 
been a long-standing grievance, and in the reports 
that we have seen so far, there is lit tie to show 
that the peaceful holding of these protest 
meetings would have been rendered impossible 
by opposition from any section of the people 
themselves. The wisest way of promoting respect 
for authority is for authority to r~spect public 
feeling. The Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Mr. 
Ramakrishna Aiyar, I. C. S., is said . to have 
called on the leaders and tried to persuade them 
to give up the meeting "since the District 
Magistrate had prohibitej it,'' and on their 
refusal he is reported to havs arrested them, This 
official went to the Congress office accompanied 
by a Police escort, obviously not the most effective 
way of persuasion. Then, again, it was not the 
most discreet way of dealing with the situation 
to make arrests when the meeting was in progress. 
The Police should either have occupied the 
place before the hour fixed for the meeting 
or they should have waited till the meeting 
was over and arrested the men at their 
residences. 

Refu~ee English Children :-·The Government 
of India are considering how to provide adequate 
educational facilities for English children who 
have joined their parents or friends in India since 
the outbreak of the war disorganised education 
in Britain. This is a direction in which India 
will be happy to do her best for children as it 
is wholly in line with her natural sentiments. 
Government at first estimated that there would 
be ab.:>ut 20() children, English anj Indian, (we 
detest the word European in such contexts) but 
actually many more children have arrived in 
this country. A Bombay Gov~rnment Press 
Note invites inforr.ntion and sugg~stions. 
Indian chil:lren may be le(t out of this scheme 
as they will find n:J diffi :ulty in taking up 
the thre:~.d of their studies at the point 
where it was broken when they went to 
England. Moreover, as they will remain in this 
country after the war, it is to their interest that 
they should continue their education in the 
regular Indian institutions. English children 
will naturally go back to their native country 
when peace is restored and it is, therefore, desir
able that the arrangem!nts made here should fit in 
with the English system, We trust one impor-
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tant consideration will not ba lost sight of. 
The sojourn of these children should be in such 
surroundings as will foster mutual respect bet
ween them and Indians. Some of the so-cilled 
European schools are hotbeds of snobb~ry and 
English children should be prevented from catch
ing the infection, Very much depends on the 
choice of masters, There would be far less d 1nger 
of it if at least the headmasters are recruited 
directly from England than if they were picked 
up in this country. In the cases of College and 
University students there should be no difficulty 
in their joining the established institutbns. 
Government intend that the arrang-ements to be 
made should be self-supporting. This is certainly 
.desirable. We value this opportunity as a 
means of promoting good understanding 
between our two peoples. 

Mhsionaries and Social Ref~rm :-The Catho
lic Examz"ner in the course of a friendly notice 
of the leading article "Fifty Years'' in The 
Reformer o£ the 7th September, qu~tions with 

. reference to the rem 1rk that, while som~ 
missionaries were genuinely h~lpful, others 
were rather embarrassing, "whether it can 
be merely a coincidence that almJSt every 
reform they (the reformers) have advocated has 
been an approximation towards Christian morals 
and ways of life." The question is simply 
answered. The Indian social and religious 
reform movements, which often went hand in. 
hand, were from the first opposed to proselytis· 
ing, Raja Ram Mohan Roy who had a high 
reverence for Jesus Christ, strongly opposed street 
pre1chirig and other mass propa~anda as merely 
seeking to substitute a foreign for an indigenous 
superstition. These movements effectively closed 
the door to proselytism amongst caste Hindus 
and obliged the missions to seek recruits from 
the depressed classes. To total abstinence, 
an important plank in the reform platform, 
Christian missionaries were for long indifferent if 
not opposed, The Examiner and the Catholic 
Church still believe in mJderate drinking on the 
authority, quoted by the Examiner, · of 
St. Thomas Aquinas, describ!d as "the 
greatest Catholic moralist hitherto.'' Those 
who would not accept the shastras as authority 
for reform are unlikely to accept Aquinas as an 
authority on alcoholic drinks. The Examiner 
objects to our regarding abstinence from drink as 
a question of social purity. No fact emerges 
from the literature on prostitution so clearly as 

· that drink is its inseparable adjunct and that, if 
drink was abolished, prostitution will lose its 
main support. That many men drink and lead 
reputable lives, is no more an answer to this 
indictment than is the fact that people sometimes 
fall from the third floor and remain uninjured, 
a· reason for regarding throwing people down 
several floors as an innocent pastime. Even as 
regards food, Aquinas's views are out-of-date, 
Je:;us from the exigencies of his itinerant mission, 
had to profess indifference to what one ate, 
but the importance of diet is perhaps the 

·outstanding hygienic teaching of the pres~nt 

d1y, Vegetarian food in preference to animal 
food seems to be favoured by the consensus of 
expert opinion. 

The Late Rev. L. P. Larsen :-The Rev. L. P. 
Larsen whose d~ath is noJticed in the Dnyanod'aya 
was a membar of the Danish Mission, perhaps 
the oldest Protestant Mission in this country. 
The methods of the Danish Mission are entirely 
different from those of the wealthier countries. 
Simple, cultured, and devoJut the Danish 
missionaries impressed all who cama in contact 
with them as genuine exponents of the 
Jesus' Way. We do not think that they cared 
much for proselytising- though many who came 
t() know them closely always cherished a hicrh 
regard for them. Larsen was a typical m~mber 
of his country's Mi;sion. Quiet, gentle, modest, 
he drew around him in the old building ill 
Popham's Broadway in Madras ill th! early 
ninetie3 a number of earnest you1g men of all 
communities who later in their different ways and 
accJrding to their opportunities exemp'ified 
the spirit of true social service in sev~ral parts 
of the coJntry. The Editor met Mr. and Mrs, 
Larsen in their home in Denm1rk three years 
ago and they were full of intere3t ill India and 
her people as ever. Their country h:ts now come 
under the Nazi yoke without a struggle. Herr 
Hitler is reported to have declared that he does 
not consid"r Denmark as a conquered country 
and that it will b~ free to pursue its traditional 
way of life. After all, we judge a country by the 
people belonging to it who.n we happen to have 
known. The memory of Larsen will always 
be associated with a kindly feeling for the 

· simple and sincere Danish people and th~ir 
beautiful land. 

The L'lte Bishop Chitambar :-Bishop Chita!n· 
bar of the Methodist Episcopal Church die j 
on September 4th. To have broken through 
the bonds of race and colour prejudice which 
is not less prominent in Church circles th~n 
am,ng Americ.1n laymen, and forced his way 
to episcopal rank in the Methodist Church, is 
an achievement which shows that an Indian can 
prove himself the equal of the white man in 
any walk of life that he may chJOse tJ adopt. 
There might have b~en some diplomacy on the 
part of his American friends in raising a~ 
Indian to a bishopric. The Roman Catholic 
Church and the Anglican Church had· led the" 
way and the Methodist c1n not lag behind. 
Nevertheless the late Mr. Chitambar must have 
had unusual qualifications which led to his 
preferment. This writer's con:act with the late 
Bishop was limitea to a single occasion. He 
had written a book on Mahatma Gandhi and he 
honoured this writer by requesting him to 
peruse it before publication. It was in some 
respects a counterblast to Bishop Fisher's 
book, The CO;JY was returned without any 
expression of opinion. It is understood that 
there wiii be difficulty in finding an lndiall 
saccessor to Bishop Chitambar. In p.1ssing, we 
may note a discrepancy in the Dnyanoday.J's 
obituary notice on the Bishop. It describes him 
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as "born of a South Indian Brahmin whose con
version to Christ brought on such persecution 
that Chitambar's father had to move to Northern 
India." There are many families descended 
from converts of the Brahmin caste in Southern 
India. Bishop Chitambar's father is unlikely to 
have been subjected to greater persecution 
than these families. The fact is, all this 
talk of persecution is bunkum. It is the stock 
in trade of a certain type of missionaries, The 
really persecuted parties in most cases of the kind 
are the old parents and grandparents of the con
vert. The most common attitude of the ortho
dox community to converts, was that they were 
a good riddance. How many times have social 
reformers not been exhorted to quit the fold and 
become a Christian or a Mussulman instead 
of being a thorn in the side of the family, 
remaining within it, observing scrupulously the 
family ritual and carrying on a propaganda in 
favour of the remarriage of widows or dining in 
the company of mlechhas! The org-an of 
Bishop Chitambar's Church, the India 'I Wit11ess, 
describes his father as a "Marathi convert to 
Christianity from Brahmanism.'' 

Premium on Foreign Liquor :-The Government 
of Bombay issued in July a Press Note stating 
that the policy which it had decided on in view 
of the Judgments of the High Court on the 
Prohibition notification of the late Coni{ress 
Government, was "to do what is possible to 
reduce to a minimum the consumption of country 
liquor and toddy in the prohibited areas, while 
relaxing to a considerable extent the conditions 
relating to foreign liquor.'' This was the very 
policy which was condemned by the Bombay 
Forci~n Liquor Committee thirty years aO"O, 
It was an official Committee and it declared that 
''care should be taken that the campaign against 
country liquor is carried on pari passu with 
corresponding action against the foreign shops 
calculated to prevent any transfer of custom 
from the former to the latter.'' This is also the 
c~mmonsense view, Tlte Reformu• in its issue 
o! July 20 pointed out that the p:>licy announced 
by t.he I3ombay Government would be seriously 
detnmental to the cause of temperance, The 
policy has been in force for about two and a half 
months and already its evil effects are prominent. 
In ·the news supplement to the Illustrated 
w;·,·k& of [lla'ia last Sunday, attention was 
call~d to the gre.1t increase or consumption of 
ch~ap foreign liquor in the .\lill areas, particularly 
Japan.ese beer. .The Government has placed 
1t~clf 111 a queer d1lemma. It has applied to the 
I .l•g-h Court for permi.;sion to appeal to the 
l· ~d~ral Court against the former's decision on 
the validity of the Con!T1'eSS Gowrnment's 
~<Jtific~tion. .It has also adopted a policy which 
1f c,,ntmu~d w11l I.•nd the community in social 
d~m,,ralis"tion. \ Ve had Sttg,;esteJ that Govern
ment should scrap the whole scheme and restore 
the sf,ztus quo, lcavittg the Le,7islature wnen it 

. f . "' rc>UIIIl'S 11s unch,ms to pass a comprehensive 
law, Tnis will Ob\·iate the ref.:rence to the 

Federal Court, with its p:>ssibilities of further 
complications. 

Indians io South Africa :-Sir Maharaj Singh, 
who was Agent-General to the Government 
of India in South Africa before Sir Raza 
Ali, has in an interview added his voice 
to the protest against General Smuts, 
complacent attitude towards Indians in South 
Africa. Sir Maharaj Singh's concluding remark 
goes even farther than anything said by Sir 
Purshotamdas or Sir Raza Ali on the subject. 
He says that it is hoping against hope to expect 
General Smuts to apply his principle of equal 
justice to all sections of the South African 
population. The cause of the Allies is in no 
way helped by broadcasts by men like General 
Smuts who are willing to pay lip service to high
sounding principles, while failing to apply in 
their own administrations • ideas of common 
humanity, The prompt action of Sir Pursho
tamdas has resulted in the exposure of the 
hollowness of General Smuts' claims as a 
champion of social justice. Unfortunately neither. 
the press in Britain which gave wide publicity to 
the original broadcast of General Smats, nor the 
South African press will give publicity to Indian 
reactions to it. 

The War Situation :-The war situation has 
suddenly become graver than it seemed last 
week. Very likely full inform3.tion was not 
available until this week of the developments in 
the several theatres. Anyhow, the facts 
disclosed now . give cause for the gravest 
apprehension. The general opinion in this 
country has throughout been that Britain will 
somehow come out victorious in this war as she 
did in the Napoleonic war in which too Waterloo 
was preceded by a succession of victories for 
Napoleon. The invention of the aeroplane and 
the importance it has attained as a weapon of 
war, made a difference but Indian opinion was 
confident that with the help of the Unit.:d States 
and the Dominions Britain will catch up with 
Germany in the mastery of this weapon, Among 
thoughtful men and women there was a feeling 
that wealth and power had gone to Britain's 
head, that a few strokes of fate would but purify, 
chasten and strengthen her to fulfil her mission 
to the world. Both .India and Britain stand for 
the suprem3.cy of the Civil over the military 
power while the Totalitarian States stand 
for the supremacy of the military over 
the Civil Power. This is the common ground 
between India and Britain in the1r attitude to 
the present struggle. True I3ritain in India has 
yidded to the temptation to exalt the so-called 
"martial races'' over the politicians who stand 
for civil freedom. But this is an aberration from 
Britain's tradition and is bound to passaway. 
The grave SttuJ.tion in which Britain finds her
self will evoke the warmest sympathy in this 
co~ntry and is the real cause of the changed 
attitude of the Congress under the leadership, 
now resumed, of Gandhiji. 
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BACK TO GANDHIJI. 
Since the outbreak of war, the attitude of 

the Congress has been that it would co-operate 
with the Government of India's war effort if 
certain constitutional changes were made at the 
·centre. No one in the Congress questione;i 
the propriety of a non-violent organisation 
participating in war. Gandhiji who took up 
the attitude of undiluted non-violence, in fact 
expressly wrote that he was prepared to give 
unconditional support to Britain in the war but 
that it would be moral support ; and that, as the 
Congress was contemplating the advisability of 
giving support in men and materials as well, it 
could not make -its support unconditional. 
This difference between Gandhiji and the 
Congress grew until with the adoption of 
Mr. Rajagopalachari's formula the breach was 
complete. But it is well to bear in mind that 
the differenc.: did not relate to India's joining in 
Britain's war against Nazism. Mr. Rajagopala
chari was enthusiastic about the country's 
participation once the British Government 
responded to the Congress gesture. The Congress 
President emphatically stated that there was no 
question of India using any independence she 
might get immediately, to step out of Britain's 
war. And, as if these two opinions were not 
authoritative enough, several Congressmen, in the 
Working Committee and out of it, came forward 
with confirmation of this view. To non-Congress
men it appeared that the Rajagopalachari formula 
was intended to convince the British that the 
Congress, by restricting the field of application of 
non-violence, had made itself ready to co-operate 
to the utmost in prosecuting the war. The 
Viceroy's offer of August 8th, however, took 
no account of the Congress demaad and the 
constitutional changes suggested in it failed to 
satisfy even moderate Indian opinion. It was 
natural that leading Congressmen should have 
felt it necessary to take counsel. Contenting 
themselves for the time with asking the country 
to denounce the Viceroy's offer, the Working 
Committee called a conference of the All India 
Congress Committee for September 15, at 
Bombay. In the uncertainties of the situation 
some Congressmen were imprisoned for 
impeding the "war effort of the Government," 
while at the other extreme Mr. M. N, Roy 
was thrown out of the Congress in the United 
Provinces for a too enthusiastic preaching of 
"helping the war against Fascism.'' As the 
day approached, conflicting rumours spread 
through the city, helped on by statements 
from Congress leaders. While the more 
fiery of these were preparing emotionally 
for civil disobedience once again, men like 
Mr. Rajagopalachari were warning their public 
to bear in mind developments in the war 
theatres and the impropriety for satyagrahis of 
embarrassing Britain in a crisis. 

The Congress session at Bombay had to 
choose one of two ways out of the political 
deadlock : It could have taken its stand with 
Gandhiji, and declared that it was ready to offer 
unconditional moral support to Britain in the 
present war ; or it could have taken up an 
attitude of uncompromising insistence on the 
minimum demands of Mr. Rajagopalachari's 
formula before co-operating in every way, with 
money and men no less than morally, with the 
Government of India. The Congress had moved 
very far away from Gandhiji and it 
would have been difficult, after the Poona 
resolution in support of Mr. Rajagapalachari's 
formula, for it to have affirmed its 
undiluted faith in non-violence. The All
India Congress Committee struck a middle 
path between the two alternatives. In its 
resolution which we print elsewhere, it ignored 
its past commitments and requested Gandhiji 
to take charge of the situation. At the same 
time it placed, under the appearance of reaffirm
ing its faith in absolute non-violence, limits to 
Gandhiji's principle of ahimsa. In free India 
the id~al will be pursued "so far as it is possible 
of application.'' And in world affairs, general 
disarmament replaces the practice of non-violence 
by one nation. At the present moment, the 
Congress insists only on one thing-"the free 
expression of public opinion in condemnation of 
the British Govern:nent's associating India in the 
war against Germany, against the will of the vast 
body of the people of India, and of exploiting 
her man power . and national resources for 
this purpose.'' The wording of this sentence 
is unfortunately inaccurate. ft wauld be more 
correct to say ''without the consent of the people 
of India·• than "against the will of the vast bo:ly 
of the people of India." Denunciations of British 
appeasement of Nazism have flown from 
Congress leaders with a fluency unmatched even 
by their diatribes against British imperialism. 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Maulana Abu! 
Kalam Azad showed intense indignation at 
Britain's decision under pressure from Japan 
to close the Burma Road for three months. It 
naturally follows that Congress leaders recognize 
an Indian interest in resisting ag~ression in 
Europe at least equal to what they· expect 
from Britain in checking Asiatic aggression. 
If Lord Linlithgow had gone through the 
correct procedure of consulting his legislature, 
there would have been only one decision. 
If by some chance . Indian opinion is taken in 
the near future on the subject of participation 
in the European War, it is very likely that 
there will be opposition to it but that can 
not be from the men who have now handed 
over the Congress leadership to Gandhiji. It 
is essential to bear this in mind. M01eover the 
Congress, so far as the resolution goes, is not 
pleading the cause of conscientious objectors to 
war but only of those who object to the manner 
of lndta's association in this war. 

Tne position, however, changes when we 
consider the speech delivered by Gandhiji on 
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Sunday evening on the resolution. Gandhiji 
explained to the AU-India Congress Committee 
that the wording of the resolution was his own 
and he went on to say that his position was that 
of the conscientious objector. Accepting the 
British contention that constitutional change 
could not be considered until the present war was 
over, Gandhiji saw the Indian problem as one of 
preserving the stat us quo without detriment to 
any section of the people. The main lines of 
the solution he set forth are logicaL Claiming 
for Indians the right to agitate against India's 
joining in the war effort, Gandhiji said : 

:My reasoning I• the only reasoning that will sit well 
on Congress lips. But I do not expect all to restrict 
themselves to that reasoning. Those who have 
conscientious objection as I have, will adopt my 
reasoning. Those who are tired of British Imperialism 
will u•• that argument. There will be others who will 
have other arguments. All these should be covered 
under this freedom of speech, provided, however, they 
aU accept non-violence, provided also that what they 
say Is said openly and not secretly. 

Is this not carrying advocacy of free speech 
too far? We believe that those who 
regard this war to be wrong because all 
wars are wrong, have a claim on all civilised 
Governments. The Government of India has 
not penalised conscience in this matter. There 
is also something to be said for those who feel, 
for whatever reason, that India has been 
drawn into a war which in no way affects her 
and that the country would have been better off 
left alone. With such persons the correct 
procedure is through argument not imprisonment. 
There is also a case for those who 
oppose all imperialisms. But it is certainly 
strange that after declaring his fervent desire 
not to embarrass Britain in her difficulties, 
Gandhiji should include among those who 
should be allowed freedom to propagate 
their ideas, men who are "tired of British 
Imperialism," He would seem here to have lost 
sig-ht of distinctions such as he has drawn between 
those who believe in non-violence and those who 
do not. To the former he extends the right 
of free speech ; the latter he leaves out, 
presumably on the ground that he who does 
not object to the use of force, should not oppose 
Britain's struggle against Nazism. The 
distinction between "openly" and "secretly" will, 
of course, disappear once his point is granted by 
the Government. The issue raised by Gandhiji 
pertains more to civil liberties than to India's 
status and Gandhiji made it clear that he was 
putting off all questions relating to status to the 
end of the war, How complete is to be 
Cong-ress' postponement of the issue is shown by 
Gandhiji's assurance that mass civil disobedience 
was out of the question. r.Iore, he went on to 
say, 

I w!U uot seek Imprisonment. I do not want to 
offer . Civil Dlsobedlonoe. 1 will not place myself In 
peril, I will not expose myself to Imprisonment. But 
If Government chooses., It will not be difficult to take me 
away. I will not be able to restrain my pen OC' seal 
my lips. It will be dillicult for them to keep mo In prison 
not b«auso India will rise In rebellion-India wUI be 

wrong If It does so. My own Instinct is that they will 
not be able to keep me In prison, 

Many interpretations can be placed on 
this passage but it seems to indicate 
that there will be no struggle. Stripped of 
all its superfluities, the Congress resolution is 
tantamount to an offer to the Viceroy to stand 
aside and allow those who are prepared to 
cooperate, to carry on their task unhampered, 
if there is no persecution of Congress workers 
launched by the Government whether it continues 
as at present or is remodelled on the lines of 
the Viceroy's scheme. True, the resolution 
might have been more clearly worded. But it 
should be read in the light of Gnadhiji's high 
sense of chivalry and his obvious desire to 
suspend all controversy until Britain emerges 
out of the war. It should not difficult for 
Lord Linlithgow and Gandhiji to come to an 
agreement on this basis. . 

SIR SHANMUKHAM CHETTY ON 
INDIAN STATES. 

Sir Sbanmukham Chetty delivered an interesting 
address on the lOth September to the M ysore 
University Students' Union on Indian political 
evolution with special reference to Indian States. 
Before he became Dewan of Cochin, Sir 
Sh:mmukham took a prominent part in British Indian 
politics and had served with conspicuous ability 
as Speaker of the Indian Legislative Assembly 
for a term. He is thus in a position to evaluate 
with an exceptional measure of accuracy the 
systems of administration in British India and in the 
States. He began his address by frankly avowing 
that it was the fact that, when he came in personal 
contact with His Highness the MaharaJa of Cochin, 
''I, with all my radical views about Democracy and 
Responsible Government, came to realise what a 
great asset kingship can be, if the powers are 
exercised in the right direction especially in a country 
with diverse and conflicting interests like ours." 
Sir Shanmukham mentioned as the most striking 
illustration of his thesis that, though undoubtedly 
one of the most orthodox Hindus that one could 
come across, the Maharaja of Cochin visited 
not only Hindu temples. but made it a point 
to visit mosques and churches, gave free 
grants of timber-a royal prerogative in Cochin-to 
shrines of all religions which in Cocbin stand 
in close proximity to one another. Sir Sbanmukbam 
added: 

This illustrates in a forcible manner, how even 
the most orthodoz Hindu can exercise the spirit of 
tolerance without in the least sacrificing his 
position and the fundamental principles of his 
rallgion. 

Sir Shanmukham bas certain prejudices and pre
possessions which are being shaken by actual 
experience but which he is reluctant to give up. He 
is, however, a young man and with soon grow out of 
these, The main prejudice is about orthodox 
Hinduism; the outstanding prepossession about 
democracy. Implied in his compliment to His High
ness the Maharaja of Cochin, IS the prejudice that 
orthodox Hinduism is normally antagonistic to other 
faiths. The fact, however, is that the broad outlook 
of the Maharaja is not a personal idiosyncracy. 
It is the ancient Indian, ''orthodox Hindu," 
tradition which His Highness has inherited and to 
which be faithfully adheres. \Vhat Sir Shanmukbam 
notes as the practice of His Highness, is a- was 
the praotioe of all Hindu rulers. The late Maharaja 
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of 1 Mysore, as Sir Shanmukham acknowledged, 
followed the identical practice, notwithstanding 
the fact that tbe State had been restored 
to his House from a Muslim dynasty. The 
latter itself followed the same · tradition. The 
identical practice was followed in all Indian States. 
This tradition which is much more than one of bare 
toleration, derives from the ancient teachings of the 
Vedas and Upanishads. The ruler of a State is the 
protector of all religions professed by his subjects 
because Reality is one which people call by different 
·names. When people talk glibly of majority 
tyranny, they are flying in the face of history which 
proclaims that in India the majority by its religious 
faith was the protector of all minorities. Any consti
tutional change which weakens that tradition by 
weighing the scales against the inheritors of it. 
is doomed to early collapse. It is not in spite of 
but because of h;s undoubted orthodoxy that His 
Highness the Maharaja of Cochin is imbued with 
the broad spirit which animateS him towards all 
classes of his subjects. Hinduism has fallen on 
evil days because those who should have kept it 
pure and unsullied have deserted their tasks for 
selfish ends, just as Indian States have fallen into 
disrepute because many rulers have, unlike the 
Maharaja of Cochin, not kept to the high tradition of 
their semi-sacerdotal office. , 

Similarly about Democracy, ·Sir Shanmukham 
~lings to a prepossession which experience has rudely 
shattered. He is particularly unfortunate in citing the 
P nited State! as an example. He told the students ' 

- You can not think of a greater form of democratic 
government than that of the United States of America. 
You h!lva no responsible Government there. The 
President Is the supreme head of the Executive and 
neither are amenable to the vote of the Congress. In 
fact the members of the Cabinet are not even members 
of the Congress, and nobody can say that that system 
of Government is not a democratic government. 

Certainly, the American Government can sport the 
label of democracy if that is the main thing. But it 
surely is not the best system of demooratic or any 
other form of Government. The President and his 
Executive are not independent of control as Sir 
Shanmukbam suggests. The Senate on the one side 
and the Supreme Federal Court or~ the other hold him 
Ia~t. With a single judgment the Supreme Court 
swept a..side the whole of President Franklin 
Roosevelt's New Deal during his first term. The 
Senate refused to ratify the Peace Treaty on which 
President Wilson had set his heart and the last days 
of the poor man were truly miserable until death 
relieved him of his misery. His successor, Warren 
Harding, escaped impeachment by dying ~uddenly in 
Alaska. For the gigantic jobberies for wh1ch he was 
responsible, some of his Cabinet were subsequently 
prosecuted and sent to prison. Let us not be dazzled 
by the accumulated gold and apparent prosperity of 
the United States. The "Grapes of Wrath" are piling 
UJ? J;>ehind this imposing facade. The unemp_lo~ed 
mtlhons may be partially absorbed by the conscr1pt1on 
which the President is intent on applying to guard 
against a possible invasion of his country by 
Nazis, Fascists and Japanese. But the permanent and 
radical defects in the American system can not be 
:cured in that way. Notwithstanding its democracy, 
.the United States offers no facilities for 
the preservation of the language or culture 
of minorities. The fight about democracy a~d 
-autocracy is meaningless. As in industry so tn 

politics, the mo:lern worhl has paid too much 
attention to mechanio:1l and institutional contrivances 
and too little to the man who has to work them. This 
is being painfully realised by Western thinkers. \Ve 
in India are, however, still squabbling over the 
sloaans which the West is rapidly discarding. We 
ple~d for a realistic interpretation of terms like 

••Orthodoxy" and "Democracy" by men in responsible 
positions like Sir Shanmukham Chetty. · 
. Another preconception which Sir Shanmukham 

has uncritically adopted from Anglo-Indian adminis
trators, is that India is unique in having numerous 
sects and classes which in certain circumstances 
are easily induced to become hostile to one another. 
The fact, however, is that there is no country in the 
world where the population is perfectly homogeneous, 
and there are many countries which are even more 
divided than India. The most conspicuous example 
of this is the United States itself. The populoltion 
there is a cross-section of Europe with in many cases 
the antagonisms and national prejudices of Europe 
still fresh in their minds. Mr. R. A. Butler, the able 
Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, declared 
the other day that there was no part of the world 
where national and racial antagonisms are so deep
rooted as in Europe. Yet in America sections of the 
European population are massed together into a unity 
which it is nobody's interest to question. Even 
little Luxemburg had a French and a German group 
as had Belgium. Switzerland has a French, an Italian 
and a German section. In Italy itself the Southerners 
have little affinity with the natives of Lombardy. In 
Gernuny the South Germans have no love for the 
Prussians. In Great Britain, the Welsh, the Scotch, 
and the English are distinct stocks who are held 
together by the bond of economic prosperity. 
Soviet Russia is the latest example. The fact 1s that 
what is called national unity is largely fostered by a 
national government which is vitally interested in 
maintaining it and in repressing sternly thou~h not 
necessarily aggressively fissiparous tendencies as 
they show themselves. British Indian administrators 
so long as they were sur7 that the adJ:?in~tration 
would remain in the1r hands, mamta1ned a 
system of unitary administration as best calculated 
to promote economy and efficiency. W.hen some 
sort of self-government came into view, they 
separated Burma from India and divided India 
itself into a number of "autonomous'' provinces 
and with in these provinces framed the franchise 
on the basis of religious beliefs. All this in the name 
of promoting Indian unity I National unity is therefore 
very much the creation of a national government, 
that is a aovernment which feels in its innermost 
soul and c~nscience that its first and greatest interest, 
as it is its duty, is to stimulate and st.ren~then the 
forces which every where and always ex1st ~n favour 
of harmonious relations among human bemgs and 
to discourage the separatist tendencies which a:e 
fostered by interested partisanship. The problem IS 

not by any means peculiar to India. 

-
College IndustPles in Bombay >-Tho 

report of the Bombay Economic and Industri~ Survey_ 
Committee, which has· just been published, stresses th~ 
urgency of the problem of cottage and smali-S;C~e 
Industries. The Committee was appointed by the 
Government of. J!ombay in April, 19~8, with Sir 
Purshotamdas Thal<urdas as chairman and the Director 
of Industries, ex-officio, Mr. C. N. Vakil, Dr. P. U. Patil, 
Mr Mahomedally Habib and Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao as 
me;,bers. The terms of reference required the Committee 
to examine the present position of sm~ indust_ries in 
the Province and to report on the1r place m the 
Provincial economy in relation to agriculture and large 
lndustrie> • to survey the work done by the Government 
of Bomidy in the rea~ of economic developme.nt 
within the Province durtng the last l7 yeus w1th 
special reference to agriculture, large industri7< and 
small industries; to report on the measures whtch the 
Government can undertake to promote economic 
development within the Province and to suggest methods 
of financing the same ; and finaUy to m~ke s~ch other 
recommendations as pertain to Slate pohcy w1th regard 
to economic development within the Province. 
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BOMBAY PROHIBITION POLICY AND THE· J 
HIGH COURT, 

· , (BY B. G,KHER, BOMBAY.) 

tion. If that be so, and the language of the sub
section is to be regarded as ambiguous, - can see no 
rea'lon for adopting the wider construction. Such con
struction would place It in the power of the Governme"t I have shown last week that the assumption on the 

strength of which the Full Bench of tbe Bombay High 
Ccurt decision that a policy of total Prohibition could 
not be introduced through the Abkari Act, was 
taken, wa. erroneous. I shall now proceed to consider 
the other rea8ons which influenced their Lordships in 
coming to this decision, 

The policy of the Bombay Government oflntroduc• 
ing total Prohibition was approved of by a resolution 
of the Legislature and the Notification of the 17th 
July 1939 was published to give effect to it. The 
word~ used in the Notification are "that the Govern
ment of Bombay prohibit the possession by any pmon 
in the area specified in the margin, of liquor, eta." 
Their Lordships are of the view that a power to 
prohibit the possession by •·any person or class of 
persons" does not justify the Government in prohibit· 
ing all peraons or the public generally, So the question 
is what meaning is to be attributed to the word "any" 
in Sub-section (2) of Section 14. B. The word "any" 
Is used in the sense of "every" at so many places. 
Thus in Section 11, it is stated that the Government 
may prohibit the import or export of any excisable 
article. Here naturally "any" means ''all" or 
"ever;r." There are other Sections in the Act where 
"any' has been given the same meaning, The 
wording of Sub-Section (2) is emP.hatic and it 
empowers the Government "to proh1blt the posses
eion by 'any person or class of persons' either 
throughout the whole Presidency or in any local 
area of any excisable article either absolutely 
or eubjeot to such conditions, as It may prescribe." 
Their Lordships, however, thought that this did not 
entitle the Government to prohibit the public general-
ly, that the words "any penon or clau of persons" 
oould only mean a person designated by name or 
description or a class of persons designated and that 
the specification of the area in the margin of the 
Notification was not such desi~ation or description. 
Now with great respect, 1t is au bmitted that 
the use ot tile word "class or persons" along 
with the words ''any person" need not be taken 
necessarily as restricting the meaning of the words 
"any person." They are only used to show that 
the prohibition may be either of persons or 
classes. Thus Government could prohibit any 
person generally from possessing liquor · without 
a· license or, secondly, they could prohibit any class 
of persons, as in fact they have in Seotion 17A 
prohibited persons under the age of 1S years. In 
this connection, I would refer to condition 18 of the 
Form o£ Licenses issued under the Abkari Aot 
which lends support to my submission. The state.. 
mrnt, therefore, that it is difft.Jult to say what 
c!Tcct can be given to the words which appear 
in the Section, but not in the Notification, ''or class 
of persons," is not justifiable. 

Their Lordships were influenced in coming to 
the conclu<ion whioh they_ ''did, by the assumption· 
that the administration of\he Abkari Act was for 
purposes of revenue and it would be frustrated 
in case toLL! Prohibition was introduced. Secondly; 
another consideration which ought to have found 
no place at all-namely, '·that valuable business 
in liquor built up over many years and with the 
expenditure of much Olpital in reliance of the 
continuance of Government pJlicy under the A bkari 
Act" will be dcatroyed-aeems to have influenced 
the decision of tho Full Bench, This is what their 
Lordships say 1 
. The very hiC"hest the case can be put on behalf of 

Goftrnment Is to say that the wordo "any person or 
dllSs of persons" are cap>b!e of Including the public 
generally tho"S'h also cap:r.ble of the narrower cons~ru>-

of the day, not only to bring the whole administration 
of the Abkarl Act to an end, but further by a stroQ 
of the pen, without any previous warning or the 
provision of any compensation, to destroy the value of 
buslnes• built up, it may be, over many years and with 
the expenditure of much capital in reliance on the 
continuance of Government policy under the Abln.rl 
Act and the previous legislation on the subject. That 
this is no imaginary dang&r is clear from the fact 
that the notifications mad• no provision whatever 
for compensation. . 
This conclusion is due to a mis-apprehension of 

the Government policy underlying the A bkari Act. 
Government was influenced by moral considerations. 
There was no evidence in the case about the 
destruction of valuable business and a! the policy of 
total Prohibition had been duly approved by the 
Legishture, this consideration, it is submitted, ought 
not to have weit:hed with their Lordships at all, ·It 
is evident th1t It did and, hence, they held that the 
Notification under consideration in the case was 
ultra 'Dires and ot no effect. · . 

Thereafter on the same day, a Governor's Aot, 
Bombay Act No. VI or 194.0, was passed with a view 
"to remove doubts as to validity of the Notification 
issued under the Abkari Act for the purpose of 
promoting, enforcing and carrying into effect the 
policy of Prohibition in certain areas in the 
Province of Bombay and as to the powers of the 
Provincial Government to make and issue Rules, 
Orders and Notifications for the said purpose ." 
Section 8 of the Act amended the preamble by 
enacting as follows;- , 

In the preamble of the said Act (Ab:.arl Act of 
1878), after the word "Bombay :• the words "and 
whereas In order to promote, enforce and carry Into 
effect th~ policy of Prohibition, It Is necessary to 
prohibit the jmport, export, transport, manufacture, 
sale and possession of liquor and of intoxicating drugs 
In the Province of Bombay or in specified areas th~reot" 
shall be Inserted. · · 
This amendment of the preamble leaves no doubt 

whatsoever as to what was the intention of the 
Government. Section 6 Clause (b) provided that for 
the words "any person or class of persons" in Section 
14. B of the Abkari Act, the words "any individual 
or a class or body of individuals or the public 
generally" shall be substituted. Section 7 provide~ 
as follows: . 

The amendments made by this Act In the preamble 
and the provisions of the said Act shall have effect 
from the date on which the said preamble and the said 
provisions were respectively enacted and any rule, 
order or notification made or lssue.i under the said Act 
before the commencement of this Act shaU be deemed 
to have been made or Issued under the said Act as 
amended by thl• Act and no prosecution, suit or other 
proceeding shaU lie against any parson for anything 
in good faith done or intended to be done in pursuance 
of any such rule, order or notification as the case 
may be. 
One would have thought that this was a clear 

indication of the intentions of the Government and 
effect would be given to them. Another case, how
ever, clme before the High Ccurt, which was also 
the subject-matter of a Full Bench decision. This Full 
Bench decision is reportl:d in ~ Born. L. R. page 
791 and, again with great respect, I have to submit 
that this decision also is not correct. In the state
ment which I issued in July, I have given some 
grounds for this view, I understand, however, that 
the Government of Bombay have filed an Application 
asking for leave to appeal to the Federal Court 
against this decision. 1 will not, therefore, comment 

upon it further until this Application is di;posed of. 
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THE PROBLEM OF MENDICANCY. 
( BY MISS LALITHA l MosES, BARODA ). 

The institution of street-begging is, in truth, the 
very canker that destroys the roots of India's social 
structure. Everywhere in India, one oomes across 
beggars of all description ; there are the genuine 
beggars, poor dis a bled folk, more often than not, the 
sufferers from incurable, malignant diseases, On 
the other side, must be ranged the strong an_d 
able-bodied hypocrites, who adop! beggin~ as ~~etr 
profession either through the tradttton of thetr famthes, 
or through sheer idleness I They find a good field 
for pursuing their activities to secure an. easy 
livelihood in the vast cities; almost anywhere m the 
streets of Bombay, for instance, one meets with 
beggars-not merely diseased or decrepit people
but beggars apparently robust. 
· It is because begging is permitted and encouraged 
that these social parasites, not only themselves thrive 
on public bounty, but also make their innocent 
offspring follow in their footsteps. The mistaken 
sense of charity or humanity of the public in giving 
them alms is indeed a source of encouragement to 
them, If money could be had so easily without 
labour, why should these feel any inclination to workP 

It may be difficult for many benevolent people to 
realise that they are doing any wrong by throwing 
alms to these beggars. They are very often 
prompted by the most humanitarian motives-or .by 
the moral or religious faith that they are domg 
something good or noble, But in any event they are 
doing great harm to the soo~e~y at lar_ge. They !ire 
helping to perpetuate a pemtctous sootal order whtch 
makes such unequal distribution of wealth possible. 
By such charity to individuals, we are indefinitely 
putting off all chances of reform in our social order. 
Such indiscriminate charity to the individual is a 
poison to the multitude ; for, by giving syc~ alm.s ~e 
indefinitely postpone any chance of an amehoratton m 
their condition. Such an inducement to the beggars 
makes it difficult for them to be led into the more 
self-respecting oourse of industry, for their livelihood, 

Another difficulty that faces the reformer is that 
such charity has been given a religious aspect 
in our country, Often the beggars put on the garb 
of mendicants and exploit the religious sentiments of 
the people; and the religious-minded regard charity 
to these as a sort of expiation for their sins. 

How can society be rid of such hypocritical para
sites P The measures to be adopted ought to be 
drastic, for no amount of appeal to their self-respect 
and lectures on the dignity of labour could turn 
them from their chosen course. The only effective 
and practical step will be to pass strict laws prohibit-· 
ing open beggary. Violators should be penalised; 
then the number of sturdy beggars will certainly 
dwindle down. Side by side, there must be a 
vigorous propaganda to show that indiscriminate 
charity is harmful not only to the beggars but also to 
society as a whole. 

But apart from the cultivation of pu blio optmon 
by social workers, it is the primary duty of 
the State to provide workhouses and appropriate 
avenues of employment. Thus if we give them 
the necessary opportunities for work, the 
beggars would be prevented from relapsing into 
their old habits. This would enable them not 
only to earn their living, but more important will be 
the psychological effect that it will produce. It is 
beyond doubt that when these able-bodied beggars 
are thus given avenues of work, a certain self-respect 
will be created in them, and gradually there ts every 
chance of their becoming normal, useful citizens of 
the State. 

In the last three or four decades, Governments of 
all progressive countries have considered it t~eir duty 
to legislate in social relations, The old attttude of 

lai••ez-faire is no lon~er regarded as the guiding 
principle of progresstve states. With the rapid 
strides taken by socialism and socialistic ideas, we 
find governments undertaking legislation in so many 
social matters. The aim of all such legislation is the 
amelioration of the condition of the less fortunate 
members of society, and the lessening of the mal· 
adjustment in society due to a faulty distribution of 
wealth resulting from the capitalistic system, There 
are many instances of progressive governments 
in the West having successfully tackled the 
problem of beggars. But unless public opinion 
is sufficiently organised in India, there is little 
hope of the State moving in the matter, But 
apart from the State, the local bodies and in our 
cities, the municipalities, can do a great deal to help 
in solving the problem. 

In the case of the really deserving beggars who 
are unable to work-the old, the diseased, the 
maimed and the blind-the establishment of asylums 
to house them would be a splendid remedy. For 
among the innumerable diseased beggars who are 
parading our streets more than 30 per cent are a prey 
to the harrowing malady, leprosy. There are also 
other equally infectious diseases that attack the 
beggars, and to permit them to beg in the public 
streets, rubbing shoulders with the rest of the 
populace is indeed to permit a source of contagion 
and danger to the health of the multitude, Further, 
the beauty of our picturesque streets and bye-roads 
is sadly marred by the sight of tb.,se ugly, disfigured 
specimens of humanity, and this fact has often been 
recorded by foreign visitors to India. 

Asylums for all diseased beggars may at first sound 
fantastic and impracticable. It is, however, encourag
ing to note that some of our Provincial governments 
and States and a few voluntary associations have 
taken the initiative to establish a handful of asylums 
in different parts of the country, But the need for 
them is very great, and the governments must 
undertake to provide the poor with more asylums, 
homes and workhouses, 

It is not improbable that the State may plead 
inability on the grounds of financial stringency. But 
there can be no doubt that, if the State starts work· 
houses for the poor; and homes for the destitute and 
the disabled, it would be possible to induce charit
ably minded people to make voluntary donations to 
them. So often provisions as regards charity in 
the wills of persons fail on account of uncertainty, 
Such bequests with a primarily charitable intention 
can with advantage be diverted to the State for 
such purpose, 

Bengal Opphanages And Widows• 
Homes :-In ·the Bengal Legislative Assembly on 
Friday September 13th, Begum Farhat Ban'! ~~an~ 
Introduced a bill entitled the Bengal Superv1s1on 9f 
Orphanages and Widows' Homes Bill 1940, '1-'hlclt 
proposed to malle compulsory the licensing of institutions 
like orphanages, .widows' homes and marriage bureaus, 
In moving that the draft . bill be referred to Selec~ 
Committee, Begum Khanmn drew ~e . attention of t~e 
house to the alarming ,.unfu.r of Institutions, both public 
and private, that apparently exist for the purpose or 
affording protection for minor girls and boys, Many of 
them, she said, were veritable clearing houses for boys 
and girls for immoral porposes, They were run by 
Interested persons who made money out of these nefarious. 
transactions. At the same time, she admitted there '!'ere 
a number of genuine institutions which should be actively 
encouraged by the Government and the p~bli~ Her 
biU proposed to make it compulsory for all such '-n~titutions 
to be run under licenses from proper authot1t1es. H..
bill also provided for Inspection by Government ~fficers 
and Committees of Management. The house unanimously 
accepted the proposal to send the bill to the Select 
Committee with instructions to submit their report by 
November 80, 1940, 
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THE GROWTH OF PUBLIC OPI:'-<ION IN 
INDIA. 

Mrs. Margarita Barns' recent book, "The Indian 
Preas", (~Icssrs. George Allen and Unwin, Price 21 
eh), has a mi~leading title but the sub-title 
remedies the defect; for the book, it is stated, is "a 
history of the growth of public opinion in ln'.!ia." 
Mn. Barns surveys a wide field-she goes from the 
first court chronicles of the Moghul courts to the 
dawn of journalism in Britain, from the invention of 
the printing press to the importation of types to 
India, from the love of knowledge shown in India as 
early as the third century B. C. to Mr. Neville 
Chamberlain's words in praise of a free press and 
free speech with which the main body of the book 
concludes-and, though a good deal of it is learned, 
it is nevertheless padding. In her use of the word 
"pre~s," Mrs. Barns alternates between the 
newspaper and the machine which prints it. 
Mrs. Harns' book, however, is more than a survey 
of the political history of India from a new angle. 
Thia is also an exceedingly useful compilation of the 
laws affecting the press in India book and a 
historical survey of the attitude adopted by the 
Goverumcnt to the liberty of the press. 

Mrs. Barns introduces her reader to the subject 
with a definition of "political India" and of 
"journalism," She writes : 

Political India may be divided Into Congress India 
( th•t is tho India of the majority of tho Hindus of 
nationalist convictions with a small minority of 
Mu>Jims ), India of the Muslim League (that is India 
of some eighty million Muslims), India of the Princes 
(that is Indian India as apart from British India and 
its traditions of evolutionary constltutiouall•m), India 
of the l,iberals (that is the India of those of various 
communities who believe in the efficacy of progressive 
constitutionalism in preference to direct action), pnd 
European I ndla ( tho India of those scattered Europeans 
Jn the services, professions and commerce whose 
domicile I• England but whose place of temporary 
residence is I ndla,) It is a fact based on historical 
roasons which will be examined later that the bull< of 
the I ndlan press Is controlled by the first and the last 
of the varlou• Iudias which have been described. 

Mrs, Barns is fully aware of the inaccuracy of a 
description of this kind. The very parentheses she 
has tacked on to each India show it, So far as the 
press is concerned, all this was thoroughly unneces· 
sary, Nor is it accurate to say, as Mrs, Barns 
does by inference, that the Muslim League 
represents eighty million Muslims, Such inaccuracy 
is the more deplorable in one who has been in 
clo.•e touch with Indian opinion tor some years. 
Although thcro is a close connection between 
politics and the growth of the Indian press, there is 
little justification tor believing that the political 
divi•ions in the country are reflected in the press. 
Mr.; Barns h<'rself notes this when she refers to 
tho absence of a Muslim League press or of an 
lnJian Statca newspaper. But there is another side. 
The Conl:'ress, t0r example, has only one newspaper 
which oan be said to represent its view. In the 
controversy between Dr. Khare, the Congress 
ami the C. P. Governor, it was a recognized 
!:let that the whole Indian press rejected the 
Congress olur~es against the C. P. Governor, 
This is far more important in a history of the 
Indian press than what ~lr. H icky wrote in 1780. 
It is surprisinr: that Mrs. Barns who comes very near 
the subject in her eighteenth chapter, should have 
missed the signitloanoe of it. Probably that is 
beoauae she is m()te concerned with the attitude of the 
Government to the press than of the pren to the 
Goverhmenl Mrs, Barns does less than justice to 
thG Anglo-Indian press when she eays that the only 
major is,ue of difference between the Government 

and the English-owned or English-influenced press 
was the question of the States. The Anglo-Indian 
press made itself the champion or every form of vested 
interest in the country, the upholder of the stat11s q11o 
in every way. Inexperienced in the art of criticising 
governments, it was driven to strange shifts in oppo
sing official measures. The oase of Prohibition will 
rise readily to people's minds in Bombay. The 

1 local Anglo-Indian chain of newspapers resorted to 
every device to resist Prohibition including the 
publication of articles with illustrations on how 
Prohibition laws had been evaded in other countries, 

With the intention or making her book topical-for 
Mrs. Barns is first a journalist-she has drawn atten
tion to the common ideals of the British and Indian 
press : 

It 1.• noteworthy that there is at present more in 
common between the idea• of india and llritain as 
expressed in their newspapers, than between the 
ideas of India or Britain on the one hand and the 
authoritarian States on the other, 

Is this anything to be wondered at when we, whether 
Indian or Briton, are in the midst ot a war for 
saving Democracy trom Totalitarianism P As a 
matter of fact so tar as non-European affairs are 
concerned, the ideas of the British press, 
with very fe1v exceptions, are not dissimilar 
to the racial attitudes of Imperial Italy or 
Nazi Germany, As regards the attitude of the 
public to the Government, Mrs. Barns is apt to torget 
the great difference between the Asiatic and the 
European points of view: There is not that underlying 
distrust of Governments which exists in all European 
countries, whether it finds expression in a free press 
or is suppressed by the State. While, for example, 
in Europe any insistence on rights naturally sets 
itself in opposition to the State, here it very often is 
aimed at reducing the control of business or at the 
tyranny of social or religious institutions, and it seeks 
government support in attempts at freeing the 
community. The Civil Liberties Union is a very 
recent development and it is not a very robust one at 
that. Pertinent to this is the peculiar development 
of totalitarianism in Japan, which will repay study, 
Mrs. Barns has given her public an excellent 
preliminary survey of the history of journalism. We 
trust that her pioneer work will be followed up by 
contributions in whbh adequate importance is given 
to the social and cultural soil in which the Indian 
Press is growing. 

THE CONGRESS .RESOLUTION. 
The All·lndia Congress Committee met in Born bay 

on Sunday afternoon. The following resolution was 
placed before the meeting on behalf of the \Vorking 
Committee by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and seconded 
by Mr. Vallabhbhai Patel:-

The All-India Congress Committee has given its 
careful attention to the events that have taken place 
since its last meeting held in Poona on July 27, 19!0, 
and to the resolutions passed by the Working 
Committee at Wardha in August last. The 
Committee approves or and endorses these resolutions. 

In order to end the deadlock in India and to promote 
the national cause, in co-operation with the British 
people, the Working Committee even at the S3crifice 
of ~lahatma Gandhi's co-operation, m1de a proposal 
to the British Government in their Delhi resolution 
of July 17, 19~0, which was subsequently approved 
by the A. I. C. C. at Poena. This proposal was 
rejected by the British GQvernment in a manner 
which left no doubt that they had no intention to 
recognise India's independence, and would, if they 
could, continue to hold this country indefinitely in 
bondage for British exploitation. This decision of 
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the lkitish Government shows that they will impose 
their will upon India, and their reoent policy has further 
shown that they will not even tolerate free expression 
of public opinion in condemnation of their associating 
India in the war against Germany, against the will 
of the vast body of the people of India, and, of 
exp~oiting her national resources and man power for 
this purpose. 

The All-India Congress Committee cannot submit 
to a policy which is a denial oflndia's natural right to 
freedom, which suppresses the free expression 
of public opinion, and which would lead to the 
degradation of her people and their continued enslave
ment. By following this policy the British 
Government have created an intolerable situation 
and are imposing upon the Congress a struggle for 
the preservation of the honour and the elementary 
rights of the people. The Congress is pledged under 
Gandhiji's leadership to non-violence for the vin
dication of India's freedom. At this grave crisis in 
the movement for national freedom the All-India 
Congress Committee, therefore, requests him to guide 
the Congress in the action that should he taken. 
The Delhi resolution, confirmed by the A. L C. C. 
at Po~na, which prevented him from so doing, no 
longer applies, It has lapsed. 

The A. I. C. C. sympathises with the British people 
as well as the peoples of all other countries involved 
in the war, Congressman cannot withhold their 
admiration for the bravery and endurance shown by 
the British nation in the face of danger and peril. 
They can have no ill will agaiMt them, and the spirit 
of s1t1Jagraha forbids the Congress from doing 
anything with a view to embarrass them. But this 
self.imposed restraint cannot be taken to the extent 
of self-extinction. The Congress must insist on the 
fullest freedom to pursue its policy, based on non
violence. The Congress has, however, no desire at 
the present moment to extend non-violent resistance, 
should this become necessary, beyond what is 
required for the preservation of the liberties of the 
people, 

In view of certain misapprehensions that have 
arisen in regard to the Congress policy of non-violence, 
the A. I. C. C. desires to state this afresh, and to 
make it clear that this policy continues, notwithstand
ing anything contained in previous resolutions which 
may have led to t~ese . misappr~hensions. T?is 
Committee firmly heheves m the pohcy and pract1ce 
of non-violence not only in the struggle for Swaraj, 
but also, in so far as this may be possible of 
application, in free India. 

The Committee is convinced, ancl recent world 
events have demonstrated, that complete world 
disarmament is necessary, and the establishment of a 
new and juster politic~! and economic order, if. the 
world is not to destroy 1tself and revert to bar ban sm. 
A free India will, therefore, throw all her weight in 
favour of world disarmament and should herself be 
prepared to give a lead in this to the worlcl. Such 
lead will inevitably depend on external factors and 
internli conditions, but the State would do its utmost 
to give effect to this policy of. disarmament, Effective 
disarmament, and the establishment of world peace 
by the ending of national wars, depend ultimately 
on the removal of the causes of wars and national 
conflicts. These causes must be rooted out by the 
ending of the domination of one country over another 
and the exploitation of one people or group by another. 
To that end India will peacefully l<bour, and it is 
with this objective in view that the people of India 
desire to attain the status of a free and independent 
nation. Such freedom will be the prelude to the 
close association with other countries within a comity 
of free nations for the peace and progress of the 
world. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
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CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitis; 

avoid tnis by rubbing your chest wi~ AMRUTANJAN. lte 
penetrating warmth goes deep down mto the chest, loosens the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Briqs Quick Reliq Alwa,Ys 

AMRUT ANJAN LTD. 
BOMBA'Y ~ MADRAS-
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THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
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NOTES. 
Massacre of Innocents :-Eighty-three out of 

90 children in the "City of Benares" bound ~or 
Canada from England, were drowned along w1th 
200 other passengers as the result of the ship 
being torpedoed by the Germans.w~en about 
600 miles from land. The mc1dent has 
stirred humanity to its depths. No more 
harrowing illustration of the ~uthle~sness an_d 
brutality of modern war can be 1magmed. If Jt 
does not arouse in men and women all the world 
over a determination to put an end at all costs to 
the possibility of similar nefarious incidents, the 
human race must, indeed, be past redemption, 
Humanitarian war is a contradiction in terms. 
War was always and will be always a brutal and 
blo--dy affair, The difference between modern 
war and the old style war is that, while 
the consequences to the civil population in the 
latter case were indirect showing themselves in 
famine, pestilence and the breaking down of 
moral restraints, in the former they are 
direct. Indeed they affect the civil population 

o more than the armed forces. Mr. Winston 
Churchill pointed out recently that the 
present war caused less destruction to the 
life of soldiers than the previous war, 
while the destruction caused to property and the 
civilop,,pu\ation was far ~eater. Men, women 
and children are alike exposed to the risks of 
modern war. The blockade of bellig-erent countries 
by one another, is recognised as a legitimate 
method of modern war. The object of the 
blockade is to slarve the civil population irrespec
tive of a~:,TC or sex. No discrimination is made 
nor is any rossible. The children who were 
drowned in this voyag-e will not have died in 
vain if their sacrifice awakens humanity to its 
duty to d~stroy root and branch the system 
which makes such horrors possible. 

Evacuation of Children :-Tite Reformer from 
the first had grave d0ubts about the w1sdom of 
transp..:>rting children to distant countries in 
the hope of sparing them the horrors of war in 
the1r 011 n c0untry. The break-up of family life 

which the plan involved, was a greater evil than 
the risks of children being bombed. When 
Mr. Winston Churchill became Prime Minister, 
the scheme was suspended. He explained that all 
its implications had not been understood when 
it was approved and he ~!early indicated ~he 
practical and psychological reasons which 
made reconsideration ne~ary. There was 
talk even of its b~ing abandoned. The 
American Press made a great fuss over the 
suspension making out that it was an 
affront to proffered American hospitality. In 
reply to Mr. Churchill's plea that ships could 
not be easily made available, America offered 
to amend her Neutrality Law prohibiting the 
entry of American ships into belligerent terri
torial waters, and to send her own ships to 
fetch the children, When the law was actually 
amended, it bore a condition that the guarantee 
of Germany and Italy should be first 
secured to ensure the safety of the American 
ships. There was no probability of the 
two countries giving any such guarantee 
unless it was reciprocal. Another circumstance 
which led to the reversal of the suspension, was 
that so :ne British Ministers had sent their 
children away from England and Labour 
members complained that the children of the 
workino- classes, not having the means to pay 
their p~ssa"e, were being denied the safety 
secured by"' the wealthier classes. We had 
suggested the provision of agreed child 
sanctuaries in the belligerent countries as 
a more practical and less expensive as 
well as psychologically 0 more wholesome 
substitute, The ship which carried the 90 
children, seems not to have been protected by 
convoys. It is stated that the present disaster 
will not lead to a change of policy ! 

U.S. A. Presidential Prospects:-The New York 
T•mes' support of the t{epublican candidate in 
preference to the re-electi0n for a third term of 
President Franklin Roosevelt has been commented 
upon as portending something serious, As 
a matter of fact it has no such significance. 
President Franklin Roosevelt was reoelected for 
his second term in the teeth of the opposition 
of practically the entire American Pre~s. !he 
American newspapers have much less wet~t 
in their country than abroad. Every one m 
America knows that scores of newspapers 
derive their inspiration from a sin~ le b.Jss 
whose advocacy of one policy r~ther than 
another is often influenced by hiS personal 
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interests. The radio has become a powerful Dr. Foley in a brief sketch of the financial 
rival to the Press and President Franklin position which we have omitted from his article 
Roosevelt is perhaps the greatest living remarks that "Chinese bankers are becoming 
expert in radio propaganda. Newspaper increasingly interested in this type of industry, 
opposition will affect his chances of re-election particularly since the closing of the Indo-China 
but little. What may, however, tell against him and Burma trade routes.'' The Chinese Co
is the genuine and widespread fear of a third- operatives expect to raise another twenty-five 
term Presidency as but the stepping-stone to million dollars from their banks and a loan from 
a hereditary monarchy. The Americans are the Anglo-Chinese Co-operative Society of 
even more afraid of a monarchy than of a London of£ 100,000. The money is loaned out 
dictatorship. at rates of interest varying from 5 per cent to 10 

Professor Keynes' Wizardry :-It is the obvious per cent to industrial co-operatives. On the 
and imperative duty of the leaders of a nation at subject ofliability, Dr. Foley gives the following 
war to do everything in their power to keep up interesting information : 
its spirits. For this purpose, some underrating Liability is limited, but the system is b~sed on shares 
of the enemy's strength and overrating of its own whereby each memb.r assumes responsibility for his 
advantages are necessary and legitimate, But portion of the loan and collectively they cover the whole 
th · · b d h' h h f loan. In practice liability is based on lab:>ur power 

ere IS a pomt eyon W !C sue economy 0 and productive capacity of the individual htdustry 
truth defeats its own object. The declaration of rather than on paid share capital whicb. is very small 
Professor Keynes that Great Britain has not of necessity. Some co-operatives have had to be 
only not lost much by the War but is reorganized but the cases of failure are so few that no 
actually richer than in 1937, struck us as rather statistics have been collected on tb.em. 
a blatant kind of exaggeration. Of course, the We have taken out of Dr. Fol~y's article the 
Professor might have his own definition of financial part of it, largely because the figures 
national wealth. But it must be a highly are four months old now. Besid~s, apart from 
ingenuous one. War and Waste were words the financial support it has received both from its 
which were almost synonymous to the older Government and from foreign friends of China, the 
economists, Professor Keynes, however, would Industrial Co-operatives Movement has a magni
seem to regard War as a most remunerative ficent record of service to the people which is 
investment. If he is right, the longer it lasts an example to the outside world. What China 
the wealthier must Britain become each year. has worked out for herself through bitter years 
Some months back we protested against the of war can be applied to other countries for the 
complacent reasoning of the President of the relief of unemployment. 
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce Buddhism in Bombay :-Mr. Dharmanand 
that the War is a God-send to Indian capitalists Kosambi who has been working for the past 
to enrich themselves. Professor Keynes now three years in the mill area in Bombay, combines 
supports them with his authority. We look in himself scholarship and the zeal for social 
forward to a fuller and detailed statement work. A distinguished Pali scholar, he has not 
of Mr. Keynes' opinion. shrunk from throwing himself vigJrously into 

Industrial Co-operatives in China :-We publish whatever work appealed to him. In a moving 
this week Dr. Walter B. Foley's survey of valedictory discourse at the Buddha Society on 
Chinese Industrial Co-operatives. The move- Sunday, Mr Kosambi announced that he proposed 
ment, as will be seen from this short and to retire to Sa math and there to live the I if e of a 
vivid account, is no longer in an ex peri- recluse. He told his hearers that he was thro•Jgh
mental stage. It has won a place for out his life swayed by the conflicting ambitions 
itself in China's national life. By itself the of leading a life of renunciation and of doing 
co-operatives would not have made any great some good to the world. He had, he said, in the 
headway. But General Chiang Kai-shek's past been called .back into the world from his 
Government was quick to see the possibilities in sec! us ion m:Jre than once and he was not certain 
it and the idea appealed to friends outside the whether this time he would be left in peace. It 
country. Dr. Foley is the moving spirit in the was a very human (<Lik which Mr. Ko>ambi gav.e 
Philippine Association for Industrial Co-opera- and, much as Bombay will miss this sincere .and 
tives in China and, as his article shows, the earnest worker, his many f riend3 will wish that 
United States has taken up the cause. The he finds the quiet that he seeks in his retirement. 
number of co-operative societies is 1,810 with a Mr. Kosambi mentioned that he was handing· 
membership of 24,000, most of them previously over his Vihara at Pare! to the Mahab:Jdhi 
unemployed or war refugees. The share Society. He remarked that his past ass:.Jciation 
capital of the co-operatives is 415,000 Chinese with the Congress had made his ministry to the 
dollars. The co-operatives have loaned out over depressed classes of Pare! unpalatable to some 
five and a half million Chinese dollars and their of the leaders of that commu,ity. He also 
monthly production is valued at seven mtllion pointed out that the special political reservations 
dollars. There are two and a half lakhs which the depressed classes had won within the 
of persons dependent on the movement, Of Hindu fold, made conversion work extremely 
its capital (apart from the shares), a million difficult. A depressed class man as a Hindu 
dollars are from foreign contributions; over · possesses certain rights electorally which he 
six million are derived from the Government and would lose the moment he declared himself 
a slightly larger sum from loans from banks. I a Buddhist. 
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The Hindu Milhasabia an~ tlte Vic:!roy's j nity should h we elector.al rep~ntation above 
Offer :-The res~lution of the Hmdu Vlaha'labha that of another. It IS a quamt democncy 
which we print this week, completes the response whic~ makes an Jnjian vote in the Muslim 
of political India to the Br1tcsh offer. m:"de by ~onst1tuency equal !O a hundred lnd1an votes 
the Viceroy on August 8th. Lord Ltnhthgow m the general constnuency. The argument that 
ha'l not recdved support from a11y of the four the HinJu Mahasabha itself objects to maj 1rity 
All-India political parties and his decision to rule in the 1-'unjtb and in Bengal anj, therefore, 
constitute his Council on an all-party basis in,;tead maj >rity rule is unjust, has little substance in it. 
of a nati0nal one, has l~d to the inevitable Communalists, of course, have the same type of 
bargaining for seats from Muslim and Hindu grievances. It would be strange if they had not, 
leaders. If what the Government of India d0es Persecution anJ the ·"is>ionary :-The Dnya
is really importa~t _for Britain's prosecutio~ of nodaya grows more mysteri()us every week. In 
the war, Lord Lmhthg:>w may well contmue justification of its unfoundej statement that 
for the rema•ning ~eriod. as he. has ~~ne Hishop Chitambar was a Sollth lndi:\n whose 
for the fie st year 1gnonng lndtan op1m.:>n Brahmin father had to shift to ~orth India 
and carrying on according to his discretion. because of religious perse~ution, it refers to 
There is lcttle likelihood of any. agreem~nt "recurring cas~s·• of pers~cutbn and the bio~ra
being reached between commun:1ltsts seektng phies of n.:Jtable Indian Christians. · It c.Jncludes 
to tstablish their own .c"!llmunities in power. with the significant statement, "persecution is 
1 he Mahasabh 1 has, It ts true, declareJ that always eventually an advancing factor not a 
it will not non-co-opera~e with th~ Govern- hindrance'' There is a complete explanation of 
ment. Dr. B. S. ~oonJ.e who prestd~d over why persecutbn is found ewn where n.>ne exists. 
the Bombay ses~1.Jn 1n t~e . abse~ce of The missionary is here on his. own admissio<t 
Mr. V. D. Savarkar ~ho IS . til, 10 !he solely for advancing his p1rt1cular brand of 
explanatory statement wuh whtch, accordmg Christhnity. ·•Per~ecution'' aJvances it and he 
to political precedent, he followed . up t~e looks out for any incident which can b~ made 
resolu~ion of the Mahasabha, made tt delin_tte out to appear as persecution. There is a certain 
that hts party were not pr.epared ~~ st~nd .as1de family relationship between this and atrocity
from the advanta&'es wh1~h parttc1pa~1on 10 the mongering. If the Dnyanodaya wants to under
Govrrnment of ln~1a was hk~ly to brmg. W,e st4 nd what religious persecutcon is it should read 
d0 not see anythtng wron){ tn the Mahasabha s Vardis Fisher's aCCJUnt in "Children of G_,d" 
insiste~ce on representatio? in the V•ceroy'.s of what Joseph Smith, founder of theM ormo1~ 
Counctl and !n the _Advtsory War Coun~tl s;ct, suff =red at the hands of his c::>untry
on a pop~lauon basts,. once the M~shm men just because he claimed to be a prophet. 
League clatm for equahty. ha_s been ~atse~; Ccming from an organ of six missionary asso
when every other commun•ty IS pushmg 1ts chtions one of which is the Methodist Church 
cl .. ims and more than its claims, it is ~bsu~d of Ame~ica, this talk of religiolls persecution 
to exp~ct the Hmdu Mahasabha whtch IS seems to be sin"ularly misplaced after the events 
pl~dg-ed to safegu'lrd Hindu interests, to adopt a of the past yea~. 
selt-den)ing attitude at this juncture, The pr,'S· · Th W Th d lb t th t · · 1 
p~ct is not, of collrse, a very pleasant one-with . .e ar:- e ue e w:en e w~ prtnc•p:t s, 

~. 1\lahasabha taking the place of the Congress Bnto;.ln and ~ermany' partlclllarly ond~n and 
t e . . f . . . Berhn, contmlles. The latter ·showed stgns of 
a~ the maJonty ofr~ ·•msatlodn or mftnohntlt>~ to slackening and the form!r of stiff~ninct in their 
wm concess1on~ rom-an some o t e mmo- . 1 D G 1 • "' f 
nti~s hwe taken fright at the very thought. aggr~sswn. Genera e ~ul e s hope o 
'I he Guardian of Madras, for one, gtves w1~01ng over Fr~nch West ..;.fnca by a perso_n~l 
x ressiJn to the following strange enunciation VISit to Dakar d1d not matertalcse: After a \~tn 

ef Pd • endeavour to land, the General wtthdrew explam-
o cmocracv • • h d d · h b h f The fart of tho di!Teronco In numerical strength does mg that e I not WIS to e t e ca~!'e o 

not lutrouuee compor .. tcvo merits or rights, 'fhooretl• b(Jodshed b!tween feiiOIV .Frenchmen, S1gnor 
cally when the (now) modorato Mu•llm opinion. claims Mu,;solini has explained that Spain cannot give 
.Ml-~ll repre,entatlon, It a .. erts the domxratcc Idea, military aid to the Axis Pow<rS as she was 
that every one Is a. worthy of r.ght• and re·p~nsl· d d t 13 't · ·s oodw·ll for h r food 
b•lcti~· as every one el o Ia a de nocracy. Tho 'CJm• epen. en on rt at~ g. I . e . 
pr .. mi•e thllt 1. require<! from tho .ide of the majJrity is supphes fro.n the Umted !States. fhe Egypttan 
a rero~nhion of this trut~. Tho •cumprombo' ba.ed oo Cabinet sp!it on the question whether the 
llumhe• sIs appa~ent Dot real, fo_r It revens to the Italian pen~tration into egyptian territory of 
•unchallong<d r1~ht of tho ~o.Jorltv- a communal about sixty miles should be regardej as an 
one- t" dcctllte. what mlnonty hfo .hall be. . • , , 

The Gua•d1(zn is not arparently in touch \\'ith ?ct of war a~am:;~ Egypt _or m:r~ly an mc1dent 
1\lushm 0 pinion sufficiently to distinguish 1n the An;,:lo-ltaban confltct "h1ch d.>es not 
bdween "mod~rate'' Mllslim and "extremist'' affect t~e relations betw.en E~pt and Italy, 
1\lmlim. The fifty per cent demand, 50 far as 1 he maJ >nty. ~e!J the . latter v1ew whereupon 
we are aware has come, liKe Fakistan, out of four of the M1~1?ters res1g-~ed. Italy continues 
the 1\luslim Lea~ue anJ its adherents. \Ve are to. cx;cupy British Socnal.llind bllt . elsew~!re 
un 1ble to follow the c; 1,a•ai11 ,.•s 1 easonin~ wnen Bntatn has 5':ored over lt1han forces tn Afnca. 
It s.1ys that, b~•ause '\~wryone is as worthy of Ja.p":n. and t-: ranee have come to terms over t~e 
rights and resp nsibilities as everyone els.! in a facthtt:s.to be aff.,_rJe~ to_~he J~pan"se at my ta 
dcm~etacy ," therefore m~mbers of one commu- I lnJo-l..htna- Sov1et h.USS!.l watts aaJ watcnes. 
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CHAOS IN MAl{RIAGE LAW. 
The Dnyanodaya announces that at the 29th 

annual meeting of the Bombay l<epresentative 
Christian Council held eat ly this month it was 
intimated that a Committee was being appointed 
to meet at Pornakal to complete the draft of 
a new Indian Christian Marriage Bill and that 
~overnment would be requested to sponsor the 
Bill. It was also announcej that the Roman 
Catholic Church was for the first time beginning 
to show signs of willingness to co-operate with 
the National Christian Council in conn~ction with 
the pr ... ,posed lhristian Marriage Bill The present 
Act is out of date especially in respect of the 
provisions for the m2.rriage of Christians with 
non-Christians, The new Bill should confine 
itse If to marriages both parties to which 
are · Christians. In . the absence of a simple 
civil marriage law, intermarriages between 
persons of different communities who do not 
wish to change or repudiate their religion, 
can not be contracted· in this country at 
present._ The cnly Act which is available for 
the purpose is the Special Marriage Act cf 18 72. 
This Act requires that each ot the parties to a 
marriage should declare before the Registrar that 
they do not profess Hinduism. Mahomedanism, 
J3uddhism. Christianity or any other recognised 
religion, which to people to \\hom religious belief 
is not a farce, is utterly repugnant. _The declara
tion, it has been authoritatively laid down, does not 
l!lffect the status ot the parties ur.der their personal 
law. In other words, it is a mere formality. A 
}lindu who Jl1arries under the Special M•rriage 
Act continues to be a member of his joint family, 
and to retain intact his rights as such in all 
respects though . he has solenmly declared 
that he does not profess the Hindu religion. 
Originally intended to afford relief to 
Brahmos who did not wish to go throug-h the 
ceremonies of the older faiths, especially the 
H1ndu rite, on the score of their including 
idolatorous features, the Act in its passage 
through the Legislature became transformed 
into its present shape owing to the oprosition of 
the older religionists. In Bombay where the 
Prarthana · Samajists have always regarded 
Indian Theism as the purest form of Hinuuism, 
the Special Marriage Act was rarely used by 
the Samajists. Sir Ramakrishna BhandarKar 
had revised the Hindu marriage rite so as to 
eliminate idolatrous features, and his rescension 
was generally adopted in many cases and such 
marria<YeS have been deemed to be sufficient 
without any registration. Sir Hari Singh Gour's 
attempt to amend the Special Marriage Act 
by omitting the obnoxious declaration had a 
curious result. Owing to the oppJsition of 
non-Hindus, the Gour Act in the first place 
was confined to Hindus, including Sikhs, 
Jains, Arya Samajists and Brahmo Samajists. 
lf this was all it would have been sti.\ an 

important advance as Hindus form the vast 
maj 1rity of the population, But unfortun~tely, 
Sir Hari Singh introduced in his Act provisions 
regarding j;>int family and succession to 
property which were entirely irrelevant to 
his main purppse. Owing to this, we have 
the anomaly that a Hindu marrying under 
the Special Marriage Act, after declaring 
that he does not profess Hinduism, retains all 
his rights under the Hindu law; but if he 
marries under the Gour Act specitic<lly meant for 
Hindus, he ceases iPso facto to be a member of 
the joint family and his family becomes subj 'ct as 
regards succession t() the Indian Succession Act. 
Nevertheless not a few Hindus h we contracted 
marriages under the Gour Act but the great 
maj Jrity who would otherwise have preferred it 
owwg to its mon~gamous requirement, are 
unable to use it because they do not wish to break 
away from their fam1lies, 

For persons who are single or widowed, and 
who have no repugnance to change their religion 
in order to acquire a wife or husband, the pa1h is 
fairly clear. Proselytism is now judicially 
recognised as valid amJng Hindus as among 
Christhns and Mnssulmans. Orthodox Hind11 
authc-rities do not accept proselytes. The old 
established religious sects still remain opposed to 
pros~lytism. But there are several side-doors 
by which a man or woman may find a way into 
the Hindu fold. Sikhism, the Brahmo Samaj 
and the Arya Samaj keep open door to all 
comers. Once a person joins any of these sects 
he is a Hindu. There are besides Hindu 
Missions who carry on proselytising propaganda. 
The Shankaracharya of Kurtkoti was given a 
large sum of money by the ex-Maharaja of. 
Indore for this purpose when the latter married 
his American wife after having her converted 
to Hinduism by Kurtkoti. The rigid restrictions 
as to caste, sub caste and gotra, of a 
Hindu marriage are avoided by undergoing 
a form of conversion to S1khism and. Brahmoism. 
In the case of the Arya Samaj even this is not 
ne~ded. In several instances in recent years, 
persons of different castes· have contracted 
marriages after conversion according to the 
Anand Marriage Act of the Sikhs. J n other cases 
since the passing of the Arya Marriage Act this 
has provided an even !'asier road to intermarriage. 
The greater freedom permitted by these sects 
would be a real advantage to the community 
but for the fac~ t_hat they have sometimes been 
availed of to contract polygamous marriages. 
Readers of _The R former would have noticed 
from time to time such occurrences reported and 
commented on in these columns. 1\luch confusion 
and great hardship to innocent women have 
been caused by the license which makes such 
abuses possible. The validity of some at 
least of these marriages are not beyond d0ubt. 
It may be challenged long after the intermarry. 
ing parties are d~ad by some collateral claimin<Y 
a right to ancestral property. It is not only 
amcng Hindus that the tendency to discard first' 
wives in favour of a younger or more aggressiv~ 
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woman bas been on the increase. Young women 
()f education have aided and abetted, and 
in some cases have actually put pressure 
on married men to marry them. In the Orissa 
case which was discussed at length in these 
.columns, a Christian woman persuaded or 
was a party to a Brahmin teacher trying 
in various ways to divorc~ his Hindu wife, 
in order to marry her. He was ready to 
become a convert to Christianity. When he 
found that this would not help him-as 
the Hindu wife declared her readiness to 
follow him into the new faith-he tried the 
Brahmo Samaj. British Law Officers have 
declared that a Brahmo marriage is ipso 

.facto a monogamous marriage and the second 
Lord Sinha has been on that ground allowed to 
take hia seat in the House of Lords. The Oris~a 
Brahmo Samaj, however, performed the marriage 
of the Brahmin teacher with the Christian wife 
under the impression that enrolment as a Brahmo 
operated as a divorce from his first wife I There 
is thus a great deal of confusion in the laws of 
marriage as affecting intermarriages. It is high 
time a simp! Civil Marriage Act was passed to 
relieve Indian social life of the incubus of the 
·eXisting confusion, 

"ALONE" 
The word "Alone" takes on an increasingly 

poignant fascination as one passes, say, the fiftieth 
milestone in life, One's circle narrows. Old, 
familiar f•ces disappear. One is increa•ingly thrown 
back on oneself and the profound significance of the 
epigram, "Never less alone than when alone," dawns 
upon one. With decreasing distractions from one's 
"Jurrounding•, one's mind turns inward and one finds 
that one has within oneself resources fu exceeding 
those which one had dreamt of, The same result is 
obtained in solitude by men who have had the 
necessary preparation, As everyone has at some 
time to face alone the transition from the present 
to the future life, it is good to practise the presence 
of solitude before it descends upon one. ' 

I pickod up a very plainly bound book the other 
day attracted by it• title, ••Alone." Opening it at 
random I li~;htcd on the following 1 

The universe is not dead. i horefore, there is an 
Intelligence there, and it is all· pervading. At least one 
purpose, possibly the major purpose, of that Intelligence 
is the achievement of univer~al harmoay. 

Striving In tho right direction for Peace (Harmony), 
therefore, as well as the achievomont of It ls the result 
of accord with that I ntelllgenco. 

It Is doslr.1ble to e!Tect that accord. 
The hurnnn ra.r,, then, Is not alone in the universe. 

Thou~h 1 am cut oti from human beings, 1 am 
not n.lone. 

For untold ages man has felt an awarenes. of that 
lntellfgenre. Belief In It is th> one point where all 
religions R!:"fee. It ha• been called by m&ny names. 
ldnny call it God. 

'!'his was tho gist of the phlbsophy which had come 
to me out of April"s hush. 
This too was the gi~t of the philosophY which had 

rome to the sa~s of the Up:tnishads how many 
centuries ago and in what hush of environment one 
oan only !!UCs!. The Kathopanishad gives it in 
the most direct terms, 1 am quoting from the 
En~lish translation by S. Sitarama S:lstry, in the 
•eri•·e published hy Messrs, Natesan and Co, Madras: 

Suie, controller, tho Internal at•um of all Jiving 
thln~:s who mal<es hls own fonn diverse. To the 

Intelligent who realizes hhn as seated in the self. 
eternal bliss is theirs, Dot others. 

Eternal amen" the ephemeral, conscious among 
the conscious, who, being one, dispenses desired objects 
to many. the intelligent who see him seated in ths. 
selyes, to them, eternal peace, not to others. 
In his praiseworthy endeavour to render the 

majestic Sanskrit original literally into English, 
Mr. Sitarama Sastry has rather confused the mean
ing of the verses which is th~t all phenomena, material 
and mental, are the manifestation of a Supreme 
Intelligence, and Peace and Hannony are attlined 
only by realising in oneself the fact of this Unity. 
Every time I recall these verses-that is every day
the thought comes to me that the world must have 
been miraculously illuminated when the Seer projec
ted his grand vision into it. The author of "Alone'~ 
was not a sage of anitiquity, He is an officer of 
the American Navy inspired by a passion for 
collecting scientific data a bout conditions in the 
Polar regions. He disclaims being a scientist himselt. 
He writes! 

We men of action who serve science, serve only a 
rellection in a mirror. The tasks are difficult, the 
objects remote; but scholars sitting In bookish 
surroundings tell us where to go, what to lool: for, 
and even what we are apt to find. Lilrewise they pass 
dispassionate judgment on whatever we bring back. 
We are nothing more than gla.mourous middlemen 
between theory and fact; materialists jobbing in the 
•ubstance of universal truth. 

I said that the passage which struck me occurred 
on a page which 1 opened at randollL I did nOC 
turn to the beginning but w~nt on reading to the 
end of the book. It ended with the arresting obser
vation! "A man does not begin to attain wisdom until 
he recognises that be is no lon~er indispensable.'' 

Then I turned to the beginning. I found that the 
name of the author was Richard E. Hyrd. He 
was not a rich man. He bad to borrow money 
from friends for this expedition to the Antarctic 
region. His motives in undertaking it were 
suspected. It was surmised that he went there "to do 
some quiet but serious drinking." One of his men in 
bidding him gooo-bye at the last stage called him 
"Admiral." The ''Advance Base" at which he 
spent two months alon1 was the nearest point to 
the South Pole where a shack to shelter 
him and his in~truments from wind and weather 
was possible, His purpose was to collect meteoro
logical dat._ But beyond that he had a personal 
motive. It was ''one man's desire to have that 
kind of experience to the full, to be by himself 
for a while and to taste peace and quiet and 
solitude long enoug-h to find out how go;xl they are." 
One point of difference . between the American 
explorer and the Indian Seer, may be noted. The 
former distinguishes between ''awareness" of the 
Cosmic Intelligence and harmonising with It. The 
latter reduces the two into one, in accordance witll 
the monistic genius of India. In Indian belief, you 
never k>wtO a thing until it becomes officient as a 
motive. To know a thing is to do it. Scattered 
profusely among technical matters are such arresting 
observations as the following:-

The tolerable quality of a dangerous exi>tenc. 
is the fact that lhe hwnao mind cannot reml.fn conti
nuously sensitive to anything. Repetition's dulling 
Impact sees to that. The threat of sudden death can 
scare a man only far so long; then he dismisses it as 
he might a mealy·mouthed b!ggar .••• ,Fright and p:liD 
are the most tr.Ansitory of emotions. 

The fortitude shown by people in beleaguered and 
bombarded cities, b common to all races. A 
calamity is more terrible in the prospect « 
retr»spect than when it is actually upon one. Here 
is something ol wider scope 1 
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. When· a man achieves a . fair measure ·of harmony [ 
within himself and his family circle, he achieves peace; 
and a nation made up of such individuals and groups is 

· a happy nation, As the harmony of a star in Its 
course is expressed by rhythm and grace, so the 
harmony of a man's life-course is expressed by happi
ness: this, I believe, is the prime desire of mankind. 

Byrd was clearly making observations not only in 
meteorology but into his own psychology. My object 
in noticing the book here is two-fold. Firstly, to 
deprecate the rather excessive emphasis that is 
being laid on the achievement of the immediately 
and obviously "useful" as the main thing for 
a country's greatness. This school leaves out 
of account the human spint which is vastly more 
vital to national greatness than merely material 
achievement. Secondly, to point out that even 
significant material achievement depends on the 
cultivation of the spiritual nature of man, meaning 
thereby the spirit which is not daunted by 
difficulties, is, indeed, stimulated by them to its 
greatest effort. Only in Bengal bas this larger 
view of national elevation been understoo1 and 
pursued to any extent in India. Elsewhere, even 
Universities have been content to remain on the 
level of the "practical." While what India and 
the world badly need is youth which will stake its 
all on something gloriously "unpractical" I This 
was the spirit which animated the ancient Rishis, 
and it is one which must be recaptured at all cost 
Sometime back thore was talk of an Indian expedi
tion to climb some hitherto unmapped peak of the 
Himalayas. What has become of it? K, N, 

THE LATE MAHARAJA OF MYSORE. 
The death of Sir Krishnaraj~ Wadiyar Bah•dur, 

late Maharaja of My sore, called forth many tributes 
from far and near, in and out of India. Perh~ps the 
most striking of these was that paid by the English
speaking Christhns of Mysore at a United Service 
held at St. Bartholomew's C.hurch, Mysore, on 
Tuesday August 13. The service was conducted 
by the Rev, F. E. Hill, Superintendent of the 
Methodist Mission in Mysore. At the conclusion of 
the service, he delivered an impressive and eloquent 
address, in the course of which he said : 

Many of us here have come from another land, At 
times we have been conscious that between us and the 

· poople of this land there are those inevitable barriers 
set up by difference of race, language and religion, 
differences in stan~rds of life and o! culture, and yet 
the gracious personality of our late Ruler could reach 
across all these barriers, so that as we came to know 
him we .learned to trust him, and from our trust and 
admiration of him we were led on to give him our 
affection and love. It is for that reason that, foreigners 
though we be, we are one with every citizen of this State 
in our deep sense of loss, 

The preacher went on to say: 
I do not know what philosophy of life and death our 

late Maharaja followed, but none could read his public 
utterances or hear of the way in which he faced the 
prospect of ill health and the end which comes to all 
mortal men. without realising that he had a sure faith 
In the goodness of God and in the ultimate triumph of 
good in this world. We believe that he sought to do 
the will of God In his kingly office and in the personal 
affairs of his life. Spiritual values were for him real 
and eternal, and spiritual things were for him an 
abiding lntluenee and inspiration. His sincere piety 
was something which men of all religions could respect 
and honour, and surely beyond the veil of this life ail 
his spiritual longings and noble aspirations will find 
their fulfilment. 
The late Maharaja's philosophy of life and death 

was no secret and Mr. Hill's profession of ignorance 
of it, can only be attributed to the natural reluctance 
of a missionary to acknowledge that any good can 

come out of a philosophy of life and death not held . 
by the Christian Church. It reflecls credit 0:1 the 
preacher nevertheless that he could recognise the· 
great qualities of one who, so far as we know, never 
once in his public speeches gave evidence of having 
derived inspiration from any but his ancestral faith, ' 

CIII;\I'ESE INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATIVES. 
(BY WALTER B. FOLEY, MANILA.) 

The Chines~ Industrial Co-operatives under the 
Executive Council of the Government, are directed 
by the foli<Jwing personnel :-Dr. H. H. Kung,. 
Chairman (Minister of Fin~n"e), K. P. Liu, Secret.1ry
General (an engineer), Hubert S. Liang, Associate 

• Secretary-General (an engineer), Rewi Alley, Chief 
Advisor and Field Secretary, Frank Lem, Chief 
Engineer, C. F. Wu, Assistant Chief Engineer,' 
A staff of over 500 engineers, technicians, account- . 
ants and co-operative organizers supervise the field 
work, receiving at present Ch. $ 100,000 monthly 
from the Government for administrative expenses_ 
All the important leaders are college graduates, 
and on the whole this staff is ex"ellenc and its 
members are noted for their honesty, competence 
and devotion to the work. They have accomplished 
one of the most remarkably successful ventures in 
recent years in China. Seven of the leading 
engineers and organiser are graduates of 
American engineering colleges, subsequently 
trained in the Ford Motor \Vorks. These include: 
K, P. Liu, Hubert S. Liang, Frank Lem, C. F. Wu, 
C. K. Tan, P, P. Mao and Charles Wong. Part of 
the effi"iency of the movem~nt is due to the fact 
that it is managed by the good teamwork 
of engineers, technicians and trained co-opera
tive organizers, rather th 1n politicians, Of the 
foreign advisors, Rt:wi Alley, the chief, is 
an etficient Irish-English industrial and co-ope
rative expert from the !\lew Zealand, who was 
released from his duties as Factory Inspector of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council, on request of 
the Chinese Government, to organize the Industrial 
Co-operative. He is noted for his expert knowledge 
of both city and rural industry in China, Other 
advisors are J, B. Tayler, well-known British 
co-operative expert who has worked in rural co ope
ratives in China for m>ny years; E. R, Lapwood. 
released from Yenching University for a year or 
two to join the C. L C.; and Dr. Lewis S, C. Smythe 
and Charles Rigg• of Nanking University ii1> 
Chengtu, who serve as voluntary advisors. Quite: 
a number of Americans ara actively helping and 
encouraging the work, including many missionaries 
in the interior, · 

Each member has only one vote, and can 
own no more than ·20% of the total shares of the 
society. Each must obey the Constitution of the 
C. I. C. or be expelled. This Constitution, was' 
drawn up by W, H; K. Campbell, co-operative , 
expert sent to China by the League of Nations, and· 
the C. L C. staff. This form of management 
was found to )Je excellent in China, and makes 
possible rapid growth and wide extension of industry· 
under the rules of the C. I. C. Constitution. There 
has been no accusation. of the "squeeze" against the 
movement, and it is considered to be one of the most 
honest and efficient forms of management in 
China today. 

Five headquarters (Northwest, Southeast, South.., 
west, Yunnan an:! Szechuan-Sikong) are directing 
subsidiary depots in 16 provinces, extending in a 
semi-circle from Kansu in the northwest to the 
Kwangsi coast in the southeast. Other depots are 
being organized in Hopei and Shangtung and in 
the far northwestern regions. When in full operation, 
the chain of Industrial Co-operatives will extend o 
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every province except Kiang~u (the ?hang~ai are:>-). 
Front line and guerrilla mob1le mdustr~al umts 
number aver 100, located in Honan, H upeb, Shensi, 
Sban~i, Anhui and Chekiang, Many are within a 
few miles of the fighting front and continue industrial 
production through con81ant bombing and army 
manoeuvres. such as those in the 5th War Zone and 
guerrilla regions, Others are in the heart of Japanese
occupied territury. 

Los<Jes from bombing have been negligible, 
amounting to only a few thousand dollars with 
tbe loss of les• than 20 lives, This decentralized 
industry is unaffected by war and bombing. Located 
in the villages, the factories cannot be distinguished 
from the air, Even a direct hit cause!J only a small 
loss and the workers go out and rebuild elsewhere. 
Ma~y of the co-operatives are located in bombproof 
caves in the Northwest. 

In five Headq uartcr.,, the following social services 
are run:-Nine prim1ry school~, 8 apprentice schools, 
4 training schools for organizers and accountant,, 
7 industrial training classes for women refugees, 50 
literacy schools, day and night, classes in co-opera
tive principlts and management, held regularly as 
required for new members, 9 nurseries, 4 clinics, 1 
hospital, 8 recreation halls. 

There are 2,000 disabled soldiers in co-operatives, 
engaged in many trades, from printing, spinning, 
weavong and leather-worK to gold-washing. Centres 
for this work exist in Kiangsi, Fukien and Shensi, 
and plans are afoot to expand the work. 

The families of soldiers at the front are al;o giv11n 
epecial consid~ration in the co-operatives, and there 
are several centres devoted to this special work. 

Practically no machinery has been imported as 
yet, Heavy machinery was originally salvaged from 
the cities before Japanese occupation, but at present 
most of the light machinery is being made by ten 
mach one-shops, under the direction of the engineers, 
There is mas~ production of spindles, looms, eto. 
The Chengtu-Machine-shop, for example, makes from 
50 to 100 improved spinmng-wheels daily, at a cost 
of 6 Chinese dollars, apiece. In private industry 
these wheels cost 10 dollars, 

Machine tools are being turned out by water
powered or adapted charcoal motor-powered lathes, 
Much of the machinery is primitive but sufficiently 
good for present needs. The steel die manufactured 
by C. I. C. machine-shops for 500 dollars would 
cost 8,000 dollars imported. 

Some of the products turned out by one machine
shop in Kiangsi are the following 1 platen-type 
printing presses, hand-presses and dies for the 
manufacture of buttons from old kerosine tins, etc.. 
oil prc,.es, sm.•ll plattorm weighin~ scales and 
weir:hts, hlnd-wcaving looms for towels and cloth, 
motor car springs, manual rolling machines for 
bakeries and food shops, rice mills three types of 
hand grenades, foundry equipment, moulds for bottle 
making, laundry irons, hand tools for tannerie•, 
sugar mills, charcoal gas en&ines, etc. 

All adaptations cl machinery are blue-printed 
and passed on to other maohine-shop. The C. I. C. 
baa tour teohniMI magazines for the purpose of 
improvinr: trohnioal processes, 

\Vater-power and charcoal-burning engines are 
u~ually the kind of power used, though there are two 
dectrical plants an:! more are planned. Frank Lem 
and C. f. W u are two of the best electrical engineers 
in Chioa, and gave up their jobs with the American
owned Shangl~;\i Power Company to organize co-opera. 
tive indu•try in the provinces along modern lines. 

The Industrial Co-operatives are engaged in over 
fifty different types of industry, and showed 114. 
different products at the Chungking Exhibition 
recently. They can make nearly every article needed 
for dnily us~, from toothbrushes and boats to 

medicines and army supplies, (Animated toys, to 
compete with the Japanese, are one of the features.) 
The C. I, C. has its own system of union marketing 
and supply. 

Early in 1940 400,000 wooll~n army blankets were 
delivered, and an order for 1,500,000 is now being 
filled, at a cost of less than seventy cents U. S. 
currency. Several hundred thou,and army uniforms, 
padded overcoats, etc., have already been supplied 
and the C. L C. rec:ives regular orders for these, 
Four cooperative• are making ordinary medical drugs, 
vaseline, etc. The C. I. C. chemists have drawn up 
a list of 29 modern drugs which it can easily 
manufacture, when this industry is well-organized. 
Dozens of cooperatives are employed in filling large 
orders for surgical ootton and gauze. A single 
cooperative in Hunan is turning out daily from 1,00() 
to 1,500 pounds of grease-free absorbent cotton and 
1,000 pound• of gauze, This same co-operative also 
supplied 10,000 fir;t-aid bags during the Japanese 
attack on northern Human. As another example, in 
the Northwest, one order for 30,000 pounds of band
ages and a:>,OOO pounds of surgical cotton wa• 
turned out within six weeks. In Anhui, in the war 
zone, medical cotton is improvised out of ramie fibre. 
About 50/. of the 500 co-operatives in the 
Northwest Headquarters are employed in making 
army supplies, 

China can become self-sufficient in small-arms 
and ammunition, near! y all of which are now made 
in Government arsenals, The Industrial Co-opera• 
tives have not yet been oom·nissioned by the 
Government to engage in the munitions industry but 
machine-shops and chemical plants can be expanded 
to create a large and effective source of supply, 
One order for 70,000 hand grenades was easily filled 
by one machine-shop in the Northwest Headquarters 
in a month. The C. I. C. has offered to help in this 
field and the engineers have made sample munition 
for demonstration, 

Some co-operative ma:;hine-shops, such a~ those in 
Anhui and Chekiang, are repairing arms at the front, 
and this work can become very important in the war 
zones. 

The Industrial Cooperatives are already engaged 
in the mining of gold, iron and coal, and have plans 
for working copper, zinc, tungsten, wolfram, tin, 
manganese, molybdenum, bismuth, lead, silver, 
sulphur, etc., which are abundant in Kiengsi. 
There are over 17 general mining cooperatives in the 
Northwest Headquarters, others ebewhere, 

An "lndusco" gold-rush has already occurred along 
the Han River in the north, and in Sikong and the 
Southeast, By the middle of December, 1989, fifty 
cooperatives were engaged in gold-washing along 
the Han River, averaging 25 members each. Capital 
required was about Ch. $ 16 a member, Output was 
from 60 to 70 ounces a month which sold then for 
Ch. $ 860 an ounce. 

Sufficient iron and copper exist in Free China to 
build a large industrial base, and requirements for 
present C. L C. light industry are not heavy. C. I. C. 
iron foundries produce malleable iron in quantities, 
Steel is being made by several Government electric 
lurnaoes at the rate of 50 to 60 tons daily. Total 
output of pig iron in all China is only 50,000 tons a 
year, but this can be greatly increased, 

Over a million Chinese dollars have been contri
buted to the C. I. C. from foreign sources sinoe 1988. 
The central liaison committee is in Hongkong, beaded 
by the Ri~:ht Rev. R. 0. Hall, Bishop of Hongkong, 
and numbering T.V. Soong, the eminent banker, and 
three other leading Chinese bankers in its member• 
ship of eleven. This "International Committee for 
Chinese Industrial Co-operatives Productive Relief 
Fund" serves as a board of trustees fOI' contribu
tions, whioh it handles on the revolving fund prin-
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ciple. Other promotion committees in China exist 
in Shanghai, Hongkong and Cheogtu, consisting 
largely of Americans. . . 

Committees so far created abroad for support of 
the Chinese Industrial Cooperatives are the following: 

CONGRESS I:ir OFFICE. 
The speeches and writings of Mr. C. R. Reddy are 

published under the caption ''Congress in Office," by 
1\lr. Abdul Ahmeed Khan, AL L. A., ex-Mayor ot 
Madras. 

1. The Anglo-Chinese Co-operative Development 
Society, Limited, in London and Manchester, The present disturbed times, specially in thi!l 
with follf Members of Parliament on its executive country, require that every effort should be made by 
committee, includine: Alfred Barnes, M. P., as people who can think and who can speak and write 
P · s· S rr d C · J J G reasonably and nationally, at Ieist without any 

reSident, " tauor npps, ohn agger ancl • bitterness, to make their contribution to the solutions 
S. \Vood, Directors. This Society has a plan to of the problems that beset the country. Mr. C. R. 
loan £ 100,000 to the C. L C. from co-operative 
members in England. Reddy, Vice-Chancellor of the Andhra University, is 

2. The Australia-China Cooperative Movement, not a party-man and is a scholar and a thinker. 
Melbourne: J. F. Chappel, Chairman. Even though one does not agree with him, one has 

3.. Philippine Association tor Industrial Co- to admire and appreciate the spirit of sweet 
operatives in China, 200 members with Mrs. reasonableness which flows throughout his writing!! 
Francis B. Sayre as Honorary President, and and speeches. 
Dr. \V alter Broo!G Foley as President. It bas become a fa 9hion more or less to decry 

4. Local committees exist in Washington, D. C., democracy. Mr. Reddy, however, appears to 
Boston, New York and Philadelphia, and a welcome democracy, provided only that "men of 
natioaal committee is now being formed, merit and character exercise power and influence." 
sp:>nsored by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, At the same time, he warns people against the fetish 
and other influential Americans, including the that "the ballot box ma.y be the 11th Avatar of 
following :-Henry R. Luoe, Mrs. Paul V. Vishnu.'' He has scathingly condemned the fonn 
McNutt, Governor Gifford Pinchot, Henry L. which democracy or mobocracy has assumed in 
Stimson, Ray Lyman \Vii bur, Admiral Harry some of the Continental countries like Germany and 
E. Yarnell, and John Earl Baker, \Villi am IlL Italy. 
Chadbourne, Evans Clark, Miss Frances Curtis, \Vith regard to the freedom of vote in Germany 
Mrs. John Co:>lidge, Miss Gertrude Ely, 1\Irs. John and Italy, he spoke in his Convocation Address at the 
K. Fairbank, John R Heuey, 1\Ir. RictJard Hogue, I University of Nagpur, of the religious fanatic who 
1\Irs. Arthur Hummel, B. A Garside, L. Carrington · devoutly believed in God, and, therefore, had 
Goodrich, RogerS. Greene, 1\lrs. John H. Hammond, naturally nothing but contempt for man. Approach
Rev. Walter B. Foley, Owen Lattimore, 1\Iiss Edna ing one of his friends with a revolver in his band he 
Lonigan, Miss Helen Loomis, Mrs. Rufus G. said: •Tell me frankly, do you believe in God or 
Mather, Mr. Rcfus G. Mather, Mrs. Laurent not p You are free to answer as you like. Only I 
Oppenheim, Mrs. \Varreo Pierson, Arthur Upham, must tell you that I just now shot a man who said he 
Pope, Nathaniel Peffer, Harry B. Pric!, Stephen did not believe in God." 
~ushenbush, Dr. G. Canby Robinson, !lai•y This is not the kind of democracy which is 
F1~ Rogers, _IIIrs. George Shattuck, lllicbael required for this c~untry. \Vhat is req•1ired here is 
Stratght, and R1chard J. Walsh. not a particular 'cravy' or 'archy' but the spirit of 

constitutionalism; as Mr. Red:ly well puts it, that 
•power of self-control and innate regard for the 
deeper laws of human nature, which is so ingrained 
in the British character." 

SIP MahaPaj Singh on South AfPica :
Sir Maharaj Singh, form:>r Agent-General for India in 
South Africa, has issued the following statement:
•'General Smuts's recent statement that Indians in South 
Africa are in many respects far happier there than they 
would be in India, needs qualification. While I gladly 
admit that many Indians are, from a material point of 
view, b.tter off in South Africa than they would have 
been had they remained in their motherland, there are OLt 
the s"UJle time large numbers of Indians, especially in 
Natal, who are living in conditions b:>rdering on destitu
tion. For their condition the South Afdcan Govornment 
are largely re>ponsible through their failure to provide 
the same facilities for emfloyment for Indians as f"'" 
Europeans. ~!oreover, it is absurd to spea':r of Indians 
as living in happy conditions in South Afri::a seeing 
that they are deprived throughout the greator part of 
that country of municipal and political franchise, thoug!t 
subject to the same taxation as Europeans. They su!ler 
from several social disabilities to a far greater extent 
than in any other part of the world, and as Sir Raza 
Ali has rightly pointed out, there has b"'n for several 
years past incre3Sing anti-Indian legislation. Lastly, 
if many Indians have Improved 6eir material prospects 
by goin a to South Africa, a much larger number of 
Europea.;'s, bJth Britioh and Boers, have b.ttered them
selves. After all most poople emigrate to distant countries 
to earn more money. [ gladly state that w!ten I was 
A""nt.General in South Africa, General Smuts, ne.xt 
-t; Mr. J. Hofmeyr. was the most helpful Minister in 
regard to matters affecting Indians, and [ would sooner 
have him as Prime Minister at the present juncture than 
any other South African statesman. One can only hope 
against hope that a man of his world-wide reputation 
will not confine the excdlent precepts in his speeches to 
Europ>ans in South Africa but will include within their 
IICopil Indians and Africans." 

He has great respect and reveren;;e for Mahatma 
Gandhi, th;rugh he apprehends th~t his idealistic 
philosophy of lif.o is not the best calculated for 
relieving India of her troubles at present. Thus a 
question he put in his Convocation AdJress wilt 
be fou~d the most appropriate at present: ''What 
is the place of mystic idealism in politics ? It 
has certainly a place in individual life, a big 
place. But ha• it an equal place in racial and 
national life P ;\lartyrdom of individu'lls is regarded as 
a sublime sacri:fi;;e, ever to be venerated. But c"uld 
we prescribe martyrdom to whole rac,!S and nations P 
Disarmament is good. But if one nation disarm~. 
while the rest are piling up their military establish4 

ments, is that not the way to racial subj!ction and 
suicide?" 

Arising from .all this democracy. this idealistic 
philosophy, the administration of the Congress. 
Cabinets and the ideals and ambitions of the so-called 
minorities, there hiS arisen at present a situation ia 
the country which baffies 1\Iahatmaji on one side and 
the British Government on the other. In his speecb 
at Jaipur, Mr. Reddy had a very keen and cutting 
analysis of some of the present-day problems, specially 
the problem of Federation. It was an unwanted 
child. The Congress did not want it; the Mus lim 
LeaQ"Ue wanted it still less; but bnth bad their 
diff.;;.ent angles of vision and different methods of 
approach. 

From this idea of the Federation to Provincial 
Autonomy, it is but one step, aad lllr. Reddy 
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analyNed the toituation which aro~ in the different 
Congress Provinc~s. He put both the sides of the 
case, for instance, with regard to the Party Govern
ment or the Composit~ Government, The r".Onclusion 
which he seems to have arrived at, ia that, to produce 
the necessary atmo~phere of amity and friendliness, 
the Congress must offer cabmet seats in the 
Provinces to nominc:es of the Lea~ue or to persons 
el~cted by a maj •rity o( Mahomedan legislators 

Later on, in hos three lectures deliver~d in Madras 
at the Madras University Re•earch Scholars' 
Anociation, at the Law College, and at the 
Presidency College Union Society, he deals mainly 
and fundamentally with the Congress versus the 
Muslim League. If we may be •llowed so to put it, 
Mr. R·:ddy, since his Convocation Address, seem• to 
have moved a good extent towards the position of 
being more or less a pro-}luslim, without using these 
word• in a b•d sense. He seem• to htve· accepted 
the po;itiJn of Mr. Jinnah and th~ Muslim League 
with regard to the Mahomedans constituting a 
sepan t~ nation. He disapproves of the proposal of 
the ConstituPnt Assembly. and does not see anything 
wrong, evidently, in the Pakistan scheme, There 
have been, no douht, sins of omission and commis
eion on both aides; but a constituttonalist like Mr. 
Reddy c•nnot leave the position where he has left 
it What reactions will there be on the country as a 
whole and on her constitutional progress . if the 
Pakistan scheme, i. ,. the scheme of the Mahomedan 
people being considered as a aepuate nation 
altogether, comes to be translated into practice P 
Mr. Reddy could well have examined the podtion of 
the foreign Mahoonedan States and seen whether 
nationalism or Pan-lslamism is the governing force 
there at present. Surely, the existence of two nations 
in the country with parlicular regions assigned to 
them will lead to the vivisection of the country, as 
Mahatmaji put it, though Mr. Reddy may not agree 
with this term. 

Many of these writings anJ speeches are dealing 
with very ddioate and thorny pro'Jiemi, and yet there 
is sobriety, calmness and reasonableness seen in 
their treatment. The disous•ion, in shon, is carried on 
on a f •irly high level, and, if all attempts at solving 
this tang!~ were m•de in the same manner, we 
would be nearer the day when Hindu-Muslim unity 
would be reached, J. K. M. 

RAJA RAM MOHAN ROY. 
(811' ll, L. MAI'lSUKHANI, KARACHI,) 

On &ptcmher 27, 1833 passed away Raja Ram
mahan Roy-the Father ot Modern India. Every 
year India gratefully recalls his service and pays its 
homage to the sacred memory ofits distinguished son, 
who, in the words of his bioi:r.ph,r, "stands in 
history a• the living bridge over which India marched 
from her unmeasured pa.•t to her incalculable future. 
He w .• s an arch wl1ich •p~nned the gull that yawned 
between ancient cute and modern humanity, 
between sup rstition and soienO<', between despJtism 
and dcmocrccy, between immobile custom and 
clln&t·rvative proo:rc·ss. He wa• the medidtor of his 
people, h •rmo,,izing in his own pt'rson, often by 
means of hi• ONn suffJrings, the OJnflicting tenden
cie• of immemorial traJi• ion anJ ot inevitable 
ruvir0•1mcnt.'' And rightly has India acknowledged 
him, in the words of R•biodran •th Tagore, as "the 
,;re.tt path-m.•kcr of hia country" who has removed 
l'O•lJerlluS obstacle• th<t impeded our progress at 
every st~p anJ initi•teJ uR into the pres~nt era of 
w,,.IJ-w·d~ co-nperatic·1 of humanity. 

I:IJrn c'n ~l.1y 22, 1772. at Radhantgar in Bengal, 
in a Brahmin family, Ran1mohan w;u noted as a 
t.,Jontcd i~J. lie r<ccivcJ ~o.xi eJucation in Arabic, 

1 l'cuian and Sanskrit. The study of Sanskrit 

scriptures gave him an insight into the erron1 and 
absurdities of _Hindu idolatory, which he began 
to protest agamst at a very young age. This 
ultimately led to his banishment from his home, where 
upon he went on travels for a number of years. 

By 1814.. be returned to Calcutta, where he founded 
the "1\tmiya Sabha" for free discu•sions on 
theologicd suhjects, In 1820 he published "The 
Precepts of Lhrist," in which be maintained thtt 
Trinitarian Christianity was no better than Hindu 
polytheism In 1823, he started an agitation for the 
liberty of the press, vehemently opposing the press 
ordinance of the year, In 1825, he founded the 
Ved•nta College. In 1829' his efforts suc.>eeded 
in getting the practice of S.ri abolished by a regulation 
of the Governor-General, Lord William B·:ntinck. 
In 18 10 he op~ncd the Brahma Sabha for "the 
worship and adoration of the Eternal, U nsearc'lea ble, 
Immutable Being, who is the Au<hor and Preserver 
o( the Universe," In the same year he proceeded 
to Enghnd where he took a prominent part in thll 
rejection by Parliament of the appeal against 
the abolition of Sati. He breathed his last on 27th, 
Septem b<r, 1833, at Bristol, 

Raja Rammohan Roy was born in an age of 
economic degradation, political subjugation and 
spiritual chaos, when India presented a sad picture 
of a mus of mental debris. He: saw superstition 
reigning supreme, idolatory and ignorance dominating 
and the whole nation getting stunted. In him was 
the spirit of a prophet and tha intuit:on of a genius. 
Almost singlP.-handed he fought the errors, abuses 
and the ab~urdoties of the society. An intdlectual 
giant as he was, he cJuld elevate to a higher plane 
whdever he touched. In every branch of nation• 
building activities he did pioneering work and 
proved himself to be a ll'reat linguist, a social reformer, 
an educationist, a humonitarian, a philanthropist, aq 
advocate of woman's emancipation and a passionate 
lover of freedom. He, indeed, was the forerunner of 
Indian freedom, who dreamt of a New India. 

He was proudly conscious of the strength and 
ability ol India which is clear from the followin!J 
words trom his "appeal to the King in Councoh' 
"With increasing knowledge and energy, India would 
prove from her remote situation, her riches and her 
vast population either useful and profitable as an 
ally of the l:lritish Empire or troublesome and annoying 
as a determined enemy." And today when we pause 
a little and contempl~te the life and activities of 
this international a•nb .ssador of India's culture ami 
genius, we wonder not a little that such a great mart 
should have been born in the mo•t backward of 
countries. It almo•t seems as a miracle of the 
Almighty to have blessed this land with such a 
gigantic personality whom the Rev. J. T. Sunderland 
hu char\\cteriz~d, as "in a large and true sen•e lnJias 
immortal Moses, Mazzini and Washington, all in one,'' 

It is no mere rhetoric to say that Raja Rammohan 
Roy was excellent. in fact he w•s a harmonious 
blending of various sorts of excellences, His WolS a 
universal mind. 

Raja Rammohan's best contribution to the world 
was in his endeavours t.> bring about the conscious
ness that there is only one universal religion, under 
which all political units c •n live contented. The 
century that ha'l rolled by after tho p:nsing aw1y of 
Raj' Ram11ohan Roy, ha• wimeued mo ncnto.a 
changes. Still the st1te of aff<~irs h really deplorable. 
In thd midst of a confl•.>ting world, India is passing 
today through a ten•~ p"riod of pJI•tical con;ciou1nes, 
And it os tra:::ic that during such a perioJ, the two 
m1jJr com nunities of l•>Jia should be at da.rgere 
drawn. The le<son'l of the Raj o's life have a 
gr<at"r appeal to toe rational mind toJay than during 
any other period. 
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HINDU MAHASI\BHA'S REPLY TO 
THE VICEROY'S OFFER. 

The Working Committee of the All-India Hindu 
Mahasabha, has released the following resolution 
which it adopted at its session last week-end at 
Bombay: 

"Resolved that in view of the opportunity that the 
present war offers for the general militarization of 
the H injus and for the organi•ation of the system 
of Ind•a on sound and up-to·date modtrn lines so 
that India be converted into a self-contained defence 
unit, the Hindu Mana•abha is prepared wholeheart
edly to work out the schemes of the expansion of the 
Viceroy's Executive Council and the War Advisory 
Counc;l, but on honourable terms of equity and 
justice as stated below : 

(i) in view of the declaration made by the Muslim 
League of its •determination, firm resolve and faith' 
that the partition of I11dia is the only solution of 
India's future constitution, the Hindu Mahasabha 
urges the Vioeroy to make a clear and definite 
declaration that the Government has not approved or 
accepted any such propos•! or scheme. 

( i) (aJ That in view of the reported understanding 
between the Viceroy and the Muslim League that 
the Leao-ue would be given two Seats on the proposed 
extended Executive Council and five seats on the 
proposed War Advi•ory Council, the Hindu Maha
sahha claims representation of six seats on the 
extended Executive Council and fifteen seats on the 
War Advisory Council on the population basis. 
· (b) This Committee considers the demand of the 
Muslim League of 50 per cent repre•ent<tion on the 
proposed Executive Council and elsewhere as 
undemocratic, unconstitutional, unreasonable and 
preposterous and it would urge the Viceroy to give 
an a•sur•nce to the Hindu Mahasabha that no such 
demand would be ent rtained." 

THE 
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NOTES. 
Freedom of Speech In War:-The letter written 

by Lord Linlithgow to Gan Jhiji with the latter's 
reply which was pub:ished by the Indian press 
on October 1, gives the gist of the discussions 
which have taken place between the two on 
the Congress demand for freedom of speech. 
Gandhiji sought permission for Indians to 
express their views on India's p~rticipation in 
the war, provided such expression of opinion was 
non-violent and openly given, The two letters 
reveal a great measure of agreement between 
the Viceroy and Gandhiji. Lord Linlithgow 
was apparently prepared to apply in India the 
special law in force in the United Kingdom for 
dealing with conscientious obj~ctors. Though 
he did not say this in so many words the public 
is led to this inference from the passage quoted 
below: 

1 indicated to you tho nature of tho special treatment 
laid down by law in tho Unhed King-dom for dealing 
with consclentiou• obJ•ctors-which I may broadly 
describe as an arrangement under which while the con• 
•cientlous ohj,ctor is absolwd from the duty of fighting 
and is allowed even to profoss his faith in public, he is 
uot permitted to carry his opposition h the length of 
enJenvouri11g to pec!!!u:~.de othert, whether soldier~ or 
munition worlceN, to abandon their a.l1egiance or to 
Ui~coutiuue their eaort, 

Gamlhiji f,,r his part wouiJ seem to have 
accepted the restriction on preaching to sol
diers or munition workers at the actual works. 
lle claimed for Indians, however, the right to 
deliver addr~sses anJ otherwise call upon people 
to refrain fr,"n assi>ting "India's war effort'' in 
any way which would involve participation in 
bl.>c'dshccl. And he sought to extend this free
lkllll to the Indian who obj<!cted to India's parti
cipation in this particular war, j11st as much as 
for the cvmcientiou,; objector to all wars •. It 
would be unf,>rtunate if a slight difference on 
these two points should destroy all possibilities 
,,f a wartim~ understanding between the Govern
ment and the Cong-ress. The concessions 
allowed to the conscientious objector in Btitain 

are very real since there is conscription in 
that country. In India the position is very 
different and, according to the repeated 
statements of the Governor-General and several 
of the Governors, already Indians are free, 
without bringing their conscience into it, to 
abstain from the Government's war effort. If 
participation in the war is voluntary, where is the 
special' merit in allowing the conscientious 
objector freedom to abstain and to proclaim his 
faith? Though Gandhiji, it is rep3rted, sees no 
way out of a conflict, it seems absurd that a 
comparatively minor point should be made 
into an issue between the Cong-ress and the 
Government. Gandhiji has declared that there is 
to be no mass civil disobedience and he 
concludes his reply to the Viceroy with the 
words: "But I shall hug the hope that it 
will be possible for the British Government to 
work out their policy in the spirit of the Congress 
p:>sition." These two significant statements seem 
to carry within them the germs of a settlement 
on the basis of continuing the stat ur quo. After 
all the whole question can be settled without 
any spectacular declarations from either side, 
Both Gandhiji and the Viceroy seem greatly to 
exaggerate the possible effect of anti-war 
propaganda in India. 

Sir, Sikandar on the War . Path:-Sir 
Sikandar Havat Khan, the Punjab Premier, 
has from the first constituted himself the chief 
protagonist in British India for India's participa· 
tion in the present war •. His motives in doing 
so are beyond question. He has always prided 
himself on being a soldier and for the average 
soldier a war is as welcome as water to the duck. 
Some of the strongest denunciations of war have 
been by soldiers of eminence but they were not 
mere sJidiers but men who looked behind and 
beyond the glamourous aspects of war to the 
distress and dem:Jrali;ati.m which every war 
leaves inevitably in its train. Sir Sikandll' 
is obviously. not of this type. Nobody blames 
him for that. His sincerity, honesty and 
utter disinterestedness in championing InJia's 
participation in the war, are beyond question. 
But when he goes beyond this to attack those 
who take a different view of India's duty in 
this war, he oversteps the legitimate limits of 
his profession. His denunciation of Gandhiji's 
request to the Vi;eroy to allow liberty of speech 
to those who fed honestly like Gandhiji that war 
is a crime a,.o-ainst humanity and a sin against 
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Heaven, as a "stab in the b~ck" of the speaking under pressure from her British 
British Government, can only be explained overlord. This is a pity because the relations 
as due to temporary mental unbalance caused by between Europe and Asia should be regulated 
overzeal. Sir Sikandar has not even thought on principles of co-operation an:! not of conflict • 
.Out' his words. . If he had, he would have seen And the voice of India wo<tld have pleaded for 
that the liberty which Gandhiji asked was for co-operation, 
open speech not for secret conspiracy. As a America and the Far East :-So far as foreign 
mat1er of fact, this liberty is the same as that policy is concerned, the difference between 
for which democracies are said to stand and · Mr. Wendell Willkie and President Franklin 
to be fighting for. Much of the bitterness and 

1 

Roosevelt seems to be that, while both agree that 
strife in the world is caused by the intemperate i the utmost help short of sending over troops 
UEe of language. Words are more dangero~s : should be given to Britain, the Republic1n 
than swords when carelessly handled. Str nominee seems to be more keen on strengthening 
Sikandar's phrase is not only intemperate but . the position of the States on the Pacific 
untrue to fact. The Government can suppress from which he expects greater danzer to 
public speech and writing but it can not, t.:~ use his country's freedom than from Europe. 
1he old Indian phrase, "seal the lips of the Mr. Willkie apparently regards Japan rather 
multitude," particularly in a country like lndi3.. than Germany as Enemy Number 1 of hi:> 
Suppression of speech and writin~ led to the country. · His programme includes giving 
collapse of France. In the case of India, there financial assistance to China to enable her to 
is a further reason for allowing the utmost develop as a free Republic able to hold her own 
latitude. Ahimsa, non-violence, as Gandhiji and against Japanese aggression. Great Britain's 
millions of persons understand the term, is a policy in the Far East, on the other hand, has 
religious principle. No doubt Sir Sikandar does been to be conciliatory towards Japan and to 
not regard it in that light. But no pradent help China consistently with this object. The 
Government of India would care to persecute British policy is likely to be more effective 
people for believing in and proclaiming the as a means of securing peace and 
creed of ahz"msa. It is safe and pleasant and stability in Eastern Asia than the American. 
profitable to denounce those who have conscien- American opm10n is divided between a 
tious scruples but it is hardly chivalrous-chival- policy of "appeasement" and one of active 
ry used to be reckoned as a soldierly virtue- opposition to Japan on . the part of the 
to denounce persons who are constrained by States. Both sides are agreed that the United 
their conscience to take the unpleasant, unprofit- States by itself "does not possess sufficient 
able and risky position of conscientious strength to oppose Japan in the Far East at the 
objectors to war. Sir Sikandar might present moment'' (Foreign Policy Association 
leave. to lesser men the role of bull-dog of the 1 Report, July 1). While the appeasement 
British Empire. 1 advocates, Mr. Sumner Welles seems to be 

The Three Power Pact :-The outstanding · one of them, favour a new and compre
event of September is the new Pact between hensive agreement with Japan on all outstanding 
Germany, Italy and Japan agreeing to collaborate ' issues, the other side, of which the chief exponent 
in the establishment of a new world order. For . is the present Secretary of State for . War, 
the moment we may leave aside the details of • Col. Stimson, is in favour of a pact with Soviet 
the Pact. The great historical fact is that the · Russia pledging both parties to the maintenance 
shortsighted view of Europe being an entity of Chinese independence and the status quo 
apart from and superior to the rest of the world, in South-East Asia, "Unless an agreement of 
has been broken. The persistent insistence of this nature can be reached,'' concludes Mr. T. T. 
responsible British statesmen that the present Bisson, the author of the Foreign Policy 
war was to stabilise European conditions, to Association Report,' America's Dilemma in the
save European civilisation, and to advance Far East,' "there is every indication that the 
Christianity, has been the leading factor Soviet Union, while ·continuing to aid China; 
in forcing Indians into the position largely of will assume a non-committal attitude towards a 
onlookers in relation to the fierce struggle in · Japanese excursion into the South Sea." What 
progress. German and Italian statesmen I the interests of the United States are in 
too were doing the sa01e thing. But I maintaining the status quo in South East Asia, 
the force of events has been too much for ' is not clear. Holland has ceased to exist as 
them. It has brought out the real nature of the an independent State. Netherlands Indies is a 
struggle. The Axis Powers have grasped derelict territory where the status quo has 
thi~ aspect of the situation while Britain is ceased to exist. If the U.S. A. proposes to set 
still haggling about the position of India-the up the territory as an independent, self
one country best qualified to be the mediator governing state, its position will be intelligible 
between Europe and Asia-whether it should and honourable. What Soviet Russia may 
be that of an equal partner or of the milch cow expect in return from the United States, Mr. 
and pack-bullock in the Commonwealth. India Bisson does not mention. 
in its present dependent position can not speak War and Wealth :-Apropos of Mr. Keynes' 
with the authority of freedom to her fellow estimate that Great Britain is richer to-day than 
nations, She will be suspected naturally of in 1937 there are some broad facts which we 
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expect him to explain. The first is that if Britain 
hall become richer oo account of tho War, why 
is it necessary to make collections in India
admittedly a much poorer country-for War 
purposes, such as the purchase of Spitfires and 
other kinds of armaments,· and even for the 
relief of Londoners who h:we been rendered 
destitute by Nazi air . raids? Britain was 
spending some months ago about 40 percent 
of her national income on the War. Now 
her expenditure must have gone up much 
higher. Perhaps, nine or ten million pounds a 
day will not be an overestimde. She has not 
on:y to finance .her own armies, ships and air 
forces but has to subsidise about half a dozen 
other governments which have no footh:Jid in th air 
own countries. Britain is a creditor country, Her 
prosperity depe'lds on the solvency of her 
debtors. Nearly all her clients in Europe h1ve 
been thrown out of business. . She has no doubt 
her shipping routes intact, but the debtor coun
tries are spending their money on armaments 
and armies and it is unhkely that they will 
be able to repay their debts until a long . 
time after the war, if they .ever do. There 
is also the fact that Britain has le'lsed 
several naval and air ports to the United . 
States in exchange for fifty battleships. There 
is talk of similar deals on the Pacific. Where 
then has the increase of. riches come from? 

Blockade :-A ,friend takes exception to · the· 
st~tement in last week's R-:former that blockade. 
has been accepted by civilised nations as a 
legitimate method in . war. He recalls the 
tenible conditions in Berlin as a result 
of the blockade in the last war, and 
asks how any civihsed people can justify 
it. But it was enforced by five nations, namely, 
Great Britain, France, Italy, the United States 
and Japan. When on the signing of the 
Armistice, and pending the negotiations for the 
Peace Treaty, the Germans asked that · the 
blockade might be relaxed in order to afford relief 
to the sorely suffering people, President Wilson 
on behalf of the Allied and Associated Powers 
ref used the request. 

An Indian on Poland :-Dr. Hiranmaya 
Ghoshal wno was lecturer in Warsaw University 
at the time of the Nazi invasion of Poland and 
who recently returned to Calcutta with his 
Polish wife after a dangerous journey overland 
Uuou~h Yu~o-Siavia, Greeoe, Turkey, Syria 
and Iraq, contoibutes to the Amrita Basar 
Palnl;a a vivid account of the position in 
Wars:1w, Ten days after the Germans entered, he 
says, there was practically no front on which the 
Polish Army could concentrate, The officers of 
the higher ranks in the Army had practically 
disappeared. Except for General Rommel, th~re 
was n-> otlicer above the rank of 1\lajor in the 
fidJ. "They had all fled in motor cars with 
Utdr wives and children, the belJngings they 
c,)uiJ lay hold on, and even pet animals and 
binls, foe places of safety," He writes: 

An ioc.reJiblo numbor of German 1ph1s -rned to be 
at warll beWull tile i'olisb Unos wboJ gava out troop 

movements and conoentratioD8o Getman airmen 
destroyed airno•1: aU railway stations with~ e:roeption. 
The tel<phone anll telegrapb wires: were cut witll the 
help of the Fifth Columol.ts. 

Th@ Comm~nder of the Polish Air: Force 
delayed action. Acting Otl. the information 
of spies, the Germans destroyed most of the 
Polish planes while .in hangars. It is a picture_ 
of utter demoralisation which Professor. Ghoshal 
depicts. The junior officers and the rank and · 
file of the army he!J out gallantly to the last but .. 
they could not nve the country. · · 

Children Evacu 1tion Scheme Suspended :-We 
are glad to learn from a Rt>uter's cable dated 
October 2, that the British G .JVernment have 
decided to . send no m:>re children und~r the . 
overseas reception scheme. After the City c£' 
Benares incident, it is stated, Government came. 
to the conclusion that "during the winter season · 
of heavy seas and gales, they cannot take the 
responsibility," . 

Tae King of the Belgians' Dlfence :-The New 
Revt'ew, the Catholic monthly published in 
Calcutta, gives the substance of an interview 
which rhe King of the Bdgians acc-.orded to the 
Cardinal Archbishop in B~lgium, authorising 
him t:> publish it. : The King told the Cardinal· 
that the only alternative was the extermina- . 
tion of the Belgian Army and immeasurable . 
hardships to the civil population, 

This decision of an essential military order was 
ta'<en by the King as Suprem> Chief of the Army, in 
lull accorll with his Chief of Staff and foUowing his 

: ad vice. He has not dono any p>litical act DOt' h~s he 
concludeJ any treaty or pact-even of a military 
nature-with the enemy. He has not, therelore, 
broken the Belgian Constitution in any w~y whatso
ever. He acted because, eorrob>rated by the unanimous 

· judgment of three e-ninent llelgian jJrtst!l, he was 
convinced that he had the rigl\t to do so In virtue of 

. tho powers that the Constitution confers on the King 
in this matter. He founll him;elf without recourse to 
his M,nbters, the last four of whom bac1 ab~ndoned 
Belgian territory, on May ~5. 
A Beam in Darkness :-The belief that 

Germany has given up at least for the time 
being the projected invasion of Britain, has 
been gaining ground for several davs past. 
1£ this turns out to be true, it will be of 
good augury for the future. On all other is 'lues 
compromise is pJssible even if it may be difficult. 
On the question of occupation of British soil, 
there can be ·none. If, therefore, Germany 
relinquishes this object, it wi·l be a step nearer 
peace which every person of goodwill longs for. 

Bombay Excise Polley :-The Dnyanodaya 
protests as we have done mJre than once 
against the 'policy of complete freedom t:> 
foreign liquor trade with strict control of the 
trade in country liquor. The idea is so obviously 
grotesque that it is inconceivable that in any 
crrcumstances a Government in India would 
seriously adJpt it. It was, as we have pointed 
out, condemned thirty years ag:> by a Govern01ent 
Committee on foreign liquor. But crilicisms, 
how~ver reasonable, are lust on Government 
which cannot afford to admit that it c~n com nit 
mistakes. The sufferers, however, are not the 
officials but the people. 
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STALEMATE I~- INDIAN POLITlCS. 
On ·Sunday the ' Muslim League decided 

that the Viceroy's offer of August 8 had failed 
to satisfy Muslim opmion and, therefore, left the 
League no ·option but to refuse the seats offered 
to its representatives on the Viceroy's expand~d 
Council and on- the Advisory War CounciL 
Mr. M. A. Jinnah the League President has 
made public the correspondence which he. had 
exchanged with Lord Linlithgow with a view 
to clarifying the Government position. In a 
further statement expltining the League 
resolution, Mr. Jinnah declared that the Muslim 
League had to rej~ct the offer because 

the British Government app'l>r to have no Inten
tion to port with power. In making the present 
offer, they are trifting with ninety millions of 
Muslims who: are a nation. The long drawn out 
negotiations which the VJCeroy has been carrying on 

. with various parties lead only toone conclusion, namely, 
that the British still wish to continue the relationship 
of master and servant. We will not submit to this 

·position, 
In one of his letters to Lord Linlithgow, Mr. 
Jinnah struck an even sharper note. He told 
his Excellency, 

we are constrained to state that Your Excellency is 
unnecessarily over-anxious about the interests of other 
communities. It has never been our desire unjustly 
to harm any community. The issues that have been 
raised by us are due to apprehensions that the British 
Government may be stamped'd by other powerful 
organisations in the country into adopting a course 

. or agreeing to a settlement in the matter of India's 
constitution which may prove not only highly 
detdmental to the interest of the Mussalmans but may 
be dbastrous for them. . 

The very language of this paragraph reveals 
that Mr. Jinnah has been adroitly drawn by the 
Viceroy on· to dang~rous ground and that he 
is conscious of the pitfalls lurking there for the 
Muslim League. If the Bri~ish have seemed to 
champion the Muslim cause as against the 
nationalist standpoint, they have no intention 
of . admitting the Muslim League into 
partnership with them in wielding authority in 
Indta. In refusing the Muslim League demand, 
the Viceroy reminds Mr. Jinnah that there are 
"parties other than either the Congress or 
the Muslim League.'' 

Mr. Jinnah's. assertion that the British wish to 
~ntinue the relatbnship of master and servant, 
bears all the appearance of a discovery. But 
surely he must have gathered from the variou~ 
statements of the Viceroy and of the s~cretary of 
State for India that there was to be no change 
in the 'political position tilt after the war, Then 
again, his declaration that "we will not submit 
to it;' seems to display a warmth completely 
unwarranted by the admission that it is merdy a 
"continuation" of . a relationship ·to which the 
Muslim League· has submitted 'in the past, is 
submitting at present and propJses to . continue 
submitting for the duration of the war. For 
though the · Muslim League will not ·send 

- · representatives to serve on the two Councils, yet 
ru 

members of the· League will be free to co-operate· 
in Britain's war effort. Mr. Jinnah concedes 
equal1ty with the League to the Congress in 
his letters to Lord Linlithgow. He demands 
equal representation for the Muslims with the 
Hind JS if the Congress accepts seats on the 
Viceroy's Council and on th~ Advisory War 
Council; majority representation if the Cong
ress non-co-operates. ·What if the Congress 
nominated a majority of non-Hindus to the 
Councils? No more successful than his attempt 
at constructing Executive Councils, has been Mr. 
Jinnah's endeavour to present Pakistan as the 
"uni versa! faith of Muslim India.'' Immediately 
after the Mu~lim League session, Sir Sikandar 
Hayat Khan, Premier of the Punjab and one of 
the League leaders, issued a statement that to 
attr.bute the authorship of the Pakistan 
scheme to him was ''incorrect, unwarranted and 
mischievous." Mr. Jinnah has apparently failed 
to convert his leading lieutenant. 

In one of his letters to Mr. Jinnah, Lord 
Linlithgow stresseJ the need for reaching quick 
decisions. He wished to announce the names 
of members of the expanded Executiw Council 
by the end of Au~ust, and to complete the 
personnel of the Advisory War Council by the 
middle of September at the latest. His reason 
for protracting negotiations with the Muslim 
Lea5ue beyonJ that p~riod, was his anxiety, in 
the words of Mr. Amery, to go ahead without 
the Congress "prepared to work with those who 
will worit with him and with each other." The 
League decision has turned the tables on the 
Viceroy. But the ways of the Government of 
India are inexplicable. The Government of 
India Act of U35 was thrust upon the people 
of this country against their wish and it 
took the British five years and a m:1jor 
war to discover that it was unworkable 
as a constitution and impossible as a basis of 
political reform. Th~ obvious next step for 
the Viceroy is to give up his futile efforts 
at devising a formula which will preserve the 
constitutional stfltus quo and at the same time 
satisfy any political p trty in this country. All 
parties in India,, : now that it is beyond 
doubt that the British have no intention 
of setting up any sort of natbnal govern-· 
ment at the Centre during the wat, will 
welcome such a decision. The only excuse 1,\'e 
can think of for Lord Linlithgow's initiating his 
fruitless and protr-acted negoti~tions with pohtical. 
leaders is that he was himself in the dark about 
Britain's policy tow<!-rds India. In vi~w of the 
widespread confusion in both Britain and India, 
it would be wise to avoid fundamental changes at 
the moment. The scheme Lord Linlithcrow 
had put forward is nothing more than a pat;hed 
up unity between various parties in which each 
party had to seek to score against the others. 
The emphasis naturally is more on how much 
one can get out of the scheme, than on what 
contribution one can make towards national unity 
and pohtLal progres~. Such an atmosphere is 
unfavourable to any constitutional dtscusston. 
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THE OLDEST CHIDAMBARAM 
INSCRIPTION, 

RECENT DISCOVERIES, 

(BY 5. R. BALASUBRAMANIYAN, CHlDAMBARAM,) 

. Chidambaram has had a long hi•tory, Vyagrapada 
the tiger-footed and Patanjali the five-hooded and 
anake-t.\iled eage did penano;e at Tillai (the oldest 
name for Cnod<1mbaram )• Each consecrated and 
worshipped hi~ own personal Linga but also 
worshipped the Linga of renown at the Mulastana 
and the Lord exhibited himself as Nataraj1 and 
danctd the Divine Dance. Such is the traditional 
story of the origin of Nataraja cult here. Hiranya 
Varman who is said to be a Chota chief and who is 
said to have come from Gauda desa in Northern 
India1 wa• cured of his leprosy and he was the first 
who ouilt the Sa bha and the Temple of Chidambaram. 
He is a legendary figure, 

Tillai or any one of its various names is unknown 
to Sangam literature, The temple of Nataraj:. was 
in existence in·Pallava times, Two of the sixty-three 
Tamil saints Appar and Sam hand .r who are said to 
have flourished in the 7th Century A. D. have sung 
the prai•es of Nataraj1. Appar, in particular, refers 
to the Golden Hall (Ponam balam) and he a•cribes the 
gilding of the hall of N ataraja to Oeva. Tirumangai 
AI war mentions th ot the Lord of Tiruchitrakutam 
(Vaishnavite name for Chidamharm) was worshipped 
by a certain Paltava king, who m:.de gifts of gold, 
pearls and precious gems. Sundarar also alludes 
to the worship of the Lord Nataraja by a Paltava 
Iring who punished those kings who refused to pay 
him tribute, Mannokkavachagar is intimately 
connected with Chidambaram and he is said to 
have won over the tluddhist~ to the Saivite faith 
after his victory over his adversary in a religious 
disputation, l:lut his age is uncertain and a matter 
of controversy, Hence the temple of Chidambaram 
with the cult of Nataraja should have come into 
existence sometime between the period of Patanjali 
(2nd century H. C.) and the days of Appar (7th century 
A. D.), the contemporary of Mahindravarman Paltava. 

The Cholas are intimately connected with 
Chidambaram. Deep was thdr devotion and great 
were their gifts to the Lord of Tillai, Two Chota 
kings of Sangam age, Karikala and Koochanganan, 
have exercised a powerful influence on later 
generations and are prominently mentioned in later 
Chota record•, KoJhcenanan, the last of the Chota 
Kings of the Sangam age, '"as a great hero who won 
a great victory and imprisoned a Chera king, Hut 
contemporary records do not mention his connection 
with Chidambaram. It is only in tha Pariya Puranam 
that we find mentioned that Kocohanganan's parents 
were worshippers of N ataraj<l and they built houses 
for the Uhishitars of Tillai, 
· Parantaka Chota of the house of Vijayalaya is 
given credit for building Dahra Sa bah (Chidambaram 
(;bit Saba) to Siva in the Tiruvalangadu plates and 
the Leyden .~:rant mention• that Parantaka covered 
the "'mple of Siva at Vyagri-agrahara (Chidambaram) 
with gold, He m11st be the first king In historical 
times who gild~d the "Kanakasabha" (the golden 
hall of Chidambaram}. , . 

In the days of Rajaraja I (aooession 988 A. D.) the 
whole bodv of the Devaram hymns was reoover•d 
and redatrd by this king with the help of Nambi
Andar-Nambi. 

The n<xt great contribution of the Cholas was in 
the day~ of Kullotunga L The present structure 
of the Go\'indaraja and Nataraja shrmes was the 
ctC<'lilln of Kulottunga I and his son V1krama 

Chota (12th Century). Kulottunga rs sister 
Kud .vai and his feudatory, Naralokavira, made 
the first two walls of enclosure and the 
hundred pillared hall and perhaps the western 
tower, as well, at Chidambaram. Vikrama Chota 
had a palace called Solakon at Chidamharam and 
he gave away the whole year's revenue of the state 
in the lOth year of his reign to his family god, 
Nataraja. 

The days of Anapaya, alias Kulottunga D, marked 
the climax of Saivism in South India. He added 
walls of enclosure to the Shrine of the godde•s and 
removed the Vishnu idol of Govindaraja and deposited 
him in his original home, the ocean, 1t is an 
unfortunate period of the triumph of sectarian Saivism. 
His age is, however, memorable for the composition 
of the Pariya Puranam, the history of the 6:~ Saivite 
Saints of the Tamil Land by s~kkilar, The bst 
great Chota ruler who is said to have added a 
Mukamattapa to Sahapathi, a gopura and the golden 
harmya to the Prakara of the goddess, i• Kulottunga 
Ill ( accession ll78 A. D. ). Thus though 
Chi dam baram has a long and chequered history, 
and the Cholas are intimately con11ected with 
Chidambaram, there are no records of the early 
Cholas in the Nataraja temple, because the pre•ent 
structure dates from the early 12th century, Two 
of the six records recently discovert d by me in the 
Ananteswaran Koil are the oldest in<cripti.>ns of 
Chid•mba.ram. One of them is in the 8.-d year of 
a certain Parakesarivarman, The archaic character 
of the in~cription and the presence of PuUi on some 
of the consonants lead me to ascrobe it to the earliest 
Parakesarivarman, mmely Vijayalaya Chota, who was 
the founder of the Chota house of Tanjore (about 850 
A. D. ), The second which is in the I 8th year of a 
certain Prakesari, can be s<fely ascribed to Parantaka 
who is credited with the gilding o' the golden hall, 
It was remarked in the Ephigraphical report f.>r 
191', that ''it is a curiou• fact that though the 
history of Chidambaram goes back to the P•llava 
time~. no records of even the earlier Chol u are 
forthcoming from that place." These records 
recently discovered fill up that gap. 

In the past whenever temple• were renovated it was 
the practice to take a true copy of the inscriptions 
on the walls in the presence of the members of the 
assembly of the local body and the royal officers and 
after they had been certified to be a true copy, the 
old walls were demolished. When the renov•tion 
was completed, the copied ins~riptions werr. under 
proper supervision and official guidance re-engraved 
on the wall• of the newly-built shrine. Such was the 
care for old records in the past, But this ~tood 
practice is now completely forgotten, And 
whenever an old temple is renova· ed, thousands of 
invaluable records of the past and S.Julptures u well 
are destroyed. It is very unfortunate that even 
today the: intere•t of the public in t1e monuments of 
our country is not sufficient enough to prevent thi1 
kind of vandalism going on in our midst, Large 
funds, intensive propa!(anda and a band of enthusias
tic scholars are needed to carry on a great campaign 
against the wanton destruction of our ancient monu
ments by people ignorant of the value of these 
prehistoric documents. Unless we act prom ply now, 
we may come to the stage when i"'OPle m1ght get 
interes~d in the epi~raphs and sculrtur~s of old, but 
none would b~ avail cbl~ to save. Publoo bodies loke 
the Religious Endowments Board in the Madras 
Presidency owe a duty to themsclves and to tbe 
public in this sacred task of preservation. 
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RACIALISM AND WORLD ORDER. 
(BY RALPH T. TEMPLIN.) 

In my Christmas mess3ge last year before the 
student! of ''Prem Mahavidial~" of Brindaban (The 
Rejqrmer, January 6 and 13, 1940), I condemned as 
well as 1 could the proposal of Clurles Lindberg f"r 
a white block of European nation' for the preserva· 
tion of whit! racial purity and world domiilation, 
Lindberg's proposal was precisdy as blunt and as 
specilb as this statem~nt of it. It could not be tO() 
quickly or completely repudiated by the people of 
my race. 1 was glad to know that that section of 
my address was taken out to be broadcast from the 
Bombay station of All India Radio. If I h~d been 
pnvileged to make my choice, I could not have 
selected any statement made by me during this 
international crisis which is more pertinent to the 
question of international world order. 

Since the day of that address 1 have devoted more 
time and thought to the pr"blem of race than ever be
fore. I have come to the conclushm th~t it is not merely 
the remote future of •Nrld pea~e Which is involved 
in the problem of race. The greatest barrier to 
world democratic order and to permanent peace, at 
this very moment, is ttle inability ot lar5e sections of 
the public in every land to think in terms of racial 
equality. 

The suggestion for a European, or a ''democratic,' 
block of nations, organised to preserve w.:~rld order 
h3s met with sufficient rebuE£ from many quarters, 
But the argument against it has in the main relied 
upon the inevitable shifting of the basis of future 
wars to race. I do not believe it is overdrawn to 
say that the racial war of the future, which must 
inevitably result from any poh.>ing ol the world in 
white interests, will know such fury and 
devastation, as nations have never, even 
in 19 !0, known or experienced. I believe 
that that is true because I know what race 
is psychologically capable of. The utmost 
scourge that our presont national factions c•n 
possibly proJuce, will probably prove but child's 
play beside the fury of an ultimate racial uprising 
against consolidated white supremacy. I accept th~t 
as the inevitable end of the way which Lindberg 
propo•ed and of the desire which seem • to be behind 
all too mucll of the agitation for Federal Union. 

The scheme for Federal Union in my mind consti
tutes a very great and supreme truth. The laying 
down of sovereignty is fundamental. But the laying 
down of supremacy and exploitation and the layina 
do•m of the superiorities and ineqllalities upon which 
these rest is far more fundamental. The federation 
movement's greatest embarrassment has been the 
personnel of its supporters. Lindberg found for a 
period a haven of security among these people
people who have everything to lose from the spread 
of the doctrine of racial equality. It is not improb
able that Lindberg represented their case less 
diplomatically but more accurately than has been 
customuy with propagandists of the movement tor 
federal union. Tne answer to any world order which 
omits racial equality will be a new more virulent 
order of war and the certain extermination of the race 
itself which has refused eqoality, With all my 
regard for my own race, I w.:~uld say that, if that way 
is chosen, it may well be that in God's providence, 
the well- being of humanity will demand the end of a 
great race. We cannot store the "grapes of wrath" 
with a vintage of blood-red death and not expect 
that, in the winepress of God's wrath, the full penalty 
will be exacted. 1 consider that I am dwelling upon 
far more than remote possibilities. I dwell upon the 
realities of racial fury which are already too well 
knO'¥n to all students of human affairs. But with all 

my agreement with these objections, I consider that 
the arguments frorn the present are more important 
th~n this from the future, however accurate such 
deductions may be thought to be. 

I am interested the more, therefore, in advancing 
the thesis that the greatest barrier to any struvtllre 
of world peace is racialism. It is this which 
stands in the road, right now, of a true demovratic 
world order. I would be inclined to say that 
all our present futilities are deeply rooted 
in the susceptibilities which racialism (however 
unconscious) makes possible. My purpose is not 
to arouse racialism but to allay it in the only 
possible way, by pleading for the repentance which 
can set up its opposite-inter-racial spirit and accord. 
This is the mo•t urgent step which mankind can take 
toward peace. 

I want to illustrate the subtility of our mental 
processe•, and the way in which our sanity is often 
unvonsciously betrayed by these age.old inherited 
susceptibilities. I will do this by referring to one of 
the mo•t profound and lea•t implSsioned presentation9 
of the case for Federation, that by Sir William 
Beveridge in the symposiun on "fhe Deeper Causes 
of War and its Issues." Regarding India's place in 
such a federation, on page 173, he writes: 

The logical immediate answer on the problem is to 
say that the federation wowd stand to lndta in what
ever relation Bdt«in stood at the tlme when Br~tain 
j:>ined tho fedoration ; whatever responsibilities for 
external defence or internal order of India remained to 
Britain then would be undertaken by the fed<ration, 
But it wowd ba equally p:>Ssible for Britain wit'tin the 
federation to maintain special relations with India and 
the means of giving effect to them. 

And, again, writing of the approach England should 
make to Germ•ny, regarding colonies (page 200) he 
writes: "Wh~t we ought to say to them is rather 
this , ...... our plan is th.t you with others should 
share with us these economic advantages in colonial 
lands which you think are unfatrly ours." Whatever 
else these passages may be said to mean, and they 
are by no means unambiguous, they do not constitute 
a realistic facing of the causes of war. They seem 
to assume the inherent superiority of the white race 
and its right to continued domination of coloured races 
or other suppo;edly inferior an;! backward people. 
The proposal is simply to settle Europe's family 
quarrel by devi~ing some new, more generous, basis 
of distribution of the spoils of the same old domina
tion. This is the grave danger that inheres in any 
suggestion for a European federation, Such a 
European federation is likely to become but an 
instrument toward further domination. If it does, 
peace for the world cannot possibly be permanent. 

The point [ am making is that this racial conceit, 
deeply rooted in the mentality of so many Euro['eans, 
is standing in the WJ.y of any realistic application 
of intelligence to the question of the peace structure 
after this war. Besides that, it is utterly without 
any further rea•on "for being maintained. My purpose 
is to sugge•t to my own race that we can well afford 
to view the!le common problems of humanity in 
ohastened mood, in a world in which our white race 
is now revealing superiority at only one point, self
destruction. I wish to suggest to members of other 
races, that the same chastened thought and repentant 
spirit will become them also. For they have not been 
without their sin of inferiority, of cringing and 
fawning, of imitation and of false standards and 
ideals. Inferiority and servility inevitably produce 
their oppo;ites, superiority and domination. The 
racial solution is not in an~wering arrogance with 
arrogance or hate with hate. It is in the mutual 
repentance which can draw raoes into an international 
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fellowehip. It is in Oxenham's 
One great fellowship of love 
Around the whole wide earth. 

I have said that racialism already exists as one of 
the greatest barriers in the roaJ of progress tow .rds 
permanent peace. I want· to be more specific with 
reference to tbe great racial sin, 

Raoi:.Iism exisu at a P•ychological fact, wherever 
raees dwelling side by tide ha'!'e not found ~ua!ity 
and lellow•hip. In two places tn our world, It e"•sts 
in intemifhd form, like a great canc~rous growth in 
the body politic, pouring out its steady str~am• of 
poison into tne life current of each nation, I refer 
to cne Southern St.tee of the United States, and to 
South Africl. In both of these instances the man 
who defends racial purity does so, in part, because 
he wants to preserve an aristocracy of privilege 
which has been based upon the psychological 
fact of racialism. It is always enhanced by 
economic factors and made more fanaticll by 
them. You can never separate the credal, sojial, 
and economic e!Jment• in racialism. . They bave 
to be lltudied in relationship, It is prob•bly true 
that thousands of years a~o the Brahmans 
made c:1•te for th• first time ngid, by setting up 
inter-fellowship barriers, only because of the 
racial consideration which contact with the Original 
tribes gradually had produced, The interplay of race, 
creed and domination, within the psycnological 
motivation of nations is nothing new in. our world. 
The new fact is international fellowship and all that 
it implies. We ought to be getting a lon~ way 
away from these ago·old barbarisms. But I cannot 
see very muoh difference between the mojern 
••untouoh•bility" of South Afrio~ and the S>uthern 
Statcund the untouch1 hility of Hinduism. They both 
seem to me part and parcel of the same human 
tendeney to ex halt ones!!lf at the expense of others, 

But what we have to rem~mber is that the race 
(in thi'J ease the white race) is not essentially 
diiT~rent In these two lands, What has b~en l)rought 
out and reve•led in these lands, exists psychologi· 
oally in the raoe as a whole and muit be eradicated 
in the way that such mind.sets have always been 
er•dicated, by setting up its opposite of interracial 
fellowship and good will. Hritain as a whole 
support• South Africa in all its injustices allowing 
them, through their Dominion Status, to write them 
permanently into th~ law of th~ land, that they 
might keep va~t majorities in virtual servitude within 
their own native c>Untry. Wnen the coloured tro~p• 
of tho United Stlt<lS were in France, the Army 
authorities were greatly concerned becau~e the 
French p·,ople received them withflut di•orimination. 
Regulations were then passed making it impossible 
for the negroes to have any relations w1th tile Fren.)h. 
These facts merely illu~tratt> that, wherever the race 
gee•, it carries this psychological faot within its 
heart, I know this does not apply to all but I am 
de~ling with the facu of racialism as it exists and 
oomes into play whenever and wh~rever there are 
the oonJitioM, economic or ocherwiu which call it 
out. A white Amorioan engineer, partial! y under 
the infillence of liquor, rudely in•ulted an Amerio•n 
ne~ engineer on the step• of a dance ball in Russia. 
They wore both employed in that nation's industrial 
reconstruction. But he was not in his own 
country, The Russian Govemm,nt brought him 
to erial and imp"sed a heavy penalty for raci •I 
dioorimination and later d~ported him. \Ve 
have to admit that this racial conceit lies, like a 
di~ease, upon tho hearts of the people of our race. I 
d., not think there is muoh future foc our race unless 
we cart get rid or this feller of sup~riority and by 
breathing God's pure air again restore our race to the 

normalcy of the divine family hood of earth. This is 
our great task which lies b ,fore every true Christians 
in t':le West. But the pathetic fact is that many 
calling themselves Christians are not even aware 
that the problem exists. Some do not recognise 
racial superiority even wben they practice it daily. 

We have found this same tendency toward racialism 
exi~ting even witnin miosions, The mere fact of 
boin~ missionaries placed us at once in the position 
of a tavoured race. This self-favouritism we found 
rooted in a concealed and subtle superiority, so subtle 
as to be o£ten unconscious. Yet it was working out 
into every detail of mission life. Unles• one reacted 
violently against the pressure to conlorm, one had 
sooner or later to develop two very different systems 
of thought, one which operated with relation to 
hi4 own race and another which operated in quite 
another sphere and applied to the race with which 
be was asso~iated in labour. The result wa• that 
the missionary, however genuine hi• desire to love 
and serve, was likely to conclude that he could only 
find his society with those of his own race and, 
having sought that social life with English clubs and 
other European groups, allowed his ministry to take 
on the asoect of the benevolent paternalism of a 
superior being. I believe that the future contribution 
of missions in. India is largely dependent upon the 
ability of the mis>ionary to find social equality with 
Indians and to share with them as equals that which 
both have to give. The day is past when missions 
can advance, led by a group who hold positions 
merely as members of a favoured race, Kace bas 
alway1 been false as a basis for place and authority, 
In a new and increasingly critical India su~h autho
rity can never stand the test. But I am saying this 
only to show how universal is thi• tendency within 
our raoe, and what we have to face when we set 
out to eradicate it. 

Our common problem is to find a cure for the 
disease ot ra~ialism wherever it may be found and in 
whatever degree it may exist. So, therefore, I want 
to conclude witn a ref~rence to what I firmly believe 
is the only possible cure. 

The way of religion and of God is the way of 
absolute equality with all people. People who 
scue up the biological bogey, should remember the 
fact that biological intermingling of the races has 
generally been on the level of the grossest inequality 
and expl~it~tion. And, secondly, they 11hould 
remember that, whereas physical intermingling has 
often been accompanied with the utmost inequality, 
equality itself does not necessarily imply pnysical 
relitionship at all. My honest opinio11 is that tbe 
biological aspect of race is a scare which bas been 
effdctively used now for 'thousands of years to keep 
vast peoples "in their piaO<!," and that untouch· 
ability is only one of the world's oldest examples of it. 

From the point of view of men who are deeply 
searching for the universal Truth which belongs 
to all genuine faith, the answer to racialism is 
identification. This is our faith which must be 
made known to all men. 

We have been taught and have practiced 
awareness of God, which was only individually 
experienced. As the result our faith3 have not made 
us sufficiently sen•itive to other people. I include 
myselt because it is only within recent years that I 
have coma tl) understand clearly mv own unfolding 
experienc~ of God-cons~iousness. It is now my firm 
bdief that we become aware of God as we become 
aware of our felbw-men and identify ourselvetl 
with them in sacrificial self-giving. This, I now 
b'lieve, is the great and significant gift of reve\atioo 
through Cbrist. 
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THE INDIAN CHRbTIAN MARRIAGE 
ACT AND BIGAMY. 

(BY KOPI!RGAM RAMAMURTI, AsKA.) 

"The Act. XV of' 1872 is very badly and clumsily 
drawn." 

This was the verdict upon the Act by the judges 
. of a Full Bench of the Madras High Court about 50 
• years ago, agreeing in this general indictment with 
both the contending Counsel before them in a case 
under the mischievous Section 68 (vide 18911. L. R. 

. 14. M. 342, at P. 352). Hut no High Court seems to 
have specifically denounced as yet the culpable 
clumsiness of some of the grievous omissions in that 

. Act harmful to Christians themselves. 

The Christian community in India naturally values 
the principles of monogamy embodied in its Marriage 
Act and also the equitable law of inheritance 
embodied for the benefit of Christians and some 
others in the Indian Succession Act. It seems 
also to value the freedom which the former Act 
ostensibly gives to a Christian to contract a civil 
marriage with any non.Christian, though such 
marrhges are not favoured from the religious or 
social point of view except as a possible means of 
converting the other party without too much delay. 
It, therefore, expects and fondly believes that the 
provisions of the Marriage Act which Government 
framed (or it out of iti own wisdom when public 
opinion was somnolent and dumb, were quite adequate 
to safeguard its interests in all these respects and 

·under all circumshnces. Untorrunately, however, the 
Act is but a broken reed on all these points. It 
gives no real protection to a Christian woman 
marrying under it either on the question of the 
validity of certain mixed marriages or as regards the 
prevention of bigamy on the part of her husband 
even if he was a Christian when he married her, or 
as to the law of inherit'lnce under which she and her 
daughters may claim to succeed to his estate if he left 
any property undisposed by will at his death. But more 
unfortunate still is the amazing self-compldisance, 
wishful thinkrng, specious arguments and special 
pleading with which even learned Christian lawyers 
who knew that the Act was defective, have preferred 
to delude them•elves and their community in support 
of their pet p-ejudice& rather than face the reality 
with unhiassed vision and demand a suitable amend
ment of the Act from the Central Indian Legislature 
(vide "The Law applicable to Christians," written by 
the late Dewan B·hadur Paul Appasami, M.A., LL.B., 
sometime Vice-Principal of the Madras Law 
College and judge of the City Civil Court, Madra~. for 
the N ation.I Christian Council of India, pp. 61, 72, 73, 
75, 89 and 90.} 

It, therefore, fell to the lot of Th• RtjormBf', as the 
national organ of Indian soci~l welfare irrespective 
of creed or community, to sponsor a prompt 
exposure of their suicidal fallacies and urge the 
leaders of the Christian Community not to rest 
till the Act was made safe for them by an 
amending legislation, (Vide I h• R•form•r, 27th 
April 1929.) But no one heed!d the warning. 

Nemesis, however, was steadily at work and 
demonstr•ted in less than two years the folly of 
a persistent wrong reading of the existing law in 
at least one particular, In Septef!!ber ~9.30, the 
Madras High Court reaffirmed their deo1s1ons of 
1866 and 1910 which Mr. Paul Appa•ami and 
his followers made light of, and acquitted th.e 
accused in a bigamy oa~e. launched by ~1s 
Christian wife. Some Chr1st1an organs wh1ch 
had too long hugged the belief that the right to 
convert was a Christian monopoly and that "a 

Hindu is not made but born" could not contain 
themselves at the perversity of the judges in 
holding that a Christian could lawfullv b, come a 
Hindu and even marry anew in the Hindu fold 
in spite of his first marriage under the Indian 
Christian Marriage Act, without being guilty of 
the criminal offence of Bigamy. Th• R•formBf' had 
once agAin to come forward with a dis llu •ioning 
exposition of the defects of the Indian Christian 
Marriage Act not only on the question of bigamy 
but also mixed marriages and inheritance and to· 
exhort the elders of the Christian community 
once more to face the problem manfully by 
compelling proper legislation. (Vide Tlls 11.•/orm•r, 
11th October 1930.) 

This time the response seemed to be promising, 
The (Christian) Guardian of Calcutta welcomed the 
criticism and approved of its suggestions. 
(Vide Ths R•form•r, ht November 1930), Even the 
earlier warning of 1929 was recalled with evident 
appreciatiOn in the ll"ational Ohristian Council R8t1~W 
of 1930. The Right Reverend Bishop F. J. Western 
of Tinnevelli, who was Chairman of a legislative 
Committee appointed by the National Christian 
l.ouncil of lnd1a, was pleased to a•k for copies of 
the articles in Ths &j.rmsr, and invite specific 
suggestions for amending Act XV of 1872. He 
was promptly informed; 

1. That Section 68 should be so amended u 
· to ensure, instead of negativing (or seeming to 

neg otive) as it does now, the validity of 
Hindu-Christian Marriages solemnised under the 
Act 1 

2. That a new section must be provided 
like Section 16 of the Special Marriage Act 
(Ill of 11:!72) making it punishable for a man 
married under the Act (XV of 1872) to marry again 
in the lifdime of his first wife, even if he be 
a Hindu or Moslem from the beginning or a 
Christian who renounced Christianity before the 
second marriage 1 and 

3. That a new section must be added, like 
Section 24. of the Special Marrhge Act, making 
the Indian Succession Act applicable to the integ.. 
tate property of every person married under tbe 
Act, whether he be a Christian or non-Christian 
and to the issue of such marriage, • 

And Bishop We•tem was good enough to reply 
that he was grateful lor the sug~estions and that he. 
and his Committee would certainly deal with these 
three amendments. \Vide Th1 R•form•r, 21st February 
1931). 

How then does it happen that ten years later, in 
the year of grace 1940, the Nagpur High Court found 
itself still constrained, in the Divorce c•se bt the 
injured Christian wife coni'llented on by The R•formBr 
ot 7th S~ptember, to hold that her Hindu hushanil 
who had first married her und"r Act XV of 1872 but 
subsequently marrieCf a Hrndu woman, was nut g1ultg 
of bigamy ? Did not the Nationd Christi"n Council 
of India and its legislative Co nmittee t•ke any action 
to induce the Government of India to add a sectioD 
to the Indian Chmtian Marriage Act like Section 16 
of the Special Marriage Act P It is really dofficult to 
understand what s•ood in their way. Surely, n~ 
other community in India would have oppo~ed such a 
b1ll in the Central Assembly I Why then was 
precious time wasted when the first and second 
warnings were given them so long ago P And why 
was the Government so indifferent to its own duty in 
the matter P 
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THE SARDA ACr. 
Tile Editor, 

2'ht Indian &ciaZ R•/IWrMro 
Sir, 

Th• R-/oNfiW or July 13, 1911.0, commented on a 
uport of a ease which came before the Bombay 
High Court on appeal under t.he S·r~a Act.. That 
ca•e is Emperor .,,, Tulabhat Jo•ht and 18 now 
r<ported in 42, Bombay Law Reporter at p•_ge 858. 
The bride in the above c •8e was a hove fourteen 
years of age and c_he . bridegroom w 18 less than 
eighteen, i. ,., a chtld m the eye of the Act. The 
trying magistrate convicted the father o~ the 
bridegroom under &dilm. 8 ofthl Aet but eonv1cted 
the paren11 and the prie.t under Section :S of the Act. 
On app ·al, the Sessions Judge took th.e view that 
Sco;!Jn 5 o! the Act contemplates pum•hment only 
for thoso who 1olemnize a ohild marri .. ge. The 
proper section which applies to Parents is Seotion 6 
only, He, thercf..>re, set asid~ the convictions of the 
patents of the bride and aoquJtted them. On appeal 
by the Governm~nt against the acquittal, the High 
Court c.Jnourred with the Sessions Judge and upheld 
Its decision. 

The question before the High Court was whether 
the performance ?r K~nyadan ~nstitu~es "per_fo~ming, 
conducting or dtre~ung an cbtld marr.mge Wlthu~ the 
m aning of Se~uon :S. Aocordmg to Handu 
Sa,tra•, the marriage ceremonies have two aspeots 1 
One secular and another spiritual. The essential 
ceremonies are the (1) til• gift•ftil• brid•; (2) VivahtJ 
Ho•na! (S, &pt1padi. Now of these three ceremonies, 
the fir•t, via., Kanyadan is purely a secular act 
whereat the second and third, via, Vivaha Homa 
and Saptapadi con•titute really ,the sol;mnization. of 
the marriage, While the parent 1 funcuon stops wtth 
the making of the gift, the ~rid~groom tak~s 1'art in 
the Homa and Saptapadt "'-• solemazataon of 
marriage, Thus lo..>king to the wordin_g of the 
section teohnically the parents of the bnde cannot 
be uid stri~tly to "perform, conduct or direct" 
the marriage. 

The question in the oase under discussion is 
whether they oould have been convicted under 
Section 6 of the Act, which applies to parents or 
guardians h1vin~ the custody of the minor who 
contucts the child marriage. In this ca•e the girl 
ia otated to be above fourteen years of age. So 
though she is not a ''ohild'' in the eye of the Act, yet 
she as nevertheless a ''minor.~ For minor has been 
defined in the Aot as a person of either sex who is 
under eighteen y~ars .of a~e. Cl~rly th7 parents 
ot the g~rl in the case m whtch she ts a manor, can 
be ~:uilty under Section 6. of the Aot, For it ~n be 
saiJ that the parents bavmg her obarge neglagently 
f;uled at least to prevent the marriage from being 
aolcmnised. 

In the ca•e under discussion it is stated that the 
boy lnduial wa• born on 2Sth January 1921. But 
the girl is stated to be only •above fourteen years 
of a~e." She is cert1inly not a 'child' but, u her 
definite birth-date is not given, she is below 
ei.:htcen years of age, and hence a •minor' in the eyes 
of tho Aot. It is submitted that the parents then 
w0uiJ have b"en guolty under Seotion 6 of the Act. 
The wcvJ• ''when a minor contracts a child marriage' 
in Section 6 of the Act are undontoo.:l til include a 
ca!le where a child marriage is O·>ntravted not only 
by a minor but al<o by am •ior. In others the above 
CX()I\"Ssion includ• s even th~ ca•e of a marriage to 
wludt 1"-oth parties are minors as in the case under 
di•ouB'illn or til wh•ch the one party only is a minor. 

In the c."\se under di!lcus•ion the tryin~ ma~istrate 
convicted tlle ( .. t.bcr of the boy Wlder S..>ction 6 of the 

Act but convicted the father and mother of the girl 
under .:>eotion 5 of the Act. That was not correct. 
Real~ speaking, the magistrate should have 

asoertamed the exact age of tile girl, as was done in 
the case of the hoy, If abe was found to be belo.v 
eighteen years of age, i. '·• a minor, in the eye of .the 
Act, then he would have framed a charge under 
Section 6 of the Act against the father and mother 
of the girl and then convicted them under that secthn. 
It is submitted that the conviction then would have 
been upheld. 

The High Court set a•ide the conviction p"l9sed 
against the p:uents of the girl und :r Section 5. It 
appears that tlte High Court could not have altered it 
to conviction under Section 6, For Seotion 5 and 6 
are different and distinct oflences, b this case the 
accused were not asked to answer a charge under 
Section 6, 

It is submitted with great respeot that the High 
Court should have at the mo•t remanded the case 
to the trying magistrate with instructions to 
ascertain the exact age of the girl and if she was 
found below erghteen, i. '"• a minor, the magistnte 
should hwe framed a charge against the parent• und~r 
Section 6 of the Act. This certainly would have 
removed the popular impression that the parents of 
the girl wh" arranged her marriage with a boy under 
eighteen years of aae and henoe a "child" in the eye 
of the Act should be regarded as innocent under the 
Act, while the poor priest who merdy acted 
professionally for a g•in of some few rupees, 
should be regarded as criminal, 

Sa tara City, } Yours eta., 
September 28, 1940, K. B. GAJENDRAGADKAR. 

DR. KURTKOTI A.NO THE INDORE 
CONVERSION. 

The Editor, 
1'111 Indian &eitll R•formw. 

Sir, 
I wish to draw your attention to the following 

sentence in your last leading artacle ( und<'r thd 
captio.-. ••Chaos in Marriage Law," in Til• RoforiiiiJf" 
of the 28th September, 1~11.0) 1 

Tho Shankaracharya of Kurtkotl was give11 a large 
sum of money by the ex-Mahar~ja of Indore for this 
purpo•e when the latter m~rrsed his American wife after 
havang her conv«ted t:> Hinduism by Kurtkotl, 
I regret to have to point out that this statement is 

incorrect and does not at all cont.Jrm to the standard 
of accuracy in regard to faot! one has a right to 
expect from such an esreem :d paper as Tho RoformtJr. 
As the Editor of the Hindu !braid (a paper that was 
oonducted u~der Or. Kurtkotr'!l guidanC?6•) before .it 
oea•ed pubho•tion, I have had occaston to oorne m 
close association with the Jagadguru and I oan, 
therefore, state the correct position in the matter, 
Dr. Kurtkoti dod not take any reward from the 
abdicated Maharajl of Indore in connection with 
Maharani Sharmishta Devi's 'conversion to Hinduism.' 
\Vhat he did was to suggest that the Maharaja's 
gratitude, if any, was due to Hindu_ Dharma and not 
to him personally and further that, tf he was at all 
anxious to do ~omething tangible, he might make a 
auic..ble financial donation in aid of some institution 
for the propagation of Hindu Dharma,. which 
Dr. Kurtkoti would recommend. The suggesuon was 
promptly aCOt"pted on belulf of the l\laharaja and, 
although thr!le facts were reported in the daily press 
so early as 1929, nothing se:m• to ha~ materiali•ed 
SoJ far in regard to the proma<ed donauon. It as not 
neceso:.ry for me ~o stre;s how unf.lir it is to 
Dr. Kurtkoti, in these circumstances, to say that bs 



",was given a large sum of money by the ex-Maharaja 
of' Indore.'• · · · ' . ' ' 

' , : I , \ ' 

I should also add that it ls not strictly correct to· 
say that Shrimati Sharmishta Oevi was converted by 
Dr. Kurtkoti. What he did was to give his verdict 
with all the authority of his name and position that, 
after careful ' con~idention, he was satisfied that 
acceptance of Miss Miller (as she then was) into the 
Hindu fold, wa• not repugnant to the spirit of the 
Hindu Shastras and of the Hindu tradition. On the. 
authority ol this decision, she was converted in the 
formal way by Brahman priests. 

As your statement that Dr. Kurtkoti was given a 
large sum of money for the conversion is not correct 
and as it is l'k"IY to cast a reflection on him, l hope 
you would do h1m necessary amends . in your next 
issue. 

Yours etc., Bombay, } 
80th September, 1940. G. s. s. AYYAR., 

Mid napuP FIO'lds :-Terrible floods have 
deva.,tated large are-.s of the Midnapur District, Bengal. · 
The dam 1ge done to crops and property has been 
exceedingly great. Thousands of families are in a 
homeless and desper.te condition. Feeling the Immediate 
need of relief, the Ramakrbhna Mission. In spite of the 
extreme pausity of its funds, has decided to open relief 
work In the t'ata>hpur 'l'haoB of the Contai Sub·d'vbion, 
which is one of the worst affected are •s. Arrangements 
have been made to s·nd a batch of worker> to organise 
the work. The first distributio1' of rice will be made' as 
sbon as the Inspection is ccmplete. Reports of the work 
will be published {rom time to time. Contributions, 
however small, will be thankfully accepted and acl<now
ledged at the following address: The Secretary, 
Ramakrishna Mission, P. 0. Belur Math, Dt. Howra.h. 
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NOTES. 
Hindu War Ethics:-The October Aryan 

Pain publishes the paper read by Dewan 
Bahadur Krishnalal Jhaveri at the Bhandarkar 
Oriental Institute, Poena, last month on 
the Ethics of the Mahabharata, with particular 
reference to state-craft. The great exponent of 
ancient Hindu ethics, Bhishma, said the Dewan 
Bahadur, ''was a great advocate of fighting 
a righteous battle," 'righteous' not as to cause 
but as regards observance of the rules of war. 
Bhishma was himself the Commander-in-Chief 
of the Kaurava army in the battle of 
Kurukshetra against the righteous Pandavas 
piloted by Sri Krishna himself. He was mortally 
wounded but by his yogic power he was able to 
put off death until the sun had moved from 
the winter solstice, as it is considered inauspi
cious to die in the dark hal£ of the year. 
Lying on his bed of arrows, the warrior sage 
instructed the Pandava King who had ascended 
the throne after destroying Bhishma's own army, 
on the ethics of kingship. His rules regarding 
war may be summed up as based on the 
principle of reciprocity. A fair foe must 
be fought fairly. An unfair one may be 
fought anyhow, The Dewan Bahadur added, 
···The institution of having spies in the enemy's 
camp and country is as old as the Mahabharata, 
Hitler's Fifth Column (not exclusively his) 
tactics are not an innovation, nor his other ways 
of fighting." Where Bhishma differed from 
Western war-lords was in his attitude to a 
defeated or fallen enemy. Hindu authorities are 
unanimous in holding that a conquered nation 
should be accorded full autonomy, the language, 
customs and culture of its people should be 
completely protected ; and one authority at 
least lays down that when the conqueror himsel£ 
assumes the sovereignty he should personally 
adopt the habits, manners and religion of the 
conquered people, To "invade territory be
longing to one who is weaker" was a part of 
Bbi:ihma's ethics of kingship, the Dasara being 

the day to begin such operations. A horse was 
let loose and the king followed it with his' army. 
Any neighbour who challenged the course of the 
animal across his frontier had to fight or submit 
to the invader, and acknowledge his suzerainty. 
This was strictly speaking a method of unifying 
a country. In view of the foregoing condition 
such invasion did not mean any interference 
with the life of the community. Another duty 
of the King was "to withdraw skilfully in 
face of danger" as, adds the Dewan Bahadur, 
the British forces did in Dunkirk and Gallipoli. 
Hinduism is not and never was a religion 
which repudiated war under all circumstances. 
But the war which it favoured must be a 
war to protect something which it possessed and 
not something which was promised at some 
indefinite future. 

Mr. Chamberlain and M. Daladier :-The 
contrast between the position of the two men 
responsible for the sacrifice of Czecho-Slovakia, 
the starting-point of the present war, marks 
the difference between the British and French 
national temperaments. Mr. Neville Chamberlain 
resigned the Lord Presidentship of the 
Council, a sinecure which he accepted a year 
ago when he was obliged by Parliamentary 
pressure to hand over the Premiership to Mr. 
Winston Churchill, the most strenuous opponent 
of his policy whom he had reluctantly 
taken into his Cabinet. The Prime ,Minister 
in accepting Mr. Chamberlain's resignation is 
profuse in his expreSsion of gratitude for the 
support which he had received from the 
latter since his supersession. The Press is 
equally enthusiastic in praise of the patience 
and courage ot the retiring Minister. Even his 
bitterest critics during his Premiership, had 
some kind words for him. Much of all this 
might be insincere and even ironieal, but the 
British, being believers in the m~thod of 
"muddling through;' are not disposed to be hard 
on one who has muddled, but· has failed 
to get through. The man did his best 
and now he is finally quitting the scene, why 
be hard on him? It is this British habit of 
condoning the mistakes of agents of their 
own race, which encourages them to assume 
responsibility in critical situations. The French 
mentality is different. The French Premier who 
C~X>perated with Mr. Chamberlain throughout 
in the Munich episode and subsequent develop
ments till the Belgian surrender, is now facing 
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a, pr<;Jsecution before a special tribunal ·set up 
by , the Vichy, Government. It has been 
suggested that the prosecution is undertaken 
under pressure from the Nazi Government. But 
there is no reason why the Nazis want the 
ex-Ministers prosecuted. Their conviction can 
·not add anything to· Nazi achievement· nor can 
their acquittal detract anything from . it. The 
more likely reason is that the Vichy Government 
want to make out that M. Daladier acted under 
pressure' from the British Government, without 
regard to the interests of his own country. This · 
to a certain extent is forced on them by General 
de Gaulle's attempt with British support to 
organise a "Free French'' movement against 
the Vichy Government. · The . Munich Pact 
was signed two .years 'ago on· September 
30 under pressure from · the British and 
French Governments. On the · anniversary 
of the event last month, the British Prime 
Minister sent a message to the provisional 
Czech Government in London recalling gratefully 
the great sacrifice which they made to preserve 
the peace of Eur:1pe! .Had this piece of exquisite 
irony anything to do with Mr. Chamberlian's 
resignation at the present juncture? ' 
· The Thailand Goodwill Mission in · Bombay:
The Thailand Goodwill Mission which is visiting 
India, would have learnt more of the Indian 
point of view in Bombay than in Calcutta, 
Simla or Delhi. This is entirely due to the 
happy , choice by the Chairman of the local 
Rotary Club, Sir Sultan Chinoy; of the Right 
Hon. Dr. M. R. Jayakar who is spending the 
summer recess of the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy, Council of -which he is a member, in 
Bombay, to welcome on behalf of the Club the 
deputation at the weekly luncheon on Tuesday. 
Dr. Jayakar was in his best forrd and the 
short address with which he greeted the 
delegation is sure to have made a dee;J 
impression on them. Dr. Jayakar touched 
briefly on the centuries ' old relations between 
India and Thailand ·as a part of Eastern 
-!'\sia . where . Indian cultural , and religious 
influence had penetrated, on the non-exploiting 
character of Indian missions to those lands and 
the synthetic genius of Indian philosophy. He 
recalled an old Indian precept that missionaries 
to foreign lands should keep their eyes and ears 
open but their mouths shut -an ancient variant 
of Polonius' advice to his son, "Give every man 
thy ear but few . thy voice''-and complimented 
the Deputation on their reticence. He never
theless hoped that what they ·have seen had left 
a true impression of Indian conditions on their 
minds and, by way of refreshing them, summed 
up his own conception of the ,country's position. 
Hesaid: · . · ·, · ' 

As an Indian [ feel that today India' Is a pauper in 
scale of nations: disarmed, subjugated, humiliated and 

' divided. It has nothing to give, it has no place In the 
scale of Independent ne.tloos. . 

These words of Dr. Jayakar exactly convey our 
own feeling. During the year that the war has 
been in progress this feeling has been growing 

every day. The . Viceroy's announcement that 
· India was at war without even the formality of 

a consultation with any representative body 
t?e ~ommittal of India to the acceptance in ~ 
Slmtlar manner of the grotesque doctrine that her 
frontiers were on the Nile and Malaya and all the 
other war measures not less arbitrary, have each 
of them contributed to the growth of this senti
ment. This has happened in greater measure in 
the. case of .. those who hwe .not gr~dged in 
the1r recogmt1on of the benefic1ent incidents of 
British rule. Dr. Jayakar himself is not a d;•,ap
pointed place-hunter. He has risen to one of the 
hig~est positions in the British system open to 
subjects of the Crown including Encr!ishmeo.. 
He has in many ways striv~n hard to"' promote 
good understanding between Britain and India. 
We trust that the force of his words will not be 
lost on the Viceroy and the authorities in London. 

What india Means by lndependence:-Although 
the Indian demand for political freed:>m is 
somewhat obscured for the time by the war 
situation and the Congress decision to accept the 
constitutional position while pressing for civil 
liberties, it is essential to have a clear under
standing as to what Indian politicians mean by 
independence; Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru, perhaps 
realising an apparent difference between the use 
of the word, Independence, by Indians and the 
meaning applied to it by European writers and 
publicists, has at a recent meeting pointed out 
tha.t _even great nations cannot exist as separate 
entitles and th•t some sort of Federation is 
necessary. The New Statesrnan antl Nation has 
sought in a leading article in its issue of Au crust 
10 to present the Indian view of lndependenc~ to 
its public, It writes : 

• •• in this jungle of a world India can be no more 
truly Independent than Lithuania until she can 
defend herself unaided. Independeo'ee implies the 

. possession of a great mechanised army : in other 
words, it Is a function of industrial and financial 
power. · This Indians have been slow to understand. 
But at Poona they took: the first step towards this 
realism, by rejecting Mr. Gandhi's unworldly faith 
that India could meet invasion by his pacifist techni
que, What in fact. they mean by independence is 
not so much the right to act beyond their own 
frontiers as the fullest self-determination, the right to 
choose their own governors, and the ground-plan of 
thelr owp fut~ life and" growth. 

This is a notable attempt at understandincr 
the Indian pO!lition but it is unfortunat~ 
that in doing so the New Statesman has 
approximated Indian ·independence to what is 
usually understood within the Empire as Domi
nion Status. On the standards laid down by 
the, New SttJtesma~, .no.ne of. the European 
nat10ns for whom Bntam IS wagmg war a<Yainst 
Germany, can lay claim to independenc~ot 
even France. If the definition of independence 
given , in the paragraph just quoted is 
accepted, there can be no honest objection 
to a power with a greater mechanised 
army. overcoming a neighbour with a 
smaller one. · The meaning . of all that has 
been said for Britain against Germany is 
clear: That political independence should be 
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based on something other than the mainte- J that this decision was arrived at with the appro
nance of a great fighting force. This is val of Canada and Australia, India was not 
what the small countries of Europe are asking mentioned as having been consulted or as having 
for and it is this that Britain promises them when approved of the present decision. But Maulana 
her spokesmen appear as champions of freedom Abu! Kalam Azad who had relinquished the 
and liberty. When India seeks independence, conduct of the international situation into the 
it is difficult to appreciate why an impossible hands of Gandhiji, has hastened to volunteer the 
meaning Fhould be placed on the word. It is opinion that the opening of the Burma Road has 
because of persistent British efforts to give his full approval and that not a single person in 
independence a special connotation for India, India would think otherwise. Even if the Maulana 
that the Indian cause takes on the aspect of a retains the right after the Bombay Congress re
struggle for racial equality. It is no answer to solution vesting the conduct of the war situation 
say th'lt under any alternative domination India in the hands of Gandhiji, he is not entitled to 
would have no future at all. speak for every individual in this country. So 

Responsibility without Independence :-If India far as we are concerned,, we regard the decis.ion 
cannot be independent unless she is first able to as~ surre~det to the Umted St.ates after havmg 
defend herself unaided, then it is all the more res1sted Its. pressure for e1g~t years. It 
reprehensible to saddle her with a Western was at the msta!l~ of the Uruted States and 
frontier in Egypt and an Eastern point at Canada that. Bntam . denounced the Angl~ 
Singapore. Independent India will, of course, Japanese Alhance wh1ch. had .worked adr~ur
begin more modestly than Imperial Britain. ably for several years mcludmg · the try1ng 
This combination of circumstances, namely yea~s of. the last war w.hen Japan g.uarded 
India's imbility to defend herself and her lnd~a agamst German ra1ds. .A~straha and 
undertaking at the same time imperial tasks lnd1a were oppose~ to the denunciation but they 
which cannot but bring down on her were overruled m ~ef~rence to Ameri~an 
the detestation of her neighbours, is pressure. ~n. 19.32,, B;1ta1n st~od out a;;amst 
scarcely calculated to add to her prestige. the A~enca.n tnVItatto~ to 1.ntervene m the 
The New Statesman does . not touch upcm Ma~chunan d1spute and 1t contmued to do so 
this point but it argues that, as Austraila and untJl al~?st the other d?-Y· The sp~~h 
New Zealand lack the population for an of !he Bflttsh ~mbassado;, S1r ~obe;t CratgJ.e, 
adequate army, a reconciled India is the best wh1ch reco~msed Japans spectal u~te.rests . m 
strength for the British Empire in the East. Eastern Asta, followed by the Cra1g1e-Anta 
It remarks that an opportunity has already Pact to the same effect, was resented by 
been lost : America. Great Britain can not very well 

If lndla possessed ,. modern Industrial equipment, the repudiate the Pact which is only a few months 
prospect of defending not India alone but the whole old and though the closing of the Road may 
Middle En't and the South Seas would be Incomparably not be continued beyond the specified date, a 
more hopeful than It Is today. This vast and opulent way will be certainly found to respect the legiti
region, with Egypt, Ira!< and the Dutch island; within mate rights of both Japan and China. However 
Its confine•, could become from the army's standpoint 
self-sunicient, If the undeveloped resources of India that may be, it is not wise for the President of 
could be fully utilised. the Congress to rush where the Prime Minister 

The No"'V Statesman omits to mention why of Soviet Russia who is rn:lre nearly concerned, 
it thinks an industrially developed India which prefers to keep his own counsel. The Maulana's 
will pr~sum«bly be independent, would take on unsolicited approval will no doubt be utilised in 
all these burdens beyond its own frontiers. There justification of the demand to· throw on India 
is no justification for the. view that India the wh:lle cost of the war East of Suez. 
as an Asiatic power would follow the policies The "Indian Witness'' on Religious Per• 
set down by the Government of India as an secution:-We print elsewhere the Indian 
agent of the British Government. She shares l<Vitness' defence of its colleague, the 

. now, let it be remembered, in spite of her being Dnyanotlaya, in making the father of the late 
in the same Empire the many dis1bilities Bishop Chitambar, the victim of religious per
imrosed on Asiatics by Australia, Canada, secution. The evidence it prodL!Ces is not enough 
New Zealand and South Africa. It is true to hang a dog on. The elder Chitambar would 
that a powerful India would have probably seem to have been of an adventurous disposition 
prevented Japanese aggression on China. But swinging lightly from one extreme to another. 
it must not be forgotten that Japan was not Any sutlerings he might have endured were, 
the first check on Chinese sovereignty and, according to the narrative of the rVun~ss, largely 
it one considered solely China's interests, of his own making. The TVuness writes that the 
the others would not have had the preferential question of religious conviction coming up 
treatment which the weakness of Asia has given against Government r~oulations is "not before 
them in the past. us now." Surely the expulsion of a mission 

Tho Burma Road Agaln:-Mr. Winston Churchill worker from Methodist Mission work the world 
announced this week in the House of Commons over because of a liberal interpretation of 
tl1at, after the expiry on the 17th October of the a particular Government's regulations, not 
agreement with Japan closing U1e Burma Road, it rejected by that Government, is very relevant 
will not be renewed. It has since beeP announced to the question of persecution. 
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INDIAN POPULATION FALLACIES. 

Dr. Benoy Kumar Sarkar, the distinguished 
Beng-alee sociologist and economist, contributes 
to the September number of the Calcutta 
Review, an article which should give Indian 
population experts much food for thought. 
Dr. Sarkar points out at the outset two 
difficulties in assessing population trends in 
India, both rising out of defective statistics. 
First, while neither of them are exact in any 
degree, birth statistics are more inaccurate than 
mortality figures. There is a tendency to under
estimate births owing to defective registra
tion. While dead bodies have to be cremated 
or buried in cemetries where they can be 
easily registered, births take place in the 
privacy of the family and easily escape notice, 
Secondly, statistics relating to the fertility 
of women are very incomplete. Dr. Sarkar 
strikes another warning note when he says th2t 
statistics relating to the standard of living of the 
people are equally inadequate. • It is not per
missible, he says, to judge whether the growth of 
population is outstripping available food 
resources. Dr. Sarkar goes on to place before 
his readers what can be said on the population 
question in India. Comparing increases in 
population for various countries for the past 
fifty years, Dr. Sarkar arrives at the conclusion 
that India "does not exhibit any extraordinary 
phenomenon." Here are his figures : 

Country. Percentage of Increase. 
U. S. A. ••• 186.0 
Japan ••• 
Great Britain 
Italy •• , 
Switzerland ••• 
Germany ... 
India ... 
Spain ... 
France ... 

... 74•1 ... 54•1 

... 48•8 ... 43•5 
... 42•2 ... 89o() 

36•8 
. .. 11•3 

Going even further back, Dr. Sarkar says that, 
accepting Moreland's figure of 100 millions as 
India's population in 1590, one sees that in 
341 years the increase has been 3·5 times. This 
approximates to the population growth of Italy 
but it is very small in comparison to its growth 
iu England and Wales, which in 136 years more 
than quadrupled itself. Dr. Sarkar next turns 
to the birth-rate in British India. In the thirty. 
three years after 1900, there had been a steady 
decline from 3B to 34, a fact which 
Indian demographists ignore. The decrease is 
perhaps even more for . there is greater 
accuracy in recording figures now than there 
was thirty years ago as every Census 
Commissioner recognises. Unfortunately popula
tion studies which should be objectively carried 
out, have become of recent years strangely 
mixed up with birth control propaganda-the 

last Population Conference was also a "Family 
Hygiene Conference"-and the result has not 
been beneficial to science. 

Sir Alexander Russell, one time Public 
Health Commissioner with the Government 
of India, read an informing paper at the 
East India Association, London, on the pro. 
gress of public health in this country during 
the last forty yP.ars. In the course of the discus
sion which followed, Lord Lamington asked 
the lecturer "whether the improvement of 
conditions of living in India as regards 
health and sanitation generally, is likely 
to be followed by a decline of the 
birth-rate;" That, added Lord Lamington, 
has been the case in almost every country of 
Europe. The point was not quite rightly put. 
Improvement of health conditions, even if it 
were possible to any great exte.nt without 
adequate food and other necessities of life, has 
not brought down the birth·rate anywhere, 
whereas a rise in the standard of living has done 
so even before there was any provision for the 
maintenance of public health. In Great Britain, 
for instance, Sir Alexander pointed out that 
there was no public health organization before 
IB75, But the death-rate had already been 
falling and the birth-rate as well, in sympathy 
with the rise in the standard of living of the 
people due to the increase of wealth consequent on 
the Industrial revolution. The basis of all health 
activities is a sufficiency of food and, next to it, 
the wide diffusion of education. Sir Firoze 
Khan Noon, the High Commissioner for India 
who presided at the lecture, called forcible 
attention to the poverty of the people as militating 
against the success of health projects. He said: 

I do not know if any other country even in tho 
East, is as poor, where the Income per head of 
population is lower than it is in India. Some people 
compute that this income in India Is Rs. 63 per head 
per annum as against Rs. 1,180 in this countcy. 
With that low standard of living, and the provincial 
Governmental incomes almost rigid, provincial Govern
ments find it difficult to look after our health affairs, 
What hope is there of our being able to supply our 
people with their health needs and their needs of 
better food and clothing ? 

Medicine is no substitute for food. With' 
adequate food and universal primary education, 
the efforts of the State to maintain a hi<>'h · 
standard of physical efficiency amon<>' the people 
will have better. results. "' ' 

As for the question whether a rise in the 
standard of living WO!!ld of itself lead to a de
creased birth-rate, Sir Alexander Russell expre
ssed himself as being wholly in favour of it. He 
said that he had not dealt with the subject in his 
paper because it was a large one requirino- more 
time than was available to them. He add~d that 
he had himself taken considerable interest in 
it while in India. He said that he was not 
pessimistic about the increase of population and 
the non-corresponding increase of the food 
supply, although some differed from him in that 
respect, because he believed that if the standard 
of living improved the birth-rate will begin to 
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fall. "In the last five years,'' he added, "India's 
population has increased by about twenty 
millions, the annual increase has, therefore, b~en 
between three and a half and four millions 
a year, but the figure will fall progressively as 
the standard of living improves." Without an 
improvement in the standard of Jiving, the most 
effective birth control appliances will fail to have 
that effect as proved by the experience of Russi:1, 
~hich has led to the revision of the Soviet laws 
about abortion and kindred topics under the 
Stalin regime. 

AMERICA AND ASIA. 
(BY J. M. GANGULI, CALCUTTA.) 

The Americans are apparently nothing if not great 
propagandists of their own selves, their institutions, 
their achievements and their culture. Years ago, 
~hen I was a student, I heard a gentlem•n narratmg 
to a drawing-room assembly at one of his friends' 
place, the story of how some Americans, visiting 
~aris and looking at a fine lofty buildmg, quickly 
changed their appreciative mood on findmg some 
people standing near them and watching their feelings 
of appreciation of the building, and, eo changing, 
they remarked, purposely within hearing of the by
standers, that the Paris buildings were nothing 
oompared to the tall sky-scrappers of America. 

The story is typical of American eagerness to hold 
up their own things boastfully in contrast with those 
of others. And t11is they do so cleverly and persis
tently that they succeed in impressing others, often 
ao deeply even, that many people in the world look 
upon America as a great freedom-loving country 
with human sympathies, which condemned injustice 
and championed the cause of the oppressed. That 
impression has made oppressed people and foreign 
dominated countrieo to look to America not only for 
a word of consolation, an expression of sympathy, or 
for genuine moral support, but even for some effec
tive help given, thougll indirectly, by condemnation 
of the oppre•sors and dominators and withdrawal of 
friendli ncso from them, 

India has aimillrly been influenced by America. 
Indian politician. have begun to expect resulto from 
appc•la to America and from exposure to her of 
India's condition under Imperialist domination, They 
think th•t such appeal and exposure will excite a 
feeling of disapproval in the Americang at the set Bsh 
and conservative attitude ofthe ruling British toward~ 
Indian politics, and that the British are afraid of this 
feeling in America. 

This Indian idea and expectation have outlived 
our continued contrary experience and have persi'lted 
directly in the face of the mo9t discouraging facts 
filling the history of America's relations with other 
people and other countrie9. lndi.m• have vi•ited and 
travelled in America\ they have with shame perceived 
tho insulting discriminations again•t them and 
the other non-whites in general in America at the 
~ime of embarkation, while going about and travell
mg in that countrY! within a motorbu• where ''h he 
white? Is he white P" are the sweet words of welcome 
from the fdlow-p;uoengers to a non-white, followed by 
a stem word of command from a bus official to him to 
removo to a baok-1eat (see an article under those 
w~rda in tho Jl ·•- Rovilw of July 19.1.11); in;iJe a 
roul way oompartmentl and at every turn of their life in 
that country, A high plaoed well-lamed peroon may 
receive better treatment, though he too is not exempt 
from somo of tho discrimination• against tho 
"?n·whib:s incorporated in the American lmmigra
"on and other laws. But the general and even 

legalised_ prejudice against all non-Europeans ill so 
glarm~ 10 that land of so-ealled new civilisation that 
none but the blind and the insensitive can fail to feel 
its sting. 
~he America_ns, indeed, have a very strong imtinc' 

agamst non.whotes and non-Europeans, inapite of all 
their professions of democratic principles and human 
equality ideals. They are more so in this respect 
than even th" Europeans. Look at their treatment 
of the Negores, their attitude towards the Japanese, 
their unquestioning friendship and appreciative 
regard for the Imperial European Powers. See how 
LJr. Woodrow Wilson, the President of the United 
States during the last Great War, manoeuvred in 
the Versailles Peace Conference to defeat the 
propo•al ot Japan for the recognition of the equality 
of all races in world affairs and in international 
relationship. Read also the extracts from Army 
Orders of the United States in the last war quoted in 
Ths R'/ormsr, August 17, 1940. 

The eyes of the people of Aoia and Africa, however, 
still remain unopened not merely to the deep-seated 
colour hatred in the Americans, but also to the grave 
dang~rs to the freedom, 01tlonal growth and unopposed 
devdopment of the peoples of the world other than 
the European and American whites. Of such peoples 
the Japanese have, in modern times, succeeded in 
raising their heads, and, therefore, see how America 
ha• becJme anxious and has been manoeuvring to 
suppress the rising power of Japan. America has 
nothing to say to European Powers, having no moral 
justifio1tion whatsoever on racial, cultural, or 
territorial-proximity frounds, acquiring land conces
sions and commercia exploitin~ privileges in China; 
but when ]a pan which lies witnin an arm's length 
from China and which haa so many racial, cultural 
religious and traditional affinities to China, wants to 
oppose the commercial ovcrlordship of those foreign 
Powers there, America warns Japan and raises the 
cry ot open door, non-aggression, equal rights, eto., 
the cry by which self-interested people always seek 
to cover their · anxiety to preserve an existing, 
advantageous atat1.11 quo, When England, for subtle 
diplomatic reasons, withdraws troops from some 
places in northern China, America steps in and 
Oo.lupies them to keep Japan out, without any legal 
or moral right and without a reference to the Chinese 
Sovereignty, which America profesoel to recognise. 

The places and s~ttlements ~hich America has 
been holding-on what moral rights, she alone 
knows-she indicates no intention of leaving, 
though she is ever keen and as~ertive to uphold 
her pet Monroe Doctrine, not only so far as her 
territory is concerned. but with regard to the whole 
of the western hemisphere. . 

As regards this Monroe Doctrine, which America 
justifies on all possible ~rounds, including territorial 
safety, if Japan enunciates a similar doctrine fur the 
east, America shake• a threatening mailed fist at 
her. The otat"' quo in the East must not be 
disturbed,-Amerioa says to Japan with undioguised 
threat of armed opposition in her .voice; whioh means, 
in effect, that far off-France can own extensive 
territorieo in Indo-China, England can p~ssess 
Hongkong and an empire in Australia and New 
Zealand, Holland can keep the East Indies, America 
oan fty her ft•g over the Philippines, not to say of 
almo~t every European Power retaining "concessions• 
in China, but a non-white country must not protest, 
or aspire to dominate even in its own neighbourhood, 
or think of ext~nding its pC~Iitio•l inf!ucn.le and 
terri1oriallimits. Under that kind of dispensation of 
interno1ional ju~tioe Japan, or lor the matter of that, 
all other nC~n whitd countries must submit. To keep 
Japan enobained within the limits which America 
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lind the other European Powers would allow her, see 
how Amelica is feverishly working and manoeuvring. 
She is negotiating with Russia, conferring with 
Australia, and perhaps also, below the surf~ce, is 
arranging with other Powers to check Japan by 
holding a threatening "club over her head," as a 
news report has very appropriately described 
recently, 

The intense racial and colour prejudice, which is 
at the bottom of the mind of the European whites, 
and which forms the basic reason of their 
characteristic opposition attitude to all aspiration of 
the non-whites and of their readiness in joining hands 
and issues against a non-white Power having the 
temerity to assert itself, has a very signifi.:.ant lesson 
for all the coloured peoples of the world, namely, that 
they must look to their own selves for their salvation 
and that they must develop cordiality of feeling and 
helpful friendship among their fellow coloured people 
whether in Asia or Africa or in the wilds of Amerio1 
and Australia. In reading international politics and 
the trend of current world events they must have the 
discernment to perceive an underlying racial prejudice 
and a sense of superiority over the coloured people, 
which actuate the Europeans and the Americans. 
Most harmful to world peace and human 
happiness that such prejudice and such 
superiority-sense are, the antidote to them lies 
in developing an enduring esprit-de-crops among 
all the coloured peoples of the world and forming 
an unflinching resolution to stand up on their 
own legs. In that way alone the colour-proud 
Europeans and Americans, who flaunt their culture 
and their military and technical skHI before the 
world, can be brought to sobriety and to a 
recognition of human equality and human justice. 
In that way arrogant words like "If Europe is still 
not worthy to fulfil her colonizing mission to the 
world, then the hour o! her decadence is irrevok
ably sounded" (Signor Mussolini), can be sil~nced, 
Tlu Indi~n fhcial Reformer has recently very rightly 
remarked that "Indians who regret the Japanese 
augression on China, are obliged to concede that 
}~pan is doing a service to human solidarity by 
establishing the capacity of a coloured race to 
master the military and industrial technique of the 
white man so as to meet him on his own ground." 
, But such mere conceding would not do. The 
present attitude of unthinking and sweeping condem
nation of the Japanese policy in China should give 
way to an appreciative understanding of that policy, 
which has been to a great extent prompted by 
European and American encroachment in China. 
Left to herself, China would not have developed the 
strong anti-Japanese feeling, which is now proving 
dangerous to her own solidarity. While, therefore, 
counselling Japan to be compromising to China, the 
latter should not be wildly en.:.ouraged in her 
present attitude to her sister and neighbour, Japan, 
and in her leanings towards the European and 
American intruders. A far-sighted view of the 
Sino-Japanese conflict ought to be taken, and an 
earnest and persistent effort should be . made by 
friendly counsel, moral support and educatiVe propa
ganda to bring about peace and endurin!l" agreement 
between the t.vo countries. A solid Smo-Japanese 
understanding formed through th_e merging of ~he 
two States into a great FederatiOn or otherwise, 
will be not only a bulwark against European or 
American aggression_ in the East, . J:>ut will. be an 
encouraging beginnmg of the political rena1ssanoe 
of the coloured peoples of the world and a great 
inspiration to them, World peace of !l more 
lasting character would thereby come nearer to hand, 
and a new world order in which all people will walk 
abreast, in which political subjugation of one 

country by another will be outlawed, and in 
which the Aboriginees of Australia, the Negroea 
of Africa, or the Red Indians of America 
and the islanders of the farthest floating 
land of the world will not be deprived of 
their homes and driven to the wilderness, and 
slowly exterminated under the ravages of forcible 
imposition of the foreign culture of invading and 
usurping people, It is such a new order that 
the world needs and humanity is crying for, 
and not the sort of world order, which some 
European and American political thinkers are 
wanting to devise, by whbh the periodic warl 
among their own countries may cease and they 
may remain in undisturbed enjoyment of colonies, 
empires, concessions and possessions in ths 
homelands of the coloured people. 

I am one of those, who strongly believe in the 
essential similarity of human nature and in the 
likeness of innate human feelings and sentiments, 
though differently manifested in the not unnatu
ralised masses all over the world. In moments of 
danger, in moments of suffering, in moments of 
rage and, in fact at all times- of great mental 
agitation, and American, or an Australian ab:>rgine, 
a Pacific Islander, and others are all found to 
behave more or less similarly, But the trend of 
cultural evolution in different lands, as also the 
urge of self-interest have led to different mental 
attitude in the people o! different countries, 
particularly among the higher classes, which 
gradually spread their feelings to the masses. 
In that way political America and political 
Europe, as distinguished from the simple peasantry, 
and the masses in those countries, have imbibed 
the prejudice referred to in this article, 
My observations, therefore, are directed against 
political America and political Europe, and not 
against the people in general in those countries, 

One, therefore, hopes and despairs when thinking 
of meaningless colour-prejudice and the attitude of 
opposition and animosity towards the coloured people 
which is so much in evidence in America and 
which is a sign of that country's cultural 
degradation. But I hope to reach the true heart 
of that country and of Europe by addressing this 
article not only to the coloured people of all lands 
in the world, but also to the masses in Amerios 
and Europe, whom I would ask to see how their 
political leaders are estranging them to fellow 
human-beings in other parts of the earth havinct 
the same human needs, desires and characteristic'S 
as they, and how thereby, their leaders are conti
nually creating causes of bitterness, quarrels, 
unhappiness, destruction aod wars of today, tomorrow . 
and the day-after, 

Hindu Women's PP'lpePty Right.s :-A 
bill relating to Hindu Women's Property fUghts is 
sO,ortly to be brought b<:fore the Hyderabad Leghlative 
Council.. This bill envisages certain amendm-.nts in the 
Hindu Law of Succession relating to women with a view 
to give them better rights of inheritance and to effect 
improvements in the course of devolution of property 
when a Hindu dies Intestate. Further, there are provi
sions which entitle a step-mother and a maiden-sister to 
claim maintenance. Another feature of the billfs the 
right of married women to live apart from their hasbands 
on certain grounds, specified In the bill, and demand 
maintenance from them. Regarding the right of 
adoption enjoyed hy a Hindu widow a strikin~ departure 
is made by creating a legal presumption in favour of the. 
widow unless it could be proved that there are 
instructions of her deceased husband to the contrary, 
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TREATMENT OF DELI:'lQUENCY IN U.S. A. 
I.-EVOLUTION OF THE JUVENILB CoURT, 

(BV J. P. GUPTA, HOMBAV.) 
[All Right.. na.erved by Author.] 

Up to the middle of the nineteenth century, the 
children and the adult' committing any crime 
under the Ia w were both treated alike all over the 
world though in the tenth century King Athelstane 
in Great Britain had enacted that 'men should 
slay none younger than a fifteen winters' man' 
and provided that 'if his kindred will not t•ke 
him, nor be surety for him, then swear he as the 
Bishop shall teach him, that be will shun all evil, 
and let him be in bondage for his price, And if 
after th'lt he steals let men 11lay or hang him, 
as they did to his elders,' ' 

The legal code ot the colony of Connecticut of 
1672 contained the following provisions which 
ahow how common the death sentence was for 
young officers in U, S, A. for paltry offienoes :-

"If any child or children above 16 years old, and 
of sufficient understanding, shall curse or smite 
their natural Father or Mother, he or they shall be 
put to death unless it can be sufficiently testified, 
that the parents have been very un-Christianly 
negligent in the education of such chi11ren, or so 
provoKed them by extreme and cruel correction that 
they have been forced thereunto to . preserve 
themselves from death or maiming," 

Further the code provided that, 
"If any man have a stubborn or rebellious son 

of sufficient understanding and years viz., 16 years of 
age, which will not obey the voice of his Father 
or the voice of his Mother, and that when they 
have chastened him he will not harken unto them, 
then ma_v his father, or mother, being his natural 
Parents, lay hold on him and bring him to the 
magistrates assembled in court, and te~tify unto 
them that their son is stubborn and rebellious and 
will not obey their voice and chastisement, but 
lives in sundry notorious crimes, suoh son shall be 
put to death," 1 

"Other crimes for which Connootiout children over 
14 might be puniAhed by death were rape, bestiality, 
hla•ph~:my, witch-oraft, murder, fdlse witness, 
treason, arson, idolatry and man stealing," a 

The suff~ring of the children, the brutal sentences 
given to them made a strong appeal to both 
commonsense and pity and their menace to the order 
of society too could not be ignored permanently, 
''i\lthouJ;:_h Illinois is generally held to have adopted 
the first juvenile Court Law in 1899, the origins or 
such ll'gislation date muoh earlier, In 1863 the 
State of Massachusetts passed a law (the first so far 
known) separating the children's court ca•es from 
tho•o of adult•! it made the mistake, however, of 
entru•ting the law to the state Board of Chari tie~." • 

U mlcr such an administration the law proved 
inadequate and was aboli~hed, Hence in 1872 a 
pr<>Vi•ion was made in authorising police, district and 
muno,pal courts to provide hearing for juvenile 
offcmlcrs scp:.rate and apart from other criminal 
oases at suitable times, to be designated by these 
courts, a separate docket and reCilrd to be kept 

1. .1u,lw\n. Ol\'it.lt.\1A L 1ndonim qnoWd in Dr. Manahardt'l 
bonk, 'l'he l>o\inquou\ Cbihl pub. 100~ D. B. Taraporew•Ha II 
tiuo.~&t 1\umhay p. 1. 

ll. OellOtl\ll.Aw lt.l';"~ p. 9. ~ections u. 1[). qno\00 in u.Jhildren 
llllhlN tho <1ourta in l1,mnootll~ut" U.S. l>upa.rt.w.e.n\ of LaOOur 
llluhlNln'• Durtl6U1 H.H8 .Pub. ~. p. 10. 

~1. Tho Dc.~hnqnt'Ut. Child by Dr. Clifford. Mansh.rdt, p. 9. j 
.t. (':f. "Or\~in1 of Juvt,nilo Court •nll L&ww. for 1\etterment of 

(1h>hlrou" \LO>kln•l) Cl>Loa;!O Logo! Now< XL p. 117-7il (J•n 1, 
1\I'J.'l), 

for· such segsions. • The Act, adopted by New_ 
York in 1d92 dealing with chi!Jren a5 oii~nders, · 
also embodied the principle of separate hearing of 
children's cases apart from those of the adults. The · 
law stated, ''All cases involving commitment or. 
trial of children for any violation of the Penal Code' 
in any Police Court or Court of special sessions may 
be heard and determined by such court at suitable· 
times to be designated therefor by it, separate and· 
apart from the trial of other criminal oa5es, of which 
session a separate docket and record shall be keft." • · 
In October 1893 in a meeting at Chicago o the· 
Waif-Saving-Congress, J. J. Kelso of Toronto, 
Canada, urged the establishment of such oourts and 
in the same year legislation to that effect was passed 
in ttle Province of Ontario. An act along the same 
lines providing for sepuate hearing of juvenile
offend•:rs was p<1ssed by the K.hode Island Legislature' 
in 1897 and became law in 1838. Notwithstanding such 
prior legislation, the credit of establishing the first 
proper and complete juvenile court applying the 
chancery idea goes to the framers of the lllinois 
Juvenile Court Law. The state thereby assumed a 
protective role dealing with ddinquent children as 
wards of the st<1te, Now we may see in some details 
how this Illinois Act emerged and what it is. 

The Chicago Women's Club was the first public' 
organisation to prepare the background for the juvenile 
court in lllinois, In its early years the club did much 
to improve the police stations and the jails, They 
protested against the children being sent to 
Cook County Poor Hou~e and as a result their, 
number was· considerably reduced. The Jail 
Committee, appointed in 1892 to go into the jail 
administration and to suggest improvements for 
young offenders, suggested a juvenile court: 
Accordingly in 189S a bill was drafted to that effect 
at the instance of the Chicago Women's Club 
providing for a separate court for children along with 
a probation staff attached to it. The Bill provides 
that when the court finds a child dependent, neglected 
or delinquent, it might commit the custody and care 
of such a child to any corporation organised for the 
purpo.~e, for oaring for dependent, neglected and 
delinqunt children. This projeot was abandoned 
because of the a1verse legal advice, 

Agitation continued till 1893 when a general in
vestigation was made by all the parties in the annual 
sessions of the Illinois State Conference of Charities 
held on November 16, 1893, under the Chairmanship 
of the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones. The entire programme 
oentred round "The children of the State." The 
members or the Chicago Women's Club and 
notable nationalist• took part in the discussion and 
stressed the necessity or a separate court for the 
young offenders. Their argument was that the 
common Ia w concept "parens patrial" should be 
extended to criminal as well as civil law, that the 
immunities, privileges and disabilities whbh the 
State had already granted to children in the Civil 
Law dealing with property should be set up also as a 
barrier between the child offender and the rigours of 
adult criminal law. It was assumed that the child 
offender was handicapped by immaturity of body and 
mind and by lack of effective parental oontrol so that 
the exercis~ of discretion and a~sumption of legal res· 
ponsi bility of conduct could not be exacted of him. • 
Almost all speakers agreed with the view of 
Dr. F. H. Wines who aaid, "We ought 1D 
have a children's court in Chicago, and wa ought 
to have a children's judge." This oonf"rence had 

6, · Contlaoting Pena.l Tbeori89 in S""tutory tJrim~nrJ Law by 
).label A. EUio"' *he Uni•era.t.'f OWo.go Prwa, Ob.ioago. IH1D0ia. 
p. 3:£. 

6. Oondioting P.ma.l 'I'beori~ in S\a.lu.tory Criminal r.w p. 83.-

7. So.Jial S.Jienoe Eo.cy~lop~i....Ob.loven1la ~llquencJ p. 6A 
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a far-reaching effect and American public 
opinion was roused to the urgent nece•sity of 
having a separate court for ohildren where they may 
be treated as they would be by a wise parent in the 
matter of care, custody and discipline. 

From this conference emerged the Committee 
which dralt~d the Illinois Juvenile Court Act. In 
the work of passing this Act Mrs. Lucy L. Flower, 
a leader in the <-hicago Women's Club, made special 
eff0rts, She carried on extensive propaganda for 
rousing public opinion in favour of a juvenile court 
where the children may not be treated as criminals 
but as delinquent children needing the wise care and 
protection of the Court. She also stressed the 
necessity of establishing a detention home along 
with the juvenile court where the children may be 
confined awaiting their trial in the court. Another 
prominent person in this connection whose name 
needs !I_Pecial mention was Judge Harvey B. Hard, a 
jurist of distinction of his time. The Act in the 
form of a Bill was introduced in the Lower House 
of the Illinois Legislature on February 7, 1898 by 
Representative John C. Newcomer and in the Senate 
on February 15, 1899. In its passage in the 
legislature, no other influence aided so much as that 
of the Chicago Bar Asso~iation. At the request 
of the Chicago Bar Association and Mr. Ephraim 
Banning, a member of the State Board of Charities, 
a Bar Committee was appointed to go through the 
bill and its recommendations had very far-reaching 
effect, The Chicago Bar Association stated that 
"the fundamental idea of law is that the State must 
step in and exercise guardianship over a child 
found under such adverse so~ial or individual 
conditions as develop crime •• .It proposes a plan 
where by he may be treated not as a criminal 
or one legally charged with crime, but as a ward 
of the State, to receive practically the custody 
and discipline that are accord<d to the neglected 
and dependent child, and which, as the Act states, 
shall approximately be as nearly as may be 
that which should be given by his parents.'' • 

The Law was successfully passed by the 
legislature due to the continued public interest in 
the protection of helpless children which was 
aroused by constant propaganda. The Act received 
the assent of the Governor, John R. Tenner, and 
became law on July 1, 1899. The title of the 
original Act was "An Act to Regulate the Treat· 
ment and Control of Dependent, Neglected and 
Delinquent Children." The title is self-explanatory 
and amply shows the broad purpose with which 
the Act was J'assed, The Law was expressly 
framed to avoi treating the child as a criminal, The 
juvenile court took the child as the object of its 
protection and care in order to ascertain the causes 
of his wrong-doing and to prescribe the best method 
of overcoming those' causes and · guiding the 
youngsters towards a life of honour and usefulness. 
The object in V1ew was to substitute public control 
for parental control. 

The Act applied to children of 16 to 18 years, 
"Any reputable person, bein~ res!den~ of the county, 
having knowledge of a ch1ld m h1s county who 
appears to be neglrcted, dependent o~ del.inque!'t, 
may file with the oler~ ?f ~ co~r! havmg .Junsdtc· 
tion in the matter a petitiOn m wntmg, setting forth 
the facts verified by affidavit. It shall be sufficient 
that the affidavit is upon information and belief." • 
· The law provided for setting up a juvenile court 

with probation officers attached to it but it mad~ n0 
.provision for the saluy of these officers, Se~t10n 6 
of the Act runs, •'The court sh•ll have authonty t 0 

8. Sooia.l Science Enoyolopa.edia p. 529. 
'9, Section B Illinois L•w• lij99. p. 188 

appoint or designate one or more discreet persons of 
good character to serve as probation offioers during 
the pleasure of the court; said probation officers to 
receive no compensation from the public treasury." '" 
It was very difficult, rather impossible, to obtain 
honorary workers who would selflessly devote 
themselves to the work and be willing to 
take the requisite instruction and training. 
So the Juvenile Court Committee, composed 
of women representatives of the various clubs 
then raised money for paying salaries to th~ 
Juvenile Court Pr~bation Officers. Mr. Henry \V, 
Thurston was appomted as the first Chief-Probation 
Officer with an Assistant Probation Officer and one 
or two clerks, all of whom were paid salaries by the 
Committee from the funds so raised. Later on, with 
the help of a reputed politician of Illinois the 
Comm~ttee got a Law passed providing salari~s for 
Probat1on Officers from the County. In addition to 
the ~egular probation officers, Mayor Carter H. 
Ha;mon offe~ed his hearty co-operation by giving 
pollee probation officers in every police district who 
took charge of all children appearing in their police 
districts and the cases were properly orepared and 
transferred to the Juvenile Courts. The Committee 
frequently discussed with these officers their duties. 
In selecting Probation Officers, persons who were 
tactful, skilful, resourceful, firm, patient and endowed 
with commonsense were preferred. 

Another ambiguity was that the law prohibited the 
detention of young offenders in police lock-up or 
prisons, but it made no provision for separate 
detention homes. Section 11 of the Act runs, "No 
court or magistrate shall commit a child under twelve 
years of age to a jail or police station, but if such 
child is unable to give bail it may be committed to 
the care of the Sheriff, police ofticer or probation 
officer who shall keep such child in some suitable 
place provided by the city or county outside of the 
en~losure of any jail or police st•tion. When any 
child be sentenced to confinement in any institution 
to which adult convicts are sentenced, it sh •II be 
u~lawful to confine S';!Ch child in the same bui!ding 
wtth such adult conVIcts, or to confine such child in 
the same yard or enclosure with such adult convicts 
or to bring such child into any yard or buildina in 
which such adult convicts may be present." 11 Th~re
fore, the Committee took the question of providina 
detention homes for these children pending thek 
trial as th~y could not be kept in jails or police lock
up accordmg to the Law. An old house in West 
Adams Street was being run as an Industrial Home 
by the Illinois Industrial Association but the 
Association was not in a position to meet its 
increasing expenses. The Juvenile Court Committee 
took over its charge in their own hands and the girls 
and dependent children were kept in it. ·It bad 
accommodation for 50 children. The Committee 
maintained it for 7 years in co-operation with the 
City and the County, about 26 to 28 hundred children 
being protected every year. The members of the 
Committee took keen personal interest in improving 
the conditions of the. Home and a teacher was 
employed to keep the boys and girls occupied. In 
spite of every effort the Committee was not getting 
any aid from the City or the County authorities, 
There was no services of a psychiatric for the juvenile 
court and so dangerous tendencies on the part of the 
children could not be detected. This tendency 
sometimes did great harm, Once a boy inmate of 
the detention home sprinkled kerosene over the bed1 
and set fire to them. 

The juvenile court was held in one of the regular 
court rooms of the county building and one or two 

10. Section 6 Illinois La.ws 1899. p. 134. 
11. Section 11 Illinois Laws 1899. p. 185. 
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members of the Committee always sat beside the 
judges .to assist and advise them if required. The 
Court room was a dark one with practically no 
arrangement for light and air, It was always over
crowded with visitors. Later on the court Wa3 shifted 
to the top floor where there was sufficient light and 
air, Soon even this room was found insufficient and the 
Committee succeeded in persuading the city and 
County to buy land and to erect a juvenile court 
building with a Detention Home attached to it on the 
Evening Street. The City gave free land and tbe 
Coun~y spent 150,000 .dollars for the building~ This 
buildmg was used t1ll 1924. and then sh1fted to 
another better building. In 1909 the committee 
changed its name to the Juvenile Protective 
Association. 

"Since the first law creating a juvenile court was 
passed in lllinois in 1899, such legislation has been 
enaoted throughout the country; ot the thirteen States 
representd, all have adopted some form of juvenile 
court legislation and have made some provision for 

f,robationary supervision and chancery procedure, 
n six States, California, Pennsylvania, Nebraska, 

Massachusetts, and New York, informal or chancery 
proceedings are mandatory. 

"The child is regarded as not one who has commit
ted a crime but as one in need of special care who 
must be shielded from unfortunate influences if he is 
to be kept from the career of crime, In the remaining 
seven States, Colorado, lllinois, Indiana, Minnesota, 
Missourie, Texas and Ohio, chancery proceedings 
are the rule, These States have seen fit to adopt 
trial by jury." 19, All the States have also adopted 
provisions for penalising the adults contributing to 
the neglect, dependence or delinquency of the child, 
In nine out of the thirteen St~tes, 11iz., Colorado, 
Indiana, Ohio, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New 
York, Illinois, Misaourie and Nebraska some form of a 
family or domestic relations court has been est~bli3h· 
ed in the larger cities, while in the rest o! the States 
there is no such provisions for separate courts and 
the juvenile courts perform that function. The idea 
underlying the family courts function o( the juvenile 
court is to have all tile family difficulties adjudicated 
within the same court all, if a child is a delinquent, 
tho parents may be aiding or contributing to his such 
condition and so they must be considered as a unit. 

WHAT IS RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION? 
What is religious persecution P It does not always 

or generally mean that physical torture is suffered, 
But there have been plenty of oases in India where 
such persecution has been inflicted. \Ve believe 
roli~ious pergecution to be any sort of influence or 
pre•sure which is intended to prevent men and 
women from 1<>11owing their own desires and Inclina
tions in matt~rs of religious belief. \Ve waive all 
reference to disputes regarding the conflict of religious 
oonviotiona with government regulations, There 
may or may not be religious persecution involved. 
That Is not before us just at present. We refer now 
to persecution which may come upon those who wish 
to change their roligiou• a11cgianoe from one honoured 
and respected religious faith to another, 

\Ve aro informed tha.t the senior Chitambar was a 
member of a Marathi Brahman fumily in Bombay. It 
was a joint Hindu ("lmily of which his father and 
sever"\ of his i:>ther's brotbcrs were members. He 
was the only •on of his father and his uncles had no 
sons. He was, theref<>re, a very f.~voured member of 
the j,,int f,,mily. He was a student in \Vilson Co11ege 
and, like other students both bcf.xe and sino:! his 
day, was a st.-,unoh dl!fcnder of his religious faith. 

lie often indulged in giving petty annoyance to 
Christian preachers as they carried on their bazaar 
preaching. This was probably more bravado than 
religious zeal. On one occasion a preacher referred 
to the Word of God as being a , "two-edged sword." 
The young Chitambar bought a Gospel portion and 
tearing it to pieces threw the bits in the face of the 
preacher, saying, •Now what has become of the 
two-edged sword P" or words to that effect. It 
drew a big laugh from his friends and he felt very 
proud of himself. 

Later on the "two-edged sword" cut its way to his 
heart and he made up his mind to become a Christian. 
For some time he kept his determination to himself. 
Then he ran away and made his way to 
Allahabad and there began his Christian life. 
His family was greatly wrought up over it and 
he was out otl from all connection with them. 

We simply ask, ~Why did young Chitambar 
imagine that he must run away from home if he 
became a Christian i''' Was the attitude of his 
family in any sense persecution P He l011t every 
right he had as a son in that joint family, Would he 
have lost those rights if he had remained a 
Hindu P We do not wish to refer to any particular 
thing that was done or to what the young Chi tam bar 
suffered in mind and body as he tramped and begged 
his way north from Bombay. We only ask why he 
did so. If religious persecution is all bunkum 
certainly this young member or an orthodox Hindu 
family would have known all about that. He was 
determined to become a Christian. He thought he 
must run away from home if be did so. Was that , 
bunkum P 

-The lnliian Witness. 

-
SHRADDHANAND ANATH MAHILA 

ASHRAM. 
(BY T, V. PARVATE,BOMBAY.) 

The 12th Annual General Report of the Hindu 
Women's Rescue Home Society which has been 
running the Shraddbananda Anath Mahila Ashram 
at Matunga, makes instructive reading for all those 
who are interested in the welfare of the poor and the 
deserted in Hindu Society •. The Ashram was 
started twelve years ago to perpetuate the memory 
of the late Swami Shraddhanand; The object of tbe 
Ashram is to provide shelter for and render assist
ance to Hindu women and children in distress without 
any distinction of oaste or creed, and it is remarkable 
that during the last twelve years, no less than 1,182 
women and 729 children have taken advantage of the 
help rendered by the Ashram. 

A rough classification of those in distress shows 
that nearly halt their number might be called fallen, 
one-fourth destitute, one-sixth rescued, one-eighth 
deserted by husbands, one-third left their husbands 
and about SOO admitted lor delivery of whom more 
than half are widows and others unmarried girls or 
married but fallen. It is the practice of the Ashram 
to reconcile as many of them as possible to hus
bands or send them back to guardians. A good many 
of them are found husbands and given work that 
suits them. 

Prominent Hindu citizens have taken keen interest 
in the working of the Ashram and among them may 
be mentioned the Hon. Raja 13ahadur Govindlal 
Shivlal l\lotilal, Sir Purshotamdas Tbakurdas, Seth 
Rameshwardas Birla, Seth Mathooradas Vissanji, 
tho Rt. Hon. Dr. M. R. Jayakar, Mr. B. G. Kher, 
Dr. Mhaskar and several other distinguished people. 
Only in March last was opened a new extension '?f 
the Ashram Buildiog by His Highness the MaharaJa 
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of Baroda, when he announced a donation of 
Rs. 5,000/- and observed:-

How Is it that in our Society we get women who 
are thrown out without support of any sort? Was 
the problem purely economic-one of poverty
or were there other causes ? Our present social system 
was at least partly responsible for this state of 
things. It would be an excellent idea, for the 
authorities of the Home, to study the question 
intensively so that public opinion may be roused 
in regard to changes needed in our society. Our social 
system has to adapt Itself to changed conditions and 
the laws relating to marriage and divorce and the legal 
rights of women need to be liberalised. Only then 
will the women of India take their rightful place in 
our Society. 
It is the practice of the Hindu Women's Rescue 

Home Society to publish about a dozen or more 
typical cases of those who seek •helter in the Ashram 
in every annual report, Here is a case from the 
report under review, which illustrates what useful 
work the Ashram has been doing:- ' 

A Saraswat girl of 15 was serving as a domestic 
servant In a family In the Karwar District. She was 
kidnapped from that place and raped by a neighbour. 
She then became the subject of a Sessions case in 
which the accused was convicted. But the girl 
became ostracised by her family and caste. The 
Sessions Judge, therefore, recommended that she should 
be kept in a public institution, The girl had to seek 
shelter In the Shraddhanand Ashram. She was fair, 
strongly built, and hardworking. She was Illiterate 
when she came, but afterwards learned to read and 
write. After a few months she was married to a 
well· placed gentleman In the C. P. 
About 150.typical cases included in the reports 

for the last twelve years provide ample material to 
social reformers and students of sociology with a 
view to formulating a programme of future social 
rP.form work, in the light of the study of thia 
material. The idea might well be taken up by 
some students in the Bombay University School of 
Economics and Sociology,. 

TH 
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NOTES. 

Educational Ends :-Sir Shanmukham Chetty, 
speaking on Founder's Day at Annamalai 
University, declared that "the application of the 
utilitarian point of view in University education 
had created confusion· about the ideals and 
objects of university education.'' In these days 
when the economic aspect of every problem tends, 
like Aaron's rod, to swaltow up very other, it 
required some courage to maintain that University 
education should not be measured by utilitarian 
standards. This is emphatically our own view 
reiterated times without number. We are, there
fore, surprised that Sir Shanmukham should have 
Interpreted our reference to the selection of men 
who have succeeded in life to deliver addresses 
at Universities, to imply that the responsibility 
for unemployment rests with universities. What 
we said was that the men chosen to deliver 
addresses to students, naturally inclined to extol 
the systPm under which they have attained 
success, unmindful of the difficulties of those on 
the threshold of life, and that was the reason 
why convocation addresses nowadays, generally 
speaking, did not command the interest of those 

· for whose benefit they were intended. How the 
insidious temptation to introduce utilitarian 
standards in the highest education, eludes the 
most cultivated intellects, is illustrated In the 
Convocation address which Mr. Amarnath Jha, 
Vice-Chancellor of Allahabad University, deli
vered at the annual convocation of Mysore 
U11iversity. In the first half of his address, 
Prolessor Jha eloquently expatiated on the 
disinterested and dispassionate pursuit of Truth 
as the supreme aim of a University, and, in the 
second half, worked himself up to a pitch of fury 
against Non·violence as "the negation of wisdom 
and the height of logical imbecility."' He condem
ned the hatred of fighting as pussilanimity 
and cowardice. There are many people who 
realise that in the existing circumstances war is 
an evil in which one cannot well shrink {rom 

playing one's part, but who at the same time 
profoundly believe that the path of Peace and 
Ahimsa is the higher and truer path. Mr. Jha"s 
diatribe against the plea for non-violence and 
his offensive characterisations of it, will not 
find acceptance among thinking men. There 
are no two pursuits more contradictory to 
each other than the pursuit of truth and the 
pursuit of war. We wonder if Prof. Jha has 
come across the story of the hectic Mutiny 
days, of the Sadhu who, when he felt the cold 
point of a bayonet on his body, opened his 
eyes, smiled and extended a friendly hand to 
his assailant, exclaiming, "Thou also art He," 
If he has, he has evidently not understood the 
profound significance of it. Philosophy in 
India is meant to be lived and not merely to be 
displayed in academic shop-windows. 

Propaganda for the War :-We commented 
three months back (Reformer-·. July 6) on the 
dilemma in which Indian newspapermen found 
themselves in this war-caught between the 
Indian resentment at the status accord~d to India 
and their anti-Nazi sentiment. We mentioned 
that the first emotion was the dominant one. 
When we wrote, however, we did not expect 
that the best example of this would come out 
of the Bombay War Publicity Committee which 
has a distinguished perSOIInel of politicians and 
journalists, After reading the latest statement 
1ssued by this Committee, one wonders what it 
attempts to give publicity to. Wlloever drafted 
it has certainly managed to put into it a very 
strong indictment of British policy in India. 
He has coated the pill with an admonition to 
Indians to support Britain morally, with money 
and with men in the interests of India herself. 
The statement begins with a complaint from 
a correspondent that there is a c.:msiderable 
feeling of "indifference and despondency" among 
the people. \Vhether this is so or not, the 
Committee ought to know better than any 
correspondent. The Committee by circulating 
the C.)rrespondent's complaint gives its support 
to it. There are apparently reasons for the 
Committee's not itself shouldering the resp.)n· 
sibility for such an admission. The Committee 
again concedes the point by implication when it 
concludes with the remark that if India puts 
herself unreservedly "behind England,'' it will 
produce a great moral effect upon the 
world. Before it reaches this conclusion, the 
statement makes certain interesting observations 
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which deserve attention. We give below a fairly 
typical extract: 

Some people are indifferent because they think that 
Great Britain with all her might will eventuaUy win 
the war. It is a war she has brought on herself and 
why should the people of India worry about it? Let it 
take its course, and let the law of nature decide. They 
believe in the theory of the survival of the fittest. They 
forget that if this theory is applied to them, they would 
not be able to stand the test. 

This rather involved argument is by no 
means easy to follow. Who are the men 
who will not stand the test ? The ·people of 
India ? Or those who are indifferent ? If, as 
the statement would seem to do, survival is 
made the test of fitness, then the people of India 
have nothing to worry about, They may have 
grown worse after each test but they have 
certainly survived a good deal. If it is the 
indifferent to whom the statement refers, there is 
a grave error in the inference drawn by the 
Committee that they will not survive. Indifference 
and an appreciable distance between one and 
the scene of all conflict is as good a guarantee of 
survival as anyone could wish for. 

Publicity Committee's Indictment :-The 
Bombay War Publicity Committee's statement 
enlarges upon the relations existing between 
India and Britain. Three things remain in 
one's mind after putting down the statement. 
First, that India has been dragged into this 
war without being consulted; secondly, that 
India, owing to Britain's bad policy, is thoro· 
ughly unprepared to enter on a major war; and 
thirdly, that, being in this war, India is as 
much belligerent as Britain herself or any other 
Empire country and, whether one likes it or 
not, India will be affected most seriously by 
the result of this war. It would be a strange 
thing if the Publicity Committee finds itself 
violating the Defence of India Act but this 
statement comes very near doing it. The only 
argument it puts forward against this imposing 
array of criticism is that Nazism and Fascism are 
seeking to put an end for all time to come to the 
ideas of democracy, freedom and liberty, and 
that we must so act ourselves that at the end of 
the war we may not find ourselves in a worse 
position than today. The first of these is not a 
forceful argument since unless you personally 
experience democracy, liberty and freedom, you 
are not likely to love them enough to fight 
for them. As for the second contention, 
we are glad that the Committee does not 
hold out false hopes of our improving 
our position by participating in the war but 
only desires that we may not get worse. 
Nevertheless the Committee has said enough 
in its statement to convince itself that the 
status quo is not worth preserving. And history 
has not yet shown how a nation can go through 
a war and yet be "no worse off than before." 
The Publicity Committee has some, if not all 
the, advantages of an official body. There 
is need for it to weigh its words carefully. 
When it says that "we have no well 
equipped modern army to help Britain" and 

that England has not equipped India to defend 
herself, it is liable to create an impression 
which less responsible sources would not give. 
If there is no equipment, moreover, what is the 
use of asking for more men to join the army ? 
Incidentally the allusion to the ostrich is incorrect. 
The ostrich is supposed in European literature 
since the days of Pliny, not to shut its eyes at 
the approach of danger and think the whole 
world dark; but to bury its head in the sand 
and think it is safe from its enemies. The 
Committee perhaps adapted the allusion-with 
no greater divergence from the truth than the 
original-to suit these black-out days. 

Muslim Law of Divorce :-One of the excel
lences of the Muslim law of marriage is that it 
is a civil contract in which husband and wife are 
in a position of equality. The right of divorce 
belongs equally to both. While such is the law, 
the practice at the present day is very different. 
In practice the Muslim wife labours under 
the same disabilities as the Hindu wife, 
among middle class families. Nawabs and 
wealthy landholders' families are no better, In 
fact their condition is even worse. In order to 
minimis~ the hardships of unhappy wives, a 
Muslim Divorce Act was passed last year at the 
instance of a Muslim member of the Indian 
Legislative Assembly with the support of a 
majority of Muslim members. But the judgment 
given in a recent case, reported in the 
Tribune of Lahore of the lOth October, 
goes farther than the claims put forward by 
the most enthusiastic feminist. Umar Bibi, the 
plaintiff, applied for divorce from her husband, 
Mahommeddin, in the Court of Diwan 
Harbans Rai Nair, Sub· Judge of Sialkote. The 
grounds alleged were cruelty, desertion, and non
performance of marital duties for three years. 
Another ground put forward was the plaintiff's 
hatred of the appearance, lo:>ks anj manners of· 
her husband. The learned Judge found that 
cruelty, d~sertion, and non-performance of 
marital duties, were not proved. But he granted 
the divorce on the last ground, namely, that the 
plaintiff hated the appearance and manners of· 
her husband. Two main reasons were assigned 
by the Sub-Judge for· his dec sion: one gene~al 
and the other specially bearing on the Islamic 
conception of marriage. On the point of law, 
he observed that the wife is no m >r~ wi IIi ng on 
account of her hatred to submit herself to her 
husband "thereby frustrating the fundamental 
object of procreation for which a contract of 
marriage is entered into under Muslim law." In 
support of this view, the Sllb·Judge quJted the 
opinions of Muslim jurists, among them the 
late Syed Ameer Ali. On the general principle, 
the Sub-Judge expressed himself thus: 
"Marriage itself loses all significance where one 
party hates the other and the nexus of love is 
broken. Then divorce l'l the only remedy provided.'' 
What is love? "You marry those whom you love," 
explained a distinguished Indian to an English
man who was curious to know the difference 
between Indian and British notions of marriage, 
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''Lo 'th "we love those whom we marry. ve an e 
latter case is a habit of mind which is free from 
the vicissitudes . of Jove in the English sense. 
There is no fundamental difference between 
Hindu and Muslim ideas in this respect. The 
Indian pattern is common to both. Dewan 
Harbans Rai is perhaps a highly ~nglicis~d 
Indian in his ideas of love and marnage. HIS 
judgment seems to correspond little to the facts of 
Indian social life. 

Marriage Law Reform :-In the September 
Poona Law Collece Mog-aaine, Professor S. L. 
Abhyankar writes on "The Hindu Law of 
:Marriage and the Special Marriage Act 
(1872).'' By the Special Marriage Act, 1872, 
the Professor means the Act of 1872 as 
amended by Sir Hari Singh Gour's Act passed 
in 1923. The two Acts, entirely different from 
and in some essentials contradictory to each 
other, are cited as one, much to the confusion 
of the reader. Professor Abhyankar shows 
that a Hindu marrying under Gour's Act 
has little to gain and much to lose as he 
becomes completely severed from his ancestral 
family, as compll:tely as if he wer.e dead. 
His father can adopt another sen to contanue the 
family tradition. Notwi~hstanding t~is, t~e 
number of Hindus marrymg under thts Act IS 
increasing as Mr. K. B. Gajendrag?dkar shows 
in another article in the same JOUrnal. In 
Bombay province alone there were in 1935 81 
marriages performed under the Act. Tn 1938 
there were 212. The advantage of monogamy 
conferred by the Act is no doubt held to 
outweigh the disadvantage of being cast out 
of the joint family, -if it is considered a 
disadvantage which by many it is not nowadays. 
1 he Indian Succession Act to which the 
newly-formed family becomes subject, is more 
equitable and is free from the endl~ss un· 
certainties of the Hindu law of suocesston. In 
order to overcome the confusion of the existing 
laws, we have suggested a simple Civil Ma!"'~age 
Act. Every religionist can add the rehgtous 
rites of his faith after the registration. Professcr 
A hhyankar wants to retain the restriction. to 
Hindus including Sikhs, Jains and Buddhtsts 
in his amendment. Why should there be· 
a law to permit the marriage of a Sikh 
from the Punjab to a Brahmin of Madras more 
urgently than one to solemnise the marriage of 
a Nair with his neighbour the Mopla? The 
social and family life of the Nair and the 1\~opla 
have more affinities than that of the PunJabee 
and the South Indian Hindu. 

Overseas Troops In Bombay :-The Bombay 
Chronicle published on Saturday the texts of 
the c0rrespondence between Mr. ~fathuradas 
Tricumdas, 1\layor of Bombay, and the Private 
Secretary to the Governor. The Mayor in very 
guarded language called His Excellency's 
attention to the behaviour of some overseas 
troops in Bombay which was causing 
unpleasantness. The two specific complaints he 
ro~ntioJned were, that eight or nine men huddled 

themselves in a hackney carriage licensed to 
carry three passengers and the excessive drinking 
at foreign liquor shops. There was, however, 
a significant sentence in the Mayor's letter. 
"Confidence among women for free movement is 
also shaken," he wrote. In the Harifan of 
October 6, Gandhiji published a letter containing 
seven categorical allegations, three of which 
related to rough handling o! women •. A G~jera~i 
girl was forced to dance wtth a sold1er, while hts 
comrades looked on; another "bit a high school 
girl on her cheeks and left her in a pool of 
blood·" and four soldiers were seen by the 
corre~pondent to drag away a V~hari woman 
near the Prince of Wales Museum which is the 
most conspicuous part of the Fort area. Other 
allegations were of the same nature as those 
in the Mayor's letter. The Governor in his reply 
to the Mayor expressed his regret that the beha
viour of the overseas men should have been 
such as to cause annoyance to citizens, and 
undertook to send copies of the Mayor's letter to 
"the competent. authorities." The Governo~, we 
should think, IS the most competent authonty to 
whom the people should look for protecting them 
from rude handling at the hands of men like t~e 
overseas scldiers. We should have expected HIS 
Excellency to assure the Mayor and the people 
that he would see that the men who are tempo· 
rarily quartered in Bomba>:, behaved themselv.es 
with due regard to the senttments of the pubhc. 
This is not all. Mr. J. D. Irwin, the Governor's 
Secretary, went on virtually to condone the 
conduct of the men on the ground that 
"they are on their way to defend the western 
approaches to India !" India has sent her 
own . troops to defend a country whose own 
Government prefers to remain neutral and it is 
hard in addition to have to put up with "a 
display of exuberance and spirits which in other 
circumstances would be out of place." It would 
be more correct to attribute the display to a desire 
to put out of mind the grim prospect which 
awaits the men at their journey's end. However 
that may be, the soldiers are less to blame 
than their officers and the officers of the 
Government here, who should have instructed 
the men that Indian sentiments . and manners 
differ markedly from the free and C:SSY ways 
of their own land. We have recetved two 
protests one an.,ory and the other surprised, 
from Northern and Southern India, for not 
having noticed this matter •. The expl~nation 
simply is that conduct of the kmd co~pla~ned of 
did not come under our observation 10 any 
part of the city. On the other hand, the 
behaviour of the men in the market places and 
shops did not seem to call for special notice. This, 
of course, does not mean that the complaints 
made to Gandhiji-the first was, he says in the 
current 1/anjan, from "a college girl''-were 
baseless but only that they were not normal an~ 
might have been set right, as they have ~Vl
dentJy been, by reference to the proper authonty, 

-
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INDIVIDUAL SATYAGRAHA. 
Satyagraha movements in India show a 

·certain uniformity of pattern. Both in 1922 and 
in 1932 the movement started as a mass move
ment ; showed the highest idealism at the outset; 

·then, as leaders and tried workers were one by 
one arrested by the Government, degenerated in 
quality and swelled in quantity ; then again paled 

· off into apathy, and finally was converted by 
Gandhiji into individual satyagraha, restricted to 
a few chosen men. In the eight years that have 
elapsed since the last civil disobedience move
ment, the Congress mind, when it thought of 
struggle,favoured mass resistance while Gandhiji 
has increasingly turned to individual satyagraha. 
It is possible that Gandhiji feels that the 
period spent by the Congress in office has 
rendered it impossible for that party to 
initiate mass action. Certainly this was what 
we understood by his . often reiterated remark 
that the parliamentary mentality had come 
to stay among Congressmen. No party which 
contemplates taking up the work of administra· 
tion, could lightly launch on a general 

·campaign of law-breaking. And the Congress
at any rate all the outstanding men in it, 
save Gandhiji-has made up its mind that it 
will have the future Government of the 
country in its hands. · If the imprisonment of 
Congress leaders during its days of opposition 
left a following which was not sufficiently 
trained in the principles of satyagraha, then 
the difficulties have greatly increased after the 
brief . exercise of power by Con,o-ress ministries 
which not only changed the loyalties of some of 
the leading figures but brought into the party 
<IS well a number of men, distinguished and 
otherwise, who were not of the Congress persua
sion before. These probably are the reasons 
which influenced Gandhiji and the Working 
Committee to decide in favour of skipping the 
early 'stages of satyagraha and confining 
themselves to individual action under Gandhiji's 
leadership ; no less than the consideration that 
Britain's war against Nazism imposed on the 
Congress the obligation not to embarrass her at 
the time by mass, or nationwide, disobedience. 
Gandhiji in a statement issued on Wednesday 
says that he had great difficulty in inducing two 
of his Working Committee members to acquiesce 
in his .method and to promise the utmost loyalty 
to him in trying out individual satyagraha. The 
argument that this might be-Gandhiji says he 
feels that it will be-the last satyagraha move· 
ment directed by him, has, it is highly probable, 
greatly influenced the Working Committee as 
it will doubtless influence Congressmen 
all over the country. But it is, if we might so 
put it, only the grace of Gandhiji which allows 
.Congressmen, whether in the Working 
Committee or not, any voice in the latest decision 
he has taken for the Congress. The All India 

Congress Committee at its meeting in Bombay 
in September, surrendered all powers to Gandhiji 
making him solely responsible. The Working 
Committee resolution published on Monday 
offering full support to Gandhiji's plans is only 
valuable in so far as it pledges the members not 
to seek to raise themselves by repudiating the 
Gandhian method if it fails. Even from this 
small promise of ·joint responsibility, Gandhiji 
has deliberately released the two members of the 
Committee who pressed for m1ss action. 

Gandhiji's statement on Wednesday explained 
his plan of action and gave the public an account 
of Vinoba Bh3.ve, the man who has been 
selected to initiate satyagrah3., The first 
S:ityagrahi will be succeeded by others nominated 
by Gandhiji. If the character of Mr. Bhav~ is 
any indication of the men who are to follow 
him, then it is obvious that they will all be men 
of unshaken faith in non-violence and in the 
constructive programme of the C:>ng-ress. It is 
equally clear that this rules out mJst of the 
leading Congress politicians who sJ recently 
as two months ago were ready to repudiate 
non-violence in the spheres of external 
affairs and of internal order. The whole 
Working Committee, except for Adbul Ghaffar 
Khan . who resigned because· of his firm faith 
in non-violence, is tainted with the sin of 
unbelief. Thus have the tables been turned 
on the politicians whJ a short while ago had 
nearly turned Gandhiji out of the field. All 
Congressmen are asked to render implicit obe
dience and to concentrate on the constructive 
programme, leaving the assertion of the right of 
free speech to Mr. Bhave. Gandhiji has com
municated to the District Magistrate concerned 
Mr. Bhave's intention to start his activities in 
the village Paunar, seven miles from Nagpur. 
In his statement Gandhiji explains why he did 
not start satyagraha himself. He writes : 

A question has been as!<ed why, if I attac'> so much 
importance to quality, I do not offer civil resistance 
myself. I have already said that, unlike as on previous 
occasions, I do not wish to do so for the very good 
reason that my imprisonment Is likely to cause greater 
embarrassment to the a>~thorities than anything el5'! 
the Congress can do. I want also to remain outside 

·to cope with any contingency that may ariSe. My. 
going to jail may be inferpreted as a general Invitation 
to all Congressmen to follow st~it. They will not easily 
distinguish between my act and speech. Lastly 'I do 
not know how things will shape. I myself do not· 
know the next step, I do not know the Government 
plan. . 

The position, so far as Congressmen, other than 
the selected satyagrahis, are concerned, is clear 
enough. The public, Gandhiji says, will be 
involved in so far as free speech is in issue and 
if the Government leave Mr. Bhave alone but 
decide to penalise those who listen to him or 
read his writings, they "will precipitate a crisis.'' 

It is difficult to say what the Government 
will do and, if the voices raised in protest by 
conservative elements in the country are any 
guide, a crisis might be soon at hand.· But it is 
clear to us that the Government have everything 
to gain by leaving Mr. Bhave and his 
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audiences alone. Thus they will secure the 
silence of all other Congressmen and, so 
long as the present position holds with 
Gandhiji as leader, the right of free speech 
will not be sought for others. The whole 
issue seems to us to have resolved into one of 
prestige rather than of principle. The right of 
free speech is the right for anybody and every
body to express opinions, however unpalatable 
they may be to the State. In the present 
instance, Gandhiji raised the issue with Lord 
Linlithgow not because it was an abstract 
point which had to be decided, but because 
several people had been taken up under the 
Defence of India Act. Gandhiji then claimed 
the right both for those who object to all wars 
and for those who protest against this war, 
provided they were non-violent. Now he has 
given up this claim for the narrower one of 
immunity to ;his nominees. The situation 
becomes more complicated by his candid admis
sion that he does not see the next step. The 
people of this country, no less than Government, 
are placed in a position of uncertainty which 
is worse than any direct embarrassment of 
the Government could possibly be. The belief 
that one is writing on a clean slate is as 
disastrous in politics as in other walks of life, 
and Gandhiji has completely ignored the develop
ments of the past year of war in working 
out his plan. The Bhave satyagraha looks 
very much as though it is an old project 
brought out {or public consumption. Only, if 
it had been put through immediately war broke 
out, it would have been a test case and its 
success would have meant freedom of opinion 
thrcughout the country. Gandhiji's legal experi· 
ence, we are sure, must have made it 
clear to him that the mere fact that Mr. 
Bhave goes unmolested is now no ~arantee that 
others of like mind will be similarly saved. He 
says that it must not be forbidden for people to 
listen to or to read Mr. Bhave's speeches and 
writing'S. l-Ie does not claim this freedom for 
those who would repeat the sayings of the first 
satyagrahi whether in a newspaper report or to 
a friend. What will it profit the others if 
1\lr. Dhave is left fred by the Government? 
The weakness of the present movement launched 
by Gandhiji is so evident that the "next step'' 
is bound to occur soon. In the very real diffi
culty which the Congress faces of not knowing 
its own mind, we think it would be wise for 
it to give up its confused political activities and, 
pursuing what is apparently so obvious a desire 
of its leading men, co-operate whole-heartedly 
with the Government. A large number of non
Con~jress politicians also favour that policy. In 
the absence of any strong desire for independence 
it is well to recognize the situation and to guide 
one's path by the realities before one. \Ve trust 
that Gandhiji who has always refused to be ruled 
by consid.::r.~tions of prestige or of past e0m· 
n1itmcnts, will give the Con·•ress the lead it so 
ea~rly waits for. "' 

-

TEST-TUBE CALVES. 

Mysore State has been following an intensive 
~!icy of industrial self-<!lufficiency of late years. 
Ihe Dewan, Sir Mirza Ismail, declared not long ago: 

We are very proud of the products of these 
factories, and, at the risk of being called provincial. try 
to set before all Mysoreans the ideal that they 
should wash themselves with Mysore soap, dry them· 
selves with Mysore towels, clothe themselves in 
Mysore silks, ride ~[ysore horses, eat the abundant 
Mysore food, drink Mysore coffee with Mysore sugar, 
build their homes with Mysore cement, Mysore timber 
and Mysore steel, furnish their hooses with Mysore 
furniture and write their letters on Mysore paper, 

The Official Handbook jand Guide to the My sore 
Dassara Exhibition 1940, amply bears out this claim. 
All but one of the 54 articles in the Handbook bear 
testimony to it directly and indirectly. The one 
article is that entitled ''Test-Tube Calves.'' 

In this article, Mr. J. D. Sampath Kumaran, 
Manager, Palace Dairy Farm, Mysore, describes 
his experiment and its results on producing calves 
from "artificial insemination." The caw and the bull 
are not eliminated but the hull's sperm is intercepted 
before it reaohes the cow's womb, collected in test
tubes and distributed by injection among several cows. 
In the words of Mr. Sampath Kumaran, "Artificial 
insemination differs from the natural process in so far 
as the semen is introduced into the genital passages of 
the female by means of instruments." One advantage 
of this substitution of instruments is, according to 
him, "since a small quan t1ty of semen can be placed 
with accuracy within the cervix a higher proportion 
of spermatozoa gain access to the uterus, resulting 
in greater certainty of impregnation and consider
able economy of spermatozoa," Also one single 
ejaculation of the bull can be used to fertilize 
several cows. He cites a recent Russian report 
that from one accredited bull in one year, 2000 calves 
were got and from one ram 18,000 lambs, The second 
advantage is that artificial insemination offers the 
possibility of transport of semen to distant places, 
The third advantage is that in dairy cattle breeding, 
the cow remains in heat for a short time. The farmer 
need not have a bull on his farm or vicinity, He 
can obtain the sperm just as vaccines are obtained, 
by post from a central laboratory. There are 
four methods of collecting the semen from the 
cow: one of them is illustrated in the Hand
book. One man thrusts a tube into the cow's 
posterior, while an official, presumably Mr. Sampath 
Kumaran, holds what looks like a glass recepticle 
at the other end. This is said to be the most effc.otive 
of the four methods. It closely resembles the phooka 
process used by milkmen in Calcutta and other places, 
now made penal as involving cruelty to the cow, 
Mr. Sampath Kumaran does not tell the reader what 
effect the process has on the oow. 

Portraits of the first calves produced by the 
method of artificial insemination are printed with the 
article, Some years ago there was published the 
report of the projuction of "two test-tube'' babies 
in New York. \Vhat happened to them and whether 
the practice has become popular, is not known, If the 
experiment with cows and bulls, is successful, we 
may expect some enthusiastic eugenic reformer to 
make artificial insemination an adjunct of birth cootrol 
propaganda. 

Mr, Sampath Kumaran suggests that hi!l method 
of "artificial insemination" is referred to in the Vedas. 
Many things whi.:.h are regarded as ultra-modern 
have had their counterparts 1n antiquity, justifying 
the assertion of the ancient He brew preacher that 
there is nothing new under the sun. But the Vedic 
generations were not given to looking beyond nature 
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for the means of advancing the well-being of the world 
which to them meant not only the human race but 
everything, animate and inanimate, from the dust 
beneath our feet to the distant stars over our heads. 
The entire universe was governed by the same law, 
and the seekers after truth were the seekers of the 
well-being of all beings. Darwin who so far from 
being a materialist had a profound sense of the 
Reality underlying the phenomenal world, has pointed 
out the distinction between human selection and 
natural selection on animals and plants. He observes: 

Man can act only on external and visib!e characters : 
Nature .••••. cares nothing for appearances, except in 
so far as they are useful to any being. She can act on 
every internal organ, on every shade of constitutionY 
differences, on the whole 111achinery of life. Man 
selects only for his own good; Nature only for that of 
the being which she tends. 
But what is the good which the writer expects 

will come from his scheme of "artificial insemina
tion i'" Will !t be even a profitable addition to 
Mysore industries i' Is it conceivable that in any 
future which can be contemplated, the whole world, 
or even India, will agree to eliminate their bulls and 
depend on the import of Mysore spermatozoa in 
test-tubes for the propagation of the bovine species ? 
If that be not so, what advantage would it be to 
produce two or three thousand calves a year from the 
output of a single bull i' A~suming that the test
tube calves 1il'ill vary as to sex in the same propor
tion as the naturally produced calves-that is about 
half and half-wh'lt is proposed to be done with the 
male calves i' The discarded bulls may be used 
for cultivation, says Mr. Sam path Kumaran, There 
will have to be a great extension in the area of 
cultivation to provide occupation for such a tremen
dous output of bullocks. Where is the land for it i' 
In America scienti3ts have discovered a method of 
cultivation of crops without contact with the earth. Is 
this discovery comes to be applied on a large scale, 
there will be no need for ploughs or plough bullocks. 
And what would be the number of surplus animals 
at the end of, say, a generation, under an ''artificial 
insemination" scheme i' The elephant is the slowest 
breeder of all animals. In sixty years-from the age 
of thirty to ninety, its reproductive period-it 
produces three pairs of young. Darwin computed 
that "at the end of the fifth century there 
would be alive fifteen million elephants, descended 
from the first pair." If the ''artificial insemina
tion" pro~ess be extended to elephants, it is 
easy to imagine that there will be so many elephants 
alive at the end of fifty years or even less that 
there will be no room in the model state for scientists, 
politicians, or indeed any human beings. 

Mr. Sampath Kumaran says that only a few 
of millions ot spermatozoa ~ventuate in an em broyo 
and wonders why nature is so wasteful of her 
resources. His scheme is to eliminate this waste by 
utilizing all the spores. If we knew the secrets of 
Nature, we shall know that she has a definite purpose 
in everything she does, that she is the most frugal of 
housewives. In our ignorant haste to produce some 
small result of apparent benefit to our economy, let 
us not seek for short-cuts which in nearly every case 
have in course of time shown themselves to be 
attended with serious consequences. Lord Linlithgow's 
plan of stud-bulls is safer than Mr. Sampath 
Kumaran's "artificial insemination." 

Expert opinion can be quoted in favour of the 
view that what is needed for the improvement of 
Indian cattle is not imported bulls and cows but the 
provision of sufficient pasture and an efficient and 
easily accessible veterinary service. The people of 
India mostly live in villages and are of small means 
and simple in their habits, The huge animals with 

mammoth yields which have to be collected by 
machinery in highly mechanissd central dairies and 
then distributed to consumers by similar mechanical 
means are not needed here. Small animals with 
enough yield of milk to fe.ed the children and provide 
ghee and buttermilk for the family's daily consump
tion, which can be milked and looked after by the 
housewife herself, are what would he most in accord 
with the sentiments and circumstances of the Indian 
people. The cow problem in India is really a social 
problem. So many of the well-meant projects for 
promoting the well-being of the people miscarry 
because they are planned and carried out without 
reference to the sentiments and requirements of those 
whom they are intended to benefit. 

AFTER THE STORM. 
On Tuesday evening the family was out marketting, 

The clouds were gathering on the west and there was 
a rumbling. With great deliberation some showers 
were descending on the town. We made up our 
mind to finish with the night's routine of meals at a 
restaurant. Meals are always an annoying interlude. 
A Tamil poet apostrosphises the stomach as the 
most difficult companion to live with since it wiii not 
forego a day's meal when begged to do so nor put in 
two days' stock to save time and trouble ! This 
house is all doors and windows with bits of wall here 
and there to hold them together, They are usually 
kept open day and night. Even when closed they 
leave many loopholes for the wandering wind. The 
rain grew into a storm as the night advanced; wind 
and water had the time of their lives, I was uneasy 
in bed. Ageing men attribute any disturbam;e of 
physical being to old age, But, when at three 
o'clo~k in the morning I was still uneasy, I got np 
from bed and found a heavy gale blowing outside 
and the rain splashing into the rooms blowing 
past the verandahs. That was that, as they say, 
There was nothing wrong with me personally, 
Nature was in one of her worst moods and I was 
simply reacting to it in mind and body. Another 
member of the family was already up and closing 
doors and windows, while the third slept on 
completely oblivious of the raging storm. An hour 
or two later the lights went out. But the water and 
milk for the morning coffee had been heated and 
that was a great advantage to start the day with. 
The .wind grew wilder. It reached its wildest 
about eight or nine in the morning. But the whole 
day the sun was hid behind cloud~. I 
could barely see enough to correct some nece!h 
sary proofs and to type out a paragraph .in the 
lightest part of the house. Candles were got in. 
in expectation of a lightless night. But about 
8 p. m. part of the bouse suddenly lit up. The hot 
water apparatus.eQabled me to have a bath before. 
going to bed. This is my first experience of bath
ing at night and it was not an unpleasant one. It 
seems to soothe and ·stimulate at the same time. 
During the night the storm had spent itself. The 
morning broke clear and sweet. The air was abso
lutely free of dust. There were some patches of clouds 
alternating with the cool blue of the sky, I met a 
friend on the way to Bandra Point. \Vhat of the storm 
yesterday i' I asked. Both the lights and the tele
phone, he said, had broken down in his house; 
the radio was dumb, and they had not revived 
up to the time that he left home that (Thursday) 
morning. l:lut, he added, it was worth having that 
storm yesterday to have this glorious morning 
today. That set my mind going. Can it be that 
the disastrous storm now raginf in European 
countries and threatening the rest o the world, may 
be followed by just such a glorious morningi' I am 
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sure it will. It was of a similar world upheaval 
that Tennyson wrote a century ago : 

And all is well, tho' faith and form 
Be sunder'd in the night of fear ; 
Well roars the storm to those that hear 
A deeper voice across the storm, 
Proclaiming social truth shall spread, 
And justice, ev'n tho' thrice again 
The red fool-fury of the Seine 
Should pile her barricades with dead. 

K. N. 

FOR A HEAL THIER INDIA. 
(BY MISS LALITHA I. MoSES, BARODA.) 

For a definite improverrent in the living conditions 
of her people, India would do well to take a leaf out 
of England's book in the matter of administration of 
publio health. Great Britain today is proud to 
possess a comprehensive network of public social 
services, which provides in the aggregate a vigorous 
and developing oontribution towards social security 
and welfare. It consists of special health services 
for mothers, babies and school-children, and for those 
suffering from tu beroulosis and other infectious 
diseases, in addition to basic sanitary services like 
water-supply and the disposal of sewage and other 
waste products. 

A similar organized effort toward!! the improve
ment of pu b!ic health and welfare i!l indeed an 
urgent necessity in our country, where it is to be 
feared the health and physique of the great bulk 
of the population is far below the average of other 
civilized countries. India has her own particular 
problems in this respect which are far more complex 
than elsewhere in the world and which demand new 
adjustments and fresh regulations. These essential 
adjustments are long overdue and further delay 
will only mean more complications and greater 
human suffering, But thanks to the virility 
and stren~<th of her present-day national leaders, 
the lead has already been given by the introduction 
of appropriate aocial measures to help national 
progress. Notwithstanding this, hOWfWer, there is 
still more that remains to be done, and in such fields 
of service as rural sanitation, maternity and child· 
welf..~rc, etc., there is yet extensive scope for 
legislation, 

One of the aims of public health legislation should 
be to emphasise the truth, that prevention is better 
than cure, upon the minds of both the general public 
as well as the professional men. A well-developed 
constitution is a definite protection against disease ; 
to ensure this, nothing io more urg~nt tban to devise 

·Ways and mean• of improving the national 
dietary. The obstacles in the path of the social 
reformer in this direction, are innumerable, for 
our country is one in whioh ''dietary customs 
have olten a reli~<ious bias by which certain food 
atuiTa are prohibited and others included, where 
people are ignorant of the actual food-values of 
Various foodstuffs easily available and where both 
agriculture and animal husbandry are in a primitive 
sta~ of development." These difficulties, how
ever, are not insurmountable 1 our politicians 
must sink all dilfcrences to unite in evolving a 
policy which will provide the right food to enable 
the people of India to attain their full inherited 
capacity for physical fitness. There is an urgent 
need for Govcmment to introduce a definite and 
far-reaching agricultural polioy aimed at ensuring not 
only an a<IL-quate food supply t->ut the right kind of 
f\JOJ. Fi.-.t, there must be deliberate measures taken 
to :l!Tt'llt the alarming prooess of soil impoverishment, 
and secondly there must be the institution of a 

proper system of crop production to replace the 
present haphazard and uneconomic lack of system. 
Existing varieties of food-producing plants ought 
to be improved and new ones introduced ; this will 
involve the setting-up in each province, of a special 
institute of applied Botany to study the adaptability 
of vegetable foodstuffs in particular localities to suit 
particular consumers, 

The provision of pure and abundant water-supply 
is another dire necessity in India where open 
sewers, stagnant pools and animal pollution of 
drinking water have given Malaria, Influenza and 
Elephantia•is a terrible grip on her millions. India 
would do well to take a leaf out of Egypt's book in 
the matter of rural sanitation. The Egyptian 
Parliament had before it a measure providing for the 
filling in of birkas or stagnant pools everywhere. 
These birkas are said to be prominent features of 
almost every village in the country; they could hardly 
be more prominent than the Indian tank or talao, 
inhabited by buffaloes and ducks, in which the 
village clothes are commonly washed. Egypt has 
decided that stagnant pools are one of the many 
causes of Malaria, and has proved to her satisfaction 
that when they are filled in, the health of the village 
community improves vastly, In India conditions 
are parallel, and there is no doubt that the tank, 
picturesque feature of the countryside though it may 
be, is a menace to public health, More centrally 
situated, drinking-water wells and fewer tanks is 
just what the village needs. 

Another important health service of Great Britain 
that can with effect be introduced into India, 
is the • Milk in schools scheme.' Milk is the 
supreme health food, and this scheme which 
provides hundreds of thousands ol school-children 
with a daily ration of milk at half the usual 
rate, and in necessitous oases free, help•, together 
with special arrangements for school meals and 
physical recreation, to lay a sound foundation 
m the growing child. In this country there are 
many million heads of cattle; yet how few of the 
agricultural populace are in the habit or drinking 
milk I Lord L inlithgow is known to advocate more 
milk-drinking-in an old Christmas card, the 
Viceory is seen looking on approvingly at a lad 
drinking milk through a straw I Experiments carried 
on in Simla sometime back, showed that schoolboys 
who were able to have a glass of milk everyday, 
kept better health than other less fortunate 
lads. · 

A big chain of milk bars would be a boon to the 
working classes, now that Salem and other corners 
of India have gone •dry.' In Britain, milk bars made 
their first appearance some tour or five years ago, 
and have been multiplying till their numbers run 
into four figures. Or more interest to India is 
the fact that Cey !on is becoming milk-minded very 
rapidly. All over the island, milk bars are springing 
up, and are being well p1tronized. In contrast 
with India, those Ceylon bars are to be found in 
the smaller towns in considerable numbers. In the 
little old town of Negombo, which is probably the 
size of a suburb ill Bombay, there are no fewer than 
three places which offered passers by milk and 
various drinks made from milk. And the patrons 
of the bar were drawn not only Irom the middle, 
but also from the working classes, \Vornen with 
lo1ds on their heads may be seen entering a Colombo 
milkbar and treating themselves to a five.cent 
glass of milk before a long trudge. They are, of 
course, doing themselves a good turn. The 
movement is largely the result of a campaign to 
mlke the people drink more milk. for w~cll the 
Marketing Commissioner of the Ceylon Agricultur~ 
Department is responsible.. Tbe succed ot lUi 
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efforts means money for the dairying industry and 
an improvement in the diet of the people who 
previously did not care for milk. And India, too, 
might very well note what Ceylon is doing. If 
milkbars were to spring up in the rural areas, 
gradually a demand would arise for better milch 
cattle, and breeders would set about turning India's 
cattle into a real asset. At present carelessness and 
failure to prevent useless animals from breeding 
make the numerous beasts one sees in every village 
very much of a liability in the long run. 

The public health of our villages and the health 
of our rural folks have yet to be attended to. So far 
the Public Health Acts have not embraced in their 
purview our villages to any appreciable degree, An 
active and nationwide campaign against Tuber
culosis, Venereal, Elephantiasis, Cholera, Plague, 
and Leprosy, in our countryside is an urgent 
necessity, for their ravages have been seriously on 
the increase, year by year. In Great Britain, to take 
Tuberculosis alone, there is now a network of over 
500 public dispensaries, linked with about 35,000 
beds, which in the brief 30 years that have passed 
since the public service began, have helped to bring 
down the death-rate from Tuberculosis by over half. In 
India, Tuberculosis, the greatest killing disease, 
caused nearly 555,000 deaths per year. Generally the 
people contracted the •tubercle bacillus' from the 
cows, which are 'the family friends' here. And the 
joint-family system, which is the vogue in India, 
gives a further impetus to a rapid spreading of the 
disease. The great awakening that is foun~ ar_noog the 
intelligent public in respect ot TuberculoSIS IS solely 
due to the keen interest taken by Her Excellency 
Lady Linlith<Yow. In every district attempts are 
now being made to establish T. B. institutions. 

Among the institutions essential to fight Tuber
culo.!is the chest-clinic is the most important. The 
function ot this clinic is the detection of cases 
and the sending out of such cases to other institutions 
for proper treatment. Places like South Canara where 
Tuberculosis is a very common aflliction, are in 
urgent need of -;rell-equ~pped _chest-clinics .and s:"na
toria. Prevention of mfect1on from patients IS of 
paramount importance, and this ought to be done by 
extensive propaganda; in truth the amount of_ p~opa
ganda that is being done today bas borne fru1t m an 
almost miraculous way, as shown by the erection of 
more and more institutions to fight against this 
scourge of the nation. Other preventive measures 
are proper housing conditions, cleanliness in environ
ment and food, attention to general fitness, regulated 
town-planning and the avoidance of sluii1 conditions 
in towns and cities. 

Anti-mosquito work is yet another important step 
towards the betterment of public health. Immediate 
attention must be paid to the collection and disposal 
of sewa<Ye utilization of refuse matter, and the 
preventign' of mosquito breeding. 

ALL INDIA WOMEN'S CONFERENCE. 
The Third Annual Conference of the Dadar

Matunga Sub-Constituency (A. I. W. C. ) was held 
on the 11th and 12th October when Prof. Miss 
Su1abhabai Panandikar, M. A., M. Litt., presided, 

In her presidential addres~ •. Prof. Pan~dikar 
reviewed at some length the pos1t1on of women m the 
national life of European countries and notably that 
of Russia. "Women," she said, "should agitate for 
civic amenities and for all facilities for children's 
education. They should also further explore fresh 
fields of activities. Anything that would contribute 
to the national progress had a prior cl~im on their 
attention. They should endeavour to stnk_e a b~l~n_ce 
between their interests at horne and their act1V1t1es 
outside." 

Mr. B. G. Kher addressed the conference in Hindi, 
He was specially requested to do so as this branch 
is conducting classes for the teaching of Hindi, He 
urged the audience to work for the women's uplift 
movement, He asked them to follow earnestly the 
programme of constructive work as laid down by 
Mahatma Gandhi before the Indian public. "Indeed," 
he added, "women could contribute more substantially 
to this programme than men, The learning and 
propagation of Hindi, spinning, the removal of 
illiteracy and untouchability and an earnest 
attempt at Hindu-Moslem unity, should be 
at once the inspiration and goal of every 
movement of emancipation and uplift in India. 
Nor should the women ignore the bringing up 
and education of their children along right lines, 
because the future of the country depended upon 
the younger generation." He deplored the abandon
ing of prohibition as in his opinion, the experiment 
of prohibition had succeeded beyond expectations 
and had brought great relief to many families. He 
also advocated the use of Khadder as a measure 
which brought real economic relief to millions of 
villagers and he for one was convinced of its sound
ness on an economic basis apart from any ideological 
motives. 

The Conference in its two days' session passed 
the following resolutions:-

(1) That in the opinion of this Conference it is 
undesirable for young children under sixteen to 
see all the Cinema films which are at present 
produced and exhibited. This Conference therefore 
requests the Government to prohibit unsuitable 
films from being shown to such children and 
further to direct the Board of Censors to give 
special recommendations to those films which are 
suitable for youngsters. 

(2) That the progress of the individual and 
society is interdependant and that women by their 
inherent qualities are more suitable for undertaking 
social welf•re work. This Conference therefore 
recommends that Women's associations should 
organise regular courses in social work wherein 
training in social services in all its aspects would 
be imparted, 

(3) That it is highly necessary tor every mother 
to understand the psychology of the child. Women's 
associations should therefore institute classes for 
imparting experimental education in this very vital 
subject. · 

(4) That propaganda for the spread of Hindi as a 
national language should be undertaken as know
ledge of Hindi is very essential from the point o.f 
view of inter-provincial communication and unity. 
That further, women· should not rest content with' 
merely attending Hindi classes and reading Hi.ndl 
books but should encourage speaking in Hindi at Con
ferences, meetings, debates, social gatherings, etc. . 

(5) That in some of the present-day writings and 
picture films, there is an implication suggesting that 
the modern Indian woman has become more weak
minded on account of her education. This Conference 
strongly condemns such literature as in its opinion 
it is a mal-propaganda against women's education 
and may hinder the progress of women's education. 

It has been decided that the managing committee 
should take steps to give practical effect to the 
above resolutions. 

Mrs. S. Chaubal was elected a dele~ate to the 
forthcoming A. I, W, Conference to oe held at 
Bangalore in December. 

MRS, INDUMATr JOSHI, 
MRS. KAMALA GUPrE, 

Jt, Bon, 8ecrstariu. 
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TREATMENT OF DELINQUENCY IN 
u.s. A. 

2. PURPOSE AND JURISDICTION OF TH!l 

JUVEIIIILB CoURT, 

(Bv J, P, GUPTA, BoMBAY.) 

[ All Rights Reserved by Author. ) 
It was expected by the sponsors of the juvenile 

>COurt that the children in the eyes of the oommunity 
11hould be reguded u wards, not criminals. The 
setting up of such a court symbolises an effort on 
the part of Society to protect and treat the neg I ected 
children with the same consideration that the family 
did in earlier times, From the preamble of the 
juvenile court acts of almost every State in U, S. A., 
1t i1 cl~r that, as the welfare of the State requires 
that children should be guarded from association 
and contact with crime and criminals, and as those 
who, from want of proper parental care or guardian· 
ahip, may become liable to penalties which ought 
not to be imposed upon them, it is important tllat 
the power1 of the Court in respect of the care and 
treatment and control of dependent, neglected, 
delinquent and incorrigible children should be 
clearly distinguished from those exercised by it in 
the administration of the criminal law ; it is not for 
the punishment of the offenders, but for the salvation 
of the children, and points out the way by which the 
State undertakes to save, not particular children of a 
special class, but all children under a certain age, 
whose salvation may become the duty of the State in 
the absence of proper parental care or disregard of it 
by wayward children. No child under the a~e of 16 
years 1s excluded from its beneficient provis1ons. Its 
protecting arm is for all who have not attained that 
age and who may need its protection!• Thus it is 
an as~ert!on on the part of the state of its right to 
exerciSe ttl powers as par"" patria8 for the welfare 
~f such of its minor citizens as are deprived of 
proper parental control and are disposed to go 
astray. The purpose of the court · in dealing 
with the child is to ascertain not only what 
the facts are in respect to the specific act or incident 
which brought the child into the court, but also to 
find out the causes which are responsible for such 
conduct of the child whether these causes be 
phye~cal, m;ntal or emotional handicaps, deficiencies, 
or daffioultaes, or whether they be environmental 
influence such as parents, horne, school, asso:>iates 
ncigh!J?urhood conditions or other causes ; having 
a~certamed these causes to work out a solution for 
the correction of those causes, The policy under
lying the law is thus protection and not punishment. 
The purpose of tho law is not to restrain criminals 
fur protecting the society but it is definitely to 
prevent the making of criminals. 

This can be clearly understood by the followina 
view expressed by Schoen, Edward, Judge of th~ 
Juvenile Court, Essex County, Jersey,_ 
. •:1\ly idea ~~ the field of the Juvenile Court is that 
II .•s a soc1al ag-ency set up by the State for the 
BUJus.tmcnt of such social ills in the community as 
are dasclosed by an act or by repeated acts of minors 
whose conduct gives us the objective symptoms of 
tho unwholesome social conditions. The field is the 
malaujusted child, whom the State is in dutr. bound 
t,o look after. It is the business or this tnbunal to 
t~llow up the ~se by ~~:s-.ertaining all the facts and 
carcumstanoes an the hfe of the child to determine in 
what I;"'U'ticulars that child has been deprived of the 
essen~tals for a full moral and physical development. 
And 1f, u common e.xperience, it is found that certain 

13, Jun•uile l'ltohntlUCDl"llii\DU..t aad Handbook by Walter A 
J.'~":'lh·o. P\lh .• l'Ui,'!Ol"~i'l \) fltt~l1ursb. PlttabW'gh. r.wsyl~ 
J.;~·~ l'P.. l~:J. ·lo.lJ, 

essentials are lacking in the environment in whiob 
th~ child is i;Jei~ reared, ~ State in 1oeo )'IJrmlill 
acting tb~b tts mstru!l'entahty, the Juvenile Court, 
.m~t pr~de the essenttals ; there is otherwise no 
JUStification for the substitution of State-control fiX' 
parental control. The State then is as delinquent 
as was the offending parent. The State is the 
pa~!Jnl plltria1 and natural fuardian of all those 
~hildren." ,. In the words o Judge Mack the coura 
as fundamentally interested in the child, "what is he 
how has he become what he is, and what would best 
be done in his interest and in the interest of the 
State to save biro from a downward career." •• -

Thus we may define "that a juvenile court is a 
court having special jurisdiction of a parental nature 
ove.r delinquent and neglected children. It is not 
as tt is often thought of in its popular conception ~ 
sort of simple tribunal dealing with minor and petty 
offences committed by the youth of the community 
It is rather a court of chancery and parental pow~ 
to protect the erring and unfortunate child. The 
term •juvenile court' is a general des~riptive terro for 
convenience and for lack of anything more explicit 
designating a court exercising chancery, or at least 
quasi~hanoery!jurisdiotion over delinq~ent, negle:>ted 
and, m some mstances, dependent oh1ldren, holding 
separate bearings for children's cases and havina 
the power to put children on probation." ,. ., 

Irt order to have a clear understandin"' we may 
define and explain the term delinquent, dependent 
and neglected as below, · -
· The child offender with whom the juvenile court 
deals is in law known as the delinquent child, . A 
complete idea as to who is a delinquent child can be 
better understood by the picturesque definition given 
by a H. Lou from the Court Statutes of a number 
of American States: . . . . , 

'•A delinq11ent child is commonly defined by 
Statutes as any child urtder a certain age who 
(1) violates a state or locd ordinance (offences which 
if committed by an adult, are punishable by death 
or life im~rison'!'~nt are ofte~ excepted) : (2) is 
wayward, ancorragtble, or bab1tually disobedient: 
(3) asso;,iate~ .with thieves, crin_tinals, prostitutes, 
yagrants or vac1ous persons; ( 4.) IS growing up in 
tdleness or crime : ( 5) knowingly visits a saloon, 
pool-~oorn, b!ll}ard room, or g!lmbling place: (6) 
knowangly VISits. a house of all-fam3: (7) wanders 
about streets at mghts: (8) wanders about railroad 
yards, jumps on mJving trains, or enters any car or 
engine without authority: (9) habitually uses or 
writes vile, indecent or obscene languaae: (10) 
at;>sents himself froro home without just ~ause or 
~ttbout the consent of p1rents or guardian 1 ( 11) is 
Immoral or indecent: or (12) is a habitual truant. 
. "The inclusivene89 of the definition of delinquency 

daffers in diff<!rent States mainly for the reason that 
some States classify a condition as delinquency which 
other Stat:s. consider a~ dependency or neglect. 
The defimtaon of dehnquency given above is 
comprehensive eMugh to include all children who 
deport themselves in such a way as to injure or 
endanger the morals or health of themselves or 
others."'" 

The child turns to b~ delinquent on acoount 
of tho following factors :-environment such as 
poverty, defective f:tmily relationship as clash 

U. Proooedings of the Oon!ereaca of J1.1venile Collrt Standt..rdt 
Milwaukee. Wis. 1021. U. S. Depa.r\ment of Labour, Children's 
Baroau 19:lll, p. ~86. 

15. liMk Jalliao W., Lc~l Problems involved in the &tabU.h
mon~ of the Juvenile Oourt Charities. Pab. Oom. N.Y. 19li. p. 1~ 
. 16. J'u-mnBe Oonrta in the United State! pp. 51-M quoted 
\D The Delinquent Child bv Dr. Clifford M&n~bardt., 1~33 
Pub. D. B. I•raporewala A -Sons, Bomb•J· p. 1~-16. 
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between father and mother, defective discipline, 
broken or vicious home due to death or divorce of 
parent or exploitation, etc., outside influences such 
as of companions, school conditions and work condi
tions, personal, which may be psychological and 
physical, 

A dependent child means a needy child under the 
age of sixteen who has been deprived of parental 
support or care by reason of the death, continued 
absence from home, or physical or mental incapacity 
of a parent, and whose relatives liable under the law 
for his support are not able to provide adequate care 
and support of such child without public assistance 
and who is living with his father, grandfather, 
grandmother, brother, sister, step-father, step-mother, 
step. brother, step-sister, uncle or aunt, in a place of 
residence maintained by one or more of such relatives 
as his or their own home. 

A neglected child is one who is "abandoned by 
his parent, guardian, custodian or legal representa· 
tive, a child who lacks proper parental care by reason 
of the fault or habits of his parent, guardian, custo
dian, or legal representative who neglects or refuses 
to provide proper or necessary subsistence, educa
tion, medical or surgical care, or other care necessary 
for his or her mental condition; a child who is found 
in a disreputable place or associates with vagrants, 
vicious or immoral persons; or a child who engages 
in an occupation, or in a situation dangerous to life 
or limb or injurious to the health or morals of himself 
or others."" 

The adults contributing to the delinquency, 
dependency or neglect of the child are also punish
able but they are tried under the oommon law and 
the usual court procedure in the criminal cases is 
followed. 

Further extensions have been made in the 
jurisdiction of the juvenile courts and it has been 
extended to desertion and non-support cases, 
mother's pension, adoption, bastardy cases, cases 
arising under the compulsory school attendance laws 
and the child labour laws, divorce, separate 
maintenance, annulment of marriage, etc. The 
indication is that the jurisdiction of the juvenile court 
will still broaden in the direction of making it the 
adjudicator of all cases where the welfare of children is 
involved-abandonment, desertion, divorce, adoption, 
paternity, mother pensions, etc. 

17. The Municipal Court of Philadelphia by FrankS. Drown, 
pub. 1937. Stati.o~cal Department, Philadelphia. p. S. 
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NOTES. 
War Satyagraha :-On Wednesday the 16th 

October, the British Broadcasting Corporation 
in its evening broadcast announced that Mr. 
Vinoba Bhave who had that day made his first 
speech in pursuance of Gandhiji's programme at 
a village near Wardha, had been arrested. The 
morning papers next day contained a different 
report. Mr. Bhave was not only not arrested 
but he was to deliver other addresses at other 
villages. As the 8, B. C. may be presumed 
to be in consultation with the India Office in 
resp•ct of Important events in India, it was not 
an illegitimate inference that the India Office 
expected that Mr. Bhave would be arrested for 
carrying out the satyagraha programme which 
the Viceroy had declined to overlook in his 
correspondence with Gandhiji as the latter had 
requested; That Mr. Bhave was not arrested 
showed that the Government of India had not 
concurred with the India Office's expectation. 
Mr. bhave was allowed to make two or three 
more speeches on subsequent days at different 
villagrs and was arrested .on Monday when he 
was to make his fourth speech and was tried and 
sentenced to three months' simple imprisonment. 
So far as the speeches of the satyagrahi were 
reported, there was little in them which but for the 
correspondence between Gandhiji and the Viceroy 
would have called for notice. His arguments 
were mostly general propositions about war such 
a.'l, that with modern weapons war would mean 
the txtermination of the human race and that 
war was an inhuman and irrational method of 
settlin~ international differences. Even · as 
reg-ard$ the ethics of the pr~sent war, Mr. Bhave's 
opinion was not. more likely to impress the 
pllblic· than certain statements in the Bombay 
War Publicity Committee's manifesto which we 
noticed last Wlltlk. In fact, many persons were 
wondering what purpose Gandhiji intended to be 
SIIJ'\"ed by propaganda like. this .except· perhaps 
to show that the Congress was keeping its ~nd up. 
Not Ol'ly were Mr. Bbave'sspeeches exoaptionally 

mild but in every speech he expressed his 
determination to make the next still. milder. 
War efforts would not have suffered in the least 
if Mr. Bhave had been left alone. His imprison
ment was the · occasion for the closing of the 
Stock Exchange and the adjournment · of the 
Bomb:~y Municipal Corporation. ·The Madras 
and Karachi Corporations followed the Bombay 
example, · : · · 

The Two China's :-In February a' Chinese 
Goodwill Mission consisting of Buddhist monks 
headed by the Rev. Tai Hsu Sayadaw,· 
"Archbishop of ·the National Government of 
China," visited this country. A reception was· 
given to them by the Buddha Society in Bombay. 
In reply to the address presented to him by the 
Society, the Archbishop, a very dignified and 
cultured 'representative of Chinese Buddhism, 
dwelt on the ancient connection between India 
and China, deplored the outbreak of war in 
Europe, alluded to the Buddhist doctrine of peace· 
to all beings,' and suggested·. the sending of 
missions· to' Europe to convey· the message 
of · the· Buddha. His Holiness · presented 
to the Mahabodhi Society in Calcutta- a 
silver pagoda from Marshal Chiang Kai-shek · 
as a token or China's goodwill. Another 
Goodwill Mission from. China has just arrived in 
this country. · The leader is Mr. 'T. Z. Koo.1 

Mr. Koo's mission Is arranged by the Young 
Men's Christian Association. Mr.· Koo arrived 
in Calcutta last week and on · the very first 
occasion he had to speak, criticised the non-· 
violence of the Congress as a mistake. Pointing 
to the example of his own country, Mr. Koo 
said that, because they failed to resist ] a pan, 
they lost Manchuria and they would have also 
lost China but for the resistance that they are 
now putting up. As India is not called upon to 
fight for her independence, the inference to be 
drawn from this analogy is not clear. H:>wever 
that may. be the sharp C:Jntrast between 
the . message 'of the Bujdhist Missbn and 
that of the Koo Mission which, according 
to the Student Outlook of Lahore, organ of 
the Student Christian Movement in this country, 
is ·a Youth . and Religion Mission, the -one 
proclaiming· the Buddh<j.'s mc:ssa~ of ~ an.d 
ahimsa and the other opposmg 1t as (uttle, IS 

illustrative of the existence of tWI) Chinas. 
Buddhist China is tbe la~st as it compr~ the 
mass of the Chinese~ the militant Christian group 
to which General and Mts. Chiang Kai-shek, 
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Mr. Koo and others now constituting the Chinese 
National Government belong, is a small one. 
Mr. Koo is very confident that the use of force 
by China would ensure her victory, but he 
has to admit that China is dependent on foreign 
countries, especially the United States, for 
the essentials of war, namely armaments and 
oil,. without which the enormous man-power 
of · the country will be helpless. As India does 
not desire or expect similar help from the same or 
another source, non-violence is the policy dictated 
to her both by principle and expediency. 

Religious Persecution :-In his letter on 
persecution which we publish this week, the 
Rev. R. C, Das of Benares places the question 
of "religious persecution'' in its proper perspec· 
tive. Particularly noteworthy is his reference 
to the "freely aggressive nature of the missionary 
impact." When one reads further down in his 
letter of the "wonderful spirit of toleration and 
patience that Hinduism inculcates," the 
question naturally rises whether there is not 
something wrong with a method of propag1.ting 
one's faith which has to be aggressive even in 
confronting a wonderfully tolerant and patient 
people. It is not in any way strange, either, if 
one's mind inevitably contrasts the treatment 
meted out by Christian countries to those 
who preach another way of life the moment 
that preaching constitutes a challenge to the 
Church. The instance of Communism is very 
much in point here. The l ndian Witness has 
entirely shifted its ground in comm~nting 
on Mr. Das's letter and its remarks are 
valuable in view ·of. the predominant place 
it occupies am:>ng Christian religious journals. 
In effect it agrees that much of what it calls 
religious persecution is not religious persecution 
but then it goes on to say that it amounts to reli
gious persecution. To clarify, the situation 
further it adds that men who have not changed 
their religion are also subject to this "religious 
persecuti.m" because ~f their interest in education 
o~ economic uplift. . Nevertheless it thinks it 
irrelevant that we should mention this aspect of 
the case. If any sense can be made out of the 
Witness' remarks on persecution, they can mean 
only this : that it claims special immunity 
for those whom it converts to Christianity. 
In its claims the Witness is living in the days 
of the gunboat propagation of its faith, when it 
was sufficient for the foreign missionary to allege 
persecution of himself or his proteges to bring 
down t~e might of the preacher's home country' 
on the people and the government of the 
land. China which is today. the darling of 
Western nations, suffered long from this nuisance. 
According to Chinese. non-Christian . writers, the 
yv estern missionary was looked upon by both 
.officials and common people with dismay. The 
only parallel today seems to us 'to be the attitude 
.of the small nations of Balkan Europe towards 
the emissaries of Herr Hitler, and to the Germans 
'resipjng in their midst. . The part of the world 
to which we all belong, Christian preacher as 

. well as the l'reached to, claims t() have repudiated 

those methods. We are today at war with the 
nations which still pursue the discarded tactics of 
a barbarous period. fhe quotation about the seed 
of the Church and the blood of the martyrs, 
is sinR"ularly inappropriate in the pa ~es of 
the Witness, the official organ of the Methodist 
Mission, and it is with some surprise that we 
learn that this exponent of comfortable religi.Jn, 
always careful of not offending tr~e p~wers that 
be, considers itself in the line of the martyrs. 
For while the Church has good reason to con
gratulate itself on the capital it has made out of 
martyrdom, the martyrs themselves have little 
reason for rejoicing in the knowledge that their 
sufferings have been the foundttions of Christian 
imperialism, not to say Christain Nazism. The 
Witness ought to know only too well at whJSe 
hands those who practice a too faithful dev.Jtion 
to Christ's teachings suffer in this country. Is 
it seeking a scapegoat to divert attention from 
the guilty quarter ? 

TIJe W ar:-The situation in regard to the War 
during the week has been more conspicuous for 
diplomatic than for milttary developments. The 
duel between Germany and Britain is still very 
much of a conflict between Lond.>n and Berlin. 
The onset of winter has apparently not made 

·much difference. Science, no doubt, has discovered 
the means of making war in wintry weather. 
The adhesion of Yu{oslavia to the Axis sid land 
the struggle of Spain to maintain her neutrality 
while professing friendship for Nazis and 
Fascists have been the most intriguing feature in 
European diplomacy. In Africa the chief event 
has been the destruction of an Italian warship in 
the Red Sea. No explanation has been given as 
to how it managed to get tllere evading the cbse 
guard which the British ,'J avy has been ma,ntain
ing over the Suez Canal, In the Far East, Japan 
and the United States, with Great Britain round 
the comer, have been exploring each other's 
strength on the Pacific. 

The Burma ~oad :-The Burma-China Road 
was opened to traffic on the· 17th October 
after its closure under the Anglo-Japanese a15ree
ment for three months. The Associated. Press.· 
message regarding Burmese opinion on the event 
was to the effect that nationalist Burma -was 
unanimously. in favour· of the opening. The 
United Press message, however, was to the con·· 
trary effect, "Th~ d)!Cision of the Briti>h Govern
ment,'' it said, "has aroused considerable interest 
in political circles here. Burmese opinion 
on the whole seems to be against the decision of 
the British Government, while Indian, Angli>
Indian and European opinions are in favour of 
this decision.'' The speaker of the House of 
Representatives in a Press interview suggested 
that the Governor should call a meeting of the 
House to ascertain its opinion. Two ex
Ministers supported him. A member of the 
Senate while defending the re-opening of the 
road, also recommended consultation with the 
Legislature, .vir. S, A. B. Tyabji representing the 
Indian point of view said that there was n.Jthing 
else to do but to re-open the road, support 
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:hina to the utmost, expand trade right into the 
1tart of the Far East and right to the north 
where the Chinese and Russian borders meet, 
fhe New Burma explaining the reasons for 
which the Burmese object to the opening of the 
Road, pcints out again that a road operates in two 
directions and that at the moment the great 
problem is to check the influx of Chinese refu
~ees, A road is a civilising agency and, as such, 
opposition to the opening of one altogether is 
unlikely to find sympathy from disinterested 
people. But Burma is entitled to insist that the 
road should not be used in a way which would 
involve her in disputes with neighbouring 
nations with whom she desires to live in peace. 

Sources ol History :-We publish this week an 
informative article by Mr. Balasubrahmanyam on 
the importance of Hindu temples as a record of 
historical events. He mentions the inscriptions 
on temple walls commemorating the important 
events of a reign and he remarks that South 
Indian temples have more complete records of 
this kind than the temples of the North. 
Northern India suffered heavily from the ravages 
of invaders and one does not know how much 
historical data was destroyed. These inscriptions 
are more important than any other form of 
noting down events as it is hardly likely that 
there could be any falsification of a document 
which could easily be mutilated or defaced by 
people who knew the facts. Mr. Balasubrah
manyam complains that for want of adequate 
appreciation of this, no attempt is made to 
rreserve these memorials of earlier ages. 
This is unfortunately the case all over the 
country .In Sopara, an ancient Buddhist centre 
some twenty-five miles out of Bombay, a frag
ment of an Asoka edict was recovered from the 
side of a tank. It is difficult to say whether 
more damage is suffered by a sacred shrine which 
is of interest only to the casual picnicker or by 
a shrine still used for worship. The first of these 
is disfigured by the sera wls of modern pleasure
se~kers; the second is often in a filthy state, as in 
the case of the Jogeshwari Caves, where though 
a number of sanyasis are always on the spot 
nobody seems to care about keeping off the bats 
or about maintaining the place clean. The work 
"f the Hyderabad State at Ellora. and Ajanta. 
is a model for archaeological departments in 
other parts of India.. 

Inter-communal Relations In the Punjab:-The 
recently announced marriage of a. nephew of 
the Punjab Premier, Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan, 
with a ~ikh lady, goes to show that more ardent 
spirits amon~ the younger generation are turning 
away in disgust from communal rivalry and 
SL>cking escape by repudiating their religious 
bdicfs. 1\Ir. ~lahmud Ali Khan and Miss Satnam 
Charan Singh were married under what is 
r~purted as "the Civil Marriages Act.'' This 
can only be the Special Marriage Act of 1B72, 
the pre-Gour Act whch relates to marriages in 
which one party is neither Hindu, Jain, Budhist, 
Sikh or Jain and neither is a Christian, Under 

this Act both must have declared that they did 
not profess their ancestral faiths. 

Storm Damage :-The loss in _ lives and 
in property due to last week's storm on 
tbe Bombay Coast has much exceeded 
the first estimates. Not less than 400 lives 
have been lost in Bombay City alone. 
The loss of property is now placed at 
Rs. 50 lakhs. In Ba.ssein, the old Portuguese 
capital of Salsette and nowadays the centre of a 
flourishing and extensive plantain and betel-lea£ 
trade, the storm has had a. devastating effect. 
The plantations have all been laid low and the 
loss is estimated at Rs. 40 lakhs. The storm 
raged over the whole Konkan coast and the 
losses all together can not be less than three 
crores. This is a grievous setback to the 
province at a time when business is dislocated by 
war conditions. It will take at least three or four 
years for Bombay to recover completely from 
the consequences of the calamity. 

Village Industries in lndia:-We have before 
us the annual report of the All India Village 
Industries Association for 1939, The Village 
Industries Association begins rather woe£ ull y 
with a complaint against the apathy of educated 
people in India.. As a matter of fact there seems 
to be rather greater interest now than at any 
other time. Partly this is due to the work of the 
Village Industries Association in the five short 

·years of its existence. Partly it is also accounted 
for by the better villages presented to educated 
men and women by the industrial policies of 
some of the leading Indian States. There are 
two difficulties: The first of these is the fact 
that marketing of village products is hope• 
lessly disorganised and very often with the best 
of intentions one is unable to obtain articles 
which are needed from the supply centres. 
Secondly, it is not a day's work for persons 
who are used to urban products to acquire a taste 
for village articles, and, in . cases where the 
article is foodstuff, adjustment is a 
long- process. In matters of food people's 
habits take long to change. In perusing the 
Village ·Industries Report, one must bear in 
mind that these new industries have had to 
compete in the open market with dumped goods 
from other countries as well as machine-produced 
stuff in India. It had some support from 
provincial governments when the Congress WaS 
in office, but nevertheless it has been uphill work 
and the Association subsists largely on donations 
from its supporters. The Report carries at the 
end a. list of shops stocking village products, 
It is useful to know that Bombay City with seven 
centres dealing in every variety of village 
product is well represented on the list. The 
promoters of the village movement should set 
about to manage the distribution end. As 
regards the financing of village schemes, there 
is a great deal in the Chinese Co-operatives 
Movement which has its lesson for us. 
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MARRIAGE LAW AND CUSTOMS. 
The Baptist Missionary Review for October 

devotes much space to comment on the draft 
Bill which it is proposed should take the place of 
the present antiquated Indi~n Christian Marriage 
Act. The part of it which to our mind needs to 
be cut out is that which provides for the 
marriage of non-Christians with Christians. 
This part has given rise to much confusion 
and hardship and we should have expected that 
Indian Christians and Christian Missionaries 
would be the first to press for its omission. We 
are surprised that this is not the case. On 
1:he contrary, there seems to be a distinct feeling 
that this part of the present Act is rather a 
good thing in the interests of the Indian 
Christian community. Mr. Thomas writing in 
the Indian Christian Messenger throws some 
light on this attitude. "The law,'' he says, 
"removes the hardship of a person who does 
not want to renounce Christianity when marrying 
a non-Christian." Mr. Thomas suggests that 
many Indian Christian girls in ignorance of this 
provision of the law have renounced Christianity 
in order to marry non-Christian husbands. He 
tells prospective candidates for non-Christian 
alliances that they need not change their 
faith for the law is kind enough to allow 
them to marry non-Christians remaining in it. 
But what if the non-Christian whom the Christian 
girl wants to marry, insists on her changing 
her faith? The Act does not provide any 
penalty for a man insisting that his bride should 
profess the same faith as himself. There is also 
the fact that in most cases the girls themselves 
had lost faith in Christianity before they thought 
of marrying non-Christians. When the Act was 
passed seventy years ago, proselytism was 
unknown to Hinduism and it would not have 
been possible outside the Act for a Hindu, with 
a >wife of his own faith living, to contract a 
second marriage with a Christian girl. The 
promoters of the Act evidently thought that 
there should be facility for this sort of alliance. 
Now, however, Hinduism proselytes as freely 
as Christianity and, except in the case of a highly 
conscientious man who recoils from asking his 
would-be wife to change her faith, the Christian 
girl would have become a willing convert 
to Hinduism before the marriage was settled. 
The promoters of the Bill seem to 
think that . if all marriages under it are 
declared to be monogamous, it would have 
added attractions as an act enabling inter
marriages. But there are other Acts for this 
specific purpose. Making the Bill monogamous 
will mean that in every case where a Christian 
girl contemplates marriage with a non-Christian 
who has a wife living, she will renounce her 
faith before the marriage. The framers of the 
Christian law may well co-operate with other 
,communities in working for a civil marriage act, 

restricting the Christian Marriage Act to 
marriages within the community. 

The part of the draft Bill on which the 
strongest attack is made in the Baptist 
Mzssionrzry Review is the inclusion of a schedule 
of Prohibited Degrees. The Rev. F. W. Hard
ing, a missionary working in the Garo Hills, 
Assam, points out that there is no agreement as 
to prohibited degrees in marriage amon~ the 
different · sects of Christians in Great Britain 
and the United States. The schedule of such 
decrees of the Church of England which it is 
proposed to incorporate in the new law, does not 
find acceptance among all Protestant sects and will 
work great hardship among Indian Christians. 
A specific instance of such hardship is given in 
an editorial supporting Mr. Harding's protest:-

A pastor of many years' experience and high 
standing was invited to solemniza an uncl<>-niece 
marriage. He had never done the lii<e and had serious 
doubt. about the proper attitude to take. A few of the 
elders of the church, rather exceptionally intelligent 
men, and the local missionary were asked to consider 
the matter and advise him. It came out in the 
inquiry that the girl was of full marriageable age and 
her uncle not greatly her senior. There was no 
objection on the ground of difference in age. The 
relatives on both sides were Eet upon the marriage 
as in every way suited to their family convenience, 
and in point of fact fully intended that the union 
should be consummated. Both bride and groom were 
Christians, the groom's family being newly converted 
people in a church of new converts. If a Christian 
marriage was refused them, they would carry out some 
form of contract not acceptable to Christians and 
constituting practical reversion to Hinduism. The 
two churches involved would be confronted with the 
necessity of disciplinary action or the tolerance of an 
irregularity. In either case the morale of the new 
Church especially would be damaged. One thing was 
clear, the churches would have, whether or no, a 
consummated uncle·niece marriage on their hands. 
Under the circum.tances it was decided that the pastor 
had better go ahead and marry the couple while 
carefully exp13oining to the community that the arrang<>
ment was not of a preferred sort. 

Marriage of a girl to her mother's brother 
is very common in the Telugu country. 
Efforts are being made to wean converts to 
Christianity from this custom but as new 
converts are being constantly m:~de it is not 
possible to enforce· the ban except at the 
cost of losing the converts who prefer their 
old custom to their new. religion. The incident 
narrated by the Baptist Missionary Review . 
throws an interesting sidelight on the methods 
of conversion. The. Pastor had to pocket his 
conscience and to solemnise the marriage in 
view of the dilemma so candidly described by 
the Review. If the schedule of prohibited 
degrees were included in the new law, Andhra 
Missions will have to forego many converts. 
The tribal customs of the Garo hills present 
even more formidable difficulties than those of the 
Andhras who have stable institutions and a 
settled status. Mr. Harding contends that they have 
got on for decades without a schedule of prohi
bited degrees in the Christian marriage Ia w and 
that they can very well do without one now. 
Alternatively he demands that, as in the case of 
the Roman Catholics, exemption from the schedule 
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should be allowed to Protestant sects other than 
the Church of England. The same problem 
confronted the Hindu Jon"·givers when they had 
to deal with the varied cultures and civilisations 
which had been brought within the pale of 
Hinduism. The way ira which they solved it; is a 
masterpiece of juridical courage and ingenuity. 
They let the written law remain where it, was 
but laid down that custom overrode the written 
law. Every caste and tribe was thus secured 
the practice of its ancient customs while owning 
a general . allegiance to Hindu society. The 
establishment of British courts had at first the 
effect of extending the Shastraic law to many 
tribes who were entirely outside its jurisdiction, 
evoking the just comment of Sir Henry Maine 
that the main influence of British rule has been to 
extend the application of Brahmanic law and 
the influence of Brahmanical idea~. The other 
day the Bombay High Court disposed of a case 
involving the law of adoption applicable to 
Kolis on the basis of texts of Shastras. The 
old Rishis, if they had to deal with the case, 
would have agreed with the learned Chief Justice 
and upheld the adoption as the best way of 
saving the child from the stigma of illegitimacy. 
There is no principle more conspicuous in 
Hindu jurisprudence than that children should 
not be made to suffer for the folly, indiscretion 
or vice of their parents. 

-
TOWARDS A HEALTHY INDIA. 
(BY MISS LALITHA L MOSES, BARODA.) 

In Th• Rsjor.,.sr last week, 1 concluded my 
article "For a Healthier India" with a reference 
to the ravages of malaria, To break the 
the terrible grip of malaria on India's millions, the 
importance of cheap quinine as a remedy must be 
emphasized, India produces only 70,000 lb3, of 
quinine, but consumes 210,000 lbs, and, therefore, 
import• 140,000 lbs. mainly from Java. India's real 
need of quinine, however, h•s been estimated at 
600,000 lhs. Hence it is very necessary to extend 
Cinchona cultivation in India. There is every evidenc-.e 
to show that India contains enough first-class land 
for an early resumption of Cinchona growing. In 
Cinchona-growing, elevation, aspect and soil are of 
primary importance. Most important is the finding 
that Cinchona is a delicate crop requiring good 
plantation management comparable with orchard 
oultivatio.,, If Cinchona is to succeed, there must 
be properly org.~nized nurseries putting out healthy 
aceuling8 which will grow into healthy trees. 

In an Imperial Council or Agriculture Research 
bulletin, details are given of a seven-year planting 
Acheme which would bring Indian production upto 
the present level of consumption. \Vhile no great 
reduction in the cost of quinine is foreshldowed, the 
figures show that in suitable areas quinine c:ln be 
produced in India at world market prices, Among 
the Rtock of Cinchona plants at present existing 
in the country, there are undoubtedly strains of 
auperior plantation performance oont>ining a much 
hi~her percenta~:e of quinine than the COilUDercial 
mixed crop. Uy suitable methods the~e could be 
isolated and multiplied. Further experimental work 
is also required on the improvement of oultivati<•n 
mcthoJs and in the reductioo of the cost of extrac
tion and di•tributio11 of quinine. There are one 
hundred million sufferers from malaria in India 

callin8 for an ann'!'ll supply of some 600,00() lbs, 
o~ qu1mne. Immed~ate.ly, 33,000 acres o( first class 
Cmchona land are available, and this is distributed 
in Bengal, Assam, Orissa, Bhul.ln, Sikkhim Madras 
Trava'l.>ore, Cochin, My sore and Coorg. M~ch of th~ 
hill-land wh.ich is not yet fully explored shows promise, 
. Lepr'?sy 1s yet one rpore disease that takes a 

drstresamg toll of India s rural populace. Leprosy 
is found chiefly in insanitary villages. The problem of 
leprosy relief has been approached from two angles 
~he 'humanitarian' and the •sanitarian'; each of thes~ 
1s complementary to the other. The humanitarian 
effor.t has always been first in the field, and has been 
ca~r1ed on almost exclusively . by religious bodies, 
ch1efamong whom may bement1oned the Mission to 
Lepers, . In India the villagers were in the beginning 
super•t1t1ous about the diseaae, which they regarded 
as the dreadful manifestation of divine displeasure. 
Now the situation is entirely altered; tbe rural folks 
come gladly to the clinics with their complaint. At 
Madra~, the two clinics run by the Council at 
Perambur and Triplicane continue to be popular' and 
24.7 4. patients were treated as against 2124. i~ the 
previous year, Not only does the well-run leper 
settl~ment care for lepers and .provide treatment 
~ut It act.s a~ a model o~ sanitation and industry 
m th.e. d1str1ct, and from 1t, as a centre, the villages 
are VISited and surveyed and the people instructed 
in ~he pr~cautions necessary to prevent tbe spread 
of mfecllon, 

More of these 'humanitarian' institutions is neces
sary in other parts of India, In Gujerat, for instance, 
among the untouchables of the province this 
malignant disease . i~ rampant ; and without proper 
treatment and med1c1ne they carry the disease from 
generation to generation. In South India too there 
are still places where leprosy work has not ye't been 
undertaken. -VACCINATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH. 
The Editor, 

T/11 Indian. Bodell R•formw, 
Sir, 

In your valued columns last week an article is 
published under the caption of "For a Healthier 
India" in which the writer thereof, Miss L. I. Mc~es, 
says that in regard to tuberoulo;is we should adopt 
England's method, but I suggest it in regard to 
smallpox also. The English people have 
rejected vaccination and abolished smallpox by 
cleanliness and sanitation, The English people say 
that vaccination is a bad thing seeing it ha~ caused 
numberless cases of injury and entire!)" failed to 
protect the public during the great epidemic of 
smallpox in England in ltiSO when 42,000 deaths 
from smallpox occurred in two years and during 
recent years vaccination has caused more 
than twice as many deaths as the disea•e it 
is suppo•ed to prevent. '·I11 England and Wales 
in the 113 years ending December 1937, only 118 
children (under 5) died of small pox but 291 died 
of vaccination." (Report of .Ministry of Health 
13th July, 1938). Itt Mesopotamia in 1915-16 there 
were 287 cases of sm3llpox in British ao!Jiers who 
had been successfully revaccinated within three 
years of their attack and of them 29 died. Over 
seventy percent of the people of England refuse to 
have their ohildren vaccinated because of the risk 
and danger which th1t horrid process eubjects them 
to and amongst them are thousands of doctor.. This 
being so, we in India should, like England, abolisb 
compulsory va~cination and stamp out smallpox 
by sanitary measures. 

Bombay. } 
October 22, 19~. 

Yours eta., 
ZoROASTRIAN, 
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HISTORY FROM TEMPLE RECORDS. 
(BY S. R. BALASUBRAHMANYAN, CHIDAMBARAM.) 

The temple in the past played many parts and had 
many attractions to the people, Though it was 
chiefly a place of publio worship, it was also a centre 
of varied social activity-a beehive of communal 
enterprise. It was a centre of learning, Colleges 
and svhools were conducted, and Vedas, Puranas and 
religious hymns were expounded therein, Libraries 
called Sara.vati Bandh.aram-were located in it. 
Ho~pitals were in some cases attached to it. 
Music-vocal and instrumental-wa~ practised 
therein, The people displayed their artistic skill in 
temple architecture, While most of the secular 
buildings of the past have perished, religious monu
ment~ have miraculously survived. Sculpture and 
painting were mostly confined to religious subject• 
and tho temple was thus truly a museum of ancient 
art. The temple m1naged public trusts by controll
ing gifts of land and money endowme11ts made to it, 
It lent its surplus funds to people in times of distress 
and in return arranged for religious services to the 
deitie~. Above all, it was a public record offioe. 
This is how it is historically of incalculable value, 
The royal orders, the grants and decisions of public 
bodies like the village assembly (Ur or Sabha), the 
merchant-guilds (Nagarams), Provincial assemblies 
(the Nadu), and the gifts of private individuals were 
all recorded and engraved on temple walls. The 
original doouments were generally on cadjan leaves 
or copper plates and these leaves or copper plates 
for the sake of safe custody were depo~ited in the 
temple trea~ury-the Bandhararn, While most of 
these original documents have perished in the various 
revolutions that have taken place, the temple walls 
have wonderfully preserved what were merely the 
copies of the originals; and great is the value of these 
records to the historian. 

PRASASTIS AND THEIR VALUE, 

It has been said that India has no recorded 
history. This is only true in a very limited sense
namely, that there are very few professedly historical 
works, like the Rajatarangani or the Harsha Charita. 
But almost all ancient Hindu kings had maintained 
elaborate records of every important public 
transaction. Yuan Chiang the Chinese pilgrim 
ha~ recorded (7th century A. D.) how in Harsha's 
kingdom official records of all events were kept 
up in each province by special officers. This is no 
isolated phenomenon. Indian inscriptions-chiefly 
South Indian-reveal the existence of an active 
and able body of bureaucracy, which had been 
carrying on in an efficient manner the work of 
maintenance and preservation of all public transac
tions of the land, like charitable grants, revenue 
collection~, remission of land revenue, land survey, 
dealing~ between central and local bodies, etc. 

But in one respect South Indian inscriptions 
are uniq<1e, While only a few prasasti& (records 
of praiseworthy deeds of kings) are available 
about the king• of Northern India like the _AIIa~a~ad 
pillar inscription of Samudragupta, every m~cnptlon 
of South India from about the lOth century onwards 
is a ch1pter of South Indian history. Every publb 
transaction is recorded on the walls of the temple 
in whose neighbourhood the endowed property 
was situated or where the assembly met for making 
the grant or carrying out the transaction. 

Sometimes when a gift in one village is made to 
the temple in another village, or when the transaction 
relates to more than one temple or village, it is 
recorded in more than one plaoe. In very many 
cases full astronomical details of the day of the 
tranS!lction are furnished which enable us to find 

out their exact equiv<~lents in the modern Christian 
era with tbe help of the Ephemeris. Every 
transaction is recorded to have taken place in a 
particular regnal year of a king, Before his name 
we have a long historical introduction generally in 
verse, which recounts all the important achieve
ments of the reign. The Pras!J8ti (in Tamil it is 
called Meqkkirthi) grows in length along with the 
passage of time and progress of events in his 
reign, The prasasti of one is different from that 
of another. Tho introductory part of this historical 
introduction varies from king to king. The pra8asti 
of Rajaraja I begins with the formula ''Tirumagal 
pola" and that o! his son Rajendra I, "Tirumanni 
Valara," so that by a perusal of the beginning 
of the historical introduction, we can declare at once 
the name of the king to whom it belongs. It is 
this part of the inscription that is. of the utmost 
value to the historian, 

Thus it will be clear that every temple was a 
public record office and every epigraph a page of 
history of the land and it is amazing how much of 
recorded history there is in our South Indian temples, 

SCIENTIFIC RENOVATION, 

The old stone structural temples of the Palla vas 
and Early Cholas-Hindu, Jain or Buddhist-were 
massive structures strongly built and they could 
stand many centuries, There was ample and syste
matic provision in the p~st for their c1reful 
preservation and maintenance in good repair. If, on 
account of neglect or old age, any monument needed 
repair, it could be reconstructed with the old 
materials without the addition of a single stone. The 
Dut~h arch~eologists of Java employed this method of 
scientific renovation in the case of the renowned 
Buddhist monument of Borobudur and the Hindu
Javanese monuments of the Dutch East Indies, The 
example of the Dutch was followed by French 
arch•eologists of Indo-China and in 1930 M. Marchel 
was deputed to Java in order to acquaint himself 
with the methods followed by the Dutch Archaeolo
gical survey. Here is a description of the method 
adopted by M. Marchel who tried his newly learnt 
art in the case of the temple of Banteay Srei : 

It was in a ruined condition-but practicaUy all the 
stones were In existence around the foot of the 
building ... ,Among the three towers forming the 
central group, the one t,o the south was the first to be 
attacked. Marchel began by m>lking an accurate 
survey comprising drawings and photographs. Then 
he reconstructed on the ground the upper stories which 
had collapsed long ago, This part of the work having 
been accomplished, he proceeded to demolish the portions 
of the structure stiU standing, carefully assorting and 
numbering each separate stone. Then, after ha.ving 
strenathened the foundailons by means of a layer of 
conc~te, he rebuilt the suceessive storeys of the tower· 
one after the other. 
Such is the care and reverence for the monuments 

of the past and the method of scientific renovation 
followed by enlightened people who value historic 
relics, It is with pleasure"that I record here th•t this 
wise method of renovation has been followed by my 
friend, Mr. K. V. Raju, former curator of the 
Pudukotah Museum-by himself and without any 
inspiration from the practice of Dutch and French 
archaeologists-in repairing the valuable temples 
of the Pudukotah State. The Subrahmanya temple 
at Kannanur, the Vijayalaya Choleswaram at 
N arttamalai, and the Muvar Koil shrines at 
Kodumbalur have been thus scientifically treated, 
But look at the ruthless and wanton destruction 
going on in our midst in British India. 
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TREATMENT OF DELINQUENCY 
IN' U. S. A. 

8. PROCEDURE. 

(BY J.P. GUPTA, BOMBAY.) 

[All Rights Reserved by Author.] 

Proceed ing• in the juvenile court against the 
young offenders are inst!t.uted in .sever~! ways. 
"( 1) Any resident may petttton _the Juvemle court 
that a child is in need of care, gUtdance and control. 
( 2) A police officer may _bring an offender to a local 
magistrate, alderman, or JUStice of the peace, who, 
in turn commits the child to the juvenile court for 
attention. ( 8) Parents or relations may request t~e 
court that the child be taken into custody much m 
the same manner as a citizen. ( 4) The schools 
board acting through the truant officer may assign 
the case to the juvenile court for hearing." 18 The 
lar~cst num her of cases are generally sent up by the 
poltce. In 1~32 before 68 courts in U.S. A., 65% were 
reported by polio<;, 18% by individuals and. the rest 
by parents, Probatton Officer and other servtces. 

When a child is taken into custody in a great majo
rity of cases, he is left by the officer in the custody of 
his parents with surety that he wtll be brought to the 
court on the day of hearing of the case. If, for any 
reason whether because of the condition of his 
parent~ or undesirable condition of the home or for 
fear of his not being brought to the court on the ~ay 
of bearing, when the child is brought to the court tt is 
felt necessary to hold him in ~ustody, then. from the 
court he is sent to the detentton home but tn no case 
to the jail or police lock· up. The principal object _of 
detention is to secure the appearance of the chtld 
before the court. The principle is that the number 
of children det•ined and the length of detention is 
kept at the minimum and practically no children are 
detained in jails or police lock-up. 

The purpose . of keeping youn~ offender~ in 
detention homes ts well expressed m the Umted 
St11tes Children's Bureau Publication Number 14.1, 
"Juvenile Courts at Work :'~ "The _prim~ry ~u_rpose 
of detention is safe-keeptng pendmg dtsposttton of 
the case, and both for the child's sake and for the 
community which bears the expenses of detention, 
it should be limited to those children tor whom It is 
absolutely necessary. Such children include run
away~ and homeless children, those whose home 
conditions are so bad that immediate removal is 
necessary, those beyond the control of their parents; 
those whose parents cannot be relied upon to produce 
them in court, those who have committed offences 
so serious that their release pending the disposition 
of their oases would endanger the pu blio safety ; 
those who mu~t be held as witnesses." 10 Regarding 
the programme in the detention home, the committee 
appointed by the United States Children's Bureau 
points out: "There should be specialised school work 
for the children detained and recreational facilities 
should be provided. The dailr programme of 
activities should be full and vaned in ordor that 
con~tructive interest may supplant morbid tendencies 
and undesirable companionship." 10 

Tho method of retaining juvenile offenders pending 
hearing will be all the more clear from the following 
figures in 68 juvenile oourts in U. S. A. in 1939 : 11 

113, Ju\'onilo Delinquonoy MI\D.u&l and Handbook. p 135, 
Hl. Tho .luvt'uilo Dot.flntion Homo in roll\t.ion \0 Juvenile 

Oour• PolioJ' by !:)avilla !d.illia. Pub. University of Chicago 
p. 61. 

~l. Junnilo Court S\andud. OWldren'a Bureau Fublio&Uon 
1:11. l'P. 8··· 

\ll. C ... nnpi\00 from U. S. Department o1 LAbour. Childron'a 
Rurua.n, Pub. :!:.~>. Jurenllo Oout\ Sta\!.a\i~ lU~:.I, 'Vub.inpn 
U. 0. 1~:!6. pp. S!>-:16. 

Boya. Girls. 
Method. Number Percent. No.mber Percent. 

No detention 28,269 64 8,766 52 
Deteot.ion 15,934 36 8,459 iS 
Boarding Home ... 2-19 1 108 1 
Detention Home .•. 10,677 24 2,2:J4 Sl 
Other institutions 8,628 8 980 14: 
Jail or t'olice Station 1,150 8 87 1 
Other ploces 230 1 48 1 
No report 1,083 202 

Total 44,203 100 1,225 100 

As soon as the boy is taken into custody, the case 
is entrusted to one of the Probation Officers attached 
to the juvenile court for enquiry and report to be 
submitted on the day of hearing of the case. The 
probation officer makes a study of the child including 
his physical and mental examination and the study 
of his home life, school career, religious background 
and his environment If he had been employed he 
may have a talk with the employer. The probation 
offi~er also meets the child's rarents and such other 
persons who may prove helpful. Where psychia
tric study is necessary it is also obtained. "The 
object of all this investigation is not to secure 
evidence against the child, but to seek to understand 
the various conditioning factors which have entered 
into his conduct." " 

Tbe purpose of this preliminary investigation is to 
give a history of the case to the magistrate. The 
proceedings are of a civil nature !is opposed I? .the 
criminal one. In the proceedmgs of a cnmmal 
nature, the offender is charged with an offence, 
sufficient evidence is adduced by the Pro•ecution to 
prove the crime, a charge is framed and the child is 
asked to plead guilty or not guilty. If he pleads 
guilty, he is punished. If he pleads, "not guilty," 
further evidence on behalf of the prosecution is taken 
and the offender is given an opportunity for the 
defence and, finally, if he is found guilty he is punished 
with imprisonment, or fine or both. On the other 
hand, the procedure of the juvenile court is of a 
civil nature, it being a court of chancery. The 
emphasis is laid upon the circumstances which led 
the offender to commit that particular act abnormally 
instead of the act itself. The particular offence is 
thought as one of the many factors which led him to 
appear in the court. No punishment is awarded 
but, on the other hand, care and protection is 
provided to the child in order to free him from that 
abnormal tendency which p~rsuaded him to act in 
that way so that he may be turned into a useful 
member of society. "The purpose of the pro
ceedings here is not punishment, but correction 
of conditions, care and protection of the child, and 
prevention of a recurrence through constructive work 
o! the court. Conservation of the child as a valuable 
asset of the community is. the dominant act" •• 

The juvenile court does not need the traditional 
furnishing of the court-room, they being detrimental 
to the children brought there. Those who come 
there are not criminals; cuotomary legal procedure, 
its rules of evidence, i:s insistence on categorical 
answers of ''yes" or "no" have no place here. The 
court-room is a smaller one with no separate railings 
of the lawyers or the offenders. The child, parents, 
judge and probation officer are present in the court in 
the shape of a conference. In some juvenile courts 
where there are many cases, a referee is associated 
with the magistrate to assist in the hearing and 
disposal of the cases. The public is not allowed and 
even newspaper reporting is prohibited. The object 
of such a simple atmosphere is that the child's mind 
may naturally and readily respond to ~he questi~s 
put to him. The court-room u filled wttb the sptnt 

ti. The Delinquent; ChUd by Dr. Clifford ManahardL p. 119. 
t3, Ju-nmile Courts and Probation by llr. Bem&rd Flexner 

•nd Mr. Roger Bald •no. p. il. 
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~~welfare for the child and the society. The.child J o.f choice, the magic of authority, and the clivi~ 
18 not. brought . as ~n ac)used pe~s?a With a nghts of parents, teachers and others in positions of 
~mplamt filed aga1~s.t h1m but .on a petttlon filed on of authority. It has accepted with their implications 
.ht~ behalf. The petttlon alleges th.e occurrenc~ o! ~he the newer so;:iolog~cal and psycbological ideas, that 
c!lme, the age, natu~e, phystcal pec~ltanttes, where ·there ts delmquency, there is a delinquent 
c•rC?umstan?es and fa!D•Iy and surroundmg, etc., situation; that individual responsibility is completely 
y;h10h led htm to comm1t that abnormal act: Summons ?versh~dowed _by parental and social responsibility 
!nstead of warra~ts are. used and_ the poltce officers, 111 cases of d:Itnq~ency; and that authority must be 
1f any, appear m pla.m c;lothes. In. such a calm respectable, mtelltgent and sympathetic. It is quite 
atmosphere, an enqutry IS made. by t~e court significant that the juvenile courts have not had to
from . the young offender and hts. relatiVes and change this central idea during these times of new
associates. The school representattve and others orientation", '" 
having an interest in the child including the family 
physician, are also heard by the court, They are 
heard one by onE". Since these people do not hear 
each other they are not likely to be influenced and 
so state only what they themselves know, and the 
judge or the referee usually asks most of the 
questions. Before enquiry from the child and his 
parents, the judge receives a report of the probation 
officer on the case in the form of a social history. 

The court has a record system which provides 
for the filing of necessary legal records and of social 
records covering the investigation of the case and 
study of the child and a record of the work done by 
the probation officer with the case on probation. So 
that in future it may refer to such record, if the 
child again commits an act which may bring him 
before the court. This record fills another purpose 
of help for the social investigator and the statisti
cian. 

''The court is thus enabled to render a decision 
which in the end is designed to serve the best 
interest and permanent welfare of the child. The 
trial judge takes into consideration all of the valuable 
information gathered by the probation officers and 
the diagnosis of the medical department concerning 
the physical and mental condition of the child." u 

Taking all these facts into consideration the court 
may dismiss the charge, or discharge the offender 
an:! place him under the supervision cf a probation 
officer, or commit him to one or any other fit person; 
send him to an industrial school or reformatory and 
order the offender or his parents to pay a fine, or 
commit him to a place of detention specially provided 
for the purpose. In 1932, 284 juvenile courts in 
U, S. A. handled 44,640 official cases (613 per cent of 
the total). In 45 percent of the official and 11 percent 
of non-official cases, the court retained its supervision 
through its probation officers or agency, etc. In 44 
percent of the official and 87 percent of non-official 
cases the court passed supervision to other authority 
such as reformatories, industrial schools or other 
penal institutions. Dismissal constituted 25 percent 
of the offijial cases and 72 percent of the unofficial 
ones. •• This shows that of all the methods the 
most common method of disposing of such cases is 
to place the child on probation. 

No order made by any juvenHe court imposes any 
civil disability upon the child such as is imposed 
upon those sentenced under th• criminal law, nor he 
is deemed as a criminal or as having been convicted 
of any crime by reason of any such order. The 
evidence given by the child in th~ juvenile court 
cannot be used ag'linst the child in any proceeding 
in any other courts, 

To sum up, "the central idea in the juvenile court 
procedure has been consideration of the delinquent 
child, a friendly attitude towards the child for his 
delinquency. It has retused to consider the ~elinquent 
child as different and apart from other ch1ldren. It 
has freed itself from the impediments of the doctrines 
of total depravity, individual responsibility, freedom 

24. The Municipal Court of Philadelphia. p. 9. 
SJ5, Baaed on Juvenile Oour~ Sto.tiatios 1932 Wa.shington 

1935. Children's Bureau Pub. 
D.O. 

THE INDIAN CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE 
ACT AND BIGAMY. 

The Editor, 
ThB Indian Socia! RBformer. 

Sir, 

I regret that there was a printer's mistake in the 
second column of the article on this subject which 
appeared in The Reformer of the 5th October, The 
first of the three suggestions not~d therein as made 
to Bishop Western in 1931 was for the amendment 
of Section 813 of the Act, not Section 68. 

It is Section 813 of the Act XV of 1872 that seems 
to support the view urged by the late Sir V, Bhash
yam Ayyangar as expert witness in Ohetti v. Ohetti 
that the Hindu law bar to a mixed marriage 
hol~s _good eve? if it is duly registered under the 
Chnst1an Marnage Act. The High Court of 
England no doubt could get round th~t objection 
and decree maintenance, as desired by the discarded 
English wife and her daughter, by stressing that 
the mixed marriage in question before them had 
not been contracted under an Indian Act but under 
the law of England where the bride was born and 
domiciled (1909 Probate 67.) In the similar case of 
Lendrum v. Chakravarti, however, where the displeased 
Sc;>tch wife of a Hindu, married in Great Britain 
sued for a declaration of nullity, a Scotch Court of 
Sessions granted her prayer holding that, under the 
law governing the husband in India which was 
the matrimonial domicile contemplated by the parties 
such marriage was null and void, 

No question of the validity of a Hindu-Christian 
marriage has yet arisen before any Indian Hio-h 
Court. Even in the recent Nagpur case comment~d· 
on in ThB ReformBr of 7th September, the aggrieved 
Christian wife sought for divorce from her b•gamous 
Hindu husband but was too self-respecting to ask. 
for a decree of nullity alJ initio. 

If she had, however, Claimed maintenance and the 
Hindu husband had been unscrupulous enough 
to take shelter under his personal law, the over-riding 
authority of which is reciQgnised by Section 88 of· 
t~e very Act l!nder which she m'!'rried him knowing · 
htm to be a Hmdu, the result mtght have conceiv
ably been disastrous, . 

The matter is thus frauo-ht with deep uncertainty, 
to say the least, and the Indian Christian community 
is wilfully taking grave risks every day in spite of the 
warning conveyed by Section 88. Bishop \Vestern 
was very much in favour of a general civil marriage 
law for India as in England and had planned with the 
Secretary ot the National Christian Council to meet 
the Law Member of the Government of India to 
discu9s the matter. But before they could carry out· 
their good intention the learned Law Member 
committed himself to an adverse opinion in dealing 
with Dr. Gour's last, and perhaps final, attempt in 
the Central Assembly to convert the Special Marriage 
Act into a general Civil Marriage Law for India by 

26. Andrew B. Steele: 1982-38 Year-Book, Na.tional Probation 
Association, 
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deleting the religious and unreligious clauses in it. 
And, curiously enough, one of the reasons urged by 
the honourable spokesman of the Government for 
opposing the Bill was that the Indian Christian 
community did not want such a law I 

Of course, Section 68 too needs amendment In 
fact, it was pressed upon Bishop \Vestern and the 
National Christian Council of India as our suggestion 
No. 4. But they were frankly not interested in it. The 
misuse to which that section, as it stands, has often 
lent itself in some parts of the country for terroris
ing dissentient Christians and their Hindu priests, 
though not in upper India where the Allahabad 
High Court's ruling of 1918 in the case of Maha Ram 
hold~ the field, may have its attractions still to some 
"religious" minds, But it may be hoped that the 
publicity which this mischief has received since 1928 
in the columns of Z'h1 iiBform~r has minimised the zest 
for it in responsive Christian hearts and also awakened 
the Harijans who are its usual victims, to the ease 
with which this formidable gun of the zealot can be 
effectively spiked with a little forethought. 

I wish also to add that the National Christian Council 
Rovi•w which contained an appreciation of the 
previous timely warnings ot The RBformw on the 
insecurity of the Christian wife: married under the 
Indian C.hristian Marriage Act against her husband's 
bigamy, was issued in November 1930. 

Aaka, } Yours eto., 
October 12, 194.0. KOPERGAM RAMAMURTI. 

PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANS IN INDIA. 
The Editor, 

The Indian Social RejormBr. 
Sir, 

In the Srd October issue of the Illllian Witnm in 
the leading editorial article there are ideas and 
comments to which no reasonable man would take 
exception. But as far as India is concerned, there 
is another very important side to the whole 
question of religious perseoutioa. Persecution is 
as old as history and 1s most universal. Within 
the borders of the Christian Church there have 
been bloody events and they are not over yet. 
Apart from physical violence, menhl persecution 
is not less painful or inhibitive. And, again, 
persecution may be very indirect and yet very 
clctcrent. In my humble opinion persecution of 
Christians in India bas been so little, insignificant 
and out of proportion to the freely aggressive 
nature of the mis~ionary impact, that we ought 
to be thankful to God and grateful to the country 
in which we have been allowed to grow and serve 
~o peaoefully. Part of this situation has been 
due to the protection of the impartial British 
system, part to the humanitarian work: of Christians, 
hut no less the happy condition is due to the 
wonderful spirit of toleration and patience that 
Hinduism inculcates. 

I am definitely ag-ainst any publio disoussion of 
the trifling persecution we receive at the hands ot 
our non-christian brethren. Any parading of our 
persecutions or grievanoes either in India or 
abroad in America and England will lead to a 
~tiffening of the communal feelings ot jealousy, 
aclfishnl'S9 and hatred, It has done so in the 
case of Islam, India is inevitably towered in the 
eyes of good men and women in foreign countries 
who cannot have a proper perspective to view the 
situation aright. These political reperoussions are 
seriously harmful both for Christians and non-Chris
tians. \Ve may like it or not, our political and 

. sooi:1l destiny is inextric:tbly bound up with that 
{)f the other communities in the country. In these 

days, one should take extreme care that no sentiments 
be spread as will have the effect of tightening 
up tbe Christian community against the major 
communities. Imperialism, political or religious, may 
feel happy over new divisions being created in 
our midst but Christianity cannot rejoice over 
auch an iniquity. The day ia gone when missionaries 
or the British governmental policy should protect 
Christianity in India. Let the Indian Church lean 
on Go:! and the superlative excellence of her 
divine faith, and utilise perseoution, if and when 
it comes, for the spread of truth and the glory of 
God. A fresh outbreak: of persecution will cleanse 
the church of much of its dross and weakness. 

The reference (and repeated question) to the 
running away of the father of the late Bishop 
Chitamber is inconclusive and is an example of 
too sweeping generalisation. Many a would-be 
oonvert runs away from borne through sheer 
nervousness or fear, through lack of sufficient 
manliness and they do not become very zealous or 
strong Christians. Then again what was true a 
hundred or fifty years ago, no longer holds. Why 
should not Christians cite and publish cases of the 
wonderful general fraternity and good relations and 
even of helpfulness subsi•ting between Christians 
and others in order that Christians and good 
tolerant non-Christians may be encouraged and a 
feeling of solidarity increasingly induced i' I hold 
it to be wrong for Christians to make any political 
capital of their sufferings. Let us make spiritual 
capital out of them. I can understand why Z 'M 
Imliara floDial Ref•rmer exhibits tbat temper. I 
can also see that if Indian Christians would make 
any representation of their complaints and would 
appeal to men's reason and heart, the question 
would assume a slightly different aspect. But are 
they really free and uninspired to do that in a 
proper way P Public agitation over religious 
persecutions, in the present political oonditions of 
India at any rate, is not helpful to the growth and 
consolidation of true Christianity and the emergence 
of a strong and united India, 

Benares, } 
O::tober 9, 194.0. 

THE " INDIAN \VITNESS.'' 

Yours etc., 
R. C. DAs. 

We deeply appreciate the wholesome words which 
the Rev, R. C. Das, of Benares writes on the subject 
of persecution. There will be general 
agreement with what he says regarding "trifling 
persecutions" and ''parading of our persecutions." 

The word which he speaks in appreciation of the 
"wonderful spirit of toleration and patience that 
Hinduism inculcates," is in season. Probably no 
place on earth presents so wide a variety of 
religious beliefs with so little religious persecution, 
as does India. This we gladly acknowledge, But 
that very fact makes any tendency toward suoh 
persecution all the more noticeable and unlovely. 

Very wisely Mr. Das says that any per;;ecution that 
does come should be used for the spread of truth. 
In this he has history on his side for always, ·•the 
blood of the martyrs has been the seed of the 
Church." But this is a counsel on the use of 
persecutions that may come, and does not suggest 
that persecution be courted or that it is justifiable. 

Our position is that among reasonable and tolerant 
men there should be no such thing as religious 
persecution. It is for Christians or others in India 
who may be persecuted, to accept it in a Christian 
spirit But it is also necessary that the source of 
such persecution be discovered and corrected. 
Simply to deny its existence is not the part ol fairness 
or toleratioo. 
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Our concern is not mainly with individuals whose 
religious decisions have forced them to leave home 
and their social surroundings. They generally have 
some education and strength of character to make 
easier their adjustments in new surroundings, The 
greater problem is the village groups who are 
practically at the mercy of the landlords for their 
daily bread, The persecution here is generally more 
from economic fears than because of religious 
concerns, The landlords are afraid that if their 
tenants change their religion it will mean they 
will get ideas of independence and will demand 
a large return for their labour, A number of 
landlord have frankly confessed to us that this was 
their reason for calling in religious agitators who 
stirred up trouble. The same has been true in the 
matter of starting schools for village groups. Land
lords have said that they opposed- these schools 
because educated boys would refuse to run their 
plows. It may be that present tendencies will 
make landlords hesitate openly to instigate persecu
tion for economic reasons, but most of rural India is 
a law unto itself and the landlords are that law, 

Some will say that this is not religious persecution. 
We agree that the motive is not religious but it 
becomes religious persecution so far as these village 
groups are concerned. Perhaps they are stronger 
because of what they must endure. But those who 
say there is no persecution in the villages that is 
real and terrible for the village groups, simply do 
not know what goes on. And matters are not helped 
much by saying that these groups were persecuted 
about as much before they became Christians. 
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aooerialned on applloaUoa. 

s. AooonniB are audited qaal'tel'Iy by i firm o1 l!Uiarporatcf! 
Aooounianis and yearly by a Special Gowt""'ont Andllolo 
Qual'tel'ly alaiemenio ol 8nanolal pool\lon are publlahed bo ihl 
11 Bombay Go98l'llment Gazeli:e.11 

VAIKUNTH L. MEHT.a., 

Managing D!N&oJ, 

S. NATARAJAN'S 

WEST OF SUEZ. 
"It is a delightful book, Few travellers 

can help telling tales, Mr. Natarajan at any 

rate knows how to tell on~ extremely well.'' 

Twentieth Century, Allahabad. 

P.rice Rs. 3 Postage ext.ra. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EIItabllabed 7tb Beptembel' 1908.) 

DIOORPORAT&D UIIDU; TID IBDI.Lll OOKP~ j.J1f 

vt o• 1882, 
Capital Subeeribed .. ,_ 

Capital Calle4 up ··•-
Re.ene Fund ·-··· 

R.s. 2,00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
.. 1,13,00,000 

HEAD OFFICB t 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:

AHMEDABAD, (Bhsdra Office). 
AHMEDABAD, (Station Branch), 
ANDHERI, (Near Bombay). 
BANDHA, (Near Bombay), 
BULLION EXCHANGE, (Sheik Memon St., Bombay). 
CALCUTTA, (Clive Street). 
CALCUTIA, (Bara Bazar). 
CALCUTTA, CChowringhee Square), 
COLABA, (Cuerow Baug, Bombay). 
JAMSHEDPUR. 
KALBADEVl, (Corner of Picket Road, Bombay). 
MALABAR HILL, (314 Hughes Road, Bombay). 
NAGPUR, <Kingaway). 
NAGPUR CITY. 
POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

London Agents :-The Westminster Bank, Ltd. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from Rs. 800 toRs. 1,00,000 
@ I% per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
:R1o 1,011,000 allowed only by specurJ arrangement. No 
credit will be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
Ieos than Rs. ~1- ret half year, 

FlXRD DRI:'OSlTS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 
~ SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 

terms. Rules on application, 
The Bank acts as Executop anct Tpustee 

undep Wtlls and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustea Business &•nerally. .ll.ules may bs. nbtatned on 
application. 

LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS 1 
Tho Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved oocurltles, ' ' ' 

The Bank undertal<e• on behalf of Its constituents the 
oafo custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon, It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stocil at moderate charges, particulars or which 
may be had on application. 

A, G. GRAY, 
Managor. 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(The liability of 'Hombera belng Llmlled.) 

llrOORl'ORAT:&D IIi BARODA. 

Under tbe Patronage of aa4 largely aapporte&l by tbe 
Oovemment of IL H. tbe Mabaro)a Oael<war of Baroda. 

CAPITAL. 5UBSCRIBED 
LSSUI!D CAPITAL 
CAPITAL PAIP.UP 
REl!II!RVB FUND -... 

b · :o..co.oo.ooe 
.. 1,20, 00,000 

• .cs.oo,-
• g,oo,ooo 

Head Office:-BA~OOA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bbadra), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, Bllllmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabbol, Dwa.rka, Harlj (N, 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidbpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS. 

Interest on daily balances from Rs. Boo to Rs. 1,00,000 
will be allowed at ! :per cent. per annnm and on enms over 
Rs. 1,00,000 by speCial arrangement. No int.erest which 
does not come to Rs. 5 per half-year will be allowed.• 

FIXED DEPOSITS. 

Received for long or short periods on terms which may 
be ascertained on application. 

LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS. 

The Bank grants accommodation on t.erms to be 
arranged against approved securities. 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of its constituents the 
eafe Custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and interest ther~on; it also undertakes the sale 
and purchase of Government Paper and all descriptions of 
Stock at moderate charges particulars of which may be 
leamt on application. 

SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS. 

Deposits received in Savings Bank accounts and Savings 
Bank deposit accounts. Int.erest on these is allowed at 
1! per cent per annnm. Roles on application. • 

, ' SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT AT BARODA' 

Lockers of different sizes available. Rates on application. 

W. G. GROUNDWATER, 
Genoral Manager, 

CHEST COLD 

(Belf:(lo) 

A simple ch~ cold may, if neg!~ tum into bronchitis; 
avoid tnis by rubbtng your chest w1th AMRUTANJAN. lt8 
penetrating warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens the 
phlegm and brings quick n:lief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brit~p Qlli&k RelieJ Ahva_y1 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY a MADRAS. 
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THE M.AHA-BODHI 
- -

An Illustrated . Journal ol International 
Buddhist Brotherhood. 

;. (E•talililhsd 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
Professor Nicholas Jil.oerlch, Sir Hari Singh Gour, 

Sri Jil.ahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesh Chandra Sen, 
Mr. J, F. McKechnie (Bhlkkhu bllacata), Sir S. Jil.adha.. 
krishnan, Dr, D. ll., lJhandarkar, Mr. A run Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B.l\4. Barua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D., 
B.L., Dr. P. C, Bagchl, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen, 
Dr. Kalidas Nag, Dr. N. Dutt, and others, 

Annual 8ull&cription. Ad'lllrti~t~m6'/lt rate, 

India, Ceylon ... ll.s. 4 Full page (Cover) ... ll.s. 25 
Burma ... ., 5 Ditto (Body) ... , U 
Far Bast: ... Yen 8 Half page ... , I 
.IIIJ'ope -8 ShiWngs 

or equivalent Quarter page ... ., ' 
America ... 8 Dollars 

Apply til th• Man1Jg1r, 

lY.lAHA-BODHI SOCIETY 
4A, COLLRGR SQUAll.": CALCUTTA. 

THE 

SCINDIA STEAM NAVIGATION 

COMPANY LIMITED. 

Head OHice at BOMBAY. 
NA~OTTAM MORARJEB & Co., 

Agents, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 
The Premier Indian Shipping Company. 

ll.egular Fortnightly Cargo Services between:

{1) Rangoon, Bombay, Karachi via Malabar; 
(2) Rangoon, Madras, Colombo ; 
(S) Calcutta and Karachi, via Coast ports. 
(4) ll.angoon, Calcutta, according to demand. 

Jl.egular Passenger Servloe between:-

(1) Jil angoon and Coromandel Coast ports. 
(2) Chlttagong-Rangoon and Chlttagong-cm'a 

Basar (B. B. S, N. Co.'s services.) 

.MaMging Ag6'11t& OJ 

The Bengal Barma Steam Navigation Co., Ltd., Rangoon.. 
Tho Ratnagar Steaai Navigation Co., Ltd. Bombay, 

For further particulars, apply to 

BOINDIA S. N. Co., Ltd., Scindla House, 
Ballard Estate, Bombay., . 
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1~ The World's Finest Perfumers use ; 

:· MYSORE SANDALY/000 OIL. 
~~ 

!~ The State of l\1ysore contains the finest specimens of 
!~ the East Indian Sandalwood Tree ( Santalum Album). The 
l~ Oil distilled from this conforms to all. Pharmacopoeias of the 
I"' ,~ world. Its aroma is unexcelled. 
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Government Sandalwood Oil Factory, Mysore 
. -

Can he lzatl either direct o; tlzrouglz our Agents 

FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENC~. & BURMA. 

MessJ>s. M.A. T. ACHARYA & co:, 
"Sli.I Kli.ISHNA. BUILDINGs;• AVBNUB ROAD, BANG.U.Oli.B CITY 

AND 

1:' THE MYSORE PRODUCTS, Ltd., 
: . Pli.INCBSS STli.RBT, BOMBAY, ,. 
~~i&&r\111! "'"Me >bit \llu "fr-&&&5t %u Uif&[ffultd,&t \jlft Ml "iii >f&r\ffiMr riiu ,;;; II;, Me me >\ih M< \1\il\f&l Uill "'u >drfj)! -- '- . 

l'rlDted by lal B. Dubub, Man_, !l'he Commercial Printing 1'.-.., 106, Oowujl Patell, SSroot, Fort, Bombay, and Publlabed by 
JtamUJibi Na16Hojaa lor Ulo Proprlalorl ol lllo "Indian Boola! Rolormor" Llmlkd, all Oil, Oowasjl Patel Streol, Fori, Bombay, 
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NOTES. 

Dr. Deshmukh's Divorce Blll :-On · the 
Congress decision last September toinstruct its 
members not to· attend the sessions of the 
Central Legislative Assembly, and later the 
provincial Assemblies, 'several social reform 
measures relating to Hindu marriage and divorce 
were left at whatever stage they had reached. The 
two most important of these were in the Central 
Assembly, Mrs. Subbarayan's Divorce Bill and 
Dr. G. V. Deshmukh's Hindu Women's 
Divorce Bill which was lost on a motion 
to refer it to Select Committee. - The Central 
Assembly is to meet again next week and, in the 
event of Congress lifting the ban, Dr. Deshmukh 
wilt return to the charge. He has given notice 
of two Bills. The first and more important of 
these is the Hindujudic,?.,\_Separation anj Divorce 
Bill "hich is the old Bill cci'mpletely revised in the 
light of criticism. It is obviously ·an attempt 
to improve the 1939 Deshmukh Divorce Bill to 
meet the criticisms, many of them superficial 
raised in the Assembly debates of 193~. It ~ 
unfortunate that Dr. Deshmukh should have 
followed this method, particularly as there are 
other dratts in the field which have been more 
c1refully thou~:ht out. Mr. S. Srinivasa Aiyengar's 
draft btU ( he Reformer, August 6, 19:18) was 
easily the best in regard to clarity of expression. 
It is a model draft by an eminent lawyer on 
which marriage reformers could well have 
worked. And it is more than a divorce bill in 
so far as it makes Hindu marriages monog~ 
mous as well. H1ndu society is ripe for such 
a measure. Dr. Deshmukh's new Bill is con
cerned. as was his old one, with divorce alone. 
There are radical alterations. Impotency which 
figured in the 1939 Bill has been dropped. His 
Divorce mn of 1940 falls into three main sec
ticns. The first of these provides the right 
to separate residence to the Hindu wife or 
husband if the other party suffers from 
loathsome disease or incurable lunacy 1 or turns 

recluse or cha~ges religi_on, or cc>mmits adultery~' 
Th.e second gtves the wtfe the right to separate. 
res1dence and to maintenance if the husband · 
marries again, is guilty of cruelty towards her, or· 
~eserts • her. The third section, contained ' 
m an mnocent-Iooking last clause, provides · 
that the Court may grant · dissolution of: 
marr~e two years after the decree of judicial ' 
separation.. Dr. Deshmukh's inclusion- :Of the 
husband In the first part-to meet: the · 
criticism that his . previous measure _ ~ was · 
one-si~ed-gives a peculiar twist to ; the 
phrasmg •. One reads with surprise, · for 
mstance, of the husband's "ri<Yht · to 
claim separate residence.'' Nor does it 
seem . reasonable that the remedy for 
adultery should be just separate residence 
for. the_ a.J;rgriev~ party with a two years' _ 
w;ut . for dissolution of marriage. The con
fusion caused in marriage . acts by vague 
phraseology is incalculable. Dr. Deshmukh 
one feels, might have been Illore- precise i~ 
telling us what constitutes "desertion" and : 
what marital "cruelty" is. As a surgeon he is·, 
probably more certain than ordinary laymen of ' 
:what is loathsomeness in disea~ or incurabi:ity ' 
10 lunacy, These are deta1ls which can ' 
be remedied. The main purpose of Dr. 
Deshmukh's Bill will a peal to all reformers. 1 

What is needed, however, is som~thing which·· 
will meet the needs of Hindu society today 
rather than a measure which w1ll somehow ' 
pass through the legislature. Hindu opinion · 
is moving rapidly in the direction of m"nog-tm:rus ' 
ma.rriage. Hindu women .in general stand 
sohd for this reform. Even if a divorce law 

1 

is passed, few women will resort to it, in view ' 
among other things of the publicity involved. 
Dr. Deshmukh wishes to make a second · 
marriage one of the grounds of divorce. This · 
is putting the cart before the horse. fhe Btll 
would in effect sanction second marriages. Even 
where an aggrieved first wife decides to seek 
relief 1 she wtll have to bring two suits hefore 
the court at an interval of two years to ob.ain 
it. It should be the husband who seeks divorce 
before he marries again. Nor should his 
obligations to his first wife be lost sight of. 
· The Right to Separate Residence :-Dr. 

Deshmukh 's second Bill is one which he evidently 
intends to use as a reserve on whicll he will fall 
back if the Central Assembly rejo!Ct..q hi• D<vorce 
Bill. The Separate Residence and Main;enance 
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Bill is, in !act, · the Divorce Bill watered down 
t<?. meet orthodox opposition, It seeks to confer 
on the Hindu wife the right to separate residence· 
and maintenance in circumstances similar to the 
ones set out in his Divorce Bill-adultery being 
omitted in the. recital of grounds for action. 
It is, in brief, a provision for judicial separation 
not leading to divorce and as such a half
way house between marriage ·and divorce. 
Dr. Deshmukh has sought here to confer 
on the Hindu wife an equality witn the 
Hindu married man. , The extreme conservatism 
of the Bill is shown by the clause relating to 
the custody and education of the children. 
Though from the· grpunds of action it is clear 
that the Hindu married woman is given relief 
only where the husband is ,not discharging his 
duties as the head of the family, still questions 
relating to the care of .the chilJren are lett to the 
discretion of the court. The absence' · of · 
impotence as a cause for separation shows that 
Dr. Deshmukh is more concerned with the res· 
ponsibilities of a married man to his family than 
with his capabilities as a husband. Surely, if it is 
good for a woman to live separate from her hus- · 
band it must be equally necessary to remove the 
children from his mfluence. The onus should 
rest on the husband, in the event of a wife being 
granted separation, to prove that she also 
is; not suitable as a guardian for their children. 
Children are the one purpose of marri- · 
age and measures aiming at placing marital 
relations on a healthier footing, should predomi
nantly care for the welfare of the children of 
sepa1ating couples. · Apart from the fact thai: 
the conservative might vote for it, there is little to 
commend the Separate Residence and Maintenance 
Bill. Dr. Deshmukh's Divorce Bill, in spite of i.tS 
limitations, is more worth fighting for. In the 
copies circulated by Dr. Oeshmukh to the · 
press by an unfortunate mistake . the clause 
relating to divorce' 'has appeared as 
the last clause of the Separate ResiJence and 
Maintenance · Bill and the Statements of 
Objects and Reasons of the two bills 
have . been transposed.. This has led . to · a 
certain confusion in· comments in the·· press. 
In consultation with Dr. Deshmukh we have 
mad~ the necessary alterations and the corrected 
bills are printed on another page. · · " 

Gandhiji Suspends the "Harijan'' :-Gandhiji 
announced last week that he had dedd~d to 
suspend . the Harzfan and the Gujarati and 
Hindustani counterparts of it in view of: 
the notice served .on Editors of newspapers· 
requiring them. riot to give publicity . ' to . 
Mr. Vinoba Bha:ve's satyagraha activities. The 
text of the notice wa5 as fallows : 

.. I. am directed by Go.vermrieut to advise you that- no 
account of incident. leading up to satyagraha by 
Mr ·Vlnoba Bhave and no report of his speeches or 
any subs<quent developments should be pubhohed with
out previous reference to the Ch1ef t'ress Advber, 
Delhi.. I would like to bring to your nor ice that this 
fs in your own iotere .. t, to avoid proseol.lt!oo under 

' Rule 88 of tht. Uefeuce of 1 ndia RIlles. . - . · 

The terms of the notice are so · vague and 
, I , 

wide that they may be · made to cover even a 
bare allusion to Mr. Bha ve's activities. As a 
matter of fact, both the Associated and the 
United Press Agencies sent out reports of his 
speeches, arrest and conviction, and these have 
been publish~d in the newsp~pers. The Chief 
Press Adviser at Delhi has probably edited their 
reports, omitting some parts, perhaps modifying 
others. But the main facts were wide y 
published as also the reactions of the public to 
them. The Indian Press as a whole has 
shown admirable discretion both in its 
presentation and comment on war news. and 
Government might well have refrained from 
issuing this circular which reflected on the judg
ment and competence of its conductors. At any 
rate, the notice might have been couched in terms 
which showed that Government appreciated 
the restrained attitude of the lndi~n Press. No 
other journal has thought fit to follow the lead 
of Gandhiji and. for a good reason. Gandhiji is 
the leader of the satyagraha movement. Every 
detail of Mr. Bhave's programme was planned 
at his instance, if not. by him personally. No one 
knows the facts about it so accurately. The 
Chief Press Adviser in I,>dhi was not in a posi
tion to revise Lhe ·Harijan reports so as to make 
them more factually correct. Any change that 
he felt adv1sable to make in them, must' 
only detract .from their veracity. To publish a 
report thus modified would be lending the weigh~ 
of Gandhiji's authority delil;>erately to misleld 
the public. Under the circumstances, Gandhiji 
did the only thing pos!lible for him and his 
action is not open to criticism. . · 

The Mator Industry in InJia :-By a strange 
coincidence we received Sir M. Visvesvarayy~·s 
report on the latest phase . of the projec~ · of 
setting up a motor industry in Bo ''bay at the 
same time as the report of the ~ll-lndia Village 
Industries Association which' we noticed last 
week. Sir M. Visvesvf}t:hYa e~phins how the 
project suffers from the <official tende.ncy to ,drag 
out negotiations. The Congr~ Government of 
Bombay agreed to grant a :lillbvention. to the 
mJtor industry suhject to certain conditions; It 
was also expected. that the war needs .of the 
British Government would bring about a .change, 
in the attitude of the Government of India. From 
Sir M, Visve;;varayya'~ account, it is clear that 
so far . as offi~ial .support is concerned, there 
is no great. moasure of it .likely to be forth
coming in th~ near, f\lture, . As for the public, 
its . apathy towards- autO(Tlobile manufacture. 
is even more than it- is if) m'ltters relating to 
villa!le ind.ustries. , ,Sir; Visves\\arf!yva m<!ntbns' 
that cars mada and sold. in lnJia would be con
siderably cheaper t.han the automqbit. s imp~rted 
in normal times. Tn~ initial expenditure which 
even the cheapest car entails on the purchaser 
naturally. makes cqnsumers cautious in investing 
iQ a ne.\V untried product. fhe Government is 
peculiarly equipped not only to undertake tne risk 
but to see as well that stand11-rd requ:remerits are 
not ignored in the search · tor cheapness. 
But · what il~ first essential, ;IS with village 
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industries, is to impress on the public mind making. The fact that Pandit Jawaharlal 
the importance of industrial development. Village Nehru was arrested only on the last day of 
industries for all the organisation and vast October for a speech which he is said to have 
sentiment evoked in their favour by Gandhiji's made in the first week of the month, seems 
propaganda, do not seem to offer, on the lines to lead to the same conclusion. We yet hope 
followed by the Association, any prospect of that the essential identity of the· aim of the 
self-sufficiency. The C:ase with industrial Congress and Government will be realised 
enterprises like the automobile industry is very and a friendly undertaking reached before 
different. There is another aspect. The New matters go too far. 
Statesman in a recent article commented ori the General S:nuts' Platitudes :-Some months ago 
interdependence of national freedom and General Smuts broadcast a bombastic statement 
industrialism. The British system is based on of his views on the supreme value of free institu
this belief and the least that the administr;~tion tions and the part which South Africa was 
can do in the present conditions is to help the resolved to play in the vindication of the right of 
development of industries. In his inaugural all men to be free and equal under democratic 
address to the Eastern Group Conference, Lord institutions. Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas, 
Lin Iithgow paid a glowing tribute to the support Chairman of the Council of the Imperial Indian 
which the bureaucracy had received from Indian Citizenship Association, sent a message to the 
industrialists. Unfortunately there are not General welcoming his world broadcast and 
wanting signs to show that the Government of expressing the earnest hope that the people of 
India is as little capable in the industrial field, South Africa, without distinction of colour or 
of utilising the existing goodwill to the best race, will in future have the full benefit of 
account as it has already shown itself incompetent, government in accordance with the great 
in the political field, of applying India's principles enunciated by him. Sir Purshotamdas 
opposition to Nazism to any progressive purpose. made no specific reference to Indians in 

'fbe Indian Paradox:-Several war aims have South Africa but General Smuts understood 
been put forward but the one on which all of the message to be a reflection on the 
them hinge is the defeat of Nazism. Now, treatment · o£ South African Indians by the 
Nazism is itself a complex creed but its basic Union Government and replied in a peevish 
idea is the supremacy of force. It follows that tone alleging that Indians in South Africa 
the destruction of Nazism can be brought about were happier than in their own country. This 
only by the exposure of the futility of force as a interesting exchange of messages was commen
means of international adjustments. In other ted upon by Indian newspapers but it passed 
words, by an anti-war propaganda. The unnoticed in the Anglo-Indian Press. But 
Government of India, along with the Govern- it has had its effect. The General set another 
ments of Great Britain and the Dominions and of his grandiose messages to the Eastern 
Colonies, is engaged in the war to destroy Group Conference in which his Government 
Nazism. Gandhiji and the Indian National is represented. This was too much even for the 
Congress under his leadership are pledged to Times of lnaia which on Friday plainly tells 
promote among the people of India a the General that "fine words and the fighting 
strong anti-war sentiment as the best they encourage are of little. use unless they 
means of counteracting the Nazi glorification of produce, not at the war's end but now, the 
violence and war. The aims of both are the proof of South Africa's own intention to help 
same. Government is endeavouring to kill to rebuild the free world to which the Premier 
Nazism by its own weapon, namely, war; aspires." 
Congress is intent on effecting the same Union ol Ireland :-Jbe influence of the 
end by propaganda, another weapon of Nazism. United States had much to do with the creation 
There is no reason why Government and Con- of the Irish Free State, now known as Eire. 
gress can not co-operate in the war against The same influence has enabled Mr. De Valera 
viplence. No doubt the propaganda against war to extend the bounds of Dominion status to the 
can not distinguish between one war and another. status of independence, entitling Eire to declare 
The war to end war is as obnoxious to it as the and maintain herself as a neutral in the present 
war to end peace. It was Gandhiji's purpose War. The greater dependence of Great Britain 
to get over his difliculty by a friendly understand- for war supplies on the United States and the 
ing- with the Viceroy. The Viceroy cannot, of closer ~tpproximation of the aims and objects of 
course, give in writing an undertaking to the two Governments make it likely that the 
overlook attempts to interfere with war efforts union of the two parts of Ireland will be 
in the shape of collecting money and accomplished at no distant date. The writer 
material. It' we have understood Gandhiji of the article on Ireland in the current number 
ari),!ht, he was prepared even in the of the Round Tahle points out that in Northern 
face of the written ref usa! to carry out his Ireland itself there is a growing volume of in
part of the undertaking in as innocuous a fluential opinion against Lord Craigovan's die~ 
manner as possible if Government showed hard opposition to Union. Some of his colleagues 
its appreciation of his goodwill by exercisinct r have resigned in protest a,crainst his obstinate 
forb.:arance in dealing with his propagand:. preference for the status quo in Northern Ire~nd 
For a few days it seemed that this might to the safety of the British Empire, The wnter 
be a solution of the paradox. 1\lr, Bhave refers to Lord Craigovan as the last of the 
was not arrc:;tl!d until after four days' speech- die-hard Ulsterites. 
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THE EASTERN GROUP CONFERENCE. 

From the first we have been distrustful of the 
holding of the so-called Eastern Group 
Conference in Delhi. There has been for some 
months past a tendency in British Parliamentary 
circles to throw a hrge part of the burden of 
the war on India on the pretext that the safety 
of this country is a primary object of the war. 
On this ground India has been required to 
accept the defence of Egypt and Malaya as her 
strategic frontiers. What new burdens may be 
foisted on her on similar grounds is a 
matter of apprehension. The constitution of 
~he Eastern Group is not calculated to allay this 
apprehension. Although there is a large, 
almost unwieldy, number of members attend
ing the Conference, the principals are only 
five. India and Burma are controlled from 
Whitehall. So are the Colonies. The Secretary 
of State for India and the SEcretary of State 
for the Colonies are members of the British 
Cabinet. The three Dominions, Australia, New 
Zealand and South Africa, on the other hand, 
are represented by men who are responsible 
'only to their own Governments. The Ottawa 
Conference unmistakably showed that the 
Dominions are not amenable, where their interests 
are concerned, to the Imperial Government's 
influence. Viscount Snowden in his autobiography 
says that the British delegates to the Ottawa 
Conference with whom he had talked, conveyed 
to him the impression that they had "a 
hell of a time." Mr. Neville Chamberlain is 
quoted by the same authority as having declared 
that he found that the bonds of Empire had 
,worn very thin. Lord Snowden himself observes 
that the Conference was saved from a break· 
down only by the British delegation making 
last minute concessions to the Dominions. Sir 
Arthur Salter commenting on the Ottawa Con
ference, significantly said that the interests of the 
Colonial Empire received a very subordinate 
consideration. Canada is not in the Conference 
but Australia, New Zealand and South Africa are 
there and they are by no means more disposed 
to abate a jot of their claims to considerations 
of Empire. And they are in a stronger p:Jsition 
today than at Ottawa vis-a-vis the British 
Government. Their participation in the War is 
appreciated at a higher value than the sacrifices 
.of India, because it is voluntary while the latter 
are ·not. Australia and New Zealand, moreover, 
are no longer looking to Great Britain as their 
sole defender against Japanese aggression. 
The United States has been holding out hopes 
of its willingness in case of need to take upon 
itself the defence of the two Dominions as also 
of South Africa which lies on the route to them. 
They will, therefore, not only enforce their claims 

but will greatly reinforce the · group of 
British politicians who maintain that India must 
bear the whole burden of the war East of Suez. 
The Governments of India and Burma will no 
doubt be directed by the Secretary of State as to 
their proper attitude. And so will be the 
Colonial representatives. As b~tween the two, 
the Colonial Secretary is more likely to protect 
the interests of the colonies for which the British 
Exchequer is responsible in the last resort, than 
the Secretary of State for India whJ is out of 
sympathy with the nationalist aspirations of 
this country. 

The Viceroy opened the Conference on Friday. 
His Excellency's address on the occasion carefully 
avoided probin~ below the generalities which 
formed the staple of his observations. The 
present Conference, he said, was a logical sequel 
of the Imperial Conference. At the same time 
he said that the only matter before the Con
ference was the pooling of resources with the 
object of rendering the most effective assistance 
to Great Britain as promptly as po3sible. His 
Excellency added as an after-thought that some 
visiting delegates are known to desire to make 
use of the facilities available in this country 
for the discussion of wider economic issues 
and that the Commerce Department of the 
Government of India would ba most ready to 
undertake discussion with them on those issues. 
Economic issues include not only the import 
and export of goods but the free m:Jvement of 
population. The three Dominions which are 
now honoured guests in India will not admit 
their hosts, the people of India, to acquire 
citizenship in their cJuntries. In one of 
them, South Africa, measures are constantly 
under contemplation to segregate the Indian 
population, to restrict their already restricted 
rights of trading and owning land. The 
Commerce Department is in the charge of an 
Indian. Sir A. Ramaswami Mudliyar feels as 
intensely as others of his c:Juntrym~n about 
such discriminating treatment but will he be free 
to discuss them with the delegates of these 
Dominions? It is' idle to expect a man 
suffering from ulcer in the stomach to discuss 
with his dyspeptic neighbours a scheme for co
operative disgestion. ·Before India can coperat~ 
with the Dominions, she must be recognised 
as an equal in all respects and her relations 
must be placed on . the same footing as 
those of the Dominions to one another. 
The distinction whicn Lord Linlithgow made 
between kindred and affiliated peoples of 
the Commonwealth, was, to say the least, mala
droit. As the spokesman of India, which he 
professed himself to be, he should have identified 
himself with the Indian point of view. If he 
had done so, there may be some hope of our 
guests and visitors being impressed momen
tarily at least by the anomaly of their attitude 
towards India. The exclusion of non-official 
Indians from regular membership has consider
ably weakened the authority of the Conference 

' 
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as an exponent of the Indian attitude towards 
the Empire and the war efforts. Sir Mohamed 
ZafaruUah and Sir Ramaswami Mudaliyar are 
able and patriotic men but they are parts of the 
machine and must revolve with it in the 
direction set by the operators six thousand 
miles away. 

Lord Linlithgow compared past empires 
with the British Empire and concluded that 
the latter had no inherent defects such as the 
former had, which led to their decline and fall. 
The question should be left to the historian to pro
nounce opinion on. Meanwhile, it is obvious that 
the European system as a whole has collapsed. 
This system includes the whole life of Europe, 
its reli~ious, moral, economic and political life. 
The British Empire as part creator and paxt 
product of the European system cannot absolve 
itself of the faults and failures . which have 
brought that system to its present plight, 
Complacency on such a question is itself a 
symptom of malady in the body politic, 

PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT MONUMENTS. 

(BY 5. I~ BALAllUBRAHMANYAM, CHIDAMBARA!&.) 

1 shall cite a few famous cases of wilful destruc
tion of our ancient monuments. 'The Buddhist stupa 
at Amravatl was built of marble by the Andhra 
Kings in the 2nd century A. D. In the 18th century 
(1797) a petty local raja razed this marble monument 
to the ground and used parts thereof as building 
material. The s;mlptured panda and pillars were 
demolished and even partly burnt to hme. Seven 
pieces of this Stupa are kept in the Indian Museum 
at Calcutta, and 160 pieces were sent to the British 
Museum. In 1881 ~· Burgeu examined the site 
and oolleoted 4.00 pteces more and they are now 
preserved in the Madras Museum, 

Let me take another instance, that of Gangaikonda 
Cholapuram-the creation of Rajendra Chota I as 
the new Chota capital in commemoration of hi1 
victory of the region aa far aa the Ganges, In 
his new capital he also built a temple on the model 
or that built by hia illustrious father at Tanjore. 
Here is tho account whioh appeared in a local 
publication of 18S5s 

Spea.klng of the noble temple of Ganga! Kondav· 
pura.m, It must not be omitted that when the lower 
eolerum anikat was built, tho structure was dismantled 
of a larg11 part of tho splendid granite aculptures, which 
adorned it, and the enclosing wall was almost wholly 

· destroyed In order to obtain materials for tho work. 
Tho poor p•ople did their best to prevent this destruc
tion and spallation of a venerated edifice by the 
servants of a government that could show no title to 
It, but, of course, without success; they were only 
pun !shed for eontempL A promise was made indeed 
that a wall of brlc.i< should be built In place of the stone 
""II, that was pulled down; but unhappily It must be 
recorded that this promise has never been redeemed. 

What a commentary on the ignorance and arrogance 
ol those engineers I Fortunately the main temple 
waa not touched, · 

Tbe temple of Tiruvidaimarudur in the Tanjore 
District is a place of l{reat antiquity, It had nearly 
1~1 inscriptions on ate walla and on those of the 
mandapas oloae to the shrine. They related 
to the kings of many dynasties-Chota, Pandya, later 
Pallava and Vijayanagar, ranging over a period of 

nearly 700 years. • 

This temple has undergone renovation and most of 
~eae valuable recorda have been !oat for ever. lt 
IS the same sad tale whenever a modem renovation 
o( an ancient temple takes place. 

A temple that is threatened with a similar fate in 
the ~ear f~tw:e is that at !iruvaiyar (Tiruvadi) in the 
TanJore Distract. The Vashnu temple in this locality 
has been completely reconstructed. Next will be 
the turn, I understand, of the Saivite shrlnet1 in 
the plaoe. There are two s brines in this compound, 
The older is called the Dakshina Kailasa and 
perhaps it wa1 one built in the days or Aditya 
L (aoc. 871 A. D.). . · . 

It contains many Inscriptions of early. Chota, 
Pandya and Vijayanagar rulers. The other is the 
foundation of a Chota queen of Ranga Raja 1 called 
Lokhamahadevi who lavished many costly gifts of 
jewels and ornaments and made innumerable 
endowments for the upkeep of various temple 
services, 

EFFORTS OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DI!IPARTMENT, 

In the year 1935, the Archaeological Oeputment 
of India Issued a very important communique on 
the subject of" Preservation of Ancient Monuments," 
They pointed out that Southern India has "a rich 
heritage in its large number of temples, re. 
markable alike for their size and the wealth of 
sculptural and epigraphical materiat:• that ''the 
Importance of the inscriptions which are 
veritable mines of information regarding the life and 
times of the prinoes and peoples in the past ages 
cannot be exaggerated, that well-informed publio 
opinion should range Itself on the side of thOle 
who are making efforts to preserve these priceless 
materials for posterity." At the same time they 
condemned the baneful practice of white-washing 
the walls which resulted in. considerable da~e to 
aculptures and inscriptions, and the indiscrimanate 
burning of lamps on sculptures, pillars and panea 
and insori bed slabs and the practice of modern 

· renovators-chiefly, the Nagarattar community-of 
chiselling out old Inscriptions on stones and using 
them as ordinary building materiala without regard 
to the records and carvings found on them. 

There is also need for greater co-ordination 
between the department& of Epigraphy and 
Archaeology so that we may derive the fullest 
benefit by their collaboration. Is there cot a case 
11ven for unification of tljese two departments under 
a single officer P 
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OUR DUTY TO PRESERVE THIS fUCH HERJTAGE. 
' A renovated temple can boast of a new structure 
but not an architecture. . The historical association, 
the epigraphs and works of art of the past have a 
charm of their own.· It must be our duty to preserve 
as far as possible the ancient character of our old 
temples. In case temple renovation is indispens
!Lbl:, it should be done on scientific lines, as 
md1cated above. lf not, careful plans and diagrams 
have to be prepared, photographs taken of these old 
shrines before destruction of each part. All the 
inscriptions have to be copied fully. Then the stones 
of each wall should be numbered and after careful 
dismantling should be reassembled in a part of the 
wide quadrangle of the temple under the guidance 
of Archaeological officers, so that they may be a 
source of inspiration to future generations and an 
object of additional attraction to the temple. The 
cost of these inscribed stones as building material is 
insignificant to a charitably minded benefactor who, 
at considerable cost, renovates a temple, but their 
value from an historical, archaelogical or aesthetic 
point of view is considerable. 

The Archaeological Department has rightly empha
sised the need for a well-informed public opinion to 
range itself on the side of those who strive for the 
preservation of these monuments; secondly, on the 
good sense and cultural oon science of renovators; 
and, thirdly, on the timely help that may be rendered 
by the Hindu Religious Endowments Board. 

India is a vast country. · Workers are few and 
their voice is feeble. The cultural conscience of 
the people bas not yet been stirred. The monuments 
are being demolished in hundreds every year without 
our knowledge or even a protest from the public. 
Let the department and the public concentrate all 
their attention on one monument and save it. lf we 
succeed in one place we shall succeed in others. 
Tiruvayar offers such an opportunity. Will the 
public rise equal to the occasion? The Hindu 
l<.eligious Endowments Board has no greater cause 
or nobler end to serve, or more sacred duty to 
discharge, than this. The Collector of the district 
has vast powers and personal influence. He can by 
persuasion try to save the monuments in his jurisdic
tion from the ravages of an ignorant renovator who 
in the name of religion and piety unwittingly destroys 
what the iconoclast has spared. If we do not save 
them now, they are lost for ever and the future 
awakened India will blame us for our neglect and 
we shall have to take upon ourselves the full share 
of the blame for our failure to preserve them for 
posterity. If we fail, the labours of Cunningham, 
the first Archaeologist of India, and Lord Curzon, 
who, by an Act, laid the foundation for the preserva
tion of our ancient monuments, would have been 
in vain and the hands pf the clock of progress will 
be reversed by about a hundred years. . 

TREATMENT OF DELINQUENCY 
IN THE U.S. A. 

·· 4. PROBATION. 
(BY J. P. Gupta, BOMBAY. ) 

(ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY AUTHOR,) 
We have seen in our earlier articles that the 

young offender is not a criminal to be punished, but 
he is a ward of society in need of help. The 
probation officer gives him this help, "Probation 
is a form of treatment for persons considered capable 
of being restored to well-ordered law-abiding lives 
without the extremity of shutting them up for a 
longer or shorter period. . It is a method of dealing 
with a person who has been found guilty of an 
offence by which he bas been released under the 
supervision of a probation to officer and allowed 
live in a community under certain conditions 
imposed by the court as to his conduct. lt is a 

method of supervision of extra-moral discipline 
intended and designed to give the offender an 
opportunity to demonstrate that he is capable of 
so ordering his conduct as to avoid further conflict 
with the law and to be in future a law-abiding 
citizen; and it is the responsibility of the probation 
officer to give him such aid by way of counsel and 
planning as he may need to that end to see that 
he does so adjust his life in the community and, 
if he fails to do so, to bring him before the court 
for further dispossession. In the case of persistent 
or serious failure, such further dispossession will 
generally involve imposition of sentence." 
- ''Probationary treatment for children, likewise 
originated many years before the Illinois Juvenile 
Court Law. Indeed Massachusetts passed an Act 
in 1869 req!-'iring_ the governor to ~ppoin~ a 'visiting 
agent' to mvesttgate all cases m wh1ch a child 
was brought to court, this nine years before the law 
of 1878, which had provided adult probation. Cali
fornia in 1883 also adopted probation for minors, the 
law remaining in force until 1901 when it was 
amended." •• But the methodical treatment 
by probation system dates from the setting up 
of the first juvenile court in Illinois in 1889. 

The treatment of an individual case depends 
upon the study of each case separately and so the 
probation officer works out a plan of treatment for 
each individual probationer on the basis of his 
social case history. In making out the plan of 
treatment he takes into consideration good. borne, 
atmosphere, good school record, child and parents 
co-operating, on the assets side,· while physical 
defects, traditional delinquency in neighbourhood, 
lack of wholesome leisure-time ao tivities are set 
down on the liability side·. 

The responsibility of the probation officer begins 
with the investigation of need and continues until 
the relief is discontinued or the person has passed 
from the supervision of the probation officer. When 
a child is placed on probation, the probation officer 
makes frequent contact with the probationer by 
visits to his residence and carries out a programme 
designed to meet his needs. A large number of 
children commit offences on account of the ignorance 
of the parents in the method of child training and 
character development, as also of bad associates 
and bad neighbours. The duty of the probation 
officer is to visit the family and associates of those 
put under him and to bring about a homely 
atmosphere in the family. He also makes arrange
ments for curing the ignorance of the parents in the 
method of child-training and character development as 
also of bad associates. and neighbours. The final aim 
of the probation offioer is to rehabilitate the child 
and adjust him to successful social living in his 
home and community •. For this purpose be·takes 
the help of various other· agencies such as church, 
school, recreational and character building agencies. 
He makes arrangements for the education of his 
ward and helps hlm to get a job or some training 
leadina to employment. In short, he becomes a 
friend ';i.nd helper of the boy. During the period of 
probation the probation officer submits weekly 
reports, regarding the conduct of the probationer 
under him. It is only on a satisfactory report that a 
probationer is released from the vigilance and control 
of the probation officer when the court is satisfied 
of the goodness of the child so as to be safe to 
himself and his neighbours. 

The duties of the probation officer are varied 
and considerable. He has to tackle community 

, res()urces, to visit homes, mental clinics, schools 
office and court, and has to attend to the correspond
ence and to educate the staff under him. 

(28) Oonfliotlng Penol Theorie• in Statutory Ohrstian Law 
p. 88. 
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RELIGION AND LIFE. 
(BY RALPH T. TBMPLIN.) 

How are we to interpret our awareness of God i' 
To me personally, awareness of God has· been most 
complete and dear in those moments when I have 
been most actively .' engaged in some specific, 
redemptive concern for some portion of the great 
human family. The strength of the awareness 
seems to have been in proportion to the need for 
redemption in the particular groups and the measure 
Qf my love and my desire to lose all sense of 
distinction . between them and me. There is . a 
continued awareness, of course, which is increasingly 
real and precious1 but these experiences stand out 
for their stabbing consciousness of God, in an 
almost indescribable way. They are important to my 
mind, as revealing a very important fact about the 
awareness of God. Strangely enough several of 
these. experiences have come with a rush of the 
sense of ein on the part of my race against another. 
Though they are very intimate, and not experiences 
which one ordinarily relates, yet I wish to recount 
a few of them in order to make my point very clear, 
. The earliest 1 remember ooourred when I was a 
boy, riding on a train across the state line between 
Kansas and Oklahoma. The latter state has what 
is called the Jim Crow Law, wbich enforces tbe 
segregation of Negroes in all public places-a species 
ot untouchability. 1 had been enjoying a visit 
across Kansas, with a Negro gentleman with whom 
I had deliberately seated myself. The porter came 
through and tapping my friend on the back muttered 
a f~w words which I did not hear, Excusing 
himself, my friend abruptly rose and went to the 
rear of the car. I thougtlt nothing about it for I 
knew his family were seated there. But soon he 
came again towards the front of the train, this time 
loaded with luggage. His wi[e and children 
followed each carrying all they could hold. He 
spoke pleasantly as he passed me, but there came. 
to me a sudden overwhelming sense ot the wrong 
and 1 had to hang my head to hold the tears with 
which my eyes had filled. They came from other 
cars, a procession of men, women and children, 
bowed down with their luggage, I could only see 
them dimly and they symbolised for me the 
patient plOdding of the oppressed of all the 
world, bowed in humility under the oruel discrimi· 
nations ot their making. I had a strange 
desire to take my place with them and almost 
aimultaneously a sense of being wholly lost in God, 
and an indesoriba ble joy whioh strangely hurt in my 
heart. I have never been able to forget that 
experience, but I have recognised its recurrance 
many times. It came to me when I refused the Phi 
Delta Cappe. Key because the application form read, 
"National Educational Fraternity for White males 
only," It happened when I walked home one night 
after a class party in New York City, only a few 
years ago, with a negress ol beautiful character who 
was my classmate. She lived in a negro section 
only a tcw blocks from our home. I could see 
glanoes oe.st our way and her sensitive soul 
shrinking within ,her. Again a sense of the sin of 
my race rose within me and that same stabbing 
consciousness of God rose within me. 

I will recount one other experience. It occurred 
in lmlia. W c had a beautiful fellowship in a common 
mess at our annual Conference the year before. But 
that year, when I arrive.d, I disoovered that a false 
prop.~ganda of condemnation of the common men 
had been put through to stampede the membership 
back into the old way. The local committee's 
arrangements were worse than ever before. The 
mi•sionarics we.re in the bungalows with their 
European arrangements. The 1nuians were out in 

the dust and the flies without even the provision of 
a covering for over-head, until later in the. week.: 
After sizing up the conditions, llodge.d my protest' 
in writing with the Secretary and went home, 1: 
went up to the upper room where I determined to· 
fast and pray without ceasing for that Conference' 
as long as the sessions continued. The next. day I 
got a telegraphic order from tne Conference to attendj 
witho.ut delay. To this I replied with a seeond lette.r 
making my position more clear. Then they sent a 
member to interview me and bring me baok. Fortu
aately the member was Stan Cleme.s. Mrs. Clemes 
wall with him. We had a long talk in which 
they later expressed themselves as thoroughly 
converted.. But Stan Ctemes said that neither letter 
had been read. The men were enraged but they 
bad been falsely aroused. · They had no chance to 
under11tand the protest, He · guaranteed me an 
opportunity for a hearing to explain the. protest. 
We went to Conference with that understanding. · 
. A night session was given to the matter. At first 
the Bishop refused to allow the letters to be read. 
But the Clemes'11 insistence that they be read 
prevailed. Then the interpreter-the letters were in 
English-began to misinterpret the meaning. I could 
see that the attitude was hostile. In the middle of 
the se.cond letter, weakened by several days of fasting~ 
I broke down and wept. There had been a reference 
to my father who had just died and my protest had 
invoked a feeling of deep kinship with btm. He was ~ 
man whom I had known to suffer deeply for his con-' 
victions. Instantly, Mrs. Templin was on her feet, took 
over the reading of the letter and then herself addressed 
the Conference. A strange and sudden thawing took 
place in the Bishop, in the members, in us all, . In 
Stan Clemes' closing prayer the meeting became a
Pentecost which I am sure many of us will never 
forget. The Conference since then has not gone 
baok again to the segregated mess. All through 
this strange experience, in the motor on the way 
home, in the upper room in prayer and in that meet• 
ing that night, God was particularly real and near; 
and there was no conscious effort on my part to 
seek an awareness of him. 

Such experiences have led me to the view that 
Jesus's consciousness of God grew out of his sense of 
tdentification with men in need and that it was 
perfect because this was perfect, There are many 
clear passages in his teaching which indicate that 
his deeds among the needy people whom he 
served not only revealed his inner oneness witli 
God, but were the very source and essence of that 
oneness. As Kagawa expressed it, ''Jesus lived 
God; he lived redemptive love." That love was God. 
One passage not only makes this clear for Jesus but 
indicates that our consciousness ol God will be 
of the same essence; in the deeds of redemptive 
love outgoing towards men. If, as K3g<~wa has 
said, the Holy Spirit is absolute consciousness 
of God within, it must me.an the consciousnes!l 
that we are being used by redemptive love in 
ways th3t are similar to Christ's own deeds. 
Is this expecting too much. P Quoting from the. 
passage ( John 14. 8-12 ) we read :-

And in the morning rising up a great while before 
day, he went out, and deplorted Into a solitary place and 
there prayed. And Simon and they that were with blm 
fallowed after him. And when they bad found him, 
they said unto him, AU men see!!: for thee. And ha 
said unto them, Let us go into the next towns, that 
1 may preach there also; tor therefore came I forth. ....... 
Jesus virtually says in this passage: You have 

the right to recognise God in the very deed• I do. In 
fact I do not do them. God uses me to do them. In 
the same manner you are to put yourself at God's 
dispos:>J. You too will know God withia you by 
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the deeds he is able to perform through you, Does 
:his mean that for Jesus, and for us too, full 
consciousness of God (the Holy Spirit within life) is 
inseparable from tbe redemptive awareness of human 
life and need i' · I believe that it does. Let us take 
a very different passage from one of the Synoptic 
Gospels for the purpose of this interpretation ( Mark. 
1:85-89): 
· Philip saith unto him, Lord, shew us the Father, and 

it sulliceth us, Jesus saith unto him, Have I been so 
long time with you and yet hast thou not known me, 
Philip? He that hath seen me hath seen the Father ; 
and how sayest thou then, Shew .us the Father? 
Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and the 
Father in me ? the words that I speak unto you I speak 
not of myself; but the Father that dwelleth in me, he 
doeth the works. Believe me that 1 am in the Father; 
and the Father in me : or else believe me for the very 
works' sake. Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that 

· believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also, 
and greater works than these shall he do ... 

Obviously his early morning prayer was not for 
awareness of God at all. He prayed to become 
aware of the needs of the whole of Galilee, that 
they too might become aware of their need. 
Thereafter, we are told, the powers of his life in 
ministry and message were so great that he was 
forced out of the towns into the open country. The 
villages would not hold the people that thronged 
about him. No one doubted his awareness of God, 
least of all could Jesus doubt it. 

The implications of these experiences of mine
and I am sure they can be matched by similar 
incidents in the lives in the lives of others-are 
obvious. It is sheer nonsense to say that the 
consciousness of God can be limited to certain 
spheres of life, that it can be rigidly excluded from 
some class of activities. Wherever the sense of 
identification with men in need is suppressed or 
inhibited, we bave an injustice, an act against 
religion, And least of all can those who call 
themselves followers of Jesus and preachers of his 
message submit to such suppression. -THE PERSECUTION STUNT. 
The Editor, 

TM Indian Social R Bjormsr. 
Sir, 

I have read with interest and appreciation the 
letter in the last issue of the Rev. R. C. Oas of 
Benares, which goes some way to expose th~ .st~nt 
about the persecution of converts to Chrtstiamty 
by their family. But it does not touch the 
root of the matter. The religion taught by 
Jesus may be summed up in a single word, 
Love love of God and love of man. No convert 
has ' been or ever will be persecuted for 
manifesting this message in his life: ~ut the 
converts do not do this, In fact there ts httle of 
love in their behaviour and muoh of hatred and 
vindictiveness towards their relatives who do not 
approve of their adoption of habits ~f eating. 3:nd 
drinking which have nothing to do wtth the rehgton 
of Jesus. Jesus was supremely indifferen~ in these 
matters. He did not lay down that ~ling !117Bt. 
drinking liquor . was a ne?essary part. of hts rehgton. 
If a convert ins1sts on h1s freedom 10 these matters 
be can ·not complain if his people insist .on. th~ir 
freedom to adhere to their old ways. Chrtsttantty 
has been a great deal prejudice~ in the ~yes of t?e 
people of India, Hindus and Mush~, by tts assoct~
tion with drink. Those who dtd not offend thetl' 
people by adoptin~ .obnoxi<:_~us pr!'<:_~tices haye 
continued to rematn 10 thetr famlltes desp1te 
conversion. That suoh oases have been few, 

only shows that conversions, generally speaking, 
have not been conversion of tho heart, 
·· · Born bay, l Yours etc., 

October 27, 194.0, S FAIRPLAY. 

THE NARAYANA WEAPON. 
An engine of destruction which no army can 

withstand but which becomes entirely harmless the 
moment the army lays down its arms-such a 
weapon is the Narayana to which reference is made 
in the Mahabharata and which, if it can be recovered. 
would put an end to all wars and violence. 

The Commander of the Kaurava forcefJ in the 
battle of Kurukshetra, recommends on his deathbed 
Karna as the one most competent to take his 
place. But Karna, when the high command is 
offered to him, declines on the ground that his 
choice would lead to dissensions among the other 
Chiefs and Generals. He suggests Orona, the 
Brahmin Master of Military Science to both 
Kauravas and Pandavas, as a leader who would 
be acceptable to all. Orona on taking over the 
command makes such terrific onslaught on the 
enemy that the Pandava chiefs are driven to 
despair. They resolve somehow to bring about 
the death of Orona as the only way of averting 
catastrophe. Orona's favourite son, Asvatharna, 
is fighting in another part of the field. If Orona 
comes to hear that Asvathama was killed he 
would lose heart and give up fighting. But 
Asvathama himself was a redoubtable warrior and 
he was endowed with miraculous power, The 
Panda vas resort to a subterfuge. An elephant 
also named Asvathama has fallen under the shafts 
of the enemy. One of the Pandavas, Bhima, 
loudly proclaims that Asvatharna has been killed. 
Orona hears but refuses to credit the news 
unless it is confirmed by the eldest of the 
Pandavas, Yudhisthira, famed as a man of truth 
and righteousness. Yudhisthira for a moment wavers 
between the love of victory and the love of truth. 
He compromises. He says in a loud voice, 
"Asvathama is killed," adding in an undertone, ''the 
elephant," Orona does not hear the last word. It 
was not intended for his ears, He believes and 
throws down his arms. A soldier rushes forwards and 
cuts off his head. When Asvathama comes to hear 
of the fraud by which his father had been made 
away witb, be resolves to ayeng: it He ~ets loose 
the Narayana weapon. Srt Knsbna nottces the 
release of the terrific weapon first, and shouts orders 
to the Pandava army to get down from their 
chariots horses and elephants and to throw down 
their ar.;,s. The Narayana is irresistible by armed 
men, But to the unarmed, it is completely 
harmless. One of the Pandavas, the Impetuous 
Bhima refuses to obey· and is soon caught in a 
whirlst~rm of deadly missiles. His friends force their· 
way to him and pull him down, and disarm him. 
The situation is sav!ld. The Narayana has spent 
itself. When the Kauravas appeal t.o Asvatharna 
to launch it again, he sadly shakes hts bead. The 
Narayana can not be launched twice. To attempt to 
do so would recoil on hie own head, 

The belie! is gaining ground that these old stories 
are not mere idle inventions but that they embody 
some ancient experience in language the key to 
whioh has for the time being mislaid but which 
will be forthcomin~ when the occasion calls for it, 
An Italian antiquanan some year ago found the clue 
to the foundation of the oity of Rome in the Vedas. 
Cannot some scientist investigate the secret behind 
the Mahabharata legend 1 If we can revive the 
Narayana, it will be the shortest way to end wars, 

K.N. 
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DR. DESHMUKH'S DIVORCE BILL. 
Whereas it is expedient to provide for Judicial 

Separation and Divorce amongst the Hindus under 
certain circumstances it is hereby enacted as 
{ollovn 1-

1, This act may be called the Hindu ] udicial 
Separation and Divorce Act 19~. 

2. It shall apply to the whole of British India. 
3. It shall come into force on 

2. Notwithstanding any Law or custom to the 
contrary a Hindu wife or husband shall be entitled to 
.claim s~parate residence from the married partner, 
·and may bring a suit for the ume in a court of law 
on one or more of the following grounds, fliz,, 

1, If the husband or wife is suffering from any 
loathsome disease, leprosy, venereal disease: 

2. If the husband or wife is an incurable 
lunatic 1 

3. If the husband or wife turns a recluse or 
changes religion: 

'- If the husband or wife commits adultary: 
5, A wife may claim 1eparate residence and main· 
tenance from her husband, 

1. if the husband marries again: · 
2. if the husband is'guilty of cruelty toward her 1 
3. if the husband deserts her. 

Every suit under this act shall be instituted in the 
Civil Court within whose jurisdiction, the husband 
.and wife ordinarii{ reside, 

The amount o maintenance given by the Courts 
to the wife shall not be less than one-fifth of the 
income of the bus band, 

The custody, maintenance and education of the 
c.hildren shall be as the Courts decide. 

The Court may grant a decree of dissolution of 
marriage, two years after the decree of J udioial 
Separation. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS, 

The institution of marriage a! interpreted and 
practised to-day amongst the Hindus is very unfair 
to the wife and gives all the advantages to the 
bu~band. 

The conscience of the Hindu community is very 
much stirred against this injustice . to Hindu wives, 
as was seen in the recent discussion on the bill to 
give Hindu women the right to divorce, and the 
public opinion collected on the Bill, 

The present bill removes some of the inequalities 
and puts the institution of Hindu Marriage on a 
more natural healthy basis, -
HINDU WOMEN'S RIGHT TO SEPARATION 

\Vhereas it is expedient to provide for separat; 
residence and maintenance under certain circumst
ances in the case of married Hindu women, it is 
here by enacted as follows :-

1. (1) This Act may be called the Hindu Married 
Women's Right to Separate Residence and Mainten
ance Act 19.1. , 

(2) It shall apply to the whole of British India 
(8) It shall come into force on 

2. Notwithotanding any custom or law to the 
oontrary a marrid Hindu woman shall be entitled to 
claim separate residence and maintenance from her 
bus band on one or more of the following grounds, viz, 

(1) If the husband is suffering from leprosy 
or any loathsome disease. 

(~) If the husband is suffdring from venereal 
disease. 

(3) If the husband is an incurable lunatic. 
(4.) If the husband is guilty of cruelty towards 

her. 

(5) If the husband deserts her. 
(6) If the husband marries again. 
(7) If the husband turns a recluse or changes 

his religion. 
Every suit under this Act shall be instituted in 

the Civil Court within whose jurisdiction the 
wife ordinarily resides, 

The amount of maintenance given by the Courts 
shall not be less than one-fifth of the iocome of the 
husband. 

Tbe custody, maintenance and education of the 
children shall be as the Courts may decide • 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REAsONS, 
Even with regard to elementary rights of human 

beings, the position ot a Hindu married woman 
is deplorable. This Bill intends to give her tha 
right of separate residence and maintenance under 
unbearable conditions. 

As to giving a Hindu wife the right of divorce, 
there might be some slight difference of opinion 
in the Central Assembly, but as regards the right 
to give them separate residence and maintenance 
under certain inhuman conditions there was no 
difference of opinion. The House was unanimous 
in giving a Hindu wife this right. Accordingly, a 
Committee was appointed by the Central Assembly 
but unfortunately the Committee could not meet. 

The Bill merely proposes to carry out what was 
unanimously agreed to in the Central As3embly, 

INDIANS IN EAST AFRICA. 
With reference to restrictions on the emigration 

of Indian women and children to East Africa, the 
(Jolonial Times of Nairobi blames the Indian publio 
for not interesting itselfin the fate of East African 
Indians, This complaint is untenable,' The 
Imperial Indian Citizenship Association had taken 
up the question of restriction on the emigration of 
women and children. The following press note was 
issued by the Asssociation last week: 

''It was brought to the notice of the Imperial 
Indian Citizenship Association that authorities had 
placed certain restrictions on the return passages 
from India of Indians domiciled in the East African 
Colonies (Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar) 
now in this country on holiday or business, It was 
reported that though they were in possession of 
valid passports, they were required to obtain a 
special permit from the Government of India before 
they oould return to their business in the Colonies 
and that in certain oases such permits were 
refused. It was also stated that under no oircum• 
stances would authorities allow women and children 
to proceed to East Africa. The Association wrote to 
the Passport Offi::er to the Government of Bombay 
and also the Government of India asking for infor· 
mation. The following is a reply fro;n the former:-

With reference to yolD' letter dated the 16th October 
1940, I have the honour to state that In view of the 
existing international situation pa•sport fa.clllties for 
British territories bordering on the Italian colonies in 
Africa are not granted without special examination nf 
particular cases. Applications from persons who can 
produce evidence that they have legitimate Interests of 
some importance in those countries are either disposed 
of by the Government of Bombay or are referred to the 
Government of India for orders before passport 
fa.cllitles are granted. 

!, It is not true that women and children are 
prohibited from sailing to Africa. As a rule they are 
discouraged &om proceeding to British East Africa, 
but nceptions are made in the case of the families of 
persons who are nonnally resident In East Africa and 
also of persons who are employed by the Colonial 
Govornments or by privata firms or who are 
proceeding there on Government duty.• 
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Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru :-The sentence of 
(our years' imprisonment passed by the 
Gorakhpur Magtstrate on Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru is fdt by many who do not all share his 
political views, as excessive to the point of 
vindictiveness. The three speeches for which he 
has been punished in this way, contained nothing 
more objectionable than was c.:>ntained in the 
Independence Declaration which was read at 
meetings held all over tne country by Congress
men. In fact, they were, compared to it, mild. 
The speeches were made in the first week of last 
month, The Pandit was arrested, tried and 
sentenced in the first week of this month. The 
chlrge against him was that his speeches were 
calcul.tted to impede the war efforts of the 
Government for the callection of money and 
the recruitment of soldiers. The Government 
Prosecutor strained his ingenuity to the utmost to 
prove this bul it never occurred to him to put 
into the witness-box a single person who as the 
result of hearing or reading the Pandit's 
speeches refrained from contributing a rupee or 
offering himself for enlistment. The Govern· 
mPI)t Prosecutor knew this, for he declared that 
offers in money and men were flowing from all 
sides. We think ourselves that neither Mr. 
Vinoba Bhave's speeches nor the Pandit's nor 
even Gandhiji s writings have any influence on 
the classes who are in a position to contribute 
money or c.1n join the army as fighting units 
or camp follvwers. Further, as we remarked 
last week, there is no difference between the 
purposes for which the war is being waged 
on the British side and for which 
Gandhiji has instituted an anti-war compaign. 
!loth W<~nt to destroy Nazism. The Pandit 
did not confine himself, in the speeches on which 
he was indicted, to denunciation of war as 
Mr. Vinoba 1\have did. But, as we said, the 
Independence PJ,dge went much farther and the 
effect on the pubhc mi111l was equally i.npercepti-

ble in both cases. · We do not think that the 
confinement ofthe Pandit will be of much help in 
promoting war efforts. It will certainly enhance 
the difficulties of administration by converting 
the willing co-operation of the public into a 
grudging acquiescence in the decrees . of 
authority. The Government at Delhi may not 
feel the impact of this change. But the vast army 
of Indian officials in every grade and scale 
through whom the administration has necessarily 
to be carried on, belong identically to the same 
class as the . politically-minded section of 
the population. Governments in India should 
always try to shape their policies so as to 
foster the self-respect of their officials and the 
esteem in which they are held in their families 
and in society. There· is one other remark 
which seems appropriate here. Pandit J awaharlal 
Nehru is the one Indian who has had opportuni· 
ties of imbibing the British tradition and outlook 
to an extent given to few others. And he is the 
man who has refused to withdraw a word of what 
he said in his speeches and indeed claimed 
them as his right and privilege. ' The Pandit 
is, indeed, the foster-child of British culture. 
There is food for thought in the fact that he 
it is that has stood forward as the most doughty 
opponent of the present system. 

The "Harijan'' to Close Down ?-Early in the 
week it was announced that Gandhiji proposed 
to issue the H arijan and its sister weeklie3 only 
for the coming week-en:l. The special corres
pondent of the Bo>nbay Ch1'onicle, however, 
reported on Thursday morning that as a 
result of correspondence between Gandhiji and ' 
Lord Linlithgow, in which Gandhiji eltpressed 
his fears that without the right to freedom of 
expression life would not be worth living, the 
H(uijan has· been assured of non-interference 
from the Government. It is difficult to 
believe that a "gentlemen"s agreement" has been 
arrived at in this. manner so far as Gandhiji's 
journals are concerned when it was not possible 
to establish it in the m~tter of Gandhiji's 
satyagrahis. If it is true, the immunity will 
have certain curious conseq•Jences. We suppose 
that it will force Gandhiji to assume the 
editorship of the three H.1rij1n journals in law 
as in fact. The case of Mr. Vinoba Bhave has 
proved conclusively that the sanctity which sur· 
rounds Gandh•ji, does not extenJ to his followers. 
Gandhiji. may find himself left with no ed,torS. 
For the same reason the burden of writing the 
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bulk of the material will fall on him but this has 
been almost a normal feature of the Hart;'a>t. 
Gandhiji has so far hesitated to resort to 
COp)right laws to protect his writings in the 
Hartjan and in its predecessors. As a result 
many Indian newspapers have relied heavily on 
the leaders and other articles of the H an,j'an to 
fill their columns. This perhaps they may not 
be able to do in future, since Gandhiji will at 
the outset be given certain lib~rties not enjoyed 
by the rest of the press. The correspondence 
which has passed between Gandhiji and 
the Viceroy, has not been released and it is 
all a matter of. conjecture. We hope, how
ever, .that any agreement reached between 
the two will be the basis of Government's 
policy towards the press as a whole. rather than a 
special concession to Gandhiji. We have our
selves remarked in "COmJllenting on Gandhiji's 
decision to suspend the Harijan publications 
that, as the leader and originator of the individual 
satyagraha campaign, he was in a special position, 
entirely different from that of other editors. But 
after all, the editor of any other newspaper will 
have. the facts as recorded in the privileged 
Hari;'an at his command and he cannot be 
expected persistently and completely to ignore 
what, at the very least, would be a point of view. 
As we go to press Gandhiji's latest statement 
has been released intimating that the Hanj'an 
will appear on Sunaay as a valedictory issue. 
This conclusively settles · the matter. The 
reasons for the decision to close down the 
Harijan altogether will be made clear on Sunday. 

The Press an~ the Public :-Considering the 
possibilities of the Defence of India Act and the 
differences that exist between political India and 
the Government of this country, the relations 
that have . subsisted between the administration 
and the Indian press during the past one year of 
war have been on the whole free from red-tape 
and restraint. Sir Reginald Maxwell, Home 
Member to the ·Government of India, himself 
remarked on the friendly relations that had . 
grown ·between Government and the ·press. 
This should be an occasion for revising the · 
whole situation and for modifying the stringency 
of some Sections of the Defence of India Act in 
favour of the pr·ess. It would be' particularly · 
desirable for Government to look into the useful
ness of the Press Advisers set up in each 
province and 'it could easily do this by searching 
the records of work· done in the past year. · 
What has . actually' happened is that there ' 
has been an apparent tightening up of conntrol." 
The suspension of the Har£jan and the 
issue immediately thereafter of . a Govern
ment order under the Defence of India Act ' 
warning editors, printers and publishers of the 
penalties attaching to the printing or publishing 
of any matter calculated directly or indirectly to 
foment opposition to the prosecution of the war 
to a successful conclusion, have in ·combination 
done much to undermine public confidence in the 
reliability of the press. This is a most deplor• 
able 'devel?PI!lent, particularly so in view of 

the critical times we are passing through. It 
is essential that the public should be in 
the fullest possession of facts and as quickly 
as po;sible. Newspapermen should be allowed 
not only to work in the greatest freedom 
but to feel that they are unhampered in their 
work. A local contemporary suggests that 
a government which is national, can impose 
greater restrictions on its press. There is no 
foundation for this b~lief. The moment a 
government begins imposing limitations on 
freedom of speech and writing, it invariably 
becomes oon-national and very often anti· 
national. There is an urgent necessity today 
for a journalists' conference which will clear the 
way to a better understanding with the Govern· 
ment on the one hand and with the public on 
the other. We trust that the editors' conference 
to be held at Delhi on Sunday November I 0 will 
be able to achieve this end. What is now needed 
is that the obscurity which hides the relations 
between Government and the press, so far as the 
general public is concerned, should be lifted in 
large enough measure to dispel the vague )

1
. 

suspicions it has given rise to. 
No fast :-· The ·· decision of Gandhiji not 

to undertake. a fast at the moment, though 
it might have been worded in more reassuring 
terms, will be received with a sense of relief 
throughout the country. There are at the. 
moment enough things to perplex the people 
of India without the addition of, this danger 
to the life of the only man who seems to know 
where the Congress is heading. The Working 
Committee has shown itself incapable of 
deciding between conflicting policies and has' 
solved the dilemma several times by throwing 
the responsibility on Gandhiji, who has readily 
accepted it. The country. no less than the· 
Congress party must look with dismay at 
the prospect of its being by an ill chance left 
to the guidance of these leaders. 

The Congress Raises the Assembly Ban :-The 
news that the Congress P;1rty has decided to 
allow members of the Central Assembly to attend 
the present sessions, will 'be welcomed by aU. 
sections of· the country." The national cause: 
has to be advanced on all fronts and much·· 
advantage has been lost by a year'~ abstinence. · 
The Central Government has, as a concession to' · 
the Congress members; put off the discussion on 
the Finance Bill from Saturday to Monday. If .. 
it had been known at the time that the Congress· 
would a year later decide on individual satya· · 
graha and leave the bulk of its members to pursue 
constructive activities, there would have been no 
enthusiasm even for giving· 11p the cabinets in 
the provinces. The decision of the Congress may 
lead to striking developments in the · near future. 
The Congress Assembly members have added at 
the very least a strong weapon of protest to their 
party and they may exercise a healthy restraint 
on·. the. administration; . The· Muslim League 
which in the absence of the · Congress . members 
has shown· ·a, certai,n sense of ;~esponsibility 1 will 
be strongly tempted to change tts attitude. ·' 
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U. s. A. Presidential Election:-The dates of 
the different elections in the U. S. A. for the 
Legislature. the President and the Vice-President. 
as well as the procedure, a highly complicated 
one, are prescribed by law. There is no room for 
manipulating, as is often done in other democratic 
countries, to suit the party in power. 
Unfortunately, however, while this saves the 
country from one abuse it gives rise to others 
more serious. Log·rolling is a term of American 
politics which has found its way into all 
languages. The chances of the re-election of 
President Roosevelt for a third term and that of 
the Republican candidate, Mr. Wendell Willkie, 
have been the subject of surmise for the last two 
months. At one time. the latter's chances were 
said to be negligible. Straw votes by the 
organisations which run them,sh?w~d this cl~arly. 
Then, it was found that Mr. Wdlk1e was likely 
to have a stronger backing, and still later that 
the candidates' prospects were about equal, that 
they would run ne.:k and neck and that the result 
was unpredictable. The elections began in this 
temfcr on Tuesday. The first State to publish 
the result gave a considerable majority 
for Mr. Willkie. In British elections some 
importance is attached to the first results as 
likely to be the forerunner of subsequent ones. 
In the United States also it has a certain 
significance. The behaviour of New Hampshire 
stirred the Democratic partisans to strain all 
the resources of political strategy to turn the 
tide, About midnight, so the reports say, there 
was a landslide. The Republican boss of the 
key·state of Ohio appeared before his Committee 
and announced that it had been lost to the 
Democratic candidate. Mr. Willkie appeared 
at the microphone and made a gallant attempt 
to stop the rout. But he failed. The President 
has been re-elected. The unbroken tradition of 
the Republic has been broken, What happ~ned 
to bring about the landslide on midnight on 
Tuesday, will be known after the third term 
of President Roosevelt is over, In the United 
States these things are never kept secret for 
long. For the present the public can only guess 
with the aid of such light as is thrown on 
presidential elections by books like Mr. Agar's 
revealing one on American Presidents from 
Washington to Harding. It has been noticed 
that the extension of term has not as a rule been 
a success in the case of Indian Viceroys-we 
trust that the extension given to Lord Linlithgow 
may falsify that observation-and the re-ele~t1on 
for a third term of the President may not prove 
quite a royal road to prosperity. A man who 
brcal;;s a tradition has to justify his action by 
extra wisJom and considc!ration lor opponents. 

Tbe War Spreads :-Following c0nferences 
between Herr Hitler, 1\Jarshal Petain, General 
and Sig-nor !lluss.>lini, Italy delivered a three
bour ultimatum to Greece and followed it up by 
1n attempt at invading Greek territory through 
~-cupied Albania. Greek resistance for the 
['aSt fortnight has been a determined one. 
!'be British guarantee has come into force. The 

two countries are practically divided by the 
whole European continent and any help which 
is sent will have to circle round Africa. This 
new development has given the news agencies 
occasion for a· reviv-al of the early surmises as 
to the possible attitude of Russia, the intentions 
of the United States of America, the reactions 
of Turkey and the dissensions 'that are 
expected to break out among the Axis partners 
and their supporters. False rep.:lrts, it is said, 
are bein:r circulated in the Balkans stressing 
alternately the landing of numbers of British 
troops in Greece and the absence of any active 
help from Britain with the sinister object of 
driving the British Government to disclose its 
plans, 

Indian Women and War:-The Central Punjab 
Branch of the All India Women's Conference, 
held in Lahore last week-end under the pre
sidentship of Miss K. Sircar, passed a long 
resolution appealing to the women of the world 
to combine and work to prevent wars. Similar 
resolutions are, it is understood, to be passed by 
other branches and by the Central Conference 
to be held next month in Mys:>re. The late 
British Ambassador to Germany, Sir Neville 
Henderson, in his book "Failure of a Mission," 
says that in . the first speech which he 
made in Berlin he had quoted some lines ·which 
were popular in the United States during the 
last war, The Berlin papers omitted them 
from reports of his speech next day, because 
it did not suit the Nazi mentality. They were: 

I did not raise my son to be a soldier, 
I brought him up to be my pride and joy : 
Who dares to put a musket on his shoulder 
To kiU some other mother's darling boy ? 

American women have a more effective voice 
in their family and national affairs than 
European women who are the most effective 
recruiting agents in war-time in their own 
countries. It is the sentiment· of American 
women so accurately if not psetically voiced 
in the lines quoted by Sir Neville Henderson, 
that is chiefly responsible for the determination of 
all parties in the United States not to send over 
soldiers to fight in Europe while rendering the 
utmost assistance in armaments, warships, and 
airplanes to the British who are fighting against 
the Nazi-Fascist combination in Europe. We 
can not agree with the mover of the resolution 
that Indian women having inherited the 
tradition of Ahimsa are never liable to become 
violent in word or deed. They can be and are as 
violent as it is possible for them to be. They are 
also the chiet' cause of violence on the part of 
their menfolk. Nothing is gained by glossing 
over fa.cts and it is the fact that the men of a 
country are very much what their women 
make them. The converse is also true. But, 
in respect of war, women are certainly greater 
sufferers than men as the loss of a husband 
or son causes deeper gashes in their emotional 
as well as economic life. The Lahore Conference 
was addressed by Sikh, Muslim and Hindu 
women. 
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THE INDIVIDUAL AND 
THE STATE. 

The Aryan Patk for November publishes the 
third and last of a series of Mysore · University 
Extension lectures by Madame Sophia Wadia, 
its talented Editor, The first two lectures were 
published in the September and October numbers, 
Together they constitute an eloquent exposi
tion of a theory of the State in relation to the 
individual derived largely from ancient Indian 
literature and tradition. A theory of the individual 
in relation to the State necessarily requires a 
theory of the individual by himself. What is the 
individual on this earth for? What is his 
purpose? The totalitarian conception (common 
to the Catholic and the Fascist organis'ltion) 
is that the individual exists for the Church 
or the State, His whole duty consists in 
breeding children, paying tithes or taxes and 
going to war to kill and be killed whenever the 
Church or State requires him to do so. The 
rival conception, the democratic and Protestant 
conception, allows certain fundamental rights to 
the individual but the individual is expected to 
surrender all these rights when war is declarej, 
In other words, in a state of war totalitarianism 
alone holds the field. In the place of the State 
apotheosized by the Totalitarians, freedom 
of conscience and national independence 
become the great objective of individual 
existence in times of peace, In the theory 
which Madame Sophia W adia expounds in these 
lectures the individual has an end in himself 
and the State exists to help him to fulfil this 
end, The search after Truth in all its aspects 
is the one supreme purpose of man. As a 
Church is not only unnecessary but an 
obstacle to this purpose, there is no Hindu 
Church in the western sense. Family, Society, 
and State, are rightly constituted in so 
far as they help each individual man and woman 
to live up to the highest of which he or she is 
capable. The high and the true here are 
synonymous. If the family or society or 
State is so organised that its members 
have · not this motive and impulse to 
Truth, it stands in need of reform so 
as to make it more compatible with the 
pursuit by its members of the supreme end. 
Needless to say, a system which penalises the ex
pression of truth and insists on and even rewards 
the acceptance and propagation of lies supposed 
to be needed for its safety or prosperity, 
Jacks the elements of a dharmic or moral 
system. In an editorial in the November 
Aryan Path the question is discussed, how 
far politics are reconcilable with moral principles. 
It is almost universally assumed that the two 
are incompatible. Politics is essentially a field of 
compromise between rif<Tht and wrong, God and 
Mammon. A Bishop o the Church of England 
once declared that you can not rule a country on 

the principles of the Sermon on · the Mount. 
Owing to such declarations by persons who 
are supposed to set the standards of conduct 
and behaviour, it has come to be almost an · 
axiom that politics is not a field fit for men of 
principle. Men of principle have also accepted 
this and they keep clear of politics if they are 
not prepared to compromise with their con
scie?ce.. Henc~, politic~ ~bows a progressive 
declme m morahty and ultimately if nothing is 
done to arrest the prilcess, it will deteriorate 
as it has done already to a large extent 
into a game of gangsters, 

The value of such lectures as Madame Sophia 
Wadia's is that they remind the public that there' 
is a higher ideal of politics, th1.t it should 
be steadily kept in view by national leaders 
and that it can be realised though but slowly 
by the persistent effort of men and w.Jmen 
of intelligence, character and public spirit to 
illustrate it by example and precept to the 
masses who follow their lead. The Hindu ideal 
was never realised. Even great spiritua 1 
heroes like Yudhisthira swerved from it in 
quest of some immediate gain, and they 
suffered for it. Hindu legends seldom fail 
to point out that the adoption of crooked 
ways even by the very eminent was always 
attended by disaster to themselves.. Even 
Sri Ktishna himself, an Avatar though he 
was, was not exempt from the inexorable 
law of Karma. Madame Sophia W adia quotes 
Sri Krishna's dictum that for the sake of a 
family, an individual may be sacrificed, for the 
sake of a village a family may be sacrificed, 
for the province a village may be sacrificed and 
for the sake of one's Self the whole earth m1y 
be sacrificed. The lecturer rightly spells Self 
with a capital letter. The Self for which the 
whole earth may be sacrificed is the highest Self. 
The family, village and province exist for that 
Self which pervades and overflows the world, 
and for it they must be sacrificed. The word, 
sacrifice, here is synonymous with fulfilment. The 
family fulfils its highest purpose when it loses 
itself in the service of the universal. Sri Krishna 
was not proclaiming the Benthamite philosophy 
of the greatest good for the greatest number, 
and we are surprised that Madama Wad1a holds 
that "the very es<>ence of democracy is the 
greatest good of the largest number,'' If that 
be so, democracy (which she seems to regard as 
synonymous for the dharmic state) cannot be the 
ideal form of government which it claims to be. 
The doctrine that "it is meant that one should 
suffer for the many'' is an immoral doctrine, The 
ones who have suffered by it have always been 
the salt of the earth, Yudhisthira would not 
enter heaven unless his dog was also admitted 
with him, In the ideal State for which 
all should strive, injustice done to one man 
will b~ felt as injustice done to all. The curse 
of modern politics is the superstitious respect 
attached to the verdict, often illogical and 
absurd, of the majority. The majority had no 
meaning in the Hindu political system. 
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Panchayat decisions had to be unanimous in 
order to be binding. The idea of dosil'lg the debate 
and taking votes was a· solutely foreign to it. 
This belief in unanimity as tre sat es• guide to 
wisdom,· has become imbedded amcng Indian 
instincts. The average Indian Chairman of a 
committee will never hustle his colleagues into a 
quick decision on important and complex issues. 
He allows patiently all sides of a question, 
relevant and irrelevant to be explored, in the 
Conliuer.ce that when thi3 is done and only then 
will the essence of the question under discussion 
manifest itself and impo,e unanimity on m~n 
discu>sing matters which come home to them~ 
This is a truth which should be kept in view 
in any constitution which lays claim to be 
national. 

AWARENESS OF GOD. 
Mr. Templin's article in the last issue of Th1 

R•form•r head<d "Religion and Life" starts a train 
ol thought which may interest readers. His 
central id<a is c~ntained in three sentences in the 
opening paragraph: 

To me personallv, he says, awareness of God has been 
complete sud clear in those moments when I have 
been mo•t actively engaged in some speoilic, redemptive 
concern for •orne portiun of thot ~:reat hum;on family, 
The •trength of the awarenes• s .. ms to have been in 
proportion to tho need for red mption in the p·uticular 
groups and tho measure of my love and my desire to 
lo"' all .ense of distinction between them and me. 
There is a continuing sense of awareoe.is, of Couf'se, 
which Is Increasingly real and precious; but the>e 
experiences stand cut for their stabbing conscioJsness 
of God In an almost inde.cribable way. They are 
Important to my mind as revealing a very Important 
fact about the awareness ol God. 
It Is only recently that I came across the word 

1'awareneqs" a~ a link between man and God. 
To be aware, I have always under~tood to mean 
bare cognition of a r .. ct or thing without 
implying any sense of rel<tiouship to it. I am aw•re 
of many things whioh do not interest me as having 
a bearing on my life or conduct. I am aware of the 
existence of a country called Japan, of a man named 
Stalin, of a tree known as teak, of an animal confined 
In the Zoo in an enclosure labelled Rhinoceros. I 
am aware of these facts but the awar~ness 
does not in the least aff~ot my behaviour in 
any way of which I am conscious. Surely 
to be aware of God is something far different. 
Aw.reness in the oase of God surely means the 
recogniti.:>n of an overwhelming obligation to shope 
one's behaviour in acvordanoe with one's idea of the 
will of God. Mr. Templin speak• of "the continued 
awarenesa" of God, as a matter of course, and of 
epeoifio redemptive actions for the benefit of 
particular groups of men making it COIT'plete and 
clear and st•nding- out in theirsrabbing oonsciousnes• 
cf God. He illustrates this from three incidents of 
his own exp rience, whbh came "with a rush of the 
sense of sin on the part of my race against another," 

h there a necess .. ry connection suoh as that po•tu· 
)atcd toy Mr. Templin bdween awareness of God 
and the impulse to redeem oppressed and depressed 
crouP• d humanity P The greatest and most com
rr, ht·nsive movement for tne redemption of the 
human race from the S<Jrrowa and mi Jes of life, 
was that of Gautama Sakvamuni. He not only 
ahowed no sign of "awareness" of God himself but 
re;,:ardcd such awareness ae a bar to redemption. 
01bor principal movement• also lor tho effacement 

of distinctions of race, creed, and property, not 
only do not p-ofess to be aware of God but in some 
ca~es declare to be aware of there being no 
such emity. The leaders of the French Revolution 
of which the Russian Revolution is the historical 
corollary, and Totalitarianism the inevitable 
reaction against it, laid no claim to rest on aware· 
neas ot God even as a remote possibility, Many are 
"the little, nameless, unremembered act' of kinJness 
and of love'' done by people in their daily ltves 
without any conscious thought of God or intention 
of pieasinl{ him. The social reformer when be 
agitated against sati or enforced child wido.vhood 
or child marriage or for the education of women, was 
not thinking ot God but of the inhumanity to his 
own mother, sister, wife and daughter. ln f•ct, it 
wa9 the opponents of reform· that advanced tbe 
religious sanction as Christian clergymen did against 
the abolition of slavery in Britain and the United 
States, and as the Catholics do against Prohibition. 
The worst crime• and cruelties, the bloodiest wars, 
have been waged by those who professed to be 
moved by their inten'e awareness of God,- "None 
has a right to doubt Mr. Templin's statement that 
his awareness of God was quickened by revolting 
against discrimination against Negroes in his counrry 
and Indian Christians in this country. But so did 
the burning of Jews and heretics at the stake to the 
medieval Christians. 

The influence of religious· belief on human 
behaviour has been admirably stated by Frederic 
Harrison in his brilliant study of Oliver Cromwell. 
He writes: 

The ecstatic communion with God In practice resulted 
In a hyperaesthesis of the conscience and the will. 
The zealot who felt himself in hourly communion with 
the Dtvioe will was really consulting his own 

' higheot standard of the Just, the True. When 
he sought God, he was probing his under
standing to its depths. When he had lonnd assur;onoe, 
his resolve wa• fixed down to the very roots of his 
soul, And thus it deponded wry much on the Zealot's 
own nature whether the rotsult was good or bad. 

· A great and wise man had his greatness and his 
sagacity intensified, for his own soul was transfigured 
to himself, A man of self·reliance had his will heated 
to a white heat, for he knew himself to be the chosen 
instrument, in working out the. decree.; of the Almighty, 
The brave man became insensible to any form of danger; 
the unselfish man became the type of self.devotiun; 
the compassionate man botled witll hate of whatever 
was unjust, whatever gave pain. And so the c•uel man 
lost all trace ol human pity; the selfish man lost all 
shame; the oelf.sufficient man treated aU who opposed 
him as the enemies of Uod; the hypxritefound ready to 
his hand a whole apoaratus of deceit; the traitor found 
current a complete code of. villainy. 

Harrison is posttive that not awareness of God 
but the '·zealot's own nature" decided whether his 
behaviour was good or bad, kind or crueL But he 
does not tell us, what the formative processes are in 
making the zealot's nature, As a Positivist he would 
perhaps have maintained that it wa• the absence of 
enlightenment, ignorance. The remedy was edu
cation, the training of the rational processes in the 
religion of Humanity, 
. This Positiviat attitude approximates to the Hindu 
except at one point. Hut tnat point is fundamental. 
The Po,itivist and the Blndu ;ogree that there is no 
sin only ignorance, Enlightenment di•pels mental 
darkness and ensures ration•l and virtuous behaviour, 
But Hindu and Positivist differ in the meaning of 
enlightenment. The Positivist's horizon like that of 
Mr. Templin and most Christians, ia bounded by 
hurnanity, Jesus Christ bim•df did not draw any 
hard and fast line brtween man and the r<~~t of the 
universe. He drew lessons 101' man's ediB.Ja.tioo 
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from the birds of the air and the flowers of the field, 
from the sun and the rain which f,dl on the just and 
the unjust. But Christianity h•s placed man in a 
ring fence following its parent, l udaism. The so-called 
ethical religions are based on the assumption that 
God's sole business is to police the human 
world, Even in the West thinkers have revolted 
against this dogma of the supremacy of the 
human race. One philosopher declared that the 
dog had more loveable qualities than his fellowmen. 
Before him there was a regular school of cynic• 
whose leader went about with a lamp in midday 
seeking for an honest human being. Eul Balfour 
in his philo~ophic younger days described man 
as the poorest creature on the least of all 
planets, 

· Europeans and Americans · who write on 
questions of moral and spiritual import, will 
avoid many pitf .. lls if they take pains to 
acquaint them;elves with the enormous mass 
of experience recorded in Orit>ntal literature. 
Hinduism avoids both extremes, It regards the 
universe as an organic whole every part of which 
bas a function the due discharge of which consti
tutes the reign of universal law, The ancient 
seers did not shrink from the conclusion that the 
orderly procession of night and day, of the 
seasons, as alia peace and harmony in human 
society, depended on the due performance of 
every part of the universe of its proper function. 
~Awareness ·of God" was infinitely more than a 
cognition of the fact ·that there was some one 
·called God · somewhere in the universe, God 
was within and without his Universe. Mere intel· 
lectud acceptance of this as a {act lead~ 
nowhere. It must be sustained · by ceaqeless 
effort to realise it and such attempt in"identally b.uV 
i:laxorably tnOLdds tb~: conduct . oL the S(Jeker in 
forms beneficial to himself and to society, Morality 
.wnich has no basis but copy-book maxims w•ll fail 
at a crisis but not the morality which is the 
concomitant of the Search after Truth. The Seeker 
after God will necessarily be a moral man. He will be 
also the world's benefactor, To live up to the highest 
one knows and f~els, is itself the greatest service to 
the world of which one is capable. God ccmscious
ness is not a means to an end, It is an end in itqeJf. 
The world would he a perfect place if all men were 
God-conscious. 

K. N. 

NATIONAL DRESS. 
Professor F. Correia-Afonso has written two 

:articles in the Catholic Examiner on the subject of 
suitable clothing for Indians. They are primarily 
addressed to Indian Catholics, who are said to 
sacrifice economy, comfort and aesthetics to the 
craze lor westernisation. Catholics in the South 
. are not open to this charge. They not on! y retain 
their habits in dress and deportment but they 
even retain their old caste names. One of the 
most distinguished and devout of them, a scholar 
of great repute, Swamikannu Pillai, did not discard 
his caste suffix. Tham bu Chetti is the name of 
another eminent Indian Catholic who rose to be 
Dewan of Mysore, In the West Coast owinsr to 

·the fanatic1l proselytising zeal of the l'ortuguese 
rulers; Indian Catholics have largely adopted 
Spanish and Portuguese names. The first 
Portul;'uese Governor-General actively promoted 
intermarriages between Portuguese and Indian 
Catholics .1nd some of these bearers of ancient 
Portu"uese names might be able to trace their 
ancesfry to some such alliance. The large maj1rity, 
however, are pure Asiatics on both sides. Along 

' . 

with the names, they have adopted the European 
style of cloth.es also, The w"rking · classes like 
fishermen who still retain their vocational dress, 
array themselves on o.:c•sions Sl!ch as a wedJina in 
the uniform of a medieval Portuguese Comma~der 
with cocked hat, while the nether garment remains 
a short trian"ular dhoti, Professor Afonso's 
articles, therefore, are specially meant for 
Catholics of the west coa•t of India. The 
Southern Catholic has no need f.,r any admonition 
on this subject, Government in the bestowal of titles 
do not recognise the Portuguese surname. Dewan 
Bahadur .l'eriera or Rao Bahadur De Souza is not 
an uncommon combination, however incongruous it 
may sound to the common ear, 
· Professor Afonso's suggestions for a national dress 
for all India are of interest not only to Indian Christians 
but to men and women of all communities, As 
regards women, Professor Afonso quotes with 
approval the Rev. Father Hull's remark that 
"female fashions in Europe changed constantly 
while they did not change in India, because 
the European woman w•s ever seeking for perfeo
tion in dress, whereas the Indian woman has 
found it." The sari, Professor Afonso fervently adds, 
is a thing of b~auty and a joy for ever. The 
sari i• not only a thing of beauty but it has also 
many practical advantages. Dr. Besant especially 
commended it as suitable to young and old. The 
sari also effaces the distinction between fat and 
thin, Fro"' -the economic point of view, also, it i11 a 
leveller. ( .:>)'of the most notable services of Gandhiji 
is that·~ has reduced the expenditure on saris in 
innumoli?cf"'hv · · iddle class homes, Where twenty 
yearyl:lefore, the housewife would not think of a sari 
ca<llng less than twenty or twenty-five rupees, the 
tbhion now is to prefer the hand-woven one worth 
a bout six or seven rupees or less. 

That disposes, so hr as a considerable section of 
the Hindu middle class women is concerned, of the 
need for Professor Alonso's admonition, that every 
woman is a Maharani by the dignity of her woman
hood, but she need "not dress like the Maharani 
of Coach Bihar, when she is only the Maharani of 
coach nahin," Apart from this sample of rather 
infantile humour, if girls realised how obnoxious an 
overdressed person, man or woman, looks, they will 
cease to try to create an impression by th=ir clothes 
and jewellery, Bacon's advice, "let your clothes 
be such as will give your face leave to speak," 
may well form the text of weekly lessons in girls' 
schools, Professor Aton•o is more indulgent in 
the matter of what is called make-up than of clotlles, 
He would not altogether ban make-up. Only he 
would · advise women to make-up sparingly. 
"There is no moral ohjection to make-up," he 
observes, "unless a woman deliberately turns 
hersdf out to be a •painted Jezebel.' There is no 
harm in women seeking to ·enhance their beauty or to. 
hide the ravages of time by the aid of art," It is 
doubtful if make-up enhances beauty except by way 
of deception. It is only by producing on the mind or 
the man whom a young woman is after the impres. 
sion that the painted beauty is natural beauty which 
will not suffer on clo•er acquaintance, that she can 
hope to engage his admiration enough to entice him 
out of the tears entertained by normal young meu of 
matrimony. Disillusionment is bound to come and 
wirh it disgust. The Indian girl is, generally 
speaking, averse to such deception, She rather 
likes to present herstlf as plain as Nature made her, 
Very few men would care to consider as suitable 
wives the women whom they admire on the film, 
Besides it ha• been shown by analysis that most of 
the articles required for m•ke-up have deleterious 
·effects on the skin, There have been cases in which 
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women have been awarded damages against con- j 
ductors of "beauty parlours" for irr"parable damage 
to tileir feature•. ProfMsor AfCinso t•lks of hiding 
the ravages of time. Time workt no ravage on the 
features of any man or woman. Ravages 3re due 
to fault' of temper, indulgence in sensuous pleasures 
beyond moderation, envy, jealousy and hatred of one's 
fellow-creal ures. There is a gracious beauty of 
~e as of youth which make-up can but destroy. 
·1 hough he allows that make·up is moral, he 
deprecates it on the ground uf it being expensive. 
In other word,, he would allow tho•e who can 
afford the expense to make-up. Unfortunately 
the example of the well-to-do is what prompts the 
poor to make-up. · 

Turning · to men's dress, Professor Afonso is 
"positive only about some negative principles." 
But on one thing he is not only po,itive but 
dogmatic. He would not have the dhoti on any 
account to oover Catholic lndim nakedne•s. "fhe 
dhoti does not appeal to me," he says, ''whether 
from the aesthetic or practical point of view. 
Though many carry it quite well, it seems to me 
eomewhat improper, and must be rather embdr
raning." The aesthetics of the dhoti is exactly 
the same u that of tile sari. Both are in fact 
interchangeable in an emergency. From the 
practical point of view, those who babitullly 
wear the dhoti do not find it in the least embarras
sing. On the other hand, the European trou•ers 
seems to them not merely indecent but ob•cene. 
The fact is that the dhoti is associated with the 
Hindu and the Hindu at this moment is obnoxious 
to several groups of Indians for widely different 
reasons. It is also a point of honour with 
a class · of Indian Christians not to adopt 
anything which · reminds them of the faitiJ 
which they have forsaken. The Catholics of Soutb 
India have no such prejudice. Most of them wear 
the dhotl and carry it as well as the most conserva
tive Hindu. The dhoti, Professor Afonso does not 
seem to know, has a highl{ respect• ble origin, It 
is the exact counterpart o the Roman toga and 
European observers have noted the resemblance to 
ancient Romans of learned Sha•tries and P .. ndits 
clad in dhoti and shawL The art of tailoring in 
India was a Muslim introduction. There· is no 
tailoring oaste in the Hindu aocio-eoonomic system. 
Tailors in northern India are mostly Muslims. The 
dress of men and women in the pre-Muslim period 
were unstitched. The tradition has oome down to 
the present time because the dhoti has many practi• 
oal advantagee-notwithstanding Profossor Afonso's 
embarraasment-over the . trousers. It is easily 
washed and has no buttons. to be broken at each 
washing. Professor Afonso who is so particular 
about the eoonomic aspect in other things, completely 
overlooks it in this. Then the dhoti can be used tor 
.various domestic purposes. It may be used to 
oont•in things without an expensive suit-case. With 
a pair of dhoti•, a man may travel from the Kashmir 
to Rameshvar halting at the temples in the town• 
and villages on the way and obtaining board and 
lodging at a trifling charge or none at all. But the 
greatest advantage of all is that a dhoti can be used 
by men of all heights and widths whereas trousers 
can fit only those for whom they are made. Professor 
Afonso must reconsider his opinion of the dhoti. 

RamakPlshna Mlsslon Cyclone Reller:
The N.amalaishna Mtssion Centre at Khar, Bombay, took 
the eulleot opportunity of sending out a few batches 
of workers to reconnoitre the seriou,ly affected villages 
In the Suburban 01-trict. Any contribution, In kind or 
eoin, will be most thanlrfully acknowledged by the 
Pre>ldent or Secnttary of tho ll.ama.laishna M.is.Jon, 
Kbar, Bombay lt 1.. 

TREATMEST OF DELL~QUENCY IN 
. u.s. A. . 

5. INSTITUTIONAL TREATMENT. 

(I:IY J.P. GuPTA, BoMBAY.) 

[All Rights Reserved by Author.] 
From the beginning of the nineteenth century so

called reformatories f.,r juvenile offenders existed in 
America even before toe establishment of the 
juvenile courts. The lllew York Hou;e of Refugees 
was the flrot of these institution' which was op<ned 
on January 21, 1825 in New York. These reforma
tories were quasa-monastio and quasi-parental It is 
only with the establishment of the juvenile courts 
that they have been well organised with an all
round definite programme of reforming the young 
offcmden, \Vith the juvenile court legislation, the 
legal commitment to such an instatution means the 
transfer of guardilnship from puents t<l the school 
through the court. Thus these in9titutions are 
houses of oorreccion based upoil the necessity of 
giving special oare and treatment to the young 
offender. . . 

Such institutions are known by various names 
as reformatories, ref.:~rm schools, republics, protec-. 
tories, pMental schools, homes and schools bearing 
the name of some pd•On. ·They provide the right 
condition not merely. for the inmate's physical and . 
mental .veil-being, but also for fitting them socially 
and vocationally according to their special aptitudes. 
" fhe all-round character of the education which is 
furnished, with iti correlation of physical, moral,· 
intellectual and vocational training, is the rock of 
our faith in the possibility of remoulding of yound, 
lives". •• 'I r3ioing is provided in pO<tery, dyeing, 
weaving, h~ndicraft, metal work, cupentry, painting, 
millinery, dres .. making, agriculture, etc Thus effort 
is made to interest them -and fit them for earning a. 
fair living and to avoid their again falling into 
bad ' aSs<lOiation leading to arrest. . i\nother 
service rendered by these institutes is personality 
adjustment of the delinquent ctlild entrusted by 
arousing interest and lessening irritation. The 
devices employed are camp-life, a well planned daily 
routine, sepuate periods of work and pia y, ample 
rest, etc. ''Handcuffs, tying up, stra•ght jacl(ets, 
immersing in cold water and variou• otner form• of 
torture described under the name Wdter-cure, whipp.' 
ing, do•ing with drugs to produce nausea, solitary, 
oonfinement in d &rk cells, semi-starvation for week• 
on a diet of bread and water, or bread and milk, are 
punishments still infl<cted in some st <te schools for· 
juvenile delinquent,, Some schools maintain special 
di•cipline houses which are little more thart pri•ons: 
where 'inmates,' because of youth, sutfcr perhaps 
more indignities than adult prisoners would. Tile 
occasion for these measures is practically always 
some trivial beginning, an insolent answer to a 
superior, or failure to respond punctually to command, 
although running away or attempting to do so, 
smuggling sweets or tobaco;,, acts ol sex perversion 
are trequently the reasons given." ao 

Thus we may d~fine such an institution as an inter
lude in the young offender's C<lmmunity trainmg to 
change the direction of his development in order to bring 
about a better attitude on the part of the delinquent. 
It bringo about the industrial anJ social rehabihtation 
of the delinquents entrusted to it by the courts of 
juvenile delinquency jurisdiction or from other 
sources. The method u•ed is re-education as we 
have seen above. In 198 I in US Publio Institutions 

99. Penology in the United St"tee by Lou.i.a N. Bobuuon. Pub. 
Tho John 0, WcnaloD Oo. ~hcladelphc& p. 911. 

90. Youth in Conft.iot by !diriam Van W•Mre. Pub.. KeihM& 
A Oo., Ld. S6 :E.o1 Ssnel, W. 0. .LcmdOD. p. 1M-
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for Juvenile Delinquency in the United StateR the 
total number of children entru§ted were 25,329 out 
of whioh 18,807 were males and 6,522 were females. 
The largest proportion of these children came from 
th~ juvenile courts viz., 17,017 (13, 153 boys and 
8.86~ girls.) The rest came from transferred, parole 
violators and other classes. 

"Re-education here means something much 
bro"der and deeper than any amount of improvement 
or increase in the academic instruction or vocational 
training which the individual child is to receive. It 
means reshapmg 'his behaviour patterns. It means 
giving thoughtful attention to his personality 
difficulties to the end that he may achieve healthy 
emotional development as well as gr<>wth in mental 
equipment or manual skill. It means giving the 
chrld an opportunity to meet and experience life 
under controlled conditions, in order that he may 
be more readily re-directed and guided into behaviour 
channels that w.ll gratify him and be acceptable to 
others. It also imphes making quite sure before he is 
released that be has acquir~d sufficient re-education, 
to enable him to make those personal and social 
adjustments that will be necessary if he is to lead 
a fuller, happier, more productive life and if be is 
to avoid those conflict8 which had previously 
brought him, and would again bring him, into 
conflict with society and its laws. To imply that all 
these thing• can be done for all boys would be to 
eidestep reality fl•grantly. Realisticallr. the institu• 
tion's task is to discover each boy s assets and 
liabilities relation to the sooial scheme, and then to 
go a!!l far as possible in each case towards 
buildmg up a personality capable of satisfactory 
self-direction." •1 · • 

-
. A LIBERAL LOOK.S AT ISDIAN POLITICS.• 

(BY A. B. LI\TTHE, BELGAUM.) 

Sir C. Y, Chintamani, the author of the book 
before me, "Indian Politics since the Mutiny'' has 
for years occupied a high place as a distinguished 
journahst as well as a Ltberal leader, He has done 
a great service to his younger countrymen who wish 
to he posted with the facts of the history of the 
national movement in India by publishing his 
review of that history. It is written in the attractive 
style of whir.h Sir Chintamani has been known to be 
a mast~r. The hi,tory of the Congress is the 
history of nationalism in India and naturally the book 
traces the history or that great institution introd<Icing 
as it does the political aspirations of the Indian 
intelligentsia. There are references to the Liberals 
and the Muslim League afcer their split from the 
Congress. Sir Chintamani at one place even betrays 
the Hindu Mah~sabha infl•Jence in his thoughts. 
Mainly, however, the book is an attempt to present 
an account of Congress activities with such criti· 
cisms of the~e activities . as one would expect 
from a Liberal leadtr, That bein~ the case, t"e 
attempt mad~ by Sir Chintamani os successful in 
a limited sense. The narrative given by him is 
concise and interesting. Hut the book lacks the 
impartiality which one expects from a historian 
as distingui•hed from a journalist wedded to a 
political party. In fact, . the book has all ~he 
merits of newspaper artocles on current toprcs. 
Hut it has also the defect~ of a partisan view 
which is almost unavoidable in the leading 
member of a Party taking active part in 
political controversies. In the writer of a history, 

131. U.S. Department of Labour, Children'• Bureau, Institu
tional Treatment of Delinqo.ent Boy•, Part I, Publication No. 228 
Waabington, D, 0, 1935,-p. 8. 

• Indian Politico Si..., Tho MuUny, 71. 6d, George Allen and 
'OnwiD, L\d, 

one hopes to fbd very much more readiness to take 
a broad and comprehensive view than is met with in: 
Sir Chintamani's book. · 

I will take only one instance to illustrate my point. 
Sir Chintamani is naturally angry with Gandhiji for 
forcing the Liberals to secede from the Congress 
which they bad built up by many years of labour. 
The causes of the split manifested themselves first 
at Surat when the Congress broke up without doing 
any business. The Liberals captured the Congress 
machinery and remained in exclusive charge for 
years thereafter until Gandhiji came into the 
field and swept everything before him in the 
Congress arena. Then came the non-co-operation 
movement and with it the exit of the Liberals 
from the Congress. In the sense that the movement 
did not succeed in ousting the 'Satanic' Government, 
it failed and was succeeded by the Swaraj Party 
which again admitted failure and led to the Civil 
Uisobedience Movement of 19:10. But all these 
years, the influence of Gandhiji's politics over the 
Congress and the country steadily grew and the 
Liberal influence on Indian poiltics waned more and 
more until it became, as now, a negligible factor in 
our public life. How does Sir Chintamani, the 
historian, explain this i' "It is a common place of 
mass psychology," says he, "that a complicated 
argument cannot be intelligently followed by the man 
in the street, that a simple categorical statement is 
more easily appreciated, that a »impler and loftier 
ideal attracts the heart more than one which requires 
explanation, and also, that impassioned appeals to 
passion, prejudice and vanity are more effective as 
propaganda than the calm, cool, informed and learneq 
arguments of moderate leaders.'' That is why, in the 
oprnion of Sir Chintamani, the Liberals have 
completely Jo~t ground and had to leave the field 
entirely to Gandhism. 

I was never a non-co-operator myself but. it is 
very hard to swallow the calm, cool, informed and 
learned argument which Sir Chintamani puts forward 
in explanation of the Liberal rout from Congress 
politics. The argument is nothing more than an 
assumption that tbe Liberal standpoint is the result 
of the calm, cool, and informed thinking while 
that of Gand hiji is a mere categorical statement, 
more easy to understand because of its being a 
simpler and loftier idea. Sir Chintamani's argument 
would also imply that Mr. Gandhi succeeded because 
of his impassioned appeals to passion, prejudice and. 
vanity. Assuming for argument that all this is true, 
where is the faith in lJemocracy by which the 
Liberals have always sworni' It must be admitted 
even by the Liberals that it is not only the mass 
mind which has responded to the Gandhian appeal 
Even the bulk of the educated Indians, including 
some whose intellectual accomplishments cannot. be 
doubted, have accepted the Gandhian lead during the 
best part of the last 20 years. If 'the calm, cool, 
informed and learned arguments of moderate leaders,' 
could not influence that bulk of educated India, one 
is driven to the conclusion that either even the 
educated Indian is unfit to exercise judgment in 
matters on which every inember o{ a democratic 
country · must have a decisive say or that the 
so-called calm and cool arguments of the Liberal 
leaders are vitiated by some fundamenral defects 
which they have become incapable of realising 
even after succes•ive failures, for years and years. 
And, after all, what are the calm and cool arguments 
of the Liberals P So far as the goal of Indian 
political agitation is concerned, there is hardly 
any difference of substance between the Liberals 
and the Congress. That the respon•e of the 
British Government to Indian agitation has alw•ys 
been very unsatisfactory has been admitted even 
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by the Liberals, What is the course open to 
India in these conditions P The real difference 
between the two 110hools arises in answering this 
question. There is no alternative to constitutional 
methods, says Sir Chintamani ancl, with his fellow 
Liberals, he condemns non-cooperation and civil 
di1obedience. Apart from the question as to whether 
Gandhiji chose tbe rigbt moment for launching his 
movements in 1920 to 1930, did not Mr, Gokbale, 
perhaps the greatest of the Liberals, consider that 
civil disobedience would be oonstitutional under 
certain circumstances P The fact of the matter is 
that the Liberals have been as discontented as the 
Congressmen, but while the latter attempted new 
experiments in effective agitation, the former were 
-content with verbal protest~, followed by a masterly 
inactivity, The Liberal theory of constitutionalism 
is nothing more than a cloak for impotency under 
trying, almost provoking, circumstances. When 
Sir Pherozeshah Metha, with his three Liberal 
followers left the Council Hall at Poona because the 
Government would not listen to their protests, 
against a certain bill, was it not non-co-operation in 
principle P Why, should the Liberals then find fault 
with Gandbiji's non-co-operation, as unconstitutional 
()1' on any conceivable principle. Tbe Civil Disobedi
ence in South Africa, by our fellow countrymen, under 
Gandhiji's leadership was defended by every Liberal 
in India; and yet the same weapon tried to be used 
in this country, has been condemned outright by Sir 
Chintamani and his friends. 

In his concluding pages Sir Chintamani pays a 
ilne and generous tribute to the personality of 
Gandhiji wbo has directed the Congress during the 
last twenty years, In politics, however, Gandbiji ia 
not infallible, contends Sir Chintamani. No one has 
ever made that claim. Munh less has Gandhiji done 
110, No one had admitted his mistakes as frankly as 
the Congress leader and herein lies the answer to 
the question as to why the Liberals have completely 
lost their hold on the public mind, Sir Chintamani's 
answer ie obviously one-sided and, therefore, defeo· 
tive, If he were to exercise his power of introspec
tion, he would find that those who feel the pinch of 
political dependence and aspire to freedom that it 
may become possible lor them, to remove all the 
grievances from which India is suffering, can never 
be satisfied with the methods and policies of the 
Liberal leaders. They had the chance of their life, 
when they fell way from the Congress, to 
take advantage of the Montagu Reforms, Sir 
Chintamani laments, that the Congress did not stand 
behind them. What was the result? In a way 
non-co-operation failed, but what became of the 
Liberal experiment as Ministers under the Montagtt 
regime P They were able to do nothing which 
would benefloially affect the life of the people 
in the country, If non-cooperation also failed, 
it had at least the merit of being a weapon, 
whose efficacy was at any rate keenly felt by 
those against whom it was used. Those who 
later felt that it had failed, realised that it should 
have been wielded with stronger hands and with 
greater unity. They also felt, that those who used 
it were not mere armchair politicians, like the 
Liberals, but they had done their best and had 
suff~red seriously in their attempt That ia the 
test of 1incerity, which appeals to the public 
mind, Even after the failure of non-co-operation, 
therefore, the people have more faith in Gandhiji, 
than in the Liberals. The same thing could be 
said of the subsequent resignation of the Swaraj 
Party, or the Civil Disobedience of the latter years. 
Sir Chintamani describes 1\lr, Gandhi as the 
li:reatest of living men, and yet the oalm and oool 
judgment of the Liberals fails to oonvinoe him of 

the futility of his methods. In fact, Sir Chintamani 
writes like a journalist,· wedded to a party, 
~rites as if under the pressure of the compositor • 
m a daily press. He has no time to 
to think, to look back and to look forward. 
Like the Liberals, it not like the Bourbons, he 
has learnt nothing by the experience of over ' 
thirty years and is ready to be satisfied with ' 
the presumptuous thought, that his little school 
possesses wisdom if not infallibility, which he 
denies to Gandhiji, and his followers, Whatever ; 
one may think of individual activities of the Congress 
under Gandhiji's leadership, the historian of Indian · 
politics will have to give full credit to that great 
leader, for having led the movement from strength to 
strength and for having inspired the people with at 
least a part of the indomitable faith, with which he · 
himself is endowed, Sir Cbintam3.ni's review of Indian 
politics is a failure and a disappointing failure, for 
those who expect that the writer of such a book: 
should be a blc to rise above the influence of petty 
party affiliations, and must apply himself to the
deeper -currents that move the people, and to the 
sum total of the results of the activities, some of 
which may be mistakes or failures. -

MODERN RACIALISM AND THE 
CASTE SYSTEM. 

The Editor, 
Th1 Indian &cial R•for1116r, 

Sir, 
I have read the article on "Racialism and World 

Order" by Mr. R. T, Templin in your issue ofthe 
5th October with interest. If more Americans and 
Europeans would think as Mr. Templin does, and if 
they could spread their feeling among their country-· 
men so effectively as to influence their politicians, the 
complexities of the desired world order, in whiob 
peace, harmony and fellowship will replace suspicion, 
bitterness and wars, would be automatically simpli
fied. The prospects of that, however, would seem to 
be very remote. So long as the white races are 
politically predominant and possess economic advan-: 
tages in the world and so Jon~ as they remain blinded 
by their material sucessses, Mr. Templin's realisation 
will not come to them. They must be dispossessed 
of such predominance and advantages before that 
realisation could go home, . 

I shall not, however, write more at length. 011 
that matter here, but would draw your reader's 
attention to some unnecessary remarks against 
Hinduism and the Brahmans by Mr. Templin. 
These remarks are, no doubt, based on ignorance 
and misconception of the Hindu sooial psychology 
and structure, which are very common and even 
natural among westerners, because of their very 
different mental outlook and cultural development. 
For Mr. Templin, I take it, entertains no die-hard 
prejudice against Hinduism or, like so many 
mission:uies and scholar-imperialists, is not interested 
in misrepresenting Hindu ideas and institutions. 

To compare . the arrogant racialism prevalent in 
South Africa and in the Southern States and in fact 
everywhere where the Europeans have come in 
contact with simple, unresisting people, with the 
caste system of Hinduism, is altogether to miscons
true the genesis of'the two. For, while the former 
springs from arrogance produced by existing 
political superiority, material prosperity and other 
comparative advantages, the latter originated from 
division of labour in aCC",ordance with inherited 
nature and inclination and from the wise idea that 
skill and perfection in anything, material or spiritual, 
evolve through continued application (sadhana) 
in life after lile. 
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Mr. Templin himself remarked that, "whereas . 
physical-intermingling has often been acoompanied 
witq the utmost inequality, equality itself. does. not 
necessarily imply physical relationship at all." If he 
understands that, he should have no difficulty in 
understanding some aspects of the caste system, 
like. prohibitions against. inter-dining and inter
marrying which are always criticised by unthinking 
~pie. · . 

Indiscriminate inter-dining and inter-marrying 
lead to degeneration, loose principles, lack of restraint 
and easy conscience in self-indulgence. The 
Brahmans believed in restraining impulses, and they 
took marrriage and eating and drinking more serious
ly as affecting our moral and physical welfare in 
the present and in the future than a weak-minded man 
is inclined . to; . and, therefore, they imposed 
prohibitions agairst wilfulness and capricious 
indulgence. But thereby they never developed 
arrogance and the spirit of exploitation or feeling 
of contempt among the castes. For their own selves, 
though they wielded enormous moral influence over 
all, even over kings, who came down from their 
thrones to wash their feet, they pre~cribed the 
simplest living, the strictest self-discipline, and the 
hardest self-renunciation~. Was the idea of exploit
ing the other castes ever in· their mind ? Did they 
despise them, or did they always think of their wel
fare P Whenever 'people were in griet and distress, 
it was the duty of Brahmans to give them solace, to 
give them good advice, their blessings, even their 
physical body, (what did Dadhichi doP) And far from 
generating any inter-caste hatred or superiority 
and inferiority sense, the Brahmans actually 
always preached and instilled in the mind of the 
masses that God was in everybody and that to 
look down on anybody, wa• to despise God Himself. 
To suppose that these Brahmans set up "inter
fellowship barriers" and to compare them with the 
arrogant, exploiting white imperialists of South 
Africa, South America and elsewhere, will not injure 
them in the least for they are too high to be touched 
by our petty and short-sighted criticism, and their 
lofty character, thoughts and ideals will always draw 
the adoration of all deep-thinking people of the 
world- but will be doing injustice to our own wisdom 
and judgment and will be blinding us to a correct 
apPraisement and proportion of things we want to 
study and draw lessons from. 

· If, therefore, Mr. Templin is interested in 
approaching the Indian masses and studying 
the culture regulating their thoughts, their 
Jiving, their customs and institutions, he should 
altogether free his mind from all prejudices against 
the caste-system and other age-old customs and 
institutions having evolutionary value and signifi
cance, and make his approach with an open and 
even appreciative mind. He will, of course, find that 
difficult to do, for prejudices die hard, particularly 
when those prejudices show one's own things to 
comparative advantage, but should he be able to do 
so, he would he delighted to find many instructive 
things in the Hindu cultural evolution, which he has 
so far overlooked. 

Calcutta, } Your etc,, 
14.th October, 19 !0. J. M. GANGULI. 

[.Mr. Ganguli is thit;tking of the idea.l Of1:Ste which pro?ably 
never exiSted. Rega.rdwg &he actual workang out of the 1dea.l, 
there is not much to choose between the Hindu caste ADd the 
.Anglo--American colour prejudice.-Editor.] 
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NOTES. 
The Editors' Conference :-The conference of 

Editor!! convened in Delhi last Sunday met with 
a spontaneous response. The immediate occasion 
was the issue of a Government ban on publica
tion of news relating to opposition to the war 
effort or to open st•pport of any movement 
designed to that end. As soon as the session 
commenced, the President, Mr. K. Srinivasan, 
Editor of the Hmdu, told the Conference that 
the Government proposed to withdraw the order. 
The Government communique announcing the 
decision pointed out : 

As the result of friendly conversations In Delhi with 
representatives of leading newspapers, who have given 
them an assurance tllat they have no Intention of 
Impeding the country's war effort and that any deU· 
berate or systematic attempt by newspapers to do so 

· would be viewed with disapproval by the 
Press as a whole, Government now feel that the 
matter may well be lelt to the discretion of 
editors, In consultation with Preu Advisers In cases of 
doubt. They are, therefore, pleased to withdraw the 
ordu In qUO!ltlon. They are further pleased to accept 
a suggestion that a small Advisory Committee of 
repre .. ntatlves of the Press, resident In Delhi, shall be 
set up to advise Government on any matters affecting 
the l:'ress and they wW recommend to Provincial 
Governments the constitution of similar Advisory 
Committees In the Provinces. 

Mr. Srinivasan remarked in his address that 
the Chief Press Censor in Delhi got in 
touch with him after he had prepared his 
speech and communicated to him that the order 
was being withdrawn. Mr. Srinivasan drew a 
a sharp distinction between putting down 
activities calculated to impede the Government's 
war effort and suppressing all political activities 
Wider this pretext. "Our sole concern," 
he said, " is to conduct a newspaper 
free to express opinions frankly, and to that 
end factual representation of events in the 
widest sense must be allowed.'' There is 
nothing either in the President's lead or in the 
Conference resolution to show that the 
"assurance,'' if any was given, goes beyond 
this limit. As the President emphatically said, 

"we must make it plain that we cannot and 
will not be parties to the suppression of all 
normal political activity in the name of the 
war.'' 

The Press and Civil Liberty :-The position of 
Indian newspapers has been changed for 
the better by the Government communique. 
The editor is now left to use his own 
discretion, with the Press Adviser functioning 
only in case doubt arises in the editor's own 
mind. IC his judgment is wrong, the matter 
will be referred to an advisory ·committee 
of editors, both in the provinces and at the 
Centre, And deliberate and systematic attempt' 
to impede the war effort has to be proved 
before official action can be taken. In short, 
a body of fellow-editors is now interposed 
between the journalist and Government. The 
standing committee of the Editors' Conference 
has taken steps to set . up a Central 
Advisory Committee and it will be. submit
ting through the Conference President the 
names of the Provincial Committees. A 
machinery · is now available which will 
enable the administration to keep more 
closely in touch with public opinion than it has 
been able to do during the past year; and the 
Press Adviser's duties are restricted in the matter 
of advising the press. A resolution of the Con
ference suggests to the · Government that · 
Press Advisers should also advise the Govern· 
ment. A further · step forward is the 
resolution of the Standing Committee seeking 
to establish a permanent all India news
papers association to guard the . liberties or 
the press. All these are not small achievements 
and the Conference is to be congratulated on 
the advance it' has made. It also emphasises 
that restrictions on the press still continue· 
and hai appealed to the Government to 
extend its policy of co-operation with the press 
by further modifying these measures. 
The Delhi Conference was called not solely 
to remedy the grievances which arose out 
of the Government order which is now with
drawn, but with the larger object of protesting 
against Government's policy towards the press. 
That is a matter requiring constant vigilanc% 
and a great deal will depend on the Advisory 
Committees and their functioning. While 
one can safely expect that there will .be 
no repetition of the official order which 
has been withdrawn, the fact remains that the 
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press as a whole continues to function under 
difficult conditions. Too much has been lefL 
by the Conference to be inferred and it is not 
impossible that less liberal interpretations might 
be placed on the letter of the withdrawing order. 
It was lost sight of at the Conference, for 
instance, that, for both Government and for the 
general public, the best corrective against 
executive abuse is a press open to assertion and 
rebuttal by both sides. 

The Closing of the "Harijan'' :-In the issue 
of the Harijan last Sunday in which Gandhiji 
announced h1s decision to close the journal and 
its allied publications until the restrictions placed 
on j:JUrnalism in India are removed, there was 
one brief article communicating the decision and 
the rest was devoted to the index for the previous 
year, The relations existing between the Harijan 
and the Government are but a part of the rela
tions between the press as a whole and the State. 
Even in normal times it is idle to pretend that 
the press operates in the fullest freedom. The 
individual, whether his duties involve writing 
regularly or not, has to work under limitations 
and all of us submit to them. Gandhiji has, 
generally speaking, been free from the usual 
restrictions. · Even when his Harij'an entered 
into political discussions, it was not bound by 
considerations of party loyalty, for one thing. 
The decision to close the journal at the first hint 
of any control is not difficult to understand so far 
as Gandhiji is concerned. The ordinary journalist, 
however, owes his reading public something 
which he can refrain from discharging only if he 
can prove his inability to carry out his 
duties. The official Congress organ, the 
National Heralflof Lucknow, has, we are glad 
to note, resumed the ·editorials which it had 
suspended on the issue of the Government order 
which is now withdrawn. The Har(jan, 
however, seeks a special understanding with the 
Government. That is an issue between 
Gandhiji and the Viceroy which does not now 
cpncem the rest of the press. That probably 
was the· reason why the Hanj'an editor, 
Mr. Mahadev Desai, who was present at the 
Editors' Conference at Delhi and played 
an active part in its , work, did not urge the 
Harij'an case before the Conference. Gandhiji 
has declared that if his journals do not resume 
publication in six months, they will not be resu
med at all. ]n the event of the journals being 
revived we would suggest that they should be 
revived under. the title "Ahimsa" rather than 
Hari.fan. For.Ahimsa is the cardinal principle 
of Gandhiji's activities today. · 

The Congress in the Assembly :-The Congress 
Assembly members decided to give up their 
policy of abstaining from the· Central Legis
lature· with the obj~ct of opposing the policy of 
the Government of India the more effectively. 
On Monday the discussion on the Finance Bill 
commenced vigorously and for the rest of the 
week Congress speakers devoted their energies 
to enunciating the Congress attitude towards the 
pr~sent war. To those in the Visitors' galleries 

, .. i• • 

it was evident that most of them were en
joying their newly won freedom from the 
restrictions placed on their oratory both by 
the regulations of the Government of India 
and by Gandhiji's resolve to restrict satyagraha 
to a few chosen by him. The complete political 
stalemate which now exists in the country, 
removed any little leaning to moderation which 
Congressmen might otherwise have felt. It was 
an occasion for demonstration and each speaker 
tried to rouse the Government benches out of the 
indifference which absolute power conferred 
on them. In the circumstances the dehate 
was an unfortunate and futile exhibition both 
from the unofficial and official points of view. 
The Government supporters appealed to the 
Congress to ''face the realities of the situation'' 
which was the fact of the war so far as they 
were concerned ; the Government in their turn 
were asked to strive towards a genuine unity in 
India. When Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar spoke, 
his utterance was not so much a defence of the 
Government as a denunciation in the intemperate 
language which has distinguished this session, 
of all those who were less enthusiastic for 
the war than he was. Both sides seemed 
to forget that there was a neutral body of 
Assembly members who had, at the very least, 
not to be alienated. In the year that has passed 
since the Congress withdrawal from the legisla· 
tures, though in the country itself negotiations 
between Government and Gandbiji have been 
almost continuous, the party has i~olated itself 
form all other groups. There is no commJn 
ground between the main body of the opposition 
and the administration, and speeches on both 
sides serve only to accentuate the gulf bet
ween them. The Congress decision to withdraw 
its members from the Assembly after the finance 
debate is a deplorable one and leaves little time 
to work for an understanding. The Govern
ment has shown in one direction, in its dealings 
with the press, that it can conciliate opponents. 
We trust it will carry this spirit into other 
fields of activity as well. 

Molotov in B~rlin :-The event of international 
import which has given rise to much speculation, 
is the visit of M. Molotov, the Soviet Foreign 
Minister, to Berlin, M. Stalin's recent actions 
have been mystifying. Japan and Russia have 
been · regarded as traditional enemies whom 
nothing can reconcile to ·each other, There ha~ 
been a notable change or at least there has been 
a desire on the part of the two countries to 
show that this belief is no longer true. 
The decision to effect .a change of Japanese 
Ambassadors in Moscow was made the occasion 
of a demonstration to this effect. M. Molotov 
with other eminent Soviet functionaries attended 
for the first time since the Russian revolution a 
state banquet at the Japanese Embassy and the 
new ambassador was received directly by M. 
Stalin. The Russian attitude towards Berlin 
has evidently undergone a similar · change. 
For the first time since ' the revolution, 
the Foreign Commissar of Soviet Russi a 
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crossed the Russian herder to pay an official 
visit to the Reich Chancellor. Herr Hitler had 
denounced the Bolshevists in unmeasured terms 
in his "Mein Kampf'' but he is not the first 
statesman to seek alliances with foreign nations 
which they had previously denounced. The 
failure of the British Government to win over 
Russia to its side when it could h~ve easily done 
so prior to the Nazi invasion of Poland, is the 
most conspicuous instance of the breakdown of 
British diplomacy which is one of the most un
accountable features of the international situation. 
The withdrawal of a portion of the Japanese Army 
from China simultaneously with the signs of 
growinl:!' friendly relations with Russia, is in
terpreted as meaning that Japan is now seeking 
other spheres of expansion in conformity with the 
requirements of the Berlin-Rome Axis to which 
she is linked as the principal Asiatic partner, 
Italy has not cut a brave figure in her fight 
with Greece if the reports available in India are 
to be relied on. · The accession of Russia to the 
Axis will enormously add to its prestige, 
through there are doubts about the military 
strength of Russia being as great as it has 
been proclaimed to be. The old legend that 
Russia intends to invade India is being 
r~:vived. Unless Russia enters the war as 
an Axis partner there is no reason why she 
should look for expansion in this country 
which offers the least favourable soil for 
Soviet propagnnda. Russia has expressly 
declared that she does not wish to enter into 
the present war. 

Mr. Neville Chamberlain :-The death of 
Mr. Neville Chamberlain which occurred early 
last week has brought into relief an excellent 
feature of British public life, namely, generosity 
in condoning the worst failures of a public 
man who honestly and without any ulterior 
purpose of his own acted in what he 
believed to be the public interest. This 
charity, it should be noted, is confined to 
fellow Britons. For men of other nationalities 
there is no such leniency. It was a tragedy 
that at a grave crisis such as that which con
fronted Great Britain two years ago she had at 
the head of its Government a parochial politician 
like Mr. Neville Chamberlain. That he was 
sincere in his love of peace, need not be denied. 
llut he did not realize that peace for Britain 
with her worlJ-wiJe interests can be secured only 
by espousing the cause of peace in all countries. 
His betrayal of Czecho-Slovakia led to the 
subsequent events which made Nazi control 
supreme over the greater part of Europe. The 
story has been often told. Mr. Chamberlain 
f01ced France to withhold from Czechoslovokia 
her promised help which would have brought in 
its train the support of Soviet Russia to that 
ccuntry. The one thing Herr Hitler dreaded was to 
have to fight on two fronts and Mr. l.hamberlain 
obligingly relieved him of it. His second great 
blunder was the light way in which he treated 
Russia facilitating the Nazis' efforts to get 

Russia on their side. The Norwegian 
blunder cost Mr. Chamberlain his Prime 
Ministership. He accepted a sinecure under 
the m1n whom he had kept out of 
his Cabinet until forced by ac=umulating 
failures and an exasperated public opinion to 
take him in. Mr. Winston Churchill's treatment 
of his ex-Chief was chivalrous. Mr. Chamber
lain resigned a few weeks ag:> as he was not sure 
how long his convalesence would take, Perhaps 
he knew that the end must come soon. He made 
the same mistake as President Wilson in the 
last war in undertaking peace-m1.king directly 
himself. After making his deal with Herr Hitler, 
Mr. Chamberlain treated the request of Czecho
Slovakia to be allowed to present her case with 
scant courtesy. The incident of the British and 
French ambassadors calling upon President 
Benes at two o'clock in the m:>rning to 
sign away the fate of his country, will 
long remain an extraordinary episode in the 
annals of international diplomacy. As for 
India, it is doubtful if Mr. Chamberlain 
cared anything for the country or its people. 
He left the whole business in the hands of Lord 
Zetland who let the political situation drift, 
contenting himself with occasional uninspiring 
speeches in the House of Lords. 

British Assistance to Moslem Culture :-The 
announcenent this week that the British Govern
ment has decided to give a grant am:>unting 
to £ 100,000 for the construction of a mosque 
and a centre of Moslem culture in London, will 
be welcomed as a belated recognition by Britain 
of her duty towards the religion and culture of 
her non-Christian population who form by far 
the largest proportion of British citizens. It is 
obvious that the immediate object of this 
liberality is the ad vantage of attracting Muslim 
sympathy and support in the war but there 
is a deeper significance behind it. The British 
people are too insular and self-centred to 
recognise the value of any culture but their 
own but circumstances are forcing them out of 
their shell and making them broader-minded as 
befits their world-wide responsibilities. The 
building of the mosque and other centres of 
Asiatic culture must wait until the destructive 
raids of the Nazis cease. But we hope that 
the support now extended to Muslims will 
also be extended to other cultures. There 
is bound to be some show of opposition 
from bigotted Christians who recently starred 
the cry of a crusade in connection with the 
present war. But the large maj.>rity of the 
British people, we are sure, will recognise 
that if the British Empire is to be not merely 
a commercial concern but that it should have 
a soul, achievements of the several nations 
within the Empire in these directions must 
find concrete expression in the heart of the 
Empire. 
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lNDlAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
BOJ!BAY, November 111, 1940. 

DEMOCRACY AND. DICTATORSHIP. 
In the course of a broadcast from .. the 

Madras Radio Station, the Riaht Hon S 
Srin!vas.a Sastry spoke of the · po~erfui 
fas~mat1on exerctsed on the imagination of 
I~dian youth by the triumphant careers of the 
d!c~tors who held sway over a great part of the 
CiVths~ wo;ld, as an alarming form of the 
prevadmg diStemper. This is the first time that 
the existence of such a fascination among Indian 
yo~th, has been publicly denounced by an 
Indtan leader of d1stinction. We had not 
suspected its existence. There is, of course 
a revulsion among thinking people against th~ 
wholesale denunciation of dictatorship as an un· 
redeemed and irredeemable evil. This is not 
confined to young men. We rather think that it 
is less common am~ng you~g than among elderly 
men. '\Ne can thmk of mstances of eminent 
~?en intent on some i~p'?rtant project and impa· 
tlent of the delay mctdental to bureaucratic 
circumlocution exclaim, "We should have a Hitler 
at the head of affairs in this country ! " These 
men do not want the whole of Nazism lock 
stock .and barr~!.' imported into India. Th~y only 
:ovant 1ts exped1t1?usnes~ adopte~ here especially 
m resp~ct of the1r chenshed proJects. President 
Frankhn Roosevelt some months a"'O acknow
ledged that for efficiency dictato~hip must 
be given the palm over democracy. Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru, who has certainly no love 
for dictatorship, noticed in one of the 
speeches for which he has been indicted that 
Herr Hitler had effected a sort of federatio

1

n of 
Europe and eliminated unemployment among 
his people. General Smuts in a tamous broadcast 
some months back granted that Hitler miaht 
unify Europe and may then even grant the 
populations dominated by him some semblance 
of. liberty: And there is another point, 
ptctatorshtps n~d ~ot. always and invariably 
mvolve the eVIl mctdents associated with 
them in some notorious cases, There is for 
instance, Dr. Salazar's mild dictatorship in 
Portugal. In a publication entitled "PortuO"al the 
New State in Theory and Practice" the de~oc
ratic systems of the last century are criticised 
as ignoring family life, fiscal interests, profess
ional activities and the spiritual aspect of thin"'s. 
"The State," it is observed, "is in this way b~ilt 
up alongside the nation, like an arbitrary ration
alization, instead of expressing, as it rationally 
should, the essential juridical aspect of a na
tional. comm?"ity." Democracy postulates 
equahty, but 1t has done very little to brina 
about. economic equality among citizens, With
out 1t democracy tends to degenerate into 
plutocracy from which ·a dictator is needed to 
redeem it, In the concluding chapter· of his 
•Study in Democracy'' in which he surveys 
the careers and achievements of American 
Presidents from Washington to Harding, 

Herbert Agar observes·: · 
Democracy normally culminates in dictatorship: the·· 

money-anarcy makes way for the tyrant-state. The 
reason is obvious. Discipline, subordination to the 
common good, can only be imposed in two ways· in 
the name of religion or in the name of the state. 'But 
D~ country, decays into plutocracy until its religious 
faith is wanmg. Recovery, therefore, can only como 
by ?emandlng sacrifice and subordination to the sta~e. 
Th1s pre-supposes a state whose will has moral wortfl 
and whoso rulers compel obedience even at the cost 
of obliterating the individual, To build a state oo 
the ruins of democracy is work for a dictator. 

Must such work be the next staae in America 
asks Agar, adding that the thne is coming 
when no man can be so shameless as to defend 
th~ present . system. This observation gains 
pomt from the reply of Mr. Wendell Willkie 
the Republican Presidential candidate who lost 
the recent election to President Franklin Roose
velt! .to the suggestion for the formation of a 
coahtlon government. Mr. Willkie said in effect 
that the adoption of the suggestion would con
vert the United States Government into a 
t~talitarian regime and the President into a 
dtctator. 

Mr. Sastry . himself is profoundly disturbed 
by the workmg of the democratic system 
which has led to gross abuses. "It is 
com~on ground," he observes, "that popular 
ele~uons .have degenera~ed into Augean stables, 
Is 1t posstble that the w1t of man may invent 
some method of ascertaining the general will 
more trustworthy and less liable to abuse than d 
general election ?" This is the very problem 
which co!l~ronts t~e United States. Agar divides 
the pohtlcal htstory of the States in three 
periods. The five first presidential regimes are 
classified under the head, Oligarchy. The next 
five ending :with Lincoln's assassination is 
given credit for true democracy. Since then 
plutocracy has been dominant. Agar ap~ 
prebends that the next step must be some kind 
of authoritarian regime unless a bold effort is 
made by the conservative elements to recapture 
the spirit of the early days of the Republic when 
the State was served by its pest men. To 
go back on the present system is impossible. 
History suggests, Agar observes, that once the 
franchise has been given it can only be with· 
drawn by revolution. The enormous increase in 
the material wealth of. the States under 'the 
plutocratic regime, has made the revival of the 
old republican spirit in all its strength and purity 
exceedingly difficult.; In India we have jumped 
from a bureaucratic . regime into a quasi
democratic one. Our short experience with it has 
not been uniformly encouraging. Our principal 
political organizatrons themselves are organised on 
the authoritarian mo:!el. Any attempt to change 
this system would be opposed as anti-democratic 
by the British people and Indian political parties 
and if it succeeds it will be of short duration. 

Mr. Sastry's suggestion that a certificate or 
dipl'?ma ?f citizenship may be mad~. a necessary 
quahficatlon for candidates for muntc1pal councils 
and houses of legislature, will not mend matters. 
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It will not su::ceed, a<t Mr. Sastry expects, 
in exc'uding dclt3 anJ nincompoops from these 
resronsible positions. 1 hese certificates and 
diplcmas 'llill be obtained by the same means 
as Sl'ats are secured in the legislattve and 
mur•icipal bodies at pres~nt. Nothing but 
the creation of an elite which wrll regard the 
preservation of the health and integrity of 
the body politic as its principal bu•iness, and' 
making it the custoJian of national inte:ests, 
can provide an effective solution to the problem 
confronting democracy and dictatorship alike"' 
The circle of the elite m:ty anJ should be 
progressively widened unt1l it will, let us hope, 
embrace the whole population. In this work 
of creating· a new order, the mistake of 
nineteenth century democracy of ignoring 
C••mpldely the importance of heredity in human 
aff.Urs should not be repeated. 

' 

WHAT IS THE MISSIO:'JARY PLEDGE ISSUE? 
(BY RALPH T. TEMPLIN,) 

The editorill 011 "Rec11l of Mis~iornries" io the 
Augu•t 29th fndi~n W'dness (orgao of the Methojist 
Church in India) cam~ into my hands just as "e 
were leaving India. It is a statement which sadly 
pervert,; the truth and i• calcul•ted to mislead the 
Indian public, The Editor is one in a peculiar 
po<ition to know very mucll bdt:r. I cannot believe 
euch c<Ar<le~s disregard of the facts wa• intentional, 
Hut it h., resulted in unfairness · bottt to the 
Kristagrahis and to the Indian Chriotian Church 
which hat first claim to all th~ truth. For this rea•on 
and in the interest of fair play, I trust this otatement 
of mine may be allowed as wide circulation as it 03n 
command. 

The editorial first refers to the two Methodist 
missionaries who had already left India, This was 
because ''they styled them•elves pacillsts and were 
orpo•ed to India having ony put in the present war, 
They Lit that their paci6it position forced them 
to hr<ak their pledge and that their recall naturally 
followed.'' . He then adJs wh<At he should know 
t~ he false that, "A third mis•ionary and his 
wife have taken the same po'lition regarding the 
pledge," The Editor knows wdl, and has him,elf 
often made the point, that it is not true that that 
position was ever taken by us. , 

Going back. through the o"respondcnce, the 
fir•t atatement I finJ of the po;ition from whbh 
I have never ewerved was In a letter to the Editor 
himself, written on the 18th of Novem bor 1939 ju't 
twdve day~ after the Fir.t Manifusto was sent. This 
letter P,'\rtially ohRped the second m1nifesto which was 
sent lator, It held that the Kristagraha stand wu not 
a VIolation of the pledge because it coincided with. 
Hrit.•in's own aims ot freedom throuah Dominion 
Status for l•1dia, and a new orJer in lturope which 
w.:>uld m1ke impo•si hie all such ag~ression as 
that of Ger.nanv in Pu!Jnd, for all the future, The 
ohuroh authoritie• were m~king their owo interpreta
tion and wron!{ use of the pledge, and in so doing 
were imputing less worthy mo1ives to the Govern. 
ment in their as•umpti.lll (on whicb · they ba<ed 
their aotilln, and their o,argd against us of violation 
of the pledge) that the Government were not sincere 
in tha.e aims, It w t!l unf,.ir 10 the Government f0r 
the"' to assume thlt they wo •ld consider the 
Kri,tagraha atand 10 be. ag'linst them. It should 
bave been left to tbe · GolVeromtlnt to decide. 

\Ve have made not the slighte~t deviation from this 
lltand. The onlv point raioed w~s that of the 
inter-pretation of the pledge. The matter of 
procedure was oat raised. 

The Editor of the JV'.t'nsss cannot say that he 
did not receive this letter becaus~ he replied at once 
eaying, ''I could not publish what you wrote for the 
Wdneu did not contain your other published state
ment nor my letter to you. So your present state
ment would be Gre< k to all readers," It was this 
attitude which made it necesoary, even to represent 
their ca•e before fellow Methodists, for Kristagraha 
mis•ionaries to give their statements to the secular 
press. l:!ut it is also clear not only that the 
Ed1tor well understood· the ro~ition We had taken 
but at t 1at time al•o agreed witb the view that it 
was for the Government to deciJe the interpretation 
of the pledge u it should effect the Kri•tagraha 
mi1Sionaries. On December 18th 1933. after a talk 
with .Hishop Badley about the same positi<>n, 
he wr<>te, "He (the Bishop)· said you· have 
written him that you are prepared to resign if 
the Government decides that your aotivities are 
not approved. Of course, if Government i• not 
concerned, there is no reason why others should be," 

It is difficult to understand how the ~ame Editor, 
in August 1940, could nJW write: ("Mr. femplin) 
l<•tt~rl•t .,ha• tak'n the position that it i~ not for the 
cr.urch authorities· or for him•elf to decide whether 
his pledge has been broken.'' Ear licr in the same 
paragraph he writes, "fhere has been no question 
regarding Mr. Templin's attotude to the pledge, ami 
•artier in the controveroy he specifically told the 
Editor that he woold not even consider tt1e poss1bility 
of remaining in India when two others had voluntarily 
left becau•e of attitude• and actions in which he 
shared equally W1th them.'' (Italics min<'.) The 
word~ it•licised, •latterly' and 'earlier', should be 
carefully noted. 

The only discussion of the kind which ever took 
place witb the Editor wa• about M.r.-h 1940 and 
centred on a letter which I sent to the Bishop on 
February 19th, in which I resign'd uncondiliOnally 
an:! put myself in the hand~ of the authorities to 
effect my recall or not a• they saw fit. Th! poJrtion, 
whbh w<A• under discu<sion becau'e of the Editor's 
objection to my resignation, was as foll.:>ws: 

I have uot changed In my desire to rem~in in India 
· and at my worl!:. This must not be Interpreted as 
·con.enting to recall. My position remains exactly as 
befJre .... l do not see my way cle>r tc continue 
under a leadorship which for the sa'<e of eKp!diency 
prefers maintenance of ata/118 qu? to the revolutionary 
witoess of God's love to meo. In the actiou ou tho 
cases of Smith and Keeue, as well a• iu the corres
p:>nd~nce with me, the mi~ioo authorities have shown 
an insh;tent desire to act with,Jut invitation (rorn 
Government atJd thus iu rep..Jdiatlon of the staod ta'cea 
by th' Bo.rd. I, th<relore, reel it DO longer pos.ible 
to maintain between us the confidence and understand
ing es:-oential b!tween mission workers and their heads 
in mt~sion fidds. 

I feel strongly, moreover, that by rem:\lning in India 
I would be app.oari ng to be subordinating my deep 
convictbn to the p)licy of eKpediency pursued by tho 
mis-ion-p~rticularfy since di-ciplinary action ha.< b!Oa 
taken aga·nst two o( my colleag-ues. Confronted with 
the aher,•ative of submitting to your d.sei~ioo or evad· 
lng ~ clear issue, 1 cannot bot choose the former. I, 
therefore, surrendet the advanta~e which the 
Ditfenuorfer deci,lon gives me in India ag-.. iost the 
miss on authoritie!. 
My protest throughout wa! against tl,e mis~iorr 

transforming it•elf into the a~nt of the G.>vernment. 
[., his stra.inmg to m'lke a puticular o•se, the 
Editor has even misrepresented bis own positioo 
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in the discussion. Since it was in correspondence 
none of which has been destroyed, we can get 11t 
the facts. · The Editor's whole letter was taken up 
with making the point that my stand was entirely 
different from that tak;en by Smith and Keene and 
there was, therefore, no need for me to 
follow their example and resign and go home. 
The assumption that I was following their 
example was false, as the . statement shows. 
But that wag only a matter of lack of clear 
thinking. But the present twisting of facts and 
the false oase with a misled public which results 
from it, is serious. First of all the Editor's 
statement about. sharing attitudes and actions of 
the others was not true and no such statement ever 
made. But even worse is the. fact that the discus
sion referred to took place not "earlier," as the 
Editor claims, but a bout four months after the 
other and consistent:position, which he has referred 
to as ''latterly," In each case this wrong arrange
ment of sequence was against the Editor's own 
personal knowledge as confessed in earlier writings. 
He was in a better position to know the facts than 
anyone else in India. It would be difficult for me 
to believe that this strange juggling with events 
could have occurred, had it not stared at me out of 
the Witness columns. Such irresponsibility cannot 
be passed over lightly. 

One cannot but wonder whether the Editor has 
really ever changed from these earlier, personal views. 
There is no indication that he bas. The whole edito· 
rial serves one purpose only, to pretend that the 
matter is now ended and that it bas never constituted 
an issue which concerns the church in India. 
How much of this is due to the necessity for 
rationalizing his own neglect of an issue vital 
to the future of Christianity in India, the reader 
will have to judge for himself. There is something 
plaintive, if not pathetically senile, like the passing 
off o[ a bad dream : 

The matter has naturally taken some time, for the 
Board in New York rightly desires to give every 
missionary a full bearing. 
In the light of the above how much has the 

Indiar& W'atnua helped the Board, or the Methodists 
in India, to know anything of the case other 
than the side of the authorities P Its reporting 
throughout has been grossly one-sided and unfair. 
Its . defence of its silence in the following words 
adds further inaccuracy to its admission of 
unfairness : 

Since It has been an Issue between a missionary 
and the Board in New York we have felt that these 
columns have not been the place for its discussion. 
Not only does this contradict his own statement 

explaining his first refusal, which has already been 
quoted in this article, fourth paragraph; the refusal 
referred to came at least three months before 
the matter had· . been . placed in" . the hands of 
Board .and / before they could have known that 
there 'was such a case. Besides, nothing has 
-ever been clearer than that the issue was always 
one between a missionary and the mission authori· 
ties on the field, in which finally the Board was 
called as arbitrator, by both sides, in the 
controversy. The W'.tniBs was the Church's organ, 
responsible for presenting the issue to the Church. 
The Church has a right to demand why it failed 
in its task. If the Witll88• is but an instrument of 
the bishops, in which the Editor cannot express 
even his own convictions on an important issue, 
it is already dead. 

The evasion of the real issue becomes finally 
clear in the last three paragraphs of the editorial, 
Refcrrin~ to certain publications in India "which 

have defended these missionaries and condemned 
the ChQroh authorities,'' the Editor holds that they 
"have consistently refused to consider the fact 
that Americans, who are. foreigners in India, are 
not expected to take an active part in Indian 
politics. This is the real issue." It is not the 
real issue. Nor has the matter of procedure ever 
been the issue. In this the Editor is right. It is the 
Witness and not the Indian Social Reformsr (to 
which he makes veiled reference) which has 
never yet dealt with the real issue. Th1 
question all along wtu ths one whether ths Kristagraha 
stanl wa& agaimt GovBrnmsnt. If it was not, as 
I have always maintained and as we jointly 
set forth in our Second Manifesto, then the 
question of prooedure could not arise. The content 
of the Kristagraha stand has never been presented to 
the Methodists, nor has it ever been allowed to be 
considered as the basis for determining whether the· 
pledge had in fact been violated. Even if the 
stand could have been proved to have been 
against Government, such neglect of the issue, 
with the refusal to give any hearing to the position 
we bad taken, was unfair and inexcusable in any 
Christian publication. The Witnes• quotes the 
Pacific (Jhristian .AiJ.vocats with approval because, like 
itself, that paper also completely evades the issue, 
What these papers say regarding Americans keeping 
their pledge is true enough but it is off the point. 
The question which they leave unconsidered remains 
as the issue un-dealt-with, the only issue there has 
ever been between the authorities and myself: Was 
the Kristagraha stand such a violation of the pledge 
as they would like to believe P 

The pledge says nothing about participation in 
politics. The "memorandum," under which it is 
entered into, makes provision for 'influencing' politics 
under proper conditions which are specified. It is 
easy to prove that missions have never witheld their 
people from political acts so long as those acts 
suited them, and that they have always been with 
the encouragement of the Government, The mission 
expulsion of members against whom Government 
has taken no action nor expressed any disapproval 
is itself a political action, entirely aside from any 
question of procedure. Then what was the 
controversy about P 

What is the missionary pledge issue? I would 
state it as follows: Our Christian ministry becomes 
impossible in a time of great crisis if we surrender 
our right of conscience in advance on any matter of 
human versus property rights and interests. Like 
Christ, we must stand at all cost with the human 
interests, whether or not it takes us into politics, 
or prison, or exile. This is the issue. If out of the 
Church's official neglect of this issue in this contro
versy, it is allowed to stand that the pledge 
constitutes a mission extra~erritoriality within which 
the missionary is expected, as a condition of his· 
service, to barter away his 'mission' for his privilege; 
the whole of Christianity, and India as well, will 
tragically lose from this institutional triumph. Not 
only that, England and all other western nations, 
who first shared in their gift of Christianity to the 
orient, will have suffered a grave disservice in 
this depicting of Christianity as an over-eager 
instrument of the secular state. Again and again 
I have warned the mission authorities that the British 
officials would be the last to appreciate such making 
of the church and its spiritual claims over life 
secondary and subservient to all secular claims. 
They are not so much enamoured with Hitler's idea 
of totalitarianism and his denial of the right of the 
freedom of conscience, as Britain's stand in the war 
has revealed. They would be the very last 10 co 
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interpret a pledge "to do nothing cootrary to or in 
dimunition of the lawfully constituted authorities." 

It would be wron~ for the Christian to adhere 
to any pledge if m so doing he surrendered 
h~ right of conscience to s land for fund
amental human rights, specifically applied, aucb 
as freedom, equality and world-peace. Only an utter 
lack of moral sense could have led the Church to 
absolve Government from their responsibility for 
interpreting the application of the pledge to this 
controversy, and to assume the same for them
selves. Such an attitude has already rendered the 
church impotent and voiceless in the face of a criaia 
which involves great moral and spiritual values, Tbe 
surrender of moral right or condoning of wrong for 
aake of security of lives or institutions will prove 
fatal, if allowed to continue. It has not, however, 
been proved that the Government of India have ever 
made any such demand on the non-British missionary. 
J think it is rather quite clear that they have not. 

At any rate, whatever the pledge may mean, to ask 
religion to abdicate its essential mission-to reveal 
what God can do for life when He is in life-by 
torcing the acknowledgment that any part of life is 
political or otherwise outside its responsibility, is a 
demand that cannot bear the light of Christian 
theology or morality. 

HINDU SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS.• 
"Hindu Social Institutions" represents the research 

work of the author, Prof. P. H. Valavalkar, for the 
Ph. D. degree of the University of Bombay. The 
studies in Hindu Social Institutions are an institu
tional approach to the basic social psychology of 
the Hindus. Would this unearthing of the past be 
of any use in the present times when the old ideals 
and praotioea have undergone a vast change and all 
new problems aa they present themselves have to be 
tackled and solved in a manner befitting the present? 
Yes, if nothing else, a knowledge of the old would at 
least go to show how the ancients dealt with similar 
problems in their days, how far they succeeded, 
how far they failed, and why they failed, 
and that would help the present generation 
to take advantage of the ancient'a experience and 
be wiser and avoid mistakes in adapting themselves 
to the new conditions. In these days when "Indian 
Social heritage is being displaced by western 
cultural ideals and institutions," it is more than 
necessary to know how we stood in social matters 
in ancient times so that we should be able with 
proper appreciation of the past, to imbibe only what 
as best in the present and take care to see that 
contact with the new is neither disruptive nor violent. 
•'Hindu Social Institutions" is mainly based on the 
Dharma, Artha and Karma Shastras, The book 
is divided into eeven chapters. The first deals 
with the problem of Existence. Some of the others 
are.Psyohology of Education, Marriage, Woman in 
Hindu Society, In a review of this kind it would 
be impossible to give even a cursory idea of the 
contents of these chapters. Prof. Valavalkar bas 
carried out his work with thoroughness, involving 
though it must have done a vast amount of reading, 
research, thought and sympathy, Every page of the 
book shows that the author has approached his 
laborious task with a sinoere desire to be ab3olutety 
just and acourate. The subjoot matter is carefully 
arranged, deductions are impartially made and 
nowhere is visible even the least sign of exaggeration 
or understatement. Interpretations of original 
texta are impartial and will be found helpful 
by those who are engaged on the task of 

• B1. Prot. P. H. Valvalka• Pb. D., LL. B., ; Lonsnt&DI, 
QrOill toDd Oo., Lid. Prioe. Ba. 1+0. 

eolving the many aocial problems which face 
the Hindu Society today. Every social reformer 
and student of sociology will find the book a 
yal!l8ble aid ~ his attempt to renovate and 
Invigorate the Hmdu Society, We heartily congra
tulate the author on his patient, laborious, 
sympathetic and successful attempt at a careful 
and accurate interpretation of the orginal texts. 

v. s. s. 

TREATMENT OF DELINQUENCY IN U.S. A. 
(BY J, P. GUPTA, BOMBAY.) 

6, PAROLE. 

(All Rights Reserved by Author,) 
Parole is the application of modern methods of 

treating difficult or erring human beings at a time 
when they are making a transition from an artificial 
life to a normal life. Only children who have been 
in an institution can be let off on parole,-;. e., when 
the authorities of the ins:itution think that the 
inmate has become aelf-reliant and responsible, the 
boy is sent to his own home where the supervision 
and direction of the parole officer continues. Tbus 
the offender is not released outright when he leaves 
the institution but is placed under the authoritative 
supervision of a parole officer, and in this way he is 
offered an opportunity to work out his or her 
own salvation in terms of self-development or 
service, If justification arises he can be brought 
back to the institution without a trial for violation 
of parole. . 
· It has been seen that the boys from poor homes 

find it more difficult to readjust themselves when 
they are parolled to their own home than the boys 
fro~ good homes and they frequently come back, 
which seems to be due to the poor conditions of 
their home. 

The Parole Officer is the friend and guide of tbe 
parolee. He is to reba bilitate his ward and 
to get him employed and adjusted so that he 
may get on in life as a normal member of the 
society, This officer , is to do all tbat he can 
to make the offender a law-abiding citizen and 
to bring the best out ot him. For this purpose 
the Parole Officer makes frequent visits to his 
parolee and takes the help of his family, relatives 
and public agencies. In actual practice these 
officers have not performed their duties well 
''The data obtained from the records togethe; 
with the statements made by the boys gives 
t~e impression that in .most States reiatively 
httle effort was made to gave the boys genuinely 
friendly personal service . while they were on 
parole. There were outstanding exceptions, of 
course, and some States seemed slightly superior 
to others in this regard! but for the most part 
the parole reports were of deplorably routine 
character, and some reliance was placed on 
the mere receiving of written reports from 
the boy or on many times without seeing 
the boy at aiL There is small wonder 
that many of tbe boys seemed to assume that 
parole supervision existed solely for the purpose of 
checking upon them to see whether they were 
getting into any further trouble. Some of the boys 
even expressed the belief that this checking up 
was a distinct handicap. •• 

It is only very recently that the court bas begun to 
commit the juveniles to tbe Foster Homes. l:lehind 
the young offender we see an array of such neglect 

• ll6. U. S. Departmenl of Labou• Obildren"o Bu..,.a Pub. 
No. liOO ln&tilulional Tc.IDioDI of DeliDqaenl Bo,._ W~ 
D, 0. 1900. p. 66. 
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factors as economic deprivation, inadequate 
anti social .or unloving parents, unstable or incom
plete homes and abnormal social settings. So, when 
these children are put in organised fo&milies their 
treatment is quite clear, There were certain things 
wanting in their own hlmes and wh 'n th'Y achieve 
them along with security and opportunities for 
achievement• they return to the society as normal 
and useful citizens. 

Before the inmates are put in Foster Homes their 
physic1.l and psychol~gical tests are t~ken and 
the Fo~ter Horne is selected according to the 
individual's requirements. The Foster Homes are 
selected by the s xial care w lrker after careful 
study of all circumstances, The foster puents are 
given some sort of training in th·' work by lectures 
and discussion courses, by radio talks, by suitable 
reading m•teri•ls, by visit to nursery, voc•tional 
schools and so forth, As the foster parents show 
an interest in their work, they ha\"e become a 
valuable addition to the staff ot juvenile workers 
attached to the juvenile courts, 

The main function of the juvenile court is reforming 
the young offenders, A• we hwe seen above, the 
entire wo ·k of reforming the chit<.! rests with the 
judge and the probation officen attached to his 
court. When the problem of altering human 
behaviour is entered upon, we are in a different 
and more difficult sphere. The art of helping people 
out of trouble requires a training and skill still 
unknown to the amateur. It the children are really 
to be helped out of their abnormalities it requires a 
careful selection, both of the judg~ and the probation 
officer, as they are just like the two wheels of a 
carriage. 

The judge in addition to his legal training should 
be a trained social worker, sp·!cially acquainted with 
the technique of social work as in the treatment and 
trial of juvenile offenders more emphasis is laid 
upon the socialisation of the child than upon the 
infliction of punishment. Moreover, the judge snould 
be whole-time and permanent and not rotuing as at 
present, for the juvenile court oases. If he is burden
ed with criminal work as well, the work of the court 
will be reduced to a mere administrative and routine 
grade due to pressure of work of another nature. 
The practoce of appointing women assistant. to 
sit with the judges to hear and pa~s sentences upon 
all girls' cases started in several cities such as 
Chicag-o, St. Louis and Denvar, sh~uld be extended 
to all juvenile courts as women can better understand 
and question the girls brought in the court. 

In selecting Probation Officers not only their 
training as social workers should be taken into 
consideration but tact, attractive penlnality, 
resources, sympathy and ability to d·al witn and 
influence people should also be accounted for. 

As we have seen in an earlier article, most of the 
juvenile oa~es are bnught before the court by the 
police. This mean• that a special course in juvenile 
delinquency and child psychology should be given 
to the police. 

The court fixes a numher of c~ses for a certain 
date with no exact tim3 for their individual hearing, 
the result behtg that the young per.on and others 
connected with the ca~e have to w.tit for hours and 
for their turn. It would be belt r if separate times 
are fixed for individu•l cases so that there may be no 
con~estion and unnecessary waiting. 

The repeating of the story by the child before the 
judge is unn~essary a~ it has been given before the 
probati"n officer, anj so only such questions sho,,[j 
be put to the child by the judge about whiob the 
report of the probation officer is not satisfactory or 

clear. If the whole story goes on, it leaves limited 
time for the actual consideration of the case and it.t 
treatment. 

Lastly, it may be suggested that the use of Foster 
Homes should be increased as they have a very 
salutary effect upon the rehabilitation of the child, 
The child wants to be loved by some one and 
cued by some one which wer~ lacking in his 
own horne, When he finds these factors in a 
Foster Home he readily responds. 

THE UNENDING TALE OF WOE. 
The Editor, 

Tlu Indi111 Social Reformer. 
Sir, 

A friend writes~ "A Brahman girl, now twenty 
was got married at ten only, and was rejected by 
her hu•hand untouched. Now she wants to lead a 
family life .. Is there any way for her to do according 
to her destre ? Is there no hope under Hindu law 
for such unlortunates as she i'" 

There seems to be no end to the tale of woe which 
such cases represent. A great deal of it i§ suffered 
in silence. Only a few dare to look about tor a 
remedy. Most suff"rers dare not even to think of it. 
The position of llindu la\v on the point is 
well-known. The parents of such girls writhe under 
the agony as much as the girl• themselve•. But 
Hindu law continues unmoved and immohilo because 
Hindu society is lifeless and supine except for 
finding pretel<tS to afflict its distressed members, 

There were a member of Hindu Divorce Bills 
placed on the legislative anvil sometimes ago. 
Dr. Oeshmukh's B.ll was killed in the Central 
Assembly by the Hindu Law Member of the 
Government in his voluble zeal for perfection, but he 
bim•elf dtd nothing to perfect it. What has become 
of Mrs. Radhabai Subbarayan's Bill in the same 
House and two other Divorce Bills introduced in the 
Co11ncil of State i' How long is this evil to continue 
unchecked and unremcdied in the b~som of our 
community i' Would ·mere maintenance mitigate 
the agony of a ruined lif~ P : 

Aska, } . Yours eto., ' 
9th November, 1940. KOPARGAM RAMAMURl:I, 

INTER-COMMUNAL MARRIAGES. 
The Editor, 

Th• Indian 8Jcial Reformsr. 
Sir, 

I 
The marriage of Mr. Yuhal Larkin, a school 

teacher with a ·Hindu girl, the marriaye of MrJ 
Mohammed Ali Khan, as reported in Ths lndian 
Sucial Roformer dated O~tober 26, with a Sikh· girl 
and the marri•ge· of a Buddhist, whose father 
starved to death, with a Catholic girl, which h"ave 
not long ago .been contracted, are obvious and 
living proof~ that inter-communal marriages can 
no longer no\V be checked or frustrated. 

The more religious toleration is exercised the 
more higber education, emancipation and social 
life given to the boys and girls, tho more 
inter-communal marriages will be favoured by 
th~ ' 

It is, therefore, useless for us to wail or lament 
over such unions on religious dPscriminations. 
The only remedy that I sug-gest to avoid pos•ible 
oat•strophe in the lives ot such married couple!! 
is to extend legal pr.>tection to all girts' 
irresp~ctive of religion or national•ty, who marry 
men of other religion than their own. · 
Bareilly. } Yourscte., -
October 20,1940. SETH W. HowARD.' 
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THE LATE MR. C. B. NAN.AVATI. 
(BY ONE OF THE MANY WHO KNEW HIM.) 

In the death of Mr. Chandulal B. Nanavati, not 
.only Bombay or the Suburban. District but. th.e 
whole national cause bas sustamed a loss wh1ch It 
would be difficult to make up, His name hardly 
ever flashed across the newspaper columns. He 
shunned publicity. All the same, every one 
connected with public work in the suburbs ~nd 
organisations, big or small, making _for ~he upbulld· 
ing and 80Jidarity of the nat1on m whatever 
field, may be found to have share~ his mu':lificence. 
No public endeavour, however tmy, be 1t a read
ing room, a library, a gymt?astio clu~, a co-opera
tive society, a scaven~er<' umon or a u!l1on of fnends 
went unsupported in 1ts appeal to h1m, and more 
often than not he surprised those who approach~d 
him with his generosity, But even more than h1s 
munificence he endeared himself to all public 
workers and organisations by the personal touch 
which he brought to bear upon ev~ry one _of these 
contacts. In him they all found the1r best fnend and 
ready supporter, 

He mixed freely with all an_d expressed him~elf 
without mincing his words, yet Without ever offendmg 
anyone He was exceptionally genial in tempera
ment a~d his sweet reasonableness won him a host 
of friends and admirers. Economic in speech, precise 
in response, downright, honest and upright, there 
was a catch in his unaffected manners which left an 
indelible impress eveu on a casual visitor. Unlike 
the many commerical magnates of our modern cities 
who in their craze for money-making seem to have 
hardly any time or 1cope for social or even domestic 
life there was a serenity and a composure about his 
life' and his demeanour which was all his own, 
A businessman with numerous branches spread 
out all over the country and beyond India's shores, 
he was a punctilious time-keeper. There was 
no ado and no haste about any item of his busi
ness at any time, no shouting and no perspir. 
ing and no running of hot-haste errands. His life 
and work, both business as wellu private, flowed 
its even course that reminded one of the noiseless 
sliding of Shikaras o.n the vast :xpenses of ~ashmir 
lakes. This tranqu1llty and th1s peace of hfe were 
indeed no gift ofthe Gods with which he was born. It 
was an accomplishment and an achievement attained 
alter a hard personal struggle, in forging life's 
values. 

For, Mr. Nanavati was a self-made man in the 
fullest sense of the term, and whatever eminence 
he rose to was the fruit of his own labours, 
The son of a- prominent State official in Baroda, 
he h1d his schooling in that city and put in the 
first half of his college years also there, after 
which he migrated to Bombay in company with 
his brothers and graduated at the age of 21 from 
\Vilson College in H02. The father and other elders 
in the family naturally expected him to take to 
<me of the learned professions, to law, medicine 
and the like-though business was not ruled out-or 
wanted him to enter a course of apprenticeship in one 
or other department of State service. His own 
urge, however, was in the direction of business and 
he pref~rred to respond to that inner urge. He 
worked successively as an apprentice at a firm of 
jewellers, of cotton dealers, and later as a partner in 
a firm of import and export merchants in which 
connection bo went to China and Japan to manage 
their branches. 

Wherever he went be made his mark with his 
ability, industry and integrity, but he was too honest 
even in business to prosper in company with less 
scrupulous m~n and be bad to encounter reverses 

which virtually drove him to the streets. Mucb 
against his will he had to live for a time on aa. 
allowance from his devoted father. All the same. 
be would not give in. He had struck his own 
course of life and would not reconcile himself to 
bask under the parental patronage. He stopped 
accepting the father's allowance on the day wbicb 
was for him the darkest, and persisted in his chosen, 
course with a determined will He took a solemn 
resolve to pay every pie of his obligations wbicb 
ran into six figures and counselled patience to 
his creditors, At one stage, he worked as a 
laundry man, a household provision supplier, a. 
commission agent for petty supplies, and tried his 
band at half-a-dozen odd jobs. In the course of 
this checkered career he had stumbled upon a 
Parsi youth who was a bird of the same leather 
and who would look upon· no honest vocation as 
too low, even that of shoe-making. He had turned 
out to be an old chum of his school days. A 
partnership had thus been formed which was to 
endure through life. · 

He continued to struggle hard. The firm of 
Nanavati, Vevaina & Co. were suppliers of coal for 
steamships and grew steadily. He was one of the 
principal founder promoters of the Eastern Bunkerers 
and other subsidiaries oftbe Scindia Steam N aviga·. 
tion Co., and "guided their deliberations with hill' 
sober judgment, robust commonsense and 
practical wisdom which contributed largely to the 
success of the Companys." He also became a 
partner in Messrs. Kantavala, Nanavati &: Co,, a 
firm of mill-stores, industrial chemicals, etc. 

He had scored. After a few years' struggle, 
Fortune smiled on him and be prospered steadily, 
At the very first turn of the fortune he had started 
repaying his liabilities and be paid up every one 
of his creditors and every pie of his debts with 
full interest, 

All through the changing vicissitude~ of life 
he was actuated by a passion for clean, truthful, 
moral life and refused to modify his attitude for 
what in common parlance is known as • business 
morality' as distinguished from the individual one. 
He had no compartments in his life, no obverse 
and no reverse sides, And, I believe, it was this 
moral rectitude as the guiding principle that brought 
him all the laurels of his !if e and made of him a 
humble, devout, unostentatious patriot and a 
broad humanitarian who knew no caste, colour 
or denomination. Ever since he began to 
prosper he had made it a point to devote a very 
substantial portion of his income to philanthropio 
use in furtherance of good causes. His charities 
during life must have amounted to many hundred 
thousands much of which must remain unknown. 
His latest substantial charities extend to a couple 
of lac~ of rupees in the shape of a philanthropic 
trust with widest scope of a most non-sectarian 
character. 

He took the initiative and organised relief during 
natural calamities such as floods, famine, earthquake 
or epidemics and would himself contribute liberally. 
Both during the Gujrat floods as well as the Bihar 
earthquake his contribution was not meagre, and be was 
responsible for large collections, He al<o sent reliefin 
the Mhape of large consignments of clothing and 
material. Apart from contributions and collections 
he made, if my memory serves me right, he bore 
the entire expense of the batch of about ~ workers 
of Sabarmati Ashram which was sent out to Bi• r 
under 1\lahatma Gandhi's instructions and wh . .:h 
worked there for nearly six months. Nor were ~is 
sympathies confined to the four comers of lnd~a. 
He sent help to Japan during the great earthquak& 
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of 1985. He would also send small amounts to 
anti-war, no-war and other peace movements and 
organisations as a token of his appreciation. 
· His private charities were equally extensive. 

most of which must remain unknown. The well
known saying, "Let not your left hand know what 
your right hand gives," may be said to apply to him 
literally. This writer remembers an instance in 
which he quietly gave away several thousands of 
rupees in taking over a few pieces of art, with a 
view to help a public worker's large family, and the 
beauty of it was that the worker in question 
hardly knew the source of the windfall. This was 
not all. Immediately after remitting the amount this 
wonderful customer offered to sell away the collec
tion if a buyer could be found and remit the entire 
proceeds to the family in question in addition to 
what was already sent I The number of students 
widows, middle class families in strained circum: 
stances, etc., helped in lump or periodically by him 
must indeed be legion. 

ALL INDIA EDITORS' CONFERENCE, 
NEW DELHI. 

The following resolutions were put from the chair 
and passed unanimously at the Editors' Conference 
held at New Delhi on Sunday the lOth November. 

L (A) This Conference desire to draw the 
attention of the Government to the fact that ever 
eince the declaration of war when the ·Defence 
of India Ordinance (now Act) was promulgated, 
the press in this country has on the whole exercised 
a commendable degree of self-restraint even in 
the face of irritating circumstances. 

The Conference, therefore, viewed with surprise 
and regret the uncalled-for change in Government's 
attitude as evidenced by the series of notifications 
iBsued to the press after October 194.0. 

(B) This Conference, however, is now relieved to 
learn from the President that the Government of 
India h1s agreed to withdraw the latest order 
issued under the Defence of India Rules seekin"' 
to exercise drastic control over the pu blicatid~ 
of news and views and be advised by Committees 
of the Press at Delhi and Provincial Headquarters 
in any action they may take, should need or occasion 
arise hereafter. 

(C) This Conference welcomes the change thus 
indicated in the attitude of the Government of India 
towards the Press and desires to point out that 
even from the point of view of the Government the 
results they seek are best achieved by a policy of 
trust and co-operation instead of minatory directions. 

(D) This Conference, therefore, urges on the 
Government of India that they withdraw .such other 
regulations or restrictions as bearing heavily on the 
press in the discharge of their legitimate duties to 
the public in order to revive and restore the 
atmosphere of confidence that prevailed between 
the Government and the Press until recently. 

( E ) This Conference desires to stress that it is 
the duty of the Press Adviser also to advise the 
Government on the best way of ensuring cordial 
relations with Press and to this end it is his duty to 
see that orders to journalists in the mofussil are 
oommunicated with due courtesy and consideration. 
ll This All-India Newspaper Editors' Conference 

appoints this Subjects Committee as a Standing 
Committee to represent their interests in relation to 
··~S">overnment tor the duration and authorises them 
.r.~ .ppoint Sub-Committees at _the Centre and in the 
.!:";.winces as and when requ1red for the above 
purpose, including recommendations to the personnel 
of the Advisory Committees, 

The convener of the Standing Committee will b 
Mr. J. B. Sahni. The President is authorised to co 
opt members to the Standing Committee at hi!:< 
discretion. 

The following will constitute the Committee:
The President (Mr. K. Srinivasan), Mr. T. K. 

Ghosh, Mr. Arthur Moo!"!, Mr. Mahadev Desa~ Ml". 
C. R. Srinivasan, Messr>. Devadas Gandhi, C. S. 
Rangaswami, B. Shiva Rao, K. Rama Rao, Desh 
Bandhu Gupta, Samaldas Gandhi, P. D. Sharma, 
A. S. Iyengar, S. Natarajan, Pothan · Joseph and 
J aganna th Ra wa th. 

The following members were co-opted :-Mr. 
Francis Low, Mr. S. W. Bustin, Mr. Kali Nath Ray, 
Mr. Krishna Ram Mehta and S. N. Mazumdar. 

IlL This Conference urges that the various 
punitive measures taken against certain newspar.ers 
such as the "Sainik" and the "National Herald' be 
reviewed by the Government in consultation with the 
Committee appointed in pursuance of the previous 
resolution. ' 
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NOTES. 
World :Jrder or Anarchy ?-Mr. Ralph T· 

Te;~•t-- ts often argued in these columns that, 
if Brita1. would declare herself in favour of a 
progressive international policy, the United 
States would very probably find herself beside 
the British Empire, In a remarkable article he 
urged that if the stigma of inequality was 
removed from the British Commonwealth, the 
United States ought to return to this 
great association of nations. (The Reformer, 
March SO, 1940 ). Dr. W, B. Foley of 
Manila in his article which we publish this 
week, looks to the United States for such 
a lead. He visualises a g-reat block of the 
Dominions of Canada, New Zealand and 
Australia, under American leadership, uniting 
with China and India fora new and effective inter
nationalism. It is noteworthy that both writers 
are Americans who have an acute realisation of 
the inequalities which exist within the United 
States herself. Apparently Dr. Foley's plan 
was conceived as a compensatory force on the 
breakdown of the British system. The resistance 
gallantly put up by Britain all these months has 
altered the situation which faced thinking people 
on tbe collapse of France. The United States 
has today a living organism to consider instead 
of the scattc;ed fragments of an Empire to bring 
tog-ether. fhe determined stand of Greece 
brings Europe once more into the international 
picture. On the other hand, the Axi.s Powers 
have been adding to their numbers. Hungary has 
now joined the combination and the Kings of 
B~lgdrla. ami Belgium are interviewing Herr 
li1Ucr With a view, it is reported, to reachin"' 
ag-reement on the position of small States. Whil~ 
Britain is still talking largely in terms of saving 
European civilisation and hesitates to launch on 
any boldly . conceived step which mi).!ht satisfy 
ln~.a~ asp•~ations,_ the Axis has set up an 
~s1at•c end m Tok1o, The Japanese are, accord
mg _to P.~. reports, preparing for aggression 
aga10st 1 hailand. Something has to be done 
to. meet the spreading menace of Nazism. 
\\hat would be an effective counter even 

now to Axis diplomacy? Mr. Stepher 
King-Hall in one of his letters touches or 
the central issue but fails to appreciate it a! 
clearly as Dr. Foley has done. He writel 
describing Nazi intentions towards Africa: 

Africa, being an undeveloped continent, peopled lry 
barbarians and uncivillsed tribes, must recognise its 
complete subservience to Europe ...... In the new order 
Nazi EW'opo will be the absolute master. 

Africa has always recognized its complete 
subservience to Europe and there is nothing new 
in the order which Mr. King-Hall depicts
at any rate for the African. If we are to look 
forward to something worthwhile, the distinction 
between Nazi domination and British 
imperialism must be more clearly made. As 
the Times of India remarked in an unusually 
outspoken leading article recently on Indians in 
South Africa, fine words and the fighting they 
encourage are all of no use without proof of inten· 
tion to apply the principles set forth in the 
ad ministration of Empire countries not after the 
war ends but now, It must not be forgotten 
that aggressor nations pursue their tactics not 
because of some inherent national defect but 
rather because they have seen these tactics pay 
in the past and they too wish to win 
advantageous positions for themselves, 

Extension of Satyagraha :-With the decision 
to bring in all Congress legislators and members 
of the All India Congre>s Committee into the 
satyagraha campaign, .the movement initiated 
by Gandhiji with the pacifist speeches of Vinoba 
Bhave has entered on a new phase. According to 
reports, it is expected that five thousand leading 
Congressmen will be in prison by December 
31st. And the satyagraha is to be restricted 
to shoutin~ slogans. Though it seems rather 
ridiculous that men who have held responsible 
positions in the provincial governments should 
go about shouting anti-war slogans, the restric
tion on speech-making is a salutary one and it 
will go far to secure a uniformity among the 
satyagrahis. No one can stray far from the 
Gandhian position in slogans and probably 
what slogans are to be shouted will also be 
settled by Sevagram. The Congress agitation 
with the hartals that follow on the arrest of every 
prominent Congressmen, has the effect ot dislocat
ing markets with consequences going far 
beyond India. It was inevitable that the insipid 
Bhave phase would resolve itself into some such 
fonn. The whole satyagraha from ~e. Bhave 
incident to the present day is an ag~tallou for 
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freedom of expression of optmon. The 
difference between the Government and the 
Congress is incredibly small. Both are opposed 
to Nazism. Gandhiji's repeated insistence on 
his desire to avoid embarrassing the Government 
can only mean that once the principle of free 
speech is conceded there will be very little official 
agitation from the Congress. We are not 
ourselves much enamoured of "gentlemen's 
agreements'' of this nature, but to an adminis
tration which has to face the embarrassment of 
putting national leaders, who were yesterday in 
the Government and may be there tomorrow, in 
prison, we should have thought the solution 
was a readily acceptable one. So far as 
freedom of expression goes, we would point 
out the significance of the Editors' Conference 
held recently at Delhi. More than the resolu
tions, the Conference has opened up a new 
way out of a position which seemed wellnigh 
insoluble. But for the Conference, the public 
would not today be able to read news of the 
selected satyagrahis. If the anti- Nazi policy 
adopted by the Indian press as a whole has 
induced the Government to remove certain 
restrictions, we do not see why the anti-Nazi 
attitude of distinguished Congressmen who 
control the organization, should not bring about 
a similar change in the political field. 

The Viceroy's Address :-His Excellency the 
Viceroy deliwred an address to the Indian 
Legislative Assembly on Tuesday. Every 
sentence in it testifies to the high conscientious
ness and sense of responsibility with which Lord 
Linlithgow is facing the unprecedentedly weighty 
and complex problems which confront the Indian 
Administration. The burden is aggravated by 
the fact that much of the task of decision vests 
personally on the Governor-General. The long 
record which His Excellency unfolded reflects 
credit on his administration. It is, however, 
in the field of politics that his Government 
has failed to rise to the occasion. No great 
imagination is needed, one would think, 
to realise that, when Britain is fighting 
single-handed against practically the rest 
of Europe for her own freedom and the 
freedom of other countries which have 
recently lost or surendered it, the people of 
India can not remain unmoved by the same 
aspiration. We are greatly disappointed that 
the Viceroy's address shows not a trace of 
such realisation. In fact, Lord Linlithgow 
seems to hold that the love of national freedom 
is a special prerogative of the people of 
Europe who, even against their acquiescence 
in authoritarian regimes, should be restored 
their lost liberties. An indication of this 
discrimination on the part of Lord Linlithgow 
was given in his address to the Eastern Groups 
Conference when he spoke of the kindred 
and affiliated peoples in the Empire. We are 
stressmg this distinction because it is our 
deliberate view that no British statesman 
can make any worthwhile contribution to 
the solution of the Indo-British problem, unless 

he approaches it without racial bias, in the 
spirit of the golden rule, Do unto others as you 
would that they should do unto you. Let His 
Excellency ask himself whether the offer which 
he made to the Indian people of an expanded 
Executive Council and an Advisory Council, 
would have been received by any British 
community out.5ide India. 

Cast Aside Racial Bias :-In passing, while the 
Viceroy's belief that the constitution of these 
bodies would have invested responsibility on 
Indians is perfectly true, his belief that it would 
have conferred real power on them cannot be 
reconciled with the present constitution of the 
Government of India, even excluding lhe 
Emergency Powers. On the other side, Gandhiji, 
on behalf of the Congress, had asked for nothinO' 
more than to carry on his lifelong propagand~ 
against violence and war, which has in the past 
been the most efficient factor in eliminating 
violent political offences, and it has at all times 
been a powerful aid to the maintenance of law 
and order which is the first duty of every 
G.wernment. As we have repeatedly said, the 
difference between the Congress as represented 
by Gandhiji and the Government is trifling. As 
a fact, it is now largely a matter of prestige 
on either side. The Viceroy says that the offer 
of an expanded Council still stands. We do 
not expect that any responsible political leader in 
this country would make haste to get up a 
movement to accept and work it. The Federa
tion scheme held the field and blocked the way to 
any alternative that may have proved acceptable 
for a long time. It was first suspended, then 
declared definitely open to complete revision. 
The present offer is likewise best withdrawn. 
The Congress is not in a hurry to find a solution 
to the constitutional problem. This may wait till 
the end of the war. What will ease the situation 
is some bold and impressive gesture to mark 
the equality of status of India and Indians in the 
Commonwealth, at least until what is called 
"the 'duration." What it should be it is not 
for us to say. But we can say this: no such 
gesture can be formulated by any one who 
does not honestly feel that in the ·present 
world crisis all pretensions to racial supremacy 
are foolish and futile.· 

Mr. Amery on Indian ~eform :-A day after 
the Viceroy, the Secretary of State for India 
spoke in the House of Commons on the Indian 
situation. Mr. Amery said that he had conceded' 
what his predec~sors had refused that the Indian 
constitution should 'be framed by Indians. The 
Round Table Conference in London, this implies, 
was a mistake and, ll.S it has turned out, 
a waste of time and money. But we 
have a suspicion that in making this conces
sion not to Indians but to commonsense, 
Mr. Amery had the mental reservation that 
Indians will not be aole to agree upon a 
constitution. However that may be, he 
postulated that the constitution framed by 
Indians should leave out foreign policy as 
foreign policy depended on mihtary defence. 
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This is surely putting the cart before the horse. 
The military arrangements of a country depend 
on its foreign policy not its foreign p;:,licy on its 
military defenc~. Mr. Amery's dictum would 
make Indian self-government a mockery 
by making it subservient to a military oligarchy 
controlled from Britain. This is another 
and a very serious ded~ction from the ri~hts 
of the Dominions under the Statute of West
minister, the first being Professor Berriedale's 
warning allout the right of neutrality now 
enj.>yed bv the Dominions. It would be m:Jre 
straightforward to uy that India will have 
neither IJominion status nor Independence 
if Mr. Amery had a voice in the matter. 
The only original contribution in the debate 
wall~ by Earl Winterton (of all persons), who 
pertinently pointed out t~at, if Indian resources 
in men and material had b~en fully mobilised 
with India's co-operation as an equal partner, 
Britain might have had a position c:1mparable 
to that of the United States. For our part 
we regard the relian~e on the States as of 
doubtful wisdom. Public opinion in the States 
is liable to suJden fluctuations as happened at 
the last war. Joint bases for military and naval 
purposes even otherwise are · inexpedient. If 
two must ride a horse, runs the old saying, 
one must ride behind, The American will not 
be the man t.J be con~ ent to ride behind. 

Students and Politics:-The Government of 
Madras in a recent communique expressed its 
disapproval of student demons~ration on matters 
with which the college or institution is in no 
way concern.·d. On the undesirability of 
students participating in political demor1strations 
there can be no two opinions. Mr. Rajagopala· 
chari himself during his premiership discussed 
in one of his speeches the propriety of students 
entering into politics. He looked upon 
the student days of a youth as a prep· 
aration f<>r service in later life as brahma· 
chari was, to use his picturesque phrase, a 
preparation for marriage. The immediate 
occasion for the demonstration was the s~ntenc· 
ing of Pandit Jawaharlal .\lehru to four years' 
imprison,nent, Generally speaking the Principal 
is able to handle such Situations without much 
diffi~ulty and any outside interwntion is regard~ 
as an admi,;si..m of fa1lure. We do not knolll' 
whether the 1\ladras situation was uncontrollable 
but the communique leaws the worst impression 
on the public mind. It concludes: 

Those who ta<e a leading p .rt lu the organisation 
or lnter•oroncos with the proper working ot a college 
are neither fit to bo membeu ot the cuUege nor to en tor 
Government service. The Govornment,tllerefore, <!..sire 
to malco It known that tho authorltiO:i or aU colleg=s, 
whether under rublic or private managem>nt, 
w1U bo asked to send a list of lhe names of the students 
who have taken a loading part in organising such 
domon-trlltlons and, II we~ demonstrations shoul..t 
occur hereafter, tho Government will call for a similar 
lht. The Government w1U then lswe order. dobarring 
such student. from arpolntment In liovercment -vice, 
and II they are mem~ers of liovernment coUege:; will 
also order their expul.toa &om the college. 

We fail to see why the students should 
bo maJe to suff<!t for what aft<!t all is the 

weakness of the college authorities. Even 
college students are easily swaye:J by emotional 
appeals and, when their feelings re .en 
a pitch where they wish to stay away from 
colli!ge, it is obvtou~ly the part of wisdom to 
declare the colleg-e cl;JSed for the day, In m;JSt 
cases the personality of the e;:>Jiege staff who 
are in daily contact with the boys, is sufficient 
to counteract any desire on their part to 
indulge in theatrical protests. Where it 
is not and where the college authorities 
are not to blame, then it is fo;:,Jhardy to 
resort to threats. The Times of India warns· 
the students that had th~y been in France 
dem:Jnstrating against thetr German inv1ders, 
they would have been executed on the spot. 
This is a childish and c mtemptible argument. 
Does the Ti ~tes of India imply by this that 
the British in India are in a p:JSition an t!ogous 
to that of Germans in France? Is B itish rule 
to be judged in India by the standards of 
Nazism ? And lastly does the fate thlt befell 
the French students m'lke their acti"n less 
commendable? Such comparisons· cannot but 
aggravate the troubl~ whicn all respons1ble mea 
would like to see ended. · ' 

" Kagawa lo Prhoo " :-With this heading' 
the D~tyanodaya has an editorial para~raplt 
holding up the "pagan totalitarianism'· of J apar.l 
to public obloquy for put1ing the fam;,us J ipane>e 
Christian social worker, Kagawa, in prison for 
"violating the milihry code." The D~tyanoaaya 
surmises that Kagawa's off.mce was to opcX>se 
the national isation of Japanese Christi mity 
makin~ it ind<!pendent of foreign mis;ionary 
control. The establishment of a national 
Christian Church independent of foreign control 
is not unique in the history of that religion: 
It was done in Englan:l and Scotland so.ne 
centuries ag~. O;>position to the establish" 
ment of a Japanese Church does not 
directly affect detcrimentally any militati. 
activity and even a " pagan totalitarian •· 
Government is unlikely to imprison an inter• 
national figure like Kag1wa for it. It iS' 
more likely that Kagawa wh:J, if we remember,i 
is a Christian pacitist believing that war is 
contrary to the teachings of Jesus Christ, has 
been cast into prison for act1vities likely to 
hamper the effective prosecution of the Sino
Japanese war. But why should the Dnyan?daya· 
go far afield to find an obj~ct on which to lav1slt 
tts sympathy? "Let those who have imprisoned 
this Christian," warns the Dnyall(}(/aya, ''beware. 
Kagawa in prison may be stronger than 
Kagawa free could be.'' 

An loJi4n !wry from Pomp~II:-Pror. V. C. 
Mulvany writing in the current number of the 
Hindusl~a" Review, Patn1, draW9 atten:i-'IJ to 
tho! discovery at Pompeii in 19Jd of an Indian 
ivory statuette about ten inches hi~. fhe 
statuette is regarded by Prof. z~nJtti-Bianc.> as 
one of L1kshmi witlt two attend Lnts. Prof. 
Mulvany descri~ the im'l~ to D<: of eX1tJisite 
workm tnship but he suggests that "the . .n:ist's 
theme is;:,( a dancer wholly pr~occupied with tho 
last touches to h« toilet." 
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THE FI:-lA:"l'CE BILL IN THE 
, LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

, On the 8th November the Congress Working 
Com nittee decided that Congress members of 
the Indian Legislative , Assembly should attend 
and participate _in the discussion on the supple
mentary Finance Bill intr0duced by Government 
to meet war expenditure., The debate was to begin 
the next day but Government considerately post
poned i,t ti.ll Monday tl)e lltb, in order to enable 
the Congress members to attend. The discussion 
which began that day continued over ,the whole 
week and ended last Tuesday. The divbion 
showed that Government had secured 53 votes 
and the Opposition 55. Analysis of these 
figures yields interesting results. There are 
twenty-five officials, members of the Assembly, 
who, according to the established CO!lVention, 
forfeit their offices if they fail to vote with 
Government. . Thirteen non-officials are nomi
nated by Government. Thirty-seven of the 5J 
(Mr. N. M. Joshi probably abstained from voting 
or voted with the Opp~ition) who voted for the 
motion, are thus accounted for. Of the remain
ing 16 members who voted with Government, 
8 • were Europeans, who as usual supported 
Government.· The Government were able to 
~uster only 8 votes of Indian elected members as 
against 55 by the Opposition. The Mu>lim 
League members numbering about 30, remained 
neutral. What is the significance of this divi:oion? 
It was common ground among all secti<>ns of the 
Assembly that Hitlerism was an intolerable 
evil and that it must be destro)ed for the peace 
of the world. Congress members •. were as 
emphatic on this as Muslim Le~gue members 
and Government officials. The diff<!rence between 
the Opposition and the Government was 
simple. The Opposition maintained that the 
country ,has been led into the War without 
consultation with the Legislature. This has been 
regretted by several Englishmen including mem
bers of Parliament. The Hon. Sir A. Ramaswami 
Mudaliar, ·Minister for Commerce and Labour, 
speaking on behalf of Goverummt, • declared 
dlat it was the constitutional position th~t 
the moment the British Government declared 
war with ,a country, that moment the whole 
Empire including the· Dominions . was at war 
with that country. Sir Ramaswami ignored 
tlle fact that Australia, New Zealand, Canada 
and Souih Africa had to obtain the p.ssent of 
their respective . t';>rliaments for decl<~ring 
war . after the declarati<>n of war by the 
Jilritish Government. He , forgot that eire 
remained neutral and persists in maintaining 
her · neutrality. A hign authority on c.>n
stitutional law, , Profess<>r Berriedale Keith, 
warned the British Governm~nt !dst week 
that wi~h its ··exp~ri~nce of the inco,1veuiences 
of Eire's neutrality, it sh<>uld make it clear 
to India that 1Jonunion status will. not in her 

case include the right to neutrality in a war 
between Great Britain and another country. His 
argument implies that the attitude of Eire is 
correct under the Westminster statute. His plea 
as regards India, therefore, amounts to a plea 
that Dominion status should not be conferred 
on India or that that Westminster statute should 
be so modified as to withdraw· this right 
from all the Dominions. This latter course 
is out 'of the question. The Dominions 
have gained immensely in stature sinoe the 
outbreak of war and they have been further 
assured of the protection of the United States. 
Professor Keith's plea, therefore. only means 
that India should be distinctly excluded 
from the right to remain neutral when she 
is granted Dominion status, in other words, 
hers would be an inferior form of that status. 
Dominion status has been rejected as unaccept
able by the Congress whose position will not, 
therefore, be affected by Professor Keith's 
suggestion. But the Liberals still cling to it. 
But they have been particular about Dominion 
status for India being identical with that of the 
other Dominions under the West minster Statute, 
including the right to secede which is a far 
stronger claim than the right to remain neutral 
in war. Sir Ramaswami's misinterpretation of 
the constitutional law of the Dominions embodied 
in the Westminster Statute and illustrated by 
the example of the Dominions, notably, Eire, is 
surprising. , 

In his opening remarks Sir Jeremy Raismaa, 
the Finance Member, pointed to the large sum, 
about Rs. 32 crores, which India has so far con
tributed to the several war funds as proof of the 
sympathy and support of the country. Making 
every allowance for official influence which may 
account to some extent for the largeness of the 
contribution, there can be no doubt that it is 
proof that the people of India are desirous of 
giving their utmost to help Britain in the war. 
We see no inconsistency between private 
individuals making voluntary contributions and 
their representatives in the Legislature refusing 
to vote public funds demanded by Government. 
•·Grievance before Supply" is the basic principle 
of constitutional Government, and Sir Mahomed 
Zaffarullah Khan, Law Member of Government, 
and Leader. of the Hous~, was not on constitll
tional ground when he pleaded that, whatever the· 
past miSdeeds of Government, popular represen
tatives should owrlook them and grant the 
demands now made because the Nazi wolf was 
round the corner waiting. to devour them if they 
voted against Government. Still less are the public 
likely to be impressed by the parody of Sir Jeremy 
Raisman of a hackeyed adm:mition tnat a 
vote against the Government demand was a 
voJte tor Hillerism. The majority of two by 
which Government was dereated, if viewed 
in the light · of the composition of the 
Government minority, is not so narrow as it 
seems. Sir Ramasw<~mi lost his temper and 
hurled the epithet 'traitor'' against those who did 
not share his opinion. Some of these "traitors" 
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wiU sooner than Sir Ramaswami thinks 
be occupying the places occupied by himself 
and his colleagues, as has happened in this and 
other countries. Expletives which change 
their meaning with every turn of events, are 
inappropriate for use by men to whom words 
are more than empty sounds. Sir Mahomed 
Zaffarullah 's speech struck a conciliatory note 
but it cannot wholly undo the effect of his 
colleague's ind~.&cretion. 

-
CULTURE-SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS. 

· Culture hu a very wi<.le significance. There is 
culture of bacilli in medical science. Tnere is culture 
of plants and vegetables, commonly known as agri
culture, There IS culture of animal•, domestication. 
And there is human culture. In all these varieties 
we find a common factor, Culture is the modilication 
of beings which are endowed with life so as to serve 
man's ends, The endowment of life itself is as yet 
bt·yond man's capacity. It is Nature's secret. Every 
Individual .or species is to Nature an end in itself, 
Through culture-cultivation, domestio•tion, educa• 
tion-man tries to make Jiving things serviceable or 
agre~able to himself, Anuther featwe of culture 
may be noted, The process of adapting living 
things to men's use, involves their diVersion 
(rom the lines which serve their own natural 
ends, It reduces, for instance, their vigour and 
vitality, their power of reproduction. . Grafted 
plants are a good instance, They cannot reproduce 
themselves •. Sometimes, as in seedless grapes 
and oranges, man deliberately destroys the re
productive capacity of the plant for his pleasure. 
Castration of bulls and stallions is another in•tanoe, 
Many wild animals will not breed in captivity, 
Those which are long domc•ticated, produce off· 
spring which are completely diff~rentiated from the 
original stock, and cannot be re-assimilated by it, 

When we turn to man, the fundamental process 
remain• tho eame, The child brings with it no 
culture, European children brought up among 
Hottentots aoquire the behaviour of the Hottentots, 
There are atories current even of children brought 
up by wolve~ acquiring the qualities of their foster 
parents. We imbibe much of our culture un
CIOnscioualy lrom our environment, comprising 
religious, social, economic and politio•l. Education 
is meant to b~ a conscious and deliberate training 
of youth to ends which transcend the day-to-day 
uses of society, to leadership, Leader,hip is 
the quality which marks out one person as 
capable ol taking his people out of the rut of 
inherited ways, into higher waya with a broader 
and more extended outlook, Unfortunately, 
howeVer, the latter which is the highest end 
of educAtion is lost sight of and education also 
tends, consciously and unconsciou~ly, to aim at 
proJuoing a deaJ Jevd of conformity. Indeed, a 
very hich offioial authority in this country has 
~o,•ntly declared this to be the principal ohject 
of education, Cardinal Newman's fomous de~cription 
In hi• ••JJea of a University" of a gentleman, may 
be taken to be an apt description ot the cultured 
man. Newman wrote:-

It Is almost a definition ol a gentleman. to 
say he Is one who nevor InDicts pain. This 
description Is both re6ne;1 and, as f .... as It goes. 
ao-urute, He Is mainly ocr.upied In merely removing 
the ob.tacle• which hinder th• free and unembarra•sed 
action of those about him; and he coucun whh their 
movement. rather than takes the initiati•e himself. 
Hla benefits may be consi<lered as parallel to 

what are called comforts or convenienc•s 
in arrangements of a P"rsooal nature : like 
an easy chair or a good we, which do their part 
in di>pelliog cold and farigue, though nature 
provides both means of rest and animal heat without 
them The true gentleman in lit<e manner carefully 
avoids whatev,r may cau•e a jar or a j,lt in the minds 
of those with whom he is e&>t,-all clashing of 
opinion, or collision of feeling, all rO>traint, or 
suspicion, or gloom or reseutment; his great concern 
being to make every one at thelf ease, at home. He has 
hls eyes on all hi• comp10y; he is tender towards the 
bashful, gentle toward• the distant, and merciful 
toward, the absurd; he can recollect to whom he Is 
speaking; he guards against unseasonable allusion, 
or topics which may irrit•te; he is seldom prominent 
in conversation, and never wearisom~~o He ma'cos 
light of f .. vours while he does them, and seem to be 
receiving when he Is conferring, · 

He never speak• of himself except when compelled, 
never defends htm•elf by a mere retort, he has .no 
ears for slander or goi>ip, is scrupulou• in lmputiug 
motives to those who ir.terfere with him. and interprets 
everything for the best. He is Lever mean or iirtle 
Jn his dh·p1.1res, never takes unfair advautage, never 
mi·takes personaliti•s or sharp ·ayings fer arguments. 
or in.,fr,uates evil which he dare not say out. From a 
long.sighted prudence, he oberves the maxim of the 
ancient sage. that we shocrld ever conduct ourselves 
towards our enemy as if he w..-e one day to be our Irion d. 
He has too much good sense to be affronted at 
insults, he is too well employed to re~M~T~ber injuries, and 
too inrlolent to bear malice. He is patient, rorbearing, 
and resl~ned, on philooophical principles; he submits to 
pain, because it Is locvitable, to bereavement, because 

· It Is lrrepar» ble, and to death because it Is his 
destiny. If he engage• in controver.y of any kind, hl• 
disciplined intelkct pre..erves him from the blunder. 
lng di>Courtesy of bettor, perhaps, but less • 
educated mind>; who, like blunt weapons, teac and . 
hack, in>tead of cutting clean, who mistake th• 
point In argument, waste tb.dr strength on trifles, 
misconceive their adver>ary, •md leave the question . 
more involved than they find it. He may be right or_ 
wrong in his opinion but he is too clear-headed lo be 
unju'ti he Is as >lmple as he is forcible and as brief as 
he Is deci·ive. Nowhere •hall we find greater ca odour, 
consideration, Indulgence; he tl)rows himself into the 
minds of his opponents; he accounts for their mistakes. 
He knows the weak ness of ham.n reason as weD as 
its strength, Its provlnre and its limits. If he be an 
unb•liever he will be to:> profound and large minded 
to fldicule religion or to act agaiust It; he is too wise 
to be a dogmatist or fanatic in his infidelity. He 
l'el'pech piety and devotion; he even supports institu
tions as venerable, beautiful, or useful, to which he does 
not assent; he honours the mini.ters of religl"n. 
and It contents him t:> decline Its mysteries without 
a>sailing or denouncing them. He is a friend of 
"'liglous toleration, and that, not only because his 
philosophy has taught him to looli: on all forms of 
faith with an impartial eye. but also from the gentl"' 
ne'" and effeminacy of C.:eling, whioh Is the attendant 
on civilization. 

Along with the above let us take Cerdinal Newman'• 
definition of the "Safe Man", that is, the gentleman 
above described in the sphere of religion t 

Mistiness is the mother of wisdom. 1\ man who 
can set down hall a d:n:ou general proposition• whicb 
escape from d••t.roylng one another only by b,Jng 
diluted Into truisms: who can hold the balance 
between oppo,ftes so sirilrully as to do without 
fula\1111 or beam ; who never aDuneiate!l 
a truth wlthou~ guarding himself ogalnst 
befog supp ,!'8<1 to el<Ciude the contradiclor1'1 
who holds tlult scripture Is the only .authority, :rec 
that the Church is to be def...-red ro; that faith oal' 

. ~stfies, :pee that It d.,.,. DOt ~-lily without wooloo; 
that gr...,. does not descend upoa -at .. )'Ot ~ ~ 
&ina witboure &helP; !bat bi>ibops .,.. a div ... 
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· ordinance, yet that those who have them not are in the 
:same religious cobditlons as those who have,-this is 
your "safe man'' and the hope of the Church; this is 
what the Church is said to want, not party men, but 
sen>ible, temperate, sober, well-judgl ng persons, to guide 

· It through the channel of ·no meaning, between the 
· Scylla and l.harybdis of Aye and No. · 
'The two things which are fatal to this type of 

culture are conviction and character. These are 
likely to give rise to what are c•lled angularities and 
are to be avoided.. In a ,system where this type of 
culture holds sway, difference of opinion is the mortal 
sin and-dissent is suppressed with the utmost severity, 
Any ·variation from routine is ''bad Jorm" and 
''bad form'' is worse than positive wickedness. 
Adultery and drunkenness may be tolerated so 
long at least as they do not create a public scandal 
and as long as they do not threaten the establi~hed 
order. ~ut speaking inconven~ent truths is a !llortal 
sin, . Thts type ' of culture ts _the sure ~tgn of 
decadence.' And. the present dtsastrous phght of 
civilisation is to a large extent the outcome of the 
ascendancy which it has gained in society and the 
State. The culture which we have been speaking 
of, is what may be called secular culture. It is skin
deep. Often it does not extend below the clothes. 
It has no reference to character, "A man may 
smile and smile and yet be a villain." Some of the 
greatest villains in history were men of high 
acr.omplishrnent. Culture of this sort is important 
to diplomats whom Disraeli described as gentlemen 
who are sent to lie abroad for their country's good. 

While this spurious and superficial culture 
should be sternly discouraged in every educational 
and sooial system,_ the true culture which springs 
from what may be called the fountain-springs of 
our spiritual being, the soul, should be assiduously 
cultivated in every manner possible. This culture 
of the soul, will have all the superficial graces of 
aecular culture, but, a9 it is rooted in the inmost 
centre of our being, it will never be abused for 
selfish ends, The truly religious man will 'be ·a 
gentleman as a matter of course. He will never 
give pain to anyone not because it is good policy 
but because by giving pain he would be antagonis
ing a kindred soul whom it is his duty to harmonise 
with his own universal ideals. He would never 
awerve from truth but his presentation of it in his 
personal life and conversation will be such as to 
attract and not to repel people from it, It is a curious 
fact that, while 'objective and secular truths oan be 
grasped only by minds trained to do so, moral and 
religious truths appeal direc:ly to the hearts of all 
men in every stag" of intelligence. Many highly 
educated men show little trace of culture. Among 
unlettered people we do not seldom come across men 
and women of true culture, the culture of the heart. 
There is a line in Robert Browning's "Death in a 
Desert" which precisely· describes this type. "He 
could neither read nor write, but only loved," He is 
the Bactrian boy who kept watch outside the 
mountain cave where St. John lay dying. · 

I hold, therefore, that there can be no true culture 
except that springing out of and having its roots in 
religion. B[ religio.n 1 mean th~ awareness of the 
existence o a U mversal Intelhgence and of our 
individual selves as , functions of it. , On each 
one ot. us fulfilling his appointed function 
faithfully and .. truthfully, depends· the h!lrmony 
of nations and peoples which is , the· greatest 
desideratum . of the world at all times, 
and never more than in our own. . To regard 
ourselves . as , organio parts of -the universe 
with each . his particular function · assigned to 
him is the greateat help to man in his struggle to 
keep ·himself-from .temptations to sloth and self-

indulgence. Every one of us has a purpose and a 
great one in life. To quote Browning again:

Partake my confidence I No creature's made so mean 
But that, some way, it boasts, could we investigate, 
Its supreme worth; fulfils, by ordinance of fate, 
Its momentary task, gets glory all its own, 
Tastes triumph in the world, pre-eminent, alone, 

K N,. 

AMERICA'S DESTINY. 
(BY WALTER BROOKS FoLEY; MANILA.) ~ 

The question of Philippine ln1ependence will not 
be settled by any speech or aotion of a Philirpine 
politician. Quite obviously there are forces at work 
which make it certain that, in the old sense, there 
will be no longer a single independent nation in the 
world. · We are to have •union now," but not Streit's 
union. Inter-dependence ha!l come to stay for a 
long time. There will be co-operation of two kinds-_ 
one compulsory, the other voluntary, But actually, 
all co-operation between countries will be compulsory, 
as witness the combinations of the United States 
and Canada and the United States and South 
American countries, voluntary on the surface, but 
basically compulsory; Or as put recently by an. 
American editor, "Neighbours can make friends but 
only enemies can make allies." Philippine independ-· 
ence is mentioned only as a starting point to call 
attention to certain co-ordinated events · wnich have' 
gone into the making of great historical episodes 
and eras, · · 

We do not know yet what vital, activating poweu~ 
drove Genghis Khan and his immediate successor 
out of the Gobi Desert to conquer the world of his 
day, from Lake Baikal to Bengal, and from Vienna and 
Smyrna to the Pacific Coastlint: of China. But the 
force!! may be likened to the energy of a great 
earthquake of the physical world, shattering age-old. 
patterns and bringing together, literally, people. 
from the ends of the known world, · · " 

Mohammed:1n science · and skill were carried' 
bodily into the Far East, Chinese inventiveness and 
administrative ability entered the West. Genghis 
Khan the destroyer became a kind of deliverer for 
it may be said that he dis banded . the Dark Ages •. 
He opened up great new human highways. Europe 
met China. Armenian princes and Persian nobles and 
Russian leaders met together. Europe's interest in 
Asia was stirred, and has never ceased down to our' 
times. Marco Polo visited .Kubla Khan in 
Peking. And the Marco Polo • Bridge became 
in·I937 an important .landmark in our generation. 
Vasco da Gama went around Africa to find his way 
to the Indies. And the same route has become one of 
the most important to b~ kept open in our own 'day.· 
Columbus sailed, not to reach America, but the land. 
of the great Khans. America today has become, to 
a large degree, the agency linking European former 
greatness with the- gripping power of an awakening-
Asia. . 

America is ·the on1= f11ctor which will make it 
impossible for the world to subside into another 
Dark Age, Gathered among the 131,000,000 of 
Americans are the urges of the ages and the drive of· 
generations of delvers into the unknown. In America 
is to be found the significants of the centuries. As 
Egypt and Assyria and India laid foundations for 
Greece, as Greece was drawn upon by· Rome for 
culture and language and art, as Europe sei21ed the 
glory that was Rome, as England harvested for herself 
the greatness of the old world, so the United States 
has entered upon her heritage of !Ill the ages that 
have gone before. '· · · ·. · . 

Isolation is over,·_ The real forces are greater than 
any pact between Japan· and Genilany and Italy. 
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In fact that very treaty is a eymptoni and symbol 
of W.)l'lcf to::-erherness •. Not unity yet, but clo>e 
inter-rclation,hip. · 

Am!ricl cannot help being· a epear-point of this 
new world movement. She has tried to avoid Jead~r
ahip, hut it h1s ·been thruNt up~n her. She refused 
to j >in the League of Nat ions and the League 
collapaed. She r.fused to be a puty to a World 
Court arrangement and nations have ·gone to war 
in,te:1d of to Court, She refu,ed to agree to an 
international economio aet-up and world trade moved 
tow:~rd primitive buter, She refused to carry 
burdens in many circum,tances of world importance, 
and advance was stalled. · 
· But the inexorable world drive is too great for 

America. America is now being compelled to make 
choioe.,, And "Choices," as Ed win Markham once 
aaid, ''are the hinges of destiny." For over three 
years America eold war materials to Japan to helP' 
th•t country destroy China and to build Japan itself 
into a totalitarian power, Now, at ldst, America i~ 
awakened sufficiently to stop sending Japan the 
instruments of death. · · 

America is on the march· again, driven by fears 
and hopes and desires and motives of service, 
Actions are being taken of which we know little or 
nothin;(', just a• Dewey was appointed in October 
24, 1897 as leader of the A•iatic squadron to fight 
in the Philippines if need aro,e, . 

Americ1 is ·on the highways ·of the Asiatio 
world, Ralph Waldo Emerson, in the first half of the 
nineteenth <Jentury, recommended that· Americans' 
work out their deN tiny in the place allotted to them 
by history for the fulfillment of their c1pacitie!. 
Tho•e capacities and that place have been presented 
to Amer&oans by thousands cf years and millions of 
men and women. · Horaoe Greeley's advice, ''Go 
west, young man, go weat and grow up with the 
country" ia resounding again. The west of his day 
has now extended to Asia. 

·. The ancient cultures that rose and flourished and 
feU in thJ Mediterranean area, will be oounted great 
as long aa history endures. But the new culture 
being grown around the Pacifiol will be as much 
beyond Europe as Europe was beyond the Mediterra• 
nean· nations. There will be a ''new order in Greater 
Asi~" f •r beyond the limited dreams of Japan's 
m&litarist!l, 

Gunpowder had a goocl deal to do with setting 
large foroes of men free for other things than war. 
Before gunpowder was used in Europe every man 
bad to oarry his sword and apear. Gunpowde( 
limited the number of men. required for war, and 
relea<ed millions· lor peaceful pursuits, Great 
branches of knowledge were then developed, The 
old f"udal aristocracy Jivin&' in walled c&ties died. 
There was · the first begmning of a new world 
outlouk, · 

In our time the dynamo of the electrical world 
quite po~sihly h •s given us the beginnings of a 
new moral and intelleotual order. 

Certainly, whether we all like it or not, the 
great army and navy w~ are constructing will be 
used to extend our geographical and political and 
economic fronti era, II our ideas are greater than 
our mechanics of warf•re we will be able to assure 
the development of de'Tiocratio procedures. 

Ch:ulcs A. Beard wrote in 1927, ,"Conceivably 
it might be bdter to be wrecked on an express 
trai11 bound to a de•tination than to moulder in a 
{reight car sidetracked in a well-fenced lumber yard.'' 
\V" are no,. getting ready. for a stream-lined ride 
to a world of tomorrow. America will be the driver. 
Ill etho-h and ideas of the dictators are only the fuel 
whiolt will be used to oharge Amerioan engines. 

The United States will take the power of the human 
totalitarian rivers and turn it through dynamoes intOJ 
international projects of human welfdre, even as the· 
waters of the Colorado ·and the Columbia are being 
directed and harnessed for millions. , · 
· Why do I believe that i' · Because the energy and· 

the brains from the old world are in America. Much·' 
of what is left in Europe is only the residue of. 
ancient ef£Jrt. · Moreover the great nations of India 
and China have stirred to new life, and they are more 
nearly akin to America in human idealism than any 
other countries. ' · ··r ' 

Not J •pan. For Japan is like Europe, in that she· 
is using 011ly the European and Asiatio ways of 
life that are helping her to commit suicide. Japan 
thinks she is advancing. Instead , she is rap•dly 
going down to defeat,. : 

Where Russia fits into the 'picture i~ as 'yet not 
clear. To be a great power she must have larger 
frontage on the Pacific, Ru~sia could probably 
advance through Manchuria now if she wished to 
do so.· She is developing her resources and will-· 
move, that is certain. 

European seekers after gold did not make America 
great. That greatness came through sweat and 
labour directed by brains. The colonists who cut. 
their way across three thousand miles of .forest,. 
plain, desert, and mountain to .the far end of the 
continent were. the advance guard of a world 
movement that started in central Asia. That 
movement is coming· fulf circle in our day. 
America's destiny is definitely· to be found in 
the Orient, · . . , ·. , 
· Captain John Smith early caught the basis of 

American advance .in his life with the Virginia 
Colony, He wrote to his parent company in 
England, when he got tired of seeing fortune-hunters. 
landed, "When you send again, I entreat you rather 
send thirty carpenters,. husbandmen, gardeners, 
fishermen, blacksmiths, masons, and digg~rs up of 
trees' roots,~ and added later, "nothing IS to be 
expected (in Virginia) but by labour," Americanll 
may have been soft for the last decade. They have 
made bad .nist•kes fJr a quarter of a century. But 
that time is over, though quite probably new mistakes 
will be made" There is work ahead, and Americans 
will be the labourers with brain and brawn. For work 
iS a part of "the American dream." . 

It was my privilege to grow up in the atmosphere 
of New England, perhaps best typified by two 
illustrotions, one the remini~cences of old clipper• 
ship days, ancJ the other the New England town 
meeting. Both were co-Qperative undertaking~ of 
free men adventuring at home and at the ends of the 
earth. Such co-operation is now to be applied on a 
larger world scale with American initiative. 

There was a convinced belief in America's future 
in that New England ol.tmo~phere. It was democracy 
in essence. Now ~hat democracy is to be extended. 
Our great collaborators will be India and China, 
with the Philippines serving as a vantage point, 
or a platform from which u preach the message. 
and . with Russia possibly moving on even• 
tually from dictatorship to democratic deliberation. 
Canada will be linkeJ increasingly in the develop
ment. Australia and New Zealand will be partners 
on the periphery of the Pacific. · . 

In January 190~ Homer C. Stuntz wrote these 
words after several years' residence in Manila, "(God) 
has made America for a mighty destiny, He has set 
her in these seas not for her own aggrandizement, 
but that she may work out His sowreign will of 
righteousness among these nations." \Ve today may 
st •te the enterp. ise in different termo, but we are 
still facing the responsibility. Those of us who are 
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Americans and wha live now ill the East have an 
obli~ation to a•sist in the setting free of great forces 
exemplified to some. degree in the Uni~d States and 
awaiting development in Asia. 

Winston Churchill, ten montlls after Hitler became 
Chancellor of Germany, toJJ the House of Commons, 
"You cannot be the.Maviours of Europe on a limit ·d 
liability.'' ·· America's liabilities are now world 
wide. The cost will b~ terribly hign. We will all 
pay part of the price. That price is interlocked with 
our destiny, We will lose much of our present 
democracy. Our hope is thit the new international 
democra.ly built on illimitable human sacrifice will 
be greater than our dreams. 

I close with a quot•tion from· Professor A. Whitney 
Griswald's book, "The Far Eastern Policy of the 
United States,'' probably the beat book written on 
this subject. "Historv," he wrote, "offered no reason 
to believe that the United States was running aw.y 
from its Far Eastern destinies, or th•t it should 
do eo. It offered many reason• for believing that . 
the United States should understand those destinies, 
in their true proportions." 

The basic situation is a more and more closely knit 
world. The spectaoul•r organic unity of the United 
States created by voluntary co-operation, I am 
oonvinced, will be a deciding factor in creating a 
decent world society. The peace and freedom of the 
Pacific will be produced by America. 

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. 
The supervision of His Holiness the Pope extends 

to the smallest details of the arrangements in the 
Church as in the community, The Catholic N.W 
LMd6r of Madras announces that "in view of present 
circumstances due to the war, the Holy Father, at 
the rt•.quest of the. c.ardinal Vicar of Rom;, bas 
issued a decree permlttmg, as long as these olrcum
stances exist, the use of other oils (vegetable oils if 
possible ) in sanctuary lamps before the Blessed 
Sacrament. As a last resort electric lights may be 
used." Electric lights were introduced in many 
Hindu temples before the need for economising oil 
arose, as a measure of oonvenience to worshippers. 

•• • • 
Dr. J. M, Kumamppa contributes to the Sunday 

last H•ndu an article on Desertion in Marriage. 
He tries to explain why there are more cases in India 
of wives abandoning their hu•bands than of husbands 
deserting their wives as in Western countries, He 
gives reasons which on the face of them render deser
tion by wives more difficult in India than in the W-est. 
Still be says they do so and he i~ puzzled to know 
why, Professor Kumarappa admits that there. are 
no statistics available of the number of desertions 
in marriage, His impression does not rest on 
any data. It . is !"erdy an · impres.sion formed 
from oases withm h1• knowledge. It IS dangerous 
to rest any conclusion as regard~ socia~ trend on 
mere impressions. So far as Hmdus . are 
concerned, and Dr. Kumarappa's references to H1n~n 
Law show that be i• chiefly concerned with 
th•m, we are not altogether w!thout materials 
for formin_g a definite concluston abo~t _the 
tendency of marital vicis•itudes. There. ar~ mst1~· 
tions like the Shradd1nand Anath Mah1la Ashram m 
many towns and their repor1s uniformly show that 
the vast majority of cases of abandonment are by 
husbands and not by wives. . 

• • • 
The Catholic Ea:aminor has reproduced lar~e parts 

of the article on •'N ational Dress" wh1ch was 
p~bl~hed. iQ the RB/orrrwr o{ the 9th November 

and it ha'! on the whole expressed its approval 
of .the views expres.ed in it. In regard to the 
tihoti which ' Professor Afonso had considered 
improper, the E:z:'lmin6r agrees with the l!4ornur 
that it is as aesthetic as the sari. As for the sari 
itself, the Ezamin1r thinks that it is not so useful 
as it is ornamental but there are m1ny ways of 
wearing the sari. The drawing-room manner is not 
the same as, for inst~nce, the manner adopted 
by the fisherwom1n of Danda carrying her wares to 
market in a basket potsed on her head. The 
point is that the same sari can be used for both 
purposes, which can not be done with European 
clothe•. Nevertheless tile sari, it must be admitted, 
ha!l proved a fatal di•advantage to its wearers 
in connection with the use of the primus stove. 
The Bombay Coroner h•s more than once declared 
th1t all the oa•es which ·came before him . o£ 
accidental burning on account of the primus stove 
are not a~idental, At the same time he has bad 
several primus stoves destroyed as bein~ mainly 
instrumental in facilitating the self-immolauon of the 
victim•. The s •ri was quite safe so long as Indian 
women adhered to the old chula or sigri, The 
intru~ion of the primus stove upset the kitchen 
economy. lr was a question wthether the sari or the 
stove will go. The stove has been improved so ~s to 
dispense with the inflammatory, methylated spirit. 

• • • 
The E:z:amin..- writes, ''It is very nice to think that 

tim• works no ravage but unfortunately it is not 
true," It depends very much on what the E:z:amiMr 
means by r<lvage. The "W by-grow-old" advtrtise
ments would smooth out every wrinkle, cover every 
bald patch, and dye every grey hair. One often 
wonders as one looks at the ''before" and "after" 
photographs whicn are intended to drive the argu
ment home, why anyone who has acquired all the 
personality which the "before" face shows, should go 
in lor a course which reduces his facial expression to 
one of vacuous imhec•lity, The Ezami,...-, forgetting 
in a momentary fit of enthusiasm and sympathy, that 
Prof. Afonso's advice was to Indian women, offers 
excuses for "white women" using artificial means for 
repairing the ravages of "climate:" which it says no 
one can dispute. It is very difficult to say what are 
the ravages of climate and, in the absence of 
widespread as well as isolated experiments, it is not 
ltkely that we shall reach any definite couclusion. 

. ' • • • 
The fact of the matter is, as an inadvertent 

remark of the E:z:aminor shows, we are all of us 
conscious of our social shortcomings. '"Happy 
are they," it writes, "who need no artificial <~ids 
to make tbemsel ves agreeable.,. There is not 
one of us who does not remember some soeial 
function at which things ·went wrong, And while·. 
we are blushing at the recollection, the advertisers 
catch us with the. a_dmonition to put something' 
powder on our noses, or some other lipstick· on 
our lips, and the more audacious of them win a 
greater ~uvces~ by· more .intimate attacks on our 
social inferiority-sense, 

* • • 
The E:z:aminM" ' is wrong in attributing the 

thought that trousers are not only indecent but 
obscene to ultra-orthodox Hindu notions. Sir 
Rich >rd Burton expressed his preftrence for 
the Orienlal rtnnner of enoasing the uns~ mmetrioal 
nether lorm of man in the skirt, while the trousers 
were used to cover the symmetrical feminine 
figure. The reversal of this in Europe struck him, 
as it must any imp;utial mind, aa ridiculous and 
indefensible, 
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THE LATE MR. C. B. NANAVATI• 
(BY ONE OF THB MANY WHO KNEW HIM) 

Mr. N an'lvati'• refinement and culture did not in the 
least suffer from neglect or excresoen.;e due to his 
busy lite on the mundane plane, Till his eyesight 
deteriorated he read considerably. He was a careful 
student of new•papen and of current events. It was 
a treat to o'nvene with him. Right from . his 
college days he had formed s1udioua habit' which 
remainod wi1h him. He had regular hours for study, 
exercise, social affaira, domestic" and for his 
personal h<>bby which was gardening. and he 
followed his time-table scrupulously. He spent 
lavishly on the small garden round his house and 
would 8pend a fixed time in studying catalogues and 
m~gazines on gardening, botany and allied subjects, 
He was a prop to the Natio,nalist~Press and to 
1trugglini publishers, authors. and .men of lettel"', 
He huilt a house for his residence which was a 
model of his refined tastes and his keenest sense of 
cleanliness and hygiene and he wanted his household 
to be a perfect mo:!el in that respect. Even as 
regards the daily round of household functions he 
had an ideal befure his mind's eye which he 
con•tantly etrove to attain and exhorted all members 
of the household to reaoll. He was among the 
earliest members of the· Bombay Swadeshi 
Co-operative Stores and . remained a staunch 
protagonist of Swadeshi all hi1 life. 
· ln the social sphere, though Jain by community 

label, he wa• an ideal Hindu householder, 
Every one of his action• was permeated with 
hi1 utter humility, He never remembered his 
birthday or allowed any one else to find it out, 
muoh leu to celebrate it, though he heartily 
participated in celebrating those of others. He wn 
a lavish host and his table was ever open to one and 
all. In faot he waa never happier than when he was 
at the table with his guests, He had no caste 
IOI'uples and would eat strictly vegetarian food from 
or with persons of all castes, Hindus, Muslims, 
Parsis, Europeans and all, without any ado. In fact, 
he regarded caste u the bane of HinJu Society and 
a great di~intel{rotting factor, He was a model 
bus band, a fond father, a dutifulaon and a practical 
reformer in social matters, He married his daughter 
outside his sub-caste, discountenanced purdah and 
gave his wife the m.Jst liberal training including 
a tour to the European Continent in order to 
equip her for social and publio service, He let her 
take p•rt in the Satyagraha movement of 1932, in 
which she pioketed liquor ahop• and courted imprison
ment while she was in a ddioate condition. He 
financed her constructive projecta such as a Khadi 
Mandir, a women's inslitute,_perioJical exhibi1ions of 
Khadi and other handicrafts, annual gatherings of 
ladies and oelehrarion of sea1onal feetivals on an 
absolut.:ly cosmopolotan basis. 

He took the keenest personal lntere•t in the 
upbrinRing and the education of his children, He 
did not bdieve in imparting educ1tion to one'~ 
chihlren by retaining a staff of eduo•tionists and 
putting the children in th•ir ohorge, He did not 
b~licve in leaving any con•iderabie pttrimony to his 
children beyond providing just en.Jugh for a liberal 
education and a thorough good ground1ng in busineu 
or profession. , · 

He fc~llo .ved keenly oontemporary events and 
studied carefully day to dw ciJrrents of puhl•c 
alf~·r~ an1 happJolings In ln.:lia.' h th~ fi;ld of 
bu•ine'• lie wa• deeply con•ci->u• of the tordgner 
wh-l w•nted J,,dia to remain a close preserv~ for 
him~df; wh<> m mipulateJ buJget•, currencies and 

• Tll11 11 \h~t OlllllliUJLD.g h&U oL aQ Arli\JJa. t.b.d dN~ ~rt of 
wwoh •ppouod lui wook. • 

tariffs, placing at a lingle stroke of the pen the entire 
Indian talent and enterprise at a hopeless disadvan
tage. He looked upon non-violence which eschewed 
competition and . exploitation as the only sovereign 
panacea for India's economic ills and for her deliver
ranee from foreign yoke and no amount of casuistry 
would d1slodge him from his well-considered 
position, He was thus a confirmed believer in the 
Gandhian way as the only one for the pre!ent world 
by whicb to remodel her ec.onomio, social and 
politicll structure and he bad the profoundest faith 
in the unique technique whioh Mahatma Gandhi had 
evolved as the only. adequ •te weapon to achieve 
thla,-a moral equivalent of war, , . 

· During the Satyagraha struggle of 1930, he consi
dered .it his natural duty to help the campaign. 
At one time be insisted on accommodating a large 
number of Satyagrahis in his own residential bouse 
and actually did so for a long . time at great risk.· 
The part bis good wife played has already been 
mentioned. His own arrest was imminent but did 
not oame about owing probo~bly to th.e suspension 
of the campaign, He .continued visiting prisons, 
inquiring aft~r the meanest worker and volunteer 
ja•J~d in course of the campaign and looking after 
his and in many cases his family's needs. 

During the followin~ years of constructive 
and parlitmentary effort, he quietly helped 
the nation's endeavour in every constructive 
project within his sphere. Through the Gandhi 
Seva Sangh and other orgahisations he donated 
fairly large amounts periodically for various 
items of · the constructive programme and for 
removing . the hardships of the Harijans, His 
sympathies for the Harijans and for the aboriginal 
f.Jre9t tribes were of a most intense nature. He 
almost entirely 6nanced for years a centre of work 
devoted to their service in the forest district of Thana 
in the neighbourhood of Bombay. He, more 
than once, offered to have in his household Harijan 
coJks and domestic servants on hand•ome salaries 
eve11 as they are taken up in Parsi and European 
households and to finance any aoheme for imparting 
to them the necessary training. 
· He bad an equal reverenoe for all religions and 

respooteJ the religious sus:.eptibilities of all persona, 
He could count by the score personal friends among 
Mu~lins, Parsis and Christians, even Europeans. He 
had Christians, Parsis and others as partners or 
co-directors, or branch managers, departmental heads,. 
etc., in his business, besides his principal Parsi 
partner whom he took from the start and who 
remained an esteemed colleague of his to the end. 
He firmly believed in co nmunal unity and mucb 
deplored tbe recent growtn of aggressive com
munalism and minority co.11plex which had, he 
used to s~y, ruined our politics. 

Nothing in his life could equal his reverence for 
the person~lity of Mahatma Gandhi. He and under 
hi• influence the whole family were devoted to 
Gandhiji and Co all that he stood f<>r. Yet, he was 
too shy or con<iderate to seek more thln a meagre 
p "sonal contact with the great man by encroaching 
upo~ hi• time which be regardod as the nation's. He 
wa• content to road the 1\.hhatma's Harif"n and other 
writing• anll toa•sooiate freely with •?me of his im~e
diate co·W<>rkers. And it was h•s hv1ng contact w1th 
the latt<!r and more truly still, the influence of 
:\llh~tma' G•ndhi'a lif~ and teaonings which, in the 
opinion of this writer, were the m<insprin~~ of all !"is 
u•ge and activities f<>r doing- go.Jd anCI for hvmg 
iot ,nsdy thro~l:'hout hi~ after-life. 

Hos last yearo were year1 o( a protral'lted ~nd 
agoni•ing illnes•. Over two years ogo he got 1nto 
tl><l grip of a fell disease, the exa.;t nature ol wnacb 
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could never be sufficiently diagnosed. It was 
intestinal ulcers or some such thing. The best 
medical aid of all kind-Allopathic, Hom•opathic, 
Heliotherapy, Ayurvedio etc,, was requisitioned in 
vain. He went to Switzerland, returned without 
benefit and again passed months after months of 
intense physical suffering. He bore it all with 
an amazing degree of self-control and resignation, 
The end o •me at an almost measured pace. It was 
indeed a deliverance, • ..o;: · • • · · • 

Such w;,s the life of one who, like the good Ab~ 
Ben Adam, preferred to devote himself to the service 
of God's creatures rather than to the God of shrines 
and temples. May his tribe increase! A patriot 
and a gentleman in the highest sense, without ill-will 
towards any one, friend of all, compassionate, self
effacing and generous to a fa.ult, he was a precious 
asset to the nation and a silent bulwark to all good 
causes. He was a rare gem in our public life, Not 
only the suburbs and the City of Bombay but the 
country is poorer today by his loss, May his soul 
rest in peace I 
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NOTES. 
China and India :-His Excellency Tai Chi 

Tao, President of the Examination Yuan of the 
Chinese National Government, is at present in 
India leading a Goodwill Mission. The visit is 
by way of a return visit to the one paid by 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to China before the 
outbreak of the European War. His Excellency, 
however, has not allowed this circumstance to 
affect his mission to India. Wherever he has 
gone, he has maint~ined contact both with the 
Government and with representatives of · the 
people. He has not spoken much in public but 
what he has said, has been instrumental in 
bringing home to many Indians the problems of 
the Chinese people and the dignity with which 
they are facing up to them. His Excellency 
presided over the anniversary of the Buddhist 
Vihara at Samath and he has in many ways 
proved himself a worthy messenger of ancient 
and modern China to this country. In an inter
view with Gandhiji, he bore witness to the long 
vision which inspires some at least of China's 
leaders in their struggle with Japan. In a 
striking passage he observed : 

VIctory fs not enough\ future peaceful relations 
between nations must also be estabUshed. 

After the fulminations of Western belligerents 
against their enemies, this attitude of quiet 
detachment comes as a welcome relief, Dr. T. Z. 
Koo, another distinguished Chinese publicist, 
now in this country, also stressed the necessity 
of a settlement in peace. In his speeches in 
Bombay Dr. Koo who heads a Student 
Christian Movement mission, has repeatedly 
brought out the need for the economic satisfaction 
of Japan which even a smashing Chinese victory 
will not remove, The absence of bitterness and 
the almost studied understatement of China's 
sufferings, are an example to third party 
propagandists who spoil their case by proving 
too much. If the attitude so ably represented 
by the two visitors is general in China, the 
Chinese people have recaptured the real 
meaning of the words, righteous war. 

More, they have given a new content to the 
words, Ahimsa and Non-Violence. Gandhiji in a 
cryptic message on the fall of Poland remarked 
that Poland's violence will count as non-violence. 
The observation was inaptly applied to Poland 
which had not departed from the traditional 
methods of pursuing a war either in armed or 
unarmed resistance. Poland fell before a power 
more developed than herself, not differently 
developed. But it certainly appears relevant in 
connection with Dr. Tai Chi Tar •, attitude 
to the war his country has been forced into. 
Non-violence is an attitude of mind more than a 
method of resistance. The ability to see the 
world as a whole has evidently not deserted 
China in her time of crisis, even in the 
fourth year of the Sino-Japanese War. Conse
quently neither of the two leaders indulge in the 
usual clap-trap about "the war to end wars," "the 
war for democracy," "the war for the freedom 
and independence of small nations" and the other 
slogans which sicken one by their unctu
ousness. It is not any war but the peace 
that follows which decides whether the old 
feuds are to be kept up or whether a greater 
sanity will descend on the belligerents. If the 
breadth of vision shown by Dr, Tao and 
Dr. Koo wins the day in China, there is a 
great chance of the world settling down to a new 
internationalism. European intellectuals who 
face a similar problem in their continent, realise 
similarly that their difficulties will have to be 
faced together after the war. But as the European 
War drags on, bitterness is rapid! y increasing 
and the voice of the few who see the dangers 
inherent in the mental attitudes of the belli· 
gerent peoples, is growing steadily feebler. 

Constitutional Reform fn Baroda :-Readers 
of The Reformer would have noted that we 
have been repeatedly urging that the future 
constitution of India should be based on a 
careful study of Indian conditions, religious, 
political, social and economic, and shouiJ take 
note of the deep-rooted sentiments of the Indian 
people, using western experience principally to 
avoid mistakes. Progressive Indian States have 
in recent years introduced constitutional 
reforms. Many of them have had for several 
years past representative bodies to serve as 
media of contact between officials and the 
people. The practical working of the institu
tions in the States affords valuable guidance to 
All-India reformers. Early this month a 
reformed constitution was inaugurated in Baroda. 
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Simultaneously it was announced that one of the 
elected members of the new Assembly has been 
nominated ''People's Minister'' in the Execu
tive Council. Two points are worth noting. 
The new Baroda constitution has steered clear 
of the complications of communal electorates. 
Once these are introduced, it is not easy to get 
rid of them, and the demand for extending the 
communal principle to every phase of the adminis
tration grows more insistent every year and every 
month. The Baroda scheme has avoided this 
pitfall. The second is th:~.t the function of 
"People's Minister'' is not restricted to any single 
portfolio. As we understand the scheme, 
the idea is that he should bring the popular 
point of view to bear on the whole sphere of 
administration, All the transactions of the 
Administration will come within his purview 
and he will be entitled to express his opinion 
on them. The method of choice by nomination 
of a "People's Minister" does not accord 
with the theory of democracy but in 
practice it may prove not less efficacious as a 
safeguard of popular interests than the vagaries 
of the ballot box. The working of the Baroda 
and other Indian States schemes should be studied 
c;;arefully by students of Indian politics, We 
trust the authorities will afford full facilities 
for such study by the publication of the 
proceedings in English. 

Students and Politics :-There have been 
demonstrations of students in different parts of 
the country which have mostly taken the form 
of absenting themselves and picketing to prevent 
others from attending classes, to express their 
sympathy with Pandit jawaharlal Nehru on the 
sentence of four years' imprisonment imposed 
on him. That sentence had been severely 
criticised. It was described as savage in the 
House of Commons and the Secretary of State 
did not defend it, only pleading that the prisoner 
was placed in the A class which admitted of 
many privileges and was in practice no more than 
a restraint on his freedom of movement to keep 
him from preaching his political doctrines, In 
India also the sentence, especially as it came 
after a long interval of immunity of even 
stronger sentiments, came as a shock. The 
Pandit is held in high admiration by the youth 
of India who regard him as a model for their 
own behaviour as far as their means permit. 
It is inevitable that there should have been 
among them an upheaval of sympathy and 
resentment and it is desirable that such ebullition 
should find an outlet if it is not to have 
worse consequences. Every responsible leader 
has deprecated student strikes for political 
reasons, as did Mr. B. G. Kher, ex-Premier 
of Bombay, before he was arrested last 
week. But youth are prone to emotional 
outbursts and we seriously suggest that to 
repress them by rustication or disqualification 
for Government appointments will only worsen 
matters. The Tsarist regime tried to stave off 
revolution by t,ransporting students by trainloads 
to Siberia, but it did not succeed. The special 

feature in India is that the Governors and other 
high officials who control policy, have their child
ren educated in their own country, and so they are 
without the means of feeling the effect of their 
measures through the channels which connect 
political with social and family life in every 
normally-governed country. We remember 
Mr. Asquith, when he was Prime Minister, had 
his hat smashed at a ragging demonstration 
by students at his own University of Oxford, 
but not a single student was rusticated or 
made to suffer in any other way for his 
exuberance. The other day the Government of 
Bombay sought to exonerate the conduct of 
some overseas soldiers who had misbehaved 
towards citizens by pleading exuberance of 
spirits. The rustication and disqualifying 
orders will be revised as a matter of course 
by the next Government or will fall in abeyance 
without any express repeal in a short time. 
But the resentment created by the promul~tion 
of such orders by authorities who are entrusted 
with the administration, creates a prejudice 
which it is the part of true statesmenship to 
avoid, particularly at this critical time, 

Sind Affairs :-Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, 
the Congress President, is to be congratulated on 
the agreement he has brought about among 
Sind political parties and on his decision that 
Sind Congressmen will be asked to remain 
outside the satyagraha campaign with a 
view to restoring peaceful conditions in the 
province. This is a recognition of the fact that 
the unity he has been able to achieve has to be 
maintained by Sind leaders themselves. The 
main problem in Sind today is the restoration of 
law and order. Had Maulana Abul Kalam 
Azad not succeeded in bringing about an under
standing among the various political factions in 
Sind, it is obvious that the Governor would have 
had to suspend the constitution and carry on 
with Advisers as in the other provinces where it 
has not been possible after the withdrawal of 
the Congress to form ministries resting on the 
confidence of the people. If even then it had 
been found difficult to administer the province 
according to the laws of the land, then the only 
solution would have been to unite Sind with 
some other province· where the administration 
is able to command the respect of the people. 
Either Bombay or the Punjab would secve 
this purpose as in · both these provinces,. 
though there are political grievances against 
the party which !;lad risen to power, things 
ha·. -e not come to a state in which 
murl!er and arson take place with the police 
helpless to check it. 'Sind leaders have now 
an opportunity to set their province on its legs 
again and we trust the reformed Cabinet will 
show itself as able to enforce respect for human 
life, as its members have proved themselves 
ready to subordinate personal and even party 
considerations in order to achieve agreement 
among the provincial leaders. Political unity in 
Sind is only a means to an end and the leaders· 
will do well to bear it in mind. 
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The Italian Collapse :-The Italian defeats in 
the war with Greece have surprised the public. 
Greece was never a first class political or military 
Power and much of her administrative and social 
life is medieval. Italy, on the other hand, had 
under Signor Mussolini created the illusion, as it 
now seems, of a Great Power and has been 
recognised by other Powers as an equaL The 
conquest of Abyssinia fostered this illusion 
among the Italian people themselves. The real 
cause of the Italian collapse is that the German 
alliance has made the Fascist regime extremely 
distasteful to the Italians. In character and 
temperament, the two nations are the antithesis 
of each other. Even a military dictator cannot 
succeed against the ingrained prejudice of a 
whole people. The Italian soldiers are not 
wanting in courage or endurance but they have 
no bra~ for the unprovoked war against a people 
'it u ;(en Italy owes a great deal for her culture 
, P.lv:Iisation. Italy's intellectual heritage is 

,liy derived from Greece and though Dicta-
.!s may disregard such considerations the 

common people never forget them. The Fascist 
regime in Italy is near the end of its tether, and 
if it g-oes, the Nazi regime in Germany loses its 
principal support. 

Brllish Flnance:-We commented some weeks 
back on Professor Keynes' startling declaration 
that the national wealth of Britain had increased 
since 1&37 in spite of (or because of?) the War, 
pointing out certain obvious difficulties in the 
way of !ICcepting the Professor's conclusion. Lord 
Lothian, the British Ambassador to the United 
States, returned last week to the States after a 
short vacation in Britain. He was interviewed in 
New York by journalists. He told them that 
Britain was beginning to come to the end of her 
financial resources. "Available gold and 
securities had been virtually used up and this 
factor figured in the calculations for 1941.'' It 
is plain that Lord Lothian was indulging 
in a good bit of exaggeration in order, perhaps, 
to stimulate America to further efforts by way 
of help to Britain which was fighting for the 
freedom of the States no less than of her own. 
British resources are by no means exhausted 
or anywhere near exhaustion. \Ve have not 
heard much since the first announcement of 
Professor Keynes' extraordinary thesis. It 
may be that Lord Lothian had in mind the need 
to counteract the impression produced by the 
Professor's optimism. For if Great Britain's 
wealth had increased, there will be no need, as 
we pointed out, to ask help from others less 
fortunate than herself. The United States, of 
course, has immensely profited by the War 
without incurring any of its risks. 

The Pope's FllSt :-His Holiness the Pope 
started a week's fast on Sunday evening as an 
act of penance for the sins of mankind which 
has set Europe on fire and as an incident of it 
the part of the world which has been passively 
instrumental in facilitating them. A penitential 
fast is an intense form of prayer and its 
eflic:~.cy is directly proportionate to the 

sincerity of the faster as shown by complete 
renunciation of complicity with the sinner. 
If the Pope's fast succeeds in bringin,. about 
Peace, it will be irrefragable proof that His 
Holiness's repudiation of the war mentality is 
without taint in the eyes of the Ruler of the 
Universe who sees into men's hearts. Incidentally 
the Pope's action will convert the Catholic 
community which has been markedly sceptical 
about the views and methods of Gandhiji. 

Indian Workers for England :-Mr. Bevan's 
scheme for transporting Indian workers to 
Britain, there to be trained to work in factories, 
would have better prospects of success if it had 
come in normal times. It requires to be worked 
out with care if it is not to miscarry and become 
a source of more misunderstanding. It will be 
desirable to confine recruitment for it at present 
to the Anglo-Indian community as its ideas and 
habits as well as aspirations most nearly approxi
mate to those of the British proletariat, The 
introduction of Hindus and Muslims of the 
working classes into British workers' home 
after a month's probation in a special hostel, 
will involve a radical readjustment on both 
sides, For one thing, the question of food 
will present difficulties, Hindus do not take 
beef, and Muslims will not tolerate the sight of 
pork. The two articles play an important part 
of the working class dietary in Britain. It is 
hard to expect the average British workman to 
overhaul his habits for the purpose of accommo
dating his Indian guests. If, on the other hand, 
the Indian renounces his prejudices and takes 
to the forbidden articles, he will find it impossible 
on his return to his native land to fit in into his 
social environment. Then there are ideas 
regarding relations with women which have 
always given most trouble in racial contacts. 

Irish Union in Sigbt :--The death of Lord 
Craigovan, announced early this week, removes 
the most serious barrier to the union of Eire and 
Northern Ireland, which several notable Irishmen 
on both sides have begun to feel to be of vital 
importance to the security of Ireland. The 
writer on Irish affairs in the September Rount:f 
Table described Lord Craigovan as the last 
representative of Northern ascendancy, and cited 
some incidents to show that his intransigent 
attitude had estranged members of his own party 
and led even to some resignations from his 
Cabinet. Mr. De Valera stated recently the 
terms on which Ulster and Eire may reunite in 
an interview with the representative of the 
New York Times. He said that Eire was not 
prepared for any proposal to join in a Defence 
Committee while Ireland was divided. The 
increasing collaboration of the United States 
with Great Britain, however, may bring about a 
similar collaboration between Britain and Ireland. 
It will be a step forward in the movement for 
world peace if Ireland and Britain, forgetting 
their ancient feuds, join hands through America 
in establishing permanently friendly rdations in 
their corner of the globe. 
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AN INDIAN MUNICH? 
The Secretary of State for India made a long 

statement in the House of Commons last week 
on the Indian situation. Sir N. N. Sircar, late 
Law Member of the Government of India, in a 
press interview on Mr. Amery's statement, 
criticised the omission in it of all reference to 
the Pakistan project. "It is up to him 
(Mr. Amery ) ," observed Sir N ripendranath, "to 
give as unequivocal a condemnation of the 
Pakistan scheme as he has employed in the case 
of Independence." The criticism was premature. 
Though Mr. Amery did not refer to the Pakistan 
project in the House of Commons, he spoke 
of it at a luncheon of the English-speaking 
Union the very next day. He did not in so 
many words express an opinion on the scheme 
but permitted himself to think aloud on some 
possible alternatives which he thought might 
largely meet the fears of the Moslems. He said : 

May be the fears of the Moslems might be largely met 
by a further increase in the powers of the provinces, 
possibly rearranged and regrouped, subject only to a 
minimum central control necessary to secure some 
measure of unity in foreign, defensive and economic 
policy. A change in that direction would no doubt 
also largely meet the hesitation of the Princes. It 
would still, of course, involve some central Executive, 
some central legislature, empowered to vote and levy 

·· the necessary expense. May be some other form of 
representation, for example, functional representa. 
tion such as has been tentatively established 
in some Indian States might greatly help 
to get over the communal difficulty. Lastly may 
be that our whole conception of Parliamentary 
Executive is, for the Central Government of India 
at any rate, less suited than an Executive more on 
the American lines, that is independent of the Legis. 
lature for the term of its nffice, whether directly 
elected or nominated by provinces and States, and 

. with a definite proportion allocated to different 
main elements. 

In his statement in the House of Commons 
Mr. Amery claimed that he had gone far to 
meet the Indian position by conceding that the 
future constitution of Indians should be 
determined by India. The next day at the 
luncheon he was throwing out suggestions for 
the appeasement of Moslem fears by measures to 
be adopted by the British Government I The fact 
is, and it is strange that Sir N. N. Sircar does not 
realise it, no British statesman is at present in a 
position to bestow consecutive thought on the 
settlement of the Indian problem. They are all 
pre-occupied with the war, failure to win which 
would deprive Great Britain not only of her 
freedom but of the elementary necessities for 
sustaining life. Next to the help and co-operation 
of -the United States, they rely on the 
support of the Muslim world to help them 
to destroy the Nazi peril. The Muslim 
countries, Turkey, Egypt, Iran and Afghanistan, 
have so far preferred to remain neutrals or 
non·beiJigerents in this war. It is not without 
significance that the attitude of the Muslim 
League bears a striking resemblance to that of 

the Muslim States. British statesman believe-at 
least an influential section of them-that by 
securing the goodwill of Indian Muslims they 
will ensure the goodwill of the Muslim world. 
They have also been led to believe that by con
ciliating Mr. Jinnah and the Muslim League, 
they will be securing the goodwill of all Indian 
Muslims. Much can be said to show that every 
one of these premises rests on questionable bases. 
But they are at the moment the corner-stone 
of British policy. Whether the fears professed 
by Mr. Jinnah are real or political, whether they 
are supported by history to which Mr. Amery 
made a passing reference, British statesmen 
cannot be expected to consider now. 

So far as these fears are real, they are not likely 
to be met, as Mr. Amery believed they might be, 
by any of the alternatives which he mentioned 
at the luncheon. The fundamental griev-'"'"e of 
Mr. Jinnah is that the Hindus and &~d . 
Muslims form the majority communi~.e 
India. l{e wants a slice off the cou?. 
in which ~h~ Muslims will be the majorit, 
In a recent ~ss statement Mr. Jinnah warned 
the Hindus that 'at present he was asking only for 
a fourth of the courlt~. If they did not agree 
quickly to his demand, they would have to part 
with more, perhaps the hole country. Mr. Jinnah 
expects that he woul be able to secure this 
through the instrumentality of the British Govern· 
rnent, as he himself is, so far as is known, without 
any mechanised army at his back to enforce his 
demand. The British Government has all along 
professed to be moved by the ideal of Indian 
unity. The Viceroy in his address to the 
Legislative Assembly the other day ~c~gain stressed 
the idea of Indian unity. To endorse the scheme 
of Pakistan would be a violent departure from 
these professions. Mr. Amery's luncheon 
speech is the first sign that the idea of a single 
India is no longer an axiom with British 
statesmen applying their minds to the Indian 
question. Mr. Amery's reflections are the most 
favourable sign which Mr. Jinnah has so 
far had that his pres.Sure is beginning 
to tell. The further attritition of the 
Powers of ·the Central Government and the 
re-alignment of provincial frontiers, is as 
detrimental to India's unity as Pakistan· would 
be. The weakening of the Central Government,· 
already much weakened by the Hoare scheme, 
will deprive the. country of the only agency 
which exerts a consolidating influence. We are 
at a loss to understand why Mr. Amery 
thinks that this will ·remove the hesitation of 
the Princes. The main point to remember is 
that, whatever the constitution of the provinces, 
,Jon-official movements, social, economic and 
political, are all organised and will be 
increasingly organised on an all-India scale. 
The Congress, the Muslim League, the Hindu 
Mahasabha are all AU-India organizations. 
Every Province and every State has to reckon 
on agitation within their borders developing into 
an AU-India agitation with which only a strong 
Central Government can deal with sympathy and 
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t'irmnes3. Mr. Amery's reservations greatly 
neutralise his professed object. Foreign Policy 
and Defence will be in the hands of the Central 
Government. So will be Finance, Currency and 
Commerce. One word about the American 
system of irremovable Executive. Mr. 
Amery forgets that the President is elected and 
the Governor-General is not and will presum'lbly 
not be. Conflict between the President 
and his Secretary of State is not unknown. 
President Wilson and his Secretary of State, 
Mr. Lansing, differed on every point during 
the Peace Conferenc'! in Paris and there was 
no way in which the President could get 
himself another Secretary of State more sympa· 
thetic to his views, because th! Senate should 
approve of his nomination and Mr. Lansing 
refused to resign. It is no good picking out a 
single feature of a highly complicated system 
such as that of the United States and holding 
it up as a solution of the Indian problem. 

THE PRESS AFTER THE DELHI 
•· CONFERENCE. 
Owing to considerations of time, the Editors' 

Conference which met on November 10 at Delhi, 
dispersed without working out details, such as 
the constitution and functions of the Provincial 
Press Advisory Committees which were contem
plated by the Conference, In this and other 
matters, the organisers of the conference 
were somewhat obsessed by a sense of the 
shortness of time. The Standing Committee 
was expanded on the day following the 
Conference meeting to allow for representation 
of all the provinces and for each province one 
Standing Committee member was appointed 
as convener, It was suggested that the 
Conveners bring together their leading provincial 
newspaper editors and proceed to elect a panel 
of members from whom l\Ir. K. Srinivasan 
of the Himlu, the President of the Conference, 
was to appoint the Advisory Committees 
and communicate the names to the Provincial 
Governments. These provincial committees, 
according to the Government order, were only to 
come into existence after the provincial Govern
ments accepted the procedure recommended and 
followed by the Central Government. At the 
Centre itself, the system came into effect 
immediately and the Conference appointed a 
Committee of five advisers, It is now a fortnight 
since the Conference met and nothing of import· 
ance seems to have been done by the provinces 
either from the Government or the Conference 
si<le. We trust that the provinces are not going 
to sabotag-e the agreement reached at the 
Centre thoug-h it looks ominously probable. 

The system of Special Press Advisers with 
whom the Advisory Committees are to work, is 
centrally controlled. \Vhen, therefore, news came 
through that the Editor of the Nagpur Times 
was warned for publishing a "prejudicial 
account" of the trial of l\lr, Bhiyani, a leading 
C. P. U:>ngressman and the first satyagrahi of 

that province, the question naturally arose whethet 
the Delhi Committee of Advisers had approved 
of the wamin~. The report of the Biyani 
trial as published in the Nag-pur Times, judged 
by any journalistic stand1rd,seemed a fair report. 
It contained the evidence of the prosecution wit· 
nesses as well as a statement. of Mr. Bhiyani 
explaining his position. If the GovernmeBt 
does not want the press to publish even a 
fair report of the trial of satyagrahis in Oj?en 
court, its course is obvious. The public and 
the press can be excluded from all such judicial 
proceedingo. The method adopted of seeking 
to suppress press reports i3 tortuous and, to say 
the least, misleading to the public. If this is the 
position in the Central Provinces, it is much 
worse in Bengal where the Governor not only h3.S 
prohibited by order all news or comment on any 
hungerstrike in jails in British India, but has 
even forbidden any comment on his order. In 
the United Provinces the Government has 
demanded a !'ecurity of Rs. 3,000 from 
the National Herald, Lucknow. What might 
have been regarded as acts of bureaucratic 
intolerance before the setting up of the Advisory 
Committee, becomes now the more reprehensible 
after the creation of this body. The Convener 
of the Central Advisory Committee has dis· 
sociated the Committee from the order served 
on the National Herald and the gagging order 
of the Bengal Governor, by cal:ing a meeting 
of the Committee on Wednesday to protest 
against these breaches of the understanding 
''implicit in the Government's order withdrawing 
its earlier order.'' The Committee, of course, 
will also consider the case of the Na~rf>ur Times. 

All these encroachments on the freedom of the 
press have raised doubts in the public mind as to 
the value of the Editors' Conference. The real 
gain was little, Government withdrew an order 
without in any way abandoning any part of its 
powers. What was achieved was the guarantee 
that a newspaper would not be proceeded against 
for one article or one news item but that any 
action taken would be based on a long range 
which took the policy of the newspaper into 
consideration ; and that the £ reedom of the press 
would be safeguarded by interposing a body of 
working journalists between the Govemment and 
journal whcse writings are called in question. 
Whether this result is worthwhile, depends 
largely on the Government, Indian journalism, 
apart from its relations with the Government, 
advanced several steps forward by setting up an 
organization for collective negotiation on questions 
of civil liberty. The prompt action of the Delhi 
Convener gives promising proof of this healthy 
development. A press report mentions that a 
meeting of Nagpur editors has raised somill 
questions about the assurance said to have been 
given by leading representatives of newspapers 
in India to the Government. The assurance, if 
any assurance was given at all and by 
whomsoever it was given, was not put before 
the Conference and it can commit no one except 
those who gave it. If the press continues 
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to work under the difficulties which the 
Conference was convened to resolve, it will 
be necessary to COD'I(ene another Conference to 
discuss the whole issue of freedom of the 
press. And we would ~uggest as the venue 
of the Conference some centre where Indian 
journaiism has a longer and stronger tradition 
than Delhi. -

THE FUTURE OF THE PHILIPPINES. 
(BY WALTER B. FOLEY, MANILA) 

Tens of thousands of dollars have gone from the 
Philippines to help China build a new economic base 
for her future life as a great new nation. The money 
is loaned to groups wishing to organize co-operatives 
through the International Committee (Chairman, 
Bishop Hall of the Church of Englan:l in Hong Kong) 
at 6 to 9,% interest. When repaid other loans are 
mad~ to stt!Y other groups. Thus the money revolves 
in th~ field of productive relief. 

Incidentally and yet significantly many who give 
the money are being educated into seeing the value 
of the co-operative principle and helped to recognize 
that it can be a most successful business practice, 

This illustration is in line with what a leading 
Filipino Editor and Publisher said to me recently, 
''The Philippine Islands can be a distributing centre 
for American ideas and ideals." This will require 
·cons:derable attention on the part of thoughtful 
Americans. All toe few of us have spent time on 
<the subject of our responsibilities in the world. 

United States troops fought three years and took 
the Philippine Islands away from the Filipinos. 
Legally it is true that America paid Spain 
$20,'100,000 fer the Islands after the close of the 
Spanish-American \Var, But the Filipinos had 
·revolted against the Roman Catholic controlled 
Spanish government and only the little walled city of 
Manila was left in Spanish hands when America11 
troops finally landed. 

Yet American soldiers immediately began to teach 
Filipino children in little classes. The very publisher 
I mentioned was so taught his 6rst words of English. 
And America has never exploited the Philippines, 
until the best sugar interests and the American 
banking interests owning Cuba11 sugar blatantly and 
selfishly combined with inadequately informed Filipino 
politicians, with American altruists without facts, and 
•vith misinformed dairy interests to form a majority 
to '·set the Philippines free.'• First there was to be 
a Commonwealth period from 1915-1946, then all 
jndependent Republic was to follow. 

The proponents of that first bill refused to 
face the fact that such a programme would destro:, 
the whole economic base of the Philippines, for 85% 
of the Islands trade is with America. For in 1946 
full U, S. tariffs were to be levied against Philippi11e 
products. Incidentally that w;,uld also cut off a 
Jllllrket for$ 100,000,000 worth of American products. 

The whole idea was philosophically sound in that it 
.carried out the "self-det!rmination of small nations" 
-even though Filipino politicians had used the •logan 
of "complete independence" only because they did 
not realize the consequences or because they thought 
independence would not be secured, But the idea 
was th~ first attempt of Americans to destroy all 
that had been built up in thirty·five years, 

In reality it was not all extension of democracy 
but has led directly during the past month to the 
<"ranting of dictatorial emergency powers to President 
Ouezon. As the floor leader of the National 
Assembly said on September 8, "the finances of 

·the government have been dropping, the purchasing 

power of the people has decreased, prices of imported 
commodities as well as staple products have go.1e 
beyond the reach of the poor and sochl unrest is 
bound to follow unless proper steps are taken to 
improve conditions.'' The speaker we11t on to say, 
''These powers were granted not for the President's 
ow a benefit, nor yet for that of a few ; but for the 
greatest benefit to the greatest numbers." 

Forty years is quite obviously not a long enough 
period to take people from slavery to an exeroising 
of the full responsibility that goes with freedom. 
Dictatorial powers over people and property cannot 
be granted to one man and have anyone maintain 
that there is a sembhnce of democracy left. This 
situation bas been forced in the Philippines because 
America11 congression'l leaders, urged on by selfish 
lobbyists, felt they could relieve themselves of world 
responsibility by cutting 16,000,000 people adrift in 
a world of economic and political chaos. 

Fortunately the evil done can perhaps be remedied 
if enough Americans acquaint themselves with what 
their leaders have done or tried to do to this 
Oriental people with an Oxidental culture. If the 
present Congress will indicate its willingness to worll: 
out an agreement between Filipinos and Americans 
whereby a palitical and economic con11eotion is 
maintained, such a proposal would, in all probability 
prove acceptable here. • 

Otherwise the few will definitely dominate the ma11y 
until J"pan or some other stronger power steps in to 
take over these seve11 thousand fertile Islands. 

Many Americans have complained about what 
England did to Czecho-Slovakia. We are doing the 
same in the Philippines with considerably less excuse. 
That is not extending democracy, it is as~isting in 
its decrease even in our own country. 

Right now these Islands can indeed beco.ne a 
~reat centre to promote the best of American ideal
Ism in the Orient. Fragm~ntation of nations will 
not give us the co-operative common.vealth th1t we 
must have. A voluntary union, a11d union n•w, is 
what is highly desirable. 

So Americans are granted once more a chance to 
have a vision of a !uture development of realistic 
democratic practice in the Orient. Anything we can 
do a9 Americans to assist China anj toe Philippines 
will be of great value to them-and to ourselves. 
Co-operatio11 i• the key according to "the American 
way" rather than either ruthless competition or 
aggressiva compul3ion. It may cost us something in 
dollars and diphnacy, but we will get returns in 
terms of democracy. 

The whole set-up requires the finest kind of 
Christian appreciation and wisdom, with experime11ts 
and convictions, with creative ability and everlasting 
faith in working out the truth of personal dignity 
and worth that must be the bases of a decent; livable· 
human existence. · 

I~DI.A AND THE WAR, 
(BY RAMANBH.AI L PATJi:L, BOMBAY,) 

The conviction of P~ndit Jawaharlal Nehru and 
the speeches on the Finance Bill in the Central 
Legislative Assembly have focussed the attention of 
the political world on India's attitude to the war, 
The Governm,nt of India and the British Govern
ment have no reason to be pleased with the support 
they are receiving from India, for the fact caD hardly 
be concealed that the Indian support to the present 
war is far from bdng whole-hearted and spont1-
neous. Our contribution in mon, money and m 1t~ial 
to the war is much less than it can bo, Though our 
sympathies are wholly on tile side of Britain, ,most 
Indians are curiously indifferent to the war, W{e are 
more or less lik~. the crowi watching our Cavfourite 
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in the ring, We do not feel that this is India's war 
as much as Britain's, We would not willingly make 
sacrifices in order to win the war, The proposed 
measures of war taxation wer_, received by the 
1ndian mercantile community with a glum ••we-have
no-choice-but-to-pay.'' Bomb1y's contribution to the 
War Fund is a disgrace-if the present war is 
believed to be the war of India. Why ia it that 
the heart of India is not in the war, though our 
.intere•ts are heavily involved P 

When the long-expected and long-defered war 
broke out in Europe, India was half-way through a 

. momentous political and coostitutional experiment, 
·The Government of India Act of 1935, which 
·was the legal ba3is of the experiment, was 
an embodiment of the British Government's 

-·distrust of the progressive forces in Indian 
political life, The first fruits ot democracy in the 
ehape of Provincial Autonomy were bitter, Without 
appreciably lessening the distrust between the 
yulers and the ruled, it extended the realm of distrust 
among the communities and political parties of 
India. The sordid side of plrliam3ntary demo;:raoy
·the systematic misrepresentation of the motives of 
·the party in power by the opposition parties and 
group3-had a demoralising effect on the untried 
·political outlook of the Indian people. The rough
ar.d-tum ble of Provincial Autonomy led to the 
-politiMI overgrowth of India with a consequent 
undermining o£ the national movement for Independ

·ence. The prospect of Federation emphasised the 
-distru~t Rnd fear which dominated the political 
relations of Hindus and Muslims, the Muslim League 
·and the Indian National Congress, the Princes and the 
·Congress, As a result, the intentions of our rulers 
became an object of suspicion and doubt to all 
the elements in the political life of India, And then 

>eame the war. 

The Viceroy, acting upon orders from Whitehall, 
-declared that India was at war with Germany. 
Nobody who can reasonably claim to represent the 

;Indian people was consulted. This was not an 
egreg-ious blunder, nor a deliberate insult to India. 
It was a result of well-caloulated policy guided by 
_prudential motives. The British Government could 
not trust the accredited leaders of India, who would 
oertaiuly have raised unpleasant questions. Hence 
India had to be presented with a fait IJClHmpli, and 
Indians left to react to it consistently with their 
open abhorrence of Hitler and Nazism, Because 
<Jur sympathies were with the Allies, because there 
were politioal differences among Indians and also 
because the publio expected that the Government 
of India would be authorised to take a generous step 
in the political advance of India to win Indian support 
to the war, no question of opposition to the war 
could for the moment arise. This gave the 
llritish Government a chance of declaring for the 
purpo•e of propaganda that India spontaneously 
supported the war, tha.t the heart of India was 
with Britain, that the splendid loyalty of India 
was a measure of the political merit of the 
British Empire, The Government of India did not 
mak<> any generous gesture, and the Indian political 
situation rapidly deteriorated. Yet in the nature of 
thin~:s there oould aot be organised opposition to the 
war, The Government of India was left in 
comparative peace for one full year to organise India 
for war. 

lhe pnlitioal parties and interests in India came to 
have diff,·rent attitudca to the war. Tbe Indian 
National Congress chose passive non-co-operation 
and call,·d out the Congress ministries. The 
1\lu•lim league also baulked and took up an 
ambi~:uous position to have the best of both the 

worlds, !t took the credit for the loyalty and 
co-operat1on of the Muslim provinces but denied the 
Govt:r'!~ent waole-hearted and oflbial oo-operation 
for poht1cal re~on~. Onl~ the Princes pledged the 
resources of thetr States wtthout making any publio 
demands as a price of their help. The irony 
of the situation was not lost upon the Indian 
people. The war is supposed to be fought 
for democracy and national independence; but 
the Princes ~ave no lik~ng for democracy and 
they hate the tdea of Ind1an Independence whioh 
would lead to the abolition of princely privileges. 
And those Princes, of all the politic.:~! leaders or 
India, offered their whole-hearted support to a 
war for a noble cause-in which they did not 
believe. They excuse themselves by pleading 
loyalty to the person of the Emperor of India. 
This, however, deceives nobody. It is not at all 
surprising if the Prinoes hope to be rewarded for 
their loyalty in the future political settlement of 
India, · 

This state of affairs did not please the British 
Government. The politio1l co-operation of Indians 
had to be won it Indians were to make a contribution 
to the war in proportion to her resources and 
man-power. The Viceroy was, therefore, authorised 
to make promises of granting Dominion Statu& 
as early as possible after the war and of giv
ing the Indian people a substantial voioe io 
framing the new constitution for post-war India. 
These promises, however, were made in tbe first 
instance in such a vague and unimaginative manner 
that later when the Vioeroy explained what they 
meant, the event was hailed a11 a distinct 
political advance, In this way the British Government 
roused Indian suspicion about their sincerity io 
making the promises. It seemed that their aim 
was to buy the co-operation of India at the 
lowest price. They gradually raised the price 
they were prepared to offer to win their end, but 
without any positive result. The Viceroy proposed 
various schemes to asso;:iate Indian leaders with 
the Government of India for the whole-hearted and 
eflbient prosecution of war. At first he wanted 
them merely as advisers; later they were offered 
places in the Executive Council. All this has come 
to naught, with the result that it is more appropriate 
to say that Britain takes as much help from India as 
she can, than to say th1t India gives help to Britain, 

Throughout the year and more of war, Britain 
conducted worldwide propaganda commending to 
m1nkind the noble causes for which she was fighting. 
In the initial stages of the war, the Allies were 
fighting only on the sea where they h1d a very strong 
posi:ion; and hence her· grandiose olaims were not 
believed in. In a desperate attempt to be everything 
t<> everybody who was not with the enemy, Britain 
was compelled to speak with different voices in 
different quarters of the globe. To the small states 
of Europe, she declarod that she was fiahting for 
the principle of national independence and ln defence 
of the age-old European civilisation. To the United 
States of America, Britain declued that she was 
fighting for democracy, freedom of the individual and 
the decencies of civilised life. To India she declared 
that llhe was fi;;-hting to preserve the hope of demo
cratic freedom ror non-European civilised peoples. 
To tbe nativea of the Colonies, she declared that she 
was fighting to save them from the clutches of the 
Aryan brutes of Nazi Germany. Lord H11ifax claimed 
that the world was being fought for the preservation 
of Christianity against the pagan atavism of the 
Nazis; this, of course, was meant for Christiao ears. 
To the British people, however, it was a patent fact 
that they were fighting primaril~ and above all (ot' 
their very lite. All these clauns were made wbea 
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the Allies were doing nothing active to defeat the 
enemy who was gloating over Polish blood. Hence 
the normal Indian tendency to doubt the motives of 
Britain had a good basis to build upon. Influential 
and popular leaders in India declared that Britain 
was fighting an Imperialistic war, that her sole 
aim was the preservation of the British Empire 
for the benefit of the British people. Britain's 
unwillingness to concede the demands of any 
political party in India lent point to this view of her 
intentions. Now that the totalitarian war in e2rnest 
has brought out the best and the noblest in the 
British people, her claim as the champion of humanity 
does not at all look ridiculous; but the mischief done 
cannot be undone. Politically dissatisfied India is 
all the more ready to believe that Britain is not 
fighting for any idealistic ends as she professes to 
do, but for selfish motives. 

The Government of India and their supporters in 
the whole-hearted prosecution of the war have taken 
great pain• to argue the Indian people into 
enthusiastic and earnest support for the war. All 
the means of propaganda have been pressed into 
service, with hllrdly encouraging results. Appeals 
made to Indians do not rouse them to mighty efforts, 
on the contrary, they stir the devil in them who 
promptly expose• the faded and strained air 
of the appeals. Unfortunately for those who 
are responsible for war propa~anda, there is no 
reason they can advance for India's fighting whole
heartedly, which cannot be answered by a people 
who are inclined to chop logic rather than to 
be up and doing. Hence it is that illegal and 
spasmodic anti-war propaganda is more successful 
than war propaganda which when conducted by 
Indians has an apologetio air. 

EVOLUTION OF THE JUVENILE COURT 
IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

(BY J.P. GUPTA, BOMBAY.) 
[All Rights Reserved by Author.] 

We can trace ba.ck the evolution of the juvenile 
court in Great Britain to over a thousand years to the 
times of King Athelstan, long before the idea of 
such a court struck the U. S. A. We see the seeds 
of juvenile court and probation in the following 
procL"lmation of King Athelstan ( kept in the British 
Museum ) regarding the treatment of young 
offenders :-

The King said now again at Witlan-burg to his 
witan and bade tell to the archbishop by Theodrede 
bishop, that to him seemed pitiful that men should slay 
men so young, or for so little as he heard that every
where was done. Said that to him seemed and to those 
with whom he took counsel that men &hould slay none 
younger than a fifteen winters' man, unless he would 
defend himself or flee, and would not yield, then let 
men force him, the greater as the less, whoever it were, 
And if he then will yield, let him be set in gaol, and so 
let him be redeemed. 

If his kindred will not take him, nor be surety for 
him then swear he as the bishop shaU teach him, that 
he will shun all evil, and let him be in bondage for his 
price. And if, after that he steal, let men slay him or 
hang him as they did to his elders. 1 

In the above quotation the care and teaching of 
the church can be compared to our present-day 
probation system where the bishop performed the 
office of the probation officer. 

Even in the middle ages discrimination between 
adult and young offenders was made as is recorded 
in the year book of Edward I that 'judgment for 
burglary was spared to a boy of twelve year."' 

"" 1. Judicia. Oivltatia Lundouiae Sub rege Aethalstano Edita, 
~in British Museum. . _ 

i. Yea.r Book 82 Edward I Rot, lS, 

But such odoasions were rare and youno- persons 
were hanged, transported and imprisoned" even for
trival offences. 

More than fOO years after the time of Athelstan, 
upto 1780, the death sentence might be inflicted for two 
hundred different offences, and children as well as 
adults were hanged for theft, often very trival ones, 
and for many other misdemeanours. Felling a tree, 
stealing five &billings, robbing a rabbit wl.rren, pick
pocketing and associatina for a month with gipsies 
were all capital offences a~d in 1831, death was still 
the punishment for coining, forgery and horse or sheep 
stealing.• 

· The young offenders were kept with adult and 
incorrigible offenders in gaols and bridewells which 
were run by the gaolers as private business. The 
conditions inside the jails were very terrible. The 
inmates were kept chained like cattle and were half 
starved and mercilessly beaten. 

In 1754 Sir John Fielding was appointed Chief 
Magistrate at Bow Street. He always hated the ide:~ 
of committing young offenders to prisons; "when tw~ 
boys, eldest twelve years old, came before him, 
charged with pilfering meat, he made the parents. 
correct them in his presence rather than imprison 
them." • In 1756 at the request of Lord Harry Paulet, 
Commanding H. M. S. Barfleur, Sir John Fielding 
sent thirty boys to act as Officer's servants on tho: 
ship. On their way those boys were met by Mr~ 
Fowler Walker of Lincoln's Inn who took interest in 
the work and put a scheme before Fielding offering 
his first subscription. Enough subscription was 
raised for 300-400 boys. The demand for boy 
servants from the captains of the ships increased till 

. it could not be coped with. Then the "Marine society 
for the redemption and reform of younger criminals. 
was formed with Lord Romney as president." "The 
s~ciety was generously supported by the king an\1 
city companies and between 1756 and 1762 5,451 
young men and 4,787 boys were clothed and sent 
to sea at a cost over £ 22,000." • 

At this stage it was realised that while steps were 
being taken to rescue the boys from turning tG
hardened criminals, the crimes of girls were Oil> 

the increase. So through the efforts of Sir John 
Fielding and others a reformatory for girls was 
founded in August 1758 in Whitechapel. It 
was called Magdalen Hospital. It now exists at 
Streatham and is an approved school under the 
Home Office. 

In 1788 the Philanthropic Society was founded 'for
the protection of poor children and the offspring of 
convicted felons, and the reformation of childreB 
who have themselves been engaged in criminal. 
practices, that they might learn the happiness and 
benefit of home.' The society boarded out children 
in cottage homes. 

In 1814 Peter Bedford formed a society of 50; 
persons for investigating the causes of the alarming 
increase in juvenil~ delinquency in the metropolis. 
This investigation revealed that a large number ol 
young boys and girls were living with hardened 
criminals. 

The state recognised such reformatories, and a 
youthful offender on being convicted was given the 
option of either undergoing a term of imprisonment 
or placing himself under the care of some such 
institution. This was so successful that the 
Government by its Parkhurst Act established the 
principle of separate treatment for young offenders 

9. Young Offenders :Yesterd&y and Today, by Geraldine S. 
Ca.dbury Pub. George Allen & Uniwin Ltd.1 London pp. 16-17 

4, Young Offenders pp 18, 
5. The Making of Criminals by Cht>rles E. B. Russell and L. Mj 

Rigby, · 
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upto 18 years of age. In 184.0 an "Act for the care 
and education of infants who rna}' be committed for 
felony" gave powers to the High Court of Chancery 
to give any such infant up to 21 years of age in the 
care and custody of any suitable person willing to 
take charge of him in order to save him from 
vicious parents. 

Somehow this principle of discrimination was 
later on slackened and as a consequence there was 
an enormous increase in juvenile crimes in the early 
part of the 19th century. In 1849, 10,703 persons 
under 17 years of age were sentenced to imprisonment 
or transportation. 

On account of these alarming conditions a Royal 
Commission had already been appointed in 1886 to 
consider whether it was advisable •to make any 
distinction in the mode of trial between adult and 
juvenile offenders, and if not whether any class 
of offenders can be made subject to a mere summary 
proceeding• than trial by jury.' Tbe commission did 
not suggest any distmction in trial but advised 
increasing the summary jurisdiction of magistrates. 
In 1847 the Select Committee of the House of Lords 
also recommended au increase in the summary 
Jurisdiction for .u~n1Je .offenders. Consequently 
J"du.r..· ...,,.,.~;~•v:n 1:V•~e ·,powers and jurisdiction by 

the Summary J unsd1ct"..Sn Act of 1879. . 
In _1853 the Hr.fuse of Commons appointed a 

Committee to go ~lo the matter of juvenile offenders 
as a result of (whose recommendations the first 
~o~thful Offvbnders Act was passed in 18~4 
g•vmg poweris to the magistrates over child 
otfendera '?.!'commit them to a reformatory for 2-5 
:rears but t"'1e principle of retribution was retained as 

-'it WAll e~~ntlal for a child to pass 14 days in prison 
before being admitted to a reformatory. 

In 1855 a second Youthful Offenders Aot was 
pa118ed which authorised the magistrates to fix 
upto 5 shillings a week to be paid by parents of 
the children during detention in order to minimise 
the influx of children of unconscientious parents, 
Then in 1882 a bill was drafted doing away with 
the necessity of preliminary imprisonment before 
~eing sent. to r:rormatories. The bill was not put 
mto practice till 1886, In 1899 the Reformatories 
Schools Aot rendered it illegal to sentence a youth· 
ful offender to penal servitude. 

In 1905 the first juvenile court was opene:f in 
Birmingham. The magistrates worked in rotation 
and some men and women experienced and interested 
in the reclamation of children attended the court 
and the court placed the offending children under 
their care. Soon the magistrates realised that 
if whole-time officers be appointed for working 
among the children it would be better and 
consequently in 1906 three probation officers were 
~ppcinted. All were recruited from the police 
force! but in 1926 by a rule it was provided that 
no police officer could aot as probation offi~er. 

In 1~07 the Probatio11 A.ct was passed which 
provided that persons guilty of a first offence 
be put under probation. This paved the way 
for the Children's Act 1908 which oame the next 
year, This Aot made the imprisonment of children 
under 16 years illegal and juvenile ocurts were 
set up all over the country. The Act provided 
that a young person should ordinarily be released 
on bail pending his trial or be committed to a 
place of detention and not prison. At first there 
were no remand homes and the police premises were 
used as such. The first remand home was started 
In O.,cembcr 1910 at Birmingham for 55 children, 
Thi~ Act authorised justices of peace to commit 
children to industrial school, a school fur the 
industrial training of children, in which children were 
lodged, olothed and fi.'<l as well a1 taught. 

The 1908 Children's Act did not provide that the 
juvenile ocurt should be held in a different building 
The Juvenile Courts (Metropolis) Act 1920 enablec 
the SeC%etary of State to provide separate building! 
for juvenile courts. 

In 1925 Departmental Committee was appointed 
to enquire into the treatment of young offenders and 
young people who owing to bad association and 
surroundings required protection and training. The 
repOrt of the Committee was published in 1927 
rc;co~m~nding treatment for the neglected boy or 
g•rl Similar to that of young offenders. On the basis 
of these recommendations the Children and Young 
Persons Act 1933 was passed. 

!h!' new Act makes. no fundamental change in 
prmc1ple but bas recogmsed that bad surroundings 
lead to delinquency and those who suffer from 
neglect need to be treated just as those committing 
offences. The Act provides that a young person 
(under 17 years) arrested for other than a grave 
crime or homicide should ordinarily be let off on 
bail till his trial takes place and be is committed to 
any reformatory or school, etc., and if be is not so 
released arrangements should be made to prevent 
his association with adult offenders. 

Regarding the action to be taken for the ill
treatment of children, Section 40 of the Act 
empowers a justice of peace to issue, on information 
a search warrant authorising any constable to searcb 
for the child or young person if there is reasonable 
cause to suspect that the child or young person bas 
been or is being assaulted, ill-treated or neglected 
in any place within his jurisdiction in a manner 
prejudicial to the child. 

No persons other than the members and oflicers 
of the court, the parties to the oase, their counsels 
and witnesses, newspaper representatives and such 
other persons as are allowed by the court are 
allowe.d to be present during the proceedings of 
the trial. 

The penal system of judges which was already in 
existence in London has been extended to the whoiG 
country, According to this system a panel of justices 
specially qualified for juvenile cases is formed in 
every sessions division and it is the members of 
these panels that sit as juvenile ocurt judges. They 
cannot ·be more than 8 including the chairman. 
form7rly there was no _lim!t to the judges for a 
Juvemle court and any Justloe could take its seat. 
This was alarming to a child. Now the list too is 
revised every three years to weed out those who do 
not take real interest in the work. 

Now a young person cannot be sent to penal 
servitude or imprisonment and the courts are to 
send him either to an approved school or commit 
him to the care of a fit person or order his parent or 
guardian to enter into a recognizance to exercise 
proper care and guardianship or place him upto 
a years under a probation officer. 

Regarding the duties of the probation officer 
Section 66 of tbe Act provides: 

Where a court makes an order under any of the 
forego·ng provisions of this part of this Act placing 
a child or a young person under tbe supervision of 
a probation officer or of some other person, that officer 

_ or person sball, while the order I'OID&ins in force, visit, 
advise, and befriend him and, when necessary, end
eavour to find him suitable employment and may, if it 
appears ne:essary in his Interest so to do at any time 
whUe the order remain in force and he is under the ago 
of 17 years, bring him before a }Jvenile court; that 
court may, if it thinks that it is desirable in his 
interest so to do, order him to be sent to an appr<>ftd 
school or commit him to the can~ of a fit person, whether 
relative or not, who is willing t:> undertlke the care 
of him. 
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Sir Jagadlsh Prasad on the Situation :-The 

late Member for Education, Health and Lands 
in the Government of India, Sir Jag-adish 
Prasad, has issued a statement to the Press on 
the present political situation, He starts with 
the proposition that it is one of deadlcck and 
ends by suggestions as to how to solve it. 
"Political disagreements,'' he says, "hav~ ended 
in open conflict between Congress and Govern· 
ment. Those who not long ago were governing 
large provi11ces with publicly acknowledged 
success are already in prison." He excuses 
himself from attempting to assign responsi
bility for the deadlock on the ground that 
it will only renew barren controversy, This is 
hardly a valid excuse. Unless one is clear about 
the actual circumstan..:es in which the 
situation has arisen-and this is difficult if not 
impossible without apportioning responsibi
lities between the principals concerned-one can 
not think out a means which promises to 
be cfTective in relieving tension. As a member 
of the Government of India when Indra 
became involved in the war, Sir Jag'ldislt 
can not himself be an impartial juJge on this 
issue, The entry of India into the war has 
rendered it impossible for any oth~r form of 
Government tu function in this country than 
the one now operating under the Defence of 
India Ordinance. Sir Jagadish Prasad virtually 
conced~s this when he says, "it is the duty 
of every patriotic Indian to be ceaseless in 
his cllorts t,l bring about a state of public 
feeling where our best men would d~vote their 
talents, their energies and their burnin~ 
patric)tism, to making India a military power.· 
Con)!r~ss leaders, it is true, have expressed 
sir111lar sentiment:> in the past, but the present 
policy of the Cotrgre>s under GanJhiji"s di.:tat.Jr· 
slup, rs the direct negation of it. If lnJi < be· 
comes a milit.ory power as Sir J ag1dish wishes, 
would that stren~the11 British rull! in th•s country? 
\Vh<'ll tho! Briti>h Government hesitak to 
incre.tse tne milit.try scll-suOiciency of lnJia, they 
are nu d,,ubt inlluenced by d0ubts of the 

country continuing in the Empire when one! 
it is endowed with the means of its defence 
without the help of Great Britain. What 
guarantee can Sir Jagadish offer that the arms 
of India will not be turned a~ainst Britain 
herself instead of her enemies ? In the 
early Congress days when there was no 
thou~ht of severing the British connection, when 
on the other hand every resolution was directed 
to strengthening it, the advice to turn India into 
a military power, might not have meant any 
danger to the British connection. But now, 
Independence, is the keyword. It is for Inde
pendence that Great Britain is fighting; it is 
Independence which Congress has inscribed on 
its banner. We leave out of account for the 
moment the question whether Sir Jagadish is 
wise in wishing to "re-militarise" this country, 
As the result of bitter experience, India 
renounced the power of arms as futile. This was 
the consensus of intelligent opinion after the last 
war, In the present war fever, it has become 
temporarily eclipsed but without doubt the. 
statesmen of the world will, when the time 
comes, insist on the renunciation of war 
as the first condition of the new world order. 
Shall we then de-militarise ·the Indian mind 
once again? It is rather unfortunate that Sir 
Jagadish has introduced some names as suitable 
non-party men to mediate between Government, 
the Congress and the. Muslim Lea.~ue and 
presumably the Hindu Mahasabha and other 
parties, \Ve have no doubt that the gentbmen 
themselves may be trusted to take a non·p <rty 
attitude but will they be accepted as non-party 
men by the belligerents ? 

The Next Commander·in·Chief :-Indian Army 
administration is a sealed book to the public 
in this country. As a consequence the 
public knJws little and cares less ab.Jut the 
personalities of those who control Army affairs. 
It du~3 not care and in most cases d,"s n :>t 
know wh.:» the Commander-in-Chief and other 
hig-h officers of the Army are. It was, therefore, 
with surprise that we read the commenJati.ln 
of the selection of Lieutenant-General C. J. E. 
Auchinleck t.:» succ~ed the pr~s~nt Command~r
in-Chief of the Indian Army, n-'t only on tile 
ground of his superlative merits which is n.Jt in 
question, b..rt on the gr.:>und that his selection w.lS 
d~manded by the Indian public and p . .rticularly 
by the Congress-minded ~tion of rt. ln 
announcing !rom its sp.:ci !I London C<>rrespon-
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dent the choice, the Times of India added that, 
when some months ago the name of another 
officer was mentioned in connection with the 
post, "a leading Indian-owned newspaper 
observed that if the General named did in fact 
become Commander-in-Chief the only conclusion 
to be drawn from the appointment was that 
General Auchinleck could not be relieved from 
his supremely important command in England." 
The Times "write-up'' went on to say: "That 
was a fairly reliable indication of the opinion held 
by those Indian politicians who, while openly 
critical of India's participation in the war, are at 
the same time deeply concerned about the streng
thening of India's defences to the utmost of the 
country's capacity.'' In a leading article the next 
day, the Times of India expanded its description 
of the newspaper into "an influential Indian-owned 
newspaper with Congress sympathies." A fairly 
wide reading of Indian newspapers has not 
enabled us to identify this mysterious newspaper 
whose name is evidently too sacred to be 
mentioned. It is remarkable that no Indian 
paper has thought fit to comment on the nomina
tion of an officer who is represented as command
ing the confidence of Indian politicians. Puffs of 
this kind are very ur.f air to the officer concerned 
as they lead to a suspicion that there has been 
some wirepulling to get General Auchinleck 
instead of Sir Edmund Ironside whose name, if 
we remember, was the one previously mentioned 
in connection with the post. The Indian-owned 
newspaper had suggested that if General Auchin
leck was not appointed it would be because he 
was indispensable in his present post. Now 
that he has been appointed, it is a legitimate 
inference that the Army authorities found that 
they could do equally well with some other 
officer. 

The Press Advisory Committees :-The Advi
sory Committee at Delhi has met and considered 
the case of the N ati'onal Herald of Lucknow 
as well as the Bengal position relating to 
hunger-strike in prisons. We hope that as a 
result of its representations the United 
Provinces Government will reconsider the 
question as regards the Herald' and that the 
order will be withdrawn. Mr. K. Rama Rao, 
Editor of the National Herald, is the convener 
for the United Prvinces Advisory Committee. 
Bengal presents a complicated case as the 
functioning of provincial autonomy reduces the 
influence of the Central Government to a 
minimum. But under the Defence of India 
Rules, the Centre has wide powers to enforce 
its decisions on the provinces and it would not 
be out of place if for once these powers are 
exercised in the interests of the public. The 
most flagrant case of press repression after the 
Delhi Conference is that of the Nagjmr Times 
which was penalised for nothing more than 
publishing a fair report of a judicial trial. 
:Every newspaper in India is now publishing 
columns of reports of satyagraha trials with 
immunity and we do not see whr ~he C.entral 
Provinces alone should suffer restrlcttons m the 

matter. A meeting of Nagpur Editors held 
recently to consider the position arising out 
of the Biyani report in the Nagpur' Times, 
adopted a resolution inquiring whether the 
Committees have been formed with the object 
of sharing the responsibility of administering 
the Defence of India Rules with the official 
Press Adviser. This is a new point of view and 
it is not entirely incorrect. But it would certainly 
be wrong to infer that things can continue in 
the same way as they did before the Commit
tees were formed. Bihar, Madras and Bengal 
have set up their Committees and the system is 
now in force there. The whole question now 
rests with the Advisory Committees and the 
Government. If the Committees are repre
sentative of the provincial press as a whole 
and, only in so far as they are so representative, 
the scheme will work. Otherwise, there will be 
trouble when the necessity for action arises. 
One has to bear in mind that, in addition to the 
presentation of news, expression ·of opinion is 
also a matter which comes under the mischief of 
the press laws. Where there are too 
many on an Advisory Committee repre
senting one point of view, there is grave 
danger of the members being stampeded into 
panic action. The fact that some newspapers 
have been penalised for Congress sympathies, 
must not be allowed to obscure the possibility of 
an organ of opinion being caught up in the 
Defence of India Act, on a charge of Nazi or 
Fascist sympathies, or for Communist proclivi
ties. In the prevailing war fever, it is not 
impossible to visualize such a possibility. It is 
well to bear in mind that the Congress party as 
a whole has been subjected to an intense form of 
anti-Nazi propaganda and its members are 
liable to hysterical action on issues connected with 
ideological questions. Some misunderstanding 
is likely to caused by the frequent reference in 
the press to "breaches of the Delhi agreement," 
the "spirit of the Delhi agreement," etc., which 
have appeared in comments on official attempts 
to supress opinion. It would be incorrect to 
infer from this that there has been a deal 
between the Conference and the Government. 
What it means is that both the Central Govern
ment and the Editors' Conference saw that it 
was advisable for the press to operate 
unhampered by petty restrictions. The phrase, 
"gentleman's agreement" is an offensive one and 
sucrcrestive of secret reciprocal promises of 
whl~h the public is in the dark. It is thoroughly 
out of place in describing the relations between 
Government and the Press after the Delhi 
Conference. 

Satyagraba :-Like many worus originally of 
profound significance, which have degenerated 
into shibboleths and slogans which serve only to 
create an artificial excitation of the individual, 
satyagraha has now no significance except as a 
means of inducing the Police to arrest Congress 
ex-Ministers and Legislative Councillors. The 
latter address letters to the local Magistrate or 
Police Superintendent announcing their intention 
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"to offer satyagraha" at a given place and hour, 
and the officials obligingly arrest them several 
hours before the appointed time so as to spare 
them the trouble of going to the place of 
demonstration. In Bombay for some mysterious 
reason the small hours of the morning are 
preferred for the domiciliary visit of the Police. 
Napoleon extolled as rare the exhibition of 
courage at two o'clock in the morning when 
the bodily functions are at a low ebb and 
the mind wavers between the waking and the 
dreaming state. Perhaps, it is desired to test 
the morale of Congress leaders by waking them 
up at this unearthly hour. One leader at least 
seems to have turned this preference to good 
account. The Police called at his place at 4 
o'clock in the morning and told him that they 
would allow him 45 minutes to get ready to 
accompany them. He turned in his bed and 
replied that in that case he would rather finish 
his sleep. In another case, the leader spent 
the first half of the night in playing on 
the tabla ( taking care to have a reporter 
in the company.) The Government of Bombay 
have adopted the method of detaining ex-ministers 
without bringing them to trial under the 
Defence of India Rules. The gentlemen 
are thus deprived of the opportunity of 
making a statement, and the Press is relieved 
of the necessity of deciding whether it would be 
safe to publish it. In contrast to all this, was. 
the procedure adopted in Madras with reference 
to its philosopher-politician Premier, Mr. Chakra
varti Rajagopalacharya. He was arrested at 
10 o'clock in the morning, taken to the Chief 
Presidency Magistrate's Court within an hour, 
was tried · and sentenced in less than half that 
time to one year's simple imprisonment. 

The Gila In Court :-The Magistrate, a 
Muslim student of the Bhagavadgita, had 
nerved himself to what he seems to have felt was 
an odious task by turning over the pages of the 
sacred book for guidance. Mr. Rajagopala
charya is also a student and commentator of 
the Gita. Both accused and Magistrate 
readily understood each other when Magistrate 
Abbas quoted a Gita verse which says that 
a man must work without regard to the rewards 
of work. A more apt verse would have been 
that in which a man is bidden to act his part 
even though the action may be surrounded by 
bl~mish lilte fire by smoke. ln passing sentence 
the Magistrate quoted another verse f rorn the 
Gita as appropriately describing his own state 
of mind. Arjun when he beholds amongst the 
embattled hosts opposed to his own, his kith and 
kin. his elders and preceptors, tells his Divine 
Charioteer that his body is affiicted by a 
burning sensation and that his whole being dries 
up. Arjun threw down his arms and refused to 
lead his army. But the Magistrate had no need to 
follow Arjun's example because the Divine 
Charioteer had removed Arjun's doubts and 
persuaded, him ~o continue the ~ar. . But he 
relieved hts feelmgs by expressmg hts hope 
and prayer that the prisoner whom he had just 

1 sentenc..>J to a year's imprisonment, may soon 

return to his high position of Prime Minister 
of the Province. We have more than once 
advised Government-though we have no official 
status-that, in the circumstances of British 
administration in this country, it behoves them so 
to shape their policy an:! measures as to involve 
the minimum strain on the loyalties of their 
servants outside the strict official sphere. The 
Madras incident shows that this is as true of 
their Muslim as of their Hindu servants. Another 
noteworthy feature of the Madras ex-Premier's 
case is that it is well-known that he was in 
profound disagreement with Gandhiji and that 
the present satyagraha does not meet with his 
approval. He has gone to prison never
theless out of what Englishmen pride themselves 
upon as "team work'' and other high-sounding 
epithets, and condemn in others as subservience, 
servility and want of moral courage. Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya's statement was a short one. 
Its chief point was that since the Indian legisla· 
ture had not been given an opportunity of 
expressing its opinion on the war, the war efforts 
of India can not be described as voluntary, 
and that he was obliged to adopt satyagraha 
as the only means available of protest. 

Muslims and Ganges Water:-There are many 
schemes put forward nowadays by persons 
with and without any credentials for bringing 
about Hindu-Muslim Unity. They seem to 
be una \Vare of the fact that a process of fusion 
has been going on for centuries. Many 
instances to · show this were adduced by 
Ranade in his address to National Social 
Conference at Lucknow forty years ago. The 
most effective way of promoting Hindu-Muslim 
goJd relations would be to collect all such 
instances-and they are innumerable-in book 
form. One such instance is narrated by 
Mr. T. K. Gode in the "Annals of the Sri 
Venkateshwara Oriental Institute," Tirupati, 
under the headin? "Use of Ganges Water by 
Muslims Rulers.' Mr. Gode writes:-

In Ibn Battuta's TrawZ. in Asia and Africa 
. (A. D. 1325--54. ), he describes the postal service 

then current in India and mentions Couriers 
carrying post in a rapid manner over long 
distances. In this context he observes:-"This 
post is quicker than the mounted post. It is 
sometimes used to transport fruit from Khurasan 
which are highly valued in India. They 
are put on plates and carried with great 
speed to the sultan. In the same way they 
transport the principal criminals ; they are 
each placed on a stretcher and the carriers run 
carrying the stretcher on their beads. The Sultan's 
drinking water is brought to him by the same 
means when he resides at Daulatabad from the river 
Tank (Ganges) to whbh the Hindus go on a 
pilgrimage and which is at a distance of forty daya' 
journey from there." This reference to the use of 
the Ganges water by Muhammad Taghlakh at 
Daulatabad in the Deooan appears to me to be curi· 
ous and important as it illustrates the value set on 
Ganges water by a non-Hindu in the flr9t quarter 
o( the lil.tb century. In the article on the Ganges 
in the Marathi Encyclopaedia called the JnanalmtJ 
no information about the Ganges water o( a 
historioal or medical nature ba9 been recorded and 
it would be intere9ting to reoord auoh inforJTJation in 
the interest of the historioal aspects of Indian Culture. 
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SIRS. RADHAKRISHNAN ON THE 
PRESENT CRISIS~ 

The address which Sir S. Radhakrishnan 
delivered at the Convocation of Patna University 
is, as might be expected, ju.~t . what such an 
address should be. The young men and women 
who have newly taken their degrees have 
different backgrounds, inherit diverse tempera
ments and tendencies, and are encompassed by 
circumstances which are widely different in each 
case. Their University training has endowed 
them with a certain sameness of outlook but it 
has not penetrated, in many cases, to their sub
consciousness which furnishes the motive power 
for human action as emotion and instinct, In 
countries where the educational system has 
evolved with and in response to the needs of 
society which is coterminous with the State 
and is really the State in a different aspect, 
it has influenced the subconscious as well 
as the conscious mind of its youth. But this 
is not the case in India at pre3ent. The 
education imparted at the University does not 
reach beyond the intellect. This serious defect 
is to some extent supplied by convocation 
addresses and debating societies and the 
friendly conversation of students and professors 
outside the lecture hours and · classes. This 
purpose is often overlooked and the convocation 
address is almost wholly taken up with an 
examination of symptoms leaving the heart of 
the youth's problem untouched. Sir Sarvapalli 
as a philosopher could not have been satisfied 
with this course. He must go and has 
gone to the root of the matter and, thouah 
for the majority of his hearers his observatio':ts 
might have seemed of not much practical value; 
that is, value in procuring a job in a Government 
or commercial office, there must have been a 
few-a good few-who would be stimulated by 
them to ponder deeply on the meaning and 
purpose of life. "The world," said Sir Sarvapalli, 
"is a living, breathing one." Robert Browning 
puts in more easily expressive language the 
same idea in the mouth of one of his great 
characters : 

The world is no blot for us nor a blank, 
It means intensely and it means good, 
To find Its meaning Is my meat and drink, 

Indian philosophers have made the understanding 
of the world identical with the understanding of 
oneself. 

Several objects have been advanced as the objects 
of university education. These objects involve 
early specialisation which, unless it is grounded 
on a good general education, disables one from 
seeing life steadily and seeing it whole. "The 
purpose of education," said Sir Sarvapalli, and 
it very much needed saying at the present 
time, "is to help the free growth of the soul." 

Sir Sarvapalli does not ignore the material 
basis o~ life and thought, ''I: is not possible,'' 
he adm1tted, "for us to cult1vate the inner life 
unless we are raised above physical wants in a 
properly constituted s:>ciety.'' Thoreau calculated 
that it should not require more than two hours of 
work a day to supply our physical wants. And 
he proved it in practice. But it is not possible 
for the average Indian graduate to set up a 
Walden. He will have to purchase a site, 
He will have to purchase timber. In many 
places he will have to purchase water. "0 
India,'' exclaimed Bishop Heber on seeing 
our brab trees marked for Abkari revenue 
"the very hairs on thy head are numbered.'; 
Another school of thought more in touch with 
organised social life, demands that the dire 
need to work for a bare livelihood should be 
eliminated from human society. It is the duty 
and the interest of society and the state to see 
that no member of it wants for food and cloth
ing and shelter. Nearly half a century ago this 
was accepted in principle by and sought to be 
put into practice by some European countries. 
Imperialist Germany introduced health 
insurance and invalid pensions before any other 
country. "We are all socialists now," exclaimed 
Sir '?'illiam Harcourt more than half a century 
ago m the House of Commons. In the ancient 
structuye of Indian polity this . was fully 
recogmsed through the caste and JOint family 
or communal institutions as in Islam. In India 
under British rule the field of social service has 
been barely scratched by the State. The old 
organisations have broken down under the strain 
of ~ political. syst.e~ which has increasingly 
dev1ated from 1ts ongmal purpose of developing 
the country along lines of its self-development 
and no provision has been made by the State t~ 
take their place. :It is the function of Universities 
to train men to leadership in the reconstruction 
of Indian society in harmony with its ancient 
ideals and in keeping with modern requirements. 
The two are not in any way incompatible. · 

Sir Sarvapalli clearly brought out the fact 
that the present distemper of Western civilisa
~o? .der!ves largely from its own past.. European . 
CIVIhsatlon has two sources, the Chnstian and 
the Graeco-Roman. The two were at · first 
regarded as antagonistic. The classical was 
Pagan, the Semitic was Christian. After 
a time, a via media was hit upon and the 
classical and Christian .streams seemed to have 
found a permanent con,fluence in what has come 
to be known as European culture and 
civilisation. Later, the ~ill;ssical element got 
the mastery and the Chnstlan factor steadily . 
receded into the background, Christianity could· 
survive only as the handmaid of politics. The 
Greek and · Roman civilisations were based 
on the institution of slavery. European 
civilisation has abolished personal slavery 
but it is based on and maintained by national 
slavery, that is by the enslavement of coloured 
nations by the White. There is no better proof 
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of the parasitic character of Western civilisation 
than the fact that the main cause of war 
between Europeans is the claim for colonies in 
tropical countries. The root-cause of these wars 
must be removed before there can be peace 
among the white races. That ro.:>t cause is the 
domination of coloured races. Yet this is the last 
thing which has occurred to European statesmen 
who are fighting to restore peace in Europe and 
the preservation of European civ1lisation based, 
as noted above, on the exploitation of coloured 
peoples. The West in its haste to make 
material progress has forgotten the moral nature 
of man who, alter all, is at the heart of every 
problem. Great powers have been put in his hands 
by means of machinery but little has been done 
to bring- his moral equipment to the level of his 
material one. The machine has, therefore, 
invaded humanity and the Machine State 
has come as a consequence. We can not 
cope with Nazism or any other problem 
without understanding it. And it is the 
function of University education to help youth 
to handle and investigate all social and poli
tical phenomena in the spirit of the seeker 
after truth. 

Sir Sarvapalli descended from his high philo
sophic theme for a moment to explain why 
Indians should be with Britain in thi:1 struggle. 
Nazism and Imperialism may, he argued, 
have much in common but the little in which 
they differ is of vital importance to humanity. 
Our position does not rest on any nice 
calculation. We find ourselves without 
our own seeking · in the· British system 
just as we find ourselves in the Hindu or 
Muslim or any other lnd1an system. We have 
many differences with the Briti.:~h as with our 
social sys1ems. It ha'l throughout been the 
principle of the social ref.:>rm movement that one 
has to remain and work for the elevation of 
one's society and not abandon it in the hope, 
often . illusory, of finding salvation in an0ther 
fold. On the same principle we have always 
felt that Indians in British India ought to strive 
by every means in their power to raise the ideals 
and practices of the British system to the highest 
level that it is posstble to elevate it. In other 
words, the British system is pat t of our heritage 
as much as the Hindu system, and it is our 
duty to advance its highest interests to the best 
of our ability, even if it can be shown 
that it is demonstrably worse th&.n Nazism. 
Whether co-operating in this or any other 
war is the tx st way in which we can 
do our duty by the Empire, is a point on which 
thete are honest dit1erenc~s of opinion. Just as 
in social reform one has o[ten to incur society's 
displeasure by refusing to fall in with its old
established but outworn customs and conventions, 
it may be our duty in the best interests of the 
State itself to oppose policies and measures 
which are detrimental t.> public well-being. . 

-

--------------
THE EDITORS' CONFERENCE 

AND ITS CRITICS. 
While the press in India is onoe again facing 

the pros;:~ect of a struggle with the Governments 
of the provinces and with the Central Government, 
a statement has been issued .this week which 
reveals somewhat the inll€r workings of the Delhi 
Conference. It is a statement by Mr. Mahadev 
Desai, Editor till its closure of the Barijan, in 
response to inquiries from "friends" and in reply 
particularly to a criticism by Mr. P. Kodanda Rao, 
for several vears Editor of the weekly organ of the 
Servants of India Socitty. Mr. Kodanda Rao's 
criticism is dir~cted against the assurance claimed 
by the Government to have been given by 
the editors; he charges Congress editors with 
having "let down" Mahatma Gandhi and 
declared them•elves ready to discountenance the 
anti-war agitation of the Congress. Mr. Desai bas 
completely asso.>iated himself with the criticism. 
On the subject ol the assurance, Mr. K. Srinivasan 
of the n.ndu who presided over the Conference, 
in an interview which he gave on Mr. Desai's 
statement, explains , the position again. Even 
before this interview, it should have been plaia 
that the assurance was · something which 
meant much less than it was being interpreted 
to mean in offici . .! circles. The who!~ question 
hinges on interviews which some of the editors in 
Delhi had, before the Conference met, with the 
Chief Press Adviser. From Mr. Srinivasan's presi
dential address it W'lS obvious that these 
talks were not sought by representatives of the 
press. Mr. Srinivasan also explained in his speech 
the attitude which he, as editor of an Indian newspaper 
and as spokesman of the group whicb the Chief 
Press Adviser saw, had taken, and his recent inter
vic~ reiterates the position. The editors, he said 
in effect, had remonstrated that Government's policy 
of distrust was not justifitd by the past conduct of 
Indian newspapers. To quote : 

A little · Introspection on 'the part . of the 
authorities would have shown them that It Is they 
themselves who are att•mptlng to exploit the hews
paper• to help them to control the polatical movement 
in the name of' efforts to win the war. The charge 
'that the Satyagraha movement Is pro-Hiller and, 
, thor~foro, aU publicity relating to it I• fomenting anti· 
war acaivity is manifestly unjust and cannot be 
accepted .... We mu•t make it pla•n that we cannot and 
wiU not be pa•ties to the suppression of all normal 
politacal actiVIty. In the name of the war. Our sole 
concern Is to conduct a newspaper fre• to express 
opinions frankly, and to that end factual representation 
of events in the widest sense mu.t be allowed ••.•. 1 he 
Government must have full confidence in and trust us 
to conduct ourselves properly as responsible members 
of the public. 

There is nothing in all this that savours of an 
assuranoe. It is an admonition to the Government 
not to see imaginary dangers where no~e exist; and 
not to set up, under pretext of prosecuting the war 
efficiently, a rigid control over the press,. 

Mr. Srinivasan is, however, wrong in saying that 
his own views were accepted as refi"Cting the 
attitude of the press in !ndia •·by all present." Very 
few had an opportunity to express their views. 
But Mr. Srinivasan is correct when be remarks tbat 
Mr. Desai who spoke after him. "rxpressed no 
dissent" from him. In fact this is an undentatement. 
What Mr. Desai said was : 

I am glad and I congratulate Government on tbe 
dawn of sauityln their minds. 

And, though be warned the Conferenoe not to go 
away witb the idea that all was right agaan, 
be himself nourished auoh a hope. That too, wheo 
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many of the delegates were pessimistic. He said : 
I take it that the withdrawal of the notification 

means an end to the vagaries of the censorship and 
of the office of Press Adviser and also a reparation to 
be made to the 8ainik. 

The rest of Mr. Desai's speech bore marks of 
having been written· in advance and it might, 
with more appropriateness, have been delivered 
to a Congress meeting. The Standing Committee 
was assured by the President more than 
once that no undertaking had been sought from and 
none given by any of the editors interv1ewed by the 
Chief Press Adviser. The implications of what has 
taken place in the Central Provinces, in the United 
Provinces and in l:leng•l, in spite of Mr. Srinivaun's 
repeated insistence that there was no commitment 
incurred on behalf of the Editors' Conference, are 
sinister enough Without Mr. Desai attempting to 
weaken the Conference, Reactionary officials are 
seeking to sabotage the machinery evolved at 
Delhi and they will succeed just in so far as they 
succeed in creating distrust among Indian journalists 
in the earnest and repeated disclaimers of its 
President. Mr. Kodanda Rao, if he wanted to know 
if any understanding had been reached with the 
Government, could have best satisfied his curiosity by 
inquirmg of the President. Mr. Desai from the 
outset adopt'!d a lofty indifference to the work 
of the Conference. He throughout took up the 
attitude of influencing the Conference but 
avoiding any responsibility for its decisions, He 
was certainly the last man from whom any 
resoonsible explanation could have been expected, 
What is regrettable is that he should have jumped 
to the front when he might have referred the matter 
to the President himself. 

Mr. Srinivasan in his interview has referred the 
pu b!io to a communique announcing the Madras 
Advisory Committee, issued by the Madras ·Govern
ment which, he says, explains the position clearly. 
The relevant passage reads as follows : 

This (the government's withdrawal · order) was 
the result of an understanding reached after friendly 
couversa.tlons with leading Editors assembled in Delhi. 
This understanding was in the nature of a "Gentlemen's 
Agreement." No formal pledge was given by indivl-

. dua.l newspapers or by the Editors' Conference as a 
whole. Nevertheless the Government's deci>ion to 

·.withdraw the Order under Rule 41 (1) (b) of the 
Defence of India Rules was definitely based on the 
assurance contained in the opening speech of Mr. 
Srinivasan, Editor of the Hindu, who presided over this 
Cor.ference. He said, "We may at the outset reitente 
that it is far from our Intention to create dlfficulties 
for Government or to impede their war effort.'' 

.At the Conference Mr. Srinivasan devoted all his 
speech to explain what this sentence actually meant 
Torn out of that context, the words have no meaning. 
.The communique would seem to . imply that Mr. 
Srinivasan and the Chief Press Adviser, as represent• 
ing the Government, agreed that, if Mr. Sriniva<an 
included the .. entenoe in his presidential address, the 
Government would issue a communique withdrawing 
'the .previous order. But surely Mr. Srinivasan 
QOuld not speak for the Conference before it had even 
met. At the mo~t he could ·commit the Indian and 
.}]:astern Newspapers Society, an association of some 
;twenty-five newspapers, which had met earlier and 
iugg.esttd the formation of Advisory Committees 
to the· Government. But the Editors' Conference 
was not a continuation ot the Socidy's session. 

:Nor is any Conference bound to a course of 
~:Ction by any remarks in a presidential address, 
'~the Government was ready to make a concession 
,Ot1 the , strength of some sentence in~erted in the 
'Piesident's . speeeb,'then obviously ·that can only 

mean that the Government bad realised its mistake 
and was looking out for some plausible means of 
escape from the unpleasant consequences of that 
mistake, It is the Government which has not 
quite made up its mind whether a liberal inter
pretation should be placed on its withdrawal order 
or whether isolated attempts by officials to 
nullify the concession to commonsense and civil 
liberty should be allowed to win the day. It 
was to strengthen the journalists' interpretatioo 
of the Government communique against any attempt 
on the part of officials to water it down, that the 
Conference organised itself into a permanent associa
tion. And this is the real achievement of the 
Conference. Both Mr. Desai and Mr. Kodanda Rao 
have missed this essential point. 

This is not surprising. Mr. Kodanda Rao was 
not directly connected · with the Conference and 
Mr. Desai who did not attend the Standing Commit• 
tee meeting after the Conference was dissolved, is 
naturally inclined to ignore everything that happened 
af[er be kept away. Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. Desai 
were the two prominent figures in the Conference. 
Mr. Srinivasan, in spite of protests from a number of 
delegates, took up the position that the Government 
withdrawal order had "taken the wind out of tbe 
Conference sails'' and that there was little left to 
discuss. He was anxious to get the business over 
and return to Madras. W bile some of the invitees, 
probably a large majority, to the Conference 
expected it to deal with the whole questioo of 
repressive legislation against the press, Mr, 
Srinivasan took it to be an emergency meeting of 
the Editors to restore the status quo before the 
Government ban on satyagraha news, This limited 
objective had been achieved before the Conference 
met. To him the Conference bad finished its work 
even before it had sat, and he went through 
the formalities with an eye as it were on tbe 
Assembly and the Grand Trunk Express. Everything 
which took place aftet the Chief Press Adviser 
had communicated to biro the Government decision 
to withdraw the order, was so much waste of 
time. Unfortunately all the members who were not 
nominated to the Standing Committee, were in the 
dark as to the achievement of the session, and 
Mr. Srinivasan lost ao opportunity of enlightening 
them. 

Mr, Mahadev Desai, on the other hand, came to 
the Conference with but two · objectives: '·One 
to read out a lengthy and more or less irrelevant 
speech on the satyagraha movement which . he 
did ; and the other to get ·a resolution passed 
by the Conference urging the Government to confer 
full freedom of expression to Gandhiji, to solve 
the present impasse. Mr. Desai's behaviour was, 
to say the least, completely · enigmati~ He 
placed the small independent newspapers and 
weeklies and journals at an initial disadvantaglt 
by saying that as the editor of a "humble weekly 
called the Darijqn'.' he could only speak through the. 
courtesy and indulgence of the House-and he spoke 
for over an hour ; he called himself a round peg in a 
square hole-and proceeded to participate very 
vigorously in the work of drafting resolutions in 
the Committee; be expressly asked the press not 
to report his speech as he did not want publicity 
but only wanted it to reach the Government-and yet 
some newspapers have published verbatim reports 
of his speech which oould only have l:leen submitted 
to them by Mr. Desai himself. And finally be 
who had received the· greatest toleration from a 
Chairman whose pati~nce exhausted the other 
Conference members who had come together in the 
hope of doing seriou8 work, complains now that the 
Conference adjourned without giving him a chance 
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tD place his point of view before the house. 
Such a complaint could be made by any member 
of the Conference except Mr. Mahadev Desai who 
had openly declared that be was only present through 
the courte•Y and indulgenoe of the house and had 
already had over an hour to give a lead tD the 
editors. 

The Conference began its sitting at 11-80 on 
Sunday mJrning. Alter about four brief speeches 
of five minutes each, Mr. D~aai took the floor and 
read hi• •Peech for over an hour wllen tile Conference 
before adjcmrnmg for lunoll decided to set up a •mall 
Sttnding Committee to draft resolutions. I he 
three or four who spoke were Mr. J\rthur Moore, 
the E.ditor of the Stat••man, by permission of the 
President, and a couple of editors who had won 
the right to apeak by interupting the Presidential 
address. There were protrao1ed diAcussiona for over 
two hours in lommitlee and Mr. Desai was 
not backwar<l in making b is suggestions, When 
the main work of th" Comm1ttee was over, 
Mr. Desai sounded the members of the Conference 
Committee individually on his reMolution insisting on 
full freedom ol expression of opinion for Gandhiji. I 
htd, bdore Mr. Desai made his speech at 
the morning seasion, mentioned to him that we 
should work on a aimple resolution which would 
secure the fullest freedom in the presentation 
of fa~ts and no penalisation of opinion. He had 
replied that he too had the same o bjeot in mind. 
But his resolution was purely concerned with 
8ecuring freedom of expression to Gandh1ji'a 
pr 'aohing non-violent non-cooperation. And, as the 
two of us Wdlked from the Committee meeting 
to the Conference room, we wore considering 
how his resolution on Gandhiji could be adapted 
to apply to all journals and working jo11tnahsts, 
As we discusaed it, we miased the room and 
retraced our steps to find that the resolutions had 
been put fr.>m the chair and carried and that the 
Conf"rence had been d1ssolved, If the other Editors 
at the meeting, most of whom were very much 
in the d4rk as to wltat had transpired at the 
Conference itself, accepted the resolutions and 
acquie~ced In the President'• decision, it is idle 
and presumptuous to believe that the two of us 
c:ould have done much to change their outlook. 
Certainly it is unt.ir to the President to 
ao:use him of carrying things hastily througiJ. The 
time to protest wa• at tbe Conference meetin~. 
AnJ apparently there was no protest then ; or d 
there was, it diJ not meet with sufficient sup
port from tile delegatee. 1 may say that Mr. Desai's 
resolution as he had drafted it, stood little 
ohanc~ of acoeptance by the Conference. After 
all, we had met not to solve tile impasse in politica 
but to aecure for the lnJian public the right to 
have unrestricted new1. How would this have 
been served by the Harij.m alone receiving privilegea 
from the Govern'l\ent? Mr. Desai's resolution was 
not plaoed formally before the Dnfting Committee 
as such. Appal'l!ntly. be looked for an opportunity 
to approach a wider public at the Conference and 
was piqut·d at having lost his chance. It anytlling 
Is at fault, it is Mr. Ue•ai's preJOCupation with the 
llurijnl and his rather tortuous methods of putting 
h•s case before the Conference. But f~ this 
lllr, Srinivaaan cannot be blamed. 

What w.tl at fault was the manner in which the 
Conf,·rence was carried on. To thi11 day, the 
members do not know whether it waa called only to 
prot\ At against the Government Order banning 
eatya.,-aha news or whether it was ocnvened to 
con·IJor Government'• policy towards the pre•a since 
the out'>re.\k of war. The tclegnm inviting editon 
'CII!rtamly ~ve a wide purpose to the Conft:eenoe io 

that it was to consider the •"press restrictions situa• 
tion." But the Conference itself did not seem tD be 
conducted on that basis. Had the original object 
of the Conveners been kept to, the Conference 
would have sat longer-most of the editors were 
prepared for this-but we would have avoided the 
situation wbich has arisen in some of the provinces. 
Tne whole trouble arose out ot the fact that the 
Editors' Conference was preceded by the Indian 
and Eastern N ewspapera Society session and those 
who were in both b.xlies, tended to look on tbe 
second as a larger b.xly convened to continue the 
work and perhaps endorse the decisions of that 
smaller body; and not unnaturally they had spent 
much time away from their work even before the 
larger conference met. The Modern Revi•w in a fierce 
attack on the Editors' Conference suggests tnat the 
Standing Committee was taken into confidence in 
matters relating to the ass11rance, and that it put 
something across the open Conference. A 
glance at the names of the Committee membera 
would show that this is not correct. Mr. Rama Rao 
of the N ati.onal llsra/4 and the editor of the 
8ainik were both on the Committee and that 
is proof enough that the Standing Committee 
members are not working a sinister conspiracy. 
For both of them have been victims of the press 
laws, Often the simplest explanation is the 
true~t. The confusion of a hastily summoned 
Conference, the uncertainty in the minds of the 
organisers as to the purpose of the Conference, 
a diversion from the main purpose caused by a 
lengthy and somewhat inconsequential political 
speech-these are the causes of the present posi· 
Cion. To remedy this what is necessary is not to 
try to unearth an assurance which we are told by 
the President, was never given or sought for; but 
to collect all the facts relating to the GOvernment's 
policy towards the press and to consider the 
whole question of repressive legislation in an 
unhurried manner, We would press on the Standing 
Committee to work to this end. 

S. NATARAJAN 

CHINA AND AMERICA, 
(BY WALTER BROOKS FOLEY,) 

One of the p•yohological moments we hear about 
has arrived in the Orient. This time it has particular 
reference to the foundation on which the United 
States is built-democracy, Two hundred people, at 
least in the Philippines, have seen its s1goificanoe. 

With the destruction of the city and centralized 
indu•try in the coutal areas of China due to the 
ruthless aggression of Japan tens of thousands of 
mechanics, employees, engineers, technicians, and 
administrative officials lost their positions. Most 
of them started a long trek tD the interior by river 
boat and on foot, covering eventually a thousand 
miles or more. In addition tens of millions of other 
Chinese from the same section, or those <Adjoining, 
were driven out of their homes, or left voluntarily, 
preferring to live in the interior rather than have any 
contaot with the invading Japanese. 
: The terrific refugee problem presented became the 
greatest situation of its kind in all history. It was 
•o overpowdring that the very thought of providing 
relief brought with it a sense of futility. No ageno.iea 
were hig enough to oope with it. No supplies were 
available to satisfy hunger and human need. The 
people of the Far Ea•t who wished to help, were 
app~lled with th··ir inability to deal with tbe tragedy 
in any ad,-qu,.te fashion. 

In the m ·antime, some of their number, in lpite of 
thd unwillingness of western demooraoies to assist. 
diJ lend ~eir aid to republican Spain, Chua finding 
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incidentally bow strong tbe desire was to help solve 
the problem of assistance to China. When Spain was 
finally defeated, through a combination of Fascist
Nazi forces supporting Franco, and the weakne~s 
of France, England and America in refusing 
aid to a government with which they were 
supposed to be in cordial relationship, the interest 
turned more specifically toward China. . 

The wr•ter had made a study trip in China in the 
summer of 1987, just preceding the opening of the 
Japanese war in that country, He bad come back 
enthusiastic over the dramatic and spectacular 
leadership of China which was moving the country 
forward magnificently. He, with others, became 
convinced that most of the leaders had not discarded 
their plans and aims, even though compelled to set 
up new organizations and systems far back in the 
interior of their country. 

Reports of a new stage in the war began to come 
through which confirmed the judgment of a continued 
leadership constantly expanding. Then, in 1939, 
the news was brought by Mr. and Mrs, Edgar Snow, 
correspondents and j-mrnaiists, of the formation of 
a movement destined to have great significance in 
China, the Far East, and possibly the world, 

Sitting down together in Shanghai, facing the 
facts of the ruined industries of that great metropolis 
a small group of interested friends, including the 
Snows, Mr. Rewi Alley (a New Zealander who had 
been in the industri•l department of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council) and other engineers and residents 
of China, began to discuss possible substitutes to 
assist the economic development of China now that 
the centralized industries were largely v.iped out, 

Quantities of machinery had been moved back to 
the interior. But the great problems of human relief 
were being multiplied by the passing months. All 
the roads and riv.,rways and ·indeed the fields them. 
•elves were swarming with the millions who needed 
food, and clothing, and supplies, and, most of all, 
work. 

The decision was reached by the group members 
that the idea and practice of workers producing in 
small mobile industrial co·operatives offered the only 
real chance for permanent results. They recalled the 
twenty-eight hungry weavers of Rochdale, England, 
back in 1~144. who opened what proved to be the fil"llt 
successful consumers' cooperative, and who six 
yean Ia ter purchased a flour mill. They looked at 
the f•ct that by 19:15 the Rochdale "experiment" had 
grown into a Co-operative Wholesale Society, the 
biggest business in England, including 1,200 local 
co-operative socie~ies with a membership of 500,000 
families, 

They could see the possibilities of the movement 
in China accustomed to working in social units. 
They could see the unemployed technicians and 
workers given a chance to stand on their feet once 
more. They could see the wealth of China's natural 
resources in the interior being utilized on a totally 
new scale. 

The group secured the help of a specialist from 
the League of Nations and worked out a coostitution 
adapted to the country. rhe plan was then proposed 
to the Central Government and approved hy the 
Generalia~imo, Chiang Kai-Shek. Dr, H, H. Kung, 
Finance Mini•ter, was made Honorary Ch1irman, and 
Mr. Rewi Alley was persuaded to become the 
Adviser to promote and organize cooperatives, 

That was in August 193~. Now, two years later, 
there are 2,000 industrial co operatives workin~r in 
c:lose touch with five major district headquart.,rs in 
free China. The greare•t productive relief project 
in history has become an astonishing proof of tha 
baaio values of the CO·Operative movement. 

The workers, the engineers, the managers, the 
au~itors have unit~d in the fastest-growing appli
cation of democratic methods to the busin~ss
procedures of economics of which we have any 
knowledge. Thousands of unemployed have been. 
helped to a livelihood. 

Thousands of friends around the world have 
become interestod in providing a relief which leads 
directly and immediately to substantial lifting of 
the levels of living. A Hong Kong Promotion 
Committee was formed. Then the idea came to 
Manila, and we formed fhe Philippine Association 
for Industrial Co·operatives in China. Thousands of 
dollars have been sent on the basis that $ 7•00 will 
put one Chinese to work, thus making it possible 
for him to support his family, and possibly other 
friends. 

Then the idea began to spread. From the 
Philippines came the suggestion that an International 
Committee be formed. It was set up. Interest was 
aroused and funds contributed from England and 
New Zealand. In August 1940 an American 
Committee was formed in New York with Admiral 
Yarnell as Chairman, through the combined efforts 
of representatives of the International Committee 
who were in New York. 

Mrs, Paul V. McNutt was the first Honorary 
Chairman, accepting this position with enthusiasm. 
Shortly thereafter she returned to Washington where 
she organised a Committee to carry on the idea 
in that city, Mrs. Francis B. Sayre, wife of 
the succeeding U. S. High Commissioner to 
the Philippines, became our second Honorary 
Charman and has worked most efficiently 
with the Executive Committee. The writer serves 
as Chairman, the Corresponding Secretary is a 
former Y, W. C. A. Secretary, the Treasurer is an 
executive of the Manila Branch of the National 
City Bank of New York. · 

The original small committee has become an 
Association of 2u0 members with- representation 
from a half d.>zen nationalities, The Philippines 
Chinese have become enthusiastic. , · 

The writer has had conferences with Mr. T.V. 
Soong who is the Ttea,urer of the International 
Committee and with Mme. Sun Yat Sen who has 
become the Honorary Chairman of the Hong Kong 
Promotion Committee, with Mr. Rewi Alley, who 
recently came to the Philippines for two weeks, 
with Major Evans Corlson who has resigned from 
the U. S. Marine Crops and is devoting himself 
to promoting this movement. 

Tbe interest created among the Chinese· in tbe 
Philippines has spread to Malaysia and the Nether
lands Indies. The ·development has become a 
part of the awakening of these I stands to their· 
relationships in the Far Eastern affairs, and fgrms 
a new link of international· .significance. 

. INDIA AND THE WAR. 
(BY RAMANBIIAI L PATEL. BoMBAY.) 

Indians are asked to give whole-hearted S!lpport 
to the war chi~fly on four grounds. They are 
far from enough to whip the flagging enthusiasm 
of India, and each of them is evaded by a promp$ 
excuse which comes in handy to a sulking people, , , 

(1) India is a part of the political system known 
as the British Empire which gives protection to its 
members against foreign aggression. As such it is 
her duty to fight by the side of the rest of 
the Empire. This argument appeals most to the 
Princes, because it conveniently shelves inconvenient 
ideals like demo,)raoy and Independence, To a 
huge majority of thinking 1ndiana, however, 
membership of the British Empire ia not a_ privileg9 
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to die for. 
(2) India is in danger of inva•ion; it is advisable 

to forestall it by rendering the utmost help to Britain 
and the Dominions. The Indian people being 
nurtured in ignorance of military affairs cannot 
have an expert opinion on this point. But the 
fact that Egypt, without declaring war, has the 
benefit of the protection of the British Empire, is 
not lost upon intelligent Indians. 

(8! If Britain is defeated, the British Empire will 
be dismemb:red and India will be condemned for 
ages to the position of a slave nation in a world 
ruthlessly governed by totalitarian powers. 
Psvohologically the wisdom of an appeal to fear in 
order to rouse enthusiasm for war is doubtful, for 
f~ar, if it is roused, demoralises a people. The 
Nazis are past masters in using fear to undermine 
the warlike efi'oru of their opponents, Mercifully 
war propaganda in India is not logical; it takes 
great pains to convince the people of India that 
the might and indomitable will of Britain cannot and 
will not be defeated. Hence naturally enough, most 
Indians do not think in terms of British defeat. Yet 
to aome happily few, the mean pleasure of seeing 
Brit'lin oru•hed and humbled would outweigh the 
miseries of alien totalitarian Government which they, 
blinded by impotent resentment, believe cannot be 
far wor•e that British rule. 

(4) Indians are asked to support war; in the words 
of Dr, G. S. Arundale, "the war which Britain is 
fighting is not her war 1 it is not a European war 
or a Christian war ; it is everybody's war, it is that 
war of every nation and every faith." To this it is 
promptly pointed out that it is ourious that a grea1 
nation like the U.S. A. is so negligent of the future 
of humanity, So far India has given greater supporl 
to Britain than the U. S. A.; while India hu been 
giving help to Britain, the U, S. A. are selling il 
at war prices, 

Indian Muslims have reacted well to an appeal 
for the defence of Muslim states from Totalitarian 
aggression, though it is pointed out that the Muslim 
States themselves seem to be playing for time. 

The very fact that the Government is constrained 
to give so many reason! why India should whole
heartedly oo-operate in the war and the fact that 
the average Indian ia tempted fo expose the reasons 
rather than to take them in good faith, shows the 
malady which vitiates the relations between the 
Government and the people of India. The Canadians, 
the Australian•, the New Zealanders have not to be 
told to fight. They do so voluntarily, On the other 
hand, lmlians do not feel that they ahould make 
•aorifioes in order to win the war. We do not feel that 
the Indian army i~ our own national army 1 we 
are not proud of it. Much less do we feel 
th1t the Government of India is our governmeol 
~:uiding the destinies of India for the good of 
India. The Government of India on their path 
underline their distrust of Indians in the most 
offensive wavs. The Defence Department and 
the Supply Department are monopolised by non
Indians, A majority of the cadets for Emergency 
Comminions Is non-Indian. The Government of 
India is not at all enthusiastic about the possibilities 
of organising shipping and motor-oar industries in 
India. Their treatment of Indian businessmen oan 
very well be improved. 

It must be admitted by all reasonable men that 
it Is In tile interest of India to play a prominent part 
In the present war. It should be realised by the 
British Government that the present political dead
took, if it continues, will inevitably undermine 
greater war effort. In all probability this will 
be a long war, \Ve are just beginning 

to feel the burden of war ; but before 
the victory is won, both the rioh aod the 
poor in India will be called upon to make greater 
and ever greater sacrifices, If they are not 
made willingly, to enforce them will be a difficult 
task for an alien Government out of sympathy with 
the people ot India, The mood in which the proposed 
war taxation has been received by the Central 
Legislative Assembly and the people who are to bear 
the burden of the new taxes, should serve as a 
pointer to the Government. ID England, the British 
Government is taken to task for not taxing the 
people to their capacity ; in India the Government 
has to proceed cautiously and even then the persons 
taxed do not feel that they are making saorifives in a 
great cause, Government in war-time cannot func
tion efficiently on this psychological basis .• 

The relations between the British people as 
represented by the Government of India and the 
Indian people are not friendly, only because they are 
those of master aod servant rather than those of 
comrades in arms. With tile raw sell-consciousness 
of a subject people we are perpetually aware that 
our position in the British Empire is not an honour
able one. Rightly or wrongly we feel that we are 
invited to be the camp-followers of the British people 
in the present war, By this time it is a widespread 
belief in India that the Government is not 
willing to part with power, and that the promise~ 
about thP. future are not worth much. The tragedy 
of the situation is that the Government of India and 
the people of India, instead of coming closer together 
as the war proceeds, are likely to move farther and 
farther apart. An unpopular Government like the 
present one lurking under war pressure learns to 
treat public criticism, some of which is bound to be 
factious and irresponsible with supreme contempt. 
Not infrequently it has to be severe in dealing with 
opposition, for it cannot afford to be generous to 
political opponents, Hence four years' rigorous 
imprisonment for Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Such a 
GovernmeDt is as muoh concerned about its •face' as 
a Chinese, It must show its stuff by displaying 
harshness and calculated vengeance. Of course this 
is far from the wise course to encourage the Indian 
people to greater war effort. On the contrary this is 
the way to fritter away their goodwill. The 
British in India resent the faot that Indians do not 
show their gratitude to the Empire by throwing 
themselves heart and soul into the war, The Indian 
people bitterly feel that the British are not prepared 
to loosen their hold in India even as a price 
for valuable assistance in the war. A war fought 
for whatever end dangerously lowers the amount 
of goodwill in the world, The British and the Indian 
p:oples who are fighting on the same side, cannot 
afford to be unfriendly now or for many years to 
come after the war, 

How can the situation be improved P For it 
must be improved in the interest both of India and 
Britain. RepressioD combined with masterly in
activity which seems to be the present policy of the 
Government cannot go on for long without slackening 
of the war effort. Whitehall banks upon the 
strong anti-Nazi feelings of Indians in general and 
wishes that Indian leaders should be true to their 
feeling and give unconditional co-operation in the 
prosecution of the war. The Indian leaders do not 
wish to be the mere toot. of the Government of India 
in getting the utmost out of India in the fight against 
totalitarianism. They want effective control of the 
Government of India not merely for the efficient 
prosecution of the war, but to direct the war 
effoJrt of India in suoh a manner that after the 
war India will be in a mucll better political and 
economic position. It is hardly a matter of doubt 
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NOTES. 
"Yankee Trading" :-The enthusiasm for the 

British struggle against Nazism appears to have 
become more calculating in the United States 
since the presidential re-election last month. 0 n 
the eve of the election, both Democrats and 
Republicans outbid each other in their support 
for the cause of Democracy for which Britain 
was fighting. The offer of support is still 
contin·..1ed but some of the conditions proposed, not 
officially but in the Press and by politicians, are 
not very favourable specimens of Yankee trading. 
One was that a corridor to Alaska should be 
conceded. The other was that the gold produc
tion of the British Empire for the next five years 
should be hyp:Jthecated to the States. Both 
these conditions require the acceptance of the 
Dominions. The corridor would pass through 
Canada. Australia and South Africa are the 
principal gold-producing areas in the British 
Commonwealth, and they would require some 
equivalent for the sacrifice which they will have 
to make, if they at all consider the proposals. The 
last proposal is the most grotesque. It is that 
money should be lent to Great Britain on the 
security of the Netherlands whose Sovereign 
maintains a refugee Government somewhere in 
En~land. If we had any voice in the conduct of 
aflairs, we would suggest that it is unwise to 
place excessive reliance on the United States 
which has her ov.n purpose and policy, which are 
not in all re~pects the same as those of Great 
Britain and may even sharply conflict with them. 
With India by her side Great Britain can 
dispense with Am11rican assistance, Ultimately, 
it may be discovered that this is the only way to 
safeguard the Empire. 'Why should we wait to 
have the truth forced upon us? 

Are Indian Soldiers Mercenaries ?-Gandhiji 
in the course of a reply to Sir Sikandar Hyat 
Khan"s onslaughts on his creed of non-violence, 
referred to Indians recruited fJr the British 
Indian Army, a considerable proportion of 

whom are Punjabees, as mercenaries. Sir 
Sikandar has waxed indignant over this epithet 
and has declared that the Punjabees would not 
defend the rest of India from invaders unless 
Gandhiji withdraws this opprobrious d~scription. 
Professor Gulshan Rai in an article in the 
Tribune of the 1st December has analysed 
the recruitment of soldiers in the Punjab by 
districts and his conclusion is that the number 
of recruits is largest in the poorest districts 
and small in the prosperous ones. The distinction 
between prosperity and poverty among Punjab 
districts is due chiefly to the presence or 
absence of canal or river irrigation. More 
than half of the recruits come fom six 
districts which have no, or very little of either 
kind of, irrigation. On the other hand, the 
greatest amount of irrigation from can,Js and 
from rivers, is in thil Multan division and all the 
six districts of this divisions are at the bottom of 
the scale as regards the recruits contributed by 
them. The Professor calls attention to the 
striking fact that one district which pays only 
two lakhs land revenue, gets in the shape 
of salaries and · pensions of soldiers 20 
lakhs from the Government treasury. Th~ officer 
from whom the Professor got these figures 
while travelling in the district, told him 
that, but for the sums paid by Government, 
these people would starve. Prof. Rai quotes an 
English Civilian, Mr. Leigh, who has made a 
study of the subject, as observing that "in all 
the districts it was remarked that those districts 
were most disappointing which had the best 
reasons for gratitude to lhe British Government 
in the shape of wealth derived from canals, or 
lenient revenue assessments." 

A Myth Exposed :-In every country where 
there is no conscription, soldiers are largely 
drawn from the poorer classes who would 
otherwise remain without employment. Herr 
Hitler in his "l\tein Kampf'' declares that the 
declaration of war in 1914 came to him as a 
Godsend as he was in a state of utter destitution. 
If to receive a salary for service makes that 
service mercenary, all employees, Government 
and private, must b~ considered mercenaries from 
the Viceroy downwards. Lawyers and Doctors will 
be open to the same description. In American 
English it is correct to speak of "hiring'' a lawyer 
or a doctor or even a statesma11 for a piece 
of service, while in the more sophisticatc:d 
English idiom it is proper to speak of 
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"engaging'' or "commissioning" them. The 
sting of the word as applied to Indian soldiers 
lies in the fact that until recently the Army 
offered no careers to educated Indians and even 
now offers but very few, and has been 
almost entirely a trade offedng a means of 
li··~lihood to an impoverished peasantry. Service 
in the Indian Army will cease to be "mercenary" 
when the service in all grades, from private to 
Field Marshal, is open to Indians. As for Sir 
Sikandar's threat that the Punjabees will not 
defend India if Gandhiji does not apologise, 
Professor Rai aptly observes : 

I believe Sir Siii<andar Hyat has let these words escape 
his lips in a thoughtless mood. If he had thought 
over the problem in a calmer mood he might have 
realised that the Punjab in the past has never been able 
to defend the rest of India against foreign invaders. 
She 'has not been able to defend herself. During 
the " last twenty.five centuries she has given 
way through her territories to the Persians, the 
Greeks, the Scythians, the Yuichis, the Parthians, 
the Huns, the Turks, the Arabs and the Moghuls. 
It was the people from the south, who were able to 
drive out the Kushans. The l\1arathas and the Sikhs 
both inspired by teachings coming from the south 
in recent times drove the Abdallis out of the country. 
Let me point out that the rest of India does not 
depend for her defence on the people of the Punjab. 

Much more can be said in confirmation of 
the Professor's conclusion. But the legend 
of the Punjab being ''the sword-arm of India" 
has been and is being fostered from ulterior 
motives even by th:>se who are expected to 
know something of Indian history. It is good 
that at least one Punjabee has had the courage 
to expose the myth. 

Anti-Pakistan Conference :-An anti-Pakistan 
Conference was held in Lahore last week under 
the presidentship of Mr, M. S. Aney, one of 
the most level-headed of present-day political 
leaders. Mr. Aney denounced the Pakistan 
proposal as ruinous to India and Great 
Britain. From the first we have held the 
view that the Pakistan idea has only to be 
left alone and that it will bring about its 
own dissolution. The people who will oppose 
it most are Muslims themselves who have 
prospered in the Hindu majority provinces 
more than in those where their co-religionists 
are in the majority. The people who support 
Pakistan are the ignorant masses who believe 
that in Pakistan it will be all play and no work. 
Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan recently declared that 
he will not have Pakistan or Sikhistan or Hindu
stan in the Punjab. But as the Punjab is a 
province where Pakistan is already in force 
in fact if not in law, his repudiation does 
not amount to much, especially as he continues 
to be one of the leading lieutenants of the 
redoubtable President of the Muslim League, 
Mr. Jinnah. We should like to know if Sir 
Sikandar wants Pakistan in other provinces 
than his own. We repeat that there is no real 
danger of Pakistan in the near future. The 
danger we most apprehend is the further division 
oflndia on the plausible ground of linguistic and 
cultural autonomy. The Hoare scheme carved 
out India into eleven separate units, with the 

concurrence of Indian leaders of all parties. 
The cry is for further division-Andhra for the 
Andhras, Karnataka for the Kanarese and 
Maharasthra for Marathas. Instead of one 
Pakistan we will have fourteen or fifteen 
provinces which are virtually separate and in· 
dependent countries. History shows that only 
under a strong central Government has there been 
Indian unity and that Indian unity is essential 
to India's internal peace and external security. 
Mr. Amery has already indicated that his mind 
is moving in the direction of further partitioning 
of the country as a means of appeasing the 
Muslim League and the Princes. This is a 
danger which we have more to fear than 
Pakistan which is doomed to die because it has 
no vitality in it. 

The Ethics of Party Discipline :-The old 
question, how far it is consistent with moral 
principles for a member of a political party to 
subordinate his convictions to the views of his 
party, was raised quite irrelevantly by the 
District Magistrate of Lahore who tried Sardar 
Sampuran Singh, the leader of the Congress 
Party in the Lahore Legislative Assembly, on 
the charge of shouting anti-war slogans in 
accordance with the programme of his party. 
The Sardar admitted having shouted slogans 
and there the matter should have ended, so 
far as the Magistrate was concerned. He had no 
right to cross-examine the accused as to his 
personal opinions in regard to the war and 
the participation of his community in it. The 
conduct of the Magistrate was somewhat on the 
lines of the proceedings of somtJ of the tribunals 
appointed to examine conscientious objectors in 
England, If Sardar Sampuran Singh was 
claiming exemption on conscientious grounds 
from military service, these questions might have 
been relevant. But here he was being tried for 
an offence under the Defence of India Act and 
had pleaded g-uilty of shouting slogans. The 
Magistrate, Mr. Henderson, however, chose 
to give a dramatic turn to his function 
and put some questions to the accused 
eliciting from him · t~e admission that he 
shouted the slogans m pursuance of "party 
discipline.'' This Mr, Henderson denounced 
as contemptible and indicated his contempt by 
sentencing the accused to a fine of one anna · 
which, on the latt~r _refusing to pay, the Magis
trate paid out of his own pocket. Mr. Henderson 
evidently believes that party discipline and 
subservience is sometbing unique which the 
Sardar had invented and practised. It is the 
backbone of party government and the cracking 
of the party whip as the signal for Members of 
Parliament to flock into the party lobby, is a 
commonplace in the parliamentary game. Even 
more astonishing than Mr. Henderson's naivete 
is Mr. Gandhiji's denunciation of the Sardar's 
conduct as utterly incompatible with the principles 
of satyagraha. It is no secret that many who 
have gone to prison for shouting slogans, includ
ing some of the most prominent leaders, do not 
believe in the present satyagraha and have 
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~~tvertheless sought arrest for the same reason 
as Satdar Sampuran Singh. Only they have 
not admitted it in open court. Should that 
make a difference ? The Congress President is 
reported to have said that, though the Poona 1 

offer which was made in opposition to GanJhiji's ' 
stand was withdrawn, if Gov~rnment now came 
forward to offer the substance of it, he would be 
prepared to consider the position. In essence, is 1 

it nvt tantamount to the plea of party discipline? I 
Lahore Satyagraba :-In its issue of the 4th 

December, the Times of India published on its 
front page in big black type with the heading, 
"10,000 students attack Police in Lahore," and 
sub-heading," Incident in Satyagraha Campaign,!' 
the following from its own correspondent: 

Hi>tory recently enacted at Patoa while the arrest 
was being effocted uf the former Congress Premier of 
Bihar was repeated In Lahore this afternoon when 
aomo 10,000 students of local collegea set upon a small 
pollee force which had gone to the Lajpatrai HaU, 
where Sardar S•mpuran Singh, Leader of the Congress 
Party in the Punjab Assembly, was shouting anti-war 
lllogans In furtherance of tb.e "satyagraha" campaign. 
Not until a couple of police.neo were profusely bleed-

. log as the result of brickbats being thrown at them by 
the demonstrators was a •Iathl' charge resorted to by 
the authorities, Eight students are ... td to have received 
Injuries, It Is clear from what happened today and 
five days ago, when Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din was arrested, 
that the "satyagraha" movement In the Punjab Is 
bound, as the Premier Sir Sikaodar H yat Khan said 
the other day, to end In bloodshed and co=nal 
riots, 

A tyro in journalism or even a layman who 
regularly reads newspapers, could not have 
failed to see in this message the cloven foot 
of the propagandist. It is physically impossible 
for 10,000 young men to be dispersed by "a 
small police force" by a lathi charge with 
but two policemen "profusely bleeding" and 
eight students receiving injuries. Sir Sikandar 
Hyat Khan, the Premier of the Punjab, is 
quoted as having said that satyagraha is 
bound to end in bloodshed and communal riots. 
Sir Sikandar has it in his power to prevent 
this catastrophe by suitable steps in his own 
province. He has so far not done anything 
beyond prosecuting the satyagrahis when they 
preach or announce their intention to shout 
slogans in letters to Magistrates and Police 
Superintendents, The Times correspondent 
h11s evidently an idea of what the Punj1b 
Ministry means to do to remove the 
menace. It has perhaps something to do with 
students. It is not unlikely that he wants the 
Punjab Government to follow the example of 
the Madras Government and declare that all 
these students are debatred from Government 
service. 

The Tribune's Version :-An incident of 
such magnitude if it really took place 
must have created considerable sensation. It 
is hardly likely to have escaped the 
notice of Lahore newspapers. The Tri!Ju'l4 
of Lahore dated December 5 gives an account 
of what happened when Sardar Sampuran 
Sin~ was arrested. We quote it below: 

S..nbr Sampuran Singh who arrived this mornlog from 
Lyallpur, was staying to the Lajpat ll.al Bbawan, At 

5 p. m. he came io t'le compound and was cheered by 
the public and garla?ded. ~ocordlog to his programme 
he came out ~f LaJ~ Rat Bb.a,...n followed by a big 
crowd, an:l ratsed anti-war slogans. Mr. Tyler Deputy 
Superlnte~dent ol t'ol!ce and LilJa Cb.unl Lai,.I~spector, 
accompanted by a poltoe guard arrived oo the soeoe and 
took Sardar So.mpuran Singh under custody an 1 removed 
him in a car to the Lahore Ceotral ]aJ. Soon after 
his arrest the crowd followed the police party and were 
allegeJ to have made demonstratloos and cried 'shame, 
shame' and also thrown brick-bats. Aocordiog to the 
police ver.ion two constables received Injuries. The 
police resorted to lathl charge and chased the 
publio to some distance to disperse them. About half a 
dozen members of the p>blic received injuries as a re<Wt 
of the lathi-eharge by the police, out of whoP' two 
were students of the D. A. V, College wha were 
profusely bleeding and were removed to College 
hospital. A number of Congress M. L. A. 's and office
bearers of the Congress Committees were present at tile 
time of the arrest. 

The Tribune report does not m~ntion that 
students formed the larger part of the crowd 
which seems to have been just like others which 
collect when arrests are made of prominent 
politicians. The United Press message publish· 
ed in the Bombay Clzro~ticle followed the 
Tribune report. We have not seen a report 
of the incident by the Assvciated Press. The 
Ti wes' publication of the news with its 
sensational headline, is conclusive proof of the 
~utility of Press Censorship. Responsible 
JOurnalists must themselves exercise strict 
vigilance in the publication of news received from 
correspondents who do not confine themselves 
to facts but seek to interpret them so as to 
accord with the opinion ot' people in power. 

International Politics :-The progress of the 
war has not been marked by any noteworthy 
events on the Western Front. The Italian 
collapse continues in the south of Europe. In 
Africa the Italians have received a serious 
setback by the capture by British and Indian 
troops of Sidi Barrani. But the incidents of war 
have been eclipsed by the utterances of the men 
whose words move armies. Premier Matsuoka of 
Japan in an interview to Press correspondents 
made some observations which are of far-reaching 
significance. He began by saying that 
Japan had acquired some useful ideas from the 
West but she had also acquired the greed of the 
Westerners. Japanese ·policy is directed to 
preserving the essentials of the native civilization 
free from the contaminating influence of the 
West. The practical measures announced by 
the Premier were that, if the United States 
entered the war on behalf of democracy, 
Japan will be obliged to follow her on the 
side of the Axis. Japanese policy towards 
Indo-China and Netherland Indies will be 
determined by circumstances. Her policy 
towatds China will remain unchanged. Herr 
Hitler made a speech to his Army in which he 
warned it that the d~eat of Germany in the war 
would mean the extermination o{ the Gennall 
people. Lord Lothian's sudden death on 
Wednesday is a sad and serious loss to the 
cause of international peace. 
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1- SIR C.P. Ri\MASWAMI'S- LAMENT._ 

'-Sir C. P. Ramaswami . Aiyar, Dewan of 
Travancore, is an unusual combination of a 
cultured and accomplished statesman and an 
intellectual gladiator. In his first character, he 
is labouring assiduously to harmonise the theo
cratic tradition of Travancore with modern trends 
in industrial economy. The task is not an 
easy· one. Its difficulties _are increased by the 
movement in Travancore ·to transfer the seat 
of power from a hereditary sovereign to a party 
of politicians claiming to represent the 
masses. Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar has 
been himself a political leader in British India. 
He was prominently associated with the 
late Dr. Besant in her Home Rule move
ment though he was never a member of the 
Theosophical Society. In fact, his first contact 
with Dr. Besant was· in the Madras High 
Court where he subjected her to a severe cross
examination in a case which involved the right 
of guardianship of minor children. Dr. Besant 
never made up with the Government. She 
became estranged also from theN ational Congress 
when it passed under the control of Lokamanya 
1ilak and Gandhiji. Sir Ramaswami Aiyar 
received official pre£ erment, became Member of 
the Madras Executive Council, Member of the 
Governor-General's Executive Council, adviser 
to several important Indian States and is now 
the trusted and intrepid Dewan of the Maharaj3. 
of Travancore. Under his inspiration, His 
Highness issued the famous Proclamation 
throwing Hindu temples under the control 
of the State open to Harijans, a measure 
which Sir Ramaswami claimed. as falling 
wi~hin the. prerogattve of Hindu sovereigns. 
This measure was applauded by Gandhiji, 
Mr. Rajagopalachariar and other leading 
Congressmen. It could not have been carried 
by a Ministry responsible to a representative 
Assembly in any part of the country. 
The legislation passed in Madras and Bombay 
to enable trustees to open their temples to 
Harijans · are beset . with conditions which 
practically made them inoperative from the 
moment of their passing.- · Congress leaders 
know this quite well, Nevertheless they sponsored 
a movement in Travancore for full responsible 
Government of the type of the British Govern
ment. -Sir Ramaswami Aiyar who had forfeited 
the confidence of orthodox Hindus by the 
Proclamation, was confronted by an organised 
attempt on the part of the Congress party 
headed by Gandhiji himself, to overthrow 
the system which had enabled the: Maharaja 
to issue the; Proclamation. Sir Ramaswami 
Aiyar is a courageous fighter, and he faced 
the Gandhian campaign without flinching and 
emerged out of it with flying i:olours. Other Indian 
States which were afraid of the consequences of 
a similar movement in their own cases, breathed 

freely. Gandhiji also realised, as he always 
does when too late, the inadequacy of his strength 
to invite a conflict with the States and with the· 
Governments in Indian provinces and at the 
Centre. The outbreak of the war transformed the 
whole political situation, It opened wide the· 
opportunity of the States to prove themselves to 
be the supporters of British rule against the 
agitation of the Congress Party. 
·We have recalled this past history in order to 

provide the background necessary to understand 
the significance of Sir Ramaswami Aiyar's 
speech at the Calcutta Rotary lunch on the 3rd' 
December. The soeaker proposed to himsel( 
the question, "Whither?" He lamented
that individuality and freedom of opinion were 
at a discount at the present day all over the 
world including India. He ascribed what he called 
the want of equil•brium in Europe to "the abuse 
of crowd psychology, of mass action or miSS 
hysteria and of mass hypnotism.'' "On acco•mt 
of the work and propaganda of some persons, on 
account of . various other accidental circum
stances like the freaty of Versailles, there 
has come about on the one hand a ruthless 
suppression of personality ·and of individuality 
and on the other hand, as a resultant of that 
suppression, a kind of mass action which moves 
precipitately, though it knows not where." If 
we hold one conviction more strongly than 
any other as the result of study and pondering 
on contemporary events, it is that there is no 
such thing as accident in human affairs. Indi
viduals may be run over by a motor car driven 
by a drunk~n driver. But nations never. 
However that may be, the inclusion of the 
Treaty of Versailles among "accidents" is 
surely a grave historical solecism. The 
literature on the negotiations which led to the 
framing of that Treaty is voluminous. 
Every step in them was discussed and debated 
over for days by the foremost statesmen of 
Europe and America at the time. The 
consequences of its principal prOVISIOns were 
foreseen and foretold by men who followed 
the various phases of the Peace negotiat•ons. 
Some of the prominent actors in the drama them• 
selves knew that there was bound to be several 
miscarriages and catastrophe in the working 
of the Treaty provisions. If the Treaty of· 
Versailles was an accident, there is no such thing 
as history and · human society is itself the 
greatest and most futile of accidents. 

Sir Ramaswami Aiyar ascribes the present 
unrest in Europe and in India to the hypnotic 
influence of a few men on the masse3. He 
reo-ards this as a specially sinister dispensation of 
o; time whereas this has been a universal. 
phenomenon in all lands and ages. The Dewan 
laments that the masses do not think for 
themselves. When in all history. did they 
do so ? J. H. · Robertson in his -article on . 
"Civilization" in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, . 
observes -.that by 13 or 14 a child has acquired. 
an ovj:rwhelming part of the knowledge, impres
sions, · cautions and general estimates of his 
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fellow creatures and the world in which he lives, 
which he continues to harbour with slight 
modifications during his life-time. 

The experts in advertising, the publish«s of 
"tabloid" newspapers and the contrivers of moving 
picture films seem to conform to the supposition that 
what appeals to a 12 or 18 years old child is 
admirably adapted to the intelligence and tastes of 
the multitude .•. Perhaps one In a hundred may allow 
his mind to be altered by as.iduous reading or take 
pains to cultivate his insight into art and literature 
and scientific discoveries. · 

The politician, whether he professes to be a 
democrat or a dictator, acts on the same 
assumption. Slogans are, therefore, of more 
importance in popular leader ship than arguments. 
Gandhiji showed profound insight into mass 
psychology, when he ordered that only slogans 
should be used in the Satyagrah"J. movement. 
"Hang the Kaiser," won a critical General 
Election. PresiJent Wilson's failure to invent 
a catching slogan for the electors of the United 
States lost him the support of the Congress. 
Sir Ramaswami himself uses slogans when he 
speaks of the tradition of Shankaracharya and 
Ramanujacharya as the Indian tradition. The 
two Acharyas were diametrically opposed 
in their philosophy. To Ramanuja Shankara 
wa<~ a veiled Buddhist. The fact is 
that the present tim~ i§ neither better nor 
worse than any past time. To Edmund 
Burke, the French Revolution was the end of 
civilisation. "The age of chivalry is gone; 
that of sophisters, economists and calculators has 
succeeded; and the glory of Europe is extin
guished for ever." In the last chapter of the 
Mahabharata, Sri Krishna laments that the 
world was doomed to destruction. So does 
Jesus. We do not advance a single inch towards 
the betterment of the world by bewailing the 
circumstances of our times. We have to take 
it as it is and if we examine the matter closely, 
we may find that our times are in many 
respects better and not worse than other times 
in other lands. 

EVOLUTION OF THE JUVENILE COURT 
IN BOMBAY. 

1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT, 

( l:lV J, P, GUPTA, BoMBAY,) 
[ All Rights Reserved by the Author,] 

The earliest efforts of the Government of India to 
differentiate between a ohild and an adult offender 
oan be seen in the Apprentices Act ( Act XIX of 
lli5tl) which authorised a magistrate committing ohil· 
dren between the ages of 10 and 18 years for vagranoy 
or oommiuion of any petty offence to bind them as 
apprentices, Any magistrate or justice of peaoe or 
director of a charity oould aot as the guardian, under 
the Aot, for oh ildren hauled up for petty offences or 
vagrancy. The main purpose of the Act waa to 
divert tbe criminal tendencies of the children towards 
eome trado~ or craft to enable them to earn a living. 

In 1857 the Government of Bombay reool!nised 
the David Sassoon Industri31 and Reformatory School 
(founded in 1&.1.8) for the reformation of youthful 
offi:ndcrs and young offenden were committed to 
ita oharge under Section S99 Cr. P. C. The aeotion 

provided, "When any person under the age of 15 
years is sentenced by any Criminal Court to imprison
ment for any offence, the Court may direct that such 
person, instead of being imprisoned in a criminal jail, 
shall be confined in any reformatory established by 
the Local Government as a fit plaoe for confinement. 
in which there are means o( suitable discipline and of 
training in some branch of useful industry or which 
is kept by a person willing to obey such rules as the 
Local Government prescribe with regard to the 
discipline and training of persons confined therein." 

The Central Government, noting the successful 
working of the David Sassoon Industrial and Refor
matory School in Bombay, passed the Reformatory 
Schools Act in 1876 for the whole country. The object 
of the Act was to establish institutions for males 
to serve as reformatory schools and industrial 
schools on the lines of similar institutions in England. 
Consequently Government institutions in the form 
of reformatory schools were set up by the Provincial 
Governments and a tew private institutions were 
also recognised which were willing to a bide by the 
conditions laid down by the Government. In these 
schools boys are separated at night and proper 
arrangements for their food, clothing and sanitation 
exist. The inmates are trained in one or the other 
craft or industry in order to enable them to earn a 
livelihood on being released from there. 

According to this Act the following three kinds or 
juveniles were committed to the reformatory 
schools:-

1. Boys under 14. years of age convicted of 
offences punishable with transportation or imprison
ment but not sentenced. 

2. Boys under 14. years of age with no visible 
means of subsistence and assoCiating with thieves 
and bad characters. 

3. Boys under 12 years sentenced to impri
sonment. 

Owing to this definite and separate enactment for 
treating JUVenile offenders, Section 399 Cr. P. C. was 
repealed with reference to Bombay and other 
provinces where Reformatory Schools had been 
started. Still the unrepealed sections left it to the 
discretion of the magistrate to send a boy under 15 
or 16 years to prison ; but the officer of the prison 
was given the authority to place a child whom he 
thinks fit before the magistrate (or being transferred 
to a reformatory tor a period ranging between 2 and 
7 years. 

The two main shortcomings of the Act were: 
(1) it was restricted to males only, and (2) a youthful 
offender could be committed to a reformatory of the 
province in which he was .convicted and punished 
and so in provinces where there were no reformatories 
the Act could not come into operation. 

The Prison Conference held in 1892 recommended 
the amendment of this Aot.. The Government or 
India also invited suggestions in this respect from 
the Provincial Governments. Then in 1897 the Act 
was modified raising the age-limit to 16 years in 
Bombay Presidency and 15 years elsewhere, and 
making provision for tbe boys to be detained (rom 2-7 
years up to a maximum age limit or 18 years, 
and also for their release on licence after the 
age or 14 years. The Inspector General ot Prison!l 
wa.s authorised to inspeot these schools. Though 
the Act did not provide for the opening of reformatory 
schools for girls owing to th~ opposi!ion to this !dea 
from the Hind us and the Mushms, yet at was provaded 
therein that young girl offenden could be release.d 
on their parent or gUardi~ standing surety for thetr 
good behaviour for a peno;l not exten<ilng beyond 
one year. 
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With the passing of this the reformatory section 
of the Yeravda Jail in l:I.Jmbay province used hitherto 
for receiving juvenile offenders committed to it under 
Section 399 Cr. P. C. was changed into a full-fledged 
reformatory school under the control of the Director of 
Public Instruction, Bombay Province. 

In the year 1916 the Salvatioa Army took an 
interest in the problem and opened the Willingdon 
Boys' I lome at Byculla with an accommodation of one 
hundred boys with a view to reclaim destitute 
and neglected children. 

It was in the year 1917 that the pu blio of 
Bombay took a keen interest in the care and 
protection of children though long before they 
had been interesting themselves in the care and 
protection of the anbmls, and a Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was in existence 
and the existing law authorised the institution of 
proceedings against cruel owners. With the untirina 
zeal, enthusiasm and efforts of Mr R. P. Masani, 
a society known as the Society for the 
Protection of Children in Western India was 
inaugurated under the patronage of His Excellency 
Lord Willingdon, the then Governor of;Bombay. 
Prior to the establishment of this Society Mr. 
Masani with the help of Mr. (now Sir) J. S. Wadia, 
then a member of the Municipal Corporation, 
Bombay, had opened a Refuge Home at Grant Road, 
and by the end of December 1916 reclaimed 83 
children from the streets of Bombay who were 
either returned to their parents or adopted by trusted 
citizens or placed in orphanages. 

The Society for the Protection of Children in 
Western India did commendable work in rescuing 
children from undesirable hands and environments, 
but at every step they felt themselves handicapped 
for want of legislation in this sphere. Therefore, 
the Society carried on propaganda through the press 
and the platform for the protection of children 
pressing the Government for immediate legislation 
to that effect. As a result the Bombay Legislature 
passed the Children's Act in 1924 which did not come 
into operation titl1927 after the declaration of Geneva 
issued from the office of the League of Nation 
regarding the child. The declaration recognised 
that mankind owes to the child the best that it has 
to give, and declares and accepts it as their duty 
beyond all considerations of race, nationality or 
creed. It further emphasised that the child must 
be fed, nursed and protected against every form of 
exploitation, and must be given the means requisite· 
for its normal development, both materially and 
spiritually so as to be devoted to the services of 
its fellowmen, · 

This declaration did much to create "public 
opinion in favour of the immediate neoessity of the 
protection of the child ~nd. constant propaganda ~as 
carried out by the pubho m general and the Soctety 
for the Protection of Children in Western India in 
particular in this connection. As a result of it the 
Government of Bombay .oalled a conference of the 
representatives of social service agencies in Bombay 
in September 1926 to consider the question of 
setting up a new machinery for working the Children's 
Act as no existing social organisation was ready to 
undertake the responsibility to work it. Miss M. K, 
Davis has described these efforts in Dr, Manshardt's 
book on "Some Sooial Service! in Bombay," in a 
very picturesque way and so it will better to 
quote her. She writes, "Public opinion, however, 
began to orystatise and an agit~tion was begun 
by the Vigilance Association and the League of 
Mercy; who securing the support of 23 other 
organizations, placed the matter before Government. 
As a result two conferences were c"lled at 

the Secretariat in 1926 to explore ways and 
means for the immediate operation of the Bombay 
Children's Act in Bombay City. All existing social 
organisations were represented at these conferences 
ana the net result was a unanimous decision that, to 
provide the necessary machinery and to face up to 
the exigencies of a new type of social service, a new 
organisation had to be created. The Children's Aid 
Society, therefore, sprang into being and Govern
ment agreed to lend the m1jor portion of the 
U markhadi site for the purpose of running a remand 
home, to convert it into fit condition and to provide 
a block-maintenance grant-in-aid towards up
keep." 

After the inauguration of the Children's Aid 
Society, the Act c1me into force in 1927. The 
application of the Reformatory Schools Act 1897 
c~ased within the limits of Bombay Province as its 
provisions were more than covered by p.ltt I 1/ of the 
Children's Act. First the Act came into operation in 
Bombay City only but later on gradually it has been· 
extended almost all over the province and is now 
in operation in every important centre fro:n tha 
dates mentioned below:-

Bombay Urban areas .•• ... 1927 
Bandra & Kurla ... . .. 1931 
Dharwar & Hubll ... . .. 1st. Oct., 19 3ol 
Poe no. 8th June, 1935 
Sholapur ... 29th Aug., 1935 
Belgaum ••• 17th Oct., 1935 
Ahmedabad ... 15th Aug., 1937 · 
Gadag . .. . .. ~8rd Feb., 1937 · 

MEN AND WOMEN. 

The versatile Mr. Satyamurti, deputy leader of the 
Congress Party in the Central Assembly, found 
himself in strange company when he was called upon 
to address a few words to the students of the Lady 
Irwin College at Delhi recently; Mr. Satyamurti is 
not particularly known for any enthusiasm for the 
women's cause. In fact, he was rather antagonistic 
to a reform like the Sarda Act. But with his usual 
agility he uttered a few suitable words to his audience. 
The number of platitudes which are ready to hand 
for the· public speaker, is r;oally remarkable. Mr. 
Satyamurti, speaking presumably as a legislator, 
advised the Lady Irwin girls to confin3 themselves 
to demanding equality of treatment in man-made laws 
but, be adjed, "no law can abolmh G.Jd-made 
distinctions." Is any one seeking to do this i' 
Surely this was an unkind cut to the students 
of a college which ha~ aooepted as its aim 
the ideal of making Indian girls into "gooj" wives 
and ''gooj" mothers. Mr. Satyamurti was preao!png 
to the converted again when he said that equality is 
not identity. Besides, who ever said that it was i' . 
If it had been, there would hwe been no need foe 
two words to expre~s the same thing. But it is 
not a rare occurrence to see reactionaries leading 
up to a denial of equality by stressing differences. 
The Lady Irwin girls ware next told that equal 
rights of succession to property would solve most 
of the grievances of Indian, particularly Hindu, 
women. This is an academic point since there is 
not so much property distributed among the people 
to succeed to. Had he consulted Dr. Deshmukh and 
Mrs. Subbarayan on the point, Mr. Satyamurti would 
have learnt of other forms of inequalitY which a 
mere chlnge in the succession laws would not affect. 
As both of them are of his party, it is strange that 
the Deputy Leader railed to give sufficient importance 
to the agitation for divorce and for monogamy io 
Hindu marriage. 
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Following from his eonoession of equality but not 
.:identity, Mr. Satyamurti proceeded to set forth what 
peculiar work women could do for tbe country. It 
would not be unjust to him to say that the work 
he visualised for them "outside the ambit of home" 
-was very similar to the work they have been used 
to do in the home itself. In brief, it was that of 
cleaning up the mess which the men created around 
them. Sanitation, public health, eradication of 
communalism, removal of suffering, ignorance and 
!OUperatition, and soothing the acerbities of public 
life, these were what Mr. Satyamurti asked of women 
·wbo worked outside the home. He asked them to 
do ••tittle unremembered acts of kindness that lighted 
up humble homes and made life sweeter." Why 
Mr. Satyamurti should tell them in advance that he 
has no intention of remembering their acts of 
kindness, it passes one's imagination, One would 
have thought that the distinguished speaker, if be is 
not capable of reciprocating with similar little 
~cl!l, would at )ea~t contribute a passive share 
towards making life sweeter by remembering 
with gratitude what had come from the other 
side. Mr. Satyamurti appealed to educated 
women to become centres of culture and sweetness, 
And somehow he worked into his speech a 
peroration in which he said that freedom was not the 
final good but to govern themselves efficiently, 
justly and honourably, so as to be the envy of all 
countries. It is very injudicious to become the envy 
.()f other countries and anyone who hopes to remain 
non-violent after independence is achieved, will have 
to be doubly careful not to attract such attention from 
neighbours who might be le~s peaceably inclined. 
Mr. Satyamurti is half-a-century behind his times. 
No woman will thank him for the spate of mawkish 
~entimentality which he let loose on the students of 
the Lady Irwin College. 

• • • • 
Following olose on Mr. Satyamurti's performance, 

·two other distinguished men had an opportunity to 
disclose their views on the part women should play 
in public life when the Seventh Biennial Conference 
. of the National Council of women in India met at 
Delhi last month, Sir Maurice Gwyer and Sir 
1\labomed Zalrullah Khan. Sir Maurice based his 
advice on the assumption that women had not "any 
large share of responsibility for the evils that now 
threaten to engulf the world," and were, therefore, 
etill able to r~store sanity and goodwill to the 
peoples of the earth, The manner in whiob he hoped 
that this end would be brought a bout, was by the 
women's movement keepintt out of politics. Tbe 
question resolves itself anto one of ludicrous 
simplicity if Sir Maurice's reading of the situation 
is correct. If women have no responsibility 
!or the evils, . presumably they do net also 
11hare in the absence of sanity and goodwill 
which has vitiated men's thinking. It is only on this 
·basis that women can be expected to restore 
eanit~ and goodwill. Obviously, those who are free 
from msanity and malioe, distn:st and hatred, must 
now turn their efforts to get control of the situation1 
political and economio no tess than educational ana 
social, to bring a bout a better state of things. Yet 
by a quaint reasoning, Sir Maurice would have the 
sane element~ remain out of an important sphere of 
Jife to attain the millenium. Or does he think that 
politics are a cause ot insanity P 

• • • • 
As a mat:er of fact, even a oursory glance at 

ccnuitions in a military country would convince the 
most sentimental man that women have by no means 
a small responsibility in one of the greatest evils of 
all times-war. It one considers the impressionable 
period of life in which all recruits to the army are, 

the white feather campaign of the last war carried 
on largely by women, the number of women present 
among the spectators at a military parade, and the 
enthusiastic organisation of benefits, comforts and 
amusements for soldiers and sailors by women, it 
is difficult to escape the conclusion that women play 
a silent but nonetheless important part in stimulating 
men's combativeness. Sir Maurice is not altogether 
unaware of this. For underlying his complimentary 
remarks there is more . than the suggestion 
of a fear that though women are not responsible 
for the evils of today, they are possessed in 
greater degree than their menfolk of the meatal 
disequilibrium of the times and would make matters 
worse by throwing themselves into public life. But 
with his old world chivalry he was too polite to 
more than hint at this. In . the context, his 
appeal to women who do launch on public ·life, 
to compete with men on their own merits and ask 
for nothing but fair field and no favour, seems 
meaningless. It is usual in ordinary life to treat 
the sane differently to the treatment meeted out to 
lunatics. But there is one sentence in his brief talk 
which reveals more than others the unsuitability of 
Sir Maurice Gwyer, in spite of his other attain
ments, as a speaker at women's meetings, That is 
his pleading for a common standard by which to 
judge both men and women, The very fact that be 
wants one shows that he has not got it in his own 
mind and naturally tends in his speeches to women's 
gatherings to talk down to his audience • 

• • • • 
Sir Mahomed Zafrullah was more brief, or more 

briefly reported, This probably was more because 
he spoke in Urdu than on account of any intrinsic 
demerit in the speaker or the speech, For Sir 
Mabomed also pitched his note on the Satyamurti
Gwyer key. He stressed the spiritual identity of 
men and women and ridiculed anyone arguing that 
one was superior to the other, But-here is the 
catch-it was the purpose of God that man was given 
harder work in life and woman the gentler. 

• • • • 
It is with shame that a mere male turns from 

these efforts of distinguished men to justify God's 
ways to women, to the more balanced, 111seful 
and unsentimental addresses delivered by women 
themselves to the Biennial · Conference. 

• • • • 
Mrs. Munshi who before playing her part in the 

Sao/agraha campaign last week, edited one issue of 
8oo.al IV•l.f<Arl, made full use of her brief authority to 
reply at length to Sir Maurice Gywer'a well-meant 
but ill-thou~ht out address. The rebuke, however, 
is not qUite deserved The fault of these men 
who perform at women's meetings is that, like 
man from the days of Adam, they have not been 
able to resist the persuasions and blandishments 
of the women who ask them to speak. The 
best remedy is to out down the evil at the root 
and not have any men speakers at these conferences 
and gatherings. After all, women have 8.B1ple. 
opportunities of listening to all sorts of leaders 
for 865 days in the year without wanting to hear 
them deliver themselves of empty phrases for 
their exclusive benefit. Mrs. Muashi should have 
addressed a useful warning to her sisters of the 
National Council rather than bludgeoned poor 
Sir !\Iaurice who only obliged. One should make 
due allowance for the fact that even the most 
judicial-minded amongst us is apt to lase bia 
balance when he faces a whole crowd of women. 
Mr. Bernard Shaw, therefore, refused aa invitation 
to speak at a women's meeting because he said 
that he was quite sure they could look after 
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themselves very well and that, though he had every 
sympathy with their cause, he had no intention of 
making a fool of himself on their platform, All 
men, even distinguished men, would do well to 
emulate this self-denying example. And they would 
certainly avoid many ridiculous situations, On one 
occasion, after a procession of women speakers 
representing various nations, a young Indian speaker 
actually commenced his address to a Mothers' Day 
audience with the words, "Speaking on behalf of the 
mothers of India." 

VIPRA. 

DIVALI AND 10, 
(BY A. KHALIDI, BoMBAY,) 

This year the Divali and Id festivals fell very 
c:lose. We had hardly forgotten the Divali illumina
tions and crackers on Friday, then the Ramzan Id 
dawned on us on the 2nd, I kept awake late in the 
night on ·Friday as the family was putting last 
touches to the preparations for Id, The morning was 
cool, bright and extremely pleasant. We left at 

. 7-30 in the morning to be in time for ld prayers at 
8--30 on the Azad Maidan. A large portion of the 
maidan was occupied by Musalmans, who tried to be 
as close to the Imam (priest) as possible, I a111 un
able to give the number of people who had gathered, 
but the general impression was that this year's 
assembly was bigger than that of previous years. 
It was oefinitely a gay and happy gathering; dresses 
of all varieties could be seen and everyone seemed to 
be anxious to appear in his best. 

The actual Id prayers did not take more than an 
hour. It was followed by mutual greetings, embrac
ing and shaking hands. 

On my way back, I had to stop at a number of 
places to exchange greetings with friends, A few 
of my friends from up-country sent greetings tele
grams and the first of them was from a Hindu friend 
from Belgaum, The postman came with a heap of 
greetings messages-many of them from non-Muslims, 
My friends are scattered all over India and it is 
very gratifying to hear from them in Lahore, Delhi, 
Lucknow, Mussoorie, Karachi, Nagpur, Hyderabad 
and Madras. Old friendships are revived with 
stronger bonds of affection and goodwill. 

Later in the day some friends-both Hindus and 
Muslims-came to see me, I entertained them in the 
usual manner peculiar to our Id, mutual good wishes 
were exchanged and afterwards they left. In the 
evening I started on my round to see friends. 
Amongst others I saw a Hindu family from Madras, 
a Travancore Brahmin friend and his European wife, 
a Maratha family and a Kboja friend, All said 
"ld .Mubarak" ar.d greeted me with the same 
c:ordiality as they had shown on my previous visit 
to them on Divali, In the Khoja family I found that 
the Id had followed on a gay celebration of Divali. 

I have closely watched all festivals-Hindu, 
Muslim and Christian-and find that the religious part 
in them is very limited. It is the social aspect which 
has dominance and it is only this part which makes 
a festival enjoyable. Otherwise festivals would 
reduce to mere prayers. 

I am sure there are several people who spent their 
Divali and ld in the manner in which I did, I see 
nothing coming in our way if we exchange hospitality 
with our friends of other communities and partake, 
as much as possible, in their oele brations. This 
will promote toleration and goodwill and strengthen 
bonds of friendship among different communities, 
When this view of religious festivals permeates to 
the masses, it will be very effective in removing 
misapprehensions prevailing among them and 
eradicating once for all communal clashes which 
occasionally mar the happiness of our festivals, 

ALL INDIA CONFERENCE OF INDIAN 
CHRISTii\NS. 

Dr, D. S. Ram cbandra Rao, M.A., M, D., the 
President-elect of the All-India Conference of 
Indian Christians for 1940, comes from Andhra Desa. 
and is 61 years of age, He matriculated in 1896-
from the C. M.S. High School, Bezwada, where his. 
father Rev. Canon Dr.Anantam was the Headmaster., 
and later continued his studies for the First-in·arts 
examination at the Madras Christian College~· 
Sans~rit . was his second language for both the 
exammat10ns •. 

At the age of 19 he went to Edinburgh. for higher 
studies and took his Master of Arts degree in 1902· 
and graduated in Medicine (M. B. Ch. B.) in 1904. 
He returned to India in April 1905, During his 
student days in Edinburgh he took an active part ilb 
the political meetings among University students 
and become the President of the Indian Students' 
Union of the Edinburgh University. 

On returning to India he took up the post of 
Professor of History and Political Economy in the 
Pachiappa's College, Madras, for nearly five years 
during which time he built up his medical practice~ 
He went to England in 1906 and again in 1919 and 
specialised in throat, nose, ear and eye diseases~ 
After resigning his post in the Pachiappa's College 
in 191C, he set up private practice as a specialist 
in throat, nose, ear and eye, As a public speaker 
and writer he was a well-known figure in Madras 
and soon built up for himself a lucrative practice. 

He went to Europe again soon after the Great 
war in 1915 in the hope of returning home after a 
few months' stay in England to do further work 
in his special line but was not allowed to do so 
owing to the exigencies of the war. He, therefore. 
stayed on in London till1919 where he bought up 
a panel practice. During this period he rendered. 
much assistance to the wounded officers and soldiers 
in convalescence. As he was doing good work 
in this way, his services were not requisitioned 
by the war authorities and be was permitted to
conduct lecturing tours in England on behalf of 
India. The University of Edinburgh conferred on 
him the degree of M. D. in 1918 for his thesis on. 
diseases of the eye. 

Between 1919 and 1925 he resided at Bezwada. 
and continued his medical practice, and played his
part in the public life of the country, He was the
Chairman of the Bezwada Municipality for S years 
and later was elected as the President of the Kistna. 
District Board, In 1925 he visited Europe again. 
particularly Germany and Austria where he did 
special work connected with the eye. . 

From 1927 he began 'to reside in Bangalore
and took active part in its publio life. 

In 1933 be visited England again on his way· 
to America for conducting a lecturing tour iD> 
behalf of India where his speeches were much 
appreciated. This tour . was arranged by the 
authorities of the Episcopal Methodist Mission
in the United States. Since his return to India 
he has been residing partly in Bangalore and 
partly in Bezwada in view of his medical work. 

Politically, his sympathies are with the Congres!J. 
and he was a member of the Congress Committee 
for some time but left it later as he did not see 
eye to eye with the Congress. Of late he has been 
doing some pioneer work in rousing and fostering 
the political consciousness of the Andhra Christians
and he presided at the Andhra Christian Conference 
held last April at Narsapur which was opened by 
Dr, H, C. Muketjee of the Calcut~ University. 
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SOCIALISM AND DEMOCRACY. 
There bat been a number of books in the past 

three years published in the first instance from 
continental Europe and from America, which discuss 
the meaning of Fascism, Nazism and Communism all 
operating in Ru88ia. Very often the more profound 
of these writers consider what the totalitarian state 
means to the democratic powers. "The End of 
Economic Man" by Dr. Paul Drucker and •·It is Later 
than You Think" by Mr. Max Lerner are two impor
tant studies which cannot be overlooked by students 
of politics, and both ol them argue that for democra
tic States to resist the menace of totalitarianism, a 
radical change is necessary. Dr. Drucker thought 
the alternative was to go totalitarian and overcome 
the evil by succumbing to it; Mr. Lerner on the 
other hand saw the future as one of complete subor
dination to powers which had ceased to render even 
lip-homage to democracy unless the democratic 
powers took advantage of their last opportunity. Now 
with the war on us comes another book, ''Marxi•m 1 
A Post Mortem" by Mr. Henry Bamford Parkes 
(Messrs. George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., Price 7s. 6d ), 
which confirms the message of the earlier writers. 
The problem of the century, as Mr. Parkes sees it, is 
how to combine Socialism and Democracy. l\1r, Parkes' 
thesis ie that this desirable end can only be 
achieved by the democracies. Dr. Druck!r did not 
know whether the way out of the European conflict 
was through totalitarianism or in struggling against 
it but he looked forward to the setting up of the 
concept, positive, non-economic, of Free and Equal 
Man. Mr, Lerner wrought for a democratic colleo
tivtsm-a collectivism breathing the humanist spirit 
at every pore. Mr. Parkes does not dtffer very 
much !rom this position-except in that he presents 
his cue as a ch11lenge to Marxism and a plea for the 
revival of Anglo-American Liberalism. 

Words, however, do not matter very much, What 
ie important it that in the eoonomio and political 
sphere, a new and vigorous school of thought is 
rapidly growing up in the United States of America 
which turns its b:~.ck both on totalitarian and 
democratio Europe and ia now seeking means to 
avert the trouble from her shores. In the event of 
Britain succeeding in repelling N azi-rascist aggression 
as seems very likely today, the United States will 
faoe an Internal problem. But had the fears of 
August-September be:n realised,_ . the Am_erio:~.n 
continent would have 1n all probabthty expertenced 
the same conflicts that Europe faces • today 
and the United States might easily hwe 
been driven into a position of isolation. 
The nearness of the menaoe has stirred American 
thinkers to their depths as no crisis has so far 
done. \Vhile writers like Dr. Foley of Manila see 
th.e future as one of salvaging the other democracies 
of the worl<l, Mr. Lerner and Mr. Parkes seek 
some internal adju•tments which will render the 
socio-economic structure of the United States proof 
RJ:;ainst l>oth external and internal attack. The 
United States is perhaps the most vulnerable of 
tbe dcmooraoiee. 

What is the great change which to an out•ider 
app<ars to be coming over American thought toJay P 
It is the llbandonment of the ideal of economic progress 
f"r security. Allowing for the exaggerations 
of fiction, this is the warning of outstanding 
novels like "Grapes of Wrath," "A \Vorld I never 
Ma.Je," and "Native Son.~ This too is Dr. Foley's 
meaning when he asks for a greater responsibility 
towar.Js the Philippines and towards China. And the 
mesoaf:e is underlined by Mr. Parkes' bo1k on 
Manisrn. Mr. Parkes, (.)~lowing close In the 
foe- !lter.s of Mr. Lerner, lays the greatest emphasis 

:oy n work; and there can be oo joy without 

security. Mr. Parkes remarks: : · . · 
It 1s a frequent modem tendency to suppose that 

conditions ol labour must necessari.y be inhuman· and 
that the individual cao achieve a full humanity o~iy in 
his hours of Jeissure •. But a system which allows men 
to be human only when they are not worldng Is 
fundamentally inhuman ; leisure Is sub.rdinate to worlt 
and its chief purpose Is to serve as a preparation for 
it. It is Impossible to split human life into two 
compartments; human life is essentially a unity, and 
if men are shves in their work they will be slaves also 
In their leisure. A truly human lite is one In whicll 
men can express them!oelves io work, performing tasks 
which they have th• mselve~ chosen, of which they· 
cannot be deprived without their own consent, in the 
successful performance of which they can find pleasure 
and pride, and througll which they can be of service to 
society. 

· This passage is the key to the thesis developed 
by Mr. Parkes and it is the test by which aspirations 
in any country are to be evaluated. Democracy, 
said Walt Whitman, is only of use in politics 
that it may pass on and come to iu flower and 
fruits in· manners, in the highest form• of interaction 
bet ween men, and their. beliefs-in religion, litera-· 
ture, colleges and schools-demo.>racy in all public 
and private life. · America is not the only country to• 
realise the implications of a truth fifty years after it 
was uttered, But it seems certainly to be one of 
few countries of the the world in which some of its 
thinkers-however few they might be-still believe 
that the cure for the maladies of a little freedom 
is not restraint bllt more freedom and in more 
spheres of life. 

A question of practical imp:~rtance which arises at· 
this point is whether a free State is as efficiently 
organised as a totalitarian one. President Roosevelt 
some time back conceded efficiency to the totalitarian 
powers, Mr. Parkes questions this assumption. He 
compares the case of a free-market system witll 
what prevails in Soviet Russia. In the first the 
consumer determines what he wants; in the latter 
there is planning for the consumer as well as for the 
producer. And the "decisions of the planning board 
will be guided by a desire to advertise the regime 
and to fill its citizens with pride.'' He continues 1 

Whether such creations are genuinely in the' 
economic sense efficient, it Is · however impossible 
to say. Tha supply of tractors in the Soviet Union 
appears to be considerably In excess of the real 
economic need for them; and It Is probable that the 
welfare of the consuming public might have been 
better met by devoting less labour to the building of 
power plants and to the ·construction of a Palace of 
the Soviets higher thao the Empire State Building 
and m~re labour to such less imposing but more 
Immediately useful objects· as workers' apartments 
and clothing and boots and soap and tood. 

Unfortunately for the suavity of his argument, 
the United States first set the pace with the Empire 
State Building and even the most enthusia•tio 
American can not claim that under the American 
system workers' apartments took precedence over 
the building of power plants. Nor doe~ Mr. Parkes 
seem quite fair in his attack on present Soviet policy 
when he ignores previous Tsarist practice. Never
the less he is disarming enough when he condemns 
the monopolist systems whicb prevail in certain 
democracies. No one system can be honestly 
commended. Dr. Clifford Manshardt speaking at a 
recent meeting of the Muslim Students' Union, 
Bombay, stressed the fact that at the end of this war 
Democracy will not be strong enough for a con•truct
ive effort to solve the many problems that confront 
humanity. He said that the new order would be a 
synthesis of the many ''isms" no" prevailing. There 
is a good deal in this point of view. 
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-----·-----------------------
ALL INDIA MUSLIM EDUCATIONAL 

CONFERENCE. 
· After exactly 25 years the All India Muslim 

Educational Conference will hold its 51st session in 
Poona for three days from the 28th December 
onwards. The preparations of the session are in 
progress and Mr. Ahmed Haroon Jaffer, ex-M. L. A. 
(Central ), General Secretary of the Bombay 
Presidency Muslim Educational Conference, who is 
in charge of the arrangements is working hard 
to make the session a unique success. The Hon, 
Maulvi Fazlul Huq, the Premier of Bengal, has 
consented to preside over the deliberations. lJelegates 
amongst whom will be many distinguished educa
tionalists and scholars of repute from all over India, 
will be represented at the session, So far Bombay, 
Calcutta, Aligarh and Osrnania Universities have 
accepted the invitation of the Reception Committee. 
Mr. Masani, the Vice-Chancellor of the Bombay 
University, will probably attend the Conference, 
Nawab l:!ahadur Yar 1Jung Bahadur of Hyderabad 
will preside over the Islamic Culture and 
Historic Section of the Conference. Prof. 
A. B. A. Haleem, the Pro-Vice-Chancellor of 
the Aligarh Muslim University, will preside 
over the educational section of the conference. 
Dr. Hadi Hassan, the well known Professor 
from Aligarh University~ and Mr. ~Abdul Masji 
Khan, Education Member of the Junagadh State 
Council, will represent the Muslim University 
and the J unagadh State respectively. The Director 
of Public Instruction to the Government of Bombay 
has issued instructions to all heads of offices and 
institutions under his control to permit the Muslim 
memben of their respective departments to attend 
the Conference. This session should be a momentous 
one in the annals of the history of education 
in India as the future programme of Muslim 
education in India will be chalked out at this 
Conference and also the Kamal Jung Education 
Committee will attend the session and submit its 
interim report. The Conference will bold its session 
in a spacious panda! which is being erected on the 
grounds of tbe Anglo-Urdu High School. A special 
camp is also being constructed for the accommodation 
of the delegates. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An lllustrated Journal of International 

Bnddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eatablilhed 1892,) . 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeoloey and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
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I• AOOODDIB are awllled qDal18riJ by a ftrm ol lDIIOl'plraiM 
Aooonnlanlo and yearly by a Spoolal GolOrnmenl Aadllol, 
Qaariorly mlomenlo ol ftnanotal poollloD on publllilod I• lin 
u Boxnbay Go'f8mment Gall8itle." 

V.&IKUNTB L ai:EHT.t., 

lllanapllfl Dlno1011 

S. NA1ARAJAN'S 
.. 

WEST OF SUEZ. 

"It is a delightful book. Few travellers 
can help telling tales. Mr. Natarajan at any 

rate knows how to tell one extremely well.'' 

Twentieth Century, Allahabad. 

Price Rs. 3 Postage ex~a. 
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THE BAHK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eatabllabed 7th Beptembel' 1906.) 

INCORPORATIID UIIDBB THB IIIDIAII OOXPi.IIIB8 i.O'I 
1'1 01' 1882. 

Capital Subscribed ···-
Capital Called up ···-
Re~ene Fund ...... 

Rs. 2,00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
.. 1J3,00,000 

HEAD OPPICE t 

ORIE:'\TAL BUILDINGS, HtHI\&AY. 
Branches:

AHMEDABAD, (Bhadra Office). 
AHMEDABAD, (Station Branch), 
ANDHERI, (Near Bombay), 
BANDHA, (Near Bombay). 
BULLION EXCHANGE,(Shelk Memon St., Bombay). 
CALCUTTA, (Clive Street). 
CALCU'IT A, (Bara Bazar). 
CALCUITA, (Chowringhee Square). 
COLABA, (Cusrow Baug, Bombay). 
JAMSHEDPUR. 
KALBADEVI, (Corner of Picket Road, Bombay). 
MALABAR HILL, (314 Hughes Road, Bombay). 
NAGPUR, (Kingsway). 
NAGPUR CITY. 
POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT, 

London Agents :-The Westminster Bank, Ltd. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on daily balances from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
@ I/. per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
Rs. 1,00 000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wW be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
less than Rs. ~/- per hair year, · · · 

FIXRD DR POSITS are received for one yeer, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOU!iiTS opened•on favourable 
terms. Rules on application. 

·The Bank acts as ExecutOP and Tpustee 
undeP Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business generally. Rules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVRRDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

Th Bank undertakes on behalf or its constituents the 
oafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and intere>1 thereon, It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descriP' 
tions of Stock at moderate charges, particulars or which 
may be had on application. 

A, G. GRAY, 
Man.agw. 

THK BANK OF BARODA, LTD, 
(The liability of Members being Limiled.) 

!NOOBPORATED Il!l BARODA. 

Under tbo Patronage of and largely aupported by tbe 
Government. of H. H. tbe MaharaJa Oael<war of Baroda. 

CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED 
ISSUED CAPITAL 
CAPITAL PAID-UP 
RESERVE FUND 

MO ... 

~. 3,.40.00.000 

.. t,~o.oo,ooo 

• .,.s.oo.,ooo 

II ss.oo,ooo 

Head Office:-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, Blllimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harlj (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjao, Mehsaoa, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Saokheda, 
Sldbpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0, ), Vyara. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS. 

Interest on daily balances from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
will be allowed at ll'er cent. per annnm and on soma over 
Rs. 1,00,000 by special arrnngement. No interest which 
does not come to~. 6 per half·year will be allowed •• 

FIXED DEPOSITS. 

Received for long or short periods on terms which may 
be ascertained on application. 

LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS. 

The Bank grants accommodation on terlllB to be 
arranged agaillSt approved securities. 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of its constitnents the 
safe Custody of Shares and Secnrities and the collection of 
dividends and interest thereon; it alao undertakes the sale 
and purchase of Government Paper and all descriptiollS of 
Stock at moderate charges particnlars of which may be 
I earnt on application. 

SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS. 

Deposits received in Savings Bank ·accounts and Savings 
Bank deposit accounts. Interest on these is allowed at 
I!·per cent per aunnm. Rnles on application. 

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT AT BARODA 

Lockers of different sizes:Svailable. Rates ou application. 

W. G. GROUNDWATER, 
General ?danagH, ; 

CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitis; 

avoid tnis by rubbing your chest with AMRUTANJAN. ltii 
penetrating warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Bri~ Quick Relie.J Always 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBA~ ~ MADRAS. 
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THE PENAL REFORMER. 
A Monthly devoted to the cause of Penal 

and Prison Reforms. 
EDITORIAL BoARD : 

KALI PRASAD, M.A., LL.B. 

B. s. HAIKAR w AL, M.A., PH.D. 
S. NAGESWARAN, B,sc., DIP. s,s,A. 

PPlnclpal Contents fop DecembeP 
PRODUCTS OF DEFICIENT 

HOMES ... ... lJr, C. Manshardt, 
PB.o., n.n. 

EXPERIMENT IN "HOME 
LEAVE" ••• ... Lt. CoL A. H. Shaikh, 

I, M, s, 
INDUSTRIAL AND LABOUR 

PROBLEMS OF INDIAN 
PRISONS .. • ... M, C, Shukla, 

BAR·AT·LAW· 
PSYCHOLOGICAL BASES 

OF PUNISHMENT ... Abu! Hasanat, I.P, 

PROBATION" AND APTER-(JARE
OURRENT NOTES-BOOK REVIEWS. 

Ali1Nl1AL SUBSCRIPTION 

In!&nd 

Foreign 

... Rs. 8/

... Sh. 6/-

Sale Price four a.nn&S per copy. 

WRITB To-

ADVERTISEMENT RATES 
Full page, per issue .•. Rs. 20/-
Half page, u ••• n 15/-
Qua.rter pa.ge , ••• , Sf-
One-eighth page" ••. , 5/-
Last cover page , 25% extra.. 

The Manager, . 
THE PENAL REFORMER, 

CouncU House, Lucknow. 
8ingl1 Oopies of the Penal Reformer can now be had at 

A. H. WHEELER & Co., Book Stalls in India. 

THE 

SCI'NDIA STEAM NAVIGATION 
COMPANY LIMITED. 

Head Office at BOMBAY. 
NA~OTTAM MO~A~JEE & Co., 

Agents, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 
The Premier Indian Shipping Company. 

Regular Fortnightly Cargo Services between :

(1) Ra.ngoon, Bombay, Karachi via Malabar; 
{2) Rangoon, Madras, Colombo ; 

-· (3) Calcutta a.nd Karachi, via Coast ports. 
( 4) Rangoon, Calcutta, according to demand. 

Jil.egular Passenger Service between :-

(l) 
(2) 

lil angoon a.nd Coromandel Coast ports, 
Chlttagong-Rangoon and Chlttagong-Cox's 

Basar (B. B. S, N. Co.'s services.) 

.Managing Agenta OJ 

The Benga I Burma Steam Navigation Co., Ltd., !{angoon. 

The ltatnagar Steani Navigation Co., Ltd. Bombay. 

For further particulars, apply to 

SOINDIA B. N. Oo., Ltd., Scindia House, 
Ballard Estate, Bombay. 

The World's Finest Perfumers use 

MYSORE SANDALWOOD OIL • 

. ~ The State of 1\.fysore contains the finest specimens of 
1
1• the East Indian Sandalwood Tree ( Santalum Album). The 
• Oil distilled from this conforms to all Pharmacopoeias of the 
tl 

world. Its aroma is unexcelled. 

Government Sandalwood Oil Factory, Mysore . 
. · Can be had either d'irect or through our Agents . . 

FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENCY & BURMA. 

Messrs. M. A. T. ACHARYA & Co., 
"SRI KRISHNA BUILDINGS," AVRNUB ROAD, BANGALORB CITY 

AND 

II THE MYSORE PRODUCTS, Ltd., 
, . PRINCESS STRB:ET, BOMBAY, 

I . 
; m:iDJljuSi MJ6'f\&\ilu ,Ti/1 >TIMjfl\Wf\ilf&if&ffl¥ \1&1 ni\N:V u!l, .lilt *&1 \i$ @J ,Wr%if¥c @t ,;,., "'" mp Girt ,;rBI&dj!lt &fifr!,;)i&?f@'§ih IT 11 \ff8, I! " 1!\fiftt!il\W IIift 

Printed by 1al B. Dabuh, Manager, Xhe Commercial, Printing Press, 1011, Ocw .. jl Pa!A>II, Street, Fort, Bombay, and Published by 
Kamakshl Naterajan lor lho Proprleloro ol <he "Indian Social Relormer" Limited, at 105, Oowasji Patel Street, Fort, Bombay. 
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J • J ~ NOTES. 
SQmbayya's Strange Case :-Three years ago 

there was much discussion in the columns of The 
Rej(JN1111' about a Hindu-Christian marriage in 
a to:wn of Orissa. :>ambayya, a Local Board 
schoolmaster, with .. a Brahmin wife, was 
attracted to an Inaian Christian schoolmistress in 
the Eame town. .They. wanted to marry but 
were at. a loss to know how; Sambayya was 
ready to become a . Christian but the missionary · 
whop1 he consulted, advised him that, even if h!l 
became a Cbristian, he could not marry the 
schoolmistress unless the ~indu wife refused to 
live with him an~ even then. after ·proceedings 
in the law courts extending over a year. 
This did not suit Sambayya. Sq he sought the 
Brahmo Samaj and there also he found the door 
closed. As a last resource ha had t~e marriage 
celepr~t~d under the Arya Marriage AJ:t wbi~h 
requires only that both parties should be Aryas. 
~ot even a declaration to that effect is needed. 
After three years of · experience, Samb,ayya 
one day1 so we learn, left like the Dictators for 
"an qnknown destination'' which later turl)ed out 
to l;le his native village, There he besought the 
fo(giveness or his caste people,, . which . was 
granted on the performance of a few ceremonies. 
He was restored to the bosom of his caste1 an 
ultra-orthodox one,· a fact which proves .. the 
toleranCil of the }Iindu people. Sambayya's 
Brahmin wife, a girl in poor circumstances, 
received him gladly._. We are indebted to 
1\lr.: ·, Kopar!iam 1\amamurthi,. who did his 
best to make the situation tolerable. to all 
parties, for these particulars. While we are glad 
that t,he wrong done to the first wife has been 
rigl;lted, we are concerned about the second wife 
who bas now been placed in a diffic1,1lt position. 
She. r.:mains the legal wife of Sambayya as 
th~. Ar:1a . 1\larriage Act declares all ·such 
marriages valid. But as the Act provides no 
means of divorce and as ilt the preamble to it 
the Aryas are declared to be a class or ~t of 

Hindus, a second marriage is as much a ~c~ament 
as the first. Sambayya may not mind havinm 
two wives . but if the ex-Christian wife wishes to 
marry. again this will. come in her way. As 
she has a job of her o!l'n and is not dependant 011 
Sambayya for her mamtenance, she may not care· 
to continue for ever as a second wife whether living 
with him or apart from him. The only way in' 
which she can obtain release from this hard 
situation into which she has been placed by her' 
own folly and Sambayya's, is for her to be' 
reconverted to Christianity and then call upon· 
Sambayya to live with her or to agree to a 
divorce. But what a degradation of religion to 
be thus bandied about by, persons of unstable 
temperaments! · · · > 

Patching Up :-Two weeks ago we commented· 
on Sir Jagadish Prasad's. proposals for ending 
what is called the present deadlock. Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru. has issued a long statement 
which admirably sets forth the main features of 
the present situation.. But here again there is 
no attempt to face the question . on which the 
attitude of the British Government and Indian 
parties alike must hinge. The CongresS Party 
is pledged to secure complete independence, In 
order not to embarrass the British Government, 
Gandhiji has for the duration of· the war agreed 
to postpone this issue and the Congress has 
acquiesc;ed in his decision. The attitude of the . 
Muslim League is ·not clear. By its creed it is 
also .pledged to Independence but. in its. 
programme i~ contemplates measures which can , 
be carried out only through the instrumentality of 
the British Government. Other political and , 
communal parties, prominent among which are 
the Liberal party and the Hindu Mahasabha, are 
agreeable to seek the progress of India within the 
framework of the British Empire or Common
wealth .. The Congress has for the time being a 
large majority of members in the Legislatures or 
seven provinces and it is also the largest single · 
party in the Central Legislature. lt will not be 
difficult to find capable Indians from amo'!S' the 
non-Congress parties to constitute all etncient 
Government at the Centre and in the Provinces. 
But they can not command a majority in the 
Legislatures. So long, therefore, as the Legis
latures are constituted as at present, there is no 

·chance of any party w.hich _contemplates 
progresS within the British connection being 
able to c:>mmand a majority in them. There 
remains the possibility or Government's reaching 
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a compromise with the Congress. Happily 
Gandhiji has declared himself to be a man of 
compromise. He can waive aside the objections 
of his followers and can make concessions 
which if made by Liberals ()~ Mahasabhaites, 
will be denounced as a betrayal of the country. 
What Congress means by National Govern
ment is a. Gov~rnment composed of its members 
and of members of the Moslem League. Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya has pledged the support of 
Congress members in the Central Legislature to 
a Prime Minister nominated by the Muslim 
League. The only alternative to this seems 
fo be for the Viceroy to carry on as he is 
doing to the end of the war, detaining Congress
men in custody either with or without trial. 
What is to be done then, must depend on 
circumstances. . . . - . . 
' Sir :Tel's . Stateinen(:-. Sir Tej's p~actical 
~uggestion;for solving the deadlock is appointing 
an Indian Defence· · Minister.' Sir · Tej has 
himself been a member of the Executive Council 
of · the Governor-General and knows the 
difficulties of the positicn particularly in:relation 
to the Army which is represented in it b)' the 
Commander-in-Chief; · He thinks that they can 
all be overcome by adjustments given goodwill on 
both sides. · This is his recipe for getting round 
all difficulties, constitutional and temperamental. 
With goodwill on both sides, Gandhi and Jinnah 
could join in ·forming a· central government. 
With goodwill on both sides, Lord Linlithgow 
who holds that the prosecution of the war is at 
present the whole duty of- the Government of 
India, and· Gandhiji who holds that all war is 
a sin and that the present one is· no exception, 
can bring themselves to agree upon a common 
programme of India's immediate requirements. 
With goodwill on both.·· sides, Dr. R. P. 
Paranjpye who. distrusts Gandhiji's entire ideo
logy, can co-operate with him in "solving the 
deadlock." But unfortunately as the essential 
"good will" can not be willed to order, all these 
compromises are good only on paper; In· law 
courts counsel can accept briefs from opposite 
sides without any sa~:rifice of goodwill. But 
politics in a. country -Y.et in · the stage of 
aspiration to the self-government: for which 
nations are sacrificing their all, . has its roots 
deeper in the thought of those who care for it. 
Congress and even Gandhiji have not been 
quite :consistent . in · their · attitude to the 
war. Even now, the President, Maulana Adul 
Kalam Azad, is prepared, should Government 
concede the Poona demand, · to cooperate 
fully in the war. · Gandhiji, of course, 
will in that case have to. retire again from 
his leadership of the Congress. This seems 
to be clear. But Sir Tej invites Gandhiji and 
Mr, .' Jinnah .. to meet · and, forgetting their 
past commttments, to agree to .run a national 
government. If Government appoints an Indian 
Defence Minister, would he necessarily command 
more confidence than the present Members, 
Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar and Sir Mahomed 
Zaffarullah Khan ? . Unless he resigns as 

Sir Sankaran Nair and Sir Tej Bahadur Sapr11 
himself did, he would be represented as having 
''toed the line'' by the pressure of his environ
ment. And not without reason. The destination of 
a railway train is determined not by the colour or 
number of its passengers but by the lay of the 
permanent track. Even so the direction of 
Government policy is determined by the nature of 
its constitution and not by the names and turbans 
which the members wear. lndianisation without 
constitutional reform is of no value as a measure 
for setting the goal, Indian administration in the 
direction of Indian interests. Therefore, we 
prefer that the Governor-General should bear the 
whole responsibility for running the Government 
for the duration of the war which he has declared 
on his own authority under the constitution. 

Government and Industries :-After protracted 
negotiations, it was: announced this week that 
while the British Government favoured . the 
establishment of ship-builpjng and aircraft 
manufacture in· this country, the · scheme for 
manufacturing motor-cars whjch the same ~roup 
of industrialists had formulated, has been reJecte4.. 
as: not being directly helpful to the prosecution 
of the war. Surely, the strengthening of the 
economic resources of the · country is necessary 
to promote the country's capacity to build up 
new industries, including those directly bearing 
on military requirements; and the establishment 
of a motor car industry would greatly add to 
India's mechanical and industrial- equipment, 
and would eventually result in large savings in 
the shape of several crores of rupees· now 
being · paid as the price of imported cars. 
The argument that it is not directly beneficial 
to the war and, therefore, . unacceptable, is 
based, therefore, on a short-sighted view. Further, 
when the war ends as it must sooner 
or later, the war industries will become 
perfectly useless while the motor car industry 
will continue to flourish and prosper. The 
question merits reconsideration at the hands 
of the authorities as well as by Mr. Walchand 
and his friends. Vested interests should not 
be allowed to interfere with · the normal 
development of Indian industries. The Govern
ment's · decision means that India should 
continue to import cars· and pay for them 
whereas the money so paid if invested in the 
country itself in ml!nufacturing- cars, · will 
materially advance India towards self -sufficiency 
in one important respect. · · 

Bengal Press " Advisory · Committee ·:-An 
Associated Press message dated December 6, 
gives a . summary of . the first meeting of the · 
Bengal Press Advisory Committee with the 
Provincial Press Adviser. The Adviser appa
rently took the occasion to lay down the 
function of the Committee and his exposition 
leaves no scope for any useful work being 
done by the five gentlemen who form the 
Committee. He -explained that, under the 
arrangement now being tried, the Committee 
would. exercise control over the press in 
matters relating to the presentation of news. 
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He pointed out that the position was 
DOC changed by the Delhi Conference and 
that the Government intended to follow the 
old policy. But they were prepared. to allow 
the editori for the time being an opportunity of 
honouring the agreement and the Press Advisory 
Committee of securing compliance with it. 
The concluding paragraph is revealing. It 
reads: 

There was aa agreement at the meeting that the 
Committee is purely advisory and there was no 
obligation either upon the Committee oo the one hand 
or upon Goverom:nt or the Press Adviser, on the 
other hand, to accept the advice offered. It was also 
agreed that there could be oo obligation . upon the 
Provincial Government to c~osult the Comnuttee about 
any action whloh It might be proposed to take against 
newspapers guilty of breaches of the law. 

If this is the position we cannot understand 
why there is any need for an Advisory 
Committee at all. Bengal has suff~red more 
than other provinces from an injudicious appli
catic n of the Defence of India Rules and "the 
agreement" mentioned in the passage quoted 
above is in line with the previous policy of the 
Government. Apparently the Central Govern
ment has been unable to press its point of view 
on the Bengal Cabinet and a stalemate has been 
reached there. Nor has the Advisory Committee 
in Bengal succeeded in inducing the Government 
to take a commonsense view of the situation, 
Rather does it seem that the Press Adviser has 
brought the Committee round to accept his 
reactionary point of view. Unless the Bengal 
Advisory Committee talre steps immediately to 
repudiate this relationship, there is grave danger 
of the Bengal interpretation winning the day in 
certain provinces where at the moment there is 
an even balance between reaction and liberalism. 
In the Central Provinces, an Advisory Committee 
has been f<>rmed and in the next few days it will 
be known whether Government intends to avoid 
friction with the press. In the United Provinces, 
the National Hera/a has paid in its security of 
Rs. 6,000, raised by public subscription. There 
has been a curious development there. Though 
thl" Editor of the National He,.alrl, Mr. K. 
Rama Rau, is the convener of the United 
Provinces Committee, a press message said that 
Mr. Sahni, convener of the Standing Committee, 
and Mr. Kirtchener who is on the Delhi Advisory 
Committee, went to Lucknow recently to arrange 
for the setting up of the United Provinces Press 
Advisory Committee, It would be interesting to 
know why this departure from the usual 
procedure was thought necessary. At the time 
of writing all the provinces have set up Advisory 
Committees. 

Satyagraba In the frontier :-In the North 
Western Frontier Province, where if anywhere 
action against satyagrahis might have been 
considered necessary owing to the turbulent and 
excitable character of the population, the 
Governor has wisely decided that no arrests 
would be made of persons who make !lpeeches 
Of' shout satyagraha slogans, The ex-Premier of 
the Province, ur. Khan Sahib, and others have 

been daily carrying out the routine shoutirur of 
slogans without molestation. Indeed one of the 
satyagrahis in a public speech applauJed the 
wisdom of the locu Government and wished 
other provincial Governments woald do the 
same. We have ourselves from the first advi..ed 
the same policy of f.)I'bearance. The Indian· 
masses as compared to the · corresponding 
classes in the West are singularly impervious 
to political propaganda. They have a traditional 
culture which inclines them to attribute theil" 
hardships to their own past actions and their 
belief in the power of governments fol" good 
or evil is limited. They have no antipathy to any 
other nation and wish them all well. They are, 
therefore, not disposed to excite themselves over 
slogans, and the general feeling among the 
people is probably one of wonderment at the fuss 
made in arresting respectable fathers of 
families at odd hours and detaining them as A 
class prisoners in Nasik or Poona, Gandhiji has 
exhibited his chivalry by suspending satyagraha 
during Christmas week. The belligerents in 
Europe have declined the Pope's appeal for a 
cessation of hostilities during the sacred season 
and Gandhiji has · complied with it. The 
Provincial Governments by giving leave to their 
prisoners during the same period should show 
that they appreciate Gandhiji's courtesy arising 
from his reverence for the Founder of Christianity. 
The Nativity of Christ, it may not be generally 
known, is observed as a jayanti in many DOll-' 

Christian homes and even in Hindu religious 
institutionS like the Sri Ramakrishna Mission. 

Lord Lothian :-The fervent tributes to Lord 
Lothian on his sudd~n death from leaders of 
aU classes and ·the Press in this country, are 
proof of the perspicacity of the Indian mind in 
recognising genuineness and intellectual eminence 
in men of every race and creed. Lord Lothiao 
during his short visit to this country impressed 
a large circle by his unpretentious interest in the 
views of men of all shades of opinion. He was 
an intellectual in the best sense of the world and 
Indian has always honoured men to whom 
ideas counted for more than colour or creed. 
In one or two of · the tributes paid by 
eminent Indians who came in close contact with 
Lord Lothian, it is hinted that things would 
have been different in India if he had been 
at head of the Government. We do not 
think so. In a letter from which Sir Tej 
Bahadur quoted in his appreciation of the 
deceased Ambassador, Lord Lothian declared 
that he could not think of any better solution 
of the Indian problem th~n that offered in the 
Federal scheme of the Act of 1935. LorJ 
Linlithgow came out with the same convictioo 
but the force of events has obliged him to 
alter that opinion or at last to recognise that 
whatever the merits of that scheme it can 
not be enforc:ed on India. In the m1jlrity of 
tributes paid, there is no reference to any 
expectations of what Lord Lothian might have 
done for India. -
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M~ AMEKY ON INDIA. 
While Sir C, P •. Ramaswami Aiyar has been 

lamenting· that slogans and watchwords have 
come to dominate indian p;,litics, the Secretary 
of Sta.te for India has been devising a slogan 
of hts . own for ge_neral adoption by 
all parties concerned 10 India's future 
Mr. Amery's idea, however, of a slo<>'a~ 

" • • • b as summmg up a prmc1ple, a method or pur-
p.cse, _whi,ch. can be applied to. almost every 
~1tuauon' IS altogether wrong. The definition 
ts more apt for a "motto" which those who 
fancy such things may print on their note
papers. A slogan should not sum up anything. 
It should be nothing more and nothing 
else than a single suggestion. It should 
raise in the mass-mind a concrete picture 
whenever. it is shoute:l. The .most perfect 
slogan was that used by Mr. Lloyd George in 
the Khaki election. " Hang . the Kaisar," 
calls up in the mind of the multitude a vivid 
picture of the Kaisar with his. turned-up 
moustaches, the gallows, and a hempen rope 
with the noose at the end to strangle him. 
The slogan which Mr. Amery off~rs to 
Indian leaders, on the other hand, requires a 
lengthy and involved explanation such as that 
which formed the theme of Mr. Amery's sp~ech. 
A slogan should be as self-explanatory 
as a rotten egg when it hits an unpopular • 
orator . on his shirt-front •.. Mr. Amery 
himself stressed in his peroration the value 
of qualities which audiences likely to 
be moved by slogans do not have. If, 
therefore, slogans are, as Mr. Amery said, 
the essence of democracy, then indeed the 
outlook for democracy is gloomy, Slogans 
have always been recognised as the weakness 
of democracy, which a statesman, as distingui
shed from the tub-thumping politician, sh.Juld 
be careful to· avoid. But, as we observed, 
Mr. Amery means by slogans something which 
they are not. The contradiction b~tween 
Sir Ramaswami's and Mr. Amery's . ideas, 
therefore, is only apparent. The idea of 
'!lnd ia .First" . · which . he offered as . a 
slogan, · is decidedly · not a slogan. It is 
an idea which can be grasped only by an effort 
of the imagination and. must be ·retained as a 
motive of action by constant meditation. 
' 'Nevertheless, taken as a whole, Mr. Amery's 

speech at the luncheon marks a notable ad:vance 
over his pronouncements and those ol his 
predeceswrs for the la5t several years.·. It was ·a 
very promising attempt on the part of a statesman 
in 'Mr, Amery's responsible position to 
view the Indian problem from a higher 
point of· view' than that of the average Caomet 
Mu'lister. The usual practice has been to 
regard the Indian problem as unique in hum.1n 
history and as b~ing made up .of numerous 
and complex strand:i · without parallel in any 

?ther country. .Mr. Amery himself has treated 
It thus. In the present speech, however, he 
dwelt on the close analogy between the historical 
and political evolution of Ind:a and of Great 
Britain itself. No analog-y is complete and 
this is certainly not. There was no Aryan 
conquest of India comparable to the Norman 
~onque~t of England. The tendency among an 
~ncreasmg number of scholars engaged in research, 
IS to deny that there was any Aryan immigration 
from outside, The excavations at Mohenjo
Daro .and . ~t?er . places establ.ish the c:>ntinuity 
of Indian CIVthzahon from a penod far anterior to 
the· composition of the Vedas. The term "Aryan" 
itself has no ethnic significance. Further research 
may show that the achievement!! attributed 
to "Aryans" were really the achievements of 
those who preceded them and that at the most 
the work of the Vedic p~ople and their descendants 
was one of consolidation. It is more or less 
the same in regard to India's connection with 
Islam. The intercourse between Anbia and India 
antejated the birth of Islam by several centuries. 
Before and after that ·great world event' 
there were Arab merchants in India, particularly 
in the south and west, whose relations with the 
indigenous population were marked by friendship· 
and goodwill. 

Mr. Amery's account of the services of Great 
Britain in India is substantially correct and in 
some respects it fell short of the full reality. Mr. 
Amery said that the influence of the British 
connection on the racial composition and internal 
social structure has been negligible. This 
is true as regards racial composition, if we 
mean racial fusion but certainly not true. 
as regards the internal social structure. The 
Mu:>lim Empire was a tax-taking Empire' 
and its influence in the parts of the country 
which it held, did not penetrate much below the 
surface. British rule, on the other hand, with 
its educational . and administrative systems 

. has pr.Jduced important and far-reachin<>' 
changes in Indian social and family life. Th~ 
position of women is the key to the appraisement 
of social progress. Fifcy years ago there was 
no women's movement. Women were the chief 
opponents of social reform. Today the Women's 
Movement is a force in public life and women . 
leaders are . forging. ahead of their more· 
experienced men colleagues. Mr. Amery 
did not exaggerate the important part 
played by the English language and educ;1~ · 
tion in the consolidatbn of Indian unity. The 
establishment of a reign of law has, of course, 
been the most striking achievement of British· 
rule. But Mr. Amery overboks the fact that the 
political unity of India whic~ has been achieved. 
is largely the outcome ot the administrative 
system which was a unitary one. He realises 
neverth~less that : 

once broken up into separate and Independent 
entities, India would relap,e, as it did in the decline 
of the Moghul Empir.; into a welter of contending 
powers in which free in>titu:ions would inevitably be 

. supt>ressed and in which no one element would have 
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the resOIUeel wltll wblcb to defend Itself against 
external attacks whetber by land or sea. 

The position of India with a weak centtal 
government would indeed be worse now than 
on the break-up of the Moghul Empire. 
The Moghul Empire's hold on the provinces 
depended very mucb on the personality of 
the Emperor for the time being. Indian social 
and village institutions retained their ancient 
autonomy and, even when rival chiefs were 
fighting one another, the social, economic and 
religious system remained intact and functioned 
in the customary way, 

Two hundred years of British rule 
have produced more changes, and radical 
changes too, in the traditional systems 
than five centuries of Muslim rule. The village 
community which seemed indestructible to 
Elphinstone, Munro and Malcolm and, there
fore, the most durable foundations for the 
British Empire, have been destroyed. This has 
not been deliberately brought about but has 
been largely incidental to the establishment of 
a modern administration. When you take a 
railway into a district, observes an American 
writer, you drive a dagger through its heart. 
The British Government of India could not have 
done without railways, telegraphs and other 
amenities which used to be represented as 
benefits of British rule. Sir Sivaswami Aiyar 
accurately gauged the truth about this claim 
when he told a Committee that the British have 
done everything necessary to ensure their comfort 
and security in this country and Indians have 
incidentally reaped some benefits from this 
process. The Indian social system has, by 
the establishment of Ia w courts, been deprived 
of its fluidity and turned into a cast-iron system 
which three generations of reformers have 
laboured to adapt to new conditions against the 
deadweight of ·an ·administration having ·its 
springs of action six thous'!nd miles a way. 
The chaos . which will follow the failure to 
provide for a strong central government in the 
new Indian constitution will, therefore, be far 
worse than that which followed the break-up of 
the Moghul Empire. 

1\lr. Amery referred deprecatingly to those 
Indians who prefer "a democratic system on the 
simple majority basis that prevails in England 
and a closely knit centralised constitution.'' 
As regards the "democratic system" Mr. 
Amery would have. been correct if he had used 
the past tense instead of the present. Because 
this system does not prevail in England today 
and is unlikely ever to prevail there or anywhere 
else again, The Congress Party, however, 
still S<!ems to favour this simple majority rule1 which it calls "full responsible Government' 
and l\1r, Amery's observations are, therefore, 
valiJ ns againlit that party. As for the 
centralised system, it is otherwise. We have 
to lind our way to a system whose stren~ 
at the centre will not be a source of 
weakness in its ~ever~! parts but . will be 

!in ~sion of sttength to them also. This 
1s not dlflicult. A system of devolution will give 
the provinces all the autonomy which they can 
beneficially exercise. The objections to a 
centralised government which were valid fifty 
years ago are meaningless now. In twelve hours 
tl_le entire le~gth of India can be traversed by 
atr. Insttucttons can be given and information 
gathered from the most distant corner by the 
~ntre ":ithin a few hours. These great scientific 
dlSCOvertes have profoundly altered the bases 
on which old theories of administration were 
built. Then, while village industties are to 
be encouraged, the country can not depend on 
them for her economic security. Large-scale 
industties require to be established on an 
all-India basis. The Tata Iron Works at 
Jamshedpur in Bihar derive a large part of 
their capital and are financially controlled from 
Bombay, get their raw materials from the 
Central Provinces, and have their maindisttibution 
centte in Calcutta, Mr. Walchand Hirachand's 
shipyards will be in Vizagapatam in the Madras 
Province ; his motor and aircraft factories in 
Mysore. The cement industty, the sugar industry, 
the chemical industry, must all have free access 
to all parts of the country for their materials 
and markets. The great Indian rivers traverse 
different provinces. To the irrigational disputes 
between provinces are now added others 
arising out of the expanding uses of water 
power for generating electricity, The currency 
must be the same for the whole country. The 
railway routes must be planned in the light of 
industrial traffic requirements. The Defence of 
the country, again, must be under centtal control. 
In this increasing. complexity of present-day 
needs, provincial autonomy will have to ba 
largely restricted to civic functions. Even 
education and sanitation . will require all-India 
planning. In the sense of a centralised 
system alone · has Mr. . Amery's slogan 
a positive content. Think . first of India 
but think of it 'as a whole. The British 
Government with Its numerous and conflicting 
commitments and preoccupations with its· own 
future, can not face the opposition to a sttong 
central government which it will meet not only 
from the advocates of Pakistan but from the 
advocates also of the rustification of the country. 
It will have to concede a decentralised system 
knowing that it can not last. But historical 
forces will inexorably · assert themselves and 
the country will in time realise its age -long 
aspiration to political unity as the crown 
of the spiritual and cultural unity underlying its 
apparent differences which Mr. Amery, for almost 
the first time, has so clearly understood and 
emphasised. Long experience has taught India 
that Patience is Power. 

-
· Sapdap Sampuran Slngb:-Sardar Sampuran 

Singh, Leaclor of· the Congress Assembly Party in the 
Pun jab, bas been •pelled from the. Party by 11M 
CongTesS President, .Maulana Abclll Kalam And, for his 
oonduct hJ colll't aC* bls recent arrest. 
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, ARE; WE TOO MANY?· . , c 

. . (BY. PRO,F, p, A.. WADIA; BOMBAY,), ; 

The followi:bg · ·a.rticle· was Orgina.lly written---out as· a. broa.dos.~t 
talk.,· All India. · Ra.dio, however, did no-t think it Could Use the 
talk witpoU.t a.ltera,tions which the writei: wllrS not' .J?repa.red to 
cArry out.-Editol!. : • : 1 · , · 

Given. a world ' ba!'leil on a free exchange of 
commojities. and services and on rational· methods 
of dist(ibution and assuming the· maximum utilisation 
of. the productive . capacities made. .available to 
humanity by the ·revolutionary changes in machine 
production which have taken place during. the last 
100 · years, these productive capacities can maintain 
in comfort the entire p6pulation of the eartli But 
with the, slogan of economic self-sufficiency. that 
the aggressive natio~alism of our times has adopted, 
with high tariff . walls, with the diver;ion of .<lOll· 

siderable resources of every . nation. to . the, un~ 
profitable work of armaments manufacture, ,with 
international eommerce· reduced to''barter with the 
help of bilateral agreements, most of the countries 
to·day find. themselves faoed with the question, 
"Call :we maintain our present numbers . on the 
present standard of life l"' · ./\.nd .with the further 
question, "Can· we support increasing . numbers 
without bringing down our standard of living?" 

The question before India is the same as. before 
other countries. India today has a population verging 
on 400,000,000; it is estimated that we shall have 
added 50 million to the population during the decade 
1931-41. The U. S. A. ha• a population of less than 
130,000,000 with a territory three. times as large 
as that of India, and yet · there are an jncreas
ing numb"r of p,ople in the U. S. A. wbo believe 
that the time has come to consider carefully a policy 
for the future; and this too, when restrictions on 
further immigration have been so obviously tighten
ed up and tile use at contracepeives has been 
unquestionably responsible for the decline in the 
cate of increase. 

Are we too many in India? In other countries, 
like Great Britain or the U, S. A., if a similar question 
was asked, there might be different answers inspired 
by a variety of conflicting interests. . A patriotic 
militarist might give a different answer from a labour 
leader. The manufaoturet may ·see a limitation of 
his market, where a consumer may deligat in a higher 
standard of comfort. But in India there will be 
practical unanimity in the opinion that we· ar1 too 
many-that with an average income of Rs. 110 per 
head of the population per annum, we can ill afford 
to go on adding to our numbers; and that with presen~ 
methods of production and. in the p(esent stage of 
our economic development even the normal additions 
to our numbers, as judfed by the last 6 or 7 decades, 
add to the difficulties o our economic existence. 

It was Mal thus who 125 years ago pointed otit bow 
increase · of population - beyond the means of 
subsistence had ~o be checked by the operation of 
-such positive calamities as war, plague and famine. 
The radical, changes that have occurred in the 
methods of production in ·these 125 years since 
Malthus wrote, have brought about an equally marked 
-change in population trends in the West through the 
spread of education, improvement in the standard 
of life. and the . increasing use ·of . ~ontraceptives, 
But India still continues to live under the operation 
{)f the Malthusian law. . ·. . . . . · 

Famines, epidemics like plague and influenza·, 
and even preventible diseases such as fever and 
cholera, exact -a 1 terrible an4 · an unnatural toll 
from the Indian people.· .Between • 1875. and. 1900 
famines were responsible· .for >twenty-three millions 
{)( deathS; between 1901-20 plague took a· toll of nine 
million deaths, and malaria another eighteen millions. 

In 1918-19 ·influenza · alone was · responsible for 
8,500,000 deaths. With all the benefits of peaceful 
livjng under British Rule for a period of 100 years, 
this land of ours continues subject to those drastic 
methods of elimination of surplus numbers which 
kindly Providence reserves for economically back
ward · and poverty-stricken· countries. Does this 
mean that India has failed to profit by the advances 
of scientific technique in method• of production 
though .. she has been brought into the economic 
world stream under British Rule ;and though her 
economic life has been otherwise profoundly influ
enced by economic trends in the rest of the world ? 
" The norma1 ·rate of inorease in the Indian 

population-which is about 1· per cent over every 
ten. years--doe• not in itself compare unfavourably 
with the rate of increase in Western· countries. 
A survival rise of 7 per cent may even increase 
to 9 or ·10 per cent · withou.t being regarded in 
itself ·as alarmingly great. If even this limited 
rate of increase gives cause. for .concern and alarm, 
it is due to other factors in the Indian situation. The 
most important of these factors is our limited annual 
production of wealth-the national ·income-which 
works out at a crude average of Rs. 10 a month per 
head, irrespective of the way in whicll this income 
is distributed, It is this fact which justifies the 
observation that India is one of the poorest countries 
of the . world. It is thi~ fact also that justifies 
the statement that India is over-populated, that 
quantitatively we have reached a limit beyond which 
any further increase would lead to a diminution 
in our productive efficiency, and bring starvation 
where there is already life on the margin of bare 
subsistence. The mortality returns from plague and 
malaria to which we have already referred, the death 
rate ot 26 per thousand, which witnesses 10 the poor 
vitality ofthe entire population and the deficiency in 
the power of resistance to ordinary preventible 
diseases, can all be attributed to the simple fact that 
we are too many. 

'The population of a country must be judged in 
relation to certain essential economic factors-vtz., 
the present stage of its economic development, the 
present methods of production, the total. volume of 
production, the relative distribution of this production 
amongst the different classes, the proportion of the 
working population to the total numbers, the spread 
of education, and the occupational distribution of the 
population, Now under each of these heads India 
compares unfavourahly with other countries. The 
prudential motives which would op.erate in a country 
where the masses have had the benefit of education 
are not only absent in India, with its lack of wide 
spread education but 'are counteracted by the social 
institutions and religious outlook of these masses, 
Our . methods of produ()tion have not kept .pace 
with tile , changes tbat. have revolutionised the 
technique of production in the last 50 years ; 
industrialisation on a large scale is still something 
to be hoped for . in the future; our productive 
efficiency · both in agriculture and industries is 
low . as compared with other countries; the 
inequalities in the distribution of our national 
income are phenomenal, so that while the crude 
average income per bead per year works out at 
Rs; 110, the average income of 75 to 80 per oent 
of our population is Rs. 50 per bead. Agriculture 
to-day is our largest industry: more than 73 per 
cent . of the total population are dependent on 
agriculture.· • Intensive methods of cultivation are 
beyond the bounds !Jf po•sibility with a poverty
stricken population, A huge surplus population 
is· parasitic on the land. Whereas in other Western 
countries the ·proportion of the working population 
to the total population varies from 55 to 60 per 
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cent, in India our working population-the popula
tion between the agea of U and 4.o-is just about 
40 per cent of the total population. The 
average expectation of life in India at birth is 
l!S years; as compared with 46 in France and 52 in 
Great Britain, . - . 

One cannot have a more pessimistic view than 
that expressed in the fast all India Census Report 
1931, by Mr. L. S. Vaidyanatban, in the annexure 
to Chapter IV :-

To •ubject the soil to Increased pressure due to 
the . addition of nearly 84 millions in a decade, 
when the standard of living is proverbially low, is 
a situation that should cause real alarm in the 
minds of weU-wlshers of India, Without an addition 
In real wealth of, at least, the same extent, of which 
there ba• · been no very , large Indication, the 
existing low standard of living is sure to be 
depressed further, leading to further over-population 
and consequent increase in the loss of the 
spirit of enterprise. For successive generations of 
life on less than the bare margin of subsistence, and 
the natural I odolence and despondency which 
such a stage engenders, have probably made the 
majority of Indians abstain from making any 
•trenuous effort to raise their standard of Jiving:, 
which could be achieved in the first instance by 
limiting the •ize of the families, . . . 
Not even the most optimistic of Indians could say 

to-day that India can maintain in the decencies of 
life its present population of 4.00,000,000, .!Jut can 
we be optimistic about the future P There are three 
alternatives before us, any one of which may give us 
grounds for hope, The first of them is migration 
of our surplus population in large numbers to 
unoccupied or sparsely populated tracts like Australia 
or Canada-but the equal partnership in the Empire 
of which so much is being made to-day, will not 
admit partnership in occupat1on of the preserves of 
the races chosen by the Lord,. 

The second alternative is intensification of produc
tion both in agriculture and the non-agricultural 
industries. But scientific methods in agricultural 
production are beyond the purview of a poverty 
atricken people-and any additions we might make 
to our non-agricultural income by industrialisation 
cannot with the wildest stretch of imagination 
exceed the absorption of such addition by a: 
population increasing even at half the present rate of 
increase. · 

We are thus compelled to fall back on the only 
remain in~ alternative, that of restriction of numbers 
by artificial methods, The Census Report of 1981 
makes an earnest plea for such restriction, But is 
there any hope for an immediate relief in this 
direction, when we remember that the habits and 
traditions and the heritage of centuries cannot be 
transformed exoept by a slow process of education 
that may tax the patience of saints and prophets P 

. We have, · however, hope when even Gandhiji 
recognised as early as 1920 that "we only multiply 
slaves and weaklings, If we continue the process of 
procreation whilst we feel and remain he plesa, 
diseased an1 famine-stricken,• · 

EVOLUTION OF THE JUVENILE COURT 
. IN BOMBAY, · · 

2, THE CHILDREN'S Acr. 
(BY J, P. GUPTA, BOMBAY.) 

[AD Rights Reserved by the Author, ) 
The Children's Act in force to-day bas been 

amended from time to time to overcome the 
deficiencies lnd the present Act is as modified up 
to the Sht December, 1937. 

''In the oity of Bombay, the Presidency M~istrate 
hu been appointed senior msgiltr~to of the JUVenile 

court. From a roster of 9 honorary lady magistrates 
one lady, month by month in rotation, serves her turn, 
Elsewhere in the mofussil it is customary to appoinl 
the local city magistrate as the stipendiary Presiding 
Officer and one or two ladies as Honorary Magistrates, 
Except j,, Ahmedabad and Belgaum, two ladies have 
been appointed to serve on each bench. The 
advantages of the mofuuil practice is that each 
lady magistrate gets valuable consecutive experience. 
Its disadvantage lies in the fact that a First Class 
Magistrate has to record evidence in details. This 
tends to slow down work and to complicate 
procedure." 1 . 

. The Act classifies children under three heads: 
The one dealt in part ll of the Act is for taking 

measures for the custody and protection of children 
who are destitute& Any polioe officer or other person 
so authorised may bring any child, who has no home or 
means of subsistence or parents or guardian or whose 
guardian is a criminal, or who frequents the company 
of any reputed thief or prostitute or is likely to fall 
in bad association, to the court who either gives 
him in custody of his relatives on their executing a 
bond to be responsible for the good behaviour of the 
child or sends him to some certified school. On the 
day of hearing, the child is brought into the juvenile 
court and t be case is heard and decided. 

The second part dealt in part III of the Act deals 
with offences against children and their prevention. 
It prcovides punishment for any persons (having the 
charge of children) for cruelty, causing or allowing 
child to beg, being a drunkard while in. charge of 
the child, f.:JI' giving intoxicating liquor to the child, 
for inciting to beg or borrow, for taking pawn from 
a child, allowing child to be in brothel, and causing 
or encouraging seduction of young girls. 

When a person charged with any of the above 
offences is punished witb imprisonment, the child is 
committed to the care of some of his relatives or 
other fit person or sent to a certified school until be 
attains the age of 18 years. 

The third portion dealt with in part IV of the Act 
is about youthful offenders, .As soon as a child is 
arrested for any non-bailable offence save those 
punishable with transportation for life or death he 
is released on bail or is kept in custody in a remand 
home and not in a police lock-up or jaiL 

On the day of hearin~ he is produced before the 
juvenile court for bemg dealt with according 
to law, · 
: ·The remand home where the young offender is 
kept pending his trial, serves as a clearing house for 
sorting out children before their individual needs are 
met. In these homes children follow a regular 
programme and are given some sort of instruction as 
well, A~ present 7 remand homes in different parts 
in the province are working. The Umarkhadi 
Children's Home is the most uptodate and complete 
one. The Superintendent of the Home is also tbe chief 
Probation Officer and thus there is a unification of 
approach both physically and functionally. A child is 
not merely parked or detained here till the case is 
decided. The Probation Officers have their residence 
inside the home which gives the facility of studying 
juvenile cases in their school boun, their recreation, 
eating and sleeping as the children more often reveal 
themselves more naturally than in an arranged inter
view, This all round study helps the probation 
officers and the detention borne supervieors to 
understand the whole child and to do the best they 
can for him. •In mofussil areas like Hubli, Gadag, 
Sbolapur and Belgaum, remand arrangement! are 

1. Annual Re-por1 of tbe J'uTenile Bl'anch on the Adminilltra
\ioo of the Cb.ildren'1 Aot 1~8~. Bomt.y Provmce. p. 6. 
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made in the local Criminal Tribes' Settlements. In 
Poona Ramand arrangements are made for boys in 
separate quarters in the backward class office and 
for Hindu girls in the Hindu Women's Rescue Home, 
In Ahmedabad remand boys are accommodated in a 
rented building and girls may be sent to the local 
Mahipatram Rupram Orphanage. The ideal arran~e
ment In any mofussil area would be for each Distnct 
After Care Association to run its own remand home 
for boys and girls," • . , 

On the date fixed for trial the child comes into the 
court. This court both in its origin and procedure is 
quite different from a criminal court. There is no 
rigour or technicalities of law in the proceedings. The 
emphasis is laid upon the circumstances which led 
the juvenile to commit that particular act abnormally 
instead of the act itself. The court-room has no 
separate railings for the lawyer or the offenders. The 
child, parents, judge and the probation officer are 
present in the court as though at a conference, The 
public is not allowed except with the special 
permi11sion of the court. Newspaper reporting 
and other publicity is restricted, The object of such 
a simple atmosphere is that the child's mind may 
naturally and readily respond to the questions put to 
him, In such a calm atmosphere an enquiry is . 
made by the court from the young offender, 
his relations and associates and the witnesses. 
Before enquiring from the child the court receives 
a report of the Probation Officer on the case in the 
form of a social history. This report is prepared 
by the Probation Officer after collecting every 
possible available information from the child regard
ing his family, childhood environments, his play
mates, his school fellows, etc., and it also includes 
his recommendation for the juvenile's reformation. 

The court may deal with the case in any one 
or more of the following ways as provided in 
Section 27 of the Act •-

(a) By discharging the offender after due admoni
tion, or 

(b) by committing the offender to the care of his 
parent, guard ian, other adult relative, or other fit 
person on such parent, guardian, relative or person 
executing a bond to · be responsible for his good 
behaviour; or · · · 

(o) by so discharging the· offender and placing 
him under the supervision of a person named by the 
court, or 

(a) by releasing the pffender on probation of 
of good conduct, or · , 

(d) by sending the offender to a certified school ; 
or . . . 

(•) by sentencing the offender to caning in eases 
where the conduct of the offender has been such as 
to lead the court to believe that no other punishment 
would be effective; or · ·' 

(/) by ordering the parent or guardi4n to pay a 
fine; or . 

(g-) by ordering the parent or ~uardian o£ the 
offender to pay a fine; or · . . ; 
. (h) .where the offender is a child (of fourteen 
years of age or upwards) by sentencing him to 
imprisonment; or . . .· 

(•) by dealing with the cast; in any other manner 
in which it may legally be dealt with, 
· It ·may- be added here that the action taken by the 

court under any of the above hllllds will not operate· 
as a disqualification on the child. · It is provided that 
if a child is ••found to have. oommitted any offence, 
the fact .that he bas been ao (found) shall not havll 
any effect under Section 7 5 of th$ Imlian Penal 
Code. or Saotion 565 o( the Code of Criminal 

2. Annua.l Report of the Juvenile Branch on the Adminis~ra.tion 
of the Childr,o'e o\oi 198S, Boll)bay. p ~. 

Procedure 1898, or operate as a disqualification 
for office or election under any law," ·,. · 

Among the awards that the Court makes the 
release on probation and committing· to an insti• 
tution are the most important and so we shall discuss 
them in a later article in some detail. 

CHINA AND THE MISSIONARY. 
The question is often asked why Chinese 

Christians are not divided from non-Christian 
Chinese as Indian Christians are. from the rest of us 
Indians, There are two errors in this inquiry : Ch na 
is, as a matter of fact, faced by the same problem in 
relation to her Christians as India is, for one thing; 
and, secondly, the division between Indian Christian 
and non-Christian is by no means so acute today 
as it is often made out to be. The Tambaram Report 
on Evangelism has a significant sentence explaining 
why foreign missionaries are still needed in China. 
The Tam baram Conference, it is true, was 
largely a foreign missionary one. Nevertheless the 
Report (Volume 3 in the Tambaram Series) points 
out that a considerable body of Chinese opinion is 
embodied in the symposium. The sentence reads, 
"It is easier for the foreign missionary in many 
places than it is for the available Chinese evange
lists to make contacts with modern educated 
Chinese." The Christian convert in rntsston 
lands is subjected to a high pressure Westernisa
tion which is advantageous so long as European 
ideals are held to be desirable but loses its 
importance the moment nationalism enters the field, 
Ir must be also remembered that in China today, the 
missionary, even ifhe appears as a tool of Western 
imperialism, is a welcome figure to the Chinese strug
gling against Japanese militarism, In India the 
position is rather different for obvious reasons, 
Nevertheless the problem is very much the same, 
whether in China, Japan or India, and it is primarily 
one of the missionary adjusting himself to nationalist 
forces in the East. 

It is surprising, however, that even though the 
Chinese people, whether Christian or non-Christian, 
might be ready to face a common danger unitedly, 
the American missionary cannot resist anything 
which looks like . an opportunity to push his 
superlative faith forward. Dr. Tai Chi-Tao, who 
headed the Goodwill Mission to India, has been 
described as one of the leaders of new China and 
a man who commands a popularity second to the 
Generalissimo. His misfortune, in the eyes of 
the Indian W'itnm of Luoknow, lies in the fact that 
he is not a · Christian. . Contrasting him with the 
Chinese . Christian leader, Dr. T. z. Koo, the 
W"otn688 comes out with these graceless remarks : 

Or. Tal Chi-Tao is a Confucianist and his eyes ar~ 
· upon the past. Dr. Koo is a Christian and his eyes 
· are 'upon the future. In his address In Lucknow, Dr. 
Koo referred to the fact that Contucianism lays great 

·'emphasis upon ethies ·and long lists of high ethical 
rules are set before the l:oys to be learned by memory. 
Dr. Koo stated that this ll~t made very sound reading 
but did not produce the desired results in life, A boy 
might Jearn the maxim, "Faithfulness and righteousness 
are the basis of bullding a. ca.reer" but when a young 
man found himself In the midst of bribe-givers a.nd 
bribe-takers, something more than a good precept 
was necessary to give him moral stl:ength of character. 
Thus Dr. Koo Insisted that the teachings of Jesus, which 
proclaim the offer of inner spiritual str8llgth is what 
the youth of the world most needs. . . 

.. lt is cjiffioult. to believ~ th~t Dr,. Kco could have 
expressed himself as crudely as the Wit116Sa suggests 
he did, Besides Dr, Koo knows a gOQd deal about the 
United Sta~es . whqre .the teachings of Je~us have 
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been aa ineffective in checking bribe-giving and 
brib~taking a~ the uyings of Confucioua in China. 
Perhaps the WitMU does not know tlut the American~ 
have a word for it-graft. And we can think of 
circum,tances in whaoll the caution t" render unto 
Ceasar the things that are Ceasar's, can be 
interpreted, and has been interpreted, to mean some
thing whioh is morally not very dilf"rent from the 
heinous offenoe referred to by the W"ot""''' The smug 
oomplaoenoy of the lM.ian W.tnou is typical of a 
certain class of missionary which seem• unfortunately 
to be in control of all organa of mission opinion, 

There was little in eilber Dr. Tai Chi-Tao or 
Dr. T. Z. Koo which could be put down to the 
euperior virtuet of Christianity over Confucianism or 
f!WI f!oraa, In faot, the striking feature was tnat 
both seemed to represent a point of view which was 
singularly dehohed from . the worst aspects of 
nataonali~m. The fact that the Witfllll was able to 
di~tinguish betw~en the two to the extent of describ
ing one of them a• looking upon the future and the 
other a• loJking upon the past, must be set down to 
a bias in the Witnm. Dr. Tai Chi· rao seemed 
epeoially fitted for the goodwill mission on which 
be came, He was able to enter into the spirit of 
the Buddhist celebrations at Sarnath, and t() adopt a 
non· party attitude in carrying out hie mission. But 
Dr. Koo, had he b~en in that position, would have 
equally adapted him•elf to the work. Nor do we 
think that Dr, Tai Chi.Tao would have felt 
uncomfortable at the functions, mainly Y. M. C. A., 
at which Dr. Koo appeared, 

It ia a peculiar contrast between East and \Vest 
which students of continental differences do not 
seem to have considered, that while the Oriental is 
believed to be generally more religious, it is really 
always the Ameracan or European who is thmking 
about reliJ::ion all the time, Here we have the 
Instance of the l11dian W.tnm drawing inferences, 
however unwarranted they may seem to the uninitiated, 
about the inability of Confuciani•m to check bribery 
and holding out the great qualities of Christianity in 
this respect. Take another instance. We hear 
so often of the fight for Christianity or the Crusade 
against Germany, though both belligerents are 
professedly Christian. Ndther the Chinese nor the 
Japanese would seem to have even thought of 
mentioning that Budd hi•m was in danger though 
they could easily persuade themselves of it. This is 
a great defect in Asiatic character, Only those 
people who are prepared to throw religion along with 
civilisation, democracy and the rest of it, into the 
melting-pot, are able to show results, 

PENTANGULAR MUSINGS, 
The cricket matches between communal teams, 

which have been an annual feature of Bombay 
social lile for several years, hwe auffered greatly. 
this year from the decision of the Hindus not 
to p.uticip~te, Thore ar<> tw> reason•~ Ftrst that 
when there Is ao much suffering in the world, 
It is nc>t proper for those who are out or both 
the war and the Congre•a utyagraha, to indulge 
in festivtties of this kind, The second i! 
that oomrnunalism in sports is an ab)mination 
and must be put an end to. Gmdhiji who was con
sulted by llo)llle memb~rs of the Hindu Gymkhana on 
the pr0prkty of pmiJipation, when so m~ny Satya· 
grahis were in jtil, deciJed to place the seal of his 
d•upprov.1l on participation not b~o!l.use of the 
&ltya~raha campaign but !'-'1' the reasons given ab.>ve, 
lc is the pra~ticc with B<>ma sections of the 
O<lm<nunity to seek G:1ndhij1's adv•oe bef<>re 
aotm~ in any matter, somewhat as the ancient• 
us~.J to consult the oracles. II the aJvioe i• in 
k.>eping wiah one's own inclinations, then it u 

not only followed but . given wide publicity to 
as welL Gandhiji'e support is always helpful as it. 
invariably silences a public which is difficult to 
ma11age in ot.,er Ways. ·The point bas been raised 
rather irreverently whether there was any just•fi:a· 
tion for the Hindu Gymkhana members approaching 
Gandhiji for an opinion on sports of which he 
confesoedly knows nothing, This is a frivoi.JUs objec
tion. The members knew all about cricket presum
ably but were perplexed by the political 
ramifications of . the problem. Who was better 
qualified to give a political opinion than Gandhiji 
whose politival knowledge i• well nigh encyclopaedbi' 
What was wrona was Gandhija's appeal, in tbe 
Statement setting forth hi• view, to "all those blessed 
with intelligen;:;e and opportunity" to devote both to 
stop the Menseless slaughter in the world. That 
such an appeal should appear in his non-participation 
statement would seem to imply that he looks to the 
spectator. (and sp~ially the Hindu Gvmkhano~ 
spectators) of the Cricket Pentangulars to bring about 
a change in intern1tional affairs for which even 
his efforts have not paved the way. 

It i• an ex.:.eedingly narrow view to say that 
because there is gl<lom somewhere in the world, 
therefore, there should be a sympathetic mourning 
all over.. Had Mr. Raj agopalachariar been free to 
express an opinion, he would surely have adminis
tered a corrective with his theory of compen•ated 
progress. To one who suffers from a tooth-ache, 
nothing can be more irritating than the sight of one's 
friends . clapping their hands to their jaws and 
grimacing in a spirit of vicarious suffering, On the 
other hand, there is much ba said for the diametrically 
opposite point of ~iew wnioh urges that general 
rejoicings ought to be set on foot to enable people 
to forget their troubles. But that is a fundamental 
issue which it would be difficult to resolve. 

Two points call urgently for answer from Gandhiji'l 
staternent, Do tho•e who held off from the 
Pentangular, b.>th as players and as spectators, keep 
away similarly from all other amusements in the oityi' 
One wond~rs, The theatres in Bombay seemed to 
be fairly well attended considering it was cricket 
week-end. Nor did the race-course suffer from lack 
of numbers, \Vhy should one .form of amus~ment 
be penalised whilst others are indulged in i' This is 
rather a dangerous line of thought as the postiibility 
is not altogether remote of a second st1tement being 
issued to olo<e the loopholes of the first. Neverth"less 
it is one that cannot be shaken off, try how one may• 

The second thought that presses on one can not be 
so easily m:t. Why stop . at pruning co.nmun•lism 
in garnes when it gles to the very· roots of city 
sports P Is the Hindu Gymkhana a non-communal 
organisation P Has it decided, alongside of its 
resolution not to take part in communal cricket, to 
throw open its membership to non-Hindus P So far 
are Bombay Hindus from giving up communalism in 
sports, that there 19 a swimming root under 
construction which; it is proposed, will be reserved 
exclusively for Hindus. And no leu a person than 
Mr. K. M. Munshi, the Home Minister in the last 
Congress Government of Bombay, wa• the inspirer 
of the project. Now that Gandhiji has taken up the 
m1tter, let us hope that he will enter into it witb 
ohJ.raoteristic thoroughness and disreg1rd for. where
ever the truth m•y lead him. 

A stran~e outcr>m~ of th" attempt to· eradica~ 
oom'ltun•lism lrom Bo.nbay cricket by the Hondu 
Gymktuna, is a per-istent rumour that that club i• 
its:lf now staggering unJer the menace of 
s ·otionahsm or, sn•ll wa oall it. regionalism ? The 
G>ndlli statement, it is believed, has split the 
Hindus into Gujeraaia and Ma.harastltli.ws. 
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( . . ' ' ·. . 
· Communal cricket must go. .Its death-knell is' 

fairly sounded when Gandhiji ' issues a warning 
against it and when Mr. Talyarkhan, the radio 
commentator, refuses to carry on as a protest against 
it. When the same ider. strikes so many different 
types we may take it that something will happen. 
At the same time, the substitute offered must be 
equally appealing to the combative instincts of 
Bombay audiences, Otherwise, it will fail in its 
object, No one who has been brought up on Congress 
mammoth sessions can take with pleasure to the 
attenuated Liberal annual Conf~rences, however 
great the political wisdom of the Liberals and 
however scant the commonsense of Congress 
politicians. What. is true of politics is equally true 
of sports, · 

The success of communal cricket is not because 
it panders to the riotous instincts of the multitude, 
But because it is an easy way in which the man in 
the crowd acquires a personal interest in the twenty
two men and in their destinies. There have been 
rivals to cricket heroes since the Indian film industry 
brought the stars nearer to our audiences. But 
what is there that can equal communal cricket in 
enabling whole millions to claim a share in the 
triumphs of eleven men whom probably they have 
never seen out of the cricket field? Political teams 
might form a good substitute but is the intrusion of 
politics in sports better than the intrusion of 
communalism i' Besides the Congress team might 
be unable to take the field for jail reasons, 
Provincial teams will introduce provincialism which 
is.now growing apace in the country, and this will 
surely offend the discontented non-communalists 
of today, 
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NOTES. 
Mr. Sastry's Creed :-By way of noticing a 

recent book in which several eminent Western 
thinkers have attempted to define the spiritual 
position at which they have arrived and the 
process by which they have reached it, the Right 
Hon. Srinivasa Sastry has given the public a 
glimpse of his own spiritual evolution in the 
pages of the Indian Revie'W, Born and brought 
up in an atmosphere of strict Brahmanical ortho
doxy, he rebelled against tt at an early stage of 
manhood. His jobing the Servants of India 
Society at the invitation of Gokhale was evi
dent! y the turning point In his spiritual aS it was 
in his public life. It broug11t him in contact, 
first, with leading minds in all parts of the 
country, it being a preparation for full member
ship of the Society that the candtdate 
should spend a year of probation tra veiling 
throughout India, and studying the conditions 
prevailing in the several provinces. Later, 
Mr. Sastry had unusual opportunities of 
visiting various countries in the western world 
where he noted that the people tried to make 
more of the brighter side of life than in India. This 
widened his outlook and induced in him consider
ably more charity in judging his fellow-men. 
He was able to laugh more freely for one thing. 
A good laugh Is a great mental tonic, From 
being censorious in relnion to his contemporaries, 
Mr. :::iastry was abltl to appreciate the good in 
them. But his spiritual probl~m had become more 
involved. He wanted to believe, to enjJy the secu
rity of belief, but cou!J not find a way to belief 
through reason. Herein perhaps lay his mistake. 
Belief c tn never be reacheJ through reason if by 
reason we understand the intellectual reason 
only. There is a higher reason than the 
intellectual, which may be called the reason of 
the heart. The study of the sub-conscious and 
the power of suggestion has opened up a wide 
vista or which the logicians had not the sligh te>t 
idea. One of the axioms of the new psychology 
is that the imagination is more potent than the 
will in moulding behaviour and that, whenever 

the will is in conflict with the imagination, the 
imagination always carries the day. Herein 
comes the value of ideals. Ideals, as has been 
profoundly observed, do add a cubit to men's 
stature. Ideals by their very nature are beyond 
realisation. "If a man's reach does not exceed his 
grasp,'' asks the Poet, ''what is Heaven [.Jr? '' 
fhe position of spiritual perplexity in which 
Mr. Sastry seems to find himself, is, we should 
think, out of date, Agnosticism has given place 
in some of the foremost minds of our time 
to the certunty that Spirit is the only Reality. 
This, of course, is the thread which runs right 
through Indian philosophical speculation f r.Jm 
the earliest times. \V e do not consijer 
Mr. Sastry's position to be for him final. 

An Ilnglish Renaissance :-Are we in India in 
sight of a revival of interest in the study and 
practice of writing English well? For about 
twenty years we have got into the mood that 
the first thing to do towards the consolidation of 
Indian nationalism, is to get rtdo£ En~lishas soon 
as possible. To write English correctly· was 
almost a sin against nationalism. There is 
a widespread reaction against the ideology of 
which this aversion to English is one feature. 
Now it s!ems that we are in si'l'ht of a decided 
feeling that the study and cultivation of English 
is necessary for national regeneration. An 
English Conference was held for the first 
time at Lucknow last week. . The President, 
Mr. Amarnath Jha, and. others dwelt on this need 
at great length. More than that we notice a 
very marked improvement in the style and scope 
of the writings in Indian periodicals. We reprint 
frJm the ln.di.l1t Review the autobiographical 
part of Mr. Srinivasa Sastry's delight£ ul essay 
on his spiritual vicissitudes, The current 
Calcutla Revi('IIJ contains a brilliant article on 
"The Genius of Bengal'' by ProfesSJr Baturnath 
Bhattacharya. He begins with the pessimistic 
refl~ction that "no province of lnd'a b so 
unhappily circumstanced at present as Bengal" 
and proceeds very rightly to call att.mtion 
to h~r special genius and to her great c.>n
tributions t<> the Indian renais;;ance in the 
religious, intellectual, artistic, social and political 
spheres. Only in the indliStrial and economic 
sphere has the province fat!~ to come up to the 
level of her achievem.!llts in the others. The 
three PresiJencii!S which have co.ne longE'st and 
most under British influences have absorbed 
different feature3 of that mfluence in va~ying 
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degrees. Bengal, as Professor Bhattacharya 
shows, most readily imbibed the love of freedom 
in religion and art as well as in social liie and 
politics, She led the way for the rest of India 
in these directions, Bombay felt most attracted 
to the industrial and political side of 
English civilisation and with it she got 
a strong bias in favour of moderation and 
compromise which has been the distinguished 
mark of Bombay public life. Madras, from 
her special circumstances, felt drawn to the 
administrative achievements of Britain and 
many of the greatest administrators among 
Indians have been South Indians. . This differ
ence in resp~nse to the call of Western civi!i. 
sation in different parts of the country, is the 
most urgent reason for a centralised government 
which can blend them all in a single whole for 
the benefit of the Indian people. Professor 
Bhattacharya observes that the questioning and 
protestant tendency of English culture has 
nowhere been more assimilated than in Bengal. 
Raj'!. Ram Mohun Roy, Keshab Chandra Sen, 
Pandit Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, Surendra
nath Banerjee, Swami Vivekananda, C. R. 
Das, and Subash Chandra Bose are all 
typical of the free and independent spirit 
of Bengal which refuses to bend its knee to 
any individual or cult. An even more impressive 
example is Benoy Kumar Sarcar who, as his 
lectures recently in Bombay showed, challenges 
practically every school of thought which holds 
the field in India today: Along with this spirit of 
challenge is combined rather strangely an ardour 
to link the genius of Bengal with other great world 
cultures, exemplifi<d by Rabindranath Tagore 
and Santiniketan. That is to say, while Bengal 
seeks to broaden the basis of Indian nationalism, 
her object in so doing is pre-eminently to fit India 
into the world picture out of which her particular
isms and isolation have so long kept her. 

Educational Advisers :-No one is competent 
to give useful advice to students as to the best 
way in which they should shape their outlook 
and behaviour whose own children are not 
likely to be educated in the institutions in which 
Indian students are educated. Least of all are 
En~lishmen particularly those who hold high 
office and are part of the administrative system 
and are, therefore, consciously and unconsciously 
upholding the author1ty of that system as the 
supreme purpose of Indian education, The words, 
"character,'' "principles,'' and, even, "freedom," 
mean in their conception something different as 
applied to Indians from what they mean as applied 
to their own sons and grandsons. The Conv~a
tion Orator at Lah.,re the other day drew a mce 
distinction between "freedom" and "independence," 
which he would not have dared to do in his own 
country, Freedom, he forgot for the moment, can 
flourish only where there is independence. Freedom 
in a dependant country means no more than free
dom to eat and sleep and reproduce the species, 
Even when it extends beyond these elementary 
::.pheres, to speech and writing, it is freedom on 

sufferance and, therefore, no real freedom. It em 
be taken away by a stroke of the Vicereg-al pen. 
In the Willingdon regime Viceregal Ordinances 
penalised propaganda by peaceful picketting in 
favour of using home-made goods. It is 
true that in many independent countries, civil 
liberty or freedom is unknown but that does not 
detract from our proposition that civil freedom 
can :on I y flourish in the protecting aegis of 
national freedom, 

Lord Halifax lor Washington :-Lord Halifax's 
appointment to the Ambassadorship at Washing
ton in succession to Lord Lothian has been 
applauded with a warmth in which relief is 
mingled with satisfaction in the BritL~h Press. 
Lord Halifax's retirement from the Cabinet has 
been talked about as a near possibility since the 
retirement of the late Mr. Neville Chamberlain. 
His pronouncements representing the war as a 
crusade for the preservation of Christianity have 
called forth severe criticisms from British 
publicists, one of whom, Mr. H. G. Wells, declared 
him on that score to be unfit to be Foreign 
Minister of the British Empire which consists 
of an overwhelming majority of non-Christians. 
Lord Halifax succeeded Mr. Antony Eden on 
the latter's dismissal from the Foreign Secretary
ship in order to placate Signor Mussolini whet 
for some reason or other had taken a violent 
d1slike to the British statesman after the latter 
had paid a visit to Kome. Italy is now at war 
with Britain and the British Prime Ministet" 
broadcast on Monday an appeal to the Italian 
people to rise and overthrow the Fascist regime. 
The appointment of Mr. Eden to succeed Lord 
Halifax as Foreign Secretary will be felt by the 
Fascist Dictator as a deliberate and calculated 
step to aggravate his discomfiture at the failure 
of the Italians to hold their ground in Libya and 
Albania. If Italy had any hope of concludin~ a 
separate peace with Britain, Mr. Eden's appoint
ment to the Foreign Secretaryship, dashes it to 
the ground. Lord Halifax's policy at the Foreign 
Office will be completely reversed with i'?po.rtant 
repercussions in the United States and 1t w1ll be 
Lord Halifax's duty as British Ambassador to 
adapt his diplomacy to the new conditions. The 
pos1tion involves some obvious anomalies which. 
a man of Lord Halifax's antecedents in InJia 
and as Foreicrn Secretary will need much inward 
wrestling to"' adjust himself to. . Besides, ~e 
personal relations between Prestdent Frankhn. 
Koosevelt and Lord Halitax with their different 
notions of marriage and religion, is lik~ly to 
present other difficultiel;. All things cons!dered. 
Lord Halifax's appointment is an expenment 
the results of which are problematical. 

Indian Hlglt Commissioner in South Africa :
The elevation of the office of Indian Agent-· 
General in South Africa to the status of High 
Commissioner, has been warmly welcomed by· 
General Smuts. The opinion of the Indian 
community on the change has not been made 
available to the public as yet. The South: 
African Indian community_ has of late' 
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but will be the t2p.- .• 1ment 
<>f India in all matters u. . • .:ern to the 
two countries. He will, of cu~ , be available to 
the Indian population for transacting any 
business with the Government in India as well 
as in the Umon; and in this new status he will 
t;peak and act with more authority than the Agent
General latterly was able to do. The objection 
-of some South African Indians that the Agent 
WP.akened the strength of the community by 
intl!rposing between the Union Government and 
themselves, will apply equally to the High 
Commissioner. But it is an objection to which 
no serious importance attached even, we suspect, 
in the eyes of those who pressed it. 

lnd()oCeylon Trade Relations :-A delegation 
from Ceylon which came to India to negotiate 
a Trade Pact with the Government went away 
without being abla to agree about terms. At 
the same time in more than one direction 
~ton-official efforts to promote the cultural 
..-elations between India and Ceylon, have been 
markEd by significant cordiality, A Buddhist 
Vihara was opened this week in Bangalore 
with a Buddhashrama for monks on a valuable 
piece of land gifted by the Mysore Government. 
His Highness the Maharaja sent a cor
dial message wekoming the establishment of 
this centre of Buddhism. His Highness 
declared that the times in which we live demanded 
the me!ISage of Buddha as much as th:.se in 
which the Sakyamuni lived and worked. Sir 
Baron J ayatilaka, Minister for Home Affairs in 
Ceylon, who !.tid the foundation ·Stone of these 
building-s, spoke feelingly of the debt of Ceylon 
to lnJia for her religion and culture and fer
vently expressed the wish that the Bangalore 
BudJhist centre will be the means of renewing 
"the ancient relati0ns between the two countries. 
Another SinhAlese leader presiding at the Ceylon 
Cong-ress declared that the natural culmina
tion of their spiritual and cultural affinities would 
be the political affiliation or the sister peopli!S 
under a common administration. The difficulty 
of arranging trade pacts contrasts strangdy 
with the growing desire for cultural unity between 
the leaders of India and Ceylon. 

Bombay and the War :-By a strange comct
dcnce, Bombay Province since the outbreak of 
the War has ranked among the more l•berally 
adminiMered province of British India and also 
she has figured almost last amon~ the )e<St 
~ontributors to the , war funds raised by the 

Government. In the matter of the Press 
Advisory Committees the position taken by the 
Government of Bombay has been far in advance 
of other parts or the country. . The principle or 
consulting the committee ' on all matters 
relating to the press has been accepted 
and there is every · reason to believe that 
both Government and the editors of.-- the 
~rovince will interpret the Government of 

ldia's order relating to the formation of these 
Committees in the most liberal spirit. A 
large part of the credit for the breadth of outlook 
of the Bombay administration must naturally 
go to the Governor o£ Bombay, on whom 
devolves under the emergency regime the 
whole responsibility for the Govern-
ment. Sir Roger Lumley, speaking · at a 
War Committee meeting· at Ahmedabad, 
expressed his disappJintment , at the failure 
of Ahmedabad to collect an appreciable amount 
for the War· Fund. A similar complaint was 
made by Mr. J. R. D. Tata in regard to Bombay 
where he is president -of one of the ·War 
Committees. Sir Roger Lumley avoided all 
controversial reference to the Government of 
India's attempts at arriving at a settlement 
with political parties. But - he remarked 
that he was unimpressed by argumentS 
which, while approving of ' the war against 
Nazism, urged that India should withhold her 
help until she was granted a particular form or 
constitution. Nobody is likely to be impressed by 
such arguments. At the same time Indians will 
be finding it equally hard to be stirred to act by 
appeals to fight for Polish freedom, for Czech 
independence, for Belgium's restoration, for 
France's liberty, while they are told that their 
own freedom is a matter of delicate adjustment. 

War and War lodustries:-Not the least 
exciting episode in Upton Sinclair's great 
novel "The World's End" in which the 
personalitii!S and perplexities of the last 
War are vividly portrayed with considerable 
accuracy of historical detail, is the rivalry 
between Zaharofl the Levantine and Robert 
Budd the Yankee, munitions magnates, and the 
sudden collapse of both on the declaration of the 
Armistice which they both pulled all the wires 
known to them to prevent. InciJentatly the 
political, diplomatic, social and, of course, finan
cial, devices for which munition contract~ are 
obtained from different Governments, and the 
close study cf international politics needed for 
them, are exposed. It is plain that the manu
facture of war materials is not the most serious 
part or the business. Their disposal is a far 
more important part, and this cann.Jt be succ~ss
fully accomplished unless you have the whole
hearted backing of your own Government and 
its diplomatic representatives in other countries 
and, what is more difficult for an Asiatic finn, 
access to the exclu;ive social circles where 
a good ceal of such buiiness is trans1cted under 
the guise of social intercourse. 

-
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INDIA AND BRITISH OPINION. 
While the Congress satyagraha campaign 

is faced with some difficulties, it has not been 
altogether without effect upon British opinion. 
Strictly speaking, this has been brought about 
more by the sentences inflicted by the judiciary 
on some of the better known Congress leaders, 
particularly the four years' sentence on Pandit 
Nehru. Nine members of the House of 
Commons have issued an open letter to the 
people of India urging them to reconsider the 
Viceroy's offer of August 8th of an expanded 
:Executive CounciL This is a strange letter and 
all the more so since the vast majority of those 
to whom it is addressed cannot read. It has a 
certain formal resemblance to leaflets dropped 
over enemy territory and to Mr. Churchill's 
broadcast to the Italian people appealing to 
them for the overthrow of their Fascist 
leaders. But it differs from such appeals in 
that it presses for a reconsideration of the 
Viceroy's offer by Indian leaders themselves. 
It is in spite of its form an appeal to 
political I noia to co-operate with Britain in 
a united effort to fight Hitlerism in Europe, 
or as the letter puts it, "in the cause of 
fr~om.'' The signatories refer to a tragic 
misunderstanding between India and Britain 
and from the tact that they have taken the 
trouole to address us in India six thousand miles 
away rather than their own Govemm ·nt and 
countrymen nearer home, one infers that they 
feel that the misunderstanding is purely on the 
Indian side. This is confirmed by their state
ment that the British people are irrevocably 
resolved to give India full polil ical freedom. 
\\hen they say that this feeling in Britain is of 
recent growth, it is conceiv~~le that the .recent 
sufierings endured by the Bnus.h people m the 
air-raids and the prospect of gomg through more 
anxious days in the inclement winter now on 
them have made them more symp 1thetic to the 
politi~al needs of others. Po lie cal ambitions, 
it is a notorious fact. always run low when one's 
own survival is thr~atened by external enemies. 
There are other writers in thP. British press who 
are prepared to go even further than the nine 
M. P .'s have done in appealing to Indian opinion. 

The open letter. however,_ is as . much .out of 
touch w•th political events •.n Indt_a as .•t. sa~s 
that Indian leaders are unl amthar wtth _optmon •.n 
Britain. Indians are asked not to agttate thetr 
minds on the question ol ~omi~ion Status versus 
Independence. Whoever IS domg so nowadays? 
If there were any illusions left on. t~e ~atter, 
recent interpretations of the .Domtnton !:ltatus 
which- is to be conf~rred on lndta, have removed 
them completely. That is another reas?n why 
the old controversy does not rouse any Interest 
today in India. Most pulitically minded persons 
are by now aware that neither Dominion Sta~us 
nor Independence ha.S been offered to lndta, 

Whatever status it is al freedom. It Clrl 

by India, it must be defini~e Viceregal pen. 
and not less than that of a~al Ordinan~ 
Empire-Commonwealth. Til__ picketting m 
ously to the n~d for a combirizoods. It . i~ 
loving nations to ensure the fr.ntries, Civil 

and implies that this should conVl,t does not 
the greater importance of Dominiot~.freedom 
the fact that the United States of A~gis of Jt 
a Dominion of Britain prevented her fr.t,·, ,-~ing 
Britain? It is true that Britain could have taken 
more help from a Dominion than from the 
U. S. A. But if the United States had 
been a Dominion she would have been no 
more developed than Canada is today, ind:tStrially 
and militarily. Accordingly with the best wtll 
in the world she could not then have given hal€ 
the help she is giving and is expected to give as 
an independ~nt State today. It is difficult to 
credit the statement that the British people have 
suJdenly cultivated a desire to see India advancing 
to political freed.>m as rapidly as possible when 
they have more real problems facing them. 
outside their doorsteps and above their roofs. 
If an organisation like the Government is 
pleading pre-occupation with the war, surely this
should hJ!d equally true of the people. 

When a statement of the type of the open 
letter is issued, it is natural to ask what 
authority there ia b~hind the si~natories. 
The question is the m Jre insi3tent in the 
critical times in which we live. We may take 
it however, that no gtoJ:.tp of politicians, 
c~rtainly not men who pride themselves _ora 
their realism, would indulge a mere capr1ce 
in these days when C•ble charges are so heavy. 
The uactions of Indian political parties to an
appeal of this nature could well have bee.n 
anticip.ited by men who have had any expert• 
ence of lndi:1. Many of these M. P.'s have a 
close knowledge of lndaa. In the circ~mstances 
the only inference seems to be that the leaer was 
meant as a feeler. If this is the case it was all 
unfortunate and unim:1ginativ" one. For it is 
not thr.:mgh such manipulations with wor.ds 
that the Indian problem can be solved. Whtle 
it is wise not to exag~erate the importance 
of the open letter; it WJ~ld be well not ~ . 
minimise it too. The matls have brought 111 

the English wceklte~ of Septemb!r, O~tob!r 
and mid-November. Mmy of them show qutte 
a lively interest in the Indian questi •n. Mr. 
Leonard Woolf in an article in the Ne7IJ 
Statesman has· provoked much discu•sion by 
su~gesting that Gandhiji should be mad_, 
Viceroy. Those who· have followed ham up, 
take a more realistic view of thin,:s. Mr. 
Edward Thomson d"plores the meagre news 
given to Britain by the B. B. C. and asks 
Labour to take a hand in both lnd•an and 
foreign. policy.. Al.l the:>e are symptom-; _t?at 
India IS COilltng Into tmportance m 13nush. 
news and this is the fi;st st~p towards any 
solution. · 

• -
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SATYAGRAHA AND DISCIPLINE. 
The decision to suspend 1atyagraha for the 

Christmas-New Year week is, in many ways, a 
fortunate one. It lhows for one thing that Gandhiji 
does not regard the agitation he hal launched as an 
urgent or Imperative one and, though the public 
might read of the Congress President iuuing 
disciplinary orders against Congressmen, it 
ehould not be forgotten that Gandhiji is the sole 
direotor of Congress policies. This suspension, 
brief though it may be, gives an ·opportunity 
to review the position. Temporary suspensions 
have before this ended in complete abandonment. 
There are several reasons within and without 
the country to favour a turning away from satya
graha just now, though the President has suggested 
recently that the movement will gatherf.eater force 
after January 6 when it is to be resume • So far as 
Congressmen themselves are ooncerned, it must 
sure! y be a matter of the gravest concern to the 
initiator of the agitation for free expression of opinion 
that his satyagrahis are entering the field for a 
variety of reasons, many of them not in any way 
connected with the slogans which Gandhiji has 
drawn up for their shouting. There might be a world of 
difference between Sardar Sampuran Singh's repudia
tion of non-violence in court and Mr. Bajaj's statement 
that his imprisonment is by way of expiation for 
the wealth he has amassed under British rule, 
Nevertheless, though one might be expelled from Lhe 
party and the other might be imprisoned by the 
State, both of them have taken their stand away 
from the Gandhian purpose of the struggle, Every 
leader who feels it neceuary to issue a statement 
explaining his position, weakens the Congress in the 
present campaign of individual satyagraba . which 
rests on three atraight slogans relating to the war. 
And Maulana Abut Kalam Azad's erratic method of 
disciplining one and turning the blind eye to another 
Congressman can serve only to deprive the Congress 
of Its prestige as a political organisation. 

If Gandhiji oasts his eyes over the past record of 
members of his Working Committee, be would see 
that only three months baok they were prepared to 
settle with the Government of India on the basis of 
support to their war effort. While in August the 
President, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, openly said 
that the Congress was not out to esta,blish moral 
principles hut was a political party which had never 
accepted absolute non-violence as its guiding 
prinoip~e. ~he fault of Sardar Sampuran Singh, 
then, 1s th1s, that he was merely saying in 
November what the head of his party said in August. 
Even now the Maulana Saheb is not averse to 
oons}dering a British offer b~sed on the Rajagopala
ohan formula of co-operation through a national 
gov~r.nment, The login of the Congress ~resident's 
deots1on to expel Sardar Sampuran Singh IS difficult 
to see in these oircumetanoes. The Sardar Sabeb 
in a statement has asserted that nearly all the 
satyagmhis in the Punjab are moved by discipline 
rather than by any sense of appreciation of non• 
violence. W" should not be surprised if this were 
tru~ of many more than the Punjab satyagrahis. 
1\laulana Abul Kalam Azad has gone to the Punjab 
to ascertain things for himself. This is rather an 
ominous development. The Maulana unfortunately 
docs not seem very tactful in hi!l auertion of 
authority, if we are to judge from the precedent of 
Bengal. 

The trouble that has been brewing between the 
Bose brothers and their party rivals in Bengal, has 
·now come to a head In the disoiplinary action taken br the Congress Preaident against several members 
o the Hengal Congress Legislative Party. The 

llind~Uthan 8tandartl has in aome of its recent issues 
published letters exchanged between Maulana Abut · 
Kalam Azad, on the one side, and mainly Mr. Sarat 
Chandra Bose, and one or two others, on the other. 
From a cursory perusal of the correspondence it would 
appear that a few links are missing and references 
a~e made to conversations of whiCh no records are 
g1ven. But enough bas been published to show 
that the trouble was a oonfliot between the Congress 
Parliamentary Sub-Committee an:l the members of 
the Bengal provincial le~ialatures. In the working 
of the COngress Parties m the various Assemblies 
of t~e provinces, the in~erferenoe of. the Congress, 
Parhamentary Sub-CommJttee was a senous hindrance. 
It subordinated tbe views of men who were 
responsible to their constituencies, to three 
or four men who owed their authority to 
Gandhiji, Maulana Abul Kalam. Azad as the 
Committee member for Bengal, repeated! y 'overruled 
the decisions of the Bengal <.:ongress Assemblymen. 
The manner in which he seems to have done this, 
was, to say the least, peculiar. According to one of 
the letters released by Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose 
leader of. the ~gislative Party, the Maulana i~ 
conversation w1th him aooepted his position but 
wrote later rejecting his proposals. Worse still be. 
oalled a meeting ot the Congress legislators at his 
residence at Calcutta and, when the members bad 
all assembled and begun:their business, he announced 
through his secretary that be was not able to 
attend the meeting and that the members could 
not hold it then. These incidents seem to have 
developed into disciplinary action against some 
four~een members of the Bengal Congress Party, 
Part1sans ot Mr. Bose urge that sinoe the Congress 
delegated authority to Gandhiji, the President has no 
longer the power to disoipline membera. 

The President of the Congress, however, is not 
oonoeming himself solely with bringing reoaloitrant 
Congressmen to 'book and driving them out of the 
Congress. He is also absolving some of the older 
members who have been already placed under a ban. 
One suoh is an ex-President of the Frontier Provincial 
Congress Committee who was restored to favour on 
tendering an apology to the President, He had been 
penalised for having an interview with the 
~overnor · and expelled for three years, Another 
1!1 Mr. V, · M. Jakatdar, an. M. L. A. in the 
Central Provinces who joined in an agitation again!t 
o~e of the Congress Ministers and refused to apolo
gise when the Congress inquiry found the Minister 
not guilty.' Mr. Jakatdar was expelled from· the 
Congress and when he apPlied to Gandhijl to be 
allowed to offer satyagraha, he was told that, though be 
might conform to all the requirements of a satyagrab~ 
he C?uld not be. aooepte~ unless he apologised to the 
PreSident. Ino1dentally 1t may be mentioned here 
that a pre89 report quotes the Congress President as 
saying that Gandhiji would after January 6th even 
take non-Congressman for his aatyagraha if they 
should fulfil the conditions laid down by him and 
remain within the bounds of the Congress pledge. 
But, of course, an expelled Congress member must 
be foroed to apologise! The Maulana has iuue:l a 
statement on the letter of apology he baa received 
from lllr. J akatdar who is a veteran of 73. The 
Congress President not only says that he wept to 
read 1\lr, Jakatdar's letter but adds, "If there was any 
blot in his oonduct, he ahould not oare for it any 
more, I have washed it with my tears." The equally 
hysterical words in which he praises 1\lr, Jakatdar's 
oonduct as noble and patriotic, would, ooming from 
any other man, mean a downright slur on tbe 
members of the High Command or on Gandhiji for 
insisting on a direct humiliating apology after tbe 
demonstration of Mr. Jakatdar's devotion co tbe 
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Congress cause. The Maulana apparently-· means 
no more than to indicate that he is capable of being 
moved by finer feelings, as much as any one else, The 
Congress :President today is a much harassed man. 
His work in Sind has been unsettled . by Mr. Jinnah's 
persuading the Sind Premier to join the Mu~lim 
League. His disciplinary tactics are adding 
several Sinds to his routine problems. But his 
method of elttending absolution to those whom he 
baa excused on apology, will not commend itself to 
many politicians. There must be many in the 
Congress, even among those who are in full agree
ment with all that ha!J so far been done, who cannot 
suppress their fears of what will happen to the party 
organization if the Maulana continues in the manner 
in which he has been going on in the past few 
months. 

MR. BAJAJ ON BRITISH RULE. 
Mr. Jamnalal Bajaj's statement before the 

Magistrate of Wardha who tried him on a charge 
under the Defence of India Rules for intended 
participation in Satyagraha by shouting slogans, 
is a revealing one. He began by saying that in the 
Working Committee of the National Congress he 
represented the merchant class in which "I am 
supposed to be occupying a considerable position", 
He continued ~ 

It is legitimately said that I possess the little wealth 
I owDed under the Bridsh Raj and that but for Its 
protection afforded by their bayonets, I should be 
unable to hold what I have for one moment. There 
was a time when I used to think In those terms and 
even now I feel the partial truth of the remark. It 
is quite likely that If the British bayonet Is withdrawn 
there would be anarchy and no man's life would be safe, 
let alone his possessions, But 1 have long since 
realised that mucb too heavy a price had been and is 
paid for the enjoyment of wealth by a few and for 
apparent safety of lifo. 
Mr. Bajaj in this passage both overstated and 

understated the purpose and achievement of British 
rule in this country. The overstatement consists in 
the implication that there were no wealthy men in 
India before the British came. There were many 
more wealthy men than there are at present, and 
many of them were of his own caste, the Marwaris, 
the hereditary bankers of Northern India. If the 
British were nQt in India, Mr. Bajaj woul4 still have 
been a wealthy IDa)l, perhaps a wealthier man than 
he is now because be would not have had tQ pay 
income-tax, super-tax and many other taxes. But the 
oonditio!ll in one respeot would have been markedly 
different. Under British rule the wealthy man has 
been exalted to a pqsition which he never enjoyed 
110der Hindu Ot Mahomedan rule and which he does 
not today enjoy in the Indian $tates. This is due 
largely to the fact that in Britain itself within the 
last century, particularly after the death of Queen 
Victoria, the successful business mao has been 
ele\'ated to a position of supreme influence, and one 
of them, Mr. Neville Chamberlain, was ousted from 
the Prime Ministership in favour of a scion of the 
hereditary ruling class, only when the course of the 
war threatened the oountry with irreparable disaster. 
Then the nation realised that success in money-making 
Is not the best preparation for the Premiership of 
an Empire. Queen Victoria declined to confer a 
peerage on a merchant and it was with much diffi· 
oulty that the Prime Minister coulcJ persuade her to 
reconsider her decision by pleading that the profeJ~
aion of merchant did not involve handling goods 
over the counter, In the Indian social econoiJiy the 
merchant had an honoured plaoe but only next after 
the scholar and tea.oher and administrator and 
soldier. Mr, Bajaj wquld have been a wealtbier man 
even if tho Uritish lwl nev~ s.et foot in thD OQW)try 

but he would not have been a member of the Working 
Committee of a politic~! organisatio!l, though he 
would have .been requtred to contnbute quite as 
liberally as at present to its funds. It has been the 
defect and weakness of British rule that it has 
steadily ten~ed to enhance the importance of material 
wealth over antellectual and spiritual values fwhieh 
played a great part in forming the tradition of Indian 
society. Mr. Ludovici in his " Defence of Conser
vatism" maintains that the same transformation in 
England was due to Jewish influence which in its 
own interests worked to eliminate all values from 
social life except such as could be purchased. 

Mr. Bajaj's understatement consists in his allegation 
that the main achievement of British rule in India. 
was to enable a few people like himself to make 
a little money. The achievement of British rule has 
been far different and far more important. It has 
by means of its education and administration stirred 
the Indi.an mind to a sense of responsibility for the 
well-beang of the country. It has instilled into it 
ideals of social and political conduct which it did 
not possess under Hindu and Muslim rule. Mr. Baj•j 
is a s!lbject of the historic Rajput State of )aipur 
where, 1f any where, the principles of Hindu polity 
should have manifested themselves in all their splen
dour. But it is in British India that he proffers satya
graha and it is to a British Court that he declares that 
he had realised slowly that that rule has been a fraud 
on tile country. The Gandbian . ideology which 
claims to make Truth its supreme standard, bas 
failed to create more than a partial sensation 
because in its judgment of British rule it has 
deliberately underestimated its actual achievements, 
The Raformer has never made light of the short
comings of British rule-and serious ones
in the industrial and economic sphere. But its 
contributions to the Intellectual and political life of 
the country have been of the utmost importance. It 
bas raised the national character and instilled Into it 
aspirations which have stimulated and ennobled 
Indian life. The defect is being rectified as 
material losses can always be made trood. Mr. Bajaj 
told the Magistrate that his position tn the Working 
committee . was peculiar as representing the 
possessing class. We have not a list of tho 
members of the Working Committee with us but 
surely there are others in it who are not wholly 
destitute. In any ease we did not know that the 
Working Committee was constituted on a functional 
basis. The logical conclusion of Mr: B tjaj's 
argument would seem to be the relinquishment of 
the possessions which have been acquired at an 
inordinate cost under British rule. Of this, however, 
there is not a single eigo in the whole statement. 

MidnapoPe Flood Rellef:-On the earnest 
representation of the Midnapur Central Flood Relief 
Committee and the Gontai Congress Committee, the 
Sadharan Brahmo Samaj sent a relief party of three 
workers with Babu J nan_ Sevak Chatterjee at the head 
to the Thana of Bhagabanpur where the distress Is 
very great. The party made Gopinathpur as its base 
of action and surveyed tho condition of 19 villages. 
People there are miserable. The Government •Carted 
test work for a short time but they have closed their 
operations and there is no chance of get tin~ any help 
ei>ewhere. The crops have totaUy fail<d and the peoplo 
have no other means of livelthood. The Brahmo Samaj 
Party gave relief to 349 families, They distrtbuted ~5 
maunds of rice per week. Relief parties In other areas 
have withdrawn for want of funds. But the situation 
requires public help urgently. The Brahmo Samaj 
Intend to carry on their work bat they count upoD 
contributions from charitably di,posed public, Money 
may kindly be sent to the Secretary, Sadharan BraluQo 
Samaj, Xll, Coro,allls Street, Caicutl;f. 
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EVOLUTION' OF THE JUVENILE 
. COURT l.'l BOMBAY, 

&. PROBATION OFFICERS AND CHILDREN's H0¥ES• 

(BY J. P. GUPTA, BoMBAY.) 

[All Righta Reserved by Author.] 
Tha oroba tion officers are appointed by the 

Children's Aid Society. They take charge of the 
cases entrusted to their supervision by the court. 
"A probation officer in the exercise of his duties 
under tha supervisi~n order, shall be subject .to 
the control, in the city of Bombay, to the Chtef 
Presidency Magistrate, and . el~ew~ere, ~f the 
District Magistrate of the Dtstnot, 10 '!'htch t~e 
court which pa•!lel any order under thts Act m 
respect of the child is situate." 1 

• 

The duties of a probati~n officer are V~ted. 
He is to visit or receive viatU from the chtld or 
youthful offender to sea whethe.r . those in whose 
care the child bas been commttted observe the 
conditions of bond, report to the court as to the 
b•haviour of the child or the youthful offender, 
advise assist and befriend the child or youthful 
offend~r and ani~t him in securing employment. 
When a oh•ld is on probation and the report of the 
probation officer reyeals that .he has not ~een of 
!ii:ood behaviour dunn~ the per1od of probatton, the 
court may after enqmry as it deems fit order the 
offender to be detained in a certified school, 

Probation work in Bombay City is on a higher 
level due to full-tima paid probation officers 
entrusted with purely supervi•ion . and enquiry. 
Another factor which haa led to their suoces•lul 
working ia that almost all of them bave received 
a two years' thorough training in the wor!' at the 
Sir l)orabji Tata .Graduate Sch~l of ~cx:•al W~rk, 
the only institute of social work m I.ndt~ tm()artmg 
training in 1ooial work on modern actentt Be lines. 

A certified 1chool, as mentioned abovet may be 
a Govcrnm&nt institution or a private mstitution 
oertiBad by G1>vernm:nt for receiving young 
olfeml~n. Such a school ia aubjeot to regular 
inspection and the Gov~rnment, if dissat~s.fied, can 
withdraw .the certi6oatton, aud the authorttles of the 
sobool tJO can give up the certificate after giving 6 
montha' written notice to the P(ovincial Government. 
For th~ inspection of these 1chools aa Inspector of 
Certified Sohoola wu appointed towards the end of 
1987, }'hen In 19:19 an Assi11tant Inspector and two 
clerk• were added to hi• staff to assist him. About 
one-fourth of the offdndera are generally committed to 
institutional care due to the preponderance of 
dependanoy caee11,. In the period between 1927-87 
the largest number of .case!t appearin_g before the 
juvenild cour.tl in l:Jilmbay were cas7s of depcnden?Y 
and negloot. The peri~ of de~entt~n for each chtld 
Ia mentioned by the mag&strate tn hts order bl!t not 
io al to exceed thos time of his reaching 18 years 
of age. 

1 
• • • 

1 he most recent and uptodate nst•tutton IS 
the Chembur Ho oiS started tn 1939 at Chembur 
(Bomb1y) in 193J through t~e eff~rts . of Mr: K. l\1, 
111unshi, Pre•ident of the Ch&ldrens Atd Soo&ety and 
then Home ll1ember of the Government of BJmbay. 
The Home occupies an area of 13() aore• of land and 
bas 8() c<>ttagds each accommodating ilO boys. Twll 
leparate aohooh, one f.Jr girls and on~ f.:lr mentally 
ddoctive children, are under construcuon. 

A oh•li.l in the certified school hu to follow a 
etrict d:1il)l program•nc, and. every effl)(t is. m1dc 
throu"h edu:latlon and other~Ntse to pr~p.lf~ htm for 
life by teaohin~ ao•ne suoll work whioll may en:1bl~ 
hi&n to find a )ob. It is proviJ~ that after the 
axpir.Ltion o/. 6 months ol detenuon ofa youthful 

I. l!oo\\01> !K ol Oblld,_'o t.o' Boml>o.y, 

~--------

offender in a certified school the Chief Inspector on 
being satisfied that the young offender will abstain 
from crime and will lead a good life, can grant him a " 
licence perl)litting him to live under the sup~ision · 
and authority of sorne approved person w1lhng to 
take charge of the offender, The time during which 
the child remains a b.ent from the school on licence, is 
reckoned as the period of detention. The licence can 
be cancelled by the Chief In spector on a breach of 
any of the conditions under which the licence was 
granted. 

It is further provided that a child on sufficient cause 
can be granted leave _for 8 days .at a time ~nd. 9 daya 
in all in a year exclustve of the ttme taken tn JOUrney 
to go home. If an inmate fails to return or esoapes 
from the school, the police officer on the application 
of the manager of the school arrests him and send 
him bank to the schooL 

Here it will not be out of pta~e to give a couple of 
suggestions for the better working of juvenile courts 
and the better treatment of the ju~enile delinquents. 

· The juvenile courts here are based upon English 
models and so are presided over by magistrates of 
Crimin~l Courts. They have no special training in 
the pbilo•opby underlying juvenile delinquency and 
its prop~r handling, and so there seems to be more 
emphasis being laid upon the crime itself than upon 
the circumstances whioh led the young person to 
commit that act, .It is, therefore, suggested that 
there should be moving . separate magi•trates 
exclusively for such courts, · They should be not 
only ·well versed in law but should have special 
training in the treatment ~of juvenile delinquencr. 
These magistrates m!ly mo~e from one court to the 
other giving two days in a week in every court. For 
the present to begin with, the pre•ent magistrates 
entrust<ld witb the juvenile court work should be 
given a short term course in the philosophy behind 
the treatment of juvenile offenders, . 

The other anamoly h the practice of joint trial of 
the adult offender and juvenile offender committed 
jointly in the juvenile court. In my opinion the adult 
offender should be tried io a regular criminal court 
and the juvenile offender should be dealt with b1 
the i.uverule court. ~ · 

DEFEATISM, 
The Editor, 

The Indian 8oojal Refor••~. 
Sir, 
· Under my headincr "D.~featisrn," "Indian" in your 

issue of Sep:embar.,7th has written a criticism, that 
is, if a complete misinterpretation of everything I have 
written in tt can be called a critioism. It i~ this sort 
of thing that fills one with a heart-breaking .sensa of 
the futility of efforts at mutud un:lerstmdmg, and 
fMr that Iqb1l's despairing dictum that "The ea•tem 
m1n and the western man are elem!ntally incapable 
of understanding eaoh other'' is right after all. Indian 
hu distorted my letter out of all recognition even to 
the exact opposite of what is meant. I am even mado 
out to exemplify all those terrible "imperialistio 
tendencies" which m3oke the British so hated abr<>a.:l, 
especially in In:lia, oppNnive exploitation of the 
po:>r, greod, hut of p.>wer, hatred of freeJo:n, repro•· 
sion of freedom of speech, the ol•pping into pri10.1 for 
the crime of atruaaling to bJ free and so on. B' 
tbe way, I shol!IJ aJ'Vi•e "lodian" t;, stujy UJ? th.e 
subject of what is at the m >rnent called def.!autra if 
he wi,hes to be con•idered w~ll-inlorm ld and up-to
datet it I• th3ot poisonous elemmc ~thiob. rotted tho 
N"utrall and Franoe anJ 03U1ed tbem to crumple up 
before the blnts of "frigbtfulnen" aad. thank ~. 
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the freedom from it is the strength given to the heroic 
Greeks to put up a united front and conquer at 
whatever cost. 

But this knack . of misapprehension I can it 
arise from the following reason I' Take the Indian's 
and the Englishman's respective reactions 
to ·an important statement, say, a Government 
pronouncement. 

The Englishman who goes upon the principle of 
trusting until and unless he has been given good 
reason for not doing so, will take the statement at its 
face value. It will mean to him, just what it says. 
The Indian who intuitively suspects and distrusts 
everyone and everything unle88 and until given good 
reasons for not doing so, will note the pronouncement 
and think, Now what does this really mean ? Does it 
mean more than it says P Does it mean less than it 
says i' Does it mean some thing quite different from 
what it says P And he will choose from one of these 
three possibilities: but the one version that happens 
to be the right one, that it means just what it says, 
he will ............ miss I Little wonder that he often 
makes such calamitous mistakes. 

''Indian" evidently does not know the meaning of 
our idiomatic saying to "foul one's own nest" It 
has nothing to do with honest criticism and the 
freedom to show up evils and abuses with a view to 
their correction, These are fundamental principles 
of our democratic system, and any one who takes the 
trouble can find them working in full force. 
· "Fouling one's own nest'' means the systematic 

belittling, dishonouring and maligning ot one's own 
people or race, or country, or government or religion, 
and so on, Think of it in this way. Suppose an 
Indian living in England who in social lite took every 
opportunity to discredit and malign the Indian people, 
their character, their culture, their faiths, their history, 
I assure you that Englishmen would regard him as a 
"ratter,''. and I have no doubt as to how he would be 
looked upon by his fellow countrymen. To ~he 
credit of India I have never come across any Indtan 
of this type, but to the discredit of .Britain and 
America I know of several foulers of the1r own nsst 
from those countries and am ~ieved, to see that arno~g 
Indians they are rather adrmred than condemned; 10 
fact, political India has the tendency to sit at the feet 
of such people and look upon them as oracles I 
They are misled, no doubt, by the fact that many 
of these people are selfless idealists. · India has 
yet to learn that idealism without realism is like a 
beatifully carved table large enough to hold any 
amount of articles, but with no legs to stand upon. 
And also the truth of the aphorism that "misguided 
goodness acts like poison. in the !Jody politic," a~d, 
with a grain of salt, the !lfD!o's sayu~g that th.e w~se 
man is he who spends h1s t1me undoing the m1sch1ef 
done by the good man. 
, "Indian" accuses me of injustice in my comparison 
of the situation in India and the Congress to a house 
on fire and the squabbling ~hildren heedlc:ss ?f !t. 
It is no way unjust, Indeed 1ts representation IS m 
the nature of an understatement. It is evident that 
those who pose themselves as representing India 
are still blind to the world-wide intense gravity of ~he 
war situation and the fact that we here are fightmg 
in our various ways, men, women, and children, for 
our Empire, for India, all as one famil:r, and '?ur 
fighting is of life or death, Let not th1s assertion 
call up the smils of-mockery, as only an instance of 
British hypocrisy. 
. Oh I If, for onoe and all, you would throw aside 

this soul-killing suspicion which makes your. Congress 
politicians &PPe:u' to the world of s~ne-mmdedness 
and sound principle, as a body of patriots sur~ly,_ but 
who have not grasped even the elementary pr1nc1p!es 

necessary for the establishing of political freedom 
who place the secondary before the first in import
ance: who· make that deadliest of all mistakes, that: 
of persistently treating the British Government as 
the enemy instead of as the friend, 

Yes-those who love India as their own country 
are looking with saddened eyes towards these 
self-styled representatives of India, for a sign of any 
spark of generous feeling, of magnanimity, of any ' 
greatness of soul, of even a vestige of statesmanship 
and look in vain. ' 

I would ask of any who may re~d the above, 
without understanding some of it, if, instead of 
criticising, they would notify what was not clear te> 
them, most gladly would I endeavour to clarify the 
same. 

' Cambridge, · } 
November 5, 194.0. 

Yours etc., 
L J. PITT, 

WHAT I BELIEVE.• 
(BY THE RIGHT HON. SHRINIVASA SASTRY.) 

All my life I have with maidenly shrinking 
avoided self-exposure. One's own self is the most 
difficult subject for one's pen. Sufficient knowledge 
there is, both of the outer and of the inner life. 
But can there be sufficient detachment? How 
can I avoid selt-love and self-despising, both 
springing from the same root · but flowering in 
opposite colours P In the book before me ("I 
Believe") there are twenty-three self-sketches of 
entrancing interest. I envy the writers their 
cold-blooded objective laboratory attitude. I do 
not hope to attain it, but promise to do my best,. 
ever bearing in mind that truth is paramount. . 

Of Brahmana parentage in the Tanjore · district 
I was born in poverty, but inherited a good brain. 
My parents pinched themselves hard to keep me 
at school and college. My father was of the 
priestly class; but, having no regular clientele, 
had to forage far and near for bare subsistence. 
My mother, born in a secular family, was proud 
by nature and, as soon as I could understand, 
used to confide to me ber humiliation at the 
privations which enured and the insults which he 
au bmitted to from the well-to-do. She had a 
melancholy and pious disposition and, by unwearied 
resort to street expositions of scripture, garnered 
a vast deal of mythological lore.· She found in me 
an eager listener. I remember my father often 
saying to me: "Go in and ask that shrew, she 
knows more than L" Pushed . before my time 
into the dark mysteries of sin, hell's torments and 
the malignancies of devils, I heard with trembling 
a course in Seshadharma, where the author sets 
out a fully elaborated table of man's transgressions· 
of the eternal law and the punishment for each 
transgression. To drive home these lessons, I was 
taken to a temple on the walls of which were 
depicted in lurid colours . the scenes of hell with 
sinners undergoing tortures calculated to make 
the spectator's flesh creep, The horror of the 
pictures has not yet wholly faded out of my mind, 
At seventy-one the night still has fears for me. For 
several years, while in the forms of the high 
school, I scarcely slept without a prolonged 
nightmare in which horrid goblins perform~d 
weird dances and made faces at me, Rehef 
would come only in the morning when I woke 
with my young body perspiring and unrefresbed. 
Life however, is not without compensations, Some 
c;fr~ms, not many alas, were comforting and reassur~ 
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me. One in particular gave me an ecstasy of 
religious satill(action, 110 much 110 that I did not 
expeot a sympathetic bearing from any one and 
would not •hare it even with my mother, It goea 
on record now for the first time. A11 I lay asleep 
praying in a boy's way for salvation, the sky wall 
•uffu11ea with a 11oft glow, out of which the eye 
glimJ"ed parts of a divine figure, filling the firmament, 
recumbent, face earthward. The outline filled in 
quickly, the light became brighter, and the form 
of Maha Vishnu, with majeatio beauty, di•closed 
itself to my enraptured vision. He lay head north 
and feet south, To the right and left were ranged 
gada and goddesses and munis familiar in our story. 
At tho same time the splendour of the great one 
increased beyond description. But, I knew not how, 
my eye, more fortunate than Arjuna's, could gaze 
and adore and not be blinded. At the culmination 
the effulgence 11eemed, aa I recollected the trance in 
later years, to admit of only one description, if 

. deiJCription it may be called. Let the reader turn 
to the twelfth atoka in the Gita cb.&pter of the 
All-comprehending Form, "If a thousand 11un11 
could be conceived to blaze together in the sky, 
the united brilliance might approach the resplendence 
of the Supreme." 

Though brought up on inadequate nutriment, I 
wa• a lltrong boy and spent m .. ny hours out of doon, 
mingling in the street and river·bed sports and 
excelling in several of them. By this means the 
gloom ol my inner life was held in check, and l grew 
up a healthy though delicate lad, maint~ining a 
balance between aeriousneas and self-indulgence. In 
my teens, owing to the acquisition ot a modern 
outlook, my mother's influence waned, Taken 
altogether I was a favourable specimen of the early 
products of English education, I lost fa1th in the 
accustomed rituals and cer~moniea. Religious 
thought, however, was sustained by an indefeasible 
longing for aalvdtion, The penonalitl of Jesus 
Christ fa1cinated me. But my peace o mind was 
ah~llcrcd, Life's integrity could not continue in the 
growing diohotomy between belief and practice. 
This phenomenon is common in all educated 
communities, but at that time was stigmatized as 
tha peculiar curoe of new India by Christian 
missionaries zealous to increase their flock, Gradu
ally l was attracted to the experiential school of 
philosophy, which l blended in a manner peculiar 
to m ••elf with the pessimism of Buddhistic 
teaching. Life took on a aombre hue, Moral 
judgments ltiffened to the point of severity. 
Pleasure and I• ugh ter seemed illegitimate and 
were atwavs dogged with remorse, Speech too 
was an indulgence next door to sin and must be 
limited to neoessitr· The doctrine of Karma held 
me in the grip o its logic. l wa• a determinist 
and had no doubt wh uev~r that free will was a 
dClu•ion and a snare. Samsara could bo trans• 
soended only by a rigidly practised contraction ot 
aodvi ty ending in its complete annihilation. The 
Gica pr•o 'Pt of action without attachment came 
later, and though I have wdoomed it with open 
arm·, it has not succeeded in establishing it•elf as a 
guide N pract oal conduct. Works are idle without 
efficieno' 1 efficiency is, at the pre•ent stage of men'e 
ev"lution, dependent on oomhinati m, persev• ranoe 
and aeal; the!OO seem hardly pouible without 
o;~rd\11 caloulation fr ;m ti•ne to time of the rc•ult 
of tffort, Is all this Rita ina ble without "'"S"' ? 
I would fain believe it, hut reason forbids, My 
heart revda with In• ff•hla rapture in the la!t 
ei.:ht v• rS<"!I of the 6hakta chapter. I" heir melodious 
rhet,•ric haunts me. Their lufty idealism peneuates 
my 110ul through and through. I do not bdieve 
that, as a compendious ooJe of ethic, it oan be 

paralleled in the world's literature. When, hcnnver 
I try to get hold of the various precepts, they By 
heavenward and leave me disconsolate and prostrate. 
So I shift, like a drifting log, between resolution 
and paialysis of will, between hope and blank 
despair. The struggle between the head and the 
heart, described with aelf-revelatory pathos in 
religious writing, rages perpetually within me. 
It is only my lifelong practice of s. If-control that 
cloaks the gnawings of my inmost being behind 
a bland expression of face. 

T. H. Huxley, J. S. Mill and Herbert Spencer 
emptied my mind of its slight doctrinal equipment. 
Many agnostics attain a tranquility o( spirit whicb 
I envy. I am hag-ridden by the idea of nothing 
after death. I long in my inmost being for some 
experience, some revelation, some authentic sign 
to bring the consolations of religion within my 
reach. Gea.·ge Eliot somewhere portrays the content 
and the certainty of the uncultivated mind and 
asks whether it is not a blessing when compared 
to the desolation that is created in our htart by 
the wisdom of science and philosophy, Negatio,. 
has unspeakable terrors for the likos of me. There 
are moments, let me confess, when l should answer 
in the affirmative the rhetorical question of the 
philosopher, "Will you prefer the contentment 
of the pig in his sty to the agitation and turmoil 
of the inquiring mind I''' But a wise poet has said 
that there is more faith in honest doubt than in 
half the creeds. To believe wh•t is not proved 
to one's satisfaction is to abdicate the aovereign 
quality of our kind-reason, 

Th• year~ have wrought a slight change in me, 
It is perh•ps unusual, Instead of hardening, my 
nature has softened a little. Travel in land• where 
they make more of life than we do in India, has tinged 
the austerity of my youth with hedoni•m, lntraver
sion has lost a little ground; and- elttraversio•r has 
gained it. Lau~hter and enjoyment are no longer 
taboo. I don't Judge my brethren nearly so harsnly 
as before. Charity, the greatest of the great things 
of life, informs my thoujj:ht and deed more than ever, 
Action, not inaotion, 1s my principle now, alas, too 
late, l try, following tha Gita up to a point, not to 
be excessivdy elated by auocess or ca~t duwn by 
defeat, Moderation is still to me the silke11 string 
that runs through all the virtues, I would print in 
large capit.Js the 16th slok~ of the 6th ch~pter of. 
the Gita, in which the aspirant to yoga is enj->ined to 
shun over-eating and fasting. over-sleep•ng and vigil 
alike, Bacon too in his wordly wisdom wa• a lo•ver 
of the golden mean. From a b.:>y slogan• and 
panaceas have left me cold. Only the highw 'Y' of 
philosophy for me. s .. amis and yogis, givers of the 
sacred a•h and whisperers of miracle-working 
m•ntras, have never allured. me. Th~ new and 
shortlivcd i~m' that mfest this fair home of genuine 
speculation and philo~ophy and promise us shJr touts 
to s•IVation have pa•sed by without quickening my 
spiritual pul•e, I oannot sign a.,ay my jud~ment io 
any sphere to another, however great and worthy, 

INDIA'S TRADE C0\1MISSIONER 
IN THE U. S. A. 

The following resolution was pused at a general 
meeting of the mamb"rs of India Ch tmber of 
Commerce of America, Inc. held at 665, 5th /\venue, 
New York, N. Y., on Thursday, September 19th. 
19J.Q I 

Resolved; (a) That. after giving the matter 
full and mature con•ideration, the Cham her is 
of the opini"n that tha G.:>vemm!nt of India should 
be felicitated on their opening an India Government 
Trade Commissioner's office io the United Sta~ 
of America. 
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(b) That the Chamber linda that, in the two 
years that this office has been in existence, its 
activities have greatly helped in fostering better 
and closer trade relations between India and the 
United States of Amerioa~u evidenced· by an 
increase in the trade in the past two years 
between India and the United States of America 
by approximately 70 per cent. 

(c) That the Chamber also wishes to congratulate 
the Government of India on its selection of Sirdar 
H. S. Malik as the first India Government Trade 
Commissioner to the United States of America. 

(tf) That, the Chamber, having closely followed 
the activities of Mr. Malik, is of the opinion that 
Mr. Malik has filled this position with great dignity 
and efficiency, and, being an Indian, has been able to 
represent India's interests favourably and accurately 
in this country, 

(e) That, the Chamber is definitely of the opinion, 
and is convinced, that this post of India Government 
Trade Commissioner to the United States of America 
and Canada must always be filled by a well
qualified Indian, because only an Indian can truly 
and faithfully represent India, India's trade and 
India's interests. 

(/) That, the American people as such, and 
American businessmen in particular, prefer to deal 
with and come into contact with nationals of India, 
pertaining to matters Indian, 

(g) That, in view of the foregoing, the Chamber 
requests the Government of India kindly to bear in 
mind the Chamber's views aAd suggestions on this 
floint, in making all future appointments to this post. 

(h) That, the Chamber requests the Federation 
of Indian Industries and Commerce in India, and all 
its allied Chambers and Associations, to take this 
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SIZES AVAILABLE 
this ~atter to the Government of India. 

(i) That copies of this resolution be sent to : 
(1) The Government of India, New Delhi 

: (2) The Federation of Industries and Commerce, 
, New Delhi. (3• The Press in. India. 

Moved by Sirdar J. J, Smgh. Seconded by 
Mr. Hemendra K. Rakhit. Passed unanimously. 
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S. NA 1ARAJAN'S 

WEST OF SUEZ. 

"It is a delight£';~! book. Few travellers 

can help telling tales. Mr. Natarajan at any 

rate knows bow to tell one extremely well." 

T'llH!ntutA Century, Allahabad. 

P:rice Rs. 3 Postage ext:ra. 
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NOTES. 
Conferences lor Education and Social 

Justice :-The closing days of the year have 
come to be devoted to what m~y be called 
stock-taking of the activities and achievements 
during the past twelve months. This year 
there has been rather more of this than in 
previous years. There were Historical Con
ferences in Lahore and Baroda. There was 
a Political and Economic Conference and an 
All-India Women's Conference in Bangalore and 
a Science Congress in Benares. There was 
an All-India Educational Conference in Udaipur 
which has hitherto kept itself secluded from the 
main currents of Indian thought. There was 
a Muslim Educational Conference at Poona. 
We deal in a · leading article with the 
President's address at the Session of the Hindu 
Mahasabha. at Madura. · The Indian National 
Liberal Federation met at Calcutta for three 
days. There have been several Students' 
Conferences. One thing emerges from the 
mere enumeration of these meetings. Politics 
plays a comparatively minor part in India's 
activities, The major interests of the public 
are becoming concentrated on the advance
ment of learning and knowledge, on the education 
of corning generations, and on the reform 
of social injustic~s in and as between the 
several communities. The All-India Women's 
Conference held also in Bangalore stands 
by itself as being the most significant 
movement of our time in some respects. 
We derive much satisfaction from the fact 
that, although at first sight it may be 
difficult to discern the trend · of Indian 
life as denoted by these Conferences, a 
little reflection makes it clear that none of 
our out:>tanding pre-occupations are exclusive 
but that they all look towards a more 
oomprehensive field outside themselves and 
that a.\1 are keenly cognisant of the supreme 
goal, tho happiness of the human race. 

Communal Conferences :---some people think 
that communal activities are all mischievous as 
coming in the way of nationalism. There are 
many who have come to the oonclusion that 
nationalism is itself the great cause of conflicts 
between countries and nations. It is nevertheless 
difficult to think of humanitv as a single unit. 
Even in religion we are confronted by numerous 
sects. The average human mind can not 
grasp the whole human species as a single unit. 
Provided that communities, castes and 
nations are not conceived as ultimates 
and it is borne in mind that a part is never 
greater than the whole, these divisions are 
useful as agencies of progress. The 
average man and woman are more inclined 
to work in their particular groups than in 
movements which aim at renovating the 
whole of - humanity. The more backward 
intellectually' a community or caste, the 
less disposed is it to envisage problems 
which are not related to itself. We are not, 
therefore, inclined to advocate the complete 
discarding of all sectional movements provided, 
as observed above, that the larger purpose is 
not ignored. The Hindu Mahasabha and the 
Muslim League offend against this condition. 
Not only that but they regard themselves 
as antagonistic to each other. The Muslim Educa
tional Conference held at Poona under the presi· 
dentship of Mr. Fazlul Haq, the Bengal Premier, 
on the other hand, is or should be a 
purely ameliorative movement. Such differences 
as there may be in the outlook on education 
between the Muslims and the general community, 
are capable · of adjustment by free discussion. 
His Excellency the Governor of Bombay 
who formally opened the Conference, spoke 
as a sincere friend of the community, ready 
to extend every reasonable help to the cause for 
which it stood, as the Head of the G:>Vernment. 
He pointed out one or two mis-statements in the 
report presented to the Conference, such as the 
complaint that Muslims were not getting their 
due measure of support fr0m Government. 
The Muslims form less than 9 per cent of the 
population of Bombay Province. More than 
12 per cent of the total provincial expenditure 
on education, the Governor pointed out, was 
devoted to education of Muslims, who 
enj0y besides free access to non-communal 
institutions maintained or aided by Government. 
Then, again, Sir Roger Lumley indicated 
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in a mild way his dissent from the assump
tion that the purpose of education is mainly to 
provide employment. He also expressed his 
concurrence with the: view of the Report 
that the backwardness of the education 
of Muslim girls is a serious drawback to the 
community's progress. No amount of weightages 
in electorates and reservations of official 
posts can help forward the moral and 
material progress of a community if · its 
women are not able to accord an intelligent 
and educated support to the efforts of their men. 
Happily, there is a distinct forward movement 
among Muslims as among other communities 
in this respect, 

The Indian Christian Conference :-The Indian 
Christians, are just now facing two serious 
tensions : one in respect of their relations to foreign 
missionaries and the oth~r that between the older 
and the younger generations. The expulsion 
of some young independent-minded missionaries 
recently, has not to outward appearances affected 
the missions concerned but it has profoundly 
impressed the Indian public and must surely 
bring about a radical change in the relation 
between missionaries and the Indian Christian 
community which shares in large measure the 
aspirations of the general population. The 
difference of view between the older and younger 
generations of Indian Christians found sharp 
expression in the addresses of the Chairman of 
the Reception Committee, Sir Maharaj Singh, 
and of the President, Mr. D. S. Ramachandra 
Rao. This difference may be also described as 
one between Northern Indian Christians and 
those of the South, Sir Maharaj Singh represent
ing the former and Mr. Ramachandra Rao, the 
latter. Sir Maharaj Singh in his address 
reviewing the progress of Indian Christians, 
observed: 

More important still, they (Indian Christians) have 
risen in the estimation of their Hindu and Muslim 
brethren and have formed a respected section of citizens 
of Luclmow. In illustration I may tell you that not long 
ago the responsible posts. In this city of Chief Judge, 
Deputy Commissioner and City Magistrate were 
simultaneously held by Indian Christians, 

The fact of three offices being simultaneously 
held by Indian Christians in Lucknow, does 
not prove anything of the estimation in which 
the community is held by others, Does a 
community become respected by others by 
some of its members holding public offices, in 
the only sense that matters, was the question 
which crossed our mind as we read this extra
ordinary statement. If it was not due to the 
exigencies of the Service, Government might have 
their own reasons for preferring to have men of 
one community rather than another in a city where 
Hindu-Muslim rivalry is as acute as in Lucknow. 
When preference is shown to one community 
for such a reason, the community rather suffers 
than rises in the public esteem. However that 
be, the President in his address applied a different 
test. Dr. Ramachandra Rao's address was a 
candid exposition of the issues facing the Indian 
Christians. Christians, and Indian Christians 

among others, have failed to uphold the principles 
. of Jesus Christ, Mr. Rao said : 

At last it has been left to a Hindu saint to put to test 
on a national scale Christ's tenets, and to base on 
the principle of non-violence his scheme for winning 
Indian freedom. 

Dr. ~ao's Address :-There is much, very 
much, in the Presidential address of Dr. 
Ramachandra Rao with which we find ourselves 
in cordial agreement. We particularly appre
ciate his observation on proselytising. He said : 

At this juncture when religious animosities are apt 
to explode on the slightest pretext, intolerant 
proselytising zeal will not help matters. It is not 
conversion but the deepening of spirituality aU over 
the country that will enable the people to stick to the 
kernel and cast off the shell, Mass conversions apart 
from convictions of the individual, should be tabooed 
as It would teud to increase inter·communal jealousies 
and rivalries. 

Dr. Rao added that the · growth of the 
Christian community must be in spiritual 
heights and not in mere numbers. If the 
President's wise words are kept in mind 
by missionaries who are tempted to add to 
their numbers, leading to the Indian Christians 
being as Dr. Rao described them "a motley 
crowd gathered together from various com
munities, religions, races and climates," the 
Indian Christians will be welcomed, as they are 
already largely, as a valuable element in India's 
population. Dr. Rao also stressed the need 
of Indian Christianity linking up witb. the 
religious culture of India while not discarding 
the spiritual achievements of the West, The 
Indian Christian community is the second largest 
minority in the country and consists of a larger 
proportion of educated men and women than other 
communities. The views which the President 
of the All-India Indian Christian Conference 
expressed on the Pakistan scheme will, therefore, 
receive due attention from the leaders of the 
Muslim League. Speaking from his own 
experience of Mysore where he is domiciled, 
Dr. Rao declared that Christians need not be 
afraid of a Hindu Raj. The President felt 
no such assurance about Pakistan. He 
commented on the absence of any apportion· 
ment in the scheme for Indian Christians and 
other minorities. It is entirely a selfish scheme, 
he said. 

Sir ~adhakrishnaa on Civilisation :-Presiding · 
at the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of the Madras' 
Christian College Day Association, Sir Sarvapalli 
Radhakrishnan, . the most distinguished old. 
student of the College now living, spoke some 
plain words about presentday civilisation which 
may be commended to the attention of British 
statesmen who have made the defence of that 
civilisation the main object of the war, Sir 
Sarvapalli said : 

Civilisation is not an economic policy, it is not the 
technical equipment, but the mind which sustained the 
balance and the mind which was behind it. He had 
heard it said that the ballot box, Holy Bible and cricket 
were symbolic of their civilisation. But what were 
their values? CiviUsation was centering Itself round 
our banks, and factories, our corporation and Industries. 
It did not consider any value to be more precious than 
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the value of maintenance of dividends and compound 
. intere&t. They were pursuing wealth and power even 
at the expen.e of justice and morality. The present 
civill!;ation, he said, deserved to perbh and ought to 
perish. Unless they were prepared to alter the fund
amental framework on which this civilisation was 
based, they •hould be prepared for repetitions. 1 

. bolleve (the speaker added) what the country and 
what the world require Is a true spiritual revivaL · 

Violence and Non-Violence :-Gandhiji was not 
always an apostle of non-violence in the sense 
in which he now understands and expounds the 
word. He was actively associated with the 
recruitment of men, as soldiers and labourers, 
during the last World War •. It was towards the 
the end of the second decade of the century that 
he found it necessary to safeguard the Non· 
Co-operation movement which he started, from 
getting mixed up with the violent revolutionary 
movement which had been in existence since the 
Bengal Partition agitation. His action at the 
time had the salutary effect of bringing about 
the cessation of the latter movement. Mr. 
Rushbrook Williams in his annual survey· of 
of Indian affairs repeatedly bore testimony to this 
influence of Gandhiji•s Civil Disobedience on a 
non-violent basis. Since then Gandhiji has 
developed non-violence into a religious creed. 
But even at the commencement of the present 
War, he was not so emphatic about it as he is 
now. His emphasis on it as an absolute truth, 
however, is having an unfortunate effect. Slogans 
always give riso to counter-slogans. So long as 
Gandhiji's doctrine was confined . to internal 
politics, few men of importance felt it necessary 
to contradic,t him. But when it came to be used 
as a slogan against the efforts of India to help 
Britain in the war, men of the position and 
authority of Sir Sivaswami Aiyar and Mr. T. R. 
Venkatarama Sastry have come forward to 
declare that violence and war are not opposed 
to the tenets of HiQduism. Mr. Savarkar in his 
presidential address to the Hindu Mahasabaha at 
Madura went further. He denounced the gospel 
of non-violence as the product of a diseased 
brain. Another denouncer of non-violence is 
Mr. M. N. Roy. . All this attack on non
violence and praise of violence, it is · to 
be feared, will have the unintended effect of 
reviving the violent revolutionary . movement 
in this country, which is the last thing 
which any responsible persons, least of aU the 
Government can desire. There is need for 
~aution in opposing the extreme teaching of 
non-violence by GandhiJi. Otherwise opposition 
to non-violence mij;ht easily be interpreted as the 
glorification of violence. It should be made 
clear to the young impressionable mind that 
violence and non-violence are both relative 
terms and subject to qualifications. You 
may stab a friend with words more fatally than 
by a dagger. The surgeon's knife may save 
a life which soft words can not. When we pass 
from individuals to nations which are still far 
behind the level of personal morality, and which 
are still much under the reign of Nature red in 
tooth and claw, violence and non-violence must 

be given a yet wider connotation. As a general 
principle, it may be assumed that when two 
countries engage in a war, statesmanship has 
sunk to a low ebb in those countries. . 

The Liberal Confereoce:-Mr. V. N. ChaQda· 
varkar's presidential address to the Liberal 
Conference at Calcutta was a comprehensive 
survey of the political situation. Mr. Chandavarkar 
insisted again and again on the importance · of. 
holding British statesmP.n to the declared goal of · 
Dominion Status and expressed his doubts as to · 
the wisdom of the constitutional experimentation 
suggested by Mr. Amery. But it is significant 
that several parts of his address bore witness to 
his very live appreciation of the fact that 
Dominion Status for India would mean a radical 
change in the · framework of the · British 
Commonwealth. He said that the constitutional · 
question between India · and I!:ngland had 
been settled in essentials-" namely, Dominion· 
Status an such Status at that" as will make · 
India and equal partner with England in the 
lndo.British Commonwealth of Nations." And 
he asked for a goodwill mission from Britain 
which would lay the foundations of a treaty of 
friendship. At the centre he advocated the 
setting up now of a cabinet system which, even 
though not responsible,· should nevertheless be 
responsive to public opinion. There are very few 
Indians who could quarrel ·with Mr. Chanda
varkar's clearly worded statement of the Indian. 
problem. His analysis of the communal question 
was a masterly one and he drew freely on analogies 
from Ireland and South Africa in denouncing 
the Pakistan scheme. Mr. Chandavarkar has 
rendered Indian Liberalism a service in restating 
its principles in the context of present-day 
conditions. His constructive suggestion for 
solving the tangle into which British policy 
has brought the country, is for Britain to 
take some definite step, from which no with-· 
drawal is possible, towards . granting India's 
status in the . Commonwealth. · This we have 
repeatedly urged since the outbreak of war~ 

The late Mr. Nageodraoath Gupta :-The 
death which took place last Saturday morning 
of Mr. Nagendranath Gupta, a prominent figure 
in Indian journalism in the early years of the 
century, a distinguished author in English ancJ 
Bengalee, a man of varied information and wide 
culture, has passed almost unnoticed in the 
Indian Press. Mr. Gupta was attracted from 
journalism to a business career thirty years ago 
and has for some ten or twelve years past been 
living a retired life in Bandra. His broad human 
interests made him a favourite with his neighbours 
without distinction of race or creed. After two 
months' illness he died peacefully at the age o£ 
80 in a Nursing Home in Matunga. His body 
was brought to his home in Sandra from where 
it was taken to the cremation ground followed by 
a group of friends. His death, it is no ex1ggera
tion to say, has left a void in the circles where he 
had been almost an institution for many years. 
Our deep sympathy goes out to the family. 
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MR. SAVARKAR'S ADDRESS TO THE 
HINDU MAHASABHA, 

The mildest word we can find for characte
rising the address which Mr. V. D. Savarkar 
delivered as President of the Hindu Maha
sabha is "reprehensible," As we have 
repeatedly urged in Tke Refrmner there is no 
Hindu-Muslim problem, as it is commonly 
understood, in South India. The relations 
between Southern and Western India, and Arabia, 
antedated the birth of Islam by many centuries. 
Islam itself was propagated in the South not by 
conquerors but by pious missionaries who 
exemplified in their lives its simple creed in all 
its purity, . In the South, therefore, had sprung 
up and has for long existed between Hindus and 
Muslims a :spirit of brotherhood. and cultural 
appreciation, which has not been seriously 
disturbed by the propaganda of the Muslim 
League. Men like Sir Mahomed Habibullah, Sir 
Mahomed Osman and others less known to 
fame but on that account nonetheless influential 
in sustaining a happy comradeship between 
the two communities, have upheld the auspicious 
tradition against the persistent efforts of politi
cal propagandists. Into this atmosphere of 
peace and good-will, Mr. Savarkar has sought 
to inject the virus of Hindu-Mahomedan anta
gonism. Not on! y that but he has tried to involve 
in the controversy the Indian States and even 
the independent State of Nepal. He abandoned 
all sense of propriety and proportion in his 
attack on the Nizam's Government. The 
tone of his address was that of an irresponsible 
demagogue utterly careless of the conse
quences of his declamation. 
. If the Congress has blundered in its 

handling of the problem, Mr. Savarkar has 
deliberately sought to embroil the two com
munities who have lived, and are living 
peacefully side by side, for centuries for the 
sake of extending his Mahasabha propaganda 
where it is out of place, The first and 
foremost task of a statesman, Indian or 
other, is to promote the maximum of goodwill 
among the people whose affairs he has to admi
nister. Mr. Savarkar completely lost sight of 
this paramount duty. He did his worst 
to foment the spirit of dissension. The 
South Indian leaders who attended the Hindu 
Mahasabha session, must have been completely 
out of sympathy with the President's tirades. 
Mr, Savarkar reserved his severest onslaughts 
for the Congress. We are no apologists for 
the Congress whose handling of the communal 
problem has been neither firm nor fair. But 
the charge that the Congress has weakened the 
position of the Hindus vis a vis Government 
and the Muslims has no foundation. The 
inherent strength of a community cannot be 
undermined by any jerrymandering of electorates. 
Chi"iSt'-. 

The Hindus today are ·· in every respect 
stronger than they were at any time withill 
living memory. This is due to the great work: 
of far-seeing leaders who guided the community 
amidst many shoals and quicksands alon"' the 
path of social and spiritual emancipation,"' who, 
discarding the cheap and easy slogan of "foreign 
domination,'' understood the significance of that 
domination and turned it to the highest advantage 
of the country. The patrimony so laboriously 
garnered is now in danger of being dissipated 
by the ambitions of shortsighted politicians, 
But we have faith in the sound sense of the
Hindus and are confident that they will not in a 
moment of impatience forfeit the gains of many 
generations of wise and thoughtful leadership. 
Mr. Savarkar told the Mahasabha that Govern
ment have conceded many of its demands. He 
thought, for instance, that Mr. Amery's last speech 
in which he gave the slogan of "India First'' was
the direct answer to the Mahasabha's demand 
for a definite r~pudiation of Pakistan by the 
British Government. This is a bit of wishful 
thinking. Not only do we find no repudiation 
in that speech but we fail to find any revocation 
of the alternatives whicn Mr. Amery had 
thrown out at a previous luncheon, and which, 
if given effect to, would land the country 
in a worse predicament than Pakistan. The
President of the Mahasabha wants Hindus t.J 
range themselves against their Muslim country
men by seeking- an alliance with the British 
Government. The Congress wants to overthrow 
the latter with the co-operation of M uslirns. 
The true path of Indian progress, however, is. 
to harmonise all the elements of our history. 
One final word as to the militarization of 
Hindus which Mr. Savarkar warmly advised. 
He wants millions of Hindu youth to take 
advantage of the Government offer and trai~ 
themselves for military careers. He did not pause 
to count the cost of training and maintaining a 
large standing army nor, of course, where the
enormous cost of it was to be found. It is 
clear from the context that the purpose in 
Mr. Savarkar's mind for which this great effort 
is to be made, is a civil war between Hindus 
and Muslims. It is true that the happenings in 
Sind and elsewhere have forcibly demonstrated . 
the need for Hindus providing themselves
with more effective means of self-defence if 
Government can not perform their elementary 
function of preserving life and property. 
But a Hindu ·army is the most expensive
and least effective way of providing it. At 
Sukkur at the very time of the massacre a lorry
load of Sikh troops was said to have passed by. 
An army acts under orders and not on its 
impulses derived from its communal origin. In 
any case, no responsible leader would contem
plate a civil war as the best means of promoting 
communal harmony. Mr. Savarkar suggested_ 
the re-union of Sind with Bombay, which we$ 
had ourselves recommended as the best way of 
reclaiming Sind to civilized administration, when 
the recent troubles began. The Hindus of Sind 
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are themselves in need of radical change in their 
social and spiritual outlook. Their handling of 
the situation created by the Om Mandli, and the 
rising of such a situation itself, were symptoms 
of a deep-seated malady. 

But for the virulent tone adopted towards 
Muslims, Mr. Savarkar's address would have been 
not only a useful but also a valuable contribution 
to Indian political thought. The idea of an Indo
British Commonwealth which he supported, was 
first suggested many years ago in The Refonne1" 
and was some years later advocated by Pandit 
Hridayanath Kunzru. The genius of the Hindu 
people is pre-eminently one of assimilation and 
not rejection. The Maharashtra Saint, Eknath, 
gave away the food prepared for his father's 
shradh to three Mussulmans who came to his 
door and justified his action by maintaining that 
God can not be limited to any caste or sect in 
the human forms which He may take. This was 
the characteristic Hindu way of incorporating 
a new factor-a statement of it in the form of 
an accepted metaphysical doctrine. The great 
Shivaji won the confidence of his Muslim subjects 
by his broad tolerance and regard for their 
interests and sentiments. In our own time; 
Ranade, the greatest modern thinker of 
Maharashtra, in numerous lectures and writings 
demonstrated with a great wealth of erudition 
the steady process of fusion which lasted for 
many centuries between the communities. Sir 
Sayyad Ahmed, the great Muslim reformer, 
also besought Hindus, and Muslims to 
think ;of themselves as the two eyes of 
the Indian nation. Mr. Jinnah in his earlier 
days worked on the same ideology. His 
speeches and attitude of late have become 
provocative. That is just because he realises 
that he has a weak case. A leader who is 
confident of his cause, has no need to indulge 
in bluster. Mr. Savarkar by his attitude has 
helped Mr. J innah intending- to correct him. 
The absence of a single South Indian name 
from his Committee of "direct action" confirms 
our view that his inflammatory observations 
would have had no effect on leaders in that 
part of the country. Speaking of "direct action," 
a technique borrowed from the Congress which 
Mr. Savarkar denounced, he remarked in his 
concluding remarks that it will not, in the case 
of the Hindu Mahasabha, be confined to Civil 
Disobedience, He had in his address poured 
ridicule on the cult of non-violence. What other 
forms direct action will take when it is launched 
by the Mahasabha, it remains to be seen, 
The Madura session of the Mahasabha, we are 
sorry to say, marks the climax and the turning 
point in the history of that movement the 
original objects of which have been completely 
lost sight of. Those aims were clearly stated 
by Mr. C. Vijayaraghavacharya, the veteran 
'Who has been associated with the Congress as 
well as the 'Mahasabha from their very birth 
and is, therefore, along with Pandit l\Jadan 
Mohan t.Ialaviya, in a unique position of 
authority. He wrote in the course of his 

message to the 1\Iadura session : 
The alm• and objects of the AU-India Hindu 

Mahasabha are to secure political and economic freedom 
of British India by uniting the people of our country 
of aU creeds, castes and no castes. This Sabha, while 
mainly anxious to protect the inalienable rights of the 
Hindus, lx>th caste and non-caste, by no means aims 
in anyway at Invading or in juring the similarly 
inalienable rights of the Muslims, Christians and other 
minority communities. 

We would go further. Upon the Hindus as 
the oldest, largest and traditionally tolerant 
community, devolve3 in a special sense the duty 
of upholding the rights and interests of all 
minorities, however they might have come to be 
settled in this land. When it fails to recognise 
and honour this obligation, it forfeits its historic 
role and ceases to be of significance in the ethical 
evolution of man. 

KOLHAPUR TODAY. 
(BY ONE WHO KNOWS.). 

The long period of minority administration from 
1845 to 1894., except for a brief period of three 
years, gave Kolhapur an almost unique experience 
of the good as well as the bad results inevitably 
connected with such administrations. As the late 
Shahu Chatrapati who succeeded to this minority 
period, often said, in his numerous notes on this 
subject, Kolhapur had the worst of the evils from 
the absence of a responsible ruler in the State, 
After a period commencing from 1894., a similar 
state of thing~ has become the lot of Kolhapur since 
a few weeks ago, when His Highness Rajaram 
Maharaja died, leaving behind him two widowed 
Maharanis and a daughter barely a few days old. 
What is now to be the future of the ruling house of 
Kolhapur P What is to be the administration, 
who is to be respomible for it, until the 
future ruler, today unknown, assumes the 
reins of authority as the Chatrapati P These 
are questions which are very naturally exercising 
the minds of the people of the State. In numerous 
meetings, held all over the State, the people are 
appealing to the Paramount Power to recognise 
Her Highness the Senior M1harani as the head of the 
administration during the present minority, or 
interregnum as it may accurately be called. As a 
result of the efforts made by the Princes some years 
ago, the Gove:nment of India have recog:nised the 
principle that, m the ca•e of the m~re Important 
States like Kolhapur, States the rulers of which are 
entitled to a partioul,u salute, the su~cession of a major 
son should be automatio on the death of a ruler; but 
unfortunately, as far as I know, no definite rule has 
been laid down for cases where the deceased 
Maharaja leaves a minor son or no son at all. I do 
not know why these contingencies, which are neither 
rare nor unknown in the States, should not have 
been provided for by the formulation of at least 
general principles for guidlnce in such cases. The 
Rulers of the States are admittedly hereditary amf 
rules by which succession should take place in the 
absence of a son, are relllly essential. 

Leaving this point for a moment, it may be 
admitted that in such contingencies, the ulumate 
responsibility for th.e administration. for !he 
preservation or the nghts of the ruhng fanuly, 
lies on the shoulders of the Paramount Power. No 
one has ever denied this. But the question really is 
whether that Power bas been tollowing well-defined 
principles in such cases or is leaving every o•se to 
be dealt with according to the uncertain view• of 
Individual political offioers. I do not foc a moment 
suggest that these offioere do not arrive at their 
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decisions with as much care as may be possible for 
them to take ; but in the absence of definite rules 
for guidance in such cases, too much is left to the 
idiosyncracies of individual officers, It was the evils 
of these idiosyncracies of which Maharaja Shahu 
Chatrapati bitterly complained some years ago, 

Today, however,· the question is not about what 
happened in Kolhapur from 1845 onwards for almost 
fifty years, but as to what is happening in Kolhapur 
today, I am not at all concerned here with conside
~at!o~s depending on the merits or demerits of 
tndiV!duals concerned, To my mind the question is 
very Important mainly from the point of view of the 
ruling family whose rights the British Government 
has pledged itselt to preserve and protect, as well 
as from the point of view of the administration itself, 
Shortly after the demise of the Maharaja, the State 
Gazette announced that all applications addressed to 
the Maharaja during his life-time, should thenceforth 
be addressed to the Prime Minister ancl the President 
of the Executive CounciL This is the only public 
announcement ever made after the death of Rajaram 
Maharaja about the present form of administration. 
Whence did the Prime Minister derive his authority 
to take the place of the Maharaja in respect of sub
jects, which the Maharaja alone had jurisdiction to 
deal with? Whose Prime Minister is he P When was 
the Executive Council created and by whom ? Who 
passes orders on the memorials presented to the 
Prime Minister in lieu of the Maharaja P Is it the 
Prime Minister who does so or the Executive 
Council which exercises the ruler's power P These 
are questions which no one can answer definitely. 

It may be assumed that the Resident at Kolhapur 
or the Government of India have sanctioned this 
arrangement. But neither the Prime Minister nor 
the Executive Council have announced to the 
people that they are acting under the authority 
derived from the Paramount Power ; nor have the 
Government of India or the Resident declared 
:hat they have assumed the final authority 
owing to the peculiar conditions which have 
arisen in Kolhapur and that they have delegated 
their powers to the Prime Minister or the 
Executive Council. It is reasonable to suppose 
that it is only the Paramount Power which can 
control suoh a situation. But the strangest part 
of the thing is that both the Resident and the 
officers in Kolhapur are absolutely silent over this 
point, and stranger still, the State officials are 
making announcements apparently on no authority 
except their owo. Why is this so P I am myself 
unwilling to believe that they are doing so without 
the authority of the Resident. That would be 
unthinkable. But is it a thing which the people of 
the Kolhapur State should not know P It would be 
absurd to imagine that on the death of the Maharaja 
State officers could simply by their own decision, 
take the place of the Maharaja. But why are the 
Paramount Power and the State officials concealing 
the fact that today it is the Paramount Power's 
writ which runs in Kolhapur and it is that Power 
which is really responsible for all that is happening 
in the State after the Maharaja's death. As matters 
stand, to the knowledge of the public, the Paramount 
Power is silent as to who is in charge of the 
administration and certain officers have assumed the 
ruler's powers without reference to either that 
Power or the ruling family, such as it exists in 
Kolhapur. The apparent position is at the least most 
irregular and unconstitutional. 

The proper course, on the death of the Maharaja, 
without leaving a major successor, would have been 
for either the Resident to have announced the 
assumption of powers by the Paramount Power, 
pending a decision on the question of succession ; or 

for the Senior Maharani to succeed although tem
porarily, pending final decision regardin~ permanent 
succession. The first course has ordmarily been 
followed hitherto in such circumstances, But since 
the previous practice of even a major son succeeding 
only after recognition by the Paramount Power has 
been given up and the principle·of automatic succes
sion has been recognised, there is no reason why 
the . ordinary law of suc:cess!on in the ruling 
family should not prevail m cases of this 
kind, Under the Hindu Law, the widow succeeds 
to her husband but takes only a limited estate 
in conditions of this kind and the Senior Maharani 
should have stepped into the shoes of her deceased 
husband, the Maharaja, with a limited estate 
terminable on the coming into existence or recogni
tion of a full successor, such as an adopted son or 
the recognition of the daughter as the heir to the 
Gadi; she may be advised by the Resident in an 
emergency of this kind but the formal right of the 
Maharani to take over the administration in her own 
hands on the death of her husband, pending adoption 
of a son, would be perfectly legitimate, · would 
involve no risks and would certainly be in con• 
sonance with the sentiments and rights of the 
Princely Order throughout India, In Kolhapur, in 
the present case, neither the Crown Representative 
nor the Maharani, assumed even temporary respon
sibility for the administration and the people of the 
State are left to grope in the dark about the real 
position, This is a clear violation of the rights 
arising from the hereditary character of the privi· 
leges of the Ruling family, Politically also this 
would be far from expedient for the Resident to 
be behind the curtain and for the State Oflicers 
to be allowed to constitute an administration whose 
authority remains a mystery in the eyes of the 
public. 

In answer to the agitation in the State in favour of 
the Maharani holding charge ot the administration, 
the Executive Council of the State has this week 
issued a communique stating that they will remain in 
charge of the State, till a successor to the Gadi is 
recognised by the Paramount Power and the 
Maharani could be appointed a regent, as desired 
by the people, only thereafter, This is really playing 
with the issue, The public may be wrong in using 
the phrase, "Regency of the Maharani," in the present 
case, but in reality the public view is that, though 
she may not be called a Regent just at present, she 
should be at the head of the administration till she can 
become the regent of a minor successor. Has she not 
a better title · to occupy the position which the 
Prime Minister or· the Executive Council are 
today allowed to occupy I' This is the question 
before the public and the answer given by the' 
press communique simply ign_ores it, ·The question · 
must be answered by the Par~mount Power, W!ly' 
do they not recogntse the claim of the Maharani 
to be a more proper head of the administration 
:han any officers in ' the State P The people of 
the State desire an answer to this question and 
they have made their own wishes In the matter as 
clear as broad daylight, 

The importance of the State having a responsible 
head, such as the Resident or, more preferably, 
the Maharani from the point of view of the people 
in the State, is indeed very great, even from the 
practical point of view, Accusations are being made 
against all manner of officers from top to bottom. 
These accusations have found their way in the 
press throughout Maharashtra. No one, not even 
the officers who are today allowed to run the 
administration, are immune from these attacks, I have 
nothing to say about the justice or otherwise of any 
of these accusations. Is it, however, wise to place 
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authority in the hands of some a~ainst whom there 
are as many accusations as agamst those who are 
placed under their control ? A retired police official 
with an excellent career in l:lritish India, whose 
services at firtt were taken on loan from the Bombay 
Government by the late Maharaja, whose confidence 
he enjoyed till the last, ia reported to be under 
suspension. This is only one instance of the drastic 
lteps being taken. I repeat, that I have nothing to 
aay in justification or 1n condemnation of the accu• 
sations or the steps being taken by the authorities. 
I refer to the•e incidents merely to show that, 
in circumstances like these, the State shoold 
be in charge of someone above suspicion and 
above intrigue, without suggesting a word against 
any officer in the State. It would be permissible 
to say that the right course tor the carrying 
on of the administration in Kolhapur has not 
been adopted and not only the rights of the 
Maharani are violated thereby, but the field for 
more intrigues causing more trouble to the public 
at large is being opened. If the Resident or 
the Crown Representative only refers to the 
administration reports of the period prior to 1894 
he would find how Kolhapur is a hot-bed of factions, 
The records of the Political Department would show 
him that, during the last two regimes, nothing has 
happened to maKe the plaoe less amenable to 
factious influences, It would be a boon, therefore, 
to the people of the State, if either the Resident or 
the Maharani takes direct charge of the State till 
more final arrangements are decided upon. 

The question tegarding the adoption of a suoces. 
tor is also exercising the minds of not only the 
Kolhapur pu blio but also the whole of Maharashtra, 
where the Ruler of Kolhapur is looked upon as the 
representative of the house of Shivaji, This is, 
indeed, a very difficult question. There are 
numerous claimants. Conllicting precedents are 
in existence and can be quoted by different parties, 
A question hal been asked as to why the Maharaja's 
infant daughter should not succeed. I refer to these 
questions merely to show that the decision will 
be a difficult one and must take time to arrive at, 
During this fairly long time, the position in the 
State should be regularised and responsibility should 
be placed where it should legitimately belong. -

"INDUSTRIALIZE OR PERISH I "• 
For years past, Sir M, Visvesvaraya has lost no 

opportunity of placing before the State and the 
public his emphatic view that, unless there is 
'' rnpid industrial advance" in the country, the 
Indian nation will p~:riah. He has been one of the 
first to plead for a planned economy for the country. 
Though he is connected with a number of 
individual business enterprises, Sir M, Visvesvaraya 
bas never failed to emphasise the point of 
view that industrial effort should proceed on 
wcll·rcgulated lines to be of real benefit to the 
various sections of the population. Sir Visvesvaraya 
was an original member of the National Planning 
Committee, but he resigned the membership alter its 
earlier sittings, and it is a great pity that be will not 
be able to make any contribution to the practical 
shaping of the Committee's final conclusions. 
But this withdrawal of Sir Visvesvaraya from 
tho National Planning Committee merely reflects 
what is apparently lacking in the persistent and 
devoted efforts that Sir Visvesvaraya bas been 
making for yeart past to lead India on to a policy 
of pianneJ economy, On the one hand, the 
industrialists and business men, suoh as 

• "RApid lnd\ll,tiU A.dft!loement.." An Address bJ Sir. M. 
VIIVN\ ... ~-

those who are stiU associated with the Plarming 
Committee, seem to feet that his schemes are 
remote altogether &om the practicalities of 
industrial life in India, and introduce too much of 
bureaucratic interference. On the other band, to Pandit 
Jawaharlal N ebru and others, these very achemes 
appear individualistic uninfluenced by any 
concept of a new social order. Failing to carry 
conviction either to the one party or to the other, the 
pioneer of a planned economy for India finds himself 
unfortu',IBtely too isolated to contribute to planned 
econom1o progress. 

There is something else also, that is lacking in 
Sir Visvesvaraya's campaign for industrial planning, 
If one may say so, with due deference, that is due 
to a failure to go deep into the causes of the 
industrial decline of India. Economic forces are not 
beyond the range of human endeavour, If such 
economic forces have overwhelmed the far-famed 
industries of the country that is so only because there 
baa been no endeavour to regulate these forces so as 
to readjust our eoonomio life to the changing world 
conditions of the last one hundred years, Even 
now Sir Visvesvaraya observes that the authoritiea 
in control of Government policy seem to be in 
no hurry to dislodge the country from the 
position of being treated as a market for foreign 
manufactures and yet Sir Visvesvaraya cherishes 
the hope that • if the Government work on 
dominion lines, as high authorities assure us they 
are already doing, there should be no difficulty in 
business leaders and Government coming to
gether and building up a sound industrial 
structure," The recent rejection of one or the 
many schemes sponsored by Sir Visvesvaraya, namely, 
that for the manufacture of automobiles, is merely 
one indication of the fact that there has been little 
change in the outlook of those who are in charge 
of the economic destinies of the country. Notwith
standing the haphazard and unco-ordinated efforts 
that Government make to utilize industrial organize. 
tiona for war purposes, they still have no 
conception of an ordered growth of Indian 
industries, The doctrine of lailsea fair~ 
in its crudest form, as Professor D. R. Gadgil 
~ointed out at the recent session of the Indian 
Eoonomio Conference, still has undisputed sway 
over our economic life and economic planning 
lies outside the ken of the ruling authorities, 

It is this selfish pursuit oflai&sea faire and an utter 
neglect of the need for facilitating economio readjust. 
ment that have led to the present state of disequili
brium between agriculture and industries that Sir 
Visvesvaraya bewails. The position has worsened in 
the last halt a century not because the people were 
lethargic or listless but they have been made 
lethargic or listless by reason of the decline, under 
the stress of unregulated economic forces, of the 
rural handicrafts and subsidiary occupations that 
provided a healthy balance between agricul lure and 
industries in the countryside. Will industrialization 
ot the t}'pC that Sir Visvesvaraya favours redress this 
balancei' Sir Visvesvaraya would make the Govern. 
ments of the Provinces assume the responsibility of 
arranging ''to take off at least one-half of the popula
tion now employed in agriculture and create other 
remunerative employment for them in industrie9, 
trade, transport and other neglected occupations." 
This is really begging the question; far it 
assumes that all the time there can be 
remunerative employment for halt the agri
cultural population available elsewhere. Alter 
nearly half a century of modern industrial 
endeavour the industries and occupations enumerated 
by Sir Visvesvaraya provide employment far not over 
one percent of the country's population. How 
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stupendous will be the task of providing employ
ment for over 30 peroent of the population can well 
be imagined, Even if by super-human effort the 
task is essayed, Sir Visvesvaraya and those of 
his way of thought will have to bestir them
selves to secure markets for the enormous volume 
of products that will be turned out, However 
successful our attempts to raise the standard 
of living of the masses of our population, 
by no stretch of imagination can we conceive 
of the country's absorbing the vastly increased 
products that will under this dispensation 
be put forth by the new industrial undertakings, 
And then what of the problems of the enforced 
under-employment of large sections of the rural 
population who, as Sir Visvesvaraya observes, "have 
no steady occupation for four to six months 
cf the years P" In the industrial planning of 
the type that Sir Vlsvesvaraya envisages 
there is no provision for the . utilization 
of the temporary surplus labour on the land 
unless by industrializing agriculture he visualizes 
the virtual disappearance of the class 
of peasants as we know them today. May it not 
be that the true remedy for the malady of Indian 
economic life. lies elsewhere than in the method of 
industrialization of the centralized type whioh 
creates often more problems than it seeks to solve P 

No country which is dependant, as India is, on 
agriculture as the backbone of its national economic 
life, can afford to ignore the industries that are 
associated with agriculture, industries that 
supplement the income from agriculture, keep alive 
traditions of craftsmanship in the countryside, 
provide spacetime employment for the underemployed 
and temporarily unemployed populations in rural 
areas, and, lastly, serve to utilize locally the 
variety of local materials that are available in 
plenty everywhere in our country, The programme 
that Sir Visvesvara ya unfolds, takes no congnizance 
of these basic needs of India's national economy. 
It is, besides, too mechanistic in its conception 
to ensure economic progress on healthy lines in 
as much as the aim of such progress can be 
merely to increase the quantum of production either 
per capita or in the aggregate. Industrialization 
as Sir Visvesvaraya plans it, makes no provision 
for employment in the natural setting of the 
worker's . own place and habitation or for develop. 
ment of inherent talents and aptitudes in occupations 
congenial to the worker, No soheme of national 
planning for India with its traditions and economic 
history as well as with its present requirements can 
be acceptable if it ignores these fundamental features 
of our economic life and hence Sir Visvesvaraya's 
slogan, "Industrialize or Perish," will not become the 
motto of our new social order much though one may 
admire the ardour and assiduity with which he seeks 
to popularize it. v. 

OLD AGE. 
( By J. M. Ganguli, Calcutta,) 

There is an old gentleman who lives across the 
road. I love to talk to him, But he is now physically 
invalided. Rather sadly he said the other day that 
for one ih his condition it was better to depart from 
the world, 

"Why should you think soP" I rejoined. "Do you 
think one can escape from the miseries of this life by 
mere death P'' 

Though not new, because at one time or the other 
everyone perhaps felt as he did, the old man's 
remark was deeply provoking, and I told him all that 
I thought over it, 

Can one really ~scape fro!ll !me's Kanna-phal, 
when that appears an one's ~tsenes and sufferings, 
so abruptly and even so eastly as by hanging or 
drowning or by otherwise killing oneself? Those 
who take a narrow and only physical view of life 
of course, think so ; and they even rush to end 
th;ir life. whe~ever it b~co me~ dreary through 
fatlure, dtsappomtment, dtfficulttes and suffering 
mental or physical, Hut unless you believe that 
our life is no more than our bodily existence here 
for a number of years, determined by mere chance 
and accident (for nobody can calculate and know it), 
and perhaps also to some extent by your own will 
(for the suicides think that they oan terminate their 
existence whenever they please), you cannot be sure 
that your miseries will not survive your physical 
demise. And should they survive, will they not be 
worse and more acute, because of your then 
helplessness in doing anything by way of 
remedy P The physical body being the 
means and the instrumentality of all work, 
whether creating fresh entanglements or merely 
remedying former actions, in your trans-physical 
existence you will be incapable of work and, 
therefore, helpless in mitigating your sufferings, 
The non-believers in any form of survival after 
physical death are not disposed to think and look 
beyond, and nothing needs to be said to them, for 
they would not reason and ponder even though they 
feel discomfort in their sense of uncertainty arising 
from their inability to account for the incidents of 
life, its joys and sorrows, failures and disappoint· 
ments, as well as its beginning and end. 

Others, who reflect on what awaits them after 
death, should, however, consider whether, when the 
consequences and effects of work already done have 
to be gone through and experienced in this life or 
hereafter, it will be better to endure them while 
we are awake, conscious, able to think and do· 
at least something in mitigation thereof or to 
plunge out of this state into one of uncertainty, 
Even if passing from this life we are reborn 
immediately after, we not only go through the 
miseries of birth over· again, but have to traverse 
in succession the stages of infancy, childhood, boy
hood, and youth, when we gradually pass from the 
unconscious helplessness of infancy to the thought
lessness of childhood, to the silly and time-wasting 
naughtiness of boyhood, and from that naughtiness 
to the rash and pleasure-seeking impulsiveness of 
youth-burdened all the time with the Karma-phal, 
which, in its entirety, has come .with us from our 
previous life to this. This Karma-phal affects my 
life from the very beginning, giving me good 
luck that may be due to me as also making me 
suffer the unfinished miseries of the life I have 
left behind. I have to fo\low this destiny shaping 
and shadowing this life, through all miseries and 
sufferings, which I wanted to escape from in my 
previous life, either by wishing for early death or 
by actually taking my own life. 

Old age is the ripe fruit of our physical existence 
the cream of it, the sublim~, ultimate purpose of it, 
just as the fruit is of the plant life. It is a great 
pity indeed that we do not realise the great value 
and significance of old age, and miss the subtle 
purpose of life culminating it. It is a greater pity 
that we do not prepare ourselves for this precious 
fruitful period of our life, We do not learn, 
nor are we taught, to look forward to the 
crowning period of our human life. We live 
throughout our youth madly and thoughtlessly, we 
pass our middle age· strenuously trying to prolong it 
and purposely keeping us yoked to its various 
entanglements ; and, when at last helplessly 
we arrive at the threshold of old age, we even then 
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do not look forward, bot throw our glancea behind 
mournfully on what still appean to be the attractive
ness of youth. Life, therefore, now appears to 
be a disappointment, and gld age, that is coming on. 
dreadful and miserable. We 1eo no light but 
gloominess, because we did not care to open our 
eyes to the significance and philosophy of life 
during the earlier periods of life, Had we learnt to 
open our eyee, had we lived our youth and the 
middle age more thoughtfully and with deeper pene
tration into tbe values of thing11 we would have 
a bright light where there appear~ to be gloominess, 
and hope and comforting reality where we ~oeive 
the dread of uncertainty and blankness. But we 
did not. Youth's impulses were too ltrong, and seem
ingly too pleaaant. And we were taught also by 
our environment, association, the examples of the 
youn~ and the old, books and literature, and by 
all other ways and manners to look on youth as the 
best part of life, as the full-blown blossom of it. 
This wrong outlook on life, baled on physical 
pleasure-seeking, blinds us to the sublimer philo
sophy of life and to the. ultimate aim of it, and 
enthrals us to the distracting pursuits of youth, 
Thie blind devotion to youth paves the way to 
misery, dissatisfaction, and regret, which make us 
unhappy in later years, 

But we need not in old age merely repent the 
wastage of time and energy in earlier life, but ahould 
settle down agreeably with the realities, pleasant 
or unpleasant, confronting us. An old man should 
out himself free from the tendrils of his former 
attractions. In the full maturity of age, in the 
ripeneu of wisdom and fullness of experience, in 
the subsidence of furious animal instincts, in 
the ending of the restless stru~gle for mere 
phyaioal existence, and in the realisation of nothing
nasa in the thouaand and one things that we bad run 
after, one ought to feel so light, free and happy in 
old age, not regretting and wanting to recall the past 
but smiling philosophically over its follies. The 
infirmities, miseries and sufferings should not 
deject and sadden the mind, but should be welcomed 
as very useful provokers of Yairagga, and of that 
sense, which drives our mind and thoughts from 
the endle~!, sticky entanglements of an unreal world 
towarda the Supreme Realisation of the Self. wben 
the soul is liberated from all illusions and goes 
beyond the reaoh and lnfluenoe of all causes of 
misery and unhappiness, 

THE WAR. 
Whi111 the three principal belligerents entered on 

.a strenuous week, there was considerable activity 
among the great neutrals, Russia and the United 
States, President Roosevelt in a notable pronounce
ment expre•sed bis determination and the determina
tion or the United States to Stand by the Struggling 
democracies of China and Britain, Help will be 
gi.ven largely by supplying arms and munitions 
which after all are the best help to powers 
like China and the British Empire with their abun· 
danoe of man-power. The immediate result of 
Mr. Roosevelt's support of Britain's cause was 
apparently intensified effort on the part of Germany 
to raid London, thia time concentrating on incendiary 
bombs. Italian forces in Africa continued to encoun
ter reverse_, and the resistance of Greeoe maintains its 
early strength, Germany it is reported is moving, in 
the Balkans and the ltnlian military machine has for 
all practical purposes oome under German control 
Some signifioanoo is attached to a signed 
article by 1\1, Stalin in the Rid Star urgin~ gr.:ater 
{lreparedness to reai•t aggression by enemies of the 
.SoVIet. 1\L Stalin does not reveal whether he is 
contemplating assistance to his totalitarian ally, 
Germany, or whether he hopes to be in at the kill. 

THE POLITICS OF MR.. 1\L N. ROY. 
\Vhen Mr. M. N. Roy came into Indian politics , 

he was warmlY. welcomed by le•er Congressmen 
though GandhiJi, it was reported, had asked him 
with characteristic caution to set down his political 
programme in writing. If the document was ever 
submitted to Ga.ndhiji, it must bave been shelved at 
Wardha as the country has not heard anything of it. 
All these years, however, Mr. Roy has 1'ested 
content with a comparatively modest position within 
the Congress organisation, If this seemed 
strange in one wbo was credited witb six 
revolutions in foreign countries, people generally 
assumed tbat bere too as in Russia, Mexico, 
China, etc., Mr. Roy was not anxious to seek 
the limelight, and tbat he was more keen on 
achieving results than on personal fame. The 
results, until the outbreak of the war, were not 
very spectacular, But ,he bad built up, or built in, 
a small and devoted party within the Congress 
midway between the Congress Socialists and the 
Communists, and this group tended rather to 
thrive on the dissensions of the larger party, A 
year after the outbreak of war, however, Mr. Roy 
found himself at variance with the Congress 
position; sllifting though that was, it did not at 
any time happen to coincide with Mr. Roy's views. 
Mr, Roy was insistent on cooperation with 
Britain to fight Fascism and Nazism-apparently 
inconveniently so. The Congress expelled him from 
the party, Mr. Roy, however, though the first of the 
post-war victims of Congress discipline, was not 
daunted and he proceeded to work out his plan of 
action. The expulsion, in fact, rather strengthened 
his hand as it closed the way back and attracted to 
his side othera who had similarly suffered in the past. 

The politics of Mr. Roy now finds him between 
Government Houses and the Anglo-Indian press. 
What Britain did not achieve in European politics 
bas been brought about in India-an alliance bet
ween one form of Communism and British Democracy, 
even though;official Communism is well-nigh jailable. 
It would seem that the line of propaganda taken by 
those who are enthusiastic for the war, of portraying 
what will happen to India if the Nazis win, bas suc
ceeded with Mr. Roy though it has failed with most 
political parties and politicians. And because 
it is true that in his writings he has been less 
critical of, not to say definitely sympathetic towards, 
Soviet Russia's conquests since September 1959, 
it bas been too readily inferred that Mr. Roy like 
all Communists has an instinctive dread of Fascism. 
Mr, Roy's plan of action is briefly sketched out in a 
statement in which he appeals to all independent 
men and groups to join him in a fight against 
Fascism. 1'he ingredients . of his platform are 
combination with a View to "democratise the war 
effort,• ·the formation of emergency cabinets in the 
provinces and acceptance of power at the 
Centre in the Viceroy's expanded Council. He 
promises to "educate~ the public for fresh eleotiOIUI 
at which his programme will be approved. 
Apparently the Governments of tbe provinces seem 
to have been persuaded of the possibilities of his 
course of action. What Mr. Roy has not apparently 
taken into aooount in his calculations, is that the 
result of an electoral contest between the imprisoned 
Congress leaders and the emergency ministers of 
his new party will in normal conditions only be a 
win for the former. Of OOW'Se, it is true that if 
Mr. Roy can faoe voters with reforms from Britain 
conceding India's right to manage her own affairs, it 
would be a different story, But in that case why 
should the British go to 1\lr, Roy instead of to the 
Congress which has shown itaelf remarkably 
accommodating in its relations with the Government P 
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Conversion and Divorce :-Ao interesting case 

in which conversion to Islam was advanced as a 
ground for divorce, came before the Calcutta 
High Court a few days ago. Nur Jehan, the 
applicant, was a Russian woman, born in 
Poland, who married, according to civil rites, 
the man from whom she sought divorce, also a 
Russian, at Berlin. She left him at Rome to 
come ·to India. He went to Glasgow instead of 
accompanying or following, as she apparently 
expected, his wife to India. Here she became 
a convert to Islam under the illustrious name of 
Nur Jehan, She cabled the news to her husband in 
Glasgow and invited him to share her new faith. 
He cabled back an indignant refusal whereupon 
Nur Jehan Begum sought the help of the High 
Court of Calcutta to release her from her con· 
jug-al bond to the Glasgow Russian. The suit first 
appeared on the undefended list. Declarations 
of this nature had been made by the Calcutta 
High Court in several e.x parte cases, But 
Mr. Justice Edgeley felt that, in view of the 
important points of law involved, it should not 
be disposed of without closer scrutiny. He, 
thercf,,re, appointed two Advocates of the Court 
to act a10 amictlr t:l4!'itJC to argue the case 
before the Court. As not only in Calcutta but 
also in other provinces conversion to Islam has 
been hdd to dissolve a pre-existing marriage, Mr. 
Justice Ed;.."l'lcy's decision is of great importance. 
In his lord:;hip's view the rule of Muslim law 
that conversion to Islam dissolves automatically 
an existing- marriag-e. dues not hold good in 
British lnJia. The Calcutta High Court declined 
so k'ng ago as 181>9 to enforce a right of pre
empti,,n ag-ainst a Hindu on the ground that 
r.Iah~)med.m law as such was not the law of 
India and that it was against equity and good 
conscience that a Hindu shuuld be. bound by 
r.Jah,,mcdan l.nv. Mr. Justice Ed;;eley main
tained that on the same ground a wifl! or 
husband of another faith can not be called 
up,,n to renounce her or his reli:;ion or in the 

alternative to have her or his marriage dissolved 
by mere conversion of one of the parties to 
llllam. To hold otherwise, said his lordship, 
would be to convert the State into a proselytising 
agency. Even in countries where Muslim 
law prevails, his lordship remarked, the 
invitation to change one's faith should proceed 
from the Kazi, or Magistrate, and not from 
the converted party. The judgment deserves to 
be widely known. 

Harijans io Cochia :-According to all 
accounts the Cochin Government has succeeded 
in devising a method of dealing with the problem 
of the depressed classes, a peculiarly difficult 
one in Kerala, which has produced the maximum 
of benefit to these classes with the minimum of 
irritation to caste Hindus. Harijan leaders 
from other parts of India who have visited 
Cochin with the special purpose of studying the 
question, have expressed high appreciation of 
the measures adopted by the Government of 
His Highness the Maharaja. So efficient, 
indeed, are the measures that the cry now is 
that the same measures should be extended to 
converts from the Harijan castes to Christianity. 
This cry bas been raised in British India also 
and has been acceded to in some provinces. 
A writer in the Cochin Argus, Mr. A. V. 
Moothenden, accuses the Government and 
particularly the non-official Minister, Dr. A. R. 
.>Ienon, of introducing an invidious distinction 
between Harijans who are Hindus and Hari
jans who have become Christians, in violation 
of the terms of the Queen's Proclamation. 
Mr. Moothenden says that this distinction 
was introduced by the popular Minister 
and did not exist before his time. If this 
is tru~, the action of the Minister can no 
be criticised on the ground of violating the 
Queen's Proclamation. The method of raising 
the depre,;sed classes followed by pro,;elytising 
missionaries and the method of uplift adopted 
by the Maharaja's Government, are mutually 
contradictory. The missionary method aims 
at uprooting the traditional religious and social 
system which the Harijans along with other 
Hindus have inherited. fhe Government policy 
is tv raise them in their economic and social 
oonditions without destroying whatever is good 
and worthy of preservation in their s..x:ial 
heritage. The habit of drink, for instance, 
acquires on oonversion a sanction which it does 
not possess in HinJu surroundings. The Turkish 
Government which is certainly not wanting in 
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th~ . liberal spirit, has forbidden proselytising 
m1ss1ons on the ground that they divert the mind 
of the youth of the country from national values 
and teach them to look upon them as inferior 
to .the .values cher~sh.ed by the missionary's 
nationality. The mtss1onary method is based on 
the assumption that the Harijans.have no hope 
unless their religious beliefs are changed. The 
Government method is based on the contrary 
~s~umption. If Missions would suspend prosely
tismg the masses, the Government method would 
have a fair field. To agitate to foist the 
missionary method on the Government one is 
virtually to demand that Government sh~uld 
subsidise proselytism. 

Industrial Development in Indian States:
The urge for industrial development is felt in 
all the important Indian States. But the 
policy pursued is not the same in all. In some 
States an intensive form of autarchy seems to 
favoured. These States aim at beincr self
sufficient in respect of as many of the r~quire
ments of the population as possible. The State is 
conceived as an independent industrial unit. Indian 
States invest largely in industrial enterprises 
in British India but they do not seem to welcome 
B:itish Indian investors in their own enterprises. 
Str C.. P. Ramaswami Aiyar speaking at the 
reopemng of the Rubber Factory in Trivandram, 
under the management of Sir Chinubhai 
Madhavlal of Ahmedabad, pleaded in favour of 
welcoming investors from British India when 
people in the State are backward in makincr the 
fullest use of the opportunities open to them. 
"The trade and industry of India," he said "were 
one integral whole and we will not be 'true to 
ourselves if industrially or commercially we 
segregate ourselves into small units or cells.'' 
The Dewan made it clear that because of this 
oneness of India's industry, he did not hesitate 
to welco:ne Indian . capital, Indian energy 
and Ind1an enterpnse for developin<>" the 
industries of Travancore. The danO"er 
of getting Indian States entancrled in the 
me~hes of international finance,"' is wisely 
avmded by the Dewan's insistence on the . 
orp-anic unity of Indian industrial life. His 
Highness the Maharaja sent a message in which 
he favoured private enterprise as agai11st State 
initiative in industrial development. . No 
Government worth the name, observed His 
Highness, should attempt to work commercial . 
e?terprises i~ ~xder to ear~ profit as the nec~ssary 
rtsks and spmt of enterpnse required would not 
be present in Government concerns. As a matter 
of tact, the tendency at present is for the State 
in nearly all countries to take charge of the key 
industries, and they are able to manaO"e them as 
efficiently and economically as private"' enterprise. 
The "industrial domain" is a regular and lecriti
mate sphere for earning revenue to Govern~ent 
and though it is risky to extend this so far as to 
relieve the citizens of responsibility for the affairs 
of the State, it is not necessary to ban it in all 
circumstances. 

r . Mr. J!nnab on Unitary Governmeot:-.Mr. Jinnah 
~s afr<~;1d of a central Unitary Government 
tn Indta b~cause it would have a proportion 
of three Hmdus to one Muslim which would 
m~a n that "the fiat and writ ~f the Hindus 
w11l be forced on all.'' Of course, he assumes 
that the fiat and writ of the Hindus would 
be adverse to the interests of the Muslims 
and possibly of all minorities, It is useles~ 
to ask .Mr. Jinna? to adduce proofs for his 
assumption. T? h1~ the Hindus are incapable 
of. domg a':'ythmg JUSt and equitable to non
Htndus. Distrust of Hindus has become an 
obsession ~ith him. We need only point out 
that the ev1dence of Mahomedan historians them
selves can be adduced to show that Hindu rule as 
compared with contemporary Muslim rule in the 
past has not been characterised by want of reliO"ious 
or cultural toleration, It may be also pclnted 
out that at the present day Muslims in the 
provinces where. Hi~dus are. a majority, are 
~ore ad~anced m hteracy, tn education and 
m matenal prosperity than Muslims in the 
provinces where they are the majority and even 
than a considerable section of the Hindus 
themselves. But we do not expect Mr. Jinnah 
to change his opinion, whatever may be the 
strength of the evidence acrainst his assumption 
that Muslims suffered ~ost at the hands of 
Hindus where th~ latter are in a maj:>rity, 
But a central umtary government for India 
is inevitable as the result of modern 
improvement in the the means of communication 
and transport, the phenomenal increase in 
the power · and range of modern armaments 
in the close . inter-relation between the trad~ 
and industry of the country as a whole and 
the cons~quent growth of solidarity among all 
the provmces and States and communities of 
India. These are immense forces which Mr 
Jinnah cannot control or anyone else, As ~ 
matter of fact, the Hindus themselves are not all 
in favour of a central unitary government. The 
lu~e of having a Government, a Parliament, a. 
Htgh Court, a University, and all the other 
paraphernalia of individualised authority, has a 
great fascination for many politicians. The 
Congress is not in favour of a strong Central 
Government because it would be more difficult 
to overawe one by a show of satyagraha than 
a provincial Government. They will all be at one 
with Mr. Jinnah in supporting prvvincial auto· 
nomy and this was evident from the absence of any 
protest against the partitioning of India under 
the Hoare scheme. · The British Government 
for obvious reasons prefers to deal with eleven 
separate units owning aileO"iance to the India 
Office in London than a si~gle strong Central 
Government in India. Lord LinlithO"OW has 
been criticised for want of decision but the critics 
fail to realize that the Government of India 
under the Hoare scheme has been reduced 
dangerously and that it is only speciallecrislation 
rushed through Parliament on the outbreak of 
war that has enabled it to keep the normal 
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life of the country functioning without serious 
interruption. The central unitary Government 
will come in spite of Mr. Jinnah and the 
Congress because it alone can ensure the sta
bility of the administration and the security of 
the country. Mr. Jinnah is kicking against the 
pricks. 

"Joining House to House" :-The Bombay 
High Court had to decide in a suit whether the 
provision of Mahomedan law entitling the owner 
of a house to buy an adjoining house which wall 
for sale, was in force in a part of Ahmedabad 
city and as between non-Muslims. The old 
rule of Islamic law has, it would seem, since 
been in force there as a custom. A Full Bench 
of the High Court accepted the validity of the 
custom but dismissed the claim on the ground 
that the Muslim lawgiver contemplated only the 
sale and purchase by absolute owners of the 
properties concerned but as both in this case 
were held on a tenancy tenure from Government 
who had the right to resume the properties after 
a year's notice, neither the rule nor the custom 
applied in this case. We refer to this case 
because it seems to bear on the law or custom of 
the ancient Jews which Isaiah denounced : 

Woe· unto them that join house to house, that lay 
field to field till there Is no place, that they may be 
placed alone In the middle of the earth, 

In mine ears, said the Lord of hosts, of a truth 
many houses shall be desolate, even great and fair, 
without inhabitant. 

Yea, ten acres of vineyard shall yield one bath, and 
the seed of an homer shaU yield an ephah. 

From the economic point of view the currency 
of such a law or custom must be prejudicial to 
the interests of the one who has to sell his 
property at the same price for which he bought 
it. Many areas which were acquired for a 
nominal price fifty years ago have risen enor
mously in value as the result of public develop
ments and there is no reason why the benefit of 
this should go to a neighbour instead of to the 
State or to the seller. 

The Kolhapur Gadi :-The sudden death in 
the prime of life of the Maharaja of Kolhapur 
without a male heir, natural or adopted, has 
led to an interreg-num in the State the inconve
niences of which were vividly depicted in the 
article which we published last week. 
The Maharani will probably adopt a son in 
due course and a Regency administration 

· will be constituted as soon as this is done with 
Her Highness as Regent. This may be the 
usual pro.:edure but in the special circumstances 
of the present case, her immediate installation 
as Regent would enable the selection of an heir 
for adoption to be made with adequate care and 
circumspection. The precedent of Hungary where 
there is a Regent though the throne itself 
continues vacant, would seem to be apposite 
If one is needed to help the Government 
to a decision. That the Regency will be of 
benetlt to the State, seems to be the general 
opinion current in Kolhapur. Similar regencies 
in 1\lysore and Travancore have proveJ remark-

ably successful in recent years. John Stuart 
Mill who was for many years in charge of the 
Department of Indian States in the India 
Office, has left on record his opinion that of 
all the States which came under his observation, 
those administered by Ranis were the best 
governed. (Letters, vol. ii p. 213.) 

Mr. Latthe oo Kolhapur:-We are permitted 
to state that the article on Kolhapur which we 
published last week under the title "Kolhapur 
To-day by One Who Knows," was written by 
Mr, A. B. Latthe of Belgaum, who was for 
many years Dewan of Kolhapur and in the last 
Congress Ministry was Finance Minister in the 
Government of Bombay. Mr. Latthe adds, 
"Since my article was written, the Prime 
Minister of Kolhapur has announced that the 
Crown Representative has sanctioned his running 
the administration, till the question of succession 
to the gadi is settled. Even this leaves ample 
room for criticism regarding the regularity of 
the procedure which has been discussed in that 
article. The Resident should have announced 
this and should have stated to the public what 
the exact authority is which has been entrusted 
to the Prime Minister and his Executive Council 
and what responsibility remains with the Para
mount Power. Nor does this meet the criticism 
based on the ground that, even in these interim 
arrangements, the Maharani's position should 
have been recognized.'' 

Dispute about Church Property :-In the course 
of our comments on the All-India Christian 
Conference at Lucknow, we referred incidentally 
to the tension between the Indian Christian 
community and foreign missionaries. One ground 
of this grievance, which formed the subject or a 
resolution at the conference, is the ownership of 
Mission property and it has sometimes taken a 
sordid turn. According to ancient usage and 
modern sentiment, the ownership of property, 
movable or immovable, dedicated to a religious 
or charitable purpose, passes finally out of the 
control of the original owner ·or donor, and vests 
in the community for whose benefit it is intended. 
The Government of Madras, acting no doubt 
with the approval of the Government of India 
and the British Government, refused some years 
ago to register property in British India belong
ing to the Catholic community in the name of 
His Holiness the Pope. The Home Boards of 
Missions stand in the same position as the Roman 
Pontiff in respect of 1he property of Protestant 
denominations in this country. It is, moreover, 
very doubtful if the pious contributors to 
Missions contemplated endowing the Horne 
Boards with property purchased out of their 
gifts meant exclusively for the benefit of the 
converted heathen. On all these grounds we 
think that the All India Christian Conference's 
claim is just and reasonable and we trust that 
the Missions will not continue to maintain 
their untenable position. 
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DEMOCRACY IN INDIA. 
There seems to have arisen a sudden revival 

of enthusiasm for democracy the world over. 
President Roosevelt in the United States has 
called for preparations to defend democracy on 
all fronts. From Europe comes the reminder 
that Greece, though today run by a 
dictatorship like any other European country, 
gave the democratic idea · to the 
world, From Britain come treatises, more 
or less learned, which prove that, whatever 
defects the democratic system may have, 
they are overshadowed by the failure of 
totalitarianism. The concept of Democracy is 
stretched to cover the governmental systems of 
Britain both pre·war and of the war period, of 
the U. S. A., of China and sometimes of the 
South American Republics and the South 
African Union. Here in India there are also 
indications that political leaders and even 
university professors are coming under the spell. 
Mr. M, A. Jinnah, President of the Muslim 
League, has often declared his aversion to 
democracy-to any "counting of heads regard
less of what may be insidt them." In a recent 
pronouncement, however, Mr. )innah has stated 
that democracy is alien to Hindu tradition and 
Hindu thought. Following this, Professor Radha 
Kumud Mukerji has expressed his considered 

. opinion .. at a . meeting in Bombay that Demo
cracy is indigenous to India and that only foreign 
observers and "the enemies of the country's 
progress" c:mld deny the democratic nature of 
ancient Indian institutions. Professor Mukerji 
brouo-ht a wealth of learning to his task but 
his ~ttempts to describe the "sabha'' and the 
''samiti" in terms of parliamentary democracy 
do not appear to be well inspired. Leaving 
aside the Indian words, the phrase, "parlia
mentary democracy," has not always meant the 
same constitutional concept it means today. 
It is very probable that democracy, as it 
was known before the war, will be as difficult 
to revive as the ancient Hindu institutions 
would be in the India of today. Mr. Wintson 
Churchill has expressed the hope that the bene
fits enjoyed by a few would be made available 
to all in Britain. If this happens and in so 
far as statesmen are able to translate promises 
of this type into actualities, the system 
prevailing before the war will be completely 
overhauled if not overthrown. Is it then of 
any practical use in these transition days 
to draw comparisons between two systems 
neither of which will be operative ? 

A more important point today is whether the 
various .. political parties are democratically 
inclined. The answer to this is plain, The 
Congress still uses the language of democracy 
but conceding its non-violent nature, its acts 
of discipline can, not unfairly, be equated with 
the purges put through in totalitarian countries. 

The Muslim League is a frankly communal 
organisation which owes its political existence 
to its limited appeal. Nor can any one pretend 
that within the Muslim community, the League 
operates as a democratic party. Other parties in 
the country, though they may have at the moment 
every intention of behaving as parliamentary 
parties, have not the popular backing which can 
make them democratic in any sense of the term. 
The only organisation which holds by democratic 
forms has to confess that it appeals to a 
microscopic minority. Mr. M. N. Roy, in his 
avowed attempt to displace the Congress and 
fight Fascist tendencies in its controlling men, 
has to rely on the undemocratic expedient 
of getting into power and postponing elections 
until he is in a position to present a favourable 
case to his electorate-which he visualizes 
as possible only after a year. If Indian 
thought was along the lines of democracy 
in the past, where has it all gone now ? 

The truth is that political democracy has not 
been achieved anywhere-least of all, perhaps, 
in countries where it has been directly 
attempted. In the West it has given rise 
to the misleading and mischievous doctrine of 
the greatest good of the greatest numb~r, often 
ending in the suppression of democratic 
institutions by non-political but nonetheless 
powerful interests. An illuminating chapter 
in Max Eastman's "Stalin's Russia" shows 
how even in a Socialist State the working classes 
have been deprived of their most powerful weapons 
of asserting their rights under the pretext of 
furtherina the proletarian cause. Stalin, 
argues Mr. Eastman-and his facts are not 
to be easily shaken or lightly set aside-has 
engineered the counter-revolution with greater 
skill than Robespierre managed in the French 
Revolution. The new Constitution of Soviet 
Russia has placed all power in the hands of a poli
tical party and by doing away with workers' 
associations has removed any possibility of the 
political centre of gravity shifting from the Com
munists. Thus, once again, political democracy 
has been defeated by superiqr organisation,_ 
So far as India is concerned, the question 
naturally arises whether democracy is possible 
under the constitutional position now prevailing. 
The political parties who are in a position to 
know best, have given. an effective answer •. 
With the assumption of emergency powers by 
the Governors the political position has dete
riorated completely; The first requisite for 
stable conditions in India is a centrally ad minis· 
tered government. Without this the temptation 
for parties or interests which can organise on 
an all India basis, to coerce provincial govern
ments and then to deal with a weakened centre 
is almost irresistible. And without stability it 
is useless to talk of democratic institutions. 
Totalitarianism has always arisen out of un
certainty and insecurity in the political sphere. 
A country's past can be and will be, made to yield 
any tradition-democratic, fascist or communist. 
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PROBATION WORK IN BmiBAY. 

( BY MISS B. BUDDEN, CHIEF PROBAtiON 

OFFICER, BoMBAY, ) 

I was very interested to see some articles on 
Juvenile Delinquency in some of your recent numbers, 
and I send you an account of some interesting work 
in that field which is going on in Bombay, i • .. , the 
work of Probation Officers attached to the Juvenile 
Courts of Bombay, 

There are three Juvenile Courts in Born bay, one 
in the city which is held in the Remand Home every 
Wednesday and one each at Bandra and Kurla. The 
two latter ' unfortunately, are held in the court 
precinct~ ~hough not in the court-room proper. The 
Children'~ Act empowers the Magistrate to admonish, 
commit to the care of a fit person, put under the 
supervi,ion of a Probation Officer, bind ewer, .com~it 
to a Certified School, cane, or fine a JUVemle 
offender or to fine his parent or guardian. Of all 
thc~e ~emedies, given the right kind of 
Prob•tion Officer, probation is the ideal tr~atrnent, 
Admonition is sufficient in cases where the 
offender cannot be regarded seriously a• a delinquent; 
commitment to the care of some other person 
sufficiently improves the envir_onment to cure •?me 
forms of delinquency; commitment to a Certified 
School may be resorted to when the home environ
ment is so adver•e that the child has not a chance 
to irnprove while kept there; caning is ridiculously 
ineffective and in some cases definitely provocative 
of further delinquencies; fining may be salutary in 
rare cases though it is not calculate~ to cure deeJ?• 
seated ddinquency; but the probatiOn system 1s 
the ideal treatment for the ddinquent child, It is 
the only treatment which ensures .that t~e child's 
problem will be thoroughly stud1ed; h1s whole 
personality and environment explored for the 
probable cause of his _delinquency, and a .con
structive pro~ramm<l butlt up on these findmgs. 
An incorrigible truant is, let us suppose, sent 
to a Certified School for a number ot years. He 
is forced to attend to hts lessons regularly; all 
roamin" and wandering is stopped dead; the bent 
twi$' i; strapped to an iron rod and kept straig_ht 
as 1n a voice. l:lut as surely as th(} bent tw1"' 
snap• back to its orgin:1l shape as soon as untied, 
so surely does the child resume his old habits 
as soon as released, unless the school be a very 
exocptional one where the children are studied 
individually ami allowed a large measure of freedom, 
Hut on probation the child is gradually weaned from 
his had ways; he has to run the gauntlet of tempta
tion tim whole time and so he is being tested and 
tried out during the whole of his probation period; 
he is kl'pt in the wholesome fa_mily circle o~ fath~r 
and mother, ~isturs and brothers, mstcad of bemg 10 
the artilicial one-sex atmosphere of a school. Moreover, 
the parent~ are en"?uraged to shouldl'r the!r 
re<ponsihility for thc1r chtld and fulfil the1r. 
moral and fin mci.1l obligations t.:>wards him. 
La•tly, it is m0n economic . to the st3te than 
commitment to a school. Tho ch1ldren are hotbed, fed 
and clothed by their p3rc nts, or arc earning for 
thL·msdw•, and they ar' attending the existing 
stttc 91)h0ol•; the only ex(lellse being the ulary 
of a Pwh~tion Officer, who can supervise about 
thirty chilurcn. . 

The Chi!Jrcn's Aid S.:>cicty employs four full-time 
Proh:llic'" Ollil)ers for Bomh:1y and its Suburbs, 
1\lr, Wilfred Singh, B. A, Dip, S. S, A., takes all 
suburban cases ami attcnJs the courts at l:landra 
and KurL~o ~lr. Ladli Nath, ~I.A., Dip. S.S.A., 
takes all tx'ys living north ol .SanJhurst RoaJ up to 

:Mahim, llfr. Thozuth Kochavara, B. A, Dip. S. S. A., 
all boys living south of Sandhurst Road. And h~iss 
Kamala Rangilal, B. A., Dip. S, S. A., takes all g~rls' 
cases within the city limits. 

The number of children on probation is generally 
about two hundred, (two hundred and five at the 
time of writing), and the period for which a child 
is pbced on probation is normally one year, If at 
the end of the year the Probation Officer feels 
that his work has not come to full fruition, he will 
apply for an extension of six months or even 
another year. The number of Probation Officers 
for Bombay might be doubled to advantage. At 
present, one of our hardest problems is to steer a 
proper course between overloadmg ourselves with 
cases which cannot be attended to as they ought, 
and refusing to take over the supervision of children 
who ought to be placed on probation. 

The Probation Officers make the Remand Home 
their headquarters, As soon as a child is arrested 
and brought to the Remand Home his case is 
allotted to the Probation Officer to whose area he 
helongs, and a thorough investigation of all the 
factors making up the child's life is begun at once. 
Besides many interviews with the child this inv.:>lves 
visits to the home, the school, or place of work, or 
the haunts of his boon companion•. Every effort is 
made to form contacts with the child while he is in 
the Remand Home through play and voluntary 
classes; his physical condition is thoroughly 
examined, by the R~mand Home Doctor first of all, 
and then by a specialist if necessary. We are 
fortunate in having such experienced pediatrists as 
Dr. Coelho and Dr, Sanzgiri of the B. J. Hospital, 
and Dr, Welinkar, Venereal Specialist at the 
J. J, Hospital, to whom we can send our children 
whenever occasion requires, After examining the 
child's physical condition the Probation Officer 
has to turn his attention to his mental 
and emotional condition. For this we are 
very fortunate in being able to send our children 
to the Child Guidance Clinic rurr in connection 
with the Sir Dorabji Tata School of Social Work, 
(where all our Probation Officers received their 
training), where the Director is Dr. K. R. Masani, 
Only a very limited number can be referred to the 
clinic since it is crowded with its own patients, and 
realising the great benefit that our children had 
derived from the clinic, the Society bas arranged for 
Dr, Masani to visit the Rem~nd Home once a week 
to help the Probation Officers with some of their 
problem children, Mental tests are dven to all 
children referred to the clinic, either by the 
psychologist attached to the Tata School clinic, or 
by Mr. Ladli Nath who has made a special study of 
mental testing. 

When the ground work is done the result of 
all enquiries has t.:> be gathered into a succinct 
form for presenting to the Court so that the 
Magistrate may hav" the gist of the Probation 
Officer's findings at his disposal when finally 
d,·ci·ling what order should be made, As soon as 
the Court's work is done and the child is restored t.:> 
his parents, the Probation Officer's work begins. 
He knows his child fairly well by this time, as the 
child has probably been in the Remand Home for 
several weeks, and if he has used his knowled~ of 
psychology skilfully, the transference has already 
taken place and the child is becoming attached to 
him, He has formulated a plan to meet the needs 
of the child as he sees them. Almost inevitably 
delinquency finds its causation in some bck. It may 
be simply lack of nourishment-perhaps some 
physical deleot for which the child trie3 to 
compen•ate-or mental defeot not pronounced 
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enougn to be recognised by his parents 
and teachers-or it may be lack of discipline
lack of security (most acutely felt in homes 
where the parents do not agree and the child 
is a bone of contention)-or lack of love where 
there is a step-parent or another more gilted child is 
the favourite. It is seldom that one cause only is 
discovered-the delinquency is generally the result 
of various causes, but there is generally one 
pr~dominating cause which gives the Probation 
Officer his cue, though while trying to solve what 
he believes to be the central problem he must not 
lose sight of the other contributing factors. 

While in nine cases out of ten the Probation 
Officer has only himself to blame if he has not 
secured the co-operation of the child by the time he 
is ready to undertake supervision, to secure the co.. 
<:>peration of the parents is a much more difficult matter 
butjustas vital to the success of the probation. In fact 
most of the failures must be laid at the door of the 
parents. Many through ignorance, or in fear of any
thing to do with police and courts engage a pleader 
to 'get their child off' and look upon the Probation 
Officer as their natural enemy, especially if be 
advises the child (if he has already confessed to him) 
to own up and make a cte .. r breast of it in court, 
The hostile attitude of such parents is most difficult 
to break down, because of the ignorance from which 
it springs, and the hostility is sometimes imparted to 
the child undoing the good work begun in the 
Remand Home. Where the parents are not actively 
hostile they may be indifferent, or hopeless that it 
can be possible to reform their child, both attitudes 
which are generally disastrously reproduced by the 
child; or they may be utterly selfish, only resenting 
their child's shortcomings because their good name 
is besmirched, In such cases the Probation Officer 
bas to redouble his efforts, and do what he can for 
the child without counting on the help of the parents. 

A wise and understanding teacher is a boon for 
which no Probation Officer can be thankful enough. 
When met with, hia co-operation goes a long way 
towards readjusting the child. 

One of the Probation Officer's greatest problems 
is to find healthy and creative recreation for his 
children. Full advantage is taken of existing 
welfare centres, clubs, reading rooms, etc., but these 
are pitifully few. We have started small clubs of 
·our own, but with children scattered all over the city 
and suburbs these hardly begin to meet our needs. 
One of the most constructive methods of social 
reform is to promote the healthy occup:J.tion of 
leisure hours, I wish that a Society could be 
formed whose sole activity would be to form a 
chain of recreation centres throughout Bombay, 
They might be known as •Green Cross' centres, 
cun by workers as keen to heal as Red Cross 
workers, keen to heal the lives stunted and distorted 
through lack of light, of air, of facilities for exercise 
and wholesome competition and fun, of facilities 
to give play to creative instincts. 

Our Probation Officers are sometimes assisted in 
their work by Voluntary Supervisors who help them 
by befriendiAg children in various ways. If readers 
are interested and would like to volunteer, or would 
like to know more about our work before volunteer
ing, I should be glad to see them at the Children's 
Home, Umarkhadi, and give fuller details about the 
work of a Probation Officer than I have been able 
to give in this short article. 

MUSINGS ON THE MUSLIM EDUCATIONAL 
CONFERENCE. 

The last week of December in Poona saw the fifty
first session of the All India Muslim Educational 
Conference. Reports of its proceedings have 
already been published in the press. A subsidiary 
session of the Conference exclusively dealt with the 
education of Muslim women. The inaugural address 
of the Governor, the presidential speech of the 
Hon. Mr. Fazlul Haque and the proceedings of the 
first day attracted a large number of visitors. The 
Conference then split up into small groups, which 
devoted attention to,special branches, •. g., Urdu, 
culture. After the first day, the interest of visitors in 
the proceedings waned and meetings were sparsely 
attended. People came from far North, from Bengal, 
Assam, Central India and the South. It was a privi
lege to meet men from different corners of India, all 
having the common interest of the education of 
Muslims at heart, It appeared that Muslims bad taken 
seriously the illiteracy prevailing among them and 
had made up their minds to eradicate the evil, 

The Conference claims to deal with all aspects 
of Muslim education, primary, secondary and 
university education, the education of women, 
technical training, etc. Half a century of exist
ence is a long period and, while the Conference is 
adding yet another year to its existence, it is 
pertinent to look back and evaluate its achievements. 
Judged by its contribution to the cause of Muslim 
education, the Conference is a dismal failure. 
There is no better proof of the futile working of 
the Conference than the illiteracy now prevailing 
among Muslim men and women all over India. 

Last year the Conference appointed a Committee 
of enquiry to investigate into and make proposals 
for a scheme of education for Muslims, taking into 
consideration the existing circumstances of the 
country. The members of the Committee have spent 
a year travelling all over India studying conditions 
and collecting information. The life of the Committee 
has been extended by another year and we hope to 
receive its report sometime next year. The problem 
of illiteracy of the masses, of unemployment and of 
the introduction of suitable courses of study to suit 
changed conditions are facing the whole of India. 
It may be possible to study these problems separately 
for each community, but for their complete solution 
it will be necessary to pool all our resources, to co
operate and work together. Comparatively recently 
investigations on an all-India basis were made into 
the unemployment of educated classes and schemes 
for altering the present system of education were 
considered. Althou~h encouraging results have 
not been obtained from them, the Conference could 
have considered them with advantage. 

The Conference bas sat in session year after year 
in different parts of India. It is clear that during 
the intervening twelve 'months between two 
consecutive sessions, it remains singularly inactive. 
It should be possible to form active 
provincial organisations to look after the mass 
education of boys and · girls. The All India 
Conference can be developed into a strong nucleus 
for provincial organisations. Actually, however, one 
finds that, after a session of the Conference in a 
Province is over, Muslims in that part of India hear 
little about it until such time as a session again 
dawns on them after the lapse of some years. 

A programme automatically suggests itself for the 
Conference. It is the eradication of the root-cause 
of illiteracy among Muslims. A study of the 
activities of mullas and maulvis would reveal 
that they have a firm grip on the Muslim masses. 
They have all along preached against sending boys 
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and girls to schools, with a warning that modern 
education is against religion. They oppose all !arms 
of modern education, particularly the education of 
girls. They are also responsible for various social 
disabilities on Muslim women, e. g., the purdah. The 
Mulla argues, with seemingly religious aut~ority 
behind every word that he utters, that there IS no 
need for this "material" education and that every
thing is contained in the Quran. Incidentally i~ may 
be mentioned that he does not teach the meanmg of 
the Quran to his unfortunate pupils. It is doubtful 
whether he himself knows the commandments as 
contained in the Holy Book. The boys and girls read 
it with devotion without understanding a syllable of 
it. The results have been disastrous for Muslims. 
The present lethargy in every sphere of theU: life and 
their narrow vision are attributable to this cause. 
The Conference can at least carry on a propaganda 
against the onslau~;ht of mullas, who have prevented 
us from taking advantage of whatever schools and 
colleges are available in villages and towns. 

In another sphere the Conference has done a 
distinct disservice to the Muslims of India. The 
Conference, without doing any appreciable constr!'c
tive work, has been responsible fur developmg 
separatist tendencies in the education of Muslims. 
The desire for separate institutions for Muslims h1!s 
been increasing and the Hon. Mr. Haque m 
his presidential speech at Poena laid emphasis 
on thi• point. The popular phrase, ''preserva
tion of culture," is often repeated in support 
of the claim for separate schools and colleges. 
This tendency is harmful in the wider interests 
of the country and also for the Muslims in 
more than one way. From the proctical point 
of view it would be financially neither possible 
nor justifiable to ~ave separate in~titutions for 
Muslim boys and g1rls all over Ind1a. Common 
centre11 of education for all communities in India 
will develop friendship and fellowship in the younger 
generations. The impressions of early age ar: deep 
and las tin~. It is with the help of mutual fnendly 
relations that disruptive elements can be resisted, 

Religious education can bes~ be imparted 
in the family, Preservation of culture is again 
achieved by family influence. There are numerous 
instances of Muslims, who after their education in 
India and abroad, have retained all traits of Islamic 
culture and are true Muslims. Tha fostering of 
the separatist tendency in educatio~ _would result. in 
narrowing down our outlook and Vlston about wh1ch 
Iqbal has said : 

China and Arabia are o•rs, India is ours, 
We are Muslims; the whole world Is ours. 

This is the song which every Muslim ch!ld recites 
and be should be given every opportunity of 
developing the spirit. 

A.K. 

The Bank of India Limited :-The profit 
or the Bani< of India Limited for the year ended 31st 
December 1!140, Including tho sum of Rs. 8,88, 888-8-0 
brought forward, amounts toRs, 28,4~,284-7-ll• Out of 
this provi•lon lor Income Tax and Super Tax for the 
current year will absorb Rs. ~,50,000-0-0; payment of 
an a<l-lnterlm diviJend at the rate of 11% per annum 
ma<le on 80th June 1~40, absorbed Rs. 5,50,000-o-O. The 
l>alance now available for distribution Is Rs. ~0,4\,281-7-Il. 
The Olroctors propose to pay a final dividend for the 
haJf.yenr ended Slst Decemb.Jr 19!0 at tho rate of 
11 'I per annum fn10 of Income Tax which will amount 
to'

0

Rs. 5,50,noo-c-o; to place to the Bank's Property 
Ale, Rs. ~.5~,000-0-0;to plaoe to tho Bank's Reserve Fund, 
:W.s. 2,M,t'00-0-:J; and to carry forward the balance subject 
t<> the J"l)'lllCnt of a bonus to tho staff, Rs. 8,~3,28!-7-lL 

EVILS OF INHERITED WEALTH. 
(BY J. M. GANGUU, CALCUTTA.) 

Not long ago a lawyer having a very lucrative 
practice died, He bad lived a very simple life, and 
was very economical in everything, He thus left 
behind several house~ in Calcutta, and several lakbs 
in his bank. 

He also left behind some grown-up sons, the 
eldest of whom was himself a junior practitioner in his 
father's court. On the death of the father, during the 
one month's period of mourning, the sons are said to 
have gone about seeing and enquiring the prices 
of some of the costliest motor cars. Since then 
they have built a palatial house, over the drawing
room of which they have spent several thousands, 
Thus the suns have been m~king use of their 
father's bard-earned money, The old man, for the 
sake of his children, and also perhaps to some extent 
out of a natural keenness to save, had made a 
fortune, denying to himself, in so doing, not only all 
luxuries, but also many of the comforts, which in 
ordinary good circumstances are considered not as 
luxuries but as common and even necessary, Would 
the old man have even countenanced and supported 
such extravagance and such waste of the money he 
bad laboured to saveP Would he have approved of the 
other similar ways and bad tendencies of his sons P 

This picture will not perhaps surprise many 
people, for, far from being uncommon, it is rather 
the usual rule. Surprising, however, it is that, 
in spite of the knowl~dge of things to follow, no 
father forewarns himself and provides against the 
misuse of things be holds precious and useful. He 
is keen to leave behind to his children, whatever 
fortune he can lay by, even, as in this 
case, by denying to himself so many things, 
and by not spending over what are to him 
virtuous objects, like charity, public benefaction, help 
to needy and deserving relatives and others. This 
he does, no doubt, out of strong, natural affection 
for his children. That such blind and unquestioning 
love and weakness for children are but necessary and 
eseential for the whole-hearted care of children, 
without which they would presumably not survive 
and grow, many will perhaps point out here; and I 
would more or less agree. But what 1 
would ask all fathers, specially the Intelligent 
and the thoughtful of them, i~, if, interested 
deeply in the good and · welfare of their 
children as they are, they should not see whether 
and how far their loving consideration for their 
children are calculated to do them good by keeping 
them on gooa lines, or to harm them by deflecting 
them therefrom. · 

Let me amplify a little. A fortune left in the hands 
of young people who have not bad a hand in the 
making of it, oftener than not, prompts not only 
extravagant tendencies, but also encourages and 
develops so many worse inclinations. Few inheritors 
to fortunes have their heads cool, their impulses 
re•trained and their low instincts our bed. In how 
many ways do they not corrupt and degrade their 
manhood? !:lad company and associations, instinc
tive pursuits, weak submission to temptations, lazy 
and aimless living, mind and health spoiling 
luxuries-all such tendencies, which kill the souf, 
shorten life, shatter health, sooner or htter, and 
ensure unhappiness and misery for tomOtTow, a 
legacy generates in a subtle and sometimes 
unperceived manner in those who are commonly 
supposed to be lucky heirs. 

Should not a thinking parent ponder over such sure 
eventualities a•vaiting his departure from the world P 
He o~nnot possibly wish for any, not to say 
all those things, for his dear sons. But the most 
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surprising thing is that, knowing the consequences 
in ~dvance, he does not even think of safeguarding 
against them. Apart from blind love for his offspring 
there is, of course, another great psychological reaso~ 
behind his conduct; namely, that attachment to one's 
money and property is so strong in an individual that 
be can hardly think of parting with them, and he 
wants to possess them till the last breath, with 
the consoling thought that after that they will 
devolve on his own sons. There are no doubt some 
philanthropists who give in charity, . but very 
commendable though their disposition is, it should be 
noticed that they give out of their extra surplus 
after keeping enough for their own selves and for 
their progeny. 

People who so cling to their material property 
make a great mistake in their calculation, for our 
?has~ra~ say that the more yo~ give away in charity 
1n th1s hfe, the more you get m the next; and so, if 
they really love their treasure, they ought to spend it 
over noble causes in order to reget it with accretions 
in the next life. That is the way to carry treasures 
from one life to another. · 

Thus, by witholding the money from charitable 
outlets and by amassing it for his children, a 
father depriveR himself of the great satisfaction 
of doin~ good to others, as far as his money can 
do, sp01ls the prospects of his next life, and puts 
his own sons, whom he loves, in circumstances of 
extreme danger, temptation and of all bad influences. 
It is no doubt out of his blind love that he does not 
stop to see and realise that his weakness is 
in fact, doing great harm to his sons, whioh fo; 
a father it is almost unimaginable to do. It is not 
only after his death that the legacy has a 
oorrupting influence on the sons, but even during 
his lifetime his riches demoralize and spoil them 
physically, mentally and morally. The few exceptions 
which may be found, only give the greater force 
to that general truth. The sons, growing up in 
indulgence and luxury, do not develop good health, 
physkal stamina, and mental keenness. Idle 
in habits, effortless in activity, and uninvigorated 
by the warmth of competition and •truggle, 
they gain no self-confidence and feel no urae 
and inspiration for lofty conceptions and noble 
undertakings. Such they almost invariably turn 
out physically imbecile, morally unprincipled, and 
intellectually weak. Flatterers and vicious and 
unscrupulous self-seeking associates surround them 
and try to lead them into vice and temptations, and 
foreign luxury goods sellers pursue them. They 
spurn good oounsel and in arrogant pride and 
haughtiness dishonour and avoid sincere friends; 
they rule out sentiment, traditions and conventions; 
they see no greater value in time than the 
making of a merry use of it. Life itself has 
no inspiring mission to them. They squander 
the carefully stored money of their ancestors; they 
feel no moral conjunction in letting thdr country's 
money drain out through their own hands, without 
a thought, into the hands of foreign exploiters 
by the1r pur.ohase of foreign motor cars, and 
a thousand and one other luxruies. 

Such are the rich man's sons. \Ve see them 
parading majestically on the streets of fa~hionable 
cities with a silly display of self-assumed importance. 
No father can have missed their sight. But 
is he. provoked to thinking, and thinking 
deeply i' He loves his sons and loves them 
well; and, of course, he cannot contemplate 
with satisfaction his sons doing the above. No 
father can really do so. "My son should be good and 
virtuous, and the accomplisher of great tl1ings," that is 
the natural wish of all parent•. Hut why then, do they 
not try, as far as lies within their power, to prevent 

their sons _from going the wrong way by one simple 
way of disowning them from inheritance. Every 
father, even though and however rich he rna y be 
should see that his children grow up not in the spoiling 
atmosph;re of luxury, that they learn to do their 
own thmgs and help themselves in everything 
that they receive as good and as thouahtfully 
c~nceived an education as is possible ln their 
c1rcu~stances, and that on attaining majority and 
matunty at the age of twenty-five at the most 
they are left on their own legs to work out the!; 
destiny and thereby bring out and develop the 
best qualities in them. At Ben ares I have seen 
men teaching . swimming to little children by tying 
a float to their back and throwina them into the 
water, even unminding their ;'creams in fear. 
When plying with their little hands they reach 
the Ghat steps they are thrown back into the water, 
and thus they are taught swimming. This analogy 
ne~d n?t be taken too literally and critically, but my 
p~nnt 1s. to suggest to fathers t_hat they may 
g1ve the1r sons a very useful start m life by thus 
throwing them on their own selves on the attainment 
of the prospects of f.•ilure, need not shake them, for 
they will prove their beneficial utility to the sons, 
sooner or later. 

This general prescription, which will stand all 
reasoning and probing, may be modified in suit
able cases. Where your son is well interested in your 
business, and has the right mentality for it, and has 
the essential character strength for assuming greater 
responsibilities and tor keeping himself clear of 
vile and tempting influences, which come there
with, you may install him in your place and let him 
utilise the advantages he receives or inherits. But 
otherwise, do not succumb to the weakness of family 
love, and being his father, do not do the greatest 
cruelty to him by putting him on the gaddi and on 
the high road to all round ruin. The rich father has 
to be all the more careful in this respect. 
The middle class man can also not be 
anxiety free, and he should also see to what 
ends and results his little legacy leads. He 
leaves a house to, say, four sons. Shortly after 
his death the sons find themselves unable to pull 
and live together. They want to partition the 
property, which is often difficult and always expen
sive. A good deal of the family and individual funds 
goes into the court treasury and into the lawyer's 
pockets, besides the friction and bitterness created 
between the brothers, who were born of the same 
parents and brought up together in love and affec
tion. That is the net result of leaving an undivided 
property. The brothers might have lived together in 
unity but for the father's bequest. \Vhy does 
not the father, therefore, think of providing against 
such unbappy future happenings by himself 
dividing, in his lifetime the property a~ he 
thinks proper? A very "bigh percentage of litiaa. 
tion in courts, whicb proves to be harmful to all :Oct. 
ruinous to manv families, could be avoided. If he has 
too little for division let him not divide, but give 
that to one or two, and to the rest let bim leave his 
blessings and advice to inake the best use of their 
hands and legs, their brain and their human qualities 
for making an honest career. 

What I sugge•t and advise I do for their own good 
in this life and in the next, for the good of their sons 
and for the good of the society. Fatherly love is a' 
sweet God·given thing, which ennobles and beauti
fies life, and also generates and draws out of the 
heart love, kindness and sympathy for the young 
ones of all creatures. I am certainly not prescribing 
for its drying up or for the obstruction of its flow. I 
rather mean that it should flow out more gorgeously 
but in such manner that it may really 
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benefit the sons by preventing their slip into 
dangerous tempting ways and by giving them the 
training, forethought and incentive for working 
out a glorious and virtuous future {or themselves. 
If, accordingly, the parent• would take an intelligent 
and farseeing view of things, and if they would 
not yield to the natural inclination of burdening their 
surviving sons with the curse of a fortune, they 
will surely be better well-wisherl of their sons, and 
also of society. Earn and save if you lik~, bring 
up your children well and thoughtfully till they 
attain the age of, eay twenty-two or twenty-five, 
spend your savings over good social, public or, 
religious purposes, keep enough for the maintenance 
of the minor children till they reach their maturity, 
but, do not think of leaving behind your savings for 
your grown-up sons. 

-
ALL INDIA CONFERENCE OF INDIAN 

CHRISTIANS. 
The main resolutions passed at the Annual 

Session of the All India Conference of Indian 
Christians held at Lucknow on December 80th 
and 8lst under the presidency of Dr. D. S, 
Ramachandra Rao, are given below:- . 

Thill Conference considers that it is essential that 
the Hriti•h Government should fix a definite date 
after the conclusion of the war for the establishment 
of full self-government in India, and should announce 
it forthwith. As a first step a National Government, 
responsible to the Legislature, should be formed at 
the centre without delay. 

This Conference appeals to the leaders of the 
different political parties, and in particular to 
Mahatma Gandhi and Mr. Jinnah, to agree to the 
convening of a Conference composed of the various 
important parties and interests in India with the 
obJect of framing a constitution for India on a 
national basis. It directs the President to take 
active steps to implement this Resolution. 

This Conference recommends that, ill view of the 
approaching census in India, Indian Christian 
Associations and Missionary Societies throughout 
the country should take immediate steps to ensure 
a correct record of the members of the community 
at the census by hou~e to bouse visits and the 
preparation of preliminary lists of Indian 
Christians. 
Re~olved that this Conference of Ali-India 

Christians notes with satisfaction that there is a 
growing desire oo the part of the two sections of 
the lmiian Christian community-Roman Catholics 
ami Protestants-to co-operate with each other in 
all matters concerned with the social and political 
admncement of the community as a whole, The 
Conference records its conviction that such 
co-operation is indispensable in the best common 
Interest and appeals to His Excellency the Apostolic 
·Delegate, the Arch-Bishops and Bishops of the 
Roman Catholic Church to give their approval to 
an noccptablo scheme of co-operation, On its part 
the Conference reiterates its former assurance that no 
matter shall be considered or discussed at any 
joint meeting which may be regarded by Roman 
Cath,,lics to be inconsistent with the principle& of 
the Church of Rome. 

This Conference deplores the action o( Foreign 
Christian ~lissions in India in general, and in the 
United Provinces in particular, in disregarding the 
opinion and sentiment~ of the Indian Christian 
community with regard to the alienation of Church 
and Mis•ion property now held by them in India ; 
and resolves that the various Mission bodies be 
urge'<~ to stop all such sales and transfer the 

ownership of the property to the various Church 
organisations in this country, on which missionary 
societies will also be represented. In view of the fact 
that the sale of such property entails an irreparable 
loss 10 the Indian Church aud is detrimental 
to the all-round growth and development of the life 
of the community, this Conference requests the 
Indian Christian community to oppose every propo-
sal for the alienation of such property by all 
legitimate and peaceful means. Further resolved 
that an all-India Church and Mission Property 
Committee consisting of one member from each 
Province be formed to find waya and means to 
stop the alienation of Mission properties and that in 
every Province a "Provincial Church and Mission 
Property Committee" consisting of five members be 
appointed with the same object. 

The Conference also passed resolutions protesting 
against the sentence passed on Paudit Jawaharlal 
Nehru and expressing its grief that "some of the 
ablest and most patriotic sons and daughters of the 
Country are in jail;" asking that so long as communal 
divisions were recognized, Christians should not be 
ignored-in the Army, in Government and railway 
appointments and on any scheme for enlarging the 
Viceroy's Council; circulating a draft Christian 
Marriage Hill for opinion ; and a condolence 
resolution on the death of Bishop Chitambar, 

T. SIV ASANKARAM MEMORIAL. 
It is proposed by some of the friend• and admirers 

of the late Mr. Sivasankaram to bring out an "In 
Memoriam" Edition of all his works with his bio
graphical sketch to commemorate his memory on 
the Second Anniversary day and to institute prizes 
in Telugu Essay writing and speaking in the local 
High School in his name. It is needless to mention 
that he was one of the foremost pioneer social 
reformers and literary men of the Rayalaseema, who 
bad the courage of his -convictions and translated 
ideals into actual life. For him there was no 
religion higher than truth. It is, therefore, a sacred 
duty to perpetuate his memory as suggested above 
periodically to remind u11 of his love of Telugu 
literature, especially 'Bhagavatham and Ramayana.' 
His last book on • Bhagavad Gita' can aptly be 
styled as his message to the working people and 
it is the earnest desire of the. Committee to publish 
an "In Memoriam" edition of all his works, so as to 
make them available to the reading public at as 
cheap a cost as possible. 

It is to achieve this end that this Appeal for 
donations from the generous public is now made to 
all his friends all over the Presidency, The ~In 
Memoriam'' edition will be priced at Rs. 2--8-0 and 
the popular edition at Rs. 2/-. All those who 
give a donation of not less than Rs, 8/- will be 
presented with a copy of the First Edition. The 
scheme outlined is to · popularise his works and 
to serve the public in setting up a Memorial to 
the late-lamented patriot whose one ambition 
was to spread light and culture even among 
the masses, 

All those that are willing to send their contributions 
are requested to send them to Sri R. Swaminatham, 

Organiser, Memorial Fund, Penukonda. 
(Sd.) B. R. Venguswamy Iyer, B.A., B.L., 

,. D. Sri Ramulu, H.A., L.L.B., 
R. SiJdana Gowd, 1\ladukarai, .. 

,. Syed Yusuf Sahib, Chowlur, 
» E. Subbarama Rao, B.A., H.L., Anantapur, 
» K. Sangappa, Kottacberium. 
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MR. BAJAJ'S STATEMENT. 
The Editor, 

Th• Indian Social R•/ormer. 
Sir, 

In your remarks on Mr. Jamnalal Bajaj's 
statement you very rightly point out that the best 
expiation of the sin ot amassing wealth under British 
Rule is to renounce it. When I read your reference 
to Mr. Bajaj's statement in your article under the 
heading, "Satyagraha and Discipline," I thought as 
much. I did not then know that you were following 
up this reference by detailed criticism of the 
statement. I agreP. with you entirely in thinking 
that renunciation of tainted wealth is the best 
expiation of sin of amassing it. It will give 
Mr. Bajaj an opportunity to follow his great master 
and embrace voluntary poverty. If Mr. Baj 1j is 
serious in his remarks, this is the least we shall 
expect him to do on the restoration of freedom
renunciation ot the riches gathered under the 
protecting wings of the "Satanic Government," We 
shall wait and watch. · 

Khar, } Yours etc,, 
28th Dec. 40. VEERBHAL H. MEHTA. 

WOMEN'S DISABILITIES IN COCHIN. 
Miss K. Kunjalia, B. A. B. L., writes in the Coehin 

Argus : f h d" b"l" · • • d That most o t e 1sa 1 1t1es enJome upon 
the women in Cochin by inhuman forces of custom 
and superstition have since been removed by 
successive pieces of legislation, should be a matter 
of supreme gratification for the women of Cochin and 
of pride for their brethren. The Cochin N am budiri 
Act striking at the root of polygamy, the Cochin 
Makkathayam Thiya Act and the Cochin Nair Act 
restricting the scope. of divorce and condemning 
child-marriage, polygamy and polyandry in those 
communities, the recent Child Marriage Restraint 
Bill passed by the legislature and awaiting the 
Royal assent and the Co~hin Christian Succession 
Act conferring a right on Christian women to the 
intestate properties ot their father and bus band are 
indeed some of those pieces of legislation which 
have gone a long way in the social and economic 
emancipation of the women of Coch in. 

THE .MAHA-BODHI 
An lllustrated Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(E.talJI>Ihed 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
Professor Nicholas Roerlcb, Sir Harl Singh Gour, 

Sri li.ahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesb Obandra Sen, 
:Mr. J, F. McKechnie (Bhlkkbu bllaeara), Sir S. R.a<fha. 
krishnan, Dr. D. It, Bbandarlmr, Mr. A run Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. M.llarua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D., 
B.L., Dr. P. C. Bagcbl, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen, 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr, N. Dutt, and others, 

Annual Sulm:riptitm. Adv•rtia~~mmt rate, 
India, Ceylon ... R.S. 4 Full page (Cover) •.• li.s. ~~ 
Burma ... ., 5 Ditto (Body) ... , 13 
Far East ... Yen 8 Half page ... , 8 
.lurope ,,, 8 Shllllngs 

or eqUivalent Quarter page 
America ... 8 Dollars 

... " ' 
APJI!J to the Manager, 

MAHA-BODHI SOCIETY 
4A, COLLEGE SQUA:!!-11: CALCUTTA. 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(Incorporated in Baroda, The liability of Members being Limited,) 

Under the Patronage of and largely supported by the 
Oovemment of H. H. the MaharaJa Oaekwar of Baroda. 

CAPITAl. SUBSCRIBED R•. :a,~o.oc,ooo 

ISSUED CAPITAL ., 1,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAIJ>.UP on 20-12-40 .,, • 59 96,oou 
RESERVB FUND • ss,oo,ooo 

Head Office :-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dab hoi, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mebsana, 
Navsari, Patan, Petlad, "Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

51\FE DEPOSIT 
V1\ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PAT AN. 

--:o:--

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:--

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manager. 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
(ESTA13USBED 1890.) 

Subscplp:tlon Rates.· 
Inland ... Rs.· 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign ... Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single copies of the cu,..ent month, If avaUable can ' 
be bad at ~ annas, current year ' annas and copies 
more than a year old 8 . annas each, exclusive of 
postage. 
Single copies of The Reformer, can now 

be had from the following Railway Book Stalls:
MessPs. A. H. WHEELER & Co • 

Victoria Terminus, Dadar G. I. P., Church Gate, Grant 
Road, G. P. 0,, Bombay, Thana, Nagpur, Poena and 

r 

Ahmedabad. 
,Messps. HIGGINBOTHAMS. 

Coimbatore, Guutur, Trichinopoly, Madura, Trivandrum, 
Mysore, Madras Central Station, Egmore and Bezwada. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Established 7th Beptembel' 1906.) 

INCORPORATED UBDBB THB INDUB OOKP~BDIII ~0! 
VI 01' 1882, 

Capital Sub!lcribed •••••• 
Capital CaUed up ... -
Reserve· Fund .... .. 

HEAD OfFICB 1 

Rs. 2,00,00,000 
" 1,00,00,000 
" 1.13,00,000 

ORUlNTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:

ARMEDABAD, (Bhadl"& Office). . 
AHMEDABAD, (Station Branch), 
ANDHERI, (Near Bombay). 
BANDHA, (Near Bombay). 
BULLION EXC HANG&, (Sheik Memon St., Bombay). 
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London Agents :-The Westminster Bank, Ltd. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS : Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
@ lX per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
Ks. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wlll be given In accounts _for Interest amounting to 
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FIXED DEPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
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•.SAVINGS BANK ACCOU~TS opened on favourable 

terms. Rules on application, 
Tho Bank acts as ExecutoP and Tpustee 

undep WUls and Settlements and undertalres 
Trustee Business generally. Rules may be obtained on 
application. 
'LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 

The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
asalnst approved securities. 

Th Bani< undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
safe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon. It also undertalres the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stock at modemte charges, particulars of which 
may be had on application. 

A. G, GRAY,· 
.Managw. 
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CO-OPERATIVE BANK, LTD. 
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CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitis; 

avoid tnis by rubbing your chest with AMRUTANJAN. Its 
penetrating wannth goes deep down into the chest, loosens the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Bri~ Quick RelieJ Always 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
DOMBA'Y a MADRAS~ 
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THE PENAL REFORMER. 
A Monthly d'evoted' to the cause of Penal 
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THE 

SCINDIA STEAM NA VIGATIO 
COMPANY LIMITED. 

Head Office at BOMBAY. 
NA~OTTAM MO~A~JEE & Co., 

Agents, Ballard Estate, BOAtBAY. 
Tbe Premier Indian Shipping Company. 

ll.egula.r Fortnightly Cargo Services between :

(1) Rangoon, Bombay, Karachi vla Malabar; 
'(2) Rangoon, Madras, Colombo; 
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The World's Finest Perfumers use 

MYSORE SANDALWOOD OIL. 

The State of Mysore contains the finest specimens of 
the East Indian Sandalwood Tree ( Santalum Album). The 
Oil distilled from this conforms to all Pharmacopoeias of the 
world. Its aroma is unexcelled. _, 

. ,., 

Government Sandalwood Oil Factory, Mysore 
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Indian Appeals to Privy Council :-Some time 
back there was an interesting and informing 
correspondence in The Reforme,. regarding the 
relative advantages of retaining the present 
jurisdiction of the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council in Indian cases and of trans
ferring it to the Federal Court in this country. 
More recently a reference to representative 
bodies in the Provinces of the proposal to 
mend the powers of the Federal Court so as 
to try appeals from the High Courts would, 
seem to have met with a mixed reception; 
Meanwhile, the war situation has created fresh 
difficulties. The Judicial Committee like the 
rest of the Courts continues to sit and discharge 
its functions undeterred by the menace of 
Nazi bombs. But parties in India whose cases 
are pending, are faced with the inordinate 
delay in the transit of documents to London, 
and in getting them printed there for 
presentation, Then there is the difficulty of 
remitting money out of the country. Usually 
some one from India went over to London to 
instruct counsel. This too is rendered impossible 
by the difficulty of securing passages even if 
any one is prepared to face the risks. All these 
difilculties may be overcome, by deputing three 
of the ludges to hold sittings in this country to 
try Indian suits. Two members of the Com
mittee are available here and it is necessary to 
send out one other member to form a quorum. 

lhe Kolhnpur Succession :-We suggested last 
'1\·eck that the :Maharani should be recognised 
at once as l.:egent and that she may adopt 
any one she chooses afterwards. Tlse Aeforme~ 
has all along condemned the custom of 
aJ,,ption as a means of continuing the family as 
antil.juated and as a cause of family disruption. 
No J,,ubt the succession to a State is different 
from the succcss;on to private property but 
the l'rinciple in both cases is the same. Kecog
nise the right of women as the same as that 

of men and the problem in both cases is solved. · 
Why not recognise the infant princess as the 
hetr to the gadi with her mother as Regent ? . 
The British have changed the Salic law so as 
to allow of women being in the direct line of, 
succession. At the pret>ent day the heir·presump
tive to the British throne is the Princess Elizabeth. 
The most striking feature of. our time is the. 
growth of the Women's Movement and·· the 
recognition of the right of · women to occupy 
any political position. This movement is · as 
strong in the States as in British · India. 
It is high time that the Government of India 
showed their sympathy for the cause by recognis
ing the right of women to succeed to ·· the 
gadL They have in all ·cases made admirable 
administrators as Regents. By the way there 
is a yet more emphatic . testimony . to , their 
success in J. S. Mill's letters than that referred 
to in Tke Reformer. It occurs at page 236 in 
a letter to Mrs. Charlotte Manning, author of a 
book, "Ancient and Medieval India." MiD 
wrote: 

You ask me for lnfonnatlon respect! ng the admln!So 
tratlve capacity shown by so many ladles of ruling 
families In I nella, and especially whether these belles 
are Hindoos or :Mahomedans. They are almost all 
Hlndoos. The case can seldom arise In a Mussulmaa 
principality, as by Mahomedan law the mother Is not 
regent for her minor son, whereas among Hindoos 
tho mother by birth or adoption Is regent of right. 
One of the most remarkable, however, of these ladies, 
the late Setrunder Begum of Bhopal, was a Mahomedan. 
As the Native States were In my Department In the 
India House, I had opportunities of knowing all that 
was known about the manner In which they were 
governed l and, during many years, by f~r the greater 
number of Instances of vlgorou•, forceful and skilful 

' administration which came to my knowledge were by 
Ranees and Raoes as regents for minor chiefs. 

It was with the probability of the Government 
recognizing the claims of the infant princess that 
we said that the Maharani would "probably 
adopt a son in due course." The recognition of 
the infant Princess as the hei~ will have many . 
advantages, not the least betng the cessation of 
the intrigues which seem to be rife. It· will be 
a signal recognition by Government of the 
importance of the \Vomen's .Movement. It will 
be entirely agreeable to the more enlightened 
ruling chiefs. 

Law and Order In Sind:-The political accord 
produced by the Congress Presidenfs intervention 
in Sind was not materially affected by the 
decision of the Sind Premier to join the Muslim 
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League · th11mgh . ;t. <lid. shake general confidence 
in the· stability pf .conditions in Sind political 
life. · One .qpes •.not ~exp~;ct the Premier of a 
province to vacillate ·between two parties, how
ever powerful they may be. The crucial test, 
it is said, is whether Mr. Bu®eali Khan, the 
pte,~>~pt .Premier, will make way for Sir Ghulam 
Hussain Hidayatullah on the 15th of February as 
he had agreed to do during the Azad c:mversa
tionfo! •. • Tnis, however, ~s • eolljlp!ete misreading 
of the situation. Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad's 
work in Sind was not merely directed at 
a¢hieving a patched up truce 'between political 
parties in that province. It was nothing less 
than restoring normal conditions in Sind and 
it was because of· th\s larger purpose that on 
hjs advice Gandhiji exe"'pte4 Sind Congressmen 
from :the present satyagraha campaign.'. How 
f11r the people of Sind are 'from normalcy can 
be gathered from · :the candid utterance ·of Sir 
Lancelot: Graham at the -recent 5ukkur Pollee 
Parade. He said : 

.. It was a . matter of great distress to me that out ~f 
a · comparat>wly small -matter there should hav• 
ariSIUI suddeol.y such great disturbanaes, accompanied 

. by seri~>II.B los.s of !if• !Lnd destruction of l>roperty ill 
.this district. Such disturbances may take. their 

· Immediate origin in relatively small causes. ~ut if 
· there were not at the back of and below these ,;mall 
·causes a splcit of ill-feeling ~ween the ·communities 
, !Lnd a spirit of lawlessness and a positiYe passion for 

111urder, cruelty and loot, these troubles '!Vould not have 
occurred-or at any rate their ·magnitude_ ,would have 
been greatly reduced, It Is because there- has been 

· and tl\ere remains to this dar In S10d not only a 
considerable amount of communal ill-feeling but also a 

. most regrettable disregard for me l;i.w and an almost 
complete disregard for the sanctity of life and property 
that the work of the t'olice In Sind is so difficult- In 
the towns,· perhaps, your work is not more difficult 
than it is in the towns of other provinces; but in the 
country your work Is particularly difficult because 
this Province is in a very backward condition and 
there is no proper organised life in the village. 

' I trust that you will always remember that the 
peace of the district is primarily in your hands and 
recourse call be bad to &>sistance from the Military 
only in very exceptional cases. It Is your duty not 

·only to deal with people after they have committed 
·offences, but also to exercise such a heallhy controlling 
inftuence among all sections of the population that 
they may abandon their criminal habits and develop 
a respect for law, respect for llfe, and re•pect for 
<property, and with your assistance it may come about 
that there may be a real improvement In the rela:ions 
t>etween the two communities. · 

We make ~Q apology fo~ this long quotation 
from the. Sind GovefOOf'S potable address. It 
should have really been addressed to a wider 
public than the police force of Sukkur in view 
of His Excellency's admission ~hat Sukkur was 
bull a S,Y.mptom or Sind'S disease. 

Restoring Normal Conditions ;-The remedy 
suggest~d Df Sir Lance)ot is woefully inade
qua,te to the disease. The days when ~e police 
can. e]l:ercise "a controlling influence" over the 
population are gone, even in bacl(ward Sind. 
Sukkar proved conclusively that the police are 
subject to the same emotions which shake the 
general population. Otherwise we would not 
have heard o£ lawlessness under the very 
eyes of the police. The "very exceptional 

cases". to which Sir Lancelot referred in hi:: 
admonition to the police, have taken place. 
Military intervention, however, is only .a 
temporary expedient and it can not be expected' 
to help the province to a permanent 
settlement. The 1935 Constitution provides for 
such situations but the intricacy of the machinery 
-the Governor has to persuade the Secretary of 
State who will not be entirely unmoved by 
political .considerations of an all-India nature
has perhaps kept the Governor as the ultimate 
responsible head in the province from acting 

. under '~he provisions of it. The suspension of 
constitutional reforms in Sind would at any rate 
have saved it from the manoeuvrings of aU India 
political parties which can in the long run only 
lead, as they have now led, to greater confusion. 
The Sukkur riots and the political developments 
after -them in Sind point to -the fact -that 
provincial autonomy bas completely broken 
down there. ConditiCins in Sind are beyond the 
manipulations of all-India parties and they 
.cannot be set right apparently by the constitu
tional machinery. Sind as . a part of Bombay 
enjoyed general security. What is equally 
important, it bad a definite contribution to make 
as such to the 'life of this province and through it 
to India. There were economic difficulties in the 
way.· of . separation which were somehow 
surmounted. But events have shown that these 
arrangements were not enough. We trust that 
the lesson of the past years will not be lost on 
the authorities and that Sind will once again be 
brought back as an integral part of Bombay 
province. 

. High Commissioner iq ,South Africa :-Speak
ing as the guest of honour at the annual sports 
of the Government College, Lahore, Mr. Ram 
Chandra, Secretary to the Ppnjab Government, 
an old student of the College, referred to his 
new appointment as High Commissioner for 
India in South Africa. Mr. Ram Chandra 
appealed to the . students to forget the word, 
"communalism," an admonition which could be 
given to older . Indians with equal justification in 
these days. His reference to his desire to 
promote unity among Indians in South Africa 
was a singularly happy one, and if Mr. Ram 
Chandra succeeds in bringing them together he 
might well consider his task well done. He was,· 
however, not so f~:ticitous in his next observation. 
"ln my owa actions,"'he said, "I shall be guided 
by the first and foremost consideration that they 
should be in the true interests of the parent 
country." The' High Commissioner in South 
Africa occupies a peculiar position. He has pri
marily to guard the interests of the Indian commu
nity, over eighty per cent of Whom are col6nial
born. Under the Capetown Agreement the IndianS 
own allegiance to the South African Union and 
they are to be assimilated with the other sections 
of the community in South Africa. It is true that 
General Smuts in welcoming the enhanced status 
of the Indian Government's representative in his 
country, expressed the desire of his Government 
to greet India as a free and equal partner 
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in the British Commonwealth. But it would 
be unfortunate if, in the exchange of 
compliments, the main work of that repre
sentative which must be to press forward 
the claims of South African Indians to fair 
treatment from the Government of South Africa, 
was lost sight of. It is not, as is ilsual with 
national representatives in foreign countries. as 
if the High Commissioner were expected to 
regard Indians in South Africa as living there 
and working for the benefit of India but rather 
that he should hold before them the ideal of 
working for the large~ South Afri~n c:ommunity 
to which they belong m South Afnca Itself. , 

A Diplomat's Indiscretion ;-Senor Tavera:, 
the first Consul-General for Colombia (South 
Africa), advised India to help Britain "willingly'' 
as otherwise Britain would force India to help 
her and this country would get no credit for 
it. He went on to add, on what authority he 
omitted to say, that willing help and "another 
chance to Britain to make good her promises,'' 
would win India Dominion Status and her 
due place among nations. It is difficult to say 
whether this is more offensive to Britain or to 
India, coming as it does from one who belongs 
to neither country. The South American States 
are, it is true, enjoying an unaccustomed 
importance nowadays. Mr. Duff-Cooper in a 
recent broadcast addressed to South America 
reminded his hearers of the great traditions 
they had to maintain as Latin countries 
at a time when the Latin nations ol' Europe 
were all in a bad way. Senor Tavera's 
statement that red tape on both sides made 
war news less up-to-date than it would otherwise 
have been, shows that he has not realised the 
difference between India and Colombia. We are 
not aware of news coming to India from both 
sides, though all South American countries 
have been subject to heavy propaganda from 
Eu1'0pean belligerents. Senor Tavera prefaced 
his remarks with the unnecessary warning that 
they were merely an expression of personal 
views. That is obvious on the face of it. 

Mr. Spender on India :-Mr. J. A. Spender 
writing in the London Times explains the 
difficulties of arriving at an understanding with 
the Congress except on the basis of accepting 
Gandhiji's attitude towards war. He points out 

, that Gandhiji is more a dictator than the leader 
of a democratic party, and that today the Con
gress has raised to a political issue the ethical 
principles "resolutely" maintained by Gandhiji. 
On the other hand, he observes that many leading 
Congressmen have told him that they were not 
really so unaccommodating as Congress declara
tions made them out to be. Mr. Spender 
has not been recently to India. The leading 
Congressmen who have of late been within 
approachable distance of Mr. Spender are 
well-known and can be counted on the fingers 
of one hand, Mr. Spender does not explain 
why, while he is prepared to accept the 
{)pinion of subordinate Congress leaders on the 

subject of the British connection, he hesitates to 
take seriously the resolution of the Congress 
Working Committee before Gandhiji was given_ 
supreme control offering full co-operation to the 
British Government on a basis far removed 
from non-violence. It was only when the 
British Government was unable to meet the 
Congress which had gone more than half 
way, that the Working Committee went back to 
Gandhiji. To ask the Congress to repudiate 
Gandhian ideals without holding before it even 
the idea:ls held out to European countries 
of freedom and independence, is a piece of 
optimism of which only a bureaucracy could be 
capable. Mr. Spender says that he was reading 
the Harijan regularly until it closed down. It 
is all the more surprising that Mr. Spender is 
divided between admiration for Gandhiji's "reso
lute'' advocacy of non-violence and his wonder 
at the change in Gandhiji's attitude · from 
pressing for political advantages for India to 
denouncing war as sinful. Gandhiji was at the 
outset, and he has admitted it himself, weak in 
his advocacy of pacifism, in the sense of non
participation in the war. The unfortunate thing 
is that British publicists when they write on 
India are more concerned with managing world, 
notably American, opinion than with getting at 
the truth, We are afraid that it is coming to 
be equally true of Congress politicians. 

After the War :-Indicative of the turn of the 
tide in Britain's affairs is the somewhat 
truculent and often menacing note which 
appears in the articles of the Anglo-Indian Press 
which has hitherto been cajoling ·India into full 
participation in the war effort. Promises of 
better relations and the exploitation of the 
horror-value of the Nazi are gradually giving 
way to threats of what will happen if there is 
not fuller co-operation now. The Times of 
India last Saturday came out with the following 
passage in its leading article : 

President Roosevelt is determined .. , ... that the demo
cracies will have a share in shaping the new world. 
Can the Indian National Congress claim, on behalf 
of this country, the right to assist In that task 1 
Obviously It cannot, since it has not merely refused to 
help In the victory of democracy and f•eedom, but has 
actually done something to obstruct lt ...... India must 
and will have a contribution to make to the post-war 
settlement, but In the present circumstances the Con
gress bas no mcral right to participate; other and 
more virile representatives of this country will have 
earned the authority to make their voices heard. 

We should_ have thought that the responsi
bility and the privilege of arranging the 
peace terms would go to the Viceroy who 
declared and in all matters conducted war on 
behalf of India. This should have been plain to 
even amateur politicians. It would be tragic, 
whatever one might think of the present attitude 
of the Congress, if it should adjust its principles 
in the hope that it will have a share in what the 
Times euphemistically ca:lls "shaping the new 
world.'' 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY' PLEDGE. 
What. is called a new pledge to. be taken on 

the 26th January which has been fixed for the 
purpose, has been published. It is substantially 
the old pledge on which we commented at length 
last year, with the addition of a paragraph 
relating to the. institution of Individual Civil 
Disobedience or Satyagraha. Several years 
ago when LaJa Lajpat Rai was in .London he 
addressed a gathering of British working-men. 
His text was the same as the preamble to the 
Independence Pledge, namely, that British rule 
has. brought about all-round ruin in India and 
has been a curse to the country. One of the 
audience rose at end of the address and asked: 
"Sir, if all that you say is true, and I do not 
question your facts, I wonder why you who, as 
you say, are 300 millions, do not rise and kick us 
out who are a mere handful in your country, as 
we should do in the same. circumstances." The 
averaCYe British or American who reads the 
lndep~ndence Pledge, will wonder in the same 
way as Lala Lajpat Rai's interlocutor why, if 
British rule has not only deprived India of her 
freedom but has, in the words of the pledge, 
"based itself on the exploitation of the masses 
and has ruined India economically, politically, 
culturally and spiritually," the myriads of this 
country have not brushed it aside, as they 
could easily have done by a wave of their hands. 
Seeley told his students at Cambridge in the 
middle of the last century that no armed 
revolt was needed to destroy the British Empire 
in India : if Indians generally felt that it was 
humiliating to serve under it, the Empire was 
doomed and they could not hope to retain it 
for any length of time. Another writer, Meredith 
Townsend, has said that if every domestic 
servant struck worli, the British rulers · will be 
prisoners in their own houses. . 

The exi"'uous basis of British rule, the extent 
to which it"' depends on the good will and co
operation of Indians, has all along been well 
known to British statesmen. The fact that 
none of the contingencies mentioned above has 
occurred, but that, instead, Congressmel! who 
will take the pledge on the 26th, have. been 
amana the foremost in pressing for the lndiani
zation"' of the Army and the other Services, that 
their leaders now in jail in readiness to accept 
office again, took the oath of allegiance to the 
Crown and served as its Ministers for two years 
and a half, proves that the sentiments expressed 
in the preamble are not those actually felt by 
the large rna jority of the people including 
Congressmen. More than that we had ~h7 
recent ·declaration of Seth J amnalal BaJaJ, 
which Gandhiji has endorsed, that he for one 
was not only not ruined economically by British 
rule but had by means of the protection and 
opportunities afforded by that ;ule amass~d the 
wealth which he owns and by vrrtue of whtch he 

represents the propertied classes in the Congress 
Working Committee. There, are ·others, not a· 
few, who have done the same among the promi
nent Congress personages and they should all be 
held to have been the instruments through which 
the exploitation of the masses and the ruination of 
their morals have been carried out by the British 
Government. The Indians from Raja Rammohan 
Roy to Dadabhai Naoroji, Ranade, Phiroze
shah Mehta, Gokhale who regarded British 
rule as having wrought more good than evil 
and, therefore, as a blessing and not a curse to 
the country, which could by constitutional action 
be transformed into a national government,
did not perhaps possess the master·minds 
of the W ardha group. We are sorry that the 
Congress should use its influence-such as it is 
-to get some thousands of persons to Subscribe 
to the terms of the pledge which are in direct 
contradiction to their behaviour in daily life. 
The words, it is charitable to hope, have ceased 
to have any meaning for most of them. 

We are far from holding that British rule 
has been an unmixed blessing: None of the 
great leaders of the last century did so. They 
fully realised that it had many faults and that 
it had not succeeded in living up to its professions 
and promises to the Indian people. But they 
recognised that it had ideals and that it was 
amenable to appeals to justice and fairplay, 
Whatever the aberrations of individual 
administrators or even Governments, the broad 
lines of policy can not be deflected too widely or 
too long without those responsible for it being 
called to account by public opinion in India 
and Great Britain. No doubt, it was a 
slow and expensive process and often the 
fruits of years of labour were snatched 
away when they seemed ripe for gathering. 
A change of Government in Britain, on 
grounds utterly unrelated to anything 
connected with India, might lead to the reversal 
of a policy worked up to with considerable 
difficulty and after much delay. The interpreta
tion of the Declaration of 191 '1 was deferred for 
nearly ten years by the ingenuity of a Hailey 
who drew a nice .distinction between responsible 
and representative institutions. The first Round 
Table Conference W.1S called under the Premier
ship of Ramsay MacDonald who had declared a 
few months ago that the emergence o( a new 
Dominion was already within sight. When 
the second Comference met, MacDonald 
had become t·he head of a National 
Government, throwing overboard his principal 
Labour colleagues, amQ!!g them, Wedgwood 
Benn, one of the best and most earnest 
Secretaries of State who had charge of 
Indian affairs. Samuel Hoare occupied his 
chair and completely reversed his policy and 
gave a new and mischievous orientation to it. 
He was hailed as a great statesman and was in 
the running for the Premiership after Baldwin. 
But he tried the same trick in European politics, 
was dismissed from his high post as Foreign 
Secretary and, ~though brought in again, could 
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not regain his lost ground and is ploughing a 
difficult furrow in Spain. There is a Nemesis 
which stands guard over India and every one who 
does her wrong seldom fails to come to grief. 
The position of India in the. British Empire 
is, therefore, most unsatisfactory. Neither 
Britain nor India has reason to be proud of 
this irregular relation. Both are dis
satisfied with it. Great Britain's professions 
in the war are greatly discounted by 
enemies and neutrals because of her position 
in India. Whatever may happen, the present 
position will have to go. Dominion status to 
which some Liberals still pin their faith, may 
itself become a legend of the past when the 
reconstruction of the war-stricken world is taken 
in hand. The new world order will involve 
some surrender of the essentials of sovereignty, 
on the part of all countries which have hitherto 
enjoyed Independence, and India will necessarily 
have to be accorded an equal position with them 
if the new world order is not to go the way of the 
old order soon after it is instituted. The Indian 
problem has now become part of the world 
problem. lnuia must, therefore, think and plan 
with that wider horizon in view. 

HAKSAR ON INDIAN STATES: 

Sir Kailasnath merely conforms to it. Some of 
his propositions are paradoxical. For instance, he 
maintains that the Judicial Courts in the States 
are as independent and unsubservient to political 
influences as the Courts in British India but 
he also says "the present position as regards 
civil and criminal laws in States is a thing for 
the facetious-minded." If the Ia ws are farcical 
what do the Courts administer and how do they 
manage to :administer at all ? One of the 
reasons which he gives for the vagueness of 
State laws, is that they are vernacular translations 
of British Indian Codes and that the translations 
are not intelligible. 

There are other points in the article which call 
for notice. But for the present we must be con• 
tent with the most important from our point of 
view. Sir Kailasnath throughout his article 
speaks only of British I ndia.and its attitude to the 
States. If he remembers that British India is now 
a conglomeration of autonomous provinces vary
ing in efficiency from Bombay to its erstwhile 
division of Sind, he would not assume so 
readily that British India as such has a single 
policy towards the States. In the Satyagraha 
agitation two years ago in Hyderabad, the 
Congress Government in Madras took up a 
helpful and neighbourly attitude, while the 
Bombay Congress Government did the reverse. 

Sir Kailasnath · Haskar's article in the In Baroda and Rajkot, it was the same. It is, 
Twentieth Century on Indian States is delightfully therefore, in the best interest of the States 
tantalising-. Most of his life he has spent in the themselves that British India should have a 
service of Indian States and knows all that there unitary system .,. hich would mean uniformity 
is to know about them. He has besides taken of policy towards them. Such of the States as 
part in the several round, square and oblong wish to do so, may federate with British 
table conferences in Great Britain and India. He India whenever they wish and are prepared to 
is one of the group of Kashmiris who are do so. The Maharaja of Bikaner declared at the 
distinguished by their keen intellect which resolu- first Round Table Conference that it was a 
tely ref uses to take account of any but what are matter of indifluence to the States whether 
known as modern values. One is not surprised, British India joined as a unitary Government or 
therefore, to read his contemptuous dismissal of as a group of provinces. We suggest that it is 
the plea for the preservation of the States as of advantage to the States that British India 
repositories of Indian tradition and culture. The should function as a single organic unit whether 
heart of India, Ranade often said, beats in the Federation comes or not. So long as the States 
States; and he watched with eagle eyes for signs feel or profess to feel that Federation with 
of the growth and expansion of the public mind British India is a sacrifice they are making for 
in the States. Sir Kailasnath says that this is no the benefit of the latter and that they themselves 
longer th<! case and he implies that, if it were, he stand to lose by it, so long they should resolutely 
for one will not attach much importance to it as a stand aside and let British India determine her 
reason for their survival. They exist because they own course. Unfvrtunately the circumstances in 
have been allowed to exist and the Paramount which the idea of Federation was jumped upon 
Power is bound by Treaties to maintain them British Indians with the impulsive enthusiasm 
against insurrection within and invasion from of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, make it difficult 
outside. He charges the British Government with for the States to take a dispassionate view 
having- treated the treaties as "scraps of paper'' of their accession to a Federation. The Princes 
as Bethm'lnn Holwegg wanted Britain to treat were to be brought in as a counterpoise to 
the treaty with. Belgium in l9H. If the charge British India in the responsible Government 
is true, there should be no States at the promised at the centre. The British Indian 
present day, The map of India would be painted Government were suspicious of its own subj~cts 
all red as Dalhousie wished. That the States trained in its own administrative methods. It 
are not only existing but that they are actually wanted the Princes to guarantee that British 
claiming to have a dominant voice in shaping Indian Ministers would not get out of control 
the future constitution of India, shows that they of the Paramount Power. When the Princes and 
have after all fl0urished under the step-motherly British Indians realised that they were being set 
treatment wh1ch Sir Kailasnath imputes to the up as rnakeweights in this fashion they recoiled 
Paramount Power. It is the fashion now to start , from the scheme. That exactly is the position 
every discussion with a fling at British rule and J now. 
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MAGISTRATES AND SATYAGRAHIS. 
In the individual satyagraha campaign evolved by 

Gandlliji, the work of the Governmomt executive and 
the Congress 1·ank and file is extremely simplified. 
The satyagrahi has merely to keep to the slogans 
drawn up by Gandhiji and the police have nothing 
more to do than to haul him up before the magistrate 
or maroh him off to jail. Behind this ludicurously 
simple position, however, there are complexities 
which relieve · the monotony of the procedure. 
Though the satyagraha is launched for freedom of 
opinion, all who support the Congress slogans are not 
included in the lists selected by Gandhiji for this 
campaign. A background .of faith and· to some 
degree works as well in the constructive programme 
of the Gandllian Congress is demanded to qualify the 
candidate for jail-going. Common honesty would deter 
many Congress minor leaders from applying for inclu· 
sion in the lists but tor the fact that a period in jail is 
believed to be an .essential for office in the future 
Congress Governments in the centre and at the 
provinces. In the case of the rank and file this is not 
a real consideration; and the rank and file have on 
the whole been left in peace. But the many minor 
stars in the Congress firmament who do not 
command the respect of a Rajagopalachari, a Pant or 
a Kher, have provided ready butts for magisterial 
humour. A man who can regard himself as a simple 
follower, has nothin~ to add or take away from the 
slogans that Gandhij1 has furnished him with. l::lut 
occasionally-and the occasions are getting far too 
many-a Congressman is drawn into explaining his 
own particular position. He is not content to remain 
quiet after he has done his job of slogan-shouting 
and refusing to take part in the court proceedings. 
And the moment he does exoeed these limits, he hands 
himself over to the magistrate. After all it is well to 
bear in mind that the decision to give full powers to 
Gandhiji is not more than six months old. Even 
Working Committee members had strayed from the 
straight and narrow path of Gandhian ideology. It 
was to avoid too close a scrutiny, we had thought, 
that Gandhiji had devised the system of ready-made 
1!logans wide enough to cover a multitude of devia• 
tions, But discipline is hard to come by. And the 
more so in att agitation .to assert tbe right to the free 
expression S>f opi!lion. Gaodhiji himself just before 
the campaign had urged on the Viceroy the necessity 
for allowing freedom to those who opposed help in 
the war effort whether for political or pacifist reasons 
provided it was non-violently done. It is not surprising 
that some followers should now misunderstand the 
agitation. 

Magistrates who have passed judgment OD the 
cases that .came before .them, have not, generally 
speakin~, troubled very much to pick holes in the 
statements made before them by the satyagrahis. 
An occasional joke has tempted many judges into 
some form of indiscretion. Magisterial humour is 
generally of the heavy type, But a casual remark 
by the Court oan get a satyagrahi into trouble 
unless he is strong enough to ignore it, as Sirdar 
Sampuran Singh found to his cost. The jokes 
which Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad provoked in his 
trial, were of the schoolroom type and did no great 
harm. After all one cannot charge the President of 
an organisation with the guilt of indiscipline, and 
get away with it. And the Maulana was well able 
to take ·care of himself. 

Mr. R. Galletti, I. C. S., Joint Magistrate of Gudur, 
however, has devoted considerable thought to two 
cases which were brought before him recently. The 
name is Latin and Mr. Galletti has obviously, along 
with his name, inherited the Gallic talent for clear, 
logical ·thinking. The slogans shouted by the 
satyagrahis related to the error of helping .in the 

war effort of the British and the superior virtues of 
non-violence to resist aggression. Mr. Galletti pointed 
out with perfect logic that .there was nothing in 
the first to imply non-assistance to efforts to defend 
India itself. However wrong or wrong-headed one 
might think the accused were, they were entitled to 
express their opinion. As for non-violent propa
ganda, Mr. Galletti observed : 

However often and however eloquently it is expres
sed, whether by Jesus of Nazareth or by Mahatma 
Gandhi, it is entirely uulikely to influence human con
duct. This may be the worse for the human race. 
But it makes the expression of the opinion an act 
which cannot be prejudicial to the defence of the 
country or the prosecution of a war which are 
recognized to be necessary. 
The remarks of the joint-magistrate of Gudur on 

the audience at whom 'the slogans were shouted, 
are illuminating. In the first case he pointed out 
that ''this class of people, as accounts of assaults 
and riots testifed, w~re not overprone to take Ahimsa 
as a rule of Jife." The town of Sulurpet, he added, 
consisted of a few wealthy per~ons who had not paid 
anything so far to the war fund, and of weavers and 
poor labourers "who could neither pay nor enjoyed 
the physique necessary for joining the army." 

Mr. Galletti also asserted that the accused in the 
first case had no faith in the formulae he uttered. 
The slogans, he said, had become stale by exces
sive repetition. He added : 

I have in fact asecrtained by questioning the accused 
that all he really has in mind to do is to carry out the 
instructions be h<Uieves are fr0111 a leader he reveres; 
he does not think the formula is a •mantram' having 
magical efficacy or likely to have any influence on the 
persons addressed. But he has a mystic faith that if 
he and others like him go to jail to order, a wonderf11l 
feat of political change wiU be achieved. lt is not 
intended by the framers of the Defence of India Rules 
that they should be used to punish such simple and 
rather touching though deluded faith, especially when 
the punishment Is regarded by the recipien& as a boon. 

In the second oase, Mr. Galletti asked the accused 
to produce the authorisation given him by 
Gandhiji to offer satyagraha. This is an obvious 
safeguard which for some reason has not been more 
generally adopted. Afrer all, what is there to 
.prevent a mischievous neighbour from declaring in 
writing to the magistrate of a district that so and so 
was intending to shout ~Jogans the next day, thereby 
getting an inconvenient fellow out of the way P Or 
even some unauthorised enthusiast seeking after 
notoriety from getting out of his house and shouting 
slogans whicll he had heard on an earlier rocasion ? 
Mr. Enuga Narasa Redd~ the man before the Court, 
:was not very helpful, He had, he said, given the 
authorisation to a friend at Kotah and could not 
produce it in Court. Mr. Galletti then proceeded t9 
inquire if he had th.e necessary qualifications 
for a satyagrahi on the Congress model. Refusing 
to believe that Gandhiji who personally scru• 
tinised every claim, had like harassed officials 
signed 'blind', he· tound Mr. Reddi an impostor as 
"he had not the audacity to pretend that he was 
a regular spinner or tbat he even lifted his little 
finger to held remove untouchability." Mr. Reddi 
pleaded apparently that he had never sought "the 
rewards of service" in lo~al bodies. Mr. Galletti 
turned the tables neatly by denouncing this detach· 
ment as showing "a great lack of ambition and self
confidence as well as want of publio spirit." If a 
man, wealthy and well-educated, will not serve his 
district, Mr. Galletti observed, it is hard to see how he 
can serve his country. He concluded that if the words 
of Gandhiji had failed to move the pu blio, he did not 
expect that men like Mr. Reddi would be able to fare 
better, 
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Mr, Galletti went further, Not content with 
demolishing the arguments of the satyagrahis 
before him he went on to denounce those behind 
them who, be said, were guilty of a criminal 
conspiracy. He had not been directed by Govern
ment to look into the larger crimes but, be 
announced, he would be \tery happy to award a 
proper sentence to "the persoll8 responsible for 
public nuisance masquerading a• patriotism and for 
the sorry perversion that men like the accused who 
were honest but misguided and public spirited 
thou~h not too intelligent, thought it was their duty 
to g•Ve trouble to public servants and an aot of 
merit to leave their families to fend for themselves 
while they lived on the taxp:1yer's money in jail." 

Mr. Galletti discharged the two accuaed, The 
next o:uses brought before Mr. Galletti by the police 
brought on the Ioree a just reprimand for doing so 
after his two judgments. Given the policy followed 
by the Government, there is much sound 
commonsense in the judgments, Mr. Galletti has 
proved conclusively what Mr. Kripalani, General 
Secretary of the National Congress, expressed his 
au~picions of, that there is no definite 
uniform policy in the attitude adopted towards 
the campaign. Unfortunately as no one in 
the Government of India thought of this 
line of action first, Mr. Galletti's healthy common 
sense will be wasted on them. In effect the 
Governments of the .North-West Frontier Province 
and of Hengal have been pursuing a policy which 
finds·ita justification in the arguments of the Gudur 
Magistrate. It is reported that the Madras 
Government has indicated i t\!1 disapproval of Mr. 
Galletti'• originality by taking satyagraha trials out 
of hi• hand•. It is unfortunate that when it is 
essential for one side at least to keep its balance, 
·Government al•o should fall a vietirn to a slogan, that 
Governments should govern. If anyone looks into the 
reactions of CongrellliiDen to the various policies 
pursued by diifdrent provinces, be would see that 
«he non-interference of the North-W ellt Frontier and 
Bengal is causing the greatest perturbation. An 
agitation for free speech obviously falls through 
when free epee® is not intertered with. The 
Congress exercises so erratic a control in aelecting 
utyagrahis that that in itself is enough to create 
innumerable complications for the party. 

-
CAUSES OF JUVENlLE DEU:"l'QUENCY. 

(BY J, P. GUPTA, BOMBAY,) 

[All Rights Reserved by Author.] 

No single social problem is as serious a blot on 
this nation aa that of the extent of juvenile 
delinquency. There is a close relationship between 
juvenile delinquency and crime as the majority of 
the law-breakers committed in any one year 
throu~;hout India under the criminal laws are below 
tho age of 25 years; and, it we traoe back their 
history, we will know that in their younger lives 
they had delinquent behaviour though it might 
not have brought them before the court. 
The problem of crime is, therefore, a youthful 
problem and, if we are to prevent it, we must deal 
with our youth at an early age before it is too 
late to set them right. As Dr, l\lanshardt writes 
in ''The Delinquent Child:" 

A child Is generally defined a~ a person under 14, 
and a youn~ person ss one between l4. and 16, A 
delinquent chtld Is one who Is charged with an otfunce; 
Is wuyward or incorrigible; has no home ot visible 
means of sub-;istence; frequents the oomp1ny of any 
reputed thief or prostitute; knowingly visits a gambling 
ph•ce or house of ill· fame; wanders about the street at 

night; absenb himself from home without the permi,. 
slou of his parent or guardian ; use& vile or ill decent 
language; Is immo<al; or habitually absents himself 
from school. The definitions of delinquency diJfer in 
their U!clnsiveneso, for that which is regarded as 
delinquency in one area, Is considered as dependency 
or neglect in another. 

Thus juvenile delinquency is conduct of the juvenile 
which is a violation or contravention of some rule or 
law which society has laid down for the regulation of 
behaviour, In other words a delinquent act is the 
selfish, impulsive and socially uncontrolled act of an 
individual for his own advantage without regard to 
the interests, rights, welfare or safety of others. 

Mirriam Van Waters in an article oa "The 
Delinquent Attitude" in the Family says: 

In any society there are certain Individuals whose 
sense of human relationships Is nnder.developed and 
who tend to offend against and to challenge prevailing 
standards of human conduct, The number of these 
individuals vastly increases with civilisation. They 
are recruited from every Intelligence level and every 
social position, Some are strong and well, others are 
weak and handicapped. They agree on one thing 
only-it Is useless, impossible ex foolish for them to do 
as their neighbours do In respect to authority, property, 
industry, chastity or team play. 

Many of them are so quite ignorantly and are the 
products of contradictory teaching and standards in 
school, home, companionship and religiO!L When 
they fail to find satisfaction of their wishes in the 
school, horne or religious preaching they are attract
ed by street companions where they find relief 
without any repression whatsoever. To quote 
Ernest Bryant Hoag, in "Crime, Abnormal Mind and 
Law''~ 

The delinquent attitude, as pictured here, rnJoht bo 
defined as that unconscious disposition of ~he per. 
sonality which has resulted from an individual's 
ignorance, confusion, or rejection of certain ordinarily 
aocepted standards of good conduct which has been 
fostered •by the Individual's acceptance of the code of 
the streets, and by ill·advised disciplinary treatment at 
the hands of any or all of those in authority over that 
individual. 

. Fo~merly, it was believed. by criminologists that 
JUVentle offenders are mostly mherently defective and 
10 incu~able . but Dr. Cryl. Burt'~ analysis of 200 
oases of Juvemle offenders wtth a vtew to discovu 
tbe causes of delinquency has revealed that over 
four-fifths of the children have no history of crime 
among their kindred and that only 11% of them were 
children whose relations were sentenc"ed for aime. 
Dr. Burt sums up: 

The child, after all, may be suffering quite as much 
from the vice or the· bad management brought Into 
the home by a dull or an Immoral parent, as from any 
dullness or immorality that he himself might have 
inherited. In point of fact, small evidence, as a rule, 
Is procurable to demonstrate beyond dispute that the 
criminal proclivities of the parent have been handed 
down to the child by true biological transmission. 
This inyestig.ation !ed to the searching for the 

causes of Juvenile delinquency elsewhere - ;, 1. in 
the environment. The causes in the environrn~nt 
may be discussed as follows: 

(a) Pavorty :-Closely allied to the question of 
delinquency is poverty in the horne, We do not 
need an expert to tell us that much crime is directly 
attributable to this cause. Is it to be wondered 
at that a starving child steals from the nearest 
sweet-meat shop an attractive-looking cake i' Is it 
a matter of surprise that a homeless hungry boy from 
being a neglected beggar turns iota a thief i' 
From tile re.::ords of any juvenile court one can 
see that most of the children who come beforo 
the juvenile courts are from pooc familie!l. Mr. Clarke 
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Hall, M~gistrate of the Shoreditoh Juvenile Court, 
writing in "The Children's Court" about the class of 
families from which the delinquent comes, says~ 

When one remembers the hard lot of the children in 
the poorer parts of our great towns; the constant 
temptation to which they are subjected; the almost 
complete absence of supervision and control over them 
during the long evenings when they are away from 
school; the want of amusement, of healthy exercises, 
of playgrounds, ·Of aU intelligent interests; the .often 
wretr.hed conditions of their homes, the confined 
space, the crowded and insanitary conditions of life; 
the evil examples around them, the foul language, the 
brutal drunkenness, the savage blows, which they 
daily hear and see-one is astonished at the many 
good qualities rather than the bad, and wonders less at 
the number contaminated than at the number who 
escape contamination. 
On account of p()vertv, the entire time of the parents 

is taken in earning a living and the young one does n()t 
get the requisite affecti()n at home or proper training 
there. The house is a single-room apartment serving 
all purposes, The same room serves as kitchen, 
bed chamber, playground and drawing room. 
There being no playground or garden even in the 
locality where these poor quarters are situated, the 
children play in the street, Dr. Hamblin Smith 
the psychologist at Birmingham Prison, says, 

Juvenile delinquency often begins with the attempt 
to play in the streets, contrary to the town regulations· 
This play may be a nuisance to the community, but 
it is nothing less than the very life of the child. There 
the child falls into bad company and it has been 
seen in the reports of probation officers in a good 
many c•ses that but for the bad companionship the 
offence would not have been committed. 
(b) Family Di3coril. :-Unstable relationship of hus

band and wife leads to continuous unhappiness and 
quarrel in the home with the result that the children 
are neglected. Another factor responsible for the 
neglect of children in the family is the step..mother 
who is generally jealous and hostile to the former 
children, These children do not receive proper 
care and the discipline of the parents under such 
circumstances is not wholesome, At times it is 
too strict and at times too lenient, Moreover, 
while one is strict the other shields the boy. So 
they develop undesirable behaviour pattern which 
later on develop into delinquent attitude. The ordinary 
child in an ordinary home is the member of a small 
and self-contained sooiety, cared for by the united 
efforts of both father and mother and the delinquent 
child is generally devoid of such benefit. 

(c) VicWus Hams :-Criminal parents not only 
give training to their child for committing crime but 
set examples by their own act, •To know that his 
own father is in prison or his own mother a profligate 
is quite sufficient, without any open incitement, 
to tum a child's thoughts towards lawlessness and 
vice.' 

(d) Drunksnnes• af Parents:-A drunken home for 
a child is the worst as the days of childhood are 
the days most impressionable in his life; and when 
he sees money being squandered, morals being 
broken a perpetual discord in the family and loosened 
discipline over him (which are the outcome of 
drunkenness) a vigorous conflict goes on in his mind 
and he may either leave the family and live by 
immoral earnings or, continuing as a member of the 
family, take" to some vice or the other, 

Regarding the other factors contributing in 
making the home a vicious home, Dr. Cry! Burt 
remarks:-

Crime, brawling, bad language, irregular unions 
contracted by the parents, immorality on the part of 
other Inmates of the house, sexual molestation of the 

child by its own relatives, heartless or brutal usage in 
countless forms and varying degrees, all tend to set 
up, by their progressive effect upon the young and 
sen~itiye ~ind, such a sense of iujustice, such feelings 
of md1gn1ty, wretchedness, and apprehension that as 
he grows more critical and independent, he finds 
himself at length impelled to seek relief or distraction 
by some v<hement deed of his own. He may lose 
ali self-command and blindly strike an offending or 
unoffending party. 

l!nemp!ayment:-The next cause contributing to 
juvenile delinquency is the unemployment of the father 
~hich compels the mother to earn a living, and thus 
1n her absence the child is neglected. He drifts to 
bad company and · is spoiled, The recognition and 
affection which he fails to receive at home is substi
tuted by bad companions wllo lead him to criminal 
acts. Very often the unemployment of the young boy 
itself results in delinquent behaviour of stealing 
for no other reason than to satisfy his hunger, 

Cinema :-Many of the cinema films, though oerti. 
tied by censors, are so grossly immoral that they 
corrupt the children. Cinema shows in other countries 
are drifting towards the education of the child 
but unfortunately in our country the producers 
are after money and they try to catch sensation
loving people by producing most of the existing 
type of films, 

The child who has no background of experience 
by which to correct, is easily led away by the 
technique of romance and crime so often shown in 
the pictures. Romantic passionate pictures with 
intimate details of courtship and married life give a 
more vivid picture to a child than in any book of 
his course of study. This all stimulates the sexual 
instinct. Such pictures also furnish them with love 
technique and the way of expressing love resulting 
in sexual delinquency. 

In the same way the young boys receive the 
technique of criminal behaviour from the so
called stunt · and criminal pictures. The skill 
and cleverness with which a crime is attempted. 
the power and importance of the gang leader 
bringing all enJoyment of life so often shown in 
gang pictures, dtrectly incite young people towards 
trying those acts. A boy sums up his own case 
in the following ways~-'' I think the movies are 
mostly responsible for my criminal career. When 
I would see a crime picture and notice how crime 
was carried out it would make me feel like 
going out looking for something to steal, I have 
always had a desire for luxury and good clothes, 
When I worked, the salary was so . small that I 
could not bring what I wanted and pay the price 
for good clothes. When I would see crime pictures, 1 
would stay out all night stealing. I have quit 
six or seven jobs just to steal." 

S ckool :-Another factor contributing to delirt
quency in the juveniles is Contradictory teachings 
and ideals in the school and in the home, When 
the child finds contra,dictory standards put before 
him there i~ a conflict in his mind and he takes 
rash action. Moreover the present-day school 
curriculum and teaching . does not take into 
consideration the intelligence of the children and 
prescribes the same course of study both for the 
average, the retarded and other children. This results 
in the boys playing truant The truancy, if not 
checked in an early stage, develops into delinquency. 

Betting ana Gambling :-Every day we see small 
boys playing with pice and the bigger boys 
playing with cards for money, This is 
injurious in three ways. First, it is an 
unhealthy time-consuming non-productive pastime;. 
seooadly, it teaches an easy way of earning money 
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without any work; and, thirdly, large losses tempt 
the child to steal to make up the loss. · 

Other factors leading to delinquency are early 
improper sex-experience, mental conlltct, extreme 
social suggestibility, love of adventure, poor recrea
tion, atreet life, vocational dissatisfaction and 
so on, 

WHAT SHALL WE TEACH? 

(BY SAUDAMINI MEHTA, CALCUTTA). 

lt was recently observed in a leading article 
entitled ''Man and Woman" in the AmrUa BaUJr 
Patrik4 that "the kind of education that is being 
imparted to our young men is not the right kind and 
as such it is bad enough. If the young women are 
also given the ume education, it mi_ght prove worse." 
This observation contains a lot of truth and it has 
provoked me to write something about the modern 
education that most of us deplore and .none of us 
is able to replace. 

AI in many other spheres of life, in education also, 
we have neither stuck to our old system of education 
nor adopted the Western system in the right way. 
In short, our education has become "Anglo-Indian." 
Aa a result of it, our children are receiving a kind 
of education that is positively harmful, and yet we 
are tryin~ to spread this wrong type of education 
far and w1de, Has not the time come for us to think 
out a new system of education that would make 
our children better citizens than what we are I' 

The Wardha scheme of education is mostly 
meant for village-children. But can we afford to 
neglect the city-dwelling children, however small 
their number may be, compared to that of children 
in the rural areas I' We cannot deny the fact that 
educated und thoughtful men and women living in 
cities are leading and going to lead the movement of 
political and social uplift, for at least some time 
to come. 

What then must we do I' Before evolving an 
entirely new type of education we should carefully 
ecrutinize the ddeots of our modern education: In 
thia terrific rush of city life, m08t of us do not realise 
that the present system ot education is encouragin?, 
the spirit of rivalry and competition, By "education' 
I do not mean only school-education but I mean 
training in general which is given both at home and 
in schools, Perhaps the home training is more 
responsible for Increasing jealousies, quarrelsome. 
neas, selfishness and back-biting among children, 
U noonsciously1 we are making our children self· 
"Centred, communalists, shallow and snobbish. How 
then can we expect a ''new order" to come in the 
near future, which will give peace and joy to every
body I' Peace and happiness will not drop from the 
heavens like snow-Rakes, 
· The first aim of the new education should be to 

produce a superior kind of men and women who can 
work together more harmoniously for the. benefit 
of mankind, There should be no separate schools 
for the rich and the poor, no separate schools for 
different communities, no separate schools lOr boys 
and girls, Do we realise how snobbish our children 
are bL'Ocming by ~oing to expensive schools P I 
admit that the fault 11 not of the achoola alone but it 
ia also of the improperly educated rich parents. 1 

Anyhow, the snobbery among the young folks is 
increasing by leaps and bounds. But are we sure 
that our children will be able to maintain the high 
etandard of life that we are teaching them to live, 
when on the other ha11d the struggle tor existenoe ia 
becoming more acute everydayP Secondly, we 
should prepare ourselves from now for di&a~troua 

class differe~ w:hic~ may ultimately result in 
bloody revolutions, 1f th1s snobbery oontinues, 

Then there is the communal problem which is 
becoming uncontrollable. The best w~ to scire 
this problem i1 to have common schools for children 
of 1111 communities, where children should be educat
ed in a healthy atmosphere. They should learn that 
they are all Indians first and that when they grow up 
they should make a combined effort to free their 
country from foreign control. Children have to 
be taught to realise that they cannot remain slaves 
when they grow- up and that they should not allow 
their country to be exploited and robbed by 
outsiders. Therefore, the spirit of "Swadeshi" should 
be ingrained in them from their infancy. They should 
know that India was one of the richest countries only 
two hundred years ago and has to-day become one 
of the poorest of countries only through our 
own folly and exploitation by foreigners, 

Co-education from very infancy will solve hundreds 
of our difficulties in life. The artificial way of keep
ing boys and girls separate from childhood is res
ponsible for cases of sexual abnormalities. If we 
have a healthy atmosphere for children both at home 
and in schools, then very few of them will go astray 
when they grow up. Sex-hygiene should be taught 
properly by well-trained mothers or teachers, I have 
seen some educational institutions in Europe where 
there is co-education right from the bottom up to 
the top and the behaviour of boys and girls there 
is simply marvellous, But these institutions do not 
lack a real kind ·of discipline. Discipline there 
must be-at home and in schools, Outward 
discipline of standing in a line or marching together 
is not enough. Rigid discipline may teach our 
children to telflies both to their parents and teachers 
and may also teach them to cheat and rob their 
fellow-students, Neither do we want our children 
to Jearn Western military discifline which only 
leads to violence and annihilation o mankind, What 
we want our children to learn is the right type of 
discipline which is called "Sanyam" in Sanskrit. 
This ''Sanyam'' comes from within and can only 
be inspired by "Sanyami" teachers and ''Sanyami" 
parents. But once it is taught in email matters in 
childhood, it prevents a man or woman from becoming 
greedy of power or money or eexual happiness or 
comforta. 

Our education would remain imperfect if it does 
not train the body along with the mind, The 
physical degeneration of our people due mainly to 
poverty and ignorance is getting more alarming 
every year, I very often ask: myself, Will there be 
any healthy young men and women left to enjoy the 
qSwaraj" when we get it, if the rich go on living 
recklessly and the poor remain unaided by the State 
in matters of health and nourishment i' Along with 
physical training, our children should be taught in 
schools the scientific value of nourishing food. There 
should also be labour camps in vacations where 
pupils should learn to work with their hands and 
live together in a simple way. 

If we train up our children to be considerate 
citizens, thoughtful and creati\·e human beings and 
responsible parents, then we need not be scared by 
the idea that an educated girl will not be a good 
housewife and a wise mother or by the notion that 
an educated man will fail to be a good father or a 
good husband. \Ve may not have separate echools 
for girls but we may teach cooking and housewifery 
and care of the baby to girls as voluntary aubjects. 
But teaching of these subjects in schools makes 
education more expensive. Home is the right plaae 
to teaoh these subjects provided the mothers know 
them themselvee. But if the echool teaChers are a 
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little considerate in giving ·home-work and if they 
reduce the number of exercise-books to do the 
writing work at home, then the majority of our girls 
will learn cooking and household work from their 
mothers without making any show of it. The 
teachers would benefit society if they remember that 
ninety per cent of girls are going to be housewives 
and mothers besides being good citizens and 
teachers would do well if they teach the boys that 
there is no shame in doing any sort of honest work to 
earn their livelihood and that they should not expect 
any special favours in getting jobs and in any sphere 
of public life, 
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NOTES. 
Tba States and the Sea :-The status and 

functions of the mission headed by Sir Alexander 
Roger are stilt very much of a mystery, with the 
inevitable consequence that speculation has 
assigned to it, and particularly to its head, Sir 
Alexander, a role analogous to that of Colonel 
House in relation to President Wilson· and 
Mr. Harry Hopkins · to President Franklin 
Roosevelt, as personal friend and emissary 
of the British Premier. Sir Roger and his 
colleagues are apparently credited with an 
influence with the British Government far in 
excess of that of . Royal Commissions both in 
respect of the subjects and the territory covered 
by them. At an entertainment which they 
attended recently at Hyderabad, Deccan, 
the Chairman of the Hyderabad Chamber 
of Commerce seems to have sought to 
enlist Sir Alexander's support to secure for 
Hyderabad what he called an "outlet to the 
sea." If by this was meant free access to the 
sea, Hyderabad in common with other State~ 
and provinces already has it. AU Indian ports 
are open to Hyderabad to ship her goods from 
or to and there has been no ground for com
plaint that any restrictions were placed on them. 
"Outlet to the sea'' is a phrase which has 
acquired sinister associations in European poli
tics, It has come to mean not merely freedom 
to export and import goods from ports but 
the exclusive possession of a seaport with a 
tract of land connecting it with a country 
either as an integral part of its territory 
or as a corridor piercod through the 
territory of another sovereign. The "outlet'' 
can be closed or opened at will by that country 
alone and may be used as a naval base in which 
to construct warships and to launch them against 
an enemy country. The Right Hon. Sir 
Akbar Hydari who followed assured the 
Chamber that the Nizam's Government fully 
understood the importance of the point. This doea 
not mean that HyJerabad is seriously seeking 
an "outlet to the sea.'' U it is, several issues 

will arise.· If Hyderabad wants an outlet to 
the sea, other States will want it too. Gwanor, 
for instance, is less favourably situated in 
respect ofber proximity to ports than Hyderabad. 
Kashmere is the worst oft'. Mysore which is 
only a few miles from the sea, tried to 
establish its own port at Bhatkal in · South 
Kanara but the proj~ct had to be abo1ndoned. 
AU the States have pledged their whol.:-souled 
co-operation with the British Government for 
the successful prosecution of the war and this is 
hardly the time to demand from the latter 
slices of its territory. ' Of course, if the idea 
is to be permitted to dig ship canals connec6-
ing their territory to · the sea, the question will 
assume a different aspect; · But · the States 
concerned are ·situated at high altitudes which 
wJ!l make the inflow of water into the canal from 
the sea a feat of engineering. Similar difficulties, 
however, have been overcome on a much 
smaller scale · in the construction of the 
Panama Canal where the level of water has been 
raised and lowered by a system of locks. 

Floes and Confiscations :-Many Congressmen 
in the past who paid their fines,· were regarded 
as inferior political martyrs by their colleagues. 
It appears from recent developments that they 
were right .all along though Gandhiji has only 
arrived at this conclusion now. Gandhiji, 
however, has not been equally inspired in his 
assurance that the fines and confiscations will be 
made good when the Congress takes office again. 
It was a great error of judgment on the 
part of the Congress administration in Bombay 
to have undertaken the restoration of property 
confiscated not for civil disobedience but for 
non-payment of dues and it would be fatal 
if the error is to. be repeated on a large 
scale after the restoration of settled conditions. 
M~n and women wh.> have joined the agitation 
out of conviction, will be little affected by this 
development. Any encouragement which might 
be said to have been offered by this decision to 
the hesitant, is largely nullified by Gandhiji 's con. 
eluding admonition that a satyagrahi who has 
paid a fine, must persevere until he is safely 
lodged in jail and that propertied persons must 
not join the movement unless they are ready to 
run the risk of losing their possessions. Gandhiji 
has interposed so many conditions between 
a satyagrahi and the restoration of his con. 
fiscated property that if and when the Congress 
resumes office, it will be able to restore the stat us 
guo only in a few chosen cases and find itself in 
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the necessity of applying Gandhiji's words to I member. Still the attractions of the Service 
justify the waiving aside of other claims. In count for much. The direct way of bringing 
another matter al:;o, Gandhiji has ind1cated a the number of applicants down to a reasonable 
reversal of policy. He had said that Congressmen proportion is to readjust the emoluments of 
who cannot, or do not wish to, take part in his the ~ervice which were originally fixed so as to 
satyagraha campaign are not less Congressmen enable ttJe official to live on equal terms with 
than those who are granted permission to join his the Nawabs and kajas of mediaeval India. 
movement. All Longressmen on village or This is still being continued and the Government 
provincial committees, he now says, are expected of India Act excludes the emoluments of the 
to be in jail. If they are not, it must mean that Civil and Police services from the control of 
he has rejected their claims to offer satyagraha the Provincial Governments. The figures given 
and, th<!refore, barring exceptional cases where in the Government Press Note do not show 
.his approval has been won, they are equally that the number of candidates is inordinately 
unfit for running the committees. 1 hen again, large for a country of the size and population 
,while we are , told that the office·bearers now of India, Administrative convenience should not 
_imprisoned will not be. replaced, almost at be the prime consideration. An increase in the 
,the same time the Bombay Provincial Congress -number of. examiners is the obvious solution of 
.Committee has been replaced by a "dictator" and the problem of numbers which has not so far 
much heart-burning was caused among members exceeded 600. The method by which Govem
,of the Committee who felt this susp~nsion of the ment propose or have decided to restrict the 
Committee to be premature. Further irritation number of candidates to 300, is sure to open wide 
.was caused when the t'resident of the Committee the door for jobbery. The selection of the quota 
claiming the approval of Gandhiji, announced as .of candidates allotted to each province is to 
his successor in the "dictatorship" an individual be made by a Committee the majority of 
who was outside the Committee and not very whose members will owe their nomination to 
prominent in Congress activities till now. Gandhiji "the Governor in his discretion,'' Every Indian 
apparently is sparing no pains to make his who has a nodding acquaintance with things 
.control over the organisation· complete and as around him knows wh:1t that means. The 
little subj~ct to any recognisable rule• as possible. Governor is a human being and, in all the 
With characteristic vagueness he claims for his provinces except the three Presidencies, he is a 
actions God's guidance, "whether real or imagi- human being steeped in the traditions, good and 
nary"; otherwise, he adds, "I should feel utterly bad, of the Indian Civil Service. Then there 
impotent to shoulder the burden I am supposed to are communal and political considerations which 
be carrying." Is it quite necessary to subject a will contend for recognition. At the present time, 
movement for free speech to a thorough substi- contribution to the several war funds, is bound 
tution of one man's whims for the operation of to be a factor. A steady deterioration in the 
normal party rules and regulations? It seems calibre and character of the candidates, seems 
to indicate a degree of confusion in the present inevitabl~ as the consequence of the change 
agitation 'which was absent from previous announced in the method of recruitment for 
movements. tne !:)ervice. 

Recruiting for the I. C. S. :-The reasons given Prohibition in Bombay :-Last week a tull 
in the Go\emment of India Press Note for Bench of the Bombay High Court consisting 
limiting the number of candidates applying for of four Judges refused permission to the 
the Indian Civil Service Examination in this Bombay Government to appeal against their 
country, are far from convincing •. The number judgment declaring the Prohibition ,\otification 
appearing for the corresponding examination in of the late Congress Government invalid in law. 
London was restricted to 20J some years ago The ground on whicn the Court refused 
and later the examination itself was dispensed permiss1on, was that there has b~en no order 
with in a prescribed number of cases as it or judgment which they had given t.J form the 
was found that British candidates in adequ:~te subject of appeal. They had only expressed. their 
numbers were not w111ing to face the opinion on a reference from a Magistrate and 
ordeal of an examination. . To check the though the Magistrate, acting as he was bound 
tendency of a preponderant number of Indians to do on that opiaion, acquitted all the accused, 
entering through the London door, a quota was there was technically no order of the High 
fixed ior them. One immediate effect was to Court. Incidentally, the High Court expressed 
increase the number of candidates appearing for their opinion that · their previous opinion 
the examination in India. The Indian Civil affected the Notification not only as 
Service is the most highly paid service regards foreign liquor but as regards all 
in che world and those who are lucky alcoholic liquors, The Government's action 
enough to gain · entrance into it, are secured in en£ arcing the notification against country 
by statute from the vicissitudes which liquor while leaving foreign liyuor free, is, 
attend other professions. One thousand pounds therefore, not only bad policy but also bad 
a year, dead or alive, . used to be th~ popu_l~r !aw •. Cheap . foreign liqu':r, has b~e!l. co~~g 
sentiment about the securtty of the lndtan Ctvtl mto Bombay m large quant1t1es and ilbctt dtstJI
Service. The Indian member of the Service lation of country liquor has become uncontroll
does not en.iov all the privilel!eS of the British able. In the interests of Prohibition the Bombay 
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Government should abandon its present half 
measures. 

Alcohol and the Downfall of France :-We 
reprint from the Christian Evangelist, the 
weekly journal of the Disciples of Christ, one 
of the largest denominations in the United 
States, an editorial tracing the downfall of 
France to the "alcohol psychology'' which had 
possessed pre·war France. The figures which 
the journal gives, speak for themselves. "Old 
man Booze," has been the ruin of France. Anti
quated Generals, corrupt officials with exacting 
mistresses, and Hitler's Fifth Columnists, have no 
doubt had their share but ultimately these would 
not have had their opportunity but for the plain 
fact that France was "addled with liquor.'' "A 
nation soaked in liquor and stupefied with alcohol 
cannot hope to cope with sobriety.'' These 
observations, while they apply with special force 
to France, are more or less true of Europe as a 
whole. "Old Man Booze" has his stifling hand 
over the whole of the Continent. One of the 
reforms which would save Europe from utter 
destruction, is certainly abstinence from drink. 

The War In Africa:-The decisive victories 
of the British forces in their battles against 
Italy's African Empire are from the Indian 
point of view doubly welcome. They remove 
effectively the threat of war from Indian 
shores, Eritrea has been attacked in the East and 
Libya on the North has sufferedheavy losses. 
The blows which Britain has struck in Africa, 
have brought the British in their homelands a 
respite from the air raids of the past six 
months. On the other hand, Herr Hitler seems 
to be tightening his grip on Europe, probably 
to prevent Signor Mussolini from attempting 
a separate peace. Last week's reports from the 
U. S. A. hinting at growing discontent 
in Italy which might force Mussolini 
to sue for terms or might overthrow his regime, 
seem to be unduly optimistic. With German 
soldiers in the heart of Italy there is little 
chance of Italy displaying much independence 
in her diplomacy. Even in France Marshal 
Petain who was earlier reported to be preparing 
for resistance, has, according to more recent 
messages, been forced to readmit M. Laval to 
favour and to give in to German pressure. As a 
side-show, tl1e arrival in India of thousands of 
Italians made prisoner in the African campaign 
is not without interest. Meant obviously to stir 
up enthusiasm among Indians for the war, the 
prospect of feeding so many more mouths on a 
high standard and for an indefinite period might 
well cause consternation in the Indian mind. 
Nevertheless, it must be reassuring to those 
who fear that the Congress attitude amounts to a 
virtual surrender to Herr Hitler, to know 
that the Governments of Britain and India 
are more confident of conditions in this 
country. One does not as an administrator 
add to one's difficulti~s by sending into an area . 
overrun by men who are contemplating surrender II 

to an enemy, a large body of soldiers taken 
prisoners while fighting for that very enemy. I 

Non Hindn-Maslim Problem in Sooth lndia:
In our comments on Mr. Savarkar's presidential 
address to the Madura session of the Hindu 
Mahasabha, we criticised as reprehensible his 
observations calculated to introduce the Hindu
Muslim controversy in Southern India where it 
did not exist. Confirmation from an unexpected 
and unimpeachable source has not been long in 
coming. The Bengal Prime Minister, Mr. 
Fazlul Haque, speaking at the South Indian 
High School in Calcutta, bore cordial testimony 
to the existence of perfect good understanding 
between Hindus and Muslims in Madras province. 
He said:-

I have always admired Madras for its freedom from 
the virus of communalism. The major community 
In Madras knows how to win the confidence of 
minority communities by respecting the legitimate 
rights of the latter. When I was last In Madras, I 
searchingly examined if the minorities harboured any 
grievances against the majority community and I 
found no such grievance existed. 

The situation in Bombay is not very different 
notwithstanding the accident of its being the 
place of domicile of the President of the Muslim 
League. The League is shortly to hold a 
session in Madras and we earnestly trust that 
we shall not be called upon to criticise its leaders 
for making the same mistake as the President 
of the Hindu Mahasabha. 

Indian First and Pars! Afterwards :-Acknow
ledging the toast in his honour at a complimentary 
dinner, Sir Homi Mehta, a prominent mill 
magnate of Bombay, concluding by declaring 
that he was an Indian first and a Parsi after
wards. The Ripon Club has been the scene of 
similar declarations in the -past by men of 
towering personality who pioneered political life 
in this country. But in recent years there have 
not been many such affirmations by Parsi leaders 
though the community as a whole has loyally 
abided by the undertaking that the community 
would place the interests of . India before its 
own interests. Even in regard to Prohibition, 
on which a section of Parsis did not maintain 
their habitual balance, it would have been 
possible to have secured the co·operation of 
the community if sufficient time had been 
available before its introduction for the better 
mind of the community· to assert itself. The 
mistake will, we are sure, not be repeated. 
Speaking at the same Club at a similar function 
thirty-seven years ago, Sir Pherozeshah Mehta 
deprecated the fears of some Parsis that when 
power passed into the hands of popular Govern
ments, the interests of the community may not 
receive adequate attention. He said : 

It Is an historic fact that the seed of good citizen
ship In this presidency was sown by the Parsi 
community. It may be that owing to their numbers 
our Hindu and Mahomedan friends will, nay, must, 
pass us In the race; but I wiU ask them to remember in 
the hour of their success that it Is the Parsis who 
sowed the seeds of which they reap. 

That is an expression of faith on the part of 
one of the foremost of Indian leaders which 
must be respected by Indians of all parties, 
races and creeds, 
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THE PROBLEM OF JNDIAN STATES. 
Sir Kailas Narayan Haksar (we apologise 

f pr having mis-interpreted last week his initials 
in the comments on his article in the 
Tweniietk Century) begins his article by an 
attempt to establish a sort of continuity between 
the Government of India's non-observance of 
their Treaties with Indian States and the rape 
of Abyssinia, the annexation of Austria, the 
Japanese invasion of China and the Nazi 
conquests of Denmark and Belgium, as stages 
in a process leading to the conclusion "that 
international law and international morality 
have been cast overboard and that the word, 
sacrosanct, has become synonymous with the 
word chimerical." In the course of the article 
there are references to "this chapter," from 
which we infer that it is intendeq to be a chapter 
in a book which Sir Kailas is about to publish 
on the Indian States on which he is a recognised 
authority. If we are right, we earnestly trust that 
he will see his way to revise thoroughly this part 
of his thesis which is neither fair nor true. 
Many years before Sir Kailas began his 
distinguished career as a soldier-statesman, a 
great Indian administrator with wide and varied 
experience of Indian States, declared that, but 
for the salutary control of the Paramount Power, 
the States would collapse under the weight of 
their own autocracy. This was Sir T. Madhav 
Rao who as Dewan Regent of Baroda paved 
the way for the great reforms under the 
late Maharaja Sayajirao Gaekwar, which 
brought Baroda to the front rank among 
progressive Indian States. In the cases in 
which the Government of India have taken 
action in supersession of the rulers of Indian 
States during the last fifty years, we do not 
remember a single one in which informed 
Indian opinion did not endorse-not necessarily 
in formal resolutions--the action of Government, 
In some cases, the general feeling was that that 
action had been too long delayed. In one or 
two cases, there was a decided suspicion 
that the ruler concerned had escaped lightly 
or altoO'ether, These, of course, were cases 
of gro~ misconduct or misgovernment. Sir 
Kailas' indictment probably relates to inter
ference in the normal government of a State 
which, though it may not be coming up to 
the standard of the best governed of them, did 
not lay itself open to the charge of misgovern
ment. Even on this point, our impression 1 

is that the interference of the British Resident 
nowadays is graduated with reference to 
the g~neral efficiency and integrity of the 
State administration. Where the standard is 
fairly high, the Resident seldom concerns 
himself with its affairs, Where a rule of Ia w 
has been established, and the personal element 
does not affect its working, the Political 
Department of the Government of India, as a 

I rule, is happy to leav!l the responsible Ministers 
to carry on according to their lights. There 

i have been, of course, incompetent and 
II overzealous Political Agents and ~he Govern·. 

ment of India have not been in all cases 
sufficiently prompt in transferring them to 
positions where their talents could be employed. 
more ;1dvantageously in the public interests. But 
the general policy has not been very different. 
The Minister in some cases has been able to 
give effect to urgent reforms only with the support 
of the British representative. This, of course, is 
not to the liking of the Chiefs who cherish the 
traditions of personal rule but Sir Kailas 
Narayan Haksar can surely appreciate the
distinction in such cases between subservience to 
the ruler and loyalty to the interests of his 
subjects which after all should be the paramount 
consid~ration of an administrator, 

. The doctrine that treaties are sacrosanct 
without reference to the justice and equity of 
their contents and the knowledge and appraisal 
of contemporary circumstances, has led to the 
present conflagration in Europe which is fast 
spreading to the whole world. Yet the 
Treaty of Versailles is only twenty years old 
and there is a consensus of competent opinion 
that, if its terms had been revised so as to remove 
the grosser indignities and hardships which it 
entailed on the defeated Germans, the present 
situation might have been prevented at least from 
assuming its formidable dimensions. The treaties 
with the States were, many of them, drawn 
up a century ago when Britain was mainly 
concerned to counteract the influence of 
the French Revolution with its slogans 
which are now the slogans of the Democratic 
regimes in their fight against Totalitarian 
ones. It is strange that Sir Kailas's conception 
of the purpose of these treaties is entirely different 
from that of one who was in the best position to 
know it -Sir Arthur Wellesley. Sir Arthur 
Wellesley .(afterwards Duke of Wellington) while 
engaged in settling the affairs of the Peishwa's 
territories, remonstrated with his brother, the 
Marquis of Wellesley, the Governor-General. 
who initiated the policy of subsidiary alliances. 
'•One bad consequence of these subsidiary treaties," 
he wrote, "is that they entirely annihilate the mili
tary power of the governments with which we con
tract them. In my opinio.n we ought to withdraw 
from Poonah and leave some chance that the. 
principal chiefs may have the power of the states 
in their hands ... I would preserve the existe nee of 
the State and guide its action by the weight of 
British influence." It .is surprising to see a 
champion of the States in the twentieth century 
pleading for the strict observance of these 
treaties which a contemporary British administra
tor judged to signify the deprivation of th€1 rulers 
of all real power to do good to their people. 
Then again, the British Government in India are 
confronted by the dilemma of having to carry 
out their obligations to the rulers who in most 
cases do not believe in democracy, in opposition · 
in several cases to the demands of their subjects 
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who share with the British people the enthusiasm 
for that form of Government. 

Sir Kailas thinks that the democratic ideal holds 
sway over the minds of the Indian people, though 
he fears that the subjects o£ the State> have 
adopted them only in imitation of their brethren 
in British India and that the popular leaders in the 
States are mostly impostors. This, so far as it is 
true of the States, is not less true of British India 
or indeed of any other country. Mr. Srinivasa 
Sastri in a broadcast some days ago expressed 
grave concern at the spread of Fascist ideas 
among young lndia11s. The fact is that there is 
a great deal of contusion in the public mind as 
to what is Democracy and what is Fascism, 
whether the two are different things or are but 
two phases of the same thing. The confusion 
is caused by the apparent ease with which 
democracy assumes the shape of Fascism. 
"Those who, from study and observation, have 
come to realise that the democratic form of 
governm~nt is a sine qua non of national 
aJvancement"-we are quoting the words of 
Sir Kailas-were never fewer than they are today. 
Even in Great Britain and the United States, 
where Democracy is still the watchword, it is 
recognised that lhe Totalitarian Powers can not 
be successfully resisted without the Democracies 
assuming at least for the time a Totalitarian 
form. The British Prime Minister has virtually 
autocratic power over the person and property 
of the people, and the American President is seek 
in~ to eecure the same powers from Congress. 
Whether at the end of the War, Democracy will 
survive as it has been hitherto understood, is a 
question which is agitating many thought£ ul 
minds. In India the principal political organi
sations have fashioned themselves on the 
Totalitarian modeL Here it is necessary to re
member that fotalitarhnism is not the discovery 
of Mussolini who merely took it over from the 
Catholic Church. Democracy is, therefore, not 
by any mean~ the universally accepted modd to 
promote national advancement. 

Abyssinia and Haile Selassio :-If we are 
to judge from what is happenin~ in Abyssinia 
the "new world" is already b~ing shaped 
and it does not require much imagination 
to reconstruct the finished picture of it 
from the beginnings. Th,re the tragic figure 
Of Haile Se\assie is once again being brought 
out 0f obscurity to the oentre of the Abyssinian 
stage. The .Lion o_f Jud~h with naive simplicit.y 
has outlined 10 an mtl!rVIeW the nature of h1s 
triumphal entry into Addis Ababa; nor dJeS 
he seem to think that it may take him very 
Jon~ now to regain his throne. None of those 
who are now in the throes of war, ho·.vever, 
t.•ke quite as cheerful a view o.r • the work of 
rec,,nstructinn as the Abyss1man Emperor 
apparently dJes. It will be a painful period 
that succeeds the war and one in which 
no group or nation can b~ left out without 
disastr.•us results. Certainly it will not be a 
sharing of triumphs or a dividing up of spoils. 

THE LIBERALS' RRPL Y TO M. P .s' APPEAL. 

Twelve leading member" of the Indian Liberal 
Party including the President of the Liberal Federa
!ion, have issu':d a stat~me'!t in response to the appeal 
1ssued to lnd1an NatlDnahsts by nine members of 
Parliament some days ago. When I read that Appeal 
I ~elt tha! the sig:natories, as they could not help 
domg w1th Nazi bombs hurtling about them 
were, notwithstanding their earnest desire to establish 
sympathetic touch with their Indian fellow citizens 
mainly thinking of their own predicament, littl; 
appreciating the Indians' difficulties. The signatories 
to the Liberal statement, who ar, many of them my 
personal friends and for all of "'hom I have the 
highest personal regard, have my entire sympathy 
when they beg the M. P.s in all sincerity to place 
themselves in their position and then to say whether 
th~y, under the conditions, would have regarded the 
VIceroy's offer of August 8th of 194.0, as indicating 
the earnest desire of Brit•in to endow India with 
full freedom and treat her as her equal. 1 feel 
at the same time that the nine M. P.s can with 
similar justifio>tion address the same request to 
the twelve Liberals. Let Mr. Chandavarkar and 
others put themselves in the position of the M. P.s 
-none of them are very important as membPrs of 
Parliament though two or three were distinguished 
in other walks of life-and then say that they 
would have done anything more than make the 
Augu•t offer or ·something similarly ineffective. If 1 
remember aright, the August offer, when it 
was made, wa• hailed as a substantial concession 
to Indian aspirations by some of the signatories, 
notably Dr. R. P. Paranjpye who was President 
of the Federatinn last year. The statement gives as 
the reason for its recession from that position a circum
stance which has apparently recently come to tha 
knowledge of its signatories, namely, that sinca 
the inauguration of the new constitution, the Viceroy 
has practically become a sort of dictator with the 
Members of the Executive Council figuring merely 
as heads of Departments. This is probably true 
after the declaration of War in September 1939 when 
the Governor-General on his own authority pro
claimed that India was at war with Germany. Lord 
Linlithgow's action has been criticised both in Great 
Britain and in India. The Tim•• oflndia says that 
everybody agrees that the Viceroy's action was a 
mistake. But suppose the Viceroy had summoned 
the Legislature and asked for its approval. Would 
the approval have been forthcoming P Is it not. 
likely that Congres~ members would have attended 
the session and procured the rejection of the 
Government proposal as th~y did the supplementuy 
grant a few months ago? What should the Viceory 
have done in that case ? He could certainly not have 
kept the country out of the ·war-the enemy would: 
not have recognised India's neutrality because the 
Legislature threw out the Government resolution. 
whil~ the Government itself continued unaffected. 
India would have been in the war all the same 
but the non.Congress parties and the Princes· 
would h::we been embarrassed by the action of tha 
Legislature. At the outbreak of the war, the 
Liberals say, India was moN warmly sympathetic· 
to England than even during the Great War 
owing to the community of political ideals. I do 
not venture to make myself the spokesman of the 
country in the past or present but my impression 
certainly is that the alignment of opinion was 
much the same as after the August offer and 
Mr. Amery's speeches. Only Gandhiji qu•iled at 
the thought that \Vestminister Abbey might be 
bombed. No.v that it has b~cn putially demolished 
he has banished all concern for it from his mind. 
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· More than one passage in the Liberals' manifesto 
~emind me of Cardinal Newman's definition of "the 
'Safe man" as "one who nev~ enunciates a truth 
without guarding himself against being supposed to 
·exolude the contrary." Here is one which ·cannot fail 
to attract the attention of the most oasual reader : 

We agree that the controversy with regard.· to 
• Dominion status and Independence has no practical 

•' significance at the present time. But we must 
• emphasise that this controversy can be put an eiJd to 
·only by granting Dominion status to India and thus 
securing to her the reality of national freedom. 
As they stand the second sentence seems. to 

contradict the first.' If a controversy has no practical 
significance where is the need to close it by conced
ing one. of two issu7s in it. rat~er than the other P 
Mr. Srimvasa Sastry IS a pur1st m the use of lan
guage. The occurrence of .a p~ssage like this in an 
important document o\·er ·his s1gnature, can ·be only 
explained as being due to a linking sentence having 
been omilted after be put his name to it, by one or 
more of the other eleven signatories who finally shaped 
it. Anyhow, the fact of the .passage finding a place 
in the manifesto is .proof that the . controversy 
between Dominion status and lndependence is of 
considerable practical as . well as theoretical 
signifiance at the present time ~nd that it is likely to 
become increasingly so in the near future, ~he 
roles of Dominion and Mother country, for one thmg, 
are by way of becoming reversed in the course 
oHhe present war. Hundreds of children from the 
British Isles are growing up to manhood and 
womanhood in Australia, Canada and the United 
States. It will be difficult to say at the end of the 
War whether Canada is an exolu~ively British 
or a partly American Do"!inion, . Austr~lia 
too is bein"' obliged by the moreasmg tension 
between the United States and Japan to accept the 
hegemony of the United States in the Pacific, Then, 
again there are about half a dozen countries in 
Europe whose independence when restored 
will have 'to be safeguarded chiefly by Britain with 
the help of the United States. The real bon~ 
between the Dominions and the mother country 1s 
essentially psychological and even that is being modi
fied by the force of events. "Create the psychological 
atmosphere," Lord Lin Iithgow . is ad~onished 
by the Liberals, If I were . V1oeroy, I would 
reply, "Gentlemen, I am ~uch obliged t_o you for 
your advice. But would 1t not be eas1er for you 
to do it yourselve~ than for me ·w~o am but 
a sojourner in this land, whose term will be over 
within the next twelve months?" A psychological 
atmosphere can not be created by the grant of 
Domini:m Status, or appointing a large number of 
Indians a~ Army Officers or Directors ot the Supply 
and other oo<mate Departments. The lndianisation 
of the Servi~s without radically altering the constitu
tion of Government will only add to the strength of the 
bureaucracy. One h~ars from every .side _that th~re 
is much dissatisfaction among lnd1ans m offio~al 
positions. But they have no hand in. shaping policy 
and must carry out orders or ·res1gn. Not that 
1 am by any means sure that even if Indians had the 
right to frame policy, they would frame it differently, 
A veteran admistrator warned me many years 
ago that there is only one way in which 
the greater part of an administration can be carried 
on whoever may be in power, Two and 
a half years of Congress Government did not 
materially challenge that dictum. Say the Liberals: 

. But we deeply regret that the British Government 
~ve so far failed to unify British and Indian inter· 
'ests and to inspire zeal for the British cause among 
the people of India. 

This is a bit ungracious. The Liberals themselves 

were :parties to the disruption of British Indian 
unity under the plausible name of provincial 
autonomy, Lord Curzon dared to demand that 
the British Govecnment in its dealings with Persia, 
Russia and Asiatic countries generally should 
act in consultation with India. Of course, he 
meant by India, himself as its Viceroy. But 
the principle for which he stood can be 
enforced only by a unitary Government, however it 
may be constituted, Are the Liberals prepared 
to join The Reformer in demanding that the Act of 
1935 should be scrapped, the unitary system 
restored in British India P 

K. N. 

-
TREATMENT OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, 

.(BY J, P, GePTA, BOMBAY), 

[All Rights Reserved by Author]. 
· The ma:in methods of treatment of juvenile delin

quency are two :-preventive and curative. The 
former is better than the latter, but i1 is the latter 
method which is most widely practised. 

PREVENTIVE METHOD, 

Southerland in his work on "Criminology" says:
"The logical policy in regard to crime is the policy 
of prevention, Punishment is at -best a method of 
defence; prevention is a method of offence. It is 
evidently futile to continue to take individual after 
individual out o( the situations in which they become 
criminals, punish them and permit the situations to 
remain in other respects as they were. A case of 
delinquency is more than a physiOlogical act of an 
individual, It involves a whole network of social 
relations and by treating them all we shall be 
working to prevent crime.'' 

This method of prevention is being applied by the 
State in almost every other department ; but similar 
efforts are Jacking in this direction. It is now a 
settled faot that delinquency is the result of uncon
genial environments and disintegration of families; and 
so a preventive programme should include increased 
housing faoilitie!!, widely diffused education for 
parents, free medical help, schools for the young 
people upon physiological test, stricter control on 
cinemas, and the opening of child training centres, 
and recreational centres in every neighbourhood, 
etc. -

Under these preventive methods the most impor
tant and a little technical -is -the child training centre 
known as clinic. "Its aim is not to rehabilitate the 
child after he hasbecome delinquent, but rather to 
strike at the very ro9ts of delinquency and any 
adjustment by correcting minor behaviour difficulties. 
The parents may come to such centre for advice and 
help ·in the behaviour problems of their children, 
For the :rounger age ·group, the psychiatrist 
and social worker is attached to the centre,' 
The clinic attempts to prevent the development 
of undesirable tra'its of personality in the child 
and to bring the· child 'back by adjusting him to 
his environment. "The child guidance clinic is 
an attempt to study the whole child, While a child 
may come to the clinic because of unsatisfactory 
habits, troublesome personality traits, or difficult 
behaviour-these outward expressions are looked 
upon simply as symptoms-manifestations of under
lying disturbances which may be found to be mental, 
physical, or social, but which in any event are 
hindering 'the harmonious adjustment of the 
child ·to his environment. To understand and 
corcect the basic faotors causing these 
symptoms is to strike at the very roots of 
mental disease, delinquency, dependency, and other 
forms of social inadequacy and failure." A child 
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referred to the clinic is, therefore, studied from 
various angles-social, psychologi;;al, physical 
and psychiatric. The social worker takes his 
1ocial hi•tory and endeavours to find out what 
hereditary and environmental factors may be regard· 
ed a1 cau•al elements in the 1ituation. The psycho
logist, through a series of mental tes~, discovers 
the general incelligenoe level of the ohild, his 
educational achievement, his ability to work with 
concrete material• and his special abilities and 
disabilities. The physical examination reveals 
the physical factors to be considered. The 
psychiatrist observes the child at work and at play 
and through observation ami conversation seeks to 
penetrate the inner world in which the child is 
living, a world at times perhaps fanciful-but of 
vital importance to the child's behaviour. The 
diagnosis and treatment are the result of joint staff 
conferences. (Dr. Manshardt in ''The Child Guidance 
Clinic'' p. '-5). 

The treatment programme not only deals with the 
ohild but aims at correcting the conditions in the 
home and in the school. The emphasis is placed 
upon the rehabilitation of family so that the child, 
who has been deprived of a normal home life with 
parents and family, may continue his family relation
ships in an environment that will help to develop his 
personality and give him opportunity for normal 
self-expression. If he will be happy in his environ
ment he will rarely become a delinquent. It is only 
when the child feels deprived and thwarted that he 
strives to punish society. 

CURATIVE METHOD, 

The curative method is administered .by the juve
nile court. The ,court deals with 1'very case of 
delinquency individually. Before proceeding with 
the treatment, the court gets a case history from the 
probation officer attached to the court. The casto 
history includ"s psychological and psychiatric exa
mination, a social history of the individual in his 
family, neighbourhood, associates, schools, and 
institutional connections. 

The juvenile court on the American model introdu. 
oes an entirely new conception in the procedure. 
"Empha•is is laid, not on the act done by the child, 
but on the social facts and circumstances that 
are really !he inducing causes of the child's 
appearance in court. The particular offence which 
was the immediate and proximate cause of the 
proceedings, is considered only one of the rnany 
factor~ surrounding the child. The purpose of the 
proceedings is not punishment but correction of 
conditions, oaro and protection of the child and 
ptL·vcntion of a recurrence through the constructive 
work of tho o•>urt. Conservation of the child as a 
v•luahle a-set of the community is the dominant 
note," (Flcxncr and Baldwin). 

PROBATION. 

''It may be defined as a suspension of final 
judgment in a case, giving the offender an opportunity 
to improve his oonduct while living as a member of 
the community, subject to conditions which may b~ 
impo~ed by the court and under the supervision and 
friendly guidance of a probation officer.'' The 
pwhation ofiicer keeps a friendly contact with the 
child under hi• supervision and his parents; and in 
co-operation with school, welfare centres and other 
available social organisations, tries to bring about a 
complete adjllstment of the child to his 
environments, The probation officer is a real friend 
and guide of the child and evolves a change 
of mental outlook and emotional life of the child. 
Therefore, a probation officer should be a 
trained man but it is regrettable that most of 

the probation officers attached to courts ·in India 
are untrained.. . · . 

INSTITUTIONAl.. TREATMI!NT. 

When a delinquent child is committed to a 
reform or industrial school, it is presumed that his 
stay there will result in moral training, in streng
thening his character, in furthering his education, and 
in setting him on the road to a satisfactory adjust
ment to social life. The institution serves the delin· 
quent child, who has been unstable, in uncontrolled 
environments and fills the inmate with regular and 
well-balanced daily activities. It takes care of their 
physical, educational, religious and vocational needs. 

The a;;tual length of time spent at the correctional 
school has depended in part <:Jn the boy's behaviour 
at the institution and in oart on the ability of his 
family to care for him when he is released. 

ln most cases the offender is not released outright 
but is placed under the authoritative supervision 
of a competent and trained parole officer 
who is a technician in his work. The main 
aim is to make a permanent adjustment of the 
child to the community life which will enable 
the boy to take a proper and significant place in his 
social circle. 

By parole is meant the continuation of treatment 
and control after the offender has left the institution, 
It is rediscipline and re-education following institu
tionalisation at a time when the individual is making 
a transition from an artificial life to a normal Iii e. lf 
justification arises he can b~ brought back to the 
institution without fresh trial for violation of the parole. 
The parole officer does all that lies in his power 
to rnake the young offender a law-abiding person •. 

FOSTER HoME CARE. 

The foster-home care which was formerly restricted 
to only dependent and neglected children is being 
extended to delinquent children. The advantages 
of foster-home care are that the child gets an 
opportunity .:>fa normal family life, normal school 
life jn ordinary public schools. adjustment to 
community life at an early age, avoidance of institu
tionalised personality and opportunities for specialis
ed vocational training and adjustments. 

Before a child is adopted, efforts should be made 
to learn as much as possible about him. In addition 
to this srudy several other points are to be considered 
when placing any child in a foster home. "The 
delinquents suitable for foster home care will be : 
1. those who are not low grade mentally, that is not too 
feeble-minded to respond to efforts at direction; 2. 
those who are not over 15 ye•rs of age at the 
most, although here special circumstances must be 
taken into account such as the type of delinquency, 
contributory causes in the family, etc; 3. those 
who are followers rather than leaders in the 
delinquency; 4. those whose delinquencies have 
not been of the really serious variety such as 
aggravated as•ault, arson, serious break~ and 
entries, armed robberies, or any other which might 
make them a real menace to foster parents and tbe 
community; 5. those who have not misused too many 
previous chances given to them by a lenient court; 
and 6. tho"e who are non-psychotic." The foster 
parent guides the boy in reading, recreation and 
work by sympathetic treatment and not by force. 
Too many children should not be placed in a 
foster borne, otherwise they will not receive individual 
treatment. 

In the end I may point out that a juvenile 
Court for treatment of juvenile delinquency 
should be used as a last resort. Children 
should be treated at the very beginning of 
their behaviour problems. Prevention is better 
than the treatment of an evil. 
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"SPIRITUAL POWERHOUSE." 
(BY PROF. PRATAPAGIRI RAMAMURTI,) 

''Spiritual Powerhouse," edited by Rao Saheb 
V. S. Sohoni and Mr. B. B. Keskar ( Rs. Sf-) is a 
synthetic presentation of the experience of sages and 
s!lints of all mankind. It vindicates the faith that truth 
could be found in all religions. On the basis of that 
conviction, thinking humanity could work towards a 
larger harmony and a deeper reconciliation. Wherever 
there is hungering and thirst for God and His 
righteousness there is a community of experience in 
which there could be place for differences and 
dissensions. The things that divide are trivial and 
superficial, For, in spite of appearances, there is a 
vital harmony governing the universe. 

This faith is the affirmation in the existen;)e of a 
Supreme Power,loving and merciful, that guides the 
destinies of mankind, of an all-pervading Intelligence, 
a Divine Mind that is the author of all. Sages and 
saints of all ages have recognised this Power, and 
known and felt it in their lives. And knowing 
it, they wish for nothing else. They become 
God-intoxicated. 

In ecstacy and aba.ndonment, or in disciplined 
self-surrender, their souls pour out paens of joy and 
praise, From an experience which is unique, and 
yet could be felt by all in the same manner-for it 
is an experience of the same reality-their language 
finds expression, They cannot contain the joy for 
themselves. They needs must share it witn the 
world, Their hearts swell and bur•t into song that 
fills the entire universe tuning itself in perfect 
cadence with the divine symphony. 

"Spiritual Powerhou~e" is the witn£ss of this 
"accord.'' It is not a mere eclectic and, therefore, 
colourless collection. Flowers and gems, plucked 
from the fairest gardens and collected from the 
richest treasures, are worked into wreaths and garlands 
not strewn aimlessly. For here is inspiration for the 
devotee, consolation for the suffering, guidance for the 
groping, and wisdom for the discerning,-and all is 
provided with judicious insight and selection. It 
is not dead facts, but living, dynamic truths that 
are presented in this "powerhouse" which, because 
of this, even as its name indicates, is not only 
a storehouse but can become the generating 
source of spiritual energy and influ ~nee, in time 
to permeate and transform our world. 

The seekers shall find in this what they 
seek. Pilgrims from far and near, East and West, 
shall be delightfully surprised to see here presented 
something which they knew very intimately even in 
their homes, but now proclaimed, not as the exclusive 
possession of this or that people or religion, but the 
heritaae of all. Knocking at all doors they thus 
come "back to the portals of His House in which 
there are m3ny mansions. All could be aooommodat
ed, and none need be left in the outer cold. 

I heartily welcome the publication ot this book, 
and only wish that there were many more like it, 

THE RAMAKRISHNA MISSION. 
VIDY AMANDIR. 

The following appeal comes to us from the 
Ramakrishna Mission, Khar :-

It was a cherished desire of Swami Vivekananda 
to impart education to our youths on national lines 
after the ancient Gurukula system. Through this 
means alone the pupils can come in close p~rsonal 
touch with the teacher and, without being cut off 
from the healthy atmosphere of a home-lif~, can find 
ample opportunity to develop naturally tileir latent 
faculties, It is contact with living examples in .a 

suitable environment that can inspire and ennoble 
life. 

According to Swamiji, education should bring 
out strength of character and a spirit of philan
thropy, foster in the students an ideal of 
self-reliance and self-sacrifice and afford them 
facilities for the assimilation of ideas, Above 
all, it must develop their will in such a way that 
they may face the most trying circumstances and 
carve a way for themselves through adamantine 
difficulties, Moreover, education, to be a creative 
force in life, must be based on religion, which in a 
wider sense seeks fulfilment through the service 
of humanity-Worship of God in man, At the 
same time it should not lose touch with the socio
economic conditions of the country l rather it should 
make every student conscious of the realities of life, 
provide him with the means of earning a decent 
livelihood and thus equip him for the future citizen
ship, 'We want that education,' says the great 
Swami. •by which .character is formed, strength of 
mind is increased, intellect is expanded, and by 
which one can stand on one's own feet ••. what we want 
is western Science coupled with Vedanta, Brahma· 
charya as the guiding motto, and also Shradha, faith 
in one's own self. 

Feeling the necessity of such an education, Swami 
Vivekananda was eager to establish a Vidyamandira 
at the Belur Math, the headquarters of the Rama. 
krishna Mission, having religion as its pivot and 
combining both theoretical and practical aspects of 
Oriental and Occidental learning. But his untimely 
exit from the world prevented an early realisation of 
this vision. Following his footsteps the Rama
krishna Mission has be en conducting various educa
tional activities, for nearly half a century, but up till 
now it has not been able to take up his scheme of 
Vidyamandira. Now the authorities of the Mission 
wish to make a definite move in this direction; they 
hope that from modest beginnings a mighty system of 
education best suited to the needs of the country 
may be evolved, in course of time. . 

In the Vidyamandira soh erne, besides education 
in the general line, students will be provided with 
religious and moral instruction on a universal basis. 
Living in a holy atmosphere away from the tumult 
and temptations of a congested city life, they will be 
helped to acquire, during this formative period of 
thetr life, a steady character and healthy outlook so 
as to resist the many evil influences to which they 
are continuously ex posed. It is believed that if 
individual attention is paid to the students' spiritual 
as well as moral, intellectual and physical well being, 
they will be able to enter the world as worthy 
citizens better fitted for the struggle for existence. 

The special feature of the Science section will be 
its laboratory, which will . not only be utilised 
for class work but will also be made a 
centre of higher research, particularly in 
relation to the industrial development of the country, 

In the fullness of time it will develop into a 
full-fleged University and will accommodate various 
other branches and departm!lnts of learning, which it 
is too premature to foretell. 

To materialise this scheme in full will require a 
huge expenditure of money. But the mission thinks 
that the time has com~: for making a beginning, A 
plot of the land measuring about 50 bigas, lying to 
the west or the Bdur Math, has been selected for the 
purpose. A portion of it has already been pur
chased, and the rest is being acquired through the 
Government. As the first step of the scheme, it is 
proposed to start in 1941 an intermediate Arts College 
of a residential type, under the Calcutta University, 
and at the other branches as the requisite 
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funds are available. At present a building 
for the college and another for the hostel are 
under construction. The hostel, when complete, 
will accommodate 100 boys. So far Ra. 28,000/
have been donated in cash or kind and Rs. 12,000/
promiaed by a few friends in this country and 
abroad. With this small amount of money we have 
ventured to launch the scheme, relying on the sup
port of our countrymen. A further sum of at least 
Rs. 50,000/- will be immediately required for the 
initial cost of land and buildings, 

We need not emphasise the necessity of an insti
tution like this to thinking people. It is, as slated 
above, the humble beginning of a great experiment 
regarding a mmt important type ot nation-building 
activity, and it will take its own time to yield any 
result. But a great deal of its success will depend on 
the hearty co-operation of our benevolent countrymen, 
especially those who feel the urgency of such an 
educational undertaking. We earnestly appeal to 
those who think seriously about the proper education 
of our youth and have sympathy for such 
work to contribute their quota towards making thi11 
~~eheme an accomplished tact. 

Donations for the Vidyamandira may be sent to 
the Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission, P. 0. Belur 
Math, Dt. Howrah, Or to the Sri Ramakrishna 
Ashram, Khar, Bombay, 21. -

PAKISTAN. 
The Editor, 

The Indian 8ooial R1jormsr. 
Sir, 

While Mr. Jinnah still insists on Pakistan as the 
only way of protecting Moslem interests, the following 
statements by H. H. The Aga Khan in his book 
"India In Transition" published during the last war 
deserve consideration,_ ' 

"Political Pan-blamism had its foundations on 
sand, and could not endure, Religion bas more and 
more become a spiritual force in the modern world, I 
and less and less a temporal one. In this war 1 

national .a~d ma~erial interests have predominated 
over rellg1ous tieS, The sturdy Protestantism of 
Eng-Ian? and America has oome to grips with the 
LutherJSm of Germany and the Calvinism of 
Hungary. Catholic Austria and Catholic Italy are 
arch-enemies. The Jews of every country have 
been loyal to the flags of their respective lands. 
Whether through personal and dynastic ambition or 
through deeper racial fuelings of antipathy, many of 
the ruling families of the Arabian Peninsula have 
broken away from Turkey, notwithstanding all the 
bonds of religion. An independent Arabian monarchy 
has arisen in Hedjaz and has helped to clear the Red 
Sea coast of Turkish troops. Just as the Moslem 
Albanians were eager to obtain autonomy, so the 
Moslem Arabs have evinced tendencies towards 

. racial home rule." 
It is not irrelevant to add that, whereas in the 

North and some other parts of India there are some 
of the descendants of genuine foreign Moslems the 
several million Moslems living in South Indi~ are 
Hln\lus in their _habi~s and manners. A very large 
seot1on of these mhents their property from uncle to 
nephPw, as the many Hindus do. It will need more 
than 1\lr. Jinnah's magic wand to unite them politi
cally with their North Indian brethren, except in name. 

S!nce opposition gives Mr. Jinnah's opinion strength, 
1 tlunk he would have abandoned ''Pakistan'' as he 
did his Cong-resw leadership, had he been left alone 
without opposition, 

Svlvan Cocnoor, } 
l5th Jan, 19,1. 

Yours eta., 
!It G. JOSEPH, 

.I\LCOHOL AND THE FALL OF FRANCE. • 
The pre-War Frenchman was the world'• worst 

drin_ker. During the four years 1928-193.2 (last 
available o<?mparative statistics) the French people 
consumed In terms of absolute alcohol content an 
average. of mOI'e than 21 quarts per capita. This 
~as tw1oe the average consumption of Italy, three 
t1mes the consumption of Belgium four times the 
consumption of Great Britsin, and 'seven times the 
consumption of Germany. It was five times the 
average consumption of alcohol in the United States 
today, 

In 1936 there were 1,600,000 wine growers . in 
France and, in spite of the fact that she was one of 
the gn;at wine-producing nations, she imported far 
more wme than she exported. Not only had this 
balance of trade in alcohol been againsc France but 
the permissive attitude of the Government had 
placed France under the control of the traffic so that 
the whole nation had the psychology of alcoholism. 

I In countries where there is some repression by 
r~gulatory laws and high taxation and, therefore some 

1 

d1soouragement to the unlimited use or liquo~ the 
psychology or abstinence has at least a foothold. 

Certainly one of the causes of the French downfall 
was old man Booze. France may have had antiquated 
Generals preparing for the last War instead of this 
one, she may have bad corrupt officials with exact· 
ing mistresses, she may have been confused by 

1 Hitler's fifth columnists, but the plain fact is that 
France was addled with liquor. Her peasants had 
wine for breakfast, went to the fields with kegs of 
wine to drink with their work, had wine for lunch 
and wine again for dinner. A nation soaked in liqu~ 
and stupefied with alcohol cannot hope to cope with 
sobriety. 

We need to watch the growth of this liquor traffic 
in America. It is now subsidizing our magazines 
with expensive advertising, it blares forth its wares 
over the radio, it assails the eye on the billboards 
and it endeavours by every possible wile to entice th~ 
youth of America. All or Hitler's fifth columnists 
taken together do not menace our uational life so 
seriously as the liquor traffic. As a plain matter of 
common sense, it seems foolish to spend billions for 
the machines of defence and at the same time addle 
the brains of the young with liquor, 

In times past it must be admitted that the dry 
forces have often overstated the question. There has 
been a wide streak of fanaticism in the attack on 
liquor. Let us admit that there is a lunatic fringe on 
every reform, as the late Theodore Roosevelt often 
said. Let us admit all we can of the wet arguments 
for the maintenance of. the liquor traffic ; there yet 
remains the example or France to warn us of 
the debilitating influence of alcohol on our national 
moral~, on our physical · fitn~ss, on our ability to 
oo-ordmate thou~ht and aouon, on our economio 
freedom to act objectively in the interest of morality 
sobriety, and decency. Let us think seriously about 
the status of liquor in the United States at the 
present hour I -CONVERSION AND DIVORCE. 

1\lr. Justice Edgeley of the Calcutta High Court in 
his judgment on Nur Jehan Begum's application for 
divorce, to which we referred in a note in TM .&fortr16r 
of January 11, said:-

The treatises on Mahomedan law did not appear to 
contemplate a case of conversion of the wife to Islam 
In an Islamic country while her husband was a 
foreigner domiciled in a foreign country. The main 

• The Chn.stia ... Evaoog&i>l, Na\ional Weekl7 of the Diociploe ol 
Chris\, St. Lpui' !>lo., U. S. A. 
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distinction which had been drawn by the Muslim jurists 
' · was between a conversion which took place in an 

Islamic country, where both parties to the marriage 
might be brought before the Kazl, and a conversion 
which took place In a country which was not subject 
to the laws of Islam. In the former case it was laid 
down in the Hedaya that Islam was to be presented to 
the unconverted party by the Kazl and on refusal to 
embrace the faith, the Kazi must pronounce a decree of 
divorce, In the latter case, the dissolution of the 
marriage took place automatically after the completion 
of three of the wife's terms because "the requiring of 
the other party to embrace the faith was impracticable 
as the authority of the Magistrate did not extend to a 
foreign land nor was It acknowledged there." In the 
present case the conversion had taken place in India, 

' Even If It be assumed that India was an Islamic 
country, it appeared that there could be no lawful 
dissolution of the marital tie unless Islam had actually 
been presented to the unconverted party by the court 
acting as Kazl. The authorities envisaged the actual 
physical presence of the parties before the Kazi and, in 
the.absence of tho unconverted party, it was difficult 
to see how Islam could be effectively presented to him. 
In his lordship's opinion a mere request by a 
cable from a convert to her husband asking him to 
embrace Islam was not sufficient to constitute a valid 
offer of the faith to. tho unconverted party. In any 
case It was the Kazi and not the convert who should 
present Islam to the unconverted party and it was for 
him in a suitable case to pronounce a decree dissolving 
the marriage. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated .Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(E.talJlilhsd 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in 'au its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
.education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
Professor Nicholas Roerlch, Sir Hari Singh Gour, 

Sri Kahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesh Ohandra Sen, 
Mr. J. F. McKechnie (Bhlkkhu Sllaoara), SirS. Radha
krlshnan, Dr, D. K, Bhandarkar, Mr. A run Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. M. Barna, Dr, B. C, Law, M.A., Ph.D,, 
B.L., Dr, P. C, Bagchl, Dr, Benoy Chandra Sen, 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N. Dutt, and others. 

Annual 8ubuription. Adv•rti,.mmt rat•. 
India, Ceylon ... Ks. 4 Full page (Cover) ••• Ks. 25 
Burma ... , 5 Ditto (Body) ... ., U 
Far Kast ... Yen 8 Half page ... ., 1 
..... ope oM8 ShiWngs 

or equivalent Quarter page 
America ... 8 DoDars 

... , ' 
A.Jili!J to th• Manag•r, 

MAHA-BODHI SOCIETY 
4A, COLLitGK SQUA.li.&. CALCUTTA. 

S. NATARAJAN'S 

WEST OF SUEZ. 
"It is a delightful book. Few travellers 

can help telling tales. Mr, N a tara jan at any 

rate knows how to tell one extremely well." 

Twentieth Century, Allahabad, 

Price Rs. 3 Postage extra. 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTO 
(Incorporated In Baroda, The U.bilit7 of Mem'bere being Limited.) 

Under tbe Patronage ol and largely supported by tbe 
Oovemment ol H. H. tbe Maharaja Oaekwar ol Baroda. 

CAPITAl. 5UB5CRIBE!D Ra. 2,~o,oo.ooo 

15SUE!D CAPITAL , , 1,2o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP on 20-12-~0 ,., 0 5!1!16,ooo 
RE!5E!RVB FUND ., 1150000000 

Head Office :-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Haril (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, 'Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

51\FB DBVOSIT 
V1\ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 

--:o:--

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Mana~er. 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
(EsTABLISHED 1890.) 

Subscplptlon Rates.· 
Inland Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign ... 'Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single copies of tho cu...ent month, If available can 
be bad at ll annas, current )'ear 4 annas and copies 
more than a year old S annas each, exclusive of 
postage. 

Single copies of TM Reformer, can now 
be had from the following Railway Book Stalls:

Messrs. A· H. WHEELER & Co, 
VIctoria Terminus, Dadar G. I. P., Church Gate, Grant 
Road, G. P. 0,, Bombay, Thana, Nagpur, Poona and 

r 

Ahmedabad. · 
Messps. HIGGINBOTHAMS. 

Coimba~re, Guntur, Trichinopoly, Madura, Trivandrum, 
Mysore, Madras Central Station, Egmore and Bezwada. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EIItabllebed 7th September 1906.) ~ 

INOOIIPORATKD OIIDIIB U. IIIDUJI OOJlP.t.IIUB l>l1t 
V! OJ' l8U,. ' ; . 

Capital Subecribecl -- R.a. 2,00,00,000 
Capital Called up · ··"- · , 1,00,00,000 
Reserve 'Fund . '""' · , , 1,13,00,000 

ftEAD OPI'ICE 1 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches-· 

AHMEDABAD, (Bhaclra Office).· 
AHMEDABAD. (Station Branch), 

., 

ANDHERI, {Near Bombay). . . . 
BANDltA, (Near Bombay). · . 
BULLION EXCKANI;E, (Shelk Memon St., Bombay). 
CALCUTTA, (Clive Street). . . 
CALCUTTA, (Bara Bazart, 
CALCUnA, IChowringhee Square). 
COLABA, (Cusrow Baug, Bombay). 
JAMSHEDPUR. 
KALBADEVI, (Corner of Picket Road, Bombay). 
MALABAR HILL, (314 Hughes Road, BomDa,t). 
NAGPUR, (Kingaway). 
NAGPUR CITY. 
POONA, 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

London Agents -The Westmlnsier Bank, LtcL 
CURRENT Dltl'OSIT . ACCOUNTS : . Inte~est Is 

&llowed on dally balances from lila. 800 to ll.s. 1,00,000 
@ i/. per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
II.• l,oo,OOO allowed only by specu.I arrangement. No 
credit wW be given In aa:ounts for Interest amounting to 
less than R.s. DJ- per half year. . 

FIXKD Dltk'OSITS are received for one year, or for 
ahortet periods at rates wblch may be ascertained on 
applleatlon. 
'• SAVINGS BI\NK ACCOUSTS opened•on favourable 
ttl't!ls. Rules on.appllcatlon, · 

The Bank acts as E:xecutoP and Tpustee 
undep Wllls and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business &•nerally. .W.ules may be obtained on 
application. · · . . , . · 
·LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASB CREDITS 1 

The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities, · · 

Th Bank underta~" on behalf of Its constituents the 
•fe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and lnteres\ thereon, It also undertakes the 
oale and purehase of Government Paper and all descrlp- : 
tiona of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of wblcb 
may be had on application. 

A; G, GRAY; 
Manager. 
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G. V. ladhav, Esq. 
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(Muosing DUeo\or, 

-
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VAIKONrB L. .IBBTA, 

Man•&lllll Dlnl•or, 

CHEST COLD 

(Bei:<f.) 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn into bronchitis; 
avoid tnis by rubbing your chest with AMRUTANJAN, Ita 
penetrating warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens the 
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NOTES. 

Hindu Women's Rights Committee :-The 
Committee of three eminent Hindu lawyers 
which has been assigned this rather misleading 
title in newspapers con!'ists of Justice Sir B. N. 
Rau, Mr. Dwarkanath Miller, an ex-Judge also 
of the Calcutta High Court, and Mr. J. R. 
Gharpure, Principal of the Poona Law College 
and author of many imp.mant books on Hindu 
Law. The Committee has had an interesting 
origin. In 1937, the Indian Legislature pass~d 
a law introduced by that indefatigable thou~h a 
bit imt;etuous champion of Hindu women's 
rights, Dr. G. V. Deshmukh of Bombay. 
according to widow and d;1ughters an equal 
rank with sons · in the order of Euccession 
of a Hindu dying without making a will. 
The daughter who was fifth in order of 
succession prior to that Act, was thereby raised 
to the first rank. In connection with this change 
the words ''lineal descenjants" were used in 
the Act, which gave rise to doubts in the 
minds of lawyers. It was thought that 
the phrase might be taken to mean much 
more than was intended by the . Legisla
ture. In 1938 Government brought in a Bill 
to correct this mistake, But instead of stop-

. ping short at the correction, the Government bill 
wh1ch was passed, practically deprived the 
daughter not only of the fifth place which was 
hers before the Act of 1937, but virtually of 
any place in the order of succes:;ion. To correct 
this second mistake, Mr. Akhil Chandra 
Datta introdu-.-ed another Bill last year, His 
Dill was circulated for opinion. Mr. Datta 
and other Hindu members who supported 
the Bill, understood that the opinions received 
disclosed a large body of Hindu opini.:>n to be in 
favour of the Bi 11. The Home Member of the 
Government of India, Sir Reginald Maxwell, 
however, took a different view. "Very few of 
the Provincial Governments consulted, are," h~ 
said, "in favour of this measure, and even where 

there is a certain amount of sympathy for the 
principle underlying the Bill, a strong feeling is 
man if est that piecemeal legislation of this 
kind is undesirable, and that, in fact, constant 
tinkering with the law can only lead to 
confusion unless undertaken in a syEtematic: 
manner under the supervision of an expert 
committee.'' The argument about piecemeal 
legislation was easily disposed of by Mr. Datta 
who pointed out that as the present anomaly· 
had resulted from piecemeal legislation it had to 
be remedied by the same process. Sir Reginald 
was at first disposed to oppose the Bill 
on behalf of Government but on second 
thoughts he expressed the Government's sym· 
pathy with the object of the B11l which;' he 
understood broadly speaking, was "to restore 
the position of the daughter to that which 
she was intended to occupy before ·the .Act of 
1937 was amendetl." This would be to restore 
the daughter to the fi ·st place as in the Act of 
1937, But Mr. Datta in his speech expressly 
stated that what his B11l aimed at doing was to 
put the daughter in the place which she occupied 
before that Act was pas~ed, namely, the 
fifth. "I want,'' he said, "only to restore 
to her the position which she occupied ever 
since the beginning of Hindu Law" that 
is before Dr. Deshmukh's Act changed it 
by promoting the daughter to the first place. 
1 his seems to conflict with the clause in Mr. 
Datta's Bill making its provisions retrospective 
from the 14th April 193 7, the day on . which 
the Vicer:>y's assent was given to the Deshmukh 
Act. There are here further opportunities of 
confusion. It is fortunate that an expert Com
mittee has been appointed to go over the whole 
question and to make recommendations which 
will help the Legi,;lature to pass an Act which 
will apply to the whole of British India without 
any need arising for further piecemeal legislation. 

The Subasb Sensation:-The disappearance 
from his home under mysterious circum~tances 
of Subash Chandra Bose, ex·President of the 
Indian National Congress and Founder of the 
Forward Hlock within it in protest against the 
policy of the ConR'feSS H1gh Command, has 
relieved Indian politics from the dreary boredom 
of slogans and arrests. Mr. Bose was arrested 
under the Indian Defence ·Rules for a speech 
which he made sometime back but was released 
on parole owing to itt-health. His case was 
to have come up before the Presidency 
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Magistrate of Calcutta . on . Monday but on 
Sunday his relatives found that Mr. Bose was 
missing from his room and their efforts to 
discover his whereabouts proved fruitless. It 
seems that since about a fortnight back Mr. 
Bose had taken a vow of silence and communi
cat~g -with his relatives in the ho~se only by 
means of pencilled slips of paper. He spent 
his time sitting on a tiger skin and reading 
th~ Bhagavad Gita and other religious books 
and in meditation. In speaking to friends, 
he is said to have recently expressed his view 
ijl;.t . only sanyasis can · save the country 
and tq have referred· tq some South Indian 
Ashrams .. Mr. Bose in his early college days 
had come . under the influence of Swami 
Vivekananda and . the Ramakrishna Mission. 
~fter he came :under the spell of the late 
Mr, C. R. Vas's powerful personality, he had 
merged himself entirely in politics. When 
this writer called on him at his hotel in Vienna 
nearly eight years ago, he found Mr. Bose with 
a company of Indian friends immersed in political 
work. He enlisted the sympathy of influential 
men in the European capitals for the cause of 
India. His book on the Indian struggle was 
banned in India but has since his election to 
the Presidentship of the Congress been, we think, 
allowed to be circulated in this country. The 
exact reasons for the differences between 
Gandhiji and Mr. Bose are not clear, A man 
of strong individuality, it must have been highly 
repugnant to him tp be obliged to have no 
opinions which had not received ~he imprimatur 
of !::ievagram. Anyhow the breach was com
plete and attempts of friends to patch them up 
proved unavailing. In passing, we can not help 
observing that Gandhiji's telegram to Mr. Sarat, 
Mr. Subhas' brother, to "wire the truth," is not 
in accord with the sensitive courtesy which 
Gandhiji has always pbserved in dealing with 
distre,s~d friends. Surely, Gandhiji could not 
ljave feared that Mr. Sarat :Bose would concoct 
a story for his edification. Doubtless it was 
a bad slip but psychiatrists attach much 
significance to slips of the tongue or pen 
as the out-cropping of subconscious feelings. 
On Wednesday evening the radio announced 
that Mr. Subhas Bose had been found and 
arrested in jharia under a warrant issued by 
the Calcutta Magistrate when Mr. Subhas 
Bose failed to appear before him, his case 
h;Lving been posted for that day which also 
happened to be his birthday. The papers next 
morning announced that the radio announcement 
had not been confirmed from Patna or Calcutta. 
Surely, ~r. !:lose has been found or not 
found, and if he has not been f01~nd, why 
not say so plainly? Yogic practices are dangerous 
unless followed under expert guidance and it 
is just possible that Mr. Bose's amateur 
exercises have landed him in mental difl).culties. · 
The Gita itself sets little store by such exercises. 
It simplifies the whole matter by declaring that 
whoever performs his duty without carin~ for 
the results, he is the sannyasi and he is the yogi, 

Hyderabad Tenancy Report :-The Hyderabad 
Tenancy Committee whose Report has been 
published recent! y, refers to the absence of a 
monetary basis ·for the economic life of the 
country-side as having hampered its investiga ... 
tion. ''As the village economy in the Dominions 
is based mostly on barter," it observes, "it is very 
difficult to make even an approximately correct 
estimate of the average income of an average 
tenant.'' ,In another passage it remarks, "It is 
difficult to arrive with accuracy at the cost of 
cultivation per acre, as almost every service in 
tha village is paid for in kind, just as village 
carpenters and blacksmiths are paid each a bag 
of jawar for every plough repaired by them and 
just as women labourers at harvest time are 
paid one-eighth part of the quantity of crops 
cut by them. Even where plough bullocks are 
hired, the hire is paid in kind.'' Nevertheless, 
the Committee has roughly calculated these 
items so essential to the prosecution of its enquiry 
and for the formulation of the recommendatbns 
which are emb:Jdied in a draft appended to 
the Report. The abs~nce of a currency as 
medium of exchange is not an insuperable 
obstacle in the way of calculating cost 
of cultivation and wage incomes. In fact for 
accurate calculation of these factors, economi;ts 
have to convert monetary into commodity 
values in order to arrive at the real wages and 
costs. The Committee has done the same but 
the method used by it is not indicated in the 
Report. 

Back to Barter :-The prevalence of a barter 
system was considered a sign of primitive ecQ
nomic life and was taught to be such in schools 
up to within fifteen or twenty years ago. Even 
now, perhaps the same text-books are being used. 
But the basis of economic life in a large part of 
Europe has changed and international commerce 
is now conducted on basically the same 
method of barter as that which prevails in the 
Nizam's Dominions. The barter method has 
been forced on the world by the fact that a few 
countries have managed to corner· nearly all the 
gold in existence. The American accumulation, 
especially, has become so enormous th:it eco
nomists see in it a menace to the country's future 
prosperity. If the barter system on which several 
nations now exchange raw materials for goods 
and vice ursa becomes permanent, the golq in 
American vaults wm progressively decline in 
value. Gold is not a necessity of life and its 
value depends to a consjderable extent on its 
use for currency purposes. In most ~:euntries of 
the world, paper currency is now in circulation. 
Mahomed Bin Taghlak, when he .ordered piece$ 
of leather to be usej as currency, was derided a$ 
a mad man but all n.ations, including the most 
progressive, have now ad.Jpted his plan of a 
token currency. Barter does away even with 
the need for paper or . lelther. AQother 
advantage of .the barter method is that it prevents 
dislocation of the economic life of the people by 
variation in prices, 
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States' Champion :-Among the honours con
ferred on the J.'oew Year's Day, was a Knight 
Commandership of the Star of India, the 
premier Indian Order, conferred on Sir C. P. 
Ramaswami Aiyar, the Dewan o£ Travancore. 
He had alre1dy received the ccrresponding 
grade in the second senior order, the Indian 
J:.mpire. Some one who devotes much study to 
these matters has discovered that for fiftv years 
no other Dewan of an Indian State hai been 
hcn.,ured with the Knighthood of the Star 
of India, the last Dewan to receive the 
disrinction being t<aja Sir T. Madhav Rao. 
We can not ourselves vouch for the correctness 
of this chronoi.Jgy. The Travancoreans are 
naturally greatly elated by the honour done 
to their brilliant and dashing Dewan and at the 
last meeting of the Representative Assembly 
of the Srate, perhaps the oldest in the c:>untry, 
the members off~red their corgratulations to the 
Dewan·President, Sir Ramaswami in his reply 
to their felicitations declared that the honour 
bestowed on him was not a personal tribute but a 
recognition on the part of the Paramount Power 
of the importance of Indian States. lt is usual 
for the recipient of honours to make out 
that those who appreciate them are themselves 
sharers in them and that indeed the honour done 
to him was really intended for the community or 
class to which he belonged. No one would have 
been surprised if Sir Ramaswany had declared 
thatthe honour done to him was an honour intend
ed for Travancore and its people. But he was 
not content with this somewhat commonplace 
remark. He boldly claimed that in his person 
the Paramount Power has recognised the 
importance of all the Indian States from the 2l 
acre ones to the great States with millioos of 
population and revenues calculated in crores of 
rupees, It must be acknowledged that his claim 
rests on a solid foundation. While the Dewans 
of other States were compromising or 
fighting "rearguard actions'' with the 
Congress since it began meddling in their 
internal affairs, Sir Ramaswami alone stood 
out in public as the champion of Indian 
Princes in the plenitude of their claim to guide 
their people's destiny. Some of his arguments in 
support o£ this position are of more· than 
doubtful validity. Many of the Princes 
will themselves shrink from advancing 
them. The responsibility which the claim of 
divine right implies, is almost b~yond the 
strength of any man born of a human mother 
to drscharge. But there was courage anJ candour 
in advancing it and the Congress leaders were 
left gasping at the audacity, They had no 
reply to give. They fell back on their 
haunches like a horse pulled up in midcareer. 
They have not still recovered their equanimity. 
They have declared that there should be no 
satyagraha in Indian States during the present 
individual Civil Disobedience in British India. 
They have realised the wisdom of leaving 
the States alone and for this relief the credit 
undoubtedly belongs in large measure to Sir 

Ramaswami Aiyer. 
No Respo· sible Government for Travancoreans:

With characteristic intrepidity Sir Ramaswarni 
has not let the grass grow under his feet. 
He has warned the Travancoreans this 
week in unequivocal terms that full responsible 
government in the British sense of a Cabinet 
responsible to an elected Assembly and liable to 
be dismissed on an adverse vote by it, is not 
a goal which he contemplates for Travancore. 
Never,ithas been said, is a word which should. 
never find a place in the vocabulary of a states
man, Sir Ramaswamy's succesSors may take a 
different view or it may happen that Parliamen~ 
tary Government will cease to have any 
attraction for Travancoreans and they may not 
want it even if it is thrust upon them. In fact 
we doubt much if political workers in Indian 
States realise what full responsible government 
is for which they have developed a sudden 
passion. The British Parliament can depose 
the Sovereign or compel him to abdicate because 
its ideas of propriety does not tally wit 1 his. 
The one act of · illegality in the proceedings 
which ended in the execution of Charles I was 
not the regicide but Pride's Purge which was an 
infringement of the rights of P ,.rJiament. D 1es 
any responsible leader in an Indian State really 
want this kind of responsible Government for 
his people ? · 

Students• Strikes :-In commenting some time 
back on students' strikes, we said th'lt Bombay 
was remarkably free from them. Unfortunately 
our congratulations were premature and i11 three 
colleges, the Victoria Juoilee Technical Institute 
o£ Bombay and the Guj~rat and Law Colleges 
of Ahmedabad, there have been demonstrations 
during the past fortnight. l'he strike in the V.J. T; 
Institute seems to have been unnecessary and its 
continuation is apparently due only to the fact 
that there is no machinery which can be put into 
operation to settle the dispute. Tne quarrel 
which has arisen over a que3tion of. hostel 
medical fees, has unfortunately come to 
a head immediately after Mr. P. N. Joshi, 
the first Indian appointed to the post, had 
taken over . the principalship. The strike 
there, however, is not likely to have a very 
long existence as it is the parents and guardians 
who are most affected by any increase in ho>tel 
charges and they will hardly view the activities 
of thdr wards with much enthusiasm. The most 
sensible strike among students that we have yet 
heard of is the one organised by the students of 
the Madras Christian College in protest against 
the arrest of one of their colleagues. The boys 
went on a fast for a day and then gave the food 
thus sav.d to the poor in villages near by. 
This kind of demJnstration has som~thing to 
commend it and we must congratulate both 
the authorities and the students' leaders on the 
happy turn which events took. If the procedure 
becomes general for political demonstrations, 
here is a course of action in which both staff 
and students can join effectively. 
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TERRITORIAL AND FUNCTIONAL 

REPRESENTATION. 
The Corporative State of Fascism substitutes 

representation by interests or functions in place 
of the territorial representation of democratic 
States. Representation by interests was adopted 
by the H yderabad Reforms Committee in place of 
communal representation but the latter managed. 
tD creep in .at the last minute and the new 
constitution is both communal .and functional. 
Nevertheless, the Secretary of State for India, 
Mr. L. S, Amery, in one of his recent 
after-luncheon speeches, referred to functional 
representation as a possible solution of the 
communal problem, and referred obviously to 
the Hyderabad experiment as an example. The 
first attempt to investigate the relation between 
territorial and functional representation, s:> far 
as we know, is made in an article in the 
December Political Science Quarterly, the 
journal of the American Academy of Political 
Science, by Professor Charles Hyneman, under 
the· heading, "Who Makes our Laws?'' 
The· Professor starts by saying that his article 
is based on the assumption that it is more 
important to know who makes the laws of a 
people than who makes its songs. Rather a loose 
observatioq as the maker of laws may be, as he 
often is, inspired by the maker of songs.. Robert 
Burns' "A man's a man for a' that'' has, 
perhaps, inspired more equalitarian le~slators 
than many volumes of political philosophy. 
Professor Hyneman's enquiry has a more imme
lliately relevant purpose, It is whether the 
American system of territorial electorates results 
in a proportionate representation ot occupations 
and professions which are the ways of earning a 
living of Ia wmakers. The Professor is particular• 
ly interested in finding out whether the charge, 
often made, that the preponderance of lawyers 
in legislatures is the most serious obstacle to 
wholesome reforms, is true or not true and, 
if true, to what extent. For this purpose, 
he analyses the composition of twelve Senates 
and thirteen Houses of Representatives of 
States of the Union. Congressmen and 
Municipal Councillors are excluded from this 
investigation. 

In the twenty-five Legislative Chambers taken 
together, lawyers are the most numerous single 
group. Next to them come farmers. The 
American farmer, whether owner or tenant, is 
not an illiterate peasant cultivating a few acres 
-with a pair of bullocks, and depending on the 
village moneylender for advances· and the 
marketting of his crops. He is an educated man 
with considerable technical training, owns or leases 
large tracts of land which he cultivates by means 
of machinery, and regulates his operations 
by telephonic reports from markets and 
meteorological stations. Lawyers and farmers 
together constitute slightly less than one· 

half · of all legislators. A further ·analysis 
shows lawyers as the most numerous group in 
seventeen of the twenty-five chambers; in the 
other eight chambers they were either second ot 
third >in importance. In the chambers where 
lawyers were not pre .eminent,. farmers out
numbered them. In only two chambers were 
farmers less than third in importance. Merchants 
were the third important group, but not the 
pre-eminent group in a single one of the twenty
five. Professor Hyneman draws four conclusions 
from his examination of , the position of repre
sentatives in relation to occupation. They are : 

Our bi-cameral system is not producing senates 
which differ from the lower houses so far as means 
of livelihood of legislators are concerned ; the farmer 
is not, as commonly supposed, in possessioo of too 
many seats in legislative chambers ; the lawyer is 
representative for all population groups-our profes
sional representator; and that part of our population 
which, under any definition, could be called the 
indu,trial proletariat, en joys very tittle membership. 

The States Legislatures, twenty-five of which 
have been selected for investigation by Professor 
Hyneman, correspond, as regards functions, more 
or les3 to the legislatures in the provinces and 
where they exist in Indian States. That is 
to say, the broad questions of national policy on 
Defence, Currency, Communications and Customs 
do not fall within their purview. They are the 
province of Congress which Professor Hyneman 
has expressly left out of his investigation. It is 
necessary to bear this . in mind because of 
Professor Hyneman's assumption that "any 
individual lawmaker can be expected to defend 
his personal interests against legislative attack, 
and members of any occupational group 
can be expected to stand side by side in 
opposition to measures adverse to their 
common interests.'' This assumption, if extended 
to national Parliaments, will make representative 
assemblies the greatest impediments to national 
progress. Even in the restricted sphere of States' 
Legislatures, Professor Hyneman rightly 
observes : 

The task of devising a representative system for legi.;. 
!alive assemblies In the modem world is not simply 
one of assuring spokesmen, directly or indirectly, for 
all classes of people or for aU identities of interest. 
The task is, perhaps fully as much, one of making 
sure that demands of certain groups will be submerged 
in the general public. . 

Edmund Burke's classic protest that a member 
of Parliament is not a delegate of his 
constituency but. _one bound to bring · his 
mind and conscience to bear on all questions 
from the point of view of the whole nation and 
in consonance with souni:l principles, is as much 
valid today as when he made it. The territorial 
system of electorates is not perfect but when not 
beset with restrictions which detract greatly 
from their freedom, they seem more capable of 
returning the ideal legislator as defined by 
Edmund Burke than the alternatives to it which 
have been suggested. These are representatives 
allocated according to economic status-land
owners, industrial entrepreneurs, wage-earners, 
and so on ; or representatives apportioned 
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according to social functions such as bankers, 
farmers, co<l·miners, The first alternative, if 
completely adopted, would. Professor Hyneman 
observes, hand over not only the pohtical but the 
economic sys~em to ·'the property less-worker 
unemployed class.'' He is not equally clear as to 
the effect of adopting the second alternative, or 
rather he does not see how it can be applied in 
practice. Would caretakers and charwomen in 
Dank buildinga be classed as bankers? Or will 
all caretakers be gathered together in a special 
constituency of their own or "cast into a more 
inclusive soviet of skilled or unskilled workers and 
invited to semi represcntatiws to tile legislature 
who are uncompromising in their spokesmanship 
and manoeuvring for the advantage of a worker 
class?'' Professor Hyneman questions the 
assumption that men returned from territorial 
constituenci~s are generally or frequently unable 
to rise beyond their occupati:Jnal bias, Lawyers 
who are bound to be particular about precedents 
in law courts can divest themselves of the 
professional mentality and view a national issue 
as statesmen should, with eyes fixed on the 
future rather on the past. While the legal 
mind is predisposed against radical changes, 
it is also keenly alive to th~ defects of a law 
as they have disclosed themselves in practice 
and, therebre, it favourable t,:, reform as distin
guished from revolution In a system of 
government where Ia ws regulate the administra
tion, the lawyer must necessarily enjoy a 
position of prep.:>nderant influence; and, pr.:>vided 
a vigilant public opinion removes from them 
the temptation to exercise their power for 
professional ends, the lawyers more than any 
other occupational group make good legislators. 

MR. AMERY'S PROGRESS. 
More than any of his predcce.,ors for nearly half 

a century, the present Secretary of State fur India, 
Mr. L, S. Amery, hu com~ close to the h!art of the 
lnll >·British problem. Even Lord Morley who, as 
a philosopher and historian, mi~,;ht have been expected 
to tak" a larger view of it, could not think of it 
exocpt as a matter of climate and clothing, In his 
P'"nultimate pronouncement on the lndi31l problem, 
t\1r. Amery brushed aside this old supcr;tition and 
drew a pu>lld botween the political evolution of 
Grea: Bri:ain and the issues facing Indian statesmen, 
Such a conception of the Indian problem simplifies it 
immensely and brings it within the grasp of the 
student or politiM all the "'orld over, Another great 
step w.ls t•kcn by Mr. Amery in the interview which 
he gave to th~ Editor of an Anglo-Indian periodical 
last wed<. He summ'>d up the main issues of 
tho problem u being to maintain "the essential unity 
of India without whi~h India can never enjoy internal 
P"ac: or external security, and at the same time to 
::ive to the main elements in Indian life an a••urance 
that they can develop their cultul" and institutions 
in their own way.'' In this admirable definition on 
t!1e Inti ian probl~m. we sh>ll ventllr<> to make only a 
single amendment. Mr. Am3ry speaks of ••the main 
clem~nts in Indian life." Obvious( y he means by 
"m•in elem·,nts," eloments which are mast likely 
to give trouble if not oonoilia.ted. At the present 
tim~ the Congress and the Mllslim League are 
•elements" wtuoh have forced thcms"lves on the 
attention of British statesmen, 

A statesman must look beyond ''main factors." 
His pllicy and measures should be so framed 
that the least "factor'' in the country should 
ba as assured of security as the m•in ones. 
It is strange that Mr. Amery who wauld give 
all "mi~~rities" a virtual vet-> should b• content 
to think only of the main factors in envisaging 
th• Indian problem. There is a real danger that 
a compact between the Congress and the Muslim . 
League which :-.Ir. Amery is obviously eacrer 
to promote, may jeopardise tue interests of the 
sm:dlcr ''interests" or ''minorities"-lndian Jews, 
Christians and Parsis, Mr. Amery is rightly 
concerned about the responsibilities and obligations 
incurred in British rule, Indians during their 
muvh longer existence, have also incurred obli
gations and responsibilities which they must fulfil if 
they are tme to their heritage. After all, British 
rule is an episode in the, long story of India. 
An Englishman m~y b• excused for mistaking it to 
be the heart and core of it, but lndilns can not and 
must not do so, Chiefest or our obligations is our 
obligation to the sm·ill groups who sought asylum in 
this country relying on the traditional toleration of 
India. The Hindus have borne the brunt of all 
onslaughts in order to save not only their own culture 
and institutions but also the culture and institutions 
of these groups. When Mr. Amery Fpeaks of "an 
assurance that they (minorities) can develop their 
own culture and institutions in their own W4y" he 
is preaching to thosd who first inaugurated that 
policy and have stuck to it through all the centuries 
notwithstanding OJnsiderable, and at times intoler
able, provocatian. One does not want to rake up 
pa•t history but when it is being a•siduously misun
derstood and misrepresented, the interests of truth 
dem~nd that such mi.•representation should not be 
acquiesced in. fhe Hindus have many sins of 
omission and commission to account for but they 
have never prevented any other community from 
developing its own culture and institutions in its own 
way. If Mr, Amery is in doubt about it let him 
appoint a Commission of historians to investigate and 
report on rhe question, The elimination or subordina· 
tion ot the Hindu element in India will mean the 
elimination or subil1'dinatio.1 of the very principle for 
which Mr. Amery pleads-namely, that each element 
should have complete freedom to develop its own 
culture and institutions in its own way. 

Mr, · Amery said that the ·maintenance of the 
essential unity of India is ncces•ary for her internal 
peace and external security, This is a truism which 
Th• [,1/lillr& Sa"ial R'far·flBr has enlarged upon in season 
and out of season, We rejoice, therefore, that the 
Secretary of State for· India has insisted on the 
same thorne almost in the same words. But we 
a•k Mr. Amery, if the unity of India is so essential, 
should it not b~ reflected in the political constitlltion 
of the COLin try P Quite early in the hi9tory of British 
rule in India, it was realised tha.t unitary control 
wao essential to preserve internal peace anct external 
security and the Regulating Act mad~ the Governor
Gen"ral in Council the supreme authority over the 
whole country including the States ,..,ot only that but 
Burma was annexed at considerable cost as essential 
to the peace and security of India. Aden was made 
a charge on India for the flame reason. But when 
a vacrue form of self-government for India appeared 
on the horizon, Aden and Burma were hastily 
separated, and t~e unitary Government of India was 
divided up between eleven autonomous provinces, 
The moment the war was declared the Governor
General was made once again the supreme authority 
but the fr0ntiers of India were extended far beyond 
Aden to East Afric1 on the North and beyond 
Bllrma to Malaya on the south, The necessary 
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and the inescapable corollary to Mr. Amery's 
belief that the essential unity of India is an 
indispensable factor in the maintenance of her 
internal peace and external security, which we 
fully share, is that this unity should be exhibited; 
sustained, and nourished by a unitary Government for 
British India. The first step in solving the deadlock 
is to repeal the Act of 1985. As a matter of fact, 
it is in abeyance owing to the emergent situation 
that has arisen from the war. Let it be 
formally interred and let us begin with a clean 
slate. Pakistan is the logical corollary of eleven 
autonomous provinces. The re-union of thc: latter 
will see the end of it, Further it is in the' 
interest of all minorities and the only effectual 
way of safeguarding them is to entrust their protec
tion and supervison to the central government whioh 
can view the Indian problem as a whole. We 
shall cherish the hope that Mr. Amery will 
follow the present tendency of his thoughts 
courageously and faithfully to its logical conclusion. 
In that way and in that way alone can he consoli
date the essentials of Indian unity which are 
so essential to peace within and security beyond 
our frontiers. It is not neces~ary to wait for this 
till power i• transferred to Indian hands. It is the 
head and heart that count~, and it was Englishmen 
in other lands, the United States of America and 
the Dominions, who forced the Mother country to 
relinquish h<r control to the people directly concerned 
in those lands. -

LORD CURZON AND THE STATES, 
Sir Kailas Narayan Haksar's judgment on tord 

Curzon's influence on Indian States is a blend 
of irony and appreciation, In one place he 
writes of it as the culmination of the policy 
inaugurated by Lord Lytton and pursued by 
Lord Dufferin under the aegis of Disraeli. He 
regards as typical of their policies the Royal Titles 
Bill passed. in the time of Lytton and the 
Imperial Service contingents instituted in the 
States in DufferiA's time. In another place, 
he admits that Lord Curzon's admonitions 
to the Chiefs to inform them•elves of conditions 
prevailing in their States, bad a very salutary 
effect. He writes, "At least some young Rulers of 
Lord Curzon's day scoured the States to obtain 
personal knowledge ot matters of all kinds, archaeo
logy not excluded, Tbe interest they took in famine 
relief and irrigation projects, was truly remarkable. 
Nevertheless, the motive force was to ingratiate 
themselves with the Viceroy and to curry favour 
with his myrmidons. During Lord Curzon's period 
of office, the distan:le between the Viceroy and the 
Princes began to narrow for the first time.''· Two 
observations seem called for on the above. Surely 
all princes in Lord Curzon's time were not indifferent 
to and ignorant of the condition of their people and 
had not all to be reminded of their duty by the 
"preachings" of the Viceroy P Lord Curzon was a 
man of deep historical feeling and cherished a high 
regard for Rulers who adhered to the ancient tradi
tions of their ancestors. His admonitions were 
addressed to tho~e Chiefs who, having departed from 
the conservative past, were spending their time at 
gymkhanas and race courses, and exp,.triatin~ them
selves for long months from their State to enJOY the 
amenitie< of European capitals. Sir Kailas appreciates 
the Viceroy's insistence of a high standard of 
industry and devotion to duty on the part of the 
Chiefs but he takes exception to the enforcement of 
these precepts through the only agents available to 
the Viceroy. Whioh would Sir Kailas prefer-that the 
Princes should he wa'rned in time that they are going 
down the slippery slope so that they may have a fair 

chance of starting on the straight and narrow path 
of duty, or that the Paramount Power should 
wait till they have irretrievably ruined 
themselves and the State and had to be deposed 
or compelled to abdicate by the Suzerain Power i 
If the Ministers of States had faithfully discharged 
their duties as councillors instead· ot acquiescing in 
or encouraging the Rulers in their vagaries 
there would have been fewer occasions for th~ 
agents of the Paramount Power to interest 
themselves in the internal affairs of the States •. 

There have been, be it said to their honour such 
Ministers who, at the risk of much unpleasantn~ss and 
even some personal danger, stood up, with becoming 
respect, to the occupant of the gadi tor what they 
considered to be the right course to take. But the 
majority naturally found it pleas1nter to let the 
rulers have their own way, in the hope that the 
Paramount Power will "do the needful" ·at the 
right moment. Sometimes they consoled themselves 
with the thought that the point at issue was a trfling 
one and that they should reserve their influence tor 
important occasions. But "we perish by things 
permitted" and a Ruler in the last stage of disgrace 
has had often cause to reflect that, if his Minister had 
pointed out to him his error in t.he ini~ial stages, he 
would have been spared the •gnommy to which he 
has been brought for want of timely advice. Not 
that the Prince, in every case, would have heeded the 
advice of his Minister. I recall a case in which a 
Prince took it into his head to marry a second 
wife when his first wife was living, had a son 
and was highly respected by her people as a 
model wife and mother, 1 he Minister was sounded 
but he responded with an emphatic protest. And 
finally when his refusal was unheeded, refused to be 
present at the function. Some friends have questioned 
the right of the Minister to interfere in the private 
affairs of the ruler. The private behaviour of an 
Indian Prince has often serious public consequences, 
Besides the Minister is bound to advise his 
master, especially where he is a younger man, of 
the danger of giving free rein to his impulses without 
regard to morality and good conscience and without 
regard to the impression which euch conduct would 
create oa his subjects who look up to their ruler as a 
model for them to follow, · 

If Lord :urzon's policy had been in force in the 
years following his Viceroyalty, there W<>uld not 
have been the crop of oases in which the Govern
ment of India was obliged to take drastic action 
during the last ten or fifteen years. Sir Kailas 
praises the reversal of that policy by Lord Minto, 
Curzon's successor and in every respect a contrast 
to him. Lord Minto was an easy-going man. He 
was a sporting man and derived his statesmanship 
from the behaviour of horses on the race·ooutse, 
He solved the communal ditlerences by communal 
electorates, He left the Princes to pursue their 
own oourse and to take the consequences. Lord 
Hardinge whom also Sir Kailas approves, was a 
different type. I have just read his speeches at 
St1te banquets and I th_ink the most notbeable 
feature in them is his anxiety about their 
future. He gave paternal advice to Princes on 
their responsibility to their subjects. In one or two 
cases these admonitions are so pointed that he felt 
the need to introduce them with an apology. He 
instituted the Chamber of Princes in the hope that 
the advice and experience of the older and wiser 
Princes might have greater influence with the 
younger and less experienced ones than the 
advice of Residents and Political officers 
which was liable to be resented as interference. 
Unfortunately the elder and more experienced Princes 
shrank from the task of guiding the younger 
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men. Some twenty year11 ago I wu _honoured 
witll an interview by one of tile most ~mment an_d 
esteemed of Indian rulers. To a question why h1s 
State hld not joined the Chamber-it joined many 
year• later-he replied without a moment's 
hesitation that it was because joining the Chamber 
would only increase the_ opportunities of frict.ion. 
The Chamber of Princes mstead of developmg mto 
an institution for the smaller and less advanced 
States to b<nefit by the contact with the representa
tivta of the more advanced States, stea~ily tended. to 
develop into what it has now become,_a fradcs Umon 
organization to promote States mterest~ •. Lord 
Willingdon's interruption of the late Jam Sahib m the 
middl~ of his fervent oratory proved a shock from 
which the Chamber has not yet recovered completely. 
1 am not one of those who want the States to be 
wiped out. I wis~ them to re~ain ju;t. because 
they are the depositories of lnd1an trad1t10:1 where 
the political future of India can be worked ou.t on the 
basis of that tradition, l:lut it is not by glossmg oyer 
r~al defects in States administration and by magmfy· 
ing the merit' of slight achievements that tile States 
can be helped to play their part in shaping the 
destinies of India, 

K.N. 

THE PRESS AND THE GOVERNMENT. 
Following the announcement that .a meeting of 

the Standing Committee of the All India Newspaper 
Editors' Conference has been convened for February 
1, the Bombay Ohroniclc publish~d on January 24 .a 
message from it! New Delhi correspondent that 1t 
was felt "in certain quarters" ~hat the. time h~d 
now come "to approach the V1ceroy w1th dcfimte 
proposals," It suggested that there -yas under 
oonsider .. tion a proposal to lead a de~u~atiOJ? to the 
Viceroy on the question of the restt1Ct1ons Imposed 
on the press and it referred to a memorandum 
drafted by th~ Central Committee and unanimously 
accepted by botll Indian and Anglo-Indian press 
~epresentatives basing the whole case of the press 
on the need to maintam ita independence "free from 
dictation from any quarter." Tbe correspondent added, 

The anomaly of the present position is seen from 
rhe fact that aceording t.:> official circles themselves the 
general attitude of the press, so far as the war effort Is 
concerned, has beea throughout satisfactory. ~he 
dllfereoce of opinion has be<:n largely on the question 
as to what can ba published as of right by newspaper• 
ln connection with the Satyarraha movement in 
discharge of their duty to the public who expect o( 
newspaper. to keep them informed of what is happen
Ing in the country. It Is believed that the Central 
Committee's miiiiOrBndum hss· raised the : general 
political question and pointed out how the establish
moot of a Na\ional Uovernment in the country would 
remove the present anomatie• experlenc.od by the press 
in the present difficult situalion, 

There are many features in this which give 
~:rounds for serious apprehension as to the atand 
which the Editors in l.ommittee will be asked to 
take Nor is the situation improved by a later 
mc.;age which the Chroni4ile published in its issue 
dllted Wedueoday, January 29 from its Nagpur 
oorrl'spondcnt, purporting to be a report of a meeting 
of editors in Nagpur. The news item reaJ as follows: 

1'he meeting nrorded its opinion that it I• the duty 
ol Government to accord to the Press full freedom of 
publicity regarding Satyagraha. The Press should have 
l'ull libertv to publh·h uncensored ail statements ot 
Gtmdh!ji in view of the special position he occupies 
In the eountrv. The meeting deeply resented the 
interferences of Government with the publle>1tion of 
stalements which has outraged the feeliogs of the 
people. In ca>-e the Standing Committee is unab:e to 

oocure to the press lreedom to publish uncensored aU 
•tatemeuts of Gandhiji and Satyagraha news, the 
meeting feels no useful purpose would be served by the 
continuance of the Standing Committee aod Provincial 
Press Advisory Committee.. Tho ~Meting suggested 
that it Government does not change its present atti
tude' towards the press, the publication of war news 
and propaganda publicity by Indian papers will be 
con>idered in that light. .. 

If these two reports rev<aled partially the 
general outline• of the memorandum, an 
overzealous Karachi newspaper has printed the 
memorandum in full, ignoring the fact th>t the 
communications of the Secretary of the Editors' 
Conference are usually in the . strictest confidence. 
not excluding the agenda for meetings of the Stand
ing Committ<e, The memorandum as pr!nted fr?m 
Karachi reads even worse than any outline wh1oh 
the Ohr;nid• might have brought to the minds of 
readers. It suggests that the 8uppression of state
ments of Gandhtji might force him into a fast and 
pleads that newspap.rs might not be in any way 
involved in such a developement, however indirectly, 
This is a peculiarly contemptible pos~tion for respon
sible journalists to take and 1t bas been 
denounced by no less a person than Mr. Mahadev 
Desai at the November open Conference. Mr, Desai 
referred with feeling to the advice circulated to editors 
permitting publ.ication of the facto( Gandhiji under: 
taking a fast 1f and when he d1d so, Mr. Desa1 
denounced that reference to suoh a possibility as 
cold blooded. 1\tr, Desai, we are glad to see, is attend
ina the Standing Committee meeting this Saturday, 
We trust that he will apply all his eloquenoe to 
preventing the editors from doing this Fe b~uary 
what he wanted them to denounce the Government 
for in November. The scrupulous secrecy laid 
down by the Editors' Conference places its more 
responsible members at a great disadvantage while 
it facilitates the d.mger of the Conference interests 
being subordinated to political manipulations. . The 
two reports pu bli~hed in the . Bombay 6:hron~le reveal 
just enough practically to bt~ng pu bho pressure, or 
the appearanoe of it, to b~ar on the .~overnment to 
achieve the fullest freedom for GandhiJI. 

We have ourselves suggested-probably we were 
the first to suggest it-'tbat the Standing Com
mittee should meet, But the purpose as indicated by 
these two mess3ges seems . to us to be hardly 
sufficient reason for calling a Standing Committee 
meeting. In commenting on the Press after the 
Editors' Conference, we had suggested that the Stand
Ing Committee could spend ita time profitably 
by collecting ~ata on the .actual ~osition .of the 
press in the d>fferent · provmces With a V1ew to 
finding out where repression really touches the 
liberties of the press and then to meet to consider 
what remedy was necessary. There is little to 
show that anything on these linea bas· been done. 
On the other band, the future student of the 
press during wartime in India will probably 
be surpri•ed to find how much had been 
conceded by the different Central and pr.lvincial 
Committees of the Editors' Conference whbh 
detracted from the freedom of the pres•, in 
pursuit of the comparatively minor matter of 
securing Gandhiji the !ullest freedo!n of expression 
of opinion. A few mstance~ Wll\ suffice and 
all of them are available today to the 
public. We. shall. take th7 case o! the 
Naqp11r Tim•• m winch a warmng was gwen to 
the Ed iter for publishing a report of the Bhiyani 
trial. The report gave both sides of the c':'e, 
i f anything devoting more space to the prosecutiOn 
sinoe the only defence '!"'ate rial was a state~ent. by 
Mr Bhivani. The wammg wa! spp1rently msp>red 
by "the official view that to give any publicity to the 
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defence in such a trial was to make the report a 
"prEjudicial" one. There is nothing to show that the 
Standing Committee has resisted, not to mention repu• 
diated, this interpretation which distorts the meaning 
of words. Then there is the Nalional Her ali which was 
asked to pay a sum of Rs. S,OCO in securities for 
certain leading articles. fhe Editors' Committee 
secured for the Bera!J the right to print headings 
to war news without pre-censorship, . But it has 
not mentioned what it has been able to achieve on 
this more important matter, From the fact that 
the National Herald has not resumed its editorials which 
it had suspended on the demand for security, 
we may fairly assume that things are very 
much where they were here. On a larger issue, 
the attitude of claiming more freedom on the 
wound that the pres~ has behaved well in support
Ing tho: Government's war effort, hat resulted in an 
anomalous po;ition. The nationalist press which is 
anxious to feature satyagraba news, is driven to the 
necessity of inflating itself to a point of almost 
desperate and . hysterical opposition to Nazism 
and Fascism. This is a logical by-product 
of the machinery evolved at Delhi last November. 
The first thing that strikes one is obviously 
the fact that the cbim for greater freedom 
for the press is related in the statement to 
the previous conduct of the press. This was, 
it is true, also mentioned by the President of 
the Conference on November 10 in his address but 
he did not link it up with his arguments for free 
expression of opinion. The Nagpur message refers 
to the publicity given to war news and to "propaganda 
publicity" and hints that there might be a change 
in pohcy in future, unless Government responds to 
this co-operation with a greater trust in the press, It 
must immeoiately strike the most casu•l reader as 
following from this that the press has been used as 
an instrument of propaganda by the Government on 
a very wide soale; that it has allowed itself to be 
thus made use of; and that now it is seeking the 
right to print satyagraha news in full as a return for 
the· service it has rendered Government in the paBt, 
under threat of discontinuing that servi~e in the 
future. If the press has no higher claim to the 
right to publish news, undistorted, unmutilated 
and without suppression, than the fact that it gave 
free space for war propaganda, it does not deserve 
the freedom for which it now agitates, In fact that 
very feature rather renders it unfit for it. If it was 
prepared to surrender its independence on war news 
and to · become the instrument of Government 
propaganda, it wa• only natural that Government 
should seek to comp~l it into similar acquiescence on 
satyagraha news as well. If the press wa• in error 
in doing what it now would seem to confess to have 
done, then it is doubly wrong in going .to the 
Government and saying, "We have in the past been 
very willing to help you in publicity both in our 
advertisement pages and in our news columns, 
therefore you should kindly allow us the right to 
publish satyagraha news in full." For, in doing so 
they make the freedom they seek conditional on 
continued good conduct. Suppose for some reason, 
some newspaper has not been able in the past or 
finds itself unable in the future to give the "generous" 
support both in advertisement space and in reading 
matter space, to the Government's war effort which, 
as the Hitldu editor pointed out at the November 
Conference, has been given by several newspapers 
at even financial loss, then apparently he loses the 
right to free publication of news. 

The reference to the national Government in 
which so much reliance is plaoed, is an intrusion 
into politics which probably is undertaken as com
pensation for what has been evaded in the relations 

between Government and the press. So far as the 
Congress movement as guided by Gandhiji is 
concerned, we do not think it could be asserted with 
any certainty that it would make much difference 
whether there is an Indian Government or the present 
administration at Delhi. So far as the press is con
cerned, it is ridiculous to pretend that the golden age 
will be ushered in the moment political freedom is 
granted to the country. In fact, it is a point well 
worth considering that the Congress Governments, as 
Governments, had more serious opposition from the 
Indian press-with the exception of Prohibition and 
subjects touching on British rights in India-than 
they ever encountered from the Anglo-Indian news· 
papers. From this point it is rather unfortunate that 
Government action in preventing publicity to Gandhiji 
statements, hinders to some extent judgment 
being passed on the merits of their contents. 
But we do not see how, so long as there is a 
censorship or "press-advising" and so long as the 
system is accepted by the press as a whole, there 
can be · any exemptions made in favour of one 
individual, however important he may be, This 
is the plea put forward by the Nagpur group of 
Editors. It is also the position taken by several 
responsible journalists who are prepared in support of 
it to say that the statements issued by Gandhiji are 
innocuous and may be left uncensored. The argument 
has been advanced that Herr Hitler's statements are 
published while Gandhiji's periodic communiques 
are denied publicity. There is an obvious answer; 
and we are surprised that it has not occurred to 
those who pose the question. 

The position seems to us to be clear. The press 
has to agitate for freedom to publish facts for 
every body, There are limits to this in time of 
war which are easily recognisable-information 
which will be of help to the enemy, of course, no 
one wants to publish. Unfortunately, there does 
not seem to be much enthusiasm among journalist!t 
for this amount of freed.Jm, Partly, this is because 
iE would involve a serious and arduous inquiry into 
the conditions under which the press is working 
since the outbreak of war. To a large extent 
also, it arises from the fact that the press feels 
that it cannot carry on a struggle against Govern
ment unless it calls to its aid the support of the 
Congress movement. It is not able to do this on its 
own terms. So long as this is the position, the 
agitation for press rights must necessarily be 
swayed by the necessities of the political situation, 
more particularly of the relations subsisting between 
the Government and the Congress •. 

"INDIAN APPEALS TO PRIVY COUNCIL." 
The Editor, 

Th• Inliiall &Dial Re/of"f!I6T. 
Sir, 

I welcome the suggestion made by you in your 
editorial note "Indiaq Appeals to Privy Council." 
To have a Privy Council in India to decide appeals 
while our Central Court is· sitting idle may not be 
a perfectly logical arrangement, But logic is never 
the strong point of an Englishman. The arrange
ment you propose is a way of "muddling throucrh 
for the duration" and as such should have "'an 
appeal to the powers that be, It has got the 
additional merit that it postpones the question of 
turning the Federal Court into the Supreme Court 
till normal conditions are restored. 

As you have stated, we have already got two 
Privy Councillors in India at the present moment. 
About having a third Privy Councillor I have a 
suggestion to make and that is to make the Chief 
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Justice of India a Privy Councillor. The Lord 
Chief Justice ot England is one of those who from 
the nature of his office has a prescriptive claim to 
appointment to the Priry Council Why not the Chief 
Justice of India 1 If my 1uggestion is accepted, 
then for the duration, the Chiet Justice of India will 
not be sitting on the Federal Court Bench a1 
Federal Court deciMions are generally appealable to 
the Privy Council. This will mean the necessity 
of the appointment of another judge in the Federal 
Court. Thus we will solve the problem of the 
ultimate appeals from Indian Cases with . the least 
disturbance. 

Delhi, } Yours etc., 
24th January 194.1. B. BAN BkJI. 

The Editor, 
HARIJANS IN COCHIN. 

Tho Indian Social &former. 
Sir, 

I have read your note a bout the Harijans in 
Cochin (reproduced ia Cochin ArgUII), Permit me to 
1ay that you are under a miscoaception whea you say 
"so efficient indeed are the measuree that the cry 
now ie that the aame measures should be extended 
to converts from the Harijan Castes to Christianity," 
The fact is just the opposite. I{ Harijan uplift is so 
remarkable in Cochin it is due, to a far extent, to 
the manifold services rendered by the Christian 
Churches here. They run nearly four-fifths of the 
eohoola and ninety-five percent of the orphanages 
and poor houoes, where all without any distinction 
of caote or class are admitted. When Caste Hindus 
did not even allow the Harijans to attend schoole, 
it was the Christian Churches that helped them by 
starting schools in every nook and corner of the 
State, Sir Shanmukh1.m, the present Dewaa, onoe 
laid: "lt will not be an exaggeration to say that 
we are indebted ta the great Chriatian Misaionaries 
whose aelftess efforts are responsible to a large 
extent for the educational advancement noticed in the 
West Coast and particularly in Cochin." You will be 
eurprised to note that the Catholic Church alone is 
apending more than fifty lakh• of rupees every year 
for social service in Malabar, the benefits of which 
are enjoyed by all caotes and creeds, 

When the Government began Harijan uplift in the 
States, they did it without interfering with the 
religious belief of the Harijana. That hal been the 
practice for the last so many years. But now the 
Minister has passed an Order that converts will not 
be given oonoeuions. Why this distinction 
now P Is it not an affront to oonsoienoe and 
religion P Why should the Government think of 
religion when they give educational concessions 
from the general coffers P Will it be right for a 
Minister to utilise public money for followers of one 
religion alone P We agitate not for the small sum 
of money (which will be less than Rs. 100 at the 
most), whioh is denied to the convert!. But we are 
ag-ainst the policy of intolerance which says that a 
Harijan should not follow his conscience and that he 
will be given a concession for not accedinjr to the 
diotatcs of his conscience. It ia a peculiar Situation 
to which there is no parallel in British lndia. There 
is no question of proselytising the masses in Cochin. 
The Missionary method and the Government policy 
were one and the same. \Ve do not want the 
Government to subsidis!l conversion, We also do 
not want the Government to Interfere in conversion, 
I think our position is clear, 

20th J•nuary, l\l, Q, JOSEPH, NEDUMKUNNAM, 
Ernakulam, } Yours eto., 

l~ol.l. 

[The word Harijan wae coined by Gandhiji ta 

denote especially the classee, regarded as untouch
ables among Hindus. Ia every Province and State 
there are conoessiona available for Backward 
Clalsee, that is clasaes who, in Bombay, had less 
than 2 per oent of literates. Christians, if their 
literates are less than this proportion, would be 
entitled to these concessions. The eonceesio11!11 
meant for Harijans are different both in intention and 
character. These can not be extended to those who 
are no longer Harijans, That aeems to be plain 
commonsense.-E•itor.) 

HINDI-URDU-HINDUSTANL 
The Government of Bombay, says a Press Note. 

baa directed tbat all Hindi schools where the medium 
of instruction is Hindi should be exempted from 
making provision for the teaching of Hindustani. Ic 
is explained that this decision is the result of a 
representation by the Provincial Board of Education 
in Hindustani who proposed that Hindi schools 
ehould be given the same concession as was recent11 
given to Urdu educational institutions. Thus, we 
have, in place ot the long-standing Urdu-Hindt 
rivalry, a tri-lingual conflict. But what is Hindustani 
apart from Urdu and Hindi P 
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NOTES. 
Lord Lloyd:-A Reuter's message dated the 

1st February stated that Lord Lloyd was being 
treated in a Nursing Home under the supervi
sion of Lord Herder and that his condition gave 
·rise to some anxiety. A dav later came the 
news that he had passed away. The news 
would have been received with regret by all who 
had occasion to come in contact with him. The 
chief thing about him which impressed one at 
the very first meeting was that he had complete 
faith in himself and in his capacity to bend others 
to his wilL This combination of qualities made his 
regime in Bombay a sadly memorable one. His 

'scheme for housing the working classes at Worli 
left one consideration out of account and it was 
rather an important one. It was whether the 
working classes would live in chawls. A famous 
authority on town-planning and housing pro
blems was in Bombay at the time and Patrick 
Geddes remarked in his terse, sententious style 
that the scheme was one not for housing but for 
warehousing the working classes. He had seen 
something of the kind done in Berlin and he had 
prophesied that it would turn the in'llates into 
revolutionaries inevitably. In Bombay the 
working classes simply refused to go into the 
Worli Chawls which remained empty until the 
Congress Government converted them into resi
. dences for the middle classes. His next adventure 
was the Back Bay Reclamation. Bombay had 
burnt its fingers over reclamation sch~mes 
more than 011ce but Lord Lloyd was not 
to be deterred by experience. . What others 
could not do, he could and would. The 
Reclamalion was begun but did not end as 
it was intended to do. 1 t gave rise to a crop 
of litigatiun and an enquiry commission. The 
parts reclaimed are now crowded with preten
tious buildings and one of the most jealously 
cheribhed landscapes in the world is fast 
developing into a suburb if not a slum. The 
SukKur Barrage was Lord Lloyd's most 
ambitious scheme pushed forward at a fabulous 

cost against the advice of almost all engineers 
with experience of the ways of the wayward 
Indus. Every season the heart of the Sind 
Government is in its mouth for fear what 
pranks the Indus would play. Apart from that, 
the owners of old irrigated lands are bitterly 
·complaining of the diversion of their water 
owing to the action of the barrage. Thus 
far as regards engineering. In poli ics, 
Lord Lloyd's regime will be remernb. ·ed for 
the scene at the Ahmedabad trial..... Lord 
Lloyd no doubt thought that he was saving 
the Empire but realiy he had given way to panic. 
That prosecution installed Gandhiji as the incon
testible polatical leader of India. After leaving 
India Lord Lloyd was sent to Egypt. But the 
Egypt of Lord Lloyd was not the Egypt of Lord 
Cromer nor was Great Britain the sarne. A Labour 
Government wa~:~ in power precariously no doubt 
but suffictently long to send Lord Lloyd into the 
wJiuerness. Since his eclipse then, Lord· Lloyd 
remained there until the War and l'vlr, Winston 
l hurchill made him a Cabinet Minister. · AI. 
though he was Colonial Secretary and had 
nothing to do with foreign affairs, he was sent 
to France at the critical hour to persuade Field 
Marshal Petain not to surrender. Lord Lloyd 

·had not a persuasive tongue and the Field 
Marshal was used to give and not take orderS. 
Lord Lloyd·s career was not a highly fruitful 
one but it was an ardmt one." His death at an 
age too early for European statesmen, must be 
ascribed to his eagerness to deprive Time of 
its legitimate share in the process of bringing 
things to maturity. He was no believer in the 
sage's maxim, "Ripeness is all." 

Marriage Legislation In Mewar :-Rajputana 
is socially the most conservative part of India 
and Mewar is the most conservative State in 
Hajputana. But the ferment of social reform is 
beginning to work even t 1ere. We publish 
today the text of the Act for the preven1ion of 
undesirable marriages to which His Highness 
the Maharana Saheb of Udaipur, the premier 
Rajput Chief, has given h1s sanction. The 
paovisions of the Act fall under two heads: 
Under on~ the ages at which boys and girls can 
be married is prescribed; under the other 
marriages of. elderly persons with very young 
and immature girls are prohabited. The minimum 
age of marriage for girls is fixed at 13, a year 
less than th ... t prescnbed in the Sarda Act for 
British India. This makes no material difference 
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and it is possible that Rajput girls at 13 are as social work, she should do something more 
well developed as girls at 14 in other parts of the than make a speech once a year at the Nurses 
country. In the Census Report of 1901 (Risley Association. It is not necessary for Her 
and Gait) it was observed that the preva- Excellency to organise a campaign with flags 
lence of child marriages among Jats and and slogans to preach the gospel of women's 
Rajputs had no injurious effect on the groups, emancipation. Far more effective would be 
as evident from the physique and bearing of quiet talks with the Princes and wealthy 
Jat and Rajput regiments, because the marriage Zemindars and bankers who frequent Govern
so-called was merely a betrothal and the girls ment Houses in Simla and New Delhi in the 
lieldom went to live with their husbands till they spirit of her address at the Nurses Training 
were of mature age. This healthy custom, . Association. She might also show by her 
the Age of Consent Committee observed, had manner towards them that she appreciates men 
fallen into disuse in some parts. of the country who treat their women as mJre than child
and hence the need was greater for fixing a bearing machines. So far as the educate<! 
minimum marriageable age. The conservativism middle classes are concerned, a century's work 
of the Rajputs and their more or less isolation of reform has had beneficial results. Women 
from, the materialistic currents which are playing are pressing forward on equal terms in all fields 
fiercely in British India, might have preserved of intellectual and social activity. The number of 

. the custom of wholesome restraint and there- women teachers has increased rapidly and 
fore· the lower age limit is of less con- it is now possible for girls' schools in 
sequence than it would otherwise be. The several parts of the country to be staffed 

·prevention by law of men over 60 marrying entirely by women teachers. There are women 
women of less than twenty-five years of age doctors and the number of girl students in the 
might be justified by local conditions. We Indian M~dical Colleges is increasing every 
should think, however, that in a State where year. The legal profession has also a small 

.<:hild marria~;e prevails and presumably the quota of women representatives. More significant 
custom, clp:sely associated with it, of prohibition is the engagement of women in scientific research. 
of the remarriage of widows, it would not be The sentiment that the only vocation for 
easy to find brides past the age of 25. So women is marriage, has appreciably weakened. 
practically the law would oblige a Mewar The Women's Movement in India is now safe 
widower of more than 50 to seek a spouse beyond retrogression and the moral influence 

,l,leyond the limits of the State, On general of Lady Linlithgow in the directions indicated 
grounds also it is undesirable to restrict the above will go a great way to help. We are 

:freedom of presons of adult age in matters which glad that Her hxcellency has stressecl the 
do not affect the well-being of the community as need for improving the remuneration and other 
a whole. conditions of the Nursing s~rvice. The work 

Lady Linlithgow on the Nursing Profession :- of nursing is an arduous one requiring both 
Lady Linlithgow made some candid observations physical and mental application. We notice 
about the backwardness of Indian women in a tendency to train men nurses as a way of 
taking to the pursing prolession and the respon- getting over the difficulty of competent women. 
sibility of men for keeping women backward, in The Brahmo Samaj :-The Maghotsava 
the speech with which Her Excellency opened the number of the Indicm Messeng-er, the weekly 
annual Conference of \he Trained Nurses journal of the Sadharan Brahmo Samaj, is full 
Association of India last month, She said.: of instructive reading. It opens with a message 

One of th• difficulties which nurses are up agalru;t Is from the venerable Acharya Sir Prafulla 
the attitude ol Indian men towards women in every Chandra Ray who has just completed the 
wall< of life. Except in the matter of child-bearing eightieth year of a life devoted to public service. 
which the men are only too glad •hould be the mono- Acharya Ray reminds his countrymen that more 
poly of women, women are looked upon as Inferior to h h d ed Ra M 
men in every way, and until women In this country t an a un r years ago m ohan ~oy, 
can make their influence felt In wider spheres than they the Founder of the Brahmo Samaj, placed 
do at present, they will continue to be looked upon as before them the ideals of eradicatina from the· 
secondary to men which, as far as the nursing body politic aU diffaences of caste. "If orthodox 
profession is concerned, is a disaster. . Hindus had listened ro him in those early days," he 

There is much truth in these observations. observes, ''they would not have had to face the 
Conditions are not so ba<i in the peninsula as present crisis." He admits, however, that the day 
in North.m Indta whence Her Excellency's has arrived when Hindu society is b~ginning 
~xperiences are largely · derived. It was not to imbibe some of the social ideals ot the 
altogether right to .bl,me the men who are as Brahmo Samaj. This is not quite fair to 
·nauch the victims of customs as women. . The Hindu society. An ancient society is naturally 
"main obstacle to woman not taking her proper suspicious of innovations. It wants to test the 
·share of social service is the system .of secluding .claims put forward on behalf of a proposed 
them behind the , purdah, . The institution change. The reformer, there! ore, has to prove 
is both the result and the cause of want by example that the reform he recommends has 
of education. If Her Excellency seriously no harmful effects on the wholesome pa;ts of 
wants wome~.to come .fo~ward in sl?i~e o~ the.ir J the social org.anism; that, on th_e ~ontrary, it is 

. men's oppos1t1on and lllSISt on paructpatmg 10 sure to add to 1ts strength and VItality. This is 
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a very necessary requirement. · When the 
community is convinced by the examples of 
the leaders of reform that the adoption of 
their advice is to the good of the community • 
there has been no hesitation on its part in 
assimilating reforms and making them a part of 
its conservatism. In this respect no community 
has been more amenable to judicious guidance 
than the Hindlls, Ram Mohun Ray himself 
recognised that methods of iconoclasm should 
prejudice the cause of progress and pursued a 
policy of conciliation tOwards the orthodox 
people. He respected their prejudices even to 
the extent of permitting in his life-time only 
persons of Brahmin descent to conduct . the 
services in his temple. 

Reactions ol Hinduism :-Unfortunately, how· 
ever, his later successors in the leadership 
of the Brahmo Samaj departed from this 
wholesome and wise practice under the inspira
tion of ideas of political democracy. The 
Brahmo Sam1j split into three sections. The 
Sadharan Brahmo Samaj with a President 
and elective council and executive, the Adi 
Brahmo Samaj mainly consisting of members 
of the Tagore and a few other families 
in Bengal, and the New Dispensation or Nava 
Vidhan of the followers of Keshab Chander 
Sen. All three were regarded by the parent 
community as seceders and opponents, Latterly 
seholars like Pandit Sitanath Tatwabhushan 
and others have stressed the essential 
identity of the Brahmo principles with the 
philosophy of the Vedanta an:l there have been 
welcome signs of a gr;,wing understanding 
between the Brahmo Samaj and the main body 
of Hindus. To a large extent the social 
principles of the Brahmo Samaj have been 
assimilated by Hindu society and a separate 
body to propag-ate then has become superfluous. 
lhe growth of a body of social reformers who, 
\Vithout entrenching on religion, advocated 
changes in social life, was also responsible for 
drawing away a large body of reformers from the 
Drahmo Samaj. The stopping of child marriag-es, 
the relaxation of the restriction on the remarriage 
of widows, education of women, sea voyages 
and other reforms of a like character, 
ha vc no point of connection with speculations 
about Sankara's absolute Monism, Ramanuja's 
qualified 1\lonism or Nimbarka's downright 
dualism. Three of the principal articles in the 
l\laghotsava number are devoted to this abstruse 
argument. The influence of the Brahmo Samaj 
had reactions in Bombay but the Bombay 
leaJcrs wisely declined to identify themselves 
,\ith schisms of the Bengal Samaj. We reprint 
from the 1\laghotsava number a sketch cf the 
lif.! anJ character of one of the group who 
s·tartcd the Prarthana Samaj, Dr. Atmaram 
PanJurang, from the pen of 1\lr. V. S. Sohoni, 
himself a veteran member of that body. 

A\uslim·llurman ~tarrlages :-The Hon. 1\Ir. U. 
Saw, Premier of Burma, who has come to India 
at the head of a delegation to negotiate a Trade 
Agre.:ment between tile tw.J CJuntries, in the 

course of a statement issued to the Press .when 
he passed . through . l::lombay, mentioned the 
problem created by intermarria~res between 
Indians and Burmese. He said: <> 

In the past the position was that where a Bunnese 
. Buddhist woman married a man belonging to another 

religion, the succession and inheritance law which 
applied to the parties to the marriage as weU as to 
their offspring, was not the Bunnese Buddhist law but 
the law of the non-Burman Buddhist ·party to the 
married. Thus where a Burmese Buddhist woman 

' married a Muslim hu.;band, the succession and 
inheritance laws of the couple and their children are 
Mahomed>n laws and not the Burmese Buddhist law. 
1'his position was at varia nco with the position in 
other countries, where. it a marriaae takes place the 
succession and inheritance laws nai:.rally are the laws 
of the particular country. The p:>sition in Burma was 

' intolerable to Burmese sentiment and the matter has 
been set at rest by the recent passage of the Buddhist 
Women's Marriage Act according to which where a. 
Bwmese Buddhist woman marries in Burma a person 
belonging to another religion Burmese Buddhist law 
will apply to succession and inheritance 

The Burmese Prime. Minister referred specifically 
to a Burmese Buddhist woman marrying a Muslim 
who need not necessarily be an lnjian. He may 
be a Chinese or Malayan. The Muslim claims 
to carry his personal law with him wherever he 
goes. This law which inclu;les the law o( 
succession and inheritance is derived not from 
any Legislature but from the Koran. According 
to the Burmese Premi<!r, the law in Burma as 
regards succession and inheritance in inter
marriages between Burman wom~n anj Muslim 
men, will be the Burmese la1V and not the 
Koranic law. A Muslim cannot m1rry a person 
who does not profess a religion which is not 
expounded as a revelation in the form of a book. 
Buddhism expressly repudiates any revelation 
and is not embodied in any Sacred Book. 
Presumably, therefore, the Burmese woman who 
marries a Muslim should have embraced Islam 
before or at the time of marriage. ·She will no 
longer be a Buddhist. We suppose there are 
Rurmese Muslims also. The position under the 
riew law as expounded by the Premier seems· 
to abrogate the personal law of Muslims 
who marry Burmese women on the latter 
embracing the Muslim religion. Perhaps some of 
our Muslim readers whoareve~d in law may find 
the position interestin~ enough to merit comment. 

Russia and the U. S. A: -The ways of the 
United States of America are peculiar among 
nations, and owing to its geographical and 
political advantages it is very often able to take 
up a stand which other nations could adopt 
only at grave periL Apparently it had, all 
these months of war, placed "a moral embargo" 
on the Soviet State which it has for no known 
reason been pleased to lift now. This de<:ision 
which was recently announced, loo to a certain 
measure of protest from Britain some of 
whose spokesmen urged that this would 
enable Russia to trade with Germany to the 
disadvantage of the Allies. Figures in proof 
of this were cited which seemed to indicate 
that the prospects of a rift in Russv-Germm 
relations are not as imminent as press reports 
periodically lead us to believe. 
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i; · ~NDIAN SOCIAL. REFORMER ' wardrobe to people who lack sufficient clothing-.: 
Few Christians feel it incumbent on them to. 
observe these precepts literally. But, nonethe
less, they are an integral part of Christianity 
and not of Hinduism. 

EO JIB A. Y, Pebruarg 8• 1941. 

. AHIMSA. 
Some time back, we called attention to the 

4~nger of the propaganda against Gandhiji's 
ex~eme doclrine of Ahimsa sliding into the 
other extreme of glorification of violence, with 
special reference to a pronouncement of Sir P. 
S, Sivaswami Aiyar. We bad not at the time 
the full text of it. The Hinausran Review for 
January has made this available and we find that 
our fear was not unjustified. Sir Sivaswami and 
others who have spoken on the subject, assume 
that Gandhiji advocates Ahimsa as a Hindu on 
the authority of Hindu scriptures. There is no 
basis for this assumption. Gandhiji himself has 
avow~:d his obligations to Tolstoi, Thoreau, 
Jesus Christ and Jain saints for his doctrine of 
non-violence. Trm;, he has equally avowed his 
implicit faith in the Bhagavad Gita which he 
interprets in his own spEcial sense. It would 
not, we think, affect his position in the least if 
Hindu scriptures are proved not to prescribe non· 
violence in all circumstances. He might say and 
would be perfectly right in saying that if the 
Hindu scriptures do not stand uncompromis· 
ingly for non-violence so much the worse for 
them. At the same time it is the fact that many 
qf his followers are influenced by the supposition 
that Gandhiji's Ahimsa is the teaching of 
Hinduism. These men and women will un· 
doubtedly be affected by being assured by learned 
Hindus who observe the conventions of Hinduism 
more strictly than Gandhiji, that Ahimsa is 
prescribed only for qscetics and hermits who 
even in India are a microscopic minority and 
tl;lat, for the rest, the practice of Himsa is per· 
mitted and even prescribed in appropriate circum· 
$nces, To a great many Hindu Congressmen, 
Ahimsa is no more than a slogan. Several 
openly avow that they adhere to it as a matter 
of expediency and discipline rather than as 
~matter of religious conviction. To them the 
expositions of Sir Sivaswami and others will 
make no<lifference, The slogan may cease to 
convey even the slight spiritual significance 
which it has hitherto conveyed to them. ~on· 
l:Iindu Congressmen who have embraced the 
creed of non-violence, will be relieved of any 
scruples that they may have had on being 
assured that it is not a tenet of Hinduism and 
that by espousing it they are not adding to 
Hindu influence. Christians who have always 
claimed that Gandhiji has taken non-violence 
from Chris~'s teachings, will wdcome the 
repudiation of it as a Hindu doctrine by men 
of Sir Sivaswami's authority. Jesus taught his 
disciples- ·to love their enemies. The nearest 
approach to it in Hinduism is the Gita precept 
that one should regard friends and enemies with 
an equal eye. There is nothing in Hinduism 
comparable to the precept about turning the 
other cheek to one who smites you on one 
cheek and to that about distributing your surplus 

Expositions like Sir Sivaswami Aiyar's. 
would be supererogatory but for the miscon
ception widely entertained of Gandhiji's slogan. 
Hindus as a race are not disposed to violence· 
except of the pettier kind. This is also true of all 
organised communities whether in the East or the 
West. The great majority of men and women· 
everywhere want to live in peace, and this they 
cannot do in conditions of violence. Ahimsa, there· 
fore, may be said to be the norm in all organised 
societies even in the more primitive ones. The: 
Hindu shastras commend Ahimsa as the 
supreme dharma not only for ascetics and .. 
hermits who do not need such admonition 
but for the generality of men, and proceed ' 
to indicate the OCC3.sions when departures from 
the rule are permissible. The progress in 
civilisation of a society can be gauged by the 
number and character of the occasions in which· 
violence is permitted. We have progressed 
since the days of the Mahabharata. Some 
of the exemptions of the Mahabharata will 
strike the modern mind as misconceived.· 
For instance, Sir Sivaswami Aiyar quotes 
a text which mentions "education of the young' .. 
as a suitable -circumstance for the use of vio-' 
lence. The Mahabharata covers a long period of . 
social evolution and this precept is obviously. 
one inspired by the crudest pedagogical culture •. 
The rod as an instrument of education is as . 
good as obsolete at the present day. The old . 
Indian pedagogue was not content with the rod~ 
He had devised more ingenious means of torture.' 
In fact, his methods were little short of brutal. 
In this matter, therefore, we have outstripped the 
precepts of the Mahabharata. Even as regards 
the correction of offenders, we no longer accept. 
the use of violence as the most efficacious method. 
Treatment of prisoners in j3.ils in every civilized ' 
country has been humanised. Even in the days' 
of Buddha, offenders in India were punished with 
amputation of legs and hands and left to rot near 
cemeteries, Buddha pleaded against animal sacri· 
!ices but he did not protest against this inhuman 
cruelty, Prevention of crime which is another 
of the permitted categories in the Maha· 
bharata verse, we know, is better effected 
by the opening of schools, by the lighting 
of roads and streets and by a vigilant 
police organisation than by methods of' 
violence. Defence against aggression remains 
the only one of the contingencies contem· 
plated in the verse for the legitimate use 
of violence. And it is the only issue raised by . 
Gandhiji's propaganda. To our utter astonish· 
ment Sir Sivaswami does 110t stop short at this 
point. He proceeds to claim the sanction of 
Hinduism for vivisection 1 "The same line of 
reasoning and thought," he writes, "will justify 
the destruction of, or injury to, the lower animals 

. without the infliction of avoidable sufferlng:for the 
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purpose of discovering remedies against disease 
affecrin~ mankind and for the advancement of 
sckntific research." 

Sir Sivaswami says that Bud.:lhism and 
Jainism carried the princi,,le of Ahims;~ much 
farther than Hinduism. Mr. J. Chaudhari, on the 
other hand, writing in tht: current number of the 
Makab·,dhi, the jJurnal comlucttd by the 
Mahabodhi Society, mantain; that the BuJdhist 
attitude to violence and to war is identical with 
that C'f the Gita which regards violence when it 
is used in defending the righteous or in the 
repression or suppression of wror>g-doers as 
quite legitimate and meritorious. H~re, again, 
our duty to the great Teachers, Buddha and 
Sri Krishna !l.:Jes not end with acceptmg their 
teaching as final. It is our duty to them to push 
the ideals preached by th~m to higher and 
higher levels, Thus al.:Jm can the moral 
and ~piritual progress of humanity be assured. 
Gandhiji himself, as Mr. Chaudhari mentions 
in his article. advocated ncn-violence on grounds 
of expedi~ncy. He has since advanced to 
his present position, Even now he is not 
by any means so pragmatic a~ he is und~rst.:JOd 
to be by his less discriminating disciples. 
1 he ideal of Ahimsa is a precious one and must 
always be cherishe.:l by civ.lised men as their 
ultimdte goal, They m.tst depart from it with 
regret and resume it as soon as the emergency 
which called for its temporary suspension is over. 
In criticising Gandh •ji ·s gospel of non-violence, 
therefore, it is essentral that nothing should be 
said to detract from the high importance of 
Ahimsa as the end and aim of civilised 
humanity, 

THE PRESS, THE GOVERNMENT 
AND THE CONGRESS. 

Writing last week on the relations prevailing 
between Government and the press, we remarked 
that it would be unfortunate if the Standing 
Committee which trad been called for February 1, 
should decide to ~acrifice everything in order to 
secure immunity for Gandhiji's statements. On 
the tve of the Committee meeting, Gandhiji 
made a tactic.£! mistake by issuing an admonition 
to the editors which clearly pointld out what he 
expected of them, Few of Gandhiji's recent 
statements, in fact, ha~e shown a similar 
precisenf!'s of direction, The remedies . he 
suggested were to publish statements and news 
whrch would lead to a press camp 1ign of 
saty .. graha or to cease publrc1tion altog~thcr. 
There were, he said, other measures which 
the edttors could think out for th~m
selves. Gandhiji's two sugestion,; were 
obviously out of place. Had the press in 
India a''Y intention of resorting to drastic 
action, it would certainly bav~ to!IJwed the 
lead he himsdf had given so definitely wrth 
the suspensi.>n of the H ar }'an and its sister 
w~eklies. Having ~je~ted that l~ad emphatic~lly 
in November, it was idle to exepct it to take it 
up three munths later. l\leanwhila there were 

reports of fresh restrictions on the press con· 
templated by the Government and there was 
enou_jh evidence from some provinces to show 
that editors , there were working- und~r grave 
disabrlities. These things had to be set right 
and the fact that at the pre;ent time the Editors' 
Conference is the only orgoanisation in touch with 
the Government of India and not discredited 
with the Indian publrc, added gravely to the 
responsibilrties of the position. 

The first thing to be done, obviously, was to 
lo:.Jk over the machinery evolved last November 
and to see where there were any fhws. And, 
secondly, the Standing Committee had to con
sider how the system of press advising had 
worked in the past three months. In reading 
the resolutions published in the press these two 
points have to be borne constantly in mind. It 
has also to be mentioned that in so far as the 
Standing Committ~e has carrie;! the Conference 
out of the atmosphere of secrecy and rumoured 
a~surances, it has made lor better relations 
between the press and the public and the State. 
And the fact that the resolutions \'liere adopted 
unanimously imply that there is no ground for 
the acrimonious controversy which aro3e out of 
the November ddiberations. The resoluti.Jns 
ad"pted at the Committee meeting fall naturally 
into three groups: Res.Jlutions relating to 
specific grievances, resolutions on the working of 
the machinery set up in .November,. and routine 
resolutions. The first two classes are the 
important, 

The specific grievances discussed at the 
meeting were questions relating to Gandhi ji's 
statements, the &us:ension of the Harij~n, the 
treatment of the So~in k and the National 
Heraltf. and the case of the Nagpur Times, 
l:wen in the case of G mdhiji's statements, the 
machinery of Advisory Committees is not set 
aside but it is expressly invoked to meet cases 
where the Chief Advisor is inc:ined to ban 
publicity. Stripped of the qualifying phrases which 
surround it, this resolutioa amounts to little 
more than a corollary to the main resolution on 
press advising which impresses on the Chief 
Adviser the necessity of consulting the Central 
Committee as far as practicable before taking 
action and, where this is not po~sible, on his 
placing his decision b~fore the Committee at its 
next meeting. The decision to suspend the 
Hanj.n and its sister weeklies was, we believe, 
h.1stily undertaken and it was largely due to a 
misaprJrehension, I here should be no difficulty in 
restarting these journals and th~ Editors' Con
ference l>a> done mt•Ch to clear the way for 
such a S'ep. Sh.:Juld Gandhiji decile to restart the 
Har1jan, it would be a welcome anJ gracef...t 
rec.:>go~hion of the achievements of the Con• 
terence. The other cases consid<!red at tho 
meetin"' present g-raver difficultre5 but there 
should" be no drfficulty in arriving at a satis
factory S.:Jiution if the voioe of the Central 
Government prevails, as it should in matte~. of 
this kind. More. important are the res;>luuoos 
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·adopted in the light of experience gained 
1n the provinces of the working of the 
Government ~;ystem of press advising under the 
limitations placed on it last November. There 
has unfortunately been little uniformity and 
the resolutions are all aimed at bringing 
the more reactionary provincial practices in line 
with the policies pursued in the morE' enlightened 
portions of the country. The net result of 
these deci~ions is that the satyagraha situation 
is removed from the irritating position it 
occupied in discussions between the press and 
the Government, and the way is now clear for 
_!:Onsidering other cases of suppression which 
may occur or have so far escaped atten
tion. The resolution of the Standing Com
mittee on the war and the internal situa
tion removes once for all the suspicions 
:which had taken root in the minds of 
reactionary ofhcials and were being used to 
sabotage the understanding arrived at between 
Government and the press. The Government 
and all political parti~s in India draw a line 
distinguishing the movement for Indian freedom 
from the objects of l:lritain 's war in Europe. So 
far as that situation St'l.nds unaltered, the press 
has to take · notice of it. And the Standing 
Committee has done no more than this. 

CATHOLIC WOMEN'S COLLEGE. 

. The Catholic Examiner criticises the arguments of 
the members of the Senate of the l::lombay L nivers.ty, 
who opposed the proposal to affiliate the Sophia 
College for Women conducted by the Society of 
Sisters ot the Sacred Heart in Bombay. The College 
was started only a few months ago in buildings in 
P~dder Road, one of the most exclusive and expensive 
resic'ential areas in Bombay city. The College is 
evidently meant for tbe d mghters of the wealthy 
-residents of the locality, whose fees will go a great 
way tow'l.rd• enablin~ it to give education to Catholic 
girls at concessional rates. This is nothing new in 
Bombay. There are several Convent schools in 
Bombay and the suburbs where non-Christian 
middle class familiea who are not particular about 
nationalistic and religious prejudices h1ve their 
daughters educated up t~ the Matric!'lation. standard, 
The girl" educated 1n these mslttuttons are 
indistinguishable from· g!rls educa:ted in o~dinary 
girls' schools, except perhaps F~>C a sh~htly noticeable 
·primness in outlook and behaVIOur wb1ch soon wears 
away after their leaving school. The average Hindu 

·and Muslim girl bring• with her a sort ohuperiority 
comple:x which makes her proof against the religious 
influence of the institution. The ways of the Sisters 
·interest them by their peculiarity but do not attract 
'them in the least. The western music, instrument 
and vocal taught by the Sisters, is not relished in 

"their ho:nes and soon fades into oblivion. The 
knitting and embroidery and other fane.>:' work ~ hich 
the Sisters encourage, may be pra~t1sed 10 after-life as 
home industry or for the famtly ~ardrobe. J:he 
9bjection on the ground of credal d1fferences wb10h 
deter Protestants from attending Catholic and 
Catholics from entering Protestant schools, therefore, 
do' not come in the way of non-Christians. In 
~~he paucity of ~i~ls' educational · institutio~s 
1n Jndia, any ~ addmon to them, therefore, IS 

welcome. As .. regards . the control of these 
~nstitutions by fath(\rs anJ Sisters 'Yho know 

little of non-Christian thought and culture, whatever 
might have been the case in the past, today the 
exponents of Christianity are unable to approach 
non-Christian religions with the same confidence as 
when Europe se~med in Indian eyes to be the 
perfection of human att•inment in religion, politics, 
social life and industrial production. Even the lower 
standard scholar knows that the German Fathers are in 
internment camps and the Sisters are allowed to teach 
if they do so on sufferance. Deep differences have 
developed between Christian nations who defying the 
precepts of their faith are fighting them out with bombs 
and bayonets. Against this has, of course, to be set 
the new bonds which the confl1ct is forging between 
different sects of Chri•tians. In the Senate itself the 
representatives of Loyola found their strongest 
supporters in the representative of the Church of John 
Knox. The Indian atmosphere favours religious 
tolerance and nothing bas pleased us so much as 
the one event for union between the two 
principal divisions of Christianity. The controversy 
in the Senate seemed to have ranged somewhat 
largely on the breach in the Bombay trddition of 
co-education in Colleges effected by the creation of 
a separate Women's College. l::lut this breach was 
made when Professor Karve with the support of 
influential men start-ed the Women's University. 
The institution received a large grant from the 
Congres~ Government during its brief tenure of 
office. It may, therefore, be assumed that the largest 
political party in the country has no special predilec
tion for c<>-education. In the Senate itself, Mahomedan 
speakers declared that their community stood for 
separate institutions for boys and girls. The 
Catholics a.e against co-education and the more 
conservative Protestant Churches are inclined the 
the same way. The Bombay tradition has taken 
root nowhere else and may, therefore, be regarded as 
having arisen from the special circumstances of 
th•s City and Province. The Catholic clergy are 
now practically refugees from Europe. Except 
in Eire and latterly in Spain, there is nowhere 
where they can find as much welcome as in this 
country, the haven of immemorial refugees from 
religious intolerance. For these reasons, though 
averse to education especially of young men 
and women in their adolescence being entrusted 
to foreigners antipathetic to Indian culture 
and religions, we do not apprehend any serious effects 
from the Sophia College and the majority of the 
Senate has taken the same view. 

DEWANS AND K. C. S. L 
I 

The Editor, 
. Th1 Indian Social RBj'ormsr. 

Si~, 

I write to correct a amaH misstatement in your · 
editorial comments under the caption, "Statell 
Champion." 

The discovery that for .fifty years no other Dewan 
of an Indian State has been honoured with the 
Knili'hthood of the Star oflndia, the last Dewan to 
rece1ve the distinction being Raja Sir T. Madhava 
Rao, is not a correct one because there are other 
Dewans who have received this signal honour after 
the illustrious statesman, Raja Sir Madhava Rao, 
became a recipient. 

I mention the name of Sir K. Seshadri Jyer who 
was a warded the K. C. S. L in 1898. Raja Sir T. 
Madhava Rao had by that time retired from service. 
I quote a portion from a letter written by the late 
Mr. Chenschal Rao, who was a member of the 
Mysore Executive Council, to Durbar Bakshi A. 
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Naruimha lyen~r. This letter ill published in my 
father's (Mr. K. Subba Rao's) book, ·•~evived 
Memories" on page 869: 

f 2. H. M. Kin~ Edward VU ( when Prince ef 
Walea) wrote "What struck me most forcibly was 
the rude and rough manner with which the English 
Political Officers ( as they are called who are in 
attendance on native Chiefs ) treat them. It is indeed 
much to be deplored, and the system is, I am sure, 
quite wrong." 

· Sylvan, Coonoor. 1 Yours, etc., 
January 30, 194.1 J M. G. JOSEPH. 

· "I he~r that the insignia of K. C. S. L is to be 
delivered to the Dewan at a Durbar held by His 
Highness the Maharaj'l. A• the Dewan i• the chief 
officer in the whole esta bli~hment of His Highneu 
and as there is no doubt that the grant of the title 
is due to the appreciation of the Dewan's services 
by Hi• Highne~s the Mahtraja, it seems to me that 
the cerem my should be performed with much eclat. 
Of cour~e, the Dewan cannot take the initiative in 
the rn •Iter as he is p"uon •IIY interest d and the only 
person that ought to !lke inttre•t is yourself, under 
the immediate orders of His H ighne" the M~haraj .. ·• 

i r:r.:lr, lo&eph'a 0-i.U.tions of the opinions of King Edward and, in 

I 
earlier times, of Sir Tbomaa Monro, show that tbe cause of the 
Chiefs and States has bad intluenti.al exponents all along. If in 
spit.e of this there baa been interterenoe on the part of the Govern .. 
ment of India--it wae Dot our main point that it might not have 
anticipated Bethmann Helwegg in ita dealings wath them-the 

Further, 1 may also mention for your reference 
that the late Sir A. Seshaiah Sastri of Travancore, 
Sir Dinkar Rae of Gwalior and Sir Salar Jung of 
Hyderabad were all recipients of this honour. 1 am 
not in a pogiti.m to give exact dates, 

Andheri, } Yours etc., 
February 2, 194.1. C. S. JAGANATHA RAO, 

11 
The Editor, 

Th1 Indian Sollial Reform•r• 
Sir, 

I have read your notes on States' Champion 
appearing in your istoue of last week in whicb it it 
stated that some one who devotes much study to 
these matters hu . discovered that fer fifty years no 
other Dewan of an Indian State has been honoured 
with the Knighthood of the St•r of India, the last 
Dewan to receive the distinction being Raja Sir T. 
Madhavs Rao. May I correct his impression by a 
reference to the fact tllat the late Sir K. Se~ha 
lyer, "the remarkable statesman" of Mysore, who 
bad received companionship of the order was 
conferred a Knight Commandership ol th~ Star of 
India in the early nineties or the last oentury? No 
other Dewan of the Stat~, I believe", has been honoured 
with the Knighthood of the Star of India, though 
nearly every one of his successors including Sir Mirza 
Ismail baa been a recipient of Knighthood in the 
second senior order, the Indian Empire, 

Holenarsipur, } Yours truly, 
Myaore State. M. RAMABRAHMA, B. A. L. T. -

THE PROBLEM OF INDIAN STATES. 
The Editor, 

Th• Itwlian S;i4ial R1form8r. 
Sir, . 

Your lcadin:t artiole on this subjeot appears to be 
a little too one·aided.. When, about this time last 
year, the death was announced of Mr. A. P. Nicholson, 
the 1'imN oJIOidi~ published a short note from Sir 

·Stanley Reed who aaid, "I de not think any journahst 
in England wrote ~tter and more informed articles 
about Indian auhjeots than he (Mr. Nichelson) d•d." 

Among the last of Mr. "'ioholson's works is a very 
interl'sting book entitled "Scraps of Paper" which 
d~als fully with the question~ you comment uporlo I I 
would recommend to your readers a perusal of that 
book f•om which cbe following two items may be 
taken as samples: / 

1. Sir Thomas l\lunro said: "In our Treaties with I 
the lm1ian Princes, we recognize them as independent 
aovereigns. Then we send a Resident to their Courts. 
lnst~ad of acting in the character of ambassad<>r he 
a!!umes the functions of a d1ct •t<>r, interferes in all 
their private concerns, oountenances refractory 
aul'-ject. against them, and makes the most 
oskntatioua exhibition of this exeroise of authority." 

obvious inference is that the rreat.ies tbemaelvoe, of which so 
much is made, deprived the Chiefs, in Wellealey'a words, of the 
ohanoe of havjng the power of the State iD their ha.nda.-Editor.J 

DR. ATMARAM PANDURANG .. 
(BY V. S, SOHONI.) 

One morning in the month of January 1898 I was 
passing by th~ Prarthana 1\~andir and like so many 
people who go that way I peeped into the Mandir 
Hall. I saw an old gentleman, bare-headed and gray, 
sitting in a chair with his red turban resting serenely 
on a bench close by, pouring over a book, On 
enquiry, I was told that his name was Dr, Atmaram 
Pandurang and he was the President of the Samaj 
and that he c'me there every morning to read books 
from the Doctor Hhaadarkar Free Library and 
Reading Room, the opening ceremony of which he 
had performed only a few days back. He was a 
veracious reader and remained in the Mandir daily 
for hJurs together. A few months afterwards I 
read in the papers that the old gentleman had ceased 
to be. ·The few glimpses that I had of him left upon 
my mind a very happy impression of Dr. Atmaram 
as a contented, pious gentleman, mellowed by age
a man who had lived a good life, had fought his l•fe's 
battle bravely and won it. As I studied his life 
later on, my reverence for him grew and it has, in no 
manner, abated a whit since, · · 

Dr. Atmaram who came of a very orthodox family 
wa• born on the 2Srd of December 1823. 1 he rule 
of the Peshwas had just come to an end and the 
Briti•h having established themselves as rulers; 
English-knowing persons were much in demand. 
Dr, Atmaram's vernacular education was completed 
in an indigenous sobool and for his English education 
he attenued a private English school where he had 
the good fortune to come in contact with men like 
Dr.· Henderson and Prof, Harkness. The former 
was a very religious man and was chiefly instrumental 
In turning Dr. Atmaram's mind towards the Liberal 
Faith, Ur. Atmaram also attended a religious class 
conducted by the Rev. Dr. Nesbit and the instruction 
he received there had a profound effect on hia youthful 
soul. After finishing his school education, Dr. 
Atmaram joined the newly established Medical 
College and was one of the first four graduates who 
passed out of that institution. He then went in for 
private practice and retired from it only a few years 
before his death in 1898. 

Dr. Atmaram was a pioneer in reform. He believed 
in all-sided reform though, owing to the exigencies 
of the situation, he did not take an active part in the 
political side of it. The word •·~eformer'' was in 
much disrepute in Dr. Atmaram's time a! most of 
the reformers were known to be wine-bibbers. IJr. 
Atmaram was one ot the few exceptions, He was one 
of those who acted aooording to lheir convictions 
heedl<!~!s of the persecution and inconveniences 
which their fearless action entailed. Dr. Atmaram 
had five sons and three daughters who were all 
highly educatrd. He thought it his duty to give the 
~st kind of education to his clu.ldren and to that end 
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spent much of the fortune he earned as a medical 
practitioner. 

Dr. Atmaram, as· stated ahove, was greatly 
influenced by the religious teaching he received in 
the B1ble class conducted by Dr. N esb1t. He was 
one of the band of reformers who founded a. secret 
society called the Paramhansa · Sabha for the 
abolition of caste and the study of religion, Great· 
emphasis was laid on doing away· with caste 
distinctions, and with th>t end in view inter-caste 
dinners were hdd secretly, Most of the members 
of this Sabha were lip-reformers and had not the 
courage to come out openly. Once it happened that 
someone carried away the register containing the 
names of memhers and out of fear of their names 
being made public mo~t of the mem=ers left the 
Sabha which thus came to an inglor1ous end, 

This, now defunct Sabha, was the nucleus of the 
Prarthana Samaj. Among the Sabha members 
were some who like Raja Kam Mohun Roy believed 
that for all reform to be lasting it must have 
a ba<is of rational l'ligion. Thtse members met 
at the house of Dr. Atmaram and conducted prayer 
meetings. The visit of Mi<s Mary Carpenter who 
put up with Dr, Atmaram while she wa• in 
Bombay, was of great in•piration to these earnest 
souls. Slowly the idea of founding a Samaj lor 
holding prayer meeting• doveloped and it took 
visible sh .• pe in the establishment of the Prarthana 
Samaj of Bombay on the 1llst of March 1867. 

Sometime before his death Dr. Atmararn retired 
from med1cal practice and devoted himself entirely 
to the cause of the Samaj, As ment1oned ahove, 
he was a voracious reader and would often sit lor 
hours together in the Prarthana Mandir readin~ 
religious books. Hut he was not to continue this 
long. In the anniversary celebrations of the Samaj 
in 1898 Dr, Atmatam, though not quite in good 
health, insisted upon conducting the principal 
service of the anniversary, for, as he said, be should 
not be prevented from conducting this servi.;e 
which would be his last, as he had a message to 
dehver to the youngmen of the Samaj. Unfortunately 
his words came true, After the scrvbe he 
left for I.onavla to attend on a friend who was· ill, 
But there he became ill himself. He was 
immediately removed to Bombay where after the 
illness had lasted for a week, he breathed his last on 
the 22nd of April. His passing aw.y was deeply 
mourned not only by the Prarthana Samaj but 
by a ho,t of friends and admirers and well-wishers of 
the cause of reform. 

From o{he time of the foundation of the Prarthana 
Samaj of Bombay in 1867 to the time of his death in 
1898, Dr. Atmaram was its President, unanimously 
elected to that post year after year. Tnere were 
many persons more learned than Dr. Atmaram 
among the members of the Samaj but the fa~t that 
he ·was deemed to be the fittest person to preside 
over the destiny of the Samaj f.>r over thirry years 
shows the esteem and regard in which he was h IJ. 
What could have engendtred this regard . and 
affection for Vr. Atmaram P It was his sterling 
worth as a man of character. Dr, Atm,ram was nut 
a reformer by convenience, He believed not 
in worJs but in · action, He regardod life as a 
trust to be spent in the service of God, All 
people, whether they agreed with him in his views 
on reform or not, held him in high esteem, Honours 
came to him in plenty but they only made him 
more humble. He was a fellow of the Univtrsity 
of Bomhay, a member of the Municipal Corporation 
and a ] ustioe of the Peace. He was also fur a year 
the Sheriff of Bombay-a rare honour lor an Indian 
in those days, He was elected Vice-President of 

the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, He 
was connected with all good public institutions. All 
these gave him opportunities to do good and useful 
work and he utilised them to the best of his ability 
While people talked Dr. Almararn . acted. That 
w~s the secret of the regard and cordial friend
shtp of so many people which he enjoyed. 
He was simple in his habits, and extremely 
simple in his dress. But he had a fortune in 
manners. He suffered many losses and bereave
rrents but he bore them all like a man of 
faitll and great spiritual courage, that he was. 
Dr. Atmaram was by profession a healer of men's 
bodies, but what was more, as remarked once by the 
late Justice Ranade, he aloo ministered to the souls 
o~ men, No btttt;r tri bu_te could have been p•id tO' 
h1m than. the lavtsh pratse bestowed upon him hy all 
men and JOurnals who opposed him for his reformed 
views. Bles<ed indeed were those who had the 
privilege of enjoying his company and friendship, 

-Tho indian .Me•senger, Maghotsava Number, 
January 19H, 

MEWAR UNDESIRABLE MARRIAGES 
PROHIBITION ACT 1 OF 1941, 

Whereas it is expedient to prohibit the solemnisa
tion of Marriages in cenain cases, His Highnes~ the
Maharana Sahib Hahadur in virtue of his inht rent 
powers oflegislation is pleased to enact the folluwing 
statute:-

1. ( 1 ) This Act may be cited as the 
Undesirable Marriages Prohibition Act 1 of 194.1. 

( 2) It extends to the whole of Mewar 
except Mewar-Merwara and to all Mewar subjects. 
residing in any part of India. 

( a) It shall come into force on the fifteenth· 
day of March 194.1. 

2. ( 1 ) The marriages .of males below eightee11 
years of age or of females below thirteen years of 
age are hereby prohibited, 

( 2) The marriages of males of or above fifty 
years of age with fem~les below twenty-five yearlt of 
age are here by prohibited, . 

a. Whoever being a male above eighteen years 
of age contracts a marriage prohibited under Section 
2 shall be punishable with simple imprisonment 
which may extend to one month or with fine which 
may extend to five hundred rupees or with both. 

Where a penon of either sex who is below 
eighteen years of age contracts a prohibited marriage, 
any person having charge of such person, whether a&· 
parent, guardian or in any other capacity, lawful· or' 
unlawful, who does any act to promote the marriage 
or permits it to be solemnised, shall be punishable 
with simple imprisonment which may extend to ()ne 
month or witll fine which ~y extend to five-hundred 
rupees or with both. 

5. Whoever performs, conducts, directs or other
wise actively participates in a prohibited marriage 
shall be punishable with simple imprisonment which 
may extend to one month or with fine which may· 
extend to five hundred tupees or with both, 

6. In prosecutions under Section 4. it shall be 
presumed, ur.less and until the contrary is proved, that 
the accused negligently failed to prevent the marriage 
from being sok mnised. 
. In prosecutions under Sections 5 it shall be 
presumed, unless and until the contrary is proved, 
that the accused had knowledge of the facts which. 
render the morriage a prohibited marriage. 

8. (l) It shall be the duty of all magistrates 
who are satisfied by inform3tion from any souroa 
received that a prohibited marriage has been. 
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arranged or is about to be solemnised, to issue 
an injunction against any of the persons mentioned 
ln Sections a, 4 & 5 forbidding such marriage pending 
further orders of the magistrate. 

(2) After illllue of the injunction the magistrate 
shall at the earliest date practicable proceed to 
inquire into the truth of the information in the 
presence of the parties concerned. If. ~e fi~ds 
that the information is true, the order of InJunction 
will be confirmed. Otherwise, the order of injunction 
may be cancelled or varied or altered as the 
evidence warrants. 

(8) The magistrate shall have power ~o award 
coots against the informan! or the person mfor~ed 
against. Any cogts unpatd may on the apphcatton 
of the party entitled be recovered in the manner 
pre~eribed for a fine imposed by the court. 

(4.) An appeal ag~inst the magistrate's or?er 
awarding costs shall he to the Court to whtoh 
appeals ordinarily lie and the order passed by the 
Appellate Court shall be final. The ApPellate Court 
may award the costs of the appeal to the su0008sful 
party. Such costs shall be recoverable as a fine. 

11. Whoever knowing that an injunction has been 
issued against him under Section 8 (1) or (2) 
diaobeys such injunction shall be punishable with 
simple imprisonment which may extend to three 
months or with fine which may extend to one 
thousand rupees or with both. 

10. Offences under this Act are non-cognisable, 
but the Police are bound to give information to the 
nearest magiltrate of the alleged corhmission or 
preparation to commit an offence under this Act. 

11. No prosecution may be instituted under this 
Act after the lapse of one year from the date on 
which tho offence is alleged to have been committed. 

T. V!JAYARAGHAVACHARYA, 
Prime Minister. 

LADY LINLITHGOW ON INDIAN WOME~'S 
POSITION. 

Her Excellency th" Marchioness of Linlithgow, 
opening the annual conference of the Trained Nurses 
Association of India, urged better conditions of work 
and living for nurses and commended the proposal 
to eAtablish a Post-Graduate College where nurses 
would get special courses ot training. 

Lady Linlithgow referTed to the many subjects 
for discussion at the conference and said, "If the 
Post-Graduate College could be brought into being, 
i~ would go a long way to solving the problem of 
lack of nurses in India. On my many visits to 
bospitnls of all kinds, one thing which is always 
painfully evident, whether the hospital is good 
or bad, is tha insufficient staff for the teaching 
and supervision of the probationer nurse. with the 
result that nurses sent out from these institutions are 
badly equipped for taking their place as sisters and 
so fail in their work. The other thing which disturbs 
me in many hospitals, is the disregard for the comfort 
of the nurses as far as their quarters are concerned, 
and in spite of representation, nothing is done. 

''One of the difficulties which nurs~s are up against 
Is the attitude of Indian men towards women in 
every walk of life. Except in the matter of child 
bearing which the men are only too glad should 
be the monopoly of women, women are looked 
upon all inferior to men in every way, and until 
women in thia country can make their influence 
felt in wider spheres than they do at present, they 
will continue to be looked upon as secondary to 
men whbh, as far as the nursing profession is 
Ol'ltcerned, is a disaster. In the attitude of respon· 
sible men among the Indian public towards nurses 
In many parts of the country, one Is made to fed that 

they look upon nurses as a necessary evil to be 
tolerated, but who must be made to feel that they 
are entirely aubordinate to men. Is it surprising, 
therefore, that the nursing profession does not attract 
the Indian girls of good standing and education, quito 
apart from the difficulties occasioned by caste~ , 

"For this state of affairs the women of India are 
partly to blame. They have been content to play a 
minor part and to look upon themselves as inferior to 
men. Their only idea of their future was to marry and 
to bear children. They bad no ideas of social service. 
Now they are beginning to realise that they must 
take a leading part in the future of their country; 
they know that there is work to be done that they can 
do better than men. They are aware of the neces
sity for having the highest standard of training fof 
nurses, They know the need for full nurse representa
tion on the Registration Councils. The women of 
India must make their views beard as in this way 
only will the nursing service acquire the status which 
it should have and be looked upon as the equal 
of and the complement to the medical profession." 

Miss D. Chadwick (Madras). President of the 
Association, drew attention to the urgent need for 
the establishment of a Central Post-Graduate 
College for nurses in India since it was no longer 
possible to send them to England for training and 
hoped that the scheme, to be drawn up by the Sub. 
Committee of the Association, would have the 
sympathy of Her Excellency. She emphasised the 
need to create i11 each province a provincial nursing 
service, which, besides raising the status of nursing, 
would prove an incentive for girls of high education 
and position to join its ranks. 

THE EDITORS CONFERENCE. 
The Standing Committee of the Newspapers 

Editors' Conference carried unanimously the following 
resolutions: 

"The Standing Committee reaffirms tho 
determination of the Pres1 of India to strive for 
the freedom of the country without fear or 
tavour and consequently to give legitimate 
publicity to news about the political movement 
m the country. Tho Committee further records 
its opinion tilat the Indian Press is wholly 
opposed to the totalitarian doctrines of Nazism ancf 
Fascism and h~s no intention of hindering Britain's 
war effort against her enemies. · .It, therefore, urges 
the Government to continue to give a fair trial to the 
Delhi Agreement." 

"In view of the fact that Government have 
withdrawn the notification of October 194.0 amf 
that Government have indicated that they have no 
desire to suppress Gandhiji's statements and are not 
disinclined to give them special consideration, thi" 
Committee desires to assure Mahatma Gandhi tbat 
it will welcome the reappearance of the Harijan 
weeklies whenever Mahatma Gandhi, in his 
judgment. thinks it fit to restart them. In the 
opinion of the Committee, the temporary disappearance 
of the weeklies has left a void in Indian journalism. • 

"This Committee is of the opinion that with a view 
to improving the machinery of press consultation and 
advice, the following suggestions be adopted by 
Government:-

"( a) Instructions to the Press should always be in 
writing and should be signed by the official in 
authority. 

"(b) Circulars issued to the Press, except those 
which relate to Defence and Military and Foreign 
Affairs, should be allowed to be printed in tho 
newspapers in order to make their own po~ition clear 
CO the public. 

''(c) Police officers should not be employed except 
in oases of search or arrest in dealing with the Press 
and pressmen. 
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' · "(a) The Chief Secretary to the Government of 
the Province should attend the meetings of the Local 
Press Advisory Committees from time to time; 
' "(e) Orders and instructions considered for issue 
by Government should, whenever possible, be 
discussed with the Central Press Advisory Com
mittee in the first instance ' and the Local ·Press 
Advisory. Committees in the second instance, and 
'where agreement has not been found possible, 
they should be discussed at the earliest possible 
date by the Standing Committee. In cases in which 
the Government find it necessary, on grounds of 
emergency, to pass orders or instructions without 
previous consultation with tile Central Press Advisory 
Committee, the matter should be reported to the' 
Central Press Advisory Committee at its next 
meeting. 
·· "(/) There should be uniformity of procedure with 
regard to enforcement of rules or instructions in all 
provinces, particularly about satyagraha news." 
' "While noting with satisfaction the working of the 
Advisory Committees in some of the provinces, 
this Standing Committee appeals to other Pro
vincial Governments and to the Central Government 
to see that the consultative machinery suggested 
in the Government communique of November 11, 
1940, is fully utilised both in the Centre and in 
the provinces and that the convention set up in 
Madras and Bombay that ordinarily no action will be 
taken against any Press or newspaper without prior 
consultations with the Committee is extended to all 
the provinces," 
.: "That, in order to ensure satisfactory working of 
the Delhi Agreement, this Committee is of the opinion 
that (A) it is desirable for the Chief Press Adviser, 
as far as practicable, to consult the Central Press 
Advisory Committee in matters in which he is 
inclined to advise non-publication; and (B) report to 
the Central Advisory Committee at its next meeting 
all those cases on which he had deemed it necessary 
to advise non-publication." 
' "This Committee, having considered the correspon· 
dence between the Provincial Press Adviser to the 
Government of Bengal and the Convener of the 
Bengal Provincial Press Advisory Committee 
regarding public>tion ot a· report, most strongly 
deprecates the different interpretations of the Defence 
of India Rules by official provincial interpreters as 
placina editors in an impossible position. If, as the 
Ben"al Press Adviser states, the passing for publica
tion "of a message by th~ Press Adviser does not 
constitute a 'release' permtt, the normal working of 
newspa!'er offices will be rendered more difficult." 
. ••This Committee regrets that the United Provinces 

Government have taken no action with regard to the 
.Sainik newspaper of Agra as . sug;gested . in the 
resolution of the Newspaper Edt tors Conference in 
Delhi in November and of the U. P. Provincial 
Advisory Committee, The Committee also notes 
with regret the demand of a security of Rs. 6,000 
kom the National BsraU of Lucknow, and requests 
the U. P. Government to withdraw the orders now in 
force against the Sainik newspaper and the Natimal 
Herald and to return the Press to the keeper," 

''This Standing Committee is glad to note that the 
authorities appreciate the importmce of Mahatma 
Gandhi's position in the public life of this country 
and the intereSt Which attaches to his utterances 
and statements. It therefore requests Government 
ordinarily not to ban publication of statements issued 
by Mahatma Gandhi and in cases where they are 
inclined to take such a step they . should consult the 
Central Press Advisory Committee before passing 
~ny orders thereon." 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD; 
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NOTES. 

· The lndo.Ceylon Tangle :-The telegraphic 
summary by the Associated Press of the papers 
relatinll' to the failure of the Indo-Ceylon 
negotiations issued by the Government of India 
this week, suggests that the root cause lay in 
the intrusion of the South African analogy into 
the discussion. 1 he Ceylon Ministers imagined 
themselves in the position of General Hertzog 
and General Smuts upholding the claims of the 
White population to exclude coloured people from 
the rights of citizenship. The Ceylon deputation 
countered the objections of the Government of 
India to the policy they claimed the right to 
adopt of expatriating Indians domiciled in their 
country, by pointing to the acceptance by the 
Indian Government of a similar propCJsal on the 
part of South Africa. The Indian deputation's 
answer that that was because Indians in South 
Africa wished to return to India, is not factually 
correct. As was shown by quotations from the 
late Mr. C. F. Andrews' speeches and writings 
in these columns, the suggestion of repatriation 
originated with him in the course of his 
conversations with the Union Ministers, It was 
repudiated by Gandhiji and opposed by Tile 
Rejo1'11111r, The Government of India's condition 
that after a domicile of five years Indians should 
have all civil rights, was ·the same on which 
India first agreed to send indentured labourers 
to serve in the plantations of /:1. atal. The 
Government of India have not been able to get 
the British Government to honour that engage· 
ment and we are not aware that they have 
succeeded in securing it from any of other 
~overnment on which they might have "urged" 
1ts acceptance. No analogy can be more out of 
place than this between Ceylon and South Africa 
ln ~lation to India. Ceylol\ is really a part of 
lnd1a by geography and culture. Racially the 
Sinhale~ .are as muc~ Indians as the Bengalees. 
The poht•cal separation of the two countries 
does not affect the fact that they are organically 
one and in all probability destined at no distant 
date to be politically united also. In dealing with 
Ceylon, the Government of India should con-

stantly keep in mind these considerations. If the 
Ceylon Ministers in their newly acquired political 
power forgets them, we should be patient 
with. them because we have a greater respon-. 
sibility for the future than they. Just as in a 
family the pettishness of younger members '•as. 
of ten to be dealt with by kindly remonstrar •. : ~. 
so with our dealings with Ceylon we have a 
special and particular obligation. The Ceylon 
Governor's intervention, in out opinion, only. 
makes matters worse. The Governor will leave. 
the country at the end of his term and the next 
man will almost certainly make his peace with. 
the Ceylon politicians by throwing the Indians 
completely overboard. Quite a number o( 
precedents (Kenya, for instance) exist to justify 
this prognosis. The Ceylon Minister has made 
a first class constitutional issue out of the 
Governor's message warning the Ministers that 
he would not assent to measures which contravene 
obligations incurred by previous Governments. 
In a confict between the Governor and his 
Ministers, it is the Governor who stands to Jose.. 
The war conditions might obscure and postpone 
the denouement but it is inevitable. It is much 
to be wished that matters had not been brought 
so dangerously to a head. The stand of the 
Governor of Ceylon shows him to be a man 
of conscience. He might have taken the vie\f 
that he as a constitutional head .should be guided 
by the decisions of his Ministers, as Governors 
in India in the autonomous provinces did whell 
they assented to acts which repudiated tht 
obligations of their governments in the pr.,_ 
reform regime. · 

Penal Reform :-Social Reform in India up 
to the beginning of this· century was mostly 
confined to customs bearing on the position of 
women in the family and society. This had 
to be so for without the support of womeiJ. 
nothing of importance can be achieved in th~ 
way of enlarging the bounds of social justice in 
the community. Soon after the dawn of this 
century, the condition of the depressed classes 
forced itself on the attention of reformers. 
Social Service Leagues and Depressed Classes 
Missions came into existence. The Labour 
movement began as a brano;:h of social service 
and ~ontinued · as such for several years 
until it emerged as an independent move
ment under leaders who devoted themselves 
more or less exclusively to working class 
interests. Penal Reform has developed as a 
later phase of these ameliorative activities. 
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The influx of a large numiJer of political pri · I he seriously intended to cleanse the city of this 
soners owing to the Civil Disobedience movem~nt evil, he dropped the idea, Lord Lloyd was 
during recent years, gave it a strong impetus. not the man to be intimidated by such considera
ln the first decade of the century when the late tions. He appointed a Committee to investigate 
Lokamanya 1 ilak was condemned to a long the subject in all its ramifications-and these were 
term of imprisonment for political offence, found to be many mer<! than one had im1gined 
there was no classification of prisoners into -and the recommendations of the Committee 
A, B and C classes. He was treated as formed the basis of the Bombay Prostitution 
an ordinary criminal and made no fuss Act which but for Lord Lloyd's driving p:>wer, 
about it. The Civil Disobedience prisoners were would not have become bw. One of the m:>st 
of a different mettle. Owing to their complaints helpful members of the Committee was Arch· 
many_ changes were made in the 'drdlnary bishop Goodier. After a long interval, another 
routine. When· Congress Governments came , English Archbishop of Bombay has turned his 
into power in seven provinces, they paid special I attention to the subject with special reference to 
attention to the improvement of prison condi- his Catholic community. In an outspoken ~peech 
tions, the benefits of which they are now enjoying. at the · first public meeting of the Catholic 
Besides. this political aspect of the move- Women's Welfare Society, which was started 
ment, a deep humanitarian motive entered into it, over a year ago at his instance, His Grace 
The treatment of child and juvenile offenders had observed that the Catholic community has not 
been the subject" of reform for some years past, done all it should to counteract the evil for a
The Report on the Administration of Probation considerable share of which it was res;x>nsible. 
and After-care Association and the Borstal School From the l{eport it seems that the S.x:iety has 
at Dharwar, bears testimony to the.special atten- for its main object the reclamation of individual 
ticn which is being bestowed by the Government cases of young women wh:> have been forced 
and by public-spirited men and women on the or lured into immoral ways and that, for their 
improvement of the conditions of offenders of housing and training, it relies largely on the 
tender ages. These are gratifying signs of the co-operation, cheerfully rendere_d, of non-Catholic 
awakening of the social conscience. Particularly and non-Christian agencies, In a valuable Report 
gratifying is the fact, evidenced by the articles issued by the League of Nations (19J9), Catholic 
in the first annual number of the Ptn!ll Refo~mer, endeavour in this particularly difficult sphere of 
the bright and instructive monthly published by social service has come in for special recognition. 
the Discharged Prisoners' Aid Society ,of the "It is a far cry from the prophylactoria in 
United Provinces, of the number of trained and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the 
educated persons in different parts of the country, 'Houses of Bethany' in France and Belgium," 
who are studying the subject from a scientific says ttle Report, "but both can point to satis
point of view. The opening article is by factory results.'' (Methods of Rehabilitation 
Mr. Gopinath Srivastava who founded of Adult Prostitutes, p. ll!8.) 
the Discharged Prisoners' Aid .Society as Aouloma Marriages :-The late Justice Sir 
well as the monthly journaL Mr. Srivastava Lalubhai Shah in a memorable judgment, 
was Secretary to the Minister for Jails in the · found, on an elaborate examination of 
last Congress Government. There are several ancient texts, that anuloma marriages, that 
articles by other writers dealing with special is, marriages of men of higher with 
factors of the penal system, The Annual has on women of lower castes in the Hindu social 
its cover some memorable words of Mr. Winston scale, were valid. There was no appeal against 
Churchill who was one of the greatest Bntish that ju:lgment and it has remained. binding 
Home Secretaries. In these words he pleads on all Courts in Bombay. Province particularly 
powerfully for the right of convicted prisoners .to and in British India generally. Its authority 
humane and just treatment. was indeed reinforced by a judgment in the 
. Catholic Rescue Work :-In our rapid sketch of Madras High Court. But: a few days ago. 
the administrative and political features of Lord a bench of two judges of the Madras 
Lloyd's Governorship. of · Bombay last week, High Court have, in a case . which came 
we omitted an outstanding measure of social before it on appeal from a lower Court, decided 
legislation. The problem of prostitution that the marriage of a man of a higher caste 
had been increasing in gravity with the with a woman of a.lower ca:ste, was opposed to 
growth of the industrial population and the the Hindu law prescribed for the Kali Yuga, 
shortage of housing accommodation in the city. that is, the present cycle, though it .was permis
Spasmodic efforts of well-intentioned social sible in the previous yugas. Their lordships 
workers had failed to touch the fringe held that the Madras judgment which followed 
of the evil.. It was said that a previous the Bombay judgment was not correct. As 
Governor had ·wished to deal with it but regards the Bombay judgment itself they thought 
that when a list of names of persons that it did not mean what it had all along been 
whose carriages were regularly found parked taken to mean. This, perhaps, is the Judicial 
before houses of the most prosperous way of· dismissing it. Tne judgment of the 
professionals, was placed before him with Madras High Court practically annuls the law as 
the warning ~ha~ he would have _to face ~n laid down in Sir Lalubhai Shah's judgment. 
influential ag1tatton from vested-mterests 1f 'fhe Madras ruling will be binding on all courts 
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in that Presidency. In other provinces, no High ing to discharge the constitutional duties as a 
Court has so far followed the Bombay judgment. minority in opposition. It is desirable to discard 
Whenever they have found an intermarriage all labels. It is very likely that in the Govern-_ 
valid, they have done so on the ground of the ment scheme that Indian leaders may agree 
prevalence of a local custom and not on texts of upon as the best suited to the country, a large 
Hindu law. In Bombay itself, the Courts may part of the democratic system may find place. 
no longer feel obliged to follow the Bombay By all means let us accept it not because 
decision in view of the considered opinion it is Democracy but because it suits us and 
of two High Court Judges virtually against will ensure us the maximum measure of freedom 
it. Of course, there were differences between to do our duty by ourselves and humanity at 
the two cases. In the Bombay case, a Bania large. Mr. Chandavarkar spoke of Liberalism 
had married the daughter of another Bania by a as his religion. This is the only sense in which 
Sudra woman. In the Madras case, a Brahmin that or any other political creed can claim the 
had married, during the lifetime of his Brahmin name of religion. Our connection with England 
wife, a Sudra woman. Mr. Justice Panduranga in this sense implies the possession by us of the 
Row held that there was no marriage. Mr. opportunity and the right to influence British 
Justice Somayya held that there was a policy so as to save it from the errors and blun
marriage. Both agreed that such a marriage ders which have landed it and us in the present 
was no marriage under the Hindu law. A difficulties. Mr. Sastry's much-needed caution as 
summary of the case is printed elsewhere. It is regard the meaning of Dominion status is opeo 
not clear why the District Judge who held the to similar comment. We are told this week that 
marriage to be valid, gave the Sudra wife only the United States and Canada have concerted a 
maintenance and not a proper share in the common scheme of Defence for the two countries. 
husband's property. The fate of the parties, This is altogether alien to all that we had heard 
especially women and children, under the conflict or read of Dominion status. Is there any 
of judgments, is most deplorable. Legislation purpose in insisting on using a term which in 
alone can provide a remedy. all probability will be obsolete before the war 

Indian Liberalism Restated :-Mr. V. N. ends ? As a matter of fact, the Dominions are 
Chandavarkar, President of the National Liberal sister nations even now. India as a free nation 
Federation for the year, visited Madras and may maintain her connection with Great Britain 
at a public meeting under the Chairmanship and establish relations with such of the other 
of the . Right Hoo. Srinivasa Sastry, stated component parts of the Commonwealth as are 
the Liberal view of the present political prepared to behave to her on principles of perfect 
situation. There may or may not be any reciprocity. Since the above was in type, Mr. 
significance in his choice of Madras rather Amery has given what seems to us to be an apt 
than Bombay for his pronouncement. There formula embracing the idea which Mr. Sastry 
has been some speculation ab:Jut the absence and we have in mind. It is ''an equal partner in 
of the name of Sir Chimanlal Setalvad among the brotherhood of free nations called the British 
the signatories of the manifesto recently Empire." The occasion on which he used this 
issued by lwelve Liberal leaders. No explanation description was a luncheon. We should like 
has been given so far for this surprising this to be given a more binding context. 
abstention. Mr. Chandavarkar made no reference future of Abyssinia :-The British Govern· 
to it in his speech but he doubtless conveyed to ment have declared their desire that Abyssinia 
Sir Sivaswami Aiyar, Mr. Srinivasa Sastry should be an independent state. But as the 
and Mr. Venkatarama Sastry the explanation Emperor has expressed his fear that the country 
due to them. The Liberal Party, said Mr. would n'lt be able to sustain independence 
Chandavarkar, stood for two things: They without outside assistance, the British Govern
want~d to be connected with England on terms of ment suggest an international arrangement for 
equality and they would not tolerate separatism the purpose. The only two countries which can 
or communalism in any shape or form. The form an international group to promote the 

·connection with England is not a matter of development of Abyssinia at present, are Great 
unilateral choice. ls England willing to offer Britain and the United States. As Great Britain 
the equality on which alone Mr. Chandavarkar herself is dependent materially on American 
would agree to its continuance? The term help, the United States alone will have to 
equality itself needs elucidation. It is not mere shoulder the burden of carrying Emperor Haile 
status that matters but the freedom for India and Sellassie through the :first critical years of 
Indians to serve their people and the world at regained independence. \Vill Americans agree 
large including Great Britain according to the to entangle themselves in African politics? 
best of their ability and in conformity with Italian Prisoners of War :-A communique 
their highest ideals. Mr. Chandavarkar declared announces that the cost of maintaining Italian 
ag-ain and again his attachment to democracy. prisoners of war in India for the duration will 
There have been numerous definitions of be borne by His Majesty's Government. This 
Democracy. One definition would make it was followed a day later by a m=ge to the 
identical with Christianity. This was the late 

1 

effect that with a vie1v to relieving ships of the 
Lord Lothian's idea of Democracy. At the task of carrying prisoners to India, the South 
other end, the popular conception of it among our African Union Government has a;:reed to take 
politicians is fore ing measur~ through by sheer I care of a number of l~lian p~n~ of war, also 
numerical strength in the Legislatures and ref us. at the expense of His 1\laj.:sty s G.:>veroment. 
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THE WAR IN EUROPE. 

sentenc!l appealing to. President Roosevelt, 
" Give us the tools and we'll finish up the 
work. " President Roosevelt,. however, would 
seem to have other pre-occupations mainly 
with Japan. The Burma Road, according' to 

Mr. Winston Churchill in a broadcast on one account, has been cut. The warnings 
Sunday night, gave an account of the progress issued by the Japanese Premier to .the United 
of the war during the past three months. States from time to time, seem to have taken 
Conditions on the whole were satisfactory from on a more serious aspect. Friday's newspapers 
Britain's point of view. In the West, the enemy mention the threat . to Singapore and the 
has been very nearly fought to a standstill. In fact that Americans have been asked by their 
Africa, Signor Mussolini's forces have been over- con~uls to. leave the Far East. Though 
come and "the whole Italian army in the E'ast Mr. Roosevelt has declared that the possible 
has been captured or destroyed." American entry of the United States in ·war in the 
sympathy for Britain's cause, moreover, seems Pacific would not affect deliveries of war 
to have passed the demonstrative stage and material to Britain, his Secretary of the Navy, 
Mr. Churchill was able to refer to the ''mighty Colonel Knox, seems to feel that "the United 
tide of goodwill, sympathy and effective aid" States has no more destroyers to spare." Even a 
which had begun to flow across the Atlantic. Mediterranean armistice looks unlikely." Reports 
The British Premier's references to Soviet seem to indicate that Italy would be anxious to 
Russia were, though somewhat more cautious, arrive at some settlement now that Signor 
still couched in terms of common resistance to Mussolini's martial · aspirations have no chance 
German agcrression. The published report of being fulfilled. Yet a· Reuter's message on 
of the bro~dcast made no mention of the Wednesday observed that Britain was not 
Far Eastern situation. All these considerations prepared to accept mediation with Italy, adding 
should have given even a more careful that Signor Mussolini, conferring at Rome with 
leader than Mr. Churchill so many reasons for Gen. Franco, was not yet ready to come to 
rejoicing in the strength of Britain's position. terms. The presence of German troops in lt3ly, 
It is surprising, therefore, that the Premier at all times distasteful to the Italian public, 
should have thought it necessary to ''drop a must be the. more so now as a reminder of 
word of caution.'' Over-confidence next to their own disasters and incompetence in the 
cowardice and treachery, he said, was the worst field. It is probable that Mr. Churchill who 
crime. The new Commander-in-Chief in India has been addressing vigorous appeals to the 
in his first broadcast last week, also warned his Italian people asking them to overthrow Signor 
listeners against over-optimism. But he refer- Mussolini, has every hope of an Italian revolt 
red specifically to the Allied victories over against the Fascist regime. This, of course, 
Italian forces in Africa. Mr. Churchill went on would be better than negotiating a peace. Mr. 
to repeat a warning he had uttered three months Churchill deplored the difficulty of persuading 
ago when he had referred to Hitler's "marching South-East European States of the ultimate 
to the gates of India;" immediately affirming his victory that awaits British arms in this war. ln 
faith that, so long as Great Britain was not so far as he is able to convince not only 
destroyed Hitler could not avert his . doom. South East Europe of this, he will be able to win 
A referen~e to the presence of Nazi forces in the support of other nations. Egypt, though 
Bulgaria and Roumania in the Premier's speech, closely affected by Italian manoeuvres in Africa, 
has been borne out by press reports during the developed an enthusiasm for the Allied cause, 
week. .. Roumania has come under Nazi control only after the series of victories which attended 
and the British, the Belgian and the Dutch General Wavell's forces on that continent. 
ministers are leaving Roumania. It is not Even American enthusiasm for the British cause, 
clear whether the Belgian and Dutch Govern- as distinguished from Mr. Roosevelt's effusive 
ments which withdrew their ministers, are sympathy for democracy, has followed Britain's 
operating on Belgian and Dutch territory or victories in the field. Turkey is the last barrier. 
are "free" governments formed in London, to Nazi-Fascist aggression in the South-East. 
The British Minister's resignation follows on a If Russia remains neutral, then Britain's help to 
note of protest submitted to the Roumanian Greece should strengthen Turkish resolution 
Government against Roumania being used as a to resist Axis manoeuvres. 
"Nazi base." What is surprising is that Soviet The only thing clear to us in India about the 
Russia which has vital interests in Bulgaria, Russian position is that Communists in 
does not seem to have been stirred to action by India have no links with the Bolshevik 
these ·developments. M. Stalin seems to be State. Otherwise it is inconceivable that 
able to preserve his incredible silence to good the Government of India should choose a 
effect since both parties to the war regard or time when Russian policy might prove a 
represent his inaction as advantageous to them- valuable gain to Britain's strength, to launch 
selves. a campaign against Communists in this 

Following on Mr. Churchill's speech came the country and ~o just!fy their action in the 
.news of Mr. Wendell Willkie's appeals to the language of Srr Regmald Maxwell, Home 
United States Government to render all possible Mem~er to the Governm.ent, . who denounced 
he! to Britain. It was very much in the nature I them 10 the ~entral Leg~slature as worth!ess 
.of ~ commentary on Mr. Churchill's concluding plotters, Indian Communtsts were at no time 
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in greater discredit than they are today and the 
fact that they have to fall back on their own 
little developed trtrength, has not rendered them 
any the more dangerous to society or to the 
State, The bland references of Mr. Churchill to 
Hitler reaching the "gates of India'' may mean 
anything since militarily the gates of India on 
all sides are distant from the frontiers of India. 
We should have thought that the disasters which 
have befallen the Italian army in the East, would 
have gone a great way to diminishing the threat 
to India. Certainly the Government of India 
seem to be in no way perturbed by the prospect 
of Hitler's marching to the gates of India, 
We cannot imagine a Government seriously 
concerned about the threat of foreign aggression, 
pursuing a passive policy in internal affairs. 
Whether Fascism, Nazism, Communism or 
Nipponism is the danger, the Government of 
India seems perfectly content with imprisoning 
innocuous satyagrahis whose agitation derives 
its strength from the irritation it causes, and with 
imprisoning and abusing a few futile Commu• 
nists who have been so long on the defensive 
that they are very far from "capturing" the 
political machinery. 

THE EDITORS' CONFERENCE 
RESOLUTIONS. 

In the interpretations to which the decisions of 
the Standing Committee of the Editors' Confer
ence are being subjected, there is danger of the 
real meaning of the resolutions b~ing" lost. For 
instance, the Bombay Chr'onicle writes by way 
of commentary on the resolution of the 
Committee relating to Britain's war effort, that 
the declaration that the Indian press "has no 
intentiun of hindering Britain's war effurt against 
her enemies,'' means "nothing more than that the 
Indian press will not carry its inevitable criticism 
of Government to the point of embarrassing 
them in their war effort." This is very unhappy 
language if it was intended to safeguard freedom 
of comment for Indian newspapers. After all, 
only the Government can tell us whether any 
criticism is having the eff~ct of embarrassing 
them in their war effort and a sensitive Govern
ment will naturally be extremely touchy of all 
criticism. To criticise the manner of running 
the Supply Department, for example, may be 
carrying criticism to the point of embar· 
ras,;ing the Government's war effort, Lord 
Linlithgow might claim that to argue 
that enough is not being done to capitalise 
India's sympathy with Britain's cause and 
to render Indian help really effective, is to 
embarrass the Government in its war effort. 
If desirable changes are to be made, if 
evils that cry for remedy are to be set right, 
then we can not avoid embarrassing the Govern
ment. The Chronicle's surprising statement that 
the Standing Committee had decided "not to 
carry criticism to the point of embarrassing 
Government,'' makes nonsense of the resolution. 
\Ve do not kno1v on what authority the 
CMo11icu asserts that Gandhiji will appreciate 

this The whole Indian press, not excluding the 
CAronicle, has been urging vehemently the 
formation of a truly national Government at the 
Centre in place of the present bureaucracy.· 
What could be more embarrassing to the existing 
Government than this almost unanimous demand 
of the press in India i' The main point in this 
matter of hindering the war effort is not the fact 
of hindering but the intention. The Indian press 
has no such intention. But that does not mean 
that it will render its criticisms of Government's 
policies ineffective so as to avoid inconveniencing 
the administration. The writer of the article must 
have had his tongue in his cheek when he penned 
this dubious defence of the Committee's resolution. 

An equally plain resolution which has 
evidently intrigued the Am.ri'ta Bazay Patl"iRa 
of Calcutta, also significantly represented on the 
Standing Committee, is the one on Gandhiji's 
statements. The reference to the "authorities 
appreciating the importance of Gandhiji's position 
and the interest which attaches to his utterances 
and statements," has given rise to speculation 
in the editorial columns of the P atrika 
which presumes that the resolution is the "result 
of the interview which the President of the 
Conference had with the Viceroy." Mr. K. 
Srinivasan of the Hindu has acqtlired an 
unfortunate reputation among newspapermen. 
Every interview of his with officialdom is 
marked as significant of things to come, of some 
assurance either going from the President to the 
Government or coming to him from the authori· 
ties. The Patrika this time conjectures that the 
"authorities'' have given an assurance to the 
President or to the Conference-and it hints that it 
must have been to the President-that Gandhiji's 
statements are not ordinarily to be banned. 
This is a remarkable triumph of imagination 
over facts but there is little to support it. After 
all, it 111quires lit~Ie intelligence to realise that 
Gandhiji occupies a special position with the 
Government, particularly after the progress of 
the satyagraha camp:1ign. Apart from the 
Viceregal interview, Mr. Srinivasan was extreme
ly careful· at the Standing Committee session 
this February not to get closer to the official 
ear and the official mouth than he could take all 
the other members of the Standing Committee. 
The wisdom of that precautbn is now evident 
in the aftermath of the Committee meeting. 

It is now announced that Gandhiji does 
not intend to start the Han'ja11 immediately. 
Though from the point of view of the readers 
and the general public, this is an unfortunate 
decision and even though we think there would 
have been no difficulty from the Government 
side had he started publication again, there is 
much to be said for his decision, In the many 
anxieties which face him as the leader of the 
satyagraha campaign, it is natural that 
he does not wish to increase his responsibilities. 
Apart from the routine work which the conduct 
of the journals would entail, Gandhiji would be 
always troubled by the prospect of having to 
carry his satyagraha into the press field. 
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In· his zeal-may 1 say with respect, overzeall'
to ·prove that Hinduism does not prescribe non
violence as a virtue in all circumstances, Sir Sivasw<~mi 
Aiyar ra~her makes out that. Hinduism ha$ nQ_ ethics 
b11t is only a jumble of expediencies and .tha~ alm?st 
a11y j:>rut.:t-lity or blackguardism may_ find JUStlfioatton 
irl ancient precedems. He 01tes from the 
Mahabharata the story of "the virtuous butche( 
as a striking illustration. A Brahmm who was tn 
Sllai'Ch of a Guru, was recommended by a w?man 
devotee to seek illumination (rom a b~tcher of B1har. 

. The Brahman wa~ unable to understand how a 
person so highly praised for his knowledge of Dharma 
could reconcile himself to the trade of butchery. The 
butcher· told him that he was merely carrying on his 
hereditary occupation, that each caste had its own 
prescribed duties and that It was not sinful for him to 
tollow his ancestral trade. He also added that he 

. 1\imself did po~ kill the animals whose aesh h~ '\"as 
'~f1.i!l~ and that he w~ ':lot himself a flesh-eater, 

There are a few observation!! which occur on 
this s ta ternent of the pas e. A man who does not 
himself cut the throats of sheep and goats-:-1 take; 
it that cows were regardeq ,acred even an those 
far-:otr ·days-but only sells their flesh, i~ not a 
butcher but a meat-merch~nt whose trade mvolve~ 
no direct violence. At any rate, the dharmio butcher 
in the story draws a line between killing and ~ellin~, 
implying that killing would not comport w1th h1s 
s:naracter as a )cnower of Pllarma. Tpis is e!llphasised 
py hi~ further declaration that he himself does no~ eat 
meat. Here is another implication to the effect that 
eating me~t is not consi~tent ~!th the teaching a~d 
practice of Dharma. (Gandhi) I, by the way, wh1le 
insisting on his followers pr~feesing the creed o! 
non-violence, has not requtred t!lem all to b~ 
veget¥ians. Query: Can one who eats butcher's 

• meat or a butcher _himself. be a Congre~sman 
without renouncing h1s hab1t or professiOn P) 
The trade of a practising butcher is certainly_more 
repugnan~ to the average man as a suitable 
occupation for a teacher of Dharma than that of 
meat-merchant even though the lat~er. may be 
cutting up oarcases 011 ~b~ counter for clistnb~tlon t? 
his customers. The story m the Mal)abb~rata •s. obva
ously one with a purpose-the purpose bemg to 
~mphasise the importance of. following on:'• ancestral 
profession, in favollr of hereditary ocoupat1?nal ?astes. 
The dharma which the butcher was profi01ent m, was 
the Varnashrama not the Sanatana. The liquor 
seller and the bro~h~l-~eepa: qmy plea~ the same 
ar umi:mt for thell' respectiVe oooupatlop~. The 
fo;llJer is often·a rota! abstainer and the l~tter may 
t>e a faithful and loving h~sba!ld· But . surely it 
cannot be maintained that HmdUism sanctions su~h 
conduct. A · religio!l. whic~ d_oes no~, ens.ue an 
betmviour. is no rehgaon.. ~1r S1ya~wal1!1 s mastake 
is the ~a me as that of Chrast•an miSSIOnane~. J es~ 
Christ him~elf pnderstood that m~rely to ~nve _away 
th devil ift one possessed. without mstalhng '! 
bi e h ideal 'an its place, Jed only to the ent_rance of 

gv ral· new devils, The Bhagavad G1ta also 
see b' fr 'I' d 1 res that mere a stmenoe om ev1 IS not 

eo ~h It only leads to hypCX>risy and hum bug. 
~re ~ust be a positive principle, a shining ideal, 
holding one to the straight and na~row Y'".Y o_f t~e 
B'bl!l. tbe rqzor's edge of the Upamshad. fh•s IS 
1
1 t'he conclusion of modern psychology. Wpere 

a so · · · · fl' t th the will and the 1mag_mat1on are m con JC , e 
imagination always cames the day. 

K. N. 

TIRUI{KALUKKUNRA!\1. 
(BY S, R. BALASUBRAHMAijYA,N, CH!DAMBARAM;.) 

L 
T irukkalukku nram has one of the most ancient 

and m()lft sacred of Siva temple~ in the T~mil land. 
It is ~ituated about nine miles south east of 
Chingleput on the South lndiaQ Railway ~nd i~ 
easily accessible by bus. Its importance is greatly 
enhanced as it lies midway on the road to Mamaila
puram, a great port and emporium of the Palla vas, 
enriched by immortal art, the oldest of rock-cut and 
structural temples and large-scale sculptures on 
single pieces of rock. The term, "lirukkaluk, 
kunram;• means the" Hill worshipped by the Kites"; 
"PakRhitirtham" is its Sanskrit equivalent; and 
various other names have been given to it. 

Many legends are associated with Tirukkalukkun
ram. According to one of them, the · Vedas are 
believed to remain in this place in the shape of the 
hills. This explains the origin of the names Vedagiri, 
Tirumalai, Srutimalai, Vedapporai and Maraikkodu, 
For having slighted and disobeyed Siva's orders, 
Nandidevar is said to have done penance to the Lord 
of this place and gained salvation. Thus the place 
has derived the name, 'Nandipuri', Tilottama of the 
celestial re~ion came in the shape of a cow to disturb 
Nandideva's penance. Nandi came to know ol it 
11nd cursed her to remain a cow till the Kali age, 
promising her release at the hands of the Chola King, 
Suraguru. Sage Mark~nde,ya too is said to have 
performed penance in the forest of this region, 
Mayeekan who was a Rakshasa, assumed the form 
of a boar and caused tro11ble to tilE! creatures of the 
forest. Markandeya pronounced a curse upon him ; 
the Raksllasa was to retain his beastly form till his 
liberation at the bands of Suraguru. ' 

Suraguru, a legendary Chota King, ruled the land 
with Kadaimallai ( Mamallapuram) as his capitaL 
Once, while he was on a hunt, he aimed an arrow at 
the boar ; b11t it missed the mark an~ hit Tilottama, 
the cel~tial being in the sllape of the cow. The 
king wa~ pious and good-natured ; -so the Lord 
caused the sin of killing the cow to be expelled in 
the shape of a crow; and the place where the crow 
fell became a rook, on the southern side of the Lord's 
Hill. Now the rock is Jcnown by the name of the 
•craw's Hill', 

Vishnu, it is related, committed sin by murdering 
the wife of Brighu who had given shelter to some 
Asuras. In expiation of the sin, Vishnu is said to 
have worshipped Siva in Tirukkalu~kunrarn. So 
this place is called Narayanapura. 

A story is told of a devadas~ Nachimuttu by 
name, who was pouly devoted to the God of Vedagiri 
and she used to sing every day after worship a. song 
composed by a Vaishnavite on this deity. One day 
thunder and storm prevented her going to the 
temple. Then she implored the God of the Sacred 
flill to manifest him~elf before her in he~ courtyard 
a!ld i'-coept her devotion. ~nd lo I tqe Lord ~esponded 
and presented Himself· 10 front of her. W,hen 
the Lord was a bout to depart, she clasped the 
hoofs of Siva's vehicle) the bull, and the Vaishnavite 
poet too clung to her Jeet ; and both were carried to 
Kailas, 

Brahma seems to have been partial in his love tc> 
Saraswati at the expense of Savitri. The latter 
the~efore, ours~d her Lord a~d Brahm!' sought the' 
adVIce of V 1shnu. Accordmg to bts directions 
Brahma did penance in this place. He was finally 
absolved of his sin. In consequence, Tirukkalukkuram 
oame to be known as Brahmapuri, 

Let us narrate the story of the Kites~ambu and 
Adi. They were two brothers who quarrelled 
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wbetbe•· the. God (Siva) or the Goddeea (Salrlti); 
wa. 1uperioll. 1;he Lord Himself deowed that 
both were equal; but eveo after his admonitioa 
they would not stop qu.;Lrelling; and when they• 
persisted, they were cursed to beoomo kitcllo In 
tbe Kali age, they are known by the names o£ 
Sambu and Adi. They visit the hill every da)l' 
to pray for their ealvation 1 and the Pakshipandaram 
(the bird-priest) of the Vedagiri hill feeds the 
two bird• a~ noon everyday. It i• this fe~ure 
that draws most,' the, attention oJ pilgrims as well 
ae sightseere-ohtefty foreigners, 

Among the VS~ious other personages, who s;em 
to have attain~d salvation here. are Agastlya, 
Ahaiyai, ln4ra, R.udrakotti (Siva's servants), Ganga, 
the twelve Adityae (S11ns), Mar!tandeya, the eigh~ 
Vasil~· Varun11o Viawami~rllo 

TOPOGRAPHY. AND SHRINES, 
The hill. is rega.rded as the ve~y. em~iment of 

the Vedas, and it as called Vedag1r1. 0t<(.mg to the 
sacred charaot~r of the hill in every part (as at 
Tiruvannamalai of the Tejo·linga), it must have been 
devoid at one . time of any shrine. The devotees 
would not have been willing to tread on it, So, 
they say did the three saints-Appar, Sambandar 
and Sundarar-worship tbe Lord of the hill from 
below. 

Apart from the place where th~ Kites are fed by 
the pandaram, there are two shrines on the hill. One 
ia a rook-out Pallava cave temple most probably 
excavated by the Pallava King Mahendravarman (7th 
century A. D.) but generally attributed to his eon, 
Narasimhavarman I. The incomplete inscription in 
arohaio Tamil ecrlpt of Narasimhavarman gives the 
name of"Mulasthana on the hill" to this shrine; and 
it ia the oldest inscription in this place. On the 
pillars of this cave temple are formed a large number 
of signatures of l)uto\1 visitors, The other shrine on 
the top of the hill seems to have had its origin in 
the 8th century A. D.-most probably in the 
daye of the Pallava King Rajasimha (Narasimha· 
varman ll)-or one of his immediate successors. 

There is a shrine at the foot of the hill of Vedagiri 
oalled nO'f t\le Bhall;thavats~la temple w\lose walls 
c:ontain almost all the inscriptions of this plac~ 
which range from the end of the 9th c:entury A. D. 
~898 A. D.) to almost, the eve of British settlement 
an India, · 

In this temple the~ is io t~e 2!1d prakara .a ;9trong 
room (tiru abbarana kottadt) wtth a s~m1-ctrcular 
back wall. It has all the features of a temple of the 
9ti) century A. D. · The vi mana is of the shape of 
the back of an elephant (Gajabrashta vimana) and 
there are images of Ganesa, Oakshinamurti, Vishnu, 
Brahma ancl Durga with fea.t~res. of. 9th century 
soulptures.· A. number of mscnptiops on the 
walls of the 'strong roorn' mention the central 
·shrine of Tirukkalukkunram (Tirukkalukkunrattu 
Sri Mula~thanappcrumanadigal). 1 am disposed to 
think, after a close inspeotion during my r.eoent 
visit that this is, the oldest Mulasthana Shnne of 
this plaoe, In later times, it was abandoned and a 
new linga was consecr'/-ted and thll.t became. the 
modern llakthavatsala. 

, . THE OLDEST SHRINE. 
"Which is the original Mulasthana Shrine" is a 

question of aome importance. The officers of the 
Epigraphioal Department consider either the shrine 
at tile top of the Vedagiri hill or the rock-out Pallava 
oave in it to be the original Mulasthana. I do not 
favour such a view and my conclusions alone can be 
ad forth here, The olclest inscription in the Baktha· 
vatsala temple is a very important one of the 27th year 
of a certain Kajakesarivarman who can be 

identified without. an, aacertainty with the Chota 
King, Aditya I (accession 871 A. D.), and this is
found on the west wall of the StroDg room of tbis 
shrine, It is said that at th" request of a certain 
Puttan, this king promised to confirm and maintain 
the ori"iaal grant of lands free of tax (irai-yili) made 
by tbe previous kings o£ the land (purva rajakkal) to 
th.e . Mulasthana temple at Tirukkalukkunram. Of 
these kings only tWOJ are. mentioned, One is the 
don~. Skandaaishya, whom we cannot clearly iden• 
tity as there are a. number of kings of that name, but' 
he should. be assigned roughly to the fifth century 
A.. D. The other i• Narasimbavarma I, the conqueror· 
of Vatapi (middle of the 7tll century A. 0.) whose 
inscription also is found in the Pallava Orukal. man· 
dapa.(rock-cut temple) on the Vedagiri hill, 

Na(asimlmvarman. is, said to have protected the 
original. endowmen~ of Skandasishya. The re
confirmation of the same grant. by Aditya Chota 
happened soon after his conquest of the Pallava 
country (Tondaimandalam). There are also a. 
numbe~ of other in~iptions on the walls of this 
'strong room' which mention the Mulastbana temple 
of thi!l place till 1085 A. D. So thiSc. strong room 
within the premisea. of the Baktha:vatsala temple 
should have been the original Mulasthana. If so. 
the God consecrated- in that 'strong room' should 
have been the oldest shrine of the Tamil land 
referred to in inscriptions. The present structure of 
the shrine (the atrong room) has to be assigned to 
the ninth century A. D. Perhaps it waa a reno
Vation. of the original shrine in brick of the days 
of Skandasishya. 

There are. a bout a dozen. sacred, tanks · in the 
place. The tam on the, hill is called the '8ampati, 
8•mai'; the 8ankh~ tirtham at the foot of the Vedagiri 
hilL from which a conch emerges once in about 12 
years, and the •Nandi-tirtham' in the enclosure of the 
Bakthavatsala shrine are the moe~ important. The 
Palar is tqe holy river of this deity. 

CHILD. SANCTUARIES. 
When the idea of transporting British children 

wholesale to America to apare them the ordeals of 
air raicls was first discussed, Ths RB/ONIIBr suggested· 
as a better solution of the problem the creation of 
child sanctuaries in. belligerent countries which by 
agreement will not be subjected to aerial attacks. 
A few hundred British children found their • way to 
America but after· the torpedoing of the~. kCitiy of 
Benares" which carried some hundreds! of refugee 
children, and the onset of the cold of winter, the. 
soheme was suspended. The idea of. child sanctuaries 
in the belligerent countries. seems to be catching on. 
A Reuter's message from Lisbon dated the. 7th 
February reports: 

A project rex the centralizing In Portugal of Interna
tional efforts to protect children frDID the eonsequenoes 
of aerial warfare Is to be made officially by the 
Portuguese liovernmeDt to all belllgt:rent Powers. Th11 
plan was unofficially put forward receDtly in the 
newspaper Diaro d1 l>oticiaa urging the establishment 
of"safetycities"ln all countries at war, where children 
would be guaranteed freedom from bombardment. "Let 
us ceDtralilll in Portugal aDd co-ordinate the magni
ficent work of the lnternatioDal Red Cress units," 
wrote the newspaper. "This geDeratlon, repre>entiDg 
the Rurope of tomorrow, caDnot be held responsible 
for the bloody coDBict now proceeding iD Europe. 
It is a question of saving from dread and death aDd 
IDevitable physical debility thousanrls of children, 
English, German, FreDeh Italian, Belgian, Dutch, 
Norwegian and Greek, without distiDction," 
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DEPRESSED CLASSES IN COCHIN. · 
The Editor, 

TM Indian Social R•form•r 
Sir, 

I have read with interest your note to my letter. 
You argue that "the concessions meant for 
Harijans are different both in intention and character. 
These cannot be extended to those who are no 
longer Harijans, That seems to be plain common
sense." May be, in the case of Bombay and other 
Provinces, But surely not with regard to Cochin 
and Travancore. Here there is no question of 
eztmiling the eoncesrio711 to converts, 

Whatever might be the meaning of the term 
Harijan in British India, the term Depressed Classes 
in Cochin has nothing to do with untouchability, 
The Cochin Educ3.tion Code says:- "A Class or 
Community shall be styled u Backward or Depressed 
only on the •tandpoint of litoral'1/• In the oase of 
children of the Backward or Depressed Classes 
attending a school, a change of religion will not make 
them ineligible for the concessions enjoyed by them, 
Converts to other religions from communities 
classed as Backward or Depressed shall be eligible 
for all the educational concessions granted to the 
respective communities." Such was the position 
here for many decades, and recently when an 
ertswhile Congress Leader became Minister for 
Rural Development in this State, he at onoe 
cancelled those concessions to the converts, without 
even ascertaining the views of the Legislative 
CounciL 

We are only questioning this order, You say the 
order ''seems to be plain commonsense." For my 
part, I am not going to question that statement. 
But it is a pitiable fact that this sort of commonsense 
has produced Pakistan in British India, has made 
the Depressed Classes suspicious of their own 
brethren; and has made the freedom of India an 
illusion I What we pray is that this sort of 
"commonsense" must not enter into the heads of 
popular leaders here, Perhaps you will be surprised 
to know that the Christian Community is the largest 
single community in this State, We, Christians, 
are for an united India. But if our Hindu leaders 
take it into their heads to pass orders like this, we 
will be forced to consider whether, after all, Mr. Jinnah 
is wrong in his fears about the Congress, I firmly 
believe that it is your duty to advise these Hindu 
leaders not to interfere with religion at all for the 
greater glory of our motherland. 

Ernakulam, } Yours etc., 
6th February, 194.1, M,O, JOSEPH, NEDUMKUNNAM, 

[The first part of Mr. Joseph's letter is a virtual 
acceptance of our contention that measures designed 
to remedy the position of Harijans in the Hindu 
community, cannot be extended to converts to other 
communities who, it is asserted, do not suffer from 
the disabilities of the Harijan. Mr. Joseph's earlier 
position (Reformer, February 1, 194.1) was that the 
Cochin Government's educational programme was a 
measure of Harijan uplift. Now, he argues that the 
term "backward or depressed classes" in Cochin and 
Travancore has no relation to untouchability but 
only to the condition of literacy. That should have 
been conclusive and it certainly takes the Cochin 
case outside the conditions prevailing in British India, 
where there are two separate concessions-one for 
backwardness in literacy, and the other for improving 
the position of untouchables. But Mr. Joseph is not 
content with establishing this point, He threatens 
us that, if we persist in our interpretation, be will 
along with his fellow-Christians "consider whether 
Mr. Jinnah is wrong in his fears about the Congress." 

It does not matter to us in the least whether 
Mr. Joseph supports Pakistan or not, but for his own 
sake it would be well if he gets over his present 
confusion. Mr. Joseph's petulant outburst presents 
him and Christians in a very unfair light. Surely he 
does not mean that they are for a united India for 
what they can get out of it, Editor,) 

THE CATHOLIC WOMEN'S WELFARE" 
SOCIETY (BOMBAY), 

Over 160 persons of all classes and creed~r 
attended the first public meeting last Sunday in
St. Xavier's High School Halt of a new social 
welfare association called the Catholic Women's 
Welfare Society which has been founded by His 
Grace the Archbishop of Bombay to combat the 
evils of prostitution and child slavery rampant in 
the city. Though actually founded in the latter 
parL of 1988, the Society's work hitherto has been. 
carried on without publicity of any kind as it was. 
considered that an exhaustive enquiry into the 
causes of the evils was an essential preliminary to
tackling the evils themselves. 

However, as the Report read at the meeting
demonstrated very forcibly, this preliminary inquiry 
was no academic affair, For over two years a 
small band of Catholic women in Bombay and the 
suburbs have been doing practical rescue and 
preventive work a• a basio of their enquiry into the 
conditions responsible for the appalling traffic 
in women and girls that goes on the city, 
As a result, certain definite conclusions have 
been reached, and it is now felt that the time has 
come when the work of the Society should receive 
the widest possible publicity in order that the fruits. 
of this preliminary inquiry may be made accessible 
to all communities. As His Grace the Archbishop
(President of the Association and Chairman of the 
meeting) pointed out, much of the resoue work done. 
by non-Catholics is done among , Catholics, and the 
C. W, W, S. can do much to contribute to a solution 
of a social problem which is partly due to the 
unchecked immigration of Catholic girls and women
into Bombay in search of a livelihood, 

After the reading of the Report by the Hon,. 
Secretary of the Society, Mrs. F. W. Platts, M. So.,.. 
the Archbishop called on Professor Aloysius Soares, 
M. A., LL. B., to address the meeting, Mr. Soares 
referred to the Report as "a humaq document, some 
chapters from life," and said that ~·the_ band of· 
devoted workers had earned the gratitude and . 
admiration of all social workers, Christian. 
and non-Christian alike, They might well have been 
daunted by the magnitude of the problem and 
the inadequacy of the means. at hand to deal with 
it, but he was certain that now that their quiet and'" 
unostentatious work bad been made known to the 
public, ready help, financial and personal, would be 
forthcoming, The Report had shown clearly the· 
need for workers with special gifts and sufficient 
leisure, and he hoped such people would come 
forward and offer their services. Rescue work 
was a matter mainly for private enterprise, said" 
Mr. Soares. Public authorities could not do much 
except under the pressure of public opinion, and if 
bad housing conditions were a prevalent source· 
of danger to young people as the Report had 
stated, then publio opinion should be organized 
towards remedying those conditions. 

Introducing the second speaker, Dr. (Mrs). Socrates 
Noronha, D. T. M. H., D. T, M. (Lend,), J.P.,. 
His Grace commented on the wisdom of having 
two dootors amon~r the speakers and expressed·· 
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the hope that the Guild of C.:atholic Doctors 
founded in Bombay in 1989 would work in clo•e 
collaboration with the C, W. W. S. In her 
address on "Woman's Role in Rescue Work," 
Mrs, Noronha laid streu on the fact that the social 
evil of prostitution cannot be eliminated by laws and 
legislation. There will always be people who will 
find way8 of evading such laws. The social worker 
is, therefore, indiMpensa.ble and on the character of the 
individual depends the success of the work done. 
Women are especially suited to this work for they 
have qualities of sympathy, patience, gentleness and 
above all ;,.tuition, which are most necessary when 
dealing with the unfortunate and despairing. kThe 
overwhelming success," continued the speaker, "of 
those who make use of religious influence as 
compared with what is usually termed a sense of 
duty or philanthropy is manifest to all. You will 
turn a fallen soul aright far quicker if you make her 
realise her loss of dignity in the eyes ot God rather 
than simply point out to her degradation in the 
eyes of man, and when she has been safely rescued, 
make her realise that she may yet hold up her head 
in the sight of God whatever man thinks of her," 

Dr, A. C. Rebello, M, B. B. S., D, T., M, H. 
(Lend.), followed with an excellent speech in which 
be indicated the great assistance tlut could be 
rendered to the Sooiety and its work by professional 
men, Trained etm~~~mit/1 and ruotJroh sludmtl with 
great profit to themselves also, could go round and 
study the conditions under which these girls and 
women live. Dodor1 could do much to advise and 
help the Society, and they could also serve as 
links between their patients and the Society, 
recommending the former to the latter in oases 
where the Society's help was needed. Nur••• and 
midwivu could similarly put their often distres~ed 
patients into the care of the Society. Lawy•r• 
could give legal advice on pointe concerning 
adoption and terms of employment, and 
could help in rescuing child servants from 
their cruel and unscrupulous employers or 
relatives, Prea•h•r•, too, and public speakers, 
clerical und lay, and journalists and writsfl. 
"So much journalistic talent in our community," 
said the speaker, "is wasted on periodicals noted 
for their undignified language, whiob could be 
put to good account writmg articles and stories 
to respectable papers with the object of giving 
correct and continued pu blioity to social work.'' 
A~ the work developed, homes, hostels, and 
oluhs would be needed, and arohit•IJI•, ongi,lll8rl aud 
arti•t• and all engaged in the building trade would 
be called upon, Finally, there would be the 
need for Dlll••hi•t• and tea•here to instruct the 
women and ~iris saved from disaster by the 
Society both in their religion and in some useful 
home industry 1 in this field some Sodalities were 
already doing great work which could be extended, 
In conclusion Dr. Rebello appealed to the professions 
to help the Society, irrespective of raoe and creed, 
thus "giving an opportunity not only to the women 
and child-victims but also to their cruel masters 
and mistrcucs and to their aeduoers and unscru
pulous relatives to live honourably for the greater 
glory of God.'' 

Profes•or Correi:l·Afonso, r-L A. (Oxon), LL. B., 
aft<'r rcforring to the urgent and arduous work 
of the So.:.iety during the two preceding years, work 
which haJ been carried on so quietly that few bad 
heard of it, said that now the time had come when 
its lil;ht •hould be hidJen no longer but must ~e 
forth to illuminate the d:lfkest comers of our SOCial 
life. "\Ve have in our midst,'' said the Professor, 
''to an alarming degree the social evil which is the 
darl..-est blot in the obequercd history of man: the 

exploitation of the child and the exploitation of 
woman. We see from thia Society's illuminating 
Report that something bas already been done, but 
it ia pathetically eloquent of the much more that 
remains to be done," Practical proposals had been 
made, continued the speaker, as a result of the 
inquiry and work of those two years, and among them 
were the founding of hostels, clubs and training 
classes, where the young immigrants into the city 
would find the atmosphere of home. Evory01111 could 
give one positive help toward solving the problem, 
namely, by doing his best not to create it. 

His Grace the Arch bishop then addressed the 
meeting. Saying that it would be an impertinence 
to comment on the Report, he urged that it should 
be wide! y read and studied, and copies circulated to 
many outside their present number, The magnitude 
of the problem, said His Grace, should inspire all to 
help, His Grace also welcomed what be understood 
to be the statement of Or. Rebello that Goa was 
forming a similar Society: Addressing parti.cularly 
the non-Catholic social workers present, His Grace 
thanked them for coming and remarked as noted 
above, that hitherto the Catholic body in Bombay 
had contributed rather more to the problem than to 
the remedy, but that the Christian spirit was the 
greate•t thin_g ever· given to India and that the 
experience of the Church during 2000 years in all 

·parts of the world was at the service of this new 
Society and of ail Welfare Societies. Appealing for 
membership of the C. W. W, S., His Grace said that 
its work was done for God and that no.one should be 
able to say ••No" to Christ, Our Lord, 

Proposing the vote of thanks to the Chair, Mrs. 
Leo Rodrigues, M. A, remarked on His Grace's well
known love for children as evidenced in his interest 
in St. Catherine's Home, Andheri, the Foundling 
Home and other similar institutions in the 
Diocese. It was known, moreover, that he had 
"adopted" a little crippled Hindu boy at Chembur. 
The Founding of the C. W. W. S. would enable b.elp 
and protection to be given to the many young gtrls 
(mere children) coming into Bombay, Anyone who 
felt they bad a vocation for social work should attend 
the Juvenile courts and train themselves for Vo_luntary 
Supervision and Probation Work. In conoluston tbe 
speaker thanked the Rector of St. Xavier's High 
School for allowing them the use of the Hall for 
their meeting and of the Sodality Chapel for the 
Mass which had been celebrated by His Grace that 
morning in the presence of the members of the 
Society. 

MADR.'\S HIGH COURT ON INTER-CASTE 
MARRIA-GES. 

Their Lordships Panduranga Row and Somayya J. 
J, delivered judgment in an appeal relating to the 
validity of inter-caste marriages, fhey held that 
though such marriages were permitted during the 
time of the Smritis, they bad become obsolete in 
the ••Kali" age, S. Janakirama Murthy, a Brahmin 
Vakil of Nellore, was alleged to have married N. 
Venkatasubbamma, a woman ot the Sudra Kapu 
caste in September 1926. He bad also children by 
her, He bad previously married a Brahmin woman 
and bad issues abo by that marriage. After the death 
of Janakirama Murthy, Venkatasubbamma for 
herself and on behalf of her children by the said 
Janakirama, Murthy filed a suit before the Di.striot 
Judge of Nellore agains.t the estate of lanakrrama 
Munhy, in the poesess1on .of the Brahmtn w1fe and 
her sons for recovery of mamtenanoe for herself and 
for her 'children, The defendants disputed the fact 
and validity of the first plaintill'e marriage. The 
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District Judge upheld the marriage of the plaintiff 
with Janakirama Murthy and awarded a maintenance 
of Rs. 20 a month to her and her children. Against 
that decree, the defendants preferred the above 
appeal. 

On the factum of marriage, their Lordships 
differed. Panduranga Row J. agreed with the lower 
court and held that the marriage was true. Somayya 
J. held that it was not true. But both the judges 
agreed on the question of Ia w that a marriage between 
a higher caste Hindu and a lower caste was not 
valid in Hindu law. Their Lordships held that the 
decision in Moraaryi's case of Venkatasubba Rao J, 
that Anuloma marriages were good in the present age 
was not correct and was based on a misunderstanding 
of the observations made in a Bombay case. 
Somayya J. who delivered the leading judgment on 
this question of law, elaborately reviewed the 
smritis and commentaries on the subject, and held 
that such a marriage was condemned for the present 
••Kali" age and is obsolete though it was tolerated 
during ancient times. His Lordship approvPd of the 
view taken in Mr. S. Srinivasa Aiyangar's edition of 
"Mayne's Hindu Law" that such marriages were 
void. His Lordship also referred to the writings of 
foreign travellers, who visited India to show that at 
least from about 900 A. D. such marriages were not in 
vogue in India. In the end the appeal was allowed. 

Sir Alladi Krishnaswami Aiyar, Messrs. M. s· 
Ramachandra Rao, D. R. Krishna Rao and M. 
Krishna Rao appeared for the appellants and 
Messrs P. V. Rajamannar and K. Subba Rao for 
the respondents. 
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NOTES. 
War Fund or Red Cross ?-Gandhiji has 

informed a correspondent that Congressmen 
may subscribe to Hed Cross activities without 
violating the principle of Ahimsa if they do so 
of their own free will and not under pressure. 
It is difficult for many people to satisfy them
selves that they are doing a thing of their own 
free will and not under pressure of circumstances. 
What Gandhiji means, however, is obviously 
pre~ure from officials and not from circum
stances. But the official is a part of circumstance. 
If the boss of the firm or the office calls his staff 
together and suggests that it will be a good 
thing for them all to subscribe a handsome sum 
to the Red Cross or the War Fund, it becomes 
a circumstance which few of the members present 
could resist. Gandhiji's condition, therefore 
Is not likely to be of any use except as a 
salve to one's conscience. But we want. here 
to ask seriously whether paying to the Red 
Cross is less objectionable on · humanitarian 
rrounds than paying to the War Fund. The 
QuakerS and other conscientious objectors-not 
all of these-think as Gandhiji does. But we 
disagree. Not only does it seem to us that there 
is nothing to choose between the two, We feel 
that it is more humane to subscribe to war funds 
than to the Ked Cross. The latter seems to us 
to be a most illogical institution, to heal the 
wounds caused in the fight to which we 
deliberate! y send · our soldiers. We send them 
knowing that if they are not killed or captured 
outright, a proportion of them must come back 
maimed, blinded, disfigured and disabled. One of 
the most pathetic cases is that mentioned in 
Dr. Axel 1\lunthe's ••Red Cross and Iron Cross.'' 
An otlicer is brought to the hospital and 
is put into an overcrowded ward. The man had 
lost his si~ht but he keeps crying, in igll<"'l<lnce of 
the terrible fact, "Open the wrndow, Open tho 
window,'' all the day long. We have been 
since reading this, asking ourselves whether it 

y.'Ould not be more rational as well as hurnane. 
tf we must engage in war, to equip sufficient 
numbers of men in the most c:>mplete manner 
possible so as to minimise their ch:tnces of being 
wounded or killed or captured hy the enemy 
who, indeed, should be intimidated by the 
strength and armaments of the opposing army 
from seeking to lr'J conclusions with it. And it 
seems to us that by collecting a large War Fund 
this can be done so that the irony of the 
Red Cross · may be dispensed with to a 
considerable extent, if not altogether. It is the 
old and wise principle, Prevention is better 
than cure. The attempt to salve our conscience 
or save our face by subscribing to the Red 
Cross and not to the War Funds seems to be 
a pitiful piece of casuistry. 

Need lor Non-Sectarian Welfare Work :-In the 
Report of tho Catholic Women's Welfare 
Society and even more warmly in the speech of 
the Archbishop of Bombay at the first public 
meeting of the Society, acknowledgments were 
made to the readiness and cordiality with whicb 
non·Catholic and non-Christian institutions and 
workers responded to the request of the Society 
for CO<lperation and help. The Society also 
expresses its readiness to help other 
workers in a like spirit. This is as it should 
be. In a country like India whece from of old 
different religious communities have lived 
together and in a city like Bombay where they 
come in intimate contact in the course of business 
and pastimes, the establishment of watertight 
compartments in social service are unhelpful 
though, of course, each community has 
special opportunities and facilities to look 
after its own members. Tho field of social 
work among women is wide and, as 
tho testimony of the League of Nati:>ns 
Committee shows, success has attended both 
religious and secular efforts at rescue and 
reclamation. The Houses of Bethany are 
managed by a special order of Benedictine nuns 
dedicated to this work while the Soviet institu
tion is cOnducted without any religious, if not 
with an anti-religious, blas. The QOmmoo feature 
which, perhaps, accounts for their success, is 
that in both, no distinction is made from the 
first between the rehabilitators and the to-be
rehabilitated. We rather think that the Catholic 
Women's Welfare S0eiety, jLtdgiog from the 
Report, . is not equally careful to avoid the 
appearance of such a d~tinction between workers 
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and beneficiaries. The work which they are 
doing benefits the sisters in misfortune directly. 
But the afflictions of these women are infectious 
morally and physically and may have seriously 
detriJnentiJ.l effects on the community as well as 
bn other communities. Thus in trying to save 
them we are trying also to save ourselves. 
We should welcome, therefore, an organisation 
open to all communities in which and through 
which all social work of a like tenour may 
be co-ordinated. Every member of it· may 
and should retain his or her own religious 
beliefs or disbeliefs. One can disbelieve, 
it has been wisely observed, as reverently as 
one can believe. · But there should be no 
attempt at proselytising. · This will cause no 
difficulty to Hindus who do not believe in 
organised proselytism. And there are enough 
men and women o( goodwill in all communities 
to form and work a non-sectarian organisation 
_'for the rescue and redemption of women and 
girls, 
' N. M. Joshi :-At the Legislative Assembly 
Mr. N. M. Joshi who has sat in it as a repre
sentative of Labour and . Liberal interests, 
nominated by Government, · moved for a 
Committee to enquire into the treatment ·of 
detenus under. the Defence of India Act. The 
Home Member · of the Government of India, 
Sir Reginald Maxwell; who has the reputation 
of · being an official of balanced illtelligence, 
unaccountably· lost his bearings and indulged in 
a diatribe which would have made Englishmen 
whom we have known, blush for its 'I bad form." 
Government having put these detenus under lock 
and key,· have no moral right to vilify them 
by the · mouth of their spokesmen in the 
Assembly. These men, be it remembered, are 
detained without trial, ·a procedure, repugnant 
to the fundamental principle of criminal juris
prudence that every man should be assumed 
to be innocent .until he is proved in a duly 
constituted court of law to be ·guilty. There 
have been recently public references to the 
Magna·· Charta, the original of ·.which 
is now .. entrusted • for safe custody to the 
Government of the United States. ·The Home 
Member might ·-have read of it. The Magna 
Charta does nothing more than emphasise and 
confirm the elementary principle of justice that 
a man_ should be heard before he is condemned. 
Perhaps it waS·~ the consciousness that the 
detention of these men was more . in the line of 
the Fascist than of the British tradition and that 
an English official could not Justify it on the 
principles· recognised as just and lawful, that 
made the Home · Member. fly ·into· a temper. 
Sir Reginald mentioned "a secret visit'' . he paid 
to the detenus when he was "mistaken for a 
P. W. D. man." This resembles Gestapo tactics 
except in that there seems to be no point in it. 
After heaping epithets on the unfortunate 
detenus who· may· be all that Sir Reginald 
described them to be, but who are entitled to be 
regarded as innocent until they are proved to be 
rascals. the Home Member tried . the trick of 

luring Mr. Joshi to his view by sucrgestinO' in a 
parenthesis that he, Sir Reginald, was" sure 
that Mr. Joshi had no friends a monO' the detenus. 
This gave Mr. Joshi the opportunity of 
administrating a rebuke to the Home Member 
which was as severe as it was deserved. And 
that gives us the opportunity to express our long
felt appreciation of Mr. Joshi as a man of rare 
intellectual integrity, whom nothing can divert 
from the path of what he regards as the truth 
and right. Mr. Joshi is not a religious 
man. Indeed, he somewhat needlessly parades 
his indifference to religion. He has 
been afflicted by serious illness, has suffered 
cruel bereavements, has been recently 
obliged to . resign from an institution to 
which he had devoted himself for life. He is 
a nominated member of the Assembly depending 
on the Government, that ts, the Home Member, 
for the opportunity to continue his honourable 
career in the Assembly. His nomination to the 
League of Nations where he won distinction by 
his ability and character, need no longer count, 
as the League itself has been dispersed. He was 
speaking to a man who can send any man in the 
country to the detention camp without assigning 
any reason whatever except that in his opinion 
and that of his subordinates he was not a person 
fit for . decent society,. whatever that may 
mean. In . these circumstances, not many in 
his position WOJ.lldhave cared to stand up for 
the men who were not.there to answer for them
selves as faithfully and unflinchingly as he did. 

Enemy Internees and Political Detenus: -For 
many months past there has been, in public 
and private, . comparison made between the 
treatment of enemy aliens interned since the 
war and Indian political detenus. The reason for 
the difference in favour of aliens was understood 
but the Home . Member . for the first time 
stated it publicly. He. spoke of international 
conventions but no one nowadays cares for 
these conventions when it is in their interest 
to break them and they can be broken without 
bringing down .retribution. The real reason is 
that the enemy countries hold British detenus and 
prisoners of war-among them the Viceroy's son 
and heir and probably the . relatives and 
friends of other high . officials also-and any· 
inconsiderate treatmen_t of enemy aliens' here . · 
would be promptly reciprocated in those countries, 
There is a strong agitation in Great Britain 
against needlessly severe measures against · 
citizens of enemy countries held in detention, and 
we entirely sympathise with it. We should be 
very sorry indeed if the Government of India do 
not set an example to .other countries of the 
utmost courtesy, consideration and even genero
sity to men and women whom they have been 
obliged to intern owing to . the accident of war. 
Nor, for our part, do we think that the standard 
adopted in the case of war detenus or prisoners 
is necessarily the proper one for political detenus 
in this country, The standard for these should 
be determined with reference to their habitual 
manner and standards and should in no case 
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fall short of them. What we should deprecate I Mr. Roy's Cave of Adullam.-The miscellaneous 
it the regarding of the absence of the power of crowd which Mr. M. N. Roy is sweeping into 
retribution as an argument for inflicting hard- his army for the destruction of Fascism, reminds. 
ships on men whose only offence is that their one of the Cave of Adullam. For the benefit of 
activities in pursuance of their convictions appear readers who are unfamiliar with Bible history, it 
to the autbQI'ities to be subversive of the existing may be explained that in the Cave of Adullam 
order. everyone that was in distress, and everyone 

The Arya Samaj and the Census :-Much in debt, and everyone that was discontented in 
pressure is being brought to bear on Arya Gath, gathered round David who had fled from 
Samajists to declare themselves as Hindus in the wrath of the king Achish and became a 
returns for the forthcoming Census. From a captain over them. Mr. Roy seems to have won 
letter in the Leader, it seems that the Aryas had over a section of officialdom and the Anglo· 
agreed to do so. Ml."anwhtle the c:>lumn of sect Indian press to believe in his mission to save the 
after religion was omitted from the enumeration country from Fascism as well as from the Con· 
form, and, as Aryas do not wish their identity gress and from Gandhiji. The Indian public, 
to be lost, they have decided to enter "Arya however, are suspicious of this erstwhile ' right· 
Samaj" in the column for religilln. All this haod man'' of Lenin and participator in other 
fuss is unnecessary since in the Arya Marriage abortive revolutions, and of his aims and 
Act introduced by the President of the Inter- objects. Immediately, he declares that Fascism 
national Aryan League, Delhi, the preamble must be destroyed. As it happens Fascism 
describes the Aryas "as a class of Hindus." is destroying itself. When it is destroyed with 
The Census officials cannot ignore the statute. or without Mr. Roy's co-operation, what will he 
The obviously proper thing would be to enter do? What is his programme ? Will he revert to 
Hindu Arya in the column for religion. The Leninism which is dead in Soviet Russia or will 
column for religion itself is out of place in the he seek to start India on the Stalinist road ? 
Census and should be deleted. Every sect and When Mr. Roy was restored to freedom and 
denomination should take its own census if it to Indian public life some years ago, a reception 
desires to have a statistical record of its was given to him in Congress House in Bombay 
adherents. and the late Home Minister, Mr. K. M. Munshi, 

The Turko-Bulgarian Pact :-In the past week in his ecstatic style hailed him as the grelt 
Bulgaria which had sprung to the fore-front of liberator who with his experience of six or seven 
world politics by the brusque reply which its revolutions in other countries, would lead him and 
Government gave to :Oritain's charge that Nazi his friends to the promised land. The Reforme, 
troops were in Bulgaria, held the limelight by a demurred and it was the only journal that did so. 
non-aggression pact which it concluded with Now Mr. Roy is the most determined antagonist 
Turkey, on Monday. This was followed by of the Congress and the whole Gandhian ideo
the signing of a cultural pact the next day with logy. It is astonishing how fortunate Gandhiji 
Hungary and the initiation of trade negotiations has been in the sequence of events which consoli
with Soviet Russia in Moscow. On Friday dated his leadershtp. The death of Gokhale a.Jd 
news came through that a non-aggression pact Pherozeshah Mehta, left Lokamanya Tilak 
has also been put through with Yugo-slavia. The and Dr. Besant as competitors for the Congress 
Bulgarian Foreign Minister has declared that gadi, The Lokamanya, with Gandhiji's neutra
these diplomatic moves are intended to establish lity, won. Just when the issue of non-co-operation 
Bulguian neutrality. This must mean at was hanging in the balance, the Lokamanya 
the least B.1lkan neutrality as well. At best the who regarded it as a mad project, died and left 
Allies can expect that the Balkans will be neutra- the field clear to Gandhiji. The late Lord 
Iised in this war, enjoying a position somewhat Lloyd next gave him a timely and much
similar to that of Scandinavia in the last, though needed "leg up," by the strange prosecution in 
not quite as easy. The pact with Turkey does which the judge delivered· a sorr of Gettysburg 
not aJTect previous agreements entered into oration in reply to a Ciceronian deliverance 
by either country, but the prospects now are from the prisoner, not standing at the bar but 
greater of its keeping Turkey out of the sitting besiae him on the bench. Then came the 
war, than of turning Bulgaria anti-Nazi. The Swaraj split. Gandhiji had to yield to 
position of Turkey is an unenviable one and Deshbandhu Das but the latter died shortly 
Prestdent Ineunu must be regretting his failure after. Pandit Motilal Nehru would certainly 
to arrive at an understanding with Kussia in the have prev~nted the Gandhi-Irwin Pact but at the 
early stages which would have allowed his critical moment he too breathed his last. 
people to enjoy a securer neutrality, As matters Subash Chandra Bos~ who dared defy Gandhiji 
stand, the indications seem to be that Russia and might have proved a serious rival, has 
and Germany are hoping to repeat their Polish turned spiritual and has mysteriously vanished. 
adventure in the South-East. Greece has in ''In Vishnuland, what avatar?'' To complete 
some ways facilitated this scheme, since Italy is Gandhiji's triumph, Mr. M. N. Roy has unfurled 
kept out of the picture s.> Ions as she is his fla"'• And people, including Congressmen, 
entangled in her Greek quarreL Persistent who w~re showing signs of viole?t disagreement 
rcrx,rts of Japanese initiation of a peace mllve with Gandhiji's p:>licies are saymg, :· l:$etter to 
indicate a surprising devdopment in the inter· err with the 1\lahatma than shme wtth 1\L N. 
natiunal sphere. Rlth parties to the European Roy." 
conllict disclatmeJ interest in it. 
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INDIA, BURMA AND CEYLON.· 
To the Government motion that the documents 

relating to the· Indo-Ceylon conversations be 
taken into consideration, Sir Raza Ali, ex-Agent
General in South Africa, introduced an 
amendment as follows: 
·And this Assembly regrets the failure of the Indo
Ceylon conversations as revealed in the verbatim 

. report and supports the attitude adopted by the 'repre
sentatives of the Government of India which faithfully 
represents the point of view of Indian public opinion; 
and, while recognising the desire of the Ceylon State 
Council to maintain 1ts independence of action, appre

. elates the message sent by the Governor of Ceylon to 

. that body with respect to the undertakings given by His 
Majesty's Government and by the Government of 
Ceylon to the Government of India and expresses the 
hooe that it will serve to emphasise the importance 
particularly under present circumstances of nothing 
being done by the Government and people of Ceylon 
which will endanger the good relations which .should 
exist between the two countries whose interests are so 
Intimately bound together. 

The mover of this self-contradictory amendment 
as well as many of the other non-official 
members who spoke in the debate, warmly 
supported the attitude of the Indian delega" 
tion. Nevertheless the key-note of ' the 
amendment which was carried unanimously, 
was "regret" and not ''satisfaction." This note 
of regret at the failure of the conversations 
was prominent in almost every speech. in the 
debate as was the approval of the attitude 
of the Indian Government. Sir F. E. James 
whose support of the Government action was 
much appreciated by the Assembly, began by 
expressing his "profound regret" at the failure of 
the conversations. Of course, everybody agreed 
that the failure was due to the intransigency of 
the Ceylonese representatives. Sir Raza Ali, 
however, let fall the remark that . some 
non-official members might have been associated 
with the Indian deputation. Mr. M. S. Aney 
who has won recognition in the country and 
the Assembly as a wise and farseeing leader, 
expressed his gratification at the unity mani
fested in the debate: 

Unity in the regret at the failure of this phase of 
the negotiations ; uni&y In the hope that better under
standing would be achieved in the future; and unity 
also In &he resolve that so far as India was concerned, 
If there was to bo a settlement, It must be on the 
basis of justine and fairplay to Ceylon, but justlce and 
fairplay also to Indians In Ceylon, 

Mr. Aney's sentiments were received with 
acclamation by the Assembly. If Sir Raza Ali 
and Mr. Aney had been with Sir Girja Shankar 
Bajpai on the Indian delegation, the deadlock 
might have been postponed, if not definitely 
averted. Non-official co-operation is more likely 
to be effective in the informal stage than when 
negotiations have become ripe for a formal 
discussion. The fact is, and the people of 
Ceylon will no doubt note it, that nobody in 
India is happy at the failure of the negotiations. 
The Ceylonese delegation would have secured 
substantial terms from India if it had not deluded 

itself with the analogy of. South Africa. That· 
the Government of India have failed in South." 
Africa is no reason why they should submit to 
the expatriation of Indians domiciled in Ceylon. 
At the same time, we in this country should note 
how the failure to sustain the rights of Indians 
in one part of the British Empire reacts to the. 
injury of Indians in others. 
~ del«:g?tion from Burma headed by the

Pnme Mmtster,. the Hon. U. Baw, arrived in 
India a few days ago on the same. kind of 
mission as the Ceylon delegation. and we trust 
that it will not also end in a deadlock. Burma 
does not stand in precisely the same close rela
tion to. India as Ceylon. The Burmese are a 
Mongolian people. They received Buddhism 
!lot from India but from Ceylon, They have a 
Just cause of estrangement from India for the 
loss of independence of their country. · Histori
cally, the conquest and annexation of Burma by 
India stands on the same footing as the conquest 
and annexation of Abyssinia by Italy. On the 
introduction of. the reformed constitution, Burma 
was separated from India by what the Governor
designate of Burma has happily termed 'a major 
operation,' which had left some ragged edges 
behind. One of these is the prohibition of the 
levying of duties on imports from India into 
Burma. According to the Burmese Premier, 
Indian imports have increased largely since the 
separation and he has come among other 
things to get the Gover.1ment of India to · 
agree to the levying of puties by Burma on 
Indian imports. This will be an important 
addition to the revenues of Burma. The Burmese 
Premier, anticipating a retaliatory demand for a 
duty on Burmese rice imports into India, pointed 
out that India "did not produce enough rice for 
her consumption and a duty on Burmese rice 
would injure the Indian consumer, But the 
Burman can not eat up all the rice which 
he now grows and, if India imported less of it, 
he would be the first to suffer because his 
income from his fields would be correspondin"'lY 
reduced. Prices will. fall and he will h~ ve· 
to sell the surplus at a loss. So far as 
India is concerned1 it has been: for years. 
our opinion that we should make ourselves self- . 
sufficient in the matter of food grai11s, if 
necessary by cutting ·.down our cash crops like 
cotton which, exported to Japan, comes back to
compete with Indian manufactured cloth. 

The Burmese· Prime Minister is labouring 
un~er an illus!on U: he thinks. that levying · 
duttes on lndtan unports wtll materially 
strengthen the economic position of his country. 
Burma will either not .get the present amount 
of Indian imports or will have to pay 
a higher price to get them from other countries. 
The Burmese Premier has also in view 
to make an agreement with the Government of 
India restricting immigration of unskilled labour 
to Burma. He says that it is not to 
the benefit of the Indian or the Burmese that 
there should be free immigration of Indian 
workers to Burma. The Indian knows best 
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what ia to ilia. benefit. and what is mt. and !18 
goes to Burma becaU!Ie be finds it IQ his advan
tage and not because be wants · to create a 
problem· lor the Hon. U. Baw, · At the same · 
time, it behoves the Government and the public: 
of India to set about seriously Ulinking of way» 
and means to put an end to the emi~ration of 
unskUJed labour from this country. More than 
any other single cause, it is responsible for the 
low esteem in whicb lodiaM have come to be 
held in various parts of the world. The Burman 
and Ceylon Governments may also bnr in mind 
that the rapid industrial development which is 
taking place both in Ule Tamil and Telugu 
districts from which they make good the 
deficiency in their own labour market, will at no 
Gistant day greatly reduce the quantity and 
quality or Indian labour available to them, 
and adopt measures to develop their own native 
resources. A friendly understanding on the 
basis of these considerations is e;u;ily attainable 
between India and her two neighbours.· We 
should, indeed, look forward to an arrangement 
in the nature of a zollverein between .l:lurma, 
Ceylon and India which together constitute 
a single, ideal, economic unit, But the time for 
it is not yet and the mere suggestion may alarm 
our uspicious neighbours. -
EDUCATIONAL CONCESSIONS I~ COCHIN 

AND TRAVANCORE. 
In· the controver1y. ·which bat arisen over the 

question of educational .conoessiona to Depre11ed 
Classes in Cochin, it is repeatedly suggested that, 
before the appointment of a popular miniater in Cochin1 no distinction was made between the Depresaea 
Classes and members of these ca•~• who bad been 
convertell to another religion, Frequent referenOQ 
Ia made to the Cochin Educational Code which hal 
etated clearly, It ia eaid, that the word ''depressed" 
has an exclusively educational meaning and doea no~ 
relate to social statui, This ia cot borne out in 
any other record of the Coohiu Sta~. Certainly it is 
not the meaning usually attached to the words, 
"depressed claases," all over India. A reference to 
the Cenau1 Report of l98L and the Administration 
Reports issued annually during the past five years 
ahould be valuable in explaining the meaning 
generally attaching to the term in Cochin. 

The Administration Report of Cochin for 1987-88, 
tho year just preceding the appointment of a popular 
minister, in a ohapter on tho Uplift of the Depressed 
Clas•es, notes that "several special f2cilitie' 
and educational concessions are eJttended to them 
(tho d•pressed classes) with a view to help forward 
their educational and economio progress." It 
rroceeds, "A few backward communities, such as 
Kudumi Chettis, Tholkollans, Perulllkollans, Kumha
rana, Kusavans, Boyans and Velans were claesed as 
depressed classes for purposea of educational conoes• 
sions during the year under report." In the chapter on 
fublic lnatruotion, there is a significant passage which 
reads, "For the purpose of educational concessions, a 
few communities whiob were found to be <backward' 
in point of education were included In the liat 
of backward classes, and a few communities which 
bad already been classed as backward were 
temporarily declared depressed during the year." 

It i• worth noting that classes which have been 
moved from the "backward" to the "depressed" 
aa~gory are of the Hindu castes and to our 

~ 

knowledg. • ~" ~~ Qlass baa bceq· 1 
pt&l: in&o u- depreee.ed group-. IQ r,hc 193S.-~ . 
report, dter~ is • llleQtiQ!l o( ~bit clas~ whiM Bl;f> : 

"depreased" wbicb o~ly •hQ•• that ~" ~ ,qq. ; 
r~ (or any d~bt a• ~ ~ bf.ing ~ed l!l. 
liindll!l. Tbe ~pore reads ~ . . . , . 

Tile Gategol"y m depreaoed classes iDdudes Kallaa.: 
kau M P•da-aaa, .MaiayuJSo SambaYa~ or l"atiiYIM' : 
lar:lndlng Taailiao Sambavas, Vectaftll, blandis •. 
Kadirs, t'ulayaa, Ullada!>S, PlliiiJvaJJS!i!oD4 Ka\'lll'llS• 4, 

. l'ew b;j.ckward oomiPIUlities ~ w tlul V ~ • . (bar._, ot all backward clasl;es)• PerwnanDaaiS and 
Velaaua, Nalckena, Odas, Pana!ls, Kuduml, Chettit. 
Thqllra"a"s• PerinkoJJaD~ KwnbataP, Kusav~a. 
Boyans and VeLlllS, bave also boea classed as· 
depressed classes for puposes of eduCI!otlollal co~· 
ai<Uis for a period ol slz years. 
In all these Reports there are indication• of win t 

olassea form the depreased group and what tlu: 
backward; and in none of them ia there anything ~Q 
ebow that c:onveriS to other faitlu form ~ Qf 
the first cf ·lbeso grouPJ. 

The practical difference 11.- in the eonceasi011' 
made to the two greups 1 The backward olaaae11o 
being given half-fee oonoes1iona and tile depreei!Cd. 
ola11e1 being allowed free edueation. 

'The concessions made to backward communities 
are not restric~d to any religion for the obviou• 
rea1on that they are solely int,ended to spread' 
education in a group which is aver$!! tB i.t. This Ia 
borne out by the followin~ passa~e from ~he Census 
Report for 1931: · 

The Jews bave always ralllt:oJ lllgh In literacy, but 
their numbers ar• so few tl\at .no detailed enmlnatfoll 
of their figures is called for. It Is, however, atranp 
that they find a pia~ in the list of communities bacl<· 
ward In education though they rival the Christians. 
In general literacy and far surpass them In Bnglisb 
literacy. And yet tho Jews, shrewd and practical aa 
they are, have apparently no desiN to be elassod witil 
the advanoerl communities, probably for the reuoll 
that they will forfei~ the ooli<l benefits accruing from 
. the coaceo;slons extended to bacl<ward C0111111unitle1 bJ 
the Education Department, If they go In for a hollow~ 
unprofitable, title, 
Some fif~en years ago the post of Protector 

of tW! Depressed Classes was crea~d and ameliora
tive measures for th~ uplift of these classes were 
eet on foot, a large part of them being connected 
with educational facilities, Whatever had been: 
the practice before, ~ere has been during all 
this period a growing emphasis on the use oC 
word, "Depressed Classest as relating to social 
status in the caste system. In the 19M-1985 
Report, for instance, the section on "Uplift or 
Depressed Classes'' followed as a brief paragraph. 
after public instruction, and was solely concerned 
with opening of wells, hostels and other social 
activities. The Public Instruction section carried a 
short reference to the education of backward and 
depressed olasses. In the 1936-87 Report, however. 
the "Uplift of the Depressed Classes" had been 
expanded into a separate chapter and the educatiOQ; 
of the depressed cla11e1 wu noted in detail at che 
oommenoement of thil chapter. There was also a 
very brief paragraph on educational oonoeasions t~ 
"backward and depressed classes" ia the Public 
Instruction chapter. 

But for the paragraph in the Coohin Eduo;ational 
Code, there would be nothing to convey the 
impression tba.t the conoenions to the depressecl 
claeses were meant to be extended to members of non. 
Hindu communities. The Code itaelf introd~ 
another confusion. One sentence urges that "in tbe 
case of ohildren of the backward or depressed claase. 
attending a ecbool, a change of religion will DOC ~ 
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theJDlnetigi ble for the cOncessions enjoyed by them;" · 
and the statement that the controversy involves only 
Rs. 100 also seems to indicate that the practice-has 
been that no child who has been granted concessions 
will be deprived of them because he has changed his ·. 
l'eligion after the benefit of the concessions were · 
extended t6 him. The riext sentence lays down ·.the 
principle thai converts from backward or depressed 
classes shall be entitled to all the educational con· 
cessions granted to the respective communities. 
"Respective communities'' is very vague phraseology. 
Does it mean communities into which they have been 
admitted or communities from which they have been 
converted P If it means _the first, the present contro
versy is irrelevant, The second implies indirectly 
that change of religion does not affect the caste of 
a man, or his social status in· the community. This 
has not been the policy of the Coohin State in 
the past. The great ·contribution - made · ·by 
Christians to edueation in the Cochin State, raises 
the Christian community as' a ·whole out of the 
backward or depressed class for · educational-

, purposes-unless the Christians of Cochin, like the 
Hindus regard themselves as divided in social 
caste8, in spite of their having app_ea!ed r~ently to 
the Cochin Government to enter Chnst1ans m Census 
l'ecords as . just Christians. These concessions are 
given to a particular section of society which is 
••backward" or ''depressed." However deserving a 
man might be, if he belongs to a community which 
does not fall in either of these categories, obviously 
be cannot claim the facilities accorded to members of 
communities which do. Nevertheless 'it is clear that 
in Cochin a confusion is introduced by the Education 
Code in the facilities accOrded to certain communities 
between the concepts of educational advancement 
and .social u~lift. The term, ''depressed classes," is 
throughout the Administration Reports used. in the 
sense in which it is understood all over lnd1a. But 
apparently under the ~duoational Code it is possi~le 
to give a new, meanmg almos~ synonym~s w1th 
illiteracy. But It is equally obv1ous that th1s confu· 
sion is a legacy taken .~ver by the popular minister. 

• • • 
_ The system of educatio~al .. concessions which is 
prevailing in Travancm:e, 18 m some r:spects more_ 
systematic and more.easily comprehenstble. A Press 
Note issued from Tnvandrum on January 17th 194.1 
clearly explains the position. But a ·reterence to 
some of the old Administration Rep::>rts shows that 
from the outset Travancore bad built up its policy 
on more general lines. _ _ _ · _ . 

A comparison of t~e t.wo methods ·is not ~itho'!t 
interes"t, particularly In VIeW of the fact that m reh, 
gious issues Travancore has adopted .a forward 
policy which has not been followed bv Cochin. 
There is no parallel in Cochin to the Travancore 
Temple-entry Proclamation. In educational m.atters, 
however, Travancore does not grant concesstons to 
members of the Depressed Classes because they 
belong to those classes, as Cochin, as we have seen 
above, does,.. · . _ .. 

The Administration Report for 1982-38 remarks, 
it is true, that ••fee con;,essions were granted to the 

oor pupils of the depressed. and backwa~d oommu· 
~ities 'and also to the deservmg. poor puptls !lf ?ther 
communities." Even that recogmsed larger prmc1ples. 
But the whole ba!iS was changed in 1987 an~ ~he 
percentage of literacy .of the severa! commumttes 
was adopted as the baSIS for the granttng of conces
sions .(Administratio~ Re~ort 1936-8_7).. A further 
obange was imperoepttbly mtroduced m the next year 
and the Report for 1938-39 records that ''a~ording 
to . the rules for the award of fee conceSSI!l?s, the 
percentage of literacy of the several communattes as 

well as their economic condition was· adopted u the· 
basis for the granting of the concessions." . -
'.The press note now issued is intended to answer 

the criticisms of the Bishop of Dornakal in an article 
in the Jfadras Mail, whioh :'-PParentlY. charged the 
Travancore .. Government With pursumg an anti
Christian policy in regard to educational concessions, 

The note sets out the· fee concessions which are 
now given and draws attention to the findings of the 
Education' Advisory Board in 1935 which were give11 
effect to by the Government in 1987 .. Here too there 
are two classes of concessions, half-fee and free. 
The basis of the concessions is the literacy index 
of the communities. The classification it•elf is 
based on the number of literates per thousand of the 
population over 7 years of age. The press note· 
points out, · 

Some 22 communities were accordingly declared 
:eligible for full fee conce•sions in all schools and 

colleges .because they had a literacy index of less 
, than 100 _ per thousand. In this group there is no 
distinction made botween Hindu and Christian except 
in the case of Marakan, Pariah including Sambavar 
and Pulaya (Chera nar). The Christians among 
these as well as Hindu Nadar•, Iynavar Christians 

• Catholic. ~rasus, etc., were declared elrgible for only 
half.fee concessions in English and Vernacular schools 
in so far as the number of literates among them wa.; 
found to be 100 or more per thousand. 

. Tile Travancore Government could not naturally 
set up one. standard for a Depressed Class sect and 
for men of that sect converted to some other religion, 
where the converts very often, if not invariably 
had a better percentage of literacy, . The test af~ 

· all in · Travancore is literacy and that necessitated 
a different policy in regard to convert!l. However 
to effect a peaceful transition,· the new rules were 
held in abeyance for three years._ 

Following this there are certain provisions relating 
to exemption from examination fees which is 
restricted -to communities entitled to free education 
in all schools and colleges and even there to deserv
ing scholars. ' The complaint of the Christian 
community that their religionists are being discri
minated · ag"ainst, · therefore, · would seem to have 
little foundation in fact. The machinery set up 
by the . Travancore Government guards against 
this reproach. 

•• • ·- • 
The differences in· approach betwe~n Cochin and 

Travancore arise out of . a fundamental difference 
in the attitudes adopted by the two administrations 
to converts. The Cochin State accepts at its 
face-value· the Christian claim that a Depressed 
Class man on ·conversion sheds all the disabilities 
relating to his caste. " Their con.version to 
Christianity 'or Islam," says the Census Report for 
1931 following earlier reports, "give~ them a passport 
to tread over the field forbidden to them up to that 
time., When thus metamorphosed, he is able to 
engage himself ip .whatever work he can do, eam 
higher wages and lead a comparatively easy and 
comfortable life." It is true that this is meant to 
be a description of conditions some thirty years 
ago. But it has coloured Cocbin policy. 

The Travancore State pursues a different line of 
action. Though the Census of 1931 begins by 
stating that the Depressed Classes are those Hindu 
castes who suffer disabilities in the matter of entry 
into temples, untouchability, etc., it goes on to point 
out that, in thl\l matter of land. concessions some 
Christian. sects are classed as depressed ~nd for 
educational concessions as backward. Moreover to 
both the Census writer and to those who draw up 
the administration reports, a . converted Cheramar 
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far example becomes a Christian Cheramar, not a 
Chrietian u in Cochin. . 

This bas the advantage of eaving. the leu 
developed sections of the Christian community from 
bein~ forgotten in the progreas of the more advanced. 
But tt perpetuates distinctions which in other spheres 

.are said to die out on conversion. And it divides the 
Christian community into the castes and sub-castes 

-<>f the parent Hindu fold, The problem is one for 
the Christian community itself to solve. It bas to 
4ecide whether on conversion a Christian carries his 
-caste over into the new faith or whether he enters a 
new casteles1 community. And the fact tbat the 
amount of State assistance involved is very small, 
though it does not affect the principle, •hould bt~ an 
inducement to arriving at a farsighted decision. For 
the State the only way out of the dilemma in whioh 
the two altermtives place the Christians of Kerala, is 
.for educational concessions and benefits to be made 
on tne basis or individual and family necessit)' 
rather than of group conditions. But in no part of 
lndia has this pre-eminently sensible standard been 
adopted. 

BRAHMOISM AND VEDANTA. . 
In the R•form•r of the 8th February reference 

.was made in an editorial note on the Brabmo 
Samaj to the work of .Pandit Sitanatb Tatvabhusan 
and other scholars in promoting closer approacb 
between Hindus and . Brahmos in Bengal by 
.establishing the identity of· the Vedanta with 
.Brahmo principles, Replying to. a congratulatory 
address presented to him at a public meeting 
~n Calcutta, on the completion of his eighty• 
nfth year the venerable scholar gave an interesting 
.account of his spiritual development. 

"At a very early •tago of my religious lifo,'' he said, 
"I learnt that every man's life has (l) a general object, 
namely, cultivating union with God, and (2) a special 
-object which he must learn by prayer and sell-examina
tion. It was by a long search that I found out the 
&eCOnd and special object of my life, I found It out only 
.after a close association with prominent Brahmos and 
.a clo,e study of Brahma literature. Both the<e showed 
me that, though Brshmolsm profe•sed to be a free 
religion, rejecting both Sastras and Gurus as indepen· 
dent proofs or authorities, It had failed to prove Its 
reasonableness, 1'he special object of my life was to 
·show that Brshmolsm, both as a doctrine and an Ideal 
of lire, Is reasonable-a religion conformable to the 
. principles of philosophy. Since this disconry, my life 
has been devoted principally to the fulfilment ofthls 
task. The study of western philosophy led me to 
absoluto Idealism, which is called Neo-Hegellanlsm in 
England. Its similarity to Vedantlsm led me to a 
much closer study of the Vedanta than I had yet 
gone through. W lth the help of Sankars's &nd 
Ramonuja's commentaries 1 studied closely and as 
thoroughly as I could, tho three Institutes, Prasthana· 
traya, of Vedantism,namely (1} tho principle Upanl· 

· shads, which are called Sruti Pre>thana, (2) the 
Brshmasutram, called Naya Prasthana. This study 
cle .. rly showed me that tho Upanlshadlc Rishls them· 
selves, and not merely their exponents, differed from 
one another. I have showed In my edition of these 
Vedantlc ocrlptures that the Brahmarlshls are 
unqualified monists, but the Rajarlshls and Devarlshls 
are qualified monists, believers in tho unity-In-difference 

•<>f the finite and the infinite. 1 found that my 
philosophical Brahmoi>m agreed, In a!l essentials, 
with the Vlshlshtaadvsltabada of the Rajarlshis and 
Devarihls. In fact It was this discovery, namely that 

·troe Brahmolsm and true Vedantlsm are Identical, which 
made me feel that for the promotion of the depth and 

.·power of Brahmolsm, the gap produced by some 
Ignorant Brahmo loaders between Sastrlc Brahmananda 
(oic) and present-day Brahmoi.1D must be removed. It 

·was In this way that editing and exposltion of our 

a~ient Thei~c talptures herA me a part of the speclal 
ob )OCt of my hfe. · . . . . . . 

Pandit Sitanatb Tatvabushan, like many other 
Indians, was led to the study of Hindu philosophy 
through the door' of Western philosophy, Britlsh 
culture stands apart from other cultures io that 
it throws one back on one's own personal an4 
national =ources · and does not take the latter 
away from them. · 
• The passage quoted above is taken from the 
report in the Hindutlan 8/!JMarcl. Owing perhaps to 
exigencies of space,· tbe report ba• omitted 
wbat · should have been the most important 
passage in the Pandit's observations. Jt will 
be noted tbat, while he says tbat he made a 
careful study of the three prasthanas or foundation 
authorities, in the sentences which follow references 
only to two of them are made, while the third which 
is a synthesis and reconciliation of not only the 
Pure Advaita and Qualified . Advaita but alao, 
I ;think, . · Buddhism, •is · conspicuous . by its 
omission. . This third source-book is the Bhagavad 
Gita, We can hardly believe tbat the Pandit omitted 
to mention in his speech the philosophy of the Gita. 
which embraces and reconciles all the three great 
schools of Hindu philo9ophy, the Yoga, the Sankhya 
and the Vedanta. Only fools and children, it declares; 
regard the Sankhya and the Yoga as two distinctive 
philosophies and the author of the Gita proClaims 
himsel[ to be the founder of the Vedanta, , 

Raja Ram Mohun Roy and following. him tile 
leaders of the Brahmo Samaj io Bengal start from the 
commentaries on the three classics rather tban from the 
classics themselves. The Raja was himself inclined 
to the Sankara school of absolute monism. Pandit' 
Sitanatb . Tatvabhusan, and Pandit Srischandra 
Vedantabhusan (in his article, "Brahmoism, a Religion 
of True Bbakti," in the Maghotsav number of the· 
Iitdian MmB11gor) prefer the qualified Monism of 
Ramanuja. The . two Pandits trace the origin of 
qualified Monism to the Rajarishis and Devarishis 
and that of absolute Monism to the BrahmarishiS.: 
The Gita brushes aside the tripartite distinction and 
avers that the Devarishi Narada (not mentioned by 
Pandit Sitanath Tatvabhusan in the category) and 
three others, Asita, Devala and Vyasa, bave declared 
tbat the promulgator of the Gita was the Supreme 
Being. Inasmuch ·as the Brabmo Samaj identifies 
itself with one of the three sobools of-the Vedanta, 
it falls short of the synthesis of the Gita and that, 
in my view, is the reason why it has had to takei 
a back seat now that the number has increased of 
Hindus who· study, interpret and strive to live 
the Gita in its undiluted spirit independently 
of the three illustrious commentators accepted 
by orthodoxy. Swami Vivekanada led the way 
in this movement. He was himself for some time 
a member of tbe Brahmo Samaj and bad always a 
kindly feeling for it. But be realised its inadequacy 
for modern India and the need of a dynamio 
Hinduism oomprising aU the valuable elements 
contributed by the different religious movements of 
the past, not only in India but also in Palestine and 
Arabia, in the spirit of the Bhag~vad Gita. 

K. N, 

TubePCulosls SanatoPlum at Ranch I:
To build up the general ward for men at the Tuberculosis 
Sanatorium of the Ramal<rishna Mission at Ranchltn 
memory of late Ral Sahob Dr. Mahendra Das Gupta of 
Garurgaon, Vil<rampur, Dacca, a donation of Rs. 10 000 
has been made over to the President of the Ramakrl;hna 
Mission at Belunnath by Mrs. Savitrl Gupta, B. A., the 
daughter and executrix of the wiU of the aforesaid Ral 
Saheb. This timely donation has giVOD an impetus to 
tho construction work of tbe Sanatorium for which SOO 
acres of land have already been purchased at Ranchi. 
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; . ·ra Manikka . Vacbakar tha , l.:lord manifested 
Himself in this-. place. ··' Appar hat celebrated 
Tiruk:kalukkQnram with his hymhs. Sambandar 
(. 7m: century. A. .DI ) has sung devotional songs e>n 
the Lord whom he calls •Kallam Vallan' ( an adept in 
the- ar1 of cunning). •Ponnittar'-the Giver ol Gold-is 
en one of the appellations of this God ; it is believed 
lhaC He used to reward hi!! devotees with gold, 
Sundarar came to this place expecting to get gold 
.from the Lord; at first the Lord hid Himwelf and 
remained in the Western Gopura, but Sundararentered 
the temple by the southern gate, and, by sheer perl!e• 
verance in his devotion, received both gold and grace 
from Siva. The fourth day festival or this place 
SCJ11 celebrates this incidEnt in the life of this saint, 
Hence the name of the 'Lord who hid himself to 
Nambi' (i. -., Sunderar) "Nambik-kolitta-piran." • 
· :At the end of the 9th century A. D., the region 

or Tirukkalukkunram passed from the rule of the 
Pallayas to the Cholas who exercised their away 
till the end llf the 13th Century A. D. It is the 
Mulalthana that receives the homage of princes and 
people till •about the end or the 11th century 
A. D. And an endowment is occasionaHy made 
co the Lord on the sacred hill. But after the 
11th century the name 'Mulasthana' drops and 
the God is named the Lord of Tirukkalukkunram. 
When the God of the Mulasthana was abandoned 
and -.vhy, we do not know. But 1Ve learn that :a 
general of the Pandya King Jatavarman Sundara 
Pandya of Madura (accession 1251 A, D.) made a 
new shrine and cOnsecrated a linga. Perhaps it 
is the modern Bakthavatsala, and most oi the inscrip· 
tions of this Pandya ruler call the Lord-the giver 
or gold-"Ponnithisvaram udaiyar." After the rule of 
the Pandyas this region passed into the hands of 
the Vijayanagara rulers whose inscriptions in this 
phtce range from the fourteenth to the 16th century 
A.D .. 
, LocAL INSCRIPTIONS. 

According' to inscriptions, Tirukkalukkunram, 
otherwise called Ulagalanda Chela Puram, is said 
to be in Kalathur Kottam, a sub-division of 
]ayangonda Chola mandalam. 
. In an inscription or the 12th year of Kulottunga 

I (accession 1070 A, D.), we are told that two 
persons went out together ror a hunt; and, by 
accident, one of them killed the other by an arrow 
evidently aimed at an animal. So the assembly of 
the place resolved that the guilty person should make 
an endowment for a lamp to be burnt in the local 
temple. In an inscription whose script can be 
assigned to the 12th century A. D., a certain 
Suryadevan is said to have set up an imag-e of 
Pillaiyar irt the temple (on the top of the hill) of 
Vedagiriswara and to have constructed the flight of 
steps on the hill. In the reign of Kulottunga II 
(6 year 1189 A. D.) it is recorded that a military 
officer of .a feudatory called Edirili-Chola Sam
bavaroya was killed by another ; and thereupon, 
the wife of the deceased committed rati. At the 
instance of the elders of the assembly of the Nadu, 
the criminal was made 'to endow two lamps for the 
two deceased. 

· During tbis long period of recorded history of 
about eleven centuries or more, only two cases of 
serious theft are mentioned. In 1218 A. D. (35th 
year of Tribhuvana Vira Deva l. ,., Kulottunga III) 
a certain man was caught red-handed while removing 
the forehead plate (Tiruppattam) of the deity. He. 
was declared ll tirohin (enemy to the community) 

anl!l ejeotr=d &001 hilli houie 1 which v.rt confi•eated'::· 
and sold. The proceeds were used. for paying the> 
ehaiges ·llf tiN maPons atld 11ther .workmen whD
wen; empioyed in the . construction. of the steP• tOr 
the hundred•pillared mandapa. in the third enclos~eo 
Iff the temp!Q. . .. , . , . · 
· Anothct ilimilar ease of theft happened in the: 

dayS' of Vim Kumara Kampana Udaiyar (latter 
part ot the Utb century A. D.) of Vijayanagat'<. 
It is recorded that a certain man was caught in the 
act of sealing the gates of the srrong room afte!" 
removing the gold leaf of tbe ttruvttn ( worth about 
150 pon) or the idol in, the room. Thereupon the 
assembly of the Nadu met and oonnscated his 'kani•· 
rights, declaring him a Siva ilrohin (enemy eo Siva }o. 
and the proceeds of these rights sold il'l auction to 
various individuals amounting to 850 panama were 
depoaited in the temple treasury. 

These. instances indicate the general absence of 
serious crimes, and the large judicial powers, even in
Oases of crimes, enjoyed by local bodies in those 
times. · 

A GREAT TAMIL MERCHANT GUILD. 

The N anadesis, were a great and fiouriahing: 
Tamil merchant guild that were carrying on extensiv~ 
overseas trade from at least the earliest Chela tirnes. 
One ot their records is found in Sumatra. In this. 
place there is a reference to the shrine of the Desi• 
vitanka .Perumal-evidently Bet up by them and 
called after them by the 11' anailBBil of 8adiraf1fJ8agiJ1& 
pattinam.. This is perhaps a variant of Bailra&-a {llace 
well known in later times as a settlement of the Dutch• 
situated about ten miies from Tirukkalukkunram. 

STANDARD WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

The existence or a standard liquid measure called' 
Salvi Rajakuari kept in the temple, and of a standard 
linear measurement representing a rod ot 16 llpans 
(padinaru san kol) marked on the (upana part) ot the 
basement of the temple, is recorded in one of the local. 
Inscriptions. It is further mentioned that the square 
measure ·of that standard rod was "six-makhani.". 
The temples of South India filled the role which the 
British Museum of London did and, now, the . 
Board of Trade does for the standardization of 
weights and measures in England. 

EUROPEAN VISITORS. 

· In the 11eventeenth century and the early 19tn 
century, Europeans, chiefly the Dutch, were much, 
attracted to Tirukkalukkunram; and there are more· 
than twenty-five names of Dutchmen who visited 
the place and left their signatures on the hill. Some 
of them were persons who held distinguished offices 
in the Dutch service. Chief among them are : 

(1) The Hon'ble Mr. Antony Pavilion (1670). He 
was the chief at Masulipatam in 1658 A. D. and at· 
Jaffna from 1661 to 1~65 A. D. Then he became 
Governor of the Coromandel Coast with head-quarters· 
at Pulicat, which position he occupied for 13 yea:rs. 
(1665-78). Perhaps he visited Sadras in 1670 and 
halted on his way at Tirukkalukkunram. · 

(2) Lawrence Pit Junior (1663) was another Dutch 
Governor of the Coast. (1687-1698). Perhaps he 
visited the place in· the time of Pit Senior who was. 
also Governor (1652-63). 

(3) William Carel Hartsink (1681). He was the 
chief Merchant and President at Pulicat from 167~· 
to 1681 A. D. 

A Dutch writer called Havart relates how he and 
ten others visited the hill on Brd January 1681 A.D. 
and saw the two sacred birds being fed about 
midday. . 

An Englishman who has recorded his visit to this 
place in the 18tb century is George. Dawson (1769) 
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who was a Madras Civilian, He came out as a 
writer !n 1751, became a member of the Madras 
Council (1768); and in 1769 he was appointed Chief 
of Cuddalore. Perhaps he visited the bill on his 
way to Cuddalore, 

There is a record in the 19th century of Jan 
Andreis Vam Braan (1818) who was the Dutch 
Commis~ioner appointed in 1817 in purBuance of the 
London Convention of the 13th August 1814. to take 
delivery of some of the old Dutch factories in India. 
He visited Sadras in 1818 and assumed charge of 
the factory from the British Commissioner (31st 
March 1818); and hi,. visit reoorded at Tirukkal
ukkunram muot be on his way to Sadras. 

Such in brief is the romantic vista revealed from 
local legendary lore and the mute fragments of old 
record• on Btone spread over many centuries. The 
attractivenes• of Tirukkalukkunram will last as 
long as the hill and the lake endure, and man is not 
dead to the charm of natural acenery, salubrious 
climate and spiritual appeaL 

JESUITS AND NAZIS, 
Th" Catholic Examin•r reprints the following from 

an editorial in the Times (London) of September 271 
19~0, a• a ''tribute to Jesuits, which not so long ago 
would have been inoonceivable,'' The occasion was 
the fourth centenary of the Order. Tbe Times 
observed: 

The Jesuits underg:> a training of the severest 
character solely designed to make them proficient in 
wielding the arms required (or their warfare-philoso
phy, theology, and the spedal dialectic of the Society, 
A b-iolute obedience to the orders of their superior 
officers Is the very essence of their discipline; and 
their readiness to shed their blood for their cause ls 
attested by a long list of martyrs, which the tragedies 
of the present generation have shown to be by no 
means closed. By the practice of these virtues they 
made themselves the main army of the Church, and to 
them belongs the chief human credit for the survival 
of the Roman Church into the modern world. As a 
fighting order the Jesuits have always made enemies 1 
indeed the Society wiU no doubt feel Itself decadent If 
the day ever comes when it ceases to be hated as 
passionately as it is admired. They have contended 
furiously against princes, with no quarter given on 
either side ; and the fuct that in the service of their 
religion they were for so long the active enemies of 
Church and State in England. has left animosities that 
are not yet wholly allayed. In recent times they have 
found sinister imitators in the secular field. Discipline, 
specialized training, absolute obedience, and unques
tionln'{ devotion to a syotem of doctrines held in com
mon by the whole body-these virtues of the Jesuits-
are evidently the very core of the system on which the 
armies of the Fascists, the National-Socialists, and tho 
Falanglsts have been built. We see to-day what an evil 

· thing such a force can be, when it Is ruthlessly used 
for evil ends. But the dedication-A~ Majortlffl uri 
Olorim•-makes aU the difference. Tho disagreements 
that still divide Christian• do not define the spiritual 
battle-line of our days, which ranges In one camp all 
who are ready to defend the ancient sanctities against 
a new paganism that Is anti-Christian to Its Inmost 
es.onre, Englishmen, therefore, without compromising 
any distinction of creed, may today salute the memory 
of ST. !GNATilJS LoYOLA, tho first paladin of this 
spiritual chivalry, of ST. FRANCI!I XAvtaa, the "greatest 
missionary since St. Paul," and of all their fellow
sol<.liers who for four hundred years have fought what 
they believed to be the battle of the Lord. 
The identification in the Tim" comment of the 

technique of the Society of Jesus with that of 
Fascists, National Sooalists and Falangiats, is 
noteworthy u confirming the view that these 
latter are not the ori~,:inal inventions of their 

contempcnry . founders. After, the Founder of 
the Society, Ignatius Loyola and St. Francis 
Xavier, who . left Europe early in bis eareer, the 
greateSt men produced by the Society were Pasoal, 
l>escartu and Voltaire who quitted it to lead the 
new movement of Rationalism. · ., 

NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIANS lN 
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS. 

The Catholic Examiner referring to Th• 
R•form•r'l comment on the discussions in the 
Senate of the Bombay University on the proposal to 
reoognise the new. Catholic Women's College, 
Sophia College, expressing aversion to entrusting 
the education of Indian youths to foreigners anti 
pathetic to Indian culture and tradition, states 
that most of the Sacred Heart nuns are British 
citizens. That does not make them less foreigners
the more's the pity, As for their being antipathetic 
to Indian culture and traditions, the weekly issues 
of the Examiner afford ample testimony. The 
"superiority complex'' of Hindu and Muslim girls 
who attend Convent Schools, is largely due to the 
fact that they pay double or treble the fees of 
the Catholic children who are charged a nominal 
fee or none at all. It is a purely economic reaction, 
Besides the extra fees, they are also liable to petty 
exactions tor th" celebrations of the innumerable 
saints in the Catholic calendar, and, as the children 
can not easily wangle them out of their parents, 
they are sometimes obliged to resort to indirect 
ways. The nuns themselves, inured to bard 
discipline, are sometimes prone to inflict punish
ments for trifling childish pranks,. wbich leave a 
permanent effect on the nerves of delicate children. 
It was not our intention to enter into ;1n appraisal 
of the moral aspects ol education in schools where 
children are exposed to the tremendous stress of a 
conflict between what they imbibe in their homes 
and w bat they learn in the school atmosphere, But 
the Ezamirl81"• criticism though ill-informed requires 
the courtesy of a reply. We should like to 
add here that there is no point in the Eza· •. in•r 
referring to the "Brahmin" editor of Th• R•f,rmer. 
He is no more ashamed of it than the editor of the, 
Ezaminlf is ashamed of being a Jesuit. 

LADY LINLITHGOW ON NURSING, 
Lady Linlithgow's observations regarding the 

difficulties in the way ofreoruiting competent Indian 
nurses, have attracted gener•l attention •. The Guardian 
of Madras, an Indian Christian weekly, points out 
that Government is chiefly to blame for the present 
situation, It suggests that the nursing profession 
was more attractive than it is at present but that 
it has suffered in popularity owing to the measures 
ol Government affecting the pay and conditions of 
service of Indian nurses. The Guardian writes : 

That nurses do not get fair treatment Is a cry heard 
as much In the West as in I nd!a, though undoubtedly 
conditions are infinitely better where the profession is 
well-organised and e•tabli>hed. This is one reason 
why women In India did not readily take to this 
work. It still remains the main reason. Her 
Excellency the Marchioness of Liulithgow, however, 
stressed, in opening tho Conference of Trained 
Nurses Association, tho reason that "responsible men 
among the Indian public look upon nurses as a 
necessary evil to be tolerated, but who must be made 
to feel that they are entirely subordinate to men." 
When the higher cadre was thrown open to Indian 
women, candidates were not lacking. The system had 
excluded them In the belief that they were averse to 
work among all and sundry In a public hospitaL 
Till then only menial service was open which section 



IS not honoured by anyone, let alone Indian men 
and women, . With honourable conditions guaranting 
them protection and self-respect, the way wao made 

, easy and the response was adequate. But the reaction 
on the part of the Government is the usual one. 
The popularity of the profession is made the excuse 
for depressing conditions, for the abundance or 
supply instead of being a means to extend the 
nursing profession introduces the market rule or 
bargaining for cheap labour. It Is no longer popular 
·prejudice-men's or women's-that rules recruitment, 
llut the perpetual threat or retrenchment that is 
discouraging women. 

HINDU WOMEN'S RIGHTS COMMITTEE. 

The Editor, 
Tiu Indian Social Reformer. 

Sir, 
In your note under the above caption in 

Th1 Roformw of 1st February 1941, you have referred 
to the Committee of three experts to investigate and 
determine the property rights of Hindu women, 
I am afraid you have forgotten the name of the fourth 
man on the Committee. Raj•ratna Vasudev Vinayak 
Joshi, B, A., LL.B., Pleader, High Court, Baroda, 
is a man who has devoted almost his whole life to this 
topic, It is he who is mainly responsible for the 
reforms in this direction in the Baroda State, He 
was an active member of the Baroda Committee 
which has produced a report on "Hindu Women's 
Property Rights." The Mysore Committee Report 
known as the "Women's Rights under the 
Hindu Law" hu also acknowledged the 
valuable help received by that Committee from 
Rajaratna V. V. Joshi, The presence of such 
an eminent man on the present Committee 
is a good addition to the Committee, The 
exact terms of reference of the Committee 
are not, I am afraid, yet known. You will please 
publish them in your esteemed paper. The 
Committee, one does expect, should have full 
power and scope to examine in all its aspects the 
question of improving the position of women under 
Hindu Law. In this respect the report of the Mysore 
Committee would be a very good ~ide to this 
Committee, · 

The Committee should not only consider the 
property rights of Hindu women but should also 
oonsider the necessity of the law of Divorce, law of 
Monogamy and other topics for the welfare of Hindu 
women in general. In short, the reference to the 
Committee must be in the widest possible terms and 
must cover all the phases of the topics of Hindu 
women. Public support must be enlisted, opinions 
must be formed and for that purpose the agitation 
must be started in tbis direction at onoe. 

Satara City, } Yours etc., 
7th February, 1941. . K. B. GAJENDRAGADKAR, 
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~OTES. 

Dr. Arundnle on India's Dharma :-We have 
received a pamphlet reporting an address 
delivered at Bikaner in December by Dr. George 
S. Arundale, President of the Adyar Branch of 
the Theosophical Society. The subject is 
"lndia's Dharma in the Present War." Dr. 
Arundale has made himself responsible for some 
of the wildest propaganda in order to arouse 
Indian emotion to a white heat but so far 
without much success. Some of this was stale 
and the rest fanciful. In fact, his efforts have 
only made people wonder why the President of 
a Society whose main object was to promote 
good understanding and goodwill among people 
of different races and cultures, should engage in 
a propaganda to exacerbate existing misunder
standings rather than to heal them. The 
dragging of Dharma into the arena is neither 
wise nor discreet. Dr. Arundale claimed that 
not only Right, but the great Rishis, the great 
Saviours of the world, were also on our side. 
"God is on our side and He shall prevail,'' he 
continued. "Even though here and there, out 
of our weakness, out of our unpreparedness we 
rnay fail, He will prevail for the new world is 
Waiting; that new world which shall give 
to the peoples of the world a happiness, a 
contentment, and a prosperity which they have 
not known bef.Jre." Dr. Arundale is less than 
usually clear here. Is God waiting for the new 
world or is the new world waiting for God ? 
Why . should God wait until Hitler has 
wrought his worst ? He too claims to be 
actin~ under Divine inspiration. His Highness 
the l\lahara ja in his closing address reviewed the 
course ol the war. While refraining from 
passing judgment on the surrender of Belgium, 
he added, "But I think people will generally 
ah'Tee that it was indefensible to lay down arms, 
no matter how hard pressed the Belgians were 
anJ huw great the losses they had 
su!T.:red.'' That is the olJ Ra jput idea. A 

man should come home either victorious 
or borne dead on his shield. But that is not 
the principle of modem war. A General who, 
finding that his army was in danger of annihila
tion, persisted In fighting the enemy 1 would 
incur the censure of his superiors if he survived 
bls adventure. Mr. Lloyd George's Memoirs 
are full of censure o£ foolhardy adventul'es 
during the last War. 

Mr. Sinha on Secondary ~ducatlon :-Primary 
education is as much a political as an 
educational subject. It is on the pros-ramme 
of every political party. Higher Eaucation 
is under the guardianship of powerful U ni-
1/'ersities and interference with them or any sign 
of enctoachment on them would raise a storm 
of protest which even a puissant Viceroy like 
Lord Curzon fo11nd it diflknl: 'to overcome. 
But secondarv. ~d::...a:tion, as Lord Curzon 
himself _.ob~erved, was an orphan. Neither 
Govf:rnment nor popular politicians are con
cerned ab:Jut it. Mr. Sachchidananda ·Sinha, 
Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University 1 in 
his addreSs to the eleventh session of the Bihar 
Secondary Teachers' Provincial Conference 
over which he presided, dealt with some 
problems of secondary education in a compre
hensive spirit. He pointed out that the 
lower middle class which is the backbone of 
society, is the product of sec!ondary education. 
This is true as regards India but elsewhere 
secondary education opens the way to the highest 
positions in the State and its services. The 
Anny, for instance, is officered from 'what 
Patrick Geddes called the "courage caste," the 
product of the British Public Schools. The 
Prime Minister. Mr. Winston Churchill, was 
not sent to a University as his father 
thought he had not sufficient brains fo~ 
higher education. Owing to the closure of 
the Army to Indians except in the ranks, 
secondary education has been deprived of its 
most important stimulus. The other professions, 
teachers, lawyers and doctors, require a specialis~d 
education with for background a high standard 
of general education. The latter can be had 
only in universities. High schools are left to 
private enterprise by ~nthusiasts often wo~king 
on inadequate salanes. The great mapntt 
of students who pass the primary stage. 
have to finish their scholastic careers at tne 
secondary schools. In fact many of our 
colleges are little mole than secondary scllools 
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judged by standards prevailing in Europe. The 
division of Primary, Secondary and Higher is 
itself unscientific unless it is adapted not to 
the economic condition of the classes but of the 
ages of the pupils, childhood, adolescence and 
early manhood. Secondary education is educa
,tion for the adolescent and should be carefully 
adapted to their intelligence and growing 
powers. 

TettJgus in Bombay :-Since the · beginnin~ of 
this century, there has been a steady migration 
of South Indians into Bombay. Forty years ago 
there were hardly a hundred persons. Today 
they count by thousands. Tamil ami Telugu have 
been recognised . by the Municipal Corporation 
and the University in their schemes of education 
and examination. The Tamils constitute by far 
the largest section of South Indians. They are 
mostly engaged in the white collar or black·coat 
occupations. The Telugus have come later and 
number, according to the first annual report of 
the Telugu Seva Sangh, 7,000 including women 
and children. Most of the adults are millhands, 
workers in bidi factories, or engaged in buildin"' 
.construction. They are nearly all illiterate and th~ 
.educated Telugus, some of whom have made a 
place for themselves in the legal and other 
professions in the city, started about a year ago 
the Telugu Seva Sangh with the object of im
proving the lot of the Telugus in Bombay. They 
had an advantage in that there has been in 
Bombay City for long a pro~perous community 
of Kamatis whose mother:~o!lgue was Jelugu 
but who, for want of fac1ht1es for. culttvating 
it, have generally adopted Marathi. · The 
leaders of this old Bombay community have 
joined hands with the 'newer arrivals 
and the Telugu Seva Sangh is able to 
record noteworthy progress in its very first 
annual report. Worli, N aigaum and De Lisle Road 
are the principal Telugu centres and the Sancrh 
has very properly decided that illiteracy is the 
first and most important problem with which 
it has to grapple. The workers have first to 
create a desire for education in the people and 
side by side to provide schools for the children. 
The Sangh acknowledges the cordial sympathy 
which its efforts have received from the 
Municipal Corporation and other authorities. 

Problems of · Kamatipura :-The . Telugu 
Sangh's endeavour to get undesirable women re
moved from Kamatipura where many respectable 
citizens have made their homes but which for 
some reason had become the red-light district 
of Bombay; received the support· of many 
prominent citizens and social workers. At a 
public meeting to call the attention of the 
Municipal and Police authorities to this griev
ance, Sit Sunderrao Patkar, lately a Judge of the 
Bombay High Court and President .of the 
Hindu Social Reform Association, presided 
and . representatives of other social service 
institutions supported the demand. But . under 
the . law as it is, however, the women 
cannot be compelled to shift, the , landlords 

cannot be compelled to give notice to quit 
to these women. The question, therefore, 
should be solved by persuasion and educative 
propaganda. We trust that the Sangh will 
boldly undertake this work. To give compulsory 
powers to · have the women removed or to 
penalise landlords involves serious considera
tions. The abuses which in some countries 
have attended police control in such matters, 
are only too well-known. The work is 
distasteful as well as demoralising unless 
undertaken by specially trained men and 
women. In fact, the creation of a strong 
public opinion against exploiting the women, 
is the only sure way of eradicatin"' the evil 
without calling into existence worse on~. 

Depressed Classes in Cocbin:-W e publish this 
week Mr. P. K. Dewer's article on education:!.! 
concessions to Depressed Classes in Cochin. 
Mr. Dewer's article is in reply to the arguments 
of Professor Joseph Pettah, President of the All 
Kerala Catholic Congress, in an article in the 
Malabar Mail advancing the claims of Christians 
to concessions made to Depressed Classes. Mr. 
Pettah's article has been sent to us for comment. 
Mr. Pettah's main contention that there should be 
some consideration shown to families not of 
these classes which are not in a position to give 
their children education, is partially met by Mr. 
Dewer's statement that provision is made in the 
concessions extended to backward communities. 
It could be fully met without raising any 
opposition from other communities if the State 
gave concessions to members of the Christian 
community who were in need, as they do to 
the Jews and Muslims. Mr. Pettah himself 
concedes by implication that this would meet his 
objections when he argues: 

1 may· venture to point out · that ·the Depressed 
classes converts to Islam will, in spite of the present 
Order, cor..tinue to get some educational concessions, 
not as Depressed Classes members, but as Muslims. It is 
only the Christian convert that is left entirely in the 
lurch. . 

It is absurd to place Christians and Muslims in 
Cochin, as Mr. Pettah does, in the same category 
either from a historical point of view or on their 
present needs. As for the Christian convert, 
there is no need for him to be left in the lurch. 
The proper remedy, however, is not to lay claim 
to relief through a side-door but directly for the 
reasons so eloquently urged by Mr. Pettah in his 
article. . Mr. Pettah's article stresses in telling 
language the handicaps of the Depressed Classes 
converts to Christianity after the lndianisation 
of missions. 

With the foreign missionaries, the foreign funds, too, 
have virtually disappeared from the country; the 
Depressed Classes have been left to rely on whatever 
help they could get from Indigenous sources; ...... and 
the converted members of the depressed classes are left: 
severely to their own resources. 

If this is correct, it is a scathing indictment of 
Indian Christianity. Mr. Pettah's references to 
the generosity of missionaries in opening their 
schools, hospitals and · other . charitable 
institutions to non-Christians fail to take account 
of the proselyting motive underlying that policy. 
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· Hindu Fairs and Christian Propaganda:-The 
action of the Travancore Government in the 
matter of the Christian Convention at Mandakad 
has giv~n rise to some controversy in the 
Christian press. We print elsewhere the press 
note issued by the Travancore Government, 
Mandakad is a village which would not 
attract so much attention but for the tradi·1 
tiona! importance it has as a place of Hindu 
pilgrimage. An· annual religious fair is always 
held there in the m:>nth of March. What the 
Government communique means by Hindu reli· 
gious convention is not clear but probably it 
relates to worship at the temple of Bhadrikali. 
The Travancore Government's action in placing 
restrictions on a Christian Convention planned 
for the same time and place, was foreshadowed 
last year by their appeal to Christian leaders 
in giving unrestricted permission, to hold 
the Convention in future either before or 
after the feotivaL The Guardz'an of Madras, 
we are surprised to see, completely ignores 
the fact that the appeal had evoked no response 
and that an application was made this year for 
permission to hold a Christian Convention during 
the Mandakad festival. If the "matter" was not 
"amicably arranged,'' it wa'i sure! y through no 
fault of the Travancore Government. The 
Guardian justly observes that "the Convention 
will not gain in spirituality by insistence 
on its ~lans, if alternatives are available.'' 
"Alternatives'' are suggested by the Travancore 
communique and they would not be unacceptable 
if the Church at Mandakad was important 
enough, apart from the fact that the Hindu 
festival attracts large crowds to the village, to 
hold a Convention. In a revealing comment 
the Guardian hints that . "the Christian 
presence'' must not be "eliminated from the 
extensive area of a (Hindu) festival." What is 
surprising is the indignation felt at any attempt 
to preserve the Hindu character of Hindu reli
gious functions. 1£ the spirit spreads we shall see 
Hindus insisting on Christian services beginning 
with an invocation to Ganesha. What the 
Guardian claims as a right is that Christian 
missionaries should be permitted to preach at 
Hindu religious aulliences, The cucko.J, it is 
true, does lay its eggs tn the nest of other birds. 
.llut, surely, it cannot claim this as an inalienable 
right? 

Street Preaching and Tracts :-Indian opinion 
has always been revolted by the methods adopted 
by zealous Christian missionaries to push their 
faith. Raja Ram Mohan Roy protested against 
street-preaching and the distribution of tracts 
at Hindu religious gatherings in a vigorous 
repr~sentation to the Government, Nor is this re· 
action peculiar to India as non-Christian Chinese 
writings testify. The Madras journal itsclf is not 
quite clear as to whether it wants street-preaching 
and U1e distribution of tracts. It says that attacks 
on other religions are condemned by the autho
rities concerneJ as •·a disgrace . to the Christian 
religion" and that responsible Christian leaders 
would promptly stop such exhibitions. This is 
" ""'"' weloome assurance in view of the past 

record of missionaries in the East. The argu
ment that there can be no "clash" since Christian 
preachers are more martyrs than crusaders, is a 
disingenuous one. Does the Guardian mean that 
governments have no responsibility in preventing 
violence or provocations to violence ? It should 
not forget, because it has so far been free from 
it, that there are missionary journals in India 
which suffer from a veritable persecution-mania, 
and between the rabid preacher and these journals 
the Travancore Government would have a 
rough handling. The two alternatives before 
any Government Confronted by such a problem, 
are either to take preccutionary action as the 
Travancore Government has done, or to give 
police protection to propagandists of prose I y
tising religions, no matter how ag~ressive they 
may be. There can be no two opinions as to 
which is the better method, There is a certain 
naivete about the suggestion that there might be 
among the pilgrims to the Hindu shrine at Man· 
dakad some who are ''looking for messages such 
as" those distributed by the Christian propagan• 
dists. Why should they be going tO the Hindu 
shrine Instead of to the Christian Convention ? The 
Indian Witn::ss of Lucknow in its editorial on 
"bazaar-preaching,''suddenly discloses a fondness 
for the example of Jesus and says that, as Jesus 
went about street-preaching, therefore Christians 
should also do so. There are many things Jesus 
did and preached which Christians are not doing 
today and, what is more, are not prepared to 
tolerate in fellow-Christians, In the matter of 
street-preaching, Jesus certainly did not claim 
State protection for his preaching nor did he have 
a large mission organisation at his back. 
He spoke to his people as one of them. The 
Travancore Government has given a much
needed lead and we trust that it will be followed 
in other parts of the country. Religious neu
trality does not imply that the State will allow 
any religionist to make a nuisance of himself. 

The Gwalior Marriage :-The marriage of the 
Maharaja Scindia of Gwalior last week presented 
some striking features. It set a record for 
expeditious matrimony among ruling chiefs. 
The announcement ·of the event preceded its 
occurrence by barely forty-eight hours. Then, 
it was an inter-marriage, the bride being a 
descendant of a distinguished Prime Minister
the virtual ruler of Nepal. The family is highly 
conservative. The branch to which the Maharani 
belongs, is said to have been settled in the 
Central Provinces. Her education up to the 
B. A. standard in the Isabella Thoburn College, 
Lucknow, shows that her parents entertained 
liberal views. The Maharaja is a Maratha and 
the Maharani, a Rajput. The Times of India 
con£ uses the Gur khal:l, who are indigenous to 
Nepal, with the Rajputs who are the ruling 
class. 1\ladhaji Scindia, the founder of the 
Gwalior House, would have laughed if he had 
been told that he was a Sisodia Rajput. The 
marria,Te is, therefore, an intermarriage. In all 
these ~pects the Gwalior marriage mark;! a 
notable departure from the clannish conserYaUSrn 
of the Mahrattas. 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
BOMBAY, Jlarch 1, 1941. 

THE "NEW STATES\1AN" ON INDIAN 
POLITICS. 

It is announced that a Conference of non
party leaders will meet in Bombay during the 
Holi holidays to concert measures to end the 
deadlock. Others also are speaking and writing 
about the deadloLk. What exactly is the deadlock 
and where is it? There is none obvious in 
this country. The administration is functioning 
much as usual. Gandhiji's individual Civil 
Disobedience has already attained the proportions 
of an incipient mass. movement but the Police 
and Magbtracy are coping with it without much 
apparent difficulty. One or two men here 
and there have resigned magisterial p:>sts 
.of an honorary character. No stipendiary 
official has so far thrown up his job in 
symFathy with the Congress. The arrest, 
trial and imprisonment of some hundreds 
of men and women who do not belong to 
the criminal classes and whose offences have 
been happily characterised by the Home Member 
of the Government of India as "symbolic,'' 
have not created the sensation which they did 
on previous occasions. This is because these 
men are mostly of local repute and they shout 
slogans which have ceased to excite emotional 
responses even perhaps in their own breast. 
The individual ci vii disobedience movement is 
worked on mechanical lives with very little of 
moral incentive. The Governor-General who is 
practically the ruler of the country, seems to be 
confident that he can carry on by himself without 
co-operation from any body of the British Indian 
public. 1 he situation is a curious one but the 
term "deadlock'' is not applicable to it. 

The best attempt at an analysis of the existing 
position in this country whtch we have come 
across, is a leading article in the New States
man ana Natio>~ of the Uth December received 
last week headed, "India's Part in Victory.'' 
1 he New Statesman writes: "Minislt!rs have 
probably good grounds for their calculation that 
in the material sense we have no serious physical 
cpposition to fear. Congress has a divided 
mind : it will not help us till we meet India's 
claim, but neither will it actively promote a 
Nazi victory. It is unlikely, therefore, that it 
will resort to civil disobedience." This forecast 
has been belied by the event since the article was 
published. Civil Disobedrence has been started 
and, though it is called mdividual, it has already 
attained the dimensions of mass civil disobedience. 
But that does not disturb Government. "We can 
levy our t•Xes,'' continues the New Statesman, 
"imprison the nat1on's leaders and govern 
seven of its eleven provinces by undiluted 
autucracy. This is a possible but an anxious 
feat and it would be manifestly imprudent 
to reduce the garrison rashly.'' This is an 
unnecessary prec .. ution. In the last war, India 
was •·bled white." Gandhiji's influence at the 

time was insignificant and, indeed, he had him· 
self not reached his present position as regards 
"non-violence." He was encouraging recruitment 
for the war. There were some groups bent 
on anarchic crime. Only three years before the 
War broke out, the Viceroy was seriously hurt by 
a bomb thrown at his how,~ah in his processional 
entrance into the new Imperial capital. Gandhiji's 
influence today is considerably more and he is 
himself firmly entrenched in the doctrine of 
absolute Ahimsa. He is now Dictator of the 
Congress and there is no group which is intent 
on starting a campaign of political violence. 

The New Statesman points out : "In this 
abysmal poor country we can always hire 
troops and munition workers, though for 
this latter purpose we have had to make 
use of a measure of industrial conscription.'' 
Conscription had to be introduced not because 
of the reluctance or opposition of the workers 
but to overcome that of employers. "But," 
laments the journal, "all that is most intelligent 
and self-respecting in this nation stands aloof ; 
the best of it neither volunteers for our army 
nor throws itself into the industrial effort." 
Here again, the New Statesman does not 
seem to be aware that the Hindu Mahasabha, 
the Liberals and non-Congress leaders generally 
are carrying on a . propaganda urging young 
men to enli>t ·in the army, to militarise the 
whole population. The Indian people are 
by ·nature peace-loving and, even if a 
national government is installed at the Centre, 
there will be not much more enthusiasm 
for soldiering though as a means of livelihood 
a considerable force can be raised. The 
difficulty is about finding the money to 
maintain a large army on modern lines. Taxes 
will have to be increased still more and the cost 
and effort of collecting them will progressively 
increase. 

The New Statesman refers to the declaration 
of a Congress Sikh leader that, if his party was 
satisfied with the British offer, he would under
take to raise a million Sikh volunteers. This 
might be an exag-geration, says the journal, but 
even a tenth of that number would make a 
splendid army. But Gandhiji does not approve of 
such declarations and probably the Sikh leader 
responsible for it, has already been expelled from 
the Congress. It was a Sikh leader prosecuted 
for shouting slogans,. who, when questioned by 
the Magistrate. whether t)e seriously 0pposed the 
enrolm~nt of Sikhs in th~ army, replied that he 
did it as a matter of Congress discipline, He was 
at once hauled over the coals by the High 
Command for having given away the show. 
The New Statesman also recalls the declaration 
of Mr. C. Rajagopalacharya that, if India was 
granted a national government, she would make 
good for Britain what Britain had lost by the 
defection ol France. Gandhiji has repudiated this 
deelaration and so has the Congress Working 
Committee. Mr. Rajagopalacharya had also 
said that he would get Congress to co-operate 
with a Moslem League Prime Minister. Not even 
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Mr. Jinnah seemed to be enthusiastic about this 
open-h<'lnded political generJsity. It is beginning 
gradually to dawn on the Indian mind that 
neilher in Britain nor in India is there a real 
desire to secure Indian co-operation. The 
impression produced on foreign nations by the 
estrangement between Government and Indian 
political leaders, d~es not trouble the minds of 
Mr. Amery and the Viceroy as they do that of 
the New Statesman. 

Notwithstanding the discrepancies we have 
indicated, the .\ ew Statesman·~ article is, as we 
said, the best and most honest attempt to analyse 
the position in lnd1a as it was last December. 
This is the more cr~dttable because in its opening 
sentence the New Staten,an refers to the curtain 
of censorship behind "hich lies India growing 
steadily more painful and disturbing. Since 
December many things have happened. Govern
ment have, in response to the representations of 
the Indian Press, withdrawn their ban on the 
publication of S'ityagraha news. Whole columns 
and pages in ,our dailies are filled with the names, 
classified according to localities, of persons who 
were dealt with tor shouting slogans. Their 
statements, in the cases of women and prominent 
men, are freely publish~d. Gandhiji's reason 
for stopping the publication of the Harijan 
has thus been largely depril'ed of its force. 
The Nt~tJ Statesman's first suggestion for 
conciliating the Congress, namely, the uncon
ditional release of Civil Disobedience prisoners 
will, it given effect to, be a step in the direction 
of the present Government policy and will 
save expenditure in administrative power 
and cost of maintaining in prison a consider
able number of Congressmen. But we are 
not sure that the other suggestions are 
equally practicable, or if prdcticable, would 
have the desired effect. On the surface, 
there is apparent no sign of a deadlock. 
But the factors which may end in 
deadlock are there for everyone to see. 
They are mostly ecoi"Omic and financial. 
1 he economic aspect of Brittsh Indian adminis
tration has always been its weak point and no 
Go\'ernment which pretends to be national, can 
ftmcticn without at first bringing the cost of 
administration within the means of the Indian 
taxpa) er. It is already in excess of the latter 

· and thre.< tens to grow still more burdensome. 

Japan's Peace Move ?-The Japanese offer to 
"take whatever action is nectssary to end war 
not only in the Far East but also anywLere 
else in the world," has after a good deal of 
speculation, proved to be nothing mxe serious 
than a dcbat ng point. Britain's rejoinder 
that there will bJ no peace until she has 
achieved complete victory, shows that Britain 
regarued the japanese message as a serious p~ace 
move. It is now apl'arent that it was meant as 
a reminder to those in the U. S. A. and in 
Britain "ho express anxiety over CJnditions in 
the Far East, that there are otner parts of 
the w~'rld also where a war is on. 

JESUS' WAY WITH SINNERS. 
Several years ago, a friend, the Rev. R. F~ Hume, 

now of the Union Theological Seminary or New York, 
on leaving Bombay, presented me with a small 
volume. Its title was "Jesus's Way" by William de 
Witte Hyde. The author bad explained with 
reference to the Gospel narrative w by Jesus was 
particularly attracted to sinners. It was because the 
sinner had many of the qualities of good citizen
ship. Only they were carried to excess. He said : 

Th•se men and women who fall low""t in our 
moral scale, often do so in consequence of an excess 
of those very traits on which the welfare and 
perpetuation of t/':e race depends. The saloon keeper 
has often a great deal more of the milk of human 
kindness in his heart, and is a much better fellow to 
spend the long winter evenings with, than the 
temperance reformer who swears out the warrant 
against him. Tho harlot on the street often retains 
more of generous womanliness than the querulous. 
censorious matron in her luxurious drawing-room. robed 
In outwardly spotless respectability, but inwardly full 
of vanity and pride and exolusiveness and uncharit
ableness. 'fhe men who drive hard bargains and 
grind down their employees are often at heart q••ite as 
well meaning as tho pale, impractical moralists and 
socialists who rail at them, but have not the energy 
or enterprise to earu a decent living for their 
own families. Now Jesus saw all this with p.rfect 
clearness, and in consequence h' Jilted these imp"lsive, 
spontaneous, exr.essive men and women, and became 
the recognized friend of publicans and sinners. 

Jesus' own words imply that he sought out the 
publicans and sinners because the respectable had 
turned their backi on him. Hyde's th~orythat Jesus 
was not thrown on the company of the left-outs by 
necessity but sought them out hy choice. will come 
aA a revelation to many readers. His explanation 
will strike the average man as a bit f.:>rced. Many 
saints in all religions have been reclaimed 
sinners. In fact, one sect of Christians went so far as 
to insist that unless a man was a sinner he could not 
become a saint and the greater, therefore, the sinner 
the greater the saint. Rasputin was of this sect. In 
many or these cases, however, the sinner, before 
he became a saint, relinquished his sinful tendencies, 
it may be to resume them, and to repeat the 
process by repentance. But in the case of the 
Dharmic butcher mentioned _by Sir P. Sivaswami 
Aiyar in his speech on non-violence, he not 
only did not relinquish his trade but actually 
claimed that it was no sin in his case because it was 
his ancestral trade. The story haa no moral or 
religious significance. It is clearly one invented to 
bolster up the system of hereditary castes. Why 
Sir !:'ivaswami should have introduced it into his 
lecture is somewhat of a puzzle. The most that it 
shows is that Ahimsa in: the case of a butcher 
is consistent with selling butcher's meat. 
Gautama Buddha whom Sir Sivaswami ment•ons 
as haviPg pu•~ed tbe doctrine of Ahimsa further 
than Hinduism, as a matrer of fact permitted 
meat·tating even by monks. It was a rule of 
the Sangha that the monks on their begging 
rounds shoulJ accept whate~er was put in 
their begging bowl without question. Several 
times it happened that meat w•B given as 
alms. The Buddha being approached gave his 
d<cision. It was that it was no sin if th.y accepted 
meat provided it wu not sp~ci>lly kolled for their 
benefit. Very probably it was in this spirit that he 
himself partook of the boar's flesh at his last meal 
in the virtuous blacksmhh's feast. This is 
suggested by his advice to the host to bury the 
remnants deep under the earth so that no one else 
sb.:>uld eat it. 

K.N. -
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THE NATIONAL INCOME OF INDIA. • 
, ( By A. ~. LATTHE, BELGAUM,) 

Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao has made the latest in a long 
series of attempts to compute the total income of 
India. The late Dr, Dadabhai Naoroji began the series 
several decades ago and his calculation that the per 
capita income of Indians is about Rs. 20 a year has 
become the most striking and impressive argument 
in the armoury of Indian agitation for fre~dom from 
fo~eign domination and consequent exploitation. 
Dtg by followed Dadabhai with a still lower estimate. 
Lord Curzon held that the figure must be raised to 
Rs. 30. Mr, Shirras went very much further and 
tried to prove that the average income of an Indian 
is over Rs. 100, Rs. 107 to be exact, Dr. Rao's 
first estimate based on an investigation relating to 
the quinquennium of 1925-29, was made at the 
request of the Dadabhai Memorial Committee. He 
has followed up this study in another volum3 which 
is just now before me for review, The advantage 
of the first study was that it related to a period 
which was neither a boom nor a depression period. 
But some of the basic statistics he had to take were 
from the Census Report of 1921 and could not, there
fore, be quite accurate in 1925-29. Dr. Rao realised 
this even while he was carrying on his investigations 
relating to the quinquennium. The new volume, 
second on the same subject, deals with the Census 
year 1931-32. This study, therefore, avoids the 
criticism to which his first volume was open, Like 
his first book on the subject, the second one being 
intended to be a thesis for a Cambridge Doctorate 
was written with an academic purpose and is free 
from all politbal considerations. 

It is one thing to approach a study of this problem 
to prove how grievously India has been wronged by 
the economic policies of Britain. However much one 
may wish to be fair, such an approach is likdy to be 
vitiated by prejudice. A strong nationalist that Dr. 
Rao undoubtedly is, he has worked in both of his 
volumes on this subject with a sincere desire to find 
the truth as correctly as may be possible. Particularly 
in the volume under review, he has been even more 
cautious than before in cominl{ to his conclusions, 
more guarded in his language. Dr. Rao has 
more than once admitted that he had to work on 
what is after all very defective maLerial. He has 
av;,iled himself of everything that was available 
and has tried to supplement it by act hoc investi
gations of his own. With all this attempt to be 
thorough and accurate, there is much that is wanting 
in reliable statistics in this country and even where 
statistics are avaolable, their accuracy is not beyond 
question, Although Dr. Rao had thus to work on a 
most complex problem with admittedly insufficient 
material at his dispJsal, he h., produced results 
which all students of the subject will feel inclined 
to accept as fairly accurate, at any rate as accurate 
as they could at present be. His conclusion is that 
the total income or British India in 1931 was 
"between Rs. 16,651 millions and Rs. 18,677 
millions." The degree of accuracy which may be 
expected may be gauged even from this broad state
ment of the results of an elaborate enquiry. This 
is inevitable in the present conditions of this 
country, Even if a Government were to make an 
attempt to be more exact, the machinery they will 
have to work through will not produce material 
justifying much more definite conclusions, 

What after all is the purpose of an enquiry such 
as Dr. Rao has spent so much time and labour in 
making?. Obviously the result of the enquiry can 
only produce or confirm the conviction that the 
economic or financial resources at the disposal 

• Messrs, George Allen e.nd Unwin: London. Price 6 a, 

of the country are exttemely limited and are 
insufficient for a huge and fast-growing population 
like ours, Everyone knows this even without a 
mathematical calculation of the annual wealth avail· 
able for the support of our 400 millions. A more 
useful corollary to the study of the total wealth is an 
enquiry into the distribution ol the existing wealth. 
Dr. Rao touches the question in his conclud
ing pages. It deserves a more detailed study 
which one hopes Dr. Rao may be able to 
devote to it at some later date. 

The discovery of the total income of the 
country would be comparatively of little use 
if it is not followed by an investigation into 
the ways in which that income is distributed 
among the people. By dividing the income 
equally among the population, Dr. Rao assigns 
between Rs. 60 and 70 to an average Indian. 
I am sure millions in India would consider them
selves "passing rich" with a per capita income like 
this. The fa~t is that the share or our millions in 
this total is extremely small. Besides this, the idea 
as to what constitutes the income of the country 
with which Dr. Rao starts the enquiry, produces a 
confusion which to some extent leads to wrong 
impressions. The market value of "services" of 
several kinds, transport services, public force anid 
administration, professions and liberal arts, domestoc 
service and so on, is included by Mr. Rao in h s 
calculation of the total income of the country, 
Dadabhai and some others held that the nature of 
these services is not relevant to the calculation of the 
total national income. If the question is, whether 
these services are essential to the production and 
use of material wealth, one could certainly agree 
that they are part of a nation's wealth. Arguing on 
this point one cuuld say that the poets and philoso
phers who have contributed to the mental make-up 
of Indians which enables them to live in content
ment in such ahjectly impoverished conditions, 
are as good producers of wealth as others and, 
therefore, the earnings of Mr. Tilak from the sales of 
his Kssari or his '•Geeta Rahasya" should be 
included in the total. Mr. Rao has devoted some 
pages to the question. If the practic,J utility of this 
study is to form the basis of further studies into the 
question of the equitable distribution ol the income, 
so that it could properly be called the income of the 
nation, the incomes earned by the Railway or the 
Police Force or the Judiciary or even domt:-•tia 
servants should not be allowed to swell the total of 
the national income for the simple reason that such 
income, except in the case of excessive salaries or 
fees, is not wealth whieh can be diverted into any 
other channel. There is also a great deal of 
double or treble calculation of the same income 
in the method adopted by Dr. Rao. A Zamindar 
earns Rs, 5,000 from his lands. He pays Rs, 1,000 
to his domestic servants. In Dr. Rae's total, the 
income become Rs •. 6,000 while, as a matter of fact, 
it is no more than Rs. 5 ,000. Another source of 
contusion in the calculation of income in monetary 
value is that very often the .rise in this money form 
of income may not really mean a rise in the real 
wealth of the nation. Rs. 30 a year fifty years ao-o 
when D"dabhai made his estimate, will not be the 
same thing as Rs. SO in 1931 for which year Dr. 
Rao has made his enquiries. Rs. 60 in the latter 
year may even be le>s than Rs. 30 in 1876. If one 
desires to find out by these periodical calculations 
whether there has been an increase or decreass in 
the wealth of the country, some account must be 
taken of this factor also. 

Admittedly a study of this kind is very difficult 
partioularly owing to the paucity of the material 
available. A comparison of the estimates of income 
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fl?r different countries or for different years in rela
~lon to. one ~ntry are liable to lead to misleading 
1mpre•s10ne. With all these difficulties, Dr. Rao 
has succeeded as well as any one could. 

WHY SWADESHI?• 
That is the que~tion which Mr. Ag~rwal attempts 

to an•wer in thi• volume of 120 pages, As an 
engin~er, Mr. Agarwal attack• the problem before 
him in a direct downright manner. His language 
may not be always chaste or even correct. But it 
is vigorou•. For him it is the problem alone that 
matters, neither the past nor presumably the future, 
Hence, the survey lacks a historical perspective or 
an economic background. Mr. Agarwal's economics 
is like his language, vigorous but often unscientific. 
Partioularly typical is his denunciation of socialism 
and communism. Socialism, according to him, 
"contradrcts human nature and the history of 
mankind in its very essence, while communism never 
ha• been practically anything- more than a 
regimentation tool for international capitalists." 
~urtber, both di<courage individual initiative and 
mcentive and sub•titute for natural proJuctive effort 
"a competition for laziness which makes the people 
face starvation;" and, finally, Mr. Agarwal's 
researches into the realm of economics lead him 
to the interesting conclusion that the question of 
distrubution '·docs not arise at all." 

The swadeahi that Mr. .Agarwal wishes to 
propagate, will be a curious economic phenomenon 
1f it is based on economic thinking of the type that 
has been quoted. Fortunately that swadeshi which 
has grow out of the economic thinking of Dada bhai 
and Ranade, has more substantial foundations and 
is not built on quicksands. The exact form of 
swadeshi that is to be practbed by the people at 
any given moment may vary but the basic idea, 
38 Gandhiji defended it sometime back, is that 
the swadcshi pr.:>duct should be that of an industry 
which is demonstrably in the interest ot the masses 
of our population. Gandhiji went further and 
~nsisted that the capital and m•chinery utilized 
m the undertaking shouiJ be Indian and th'lt the 
labour that is emploved should enjoy a living wage. 
Such labour should, he postulated, be comfortably 
housed while the welfare of the children of the 
labour~n should be guaranted by the employers. 
That, however, as Gandhiji himself recognizes, is 
a!' ideal definition and even the industries popula
rized by the All India Spinners . Association or the 
!'11 lndi~ ,Village Industries Association may not be 
m. a pos1tron really to conform to it. Another des. 
crlption of Swadeshi ia referred to by Mr. Agarwal, 
namely, that it represents the spirit in us which 
reetricts us to the u~e and service of our imme
.diate surroundings ex~lusive of the more remote. 
Mr. Agarwal is apparently not satisfied with the 
definhions that are in vogue and propounds one of 
his own. He defines swadeshi gomls as those goods 
mad~ in India, the money spent on which goes to 
the hands of persons who spend it immediately to buy 
further swade•hl goods, 80 that, by the purchase or 
such ewadeshi goods, we stimulate the demand for 
swadeshi. Though the definition is logic>lly neither 
complete nor acourate, it represents a li,.e of economic 
thought th•t is in oons.Jrtance with modern economic 
conceptions, Production d,·serves to be encouraged 
mainly in so far as it stimulates the demands for 
consumable goods, and Mr. Agarwal's attempt to 
base the creed of swadeshi on the need for creating 
an increased demand fot" goods and, therdore, for a 
bdtter distribution of the W\!alth of mankind is 

indeed commendable however much one maydis
agree ao to tho manner in which be arrives at 
thia canol us ion. 

v. 
DEPRESSED CLASSES IN COCHIN

EDUt:ATIONAL CO~CESSIONS. 
(By P, K. DEWER, ERNAKULAM.•) 

Of late the subject of educational concessions 
to depressed classes converts bas dnwn copious 
comments from the press and the pu blio. Those 
who can trace the genesis of the movement of 
~epressed class pr?tection, will readily con:ede that 
1t 1s but an orgamsed attempt to disoover develop 
and fortify tbe best in these people. To what 
a~peared a mute mass of forlorn humanity, a 
strmulus was sought to be applied under the aegis 
of the benevolent Government of Cochin. The res
ponse so far has been good. That the depressed 
classes should awake from _their ~gelong torpor, that 
they should shake off the1r mamfold disabilrtes ,and 
take their rightful place among the contemporary 
communities, were the inspiring ideals that supplied 
the mome?tum for this ~ener.ous gesture, Nobody can 
afford to agnore the sohd wtsdom that lies behind 
su.ch a policy in a state, where communal represent• 
auon has been declared as a cardinal article in 
the code of administration. 

In an article of considerable length in tho 
Mala\ar Mail Professor J. Pettah expresses the hope 
that .the ~on'ble ~inister for ~ural Development in 
Cochm will not hesrtate to do ·~ustice to all members 
of the down-trodden, depressed classes, irrespective 
of their religious persuasion.'' · It is worthy of the 
professor that he should dedicate himself to the 
proposition that everyone in distress should be given 
a concession, But here is a State where the communal 
mind dominates in politics and appointments. The 
State's income is limit,,d, Tbo appropriation of 
funds for tne uplrft of Depressed <..lasses is small 
and shows a tendency. t_o grow smaller as years go 
by. It. ':'as after exama~·!ng ~he general and specific 
d1sabrlmes of communrues m Cochin a few yeara 
ago, that some were labelled depressed and a tew 
others backward. D!pressed Classee were not 
heard of among the Christhns and Mu•lims. 
Neither are t~e.se communities or any section of 
these communrtres known to have been included 
among Depressed Classes. The few communities 
that by common consent and current usage have 
been accepted as Depressed Claoses are the Pulayas 
Ulladas, Nayadis, Ve.ttuvas, Kanakkans, Parayas: 
ere., whose common mterests have been upheld in 
the Cochin Legislative Council by members 
nominated by the Government from time to time 
from among them. The term "Depressed" rna y lend 
itself to ela,tic interpretations until every community 
is brought under it• widening fold. But 
those with any concern for the social and oivio 
progress of the original set of depressed classes 
will find it bard to acquiesce supine! y in auch a~ 
interpretation. Instead of raising the level of their 
life and helping them to find their place amon~ sister 
comm•Jnities, it would only divert the mumficenco 
and patronage of the Government to strengthen those 
who are alrtady strong in the State. 

It is not to be hoped that the Government would 
continue to coddle even the genuine depressed 
classes, if I may use such a phrase, for all 
time to come. In the race of communities and 
in the scramble for power, the weaknesses of 
these classes became patent. It was, therefore 
found to be a moral obligation on the part 

• Mr. Dewer la ~ideul of \he P.nd1l Koruppall Memorial 
)1&-bba aD<i a JIIUillOipai OoulloiJJor of EruakuJam, 
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of the · Government that until a certaln degree of 
sooial progress is attained, they should be tended 
with speci•l concessions. Though Mr. P~ttah may 
console himself that ''the law of the land gives them 
complete equality with other communities in the 
State," I am sure that no member of the depressed 
classes will to-day admit that his community has 
outgrown the need for Rpecial protection. The 
equality that the law ensures, will remain but an 
abstraction so long as communities and individuals 
want the resources to exercise and assert it in the 
face ol conflicting interests and environments. It 
again depends on the forbearance and moral capacity 
of stronger communities to practice that equality. 
Considered against such a material, human back
ground, the claim of the depressed classes for liberal 
if not exclusive protection for years to come, becomes 
incontrovertible. If the Cochin public brought pres
sure on the Government to confine the concessions 
to non-converts only, it is, far from an example 
of the tyranny of the majority, a noble assertion 
in the cause of human happiness and liberty. The 
late Mr. K. P. Vallon (M. L. C.), it may be recalled 
here, uttered from the floor of the Cochin Legislative 
Council, a strong protest against the inclusion of 
new sections of the population under the catagory of 
the Depressed Classes for purposes of educational 
concessions. My readers may not hasten to infer 
from this, that Mr. Vallon was a selfish reactionery. 
He was only emphasising the shortage off unds. 
The quota that fell to the depre•sed classes for 
whom the provision was originally intended, would 
grow less with the increase of the number of 
communities. For backwardness, the State has pro
vided special concessions. There are, for example, 
scholarships and stipends, and other educational 
concessions tor students of communities like the 
Nambudiris and Muslims whose opulence will com
pare with that of any other. If tne Christians believe 
that there is a section among them that is 
educationally "backward or otherwise depressed and 
down-trodden'' they can plead their case and get 
such concessions as the Government would be 
pleased to extend to them. The Fund~ now allotted 
for the Depressed Cla~ses may then be entirely used 
for the Depressed Classes born and brought up 
as such. 

Far be it from my purpose that the policy of 
protection should operate as a strangle.hold on 
the conscience of men or women of the depressed 
classes. In living memory have occurred numerous 
conversions, where it is difficult to decide whether 
it is the appeal to conocience or to the elementary 
appetite of our race, like hunger and thirst that 
resulted in the change of coeed. Of course, in 
this connection, the noble . band of European 
Missionaries comes in for unfeigned l$ratitude 
and a<imiration for their splendid sacrrfices in 
the cause of education in India. But it would 
be blasphemy on the fair reputation of this 
illustrious community, were we to say that, in 
spreading education or in teaching the gospel, 
they discriminat' d between the de1'ressed and the 
upper classes or the rich and the poor. That was 
not their purpose. The gospels, the theory of human 
fraternity and the example itself of those devoted 
servants· of God and mankind, indeed exerted a 
magic charm on the mind1 of people whom centuries 
of ill-u•age had condemned to hopeless slavery and 
intellectual darkness. Those for whom the glamour 
was irresistible and those who hoped for an 
atmo•phere of relatively better freedom and not 
unlikely better livtlihood, changed their creed; and 
who will gainsay that many of our Christian bn thren 
are the products of suoh a wave of proselytism 
that once swept across .the land? Not to have 

exhibited any peculiar aversion for any community, 
least of all to depressed classes, was undoubted! y 
to the advantage of these pioneers of education and 
conversion. They only angled P•tiently where the 
catch was sumptuous and unfailing. But admiration 
for those noble souls cannot prejudice our attitude 
towards the prublem of depressed classes' protection 
to-day. That they were the torch-bearers cannot be 
an argument to rob the present-day depressed 
classes of a fraction of the concession and distribute 
it among those who feel the urge of conscience t(} 
go out of their midst. 

Conversion is made out to be a matter of conviction 
or cons.>ience. How far schoo!.going boys and girls 
of the depresssed classes will be in a position to 
compare the merits of different religions and exercise 
discretion or choice in transferring their allegience 
from one to the other, may remain a subject for 
meditation. Whatever be the guarantee for salvation 
for the soul, the learned professor who is also the 
president ot the all Kerala Catholic Congress, makes. 
no secret of it, "that for the time being the socio
econmic handicap is still upon them in all its fulness." 
One is tempted to ask in this connection whether 
all the converts of a previous generation are 
now above the need for concessions. On the 
authority of the learned Profes~or himself, it may 
safely be assumed, that converts are in different 
stages of social progress and it is not improbable 
that many of them may still be entitled to conces
sion. It would be up to the promoters of conversion 
to institute a statistical enquiry into the population 
of suvh down. trodden and depressed classes among 
the Christians . and organise a movement for 
educational or house-building or other concessions,. 
without, how,·ver, claiming any portion from the 
allotment for concessions to depressed classes. It is 
confidently hoped that the springs of justice and 
sympathy vigorously flowing towards the converts, 
will not be choked and dried up when directed to 
the region of the truly lowly and depressed classeS
of Cochin. 

To those who9e conscience is still lured 
by the superior virtues or high philosophies of 
Christianity, Mr. Pettah's article mu•t be an eye-ope
ner. It is beyond the writer's competence to hazard 
any view about the spiritual fortune~ of the converts. 
The bold and frank expositions of socio-economic. 
life among the Christian converts, which the 
learned professor furnishes in the course of his 
article, must go a long way to melt the charm of 
the creed for the depressed classes of the day. fhe 
type of people known under the name Depressed 
Classes were popularly ·supposed to be a morbid 
growth of certain century-old customs and practices 
of the upper crust of Hindu society. Now that 
Mr. Pettah pie •ds so fervent! y for concessions· to 
"the down-trodden and depressed classes" among 
Christians, one could hear the explosion of the legend 
of equality and huma~ fraternity among the fullowers 
of Jesus Chri•t. Again when he tells us that it is 

·only in the course of generations that the new 
religion will effect a substar\tial change in the habits 
of ways of the converts and in consequence some 
changes in their economic status, the only residual. 
inducement for conversion must be the salvation of 
the soul. -

CHRISTIAN PREACHING DURING 
FESTIVALS. 

The Government of Travancore have issued the
following prtS!I communique : 

The Mandakad festival is an annual religious 
event of great importance and is visited by thirty 
to fifty thousand people, A Hindu religious Con
vention is also held at the time as well as a fair. 
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Thia year, the festival commences on the 19th Kum· 
bhom 1116 and arrangement& have been made for 
holding the usual religious Convention and fair, 

Last year it was brought to the notice of Govern
ment that certain missionary agencies were about to 
hold a Christian Convention near the temple, and 
that such a convention was likely to result in a clash. 
Government, while not desiring to interfere with the 
arrangements made for the Christian Convention, 
expressed the hope that the Convention would, in 
future, be held before the commencement of the 
festival or after its termination. But an application 
h•s now been made to Government to allow the 
holding of a Christian Convention at Mandakad 
during the festival this year. . 

Government have received complaints that mis
sionary and other proselytizing agencies hold 
open-air meetings and public gatherings at the time 
of Hindu festivals and religious or other processions 
and that attack& are sometimes levelled against the 
tenets and practices of the Hindu faith coupled with 
exhortations to join other faiths. The attitude of 
Government cannot but be one of complete impar
tiality among the various religions; but it is their 
duty to eee that the followers of any religion do not 
insult or disparage the tenets or beliefs of the 
followers of any other religion, In regard to the 
Mandakad festival, on account of the teeling that 
now exists, it is specially necessary to guard against 
propaganda or preaching, which might lead to 
friction. It is neither the policy nor the intention of 
Government to prevent religious exercises or sermons 
conducted ·within the precincts or premises of 
any oh urch, mosque, temple or . bhajanamatam, nor 
to prevent open-air functions, so long as these do not 
give occasion to conflicts with similar activities of 
other persons, Government are, in these circum
stances, prepared to allow the holding of the 
Christian Convention, provided an undertaking is 
given that there will be no street-preaching or distri
bution of pamphlets during the festival and fair, and 
that the Convention is held within the precincts of 
the Church. 

THE CONGRESS INDEPENDENCE PLEDGE. 
The Editor, 

Th• India~& Bocial RBjorm•r. 
Sir, 
~riting on the Independence Pledge with 

particular reference to the economic effect of British 
rul", Th• R•fvrmor of January 18 observes, ''that the 
sentiments expres<ed in the preamble are not those 
actually felt by the large majority of the people 
including Congre~smen," and cites in support of 
the above the declaration of Seth J•mnalal Bajaj 
~h•t, under its aegi•, he bad amassed weahh. 
Indirectly the urre f.1ct is brought home by a 
passing rcft·r:·noe to .. the opinion of tho•e Indians 
like 1JaJabha1 NaorOJI, Ranadc and others "who did 
not P<rhaps po•ses! the masterminds of the \Vardha 
group," aruording to 1'h• R•Jortllllr and who, therefore, 
bel'~ that Hritisb rule wrought "more good than 
ev1l.n 

It is commonly asserted that one swallow cannot 
make a summer and it may be pointed out that the 
econ"mio condition of the {'C•'ple in general ought 
to be t.•k<n into oonsiderauon, in arriving at a ju~t 
and balanoed conclu•ion relating to the econ.>mio 
effect ol Hritish rule instead of stray instances. Can 
a Haj•j and a Nehru ~rove mo•t conclusively that 
India i• proS[l<Nu• and rioh and as suoh that there 
i~ little to be deoireJ in the economic spnere P \Vhat 
about the oondition of the teeming millions who 
form the backbone of the nation P Strange to say, 

that a good deal of light is thrown over the screen 
by Dadabhai himself in "The Causes of Discontent.'~ 
One of the causes noted by Dadabhai is "the 
unrighteous 'bleeding' of India." He observes:-

The British people stand charged with the blood 
of the peri•lting millions and the st .. rvation of scores 
of millions, not because they desire so, but because the 
authorities to whom they ba'e committed the trust, 
betray that trust and administer expenditure in a 
manner based upon selfi>hness and political hypocrisy 
an~. most disa>trous to the poople. Under the 
Br~ttsh Indian de~pot, the man is at peace, there 
is no violence, h1s substance Is drained away 
unseen, peaceably and subtly, he starves in 
peace and perishes in peace with law and order. I 
wonder how the English people would like such a fate. 
Per hap~. the picture is a bit overdrawn but none 

the leas the hard fact of Indian poverty cannot be 
glossed over. It is an unique feature of present-day 
Indian political life and, as such stands, by itself. 
North Eluppai, } Yours eto 

Natteri P. 0, E. GOVINDA~. 
February 9, 194.1. 

[Ths R•former article on the Congress pledge was 
not exclusively concerned with the economic portion 
of it, All it pointed out was that even in the 
economic sphere where there is some reason to 
au bscri be to the view that Bri tisb rule has not been 
conducive to progress, there are men in the Congress, 
and leading men at that, who cannot honestly take 
the pledge, "We are sorry,'' we wrote, ''that the 
Congress should use its influence to get some 
thousands of persons to subscribe to the terms of 
the pledge which are in direct contradiction to their 
behaviour in daily life." Mr. Govindan's remarks 
are irrelevant to that position.-Editor.] 

THE FAMILY TO-DAY. 
Mr. Dwight E, Stevenson writes in the Ohri&tian 

Evange!i•t :-
Someone has said, "Educate a man and you educate 

an individual; educate a woman and you educate a 
whole family." We are b<ginning to learn that 
education for marriage is not the same u education 
for breadwinners. A few years ago it was; men 
won their bread as families. The family was the 
economic unit, and what increased the physical 
welfare of a family also knit more closely the meshes 
of interdependence and love which made a home. 

Aocording to a paper now preserved in an 
American Museum, an American farmer in 1787 
reviewed the previous year on his farm in the following 
words: "At this time my farm gave me and my whole 
family a good living and the produce of it; and left 
me one year with 150 ailver dollars, for I never spend 
more than ten dollars a year which was for salt, nails, 
and the like. Nothing to eat, drink or we,..- was 
bought as my f•rm provided it all." 

Such a man would find little temptation in the 
sug~estion that he go to Reno and establish resi
dence to secure a divorce. Even if be fell before the 
tempution, where would be find the money to finance 
it P In the early days, when the economic as well 
as the social life centred in the family, there was 
a natural rampart of strength thrown about the 
inqtitution of marriage which protected it from the 
storms which have set upon it so furiously in recent 
years. It was not necessary to plan a successful 
marriage; circumsL"\nces themselves almost guaran
teed it. The man could be a breadwinntr, but he 
wu unwittingly planning to be a family man at the 
same time. Husband and wife together were 
primarily concerned day and night with the 
building of the home. 
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· Picture the change which only a century and a 
hal[ have brought about. The family is no longer 
an economic unit. Breadwinning involves leaving the 
family and going away to some factory, store, or 
office as individuals. ·The natural social ties which 
bind families together as families today, are fewer and 
more tenuous than those of a hundred years ago. 
And yet no one of us in his senses can for one 
moment discount the importance of the home as the 
womb of all truly social personality and the biologic 
guarantor of the sturdiness of sons of the future. 
The family is just as indispensable today as it ever 
was, but it will not built itself as readily as it used 
to. 
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NOTES. 
, The- · Jagdlsh Prasad Conference :-Thursday 

the 13th March has been fixed for a C:Onferencfl 
of mea prominent in the public life of the 
-country, the object being to end thtJ preset'lt 
''deadlock.'' We' pointed out in the· leading 
article last week · that there is· no deadlock all 
·present. in the sense that the working' of the 
administl!atioD itt any department has; bee'd 
brought ·to a standstill. · At the same time, we 
noted· the presence of factors tending toward'& 
.a deadlock, particularly in the- economic life at 
the country. The Indian Budget has been since1 
published ~d~ w!ill~ it is form!dable' enough 
1n all consc1ence,. 1t IS less fomudable for what 
.it immediately imposes than for what it portends 
for· the near future, The increase of the Excise. 
.duty on matches and the. raising of the scale 
of income-tax on all incomes including the 
low minimum at which it starts, are burdens• 
which will hit. hard the poorest classes. The 
Excise duty on rubber tyres will also affect the 
same classes who nowadays prefer buses 
to the irksome. resb'ictions of railways for 
their short trips from one village or township to 
another. But these and the other measures 
proposed do not cover even one half of the deficit 
.of 20 crores and about Rs. l.l crores have to be 
made up by borrowed money. The next budget 
will have, unless a miracle happens, to face heavier 
imposts. How this is to be done without reduc· 
ing the people to the last extremity we are 
unable to imagine. In the long. speech of the 
Finance Member introducing his budget we have 
not found any reference to this grim prospect. 
There is not even a word of sympathy for the 
taxpayer who is called upon to make these 
heavy sacrifices. In the last war, the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Asquith, expressed the appreciation 
.of his Government for. India's contribution 
for a cause which was not ·hers.. But oow 
the claim is that this war is as muth 
India's as of Great Britain's, so there is 
.no. room• fo11 any special appreciation.. The 
Prasad Conference, if it seriously means to 

preven~ a real deadlock ill' Indian admiaistratiod, 
will have, as wf! obserVed last week, to fiod a 
wa 'I to bring the cost of administration Withia 
the means of the people. The enlargement m 
the Execlitive CounaiJ will not of itself be 6{ 
material help. Much Jess the appointment of 
lndian Govei'Mr9 illllome Of 61e province9.. ) 

. ' Mr, Sastry· Od Indians Overseas:~It was t'cit 
' him an ummually severe speech which tile Right 
. Honourable Srinivasa Sastry made in M'adrali 
· the other' day <in the positioft of lndians 
overstas.. The occasion was a teCt!ption gived 
to Dr. Goonam, a South African' Indian lady; 
wflo: after taking' a medical · degtee . has' COI1ll! 
to India: to settle . doWn . t\; practiCe iii the' 
mother· country. Dt;, Goon8!m in a short' 
speech dispelled the idea pi'evalent here that' 
South Africaftl Indians can> not be assimilated' 
to the life in the old' eotmtry becauSe of 
their outlook gained by long residence in ~ 
foreigu country. · Sh~ declared that. this wa§' 
not the f acl and that I ndiarnr, wherever they
may be',, cherished thl! ancient traditions· of the' 
motherland. She declared that' cortditions· in· 
Southo · Africa for lridians were growing' w-orse) 
Mr. Sastry in his speech referred td·the renuti• 
ciation by India of the right to emigrate· 
freely to• any part or the British Empire-,· 
on which Indian leaders have insisted always; 
on the understanding that Indians domiciled 1 

in the Dominions would be· treated aS equaf!i· 
in atl · respects· of: thee white populati011r 
Gandhiji and Gokhale had assented to this irr' 
the belief that the condition would be honour-· 
ably observed arid Indians in · the DominionS
would be freed from• all vexatious restrictions' 
and will enjoy full citizenship. This condition',· 
Mr. Sastry declared, has been flagrantly violated·· 
H11 went on bitterly to complain that the example 
of the South African whites- had infected the' 
Sinhalese · in Ceylori who had · themselves 
emigrated to Ceylon several centuries ago from' 
Bengal.· "They are our own kith and kin,'' said 
Mr. Sastry, "men who owe everything to' us. 
The slight culture they have, the slight civilisa• 
tion they have, the slight claim to refinement
they have, all these things the.)' owe to u.so• 
These, in our view, are the reasons why· 
we should be patient with the Sinhalese . 
politicians who, through the chances or the 
ballot box,.have installed themselves in the seats' 
of power. We do· not despair, as Mr. Sasrty . 
seems to do, of the present differences between 
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India and Ceylon yielding to the resources of cruel or brutal.'' · Surely, Satyagrahis · know 
statestneilship. on both sides.. Incidentally, we. all about Amritsar happenings and have read 
welcome the-suggestion- of the. English President, -of-the Black/ and~ Tans, the South AfricaB 
of the Ceylon Chatnber of Comtnerce that a Concentration Camps, of "Clemency Canning'' 
Federation of India, Burma and.-Ceylo!l offered and "The Other Side of the Medal" by Edward 
the most hopeful prospects £or the future of ThompsJn. The British are not wanting in 
these countries; We had ourselves hinted at a tiger qualities. If they have not displayecf' 
zolverein for the three countries. Mr. Sastry them in all their fury in India it is because there 
strongly advised Indians in South Africa to line is something in our atmosphere which makes 
up behind the Agent General. now the for sanity. Satyagrahis may be foolish 
High Commissioner, of the Goverment of India, and misguided but they are not cowards as Sir 
instead of constantly cavilling at · him. Douglas would make thetn out to be. British 
Referring ··to the suggestion of a coalition self-righteousness is famous but Sir Douglas 
with the Bantus in order to present a common Young has outstripped all previous manifesta• 
iront against the Europeans, Mr. Sastry definite- tions of that quality. 
ly disfavoured it. ''I believe,'' he said, "we The Government an~ the Press :-The reply 
should be stronger in getting redress if we· fight which the Additional Secretary to the Govern· 
our own battle, for our .causes are not exactly ment of India wrote last week to the President 
identical with those . of the Blacks.· Their of the Editors' Conference, was on the whole 
status is greatly inferior to ours and by tnaking responsive to the resolutions adopted at the 
common cause with them, I atn fully persuaded, February meeting of the Standing Committee.' 
our comtnunity will be only disabling themselves There are a few points, however, on which it 
in the very severe combat which has fallen to would have been more in keeping with the 
~eir lot." relations which have existed between the Press in 
: Sir Douglas Young and the Congress :-Sir India. and the Government since last November~: 

Douglas Young is the Chief Justice of the had the Governtnent of India accepted com· 
Lahore High Court. When he wears his robes pletely the views urged by the· Committee. It. 
and sits on the Bench his views must be is, to say the least, not convincing to hear the 
received with the uttnost respect. He is protected,· Central Government uttering pious ·hopes for. 
while acting in his judicial capacity, frotn unifortnity in all provinces of the country. The 
criticism of his cotnpetence by penalties attach- United Provinces Government's action in delay-. 
ing to contetnpt . of court. These privileges ing remedial measures in the matter of the: 
are exclusively reserved for judges. The Sainik and the National Heralain spite of the 
Viceroy enjoys none of them. In return for this resolution of the open Conference last Novetnber •. 
privileged position and as the condition of it, has no excuse . in itself. It becomes more
a time-honoured convention requires frotn judges difficult to understand when the Government 
abstinence from the rough and tumble of politics. of India has recognised the machinery of contact 
If and when a judge descends frotn his high set up by the Editors' Conference, It is a: 
pedestal and rushes into the political arena, complete mystery when one realises that the 
his position is just that of the ordinary United Provinces is a province administered 
politician and his views are no . more by the civil service. If the Editors' Conference 
sacrosanct . than those of other politicians. had claimed inability to persuade newspapers in 
'I he Reformer has often retnonstrated against a province to accept its views on Government
the ter.dency for the Executive to invoke Press relations, we are confident that the Govern
the help of judges in tnatters outside . their ment would not have accepted it as valid. Yet· 
proper purview. An extreme case of a judge there · would have been more justification 
dabbling in a matter of acute . political then, than the Government of India can now 
controversy, is the speech which Sir Douglas ofter for failing to make effective a uniform· 
Young made at Lyallpur. Sir Douglas began policy throughout British India. In two· 
with an interesting review of the war situation. passages the Additional Secretary has failed 
If be had concluded witlt an appeal to his hearers to appreciate the . distinctions made by the 
to render their utmost support in tnen and money, carefully worded resolutions of the February 
to the prosecution of .the war, he would have meeting of the Co(IImittee. In its frequent 
been entirely within his right as a citizen, which insistence on Defence and military interests 
is unaffected by his being a judge. But he requiring secrecy, the Government fails to note 
was not content with this, He made what we that the Committee itself has exempted these 
must call a rabid attack on the National Con- spheres from its demand for publishing the fact 
gress and Gandhiji, quoting some passages of a ban on publication. Then, again, it would 
:from his writings on non-violence, We seem to bring back the whole burden of restric· 
can best express our reaction to this part of tions on the press through the. side·door of 
Sir Douglas' speech by adapting the scriptural voluntary censorship in the reference to not 
verse: "Thou almost persuad~st me to be a publishing news and comment which would 
Congresstnan." Sir Douglas went so far as to incite persons to take part in the anti-war 
insinuate that Satyagrahis were encouraged movement. In both these matters, however, 
by the fact that, they are ruled by "a the difference is almost entirely one of words 
people who, whatever their faults, are not and, if the Government of . India's words 
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sound worse than the policy it has been planned, economics are planned, everything must 
pursuing, the only sufferer is the Government. be planned. Mr. Dwight E. Stevenson in the 
The main trouble has been localised in the Chr£st£an Evangel£st has come forward with a 
United Provinces and in view of the fact that desi~n for ~appy marriages. The background 
both the Press and the Government of India ag~1.nstw_h1ch hede_velo;:-shisplanned matrimonial 
are eager to see this disturbing factor :~et right, fehc•ty, IS Amencan •. But his ideas are of 
the!e should be .no dif?culty in reaching a mterest to Europeans as well as to us in India 
satiSfactory solutiOn. T1me, however, is an wh~re C?nditions ~adically differ. Planning- is the 
essential factor in the situation and the a:nt1thes•s of growmg. Growth im?lies self-direc
earlier normal relations are restored there t1on; planning is working up to a pattern formed 
the healthier it will be for both partieS: by one-self or others. Mommsen in his history 

Reclaiming Fallen Women :-The League of of the Roman Empire incidentally observes 
Nat ions Report on "Methods of Rehabilitation ~hat the smallest insect which crawls on the earth 
of Adult Prostitute" bracketed together as IS mor~ wonde~ul than the most ingenious 
equally successful the "Houses of Bethany'' !llecham.sm ~ontnved by man, because the insect 
conducted by Dominican nuns and the Prophyla- IS self-d•rectmg, the machine is not. In the same 
ctoria in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. way a living society should dir~ct itself at every 
We reproduce from the Report an account of st~e instead of following some plan prepared 
the organisation and working of the Houses of for It b,r a few experts who can never be in 
Bethany. Bethany, says the Report, is a daring possessiOn of all the data which alone can make 
attempt to carry to its logical conclusion the a plan complete. Before the planner has made 
Christian conception that the repentant sinner his blue print, circumstances have changed and 
may aspire to a higher level than the innocent. it often happens that the plan becomes the 
The general rule in the Homes is that the dominant of, in&tead of, what it should be, an 
rehabilitant and the rehabilitated are treated accessorr to, social life. Turning to planning 
without distinction. But there is one exception. for mamage, the most perfectly planned marriage 
It is formally recommended to the Mother was that of Havelock Ellis and Edith Lees. 
Superior of the Convent not to promote the :rhey had planned to retain their complete 
rehabilitated to tasks giving them authority over !ndepe_ndence and individuality in all matters 
other persons before they enjoy the right of vote mcludmg the course of their sexual love. 
which is eighteen years after they have taken They were both highly cultured and their 
their first vows. A rehabilitated woman can be reading extended over the widest fields 
elected as Mother Superior only after twenty-five of psychology and religion. They were both 
years after taking her first vows, and then agreed on the superfluity of religious sane
only by the special authorisation of the tion to marriage, on the importance of eco
Holy See. An exemption is made in the nomic -independence, regarding birth control 
case of fallen women who wish to become and regarding the perfect freedom which each 
nuns after serving their probation. They are should possess in the choice of friends and 
excused the dowry and the trousseau which sweethearts. Indeed no marriage was ever 
every novice has to bring, There were only planned beforehand with such minute attentbn to 
a few Houses of Bethany in Belgium and every detail of their mutual relation. But it did 
France when the Report was made and not work. The feeling that comes over one as 
probably they are now closed. The whole one reads the pages of "My Life'' by Havelock 
scheme of the Bethany Homes hinges on Ellis, is sometimes of pity, more often of 
the ~hristian dcx;trine of sin and redemption disgust. Ellis does not seek to gloss over 
and 1s, therefore, mcapable of general adoption. much less to conceal, the fact that their marriag~ 
Not only is this doctrine unacceptable to was a grim and rather a sordid tragedy. He 
other religionists, but even large numbers of is too much of an intellectual to be insincere. 
enlightened Christi.ms find it a stumbling block Notwithstanding his failure he maintains that his 
in the way of their spiritual growth. ideas are the right ones and their miscarriage 

was due to circumstances personal to himself 
· Dr. Desbmukh's Bills :-In the Refonne,. of and Edith. We do not think that Mr, Stevenson's 

November 2, 1940, were published two Bills design of marriage is likely to carry the problem 
drafted by Dr. G. V, Deshmukh. One was to to a solution. 
provide for judicial st'paration and divorce Census Dissensions in U, S. A. :-There 
among-st the Hindus under certain circumstances. is no column for religion in the regular 
The other was to provide for separate residence Census schedules in the United States. A 
and maintenance under certain circumstances in separate Census, however, has been instituted since 
the case of married Hindu women. The Bombay 190d for religion. In 1915 and 1926 the religious 
Presidency Social Reform Association has Census presented no di!bculty. In 1936, there 
drawn up a detailed appreciation of the two was trouble. The trouble in this country 
Bills. We publish today that on the Bill to has its origin in the fear that members of 
provide separate residence and maintenance. one or another community may be left out 
The references to the different clauses are as of the statistics. In the United States, it was 
the l3ill was published in the Rcfonne,.. the fear that enumeration.in an official Census 

Planned Marriage :-This is an age of portended the interferenCe of the secular State 
planning. Towns are planned, industries are with religious autonomy. 
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A WORD FOR WESTERN 
CIVILIZATION. 

We have always regarded Gamaliel as one of 
the greatest names in the Biblical harrativ'e, His 
name occurs only twice, and that in a solitary 
context; but his words will ever remain the 
quintessence of wisl! and profound statesmanship. 
When after the Crucifixion, the Apostles were 
indicted before the Jewish elders for preaching 
blasphemy, Gamaliel who was held in high 
respect as a scholar and a maii of principle, 
stood up and, citing previcius examples of 
disruptive movements which came to jtrief, 
adjured his tolleagues not to perseeute the 
ApciStles "for if this counsel or this work be Of 
merl, it will come to nought; but If it be bf God, 
ye can not o\'ertbrow it; lest haply ye be found 
even to fight against GOd." And greatly to the 
credit of the Pharis~es who were, as a class, 
nilich md~ i!stimable and liberal"minded inerl than 
jeSus's denunciations of them as hypocrite!! 
have misled sixty generations into thihking, they 
heeded Gamaliel's wise , advice arid let the 
disciples go after a formal reprimand. Thli 
words of Gamaliel again and again come to 
one's mind nowadays. They come to mind 
wheri the Congres3 in its Independence pledge 
deriounces Britain as having destroyed the moral, 
material a:nd spiritual heritage of the Indian 
people. They come to mind again when we 
read the denunciation by Sir Sarvapalli 
Radhakrishnan of western civilization. 
Speaking' at a largely attended public ~eeting 
in Calcutta to celebrate the 78th anmvei'sary 
of the birthday of Swami Vivekanarida, Sir 
Sarvapalli observed : · . . 

It was represented to liS that modern CIVIlisation, ot 
which Britain is the greatest representative, can be 
symbolised by . the ballot box, ~e .cricket b~t, _the 
authorised vers1on of the Holy B1ble and the limited 
liability company. 'l'bere are the four principles. We 
have out political detncicracy, we have oippearances of 
great sportsmarishlpj wU have also t~e _appea~nce.: of · 
being a truly religious people. But It IS a civilisation. 
which centres . round banks, factories, corporations, 
eompimles atid enterprises of individual men who want 
to mak~ themselves wealthy arid luxurious at the 
expense and deg'radatltm of many people, That Is what 
civilisation actullliy stands for. We tallc about religion' 
Can you show one single Instance where religious 
and national aspirations were In clash and wher~ . 
ilation!IJ aspirations were surrendered to r~llgi~>Us 
aspirations ? Can you show me one single Instance · 
where you put reUgion as the first tiling in tlie first 
pl!'oce, and politics, eoonomial, etc., In the second place ? 
We have taken this passage as reported in 

the Amrila Bazar Patrika, the fullest that 
we have at hand. It is hard to believe that 
this is the whole of what. Sir Sarvapalli 
described as the content of Western civilisation 
in his eloquent address. He is perhaps the 
most rapid speaker in India · and expert 
shorthand writers have to strain . their skill to 
their utmost to keep up with him. It is, there· 
fore, likely that the Patrika, reporte: has 
skipped some parts of the speech, wtthout 
which the description of western civilisation 

seems to be a . travesty. We are no admirers 
of the ballot box which everywhere, aiid more 
especially in India, is a source of much 
demoralisation and corruptipn •. Nor are we 
more enamoured of the cricket bat. We are, 
indeed, often tempted to echo Rudyar4 Kipling's 
lines about "fiannelled fools.'' Sir Sarvapalli 
has omitted horse racing, and table tennis 
which has now attained international status. 
Elderly as well as young men and wom~n 
devotees spend a large part of their rnights 
1:0 qualify for the championship in hitting 
balls over dining tables. We are at a 
loss to know why Sir Sarvapalli has included 
the authbrised version of the Bible in this 
category. It has a high place in the wotld's 
litetattlre apart from its value as the sacred 
book bf Christians. .As regards jbint stock 
companies, Sir Henry Maine pointed out many 
years ago that the failures of some of them were 
made possiblt} by the success which attended them 
in a large nuthber of cases, evidencing public 
confidence in the iHtegrity of the large m;l.jority of 
promoters. To many in India British civilisation, 
which Sir Sarvapalli places at the top of 
western civilisation, does seem an incoherent 
jumble of politics, spoi1: •. and flliance \Vith 
religion thrown in as . an Oddmen!· . Bu~ ~o 
Englishmen, bo~ and ~roug~t up ut 1t, .'t 1.s 
a coherent and urtpress1ve un1ty. Otherw1se, 1t 
is inconceivable why the British are fighting 
so desperately to preserve their freedom to 
live their own life. Even the Labour Party 
which represents the classes least enjoying 
the berlefits of the British industrial economy, 
has thrown it'lelf wholeheartedly . into the 
struggle . side by side . with the propertied 
and the privileg~d classe.s. · .. 

But this a prior1 reason IS not al1 that there IS 
to show that N estern civilisation has a $piritual 
core inside its materialistic sheathing. That is 
to say, it. is a true ~iy~lisa_tion, not a savagery 
masqueradmg as tiVlhsatlon, . Th~ . _per.fect 
civilisation is an ideal·and all our c1V1hsat10ns 
are attempts · to approximate. td it; The 
faults of western civilisatibn ate patent to 
the most superficial · bbservation. The boinb 
and the bayonet are. sytnbblic of one . sitle 
of western civilisiition . as the bow and arrow 
were symbolic of an older and; it may seem 
to some, a happier civilisation. .. ~me :one 
has· said that yq1,1_ ca~ do eve.rythmg w1th ~ 
bayonet except sit upon tt; Certamly yon caunot 
found or maintain a civilisation on bomb or 
bayonet. Civilisation is tlne, neither Western nor 
Eastern. It is the supremacy of the moral 
and spiritual elements of our nature over the brute 
elements-the ape and the tiger. Each in its own 
measure the generations in every age and clime 
have done something. to advance mankind 
towards the golden gleam beckoning it from afar. 
Asia has contributed most in this noble task. 
The great religions of the. wort~ we;e born 
in thtl three peninsulas, lnd1a, Asia Mmor and 
Arabia. We are proud of that fact. But 
great nations, as has been obs_erved, fall up~n 

\ sleep; and the nations of As1a, after thetr 
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mighty tasks, have for a tLousand years rested : BOMBAY SOCIAL REFORM ASSOCIATION ON 
from their labours. Europe taking the thread : DR. DESHMUKH'S !:SILL. 
where it was broken, has forged ahead and Under the Hindu Law muriage i~ indis9oluble 
by developing talents which bad become :'-"d .the husband i~ entitled to requi~e his w~fe to live 
obs:Jiete among us has carried civilisation 10 hts house from the ~oment of hts marrtage. ~ 

~ h ha ' h A · 1 f • 1 long therefore as the Htndu law does not recoa-mse 
a step .art er t • n W ere . sta e t tt. n divorce, a claim for separate residence and rn:inte-
a pregnant p~ssage m o.ne of hts great addresses nance is the most effective remedy which the 
to the Nattonal Soctal Conference, Ranade 

1 

Hindu wife has against her husband's injustice, or 
enumerated the qualities and virtues which cruelty. During recent years Courts in India have 
both the Hindu nor Muslim civilisations i bel~ that the grounds ~hich woul.d ?e availabl~ to 
lacked and which we had to Jearn from I ~ w1fe to defeat a ~u1t for res.totutlon of conJugal 
th W t th h th B y h f H fights would also entttle her to hve aput from her 

e . es . roug . e rt IS ~n.nec ton. . e husband and claim separate maintenance. 1 he ques
certaml:,: dad not thmk that the Bnhs~ ~onnectton tion, however, whether a particular ground is sufficient 
has rumed us morally and spmlually as or justifiable, would, in the absence of a specific 
well as materially; and he recognised that the legislation on the point, depend solely on the discretion 
West had many things to teach us. Even of t_!le j_udge •. It is, therefore, de•irable to have a 
Swami Vivekananda, on whose birth anni- leg!slataon Jaymg do:-vn spectfically th_e grounds ?n 
ve sary Sir Sarvapalli was speaking did wbtch a ~mdu wtfe s~ould be entttled to cla1m 

r . . . . ' . separate restdence and mamtenan:;e. For these reasons 
n~t regard western Ctvthsatlon as ?- derelu;:t the Association is entirely in favour of the principle 
Without any worthy features, and It was has underlying Dr. G. V, Deshmukh's Bill to give 
especial ambition to make Europe and America Hindu married women a Right to Separate 
the vehicle of his Master's messar~e to mankind. Residence and Maintenance. 
Even in the East where the g;asping, preda- The Association however fe~ls that if the law is 
tory side of western civilisation has been to ~ reallY: useful and effectwe, t_he Btll wou~d 

. . · h . requare com1derable amendment. F1rstly, the l:Stll 
m~re promanent than Its creattve. umaner sade, does not contain any definition of 'Separate Residence.' 
ghmpses of the latter have not been wholly It is no doubt true that a decree for separate 
wanting, India has learnt valuable lessons residence in favour of the wife would not amount to 
from English literature and history. The a dissolution of the marital tie and consequently 
great humanitarians, Howard and Wilberforce, children born to t~e wife, who bas. ~btained such 
Florence Nightingale and Josephine Butler :'- ~ecree, would m law be legattmate unless 
h • · · l l ' at 1s proved that the husband had no access to 
av~ tnsparcd our own socta movements. n the wife, The absence of a definition of •Separate 

the mtellectual sphere, we owe a great debt to Residence' is however likely to serve an unscrupu· 
the liberal thinkers of the nineteenth century, lous husband with a ~eapon to deprive the wife of 
John Stuart Mill for inspiration in the cause of her maintenance, On the birth of a child to her, he 
women's freedom, to mention only a single ins- may be able .to plead uncha~tity against the wife 
tance. Adam Smith and laissez jaire have a~d thus depnve her of her.mamtenance, The Baroda 

t 'b t d t t tl · h f Hmdu Code has by Scotton 161 def.ined 'separate 
con n u e mos 0 ~e econo'l!1° C aos 0 residence' as meaning 'separation of the husband 
the present day and Indaa has bttter cause to and wife in board but not in bed without dissolution 
remember them because they were imposed by of marriage.' The Association 'would suggest that 
the sheer weight of political power upon us. a similar definition should find a place in the Bill 
But why forget our obligations to Ruskin who under consideration. 
described Adam Smith as "the half-bred and Clause 2 of the Bill is. the most important 
half-witted Scotchman who taught the deliberate and will have therefo~e to· be examined care
blasphemy: •Thou shalt hate the Lord, thy God, fully, Inasmuch as at ab_rogates all custom 
d h's laws and covet his neicrhbours' goods'?" or law contrary to the. pro~tstons thereof.. the 
a~n 1 • " • grounds set forth therean wall have to be senously 

~e.'t.her. th~ ~overnm:~t tn lnd1a nor western considered. .Sub· claus• 1 makes leprosy or any 
CIVlhzataon IS tn the pos1t10n of the A pestles before loathsome disease in the bus rand a ground for the 
the Sanhedrin. But Gandhiji and Radhakrishnan wife to claim separate residence. This ha• already 
are with good reason regarded throughout the been recogniged a~ such by t~.e judicial decision (see 
world as the authentic voice of India, When they Premkuyar V. Bhtka ~alt.anJ•, 5 H. C. R, (A. C. J.) 
speak the world listens When they pass 209; Shmappaya y. R;aJamma, 1922) (I. L. R. '5 l\!ad. 

• • ' . . . 812)· and no obJection could therefore be ratsed 
swe~ptng Judgments ?n western msl!tut10ns and agai~st it. 
acluevcments, two thmgs happen : the youth of Su~-clllu" 2: y.,.,al tiisea••: Under the English 
lr.dia assuming every condemnation of the Law it is cruelty to communicate a venereal disease 
\Vest as a compliment to the East and (see Hailsham, Vol, X. P. 651 see 956). As later 
to them>elves personally, harden their hearts on 'cruelty' .has be;n .mentioa:~<"d as a ground for 
against liuht from western windows· and the separate res1~ence 1t IS co~>tdcred not. necessary 

. " . . ' . . to have th1s ground mentioned specafically. If 
\Vest Itself, whtch has shown tts apprectataon the clause is to be retained the As•ociation 
of the Indian leaders in no grudging spirit, would !U'"''"'est the word "incu;able" be inserted 
feels aggrieved at their failure or omission to before the";.ords ••Venereal di~ea~e." 
give it credit for its achievements and intentions .Sub-claruo II: In-:u~abl• Ltmacy: T~e. Ass:-ciation 
while dwelling, as they have a perfect right to do, has J;leen of the opm.•on that lunacy, 1f at ex1sted at 
en its shortcomin<'S and failures. 1 he great the t1me of the. marnage, . should by law be made a 

. "' . . . ground for nulhty of marnage. It IS not clear from 
~dee~ung f~at~re of weste~n. c_ulture an? CIVIh~a- the clause in the Bill whether it refers to lunacy 
tion IS thetr g1ft of self-cnt1C1sm, It IS a gtft which was in existence at the time of the marriage or 
which we in this country have not yet learnt to to lunacy aupcrveniog after marriag.e. If it is the 
value at its proper worth. farmer, it is hardly fair to make 1t a ground for 
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separate residence as it could have been noticed 
before the marriage was entered into. There is 
also the likelihood of such a provision . being 
abused. The clause must, therefore, be restricted to 
lunacy supervening after marriage. The Associa
tion feels that a further restricticn laying down 
the period during which it has existed and has been 
found to be incurable, should be inserted. Similar 
restrictions are to be found in the Baroda Legislation, 

Sub-clause 4: (]ruel.ty: The Association feels that 
if this clause is left as it is, the Courts may 
restrict its application only to physical violence. 
Judicial decisions have by now gone much further. 
The Lahore High Court has, in Ude Singh V. Mst. 
Daulat Ka•tr (198~) L L. R. 16 Lah. 892, laid down that 
it was not necessary to prove actual physioal cruelty, 
In Kondal Raval Reddier V. RanganayaJ.:i Aonmal, (1928) 
L L. R.1.6 Mad. 791, the Madra~ High Court held that 
a course of conduct which, if persisted in, would 
undermine the health of the wife, is a sufficient 
justification for refusing to the husband a decree for 
restitution of conjugal rights. As has already been 
pointed out above, under English Law commu
nicating a venereal disease is also cruelty. The 
A9sociation, therefore, considers that if this clause is 
allowed to remain as it is there is a chance of 
the benefit of the progress made through judicial 
decisions being lost. InJulias V. Julia• A. L R.l982 
Oudh 281 it was held that to constitute cruelty there 
must be danger to life, limb or health, bodily or 
mental, or a reasonable apprehension of it, The 

Baroda legislation defines cruelty as "Gr.n>ft (or) 
~. (an) m'tG '!itt at<r, 6!'R (i<l ~ it +iliiRI"h 

~~ oil13+i+ii ~ O!>FfT ~"lw!m an<l'f1ift "''l<r-fi ;;ft'fi 
~ ~ lf;RUT ~'il 'll'i ~ '!d"J,.'tl." 
This is sufficiently wide to cover the objections 
mentioned above and the Association would recom
end an amendment on those lines, 

8ub-dauu 5 : DBBertion : The word •desertion' will 
have to be qualified bv some such phrase as 'without 
reasonable or justifiable cause.' It may be that 
the husband has deserted his wife on account 
of some misconduct on her part such as unchastity 
and in such a case it would be unfair to make the 
husband responsible for the separate residence and 
maintenance of the wife, Desertion without reason
able or justifiable cause has been recognised by 
Courts as a ground for the wife to claim separate 
maintenance. Desertion presupposes separate resi
dence and consequently desertion without sufficient 
cause for a certain number of years has been 
reco"'nised as a ground for divorce in communities 
whe::'e divorce is allowed. Here also it would be 
necessary to fix a certain period during 
which the wife is deserted and neglected. It 
may be that a husband deserted his wife 
in a temporary fit of anger or through mis· 
understandin"' and it is but natural that there 
should be "'some scope for locus peTJoilontia4 The 
necessity of such lotus penitentiae has been recognised 
by the Courts so far. Reference might be made to 
the case of Bai Jivi V. Narsing Lalbhai. LL.R. 51 B~~m. 
a e9 at 8 H, The Association therefore suggests that 
this sub-clause be so amended as to read as 
followed: 'desertion without reasonable cause for 
more than one year.' 

8ub-clm.ise 6 : Second marriags by th• husband: The 
Association has all long held the view that a second 
marriage by the husband during the subsistence of 
the first marriage should be prohibited by law. It ha~ 
also drafted a Bill in that respect. What the Associ
ation however feels is that making a second marriage 
by the husband a ground for separate residence and 
maintenance would not serve as an effective check on 

this growing evil. As however the courts have so far 
held that such a marriage would not entitle the 
wife to claim separate residence and maintenance 
the Association has no objection to the claus~ 
as it is. 

Sub clause 7: The husband's turning a recluse or 
changing his religion: The Association sees no 
objection to the change of religion by the husband 
being made a ground for the wife to claim separate 
residence and maintenance. The question of the 
husband's turning a recluse is not so easy, In 
Muni Knativijayaji, ( 1982:) 84 Bom. L. R. 581 
Sir John l:leaumont C. J. observed that marriage 
involved status and that a man by taking 
vows and becoming a sadhu could not affect 
tb.e status of his wife. It is therefor: natural 
that the bus band's taking a religious order may 
rightly and properly be made a ground for divorce. 
It is, however, difficult to understand why it 
should be made a ground for separate residence 
and maintenance, As for separate residence the 
husband on b::coming a recluse would be staying 
away from his wife and no question of separate 
residence would arise. If there is an absolute 
'lbandonment by him of all secular property and a 
complete and final withdrawal from earthly affairs, 
the property originally owned by him would go to 
his heirs and under the Hindu Women's Right to 
Property Act, 1937, the wife would be one of the 
heirs, If there is no absolute abandonment of all 
secular property, even under the present law, the 
wife would be entitled to maintenance. However it 
would also amount to desertion without reasonable 
cause, whicl] has been separately provided for. 
The Association has, however, no objeation to the 
husband's turning a recluse being made a ground for 
separate residence. 

It is unfortunate that the draft Bill does not 
include adultery on the part of the husband among 
the grounds for separate residence and maintenance. 
The Association would suggest the inclusion of 
that ground. It is apprehended that the term 
'adultery' would not include the keeping of or 
visiting a prostitute by the husband. Tile defi
nition of 'adultery' as given in the Indian Penal 
Code would not cover such oases. Keeping of a 
prostitute in the family house has been recognised 
by the Calcutta High Court as a sufficient 
justification for the wife to ask for a separate 
habitation and maintenance (see -Du!ar Koeri 
V. Dwarka N ath Missar (190) L L. R. 32 Cal. 224). 
The Association would therefore sug~est that 
adultery and keeping a prostitute in ttle family 
house should be included among the grounds for 
separate residence and maintenance. 
Clau~ 3: It deals with the Courts in which the 

suits under the Act may be- instituted but there "is 
no provision in the draft· Bill dealing with the 
procedure to be followed by such Courts. A provision 
in that respect should be added to the Bill. The 
Association wollld suggest the following addition: 

"The provisions of the· Code of Civil Procedure. 
1908, shall, u far as the same may be applicable 
apply to prooeedings in suit under this Act, includ: 
ing proceedings in executions and orders subsequent 
to the decree and in appeals.'' 
Clause 4: This clause specifies the amount of 

maintenance allowable to the wife. The Association 
is of opinion that the amount of maintenance should 
not be so fixed, as in the case of a very rich husband 
possessing an income of a lakh of rupees per .month, 
maintenance at Rs. 1,000 per month would be 
adequate though it would fall short of the quantum 
proposed by th& Hill. The Association would there
fore ·recommend that the amount of maintenance 
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·should be reason1ble and adequate according to the 
-c:ircum1tance1 of the case. The clause is defective 
·in m:ll'e ways than one. If a wife were to sue her 
hu!b~nd for sepuate residence and maintenance, 
under the present conditions, it would be very 
iliffbult for her to maintain herself during tha 
pendency of the suit. Aa a result of the suit the 
husband would refuse to make any arrangements in 
th>t respect and provision will have to be made in 
the Act giving the Court power to award her 
maintenance pending the suit. Then the Court should 
also be given p;>wer •pecifically to award to 
the wife at the time of passing the decree mainte
nance during the life. 

Clauu 6: This clause deals with the question of 
the custody etc., of children. The~ clause will have 
·to be so modified as to vest in the court the power to 
m<ke an interium orjer in that respect. The order 
relating to the custody etc., of children after the date 
of the decree should form part of the decree and a 
similar clause giving that power is necessary. 

This finishes the several clauses in the draft Bill. 
The Bill as drafted does not contain any provision in 
1'espect of tbe following matters, namely (1) the 

·ownership by the wife of the property acquired by 
her or vesting in her subsequent to the decree, (2) 
the liability of the bus band for any acts committed 
by the wife after the decree; and (3) the exercise of 
joint powers. As a decree for separate residence and 
maintenance does not dissolve the marriage, pro
visions will have to be inserted in the Act dealing 
with all these matters. It may also be advisable to 
have in the Act a clause enabling the parties to have 

•the decree _varied or rescinded. 

HOUSES OF BETHANY 

The task of this study is to describe the work 
of th~ Dominican nuns of Bethany anc~ the rules 
~overning it, not to give a full account of the 
1'eligious aspect. But it must first of all be stated 

·that "Bethany" is founded on the ideas of the 
1'edemption of sin and the imitation of Christ. The 
!ystem is only an attempt to create the necessary 
frame-work for this spiritual endeavour, 

The first "House of Bethany• was founded in 1866 
by Father R. L. Lataste, of the Order of St. 
Dominic. The Dominican Sisten of Bethany . 
constitute to-day a separate diocesan congregation. 
Apart from the observance of the three vows 
of poverty, chastity and obedience, common . to 
all catholic orden, the speciill aim of this 
oQOn;:re~tion according to its coMtitution is "the 
Tehubilitation of released women prisoners and 
the moral regeneration of those who have acted 
·wrongly and dishononrably without undergoing 
imprisonment. The congregation gives the· means 
cf penevcring and growing in virtue to all who are 
genuinely converted through repentance and the 
love ol God! to those who may have a religious 
vocation to the point of making their profes~ion." 

The congregation, therefore, accepts all ex
·OOnviots who come of their own accord and are 
willing to remain there for the rest of their lives, but 
. .,Bethany" addresses itself not only to ex-oonviots, 
but also to other women who have led lives outside 
or counter to society, 

The Dominican Nuns of Bethany have always been 
allowed to visit women's prisons, though the 
number of these visits has oocasionally been 
sul:>jt'Ct to regulations; they go from cell to cell 
and inform the prisoners that on release they rna y, 
if they wish, enter the "Bethany• houses 1 sometimes 
l'ro;titutes come of their own accord to s'ek 
admission. \Vomcn are welcomed from the ages 

o£16-35; other women are, however often admitted 
Wh~e. a minor bas voluntarily so~ght admission. 
enqu1r1es are made as to wh:J exercises paternal 
authority over her, and arrano-emento~ are made to 
obtain this. person's consen't. The nuns never 
agree to rece1ve women with children permanently : 
the women are given to understand that their 
first duty is to bring up their children and they 
are directed to institutions that are able to assist 
them in this task. It not infrequently h~ppens 
that many years later, when the children are 
grown up, the mothers return and seek admission 
to the "Bethany" bouse which could not accept 
them so long as their maternal duties remained 
untulfilled. 

The chief ch~ra~te~istic of the work of •'Bethany" is 
the gradual ass1m1lat1on of the rehabilitated women 
to th.e rehabilitant. Ex-convicts or ex-pro1titutes 
entermg a ''House of Bethany" of their own fi-ee will 
are _takc;n from the beginning into an atmosphere of 
fam1ly ltfe. . 

If they feel the urge of a religious vocation and if 
they are considered worthy, they can raise themselves 
to the dignity of a Dominican sister, and neither in 
d~ties, position nor dre~s will they be in any way 
d1ff:rent from the other Sisters of the congregation. 
This ~2n be accomplished after they have spent five 
yea;s tn the convent, a~ter very severe probationary 
pertod. The woman IS an ''aspirant" for one year. 
The pr~ctical rea_s?n for this_five year period is that 
the ooltce authont•es are entitled to keep ex-conviota 
under supervision for five years and it seemed to the 
founders of "Bet_hany" quite out of the question that 
a woman weartng the dress of a Dominican sister 
should be under police supervision. 

It is evident that this vocation is only destined for 
women of exceptional strength of character. Those 
who do not feel that they can follow the vocation 
and who do not want to remain "little sisters'' 
living in the community without becoming nuns can 
leave at any time, Others who have·not been 'able 
to adapt themselves to the austere atmosphere 
of the place are asked to leave the community. 

•Bethany" however,does not relinquish such women 
to their fate, but attempts to place them in 
occupations giving them moral and mlterial 
safeguards against a return to their former lives, 

The life in a ''Bethany" house shows a number of 
chancteristics which shed light on the methods in 
forJe. 

(a), The general rule in convents lays down that 
every novice must bring with her a dowry and 
trousseau, Exemption is· only granted in very spechl 
t"iroumstanoes. It is characteristic of"Bethany" which 
tries to eliminate the difficulties confrontinoo the 
rehabilitated women, that this rule is waived f~r the 
rehabilitated in their convents and they are admitted 
to the novitiate without dowry and without trousseau. 

(b). If a reba bilitated woman, in the course of her 
postulate or novitiate, finds the religious life too 
austere, she is allowed to resume the habit of a 
"little sister'' and to return to the group in which 
she has been living for several yean. In order 
to aafeguard the sensibilities of the woman, who 
must feel that she has failed in following a higher 
vocation, she is sene to another house of the 
congregation. 

(c). Great oare is taken to out the woman off entirely 
from her past. This is done not only from the 
dress she wears, which is entirely indistinguishable 
to the outside world from that of a reh,bilitanr 
but by the fact that her past is known to nobody 
inside the convent buc herself and tho Mother 
Supecior, 
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In contrast with any other rehabilitation home or 
institution, there is no separation between the 
rehabi!itants and the rehabilitated inside the bouse, 
.except for those rules in force in all convents, which 
are prescribed by the Pontifical Law, and which are 
.due to difference in the rank of the inmates. Recrea
tion is taken in common, and there is no isol~ted 
quarter for the little nurses, i.e. the rehabilitated, 

"Bethany" is a daring attempt to carry to its logi
cal conclusion the Christian conception that the 
repentant sinner may aspire to a higher level than 
the innocent. The juxtaposition of those who 
have never known the world and those who have 
fallen victims to temptation, and the fact that the 
repentant sinner can rise higher in the world 
ot "Bethany" than those who have never gone 
astray, constitutes one of tile most courageous 
spiritual experiments ever attempted, It has much 
in common with the most modern attempts in the 
most progressive lay institutions, which also try 
to raise the rehabilitated above her original station 
in life. "Bethany" has realised the highest aim of 
any attempt at rehabilitation, 

CLOGS ON THE WHEEL OF LITERACY. 
(BY E. GOVINDAN,) 

In this brief article, I greatly desire to point out 
a few of the outstanding obstacles that stand in the 
way of the spread of literacy in rural areas. They 
are as under :-

1. The present agency for the spread of literacy 
in the countryside is the elite of the people, who 
constitute themselves into various local bodies and 
carry on their work. Lack of experience and, to a 
certain extent, also of public spirit, may prevent 
them from making the best use of the opportunity 
for self-eflort in education given by the powers that 
be. That is as it ought to be; for, human effort, at 
first, reaches perfection only through successive 
stages of effort and, and it is no wonder, therefore, 
that literacy progress, at present, is rather tardy and, 
hence, lays itselt bare for outside criticism, 

2, The parents also come in for censure. They 
want, without doubt, that their children should learn 
at least to read and write but their mental make-up 
is not conducive to it; the m:1ss mind is more prone 
to immediate tangible results. To speak the truth, 
it cannot look beyond its nose, as matters stand at 
present, This is well reflected in the enthusiasm 
with which they send their children to the school, 
which is, often, at a low ebb. 

3. Irregular attendance may also be attributed to 
the ill-conceived type of work that a teacher, in 
general, turns out at the school, "No pains, no 
gains" is a well-known motto. To set matters right 
in this respect, the work in the school must be 
approached in a missionary spirit, A teacher should 
be imbued with the spirit of a Miller or a Sastry to 
force the pace of progress and this, coupled with 
thorough· going preparation on the part of the teacher, 
will raise the level of school work and may also lead 
to better results. 

4. Regular attendance is the sin• qua non of 
progress and this may be secured by crying halt to 
the policy of ,drift and at thll same time by making 
elementary education free and compulsory as 
desired by the late Mr. G. K. Gokhale, He made 
out a strong case for free compulsory elementary 
education but the authorities concerned turned down 
the proposal with the result that illiteracy is still 
stalking naked in the land. 

5. The greatest clog in the wheel of progress is 
the lack of funds. No sphere of human effort can 

r 
make headway without funds and this is being felt 
more and more in a. poor country like India, as dayg 
pas3 on and the nation-building departments are 
generally starved, 

In the matter of spreading literacy, the State has
a definite duty to do; its responsibility is evidently· 
greater than that of any private body. 

The StatP must, therefore, step in and take control. 
of primary education by finding ad<quate funds for 
it and also by making it free and compulsory_ 

DESIGN FOR MARRIAGE. • 
(Bll DwiGHT E. STEVENSON.) 

The circumstances of the day call for intelligent 
planning and consciously directed effort to make of 
the home what we all intuitively know it can be and 
desperately want it to beoome, Why should a man 
spend lour to eight years training for a profession. 
when he gives almost no consecutive thought to the 
making of a successful marriage? Why should men. 
and women enter this most strategic of all social 
experiences with blinkers on, and expect through 
sheer trial and error to blunder into paradise? 
If impersonal economic and social forces will not. 
build the borne for us, than we must build it 
ourselves, consciously and intelligently-and reve
rently, The times call for a design for marriage. 
Fortunately we do not need to wait upon the school 
syst~m to do this for us. We can do it for ourselves, 
before marriage, after marriage and "until death do 
us part," The education of a man and woman in 
the meaning of marriage is like all education-a. 
process simultaneous with life, 

It is time that we drop some of this loose talk 
and lo~se thinking about the contemporary failure 
of marriage in which our times have indulged, 
Marriage itself cannot fail, for marriage is nothing 
active .and ·intelligent or existent by itself, Marriages 
are made by men and women, and their success or 
failure is the success or failure of men and women .. 
No one ever saw a marriage walking around by 
itself anywhere in the world; wherever it is, it bas a 
man and a woman connected with it, and the quality 
of the marriage depends upon what that man and 
that woman bring to it. 

The times demand that we shall weave a design 
for marriage into our pattern of life, Here are a few 
ways in which we can weave that all-important 
design. 

First, and simplest of all, to make marriage a 
success, bring something to it, and bring nothing 
less than the best. Bring your best faith, your 
deepest love, your integrity; bring a life of which 
you can make an open book before the eyes of your 
bride or your groom without shame. More specifically, 
because it is so fundamentally important, bring a 
life that is chaste, 

It is necessary, if marriage is to be a new departure 
in the growing experrence of individuals, that they 
should keep something in. reserve, bright and shining 
and clean just for marriage, and that this experience 
shall be a discovery which they come upon joyously 
together, Every man owes at least this much to his 
bride, and every bride owes nothing less than this to 
her husband. _ . 

A boy or girl in his or her teens can be doing 
something right now about the success of marriage. 
He can be guarding his chastity, ~hich he will 
bring as a bright and shining tribute of deepest love 
to lay at the feet of his mate at the time ot their 
marriage. There is no other gift which can quite 
compensate for the loss of this. 

• Ths Chri.st·ian J.!:L·tmgel~t. 
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Into our design for marriage should go a second 
strand-an attitude toward marriage. We need to 
regard marriage as a stage in growing into com· 
pktely rounded life, We need to teach and reiterate 
to ourselves the obvious truth that life should 
increase in wealth of experience and richness of 
satisfaction as years increase, 

We need to kill the poisonous, though generally 
accepted notion, that youth contains all happiness, 
all hght, and all of the true elixir of life, and that 
the end of youth ends all. Such an erroneous 
attitude as this toward youth and age has led a man 
like Disraeli to say "youth is a mistake, manhood a 
atruggle, and old age a regret." . . . . 

Tbe oldest people I know are those who go around 
looking in every beauty parlour and in every cosmetic 
(lranny for the mythical fountain of youth. They 
need to learn that the only way to be young is to be 
one's own age gracefully, to seize gladly upon the 
now and the here. l 

As a matter of fact, oldet people do ilot want to De 
like young people. The}' only want the vitality of 
youth and the unstained idealism of youth and, in 
some cases, the irresponsibility of youth. But they 
know that life is richer in its meanings, that abiding 
satisfactions go deeper for them than they ever did 
in their youth. One need not be set adrift from his 
idealism. Those who grow gracefully ~nto life, know 
that nothing on earth olin ci>inpare with the solid 
satisfaction that husband and wife and children have 
in one another, 

The time tnust come when. we stop conferring 
·omniscience upon youth and reserve at least a crumb 
or two for later years •. The goal of a great many 
nit-wits of all ages may be stated in semi-scriptural 
language: "Remember now thy reflexes in the days 
of thy youth, lest the years draw nigh when thou 
shalt say1 I have rheumatism and my digestion is not 
what it used to be, and I have no pleasure in them," 

We need to write this conviction into our philo
sophy of life : marriage, rightly considered, ia an 
advance stage in the art of growing up, 

A third strand in our design for J;llarriage must 
be a downward adjustment of selnshness. lt is not 
possible to make a success of marriage without 
co·operation, and that ca.operatioq must be inwardly 
rooted In values whiatl go far beyond egoistic in~ 
dividualism. • .. 

A contemporary ps yohologist informs us that we 
often fool ourselves about this disturbing emotion of 
love, Sometimes we think we are in love with 
another person, wheri iri reality we are in love with 
love. We are Ylrapped up in the thrill of our own 
emotions and what we want is to experience that 
thrill, Young women get the notion sometimes that 
ever'/ boy ought to look and love like their favourite 
mov•e actor, This is befllg lr! love with love, and it 
is essentially self-centred. A real marriage cannot 
·be formed by two persona who are using each other 
as Instruments of tl:leir own thrills. Real marriages 
must be based upon love which bas grown up, love 
of the other person, 

Such love as that means a playing down of selfish
ness and hdghtening of the interests and needs of 
one's mate and one's children, A true marriage is 
never a oontest between two wills, or a kingdom with 
one ruling monarch and a band of obedient and 
respectful servants. It is a rartnership of which it is 
utterly childish to ask, "Who is the boss?" The 
relati.:mship of master and servant drops out of the 
marriage relationship altogether when the marriage 
is real; it becomes a venture in intense democracy. 

Love which has this quality about it, must also 
he founded on the notion of permanence. It 
dlll!s not add to the quality of love to make it 
a mere bird of passage in a world of changing 

mamages,-here today, gone to Reno tomorrow. 
LQve tbat goes beyond egoistic individualism bas 
the quality of permanence. 

That is illustrated in the remarks of a three-year
old girl recently reported. A mother was scolding 
her infant daughter for unbecoming behaviour and she 
said, "If you do things like that, I don't think I want 
to be your mother." To this the daughter replied, 
"Now you looll: here, Mother. When you start being 
a mother, you can't stop." Neither is it possible to 
stop any of the trends of momentum which are set 
up by this most intimate of all relationships. It is a 
love which can continue its quest and arrive at its 
goal only in the. atmosphere . of unselfishness and 
permanence. When the minister asks a bride and 
groom to pledge their faith to one another until death 
do them part, he is asking for one of the secure bases 
upon which beautiful marriages must always rest. 

Build a design for your marriage. Build Its arches 
;Lnd its buttresses with the patience and. the care of 
an arohiteot, Do not expect to blunder into married 
bliss, like Alice stumbling into Wonderland. Mar
riage . is ordained in heaven, but its qu~lity is deter
mined on earth by you and me,. Having brought to 
it our best in thought, purity, and affection, there is 
every reason to suppose that we will be able to echo 
for our marriage the words of a !'opular song which 
says, ''I love the life I live, and I live the life I love." 

BUDDHISTS AND MEAT-EATING; 
Gautama Buddha protested against , animal. 

sacrifices and since his time animal sacrifices have 
been given up as. a part of the Vedio ritu:;U by 
Sanatanist · Hindus. There has been, however, 
doubt how far the Buddhist doctrine of non-killing 
applied to the eating of meat by Buddhists. In 
the Buddhist countries, Ceylon, Burma, "Ihibet, 
China and . Japan the diet of . the people. does not 
exclude mea~ Even monks in Ceylon do not object 
to meat, A correspondent writing in the Buddhist 
for February observed: . 
. :''In a recent "Dhana" (sic) ceremony I happened to 
attend, I noticed with deep concern that meat, fish 
and egg omelettes were served to the venerable 
priests, Now I wish to know from you who sins 
in this respect-the people. who. served. these for
bidden foods,. or the pnests who accepted the111,P 
I remember readirw that , it is not, proper for tli~ 
priests to refuse any food offered bl[. the Buddhist 
laymen. But I would like you ro clarify this point." 
. The f<:dttod, Sir D. B. Jayaiilatm and Mr.$. A. 
Wijayatilakil, referred the point to Drj Cassius A., 
Pereira, Ceylonese names are no andex to the 
religion of those who bear them. A Pereira in 
Bombay is invariably a· Christian and generally a 
Catholic. In Ceylon many Buddhists bear Portuguese 
surnames which they were obliged to adopt to meet 
legal requirements during the Portuguese regime, 
Dr. Pereira in reply to tile reference sent a note to 
the Editors and It is published below the letter of 
the correspondent quoted above. Dr. Periera writes: 

"The question errs in assuming three things. 
(1) That all meat, fish and eggs is forbidden to 
Bbikkhus, or to Buddhists. The Buddha has 
prohibited only human, elephant, horse, dog, 
serpent, lion, tiger, panther, bear and hyena-flesh. 
(2) There is no "sin" in Buddhism, meaning 
transgression of some divine law. Instead, there 
is each one's skilful (ku•ala) or unskilful (aku•ala) 
action. These words are loosely translated "good" 
and '•bad." The unskilful act leads a doer to 
more suffering, whereas the skilful act leads to 
the doer's happiness and ultimate deliverance from 
all suffering, To eat prepared fresh flesh is not 
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unskilful action if the meat is eaten only to assuag« 
hunger, and not to satisfy greed. If there 
is greed, then eating is unskilful, though the 
meal be only rice and salt. (3) It is quite proper 
for a Bhikkhu to .refuse food offered by a layman if 
he suspects, has seen, or heard that an animal has 
been killed •pecially for his individual food, even when 
the animal is not one of the prohibited ten kinds. 
Obviously even the eggs of the omelette-alms could 
not have been broken with the thought 'This is for 
so-and-so, and this is for so-and so.' 

"Therefore the Dana (not aspirated D) in question 
was probably quite in order with reference to the 
Bhikkhus partaking· of it. It is a different matter 
with regard to the slaughterers of animals, and the 
fishermen; their · action was unskilful. Butcher's 
meat is in order, provided an animal is not killed on 
a personal order, or specifically for one's individual 
food. And it is akusala for anyone to break a 
fertilized live egg, or order its breaking or cooking. 

"The whole of this question has been ground from 
immemorial time for much worn de bate. Misstate
ments that Buddhists may not eat butcher's meat 
are done mostly by Theosophists, Europeans; and 
Hindus (and latterly, even by a few Bhikkhus, who 
should know better) have complicated matters need
lessly. There is an instructive scene, from Kassapa 
Buddha's time, which was re-enacted in that of our 
Buddha. It was no coincidence. There always have 
been, are, and ever will be "Doubters" like the 
Brahmin of this incident; and, alas, few of the 
doubters are intelligent enough to understand,-as 
this Brahmin did. 

"A certain Brahmin noticed with deep concern that 
the Buddha was taking a meal of curried snipe-flesh 
and rice, and charged the Blessed One with partaking 
of defiling food. The Buddha replies (I give only a 
few out of about fifty "defilements")-

'Killing, stealing, falsehood, fraud, worthless 
reading, greed, back-biting, arrogance, bi~otry, 
conceit, harshness and disrespect,-all th1s is 
defiling-but not the eating of flesh. 

'Not flesh or fish, not fasting, not naked
ness, tonsure, matted hair or rough robes, 
not penanoe, fire-worship, hymns or sacrifices can 
purify an individual who has not overcome Doubt.' 

"The Doubt is doubt about the Supremely 
Enlightened One, who not only knew what is the 
Highest Dhamma, but who abode by it. 

"We are told that the Brahmin, who was very 
learned, understood the Buddha's words, worshipped 
the Tathagata, sought ordination at once, and later 
became Arahat.'' 
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China in tbe Modern World :-After all these 

years of united resistance to the Japanese 
aggressor, the old Communist-Nationalist 
struggle in China threatens to break out once 
ag-ain. The Chinese Generalissimo, Chiang 
Kai-6hek, has appealed for loyal collaboration 
between Communists and Nationalists to enable 
bim to repel Japan. The reason for the 
recrudescence of the Communist trouble would 
seem to be a certain over-confidence in China's 
position today and a _fear that All}erican 
assistance however scant•ly rendered durmg the 
war, may' work t? decide the comp}e~ion. of 
China's foreign pohcy and her domestic mstttu
tions. Contributory to this have been the rec.ent 
pe~imistic .utteran~es of the .Japanese Pr~tnJer. 
An interestm{! art1cle by Lm Yutang m the 
New Republic for January 27, throws some 
light on the situation. Mr. Yutang pleads 
that "statesmen of the \Vestern demo
cracies might see the important strategic 
value of defeating Japan through China and 
set about planning for it in a more positive 
manner." He further suggests that "a spiritual 
solidarity with America and Britain will go a 
long way to influence the. shapi_ng ,,of C~ina'.s 
.future foreign and domestic pohc1es, The mabl
lity of Russian Communists, on the other hand, 
to allow Communists in other countries freedom 
to develop in accordance with national needs 
has been one of the tragic features in a compli
cated world situation, The struggle between the 
democracies and Communism threw Spain over 
to the Fascist States in Europe. And there 
seems to be every danger of history repeating 
itself in China, Mr. Lin Yutang sees the 
urg-ency of Britain's need but he pleads for 
fuller appreciation of the necessity of helping 
China. Of American rolicy in the past he writes : 

A • fu.r as the average American is concerned, aid 
to China sounds very much like charity. As a matter 
of fa.ct, China was forced to discuss the terms of the 
loa us, except for tho la>t one, just as tho owner of a 

bicycle shop would discuss the terms for borrowing on 
a mortgage, and Ohina has, in spite of the war, 
delivered the good• in payment for payments. One 
might look: at aid to Ohina somewhat differently. 

Faith in the ability of the U. S. A. to act 
as an unlimited source of help to democracies is 
more widely seen outside that country than within 
it. The columns of the New Republic and the 
Nation bear evidence each week of the feeling of 
many Americans that the United States of 
America is not working on a production basis 
which could allow of effective help to Britain. 
A writer whose facts and conclusions have not 
been questioned, Dr. Fritz Sternberg of America, 
has pointed out, and his figures are often quoted, 
that, while the British and German worker 
puts in 4 hours a day, on an av~rage, to arml.
ments, the American worker gives thirty minutes 
-fifteen for American defence and fifteen to 
Britain. The effort he calls for is two hours a day. 
The demand on Americans is for greater readi
ness to shoulder larger burdens in taxation. 

Helping Aggressor Nations :-There is also a 
great deal to show that national interests, in 
some cases personal interests, come first. The 
Nation for January 4 begins a revealing article 
with the sentence, "Despite much-discussed 
embargoes and licensing system-and the in
creased aid given to China-the United States 
continues to be Japan's chief source of war 
supplies.'' Although there is a grave shortage 
of machine tools in the American defence prog
ramme, still they are being shipped to Japan. 
"How much longer,'' asks the Nation, "is 
our government going to confront Japanese 
aggression with strong words-while winking 
at the profitable back-door business of supplying 
the weapons of that aggression?" The New 
Republic mentions that Soviet Russia has 
entered the market for American cotton in 
October-November-December buying nearly 
5:>,000 bales each month. Russia has not for 
the past five years been on the market for 
cotton from America. "Her own rep:>rts," says 
the New Republic, "show that she has just had 
th3 largest crop in her history, producing 
4,300,000 bales, a rise of 300,0JO bales over 
1939 ... There are persistent reports of heavy 
freicrht movements to Germany from Vladivos
tock, the latest declaring that Japanese goods 
are moving to the Nazis by this route. [s 
American cotton being transported in the same 
way ?'' All these are disturbing signs. But 
even more ominous is the reason assigned by the 
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New Republic for supporting the-lend and lease 
bill. In an article discussing the merits of the 
"lease-lend bill'' which the Senate has now 
passed after seventeen days of debate, the New 
Republic candidly observes, "How~ver the war 
ends, Americ1 will have need of strong arma· 
ments in the immediate post-war years, and the 
lease-lend plan is a way of ensuring the return 
to us of at least a substantial portion of the 
armaments we have provided, or their equiva
lent." All this is calculated to cool the ardour 
of the most enthusiastic champion of the "war 
for democracy.'' But the realisation that this 
forms the background of President Roosevelt's 
fervent appeals for aid to the democratic powers, 
should go far to explain the gap between appeal 
and performance. 

Sir T. Sapru's Convocation Address:-The 
Convocation address delivered by Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru at the Calcutta University last 
week was refreshingly free from the rather 
querulous and pessimistic tone of his pronoun
cements on education in recent years. The 
tppic of unemployment came in only incidentally 
and as a minor issue, Sir Tej Bahadur struck 
the synthetic note much as Ranade used to. 
The Hindu, Muslim and Western cultures have 
found a home in India. A fusion of the three 
was necessary to solve the problems which 
confronted the· world and their juxtaposition in 
this country pointed to its being the scene where 
tl;le synthesis would be accomplished. He 
concluded with an exhortation to University 
men to apply themselves to the solution of 
world problems without caring too intently for 
results. Failures are as useful in the march of 
mind as successes. They may indeed be more 
useful. Every educated man can find for him
self in what way he can make his great~st 
contribution to human welfare though there may 
be none to employ him and reward him for his 
labours. Sir Tej does not expect much from 
politicians. He thinks that University men 
who from their training can be expected to bring 
a detached mind to bear upon all subjects, are 
best qualified to seek and find remedies for the 
diseases which afflict the b:xly politic. It 
follows that a University man who allows 
himself to become and behave as a political 
partisan, is not true to the high ideals of 
University education, 

The New Ministry in Sind:-The refusal of 
the Sind Premier, the Hon'ble Mir Bundeh Ali 
Khan, to resign the Premiership on February 15 
led to a heated controversy in the press not only 
as to the nature of the settlement arrived at by 
the intervention of the Congress President, 
Maulana Abul Kalam Aud, but even as to the 
fact of any settlement having been arrived at 
at all. The explanatory statements which leaders 
in Sind thought fit to issue, revealed nothing more 
than a suggestion that s::>me of the outstanding 
men in that province had, under the influence of a 
greater personality, committed themselves to 
a certain line of action from which they 
sought uneasily to wriggle out, The Sind 

Premier, however, who was the central figure in 
the agitation, did not show any indic:~tion of 
either resigning or of denying the terms of the 
secret agreement which had come out in con
troversy. A vote of no-confidence had 
been tabled by the Opposition in the Sind' 
Assembly for Friday (March 7) ancl Muslim 
League members had planned, it was said, 
elaborate demonstrations before the Secretariat 
on that day as a protest against the motion. 
On Thursday (March 6 ). however, three 
out of the six members of the Sind Ministry 
sprung a surprise on the Assembly by announc
ing their resignations. The Premier seeing his 
old colleagues on the Oppo3ition benches,dedared 
his intention to submit the resignation of him· 
self and his remaining two colleagues to the 
Governor~ The House adjourned after an 
acrimonious discussion as to the possibilities of 
Mir Bundeh Ali Khan going back: on his 
word. Khan Bahadur Allah Baksh, one of the 
Ministers who led the revolt, has been called on 
to form the new Cabinet and the two Hindu 
Ministers who acted with him on Thursday, are 
back in office. The two Muslim Ministers colla
borating with Mr. Allah Baksh are outside the· 
Muslim League, Mr. Allah Bak"h has one 
more seat to dispose of. Attempts are being 
made to enlarge the Cabinet to eight so that 
two Muslim League Ministers and a Hindu may 
be appointed. Press reports state that the ex
Premier and an ex-minister both offered to join 
the new Cabinet'' in their individu<tl capacity,'' 
evidently until the League agrees to co-operate. 
The predominant feeling 10 Sind seems to be 
that the Muslim League has received a set-back. 
The irresponsible speeches · made at a public 
meeting by leading Muslims of that party bear 
out this impressiJn, 

Two Repudiations :-Mir Bundeh Ali Khan 
himself has issued a statement repudiating the 
Aza:l agreement as a document into which he 
was manoeuvred. His contention that a casual 
remark made by him to the Congress President 
in the presence of some friends to the effect 
that he was tired and prOjJOSed to resign 
from the premiership. in February, was seized 
on and incorporated into a letter which 
was soon after released to the prt;ss, 
is not likely to cortyince readers. The 
repudiation, for one thing, comes rather late. 
Then, again, no Premier ought to indulge in 
statements which he is not prepared to stand by, 
particularly when he is in the midst of crucial 
negotiations. There is a. certain family resem
blance between the Mir's statement and the 
querulous objection of the Calcutta Premier, 
Mr. Fazlul Huq, who has recently protested 
against the publication of a secret circular in 
which he urged the advantages of grqhound 
racing as a method of financing, among other 
things, a Muslim newspaper and offered, as 
Premier of Bengal, to license this form of 
gambling under conditions which would 
secure the profits for his party. In both 
cases the revelations came at a time when the 
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personal unpopularity of the two Premiers was 
high. If Sind is still to continue as an 
autonomous province working the 1935 constitu
tion, we should have preferred to see Sir 
Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah as the Premier 
of Sind rather than as a member of the Allah 
Baksh Cabinet. Sir Ghulam Hussain has had 
executive experience in the Bombay Government 
and, for that reason alone, he may be expected 
to take a larger view of Sind problems than 
other Sind leaders who have come up with the 
introduction of provincial autonomy. While 
Sind conditions are distressing enough, there is 
a gleam of light in the history of Sind cabinets 
under provincial · autonomy. Sind Cabinets 
have depended almost solely on their ability to 
conciliate both the Congress and the Muslim 
LeaJ,!ue. The moment this becomes impossible, 
even the semblance of constitutional government 
will disappear. The Congress decision not 
to seek office in coalition governments holds good 
in Sind and is partially responsible for the 
success of conciliation attempts. The responsi
bility for the administration has fallen largely 
on the Muslim members of the Sind legislature 
and these members have shown, even when 
they were in the party, a strange apathy to the 
Muslim League. Whatever might be the case 
in the country as a whole-and one has no 
means of judging from the Central lagislature 
as it is today-in the provinces the differences 
between the Congress and League have no 
reality. 

Mr. Gaogull oo the Press :-We publish this 
week an article on the Indian Press by Mr. 
J. M. Ganguli of Calcutta. Mr. Ganguli has 
with cons1derable force pointed out some of the 
obvious weaknesses of the press. Particularly 
interesting are his remarks on the discrepancies 
between the editorial and advertisement sections 
of many leading nationalist newspapers, with 
special emphasis on the Swadeshi question. 
The Swadeshi movement, however, does not 
seem to have been sufficiently strong, at any 
stage, to have influenced the business side of 
newsparers in India. Mr. Ganguli's remarks 
on the Editors' Conference do not allow for the 
changes that have come about in th~ attitude of 
that body smce the first meeting in No\ ember. 
The February meeting of the Standing Committee 

. put through a solid amount of work and the reply 
given by Government to the resolutions of that 
Committee show conclusively that in principle 
all its representations have been accepted by the 
Government of India. As we pointed out last 
week, the question of uniformity of procedure is 
now the outstanding issue and the only trouble 
there is in the application of it. The resolution on 
the war and in condemnation of the totalitarian 
theories of Nazism and Fascism, to which Mr. 
Ganguli takes excepti:>n, represents the opinion 
of the Standing Committee, and its purpose was 
to clear the press in India of the insinuations 
cast against it by reactionary officials, who 
sought opportunities in this field to create trouble 
between the press and the Government. This 

has now b.:en set right by the definite 
declaration of its own attitude bf the 
Standing Committee and the issue IS now 
dead. Mr. Ganguli is wrong in seeing a 
connection between the Editors' Conference 
President's interview with the Viceroy and the 
decisions of the Standing Committee. The 
interview did not figure at all in the deliberations 
of the Committee. Sure))' Mr. Ganguli does 
desire that the President of the Conference 
should, because of his position, refrain from any 
contact with officials. The constitution oi the 
Conference which is printed elsewhere in this 
issue, contains in its aims and objects, the. 
setting up of liaison bodies for the press in its 
relations with the Government. The Editors' 
Conference is not a political party, and it would 
be well to recognise this fact. 

Cure lor Plague :-The Haffkine Institute. 
Bombay, announced this week the discovery of 
a cure for plague. The Institute bears the name 
of the scientist who produced the anti-plagu~ 
serum as a prophylactic. But the drug now put 
out by the Institute is an effective cure. In the 
course of a statement in the Times of I naia on 
Wednesday, Lt.-Col. Sokhey, the D1rector, gave 
an account of the process which led to the 
important discovery, The drug was first tried 
on mice with surprisingly successful results. 
Then it was tried on human patients first at 
Bettiah in Bihar and then at the Plague Hospital 
at _Latur in Hyderabad, Deccan. Dr. Sokhey 
sa1d : 

At the latter place the result was just as satisfactory 
as in the experiments on mice. The percentage of 
recoveries In non·septicremic human plague cases 
was cent per . cent, while in septlcremlc cases the 
cure was 80 per cent. The tremondou• importance 
of this discovery can be fully realised only when 
it is viewed In contrast to the cent per cent mortality 
in septicremic cases when combated with the u<ual 
treatment In vogue in hospitals. A point of great 
merit is that all these experiments were carried out 
with the drug prepared in· the Institute it;elf. It 
Is fortunate that in these troubled times the Institute 
is in a position to make this drug in quantity at a 
very cheap cost-at Re, 1 per cur.,.dose of 50 tablets. 

The name of the drug is "sulphathiazole" of 
the same family as the one discovered by 
a German scientist which has revolutionised the 
treatment of the dreaded pneumonia. 
, Christlao Inter-Marriages:-The I naian Chris
tian Messenffer, in an editorial on the draft of 
the Indian Christian Marriage Act which is 
now before leaders of the community, writes:-

According to the Indian Christian Marriage Aet 
of 1872 (now in force) marriages can lake plaett 
between ChristiiUl!l and non-Christians prov1ded oue 
party Is Christia.n (sic). According to the same Act 
they can also take place In Churches and can be 
performed by clargymen. What is proposed now 
is that Churches be given permission to lay down 
the law that such marriages will not be performed 
in Churches and thet sucb an injunction will be 
bindlnoo on all congt"egations and ministers. 

What the Messtn~er seems to want is that the 
Churches should recognise marriages which are 
not performed in their precincts and are even 
forbidden within them. How can them be 
called "Christian Marriages"? 
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THE CENSUS SQUABBLE. 

For over thirty years past, the Indian Census 
has been the subject of acute controversy •. 
This is largely due to the scope of the Census 
being extended to various matters which have 
nothing to do with its primary purpose, namely, 
recording the movement of the population in 
space and time. ' The questions which the 
Census has in view are, whether the population 
of a country has increased or diminished and 
whether there has been any movement 
of considerable numbers from one part of the 
country to another. The age, sex and civil 
condition of the population are relevant to arrive 
at a correct estimate of the former. Infirmities 
have also a bearing on the question. Occupa... 
tions are necessary to explain the movement of 
population from one place to another, Beyond 
these matters the Census, if it is · a true 
demographic document, has no business to 
transgress. In this country, however, the 
Census authorities have been allowed practically 
an ·unlimited field for speculation, Kace, 
caste and creed have been brou:,;ht in. Ethno
graphy, Philology and even Theology have been 
included in its scope. A Census Commissioner 
with a bias for racial origins was free to wander 
as far and as long as he chose in the uncharted 
field of cephalic indices and facial angles. A 
Commissioner who had a taste for linguistics, 
was equally free to trace or invent genealogies 
for languages and dialects. The theologically 
minded Commissioner can expatiate at length 
on the doctrines of various sects and the 
relation of the sects to one another. But the 
one conclusion towards which these speculations 
invariably tended, was that the people of India 
were divided by race, language and religion into 
innumerable divisions, irreconcilable divisions. 
The Commissioners themselves or those who 
decided their methods for them, might have been 
innocent of any intention to lead the public in 
India and outside to the view that the principle 
of nationalism is opposed to the structure of 
Indian demography. But all the same· Indian 
Census Reports for the last thirty years and more 
·have been less scientific than propaganda 
documents. The 1911 Census was preceded and 
followed by a controversy regarding the 
separation of Animists from Hindus with whom 
thay had been grouped in the four previous 
Censuses. ·The 1921 Census was attended by a 
similar inquisition ab.Jut the depressed classes. In 
l931 tne Hindu-Muslim question made itself felt 
in the ·Census operations. It has been observed 
above that the Census Commissioners themselves 
might not have been influenced by any extraneous 
motive. This is rather · vititated by the 
explanation offered by the Census Commissioner 
for 1931 for 1he inclu>ion of religion in the 
schedules, Dr. Hutton observes: · . ·, 

Although on the face of It religion would appear to 
be a concern purely for the individual, Y<t strongly held 
religious convictions inevitably react on political situa· 
tions and cannot be divorced from those aspects of 
social life of which the State and therefore the Census 
must t.ke cognizance. This Is particularly the case in 
India, which is still the most religious country in the 
world, and must be regarded as the justification for the 
Importance attached to religion In the Census of india 

· as compared, for example, with that of United States of 
America, where culture I• comparatively independent of 
religion. In India the two are so inseparably bound 
up that religion, always a conservative force, appears 
as an obstacle to cultural unity. 

In the face of this candid statement, which is 
but a paraphrase of Lord Minto's famous 
declaration in support of basing the franchise on 
religious belief, it is vain to argue that the 
Indian Census Report has no political object and 
is a purely scientific document. 
· As regards the present Census we had a minor 
agitation about the Arya Samajists returning 
themselves as Hindus. But the major controversy 
has raged in Bengal and the Punjab. In the 
Punjab the· complaint is that the enumeration 
of Hindus has been far from complete. Several 
families and villages were not visited by 
the Census operators. Raja . Narendranath 
has publicly called attention to these omissions 
and has called upon Hindus who have not been 
enumerated, to reporttohim for the purpose of his 
communicating the facts to the Census authori
ties, with a view totheir inclusion. In Bengal the 
controversy has taken a very serious turn. No less 
a person than the Prime Minister of Bengal, Mr. 
Fazlul Huq, has denounced leading Hindus of 
having engineered a conspiracy to reduce the 
number of Muslims at the ' Census.. He 
forecast that the returns will show the Muslims 
of Bengal to be 80 per cent and the Hindus over 
60 per cent of the population. Bengal is now 
included among provinces with a Muslim 
majority and they will now be shown as a decided 
minority. The language in which Mr. Fazlul 
Huq proclaimed his apprehensions, was sa 
sweeping that the late Law Member of the 
Government of India presiding at a public 
meetinz of Hindus . in Calcutta, repudiated the 
accusations of the Prime Minister in a speech 
of withering sarcasm·. The position of the two 
communities in respect of population figures at 
the ··last . Census was somewhat curious. 
According to the All-India Census Report, it. 
was this t . . . . 

If adults only be regarded, the comparative figur"" of 
Muslim to those of Hindus (in Bengal) are lower. the 
higher fertility ratio rather naturally being ac,ompanied 
by a higher rate of mortality. In the Punjab, on the 
other hand, the r.spective ratios of Muslims; Hindus 
and. Sikhs are very much the same whether the total 
population be considered or the adult population only. 

Ear!ter in the same paragraph, the Report 
discusses the practice of polygyny, · of widow 
remarriage and, on the whole, of a later consum· 
mation of marriage than is the prevailing practice 
among most Hindus, as causes. for the greater 
rate of increase among Muslims than among 
Hindus •. ·The effect of these customs are exagge
rated. .Polygyny among Muslims is not more 
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pronounced than among Hindus. The sentiment ' big foreign advertisers to the detriment of national 
against remarriage of widows is not altogether interests.. ('>t tbe time of the tende~ call for the new 
absent among l\Ius1im3• The Age of Consent Ho~r~h i3rtdge at Calcutta some tt!"e ~ack, by way 
Committee found that child marriages were of gtvmg a'! example, a 1~1 engmeermg combine, 

M 
. whtch practically to all mtents and purposes was 

prevalent amung _ushms though not to the same non-Indian, paid for full-page advertisements in some 
ext~nt as amJng H_mJus. So far as they operate oat!onalist papers and alRo paid well for propaganda 
to mcrease the b1rth-rate they should do so on Its behalf. Those p•pers, having thus acquired 
more in the Punjab than in Bengal, because the an in~rest in t~e combine, not only took up the cause 
Punjabee Muslims are less influenced by Hindu of _thts combtne. but. pleaded ~lao that it was a 
ideas than the ilengalee Muslims. If a higher death national concern and therefore It sho'!ld be given 

. I . . the contract. If one wanted to pomt out the 
rate IS the natura sequel to a htgher b1rth rate, the thorouahly on-national character of th 

h f h d
. · be h .., e concern 

same p enomenon o t e 1spanty tween t e and to propose that the contract should be 
adult and juvenile populations as in Bengal must given to a really Indian one, one found the columns 
be found in . the Punjab also. But it is not. of those papers strongly barred, 
The Census Report does not attempt to solve So-called nationalist Papers have advertised foreign 
the riddle. ' firms and foreign merchandise even though to keep 

up their national character and to align themselves to 
current national sentiment they have written on 
swadeshism, If the nationalist papers had stopped 
giving advertisements to foreign firms and to all 
kinds of foreign articles, they could have served the 
national cause and the cause of swadeshism much 
more effectively than by giving ~orne publicity to 
the orations and perorations of the national leaders. 
But that has not evidently been in their mind ; what 
was, instead, was the keenness commercially to 
exploit their carefully assumed national character. 
!h~ ~dv_ertisement pages hav~ been kept open' 
md1scnmmately to all, and fore1gn advertisers have 
even been canvassed for patronage while public 
sentiment has been supported editorially to win 
public favour and thereby to swell the circulation. 

Mr. Jatindra Mohan Datta in an article in the 
current number of the Indian Revie1u headed 
"Manipulation of Census," comments among 
other features on the anomaly of the number of 
Muslim males between the ag-es of 0-25 at the 
Census in 1921 being 19 per cent less than the 
Muslim males in the next Census in the age cate~ 
gory of 30-:S5. There has been no immigration 
to account for the increase at the 30-35 age 
category. The only explanation we can think 
of is the notorious unreliability of the ages. 
given by a considerable proportion of the 
ignorant and illiterate masses and the tendency 
for them to cling to some digital figures noticed 
in repeated Censuses. 

THE INDIA.N PRESS. 
(BY J, M. GANGULI, CALcUTTA,) 

The echoes of the Editors' Conference have not 
died out, Comments and criticisms of ita proceedings 
and resolutions are continuing on the one band 
and their defence aa also their different 
interpretations are being made on the other, W bile 
these are not often of much interest they have 
at least to some extent drawn public attention to 
the conduct of the Indian Press and to the pres~ 
personalities. It ia an important funotion of the press 
to make comments on public affairs, but th•t in so 
doing, it itself is open to public criticism for faults of 
omission and commission has not been generally 
realised by the press, beoause the disapproving 
readers rather seldom want to expreu their 
impressions openly in the publio. They have opened 
the papers to satisfy their news hunger, and 
if at off-moments they have felt inclined to 
read the editorial comments or carefully to look 

·at and think over the general policy and conduot 
of the paper they have not carried their interest to 
drawing public attention to the oritioisable features 
in the papers. This indifference of. the readers 
has not been oonduoive to the development of 
journalistic standard and ideals in the oountry, nor 
bas It Induced newspaper conductors to look more to 
national interests than to their own. I should not 
be mi•underatood here. I have good knowledge of 
the difficulties and dangers under whioh the Indian 
papers mana~e to exist, difficulties of finance and 
danger! commg from the repressive laws in the 
bRnds of a guilt-conscious bureaucracy. But with 
all that knowledge I oannot always justify the 
ovcroa utiousness verging on timidity of some 
papers and the preocoupauon with financial ~oterests 
of some others. There are papers, ftymg the 
national flag, which sometimes sign contracts with 

It is not only in things like these that the 
nationalist pap:rs have, in looking to mere 
self-interest, played false and have been, indirectly 
at least, obstructive to national progress. In 
other respects also they have failed to rise to the 
ideals of journalism, namely, to lead and guide public 
ideas and inclinations. What they have done has 
bee~ on!y 10 w~tch and study which .way the popular 
feehng •• blowmg and then to blow m that direction. 
Open a national paper and you will be convinced of 
this fact, the moment you see therein prominent adver
tisements of varieties of beer and wine, of cigarettes, 
o~ numerous medicines which, purporting to cure sex, 
dtseascs and to prevent conception, encourage sex 
vice and immorality, and also obscenely illustrated 
advertisements of the most dangerous vioe or modern 
civilization, namely the film shows. 

How could all that be consistent with the. true 
mission of journalism which is to educate, to uplift, 
to correct, to admonish when necessary, to idealise and 
to lead up people to the purest human ideals and the 
loftiest human conceptions·? Because other papers 
here and in other ·"civilised" parts of the world are 
doing the same, or because all that is an incidence of 
modernism, or beoause the readers wanted look for 
them-to produce such arguments as cover to the 
mere commercial mentality of the paper conductors, 
might avail only against a few casual critics, but 
would be uselessly urged against those who 
seriously believe in journalism having a definite 
duty of doing public good. This duty is fulfilled not 
merely by removing the inconsistencies exemplified 
above, but also by providing educative and good and 
inspiring reading matter. But few journals care 
to remember that. They rather conoem themselves 
with pandering to current tastes and not with 
elevating and showing up the badness anJ ultimate 
injuriousncu in such taste, getting behind the 
bland though specious excuse that the readers do 
not evin~e interest in idealism but in day-to-day 
social and political trends. As a result, good 
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literature, thoughtful articles, provoking comment, 1 

comprehensive and penetrating survey of events and 
wise and judicious estimate of passing tendencies 
are seldom to be found in the papers and journals, 
but in their place are stories without a 
lesson or a striking thought, common-place political 
notes, hackneyed reasoning in defence of the present 
day loose and self-gratifying social and individual 
tendencies, and some contemptuous denunciation of 
old social and religious taboos, with vacant spaces 
filled up usually by indecent pictures of women 
presented as pieces of art, or by some crossword 
puzzle. 

Such are the common features of the presentday 
papers. Those who conduct them display a lack 
of sufficient realisation of their duties and respon
sibilities, Regrettable as that is, it is no less so 
to find them showing at times an excess of timidity 
in speaking out their mind, As a recent example of 
it, the repeated and full-mouthed denunciation of 
what are called Nazism and . Fascism by them, in 
season and out of season, whenever they want to say 
a word against the Government war policy may be 
mentioned, Every suoh criticism of the Government 
is elaborately prefaced by the declaration of faith 
in anti-Nazism, The Editors' Conference and its 
committee meetings, for instance, were occasions 
not obviously meant for such deelaration, but, in 
voicing their grievances and in resolving-on a united 
course of action that might impress the Government, 
the first idea of the editors was not to risk the 
displeasure of the Government, and so they took 
pains to make it clear that they too, like the Govern
ment, were strongly against Nazism and Fascism 
and also that tbey never meant to obstruct Britain's 
war effort. Such statements by the Indian press 
have become so stale through unnecessary repetition 
that they have almost lost their significances, 
but nevertheless they were tagged on to what
ever were resolved at the Editors' deliberations. 
And yet perhaps very few of the editors were 
clear in their mind aa to what constituted 
Nazism and Fascism on the one hand 
and Imperialism or Imperialism covering Demo
cracy on the other. Even if they were, they 
did not know which to prefer on merit, because 
all those catch-words, as they themselves at times 
pointed out, meant on last analysis no more and 
no less than exploitation and domination of militarily 
weaker peoples and weaker countries. 

There have been naturally some adverse comment 
on the President of the Conference negotiating with 
Government officials privately and also on his viceregal 
interview on the second occasion. If he sought the 
interview himself that could not reflect credit on his 
fearless and independent character, however it might 
be attempted to explain it away, But such inferiority 
complex and want of fearlessness some other press 
conductors also display when in private they want to 
clear their position to Press officers who may he 
watchful of their nationalist tendencies. 

I have said above that I appreciate the difficulties 
of the Indian Press, but I feel also that in addition to 
placing high ideals and thought-provoking matter 
before the public, it has, in the present economic 
and political condition of the country, the further 
duty of giving a bold and unequivocal lead to 
the country, which it can not fulfill with the present 
mentality and much too cautious outlook in the con
trolling body and edito~ial staff, I sho~tl~ add he~e 
that the reading publtc can exert th1s mfluen~e 1n 
bringing about a change for the better by effectiV';IY 
expressing their dis!lpproval, . Just as the advertl~
ing and the readmg pu bile . can express . their 
resentment against Anglo-Ind1an and reaotlon~ry 
papers, which do anti-national prop~ganda and wh1oh 

show a mean spirit by describing national leaders 
including Gandhiji day after day as cranks, by 
withholding advertisements and by not subscribing 
them, they can also admonish the nationalist papers 
which forget their responsibilities by more 
vigorous and outspoken criticisms than they do. 

ALL-INDIA NEWSPAPER EDITORS' 
CONFERENCE. 

The following constitution for the All-India 
Newspaper Editors' Conference was adopted by the 
Standing Committee at its meeting of February 5, 
1941, to come into operation on a date fixed by the 
President :-

(1) Name. The name of the Conference shall be 
the All-India Newspaper Editors' Conference, 

(2) Objects, The objects of the Conference 
shall be: (a) To preserve the high traditions 
and standards of journalism, (b) To safeguard the 
rights · of the Press in regard to freedom of 
publication of news and comment. (c) To secure 
facilities .tnd privileges to the Press for the due 
discharge of its responsibilities. (d) To represent 
the Press in India in its relations with the 
public and public institutions; and, particularly 
in its relations with Government, to set up Com· 
mittees which would act as liaison bodies 
between the Government and the Press as a whole. 
(e) To establish and develop contacts with· Associa
tions having similar objects in other countries. 

(3) Membership. (a) Any periodical for the 
publication of which a declaration under the Indian 
Press Act is necessary, may be enrolled as a member 
on submitting an application prescribed in Form A. 
(b) Any registered .News· Agency may be enrolled 
by a special resolution of the Standing Committee, 

(4) (a) Each member shaH be represented at tha 
Conference by its Editor or the Editor's nominee. 
(b) No person shall, even though he may represent 
at any given session more than one member, have 
more than one vote at the Conference. 

(5) (a) Journalists of standing invited by the 
President to join the Conference may be admitted as 
special members. (b) Special members shall pay the 
same subscription and enjoy the same right11 and 
privileges as other memben but shall be exempt 
from disqualification arising out of want of connec
tion with newspapers, 

(6) Each member shall pay an annual subscrip
tion of Rs. 50 within a prescribed period, 

(7) Membership shall become vacant: (a) When· 
the member paper submits its resignation. (b) When 
there is a declared default in the payment of sub
scription. (c) When the mem her paper ce'ases 
publioation or suspend1 publication for more than. 
three months. 

(8) Annual Meeting. (a) The Conference shall 
meet once a year on dates and at a place previously 
fixed by the Standing Committee. (b) An extraordinary 
session of the Conference may be called by the 
President or by a resolution of the Standing 
Committee, 

(9) The President of the Conference shall continue 
to bold office throughout the year. He shall preside 
over any extraordinary session that may be summoned 
during the year and he shall be the Chairman of the 
Standing Committee, 

(10) Standing Committee. (a) At every ordi
nary session the Conference shall _appoint a 
Standing Committee consisting of 21 members 
elected by those present. (b) The President of the 
Conference shall have power to nominate adJitional 
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members to the Committee but the number of 
members thus nominated shall not exceed seven. 

(11) (a) The Standing Committee will ordinarily 
meet once in three months. (b) Special meetings 
may be summoned by the President whenever he 
may think it necessary, (c) The quorum for the 
meeting of the Standing Committee, special and 
ordinary, shall be seven, (d) A notice of ten days 
shall be given in the case of ordinary meetings and 
four days in the case of special meetings. 

(12) (a) The Standing Committee shall elect one 
or more of its members as Secretary or Secretaries 
of the Conference, (b) One of the Secretaries shall 
also act as the Convener of the Standing Committee. 
(c) The Standing Committee shall elect one of Its 
members to act as Treasurer, (d) In the absence of 
the President, the Standing Committee shall elect 
its own Chairman of the meeting. 

(13) A seat in the Standing Committee shall 
be deemed vacant 1 (a) When a member submits 
his resignation and it is accepted. (b) When the 
member ceases connection with the paper on 
whose behalf . he attended the Conference, 
(•) When the paper ceases publication or suspends 
publication voluntarily for more than S months, . 

(14) All vacancies which occur in the Standing 
Committee during a year, shall be filled by co-option 
by the Committee at its next meeting, 

(1.5) Central Advisory Committee. (II) The 
Standing Committee shall at ita first meeting 
after the Conference make recommendations 
for nomination to the Central Press Advisory 
Committee. (b) The President of the Conference 
shall be ex-officio Chairman of the Central Press 
Advisory Committee. (c) All representations to 
Government shall go in the name of the President, 

(16) Provincial Committee. The Standing Com
mittee may constitute Provincial Committees to 
carry on the work of the Conference in their respec
tive provinces, 

(17) Every member of the Conference shall also 
be a member of the Provincial Committee in the 
Province in which the paper is published, 

(18) Subject to the directions of the Standing 
Committee, the Provincial Committees shall con
stitute their own Executive Committees to carry on 
the work of the Conference. 

(19) (a) All nominations to Press Advisory 
Committees and other similar bodies shall be made 
by the President who will be guided by the recom
mendations of the Standing Committee or the 
Provincial Executive Committee as the case may be. 
(b) A seat in the Provincial Press Advisory Committee 
constituted under the above rule shall be deemed 
vao~nt when : (1) A newspaper ceases pu blioation 

.or suspends publication voluntarily for more than 8 
months. (2) A member submits his resignation and 
it is accepted, (8) When a member ceases to be 
connected with the newspaper on whose behalf he 
was nominated, (c) All vacancies occurring in .the 
above manner shall be filled by nomination by 
the President. 

(20) All residuary powers in regard to the work 
of the Conference shall vest in the Conference itself 
anJ, when it is not in session, in the President.:::, ·;j 

(21) The constitution of the Conference shall not 
be amended save by a special resolution of the 
Confurenoe approved by three-fourths of the m~mbers 
present constituting not less than two-thirds·of the 
total number of the members .of the Conference. "t . 

BOMBAY SOClAL REFORM ASSOCtATION 
ON DR. DESHMUK.H'S DIVORCE BILL 

The following is the opinion of the Bombay 
Presidency Social Reform Allsociation on Dr. G. V. 
Deshmukh's Divorce Bill : 

Though the word, 'Judicial Separation,' has been 
used in the title of the Bill, there is nothing in the 
Bill itself to indicate what the mover of the Bill 
wants to convey by the word. The draft Bill does 
not C()ntain a definition of the word and a perusal of 
the provisions of the Bill leads one to believe that 
the mover of the Bill does not make any 
distinction between •Separate Residence' and 'J udioial 
Separation.' If this view be correct, it is difficult 
to understand the necessity of this Bill when a 
Bill for separate residence and maintenance has 
been introduced by the same Hon•ble Member, 

The term • Judicial Separation' is generally used to 
describe a partial divorce, It causes the separation 
of the bus band and wife, but does not dissolve the 
marriage, so that neither of them can marry during 
the life of the other. As under the ordinary Hindu 
Law, it is permissible for the husb1nd to marry any 
number of times, the restriction upon the second 
marriage would affect only the wife and not the 
husband in the absence of an express prohibition. 
Realising this position the Association, though 
favouring the introduction of divorce among Hindus, 
has not favoured a decree for judicial separation, It, · 
therefore, deliberately refrained from inserting any 
provision for judicial separation in the Divorce Bill 
drafted by it, While giving its opinion on Mr. B. D. 
Lata's Divorce Bill also, the Associalion observed 
that it was not advisable to introduce 'judicial 
separation' at the initial stage of the legislation 
especially when divorce itself was being introduced 
for the first time in the Hindu Society. The 
Association still adheres to the view that, if thel'e 
is to be a severance of the marital tie, it should · 
be complete and without any reservation and con
sequently is unable to support this Bill, 

The grounds given in this Bill for a deere~ for 
separate residence (or judicial separation) are 
practically the same as the grounds for a decree 
for separate residence and maintenance as contained 
in the other Bill in that respect. As the Association 
is not in favour o[ the idea of judicial separation, a 
detailed examination of the clauses of this Bill i• 
considered unnecessary. It may be mentioned that 
the criticism offered against the several clauses of 
the Bill relating to separate residence and maintenance 
is generally applicable to the clauses of this 
Bill also. 

If this Bill is to become law, it will have to 
be considerably a1ded to, altered and amended, · 

HENRI BERGSON. 

Mme Maritain, wife of the Catholic professor, has 
now revealed that Henri Hergson, the French-Jewish 
philosopher, was baptized by a Cathohc priest some 
months before his recent death, writes the Examiner, 
This was related on Tuesday by Vatican Radio. 
The fact of his conversion was kept seqret ~t 
Bergson's own wish, because he did not want to 
hurt the feelings of Jews by appearing to desert 
them just when the French Government at Vichy 
was adopting an anti-Jewish policy. It will be 
remembered that, although this.State professor was 
expressly exempted from the Vichy law dismissing 
Jews from official positions, he refused to take 
advantage of the exemption. 
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·' POPULAR GOVERNMENT AND 
PLANNED ECONOMY. 

. Is Popular Government, that is, Government of the 
people, for the people, by the people, compatible with 
"Planned Economy"? Many Indians think it is. But 
American businessmen do not. At the Congress of 
American Industry held by the National Association 
of Manufacturers in New York last December, the 
opinion, decisively expressed 'by 'individual repre
sentatives· as well as by the Congress in the shape 
of "A Platform of American History;• was that it 
was not. The National Association of Manufacturers, 
it was . stated, comprises 8,000 employers with· 
2,000,000 workers. The President cf the Association, 
Mr. H. W. Prentice (Jr.), speaking on "Total Prepa
redness for America's Future," observed: "All 
of the collectivists-socialists, communists, 
nazis, fascisu, new liberals-whether they recognise 
that fact or not-are blood-brothers under their 
skin. All of them deny the sanctity of the soul." 
He added, ·"Dorothy Thompson and the Archbishop 
of York are cited a• illustrations of prominent persons 
who have been more or less misled by the idea of a· 
'Planned Economy.' Twentieth Century liberals of 
this type find the fleshpots of Egypt quite alluring-." 

Other noteworthy statements made at · the 
Congress, relate to the illusoriness of war profits, 
Mr. Clifford S. Stillwell, Vice-President, speaking on 
the "Problem of the Supply of Labour," remarked; 
"War Profits are oalled Fool's Gold," Another of the 
vice-presidents, Mr. J, Howard Pew, declared that the 
"programme of government planning and control 
invariably led to dictatorship. We have already gone 
half-way down that road. Congress," he added, ''no 
longer makes the laws. It has delegated its 
authority to a horde o! little bureaucrats who now 
rule the Ameraicn people." · · 

We are indebted to the Information B•rvico of 
the Department of Research and Education, of the 
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America 
for the "Platform of American History" adopted by 
the Congress of American Industry. It reads as 
follows: . 

Under the heading "Safeguarding Our Freedom:" 
What W1 ]!t,.iJ to Prot•ct. 
1. "We Amerioans intend to remain a free nation 

of free men and women. We have faith in constitu
tional representative democracy, in private enterprise, 
and in civil and religious liberty as the inseparable 
fundamentals of our freedom. 

''Freedom, as we Americans know it, means that 
we may attend any church we prefer; elect our 
government representatives in free elections; say 
and write, hear and read what we please ; live and 
work where we will ; invest our savings in a home, 
in a. neighbourhood shop, in a corporate enterprise, or 
however else we choose. Such liberties as these are 
the most precious heritage of every American ... 

"2. Providrng Our Military D~jsneu. 
"The strength to defend America is the first 

concern of this nation, Three major problems are 
involved: 

''(1) To determine the vital interests to be 
defended, and how far beyond our continental borders 
these interests extend. This is the responsibility of 
government. · · 

"(2) To determine the nature and size of the 
military establishment, and the equipment and 
supplies required. This also is the responsibility 
of government. 

"(8) To produce .the . required equipment and 
supplies. This is the task of industry-of Amerioa 
at work. 

"8, Btr•ngth•ning Our Etl{)nomie D•fsne•s. 
"Our ecOnomic maohine must be geared to the 

[ production of both the equipment needed--f~r 
':a~ional defence and the goods needed for everyday 
hvmg • 

"For several years prior to the outbreak of war in 
Europe, the totalitarian countries bad been using a 
large part of their resources· for armament purposes. 
Confronted with the necessity of increasing even 
further their production of war materials, they were 
forced to restrict still more drastically the production 
of goods enteri"g into their standards of living. 

"In this ~ountry in contrast, we start our armament 
production for national defence with ample natural 
resources, with unemployed but employable men, 
with an expansible ·plant capacity, and with. 
idle capital, all of which can be put· to use not only 
to make the nation secure against external dangers 
but also to work at the task of producing the goods 
and servbes needed for normal living conditions. ~ 

'·National defence is national insurance. The 
American people pan secure this necfssary insurance 
without experiencing a reduction in their standard of 
living to the extent suffered abroad, But the effort 
to maintain the American living standard at its 
present level can hold hope of success only iflabour, 
capital, and management work together with a united 
purpose for production, more production, and still 
more production, 

"Among the fundamental conditions necessary to
this end are the following : 

"(1) an equitable relationship between the prices 
of agricultural products and the prices of other 
commodities ; 

"(2) opportunity for industrial management and 
labour to operate efficiently and effectively in the 
processes of production and distribution; 

"(3) taxation carefully and intelligently adjusted to 
meet at least non-defence expenditures, and designed 
to facilitate the flow of private capital and remove 
uneconomic barriers to the production and distri bu. 
tion of needed goods and services; 

''(4) avoidance of· production by government of 
goods which private enterprise can furnish; 

"(5) recognition of the value of the profit motive 
as a powerful incentive to productive effort, and of 
the economic need for profits in industry sufficient to 
maintain and expand productiw enterprise ; · 

"(6) maintenance of such equitable wage rates 
and condition of employment as will promote increa
sed production and employm~nt and a higher actual· 
income to workers ; 

"(7) encouragement. of the investment of private 
capital in production, research, and continued.. 
economic venture ; 

~· (8) . preservation of ciompetition as the best. 
assurance to the consumer of reasonable prices and 
high and improving g~ality of product and 

"(9) maintenance of the buying power of consumers 
by all possible improvements and economies which 
will reduce costs of production and distribution. .•• 
"4. Fortifying Our Moral and Spiritual D•f~•. 

"Essential to America's defence effort is the moral 
and spiritual strength of the people. There 
must be a resurgence of faith in God and country 
of confidence in each other and in ourselves ~ 
there must be self-reliance and a willingness t~ 
sacrifice immediate self-interest for the common
welfare: These have been outstanding American. 
qualities in all our history. 

"Where dictators rule, they have tried to create 
national pride and zeal and to induce united action 
in their peoples by absolute control of sources of 
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information, prevention of free discussion, and 
suppreuion of civil liberties, These are means 
that would never be tolerated in the United States. 

''In the free society which this nation is arming 
to defend we can in our American way strengthen 
the moral and spiritual vigour, the purposeful unity, 
that are needed now more than ever." 
· Under the heading "Preparing for the Future : " 
•·1. Whsn PNW (/omu, 
"Tbe time will come when millions of workers 

engaged in producing goods for national defence 
will be released from that employment; when a large 
army of young men will h~ve completed their 
military training; when the support provided by the 
defence programme to employment in non-defence 
occupation~ will cease .... 

"Consistent with the maximum defence effort itself, 
the policies and practices followed durin~ the exist
ing emergency by business, labour, agriculture, and 
government should be suoh as to le•sen the dangers 
of a post-war depression or cushion the effects if 
one should occur. 

"Among such fundamental considerations are 
protection of government credit, by keeping reserves 
of borrowing power for future use if needed, and by 
encouraging the use of private funds for productive 
defence facilities; prevention of an inflationary spiral 
of runaway prices and wage•; curtailment by industry 
of any tendency to over-mortgage tbe future or to 
build up inventories unnecessarily, by unwise 
expansion of credit through instalment selling or 
ctherwise; efficient expenditure of defence funds; and 
rigid economy in non-defence expenditures of federal, 
state, and local governments. 

·•such measures would not delay 'or obstruct 
armament production; yet they would contribute 
much to preventing a . subsequent economic 
depression. 

•'2. Th• Longsr View. 
''America has been built to its present stature by 

the free enterprise and individual . initiative of its 
people. , 

"Fifty years ago our geographic frontiers had die
appeared; \Ve found th.it new industrial frontiers 
offered opportunity for even ·greater expansion. 
There are other industrial frontiers before us today 
still more extensive, still more pro~ising, 

"Here in America we have · an abundance of 
na.tural resour.Jes, of man power, of machines, of 
capital, of organizing and technical skill. 

~lnventora' workshops and research Ia boratories 
· are constantly supplying new things that create new 

l'obs and contribute to a higher standard of 
iving as they are developed into commercial products, 

. "The main assurance of the future welfare of 
America lies in the present and potential wants o! 
the people and in the ability of free enterl?rise to 

. provide the goods and services the people des1re. 
"Today and for the future, the American people 

want strength and security, built upon the freedom 
of individual opportunity. It is this freedom of 
opportunity that has served America so well in the 
plst 1 that oan make the nation strong and SC.Jure in 
the ~xistini> crisis; that can bring security to the 
imlividual m the years ahead in such measure as 
his imliyiJual effort can achieve. 

•'Our heritage and our vision is a free, happy 
industriou~ America-a vital, dynamic America of 
sdl-rt!b.nt individuals. It is a heritage which 
1\m~rio.lnS acting together can preserve and enlarge. 
It is ll vision which Americans working together can 
r~alize and fulfill." · 

ROMAN CATHOUCS AND 

INTER-MARRIAGES. 

The Archbishop of Colombo has issued, writes 
the Ezaoninw, a severe condemnation of "a scandal 
whicJ;l it being ~epeated ~o ofte~ nowadays." 'be 
practice of Cathohcs marrymg outo1de the Catholic 
Church. In a circular letter to his subjects, His Grace 
writes:-

"The Catholic Church is quite clear and definite 
on the laws of Marriage. All Catholics-even those 
marrying a Christian of non-Catholic denomination, 
or a non-Christian with special license or dispensa.tion 
from the • Ordinary-must have th':ir marriage 
celebrated m the presence of a duly quahfled Catholic 
Prieet and two witnesses, It, therefore, follows -

''1. That a Catholic who marries a oon-Catholio 
(Protestant or non-Christian) in a Protestant Church 
or io a Registrar's Office not only commits a sinful 
act, but such an attempt at marriage being invalid, 
the persons who have gone through it have fulfilled 
an empty ceremony and are no more husband and 
wife after it than before. 

"2. That relations and · friends who by their 
presence in church or at the Registrar's Office• 
or at a reception or At Home in that connection, 
participate in such an invalid marriage, co-operate 
in sin and scandal. 

•Catholics who would attempt such marriage 
and Catholics (even close relations) who would 
co-operate in it are hereby warned of the gravity 
of this sin, for whioll a fitting reparation must 
be made. The scandal must be great indeed when 
Catholics who ought to know better, spurn Holy 
Church in this fashion and trample under foot her 
sacred ordinances •. 

"We, therefore, warn you, Beloved Brethren of 
this sin and scandal resulting from an attempt at 
marriage which is null and void and by co-operating 
in it by your presence." 

INDO-CEYLON-BURMA FEDERATION. 

"l often wonder whether the solution of the whole 
.problem would not be a Federation of India, Burma 
and Ceylon," declared Mr. F. C. Gibbs, President of 
the European Association of Ceylon, with reference 
to immigration and the economic problems of Ceylon 
in the course of his speech at the annual meeting of 
the Association. He added that the power behind 
such a Federation would be enormous. There were 
defence, cultural, ethnological and business reasons 
for such a combination. Future immigration could 
be controlled by mutual consent, 

I 

SIP Shah Sulalman :-The death ocsurred 
about midnight on March 12 of the Bon. Sir Muhammad 
Shah Sulaiman, Judge of the Federal Court of India, at 
the age of 55, at New Delhi. 

FPanklyn Medal fop SIP c. V. Raman:
News is just received here that the Franklyn Institute 
of Philadelphia (U oiled States of America) has unani
mously decided to award Sir 0. V. Raman the Franklyn 

I Medal which is the highest honour that the Institute can 

I 
bestow. The a•vard, it is understood, Is made to Sir C. 
V. Raman in recognition of his many brilliant contribu
tion to physical science and his lead•r>hip in the renais
sance of scientific work and scionti6c education in- Incia 
d.riog the last thirty years. 
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NOTES. 
Pvlltlcs and ldustry -rn last week's 

Reformer we reproduced what wag called "A 
Platform of American History" adopted at the 
Congre51 of American Industry held in New 
York in December. The "Platform'' presented 
the political, social and industrial trends which 
tc>gethet constitute the American spirit anJ have 
shaped the courEe of American history. Just 
such a ''Platform" is an urgent need of India, 
The political, ~conomic and sCx:ill life . of a 
people can not b~t d1vided in water•tight com. 
panments. The American 1\lanufacturers' Con. 
grest rejected every form of .. planned economy'' 
as repugnant to the American genius. Planned 
economy, by whatever name it iJ called, is 
opposed to the ideal of American Freedom .. The 
reviews receiwd by the last mail comment on the 
giving ol larg-e war conlracts by Government to 
Henry Ford who rei u&es to abide by the t, ons of 
the Americ m law which make it obligatory. on 
the contractors to observe certain conditions 
guaranteeing the rights of workers. One gathers 
that Government owing to the urgency of war is 
111\;lb\e to enforce the liiw against Henry Ford or 
to \\ithhold contraclS from him. A situation such 
as that cannot arise in Soviet Russia or Nazi 
Gennany where regimantation is the rule in 
every sphere. In lndia the intimate relation 
bel ween the political and industrial systems is rwt 
und.·r~tood. . We have advocates of de•nocr~y 
in politics advocating- totalitarianism ilt industry. 
l'andit Jawaharlal Nehru is the mo;t promittent 
rnemt>~r of this group.. Anoth~r eminent 
lnd•an wbofe d~votion · to the industrial 
rcgeneratbn of India has been as gr ~at as 
it has been consistent, Is' the most convinced 
advocate of · "planned economy" in India, 
Sir M. Visv,·s1·araya. During his Dewanship 
of 1\lysore he did much to assodate th! people 
with th~ administr<~tion. In his latest pronoun~· 
1111~nt as Pre,idcnt of the Court ot the lnd.an 
In slit ute of Science at !:jan:;: a lore, h~ seems to 
beli..:\'e that the Guvernment of India, irrespectave 
of any constituticnal chan~:es, can, if it wills, d.J 

all that is necessary to raise India to an equality 
with the advanced industrial wuntries. '·lf it 
wills." , There is the rub. For nearly ~ century 
Indian economists and politicians have been 
crying thems~lves hoarse about the neglect Pi 
Indian industrial interests, Aftc:r many 'rears of 
agitation they secured what is koown as "discri· 
minath·e protection.'' During the last twc:nty 
years, $Orne important industries such as stec:l, 
SU>f<lr and cement have grown up under this policy 
of discriminate protection. But ever and always 
the Damocles' $Word has been hangin~ over 
their heads. Protl!Ctioq might be withdrawn 
after the period for which it was granted, Sir 
Ramaswami Mudaliar's speech expounding 
the policy of Government in the Legislative 
Assembly the other day, is far from calculated 
to alia>; apprehensi,ns and enco~rage J?rivate 
entj:rpnse to promote. new enterpr•s~s. · · 

'Science and Industry :~Another important 
matter on which there needs to be a clearer 
definition among us is the relation of Science 
to Industry. Indians who· have won · re· 
cognition in the W.Jrld of Science, maintain 
that the advancement of pqre science is an 
object in itself, of vital value to the growth of a 
nation and the world at large. ·On the other 
side, there are eminent Indians who maintain 
that pure science is a luxury which a poor 
c~untry like lnd1a can nJt afford and · the 
application of science to industry should be the 
aim of science institutes ar.d org misations in 
this country. Tbis W;J.$ bluntly stated ' m 
the presidential address at the Science 
Institute of Bangalore .in· these terms;
" Re;ults ·or theoretical research carrieJ on in 
other puts ol' the w.Jrld will b~ easily availlb'e 
but it is usually difficult to get acc~ss to results 
of industnal research.'' Wnhout in the leiist 
underrating the importance of industrial reseuch, 
we seriously suggest that a man wh.J d.Je3 not 
und~rstand the theJry of the work on which 
he is engaged, is merely a mechanic and the 
President's · dictum resolves itself into th~ 
simple prop:>;ition that the Indian Institute of 
~cii!IICe shJuld make the training of m~hanics 
the m1in end of its educatbnal scheme. 
If this principle co:nes to be generally 
accepted, lndta, even in respect of her inJu:~tries, 
muse oo content alw..~~·s to l<>g fiity y~ar3 
b~hind the rest of the wo lJ with which she is 
anXtOJS to clairn equality. The mxe senocs 
consequence ,.,·ill bo! that there i~ bound to 
ensuo an intellectual atrophy whkh in the D.)t 
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very distant future must impair even the capacity 
for imitation needed for .copying the machinery 
and organisation of m.ore advanced countries. 
The country and the people will be doomed for 
~Fcades to an apish existence, waiting on the 
.Intellectual efforts of other lands. With some 
knowledge of the origin of the Institute of 
Science at Bangalore, we may say that this was 
not the aim of its great founder. The practical 
con~equences of this doctrine can be illustrated 
with reference to the aircraft industry which is 
being planned in Bangalore. Within the last 
eight months the bellig~rent count•ies have been 
constantly searching for and adopting improveJ 
types of ma~hines, that is, machines which ;will 
fly quicker, will be less vi~ible, carry more bombs, 
scatter them more widely, ktlltng more people 
than any previous machines. Similarly in 
regard tosubmarines and other, weapons of war. 
Now, at Bangalore the factory will have to 
produce a single. model borrowed from Great 
Britain or the United States. Before the first 
machine is delivered some time next A uctust or 
September, the Germans would prob:1bly with 
the help of their scientists have evolved a 
new type which will make the Indian 
type obsolete. The United States is 
" trading " to Great Britain, or was until 
recently, mach'nes which had been discarded in 
the Am~rican army. The prosp~ct. of becoming 
!he j~ri~uranawalla of the world, is not very 
msptrtng. 

Loss of Faith :-This is strong langu~ge but 
we feel it is called for because this theory of 
mechanisation vitiates much of the discussions on 
education at the present time, Men of great zeal 
for the public good, men of much experience and 
genuine patrootism, are con>"inced that the 
poverty of India in the industrial sphere is the 
root-cause of her position of inferiority amona 
the nations of the woriJ. Our own firm belief 
is that the economic poverty is itself the dir~ct 
result of the ~piritual starvation I or the past one 
thousand years. The nation had lost faith in 
itsdf, lost confidence in the capacity of her own 
men and women to aim high and achieve 
greatly. Evidence of this is plentiful on all 
stdes. The first thing to do is to raise the 
national morale, by instilling into our boys and 
girls the faith that they are as good as the youth 
of any other country, that they can go anywhere 
and do anything. Technical or technological 
educati.:>n will not enable a youth to get that 
spirit in him. First and foremost our elderly 
leaders should cease from the habit of stressin·.r 
interminably the backwardness, the poverty and 
the incapacity of the young Indian. We want 
f aitb which alvne will give us coura<Ye and 
initia!ive, When we have that everything else 
will follow. WithJut it, nothing that we are 
set to do will be permanent or morally upliftin6· 

The ~au Committee Questionnaire :-We 
publish in full the questionnaire issued by the 
Committee, of which ::,ir B. N. Rau is the 
Chairman, to examine and report on certain 
non-official Bills introduced in the Indian 

Legislature to amend the Hindu Women's 
Property Rights Act of 193~ (which was itself 
an ~mending measure of an Act passed in the 
preVIOus year). The questionnaire focuses with 
<~d · nirable clarity the issues tu be considered. 
We must reserve for the present detailed answers 
to the questions be;1ring directly on the subject-' 
matter of the Acts under examination. But 
the;e are two questions which may be disp:.>sed 
of 1mmed1ately. The first is a ttchnical one. The 
Government of India Act of 193'1 made a division 
of subjects assigning. some to Provincial and 
others to the Lentral Legislatures. In this 
division, le_gislation pertaining to agricultural 
land fell 1n the ·scope · vf the Provincial 
and leg!slation concerning ncn-agricultural pro
perty !n that of the Central Legislature. 
fhe Hmdu law makes n:> such distinction 
and amendments in it previous to the 1935 
Ac~-the Jayakar Act of J9.i!9, for instance, 
Whtch J?ade ~~portant chang-es in the :Order o( 
success10n-d1d not make a distinction between 
agricultural land and other property. As 
the two Acts under examination are amend
ments of the· Hindu law and as ·that law 
makes .. no , distinction · between acrricultural 
and other property, it stands to reaso~ that the 
division of subjects in the Government. of 
In.dia Act . cannot . af!ect ~e principles of the 
Hu~Ju law. The Jurtsdlctton of provincial 
leg1slatures · so far as agricultural land is con
cerned, is obviously intenJed to cover only 
revenue matters. The question, however, has 
been referred for clarification to the Federal 
Court by the Government of India, and the 
Committee will be guided by the d~cision of 
th:1t Court. Pending that decisivn the Com-

• • mtttee suggests . two alternatives. The first 
is to legislate regarding succession to property 
othe~ t_han n\)?·agricultural land, leaving the 
pro~tnctal le;~l~latures whenever:- ·they begin 
agam to funcuon, to deal w1th succession 
to agricultural land. The second is to put off 
Ie,;islation until the provincial 1egislature3 
have resumed their function. To our mind 
the first seems to be the preferable course: 
The Federal Court may find that the Hindu law 
which makes no distinctbn between agricultural 
land:and n:m-agricultural property, is not affec
ted by the administrative reasons for which the 
distinctiun was Introduced in the Government 
of India Act. In which case, there will be no 
occasion for th~; provincial legislatures to pass 
any further legislation. If the Federal Court 
fi~ds otherwise, the Act d the ~entral Legtslature 
wtll ~PP!Y only to rion-agncultural property 
bu~ _1t wJII also give a s~ro~g l~d to public 
opm1on and to the provmcul legislatures in 
dealing with succession to agricultural lanJ, The 
Government of India Act coni irmed and extended 
the franchise for women, and it cannot surely be 
co~strued into i~posing a. disability on women 
wh1ch the old Hmdu law·gJVers had n:>t imposed 
in the cases where women were held to have 
property rights. 

The Indian Successi~n Act :-The second ques. 
tion with which we may deal today is the: last 
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"in the questionnaire. The .Bombay l'residency reverence or your subject., and to strengthen and 
Social I<eform Association in its representation buttress the foundations upon which It rests. For this 

Is a time of changing Ideas and of new political ooocep.. 
to Government on one of Dr. Deshmukh's Bills, tions, and the importance of taking such measures, 
had elaborated a suggestion to enable Hindus to and t;>.l<ing them In time, Deeds Do emphasis from me. !i 
bring tr.emsel~es within the p~ovision_s of t~e Nevertheless, His Excellency concluded with an 
Jndian Succes;ton Act by declarmg the•r destre appeal We confess we do not understand 
and intention to do so before a competent what exactly Lord Linlithgow meant by ''the 
authority. At present, a Hindu who registers pooling of cherished sovereignty'' which he was 
his marriage under Gour's Act automatic~lly wholly satisfied would be amply repaid by 
relinquishes the Hindu law and assumes the lndtan results. We trust that the Princes understood 
Succes~ion Act. The Association suggested His Excellency's meaning. As regards war 
that this should be made possible for Hindus aims·, Lord Linlith)l'oW merely said that they 
who marry under their perso~;~l law. The were fighting for the cause of human freedom, 
Committee suggests two alternatives. The first for ideals well-known, readily accepted, com
is that a Hindu who wishes to retain the present manding the full support of all. The 
taw should declare that he wishes to do so ; Chancellor's reply to the Viceroy's address 
oth~rwise he will be compulsorily brought under avoided with equal care any reference to 
the Indian Succession Act. We consider this democracy. It accepted Freedom as the aim of 
as a wholly indefensible procedure. The seco?d the war. Freedom is a general term. It may 
·is that suggested by the Bombay Soctal be taken to mean freedom of the Princes to go 
Reform Association. This involves no arbi- their own way., For the rest, it was made 
trary interference with the. t~a?itio~al ord~r and clear that their Highnesses were co-operating in 
is wholly dependent on the mdtvtdual s cho~ce. In the prosecution of the war out of personal 
this connection, the Committee calls attentton to loyalty to the King-Emperor and not for the 
the monogamous basis of the Indian Succession ideals set forth in Piesident Roosevelt's broad
Act and notes that it will be necessary to cast. The time will come-it must come-when 
make provision for polygamous marriages if the President's pledge that "the light of 
the Act· is to be applied to Hindus generally. democracy must be kept burning," will have 
This contingency will not arise if the second to be redeemed not only in British India 
alternative is adopted, especially if, as we have but in the States also. Perhaps, Lord Lin Iithgow 
suggested b these columns more than once, a meant that when he spoke of the "pooling of 
husband is enabled at or alter his marriage to cherished sovereignty.'' 
acquire the monogamous status for his marri~ge Gandhijl to Restart the "Harijan'':-The news 
by a declaration before a competent authonty, that Gandhiji proposes to restart the Harijatt 
and the declaration in respect of succession is weeklies on March ;;o will be welcomed generally. 
made either contingent on or identical with the This is in a way a triumph for the Editors' 
declaration in respect of monogamy. Hi":du Conference-in securing Gandhiji freedom to 
society, according to the most conservative restart his journals and in persuading Gandhiji 
opinion, is ripe for the change over to monogamy. that conditions permit him to do so without 
More than one Bill to make monogamy compuJ. endangering the printers, etc.,-a fear which 
sory has been drafted. Mrs. Munshi introduced decided him to close down the Harzjan weeklies. 
one in the Bombay Legislative Assembly. If This first achievement in establishing normal 
legislation to that eff~ct is passed, there will conditions might well lead to a solution of the 
be no need for a d~claration such as we have other problems . of the ~tyag:ra~~ move me~~: 
suggested. In fact, we are prepared to go so With the Workmg Commtttee m Jatl, Gand~tJI 
far as to maintain that · the character of is in complete control of the Congress wh!ch 
monl'gamy !"ust be secured by le~slation for is committed to pacifism for the duration 
Hindu mamages before any effecttve change of the war. To reverse th1t decision, the 
can be made in the law relating to women's Working Committee and the All I~di~ Congress 
rights of property. Committee would have to meet. 1 his can only 
· The Chamber of Princes :-On the 15th March happen if there is a general release or if the 

President Franklin Roosevelt broadcast an Congressmen who have sea~ on t?e Commit
important pronouncement on the war, which has tees are permitted to meet m sessiOn. Even 
been bailed throughout the British Empire as a if the Government decides on releasing the 
trumpet-call to th~> defence of democracy. Two satyagrahis, the final decision on. the nece~ity 
days later His Excellency the Viceroy opened of calling a meeting of the Workmg Commtttee 
the Chamber of Princes and his address almost or the A. I. C. C. must now rest with Gandhiji. 
wholly dealt with the war efforts and objects In the past six months Gandhiji has ha.d 
but had not a single reference to democracy. On opportunity to gauge the stre?gth of his 
the contrary, Lord Linlithgow pronounced a following in the Congress. Whtlst he has no 
fervent en~omium on the Princes : reascn to be dissatisfied with the number who 

Your Highness rtpreseotative of Innumerable fllltlous have accepted non-violence as a principle, he must 
Ruling Houses, the Inheritors of a gnat tradition of have also realized that.Cong~ssmen as~ w~ole 
service, of an authority that ~as oome dawn to you r are not convinced of tts umversaJ ~pphcatJOO. 
through loug ages, need no remmder from me of the The remedy is obvious and GandhiJI IS not the. 
Importance of tailing all po.slble meaSUI'tS to safeguard t shrink f m it. 
that priceless heritage, to continue to deserve the man 0 ro 
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BOMBAY, llarell 221 1941. 

THE SAPRU CONFERENCE.· 
The Conference of representatives of non

Congress,· non-Muslim League Indian opinion 
which met ill Bombay on March 13 and 14, 
concluded its deliberations after adopting a single 
·resolution concentrating on the demand for 
an all-Indian Executive Council of non-officials 
drawn up from important elements in the public 
·life . of the cowttry, fwtctioning on the basis 
of joint responsibility, · at the Centre. The 
published speeches, and particularly the two 
delivered by the President, Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru, in opening the Conference and in windmg 
·up the proceedings, are vital to an understanding 
of the resolution. In declaring the Conference 
·open, Sir Tej referred to the purpose for which 
the thirty odd leaders of Indian opinion had been 
brought together. He said at the outset : 

Tills COnference Is a conference of men who were 
approaching the Indian question ~ It bad tende:l to 
become, not from the point of view of any particnlar 
party but from the point of view of the country as a 
whole ...... He had reason to believe that even men who 
were Identified with •trong party organisation,., 
reaUsinr; the supreme importance of the occasion, had 
p11t In the background their party views and had 
brought themselves into line with the general feeling 
that everything should be done in the interests of the 
country to ease the situation. They were making an 
earnest attempt to solve the deadlock. 

He went on more specific,dly to point out what, 
in the opinion of the leaders present at the 
Conference, that deadlock was: 
. The country had been helping in the war effort if 
· they were to believe all those broadcasts and state. 

ments Issued by the Government ot India, and that 
was about all the Government of India told them. 
Money was forthcoming In abundance from aU parta 
of the country and there had been no tro•Jble abollt 
recruitment. Still, many believed that ther~ was a 
great deal more which might be done with the willing 
co-operation of ed11cated Indians, It was with a vlew 
to helping In the successful prosecution of the war that 
they had assembled, to take stocll: of the situation and 
to make suggestions as to how that ond might be 
achieved. 

Sir Tej went on to say that he attached the 
greatest importance to the portfolios · of 
Defence and Finance which were the key 
positions in the Government of India. The 
resolution which we publish this week, is in 
effect in the nature of a guarantee that the 
reconstructed Council . would not disturb the 
policies initiated and developed during the past 
eighteen months in the two vital spheres of 
defence and finance, in return for the handing 
over of these portfolios to Indians. Is a transfer 
in these conditions anything more than a mere 
change of personnel? As for the war effort, it 
is· sicrriificant that the very day on which the 
Conl~rence passed the resolution unanimously, 
His Majesty the King had an exchange of cables 
with his representative, the Viceroy of India, in 
which they congratulated one anotf.er on the 
war effort put forth by the people and Princes of 
India·. Neither His Majesty's Government nor 
the Government of India apparently shares the 
expectation of an increase in India's "magnificent 

support'' through "the willing co-operation of 
educated Indians.'' Sir Tej conceded that 
the delegates to the Conference did not know 
all the facts. In the circumstances, India 
has to accept the position that the two 
Governments have every reason to be satisfied 
with the war effort. There is accordingly no 
deadlock in this sphere and it was gratuitous of 
the distinguished leaders who had assembled at 
Bombay last week, to insist on postulating one. 

The position would have been entirely different 
had the Conference come into being as a result 
of Government's confessing its inability to carry 
on the work of supplementing Britain's war 
eff~rt. . Now. when Britain and her represen
tatives 10 India declare themselves vastly satisfied 
with the country's help, it is ludicruous for 
Indian leader~, howeve~ eminent they may be, 
to express dJ.SCOntent w1th the way that help is 
rendered. It is utterly futile to try and hypnotise 
the British into granting self-government to 
India with glowing pictures of the assistance to 
Britain a contented India could give. The 
British do not expect effective help from the 
highly industrialised U. S. A. until ·19i3, even 
though American opinion has been largely 
pro-British. As for money collections, Lord 
Linlithgow's Government concentrating on the 
single object of the war can surely expect better 
results than twelve men whose desire to help 
Britain is restricted, on paper at any rate, by 
considerations of the "best interests of Indi ... '' 

From the point of view of the Indian taxpayer 
and the Indian who is being asked to join the 
army, acceptance of the representations of the 
Bombay Conference cam only mean, in the historic 
words of Mr. Churchill when he assumed the 
premiership, "nothing but blood and toil, tears 
and sweat." That the Bombay Conference is not 
the group to stir the people of India to any 
enthusiastic acceptance of the call to continued 
sacrifice, is borne out by Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru's rejoinder to the criticism, expressed by 
the more pessimistic members of the Conference, 
that these men have no follOwing. "It was 
true,'' he said, "that large followings were at 
the back of great leaders . but it was 
equally true that if any leaders were worth 
their salt, they could. create a following of 
their own,'' if they were given power. This. 
has been Mr. .M. N. Roy's thunder ever since 
war broke out. But it shows immediately that 
there is no national demand for the leadership 
of these men as there was in England for 1-lr. 
Churchill's. When Sir· Tej Bahadur Sapru 
pointed out that men in power had won followincrs 
in other countries, he .opened out a large field 
for political speculation which has not been 
followed up. In so far as the observation is true, 
it certainly does not apply to demccracies. The 
Labour Party in Britain and the Congress in 
India are stl"iking instances of great parties 
disintegrating on the assumption of power. 
Partly this is due to the traditional democratic 
distrust of political power. Partly it may be 
put down to the eternal problem of distributing 
seven loaves and five fishes among the 
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multitude. It has happened in all countries 
where, as in India tcday, the political centre 
of gravity had not been found. But even 
there it took several years for the per . .;()nS in 
power to establish themselves as representa
tives of the nation. Nowhere were the methods 
of doing so free from violence of deed and 
thought and the result has almost invariably 
been the setting up of an arrogant political caste. 
The examples of Italy, Russia and Germany 
are the most outstanding in recent times. No 
one, not even of those who lead such a move
ment, has been able to forecast the trend of 
events and the ultimate outcomt>, whether in 
dome•. tic affairs or in foreign policy, of attempts 
by a party in power to win or coerce all sections 
of t11e nation to its side. At the Bombay 
Conference itself, however, the promise was defi
nitely made to existin!; political parties in Indian 
by almost all speakers and most emphatically by 
the President, that nothing will be done to disturb 
the political status guo. For if the Conference 
beg-an with an appeal to the Congress and 
the Muslim League to compose their 
differences, it ended with the reiterated 
assurance that the reconstructed Executive 
would be comp()sed of members who would 
make room for men from either of these 
two parties if they decide to co-operate at 
a later date. And in no country has a ministry 
which regards itself and is generally regarded 
by everbody as a stop-gap, any chance of 
winning a f ol\owing. 

So far as the constitutional changes demanded 
at the Centre are concerned, therefore, they are 
nothing more than an elaborate and rather 
cumbrous ma.:hinery for solving the constitut
ional deadlock. Nothing much is expected of 
the reconstituted Executive Council which, like 
all interim arrangements, will have solely to 
mark time. That the thirty politicians assembled 
at Bombay should have been content with this 
modest part in India's politics is all the more 
surprising when one considers that all of them 
have the greatest antipathy to the policies of the 
J\1 uslim League and the Congress, the two parties 
for whcse representatives seals on the Council 
are to be kept warm. It is not very difficult, in 
spite of the frequent jibe cast against all indian 
leaders by British politicians and often applied 
to all non-Congress Indians by irresponsible 
Cmgress extremists, to appreciate the readiness 
of the distinguished members of the l:lombay Con
ference to surrender power and position in the 
inlerests of the country. But what passes one's 
understanding is their seeming willingness to 
relinquish India's destiny to parties in whom, 
to say the least, they have no confidence. 
Before the Congress and the Muslim League can 
cooperate on the terms of this resolution, 
Gandhiji and Mr. Jinnah will have to show a 
similar capacity for setting aside their own 
principles and policies, even if they continue as 
l~aders of the two parties. The Congress 
must turn away from Pacifism; the Muslim 
League from Pakistan. Sir Chimanlal Setalvad's 
suggestion of forming a Centre Party was 

more realistic and more logical. The objection 
that , it would take time-two c r three 
years-applies equally to Sir Tej Bahadur's 
hopes of building up a following from 
seats of power. The opposition which the 
very suggestion aroused, shows that the 
Conference was not prepared to face 
realities. A Centre Party will not, it is true, 
lead immediately to the seats of office. But it 
will help to educate the country politically and 
will build up a solid body of opposition on 
principle to more sensational organisations like 
the Congress and the Muslim League. 
Mr. Chandavarkar's fears that such a party 
would be composed of eccentrics and would 
break up the moment the self-interest of its 
members diverged, may be an indication that the 
time is not ripe for such a move. But it would 
apply equally to the member3 chosen for the 
Viceroy's council "from important elements in 
the country.'' It must apply even now to the 
men who participated in the Bombay Conference. 
To take an example, the unanimous acceptance 
of the resolution urging an all-Indian Executive 
Council should mean that none of them is 
prepared to accept less than that. Yet we 
wonder how many members of the Conference are 
prepared to stand bv the "minimum demand~" 
jointly put forward by all of them. 

When we come to the part of the resolution 
relating to the India's place and status in the 
Commonwealth, we are in complete agreement 
with the remarks that Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 
let fall in his inspiring concluding address. Sir 
Tej referred to "Dominion Status of the Statute 
of W estminister variety'' as a very vague 
concept and, speaking as a constitutionallawyer, 
made pointed reference to the changes which had 
taken place since 1926 and were taking place 
during the course of the war. The Provisional 
Government is to have equality in international 
and inter-imperial matters with Dominion 
Governments even now. He very rightly stressed 
the need for demanding for India complete 
equality with every other unit of the Empire 
after the war. As he said repeatedly, four 
hundred million people cannot be kept down for 
ever. Sir Tej attached the greatest importance 
to representation at the Pe:lce Conference which 
must come at the end of the war and he asked 
that the authentic voice of India be heard at that 
conference table. In saying all this he gave. 
what was s:>rely Jackin~ in all the other speeches, 
a moral basis for the Conference d~mands. \Ve 
have repeatedly pressed for such a stand. What 
is necessary now is that the people of this 
country should be made conscious of their 
importance. If the precedent of Versailles is 
followed, nations will be represented only through 
their Governments. We are glad that a states
man of Sir Tej Bahadur's standing has brought 
this issue to the forefront. If it IS kept belore 
the country and the Government, it is sure to 
make itself felt. We trust that the Sapru 
Conference will not set aside this larger question 
in an anxiety to achieve immediate results. 
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HARIJANS OF THE UNITED STATES' 
The existence of the Depressed Classes in India 

has been made the basis of attacks on Hinduism. 
Christian Missions are engaged in "converting" these 
classes. It has also been made an argument against 
granting self-~overnment to India. A people who 
tolerate the ex1stence of depressed classes, are unfit 
to govern themselves, the argument runs. Our 
Missionary friends, particularly those from America, 
caimot surely be unaware of the existence of 
twelve million Negroes in their own country, the 
greatest democracy in the world and the cbampion 
of all democracies, whose condition in some 
respects is worse than that of the depressed 
classes in this country. As in India so in America, 
there are reformers who are working earnestly to 
remove this blot from their respective civilisations, 
But no one bas seriously urged that because 
the lot of the Negroes in the United States is 
miserable in all conscience, therefore Christianity
the Negroes are devout Christians-is a sham and 
the United States is not entitled to call itself 
a Republic. February 6th was to have been 
observed as a special day for the discussion of 
means to improve Race Relations in the U. S. A. 
In anticipation of it the Bulletin of the Federal 
Council ot Churches in America has summarised the 
conclusions arrived at in four books bearing on the 
political, social and economic position of American 
Negroes. The first of the books is by Professor 
E. Franklin Frazier of Howard University. It is a 
study or" fhe Negro Family in the United States." 
The author is a Negro himself and as such and as a 
teacher of Sociology, he may be expected to know his 
subject thoroughly. After a reference to the Negro 
family under slavery, Professor Frazier deals with 
the movements to the North since the beginning of 
this century. His conclusions are thus summarised 
in the Bulletin: 

The development of Negro family life iu the United 
States has involved ''waste of human life,, •• immorality. 
delinquency, desertions, and broken homes." But Mr. 
Frazier believes that they have been "the inevitable con· 
sequences of the attempt of pre-literate people, stripped 
of their cultural heritage, to adjust themselves to 
civilization. The very fact that the Negro has 
succeeded in adopting habits of living that have 
enabled him to survive in a civilization based upon 
laiss~z-jair• and competition, itself bespeaks a degree 
of success in taking on the foil<ways and mores of the 
master race. That the Negro has found within the 
patterns of the white man's culture a purpose in life 
and a significance for his strivings which have 
Involved sacrifices for his children and the curbing of 
individual desires and impulses indicates that he has 
become assimilated to a new mode of life." . 

The author finds "evide11ces ... that in the urban 
environment, where caste prescriptions lose their force, 
Negroes and whites in the same occupational classes 
are being drawn into closer association than in the 
past ... In the final analysis, the process of assimilation 
and acculturation will be limited by the extent to which 
the Nearo becomes Integrated into the economic 
organ lzalion and participates in the life of the 
community." 
The second book summarised in the Bulletin is 

"Children of Bondage'' by Allison Smith and John 
Dollard, one a Negro and the other a White American, 
The book is a study of personality development of 
Negro youth in two cities ofthe Deep South, Natchez 
and New Orleans, The Negroes in the Deep South 
arc, it is stated, in lower classes than elsewhere in 
the United States. President Roosevelt denounced 
the other day the dootrine of a master race in 
vehement terms. The. doctrine is present in his own 
country. The authors point out that the \Vhites 
have great difficulty in understanding the feelings of 
the Negroes because they are taught so thoroughly 

the white doctrine of racial superiority in regard to 
Negroes, "which has changed but little in many 
essential points since the days of slavery." There is 
one respect in which the Indian system protects the 
depressed classes : 

While the Negro is not "allowed to seek sexual 
relationships with white women ...... £ociety does permit 
white men to seek such relationships with Negro 
women." In situations observed by the interviewers, 
this meant tho.t "a Negro man could not attack a white 
man who sought out his wife or daughter. He must 
submit and let the woman go if she wishes ....... 1\ 
Negro minister who protested in his Church against 
the numerous liaisons between white men and coloured 
women was visited the next day by a group of white 
businessmen who warned him not to mention this 
subject again, under threat of being made to leave the 
city.'' 

The third book summarised is also by Professor 
E. Franklin Frazier, "Negro Youth at the 
Crossways." It is a study of conditions of 
Negro Life in the Border States dividing North from 
South. The capital of the Republic is situated in 
this region. Conditions here are much better, 
Lynchings are few, 

Negroes say that relations between the two races 
have grown worse in recent years in Washington. ln 
general, Negroes are restricted to "unskilled or menial 
tasks" while white people fill the more responsible 
positions, In government employment the colour line 
is not so rigid as in private employment, although it 
does exist. The great majority of Negroes are 
employed as common labourers or as janitors, porters or 
watchmen. In some of the New Deal activities there 
are Negro units with Negroes in administrative as 
well as clerical positions. 

While Negroes in the Border States do not have to 
endure the brutalities from white policemen that they 
experience in the South, the Police courts especially 
"tend to treat all Negroes as buffoons or criminals 
or members of a subordinate caste. Negroes are 
excluded from white . theatres. Some department 
stores do not want Negro customers." 

The fourth book summarised in the Bulletin is 
''The American Caste System" by Buell J. Gallagher, 
president of the Talladega College. Mr. Gallagher 
maintains that the caste system of America is 
nation-wide. The Christian Church for the most 
part ia no exception to the rule. "Only oocasionally 
do the Churches break away from the caste system 
recognising that Christ has made all one." 

A fifth book which is not included in this 
Bulletin but which really belongs to the same 
category, is the terrible indictment of the American 
system, ''The Native. Son," in which the con
ditions which make an intelligent Negro with a high 
school education a murderer, are depicted in the 
form of a story, 

The only real solution to the problem, sums up the 
Bulletin, 

is Integration which would •'remove all artificial 
barriers to the free social movement of pecple of aU 
races and classes." Its advocates would attempt to 
realize something of the meaning of the brotherhood 
ol man, Whether this cari be done or not "depends 
largely on the Christian churches." Individuals or 
groups who are concerned at>out the present situation 
should, it is believed, "begin in their own local 
communities.'' In addition to '•the simple fratt!rnizing 
of individuals and groups," study and research along a 
number of lines are needed : problems of housing tor 
Negroes and other minority groups, the difference in 
recreational opportunities for the two races, educational 
facilities for Negroes. political and civil rights tor 
Negroes the Importances of ca.sterestrictions as factors 
causing crime and delinqueilcy, economic opportunities 
for Negroes, race relations within the churches, These 
are some of the "sore spots" suggested for study 
and action, 
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PLIGHT OF PUNJAB BRAH:\!l~S. 
Profca~or Gulshan Rai's articles in the TriliuTUJ of 

Lahore have always a deep sociological significance. 
His contribution in la~t Monday's Tribu11s o:t the 
depre~sed condition of Brahmins in the Punjab, open• 
a field for deeply interesting investigation. The 
stock of Brahmins at present in this country tends 
rather to be at a low level, The Brahmin is depicted 
as having usurped by machiavellian means all power 
and influence from those to whom it legitimately 
belonged, Professor Gulshan l<ai shows that this 
ia not true so far at least as the Punjab is concerned. 
The Brahmin there is a depressed class. The Punjab 
Brahmins are extremely poor, so poor that they are 
obliged to take to the two occupations expressly for-~ 
bidden to them, the plough and the sword, Professor 
Rai thinks that the root-cause or the depression 
of the Brahmin in the Punjab is the general 
indifference to the old religious ritual and the 
consequent loss or opportunity for them to earn 
a livelihood. We do not know that at any time 
the profes•ion of purohit was a lucrative one, Some 
few leaders in the profess ion were held- in high 
esteem and had good incomei, But the rank and 
file were always obliged to live from hand to mouth, 
At all tim<:s a con.~iderable prop:>rtion ot Brahmins 
'followed secular occupations, Even in the Maha
bharata days they were employed as emissaries 
between belligerents, being protected by their caste 
from violence at the hand of the ruler to whom they 
were accredited. A few or them had hereditary lands. 
Hut all were secured against starvation by the chari
tiable endowments which were almost universal in the 
country from Himalayas to Cape Comorin. In 
contrast to the plight of the Punjab . Brahmins 
is the condition of Hrahmans in other parts of the 
country. Abba Dubois wrote a century ago that, 
whoever was the ruler, Muslim or Briton, real power 
remained in the hands of Brahmin•. Some twenty 
years ago Sir Walter Lawrence expressed similar 
views in a book on his Indian experiences. Poverty 
is everywhere the badge of the tribe. But poverty, 
except apparently in the Punjab, has not prevented 
Brahmins !rom maintaining a high proportion of 
literacy. The reason is the high value attached 
to the education of boys particularly by parents, 
by the mothers even more than the fathers. A 
Brahmin mother would make any sacrifice to 
have her boy educated, She will feel unhappy if 
any son of hers is deprived of the benefits of 
education through any lack or sacrifice on her 
part. This is why, notwithstanding the hostility of 
which he is the object in so many parto of the country, 
the Brahmin is able to hold his own. Professor 
Rai r<'morl<s that the leadership of the Hindus in 
the Punjah is in the hands of trading and commercial 
cb'"""· "From the very nature of things," he adds, 
"these peoplo! c.mnot take an impartial and disinterest
ed view of pu hlic a flairs, They are unfit to be the 
political, soc;al and religious leaders of the 
communitv." Lala Lajpat l{ai was not a Brahmin 
but he '~as certainly one of the foremost Indian 
knd,·r• of his gcnerdtion. So were the leaders of 
the Arya Samaj in the early days ot the movement. 
It is not the genealogy that matters, It ii the 
llrahmanical ideal that should be pres"rved. That 
idc·al mav be described in the rather hackneyed 
phrase, "Plain living and High thi~king.". l\lany 
peoplo who wore not born in a Brahmtn lam1ly have 
adhl'red to this ideal more than m:1ny born Brahmin!, 
Le,\clcrship of right bdongs to them, not to the _ones 
who have no claim to the name except the acc1dent 
d birth. 

RACE A."'D FEDERAL U:-i!O~. 
The Editor, 

Th1 In.dian 8-,cial Reformer, 
Sir, 

Because of my deep interest in the mis.~ion of 
your publication, and my deeper interest in the 
est~blishment ot sound and lasting peace among all 
nat1ons and all races, may I venture, in all kindness 
a~d friends _hip, ~o say a word in reply to certain 
m•sconcept10ns m Mr. Ralph T. Templin's interesting 
and valuable article on '-Racialism and \Vorld Order" 
which appeared in your issue of October 5, 1940, 

Mr. Templin appear• to believe that the movement 
for •• Fed~:ral U nio!'," repr~sented in England by 
one soc1ety. and m ~mer1ca by another, is a 
movement m tbe Interest· of "the continued 
domination of t~e . colour~d races," I happen to 
have close asso01at1ons w1th both these societies 
and happen also to sympathise with Mr. Templin's 
detestation of the sin of racial prejudice. As I 
understand the aims of ''Federal Union" whether 
in England or in America, they are precisely the 
oppos&te of those to which 1\Jr. Templin quite properly 
Objects. The movement represents a desire tor a 
reorganization of the world, with the individual and 
not the •·sovereign nation," as the unit. I have in all 
of my associations with the movement, seen n~thing 
to indicate that the individual or the white race was 
to be considered as in any way superior to the 
individual of races, black, red, brown or yellow. 
These are not aliKe: they will never be alike: 
and I think _the existing diversity an advantage 
and not a disadvantage. The world will progress 
towards the desire~ unity sought by "Federal Union," 
not by the estabhshment of monotonous uniformity; 
but the protection of the infinite variety. But 
Mr. Templin speaks for and not against the principles 
ot ."~ederal Union'' _when he says : ''The way of 
rehg1on and or God IS the way ot absolute equality 
with all peoples." -

Mr. Templin speaks wisely when he refers to the 
"sin of interiority." ''Federal Union" plans for a 
world future in which there will be neither the ''sin 
of superiority" nor the ''sin of inferiority" but in which 
every indiyidual, by virtue of divinely given indivi
duality, w1ll belong to a world community with the 
same liberty, equality and fraternity-and protection. 
-for all, 

I am confident that Mr. Templin does n~t desire 
that the influence of his name shall help to block 
the pathway to such a union, 

Florida, U.S. A. } . Yours etc., 
January 20, 1941. ROBERT MCELROY, 
. [Prof~ssor McElroy's letter will be read with great 
Interest. Professor McEI(oy succeeded President 
\Voodrow \Vilson at Princeton University and w;u 
later Professor at Oxford University, l\lr. Templin 
in his article began with a tribute to the idealism 
underly_ins Federal Union.. Hut he regretted that, 
when 1t came to applymg those ideals to the 
suppressed races, F<!deral Umoni•t~ were prepared 
to let the existing condition. prevail. Union was 
only meant to hold the Whit" n•tions tocoether, On 
grounds of practical politics, it is urg.;'d that India 
should remain as she is, that Africa shoulJ continue 
being "looked after," and that China's four hundred 
millions should not be allowed to run away with the 
Union. Union among the White nations would seem 
no less practicable than race equality. This appears 
from their own writing~. Apart lrom that Profes•or 
McElroy's referen~e to diversity and the need for 
"protecting the infinite varitty" of the races has a 
tremendous scope for mischief. \Ve do not question 
the Professor's siroerity.-E.U'or.] 
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HINDU WOMEN'S .RIGHTS TO PROPERTY. 
The following questionnaire has been issued by 

the Hindu Law Cornmittee ,_ · 
The plan of this questionnaire is first of all to 

explain how each . question arises and then to state 
the question. It is hoped that this will facilitate the 
task of those who have to answer it. The question
'naire will_be divided into parts, each part covering, 
as far as possible, separate groups of Acts or Bills. 
The first group which the Committee have to 
·examine, comprises the Hindu Women's Rights to 
Property Act, 1937 (Act XVIII o£1937), as amended 
by Act XI of 1938, and the following connected 
l3ills•-

(i) The Hindu Women's Rights to Property 
( Amendment ) Bill promoted by Mr. Akhil 
Chandra Datta. · 

(&&) The Hindu Women's Rights to ,Property · 
(Amendment) Bill promoted by Mr. A, N. 
Chattopadhyaya and others.. - · 

(iii) ,Th~ Hindu Women's Rights to Property 
· .( Amendment) BiU promoted by Dr • .G. V. 
Deshmukb and 14r• Kailash Bihar! La!. 

(iy) The Hindu Women's Property Bill p(OIIIoted 
by Mr. N. V. Gadgil. 

(v) The Hindu Women's Estate Bill promoted 
b)' Df. G. V ~ peshmukh. 

The f()llow/ng questions, which arise out of the 
above Acts and Hills, aooordingly form Part I of 
the q~estionnaire. - · 

PART I. 
QlJESTJON 1. 

A. This question relates to certain constitutional 
difficulties that stand in thll way of immediate 
legislation. Under the present distribution of powers 
l>etween the Central and the Provincial Legislatures, 
the Centre can legislate with respect to succession 
to' property ather thaq agricultural land, but 
not with respect to succession to agricultural 
land. The result is that, until Central legislation 
is supplemented by Provincial legislation, there 
will' be one.' law of suc~:ession in regard to 
agrioul tural land and another in regard to property 
other than agricultural land, Most of the Provinces 
are now 'without their' normal Legislatures, so that 
Provincial legislation on the subject can hardly be 
expected under' present conditiops. In these 
citcumstances; there appear to be two J?OSSible 
alternatives' 

(1) The Centre should legislate (with respect 
to property other than, agric;ultural land) at 
onoe but the legislation should not oome into 
fprce unti! some future date dependent, in 
each Province, on the date of the ' necessary 
supplementary Provincial legislation. 

(2) The Centre should legislate (with respect 
to property other than agricultural land) at 
once and bring the law into force at once 
throughout British India, leaving it to the 
Provinces to do whatever they think fit with 
respect to agricultural land. 

The advantage of the first alternative is that the 
law will not be effectively altered until. the alteration 
can affect all forms of property, but there will be 
delay in making the alteration. Under the second 
plan there need be no delay, but the alteration will 
be partial and will result in different. rules of 
succession in regard to agricultural land and 
property other than agricultural land. It has, how, 
ever been contended by some that Act XVIII ,of 
1937, as amended by Act XI of 1988, has already 
disturbed the pre-e)listing uniformity and created 
different sets of rules for the two different kinds of 
property. '' · · · ' 

Q. 1. Which of these two alternatives would you 
preter P Or would you prefer to have no Central 
legislation at all until there are normal legislatures 
in all the Provinces ? Or have you any other 
suggestion to make P 

B. We now come to a group of questions arising 
out of the fact that the Acts of 1937 and 1938 have 
the effect ot excluding from inheritance various blood
relations of the deceased owner,~such as •(to mention 
only some of the female relations) <the daughter, the 
mother, the father's mother, and -tbe sister, .if there is 
a widowed daughter-in-law surviving. •Each of these 
C!!Ses requires examination. 

QUESTION 2. 
A Hindu dies leaving only a widowed daughter-in

law and a daughter. On one interpretation of the Act 
.of 1937, as amended by the Act of 1938 (leaving out 
for the moment the distinction between agricultural 
land and property other than agricultural land 
already mentioned), the daughter-in-law takes the 
estate during her life-time and the daughter gets 
no share. It was probably thought that a daughter, 
if unmarried, would be entitled to maintenance and 
marriage expenses put of the estate, and, if married, 
she would be provided for in her husband's family, 
and it was probably on these grounds that she was 
no~ ~ven a share of her father's estate. 

Q. 2. What would you desire to be the position 
as between the widowed daughter-in-law and the 
da!lghter in such a case? 

As sub-questions under this question. 
(a) Should there be different rules according 

as the daughter is unmarried or married, 
rich or poor r (At present Hindu Law makes 
these distinctions). 

(Ji) Should a daughter who is a widow without 
male issue be excluded P (She is at present 
e:x,cluded under the Bengal School). 

QUESTION a. 
Under the Act of 1937, as amended by the Act of 

1938, the widow of a Hindu owner and a widowed 
daughter-in-law each inherit his separate property to 
the same extent or in like manner as a son. If, there
fore, a Hindu dies leaving a widow, a widowed 
daughter-in-law, and a daughter, the_ first two would 
each take half the estate and the daughter would get. 
nothing during their life-time. 

Q. 3. What should be the position as between 
these three in such a easel' 

As a sub-question, 
Q. 8 (a). When a Hindu dies leaving only 

a widow and a daughter, should the daughter 
take equally with the widow, exactly as a 
widowed daughter-ia-law would do under the 
above Acts P · 

QlJESTION 4. 
If a Hindu dies leaving a widowed daughter-in-law 

a son and- a daughter, _then, according to one 
interpretation of the Act of 1937,- as amended by the 
Act of 1938, the widowed 'daughter-in-law and the 
son each take half the estate and the daughter gets 
nothing. 

Q. 4.. What would you desire to be the position 
as between these three in such a case i' 

QUESTION- li. 

Under the Act of 1937, as amended by the Act of 
1938, a widowed daughter-in law is arguably on the 
same footing as a son in regard to the 
separate property of deceased owner. Assuming 
that the daughter is to be put on the same 
footing as the widowed daughter-in-law, 
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Q. 5. Should this be done in all circumstances, 
-e. g;, even when there is a surviving son of the 
deceased, or only in certain defined circumstances, 
e. g., when there is no surviving eon P 

As a sub-question, 
Q. 5 (a). When a Hindu dies leaving only a 

son and a daughter, should the daughter take 
·equally with the son exactly as a widowed 
daughter-in-law would do under the above 
Acts P 

Please also answer Question 2 (without the 
aub-question), Question 8, 'Ques1ion 4 and Question 
5 (including the sub-question), when instead ot. the 
-daughter there is respectively (a) a mother, (b) a 
father's mother, and (c) a sister, besides II. pre
deceased son's widow. 

·c. We next come to a group of questions afising 
out of the fact that Hindu Law recognises various 
'liOns whose position is not in all respects that of a11 
ordinary son, •· g. (a) an adopted son, (b) in the case 
of Sud rail, a lia.iputra, (c) in certain parta of India,, the 
son of an anuloma marriage (that is, a marriage where 
the wife is of a caste inferior to that of tbe husband). 
The result is to make the law as expressed in the 
Acts in question ambiguous in certain ca~es, 

QUE8TIJN 8, 

A Hindu dies leaving a widow and an adopted soh, 
Under the Acts mentioned she is entitled to the same 
share ot the deceased's estate as a son. 

Q. 6. Should she take the same share a8 a son 
born to her after the adoption or the sallle share 
as the adopted son P 

The result would be different in the two cases, ai 
the rights of the adoPted son a& against an after· born 
son are different in different schools of Hindu Law. 

QrJE8T10N 7. . 
A Hindu dies leaving only a widow, She thus 

takes the •~tate and thereafter adopts a son, The 
Acta of 1937 and 1938 are silent as to the effect of 
the adoption. 

Q. 7. Should the adoption divest the widow of the 
ent1re estate or only to the extent of one-half of the 
estate P 

QCESTION 8, 

A Sudra' dies leaving a widow and a d/J$ip;4tra. 
Under the Acts of 1937 and 1938 the widow inberits 
"the same share as a son." 

Q. 8. Should she inherit the same share as an 
ordinary son or as the dasiputra ? 

In the former oase she would take three-fourths 
of the estate and the da8iputra would take one. fourth, 
and in the latter each would take one-half, 

QUESTION 9, 

A Hindu dies leavin~ a widow and a son of an 
anllloma marriage (locally valid), 

Q. 9. Should the widow inherit the same share 
u an ordinary so:~ or as the son of the anuloma 
marriage? 

In those part3 of India where anuloma marriages 
are rccogmsed, tL e son of the marriage takes a 
smaller share than an ordinary son, 

As a sub-question, 
Q. 9 ('•), Should any provision be made to 

place the legality or otherwise of an11rloma or 
other intercaste marriages beyond doubt P 

D. We now come to various other ambiguitiel or 
possible ddocts in the Aol8 of 1987 and 193~. 

QrJESTION 10. 
A llindu dies leaving two widows and a number of 

sons. Under the Acts in question the two widows 

blgdher are entitled to the aame share as a son, 
whereas under the law as it stood before the Acts 
BaCh of the widows might, on a partition between the 
sons, have taken a son's share, 

Q, 10. Should the position created by the Acts 
be maintained P 

QT:EJTION II. . 
Under the Acts of 1937 and 1938, if a Hindu dies 

leaving two widows, they are both entitled to inherit; 
but nothing is said as to their shares intw ., : '· g. 
where one of the widows is of the same caste and the 
other of an inferior caste (where anuloma marriages 
·are permitted), , , , . . . : . , . 

Q, 11. Should afl the , surviving . Widows take 
equally, irrespective of caste P If not, what rule 
would you prescribe ? , , . 

QUEST/ON 12. 

The Acts of 1987 and 1938 are silent as to what 
should happen if 'any of the .widows provided for 
'therein were unchaste, . or if they remarried, . or 
become converts to another religion, or incurred any 
other disqualification under Hindu Law. 

Q. 12. . What provision should i:>e made for ~ch 
of these contingencies ? 

. , .. • . . QUE8TirJN; ,za. , , 1• 

, The Acta in question are silent as to what should 
happen upon the death of any of the heirs provided for 
therein. Thus, suppose a Hindu, with separate pro
perty, dies leaving a widow X,. a. son Y,. and a 
widowed daughter-in-law z. Under the Acts, each 
would get one-third of the property. 1f thereafter 2; 
dies, shoul~ her share go to X and Y equally or only 
toY P Or more generally, ... . . , . , , : .. 
. Q, 13. What express provision, if any,. should be 

made for the devolution. of the estate upon the death 
ol any of the heirs provided for in the Acts in 
question i' · · , '· 

QUESTION 14 • . 

Under the Acts of 1937. and 1988,, the interest 
which a widow inherits is "the limited interest known 
as a Hindu woman's estate."., Before the Acts ~me 
into force, a Jain widoVI! sometimes took, not a limitecl. 
estate. but an absolute estate in ber .. husband's 
property and in Mithila (North Bihar.) she took ao 
absolute estate in her husband's movables, , The 
Aots have thus rP.stric~~;d rather, than enlarged 
the widow's' interest in certain· cases, . . .. . 

Q. 14.. What remedy, if l!nY! ~ould you ~repose P 
Would you provide for (a) a llm1ted estate 111 every 
case as under the Acts in question, or (b) an abso
lute estate in every case, or (c) an absolute estate 
in a certain specified share of .the inJ;teritanoe, suoh 
as one-sixth or ( d ) the same ktnd of estate, 
whether limi~d or absolute, as the widow would bave 
taken under her own personal law but for the Acts P 
If ( b ) or (c) what course of devolution would you 
propose for the estate or share thereof upon her 
death P 

As a sub-question, 
Q. U. (a) Do you consider that any special. 
provision should b~ made for . women m 
families with Impartible Estates or would 
you extend the same rules to. them as may be 
formulated in the case of ordmary estates ? 

QC: EST ION 15. 
A Hindu governed by the ~lita)<shara ~ohool 

(outside the Madras Presidency) d1es, leavmg a 
widow a mother and a brother, all members of a 
joint family, By Section 8 (2) of th~ Act ~f 1937 
as amended by tbe Act ?~ 1933, ~e wtdow wtll have 
the same interest in tbe JOint farmly ~roperty a~ .b:J 
husband had, except that hers will be a ltm1t 
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estate, If this means that she will be deemed to be 
a coparcener exactly as her husband was, the result 
will be that, upon the brother's death, the entire 
property will pass to her to the exclusion of the 
mother. If, on the other hand, it means that the 
widow will have the same interest as her husband 
would have obtained, had he separated from the 
copucenary immediately before his death, the 
position will be different.· For, had there been a 
partition immediately before his death, his mother, 
his brother, and he himself would each have got a 
one-third share, so that this last-mentioned one
third share would pass to his widow. In other words, 
his death must be regarded as effecting the disrup
tion of the joint family and the transfer of his share 
of the property to his widow. 

Q. 15. Which of these two positions (or which 
other position) would you wish to see established P 

QUESTION 16 •. 
E. In order to promote the gradual 'growth of a 

uniform law of succession for Hindus . throughout 
British India, while avoiding piecemeal · legislation, 
the following suggestions have been made:-

(1). that every Hindu (whether male or female) 
should be empowered to make a formal declaratioq 
before a prescribed authodty that his or her propertv 
(whether separate or joint) shall devolve according to 
the rules of Hindu Law applicable to the case and 
that, in default of such a declaration, the property will 
devolve according to the rules laid down in the 
Indian Succession Act. · 
' (2) that every Hindu (whether male or female) 

should be empowered to make a formal declaration 
before a prescribed authority that his or her property 
(whether separate or joint) shall devolve according to 
the rules laid down in the Indian Succession Act and 
that, in default of such a declaration, the property will 
devolve according to the rules of Hindu Law applic
able to the case, (It will be noticed that this is, so 
to speak, the converse of (1) ). 

(3 that either (a) the rules in the Indian 
Succession Act or (b) a set of rules representing the 
'greatest common measure' of the rules of succession 
in the various schools of Hindu Law, should be made 
applicable to the property of all Hindus throughout 
British India after a specified date which may be 
five or even ten years hence. 

In order to give effect to (1) or (2) or (3) (a) it may 
be necessary slightly to adapt certain provisions of 
the Indiart Su~ession Act, e. g. where the declarant 
has two wives-a contingency which is not provided 
for in the Indian Succession Act. As to (3} it may 
be explained that the object of postponing the 
application of the new rules until a specified date 
is to give adequate notice of the change to· all 
concerned. 

Q. 16. Which, if any, of these alternatives would 
you prefer? If you prefer (3) (b) can you suggest 
a suitable table of heirs or the principle (whether of 
"propinquity" or of "spiritual efficacyn) upon which 
such a table should be prepared P 

Would you suggest any other course as, for 
example, one set of rules for those territories where 
the Mitakshara is the leading authority and another 
set for those which are governed by the Dayabhaga. 

THE SAPRU CONFERENCE RESOLUTIO:-.<. 
The following resolution was passed unanimou,ly 

by the Sapru Conference of Indian non-Conaress 
politballeaders on Friday March 14, 1941 :- " 

"While India should not take advantage of Britain's 
difficulties i'\ her heroic struggle, the Conference is 
equally desirous that India's domestic problems 
should not be pressed to her disadvantage, As a first 
step towards the removal of the present deadlock and 
until a permanent constitution is brought into force, 
the Conference desires to emphasize the immediate 
need for the reconstruction of the Governor-General's 
Executive Council, 

•·The Conference considers that the present Council. 
which consists of three European members from the 
Indian Civil service, and three Indians of whom two 
are non-officials and one is a member of the Indian 
C~vil Service, _in addition to His Excellency the 
ytcer_oy and H1s Excellency the Commander-in-Chief,. 
•~ neither adequate nor sufficiently representative 
to organize and direct India's war efforts at this 
moment of grave peril. This Conference is anxious 
that India's defences should be put on a firm basis 
and that the resources of this great country in 
men and material should be used to the fullest 
advantage not only for. defending her own frontiers 
but for helping the British people to the fullest 
extent possible consistently with the best interests. 
of India.. 

' 
"For the reasons mentioned above, this Conference 

is of the opinion that the whole ExecutiV"e Council 
should consist of non-official Indians drawn from 
im~ortant elements in the public life of the country. 
Th1s would naturally involve the transfer of all 
portfolios, including the vital ones of Finance and. 
Defence, to Indians. 

"The Conference would be content during the 
period of the war that the reconstructed centre 
remains r~sponsible to the Crown ; and, so far as. 
Defence IS concerned, the position of the 
Commander-in-Chief as the Executive head of the 
defence [or~es of the country should not be in any 
way preJudiced, At the same time the Conference is 
strongly of the view that the reconstructed Govern
ment should not merely be a collection of. 
departmental heads, but should deal with all 
import~nt matters of policy on a basis of joint and 
collecttve responsibility. In regard to all inter-· 
imperial and international matters, the reconstructed. 
Government should be treated on the same footing 
as the Dominion Governments. . 

"!he Conference is further of the opinion that with 
a v1ew to create a favourable atmosphere for the 
:w~rking of the reconstructed Central Government, 
It IS necessary to remove the doubts and misO'ivin"S 
of the people of this country as reO"ards the o~nuii~.,.. 
ness of !he intentions of His· M~esty's Gov~rnment 
by makm~_ a declaration simultaneously with the 
reconstruction of the Government that within a 
specified time-limit after the conclusion' of the war 
India will enjoy the same measure of freedom as wili 
be enjoyed by Britain and the Dominions. 

"The Conference authorise; its President the Rt 
Hon. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, to communiclte th~ 
terms of the resolution to His Excellency the Viceroy 
and the Secretary of State for India and to take such 
other steps as may be necessary to achieve its 
objects." 

Those who attended the session numbered 
nearly 40, but none was there in a repre-

. sentative capacity. They included Mr. V. D. 
Sava_rl<ar, President, Dr. B. S. Moonje, the Vice
President, and Dr, Shyam Prasad Mukherji, Work
ing President of the Hindu Mahasabha, Mr. M, S 
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Aney, Leader of the Nationalist Party, Sir Chimanlal 
Setalvad, Mr. V, N. Chandavarkar, President of the 
~II-India Liberal Fe~eration, Sir Cowasji 1 ehangir, 
::>~r 1 wal'.l Pr:'sad Srtvastava, Kunwar Sir Maharaj 
Smgh, PandJt H. N. Kunzru, Dr. R. P. Paraojpye, 
Mr. J), G. Dalvi, Rao Bahadur G. A. Natesan Sir 
Nripendra Nath Sircar, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Ld.der 
of the Independent Labour Party, the Hon. Sirdar Sir 
Suleman (assum Mitha, Mr. Fazal Ibrahim Rahim
toola, Sir Sultan Chinoy, the Maharajadhiraj of 
Hurdwan, Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas, Sir Kailas 
Haksar, Sir Ardeshir Dalal, Raja Maheshwar Dayal, 
Sardar Sant Singh and Mr. K. Srinivasan, Editor, 
the Hindu. 

THE INDI.~N PRESS ON THE SAPRU 
CONFERENCE. 

The Hindu of Madras writes~-
"The reconstructed Central Government that the 

Bombay resolution contemplates, will not be very 
·different in essenti,.(s from the National Government 
for which tne Congress stipulated in making the 
Poona offer, We do not, of course, overlook the fact 
that, whereas the Congress wanted that the 
Government should be responsible to the Legislature, 
the Bombay Conference would be content to allow the 
present legal position, under which the responsibility 
is to the Crown. to continue tor the duration of the 
war. But a Government 'drawn from all important 
elements in the country' required to act on the 
principle of joint and collective responsibility, and 
expected to mobilise the sympathy and resources 
of the people, can be successfully formed only 
from among the leaders of the great political parties 
enjoying popubr support ...... 1 he scheme posits, 
implicitly no doubt, unmistakably, such co-operation 
of the great parties as a •in• qua non of its successful 
working ......... It seems to us that if the British 
Government evince a 8incere desire to seek a way 
out of the deadlock on the lines suggested at 
Hom bay, they will not find the Congress unresponsive. 
But they must give up once for all the convenient 
habit of falling back on the excuse that there must 
be a preliminary agreement between the Congress 
and the Muslim League before they can do 
anything." 

The Indian Exprm of Madras writes ~-
"A Government of Indian officials is, of course, 

better than a Government of non-Indian admini
strators, just as a Government of non-official Indians 
is better than a Government of officials though 
Indian, It would admirably accord with the limited
ness of non-Congress tradition for each noA-party 
leader to attempt to take advantage of this position 
to the utmost extent of his resourcefulness in tba 
name of improving the •ituation. Hut why should they 
In their anxiety to pursue their plaM, make misguided 
allowances tendin~ to weaken the validity of the 
national demand P Nothing short of complete inde
dcnd,•noe is what the country i• entitled to by right, 
but there seems to be too much readines~ on the 
part of <'ur protagonists of p':ace to damage that 
right with ill-conceived surr•·nders in the pursuit of 
limitt·d objectives of their own, without reference to 
lar:;c que•tions of national welfare .••.•. ln India, a 
simple undertaking that the L~gislature'• wishes will 
be n:•peCitt·d, along with the formation of an executive 
commanding popular confidence, which necessarily 
must inolud~ a majority of Congress memben, will 
immediately clear the way for peaceful lndia-Hritish 
understanding, The plain fact is that British 
suthority is unwilling to make a fair response to 
patrk,tic elemt'nts bent on national freedom. 01 what 
avail can it ever be to ignore that fact and seek for 
solutions in directions that oan lead to no satifaotion 

of the main issue in dispute between the two 
countries t' 

The National HvaU of Luckno• writes~-
•Apa~t from the Congress which will bave nothing 

to do wtth these peace moves, which it considers to 
have a dangerously diversionary effect upon the 
movement it bas launched, the appeasement-monuers 
are up against British obstinacy, which does" not 
show t~e slightest tendency to abate, with the 
Cburchtlls, the Amery s, the Linlithgows and the 
Maxwells in power-these can be broken only by 
the mas~ed might of the Indian people under the 
leadershtp of the Congress, Knowing the enormous 
implications of democratisation of the war effort the 
Br~tisb Go':'ernment _have wisely given it up in I~dia, 
bemg sattsfied wt:b the exploitation of India's 
hu~an and material resources as best they can. 
If tt was the hope of the organisers of the 
Bombay Conference that they would not bo 
understood as interlopers trying to steal into places 
which belong to others, they will find themselves 
mistaken. They will also soon realise the fact that 
the British people who are themselves courageously 
ltanding up to their enemy in a mortal fight, can 
have no nse or respect for a troop of politicians who 
go before them on bended knee." 

The Leadv of Allah a bad writes :-
••Wi thout any desire to make party capital out of the 

Bombay proceeding-s we make bold to ...... claim that 
the resolutions of the Liberal Federation during as 
"!any.as the last 16 years have pointed in the same 
dtrectton. The acceptance by the British Government 
of the demand made by the Bombay Conference will 
so change the political atmosphere that the elements 
in public life not belonging to extremist ranks will 
stand a real chance ot getting a hearing from their 
countrymen, of being returned to the legislatures and 
of serving their country wisely and well, instead of 
continuing to be trounced by those who lose them
selves in emotional appeals. Political appeasement 
has everywhere been followed by the growth among 
the public of the twin qu'<lities of moderation and 
responsibility ... The whole trouble hitherto bas been 
that the British Government bas given no chance to 
the moderate and reasonable elements in Indian 
public life .. \Vill England honour her pledge and see 
that India is placed on a level with herself and the 
dominions P Or must things drift P Must agitation, 
repression, anarchy, be the inglorious end of nearly 
two centuries of the British connection with India? 
Is the last chapter of that connection to be written in 
blood and tears or, there being a better way and an 
easier way, the way pointed by the Bombay 
Conference, will they act as. true-hearted Englishmen 
would P" · 

The Tribun• of Lahore writes:-
"The most imp~rtant thing• to be said against the 

propo•als contained in the speech of the Chairman 
of the Leaders' Conference at Bombay and tbe draft 
resolution appear to have been said at the meeting 
of the subjects committee of the Conference itself ... 
......... It was contended, and quite rightly, that if 
the Briti•h Government took such a step, it would 
not improve the present position and that the 
expanded Executive Council and the new Indian 
Defence l\linister would, constitutionally speakincr, 
be no better than the present Executive Council ~ 
the present Defence 1\linister. Our readers will 
remember that this is exactly the view we have 
from the first held and expres•ed. Equally ar~ we 
in agreement with the exponents of thi• view that, 
if the organisers of the Conference are in earnest 
about ending the present deadlock, they should 
address themselve5 princip:Uiy to the task of 
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creating a machinery for bringing the parties to the 
deadlock together." 

The Sunriu (Muslim weekly) of Lahore writes:
''.The Governme!lt <;~f India, as it is, is making 

sattsfactory contnbutton towards eliciting the 
country's response to war. There is no gainsaying 
the fact that more could be done by placating the 
C.ongre~s and the League; but whatever the 
d1mens1ons of that extra fillip to the war effort that 
might be gained by League and Congress help no 
further intensification of war measures can' be 
reasonably expected to be practically realised through 
the Ia hours of an Executive Council composed of 
paople selected mainly from outside these bodies. 
•••.••••••.• The substantial issue now is the issue of 
war, and the Government can in no circumstances 
compr'?mise their position on that issue. The 
Gandh1tes are past cure so far as that iRsue is 
concerned. The Government would therefore be 
well advised to tap the League, the Mahasabha 'and 
the non.Gandhian element in the Congress to 
formulate a panel of popular representatives in the 
Centr~l Governmet;tt,. not for the purpose expressly 
of e'!dmg th~ prOVI!ICial deadl~c~ .but of tiding over 
the mtervenmg penod and· ehc1ttng a maximum of 
war effort from the masses." 

The HindUiltan Timoa of Delhi writes :-
"Almost all the speakers agreed that the best way of 

resolvin&" the deadlock would be for the Congress and 
the Mush~ League to make up their differen•;es, but if 
these bod1es would not make up their differences, 
there. should be some alternative to the present 
unsatisfactory state of affairs. From the text of the 
resolution passed by the Conference, it looks as 
though the Conference was more anxious to seek this 
alternative than find a way out ot the deadlock which 
would prove generally acceptable. .•• To be fair to 
the participants in the Conference, it must be admit
~ed ~hat w~t t~ey had suggested was only an 
mtenm solut1on tmplying readiness to give way to 
popular parties whenever they felt they could assume 
~he burden of responsibility. But our grievance 
IS that the Conference devoted its eneraies towards 
establishing a stop· gap Indian Gover~ment which 
would continue in office only so long as the Congress 
and the League did not agree among themselves, 
rather than concentrate on the task of formulating a 
JilOn·party but just solution of the problem," 

The Na~pur Times ofNagpur writes:-
"With regard to the reconstruction of the Centre, 

~ongress Will have no truck with this August offer 
~n a new shape. It is fruitless pomposity to try to 
1m press on the people the manifold advantages of the 
Augu~t offer, factory-rebuilt and reconditioned. 
The Executive should be a Cabinet enjoying the 
confidence of the legislature. There can be no 
compromise on this issue. It is good that the 
Conference has told that British Government that 
India's domestic dissensions should not be pressed to 
her disadvantage and that a communal settlement 
should not be insisted upon as an essential 
preliminary to constitutional advance. That does 
not go to the root of the matter. But the Conference 
by its composition and credentials cannot do more 
than what it has done. It is brandishing a broken 
key to open the deadlock, when a master-key is 
needed.'' 

The Bitavalia of Nagpur writes :-
"It is difficult to say at this distanee what exactly 

were the ideas behind the leaders' demand that the 
newly replaced Executive Council should be treated 
as a Dominion Government. Is it the proposal of 
the Conference that the newly formed Executive 
Council should have the powers of directing the 

manner in which the new constitution should be 
framed.? .•.••• The demand of the Conference, instead· 
of d:ahng. with the dispute between these three 
parties V:h1ch would once again bring into relief their 
trreconc1lable differences, has attempted to steer a 
way which will be broadly acceptable to the country 
and will b<; in it~ b~st i~terests. The replacement 
of t~e Vtceroy s l ounc1l by a non-official body, 
~l~e1t respons1ble to the Crown during the war, 
m Itself means a drastic change in the character. 
on the Central Government, which will be in the 
best interests of the country and the demand for 
D~~inion Status with a time-limit will commit the 
l:lnt!Sh Government to a course of constitutional 
act!on which they ~ave dexterously avoided by a 
pohcy of sk1lful evas1on on the plea of differences 
between the Congress and the League." 

The Soarchlight of Patna writes:-
"We confess we are wholly unable to understand 

the contradiction represented by the demand that 
defence will be in charge of an Indian Member and· 
~he re.senration that. the position of the commander
m7Ch1ef should not m any way be prejudiced. \Ve 
WISh the Conference had enlightened the country 
as to who will play the seoond fiddle to whom or as 
!O whether there will be a duality of responsibility 
m respect of such a responsible matter as Defence 
We have no hesitation in asserting that the pana~ 
offered by the Bombay Conference will not only 
n~t enthuse the country but irritate the people who 
w1ll be bound to feel that, with spirited phraseology 
on their lips, the Moderate leaders have once more 
played their historic role of making things easier for 
~ur rulers at a ·psychological moment. They have 
m the name of easing the political deadlock~ 
provided to Britisber~ a g<;~lden bridge by which they 
can get out of the1r d1fficulty and, if we may 
say so, evade their real obligations to the country 
obligations rendered the more binding beoause of 
the war aims they profess and protest so vehemently. 
To hope that an Indianized Executive Council wilt 
rally what the leaders characterized as unattsched 
opinion in the country in support of the Government 
is .to trifle with realities and to approach them with 
blinkers on. With the best of intentions we are 
afraid, the distinguished leaders have served neither 
the British Government nor their country by their 
deliberations. They will never do so as long 
as their atttitude is that of mediators between their· 
country and its foreign rulers." 

The New Ori8sa of Cuttack writes •-
"The main outlines of the draft resolution which 

the informal meeting of the leaders on Thursday 
approved are admirable in principle and should if 
accepted, transfer substantial power to the hands' of 
Indians. The suggestion to appoint Indian Ministers 
for Defence and Finance is a matter of detail which 
is implicit in the Viceroy's offer of Auaust 8 to 
enlarge his Executive Council by the in~lusion of 
representative Indians. That offer still stands and 
though its vast potentialities for good have been 
explained on many occasions by both the Viceroy 
and the Secretary of State, it has not been formally 
accepted with or without modific•tions b)· any 
political section in India. The Government have also
been r~luctant to invite non-p~rty leaders to occupy 
seats m the Central Cab1net for the simple 
reason that it appeared to the Viceroy doubtful 
whether those estimable gentlemen would deliver 
the goods, in the shape of intensification of India's. 
war efforts, which was the only thing that really 
mattered at the moment. In the Viceroy's opinion 
only a combination of the Congress and the League 
would be able to bring out the best in India and as 
there appeared to be I)O prospect of these twa· 
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coming together, it was best to cany on at before, 
which had at least the merit of efliciency. The 
Leaders' Conference does not appear to have taken 
into oonsideratioa this very real difficulty," 

The HinduJI.IJn IJtarviard of Calcutta writes:-
"An lndianised Executive Council can be no 

aubstitute for National Government. In the existing 
-conditions, responsibility to the Crown can only 
mean responsibility to the Hritish Cabinet which is 
just the position today, A change in terms of the 
Bombay resolution would mean no change either in the 
status of the country or in the character of the 
Government. It may, in fact, prove worse sinoe 
"non-official Indians drawn from important elements 
In the public life of the country" are certain to 
exclude, in the existing circumstances, the most 
important elements whose representative the Congress 
is, The retention of the existing status and functions 
<Jf the Commander-in-chief would neutralise even the 
little autonomy the demand for which may have been 
incorporated in the resolution. An Executive Council, 
the members of which would not derive their sanction 
from the people but would look to Whitehall for 
11upport and, for all practical purposes, would be 
subordinate to the C.in-C in respect of all defence 
matters, might soon degenerate into a soulleu 
bureaucracy.'' 

The Bomba, Chronic/8 of Bombay writes .-
"The resolution adopted by the Bombay Con

ference on Friday though it does not go far enough 
to meet all the needs of the situation, indicates fairly 
what may be called the greatest common meaaure of 
the demands of the more important political parties 
in the country ....... It consists of two parts, one 
demanding a declaration about India's freedom and 
the other urging an immediate reconstruction of the 
Central Government on a popular basis. Congress 
will not peck at the present formula tor the purpose 
<>f a transitional stage, though it will continue to 
adhere to its creed of complete independence as an 
ultimate objective ....... It may also be pointed out here 
that the creed does not militate against a friendly 
treaty between India and Britain, providing for 
mutual rights and oblij::ations for the benefit of both, 
As Sir Tej Hahadur satd, the question is not one of 
status but of powers," 
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NOTES. 
America, Britain and the War :-Whatever 

might be the final outcome of President 
Roosevelt"s declarations in support of demo
cracy, immediately they would ·seem to bring on 
fresh difficulties for Britain.. The week after the 
President's last pronouncement the battle of the 
Atlantic was wag-ed with intensity so much so 
that a Reuter's message felt ~:ailed upon to draw 
attention to the greater importance this phase of 
the war had ov• r the Balkan negotiations. It is 
true that, as this ·was just a day before the 
collapse of Yugoslavia's resistance to German 
pressure, it bore all the appearance of 
distracting public attention from the main event. 
But it is not easy to ignore Mr. Churchill's 
plain warning to the U. S. A. that the war 
was becoming hers as much as any other 
country's by reason of German activities in 
the proximity of American shores. Several 
leading Americans have acclaimed the Lend. 
Lease Act as tantamount to American participa-· 
tion in the war though mass opinion as assessed 
by Gallup Surveys still records an 83 per cent 
a~rainst entanglements in Europe's wars. 
President Roosevelt's speeches seem latterly 
more aimed at circumventing American prejudice 
against intervention than at directly overcoming it. 
It is not difficult to conceive of a situation in 
which Americans, whether 83 or 100 per cent 
against joining in the war, might be forced 
imo hostilities. Germany might find herself 
forced to declare war on the U.S. A.-a con
tingency in which the non-interventionist case 
vanishes in smoke, Ir she is serious about 
preventing American supplies from reaching 
Britain, it must mean readiness to launch 
hostilities. 

Blockade' and Embargoes ~The news that 
GerroJ.n naval vessels were operating a 
week ago in tho Atlantic, was an indica
tion that Brihln's blockadtl had its weak 
points. However, subsequent reports show 

th:~.t the position is improving and that less 
damage is now being done to British ship
ping. The moral embargo on Russia which the 
United States had placed soon after the outbreak 
of Russo-Finnish hostilities, was lifted by 
Washington in January, three days before Lord 
Halifax took charge at the British Embassy, 
Mr. Cordell Hull justified the lifting of tho 
embargo to press representatives on the grouncl 
that It was merely designed to remove a point 
of irritation. Lord H~lifax, however, disclosed 
to the American press that large amounts of 
materials were reaching Germany through 
Russia and that · the British Government waS 
pressing tha United States' to stop essential 
supplies. Mr. Hugh Dalton, British Minister of 
Economic Warfare, made a similar statement in 
the House of Commons, qualifying it by saying 
that there was no proof of· Am~rican supplies. 
reaching Germany direct but ample proof of their' 
replacing Soviet exports to Germany. A corres
pondent in the American Nation sug-gests that 
Mr, Dalton's speech wag followe:i up by a cable 
from the British Government to the State Depart· 
ment which said that Mr. Dalton's statements 
were not to be construed as criticism of American 
action in lifting the moral embargo and that since . 
then an understanding had been reached between 
Soviet and British representatives on the subject. 
What is amusing, in view of Lord Halifax's 
press interv1ew and events fallowing it, is the 
report that owing to American pressure, Britain 
had been obliged to relax her blockade so as 
to permit food supplies from the United States 
reaching unoccupied France. . 

Tbe War In Europe and Africa :-The two 
events of the week have been the inclusion of 
Yugoslavia within the Axis orbit and the 
messages exchanged by th~ Govem~ents of 
Russia and Turkey guaranteetng neutrality . and 
entire understanding in the event of etther 
country being involved in a. war. in defence o_f 
its own territory. Yugoslavta stgned an ~xu 
pact on Tuesday but it wa;; _preceded by ~ Cabtnel 
split and followed by a mthtary revolution. The 
Regent Prince Paul has fled the country and the 
seventeen-year old King Peter has ~umed 
charge. 1he Soviet-T!lr~ish agreement mtght be 
a gain to Turkey but 1t !s. hardly a ~tter ~or 
congratulation to the BntJsh. Its ex~hClt restr~ 
tion to war conditi0fl9 brought on m defence_ of 
one's territory, renders the. old Anglo-Turkish 
Pact, so long inoperative, votd altogeltler. By the 
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terms of that Pact Turkey should have been in 
the war long- ag-o. It has had two opportunities 
when her assistance was directly called for by 
the Pact. First, when hostilities were initiated 
in the ·Mediterranean area and, secondly, when 
Britain was involved in war as a result of her 
guarantees to Greece. Probably Mr. Eden's 
delicate . negotiations at Ankara were desi5ned 
to release Turkey from her old obligations in 
order to contract a new agreement with Soviet 
Russia. The two incidents increase the menace 
to Greece, by neutralising at the least Yugoslavia 
and Turkey. In Africa British troops are 
pressing hard on the Italian forces. In Eritrea 
Keren has after resisting for six weeks fallen 
and in Abyssina Harrar, the second largest city, 
is in British hands. 

Indian Industries and 1he War :-Any group 
of Indians, however influential they may be, 
which wishes to put its ideas across the 
Government of India during this war period, 
has to prove that they are calculated to 
accelerate the pace of India's war effort. 
Politicians of every shade have used these 
tactics to advance their schemes. The editors 
in asking for freedom . of the press brought. 
their agitation in line with Britain's war effort. 
And now the business community, through the 
Federation of the Indian Chambers of Commerce 
and Industries, has argued for more rapid 
industrial advance in order to speed up the 
war effort, though it is no . secret that 
Indian businessmen tend largely to regard the 
war as an opportunity to develop Indian 
industries. It is not likely that the Government 
will be move:! by these representation3 any 
more than they have been by the earlier 
ones. Mr. Amrit Lal Ojha, in his c.Jmprehen· 
sive presidential address to the 14th . annual 
meeting of the Fed~ration, began by a severe 
indictment of the British Government's failure 
to grant India .as favourable terms as . 
S.outh Africa, New Zealand, Australia ·and 
even an non-Empire country like Egypt in 
contracts relating to agricultural produce. Had 
Mr. Ojha read his own speech through, he would 
have seen · the reason for this anti-Indian 
policy towards . the conclusion of his address. 
India, more than any other Empire country, 
has been anxious to mark her indifference to the 
war and she should not expect to derive any 
benefit from it beyond what is unavoidable in 
helping Britain. As for Egypt, the reasons 
for conciliating Egypt are obvious •. We 
are surprised to see several Indian newspapers 
echoing .Mr. Ojha's · grievances against the 
Government in this matter. In Mr. Ojha such 
an attitud~ is· understandable ; a busmessm:~.n 
does not quarrel · with any important 
element in his country. · But that nationalist 
newspap~rs should· seek to have the· best of 
both worlds is inexplicable. Mr. Ojha pro· 
ceeded · to urge ' the claims of Indian enter
prise to Government support in setting up 
aeroplane a:nd motor car factories in this country. 
Then pursuing a confltcting idea; he congra
tulated the Government of India: ·on acquiring 

. . ' 

three railway systems and three telephone 
systems which, he said, would be more ec.Jnomi
cally run by the State. This is op!n to qu !stiort 
and experience in other cou a tries h LS not a 1-.va ys 
shown that economy and efficiency are more 
easily attainable un:ler a bureaucracy. But 
that apart, surely Mr. Ojha's ar~um!nts in 
favour of State manlgdm!nt of rail.vay3 and 
telephones shJuU apply equally to th<! ownarship 
of aeroplane and mJtor factories. These, how· 
ever, are problems which th! Cl1am'J~rs of 
Commerce will find growing mJre acute u1der 
a national government, 

Sir M. Visvesvaraya on Scientific R.esearch :
The Indian public naturally attaches m.Jre 
importance to the views on national advancement 
of Sir M. Visv~svaraya than of British exp!rts 
who have seldom been able to detach th!m;elves 
from the long-established policy that India 
econon.ically and industrially should play a 
subsidiary part in relation to Great Britain. For 
long India's role was to produce raw materials 
for British and European countries. Now it 
seems to have advanced to the extent of allowing 
that India may half-fini>h articles to be finished 
by other countries. We are sure that t"is is not 
the view of any Indian leader, least of all of one 
of such great authority as Sir M. Visvesvaraya. 
We are, therefore, glad to .be assured that Sir 
Visvesvaraya does not underrate the importance 
of Pure Science and we cle uly stlted that we do 
not underrate the impJrtance of. Science applied 
to Industry. Some remarks in the Presidential 
address did not bring out, to .say the lel.St, the 
importance of Pure Science. Rather there 
seemed to be an undercurrent of dissatisfaction 
that too much was being done for it. "The chief 
defect (in the work of the B:l.ngalore Institure),'' 
said the President, "is that the primary aim 
of the Institute,· namely, industrial research, 
was not properly attended to. Subj!cts were 
chosen either becaus! the men in control knew 
them better or the subjects themselv~ involved 
smaller outlay." Two members of the 
staff of the Institute have been signally 
honoured . by the conferment. on them 
by the two leading scientific societies of the 
United . States and . Great Britain of . the 
Franklin Medal and the membership of 
the Royai.Society, for work so r~mote fr.om 
industries as the composition and behwiour of 
Light and Sound and the mysteries of the 
Cosmic Ray and the atom. Not ·only the 
Institute but the whole country is honoured by 
thes~ h.Jnours. . The Nobel Prize of late years 
has been suspected ·of being infl.1en:ed in its 
Award hy political considerations .but American 
and English Science are above such reproach. 
Mr. J. H. Bhabha is the fourth or fifth Indian to 
be elected to Membership of the Royal S.Jciety 
and· Str C. V. Raman is the first Indian to be 
awarded the Franklin Medal. The value which 
the Western world attacnes to achievements in 
Pure Science may be g-auged by the refuenc~ to 
Sir C. V; Raman in Professor H.Jcking's im?.Jrtant 
book "The Spirit ofWorld Politics.'' A collntrf 
which has prodll:ed a man of Raman's intellectual 
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eminence, urges Hocking, can not be deemed unfit f under what conditions he had agreed to "come 
to guidll its own destinies. So Pure Science has , on the air." His talks were fresh and inspiring 
also a political si~;nificance. Sir M. Visves- / amidst the stale commonplaces of the average
varaya maintains that industrial research is the I output of the London st'ltion. The general 
primary object of the Institute. It ?JllY be so 

1 
~stimate of the L?ndon programmes may be 

now but, as we remarked last week, 1t wa.<l not lllustnted by an mcident. It was reported 
originally so. This is shown bv the fact that some time back that when a Government spokes
Sir C. V. Raman was Director of the Institute man mentioned in Parliament that among the 
for several years. It will not be a gain to the amenities provided for German war pris::>ners, 
country or to science if what should be a great were the British radio programmes, a member 
international centre of scientific studies be turned exclaimed, "Serve them right!'' Priestley in this 
into a glorified technical institute. crowd was like manna in the wilderness. He 

The Prime Minister on Man-Hunting ;-Som- was severe against ~he Nazis and their cr~ but 
menting on the onslaught of the Home Member h~ would not shut hts eyes to the shortcommgs of 
of the Government of India in the course of his hts own people. He was suddenly dropped. He 
speech on Mr. N. M. Joshi's motion for the h~ •. however, ~en called b~k.. Though the 
appointment of a Committee to report on the Bntls~ Bro~castmg Co~poratlon IS a ~lose cor
conditions in the detention camps where a poratlon unl~ke ~he Ame~ll:~n syst.~m which allows 
number of men are kept on suspicion of their the free ventilation ~f opmion as 1.lustrated by the 
beinj! associated with communal activities, we broa~cast on Ame~1can Dem~cracy by th~ able 
observed that we had known Englishmen who an~ m~ependent:mmJed Pres.ldent of ~hicago 
would have blu~hed for its bad form. Happily U?Jv:ers1ty, ~lectlon~ from. "::'h1c~ are r~pr.m~d in 
there is at least one Englishman living of whom th1s 1ssue, still pub~tc opm10n m Bntam. IS a 
the same may be said. He is the British force before wh1ch 1t ha~ to bo~. In Indta the 
Prime Minister. "Anything in the nature of heads of the ~roadca~tm_g stations arrogate to 
persecution, victimisation and man-hunting," the!Dselves the ng~t t? mdtcate !he heads of ta~ks 
Mr. Winston Churchill told the House of Com- whtch persons are mv1ted to giVe. We repnnt 
mons last week "is odious to the British the observations of the London correspondent 
people.'' The ~ccasion for this remark was of the ll_intlu. on ~h~ ~alk which. Priestley gave 
the action ·of the British Broadcasting Cor- on resumm!f h1s activities on the atr. . 
poration in placing a ban on a number Lor~ Hah!ax on .Peace Ail!ls :-Lord Hahfax 
of persons who had attended a meeting at has g1v~n his A~er.1can pu~bc a sketch .of .th~ 
which several Communists were also present and pea~e atms of Bntam, at a d~nner.at the Ptlgnms 
at which some subversive speeches were made. Soctety on Wednesday. Ltke Str Samuel Ho:u-e 
The explanation given by the Corporation was at the . Round T~ble Conferences on ln~tan 
that the public would resent the inclusion of those Reform, Lord t-Iahfax could not draw detat!ed 
persons in its programmes because of their having plans !or the future structure of th~ comm~n.tty 
attended the gathering. In response to protests, of nations now ~ut he ;-vas already m a poS!h<?n 
the Corporation had modified its ban. It has had to see ~he basts of 1t. Muc.h of what he Said 
to lift it completely, evidently on the personal WB;5 . Wisdom born of expenence. ~ad t~e 
intervemion of the Prime Minister. It was in Bnttsh ~mmonw~l~h been, a~ he descnbed It, 
connection with this that Mr. Churchill made really a free assoctatlon of natlons, !lluch of its 
the observation which we have quoted. The present troubles would not have ansen.. There 
Prime Minister would not tolerate a ban wo_uld have been no need for m~n hke Mr. 
on musicians and others entertaining the ~nestley to plead for a declaratton of peace 
public because of their being pacifists or ~~ms. They would ?~ve been there clear for all 
communists. Here in India young men are see.. Th~ Bnush Ambassador wanted 
held in detention on suspicion that they had all, natt~ns . m the f?ture. world to regard 
Communist tendencies and for shoutin"' slogans their obhgattons to thetr neighbours and not 
a~ainst war. i\Jany of these men have"' not been t~ seek. to dominate. others in the comity 
charged with any offence. They have had " !'~ttons !O whtch he looked forward. 
no opportunity o£ testing the information on ~nwilhng nations C?ul_d not use~ully be force~ 
which they are held in detention. 1?to sucb an association, ?e satd.' but condi-

tions should be created m whtch a real 
Priestley l~esumes Radio Talks :-~everal sense of commumty of interests would grow 

months ago we .were agreeably surpnsed ~o a nong the . peoples themselves. Every nation 
hear J. B. Pnestley, whom Lord Baldwm , wou!J have tts own place and make its own 
described as the most typically English man of \ contribution. Lord Halifax has an unhappy 
letters of our time, broadcasting from the British \ gtft of phrase. He it was who drew a subtle 
b~oaJcasting staticn. t?sually, speakers ?n the ' distinction between the "goal" and the "road" 
ll:'r are the •·safe men' who never asptre to after declaring that lndta was on the road to 
rtSI! above the level of the talks at the weekly Dominion Status. There is full scope for 
lunches. o~ the Rotary Club: ~destley is an si~ilar casuistry i~ his world order speech in 
authentic mtellectual whom 1t ts not easy to whtch the only defimte statement is that Herr 
harness. If. we remember, h~ prefo.~ced hts first Hi~l~'s new worlJ order is not acceptable to 
broadcast wtth some observations as to how and Bntam. 
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lNDlAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOMBA. Y, March 29, 1941. 

BOMBAY EXCISE POLICY. 
A Government Press Note issued on the 

28th January, began with the following 
observations :-

A steep decline in the consumption of liquor and 
drugs, a decrease of Rs. 88 Iakhs in excise revenue 
and an increase in offences against the excise law are 
the features of the report of the Bombay E><cise 
Department for the year 1939·40. These results are 
mainly attributed to the introduction of prohibition 
measures. 
In the course of his statement on the Budget 

last week, His Excellency the Governor 
remarked: 

Excise revenue is up by 50 lakhs over the original 
estimates. I must draw special attention to the fact 
that less than halt of this-in fact, only 20 lakhs~an 
be attributed to the changes which have been made in 
the policy of Prohibition during the year (194()-41). 
The major part of the increase in excise is due to 
se1reral causes, mentioned in the note, which would 
have operated even if there had been no change in 
Prohibition. 

The "note'' referred to does not seem to have 
been supplied to the Press and we do not know 
what the several causes are which would have 
operated even with Prohibition before the changes 
made this year. But we may a>k, Were these 
causes in operation last year? Or did they 
suddenly spring up this year? And will they 
continue next year ? The principal change 
introduced in the excise policy during the year 
was to remove the restrictions on foreign liquor 
while stiffening those on country liquor in the 
Prohibition areas. Against this one-sided policy 
The Reformer protested citing the opinion of 
the Foreign Liquor Committee appointed by 
the Bombay Government thirty years ago. 
That Committee had recommended that any 
restrictive measures should be simultaneously 
applied to foreian as well as country liquor as 
the consequenc: otherwise would be to encourage 
the consumption of cheap and injurious foreign 
liquors in place of the comparatively wholesome 
indigenous products. 

The decrease of Rs. 88 lakhs in 1939-40 has 
been succeeded by an increase of Rs. 50 lakhs in 
194C-d. His Excellency estimates that the 
increase of revenue due to the changes in the excise 
policy will be Rs. 24 lakhs in the coming 
year and he has decided to reduce the property 
tax by exactly that amount. He went onto ~ay : 

It Is sometimes said that Prohibition is no longer 
in force and that, therefore, the whole of the Property 
Tax can be abolished. I must, however, point out that 
the bulk of exercise revenue used to come from country 
liquor and toddy, and that under the present arrango
ments in the l'rohlbition areas, practically no revenue 
comes from these sources. So long as that fact remains, · 
it is obvious that Provincial revenues will need to be 
reinforced by other fonns of taxation. 
Apa1't from the Property tax, the allegation 

that there is no Prohibition policy in force today is 
fundamentally sound. The policy in force today 
is freedom to every person to drink as much 
foreign liquor as he likes and an equally complete 
ban on the indigenous stuff on pain of 
severe penalties. This is certainly not Prohibition. 

His Excellency is naturally impressed most by 
considerations of revenue but the whole policy of 
Prohibition must be viewed from a social stand· 
point. It makes no difference to a man's family 
if he gets drunk on scotch whisky or country 
spirits. From the industrial point of view, 
it is a distinct Joss to the province and also 
to the revenue that a local industry shout:! be 
sacrificed in the interests of a foreign industry, 
The consumption of foreign liquor might 
not have reached the high proportions 
which it would normally have reachej owing 
to shipping difficulties due to war. 
Prohibition is deprived of its moral basis when 
the Government tell people, "Drink as much 
as you like of foreign liquor but do not touch 
the country stuff on any account,'' We repeat 
that that is not Prohibition. It is well to call 
things by their right names, even from an 
administrative point of view. 

In reply to a question from the pressmen 
present, His Excellency said that the illicit 
manufacture and smuggling of liquor was 
merely a trickle. That is not the general 
impression. In the Excise Report for 1939-40, 
it was observed that there was a big increase in 
the consumption of country liquor into the 
tracts abutting upon the Bombay Prohibition 
area in the south and west. The report went 
on to say: 

On Saturdays and Sundays, particularly, large 
numbers of persons belonging to the classes who 
form the chief consumers of country liquor went by 
steamer across the harbour to Mera, in the Uran 
Petha in the Kolaba district, and by train or motor 
omnibus to such places as Kalyan, Bhiwandi and 
Bassein in the west of Thana district. Special excise 
arrangements were found necessary in both south 
and west to deal with this increased consumption, 

We have heard it said that it is unsafe for 
women to travel by the evening trains to and 
from these places on Sundays and holidays. 
A Prohibition which is no prohibition is a 
source of great and constant demoralisation. 
The Government can do what they like with 
the Property Tax. But let it not be claimed 
that it is levied to finance Prohibition. 

On the other arrangements proposed for the 
next year there is littl_e to say. We welcome the 
increased grants to education, sanitation and 
medical relief. fhe Road programme is in l<;1rge 
part a continuation of that of the Congress 
Government. As regards the rest, it might · 
perhaps be better to concentrate on fewer 
essential items than to distribute the sum 
available over a number of less urgent projects. 
For instance, there rpight well be a larger 
programme of Village wells and Vtllage chavdis, 
and dust-proofing of village roads might have 
waited. The chavdi was the symbol of village 
self -government and its ruined condition is an 
index of the disappearance of vilbge self. 
government. Village reconstruction on the old 
lines, is a mere stunt, As for dust on the roads, 
the Indian villager is inured to it and would not 
have organised a satyagraha if the dust-proofing 
of his roads had been postponed. But drinking 
water is a dire necessity, 
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RECENT CONFERENCES. 

(BY K. NATARAJAN.) 

Now that Gandhiji has decided to restart the 
HMijar& and the allied papere, I hope that the Editors' 
Conference will not relinqui•h its main object of s~cur
ing real and full freedom of the Press-lor which it 
was convened. So far, it appear~ to have pursued as 
it~ principal object the provision for the Mahatma of a 
plausible ground for resuming his weeklies which he 
had suspended in a fit ot resentment. The order of 
Government or the instruction of the Pre•s Adviser 
against publication of satyagraha news, doprived the 
movement of its essential ingredient. Publicity is 
the breath of !if<> of all such movements. Gandbiji was 
evidently not prepared for this countermove on the 
part of Government. He, of course, knew that the 
channels of communication are all under the control 
of Government but he d•d not expect that Govern
ment would use their power to ch•1ke off his non
violent individual satyagraha. In all Gandhiji's move• 
ments there i~ the tacit assumption that the authorities 
in British India will play the game as he wants it to 
be played. The action of Government threw Gandhiji 
off his stride. He stopped his papers. To his 
surprise he found that no other paper, including the 
two avowedly Congress organs at Delhi and Lucknow, 
followed his example. He was isolated. He could 
not get his last two statements prior to the February 
meeting of the Standing Committee of the Conference 
published in any newspaper. 

The convening of the Conference offered a means of 
escape from the impasse, It summoned its Standing 
Committee members to meet at Delhi to protect 
the freedom of the Press. No mention was made 
in the invitation of Gandh!ji or the Barijan. When 
it met, however, it let- itself be side-tracked 
on a l?ersonal issue. I cannot understand how 
Gandhi]i'• per<onal grievance came to be admitted 
into the agenda. But there it was. It was in the 
shape of a request to Gandhiji to resuscit.te his 
papers since Government recognised his importance 
and uniqueness in Indian public life. \Vhen this 
recognition was made and in what form, it was not 
stat~d. When this along with other resolutions 
of a general character was submitted, Government 
solemnly replied to them point by point practically 
endoroing and accepting the Conference's suggestions. 
On the re•olution relating to Gandhiji and the 
Barijc•••• they very properly remarked that this was a 
matter for Gandhiji and not lor them. The President 
of the Conference, while admitting this, in his 
recent letter to Government suggested that Gandhiji 
would be helped to come to a decision if it was 
indicated that he could resume his papers with the 
goodwill ot Government. Government have not yet 
expressed their goodwill but Gandhiji has announced 
his decision to restart his papers. So far u the Free
dom of the Press, the main object of the Conference, 
is concerned, the situation is muoh the same as it was 
when the Conference met. The press of India 
remains a licensed press. 1\lilton did not ask for the 
Press to be free from legal responsibility for its 
writic•gs. His protest was against the licensing of 
the Pres•. that is the Executive deciding by a fiat 
whether it should live or d1e. 

Even the immunity allowed to Gandhiji, if there i~ 
any, i1 tenable only on auff~rance. He gets it by favour 
of Govemment out of consideration f<lr his importan~e 
and uniqueness, at the request of the journalists 
assembled in Conference. That this is the case 
is ahown l:oy the fact that the &imk whose 
castl the Conference has sponsored bao not been 
ex-lused the security demanded of it. The Bengal 
Government has passPd under the Defenoe of 
India rules an order requiring the Press to 

submit all news and comment relating to the riots 
at Dacca and in two or three other places, to the 
Censor before publication. According to the 
resolution of the Conference accepted by GOvernment, 
this order should have been first referred to the 
local Press Advisory Committee before bPi~ 
promulgated. It is not known whether the Huq 
Ministry followed this procedure. Even tbe 
Bombay Government which has won recognition 
for its moderation, has recently demanded security 
from a newspaper. Was this done after consultation 
with the local Advisory Committee P r ven if 
it was, and even it the Committee had, without 
interviewing the offending editor, approved of the 
demand for the s~curity, it does not alter the positiorJ 
that a licensed press is not a free press and that the 
freedom of the press in India remains much where 
it was before the meetings of the Conference. 

• • • 
The one sentenoe amidst the oceans of words of 

the Leaders' Conference which met in the Taj 
Mahal Hotel last week, that offered a foothold to 
my perplexed intelligence, was that in Sir Jagadish 
Prasad's speech to the effect that the Government 
should make us feel that this is our war as much 
as that of the British, An eminent friend to whom 
I turned for explanation of the meaning of this 
sentence, said that it included all that we 
wanted. For an analogy, he referred to the story 
of Savitri who, when her husband died, followed 
his ghost to the abode of Yama, the God of 
Death, and saluted him in the customary Hindu 
way. The Lord of Death also responded with 
the traditional formula wishing her a long and 
happy married life and many children and grand· 
children. Savitri cleverly turned the tables on him 
by asking how, after having deprived her of her 
husband, he expected his blessings to be fulfilled. 
Yama thereupon had no choice but to release 
her husband lest his own plighted word should be 
falsified; and the couple went home rejoicing. 
Just as Savitri's reminder involved all the require
ments of conjugal felicity though it was superficially 
a simple one, so Sir Jagadish Prasad's pleading that 
Government should make us feel that the war 
was ours, included everything-Self-Government, 
Independence, dominion status, lndianisation of the 
Army and nationalisation of. the Government. I 
pointed out that there is no sign of reciprocation on 
the part of our rulers, citing as an example the offer 
of Lord Halifax in Washington, Sir Samuel Hoare 
in Madrid and Sir Staftord Cripps in Moscow to 
forego their salaries and the absence of a similar 
gesture from our Viceroy who is reputed to be 
quite as rich as the throe men. That also is included 
in the Jagadish Prasad formula, insisted my 
friend. The analogy between the Sa vitri 
incident and t!1e Lead~rs' Conference, I persisted, 
is not on all fours. The God of Death 
was an orthodox Hindu holding to the 
b •n on the remarriage of Hindu widows. If he were 
a modern Viceroy he would ba ve suggested that 
Savitri might avail herself of the provisions of 
the Widow Remarriage Act I 

I really do not understand what Sir Jagadish 
meant by saying that the Government should make 
us feel that the war was ours. Does Sir Jagad•sh 
and his friends who promoted the Conference, believe 
that it is so, or do tney not ? If they believe that it is 
why ask the Government to adopt the measures 
which they recommended to make the country includ
ing themselves, feel that it is our warP There are 
many among us who, notwithstanding the Congr.-ss 
I·odcpendenoe Pledge and in spite of ir, believe in their 
heart of hearts that the British connection on the 
balance has been beneficial and not a curse to the 
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country, I am one of these and I have availed myself 
of the opportunities open to me to st<te my belief 
pu blioly. But, try as I might, I have not been 
able to convince myself that this war is my war, 
This is not because Lord Linlithgow declared 
India to be at war without consulting the India 
Legislature. India would have been in the war all 
the same if the Viceroy had said nothing. I 
take Lord 'Linlithgow's declaration to have 
originated in a well-intentioned desire to assert 
the individuality of India and to create a precedent 
paving the way to future Dominion Status. My 
feeling is the outcome of study and appreciation of 
the conditions since the conclusion of the 1 reaty of 
Versaille•. The European cauldron was bound to boil 
over because of the intense heat of conflicting nation
alisms uncontrolled by a sane world outlook. 
And I feel that the setting up of an interim 
Government on the lines suggested by the Leaders' 
Conference will not have the effect of making me 
feel otherwise than I do at present. I do not 
generalize from my case to the whole country. But 
I should like to be shown the reasons which led the 
Leaders to feel that the country will reg<rd this war 
as its war if an interim, stop-gap all-Indian Ministry 
was substituted for the present Viceroy's Executive 
Council. 

COLO:'IIIES AND BRITAIN. 
Mr. A. Creech Jones, M. P., contributes an 

ingenious article to the Political QuartBrl!f on ••The 
Colonies in the War." Stripped of all its padding, 
the article suggests that Britain, with the aid of the 
other three European countries commanding colonial 
po~sessions, should set up an international Coun;,il 
for the better administration o{ the colonies, The 
plan is all the easier to work since Belgium, Holland 
and France will be represented by men who 
now function as the governments of these 
countries from British soil and look to British victory 
against Nazi~m as the means of c~nverting their 
shadow ca banets to more su bstantaal ones. The 
positioll of Holland is obscure but ally attempt to 
arrive at "an inter-colonial understanding" now on the 
part of Britain, would be likely to strengthen the 
Vichy Government in France and King Leopold ill 
Belgium,just as fear of Germall dominatioll over 
Vichy and Brussels gives a certain life to General 
De Gaulle and M. Pierlot. Mr. Creech Jones has a 
naive way of putting his plans forward. He writes : 

Dbcussion on colonial collaboration b•tween the 
French and British Governments last spring opened 
out a pr.:>spect of immense usefulness ...... The adherence 
of .;had, the Cameroons, and Gabon to Free France, 
and the promises of British help to these territories for 
the continua'lce of the strugglo. will probably le•d to 
the organising of many of the arrangements conte.n
plated by M. .lfandel and Mr. Ma.cDonald before France 
collapsed. The Belgian Congo is on the friendliest 
term• with the neighbouring tirltish colonies in Africa 
and has also placed its great resource .. at the service of 
the common cause. 'l'he Dutch emp 1re hac; also vast 
reserves of wealth and population, and their West 
Indian colonie• are already occupied to defend. their 
important oil refineries. The combiued ov~rseas terri
tories of France, Belgium, Holland and Bntaln m•ke 
an impressive picture of colonial administration, readily 
adaptable for mutual and beneficial co-operation. 

Britain ought to demonstrate its wiUingness to go 
on furthering in the Colonial Empire t~e. ideals and 
the purp.>ses which are .actuatang. the Brttasrt pe_op~e. 
An tnter-coloniJ Counctl would Impress both Bntaan 
and the world, give greater confidenc• and stimulate 
propaganda work among the subjected peoples in 
European countries. 

There is nothing surprising ill Mr. Jones' suggestion 

though it is difficult to see why these obvious 
advantages of co-operation were not observed earlier 
and put into practice. We are confident that it 
could have been made attractive for Signor Mussolini 
and to Dr, Salazar also and six European powers with 
practically the whole of Africa at their back (or feet) 
could have had things their own way without any fear 
of outside menace. From the fact that no one thought 
of this earlier, it is obvious that for its acceptance it 
was necessary to have one dominant country and the 
rest of a status inferior to the first but still imperial 
in relation to their own colonies. For the duration 
of the war, presumably the position of the 
Belgian, the French, and the Dutch Free Govern
ments is one of "responsibility to the British 
crown," to quote the resolution of the Bomhay leaders 
Conference. There is also the consideration that 
most of these imperialist countries will be in no 
position by themselves to administer colonial 
territories after the cessation of war, A pooling 
together of resources by the four powers may help 
each of them to assert their dominance but at the 
same time each imperial power will have the tempta
tion of exclusively using its colonies for its own recons
truction. The reason why Britain does not press for 
'co-operation in the Colonial sphere" is because of 
the necessity of maintaining clearly before tho 
peoples of Belgium, Holland and France primarily, 
and of other countries whose free governments are 
functioning from Britain, the distinction in methods 
and in ultimate objective between Herr Hitler and 
the British Imperial Government. For any attempt 
to improve Britain's position now, if it cannot be 
resisted by rival imperialisms, will nevertheless 
alienate sympathy in the subdued nations of Europe 
on whose attitude towards Germany a great deal 
will depend. Fortunately the British Government 
realise this more definitely than Mr. Creech Jones 
seems to do. 

Mr. Creech Jones has some interesting obser· 
vations to make on the position of the colonies 
since the outbreak of war, Some of it is incredible. 
Referring to the collections for war made in 
British colonies, Mr. Creech Jones says, uThe 
grants were not officially inspired. On the contrary, 
the Secretary of State was obliged to say in 
one instance, that is typical of others, 'While 
these magnificent gestures are greatly appreciated, 
the local needs of the Native Administration 
(Nigeria) must come first'," Then again, "This 
widespread generosity has been accompanied often 
with somewhat embarrassing expressions of 
good will. The leaders of politic41 opinion in 
Cyprus sent a deputation to the Governor to 
tell him that during the war all political agitation 
was susrended.'' And one more, "Executives 
have, o course, been armed with unusual 
powers to deal with emergency and military 
needs, In the early days of the war, the 
Secretary of State expressed his jealous regard 
tor the maintenance of civil liberty." These ecstatic 
accounts make one· almost long to settle down ill 
the blessed colonies. India presents a very different 
picture. Not only have war donations been officially 
inspired, but Governors of some provinces have made 
it their business to raise record sums for the war, 
Accusations are freely made of pressure being applied 
by petty or important officials to raise money, and 
some of them at any rate are documented. No Indian 
State, for one thing, has to our knowledge been 
asked to retain for looal needs what has been collected 
for Britain. In faot it is surprising to see money 
pouring in for the war when only a few months ago 
essential services were starved and necessary 
reforms withheld for want of funds. So far are we, 

. indeed, from offering to suspend all political agita• 
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ti011 that an editors' conference has specially grown 
during the war period to safeguard the freecfom of 
the press, If the Government of India is anxious 
to preoerve civil liberties, it has successfully dis
guised its intentions. The Communists are being 
rounded up in the country. In fact, it is a common 
line of argument which is used by even the highest 
officials, to excuse local excesse•. that worse would 
be in store for lodia and Indians ••if Graziani 
came to India," If the British Colonies enjoy a 
better or greater measure of freedom, it must be 
because they are politically not sufficiently advanced 
to be troublesome. 

The proof of the slow growth of the political 
mind in the Colonies is indicated best by Mr. 
Creech Jones' description of the attitude of the 
"more educated colonial people" towards the 
war, He writes, "The war was seen as at first 
a European conflict in which the colonies could 
help l:lritain with money and goods; now it is 
eeen to be of vaster dimensions, in whbh even 
their man-power may be allowed to oomribute. 
In the widest sense, the interests of the oolonial 
people are involved in the issues of this tragic 
breakdown of civilization," This is, indeed, a very 
delicate way of explaining a situation which 
others unfortunately have dealt with more directly, 
It is a fact well-known to most Indians who 
visited Britain before 1938, that no l:lriton visua
lized the next war a9 one in whioh large drafts 
of men would be sent to Continental Europe. 
The navy and the air force were to be the chief 
weapons of British intervention. Even .,fter Mr. 
Chamberlain's pact with Colonel Beck gave 
British foreign policy a Continental colour, there 
was a general feeling that not muoh would be 
expected of Britain. To quote Edward Thompson 
in his "Enlist India for Freedom":-

The National Congress focussed their quarrel on 
the claim that no country has the right to commit 
another to a war without its consent. 'lndia,' a 
distinguished soldier said to me, 'has a strong moral 
case.' He added, however, with emphasis In his tone, 
•No 0116 i• going to ask India to suffer any casualtie•.• 
(Italics author's). 

You see, hst autumn It was a 'phoney war;' aU we 
had to do was to enforce as much blockade a• we 
could and make cheerful speeches, and Germ•ny 
would crack from within, 

Mr. Creech Jones' description of the mind of the 
"more educated colonial people" shows it to be a 
reflection of the minds of the British official 
classes, Mr. J one a has read a great deal of his 
own views into the educated colonial people's 
minds and in his anxiety to prove that the 
colonies are enthusiastic about Britain's war 
effort, he has exceeded his brief. 

VACA:"IIT GADIS. 
(HY A STUDENT OF POUTICS.) 

The question of succession to vacant gad is in the 
Indian States is full of complexity, When a ruler 
dies without an heir or otherwise arranging for a 
successor, the State passes through a period known 
as an int~rregnum, when the admini•tration is conduc
ted either through a Regency Council or by some other 
arrangement sanctioned by the Government of India. 
This arranf:ement terminates as soon as the new ruler 
is s••koteJ and is invested with powers. 

\Vh., t is th~ criterion aJorced by the Government 
of India for selecting the rukr to a vacant gadi P The 
Politic.al Department may have its own standards of 
selection, but no one knows with certainty what 
thq ar~. But it is wdl-known that the people over 
who!e dl'stiny the new Prince is to preside, have 
scarcely any voicei his selection. 

The British Government is the sole deciding 
authority in the matter of successi011 to gadis in the 
States, It is a prerogative which the Government 
has claimed and strictly enforced from the time it 
became the paramount power in the country. In 
1891 it was laid down thus~ ''It is the right and 
the duty of the British Government to settle succes
sions in subordinate Native States, Every succession 
mu>t be recognised by the British Government, and 
no succession is valid until recognition has been 
given.~ Commenting on this Sir William Lee-Warner 
says : "There is no compromise or qualification in 
this public declaration of an obligation common to all 
States." 

While this policy has undergone no change in its 
fundamental aspects, the position was reviewed in 
1917 When Ct!rtain modifications in respect of 
successions were sanctioned by the Government of 
India. In a ~Memorandum 011 the Ceremonies 
connected with Successions" issued by the Govern
ment in that year, it was laid down, to quote the 
Butler Committee Report, ''that, where there is a 
natural heir in the direct line be succeeds as a matter 
of course, and it was arranged that in such oases the 
recognition of his succession by the King-Emperor 
should be conveyed by an exchange of formal 
communications between the Prince and the Viceroy. 
In the case of a disputed succession, the Paramount 
Power must decide between the claimants, having 
regard to their relationship, to their personal fitness and 
to local usage," It is in the fitness of things 
that paramountcy should oonfer upon the British 
Government the supreme privilege of settling 
disputed successions in the States which would 
otherwise be reduced to a shambles if the question 
was allowed to be decided locally, 

But the States people have no voice in the 
selection of their rulers, although they are much 
more vitally concerned with the question than any 
other party. According to the present procedure, 
they are faced with a fait ueeompli from which 
there is no escape. It may be that the Government 
of Indo a demand high standards of peraonal rectitude 
and accomplishments from the suooessful aspirant to 
a gadi, but what is good choioe from the Govern• 
ment's point of view, may eventuallv prove to he a 
misfit, The pages of the States' history are replete 
with instances of how rulers of. Government's own 
and careful choice have proved themselves utterly 
unworthy of the great hopes reposed in them and 
bow tho= Government itself was forced to compel 
their abdication, If there have been no abdioations or 
depositions in recent years, it is not because 
there has been any &d.lutary improvement in the 
situation, but because the attitude of the British 
Government towards the Princes has undergone a 
radical change. But the complaint of the States 
people that they are not consulted in the selection 
of their rulers, still remains, 

I contend that a double wrong to the States 
people is implicit in the present system of selection 
to the gadis, In the first place, the choice of the 
Government of India cannot always be appropriate 
and is never aooeptable to the people unless their 
opinion is fully ascertained; and, secondly, by 
ignoring their feelings the Government becomea 
responsible for the growth in their minds cf a feeling 
of indifference towards so vital a question as tbe 
selection of their own ruler. I realize that the policy 
of the Government of India docs not provide 
for the consultation of public opinion in tbe 
States even when vital decisions are taken; I 
also re'llize Lhat the Prioruely Order derive much 
edification from a continuation of this policy. The 
Princes could argue with much plau.;ibility 
that they are in no way responsible to tbeit 
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people, just as the latter are not responsible for 
the choice of their rulers, That the Princes 
have not been slow to exploit the situation has 
been amply borne out. Their supporters have been 
arguin~ with a good deal of forensic fervour that 
the obligations of the Princes to the Paramount 
Power preclude them from divesting themselves 
of their authority without the express con~ent of 
the other "contracting party." It is not intended 
to examine this contention here, but it must be 
emphasized that grave injustic~ is being done to the 
States' people by ignoring their feelings on • the 
succession question. 

But is it practicable to ascertain public opinion 
in the States in the present stage of their evolution ? 
The answer is, of course, in the negative. But the 
same question will confront us to the end of time 
so long as the caprice of the ruler continues to be 
the basis of governance, How could there be 
any organized public opinion in the States so long 
as the ruler unblushingly and with impunity claims 
that he is . the fountain-head of all authority and 
keeps his people leagues away from the administra
tion P An overwhelming majority of the States have 
no legislatures even of the "deliberative, consultative 
and advisory" type. An introduction of even these 
t!ldimentary methods of ascertaining popular opinion 
is acclaimed by the States people as a big step 
forward .because, to quote Sir Sidney Low, "the 
machinery of consultation and discussion modifies 
the technical autocracy of the rulers in all the 
important units:• 

We know from the recent experiences of the 
States people that popular legislatures even of the 
consultative type are suspect to the Princes. They 
realize that, whatever their modest beginnings, 
popular legislatures have an infinite capacity for 
growth and resistance to autocracy, Hence the 
free use of rifles to suppress political aspirations in 
the States, The British Government, which has 
compelled the submission of the Princes on many 
issues of imperial concern, has remained unmoved 
by popular agitations in the States, There has 
been no dearth of platitudinous utterances from high 
quarters, but obviously they have had no compelling 
effect upon tbe Princes. On the other hand, the States 
people's cry for redress is treated with studious 
indifference in the thrice-blessed name of -non
intervention. 

This short digression was necessary to prove 
in the sequel that none of the excuses I have 
mentioned exist for not introducing responsible 
government in the States during the minority and 
interregnum periods. There is some plausibility in 
the argument that the British Government · cannot 
intervene in the internal concerns of a State when its 
ruler is in possession of sovereign powers. But 
what excuse is there for the Government for not 
introducing responsible government when the 
administration is directly under its control P It is well
known that it undertakes no such responsibility and 
merely carries on the routine administration till 
the new ruler is invested with ruling powers, It 
then bands to him the government of the State in all 
its pristine antiquity and assumes once more an 
attitude of complacent unconcern. 

The Princes ohject to the introduction of 
"major changes" in the States administrations during 
the minority and interregnum periods on the ground 
that they constitute an " intrusion of the wedge 
into their sovereignties." The question of the 
sovereignty of the States was argued with ~ good 
deal of legal ingenuity before the Butler Committee by 
the nounsel for the Princes. It was pointed out that 
the States were independent and sovereign before the 

coming of the British and that they have remained 
so even to the present day except in such matters as 
have been expressly ceded to the Paramount Power 
hy treaties and engagements. rhe sovereignty of 
the States being inherent, there could be no deroga
tions from it by any unilateral act on the part of tbe 
British Government. 

But the position taken up by the Princes is most 
untenable, Today many of the treaties and 
engagements on which they place so much 
relianoe have only an antiquarian interest, 
So thickly have they been overlaid with political 
usages and customs, nceessitated by the exigencies 
of the changing times, that shorn of these accre
tions, the treaties are reduced to a dead-letter. 
And the growth of political practice has been 
so exuberant that it defies all efforts at andlysis 
and codification. No useful purpose is, therefore, 
served by according an exaggerated imrortance 
to the treaties, as is being done by the }>rinces, 
for they are in reality, to quote Professor Hall, 
"little more than statement~ of limitations which 
the Imperial Government, except in very e:x.oep. 
tiona! circumstances, places on its action." 

Moreover, from the States peoples' point or 
view, the treaties have become obsolescent 
because the people have not been accorded their 
rightful place in them. It is true that some of 
them enjoin upon the ruler the necessity of 
governing well, but no specific provisions as to 
the ruler's duties and responsibilities towards 
his subjects have been made in the same manner 
as his obligations to the Paramount Power have 
been set out. The fact of the matter is that these 
treaties were concluded at a time when the 
necessity of recognising the eJtistenoe of the 
States people was scarcely realized. The ruler 
was always spoken of in terms of his States, 
and it was believed that all engagements with 
him had, ispo facto, a binding effect upon his 
people as well. But the States people are no 
longer prepared to accept such a preposterous 
pos•tion. 

The reluctance of the Government of India tG 
introduce salutary changes in the States adminis
trations even when they are under its control is 
not, therefore, prompted by any considerations 
of the "sanctity" of the treaties, which the 
Government is in fact most responsible for rendering 
nugatory. It is a concession made to the Princes 
for political reasons. 

DR. HUTCHINS' INDICTMENT OF 
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY. 

Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, President of the Univer
sity of Chicago, broadcast · in January last · an 
extraordinary indictment of social conditions and 
political shortcomings in America. The following 
excerpts are from the address :-

"Have we freedoin of speech and freedom of 
worship in this country P · 

"We do have freedom to .say what everybody else 
is saying and freedom of worship if we do not take 
our religion too seriously. But teachers who do not 
conform to the established canons of social thought. 
lose their jobs. 

•• People who are called 'radicals' have .mysterious 
difficulties in renting halls. Labour orgamzers some
times get beaten up and ridden out of town on a 
rail. 

"Norman Thomas had some trouble in Jersey 
City, And the Daughters of the Americ.an R;evolu
tion refused to let Marian Anderson smg m the 
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national capital in a building called Constitution 
Hall .•• 

"What o( the moral order and justice and supremacy 
of human rights? What of democracy in the United 
States i' Words like these have no meaning unless 
we believe in human dignity, Human dignity means 
that every man is an end in himself. No man can 
be exploited by another. 

"Think of these things and then think of the share
croppers, the Okies, the Negroes, the slum-dwellers, 
down-trodden and oppressed for gain, They have 
neither freedom from want nor freedom from fear. 
They hardly know they are livin,::- in a moral order or 
in a democracy where justice and human rights are 
supreme. 

"We have it on the highest authority that one 
third of the nation is ill-fed, ill-clothed and 
ill-housed. The latest figures of the National 
Resources Board show that almost precisely 
55 per cent of our people are living on family 
incomes of Jess than $ 1,250 a year. This sum, 
says Vortun• Maqazins, will not support a family 
of four. On this basis more than half our people are 
living below tile minimum level of subsistence, More 
then half the army which will defend demo.::racy 
will be drawn from those who have had this experi
ence of' the economic benefits of the American way 
of life.' We know that we have had till lately nine 
million unemployed and that we should have them 
still if it were not for our military preparations. 
When our military preparatiom cease, we shall, for 
all we know, have nine million unemployed 
again •.•• 

" As for democracy we know that millions of men 
and women are disfranchised in thia country because 
.of their race, colour or condition of economic 
servitude. We know that many municipal grovern
ments are models of corruption. Some state 
governments are merely the shadows of big-city 
machines, Our national government is a government 
by presaure groups. Almost the last question an 
American is expected to ask about a proposal is 
whether it is just. The question is how much pressure 
is there behind it or how strong are the interests 
against it. On thi~ basis are settled such great 
issues as monopoly, the organization of agriculture, 
the relation of labour and capital, whether bonuses 
should be paid to veterans, and whether a tariff 
policy based on greed ahould be modified by 
reciprocal trade agreement. 

"To have a community men must work together, 
They must have common principles and purposes. 
If aome men are tearing down a house while others 
are building it, we do not say they are working 
together. If some men are robbing, cheating and 
oppressing others, we should not say they are a 
community. The aims of a democratic community 
!1fC moral. United by devotion to law, equality 
and justice, the democratic community works 
together tor the happiness of all the cidsens. I leave 
to you the deci11ion whether we have yet achieved a 
democratic community in the United States. ... 

•·It we would change the faoe of the earth, we 
must fin1t ch•nge our own hearts, The principal 
end that we have hitherto set before ourselves is the 
unlimited acquisition of material goods, ... 

''\Ve must now learn that material goods are a 
means and not an end. We want them to sustain 
life, hut they are not the aim of life, 

"The aim of life is the fullest development of the 
highest power of men, This mean$ art, religion, 
education, moral and intellectual growth. These 
things we have regarded as mere decorations or 
relaxations in the serious business of life, which 
was making money, 

uThe American people, in their own interest, require 
a moral regeneration. If they are to be missionaries 
to the world, the regeneration must be profound 
and complete. 

•We must try to build a new moral order for 
America. We need moral conviction, intellectual 
clarity and moral action; moral conviction about the 
dignity of man, intellectual clarity about ends and 
means, moral action to construct institutions to bring 
to pass the ends we have chosen, A new moral 
order for America means a new conception of 
security. Today we do not permit men to die of 
starvation, but neither do we give them an incentive 
to live. Every citizen must have a respected place 
in the achievement of the national purpose. A new 
moral order for America means a new conception 
of sacrifice, sacrifice for the moral purposes of the 
community. In the interest of human dignity we 
need a rising standard of health, character and 
intelligence. 

"These positive goals demand the devotion and 
sacrifice of every American. We should rebuild 
one-third of the nation's homes, We must provide 
adequate medical care in every corner of the land. 
We must develop an education aimed at moral and 
intellectual growth instead of at making money, A 
new moral order for America means a new conception 
of mastery. We must Jearn how to reconcile the 
machine with human dignity, We have allowed 
it to run wild in prosperity and war and to rust idly 
in periodic collapse. We have hitherto evaded the 
issue by seeking new markets,:• 

], B, PRIESTLEY ON WAR AIMS. 
], B. Priestley came back on the the radio the other 

nh:bt after a silence of many weeks. For quite a 
while he did the Sunday-night talk on the war, and 
created a big impression. The belief gained ground 
that his views about war aims and peace reconstruc
tion were too advanced for some people and that be 
had to be taken off the air for that reason, However 
that may be, Priestley's ideas were, writes the London 
correspondent of the Hindu, very popular and set 
people talking on the question of what victory ought 
to mean in the way of a new world and a better 
order of society. When he came back to the subject 
two nights ago, Priestley was found to be more 
insistent than ever that we must now plan for the 
future, and above all that we must state without 
delay what we propose to make out of the victory 
which be believes we shall achieve. He 
made out to my ears an unanswerable case 
for an early and clear definition of war and 
peaoe aims, and he denied emphatically that 
because we have to concentrate all physical 
effort on winning the ·war we cannot at the 
same time do the other thing and set up a 
charter of human rights of a character to stir the 
imagination and fire the enthusiasm of a world of 
common people eager to amasb Hitlerism, get rid 
for all time of war, and remake this universe on lines 
of sanity and right, Priestley has no patience with 
the ~one thing at a time" argument, and here he is 
in company witb. countless millions of other&, 

Priestley is in line with many thinkers in claiming 
that the war can be shortened and victory be 
made more certain by the provision out of Britain 
of such a charter of human rights as he has advo
cated. Strategical or tactical considerations no 
less than immediate propaganda advantages, 
make it plain enough that the cause of a decent 
kind of Democracy will gain help everywhere all 
soon as it is devised and the solemn assurance is 
given that this is what Britain and her Allies are 
fighting for. "The Defeat of Hitlerism" is almost all 
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empty and meaningless a slogan as to declare solely 
that we are fighting for a better world order. I 
disagree entirely with Priestley when he says that 
Hitler has gained some kind of moral initiative by 
declaring that he is creating a "New European 
Order." There can be no doubt whatever what a 
worthless thing this is-whatever it is-when one 
knows what is happening in Poland, in Czechoslovakia, 
in Norway, or in Rumania. Who but Hitlerites wants 
the ''Fuehrer-prinzep" with all its corollaries of 
prison camps, mass executions, suppression of free 
speech and press, and the denial of argument and 
discussion, with the Gestapo the leading authority on 
what is humanly permissible, Hitler has certainly 
not impressed the common people of Europe 
that he has a "new order" worth any enthusiastic 
support, It is doubtful whether even the Germans 
think much of the system, however much they 
may admire Hitler for his military and other 
achievements. 

Hitler has gained no advantage that cannot be 
speedily overtaken by the other kind of declaration 
called for by Priestley and every body else who 
believes that the world is waiting for a real lead 
back to reason and right. That is why the 
demand for a declaration of that character is 
so insistently being maintained. It came up yesterday 
in Washington when Lord Halifax held his 
first Press Conference in the United States and 
he was asked to state specifically what Britain's 
war aims were. The former Viceroy of India 
seemed to feel himself under some obligation in 
the matter, and indicated that he might have the 
opportunity soon of saying something publicly about 
war aims. Quite probably he has already sensed 
that the American people want to hear Britain-as 
they say-"get down to brass tacks" in the matter, 
Mr. Churchill himself has not been oblivious to the 
growing clamour for a definition in some detail. of 
our peace objectives and certainly for some previston 
about the state of things to come. He bas given two 
Ministers a specialised job of work to do. L?rd 
Reith is in charge of rebuilding and reconstruotu~n 
in the physical sense, and Mr. Greenwood ts 
entrusted with a different kind of planning a~d 
reorganisation which will presumably cover soctal 
reconstruction. 
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Automobile Industry in India :-The news 

published a few days ago that the manufacture 
of motor vehicles in this country will be soon 
possible, is very welcome. This is an achieve
ment for which credit is particularly due to 
Sir M. Visvesvaraya who for over five years 
has devoted himself to the study of the 
requirements of the industry in all its phases both 
in India and abroad. When he was satisfied 
that the project was a feasible and desirable 
one, he got into t0uch with industrial firms and 
one of them deputed its chief atJOg with the 
Director of Industries in Bombay, l\Ir, P, B, 
Advani, whose services were lent to it by the 
Provincial Government, to test the material 
collected from the industrialist's point of view. 
The result of their investigations proved that 
the industry can be started in India. They 
approached the Go\·ernment of India first for 
a guarantee to purchase a certain number of 
vehicles every year from them and. when this 
was not forthcoming, they merely asked that the 
existing revenue duty on imported vehicles will 
nc>t be J,,wered for a period of ten years, This 
too the Government of lnd1a did not see their 
way to give. Not only that but Government in 
·the Commerce Department issued a Press Note 
last December damning the whole scheme 
as impracticable and unsuited to the present 
requirements of the country. One of the 
reasons given was that t~e military authoriti~s 
wou!J not agree to accept the Indian-made 
vehicle as a sa'e enough m~ans of transport for 
their men and munitions. The Army authorities 
are accepting' other equally important articl~s 
mad.: in India for war purposes. They can 
hav~ their own e:K.perts to test the cars b~fore 
ddi\ery. When the Commander-In-Chief is 
repeatedly avowing his desire to bring Arm( 
administr •• tkiO in closer accord with p:>pular 
opini.'n, it is unfortunate that the army 
a1.1thorities should be put forward as the principal 

?bstacl~ in the way of developing Indian 
mdustnes. The only conclusion that could be 
drawn from the communique of last December 
was !hat the Government of India did not want 
the mdustry to be started with any help from 
them. 'fhe promoters have, therefore, been. 
obliged to turn to other sources and we are glad 
that the Mysore Government have acrreed to 
gi.ve them substantial help and th<>t th~ factory 
wrll soon be built in Bang-alore. The States 
offer nowadays the only stable foothold for 
enterprise of any kind owing to the uncertainties· 
of the political situation in British India. 
Although the industry starts tnder the 
auspices of the Mysore State, its future 
remains largely in the power of the Government 
of India. War conditions are by no means ideal 
ones for the establishment of any new enter· 
prise. The course of war is incalculable, 
We for one earnestly wish that it m'ght 
come to a speedy end. No material advant
ages that may accrue to countries as inci
dents of the war, can compensate for the 
anguish and, worse, the torture of suspense 
in millbns of homes owing to the destructive 
operations which constitute war. If, when 
Peace comes, as come it must earlier th m 
in ten years, Government find it expedient 
to lower the impllrt duty on motor vehicles, 
an enormous number of. them will be 
thrown out of use, will be dumped down on 
the country and the infant industry will find 
itself in very deep waters. Only the strong 
pressure of public opinion can prevent suctl 
a catastrophe. We cordially support the 
appeal of the promoters for public support and 
goodwill for their important venture, 

Europeans and the War :-Addressing the 
annual meeting of the Bombay Chamber 
of Commerce last week, Sir Roger Lumley 
remarked ; "1 do not think that the relative 
contribution or the community in Bombay in 
national service is being bettered in any other' 
part of this country.'' In the list of war efforts 
which His Excellency gave in his adJress, the 
community which the Chamber represents, had 
wry l'ttle share. In the country as a whole, ~uro
peans (as Englishmen prefer to call themselves in 
commercial parlance) have contrihuted compar"
tively little and had benefitted more than the 
Indian communities by the war efforts in every 
direction, They have got all the bi;;:' j Jbs 
created in th~ Government service and they have 
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Automobile Industry In India:-The news 

published a few days ago that the manufacture 
of motor vehicles in this country will be soon 
possible, is very welcome. This is an achieve
ment for which credit is particularly due to 
Sir M. Visvesvaraya who for over five years 
has devoted himself to the study of the 
requirements of the industry in all its phases both 
in lndh and abroad. When he was satisfied 
that the project was a feasible and desirable 
one, he got into t0uch with industrial firms and 
one of them deputed its chief al.mg with the 
Director of Industries in Bombay, l\lr. P. B, 
Advani, whose services were lent to it by the 
Provincial Government, to test the material 
collected from the industrialist's point of view. 
The result of their investigations proved that 
the industry can be started in India. They 
approached the Government of India first for 
a guarantee to purchase a certain number of 
vehicles every year from them and, when this 
was not f0rthcoming, they merely asked that the 
existing rtvenue duty on imported vehicles will 
ne-t be h1wered for a period of ten years, This 
too the Government of lnd ra did not see their 
way to give. Not only that but Government in 
the Commerce Department issued a Press Note 
last December damning the whole scheme 
as impracticable and unsuited to the present 
requirements of the country. One of the 
reasons given was that t~e military authoriti~s 
wou!J not agree to accept the Indian-made 
vehicle ~s a sa' e enough means of transport for 
their men and munitions. The Army authorities 
are accepting- other equally important articks 
made in India for war purposes. They can 
hav.: their own ell.perts to test the cars before 
ddi\ ery. \\'hen the Commander-In-Chief is 
l't'p<.'atedly avowing his desire to bring Annf 
administr .• ti.:rn In closer accord with p~pular 
opini.'n, it is unfortunate that the army 
at.rthorities shoulJ be put forward as the principal 

obstacles in the way of developing- Indian 
industries. The only conclusion that could be 
drawn from the communique of last December 
was that the Government of India did not want 
the industry to be started with any help from 
them. 'rhe promoters have, therefore, been. 
obliged to turn to other sources and we are glad 
t~at the Mysore ~overnment have agreed to 
g•ve them substantial help and th<>t the factory 
will soon be built in Bang-alore. The States 
offer nowadays the only stable foothold for 
enterprise of any kind owing to the uncertainties· 
of the political situation in British India. 
Although the industry starts tnder the 
auspices of the Mysore State, its future 
remains largely in the power of the Government 
of India, War conditions are by no means ideal 
ones for the establishment of any new enter
pris~. The course of war is incalculable, 
We for one earnestly wish that it m'ght 
come to a speedy end. No material advant
ages that may accrue to countries as inci
dents of the war, can compensate for the 
anguish and, worse, the torture of suspense 
in millbns of homes owing to the destructive 
ooerations which constitute. war. If, when 
Peace comes, as come it must earlier th.m 
in ten years, Government find it expedient 
to lower the imp0rt duty on motor vehicles, 
an enormous number of them will be 
thrown out of use, will be dumped down on 
the country and the infant industry will find 
itsdf in very deep waters. Only the strong 
pressure of public opinion can prevent sucn 
a catastrophe. We cordially support the 
appeal of the promoters for public support an.:l 
goodwill for their important venture. 

Europeans and the War :-Addressing the 
annual meeting of the Bombay Chamber 
of Commerce last week, Sir Roger Lumley 
remarked ; "I do not think that the relative 
contribution of the community In Bombay in 
national service is being bettered in any other 
part of this country." In the list of war eff;~rts 
which His Excellency gave in his adJress, the 
community which the Chamber represents, had 
very l•ttle share. In the country as a whole, Euro. 
peans (as Englishmen prefer to call themselves in 
commercial parlance) have contrihuted c.>mpara
tively little and had benefitted more than the 
Indian communities by the war errorts in every 
direction, They have got all the bio: jJbs 
created in th~ Government service and th~y have 
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also been the recipients of the major contracts. 
The matter has been ventilated in the Legislature. 
The replies given by Government have been 
unsatisfactory. However that may be, the 
greatest service that the European community 
can and should have rendered in this crisis, 
has remained unfulfilled. That is to act 
as a link between the British and the 
Indian people, harmonising their interests 
and sentiments. The European in India 
has completely isolated himself from the 
important currents of national life. In some 
cases, he has even acted as an irritant by his 
bumptious assumptions and affectations in the 
face of the world disaster. No outstanding per
sonality has arisen in the European com
munity in this country during the last fifty years. 
"There seems good reason to expect,'' said His 
Excellency, "that out of this great world disaster 
India may emerge greatly benefitted in her 
economy.'' Immediately he qualified his op
timism: "It can at least be recognised that up till 
now India has received some substantial econo
mic benefit to set against the inconveniences 
brought to her by war." Some people have 
certainly benefitted but vastly more are the 
people w~o have suflered. If a balance is to 
be struck · we are sure that the benefits 
will not outweigh the inconveniences. That 
any benefit can come from War, is 
itself a fallacy. It is very popular amJng 
some people today and we are surprised 
that it is so. The last war brought us a sham 
prosperity. Important families, household 
names in the city, dbappeared with it. We shall 
no doubt get a few fortunes made but war 
fortunes can never last. They are made through 
the blood and tears of millions of men, women 
and children, on the ruins of des.Jiate homes. 

The Vigilance Association :-'At its last annual 
meeting the Bombay Vigilance Association 
elected the Roman Catholic Archbishop of 
Bombay as their President for the current year. 
His Grace, it was reported, hesitated to accept 
the office on account of his unfamiliarity with 
local conditions but he was advised that that was 
not an insuperable disqualification. We think 
it is. Social problems have their origin in 
conditions of social life and, without a clear 
understanding of those conditions, it is hardly 
possible to devise solutions which have a chance 
of proving effective. Even with a full knowledge 
of conditions, men who approach the problems 
with a definite bias are likely to prescribe remedies 
which only aggravate the :disease. The Arch
bishop suffers from both disabilities -his ignorance 
of local conditions and his strong bias as Catholic 
Archbishop against what he must regard as 
the paganism around him. The Catholic Churcb 
has, as acknowledged by the League of Nations 
Commission, achieved notable success in the 
reclamation of fallen women. But so has Soviet 
Russia, on the testimony of the same authority, 
approaching the problem from a diametrically 
opposite point of view .. In between there have 
been .many attempts with varying degrees of 

success and failure. Archbishop Roberts, it is no 
reflection to say, is a convinced believer in 
Catholic theory and technique. He is also a man 
who is not cut out for the role of figurehead. The 
Vigilance Association deals largely with cases of 
non-Christians, chiefly Hindus. The best solution 
for the problem of rehabilitation, as experience 
has shown, is the provision of opportunities for 
the women of_ settling down in married lire. The 
Committee of the League of Nations has recorded 
its opinion that this seems to ba less difficult in 
the East than in European countries. ln the 
nature of things, the chances of a young Hindu 
girl who had yielded to temptation, being married, 
are greater in a Hindu Home like the Shradda· 
nand Rescue Home than . in the Shelter of the 
Vigilance Association presided over by an 
Archbishop. We have not seen the Report 
of the Association this time but some of 
the cases dealt with during the year were published 
in the daily papers. They were all Hindus ·and 
we are at a loss to know why they were not sent 
to the Shraddanand and other Hindu Homes in 
Bombay. Hindu men who cannot find wives 
in the normal way are more likely to seek them 
in the Hindu Homes than in a Shelter run under 
the auspices of a Catholic Archbishop. The head 
of an institution of this kind should be one who 
is known to the public more as a social worker 
than as a religious potentate. 

God and the Naz:is :-Mr. H. S. L. Polak has 
released to the press two letters which he received 
from the Archbishop of Canterbury and Mr. 
Winston Churchill, in reply to a communication 
from him asking for clarification of their 
references to the present war as a war of 
Christianity against the non-Christian world. 
Mr. Polak feared that in the existing confusion 
in India such phrases might lead to trouble and 
he asked if it would be correct to substitute anti· 
Christian for non-Christian, as this would placate 
Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist subjects in the 
Empire. Mr. Polak's inquiry has produced, if we 
may say so, more than satisfactory results. Both 
the Archbishop and the British Premier have 
made it clear that by non-Christian they, 
mean anti-Christian, and by anti-Chr.istian, 
anti-all-religion. Indians, there can be no 
doubt, will be greatly reassured by the 
authoritative pronouncement of Church and 
State, that, thotigh they may not be fighting 
for independence or for democracy or for 
a new world order, they are fighting on 
the side of the angels-whatever faith they 
profess. The next world at any rate is 
guaranteed. We do not profess to be in the 
confidence of the Almighty as the Archbishop 
and the British Premier now find themselves 
to be, but to us it has always seemed a 
sign of weakening intellectual powers to 
claim divine support for one's side in a 
war. From German sources parallel passages 
to the claims of the Archbishop and of Mr. 
Churchill could readily be culled. So far as 
we can see, only the Jews can claim for the 
present war any religious complexion and in 
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their case it was Germany which declared war the duration of the war. If he repeats his offer 
on them, not they on the Germans. Frankly we at the League sesSion, it should be accepted. 
would like to know which part of Nazi-Fascism Conditions after the war, it may be assumed, wil! 
is anti-religious. If it is domination by one make the revival of the idea out of the question. 
nation over another, there is no religion Bombay. Government's Loyalty :-Much as 
which has not seen this happen within its fold. we appreciate the loyalty of the Bombay 
Jesus, if orthodox representatives of Christianity Government to t~e late Congress Government; 
are right, himself not only did not protest as shown by its desire to continue its 
against Roman domination over the Jews but predecessor's measures as much as practica'Jle, 
rather asked his co-religionists to give C:esar we can not help thinking that it is wrong to 
his due. If it is the inhuman cruelty of the sacrifice the interests of the people on this 
Nazis, other adventurers who worked with the sentimental ground. In the case of Prohibition, 
blessings of their Church or Mosque or Temple, the present policy of favouring foreign liquor 
have also disregarded the sanctity of human and penalising country liquor, has redured the. 
life, Nor should it be forgotten that, by submit- policy to an absurdity. The whole scheme 
ting to the inhuman crucifixion, Jesus followed should have been scrapped and the vtatu:r guo 
methods different to the ones now employed to restored. The Congress Government, without 
overcome cruelty, Another question inevitably knowing how long it will be allowed to continue 
arises in reading Mr. Polak's letter: Did Nazi- in office by the Congress High Command, 
Fascism become non-Christian, anti-Christian introduced schemes which could not be carried 
and anti-religious only after September 3, 19J9? out in a short few months and, just after 

The End ~~ Pakistan :-The Pakistan idea had diggin"' up the ground for the foundations, 
never any vitality. The spurious life which aband;ned them, leaving a mighty mess b~'·hd. 
it rnjoyed for the last twelve months is entirely N othin,r more irresponsible or more ill-calculated 
due to the panicky outbursts of the HinJu i to ser~e public interests can be thought 
Mahasabha leaders. The strongest opposition of. The responsibility for the mess they 
to it has, as we expected, come from devout have made can be brought home• to them 
Muslim leaders, to whom their religion was only by restoring the :rta!u:r guo. Prohibition 
much more than a pawn in a political game. is not the only subject in which the Congress 
That Islam which at one time aimed to be the Government's backsliding has produced confu
religion of the world, should now beg for a sion. Two other important measures passed by 
small part of India in which to pass its days, the Bombay Legislature-the Tenancy Bill and 
was to them a humiliation, Aurangzebe failed the Agricultural Debtors' Relief Bill-have bee'l 
in his endeavour to extend the Muslim regime left for the present Government to implement. 
over the whole of India. It was hoped that The two Bills are of such a far-reaching nature 
with the help of the British, Mr. Jinnah that the effects of their application can not 
might be able to accomplish what the Great be foreseen. A Government Press Note observes: 
Moghul was unable to accomplish, Instead, it Each of these Acts is complicated in character and 
was proposed to impound Indian Islam in a few wiU present numerous administrative prob!ems of a 
districts in Northern India under the name of complex nature. Furthermore, both Acts wiU involve 
Pakistan. The Hindu opponents of the scheme substantial chang<s in tho economic structure of the 
made use of it as a means of propag <nda, Province. It is difficult to gauge tho nature of the 
• H' d h h M problems, both administrative and economk, which 
I hey told the 10 us t at t e 1 uslim raj was will arise, and tho enforce~t~ent oftho Acts throughout 
going to be re-established and that the evils the Province simultaneou•ly in all areas mi~.:: well 
associated "ith the term "Mogl~i rule'' will result in a state of chaos, both economic and adminis-
rcturn with it, The Government did not make 

1 
trativo, which would present very grave p•·oblems, 

any pronouncement on the Pakistan scheme, i Government in these circumstances would have 
and rightly. They can not go on repudiating · done well to hold these measures in abeyance, 
every fantastic proposal that may be They have instead, decided to apply •hem in 
started by political partisans. But the a few areas as an experiment. The results of 
1\lahasabha l~aders made so much of it the laboratory are not always obtainable in 
that Government have had to make some sign. free conditions, Further the aislocation of the 
The retiring Governor of Sind, Sir Lancelot economic life of the selected areas will be as 
Graham, on the eve of his handing over his . acute as if the measures had been applied to the 
ofllce to his successor, Sir Hugh Dow, gave an : whok province. The period of ten years for which 
interview to the Pri.!SS in which he repudiated 

1 
the experiment is to be tried, is long enough to 

the idea that Go,·emment favoured Pakistan. 1 set up a movement of population into the 
lie did not stop there. He attacked the local i selected areas where tenants and cultivators aro: 
l~uder, Sir Abdulla Haroon, and wondered how : t<> enjoy special protection. More than that, 
he, whose ancestors were all Hindus, could . measures of this kind depend largely for their 
surport the scheme. On the same day the 

1 
successful working, on the men who direct t~eir 

London Times in a leading article con temp- ope rat tons bein~ in full sympathy with their a~ms 
tuously Wil.ived aside Pakistan as an io.Jea and objects. The present Government of Bombay 
which no Government of India can counte- . i.o more apprehensive of their dangers L~an 
nance. The ne:~:t Muslim Leacoue s~ssion is to ' cootiJent of their bend1ts. Their estimate as to 
be held in 1\ladras in a few da); and it will be ! the su,.ccss or failure of the :xperiment, ~ow~ 
interesting to see how 1\Ir. Jinnah meets the new I con~ci,' ntious they may be 1n overcom1ng theU' 
situation, H.:~ has already offered to drop it for fears, can not be assumeJ to be correct, 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION, 
In his presidential address to the. Eleventh 

Session of the Baroda . Secondary Teachers' 
Conference held at Kalol on March 21 this 
year, Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, Principal of the 
S. L. D. Arts College of Ahmedabad, struck a 
note which is unfortunately not very ccmmon 
in even academic discussions nowadays. Sympto
matic of the growing interest in secondary educa
tion is an increase in the number of conferences 
and speeches at conferences reported in the press. 
But the temptation to secure national 
figures from one or the other of our lead
ing political p3.rties has rarely been resisted by 
the organisers and, even where the public might 
have expected a real contribution to the subject 
of secondary education, we have had digressions 
usually into the rights and wrongs of the present 
war. Dr. Rao's address was very much to the 
point and he struck a happy note at the outset 
by expressing his conviction that all education, 
primary, secondary and collegiate, is one, "a 
technique. of unfolding to the individual the 
various potentialities which he inherits as a 
human being." He referred to secondary 
education as the "corner-stone of the edifice." 
With this perspective Dr. Rao discuss~d in his 
address two essential conditions which he 
postulated for an efficient system of secondary 
education: First, he urged that those who are in 
charge of secondary education "as well as 
those who are not," must know definitely 
what they exp~ct out of secondary schools. 
Secondly, he laid the greatest importance on 
the quality of secondary teachers . who 
ought to be men of ability, enthusiasm and 
industry and ''continuously conscious of the 
high mission of their profession." Dr. Rao's 
de>cription of what is expected of secondary 
education, was rather one of what ought to be 
)loped for in our secondary schools. Very few 
parents or guardians, we are afraid, look to the 
secondary schools to "facilitate self-discovery ;• 
or "to enable a boy or girl to obtain a sense of 
his or her uniqueness.'' And very probably even 
fewer teachers, who too often. tend to measure 
their success by their ability to secure docility in 
class. There is frequently a lack of co-operation 
between parent and teacher, unless it be 
co-operation in curbing the independent spirit 
of some specially rec3.1citrant boy. If there 
happens to be any difference between one 
seco!Jdary school product and his fellow-student, 
it must be traced to some cause other than an 
enthusiastic fostering of individual differences by 
. the teachers. In justice to the teacher, it 
.must be said, however, that it is not humanly 
possible to expect better tesults with the mam
moth classes now run in secondary schools. We 
are glad to note that Dr. Rao has expressed 
himself strongly though casually. against the 
pernicious system •of private tuition. He 

deplored the necessity imposed by meagre, 
salaries on scho::>l teachers t~ implement their 
earnings by tuition. Private tuition has 
nothing to commend it and it means nothing 
less than the breakdown of the school system 
every time it has to be resorted to. The head 
of one of the leading schools in Bombay recently 
remarked that he never permits member,; of his 
staff to acc.:pt tuitions for students of his school. 
From the student's point of view, if one seeks 
to bring about the fullest development of 
personality, the all-sided training of mind and 
body, there can be little justification for after 
school hours tuition. 

For, in his suggestions for making education 
more complete than it is at present, Dr. Rao to 
use a much-abused term, is totalitarian in his ~ut· 
look. In "Germ my Speaks,'' Herr Bernard Rust, 
"Reich Minister of Science, Education and 
Popular Enlightenment," observes that it is the 
totalitarian aim of Nazi education to train the 
"f acuities of the body, the character and the will 
just as the intellectual ones;" and that its need 
arose because German pre-Nazi education was 
too "intellectual." Dr. Rao divides education into 
the more usual divisions of Physical, Vocational, 
Mental, Social and Moral; and says the present 
system is too "MentaL" As a matter of fact 
there is as little reality in this division as there is 
in the vertical differentiation of Prim1ry Secon
dary and Collegiate. Two of th;m are 
superfluous. The first, Vocation3.1, arisin<T out of 
Gandhiji's recent W ardha plan, is but" a sub· 
division of Physical; and the other, Social, has 
grown largely out of an insufficient recognition 
of the family influence in moulding personality. 
Dr, Rao remarks on the Vocational needs of 
education: 

. I find my;;el£ unable to s~are such_ an exaggerated 
VIew of the place of crafts In education-(that crafts 
should take the place or langu•ge as the mi!dia of 
education) ...... But I am convinced that evecy boy or 
girl who goes to school should learn some craft 
compulsorily as a part of his or her education and the 
craft learnt should .bo connected with the student's 
environment. 

The purpose of "Vocational Education" . as it 
has evolved since the W ardha project was 
mooted, is claimed to be that of makin"' the 
young boy or girl deft with their hands. "'This 
purpose is hardly likely to be achieved 
through training students to one craft even 
though the environment might point to 
one only. Familiuity with tools and imple
ments, and in the large cities with machinery, 
is more to be aimed at than dexterity in 
any particular craft. ''Crafts Education'' will 
be a mechanical soulless training, so long as 
it is restricted to . the teaching of one craft. 
Dr. Rao rejects the basis of training to a craft 
when, in discussing the pay of secondary teach
ers, he denounces all talk of making education 
self~supporting. It will be remembered that the 
idea first arose out of the Wardha scheme where 
it was suggested that the expenses of the teacher 
should be found through the product of the 
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manual labour of his pupils. If the responsibility Religion is a compulsory subject of study In aU 
for the education of the young· is placed, elementary, elvic, secondary, and normal school.i 
where it rightly belongs, on the State and except for pupils who are members of a denomination 

not recognized by the Government and those of 
on the community-and Dr. Rao leaves no doubt recognized denominations whose parents make written 
aa to his views in this matter-then there should req-t for their exemption. The courses In religion 
be no difficulty in appreciating the superiority are prepared by the various denominational authorities 
of the Sloyd system over the "crafts" method and submitted to the provincial school board. 
of training. On the Mental side Dr. Rao Czech education, however, was completely 
expresses the fear that the attention it now I national in that the State had supreme authority 

over all instruction. But it should not be lost 
receives may not be continued in future be- I sight of that the Czech system is reared on the 
cause, in " this irrational age, thinking is I Czech social soil. All the teachin!{ in the schools 
getting increasingly at a discount.'' At the will be of no effect ,if the family d:~es not cherish 
same time, he regrets that it does not foster the the sa 'd 1 th d t h d . d me 1 ea s as e secon ary eac er oes. 
spirit of inquiry in the pupils and that tt ten s Dr. Rao's appeal to secondary teachers to cherish 
to degenerate into a mere system of memory h" h • 
training. No one would hold a brief for a 1g sense of thetr mission was a very 
cramming the young mind with a mlSS of happy one. 
tbings. Nevertheless, it is a fact worth pondering C. F, ANDREW3 AND INDIANS OVERSEAS. 
over for educationists that in the past thirty (BY GURDlAL MALLIK, SANTINIKETAN) 
years there has been a notable change in the Many people are aware of the herculean efforts 
secondary schools in the direction of less memo- whioh the late C. F. Andrews, the first anniversary 

of whose death falls today, made for a number of 
rizing, particularly in the field of literature; and years to get recognition for our fellow-countrymen 
that almost coincident with this there has also overseas as self-respecting Indians and the repeated 
been a dulling of what one might call a sense 1 frustration with which he met in colony after colony, 
of language. 1 It was this frustration which brought forth the 

Dr. Rao concludes with a discussion of the warrior in him, otherwise he was one of the meekest 
of the earth. The existence of the colour- bar in 

place of religion in secondary ~chools, Both countries which were administered by those who 
in this and in what he calls the Social side of 1 called themselves followers of Christ, was, to 
education he rather tends to forget the home. his mind, one more nail driven into the heart of the 
After all every child is born into a community, founder of Christianity. And, being a devoted 
and education in living in it is something which servant of the Saviour, he could not tolerate its 

• perpetuation by his brethren of the faith, Had the 
has pre-natal origins. The instances he cites In colour-bar in the colonies been lilted, he would never 
support of social education, are all instances of I have advocated perhaps the ideal of complete 
unlearning the lessons of the home. Is it I independence for India with the fervour of an apostle, 
wise to introduce so violent an element of conflict . But, besides the claims of our countrymen to be 
between home and school so early in a child's I treated fairly and squarely within the British Empire, 
mind? In education, moreover, the secularization I' there was their birthright to a friendly treatment as 

f h " 11 d d d h members of the human race. For, if in Christ the 
o the sc ool has •O owe • not prece e • t e secu· Jew and the Gentile are supposed to meet, then the 
larization of the community itself. :That the re- East and the West also must meet in the heart of 
verse is not true is proved by the experience of the man. And, if the present world war could teach 
mission schools in lndia. Here though religious people to put their common humanity above their 
instruction is imparted, it has not effected any own narrow-minded individuality as nationals, it 
change in the community through the homes would not have been fought in vain. 
of the students. If the political communal Apart from these considerations, however, there 

f was one particular spiritual experience which had 
agitation had any reality or the people, the compelled Mr. Andrews to take up cudgels on 
secondary schools of today, based as they behalf oflndians overseas. After hisserious illness at 
are on secular ideals, would be deserted. Santiniketan in 1914. or thereabouts, which threatened 
Dr. Rao has suggested that a\1 students his very life, he went to Simla to recoup his . health. 
should be told something of the lives of In the course of his convalescence on the hills; one 
the prophets. To do this in the way he evening he had a vision. He saw standing in front 

of him an indentured Indian labourer, with the marla 
wants, it would be necessary to "secularize" of the planter's whip on his hair-bare body. In the 
the founders of religions and separate their I twinkling of an eye, in Mr. Andrews' imagination, 
lives and their teachings from the reactions i the "ooolie" wa.• transformed into the Crucified 
roused in the people among whom they lived. Christ. Tears rolled down Mr. Andrew•' cheeks 
And the lives of the prophets apart from their and he exclaimed in accents of deep devotion, 
teachings might not always have an edifying "Master I'' And then and there he vowed to himself 

cr • d As f 1 I that he shall not rest till he had . strained every 
em.'Ct on the young rrun • or mora va ues, nerve of his to have that abomination of indentured 
every good teacher does instil moral values in his labour removed, root and branch. 
pupils much· more effectively than a thousand But, alas, though the "form" of that species of 
sermons. The emphasis should rather lie on inhuman employment was killed, the "spirit" of 
example than on precept. If, however, religion superiority of the White etill stalks the British 
is to be taught in schools, it might be well Empire. Would to God that the soul of llfr. Andrews 
to follow the Czechoslovak (pre-Munich) oould be made to feel at peace by being assured 

by those who run the Empire that they would 
e.'(ample which recognized the inherent right hereafter be true, more to the Christ than to the 
to freedom of conscience. The formula of 

1 
Bank of England, and treat Indians and other 

Czechoslovak education in religion was: non-white races as •members one ohnotber." 
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TRADITION. 
Herbert Spencer quotes in his Studies in Sociology 

a Wahabi exclaiming on seeing an athletic 
young man who did not share his creed, "What a 
log for hell-fire." Somewhat in the same spirit 
the proselytising missionary hails with satisfaction 
any sign of weakening of old beliefs and traditions 
among non-Christians as an opportunity for adding to 
hi!l flock. The Aryan Path quotes the Rev. C. T. 
Walker as urging that missionary effort in the Near 
East should be intensified because, it is alleged, due 
to the secularisation of Turkey, the reversion of the 
Persians to pre-Islamic cultural traditions and the 
reform movement in Islam, •·doors are open which 
were previously closed .•• Moslems are more open
minded." The Aryan Path welcomes the weakening 
of the hold of Islamic tradition in the . Far East, 
It writes : ''The enfranchisement of human minds· 
anywhere, the shaking .off of the fetters of blind 
belief by the followers of any orthodox creed, must 
give cause for rejoicing to everyone convinced of the 
importance of freedom of thought in the quest of truth. 
It is sad to find that rejoicing shared by some whose 
motives are not disinterested, namely, by the 
propagandists of an alien faith, who see in the 
dropping away of one set of fetters only the 
opportunity to clamp on a different set" 

But the Aryan Path fails to note that it 
is only by way of return to the older ''pagan" 
traditions to which the Turks, Persians and 
Germans are harking back. ro the orthodox 
Christian, of course, the word "Pagan" is synony
mous with all sorts of wickedness. But the more 
thoughtful even among professing Christians always 
recognised that Paganism was not the rank foulness 
piotured by the Churchman, Wordsworth's fervent 
lines will be recalled. 

... .. Great God 1 I'd rather be 
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn; 
So might I standing on this pleasant lea, 
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn; 
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea; 
Or hear old Triton blow hls wre~thed horn. 

The slogan that this war is a war against 
Paganism is not likely to appeal to any man of 
culture. Traditions are not always the shackles 
which the Aryan Path assumes them to be. They 
are the most powerful forces for steadying individual 
as well as group behaviour especially in times of 
crises, British steadfastness in the face of 
overwhelming calamities has won tha admiration 
of the world. That steadfastness is due entirely to 
the fact that the British are a people with a tradition 
of unflinching fortitude in the hour of danger. This 
is true also of the Japanese. The Italian collapse is 
due to the fact that the modern Italian has 
lost the ancient Roman tradition in its endeavour 
to romanise the world. A century ago Byron 
lamented that, while the Greeks retained the 
Pyrrhic dance, they had forgotten the Pyrrhic 
phalanx. Twenty years ago they were swept out 
of Smyrna by the Turks almost without resistance. 
Today they seem to have regained the tradition of 
Thermopylre almost by a miracle, The individual 
or nation without a tradition has an initial advantage 
over -one who has it. But in the long run the man 
with a tradition, .that is, a principle of life and 
conduct which has become a part ot his being, will 
survive when the flood of chance has overwhelmed 
the one who fancies himself on bein~ his own 
ancestor,· Of course, old traditions which have 
outlived their usefulness should be modified in the 
light of contemporary knowledge and conditions, 
But traditions man must have or make them for 
himself if he has none, Without tradition a man ie 
like driftwood in the sea ot life. 

MYSORE AND KOLHAPUR. 
{BY A STUDENT OF POLITICS). 

•.' 

For the reasons set down in my article last 
week, I maintain that the treaties are no bar 
to the introduction of responsible government 
in the States when they come under the direct 
administration of the Government of India. By 
improving the administration and associating 
the people with it, the Government imparts 
stability to the State, which is impossible under 
an autocratic rule. Surely, it cannot be accused 
of having mulcted the sovereign rights of the 
State if its actions conduce to the improvement 
of the administration, This is the minimum price 
which the Princes must pay to the Government of 
India for shouldering the burden of administering 
their States during the minority and interregnum 
periods. 

It is, however, necessary to ensure that the 
reformed administration does not relapse into the 
old system of irresponsible Government soon after 
the apprenticeship ot the State to the rule of the 
Government of India ceases, In other words, the 
new Prince should not be allowed to deviate from 
the system of governance laid down by the Govern
ment. This can be best achieved by taking an 
undertaking from him before his investiture with 
ruling powers that he will strictly maintain the 
traditions of good government begun by the Govern. 
ment of India. It would be the special respon
sibility of the Political Officer to ensure that the 
engagement_ is faithfully observed by the Prince. 
Unless such an undertaking is taken from the 
Princes and its breach sternly discountenanced, one 
might as well despair of seeing good and respon
sible government in the States although they might 
pass under the control of the Government of India 
any number of times • 

fo illustrate my point I take the case of Mysore 
and Kolhapur. Both these States were for long 
periods under the direct oontrol of the British 
Government and consequently enjoyed long spells of 
good government. But in the matter of progress 
there is no comparison between the two. Today 
there are in Mysore representative assemblies, an 
enlightened and vigilant pu bib opinion, and good 
government. Could we say the same thing about 
Kolh•purP Why should there be this disparity? The 
answer is to be found in the respective treaties of 
these States. 

After the fall of Tippu in 1799, the gadi of Mysore 
wa• restored to the Hindu Wodiyar dynasty from 
whom it was wrested by Tippu's father, Hyder Ali, 
But the Maharaja of Mysore did not prove himself to · 
be a wise ruler and hi• continued misgovernment 
drove his people into rebellion, In 1831 the British 
Government intervened and, as a half-way hou8e to 
annexation, placed the State under the administra
tion of British officials who governed it with great 
ability till 1881 when the State was placed in the 
hands of the deposed Maharaja's adopted son. 
Stringent conditions were, however, imposed upon the 
Maharaja to render the reformed administration, the 
result of half a century's labour, immune from capri
cious onslaughts. Some of the clauses of Lord Ripon's 
Instrument of Transfer dated 1st March 1881 are 
worthy of reproduction here:-

19, All laws in force and rules having the 
force of law in · the said territories when the 
Maharaja Chamrajendra Wadiar Bahadur is placed 
in possession thereof, as shown in the schedule 
hereto annexed, shall be maintained and efficiently 
administered, and except with the previous consent 
of the Governor-General in Council, the Maharaja 
of Mysore shaU not repeal or modify such laws, 
c,r paes any laws or rules inconsistent therewitb. 
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20. No material change in the system of 
administration, aa established when the M•haraja 
Chamrajendra Wadiar Bahadur is placed in 
possession of the territories, shall be made without 
the consent of the Governor-General in Council. 

22. The Maharaj:l of Mysore shall at all 
times conf.,.-m to such advice as the Governor
Gener•l in Council may offer him with a view 
to the management of his finances, the settlerrent 
and collection of his revenues, the imposition of 
taxes, the administration of justice, the extension 
of commerce, the encouragement of trade, agri
culture, and industry, and any other objects 
connected with the advancement of His Highness's 
interests, the happiness of his subjects, and his 
rtlations to the Hritish Government. 

closely associated with the administration in a 
constitutional manner. Moreover, we do not know 
who will come to the gadi, but the corning man 
could not have hoped in his wildest dreams that 
be would one day become the Maharaja of 
Kolhapur. He would, therefore, be· guilty of 
looking a gift horse in the mouth if be should 
complain that introduction of self-government in 
the State would constitute an infringement of his 
sovereignty. 

To ensure that the traditions of good and 
responsible government introduced during the 
interregnum are faithfully carried out by the 
coming Maharaja and his suo~essors, an under
taking, as contained in the Mysore Treaty of 

28. In the event of the breach or non- 1 

observance by the Maharaja of Mysore of any of ' 
the foregoing conditions, the Governor-General I 

in Counctl may resume possession of the said 
territories and assume the direct administration 
thereof, or m• ke such other arrangements as he 
may think necessary to provide adequately for 
the good government of the people of Mysore, or 
tor tne accurity of British rights and interests 
within the province, 

1881, should be taken from him. There is 
nothing unfair to the Maharaja if this is done. 
The Governmtnt of India felt called upon to 
impose stringent conditions upon the Ruler of 
Kolhapur in 1862 and there are stronger reasons for 

, doir.g so now. To the future ruler of Kolhapur, 
1 whoever he m~y be, the possession of the gadi 

The Rendition Treaty of 1881 is not merely one 
among the hundreds of treaties recorded by Aitchison. 
It is unique in that it ha~ given a constitution to 
Mysore from which deviation is impossible. The 
secret of Mysore's steady progress is to be found 
in the stipulations I have quoted, although I am 
aware that the State has also been fortunate in its 
Rulers and Dewans. 

Kolhapur provides an ideal study in co:1trast. The 
Treaty of 18f>2 with that State was fairly stringent, 
for, its first Article laid down "that in all matters of 
importance the Rajah of Kolhapur agrees to follow 
the advice of the l:lritish Government as conveyed 
by the Political Offwer representing that Government 
at Kolhapur." 

/\s in the case of Mysore, the Treaty of 1862 wa! 
concluJcd with the Maharaja of Kolhapur at the 
time of restoring the management of the State to 
the Ruler, The State has, however, failed to keep 
pace with Mysore because, despite the stringency 
of the Treaty of 1862, its etipulationa were not speoific, 
There was no binding clause in the Treaty, as in the 
Mysore Treaty of 1881, that the ruler should continue 
the traditions of good government introduced 
during his minority, The stipulation that the 
Maharaja should follow the advice of the Political 
Officer "in all matters of importanat:" lacked 
precision, and was capable of any inter
pretation which the Political Officer ohose to 
make. Events have conolusively proved that it 
bas. had no salutary inRuenoe upon the adminis- I 
tratlon. 

Kolhapur has no representative assemblies and I' 

none of those appurtenances of responsible govern
ment. Owing to the recent death of its Maharaja. 
tho gadi has fallen vacant. Although the Resident : 
is not din:otly administering the State, nothing 1 

important can be done without his knowledge I 
anJ oonscnt. The Government of India is at 
perfect liberty not only to render the administration 
more efficient but to lay the foundations of 
sell-government. The late Maharaja had declared 
~i• .m~ntion of esta~lishing popular legislatures 
m Ius State, The Hrttish Government will only be 
fulfilling his deolared wish if this is done now, 
Ilia successor should have no legitimate grouae 
if good and responsible government is introduced 
In che State. None of the soven:ign rights of 
the State are robbed if the people are more 

of Kolhapur 1s a wind fall and no conditions, l however onerous, should be galling to him. 
' Kolhapur thus affords an invaluable opportunity 

to the Government of India for reversing its present 
attitude towards the States when they come under its 
direct controL 

SRI RAMKRISHNA PARAMHANSA. 
(BV SIR SITARAM S. PATKAR, BOMBAY.) 

Sri Ramkrishna Paramhansa was born on 18th 
Februuy 1836. The basio principle of his teachings 
that every faith is a path to God, is likely to elimi
nate the causes of friction between different classes 
and communities and is likely to foster a closer bond 
of union between persons belonging to different 
creeds and religions. 

In this age of scepticism and rampant materialism, 
the shining example of a living faith which would 
give solace to and relieve the mental distress of 
suffering humanity requires to be placed constantly 
and prominently before the public mind. 

The bacic principles of Sri Ramkrishna's teachings 
summed up in his m!ssage•, "AS many faiths, so 
many paths," is calculated to result in a better 
understanding among the communities belonging to 
diff~rent religions, not only in this country but in the 
whole world. It is said by some responsible critioa 
that religion is the cause of all friction and misunder
standing among membera of the different communities, 
belonging to diverse oreeds • .It ill urged, not without 
some Ioree, that crusades, wars, inquisitions, riots 
and other strifes and confti.-ts can be traced to 
religiou!l prejudices and it ill suggested that religion 
should be done away with if conditions of lasting 
peace and h.lrmony are to be firmly established, h 
would, however, be recognized by such critics that 
notions of morality based on truth, equality and justice 
must regulate human conduct in order to preserve in· 
dividual liberty and freedom. The fundamentals of 
all religions are based on eternal truths and 
principles of morality. The basio principlell incul
cated by all religions are identical. It is the dogmas 
and preaohings of priests that lead to strife and 
conflict. The lesson to be derived from the 
teaohings of Sri Ramkrishna is not only to observe 
tolerance but accept the tenets of other faithll in 
their entirety and respect them with the same piety 
as the tenets of their own faith. 

The events in the life of Sri Ramkrishna. 
Paramhansa furoibly illustrate the same truth. 
Under the ~ida!ICC of Bhairavi whom the saint 
adopted as h11 Guru, he atta.ioed union witb God 
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by love or Bhakti. When later on he came under 
the influence of Totapuri he learnt the cardinal 
virtues of Advaita Vedanta. When he met a humble 
Ma~omedan Govindrai, absorbed in his prayers, he 
real1sed the Mahomedan Go;J, Romain Rolland 
obsc:rves "that Mussalmans or Hindus can only be 
reumted on the basis of the Advaita the formless 
God/'. S:i Ramkrisbna . after some 'years realised 
Cbrast1amty. When Malak read the Bible to him 
the life of Jesus pervaded him and be saw on th~ 
wall a picture representing the Madonna and Child 
and ~ubsequen~ly visualised the figures as animated 
by hfe and mot1on, Whatever may be the scientific 
explana:tion of these phenomena, the message of 
'\'tamlmshn~ ts pregnant with great potentialities 
lor the umty and peace not only in this country · 
but the whole world. He observed "I have 
practised all religions, Hinduism, Islam, 'christianity 
an.d I have followed the paths of the different 
Hmdu sects. I have found that it is the same God 
towards whom all are directing their steps along 
different paths." 

A criticism is sometimes levelled that the 
conduct of a Hindu in tbe journey of life from its 
inception to its end is regulated by religious 
precepts, that more attention is paid to the require
ments of the dead ancestors and to the obligations 
necessary to secure eternal bliss after death and 
adequ:ne attention is not paid to the alleviation of 
suffermgs of the living. Some of the incidents in 
Sri Ramkrishna's life point to his earnest solicitude 
fo~ the relief of distress of suffering humanity, Then 
Sr1 Ramkrishna went with his rich companion, 
~atbur, to J?eogar during a famine, he compelled 
h1s compamon to feed persons dying of hunger and 
forced Mathur to remit the dues from the tenants of 
~is e.state, The ideal of putting deeds before 
mtent1ons and the good of others before individual 
emancipation was carried out by Sri Ramkrishna's 
disciple, Vivekananda, to whom he entrusted the 
mission of alleviating the misery of the humble 
and the poor, 

The true test of religious life is love of humanity 
Sri Ramkrisbna preached the doctrine of • God i~ 
Man,' a dictum ot great significance in this world 
which is torn asunder by strife and discord for earthly 
gain and power. 

The teachings of Sri Ramkrishna Paramhansa 
constitute a rich heritage to this country especially 
as they are free from the taint of sectarianism and 
fervently appeal to a unity of all faiths and creeds, 
In th~ present stage of the evolution of society such 
teachmgs require a world-wide publicity.- It is 
therefore, the bounden duty of patriotic as well a~ 
religiously-minded Indians to popularise the message 
of Sri Ramkrishna Paramhansa. 

The Ramkrishna Paramhansa Society is carrying 
on. e~ucati~nal and humanitarian institutions, and 
rehevmg dastress on accouut of famine, flood and 
storm. It is carrying on religious work as well as 
beneficient and humanitarian activities. It is con
tributing to moral rearmament and fighting against 
distress and misery in this world, 

"Harljan":-The publication of Harijan, Harijan 
&wale and Harifan Bandhu, which was to be made from 
Ahmedabad from next month, will r•main indefinitely 
suspended. Mr. Mahadev Desai in a recent statement 
from Sevagram says: "1 regret that the announce. 
ment made yesterday bas been found to, have been 
premature for a cause which I must not disclose and 
which has come to notice only today. The publication 
of Harijan weekli•s must remain indefinitely suspended. 
I am sorry for the disappointment that must be caused to 
numerous friends by this announcement." 

.PROFESSOR N. G. WELINKAR. 
(BY B. S, TURKHUD, Be>MBAY, 

My contact with ·Prof. Welinkar commenced 45 
yea~s ago and as days rolled on, this contact develop
ed Into a very close and lasting friendship, His 
mere company was an education. He was one of 

I 
the m~st brilliant products of the Bombay University 
of wh1ch be was a Fellow and an examiner for 

I severa:l yea:s ev:en. af~er he had left Bombay. He 
· oocup1ed With d1stmct1on the chair of Prolessor of 

Latin and English in the Wilson College and earned 
the de~otion of his pupils alike through his efficiency 
and hts almost parental kindness and child-like 
simplicity. He led a most active life and was the 
founder of several cultural institutions in Bombay, 
such ,as ·T~e . Da?ab_boy. Naoroji Poor Boys' Semi
nary. . Th1s mst1tut1on 1m~arted vocational training 
wh1ch IS one. of the burnmg topics of the day. 
~rofe~sor Wehnkar bit upon this idea in the early 
e1ghtaes so that he may well be recognised as the 
fore· runner of Gandhi's Wardba Scheme of Education. 
• Then he established the 'Union High School' where 
!t was he who .first began the experiment of impart
mg co-educatl?" somewhat to the dismay of the 
orthodox pubho. He successfully conducted it for 
sc;veral years and, as Principal, imparted to the students 
~agb moral ideals, . Following this with the co-opera
tion of devoted fraends and men encraged in the 
educational line such as Messrs"' Aga M. ]. 
Mowla, K. N. Shroff, F. D. Master and K. K. 
Santoke, be established the "Bombay Students' 
Brotherhoo.d" ·some . time in the ~rly eigbtees. 
Gradually It drew wtdespread attention and its hold 
on the student world and the educated public 
generally may be accounted for by the fact that 
among the weekly lecturers were men like Sir Narayen 
Chandavarkar, the Hon. Mr. Justice Mirza A- A. 
Khan, ~~of P~ A. Wadia, the Rev. pr. Scott, Jehangir 
Jamsedjl V1madalal, Prof. Shndhar Ramkrishna 
Bhandarkar and many other educationists of 
distinction, The Brotherhood carried on several 
activities, the present writer being connected with it 
for many years as its Honorary Secretary. 

He then turned his attention to the establishment 
of a Brahmo Samaj at Hyderabad, Deccan, where be 
came to be domiciled in the latter part of bis life. In 
order. to collect funds for founding a l:lrabmo Samaj 
Mandar, be made an extensive tour and his labours 
resulted in the ultimate founding of the institution. 

All those who knew Prof, Welinkar knew him as 
entirely a self-made · man, The distinction and 
p~pulari~y. h.e attained, he owed solely to himself. 
H1s acttvtt1es were varied. He was an erudite 
scholar, a profound thillker, a facile writer and a 
finished and impressive speaker, being meticulous ill 
the treatment of his subjects. His utterances were 
consequently listened. to by crowds of students with 
rapt attention. 

Prof. Welink~r ~id two yisits to England where 
also he spent hts t1me studymg various educational 
and other institutions and contaotincr many people 
of note; and culture. On his retur~ from England 
he deh~ere~ a .series of lectures on his 'English 
Impresstons whacb were very much appreciated and 
are probably still remembered by those who listened 
to them. They have been printed in book form. 
~qually vivid perhaps in the memory of those who 
hsten~ to them from week to week are his masterly 
exposmons of Shakespeare which bore the stamp 
of deeP. erudition. , . 

Wh1lst · at the· Wilson College Prof. Welinkar's 
deep study of the 'Bible influenced him to embrace 
Christianity, but later he became, and remained to the 

. end of his life, an ardent l:lrahmo Samajist. Once 
when he was a Christian, Chappeker made an 
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'llg1y assault on him for having left Hinduism 
.and an injury to his head resulted in an impairment 
of bia brain faclllties for a fairly long time. 

For several years Prof. Welinkar was Secretary of 
the Schools Committee of the Bombay Municipality 
'but he resigned the post from a feeling that his 
. emoluments were quite incommensurate with his 
qualificatioll8 and the responsibilities of the post. 

He thereafter proceeded to L''lhore as the 
Principal of the Dayal Singh College w~ich post be 
·held for several years w 1th great cred1t and made 
himself very popular among the students and the 
general public, 

His services were then requisitioned by the 
Edllcational Department of the H ydera bad State 
where he served with considerable distinction and 
·tight up to his fatal illness, 

His last visit to England which was principally 
undertaken for a change did not much benefit him, 
After his return he continued in indifferent health for 
more than ten years till at last he peacefully passed 
&W'~Y at Indore on 26th March 19J.l. 

Without exaggeration it may be stated that 
Prof, Welinkar, althoo1gh not a highly distinguished 
personality as distinction is normally counted, was 
one of the rare souls living on this earth, Besides 
dedicating his life to the weHare and upliftment of 
hia f~llow men, he was in his own personality 
-olean-living, modest, averse from publicity, and most 
amiable and kind towards all and sundry, 

NON-SECTARIA.f>J SPIRIT IN SOCIAL WORK, 

The Aryan Path writes:-

TM liidian3ocJal R•form•• in its issue of February 
22nd makes a plea for a non-sectarian spirit in welfare 
work, commending "the readiness and cordiality with 
·which non·Catholio and non-Christian institutions 
and workers" had rasponded to the request of the 
Catholic Women's Welfare Society of Bombay for 
co-operation In the rescue of unfortunate women and 
also that Society's expression of readiness to help 

-other workers in a like spirit. 
· Tho gonuine humanitarian does not restrict his 
b~nclactions to the mem bers of his own caste or of 
hi! own community; the mark of the true philanthro
pist is bis readines! to give what help he oan to 
whoever needs help. 
Cono~ntrated effJrt c1n accomplish wonders. 

Poolinz finlncill resour.Jes may be a simple m1tter 
of aJJition bllt poJling the more patent resources 
d 1ni11d and of heart means multiplication; any 
increas~s in the number of participants in a common 
end.!<lvour represent a !Seamctrical r.ltb~r than an 
arithm 'tio:ll pro>:res•ion 111 effeotivenes.. But it is 
the unitY' of aim and of purpose that gives men of 
goJd will their greater relative strength, That 
unity do~• not consist with a<tY ulterior objeot and, 
if non-sootarian effort is to deserve~ the name, there 
must b~ no pro<clytising-a condition difficult to meet 
for follow~rs of religions whioh mako the balding 
of p:lrticular bdiefs a condition o( salvation. 

Record Premlum for Red Light 
Dlstrlct :-A record fig..are of Rs. &:;; per square 
y .. rd as premluiU w:u reached for a pl<>t of land 
In Grastian Bastion Road popularly known as 
BUll,...o-UusJ.n for which tenders were Invited by 
the Delhi Improvement Trust. It m >Y be recalled that 
this area has been earmarked fOI' the women who 
wore driven Out olf Chawrt Bau.r. 

----------------
RAFFLE IN COURTi' 

The Mannargudi correspondent of the IndiarJ 
Ezprua writes on March 22 :-

A comedy of errors occurred in the court of the 
Sub-Magistrate of Mannargudi as a result of whiob 
a man had to pay a fine twice over, Natesa Pillai, a 
jutlca driver, was charged by the police with an 
offence under the Road Traffic Rules and he was 
summoned to appear before the Sub-Magistrate of 
Mannargudi on th~ 14.th instant. Another villager 
by name Natesa Tbevar was also charged for a 
similar off"nce and was summoned to appear on the 
same date, When the name of the accused was 
called out on the Uth instant, in the court of the 
Sub Magistrate, Natesa Pillai Gutka-driver) appeared, 
and pleaded guilty to the charge, As a matter of 
fact, the name called out in the Court was Natesa 
Thevar, the villager, who was not present at the 
Court at the time. Even the Magisterial clerk: 
was unaware of the fact that the person who 
responded to the call was not the right accused. 
The Magistrate sentenced the accused Natesa Pillai 
to pay a fine of Re. 1. The ''accused" al•o purchased 
raffle tickets for Rs, 3 (six eight-anna tickets,) 
When Natesa Thevar appeared the same evening, 
the clerk was reported to have told him that someone 
had paid the fine and that he might go. Natesa 
Pillai ( jutka-driver ) was served with a warrant 
of arrest on the evening of the 15th instant, for 
alleged non-appearance in the Court on the 
lJ.th instant. When the case a~ainst Natesa Pillai 
was posted yesterday for hearmg, the accused 
represented to the Court that he bad already paid 
the fine imposed by the Court and also produced the 
fine receipt and the raffle tickets purchased by him 
on that date. The Sub-Magistrate, after administering 
a rebuke to the clerk for his carelessness, told Natesa 
Pillai that nothing could be done in the matter. The 
accused pleaded poverty. He was, however, fined 
Re, 1 by the Magistrate, The raffle tickets were 
returned to him, The tickets stand in the name of 
N atesa Tbevar of Mukkakaui village, though the 
jutka·driver was the real purchaser, -

Desepted Hindu Womeri :-A meeting of 
the Hindu desert•d women of Lucknow..Cawnpore and 
Unaa and their parents, guardians and relations was 
held at Luc~ncw on March 24, at which the fallowing 
resolutions were unanimously adopted: "This meeting o( 
the Hindu deserted women and their guardians places 
on record its deep sense of abhorrence at the conduct of 
those Hindu youths who on the 6imsiest pretexts, desert 
their lawfully married wives and remarry. This meeting 
further appeals to the Hindu public to take effective steps 
to put a stop to this growing evil. This meetin~ draws 
the attention of the Hindu community to the terrible 
plight of the deserted women and requests them and the 
M. L. A.'s to get a Divorce of Deserted Women's llill 
moved and passed into law by the Central ),egislature, 
Inasmuch as tha existing Hind~> Law doeo not provide 
for tho dissolution of their marriage anJ their rem3friage 
The meeting further calls upon the deserted women of 
every town, village and city to organize themselves 
and not to rest until they ha va got the necessary legisla
tion whic't alone can bring them relief and without 
which their lot will continue to b• worse than ths.t or 
widows, who can, at any rate, legally marry whereas 
the deserted women cannot.'' 

.... -
Indo-Ceylon Relations =-With a view to 

brlnging cordial relations bet>wen the Indians and 
Ceylonese, a deputation consisting of about six members, 
including three members of the Central Le~l>lature, lt Is 
understood, will visit Ceylon sometime this month.. The 
deputation is being organised by the Indian C<Jonlal 
Society, 
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NOTES. 
Indo-Burma Trade AgNemeot :-The negotia

ticns between delegations of the Governments of 
India and Burma, were reported a few days ago 
to have reached a state of deadlock and it was 
even suggested that they may hav.e to be broken 
off as those. between Indian and the Ceylon 
de!.·gat ions, T~ <lifferences, wb<ltever they were, 
have been overcome and an agreement was 
signed last week in New Oelhi. Burma gets her 
chief demand-to levy import duties on Indian 
goods. India is allowed a preference over imports 
from .other countries. The important questions of 
immi1-,'Tation and the position of Indians domiciled 
in Burma, have not been touched, although they 
are cl.:sely related to trade betwfen the two 
countries. 'I he Ceylon negotiations broke 
down en this issue. Probably it is expecteJ 
that Burma having obtained the right to 
levy duties on Indian imports, might be inclined 
to bo less uncomproJntsing on the rights of 
domiciled Indians and the immigration question, 
It is highly improbable that she would dJ so. 
Durma·s future is henceforth with China and not 
wilh India. She belongs to the Far East. The 
Burma-China Road has opened the route bet. 
ween the two countries and a railw-1y woll 
soon strengthen their communications. h we 
observed in our leading article some weeks ago. 
we have no claim on Burma comparabie to 
those we have on Ceylon. Rather we have 
something to atone for. It was our subservience 
to llritish Imperialism which put an end to 
Burma's national independence. \Ve do nell. 
expect the present agreement to be final, The 

fnferences will in due course disappear anJ 
ndoa in respect of trade will be in exactly the 

same position as other foreign countries The 
Agreement now concluded makes our ida of A 
zollverein between India, Burma anJ Ce}'bn, 
unattainable unless there is a complete change 
in the r.hape of things to come in Eastt:r n 
Asia. 

; 

Sapru•Vlc:eroy Talks:-:-As usual, the contentsoC 
the talks between the Viceroy and Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru at the beginning of this week, are . being' 
treated as confidential Press correspondents 
have been indulging in various surmises ami 
none of them offer a reliable basis for c:>mment. 
There is one exception. Tl:e New Delhi c:>rre;;. 
pondent of the Hint/• is also a member of the 
Leaders' Conference.. It was in hi~ home that 
Sir Tej met his colleagues of the Leaders' 
Conference after his .talks with the Viceroy, 
There is one point in the correspondent'• 
message to the Hintlu which, whether it arose in 
the talks or not, should not be passed over with· 
out comment. It relates to the assignment of 
the portfolio of Defence to an Indian :\lini-ter. 
The HitU!u correspondent sugge~ts that this wiU. 
necessitate consultation with the Princes and the 
Commander-in-Chief. He seems to think that 
the Commander-in-Chief is entitled to have a 
voice in the matter but not the Princes. We 
think the contrary. The Commander-in-Chief is 
the head of the Army and it is not for him ta 
say whether a white man or a brown man 
should be his political chief. To hold otherwis~ 
would be to reduce the British lndi-1n system to 
the level of the Japanese system where Army 
Chiefs decide who should be Prim~ Minister and 
who always insist on one of their number holdin\!' 
the portfolio of Defence in every branch. It 
was rumoured that, when the late Lord 
Sinha at~nded the Executive Council as th~ first 
nominated Indian Member, Lord Kitchener 
then Commander-in-Chief, refused to open 
army questions in the pres?nce of the Indian. 
How the deadlock was overcome we do not 
know. P011:1ibly LOrd Sinha, one of the least 
contentious of men, managed to absent himself 
on the gr .Jund of indisposition or more important 
duty elsewhere, when Lord Kitchfner bad his 
d.~y. It is a!s.J probable that Lord ;\ i11to 
used his influence with the Command~r-in-Chief 
to withdraw lois objection to the Indian's 
presence. It is not unlikely that this w .s the 
strom_rest obj~ction urged by the Cabinet t.> the 
suggestion of King Edward Vll to send out 
Lc-rd Kttchener as Viceroy of India in 
succession to Lord Minto. Much water has fl.>wn 
under the briJge since, and today the 
Commander-in-Chief is anxious to take the 
lndoan public with. him i~ Army_ administ ~tion. 
Sir ..:t .. ude Auchmleck as not hkely to obj.!ct to 
an Indian Defence 1.\linister. Our point is that 
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it is improper to ask him to advise in th~ r:patter, 
As for the Princes, they have made vast contribu
tions· in men and money, the ·troops ' of 
several of them are in the battle-front and 
have distinguished themselves, and to deny them 
~ roice jn !"· matter of such constitutional im
portance ts patently unfair. There is every 
reason to think that their Highness~s will warmly 
support the idea of entrusting the Defence 
portfolio to an Indian. When the first Indian was 
!lbo'lt to be appointed to the Executive Council 
!;lf' the Viceroy, the Princes were trotted out as 
the main obstacle until one of them, the Maharaja 
Bikaner, publicly repudiated the insinuation; 
'llnd' another; the late· Maharaja Scindia, 
'\vhen he went to Simla; called . tirst· on the 
Indian Member. The Hindu correspondent's 
views are out of date and betray complete 
ignorance of the great change in the· Princes' 
outlook during . the last quarter of a century. 

New· Reforms Comillisstoner :-~eforms are 
not even dimly visible on the horizon but a 
Rerorms Commissioner on a suitably dignified 
!latary has been· attached to the Government of 
India for some years past. Until "now he ·was 
an official. It is announced that, as this gentie
mim is needed for war work, his place will be taken 
by the Editor of the Round Table, Mr. H. V. 
Hodson. ·.The normal attitude of Government 
towards journalists is a mixture of contempt and 
cia jolery; · We are, therefore, glad that they 
have found one member of the species' fit to 
adorn the· Government of India's entourage. 
Mr. Hodson's knowledge of India is neither exact 
nor exhau;tive, In fact, he knows little about 
it. That, of course, is a high qualihcation for 
ariy job in India. The requisite knowledge will be 
supplied by locally recruited pers.:>ns and _Mr. 
Hodson will have his fresh and blank mind as his 
chief asset. 'fhe irony of this appointment at a time 
when the Lead.·rs' Conference composed of som~ 
of the most distinguished Indians w.th experience 
of public affairs, has been demanding that the 
whole Executive Council should be lndianis~d 
and that Finance and Def~nc~ sh.:mld be under 
Indian Ministers, is not obvious to Mr. Amery 
and Lord Linlithgow. But it will not be lost 
upon Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru who had two 
interviews with the Viceroy on Monday, and his 
associates. 

The War· and Constitutianal Reforms :-The 
sole prexcupation of the Government of India 
at present is ho1v best to assist in the successful 
prosecution of the war. This is also the pre
occupation of the Provincial and States Govern
ments. They have no time or thought to spare 
for ·anything else. Complex constitutional 
reforms requiring a changed outlook and new 
methods of adjustment of the relations b~tween 
the administration and the people, should be left 
for more propitious times. There is, of course, 
another side to the question. It may be argued 
-and there is force in the argument-that this 
is the very time for introd Jcing important 
c0nstitutional reforms as, if these · reforms 
stand the test of the present emergency, they 

may be confidently expected to work well in 
normal times. A ship 'which has made a safe 

· voyage in stormy seas, may be relied on to 
carry goods and passengers with maximum 
safety on smooth seas. The April number of 
the New Review publishes an informing article_ 
on the "New Constitution of Mysore'' which has 
prompted these reflections. The author, 
Mr. A. Appadorai, has made a lucid analysis of 
the reforms and he is evidently satisfied that it 
meets in every respect the requirements of the 
condit.ionsof Mysore. The constitution is bicameral 
but the legislative powers are vested in a single 

, smaller Chamber, while the Representative 
. Assembly or popular chamber has only advisory 
• functions, though it has the right of expressing 
i itself on the principles . of proposed laws. Two 
' elected members of either House are . required 
: to be nominated as Ministers, · . These. two· 
· men can not be dismissed from office 
by a vote of no-confidence in either House. But· 
it is suggested that the Maharaja will normally. 
be guided by the opinion of the elected_ 
representatives and a Minister who had lost the 
confidence of his late colleagues may not be 

· retaiaed in office. In the ordinary course, the 
term of office of a Minister will expire with the 
term of his membership of either Houses. We 
cite these features of the reformed constitution to 
show the complex and difficult nature of some of 
the arrangements. How would this constitution 
react to the pressure of the war ? Will the war 
efforts of the State fall within the cognisance of 
the Representative Assembly and the Legislative 
. Council? So far as we know, the M ysore Treaty 
does not provide that the State should participate 
in wars between Bntain and other countri~s 
outside india. So war efforts can not ba said to 
come under Treaty obligations which are 
excluded from the purview of the two Houses •. 
Delicate questions like this might have been left 
for consid~ration and settlement after the lapse 
·of the war emergency. · 

Lottery Tickets in Conrt :-We published last 
week. a news item· from the Indian Express 
of Madras relating to an incident in a Mannar· 
gudi Court. The sub-magistrate, owing to a con
fusion in names, fined ·a man twice, once for an 
offence committed by another villager and then a 
second time for nqt presenting himself in court to 
answer a charge for a si~ilar offence committed 
by him. The sub-magtstrate rebuked the clerk 
of the court for carelessness in the matter but 
told the victim of the mistake that nothing could 
b~ done to meet the facts of • the case and, in 
view of his plea of extreme poverty, fined him 
a rupee a second time. This _in itself is peculiar, 
that a private individual should be made to 
suff~i- for an ·error of the court,· and it has 
tended to overshadow in the report an even more 
striking feature of the case. The accused when, 
he was summoned on the second day, produced 
as proof of his having been present on the 
earlier occ 1sion the court receipt of ·the fine 
and "raffi~ tickets worth three rupees." The 
tickets' were returned to him, ' ·'It is difficult to 
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see any connection between the raffi3 tickets and J revelations of the working of the press in 
the court proceedings. Does it mean that the wartime a step farther so far as the public 
purchase of these tickets-for the accused was is concerned. The press was asked at the 
a poor man-was part of the penalty imposed outbreak of war not to mention the censorship
on the accused? Whatever might have been at all. Such an understanding exists in Britain 
the object of the raffi3-we are not told whether and everybody . knows of it and nobody 
it was for buildinQ' a new courtroom, for mentions it. But here it is different. 
improving the position of the constabulary or Gandhiji in closin~ down the H~rijan weeklies 
for the war fund-it is most improper that the last October, referred to the instruction served 
judiciary should be so intimately associated with on him by the District Magistrate officiating 
the sale of such tickets. There have be!n as District Adviser. The Ed1tors' Conference 
protests against executive pressure in the · in the six months' negotiations with Government 
matter ol collecting war funds. Here we think gave further revelations from time to time 
is a more dangerous innovation (or practice) assisted by disclosures made by official 
which needs to be looked into. letters and communications. Mr. Hornim"ln has 

Small Mercies from South Africa :-A Reuter's now shown how the system of pres~ advising 
message convt ys the news •that General works in daily practice. If anything, there "is 
Smuts' Government have graciously decided the danger that the public might run away with 
that Indian passengers in ships calling the impression that editors are compelled to 
at South African ports, should be treated consult the Press Adviser. In fairness to the 
courteously during their brid stay in Union system, it must be pointed out that this is leh 
territory, and are instructing their officials to entirely to the discretion of the editor. It would 
that eflect. They have also appointed a special be in the interests of Government itself if it 
officer to look to these instructions being carried issued a communique explaining the details of 
out, We are as in duty b.Jund grate£ ul to the the machinery • 
South African Government for this small mercy Hin~u Women's Rigbt :-We publish this week 
which has been vouchsafed to us in recognition further instalments of the questionnaire issued 
of the bravtry and endurance of Indian troops by the Sir B. N. Rau Hindu Law Committee. 
engaged in the African campaign l It is not clear why the Committee has selected 

Tile 'Sentinel" and Press Advising :-In a two Bills which were recently discussed in the 
signed article in two issues of the Bo?1bay Legislature or -why this preference has been 
Sen~i,el, Mr. B. G. Horniman, the veteran shown to Dr. Deshmukh's Bill for Separate 
editor, discloses that he submitted a news-article Maintenances and Mr. Santhanam's Bill on 
relating to the death of a Japanese businessman inheritance. The questionnaire, however, uses 
in Bombay to the Special Press Adviser, and them both as bases for discussing tundamental 
that he w .s asked not to print it, Mr. Horniman questions relating- to the position of Hmdu 
then g-oes on to publish the banned article and wo nen. The Committee has done well in 
to raise objections ag-ainst the official communi· regarding its term3 of reference in the broadest 
cation on the subject- to which he was referred, sense and we particularly welcome the straight 
Mr. Horniman adds, "It is my duty as a question it raises on bigamy. : 
respons1ble Editor to resist attempts, official Public and Private Opinion :-Mass Obser
or otherwise, to mislead the public." We vation has reached another stage. In an 
do not know what purp~se Mr. Hornimln interesting article in . Political Quarterly, 
had in sending his article to the Press Adviser Mr. Tom HarrissCJn asks, What is .Public 
as this is not compulsory. Surely he must Opinion? His study of the question has led him 
have known that there wa~ every possibility of d' · · 1 b 
the Press Adviser telling him not to use the to tsunguts 1 etween several layers of opinion in 
article, at any rate in the form in whic'l he each individuaL Mr. Harrisson has six groups 
had sent it to that official. When a "respon· of what people say, according to the persons 
'bl to whom they say it-to the stranger, to an 

s, e ed1tor" sends copy to the Press Adviser, it acquaintance, to a friend, to his wife. to himself, 
is to be presumed that he has in his own mind and in his sleep. There should re .. Uybe ase\'enth, 
doubts about r~leasing the facts concerned what an individual d->es not say ev~n in his 
to the public. The system of press advising sleep. This is more frequent in countries where 
means nothing less than a system or keeping governmental control is Strong. But it is not 
from the pubhc certain facts which it would be unknown even where persons have comparative 
p1ejudicial to the safety ol the co.Antry to be freedom to think. M. Ciliga in his "Kus~lan 
widely known, There is a ddinite fidd in which Enigma'' mentions his u·.ter c.>nfusion when 
a "re~pon~ible editor'' agrees to "misl:aJ" his he was forc~d t~ realise that the bureaucratic 
read(rS. We a~-ee with Mr. Horniman that tha 
facts disclosed in his ne\Vs-article do not come in regime in Russia whi..:h he detested, haJ lhe 

authority of Lenin be .inJ it. Thd effort' of 
this cau•gory. That is why we are all the more g00d government is to redu~ the gap b~tween 
su• pri:.ed that he sh.>uld have troubled to send it these opinions. 
on to Lhe Adviser. 

The l'ress In Wartlmo :-Mr. Homiman's 
articld in the St111i"' I, hoiVever, carnes the 
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THE WAR AND ISLAMIC 

COUNTRIES. 
· The news that, almost synchronising with the 

military coup d'etat in Yugoslavia, there has 
been a similar bloodless revolution in Iraq led 
by Syed Rashid Ali Gilani, a military leader, 
brings once more before the public the position 
of the Islamic countries ':in the present war. Iraq 
along with Egypt broke off dipbmatic relations 
with Germany in September 19.\9 when Britain 
d~clared war on Germany. Yet the placid 
immobility of these two countries even when war 
reached their very territories, has been a mystery. 
The resistance to Italian advance into 
Egypti~n territory was left entirely 
to J:lritish Imperial forces. So far as Iraq 
is concerned, the most notable event that has 
occurred since the breaking off of diplomatic 
relations with Germany is the triumph, 
temporary or permanent but nonetheless definite 
since the Regent has fl~d to the borders 
of Iraq territory, of the military over the 
civilians. The military in Iraq has since 19 J6 
been inclined, like military parties the world 
over, to pseudo-Fascist policies and theor1es 
which distrust of German and Italian promises 
has not completely overcome. Though 
Rashid Ali has declared that he does not 
contemplate any change in foreign policy and 
has emphasized his adherence to the Anglo
Iraqi Poet, it seems that Britain does not at the 
moment propose recognizing the Rashid Ali 
Government. Following Britain, Turkey too 
has decided not to recognize the new Iraq 
Government. This is n0t ununderstandable 
since it is not definitely known whether Syed 
Rashid Ali has been able to form a Cabinet. 
Civilians, however, are not likely to overcome 
'army leaders in any country at a time when 
the war fever is widely prevalent. But 
Syed Rashid Ali's rule, can be shaken 
by another military coup. Whoever reigns 
at Bacrhdad, it is essential that the oil of 
Iraq sh0uld not fall into Axis' hands. "In 
British economic strategy,'' writes Mr. Louis 
E. Frechtling in his F'orezgn Policy Report 
on •War in the Eastern Mediterranean,' "the 
N('ar East does not play a vital role. 
Petroleum products from Iran, Iraq and the 
Persian Gulf are consumed locally and in 
India, but few shipments are now sent west 
of .suez. Similarly the United Scates, Latin 
America and India are far more important 
sources of cotton than Egypt and the Sudan." 
·Nevertheless Britain has been guarding against 
'any external danger to lraq, particularly from 
the Mediterranean. In the first months of 
·the war, communications between Iraq and 
the Persian Gulf were strengthened. Strange 
to say, Soviet Russia too has shown an 
interest in developing its railway system leading 
to the Persian frontier. The Rashid Ali 

revolt does explain to a con:;iderable extent 
why Iraq, in spite of her treaty with Britain, has 
been slow to d~clare war on Germany and render. 
effective aid to Britain. Political condiLions in Iraq 
were not stable enough to allow of it, and the 
Government so long in power did not feel suffi
ciently strong to assert itself. If this is the 
position in Iraq, things are not very dissimilar in 
the other Arab States all of which have been 
subjected to inteme Nazi-Fascbt propaganda. 
The Shah of Iran has availed himself of the 
outbreak ofh.'stilities to extract fresh concessions 
from the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company practically 
absorbing all the company's profits for 193:l. 
Peace with the Italian-inflllenc~d Imam of 
Yemen and with Ibn Saud.who ·has preserved 
an ominous silence on the war issue, has been 
largely due to the proximity of the Royal Air 
Force. Palestine presents a slightly different 
picture. There the Zionists, many of whom have 
had intimate knowledge of Nazi rule or perse
cution in Poland, have flocked to Britain's side. 
But a writer in Forei~n A!f.tirs, Mr. Albert 
Viton, gives a none too cheerful account of 
Palestine. Mr. Viton alleges that the economic 
system has collapsed, t:1at essential foodstuffs 
are lacking, that unemployment is mounting up 
to unprecedented figures and that there is stark 
disunity in the National Home. 

With the unrest in Iraq, the position of 
Turkey becomes even more important to Allied 
interests in the war. Nazi-Fascist torces have 
taken Salonika. in Greece and in Yugoslavia also 
their ruthless methods have carrie.! them into 
important centres. The stub barn resistance put 
up by these two natio113 and the rugged moun
tainous country may hold b~ck the attack for a 
time but the result will depend on the amount of 
help ~.ita in can render to th.: defenders, Though 
the Anglo-Turkish Pact intended and explicitly 
mentione.i Anglo- Turkish co-operation in· the 
event of two developments-war in the M~diter· 
ranean and war in defence of Greece against 
aggression-and .it is some time since both 
contingencies have occurred, Turkey is not at 
war actively and has contented herself with a 
resolution pledging herself to "neutral defence.''. 
This was hardly what the Pact of OcLOber l:l.39 
had led one to expect. It is, however, no small 
thing that Turkey •does not feel imperial mero<> 
ries stirring within- her and take advantage of 
the general confusion to reconstruct her ,Em,Jire. 
Mr. Viton suggests in his article that furkey 
is working out a policy in collaboration with 
Britain in not so far carrying out her ob.igations. 
"Was it,'' he asks, "thoughtlessness or 
calculated sabJtage that M. Massigli, the 
French Ambassador at Ankau, asked Turkey 
to fulfill h~r obiigations under the alliance at 
the very moment when France was suing 
for peace, and thereby created a situation 
which, but for the , coolheadedness of the 
Turkish authorities, might have turned out 
very badly for the British ?" Recent develoP
ments would seem to indicate that Britian had 
long contemplated large scale operations in the 
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Near East and that Turkey probably was 
expected to play its part at an agr~ed moment. 
Possibly the resistanc~ put up unexpectedly by 
Yugoslavia and the strength of Greek defent"e 
acth ities have necessitated Jess active participa· 
tion by Tut key t.han would otherwise have been the 
cas~. At present Turkey claims to fulfill a 
double purpose: It keeps the Nazi forces operat
ing throu.:h Bulgaria in check on the Turkish 
frontier, and it completes the cordon rounj Syria 
which re;trains the Axis from intrigues with the 
French force th~re which is believed to be 75,000. 
.{\.ml Syria might well be the match which may 
set off the Arabian magazine. Tne next few 
weeks will present a severe test to Turkey 
and it will, we hope, emerge out of 
its present p:>sition of being not neutral 
but out of the war. Turkisn diplom •CY in 
the past has bec:n one of accepting all 
advances but granting no favours. It has 
setved its puq::osa. l:iut persistence in this 
policy can hardly bring credit to the Republic. 

With the revival of enemy activities in Libya, 
Egypt comes once more into the scene. Mr. 
Churchill in his speech last Wednesday in tne 
House of Commons referred to the possible 
danger to Egypt. lrt discussions on Egyp• 's 
attitude in the African campaign in the 
American press, unf.tvourable comment is 
common on the neutr<~lity observed by th:tt 
country even when Italian forces h1d reached 
Sidi Uarrani. It h'ls b~come fashional>le lO 
see fifth column activities in the hi~hest 
circles. But the conclusion of the Eritrean 
campaign and the national rising in Abyssinia 
have introduced new factors in Egyptian 
forei~;n pol,tics whic!l no longer call for timidity. 
Susptcioni in the Ar .. b :ihtes that King Farouk 
aims at a restoration of the Caliphate with 
himself at the head, have prevented a 
united effort on the part of Muslim nations. 
Nationalism has proved a sturdy growth in 
the Muslim world and the old affiliations 
to Islam have but a lo.Jse hold on the 
Chiefs. If Hrihin recognised this and a·!apted 
its Near Eastern policy to the new conditi.Jns 
created by the pulicies initiated by their own 
agents in the last war, there is every chance of 
rallying Arab leaders to its side. But the main 
elf->•t in thJ war will hwe to ba borne bv the 
imperial forces, as it has been in Africa, and 
here Indian troops have to bear a very great 
6hare of the resp.Jnsibility. 

MAHILA SEVA ASHRAM. 
"A Recent Experi :nent in Moral Welfare 

Work" is the modest title o£ an article by 
Mi~s l\1. K. Oavis in the April Ask-am R··vic1:1 
of the Christa Prema Seva !:ianrrha. of r 'oona 

I . "' ' 
(lUI i111ng the rolicy and metnods of the 
.1\lah.h s~va A>hram, dl!SCribcd as "d. ne\V 
tyf'e or rescue home for girls or all castes 
and creeds'' at \ ernvJvana, near l'oona. 
1'he Ashram is intended to be an lnJian 
R~cu.:~ Home on a very wiJe scale anJ •·to 

train the ri~ht type of Indian women w .)l'ket· 
in the work itself and to utilise the Home as 
a sm1ll field of pnctical social work whereby, 
loc'll public opinion can be educated regarding! 
moral probl?ms." The method of the Home, 
savours of the idea of the original Christa Seva: 
Sangh, namely, to present Christianity in a Hin:lu: 
garb. The name chosen, we are frankly: 
told, has b!en deliberately c'oosen because of 
its Gandhian referen~ and a,lso b;cause its; 
very vagueness will prevent any inmate being: 
labelled as a. rescue case. 1 he Home is, 
intended for all creeds and classes. But, 
unlike the Bethany. Home> and the Soviet: 
prophylactoria-the two_ certiiled as the most: 
successful by the Committee of the Lea"'ue· 
of Nations-the inm1tes are not to be tre:ted 
on a b.•sis of complete equality. Europeans. 
Angl.J-Indians, Je.vish an.i P.usee girls and .. 
als.J Hindu and Muslim girls "of well-to det. 
families,'' are to ba grouped together in one 
section. For Indian girls who are accustomed. 
to a simpl~r modj of life, ''the cottage sy5tem" 
is considereJ more suitable. Small gronps of 
girls. in this system, are to be accomm.Jdated ia 
quarters set part as sm •II cottages where 
tney CJuld live in little I amities. The reasJa 
given for this arran>{ement ts that tha averaga 
Indian girl is so d Jme5ticated that she dO.!Si 
not respond to ordi:ury institutional treatm!nt.; 
This is by n.l me ms the cas! only with indian 
gills accustomed to a simple life. A section: 
in the League o£ Nations Report to which, 
reference ha:> · been frequently made in The 
Refo•me~', is head~d. '•Tne Dangers ..,f lnstitu ... 
tiona! Life.'' The f.:Jllowing is. quoted from 
the Belgian review of the work done in that 
CJuntry: 

There Is something artificial In Institutional life. 
After a few years, the children acquire a special 
m>ntality; t~ey are •fn,tutionalis.d,' fir to live lo ao 
institution but not fitted for lifo lo tho world. 
Tne r~cognitiJn of and provision for differ• 

ences of raca, caste, and clas3 in the arrang~ 
ments, is a rej!ction of th! fundamental principl~ 
of an t\shram, which is the absen~ or all 
all such distinctions. The promoters of the 
Yerravdvana institution d, not evide11tly f~et 
that they can maKe a "success'' of it withJut 
accep:in~ the prevalent distinctions. There 
is only one sms~ in which institutions of this 
kind can claim to be s •coesoful and in that 
S!nse the Mahila Seva Ashram, despite its nama, 
Cln not ex~t success if they c1nnnot cut 
themselves away from class dtstinctions. Since 
the prom:>ters ha\·e been guided by liandhian 
precedent th~y m1y note that there is no 
distinction rac0gnised in the Gandhi Ashram, 
the sama accommooatiJn, the sama fooJ bein!! 
assi,~n:d t.J all inmates. The word "Ashram'' 
has never had asscciatiL'ns with rescue work 
and its ad.Jrtion by the Yuravdvana institution 
i~ an etymoiO<ciictl violence. It will b! unfortu
nate if the worJ come~ to be as:>O:i •ted with th! 
rehabilitation of r .. lle•• womm. All attempts to 
tr.vest Clw~tian insti:u:•ons with a HinJu g•rb 
invJive similar violenc~ to tradition and usage. 
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The original Sangh as it was conceived by Jack 
Winslow, as well as lthe Rev. Father Heras' 
plan for a Catholic Church and liturgy on 
the Hindu modei_;_His Holiness the Pope very 
properly vetoed it-ignored the fact that outward 
manifestations have no meaning when they 
are not inspired by the ideas which inspired 
them. 
. The conduct of the Ashram is entirely in 

Christian hands. The ·three senior workers . 
belong to the Orders of the Holy Name ·and 
Christ1an Prema Seva Sangha: In view, however, 
of the i'act that the main purpose of the Home is 
to serve the interests of unprotected women, it 
lias been decided, we are told, to admit non
Christians as well as Christians and to seek 
their rehabilitation in ordinary life and not in 
their conversion to Christianity • This is not 
only a wise but it is also the commonsense 
course. Since Christianity, no more than 
Hinduism, guarantees women from falling-16 
out of the 27 cases so far admitted, are Christians 
-conversion to Christianity is not an infallible 
means of rehabilitatia1g unfortunate women. 
But this is only a negative safeguard. If 
the institution aims at being truly cosmo
politan all communities should be represented on 
the management and in the conduct of the institu
tion. Actually _the Home is now· a Christian 
institution to which non-Christians are admitted 
from motives of expediency - rather than 
those of principle. There are several such institu
tio!ls iq lpdia. They depend· for their funds 
largely on non-Christian • sources but allow no· 
voice in the management to persons who are 
llot Christians. There is a movement even to 
evict non-Christian teachers from· Christian· 
colleges and schools though these depend • 
(or the greater' part of their finances on 
(;oyemm~nt grants and the fees .paid by non
Cht·istian. students. Every member of the staff 
lias, of course, the right to draw his inspiration 
from .. whatever source appeals te>< him but, 
in his work in connection with the institution, be 
shouiJ concede the same right to every other 
m~mber. We are obliged to say this .because 
we · read in , Miss Davis' article that it is 
intended to make the Church the power-house 
of the work for workers and girls alike.. She 
adds that Christian workers and girls should find 
there, both strength· and inspiration and, from 
such inspiration, non-Christian girls should be 
able to rece1ve · the fear of. Christian service~ 
This seems to confirm our belief that the decision: 
$o make n~ conversions is motivated by expe
diency rather 'ti>an by principle. Miss Davis 
has some provocative :observations on the spectal 
urgency imparted to rescue work· by the cx>ndi
tions created by the war, Referring especially 
to Poona, she says: "With the outbreak of 
war it was found that Poona became a much 
larger cantonment areas as. well as a bigger 
munition centre. . Such things must necessarily. 
have a direct effect Clll the moral health of the 
adjaceut city:•. 

• ~- J 

STRAY, THOl]GHTS, 
• In my ob~ervations. on the Leadera' Conference ln

Bombay(The R•fort71er, March 221 I pointed out thac 
with all my appreciation or the: benefits Qf British 
rule I could not, try as I might, bring myself to 
regard this war as my war. I added that this might' 
be my ~uliarity and that I did not generalise from 
it to the whole country,· Indeed, the S99, 999, 998 
other inhabitants of India may, for aught I know, 
be with Sir Jagadisb Prasad in thinking tbat this 
is their war and may be only wailing to manifest it 
by word and deed until Lord Linlithgow has agreed 
to form a national government on the non-party lines 
suggested hy the leaden~ In passing I may suggest 
the following names for the · national government, 
Premier, Mr. M. A. Jinnah; Dr. l:lhim Rao Ambedkar, 
Finance Minister; Foreign Minister, Mr. Manmatha
nath Roy 1 Minister of lhe Interior, Kunwar Sir 
Maharaj Singh 1. Minister of Commerce. Sir Henry 
Gidney 1 Minister of Communications, Sir P. Ginwala; 
Mini~ter for War, Sir s,k'andar Hyat Khan. ' I am 
not able at the moment to suggest name~ for other 
portfolios. But th~y can be read1ly found from among 
the other minority communities. The main considera
tion underlying this Cabinet is that ~ste Hindus, the 
''majority community" as they areusuallycalled,should 
not be included in the national government. If I had 
any influence with the Hindus, 1 would unhesitatingly 
advise them that. the most sign~l service that they 
can render to the country at tbis junctQre is to stand 
out of politics and let the minorities govern the 
country. A vast amount of internal reform has to 
be 'eff<cted in the Hindu community before its 
representatives can effectively take their proper 
plaoe in the national councils. That is by· the way.-

Il this is not my war, can any war be niy warP 
1 oan not say because I do not know, I am not an. 
absolute pacifist and I do not think that violence aa 
suoh, and apart from the moJive and purpose of it, 
is wrong. 1 should .never f.,rgive myself if 1 did noC 
prevent a child from heing run over by a motor 
lorry by refraining from holding it baok violently 
from getting under its wheels; I should be 
dlsoonsolate during the reqc of my life -if I let a 
drunken man belabour a friend who tried to srop 
his orgies. I can imagine numerous other circum.. 
stances in which I should feel it my duty as a human 
being to prevent forcibly acts. of omission and 
commision which I was in a po~ition to prevent, Hut 
war is a different thing altogether, Innocent men in 
thousands are eng•g~d or• compelled on both sides 
to kill, blind and •n other ways disable one another 
not only for further par1iciiJ3tion in war but, for 
purposes of civil life, from discharging thtirdutles a~ 
parents to . their ohildrerl, The picture which the 
that ·word ••.\Var•• pre-eminently brings ·up to my 
mind, is of hun~reds and thousands of orphans 
thrown on the mercy ofinstitution•l charity.. · 

1 have never been in a war. But I have read a loC 
of war literature ani have a vivid realisation of 
its social consequences. , My feeling . towards, 
war is much the same as that ot Aljuna on tho 
battlefield of Kurukshc!tra. · The sooial demoralisa- . 
tion and the functional confusion resulting_ from war 
are a tremend.Ju~ly high pr1oe to pay for its illusory 
benefits, The Hha!(avadgita aa an apologetic o! war 
has always seemed to me to be unaati>faetory. Sri 
Krishnil'~ arguments urging Arjuna to fight belong to 
the category of begging. the question. It is un-o 
Aryan, infamou!, not to fight. Your friends will 
point their finger of scorn at you, If you 
die in battle you go to heaven, if you 
emerge victorious out of it, you have the whole 
world at your feet. Y out enemies have destroyed 
&hem!Oelves by their misconduct, you are but tho 
iwltrument .to ueallto tbo doom o1 Nemesi11. The 
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attempt throughout is to hypnotise the clear-eyed 
.1\rjuna into precipitating himself into the fight. The. 
events as recorded In the Maha.bharata itself sho• 
'beyond the shadow of a doubt that Arjuna'• fears all 
came true, The sequel of the war and the victory 
was a wholenle demoralisation of the Hindus from 
which they never recovered. The Gita as a meta
Jlhysical and ethical treatise has a high value but 
It i• Yory poor 1tuff aa a defence of war. My friend, 
Profeuor J. B. Pratt of Williams College, one 
of the leading American authorities on Indology, 
hu, in hi• article in the Ylllanta ;K11arl,- drawn 
largely upon the Gita for ammunition against the 
an&i·war attitude, But be is obliged finally to resort 
to the same question.begging tactics as the Gita. 
Those who are against war, he say11, are simply 
trying to save their skins I Perhaps, he is right but 
IO!Tie of theae men have faced heavy odds in their 
life. long fight ag.'\in.c social wrongs, It is generally 
admitt~d that phy~ical courage is a comparatively 
more common qUAlity In men than moral courage. 
· Early in my own life I laid down aa a rule that I 

•hould never ask any one to do anything which 
I myself was not prepared to do. If I were ol 
military age today I do not think that I would enlist 
for this war even as a non.oombatant. Thererore, 
1 do not fetl that I could advise others to join the 
war even If a national government held the helm or 
affliro, Tho.,l who tak' a different view, are 
equally entitled to act in accordance with it and to 
persuade others to do likewise, I am indicating only 
my p<nonal position. 

I blVe be~n startled and a hocked by acme senti
men~ expre~sed by eminent Indians for whom 
1 have much re•peot, in regard to the war. His 
Highne•• the Maharaja of tlikaner at a lecture by 
Or. G. S. Arund•le in his capital, made a long speech 
toward • the end of which he expressed the folluwing 
pious sentiment. "1 have prayed, and I am praying," 
ea1d His Highness, "that Hitler may attempt that 
invasion of l:!ritain, beo1use if he does, the English 
l:hanrwl will be red with blood and the Iones wbich 
the German 'troops will undoubtedly suffer in such 
an attempt would be so great that that may even 

frove to be the decisive factor in the war." Surely, 
lis Highneu might pray, u I myself do night and 

day, that w•r and bloodshed might b)' Divine 
ProviJence end aoon and that peace and good will may 
reign on eartll, The destruction of the Germans in 
the attempt to invade England is a human means of 
tMuring I:Sritish Victory. But surely God has it in 
H1s p.>wer, if He chose, to find a bloodless way to 
Peace, and, if we pray to G.xl, let us pray that He 
mi.:ht choose that. Another great and g.Jod friend, 
one of the gentlest of men, Sir M. Visvesvaraya, in 
bis· pres1dential address to the annual meeting of 
the Court of the Indian Institute of Science, 
oriti~i8ed the failure of his countrymen to take 
full advantage of the op~tunity afforded by the war 
to Star~ new industries. ••our failure to take 
advantage of the present opportunity to give a 
fillip to industries, will mean a tragio waste of a 
chance whiuh ocours only once in several generations." 
\Ve had a devastating war less tha11 one generation 
back. We a ball probably have other llimilar 
opportunities at aborter intervals through the rest 
of this oentury unless the nations rrp:nt ot their 
follies and tum over a oompletely new leaf. In no 
direction is tbe change more imperatively needed than 
In industry and commerce. 'Ibis Is recognised by 
every writer who has tried to think out a scheme of 
w.>rll! order which would ensure peaoe and goo;;lwill 
among m(l\. 1 fdt that this wu, to say the least, 
sot VcrJ bappily put In the presidential address. 

K.N. -

HI:-JDU WOMEN'S RIGHTS TO PROPERTY;.-. 
PART II 

Dr. D11hmukh'1 Hinilu Marrlai Wom<ta'a Right t1 · 
8"JJarat• Rmd1nu and Mmntmanu B•U. · 

In framing our questions on this Bill (as in other 
cases) we h .. ve held to take a liberal view of our . 
terms of reference, 80 aa to reduce the risks of 
piecemeal legislation, 

The Bill provides 
(1) that notwithstanding &fly custom, CJt Jaw tO 

· the contrary, s married Hindu woman shaD be -
entitled to separate residence and maintenance 
from her bus band on any of certain specified : 
grounds' 
(2) that every suit for the purpose eball be . 

instituted in tbe Civil Court within whole juriadic-
tion th~ hus!Jand and wile ordinarily reside· 

(8) that the amount of maintenance to be 'given 
to the wile shall not be less than one-filtll of 
the income of the husband; and 

(4.) that the custody, maintenance and education 
of the children shall be in the Coun's discretion. 

The grounds upon which Reparate. residence and 
maintenance may be claimed are described thus:

(1) If the husband is suffering from leprosy, or any 
. loathsome disease; . 

(2) If the husband is suffering from venereal 
disease; 

(3) If the husband is an incurable lunatb; 
(4.) If the husb•nd is guilty of cruelty towards' 

the wife; -
(5) If the husband deserts the wife; 
( 6) If the bus hand marries again; or 

, (7) ~f.the husband turns a recluse or changes hil 
rehgton. - · 

, Some or these gr'?und" a111 already recognised by 
the Courts as suffictent to found such a claim, e, g., 
where the husband sufftrs from leprosy or similar 
disease (45 Mad •. 812) ~r 111 guilty ot cruelty (19 Cal. 
84) or changes h11 rol1gion (6 All. 617). The ease 'of 
venereal disease would probably be covered by 
cruelty, as in England [ (19il) P. 4.38). Lunacy alea 
may be held to be covered by certain other words of 
the same text (Manu IX 79) that has been relied
upon for admitting lepro~y as a ground, although 
tbere have been dtffere~es or opinion on thia point. 

There are, however, certain circ .. m8ranoee which
even under the existing law are suflbient to sustain 
a claim for sepuate m•intenance and which are not' 
mentione~ in. the Bill, '·11·• where the hn~bani keeps' 
a ooncubtne m the house (32 Cal, 28 1), It may,
there~ore, b: necessary . to add to the ~rounds 
menuoned m the B1ll tf the enum•ration· is to 
be aa oomplete as poosible. Certain other -changes 
may also be neceasary t 1, I·• "desertion• might 
{8Ciuire to be qualified by some such phrase a1 
"without just causo:• h may al.o be neoe-ry 
to add detailed provisions reguding pr.xedure the 
effect of an order r~r separate residence on. the 
property or other rights of the wifr, etc., 1.g,' whether 
property acquired by her after the order by her OWII
exertions is to be her abtolute property or not. 

Two of the grounds mentioned in the Bill, bowever-0 
eall for particular notice t 

(1) I•curabZ. llmaly.-This raises the queseion how 
far a marriage is valid In Hindu law i( O'le of the' 
parties is insane at the time of the marriage, The 
law on the subject is not very precise. In the Privy 
Council case Moujilal "'· Chandrabati (83 L A. 122) 
the validity of the marriage was impuj:n<cl on the 
li:fD\Ind that the bus band was eompleii:IJ auune. Their 
Loi\Jships obse""'d that •to put it at · the 
higbesC &he. objeclioD t.o a marriage oo the ground 
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of ·.inentd · ino1pacity dep~nds :on the question of 
degree" aod that in that. case the requi~ire degree of 
incapacity h•d not been established. In an earlier 
case ( 182 L) the Madras High Court held that the 
person m1rried may b• a minor or even of un,,>und 
mind and yet if the marria~e rite is duly ~olemnised, 
there is a valid marri•ge ( 14. Mad. 316, 818). 
Accxding t:J West and Buhl~r ( 4.'h edition, p. 817) 
"th~ m •rriage of Hindu children· is a c~ntract m1de 
by tll?.ir paronts ; the chil,lreo th!mselves ex~rcise 
no. volition, so that inuoity do~s not nece~sarily 
prevent m1rriage.'' Ao;ording to Gurudas Banerjee, 
"P~roons ·of uosound mind-that is. idiots an:! 
lunatics-though. disqualified for civil purpos!s 
generally, h we not been declared incomp!tent to 
m1rry. • • • BJt, on the other hanj, it should be 
nqticod that the idiot and the lunat;c b!ing, wher~ 
the loss of reason is complete, incom~etent to ac~ept 
the gift of the bride, which is a necenary put of the 
ceremony of marriage, it is not easy to under•t~nd 
how their marria~d in such ca,e• can be regard~d 
as marriage at all," (Hind11 Law of Marriage and 
Stridhan, 192:1 Edition, pp. 40, 4.1). According to 
Trevdyao (la29 edition, p. 87) ''unsoundness of mind 
does not iovalidate a marriage." It would seem to 
follow from these a11thorities thd in Hindu Lll. .v 
unsoundness of mind at the time of marriage d<>es 
not in general make the marriage invalid, althJugh, 
po;sibly, where the degree of m!ntal incaptcity is 
extreme, the marriage may be held to be void, In 
the latest edotion of Mayne's Hind11 Law (19~8),it is 
said that the marriage of a lunatb or iJiot i~ invalid, 
although it is added later that th' d~gree of the in
capacity is an important coo,id~ra<ion f<>r determ'n· 
ing whether th' di~qualifiJation has b~eo clearly 
made out (pp, 150, 158). The first question, therefore, 
which arises upJn this Bill, is: 

Q. 1.-Should the law be made more precise, • g., 
. by enacting tllat the marriage of a person Who, 

from uns Jundness of mind, is unable to under· 
stand its nature or meaning, is null and void P 

If i•osanity of this degree at the time of marriage is 
m&de a gro11nd for nullitying it, the question of giv
ing the wife a right to separate r~$iden0e and 
maintenance 011 the ground of the hu~band's innnity 
can only arise in oth!r ca•es, e.g:, where the insanity 
starts after the marriage. 

(2) Bigrr.rny.-The other ground mentioned in the 
Bill, which. requires to be notic~d, is wh~re the 
husband marries a second wife.· This is a deputure 
from the existing law. l:lut there are some wh:~ are 
of opi~ion t'lat it does not go far enou5(h and that 
the onlyeff~otive remedy would be to make bigamous 
marriages altogether invalid. The question, therefore, 
arises:-
' 0. 2.-Ha• the time arrived for making a law thAt 
-in future a suhsisting marriage shall nullify 

any sub•eq•sent marrial!e of a Hindu I' If not, 
do you favour the provisions in the Bill I' 

Upon the an•wers t" the two questions set out 
above, the further question may arise whether 
the Bill should be split up into llv<> parts. one 
dealin" with all ca'es where a m•rriage 
may "'~e pronounced null and void (on the 
ground oL one ol the parties being insane at 
the time of the marriage or the marriage being 
bigtmou•,. etc.) and tile other dealin~ with •II 
cases wh re, though the marriage is goJd, the wife 
will be entitled to separate res ,Jence and maintcn· 
ance (on tile grounl;l of the hu•bmd'• subsequent 
insanity, cruelty, desertion, ttc.). Hence: 

Q S.-Do you con•ider that the Hill. should 
·, provhte separ•tely for decrees of nulhty ami 

deort:es for seplrate residence and m~intenance P 
lf so, what should be the grounjs _for eacb. P 

A sub·question arising out of this questio~ is·· 
whether the time has no.v arrived for relaxin" 
some of the rules of Hindu Law, io puticular"'s 
(I) the rule that, unless sanctioned by custom, a 
m~rriage is null and void if the parties belong to·. 
difT~rent ca•tes; and (2) the rule thtt except among 
Sujras, a muriage is null and void if the parties 
b~long to the ume gotra. Ic has been suggested 
tftat the rea~ons for the•e rules have no longer much 
force and tnat a;cordingly the rules should now be, 
r~laxed. 

Q. 8 (al.-Hu the tims arrived for declaring by' 
law that no Hindu muriage shall be deemed to be,' 
or ever to have been, invalid merely on the ground 
that the p3rties belonged to dilf•rent castes or to 
the same gotra i' 
The eff•ct of such a declaration would be thll.t the' 

directions on the subject contained in the ancient 
texts would remain only as moral precepts. : 

The Bill contemplates suiU in the ordinary Civil, 
Courts. In England there is now proviston for 
separation and maintenance orders, within certain 
limits, by special Courts of summary jurisdictiOQ 
dealing with "domestic proceedings": these consist 
of not more than three justices of tb.e peace including, 
if possible, one woman, The pro::eedings are 
semi.private; new;paper rep:~rh are controlled 1 the 
Court may attempt to elf•ct a conciliation between 
the parties through a prol>ation officer or other 
person, iostead of proceeding at once to make an 
order. The Courts have jurisdiction where the 
hushand ha• been guilty of aggravated as•ault, or 
desertion, or per•istent cruelty to the wife or her 
children and in certain other cases, The advantagel 
of this plan ( particular! y of the efforts to effect a 
reconciliation ) are obvious but we do not knollt' 
how it h•a been working in England or whether it 
would be practicable in India. 

Q. 4..-Do you considered it necessary or desir
able to have any provision on these lines in India 
at the pre11ent st•gd in addition to, or in lieu 
of, the provisions of the Hill i' 
It has been pJinted out that where there are 

several children and other dependants, a provisiOQ 
that the amount to be given as maintenance to & 

wife upon separation shall not be leu than one-fifth. 
(or any other specified proportion) of the husband's 
inc~me may work hardship. · 

Q. 5 -Should aRY. such minimum proportion ba 
fix~d or would it be tietter to leave the matter in 
the discretion ot the Court P · 
It has been sug"'ested that, on the basis of the 

deci•ion in t~e case of Gantapalli vs, Gantapalll 
((1891) 20 Mad, 4.70], the wife should be given tha· 
right to separate maintenance if the husband is 
living in adult<ry (\vith any woman not his wife). 
That decision was under. a provision ot the Criminal 
Procedure Code which ha~ since been amended, ami 
there may, therefore, be some doubt as to thtJ 
position now. · 

Q. 6.-Do you consider that the suggestion 
should be adopt•d P 

PART IlL 
llr. 8anlkannm'a Hi•od!l Gato nf lnh1rilane1 

( .{on111dtn•nt) BiU, 

This Bill purports to rectify an alleged oversight 
in th! Hindu Law of lnheritan.)e (Amendm<nt) 
/\ct 19 !9. L'nd,·r the Act, the son's daughtt:r, the 
dau:,:hter's duoght~r, the •ister and the si~ter'§ 
son were given rank in the Mitak~hara order of 
succession imonedi 1tdy after the fath.r's father and 
hdore tho father's hrolher. Und<r the H.ll fi•·e new 
heir~, namdy, the son's daughter'.:~ son, the son'ot 
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son'• daughter, the daughter'• eon's son, the son's 
daughtrr's daughter and the daughter's daughtrr'l 
1on are interposed between the daughttr's daughter 
and the aistei'J and a new heir, namely, the sister's 
10n'1 eon, Ia added after the sister's son, j 

Before dealing with the new heirs, we may 
mention an ambiguity as to the existing heirs which 'I 

has already led 10 a conflict of opinion. Does the 
term "siotcr" in the Act of 1929 include a half-sister P I 
On this point different High Courts have held 
different views. The Allahabad High Court has 
held that it does not [ (1~33) 55 All. 725 ], and the 
Marfras High Court has also taken the same view 
(1~8d M. W. N. 44., \on the other hand, the Nagpur 
High Court has taken the view that "sister" includes 
a half-•iater (A. L R. 1938 Nagpur 134.). 

Q.-Wbich interpretation would you desire to be i 
established? 

1\s suh-questions-
Q. 1 (a).-lf you consider that the term "sister'' •

1

, 

should include a half· sister, what would you desire 
10 he the position in a case where there are ' 
both a sister and a half-sister i' Should the half-[ 
sister take after the full-sister, or should they take 
equally P If they take equally, should they take I 
aa joint-tenants with rights of survivorship, or 
as to>n<nts-in-common? 

Q. 1 (b).-If the only surviving heirs are a belf
lister and a full-lister's son, should the full-sister'• 
10n take before, or after, or with. the half-sister P 
The effect of the Bill, as already indicated, is to 

interpose five new heirs between the daughter'• 
daughter and the sister, It is said that they are direct 
descendants of the last owner and, therefore, nearer 
IJand/uu than the !ister or her son. 

Q. 2.-Do you consider that the Aister should 
'be postponed to these five new heirs P And what 
should be their order inlor •• P Do you consider 
it necessary to add the sister's son's oon after the 
aiatec's son and before the lather's brother i' 

-
THE NINTH COMMANDMENT, POLYGAMY 

AND DIVORCE. 
A writer in the Eza,iner of Bombay who signs 

himself 'S" and is introduced to his readers as "A 
Layman on the CommanJments," has revealed a bad 
state of affain in the community in his latest 
contribution, He quotes a holy priest as writing to 
him tloat the Ninth Commandment-"Thou shalt not 
covet thy neighbour's wife"-is ''like a nightmare 
trouhle for mo•t people and is responsible for three
quarters of man's sulf~ring•." The layman, however, 
has reassurinl{ news to give the seventy-five per 
cent in the di•tinotion he draws between thought 

· which is ain and thought whioh is temptation. "A 
temptation," he observes, ''is not a sin 1 it may be a 
me~ns of mrrit." To overcome temptation or to 
resist it ia ol course a very meritorious act. But 
surely the Christian prays, "Lead us not into 
temptation" I n<'t •'Help us to resist temptation into 
whi.;h we are lead fur our, and incidentally Your, 
greater glory." Layman ••S" observes that these 
thoughts and ev•l desires spring up in our 
minds at all times1 "everybody has them; but 
t~esa are temptations anJ are means of merit .... 
S1n does not arise until these thoughts are 
welcomed and allowed to remain •.•. 1£ we at onoe 
re•i•t and despis" the evil sugge•tions, we have not 
mcrdy not sino d but we hav~ gained a great victory 
even though the suggestions retum again and again 
and again until the whole mind seems saturated I 

with evil desire.." Not content with thia unsoriptural 
praiae or temptation, Layman •S" goes on to advise 
u a moans ol helping tile mind to resitot tempta· 
lions, frequent prayers and constant ejaoulationll in. 

recollection of God. This too, we would point out. 
has been expressly forbidden by the scriptural 
admonition not to take the name of God~ in vain. It 
is obvious that "S" is very much of a layman and we 
are surprised that the Jesuit Father who edits the 
E~<mun.r, bas allowed these side-doors 10 evil to be 
thrown open in the anxiety of an amateur moralist to 
make virtue easy. 

• • • 
As a matter of fact, though it is very creditable 

for laymen to interest themselves in these questions, 
it is really a matter of the gravest concern to the 
priests, that, after all these year< or preaching, there 
ehould be general disregard of one of the basic 
principles of the faith. It is perhap9 too sweeping 
an inference to draw from the experience of one 
priest, that three-quarters of man'• sufferings arise 
from thi~ commandment, and the obvious remedy 
would he either 10 tran•fer the padre to some other 
parish before he grows stale in contemplating human 
frailty in an accentuated form ; or to equip him to 
meet the problem more eftectively than in communi· 
eating his sense of hopelessness to others. If several 
priests confirm this impression, methods of approach 
may be considered to deal with tbe problem. 

• • • 
·The same problem, but at an advanced stage, 

confronts the defender of Polygamy in a recent 
issue of Sunruo, the Lahore weekly of the Ahmadiyya 
sect. Alter arguing that polygamy is no offence 
against God but purely concerned with human 
rights, the writer urges that the :first wife who 
d1shkes the idea of her bus band marrying ag3in, 
might divorce him; and points out that "God bas 
directed men, in o•se they have more than one 
wife, to treat them equally, or flse be content with 
one only.'' The writer-by the way be is replying 
to an Arya Samajist who, of,all persons, is repr<'ach
ing Muslims for the non-monogamous character of 
their marriage-remarks at the outset that, in the 
matter of polygamy, "God's command i" only 
permissive." He, however, warns up to his subject 
later and observes: 

And to urge that polygamy is resorted to to satisfy 
one's lustful inclinatioros is to give froof of ignoranee 
and prejuJice, Our own observation tells us that if 
those dominated by lu•t take to the blessed practice of 
polygamy they abstained from sensuality and no 
longer indulge in adultery or fornication; polygamy 
mal<es them good and vircuous; or ebe, the fury and 
force of lust cause <hem to haunt houses of ill fame, 
rendering them victims of syphilis, gonorrhoea or 
some ether serious di>ease: · hidden and open acts of 
transgression and sin are their lot-parallel of which 
is not to be found among pJiygamous husbands. They 
might succeed in checking themselves for a time, but 
eventually, all of a sudden the flood of lust 
breal<s the banks, dev .. >tating the country
tilde around by day or night. The truth of the 
matter is--it is intention whk.h determines the nature 
of an act. ThOSI! who feel II they marry a second 
wife they would be safeguarding their chastity and 
that they would save themselves from sin, or that th•y 
would thus leave behind a virtuous progeny, they mu•t 
tal<e advantage of this blessed practice. In Gcd's eye, 
fornication and Impure lool< are such dirty sins that 
they Invalidate and cancel good action& lnvitmg 
eventually physical retribution in thi; very world. So, 
if a person marries more than one wife with the 
Intention of entering the strong citadel of chaSLity, 
tho practice is not only permissible in hi• case but also 
conducive ta spiritual reward. One wbhing to have 
recourse to polygamy \lith a view to safegmrding 
himself agal nst fornication whhes really to live the 
lifo of nn angel. 

It is difficult to cope with so much fervour but two 
questions naturally arise Oil reading this eloquent 
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passage : Why restrict the permission to men only 
since there must very probably be women who are 
also dominated by lust. P . And again why only four 
wives to legalise th" evils ofthe lustful P At first 
sight it would seem that the Sunrise writer does not 
deal with the problem raised by,the Ezaminer soribe, 
Hut this is ·where the beauties of divorce come in. 
The coveter of his neighbour's wite should persuade 
the neighbour to a divorce. 

• • • 
. Much of the Sunrise defence. of polygaroy, resting 

as it does on denunciation of the Arya Samaj position 
in reg-ard to marriage, is' misplaced, The Arya 
Samajiqt,, for reasons not generally known, have 
refused to hwe the monogamous principle in~orporat
ed in their modern Marriage Act, We do not know 
whether they .will avail themselves of the arguments 
supplied by the Bunris• in defence of the polygamous 
system.. As for the nigog which the BunriSI refers 
to as a practice among Aryas and denounces 
as an evil which depriv¢s them of the right of 
objecting to polygamy, it 1 no more prevails among 
Arya Samajists today than the kindred practice of 
the levirite prevails among the Hebrews and those 
peoples who have derived their laws from the Hebraic 
code, The Arya who swears by the Vedas, will, of 
course, no more be prepired to be denounce tho;e 
·who practiced it in the past than Fundamentalists 
will diupprove of children of Abraham who resorted 
to levirite. 

• • • 
If polygamy is no offence against God, certainly 

there is no divine virtue in it either, The instances 
-cited by the Sunrise as per-eminently fitted for 
polygamy, are just those whom it would be extremely 
harmful to permit even to marry once. The man who 
enters on matrimony with a view to satisfy or quiet 
his lust, will not stop at one wife, if the law does 
not stop him. The Bunri" would provide a way for 
him. by allowing him four, But neither will he stop 
at four, Here he must resort to divorce to relieve 
him of those of whom he has tired, before acquiring 
·more, It is a bold claim that "houses of ill fame" and 
"hidden and open acts of transgression and sin" are 
unknown in polygamous communities, 

• • • 
It is all very well to plead that the man has to 

treat all wives equally, but where is the testP Any 
too rigid application of such restrbtions . ought to 
bring in all the evils which we are told polygamy 
will keep out. As for the wo.nen knowing what they 
are about, ot bow many victims of the polygamous 
male can this be truthfully asserted P In the issue of 
Th• · R•Jorrnsr dated August 81, 19.1.0, two distin
guished Muslim women, Hegum Mir Amiruddin and 
Mrs. Hamid Ali, expressed the emphatb opinion that 
polygamy was a deg•adati»n to women. Surely they 
are better qualified to expres• the women's point of 
view than tne writer in the 8 .nri,.., The Arya critic 
is told by the 8unris• not to interf"re in matters that 
do not concern him as the woman about to marry an 
already married man is not going 10 marry him, It 
this were applied generrilly, progress would he impos
sible. whether in labour questoooos, in the removal of 
unoouchahility or in penal reform. I am ~lad that 
Arya Samajists are show•ng so keen an intcr~st in 
monog•my and I hope that they will clear their 
own m~rri•ge law of that is at present a grave 
-defecr, in•tead of using opinion agdinst polygamy as 
:a debating point. s. 
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NOTES. 

Maharaja Sri Rama Varma :-Maharaja Sri 
Rama Varma of Cochin pa11sed away at 
midnight last Saturday at the ripe age of eighty. 
His Highness came to the throne at the age of 
seventy-one. The: Cochin scheme of succession 
secures that the ruler, when he assumes power, 
has outlived the vanities of youth and middle 
age. His Highness Kerala Varma who 
succeeds to the gad!, is seventy-four years old. 
A minority administration with its trials and 
temptations is a practical Impossibility under 
the Cochin rule of succession. The late 
Maharaja was a pious and conservative Hindu 
adhering meticulously to the traditions and 
cust.Jms of his forefathers. This, as we pointed 
out on a previous occasion, and not any special 
quality of His Highness was at the root of 
the broadminded appreciation of the various 
religions professed by his subjects. His 
Highness was fortunate in enlisting' at an early 
stage of his rule the services of Sir Shanmukham 
Chetty, an advanced Liberal in politics and 
social reform, as Chief Minister. Sir 
Shanmukham had distinguished himself in the 
Indian Legislative Assembly and had served a 
term as its President. The chances of the ballot 
left him free to accept the invitation of the 
Maharaja, The combination of the wise 
conservatism of the l\Iaharaja with the energy 
and experience of public affairs of his Dewan, 
has resulted in much good to the State. ihe 
new C'"•chin constitution is a symbol of their 
co-operation, C.ution and courage are blended 
in it in what so far appears to be a harmonious 
proportion. The Ccchin Harbour hai been 
l.:m):' in preparation but its present deve· 
lopment is largely the outcome of His 
Hig-hness' foresight and sagacity. The manner 
in which Cochin has handled the problem of 
the d~press..'\1 classes, has resulted in the 
OlllXimum of benefit to these classes with the 
minimum of irritation to caste Hindus. The 

Maharaja is succeeded by his nephew, Kerala 
Varma, a highly accomplished Prince, He is a 
scholar, a renowned Ayurvedic physician and 
the founder of a Bank which has attained 
remarkable success in Cochin. His consort 
shares with him his scholarship and expert 
knowledge of the Ayurveda. His Highness 
will no doubt follow in the footsteps of his 
uncle and earn for himself and his State 
the reputatioll of a model ruler and a model 
State in , an even larger measure than his 
predecessor. 

Japan and tbe War :-Mr. Matsuoka, the 
Japanese Foreign Minister, is returning to 
Tokio from his visit to Moscow and to Japan's 
partners in the Axis, From his point of view 
the tour has been a success. The pact which 
Mr. Matsuoka negotiated with Moscow, has 
aroused different reactions. America and Britain 
have not seen the value of it for Japan and 
comments from both countries tend to regard it 
as a source of security for Soviet Russia in any 
adventure she may choose to enter on in Europe. 
On the other hand, east of Suez there is real 
apprehension that Japan may liquidate her 
Chinese war and launch out on a t:ampaign 
against British forces in Asia and the Pacific. 
The different reactions are most evident in the 
attitudes taken up by the United States and by 
Australia, U, S. spokesmen have threatened 
drastic measures against japan ; the Australian 
Minister, Mr. Hughes, is more restrained in his 
language. While again, on the one hand, 
there is a tendency in America to link up the 
Chinese struggle with Britain's war in Europe, 
Australia in the counsels of the Empire has 
thrown her weight largely on the side of keeping 
the two conflicts distinct, The very simplicity 
of the Japanese-Russian agreement gives rise 
to suspicions that there are secret clau~es which 
cover a more extensive area. As it stands, 
Russia has reccgnized Manchukuo and in 
return Jap3.n respects the territory of ~longolia, 
and there is a neutrality clause operative 
for the next five years. Mr. 1\latsu<>ka's bear· 
ing in the Axis capitals was rather one 
of an interested observer than that of a 
partner, If anything, it tended to approximate 
to 1\1, Stalin's own detached attitude and the 
Russian Dictator's presence at the t.Jcscow 
station, a rare courtesy, on the departure of 
1\[r. Matsuoka, was probably a tribute to the 
Japanese Foreign l\linister's diplomacy. Those 
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who take a pessimistic view of world events, 
hesitate between giving Herr Hitler credit for 
bringing Japan and Russia together and seeing 
in Mr. Matsuoka a new link between the Nazis 
and the Bolsheviks. Both these events, however, 
must necessarily mean that Japan is to under
take fresh military adventures. This is 
extremely unlikely in view of the long·drawn 
struggle she has been carrying on in China. 
The Government of Chiang Kaishek has 
protested mild! y to Russia against the 
recognition of Manchukuo ancl its policy 
in future will be even mo;:e strongly 
oriented to that of the democracies. Any 
Japanese move against Britain in the East will 
strengthen China's chance of coaleScing her war 
with Britain's, Marshal Chiang Kaishek's 
recent protest against the failure of Chinese 
Communists to support him gave indications of 
an impending break with Russia. With the 
Russian pact which at the very least means non
embarrassment to Japan, and with the difficulties 
in which the possible allies of China find 
themselves today, China's problems increase. 
Prince Konoye, the Japanese Premier, d~clared 
two months ago that he took full responsibility 
for the complications of the Japanese campaign 
in China. Mr. Matsuoka's diplomacy obviously 
must have been directed to end them. If he 
can at the same time perplex the opponents of 
the Axis. he will use his opportunity as he has 
done in ;an interview in Berlin, where he told 
press representatives to wait till his return to 
Tokio to see the application of Japan's 
adherence to Axis policies. If Japan at any 
time contemplated a blow at Britain in Asia, 
the obvious time was when Italy launched her 
African campaign. 

U. s. A. Moves into Greenland :-On Friday 
Aprilll, news came through that, following an 
agreement between the Danish Minister in 
America and the Un:ted.States Government, the 
U. S. A. had decided to take over the defences 
of Greenland. If any proof wer~ necessary of 
what President Roosevelt meant by rendering all 
help "short of entering on war'' to Bdtain, it is 
now evident both in the action thus taken and in 
the explanatory statement issued along with it 
which expressed ccmplete sympathy with the 
suppressed Danes and expressed the hope that 
they would be freed from the Nazi yoke. The 
position becomes all the more piquant . as 
Denmark submitted to the German invaders 
under protest. The Danish Government sent 
out a message recalling its Minister for actin()' 
without authority and the Danish Minister at 
Washington has decided to ignore the recall. 
Nothing is likely to come out of the incident 
since Denmark can afford the luxury of a war 
even less after Nazi domination than it could 
before. But we trust that it will not be used as 
a precedent by ,other countries. It is significant 
that shortly after this, two Netherlands JYlbisters 
have gone to the Dutch East Indies to confer 
with the colonial administration on defence 
questions. 

"Roshni" :-This is the name of the monthly 
organ of the All India Women's Conference. It 
is produced with considerable skill and enthu
siasm and the articles published in it show a 
wide range of interest. In the current iss lie, the 
Editor complains with much justice that a 
woman member has not been included in the Rau 
Committee. The Committee is one of experts 
and we can not readily think of a Hindu woman 
who can be placed in the same category. That 
might have been the reasJn why such an 
obviously proper thing as the inclusion of a 
woman in a Committee on women's rights, 
was not done. Although no expert in 
Hindu law may be available, the woman 
member would have been a valuable 
help in apprising the Committee of the dis-· 
abilities from which her sisters and herself most 
acutely suffer. Besides the technical questions are 
few. The bulk of the questionnares issued 
by the Committee relate to matters of every
day experience and a woman's advice will 
surely throw much light on them. Hindu
jurists themselves have suggested that in 
cases of doubt the women of the family 
should be consulted as they are the repositories 
of family tradition, While, therefore, we 
support the Roskni 's criticism of the omission 
to appoint a woman member to the Rau. 
Committee, we deprecate the acrimonious tone 
which it adopts towards the Hindu system 
as a whole. The Roshni forgets that the 
progress in women's position achieved in the. 
last half-century is wholly dlle to the devoted. 
labours of men and that no measure which 
is necessary to secure the maximum good to
women is likely to . meet with serious oppo
sition from Hindu men. The task of ad
justing an ancient and complex system to 
new ideas, is a difficult one which cannot be 
accomplished in a short time, We on our part 
have to complain that the women who take 
a prominent part in public affairs, are not. 
sufficiently critical of some of the abuses which. 
have crept into society to the great detriment of 
the interests and sentiments of their less forward. 
sisters. We refer particularly to the c.:>nduct 
of educated women·, who have not scruple~: 
to displace in the affections of husbands, 
wives who were married according to 
the customs of their castes. A resolution was 
passed at a single eonference condemning such 
conduct but we have heard of nothing further 
being done in the matter. The crucial reform 
without which women's rights can not be secured 
is the prohibition of polygamy. India can not 
rise in the scale of nations until this reform is 
effected. 

Suspense in Kolhapur :-We publish elsewhere 
a communication from Mr. M. D. Karkhanis 
expressing the discontent among the subjects 
of the Kolhapur State, and tht> people of 
Maharashtra generally, at the inordinate delay 
in selecting a successor to the gadi rendered 
vacant by the sudden and untimely death of the 
late Maharaja Rajaram. The correspondent sug-
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grsts various probable reasons for the delay but 
none of them is satisfactory. fhe absorotion of 
Government in war efforts has not prevented the 
~ministr~tion_funttioning more or less smoothly 
m other d1rect1on~ and should not hold up decision 
in such an important matter as succession to a 
bbtoric gadi. Our correspondent hop~s that an 
adoption will soon take place and the Mah uani 
declared Regent for the adopted son who wtll 
be presumably a minor. We say 'presumably'' 
because some of the aspirant~ to the gadi and, 
consequently, for adoption, are pers:ms well 
advanced in years. From our enquiries among 
people most competent to express an opinion on 
the subject, the feeling seems to be that it will 
be entirely in accord with Mar.1.tha sentiment and 
Kolhapur tradition if the infant princess is 
recognised as her father's successor, and a 
Reyency Government ~ith the Maharani as 
Regent be instituted. This is the view which 
we put forward s:>on after the demise of the 
Maharaja. 
· New Press Chief :-The appJintment of Mr. 
Kirtch~:ner, Managing Editor of .the Statesman 
of Delhi, as Chief !'res:~ Adv ser in place of Mr. 
Desmond Young who has taken up another 
post, is intrinsically a retrograde step. Mr. 
~oung who was the Managing Editor of the 
Pton• er, was taken over a year after the 
outbreak of \\ar. The Pimee1' le1ding 
articles before Mr. Young took over his offLial 
work, w .. re critical of British foreign policy 
and of Hritain's conduct of the war-enough 
in tact to bring · the new~raper within tne 
mischief of the IJer ence of InJia Act. On the 
:1\arvik campaign and on Mr. Churchill's speech 
on the neutrality of small countries, l\lr. Young's 
comments ''ere perilously outspoken. Apart 
from that, the Ptoneer has been dLJring Mr. 
Young's editorship an Indian-owned paper, 
7he Sla/(sman which has lent Mr. K!rtchener's 
services to the Government of India, is a 
leading British newspaper in India and recently 
it o~t ~ged Congre&s sentiment by insisting on 
publtshmg satyagraha news under the general 
head, "(rank's Corner.'' An added disqualifica
tion against l\lr. Kirtchener is that at the very 
trm~ that his paper was rousing rrotests from the 
Imhan press r ,)r these' tactics, he, as one of 
the five members of the Central Advisory 
Committee ol the Fditors' Conference, gav~ 
hrs buprort to a memorandum pleading that 
newsrapers might n 1t be ma.:e respo.,sible for 
any fast which Gandhiji mil-(ht feel calleJ upon 
to und~rtake because of the su1>pressbn of three 
of Ius statements, and seeking fair publicity for 
satyagraha news. Tne troubles of the press 
in lndta are not by any me •n~ over. Bengal 
has placed a ~a~ on ne\\S relating to the D~cca 
communal riuts under the L>ef~nce of lnJia 
Act. And, while the Dacca situ.1.ti0n has in no 
way improved, the public in India is lett in the 
dark, · The United PruVJnces has not so· far 
1esponded to appeals to grve tbe lJelhi 
Ag-reemt·nt a fair ·tri.tl. In the ~negotiatiJnS 
'wh11:h are under way betw~en the · Gov.:m-

ment of India and provincial administrations 
continuity is essent.ial. If Mr. Yuung CJuld 
not have been persuaded to see through the 
work he had begun, at least the Government 
of India could have seen its way to appoint 
somebody in his place who could be expected to 
take a firm stand on principle. Another point that 
occurs is that in the face of the agitation which has 
arisen for Indianisation even among moderate
opinion as represented in the Bom.~ay Leaders• 
Conference, no Indian is considered good enough 
for the post of even the Chief Press Adviser. 
There are many Indian juurnalists who C.Juld 
have filled the place admrrably. Mr. V. S.· 
Ramaswami Sastri, the provincial PreSS' 
Advis~r at Madras, bas carried out his duties 
with marked success and he would not have' 
been a bad choice at the centre. 

The War:-Though the very fact of aggres
sion gave the German forces an initial advantage: 
and placed upon the Yugoslav, Greek and 
British imperial forces the role of defence, 
the seeker after news had to read carefully 
through his daily newspapers: to realise this, 
The radio has been somewhat m.>re succ:es:>ful 
in its presentation of war news in the p:~.st week 
for the reason that no broadcastin5 e~uivalent of 
news display has not yet been evolved. From 
Wednesday onwards the gravity of the situation 
became clear. First came the news that otganised 
resistance under unified control was over in Yugo· 
slaviaand that there the war had enrered into the 
g<terilla stage. Then we were told that the 
forces which had been released from the 
Yugoslav field, were resisting in Greece alo.rg 
with the other Greek and Bntish imperial units. 
On Friday morning it was stateJ . that the 
campaign in the Balkans is a delaying one and 
that the problem is largely that of co-ordinating 
action in the Halkans with actt<>n in East Africa. 
The indications at present are that next weelc 
should see a change in the fJrtunes of war 
and that Balkan re~istance, in Greece at any 
rate, will be strengthened hy reinforceme••ts 
from Abyss;nia, where, it is repurteJ, 
the lta~ian. commander, the Ouke of Aosta, 
is suing- for peace. In North Africa the 
faith inspired by General Wavell's b iltiant 
strategy in the campaign of December· 
February enables Allied comm~nt~tors to 
view · with c .tm. t'"re li~htenin~ advance of 
Germ1n forces across the Liby.1.n cJesert to 
Sollum. The Eg)ptian Gowrnment afto:r a 
secret meeri,,~ of its Parli .m~nt decl1red last 
w~ek that it was n.>t flustered by recent deve]Jp
ments reviving the North African war. but 
the•l neith ·r w ts it very much mov~d when the 
Italian~ before December marcheJ up to SUi 
Barrani. In the west, what is' descr•bd as the 
"wtJrst air raids:> far" occurred on Wc:dnc:,;day 
night over Lond.Jn. A no111er nutew ll'thy 
development i:> the l{usso-Bd.!iari Pact bt which 
Russta und~rt ,k~ to send .frud to 13dg U•n 
which the United . States . of America \Vas 
prevented from d.:.ing. . . 
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THE VITALITY OF RELIGIONS. 

Religions cUe but Religion lives on. Professor 
J~es Biss~t Pratt has Attempted an explanation 
Qf this paradox in a learned and suggestive 
e~y published by the University of California 
wilb the title, "Why Religions Die ?" The 
exp4nation, broadly speaking, is that, while 
Religion eupplie> ;m inner necessity of man, the 
expression of it in a given time and country is 
~nditioned largely by the tradition, history, geo. 
graphy. clim11.te apd the social, .:;conomic and even 
political enviwnment-in fact, everything which 
influences human life and .conduct. Religions 
"die" when these undergo change in whole or part. 
The inner necessity persists and tnakes for itself 
fresh channels which retain, nevertheless, many 
of the characteristics of. the ''dead" religion 
under other names. Spiritual values never die. 
Thus, Greek philosophy largely entered into 
Christianity. The spiritual element iu Buddhism 
permeated ·and moulded . post-Buddhistic 
Hinduism. Even Islam, with all its rigidity, 
was modified by Persian, Mooriah and 
Indian ideologies. Writing in the Crosier 
Quarlerly for January on ••The Old Testam.ent 
Prophet in His Background," I. G. Mathews 
observes: 

It was the product of the Intermingling of tha 
theorie• of the world order of many peoples-Horites 
and Hittite~, Egyptians and Babyloniaos, Canaanites 
aoc;l Ph9enicians constantly fertilised by the Arabians 
from the desert. Primitive we call It but it was the result 
of frofuund pondering, of vast experience, and was an 
aid to living. In order to do the prophets justice we 
must be familiar wito the J,e.\ding features in this their 
theologlcaJ background, 

The rroph~ts in their turn furnished 
the backgrot.~nd of Jesus Christ, who in 
turn became the background or a par~ of 
the backgrolllld of Islam. Unlike the 
Hebrew Prophets, however, both Christianity 
and Islam developed a world outlook transcend
ing distinctions of race, country and creed, and 
c:ertai11 . other elements also entered into their 
ba.c:kground. The idea of God incarnating as 
M~n i~ utterly foreign to the Hebrew Prophets. 
But it is the foundaticn of Christianity. In 
·orthodox Islam the gulf between ~he human 
spul a11d the Divine is unbridgeable. But the· 
greate&t thinkers in .·Islam were many of them 
Sufis to whom th~ m'rging ·of the two in one is 
the goal of religion just a;;~ it is to the V edantin. 

We reprint today the conclqding part of 
Professor Pratt's paper where he cites 
as the one exception to the cycle of 
birth, decay and death followe4 by many old 
religions, the religion of the Rig Veda. 
In this case devebpment has not as yet ceased 
and seemingly it will never cease. The Vedic 
gods are no longer worshipped but the Vedas 
are still regarded as eternal. Writes Profesaor 
Pratt: 

The readers and singers of the old hymna !lever 
ceased to regard them as inspired but they read in theni 
a new meaning which got itself more clearly expressed, 
after . many centuries of thought and of reli~rious 
expeneoce, in the Upanishads and the Bhagavadglta; 
There was no turning away from the old faitll as if it 
were a mistake or a deception. The old gods were 
real in their way: affirmation of their reality was truer 

_ than an atheistical denial. But tlte truth Involved In 
such affirmation was more adequately expre•sed in the 
concept of Brahma, "the one without a second," the 
<>piritual Reality upon whom all this universe Is strung 
"as rows of gems upon a thread." 

This is a partial statement of the reason 
of the vitality of Hinduism. Mere restatement, 
however, can not keep an old system long on its 
legs. We should say that the vitality of a religion 
consists in there arising from time to time men to 
confirm and to correct from their <>wn experience 
the truths enunciated by those wbJ preceded them. 
Religions perish when the springs of experience 
run dry. The Vedic seer asserted that he spoke 
from experience and so did Sri Ram~krishna 
Paramh,Lnsa. Professor Pratt observes that he 
notes some signs of a dying religion in Chris
tianity and recommends that it should follow 
the Vedic way and not the Egyptian way ~n 
order to prolong its life. Christianity surely hu 
but few exponents today who speak from direct 
experience. The word "experience'' is banished 
from the Christian religious vocabulary, 
Building hospitals and schools is a g-ood thing 
but it does not go to feed the religious spirit. 
Macdougal's analysis of religion as consisting of 
three parts or aspects, the perceptuu or intellectual, 
the emotional, and the active or volitional, 
is the exact counterpart of the three aspects 
of Hinduism. Gnyana, knowledge; bhakti, 
emotional faith ; and karma, activity. 
The three parts are not represented in the 
same proportion in the different Hin:lu sects 
but there is no sect in which they are not 
all present. Modern Christianity has come to be 
predominantly a way of works, often a blind 
alley as in mass conversions. The element of 
knowledge and the element of loving devotion or 
faith are very much in the background and 4; 
often totally neglected. It has further mor~ 
entangled itself with political governmetJtS and. 
economic institutions:. In Great Britain and the
United States it claims democracy as its own 
issue. In Sp<;tin it is the mainstay of l"alang. 
ism. Not only is it unconscious of its· 
own danger but it seeks actively to undermine 
other religions which are better provided with 
the three essentials of religion. 

Professor Pratt does not speak of Islam 
and its. prospects. He refers to it only 
with reference to its impact on Zoroastrianism 
in Persi~ and on Buddhism in this country. 
We agree with him that Buddhism had 
ceased to be a living faith in India. before 
me advent of Islam and the part of _the latter 
in its extinction was purely subsidiary. Modern 
Hinduism is three.quarters Buddhism. Zoroas
trianism in Persia was more directly affected by 
.the Islamic col\quest but even there it had become 
corrupt, otherwise it would not hav~ succumbed 
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! o readily to the dominant· political power./ within and security abroad, the two organised 
The strength of Hinduism lies in its origin from political parties, the Congress arid the -Musliltl 
and attachment to the. soil of India. It is I League, for different reasons, have dechred 
inconceivable that the 11indus can ever be themselves against it--and the British Govern
expatriated by any religious persecution and it is mznt has yielded to them, and is trying by 
equally incomprehensible that if they are expatria- various devices to retain the unitary essence 
:ted, they can remain I !indus. The tenacity with withiB the framework of provincial autonomy. 
which Indians overseas cling to their old faith The war has ups~t all calculations and brought 
seems to belie the latter statement, but it is the country back by stern necessity to the 
doublful if t.hey would do the samt' if India ceases unitary system. 
to be the homeland of the vast bulk of their race The Government of India have undertaken 
and religion. to review the whole :;che!IJe at the . end of the 

war. Mr. Jinnah flatters himself and the League 

MR. JlNNAH AND THE MUSLIM 
LEAGUE. 

The news that Mr. Jinuab was taken ill in the 
train on his way to Mad• as to pre~ide over 
the twenty·eighth session of the All India 
Muslim League, created genuine regret among 
all classes and in all parts of the country. 
Although his views and his manner of pre
senting them may not be acceptable to large 
sections of the population, his integrity, his 
unbending independence and his freedom from 
all forms of snobbery, are appreciated widely. 
A man of determination and strength of 
character, Mr. Jinnah owes little to the subtle 
art of advertisement for the dominant pos1tion 
which he has attained as the permanent 
President of the Muslim League. Backbone 
l'l rather at a discount among our politicians. 
Mr. jinnah has it in plenty and that 
itself is a very high claim to esteem. 
l-lis illne,ss necessitated two days' rest and 
it was only on the third day of the session 
that he was in a fit condition to deliver his 
adJress. He spoke extempore, as he always 
does, for over two hours, a truly remarkable 
effort, which brought on fever and disabled him 
from presiuing over the Subjects Committee that 
night. I he address, as might be expected, is 
loosely knit, tull of tags and commonplaCes, 
and one has to sift amidst a lot of chaff to 
get the s1 arse grain mixed up with it, The 
ras~age in wh•ch Mr. Jinnah ddined the goal of 
the Muslim Le~gue has been adopted as its 
creed. I ere it is ; 

· We want the establl.hment of completely lodepen
denl Stlltes In the "orth-We•t and Ea•tern zone• ol 
India with full "Ontrol finally of defence. foreign aflalrs 
communications eu~toms, currency and exchange, etc. 
We do not want In any circumstances a coo~titution 
of au All I odoa character woth one govermnent at the 
cenn·e, We will otver agree t·• that. If we agree to 
that, let me toll you the Mu•lims will be ab>OI<.tely 
wll"'d out of txl,tence. We shall oerer be tributaries 
ol ••·Y power or any government at the centre •o far 
as the north·we•t and eastern ll.lnes of our free 
Dall.oma.l homeland. aro concerned. 

It will be feen that Mr. jinnah's definition of the 
~:oat of the League is m<'re rmphatically against 
a strong central Government than for 
at•ta•chies in the north-west and eastern zones, 
Although every one who has bestowed earne,;t 
th. ught on the qu :st•on I rom the historical and 
l!dnttl'istratiVejX'intofview,agrees that a strong 
centrll.l~;overnment is the sitae gtUJ "011 of peace 

that they have done so in response to League 
demands. Congress, on the other hand, acclaims 
it as a concession to its imp:Jrtunity. The Princes, 
perhaps with greater reason, congratulate them
selves on the success of their representations. As 
a matter of fact, the situation at the end of the 
war will be entirely different from that bef~ 
the war. o-overnment have realised that the 
Hoare constitution with its innumerable 
contradictions is unworkable not only in war 
time but in normal conditions which may 
supervene on the conclusion of the war. 
The 1935 constitution will have to go, whether 
anybody wants it or not. The British Govern
ment is only making a virtue of necessity. If 
Mr. Jinnah is pleased, so much the better. A 
strong central government is bound to come not 
because any body wants it-so far as we know 
The Reformer and the Moaern Review have so far 
bec:n the only journals in which its need has found 
expression-but because without it the country 
will be plunged ·into chaos in a few years' time. 
The fi:;siparous tendencies which abound, can be 
kept in check only by a Government whkh can 
mobilise the few unitying tendencies which have 
been evolved during the last tw.J hundred 
years against the separatist 011es. This 
is so pla•n to our mind that we are surprised 
that it evades the intelligence of our political 
party leaders, There are a few other consid~ri
tions which we offer for Mr. Jinnah's 
consideration, The absolute autarchy which he 
wants, ts recognised to be the root of most of the 
trouble~ confronting the world at the present 
time. The cry on every side is for a world 
order in which the interdependence of nations 
will find adequate recognition and the am •ition 
to be sufficient each unto itself w1ll be 
effectively repressed. Modern inventions have 
e:iminated time and distance and it is sheer 
waste to insist on having your own token coinage, 
your own toy railways, your o.vn parochial 
postal system and your own little, ill-armed, 
ill-equip~J army, when the conditbns whi~h 
conf root all nations can only be met with..>ut risk 
of confl.ct by ~:<>-operative act•on. Pakistan untU 
yesterday was, it was thought, to be a sin~le 
Un1t It seems from Mr. Jinnah's address that it 
is to ccnsist of indepeooent Stat~s-how m lOY we 
are not told-in the North-West and Eastern 
zones. 1\lr, Jinnab referred to the creatio11 of 
Croatia by ,Nazi Germany and reproached 
the British for their inactioB. Croatia is 
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<:reated as a stage in the campaign which 
:is being waged in Southem Europe. To call 
Croatia an independent State, argues a lack of 
perspicacity which we should not have expected 
·from Mr. Jinnah. Croatia will not have any of 
the things which he postulates for his States. 
Neit~er would the latter if they are to be a 
creatton of any Power other than the Muslim 
League itself, unaided and alone. 

DO RELIGIONS DIE P 
(BY PROF. JAMES B. PRATT, WILLIAM CoLLEGE.) 

Our survey has covered at least the more 
'important . of the religions that have died. But 
there is one religion not on our Jist which ia worth our 
.consideration because of the light it throws upon 
.Dur problem. I refer to the reli~ion of the Rig 
Veda. This religion can hardly be said at 
least in any ordinary sense ot the word, to have 
·died. Yet it certainly is not alive. lndra and 
Varuna and Agni are dead as Bel or Apollo or 
'Thor. Except for a very few fundits, no Indian of 
today worships them-or thinks o them as individuals 
or gods. What happened to the Vedic religion i' 

The answer is: Not death, but development. The 
readers and singers of the old hymns never ceased 
to regard them as inspired, but they read in them 
a new meaning which got itself more clearly 
expr~saed, afte~ man~ centuries of thought and of 
rehg1ous expenenoe, 1n the U panisbads and the 
Bbagavad Gita. There was no turning away from 
the old faith as if it were a mistake or a deception. 
The old gods were real in their way: affirmation of 
.their reality was truer than an atheistic denial. But 
the truth involved in such affirmation was more 
adequately expressed in the concept of Brahma, "the 
One without a second," the spiritual Reality upon 
whom all this universe is strung ''as rows of gems 
upon a thread." 

Thus the religions of the Veda did not die; that 
which in it was vital and true, cast off its old shell 
and clothed itself in more suitable expression, with 
no break in the continuity of its life and no loss in 
the sanctity and weight of its authority. 

If we now look back over our diagnoses of the 
cases studied in this paper, the causes of death of 
the various religions reduce to five or six. One of 
these-reabsorption into the mother-faith-we find 
only in the case of Buddhism. There have been 
two or three religions which have suffered either 
weakening or death by violence and persecution 
Attack by another religion has been a rathe; 
commoner cause of death. Sometimes this has 
been due to the intellectual or moral superiority of the 
Victorious religion, sometimes to the social 
prestige_ posse~sed by . th?S~ who _professed it. 
Naturahst1o philosophy, ms1d1nusly mvading the 
intellectual side of ancient faiths, has been a wide
spread corrosive. Never has it been the sole cause 
of death, but it has weakened many and made them 
easy prey to attack from other quarters. In this 
respect it resembles its opposite, conservatism. Like 
natura_li"m, conservat!sm has never been the only 
fatal mftuence, but 1t has rendered many a reli~ion 
incapable of withstanding the attacks of Naturalism 
or of some more enlightened religion. The retention 
of outgrown beliefs and practices incapable of being 
assimilated with more intellectual and ideal develop
ments, tends to identify a religion, in the minds 
of its follower8, with these lower elements, and 
thus produces i~ ~a.oh n~w g~nera~ion a.n increasing 
attitude of scepticism, dissat•sfaotJon, mdifference 
and contempt. If the ol)nservative spirit among 

tho•e in authority who dominate the expressiona and 
activities of the religion, be so great as to prevent 
the development of new ideas and of new attitudes 
toward the new demands of the times, the result is 
pretty sure to be fatal. A religion that is fairly 
shielded from the advancing thought of its times, 
may evade tbe consequences of such conservatism ; 
but it it gets caught in the stream of rational question
ing and of modern knowledge, its leaders bad better 
take care. Certainly, for a religion of think· 
in~ and intelligent J?~:Dple, the most dangerous 
thmg that can betall 1t is the loss of elasticity. 
If it is to live, it must.· be able to grow. All the 
~lig!ons alive at ~resent '.":Ce born long ago, among 
mtellectual and soctal cond1t1ons very different from 
those of our day. The needs of that time are only in 
part the needs of our time. Creeds and cults and 
ideals that satisfied the first generations of believers, 
cannot fully satisfy the need of their modern 
successors. If a religion is to live, it must adapt itself 
to new and changing conditions ; if it is to feed . the 
spiritual life of its children, it must have the sensiti
vity and inventiveness that shall enable it to modify 
their diet as their needs demand. ' 

That the old must not be allowed to choke the 
new, no one has understood more clearly than 
Jesus. Again and again he asserts, "Ye have 
heard it said by them of old time •••... but I say 
unto you." Yet never does he forget the enormous 
value of the deeper things in the religious tradition 
of his people. "I am come," he said, "not to 
destroy, but ·to fulfill." 

The assertion that a religion which is to live 
must serve the new needs ot new times, does not 
mean that all needs are new, or that there are 
no permanent needs, eternal as the human soul. 
Nor does it mean that a modern religion-such as 
Christianity-should cut loose from its old roots 
and reject its own tradition. Such a course would 
mean death. There are many, to be sure, who think 
that the leaders of Christianity should direct their 
followers into exactly this course. Naturalistic and 
humanistic philosophy, they insist, can give us all 
we need and all we have a right to. No longer 
should we Reek to live in a fool's paradise. Let us 
leave behind us

1 
say they, the dead past. Let the 

dead bury the1r dead. Let half-gods go. Let us 
make a new start. 

Possibly this is good advice. ·And, whether good 
advice or bad, it may point to the course which our 
successors will take. ·Certainly Christianity is exhi
biting some of the symptom• which our review of past 
relig•ons has made familiar, and which have 
often heralded the end. In some quarters, Chris
tianity has been seriously weakened by Naturalism; 
In others it is being identified with outgrown beliefs 
whicll in one or tWQ generations no intelligent man 
will be sble to take seriously. And many raise the 
queNtion, would the Joss·of Christianity be so dread
ful a thing as is commonly thought P After its 
demise, religion would still survive. as it always bas. 
Would not that be enough? 

I, for one, cannot look upon the death of Christia. 
nity with such philosophic equanimity. The ending 
of the Christian tradition would mean the loss of 
some very great human values. It is hard to 
estimate the moral enthusiasms, the courage, the 
daring, the confidence, the peace, the enduring hope, 
the earnest good will, the mspiration and incentive 
for building a better world, which have their roots 
in the Christian tradition, and whiob each suooessive 
generation denves therefrom. 

But, one may ask, can the essential part of the 
Christian tradition be preserved and, at the same 
thne, thQught b~ left free and faith be kept elastic P. 
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I think it .can. Very fos~ibly this ~u.ess of ~ine j ."1861. Reading Room in mission school of Rev 
may be m1s.taken, but thmk the <;:hns~tan tradition Ze1gler, The library of the school contained works of 
can be retamed and handed on by mtell•gent a~d. free Raja Ram Mohan Roy, B;1ishiva Rao, Kallyanpur 
m~n throug~ a constantly f~esh a':ld. ever sp1r1tual Ragbavendra Rao, myself, Asagandi Subba 
relnterpret~t•on of the essenttal Chnst1an symbols. I Rao and several others were regular members 
~ve not forg~>tten t.hat 1omething ~ike this !'as All more or loss lest their faith in orthodoxy: 
tried ~y th.e ph1)osoph1o l~ders of dymg Pagamsm, Some had been slightly inclined towards 
1!-nd tried m van1. But n~1ther h;ave I forgotten that Christianity. Raja Ram Mohan Roy's works, however, 
It near!y succeeded, ;And w~a~ IS mere important, opened the eyes of most and attracted their minds. 
there 111 today no r1val rehgton ready to take the This is the first step" 
enormous place that Christianity would leave empty. "I C 1 • • 
And most important of all the Christian symbols 11 a cutta the B. SamaJ was publishing a 
eeem to me immeasurably O:ore elastio more vital weekly Paper at the time and the religious 
more natively related to the eternal truths which of the gr;at Keshub Chunder Sen was the harbinger 
they embody, than were those of the Roman and of the llght of ~e B~ahmo Samaj ~~ th~ time, His 
Hellenistic religions Where Paganism failed 1 ~ergy was fiowm~; tn all the d1rect1ons beyond 
think Christianity rrd.y succeed. ' lcu~ta through h1s weekly paper-Indian &fomllr, 

Christianity I believe, may choose-Christianity ~ belt~ve, was the name of the paper, Here In 
in fact mu.t choose-between two courses~ between ~ a~g~ ore I came to know of it and subscribed 
the Egyptian way and the Vedic way, The Egyptian or It, • 
road of conservatism and repression leads to death, ''At that t1me Rev. Lal Behari De, a Bengalee 
It is a broad way and many religions there be that edu~ted gentleman and a Christian convert, 
go in thereat. The Vedic way-and was it not also pubbshed ~ weekly paper with the object of directing 
Jesus' way P-the way of constant spiritual reinter. the attentiOn of the educated people from the 
pretation, i1 straight and is narrow, and few of the Brahmo Samaj and attracting it to Christianity. 
reli~io~s have found it: but it leads .to life-to _life He was a powerful Christian missionary." 
which 1~ s:l~-perpetuatmg, self-renewtng, and wh1ch, Raghunathaya wrote this note when be was very 
for the md1V1dual and for the world, may be eternal, old and weak and in poor memory. Perhaps he could 

_ not continue writing on account of weakness or some 
ULLAL RAGHUNATHAYYA. ~fb:~ 0~a=, The handwriting looks like that 

(PREBIDENT FOUNDER OF THE MANGALORE In those days there was hardly any communication 
BRAHMO SAMAJ.] between Man galore and far off Calcutta. Raghuna-

(BY AN OLD MEMBER 011' THB SAMAJ ), thaya ordered from Calcutta books of the Brahmo 
A hundred years have passed by since the Samaj and studied them with interest and devotion and 

birth of this venerable leader of Mangalore on finally accepted in toto the precepts and practices 
7th February 184.1. A life of unblemished purity, of the Brahmo Samaj. He collected a number of 
unbounded enthusiasm for reforms in all the concerns his young friends and started weekly services in 
of Indian life and deep spirituality deserves more his house to which his elderly and scholarly father 
than a magazine article. I have no records with was attracted. The pious father became the disciple 
me. The voluminous documents preserved by him of th~ son and accepted the precepts of the Brahmo 
during his life are not available now, 1 had the SamaJ• 
benefit of once perusing his own diary in two • In 1869 w.hi~e Raghunatbaya was progressing in 
volumes, Even this is not before me now. I speak b1s new COllVIOIIons, one N. Arasappa, an influential 
from memory, and rich youth and leader of Billavar (non-Brahmin) 

Raghunathayya was tall, well-built and of a community was straining every nerve to improve 
commanding personality-clad always in white and elevate the condition of his castemen-neglected 
dhoty, a coat and a white turban-the whole and abandoned by the orthodox Brahmins. When 
appearance exhibiting a spiritual glow, unflinching Arasappa f?und !hat the Hin~u orthodoxy gave him 
devotion to duty and a dogged determination, no cho1ce 1n sp1te of all h1s endeavours to remain 

Born in a highly respected Saraswat Brahman in the fold of Hinduism, he was being courted 
family in Mangalore and the only son of Mangeshayya 8! usual by the vigilant Christian miuionarie11. 
(a District Munsiff in Government service ) be was Raghunathaya who was a personal friend of Arasapa, 
venerated in Indian oiroles, He entered Government convinced the latter that the Brahmo Samaj is just 
service and was a Translator in the H uzur the faith that will purify him and his followers, A 
Colleotorate when he retired. He retired at the telegram was sent to Brahmanand Keshuh Cbunder 
very early age of 50 on account of calamities in Sen inviting him to Mangalore and offering that 5000 
his family--d~ath of his then only son followed by men would embrace Brahmoislll. Keshub was 
that of his father the next year. A Kanarese and arranging to start on his memorable tour to England. 
Sanskrit aoholar be was a forcible and eloquent He sent Bhais Pratap Chandra Muzumdar, Gaur 
speaker in Kanarese-the language of the District. Govind Roy and Amrit Lal Bose (three of the mis. 
With the English education he received his sionaries of the Brah.r.o Samaj of India). The late 
conscience rebelled against the idolatrous and Mr. V. B. Navrange of the B~mbay Prarthana Samaj 
auperstitious tradition surrounding hilll. The accompanied them from Bombay to Mangalore. 
very active Chmtlan Minlonaries supplied him When the party arrived in 1\Jangalore there was a 
with Christian literature. Among the tracts so large concourse of people at the pier. \Vhen the 
liberally given were copies of pamphlets published men found that the missionaries were clad in semi
by them about the controversy then raging between European dress they mistook them for another seot 
Keshu b Chunder Sen and the Rev Lal Behari De in of Christians and deserted the standard of Arasappa. 
Caloutta. Young Ragbunathya read tho,e tracts \Vhen ultimately a devotional service was organised 
with great interest. Instead of converting there were present only a handful of follow.,rs of 
him to Christianity these opened up before him Arasappa ( most of whom did not know English the 
the cosmopolitan and purely monotheistic ideals of language in whioh the service was conducted) but a 
thD Brahmo Samaj which reflected his own ideals. number of followers of Raghunathaya appreciated 
Ra~:hunathay• bas wittten thus on a paper found the tenets and accepted tbelll. The missionaries 
in a note-book 1 atarted a branch of the Samaj In the house of 
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Arasappa, where Raghunathraya .interpreted into 
Kanarese,. w~at the missionaries taught in, English.. 
After staymg m Mangalore for about a month, Mr. 
Muzumdar left for Calcutta "to to1ke up the work of 
the Samaj during the absence of Keshub, A number 
bfSaraswat Brahmins undertheleadof Raghunathaya 
proposed to start a separate Samaj for the higher 
castes as the latter would not attend the Billavar 
Samaj on account of persecution from the caste people, 
Accordingly, with Raghunathaya as Secretary, a 
separate. Samaj was started on 11th June 1870 apd 
was named "Upa~ana Samaj". with Bhais Bose 
and Roy to guide them. The members of this' 
Samaj, mostly Raghunathaya, were conducting 
services in the Brahmo Samaj. The two mi•sionaries 
Bbais Bose and Roy remained for some months 
longer in Mangalore to organise the mission with the 
help of Raghuhathaya, When ultima~ely they left 
Mangalore on 25ti1 OcL 1870, the Samaj t>f Arasappa 
began to decline and died a lingering death after 
some time in spite of Raghunathaya officiating at 
tbe weekly services from time to time. Arasappa 
died on 1l!th November 1876. · . . . 

Raghunathaya's party, the Upasana Samaj, stood 
firm and conducted weekly services in the members' 
houses by turns. When the news reached the ears 
of the elders and the Swami (the .. sacredotal head of 
the community) persecution set in right earnest and 
Ragbunathaya was ex-communicated by the Swami. 
Unable to- bear the oppooition organised by the 
orthodox the members began to assemble ill BWit at 
the top of an adjoining hill for the devotional 
exercises, Even there they were persecuted 
especially because they insisted upon expunging 
idolatry and Raghunatbaya persisted in officiating at 
services in Arasappa's house, 

The Swami convened a caste assembly to whioh 
Raghunathaya was summoned, He was ordered 
to give up his connection with the Brabmo Samaj 
and Arasappa. He declined to accept the mandate. 
Dhoby, barber and servants boycotted him. One by 
one the fJiiowers of Raghunathaya deserted him. 
TIJere were only a llandful still working with ham. 
He could not get on rent any building for services 
and Sangat Sabha meetings. 

1884. By dint of perseverance and uphill work 
Raghunathaya and his followers collected donations, 
erected a maodir for worship where they openly 
assembled for worship and in 18~6 declared it open 
to :he public without distinction of caste, creed or 
oolour. Organized persecution from the Brahmin 
community again commenced in 1888. At this time 
a catastrophe in the family of Raghunathaya .shook 
the Samaj to its very foundation. U manath Rao, a 
youth of gr~at promise who had p•sstd university 
examinations wi•h distinction and Raghunathaya's 
only son then who had just returned from ·Madras, 
went for a walk to ·thP. top of· the Lighthouse 
Hill accompanied by his father, Amrit Lal Bose 
(then on his third visit to Mangalore), the late 
H. Narain Rao who became a well known journalist 
in Bombay and the late Kudmul Ranga Ra:o, .. 
brother-in-law of Raghunathaya, A sudden stroke 
of lightening killed the boy and on hearing of the 
catastrophe his young wife fainted, dropped down 
and after only a ftw days' illness died leaving a 
surviving child in arms. All the orthodox proclaimed 
in loud terms that the ourse of the sw~mi descended 
on Raghunathaya. He, though heart-broken, stood 
firm and continued the ~amaj in spite of his Iatner 
and several others forsaking him. He had a 
number of domestic calamities ti1119l2. 

19CS. After 'many· years the Samaj changed its 
name •• Upasana Samaj" and took the bolder name 
of 'the "Man galore. Brahma Samaj " at the insta~ce · 

of the late Bhai Baldev Narain. When the name 
was changed he was appointed President of the 
Samaj. He continued to hold his post till his death. 
During the visit of Pandit Sivanath Shastri in 1904 
a set of rules were framed and a constitution was 
given to the Samaj. A Trust Deed was also drafted 
and this was registered in 1905. : 

Raghunathaya married his own daughter in Brahmo · 
style and his grand-daughter, a widow, was similarly 
married-the first Brahmo marriage and the first 
widow marriage in the District in the Brahmin 
community; He also officiated ·at several Brahmo 

; marriages each year till the end of his lite. 
At the time I joined the Samaj in 1897 I remem

ber there· were only half a cozen members and a 
few sympathisers. Then gradually a number of 
members joined and the Samaj grew in numbers 
and its activities increased. I have not the space 
to enumerate In detail the several activities of the 
Samaj. Though others worked, the mainspring was 
Raghunathaya. Mi~sionaries from Calcutta and 
Bombay visited and helped us greatly. 

The anniversaries of the Samaj were celebrated 
with devotion and enthusiasm. Nagar Sankirten,. 
public preaching, poor feeding and Pritibhojans 
(intercaste dinners) were some of the features,; 
l'he inter-caste dinners held in recent years were 
attended by several sympathisers and Harijans. 
One, in particular, in which a Brahmin Vakil partook, 
attracted much attention as he was excommunicated 
by the Swami (Gowd ~raswat Swami) and he filed 
a complaint of defamation against the Swami-and 
the case went up in appeal to the High Court. 

In 1897 a member of the Samaj commenced his 
work for the social elevation of Harijans, then 
known as Mahars or Pane hamas in S. Kanara. A 
"Depressed Oasses Mission" was organised which 
is doing excellent work for the social elevation and 
education of · these ·unfortunate communities,· 
The founder of this ·mission would say that he had 
his spiritual inspiration from the spiritual power 
house-Raghunathaya and Mangeshaya-in 187~ 
when he was a student. Sunday Schools were started 
at several centres to give moral. instruction to children 
of members and sympathisers and a Sangath called 
"Alma Vidya.Sadak Sanga.th" was started for the 
young men, a ladies' gathering· called "Brabmica. 
Sabha"-and a school called "Ram Mohan Roy 
Girls' School'' were also started, Some of these. 
dwindled down and some exist no. longer. But the 
indomitable spirit of Raghunathaya r•maim andean 
f16'11Br tii1. But one spot· tbat will always exist is the 
Sa·••kara !Jhu-.i (cremation ground); a deputation 
under Raghunathaya's leadership waited on _the 
D!strict Collector and a big_ plot ol land was ~ranted 
free to the Samaj. lt is walled round and ts kept 
wdl with a shed in the middle, In this plot lie the 
last remains of hundreds of Brahmoo and sympa
thisers, men-womenland1ch ildren- each bearing:grave 
with inscription, In the middle and in a prominent 
place is entered the ashes· of Raghunatbaya under a 
fitting memorial in marble : · 

"In Sacred Memory of Ullal Raghunathaya. 
President Founder of the Brahma Samaj, Man galore •. 
Erected by his sons, Mangesh and Deva." 
"Born 7-2-1841 · Died 81-7-1921.' .. 

There in this Bhu Vaikuntam remain his last 
remain~-a fitting ·place of pilgrimage for the •pre•ent 
and succeeding g~ntrations of Bnihmos. Hagllu• 
nalhaya was president of a fheistic Conference held in 
Calcutta in 1911. The late H. C. Sarkar acted as 
Secretary. 

Before concluding, I must . say a word of' 
Ragilunathaya's deep spirituality. I spoke of two· 
volumes of diaries written in his own band day after 
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day, A perusal of these pagea shows the inner 
personality of the mao, The subject matter of every 
prayer off<red each day is noted there. The resolves 
made eaeh day, the failures in keeping them, the 
IUoeeH of eacb day'• spiritual endeavour, are all 
~iven there in detail so that one cannot resist the 
mferenoe that Raghunathaya was one or God's 
good men rising day after day in his spiritual height 
by .hie ,ardent and sincere and devout spiritual 
worabip. 

Such was the founder of tbe Samaj and he deserves 
a Jar greater memorial than the building erected 
by public donations next to the Samaj Mandir and 
called "UIIal Raghunathaya Memorial Hall," used 
for publio activities by thP. Samaj and sympathisers, 

May his sacred memory ever remain green in the 
annals of tbe Brahmo Samaj movement as the 
pioneer ot Brabmo activities in, this part of India. 

-THE KOLHAPUR SUCCESSION. 
(BY M, D, KARKHANIS.) 

It Is four months since the sad demise of the late 
Chhatrapati Maharajasahe b of Kolhapur on 26th 
November, 1940, Our memory is too fresh to forget 
the tra~io event. Since then, various prominent 
lnatitutlona in Kolhapur have passed resolutions 
requesting the ,authorities concerned to allow the 
dowager Maharani Tarabaisaheb to adopt a boy, or 
her hklng, hersell being appointed as the Regent. 
Papers of various shades of opinion all over Maha· 
raahtra have freely expressed their views on this 
subject and yet the question remains undecided to 
thia day. 

lOne must, however, appreciate the Government of 
India's diffioultiet in ooming to a swift decision in this 
matter, Their hands are full with heavy war-time 
work. Psyobogioally their mind will not be at rest till 
the War is brought to a aucceaslul finish. 'There 
being no male aucaesaor to the throne, the question 
ot euocession Is greatly complicated. Finally, the 
Government of India have got to refer this question 
to His Majesty King George VI. Still it is natural 
for tho subjects to get a bit impatient. 

Nothing stops even with the death of a Chhatrapati, 
.Even after the ,oruel murder of Sambhaji by 
Aurangseb, the whole of Maharashtra rallied round 
R•jaram and even during the trying times the 
administration functioned well agaanst odds, Even 
In distant epio days, when Bharat refused to rule in 
place of Rama, Rama'a fPOtprints were placed on the 
throne and tried old administrators helped to 
keep things going well in his absence. In the 
pre•ent caee, too, tne administration has been carried 

, on all these days under the efficient management of 
the State Executive Council, at the head of which is 
Rao Bahadur D. A. Surve, th•t able, smiling,. a lim 
-figure, combining in him•elf qualities ot head and 
hea<t, one who bas come to , be the prop of two 
regimes-the one gone out and the other coming in. 
A faw changes are brought about in the State 
machinery 1 the Ga:1lt• is published as usual without 
the important annoWtOement looked for appearing 
therein 1 Time tho great healer, is teaching us to 
aoften our grief for the late Rajaram Maharaj. Yet 
a ~ullsuspense hangs there. 

Aooording to F.oglish Law the King never dies· 
In other word9, the throne cannot remam vacant. In 
aooordanco with thi• Law; Mallarani Tarabaisaheb 
was conventionally placed on the Throne of Kolhapur, 
proir til the remoYal of the dead body of the Late 
Maharaja. Naturally, people are now watchin,g the 
goiJen day ol the fulfilment of their ~ishes, 

Tarab1i1 tho Sounder of this,. Gadi, was herself a 
woman. I may cite a somewhat parallel situation in 

the past history of Kalhapur, ''In 1760 A. D.Sambllaji 
U died without issue and a member of the Bhosle 
family was adopted as his successor and named 
Shivaji 111 or Shivaji II of Kolhapur and the dowager 
queen Maharani ]ijabaisaheb conducted the adminis
tration, during which the first treaty was oonol•ded 
with the East India Company in 1765 A. D," (·'>.'Jotes 
on Kolhapur" by Sir R. V. Sabnis, Kt.. C. L E., 
Ex-Dewan of Kolhapur). This may serve as a guide. 
It may be noted here that this is probably a unique 
instance of a treaty having been ooncluded by the 
British Power with a Royal lady. 

Kolbapur is the premier Maratha State in tbe 
Deccan, Its history dates back to the Mauryan 
period, It has been progressing welL Its few but 
well-organised industrial works, its increasing 
income, its splendid educational developments all 
point to its all-sided greatness, Yet much 
remains to be done, The great Radhanagari Scheme 
which will bring prosperity to thousands awaits 
expansion ; the hidden mineral wealth h~11 to be dug 
out and given a aommercial value; Sanitation, Sewage 
system, better water arrangement are to be provided 
for the growing populace-the latest Census figure of 
1941 reaching nearly a million; masses are to be made 
literate and a spirit of democracy infused in them-..all 
this will make this State a model one. The ease and 
~nthusiasm essential to ensure this will be there onoe 
the question of adoption is settled and the Maharani 
Tarabalsahel> aots as a Regent in. the interest of ~~~ 
aubjects who revere her. 

May the day dawn soon-the day that will be fateful 
not 'Only in the history of Kolhapur but in the history 
of the whole of Maharashtra. 

MAIULA SEVA GRAM. 
The Editor, 

Ths Indian &<ial R•formor. 
Sir, 

In your issue of April 12th, in the courae of an 
article about a new institution at Yerandavna, that 
institution is aolemnly rebuked for adopting the 
name, "Mahila Seva Ashram." 

But this name has been invented for the institution 
by the writer of the article, and exists only in hia 
imagination, The institution is called ''Mabila Seva 
Gram." It is called by this name in the article in 
the Aslira "' RtrvisUJ from which Tli1 lflt:WI Rtformw 
gets hia infarmation ; the word "ashram" does not 
occur in the article in the A&hram RIWiiW, and bas 
never been used for the new institution. 

Poona, } Yours etc., 
April,14, 1941, J. C. WILUAMS. 

[We apologise for the mistake which oan be only 
explained as a confusion between the name o f 
the new Institution and the name of the 
magazine in which it was described. Tbe mistake 
however, does not affect the main line of argu· 
ment.-Editor.] 

ODDS AND ENDS. 
It was a oommonplaoe in telrt bookB on Political 

Eoonomy in the last century that the magio property of 
turns sand into gold. Experience in these war timea 
shows that the same magic turns blood Into bile. 
Indian eoonomists have hailed the war aa a divine 
dispensation to facilitate the establishment of .ne~ 
industries. Whatever may be thought of them, tt as 
difficult to imagine the state of mental depravity 
"'hich inspired the following in tbe Estate Market 
Report of the London Tii~~U: 

t..oodoo propert1 o( ""'' dMs has sulfered from 
the direct andl~t c;o~ces or 'IIOilN bas --
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well called the Battle of London, No Improvement 
can be ·anticipated. until that trouble Is over, but In 
the meantime buyers ~nd tenants may pick up profitable 
bargains in sites, houses and commercial premises, 

* * * 
The Bhagavad Gita was not intended as a defence 

:or justification· of war, It is the philosophical · 
,counterpart of the Buddhist l;ha•nmlljJaila and many 
.ideas and even much of the phraseology are common 
:to both, Both deprecate the exclusiveness of the 
Vedio religion; the Dhammapad complettly i,mores;it; 
the Gita pays lip .homage but more effectively 
undermines it, l he message of both is the same. 
,But an ingenious Pandit by adding two chapters at 1 

the begining and interpolating a few p)lrases here 
and there. distorted it into a propagand~ production 
.in favour of the Pandavas who in manners or morals 
:were no better than their cousins, the. Kaura vas. 

• . * * 
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The Federal Court on Women's Rights Acts :
In l 937 the Indian Legislature passed an Act 
making some changes in the order of succession 
of Hindu women to the property of deceased 
relatives. In 1938 it passed another • Act 
radically changing the order prescribed in the 
Act of the previous year. A Bill was intro
duced last year to amend the 1938 Act so as 
to restore in part the arrangements which 
prevaikd under the Act of 1937. This Bill 
was referred to a Committee which is now 
sitting, along with the two previous Acts and 
two other Bills relating to the question of 
women's status. Meanwhile a doubt crept 
into the Government's mind as to the 
validity of the two previous Acts. The 
Schedules to the Government of India 
Act of 1935 made a distinction between 
agricultural land and other property, and duties 
on the former were assigned to Provincial Legis-

. latures and those on the latter to the Central 
Legislature. The doubt was, Did the two 
Acts infringe the right of the Provincial 
Legislatures by includin~ agricultural land 
in . the compass of their ~revisions i' The 
Federal Court has decided, h1 a long and 
learned dissertation, that the word "property'' 
in the two Acts can refer ·only to the class 
of property which the Central Legislature 
was competent to legislate for. As duties on 
agricultural land were expressly assigned to 
Provincial Legislatures, the Central Legislature 
could not have meant to include it in the scope of 
its Act. This opinion of the Federal Court, based 
as it is on purely legal principles, has the addi
tional merit of preventing the confusion which 
would have arisen in cases of succession under the 
twoActs in the last three years. Incidentally it was 
urged that the Aci: of 1937 was invalid because, 
while the Legislative Assembly which passed it 
was the pre-reform Assembly, the Council of 
State, the serood chamber, which adopted it, was 
elected according to the new Act. The Federal 
Court has ruled that this is of no consequence 
and the only thing which mattered was the date 

on which the Governor-General's assent was 
given. While the opinion of the Federal Court 
on the reference made to it by the Governor
General must be accepted as conclusive, we can 
not help feeling a doubt as to the appropriateness 
of the terms of reference. The Court was 
asked to say whether the Acts included agricul
tural property. But the words in the schedule are 
"duties m relation to succession to agricultural 
property." Is it not possible that Parliament 
meant to give power to the Provincial Legisla
tures to legislate about duties on succession to 
agricultural land and that it did not intend to 
give~ them power to legislate about succession 
itself? As we remarked on a previous occasion', 
the power conferred on the Provincial Legisla
tures was primarily for revenue purposes. It 
should not matter to the Province whether a 
daughter or a daughter-in-law succeeded to the 
property of a deceased man. The Provincial 
Legislature had only to decide how much the 
estate, so far as it consisted of agricultural land, 
should pay as succession duty. The Federal 
Court was precluded from considering this point 
by the terms of the Governor-General s reference 
which assumed that duties on succession meant 
suc::ession also. 

Mr. Amery's Progress:-The Secretary of 
State for India obtained from the House of 
Commons on Tuesday the· necessary sanction for 
continuing Governors' regimes. In his two 
speeches, Mr. Amery showed little . inclination 
to relinquish the formula he has devised for 
Indian constitutiC>nal progress. The tendency, 
on the contrary, was · to cling more 
desperately to it. We had been told since the 
outbreak of war that Indians will be permitted 
to draw up a constitution suited to Indian tradi
tions and conditions after the war. That 
itself was not a sudden jump from the 
imposed constitution of the Hoare scheme-. 
It was a more or less graceful tran
sition through permission to modify the 1935 
Act, to suggest radical alterations to that Act, 
and later to adopt something different from 
other British models. Now it has dawned on 
Mr. Amery that the task of framing a constitu
tion for India must be an entirely Indian respon
sibility in which the British can at best help to 
their utmost. It almost sounds as though the 
versatile Secretary of State got mud~ 
at this point for it reads likeone of hiS 
speeches to Balkan neutrals urging them to 
resist Nazi aggression. This is, however 
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immaterial. The key to Mr. Amery's optimism 
in regard to India-probably shared by 
the Cabinet-is contained in a paragraph 
in which every sentence started with the 
words, "We welcome ... " and revealed that 
he was himself rather astonished at the 
progress of India in war, in industry, in 
nutrition, and in the efforts of Indians to come 
together. Our Conservative administrators, it 
appears, expected much less and are really 
astounded that so much has been done. When, 
therefore, Indian politicians with the best of in ten· 
tions offer to speed up the war · effort, or ask 
for greater industrialization, or complain 
about the backwardness of social services in 
the .country, or·. even suggest that greater 
agreement can be obtained through a change of 
policy, they do not convince the Amery-Churchill 
school of politicians who at the moment hold the 
reins of office in their hands. The inference from 
this . is that the greatest ·obstacles to Indian 
progress are not the non-co-operators but the 
supporters of Government policy in this country. 

How :Indian Unity will Come :-In the 
one field that really matters to British 
'eaders to;iay-that of the army and army equip
ptent-Mr. Amery candidly admitted that the 
locusts had eaten up ·precious years which "we are 
now trying to retrieve for ourselves and India." 
Mr. Amery also conceded that in British politics, 
there was a sense of frustration which is only 
now being overcome. He was wrong, however, 
in feeling that it was the war coming home to 
Britons that had brought about a change and, 
therefore, his hope that India too would arrive 
at a similar unity through realisation of the 
war needs, was completely misplaced. Unity 
in Britain today is the direct result of re
cognition of mistakes of the past and a resolu
tion not to repeat them again. Mr. Churchill 
and Mr. Amery himself have played a great 
part in liquidating Britain's past, But on 
the Indian question Mr. Amery's latest speech 
reveals, as earlier speeches from him and other 
British Secretaries of State for India have done 
before, that there is no appreciation of the 
"mischief the locusts have done here. Mr. 
Amery denied that British promises have been 
broken. But British statesmen seem to revel in 
alienating Indian public sentiment. Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru declared at the Bombay Con
ference that at no time was there a Government 
ol India which was so out of touch with Indian 
opinio~ Mr. Amery in his last effort has driven 
the ~edge still deeper by alienating a group of 
_men who were seeking ways ot bringing English
men and Indians together. This is not surprising 
in view of his record as Secretary of State for 
.India. Starting with a very large measure of 
sympathy in India, Mr. Amery has driven away, 
first the Congress, then the Liberals and 
now even the Moderates. We are not over

~ perturbed by these developments. The final 
.settlement between Britain and India will have 
,to be of so radical a nature that a period of war 
oand of external threats to the Commonwealth 

is not. favourable for it. Meantime, things 
are gotng on pretty smoothly on the surface 
in the political sphere. The anxiety for an 
immediate solution of those, both members of 
Parliament and Indian leaders, who hope to 
settle the outstanding questions between the two 
countries by . minor adjustments, is but 
natural. But it is an utter futility and Mr," 
Amery's speech ought to convince them of 
this. 

Ahmedabad· Bombay ~lots :-The explanation 
offered for the sudden outbreak of serious riots 
in Ahmedabad resulting in over 60 deaAhs and 
some two hundred injured, namely, that they 
were due to an unfounded rumour that certain 
Sikhs were about to take out a procession with 
music through a locality in which there was a 
mosque, is entirely inadequate in the absence of 
any indication that there has recently been such 
a tension in the city as to need only so flimsy 
a pretext to break out into arson and murder. 
A similar rumour started in Calcutta, has led to 
a warning by Government to citizens to keep the 
peace. The trouble lasted for four days and.' 
eased only after His Excellency the .Governor 
paid a flying visit to ·Ahmedabad and inspected 
the places .which were most affected. No expla
nation has been so far suggested for the 
outbreak in Bombay which was quickly got 
under control by prompt police action. It is 
impossible to resist the suspicion that some 
sinister agency has been at work to foment these 
disorders apart from the chronic communal 
controversy over cow-killing and music in front 
of mosques. It should not be difficult for the 
authorities to locate the centre of mischief. No 
consideration should be allowed to stand in the 
way of the adoption and enforcement of stringent 
measures to root out the poison. 

Gandbiji and Congress :-The Hinau of 
Madras somewhat irrelevantly concluded a 
leading article on Mr. Jinnah's address to the 
Muslim League with the suggestion that 
Gandhiji should release the Congress from its 
undertaking to follow him· as its dictator so as 
to enable it to resume .the attitude expressed in 
the Poona resolution offering full co-operation in 
the prosecution of the war if a national govern
ment was formed at the centre. This Gandhiji 
has declined to do. We do not see how he can 
have complied with the request. Non-violence 
with him is not a matter of expediency. He 
has' not adopted it now in ·order to embarrass 
Government in its war effort. In fact, ·he has 
expressly declared more ·than once that he does 
not want to embarrass them. ·He has · so 
regulated the current of satyagraha as to present 
the minimum of impediment to war efforts 
which, in fact, could not · have been more 
successfully carried out if there was no 
satyagraha. Some people think that the mild 
form of satyagraha offered at Gandhiji's 
express direction has rather operated as a 
stimulus to the vast and' well-organized war 
efforts of Government and the non-Congress 
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------
public. But Gandhiji owes something to him- J supporter of Gandhiji's views and in particular 
self and those who have adopted his doctrines. emphasizes his non-violent message. In this it 
To ask him to stand aside· as if the principle goes farther than other party organs. Among 
mattered little to him, is. to ask him to admit the numerous messa!;!'es it has received, none 
that non-violence was a policy which he has could be more gratifying to those responsible 
adopted as a matter of expediency. If the for the policy of the paper ·than those from 
Congress of its own motion relieves Gandhiji of political opponents testifying to the· sense of 
the responsibility it thrust on him when it found fair play and respect for opinion shown to points 
that Government was in no mood to respond to of view other than those held by the SearckligltJ 
the Poona resolution, he would be ready to do so itself. We wish the newspaper every success in 
even though he had no one else to stand by him. the field of national service it has chosen. 

The "Leader" on Jinnah :-We were pained For the "Dnyanodaya" :-' The Dnyanotlaya 
to read the personally offensive article on quotes from a recent article in The R~former a 
Mr. Jinnah in the Leader which seldom des· paragraph suggesting that Hindus should stand 
cends to personalities. We saw nothing arrogant out of politics and let a Cabinet composed of 
or insolent in the address of Mr. Jinnah at members of minority communities carry on 
the Muslim League. He has criticised the the Government, with a complimentary remark. 
Congress, the Hindu Mahasabha and the It was not our idea that the Hindu cJmmunity 
Bombay Conference but his language nowhere alone stood in need of internal reorganization and 
transcends the wide limits of political controversy. that the minority communities needed none. The 
Mr. Savarkar's address at the Hindu Mahasabha proper place of the Hindus in the national coun
held in Madura some months ago, was no wise cils, as determined by every test, admits of no 
milder but the Leat!er, so far as we are difference of opinion. For them to undertake 
aware, did not denounce the Mahasabha responsibility for the Government of the country, 
President as arrogant and insolent. Our own either in part or wholly, in any less proper 
impression of the Muslim League President's position would be of no good to themselves 
address was that it was inspired by a sense or oth~rs, much less to the country as a 
of frustration at the weak support Pakistan whole. It may interest the Dnyanotlaya to 
!las received from those from whom he expected know that a distinguished Indian belonging 
strong support, the Ti~1es, for example. He to a minority community, did not regard the 
quoted from its article and:exclaimed in disgust. suggestion of a Government by an exclusively 
"Sharper than a serpent's tooth is a traitor's minority Cabinet, with the Hindus standing 
hand." Old Lear had said ••a thankless child.'' out of politics, as a promising one. Mr. C. 
There was point in it. But one never expects Rajagopalacharya, ex-Premier of Madras. had 
boons from a traitor's hand, As we have made a formal offer which went much further. 
r~_peatedly observed, the Pakistan scheme is He had offered ~he support of the Congress 
w1thout substance. It cuts clean across party to a Cabmet formed by Mr. Jinnah 
the spirit of Islam as also against an agelong consisting of colleagues selected by Mr. Jinnah 
Indian sentiment. If anything was needed himself. That offer did not exclude, if it 
to put the extinguisher on Pakistan it did not indeed contemplate, the possibility of 
was furnished by the unhappy analogy of the the entire cabinet consisting of Muslim Leaguers. 
crea~on of Croatia a~ a separate Republic b~ t~e The War :-On the Greek front, the war 
~aZIS.. A ~re dl-omened precedent 1t IS position instead of improving as we had 
1m possible to thmk of. expected last week, has steadily deteriorated. In 

fhe "Searchlight" of Patoa:-The SearciJlirhl Macedonia and Epirus the Greeks have 
of Patna recently celebrated its twenty-second surrendered but fighting still continues round 
year by a special number. In its leading Thermopylae in which J:!mpire forces are 
article, the Searchli"g/11 announced that it had playing an important part. Unless a miracle 
acquired the machinery of a modern newspaper happens, it is not likely that the Greek campaign 
and that the minority years of struggling amidst will offer any opportunity of reversing the 
adverse conditions were over. It would not, decision of the past weeks ...... In Africa there 
wrote the Sea,.ddigkt, deny itself in the past the has been steady improvement, the British being 
pri\'ilcge of being the mouthpiece of Gandhiji, stronger in the South-East. Tobruk has 
along with two or three other newspapers. proved a thorn in the Nazi side so far as Libya 
It is not unusual for newspapers to acquire is concerned, and the lightening rapidity 
caution and discretion along with new machinery of Germany's move across the desert has 
and we should not have normally thought the brought her more trouble than advanta.,o-e. Ia 
occasion one for congratulating the SeaniU1"gkt Iraq things are quietening down with the arrival 
whiclt in the past has had to close down three of British troops and the Rashid Ali Govern
times and to face several suits in law courts ment have declared their intention of observing 
and to furnish security under the press laws. the Anglo-Iraq Treaty. Turkey once more has 
Though its history is likely to a-eate an declared her intention to resist aggression and 
impression that the SeorcAii'gnt tended towards American; representatives have again asserted 
intemperate e..'dremism, it has been a sober organ their determination to help Britain. Meanwhile in 
of opinion and has commende..l itself to all the Empire Canada during the week has forged 
schools of thought. In the anniversary leading 1 one more link with the U. S. A.; and Australia 
article, it proclaims itself an enthusiastic appears perturbed at the Balkan situation. 
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THE AWAKENING OF RELIGION. 
Religion which, with its full consent and some· 

times on its own initiative, was banished from all 
spheres of social life, except the narrow precincts 
of the Church and mosque and temple, is begin
ning to realise with shame and sorrow that it has 
forfeited its right to live. The man in the street 
is asking why religion should have any place in 
life since it has not prevented the world from 
plunging into the disastrous strife which today 
is the normal relation between nations and 
communities. Religion, when it is honest to itself, 
is obliged to acknowledge its failure. It realises 
too that the failure is largely due toits voluntary 
segregation from economic and political 
life. Religion and economics are the two 
great forces which dominate human conduct. 
Of the two, religion is by far the more important 
as it concerns the spiritual and ethical parts 
which are the deepest layers of life. But the 
industrial civilization exalted economics above 
religion and morals. The acquisition of wealth 
was made the supreme end of life. Any one 
who did not accept this goal, was a fool. If a 
man cannot make money for himself in the ways 
which an economy-dominated politics has declared 
lawful, he should be content to starve himself 
and see his wife and children starve if he is 
ashamed to beg and afraid to steal. The 
war has cleared many cobwebs, among them 
the right of the successful muckraker to 
dominate the life of the community. Religious 
thinkers have naturally been the first to awaken 
to the new situation. If we hear little and 
see less of them in this country, it is because 
religious-thinking in this country has degene
rated into communal bickering. The Hindu 
Mahasabha is noteworthy chiefly for its sublime 
unconcern for the religious principles of 
Hinduism. All sects of Hindus are agreed 
in theory that the Divine essence pervades 
all humanity and makes it one in spirit. 
The Hindu Mahasabha isolates a section 
of men on the ground of birth and 
demands for them certain rights in the political 
government of the country. The Muslim League, 
in complete contradiction to the fundamental 
doctrine of Islam, regards Indian Muslims as a 
tribe like the Croats and is working to establish 
them as a separate economic and industrial unit 
in two corners of India. Christianity in this 
country is sterilised by the concentration of its 
exponents on proselytism. To increase the 
number of persons enrolled in the Census as 
Christians, absorbs all their energies to the 
exclusion of the meaning and purpose of 
Christianity as a religion. Amidst this 
scene of darkness and desolation, one could 
despair for the future of the human race, 
were it not for gleams here and there of light 
breaking through the veil of pervading darkness. 
As yet these gleams are not strong enough to 

shine by their intense luminosity. We have 
to look for them .and they come to us from 
strange places. 

For instance, we read in the Catholic 
Examine,. last week a Roman Catholic divine, 
Professor J. Maritain of Chicago, insisting in a 
thoughtful lecture on all religions standing 
together in a spirit of solidarity against the' 
materialistic forces which threaten to overwhelm: 
humanity. He candidly admits that history 
does not show that religious ideas or feelings 
have been particularly successful in pacifying 
men. On the contrary, religious differences 
have rather fed and sharpened the conflicts. 
Professor Maritain goes on to observe : > 

And yet if it is true that human society must bring' 
tngether in the service of the same terrestrial common · 
good, men belonging to different spiritual families, 
how c~n the peace of the temporal society be lastingly. 
assured, if first in the domain that matters most to the' 
human being-in the spiritual and religious domaiof: 
itself-relationships of mutual respect and mutual under·'· 
standing cannot be established, I prefer the word 
fellowship tn tolerance, for it connotes somethin"' 
positive-positi~c and elementary-in human relation':. 
~~ . l 

Professor Maritain quotes from the coronation1 

prayer of Pope Pius XII that his thoughts go'. 
out to the Almighty not only for people within' 
his religious fold but for all those withoutj 
the Church also. Professor Maritain frankly 
says that this was something relatively new,l 
and that it. has been forced on his Holiness bi 
the powerful organised forces of materialism 
and denial of religion which are a menace to all: 
religions. "If this is so," adds the Professor, "w1 
must admit that it is a stem lesson for 
believers." · There has been a single exception' 
to Professor Maritain's general proposition that • 
religious differences have fed and sharpened the: 
conflict among men. That exception is India: 
where twenty-five centuries ago the principle' 
and policy of religious toleration was proclaimed 
and where it bas been practised since then,' 
with occasional aberrations no doubt, but 
without permanently impairing the authority·. 
and validity of that principle and that policy. 
No policy based on expediency could have' 
endured so long·. and in spite of the ma,hY: 
political vicissitudes which the country. has 
experienced, It has endured because it was' 
rooted in · the truth o£ the unity under-' 
lying the diversity of the phenomenal world· 
which the ancient seers of India perceived· 
and enshrined in the Vedic aphorism: "One 
alone is, people call That by different names.''· 
Under the aegis and inspiration of this all-· 
embracing formula all religions were regarded • 
as different pathways to the Divine goal, Thus 
it came to · pass that Jews, Syrians, Parsees and 
others who came to this country to escape 
persecution in their own lands, were welcomed 
and accorded complete freedom of worship and . 
communal life. There are Indians who, impatient 
at the unthinking hostility of some minority com· · .. 
munities, are inclined to look upon the old non-,: 
assimilation policy as a mistake. But this is a I 
very short-sighted view to take. :The steam-roller 
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is a useful implement for levelling uneven ground 
and turning it into a highway fit for traffic. But 
it is a poor and, in the long run, a dangerous 
engine to try on human bein.;-s as the history 
of byg-one empires has clearly established. 
The United States is an exception. But 
thoughtful Americans who are not. dazzled by 
the outward glam:>ur of the wealth and indus
trial power of the States, are profoundly 
exercised by the uncertainty as to whither it is 
all tending and how it will all end. The path 
of tolerance which India has trod is the path 
of wisdom. It is als:> tile path of humanity. 
India has no reason to regret it. On the con· 
trary, she has every reason to be proud of it 
·because, when the present clash and confusion 
end, the nations will find that the p.Jiicy of India 
is the true and only policv which will ensure 
peace on earth and goodwill among men. The 
Catholic historian, Acton, in his '' Hist:>ry of 
Freedom" has given the place of honour to india 
for laying the foundation of all civil liberty in 
religious freedom and toleration. It is surprising 
that Professor Maritain should have missed this 
unique instance in history which goes to 
contirm his great thesis that religion should 
unite and not . divide and that which divides, 
therefore, is not religion but the selfishness of 
man camouflaged as religion. 

SIR S. RADHAKRISHNAN AT 
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY. 

After twenty years of resplendent service as 
Kine{ George V Professor of Mental and Moral 
Philosophy in Calcutta University, Sir S. 
Radbakrishnan made his farewell speech last 
Friday on his appointment as first Professor of 
lnLiian Culture under the munificent endowment 
in the name of Sayajirao, by the present 
Maharaja of Baroda. No memorial more 
aprropriately commemorates .the ideal which 
inspired the late Maharaja throughout his long 
reign. There is much tallc of unity nowadays 
.but many of the ingenious schemes devised for 
the purpose, unhappily seem to carry us away 
farther from the end. The Baroda endowment 
is. one of the few which shows real insight into 
the foundations of national solidarity. Political 
unity brought about by constitutional forms 
will be lasting only if the forms represent unity 
of culture and common ideals resulting therefrom. 
Cultural unity can withstand political changes 
but political unity created merely by forms of 
government has no reality without roilts in 
cultural affinity. Tne choice of Sir Sarvapalli 
RaLihakrishnan to be the first Sayaji Rao 
Professor is a happy one. It ensures the initiation 
of a tradition of conscientious scholarship 
wam1ed by an enthushsm for Indian ideals, 
which has already borne precious fruit in Sir 
Sarvapalli's lectures and writlll,.<TS. In a significant 
sense it is the exact counterpart of the Spalding 
rrof~ssorship which he fills with distinction at 
Oxford. In his farewell address to Calcutta 
University Sir Sarvapalli made an impassioned· 

plea · for intellectual integrity on the part oS 
Universities and their alumni. ''If anybody aska 
me to define what is meant by prostitution,"· 
he said, "I will define it in this way-any 
attempt to save your body by selling your soul 
is an act of prostitution.'' Sir Sarvapalli is 
an extensive reader, and doubtless he has come 
across the book-it was suppress~d before it 
was published in England and has only recently 
beeri released on a large scale-which raised this 
very issue in its most challenging form. In 
"To Beg i am Ashamed," the writer who 
described herself as a woman with respectable 
connections, of good education and accustomed 
to refined society, narrated h~w, thrown on :her 
own resources for a livelihood and finding other 
doors closed, she took to the lite of a street-girl, 
which she loathed, not only for securing customers 
but to wreak vengeance on the society which had 
driven her to this decision, by de~iving, robbing 
and blackmailing as many of its members· as 
possible. If lawyers can argue ,on either side for a 
fee, she argued, if politicians can hold one set of 
opinions in private and express another set of 
them in public, if journalists can write leading 
articles attacking persons who do not wear 
khaddar and in the same issue publish advertise
ments of not merely mill-made but of foreign 
machine-made articles, if religious preachers can 
proclaim "Love your enemies,'' and in the same 
breath, bless the banners of the army sent out 
to slaughter them, why should not a woman to 
whom these doors are barred, sell her body and 
retain her soul on the same terms as lawyers, 
politicians, journalists and preachers and 
professors? When Jesus startled the men who 
had dragged a fallen sister to his presence, 
expecting him to order her to be stoned to death 
according to Jewish custom, by telling them "Let 
him who is 'linless cast the first stone,'' he was 
using the very argument which Sir Sarvapalli 
has developed along broader lines. Ruskin 
defined the liberal professions, as distinguished 
from trades, as those in which their professors 
should face death rather than prefer personal 
gain to public interest which, to him, consisted 
in every man being absolutely true to his 
conscience and his vocation. 

We are glad that Sir Sarvapalli spoke some 
plain words regarding Democracy which today 
has become a slogan without any ethical or 
intellectual content. Any one who does not 
shout with the crowd for Democracy, is liable to 
be denounced as a Fascist or Communist or 
Nazi. To avoid this contingency people who can 
not profess to believe in Democracy-Indian 
rulers for instance-have substituted hatred of 
Fascism and Communism as their slogans. 
Mr. Jinnah is never tired of declaring that 
democracy is not suiteJ to India. Democracy 
means different things to different people. 
The late Lord Lothian in a series of articles 
in a London paper interpreted it as the 
political counterpart of Christi~nity. In this 
view of democracy, the d.:>minant idea is not the 
rule of the majority party in Parliament, but the 
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THE AWAKENING OF RELIGION. 
Religion which, with its full consent and some· 

times on its own initiative, was banished from all 
spheres of social life, except the narrow precincts 
of the Church and mosque and temple, is begin. 
ning to realise with shame and sorrow that it has 
forfeited its right to live. The man in the street 
is asking why religion should have any place in 
life since it has not prevented the world from 
plunging into the disastrous strife which today 
is the normal relation between nations and 
communities. Religion, when it is honest to itself, 
is obliged to acknowledge its failure~ It realises 
too that the failure is largely due toits voluntary 
segregation from economic and political 
life. Religion and economics are the two 
great forces which dominate human conduct. 
Of the two, religion is by far the more important 
as it concerns the spiritual and ethical parts 
which are the deepest layers of life. But the 
industrial civilization exalted economics above 
religion and morals. The acquisition of wealth 
was made the supreme end of life. Any one 
who did not accept this goal, was a fool. If a 
man cannot make money for himself in the ways 
which an economy-dominated politics has declared 
lawful, he should be content to starve himself 
and see his wife and children starve if he is 
ashamed to beg and afraid to . steal. The 
war has cleared many cobwebs, among them 
the right of the successful muckraker to 
dominate the life of the community. Religious 
thinkers have naturally been the first to awaken 
to the new situation. If we hear little and 
see less of them in this country, it is because 
religious-thinking in this country has degene
rated into communal bickering. The Hindu 
Mahasabha is noteworthy chiefly for its sublime 
unconcern for the religious principles of 
Hinduism. All sects of Hindus are agreed 
in theory that the Divine essence pervades 
all humanity and makes it one in spirit. 
The Hindu Mahasabha isolates a section 
of men on the ground of birth and 
demands for them certain rights in the political 
government of the country. The Muslim League, 
in complete contradiction to the fundamental 
doctrine of Islam, regards Indian Muslims as a 
tribe like the Croats and is working to establish 
them as a separate economic and industrial unit 
in two corners of India. Christianity in this 
country is sterilised by the concentration of its 
exponents on proselytism. To increase the 
number of persons enrolled in the Census as 
Christians, absorbs all their energies to the 
exclusion of the meaning and purpose of 
Christianity as a religion. Amidst this 
scene of darkness and desolation, one could 
despair for the future of the human race, 
were it not for gleams here and there of light 
breaking through the veil of pervading darkness. 
As yet these gleams are not strong enough to 

shine by their intense luminosity. We have 
to look for them and they come to us from 
strange places. 

For instance, we read in the Catholic 
Examiner last week a Roman Catholic divine, 
Professor J. Maritain of Chicago, insisting in a 
thoughtful lecture on all religions standing 
together in a spirit of solidarity against the 
materialistic forces which threaten to overwhelm 
humanity. He candidly admits that history 
does not show that religious ideas or feelings 
have been particularly successful in pacifying 
men. On the contrary, religious differences 
have rather fed and sharpened the conflicts. 
Professor Maritain goes on to observe : 

And yet if it is true that human society must bring 
together in the service of the same terrestrial common 
good, men belonging to different spiritual families 
how c!ln the peace of the temporal society be lastingly 
assured, if first in the domain that matters most to the 
human being-in the spiritual a.nd religious domain 
itself-relationships of mutual respect and mutual under. 
standing cannot be established, I prefer the word 
fellowship to tolerance, for it connotes something 
positive-positi~c and elementary-in human relation
ship. 

Professor Maritain quotes from the coronation 
prayer of Pope Pius XII that his thoughts go 
out to the Almighty not only for people within 
his religious fold but for all those without 
the Church also. Professor Maritain frankly 
says that this was something relatively new, 
and that it. has been forced on his Holiness by 
the powerful organised forces of materialism 
and denial of religion which are a menace to all 
religions. "If this is so," adds the Professor, "we 
must admit that it is a stern lesson for 
believers." There has been a single exception 
to Professor Maritain's general proposition that 
religious differences have fed and sharpened the 
conflict among men. That exception is India 
where twenty-five centuries ago the principle 
and policy of religious toleration was proclaimed 
and where it has been practised since then, 
with occasional aberrations no doubt, but 
without permanently impairing the authority 
and validity of that principle and that policy. 
No policy based on expediency could have 
endured so long ·and in spite of tlie many 
political vicissitudes which the country . has 
experienced. It has endured because it was 
rooted in the truth o£ the unity under
lying the diversity of the phenomenal world· 
which the ·ancient seers of India perceived 
and enshrined in the Vedic aphorism: "One 
alone is, people call That by different names.'' 
Under the aegis and inspiration of this all
embracing formula all religions were regarded 
as different pathways to the Divine goal, Thus 
it came to · pass that Jews, Syrians, Parsees and 
others who came to this country to escape 
persecution in their own lands, were welcomed ~· 
and accorded complete freedom of worship and 
communal life. There are Indians who, impatient . 
at the unthinking hostility of some minority com
munities, are inclined to look upon the old non
assimilation policy as a mistake. But this is a 
very short-sighted view to take. :I"he steam-roller 
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is a useful implement for levelling' uneven ground 
and turning it into a highway fit for traffic. But 
it is a poor and, in the long run, a dangerous 
engine to try on human beints as the history 
of byg-one empires has clearly established. 
The United States is an exception. But 
thoughtful Americans who are not dazzled by 
the outward glam~ur of the wealth and indus
trial power of the States, are profoundly 
exercised by the uncertainty as to whither it is 
all tending and how it wilt all end. The path 
of tolerance which India has trod is the path 
of wisdom. It is als~ the path of humanity. 
India has no reason to regret it. On the con· 
trary, she has every reason to be proud of it 
·because, when the present clash and confusion 
end, the nations will find that the p.:>licy of India 
is the true and only policv which wtll ensure 
peace on earth and goodwill among men. The 
Catholic historian, Acton, in his "History of 
Freedom" has given the place of honour to india 
for laying the foundation of all civil liberty in 
religious freedom and toleration. It is surprising 
that Professor Maritain should have miss~d this 
unique instanc<! in history which goes to 
contirm his great thesis that religion should 
unite and not . divide and that which divides, 
therefore, is not religion but the selfishness of 
man camouflaged as religion. 

SIR S. RADHAKRISHNAN AT 
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY. 

After twenty years of resplendent service as 
Kin.~ George V Professor of Mental and Moral 
Philosophy in Calcutta University, Sir S. 
Radhakrishnan made his farewell speech last 
Friday on his appointment as first Professor of 
Indian Culture under the munificent endowment 
in the name of Sayajirao, by the present 
Maharaja of Baroda. No memorial more 
appropriately commemorates ,the ideal which 
inspired the late Maharaja throughout his long 
reign. There is much talk of unity nowadays 
.but many of the ingenious schemes devised for 
the purpose, unhappily seem to carry us away 
farther from the end. The Baroda endowment 
is .one of the few which shows real insight into 
the foundations of national solidarity. Political 
unity brought about by constitutional forms 
will be lasting only if the forms represent unity 
of culture and common ideals resulting therefrom. 
Cultural unity can withstand political changes 
but political unity created merely by forms of 
government has no reality without ro.,ts in 
cultural affinity. Tne choice of Sir Sarvapalli 
Rauhakrishnan to ba the first Sayaji Rao 
Professor is a happy one. It ensures the initiation 
o{ a tradition of conscientious scholarship 
warmed by an enthushsm for Indian id<!ais, 
which has already borne precious fruit in Sir 
Sarvapalli's lectures and writmgs. In a significant 
sense it is the exact counterpart of the Spalding 
Professorship which he fills with distinction at 
Oxford. In his farewell address to Calcutta 
University Sir Sarvapalli made an impassioned· 

plea · for intellectual integrity·. on the part oi 
Universities and their alumni. ''If anybody ask11 
me to define what is meant by prostitution,"· 
he said, "I will define it in this way-any 
attempt to save your body by selling your soul 
is an act of prostitution.'' Sir ::iarvapalli is 
an extensive reader, and doubtless he has come 
acro~s the book-it was suppressed before it 
was published in England and has only recently 
been released on a large scale-which raised this 
very issue in its most challenging form, In 
"To Beg i. am Ashamed," the writer who 
described herself as a woman with respectable 
connections, of good education and accustomed 
to refined society, narrated h:)w, thrown on :her 
own resources for a livelihood and finding other 
doors closed, she took to the lite of a street-girl, 
which she loathed, not only for securing customers 
but to wreak vengeance on the society which had 
driven her to this decision, by deceiving, robbing 
and blackmailing as many of its members· as 
possible. If lawyers can argue pn either side for a 
fee, she argued, if politicians can hold one set of 
opinions in private and express another set of 
them in public, if journalists can write leading 
articles attacking persons who do not wear 
khaddar and in the same issue publish advertise
ments of not merely mill-made but of foreign 
machine-made articles, if religious preachers can 
proclaim "Love your enemies,'' and in the same 
breath, bless the banners of the army sent out 
to slaughter them, why should not a woman to 
whom these doors are barred, sell her body and 
retain her soul on the same terms as lawyers, 
politicians, journalists and preachers and 
professors? When Jesus startled the men who 
had dragged a fallen sister to his presence, 
expecting him to order her to be stoned to death 
according to Jewish custom, by telling them "Let 
him who is .;inless cast the first stone,'' he was 
using the very argument which Sir Sarvapalli 
has developed along broader lines. Ruskin 
defined the liberal professions, as distinguished 
from trades, as those in which their professors 
should face death rather than prefer personal 
gain to public interest which, to him, consisted 
in every man being absolutely true to his 
conscience and his vocation. 

We are glad that Sir Sarvapalli spoke some 
plain words regarding Democracy which today 
has become a slogan without any ethical or 
intellectual content. Any one who does not 
shout with the crowd for Democracy, is liable to 
be denounced as a Fascist or Commuaist or 
Nazi. To avoid this contingency people who can 
not profess to believe in Democracy-Indian 
rulers for instance-have substituted hatred o£ 
Fascism and Communism as their slogans. 
Mr. Jinnah is never tired of declaring that 
democucy is not suiteJ to India. Democracy 
means different thing3 to different people. 
The late Lord Lothian in a series of articles 
in a London paper interpreted it as the 
political counterpart of Christhnity. In this 
view of democracy, the IL>minant idea is not the 
rule of the majority party in Parliament, but the 
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cbsdrvance of ethical standards and respect for 
hOnest dissent, Freedom of conscience is thE! 
essence of this school of democracy. If thase 
c:a11 be by arly means ensured in a govern
ment, that Government will be the type of 
democracy which will compel the allegiance 
of thinking men. In any case, the fact that 
the term, "Democracy," haS closer associations 
with the idea of Freedom, is a point in 
its favour, as distinguished by monarchy or 
oligarchy. There are, however, people in this 
country and elsewhere, and they are leaders 
too, to whom democracy means that if you 
have a majority in Parliament behind you, 
you can do anything, carry out any 
measure which serves your party ends 
however unprincipled it may be. It is the predo. 
minance of this type in politics which has 
brought democracy into discredit and made 
it a byword as odious as gangsterism. This 
kind of democracy is unsuited to any country 
and pot only to India. But when Mr, Jinnah 
denounces democracy, he is,:we fear, denounc
ing not only majority tyranny but also 
freedom of tonscience, speech and thought, If 
these things are not secured, democracy is no 
better than autocracy or bureaucracy as a form 
of government, It is of such tha~ Sir . Sarvapalli 
said that democracies themselves suffer from 
greater spiritual vices than other forms of govern
ment. The truth of the matter is, if you have 
got the right type of men, that is, men who can 
instinctively distinguish between their own personal 
or communal interests and the interests of the 
country, habitually preferring the latter to the 
former, almost any form of Government will . 
work with equal benefit to the people. A 
large part of mankind in its agony today is 
echoing the prayer . of Tennyson in Maud ~ . 

Ah God, for a man with heart, head, hand, 
l.ike some of the simple great ones gone 

·For ever and ever by, 
One still strong man in a blatant land, 
Whatever they call him what care I
Arist6crat, autocrat, democrat-one 
Who can rule and dare no~ lie I 

The basic idea in the representative system 
originally wa.S that the electors would elect only 
such men but this has seldom beert fulfilled. On 
the contrary, demagogues who seek theit 
'suffrage for personal ends, have more often 
succeeded in coaxing the electorates thart mert 
who were too honest to humbug the voters. 
Every people should set about finding the 
best ferm of government suited to its 
·conditions, that is, which will bring the 
maximum good to the people without uprooting 
wholesome traditions and without creating a 
-violent revulsion among the masses. In the 
pursuit of this duty, we should clear our minds 
·completely of slogans and shibboleths. · 

-

BRITISH LABOUR AND INDIAN 
NATIONALIS~:f. 

The perusal of Herbert Tracey's "Trade Unions 
F'ight-Fot What" has one good effect. It makes 
one realise that the difficulties and delays in 
introducing reforms in the Indian administration, 
which have mada even ultra.tnoderates despair, 
are not due to, or at least can be explained without 
imputing, racial prejudice. More or less identical 
difficulties have attended the attainment by British 
Labour of its present effective influence in the British 
government. Mr. Tracey whose competence to deal 
with his subject is acknowledged by both those whd 
approve ot his conclusions and those who dissent 
from them, tells in this book of the efforts of the 
Labour Party to rouse the Chamberlain Government 
to the need of preparing the country and especially the 
industrial workers who form the bulk of the people, 
tor the dangers with which the rapid ra-armament ot 
Nazi Germany was certain to confront them. Its 
warnings went unheeded. Some of the British 
Ministers, Mr. Tracey says, were misled by 
Ribbentrop, for some time German Ambassador in 
Londonl into;believing that -German rearmament was 
directea aga1nst Soviet Russia. It was only when 
Mr. Chamberlain's hands were forced into declaring 
war with Germany, that the Cabinet felt the necessity 
of securing the ccJ.cperation Of the La hour Party. 
Thi9 the t'arty was willing to accotd, buc on 
condition that Mr. Chamberlain made wily to anothet 
Prime Minister. This brought Mr. Winston Chur
chill his opportunity, He owes his present position 
primarily f6 the Labour distru•t of Mr. Neville 
ChamberlaiJL Mr. Churchill himself is no friend 
of Labour. Drucker in his "End of Economic Man" 
wrote of him~ "Churchill is the only statesman 
in England or, for that matter, In Europe, whose 
idea of society~that of the eighteenth century-does 
not base itself on freedom and equality." But be 
is an opportunist in the largest sense of the word 
and he knew that he owed his Premiership to 
Labour opposition to Neville Chamberlain. So be 
swept tho leaders of the La bout Parliamentary group 
into his Cabinet. His conviotions had to give way to 
stern practioal necessity. Some fi:iends despair of a 
Churchill Cabinet doing anything for India, 
arguing from the Prime Minister's strenuous opposi
tion to the Hoare reforms. But Indians also were 
and are opposed tO the Hoare scliente, though on 
different grounds. Churohill opposed it . beeause he 
thought it gave !lelf..govemment to Indians, 
Indians are against it because it witbolds self-gover~ 
ment while professing to ¢ve it to India. Mf. 
Churchill's attitude to lnd1an reform will dep«!nd 
not on what he said or ·did five years ago, but 
on the aotual effect whicli they may be expected 
to have upon some Immediate issue which, for 
them at present, is the prosecution of the war. 
Mr. Amery, the SeCretary of State fot India, bote 
testimony to this in his recent speech in the House of 
Commons when be said ~- . 

The policy of the Government announced last 
autumn offers tndia far more than ever before and the 
remarkable thing is that it is a policy , not merely of 
Mr. Ammon's friends (of the Labour Party) in the 
Cabinet or the present Secretary of State but of the 
Prime Minister who only a few years ago was the 
most •tal wart and persistent, opponent of a measure of 
self-government which fell short of thst pledge of 
complete Dominion Status as soon as Indians can 
agree after the war. 

Trades Union9 cover the entire field of British 
industry and their influence is so powerful thst 
without their willing co-operation the production of 
armaments and the mobilising of industry for that 
purpose cannot be successfully effected in Great 
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Britiin, If Mr. Churchill sees tbe possibility of 
a similar situation ri3ing in India, ho i§ not 
-the man to allow his old opinions to hampu him 
in adopting the policy which would prevent it. 

There is, if not a close, a recognisable analogy 
betwe~n the attitude of British Labour and Indian 
Nationalism to Government in Britain and in India. 
This is well brought out in two review8 of Tracey's 
book. Mr. Ernest Bevin, Minister for Labour in the 
Churchill Cabinet, In a short review of the book, 
maintains that Labour has achieved a notable gain 
by joining the Government. He writes :-

They (Tt.ules Unions) have joined in the great 
atruggle because It is their own. It is Je;a a war 
to preserve a nation'• jealous rights than a war 
resulting from the clash of two systems, one of 
re.ponslble gov ornment and the other or rule from 
the top. 'l'he pre-war world has brought tragedy and 
failure. J,abour will shape the new order on the 
principle it has always struggled to express and get 
recognised. P'revlous Governments tegarded the 
Unions as !laving limited functions and seldom 
regarded them as more than deputations. The present 
O!Jvernmoot:, at least, hu brought the Unions Into 
a fuller measura of participation which hu altered 
tiM whole course or the war effort-indeed of 
our national history. In the many fields r.f 
Gavonumnt activity-,war production, food, fuel, 
ehlpplng, ott executive and advisory bodies, the 
Unions are represented and actually associated in 
mobilising our resJurces and planning the lile of the 
nation In the grert war effort. This has been one 
of the guiding principles In my policy as Minister 
of L~bour, 
Somethin~ like this the Bombay Leaders' Con

ference had in mind when it complained that Govern• 
ment have done nothing to make Indians feel that the 
war is their war. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Sir Jag.\dish 
Prasad and their friends should not have invited 
Government to make them feel that the war is 
their war. This is not what the British Labour 
Party did, The)' should have asserted, as the Labour 
Party did, that this war was India's war, and urged 
Government to adopt policies and measures which 
would ensure India's putting forth its full strength 
to Cllrty tbfi war to a victorious issue. If the Govern-
ment of Lord Linlithgow failed to acoep1 theit 
proposals, chey should have appealed over its bead 
to the British people pointing out that the Government 
of India was oburuoting th"ir proposals to bring the 
full weight of India into the war, Lord Linlithgow 
and his advill<!rs whould have been put on their 
defetHJ!I and would ltave been compelled by British 
publio opinion to hand over the responsibility for the 
conduce of Gavetnltlent to Indians. 

A difl'erent \'iew or the labour participation in the 
'Government ia presented in another review of the 
same book by Mr. Herbert Read In the same 
iuuo of the journal. Read write~ \ 

Most trade unionists seem to be content with that 
achlevsnent. They see their leaders in tho War 
Cabinet, or sitting side by side with employers on 
committees which control the whole or our social 
rolicy. But It Is that VOl y complacency which 
di,turbs Tmcey. He sees that the trade unions 
have entered the political limelight alld that the 
shadows they east are apparently soUd, But the 
sub,tance for which they .. -ere organlso!d, which was 
nothing l~Ws thnll the right to control their own 
human d.stinles, and to hveln freedom and equality, 
Is as remote as over. From tha point or Yiow of tho 
,.•or leer, 11·hat In etl8Q has happened Is \hat the whole 
of the present Iniquitous sy>tem has been legaUy 
1tnbtli•ed. Tho rich are still rich and the poor are 
.till poor, and property is still a sacred right, And 
lr tho sense or In _JUstice still burns in the worlttr's 
bruast1 he finds that the most he can do is to make 
" represoutatlon to a committee, a commitee on which 

the eastlug Y<lte Is with aa abstraction c:alled the Stat& 
It was not for such lruitration that the voluntacy 
associatioas we call trade unions were formed, and 
it is his vlvid roallsatioa ol this betrayal w~ 
gives Tracey's bools all its urgency anol originality. 

-
l.'•miA'S "WAR PROSPERITY." 

Mr. G. D. Birla, one of our leading indulltrialists, 
contributes an interesting article on India's "War 
Prosperity" to the anniversary number of the 
Starckligkl. Mr. Birla begin!t by attacking the myth 
of industrial progperity through wars 

War is like an Ill wind that blows nobody any good. 
1t cannot create prosperity in countries assotiated 
with the belligerents. Yet a national government, 
had one existed in India, could have by wi>e and 
judicious methods saved the conntry from the direct 
evils of war, Its extravagance, its &viloconomiB effects, 
and could also have gi9en • turn to l!atlonal industry 
and enterprise so as to increaoe the productiYe 
capacity of the country. 

Mr. Birla bas uttered a very neeessaty warning to 
his fellow industrialists in tellmg the country not to 
expect too much froltl the industrial ••opportunities" 
ot the war. He, too, asks for Industrialisation but 
only with a vieW' to soften the econoltlic hardships 
which are the lot of the peopl~ of any belligerent 
country. Mr. Birla mentions five measures whioli a 
national government would undertake to ••make the 
best of a bad job," They are : to plan 
internal production so as to minimise India's depend
enoe on export ; to see that the produeer gets a fair 
price (or what is exported : to see that we are not 
compelled to accept for the sale of our commodities 
abroad payment in a form or shape we really do rtot 
want; to ensure that we produce and sell abroad 
thinga for war requirements tbat suit our economics 
and give us the maximum advantage i to :finance 
our own defence in a manner wh1ch wonld 
accelerate our industrialization. All of them, however, 
would depend for their success on how truly 
free from outside control, a national government 
of India is. The fourth suggestion, for =mple, 
can only succeed if we are able to sell in an 
open market. But (Onditions undeJ the most 
liberal instalment of re(orma would necessarily 
restrict us to one customer and that customer 
would equally naturally be able to tell us just 
what it requires, Even Indian political leaders 
o( extreme views have acquiesced in this position. 
In all the schemes o£ provisional Government for 
wartime advanced for thia country, there is one 
common element: To continue the foreign policy 
of the existing regime and not to withdraw from 
thia war-an assurance which is necesaary in order 
to persuade the British ~wer that it would be no 
loser by the attainment of Indian Independence. As 
a matter of fact, they have gone much farther. From 
Mr. M. N, Roy and Sardar Vaiiabbbbai Patel to 
Mr. Jinnah and Sir Tej Bahadur S1pru, every Indian 
leader has pleaded his desire Co increase the war 
effort. So long as this is the case, India, even if the 
demand for a national government is conceded, cannot 
introduce very important changes in her economic and 
industrial system. A national government is not, as 
so many persons seem to think, a mystic entity. It 
cannot rise to higher levels than the individuals of 
whom it is composed. 

1\Ir. Birla's five points reduce to one essential 
demand-that production during the war should not 
lose sioht of the social consequences which it must 
entail. bAs a very subordinate member of the British 
Empire, Indian economy is geared to the economy of 
Britain and the Dominions. \Ve are, no doubt, 
ambitious to produce motoc-cars and aeroplanes. The 
mistake our industrialists make, is to think that, just 
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because; Britain stands ill need today·. of cars and 
planes, she will be agreeable ·to establish fac~ories 
'in India or to help in setting up factories. It ts, or 
should by now be, clear beyond doubt that Britain 
does· riot want them from India. This is not altogether 
perversity •.. The men at the Centre of a~ EJC?Pire are 
more able to· see the needs of ·co-ordmatton as a 
whole than men who form one of the units. 
·we are all so 1m pressed by the need for indus trialisa· 
tion· jn India that every ovcasion seems a favourable 
one to push it forward. We may safely assume t~at 
this sentiment prevails in other parts of the Emptre 
-some of which are better able than India to secure 
, their ambitions, Even in a modern war, there 
·are obviou~ difficulties which would arise if every 
:unit in. a group of nati~~s insisted on produ~ing 
·the· same things. The Bnttsh do not want machmes 
from us; we on the other ha.nd, are not completely 

:satisfied witb donating funds. tor the purcn~se of 
· machines from other countrtes. In the confhct of 
interests that has thus arisen, no effective remedy can 

. be found unless Indian nationalism develops outside 

. the orbit of British imperialism. The existing confu
. · sion ot thought creeps in beca~~e of an anxietJ:" . on 

the part of"botb Indian and Bnttsh leaders of optmon 
· to cover ~p all differences in the crisis periOd and 

to assert an identity of interest which i~ less 
present in the industrial field than even m the 
political, Mr. Birla suggests that India's interests 
could be served by a natlonal government without 
embarrassing Britain. Surely if that was the 
case there would have been a national government 
by ihis time at Delhi. It is fears that Mr. Birla's 
confidence may prove misplaced when things be0<1me 
irremediable, that have prevented the British from 
even carrying out his novel suggestion that England 
should have in her own interest, transferred bodily 
to India, to I~dia's ownership, many of her existing 
industrial plants. 

1 Mr. Birla turns in the concluding part of his 
article from what a national government would do, 
to what the present Government is doing in financing 
the war. He commends the policy of the . Britisb 
Government in relying increasingly on taxatt?J1, but 
he is highly critical o~ ~he Government of ~ndta for !" 
blind application of Brttrsh methods to lndtan condt· 
tions. · Mr. Hirla significantly enough avoids in this 
connection all mention of what would happen under a 
national government at war, He levels his main 
accusation against the Excess Profits Tax and the 
increased Income Tax, both of which he says 
combine · to kill the profit incentive in 
India. The Excess Profits · ~ax, he adds 
immediately, is not one whtch. affe~ts . the 
capitalist alone and he quotes from mvesttgattons 
conducted by a Committee on the working of 
the taX in the last war to prove that manufacturers 
and traders were able to pass on the tax to 
consumers and retain a substantial net profit for 
themselves. This is a rather unfortunate argument. 
Britain profiting from her earlier experience bas 
resorted to a cent per cent Excess Profi t• Tax, and 
Mr Birla's arguments would naturally lead in the 
sa~e direction. In an illuminating contribution to 
the subject of ''Economic Organisation for Total 
War" in the Int1rnational Labour Revuw, Mr. E. F. 
Penrose, Economic Adviser to the International 
Labour Office, remarks: 

The argument that entrepreneurs will relax their 
efforts ln war emergencies unless they are pennitted 
to make large incomes ln excess of the amount 
they pay In taxes lmplie• that, as a class, business
men are Jess wllling than other sections of the 
community to make sacrifices to save the community In 
the hour nf need. The same conclusion must be 

>drawn In .a community 'in which; the ,methods. of 
war finance Jnclude tte stabilisation o~ reduction of 
money wage rateS a.nd the iniposition ot an excess 
profits tax of less than 100 per cent, These methods 
prevent 'workers from obtaining any Increase in 
money incomes, and at the same time allow business 
men to make and in part to keep p:ofits In wartime 
over and above what they make in peace-time. There 
is no escape from the conclusion that such conditions 
are incompatible with social justice, that financial 
p~licy should aim at preventing as far as possible 
price rises that give opportunities for excess profits, 
and that exoess profits should be subject to a 100 per 
cent tax ... which should apply to all industries and not 
merely to those engaged in the production of war 
materials. 

The defect in applying such a scheme to India 
would be, however, that it would. exact from the 
business community a measure of sacrifice 
and a degree of contribution to the war effort, far in 
excess of wb.at other sections of Indian society are 
asked to make, Nor do we think it would be possible 
under any conceivable conditions to evoke from people 
a greater effort than is being at present made • 
Mr. Birla has appealed in his concluding paragraphs 
for an increase in the purchasing-power of 
the producer in· order to increase the 
productivity of the c~untry, J:iis rem~ks lead o~e 
to believe that htgher prtces, "JUSt what IS 
needed· for the Indian agriculturist," would bring 
about this desirable end, He refers in this con
nection to the Protection extended to cotton which 
enabled indigenous industry to drive out Lancashire, 
and the Protection to sugar which eliminated the 
Java 'suaar trade from Indian markets. But in neither 
of thes~ instances does he prove that the Indian 
agriculturist gained very considerably by tbe 
transaction. · . 

POLITICAL APOCRYPHA. 
The difference which the extension of the 

reading public has meant to newspapers and to
a less perceptible extent to books, is shown br the 
growing popularity of the Ludwig school of btogra· 
phers, historians and recorders of even contemporary 
events. The vaRt majority of people are interested 
more in personalities than· in principles. Even 
the most active of our leaders cannot do enough 
to bold public attention every. day, and S<> the 
imagination of the press fills up the vacuum. A 
common peg for most subjects and all jokes! is 
the modern dictator, · and it is well worth nott~g 
the ready adapt1bility with w~ich tbe .humounst 
who has no mind to make hts. own JOkes, . fits 
the Mussolini story to. Hitler and tbe Httler 
anecdote to Mussolini. Mr.· Edward Thompson, 
well-known British publicist on Indian affairs; who
recently put out.a book, "Enlist India. for Freedom," 
which for some unaccounto. ble reason found great 
favour with some Jeadirig ligures in the Congress, 
narrates in it an anecdote about Pandit Jawaharlal 
refusina to see Signor· Mussolini in 1936, though 
the It~lian leader was desperately anxious to meet 
him and had put off everything, including a rreeting 
of the Italian Cabinet I He prefaced it with the 
remark, "One day it will be possible to tell of the 
quite extraordinary attem~ts made by b?tb 
Mussolini and Hitler to win htm over to co-operatton 
with them ...... To tell a small part of the story now,'' 
and concluded with, "How many Englishmen-~ow 
many Americans-would have stood out agamst 
what was offered as an outstanding distinction?" 
When this incident first appeared, it must hwe 
struck readers as so typically Jawaharlal tbat 
nobody stopped to look twice at it. Mr. Thompso.n 
went on to contrast the fine sensitiveness of Pandtt 
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Jawaharlal with Mr. Chamberlain's disregard for "a 
far-off coantry of which we know nothi~." To say 
the leaat, it does seem strange that Pandtt] awabarlal 
who has not, so far as I know, refused to meet the 
Viceroy or less dignitaries of the British Empire 
with whom his quarrel is a more direct one, ahould 
take up an uncompromising attitude on Italian 
imperialism. Mr. Thompson sug_gests that he hall 
beard it direct from Pandit Jawaharlal though 
he does not say it in so many words. But Mr. 
Thompson opened a door for other journalists and it 
was not surprising to read the following editorial note 
in the Bombay Ohr<Yni&/1 of April 11 : 

Dr. Narayan Dutt Vldyalankar writing In the Hindi 
journal "Aap Biti" tells the interesting and hitherto 
unpublished atory of how on the morning of August 
6, during the year Jawaharlal visited Europe, Dr. 
Goebbels, tho Minister of Propaganda, came In person 
to tho Pandit's hotel with a letter from Hitler, Inviting 
the Pandlt to go and meet the German Fuhrer. The 
Incident has not been referred to by Pandlt Jawaharlal 
and as such ft throws a light on the high character of 
the man. Very few in Jawaharlal Nehru's place could 
have re•f>ted the offer, coupled as It was with the 
Invitation of being a State guest. Fewer still, when 
they had declined the offer, could have resisted the 
temptation of telling the world about their action. It 
fs very fine Incident and one should feel grateful to Dr. 
Vldyalankar for having published it. 

will be the old temptation to ro joice. But everybody 
lrnows your cause is • just.' 

This is a very subtle piece of writin~ on which 
Mr. Thompson can weU congratulate hunself. No 
one can contra vert such a statement without landing 
himself within the mischief of the Defence of India 
Act. But anyone who reads it carefully, mus 
realise that Panditji's every body is Panditji himself. 
In his article on •What is Pu blio Opinion P" in the 
Political QUiJrlwly, Mr. Tom Harrisson remarks in 
another context, " ... They pnt forward opinions which 
are their own ..... If they confined themselves to this 
activity and were frank a bout it, we should have 
been spared some of the less edifying spectacles of 
recent years. Unfortunately, every great newspaper" 
(and we would add politician) ''bas found it necessary 
to pretend that its own opinion is public opinion, 
thus giving substance to its complaints and 
campai~." It is quite likely that what Mr. Thompson 
quotes ts a correct representation of Pandit Jawa
harlal's views. As such it is valuable in ttsel£ 
Why seek to support it by claiming that it ia 
common in Indian bazaars? In 1914.-18, Pandit 
J awaharlal was not in the position be now occupies 
for sounding bazaar opinion. It is not improbable 
that the ideolofical differences which he sees in the 
present conflict, and which distinguish it from 

At the time it struck me as a particularly feeble 
adaptation of the Thompson atory and, if both could 
be taken as true, then we bad reason to congratulate 
ourselvea on the unofficial character of Pandit 
Jawaharlal's representation of India. In the 
responsibilitY, which oflioe confers, one cannot afford 
these futile, tf magnificent, gestures. The British 
who are stern realists in their own affairs, would 
hardly have cheered bad Mr. Churchill refused to 
have dealings with M. Stalin because be did not like 
the colour of his politics! in fact, they have had quite a 
lotto say against Mr. Chamberlain~ whose reactions 
to Bolshevism were almost as childish as the tales of 
Pandit Jawaharlal represent the Pandit to be. But 
just bec11use the British are not ready to indulge 
in these grand denials, they are apt to wel
come any report of some body else doing it. So 
far as India is concerned, it suits political parties 
here to make out that the country is m the unfortu
nate position of being held back in its anti-Nazi, 
anti-Fascist, ardour oy bureaucrats. 

, wars of rival imperialisms in his mind, give him a 
1 perspective to this war which he did not have 

to the last. But to say that this is generally true 
of bazaar opinion, is to attribute qualities to the 
man in the street which even our leaders 
do not possess. Gandhiji recruited for the 

I. last war and non-cooperates with the present. 
Take the position adopted by the Leaders' 
Conference and consider whether any group 
of leaders would have thought of making 
such demands in 1916 as the Bombay Conference 
did. If the man in the bazaar during the last 
war was not sympathetio to Britain, he is not 
likely to be sympathetic now, after twenty years 
of agitation for Indian independence. 

The soil for stories of the Thompson-Vidyalankar 
type was, therefore, peculiarly fertile but for one 
unfortunate factor. Mr1. Pandit, the sister ofPandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru, has issued a statement charac
terising the Vidyalankar story as entirely fanciful ; 
and the article In which it appeared as containing 
itatcmcnts which were "patently false." It is 
fortunate that this early denial bas been issued beoa- J 

use it does little good to any politician to be known 
as a cantankerous, Ill-mannered person even though I 
the basis of bad temper and excitability be political 
principle. 

This might be called the failing of the disciples 
of the great, the invention or em broidering of little 
Incidents which reveal the intense interest or 
distaste of the Master. From killing snakes in jail 
to mys~rious disappearances from the prison 
cell, the satya~ campaign has produced an 
Infinite variety of myths. It is not surprising 
that war and totalitarianism should have their 
own mythology sprining up. Mr. Thompson 
gives anot11er type of failing currency in his book 
also, when he quotes Pandit Jawaharlal as saying: 

In the last war there was a doubt about your cause, 
and whononr you had a defeat there was rejoicing 
In tho buaars. In this war you w!U no doubt have 
setiJo,cks, and some of them may be serious, and there 

If it is true again, as Indians of all shadee of opinion 
maintain, that British leaders have broken promise 
after promise to India after the last war, then it 
would be absurd to argue that there is more good 
will for Britain today then there was when faith in 
Britain was still fresh and unimpaired. ''There is no 
doubt," said Mr. V. N. Cbandavarkar in an interview 
on the House of Commons debate, "that there is a 
growing lack of faith in British statesmanship 

·among a large section of the public in this country." 
And when he said "British statesmanship," he was 
with characteristic courtesy understating the case. 
He himself points this out when he asks later for a 
gesture of goodwill and good faith, for a genuine 
gesture of friendship. This is not the time for 
exchanging compliments. It is idle to pretend that 
any intelligent being today thinks of a war as a just 
war, any more than he thinlat of the justice of a 
drowning man's efforts to save himself. It is a 
peculiar Alllilo-Saxon fallacy to think that one must 
be first convinced of the justice of a cause in war 
before one can desire victory for the aide which 
sponsors it. Self-interest is a much more valuable 
deciding factor and a glance through the history of 
the past two years should convince anyone of this. 

The Indian position is not dissimilar to that of 
Mr. Dooley who expressed his detestation of being 
twenty again because he did not want to go through 
the process of growing up once more, with all 
the trials and tribulations of youth and middle age. 
If there is any reason for stressing the pro-British 
attitude and feelings of the Indian public, it is to be 
found in the uneasy conscience of the bureaucracy. 

s. 
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NOTES. 

Wby Communal Rlots?-The orders issued pro
hibiting the publication by newspapers of infor
mation ~garding the riots whiCh have occurred' 
il'l different places, are likely to do more harm 
than good. The intention, namely, to prevent the• 
aggravation of public feelings, is unexceptionable 
but this is exactly what wilt be frustrated by 
resl!raints on the Press. In fndia where the large 
majority of the population is illiterate and; as a 
consequence, credulous, the d'anget likety to arise 
0\lt of vague tumours which pass from 
mouth to mouth are infinitely greater than those 
likly to spring from newspaper publicity. The 
restraints placed ort newspapers inevitably tend 
to make the llews published in them suspect 
just as in countries where newspapers are directly 
under the control of the Government. The 
time is now come when the term "communal 
riots" should be discarded and aU breaches of 
the peace treated on the same footing. We do 
not see, for instance, why the riots in Bombay 
should be called communal riots. Not even the 
excuse or a rumour, as was alleged in Ahmed• 
a bad, has been alleged to explain the origin or the 
riots in Bombay city. Alter the first two days, 

, they seemed to have subsided, but in spite of 
the Gavernor's stern warning they broke out 
afresh throwing the life of the great city out of 
gear. The underlying impulse seems to be 
nothing less than a general defiance of authority 
as such. The fact that the persons killed 
or injured belonged to one or other of 
the communities, means nothing. The sanctity 
of human life and property is the paramount res
ponsibility of the State,and, when it is violated, it 
is \he State which is defied, rather than the com
munity of the victims. We suggest that hence· 
fonh the phrase, "communal riots.'' should be 
eschewed from official and journalistic usage. 
Whipping as a penalty has been extended 
to riot offences this week in Bombay. We 
are not sure how far It will improve the situa
tion. Persons \\'ho ate not afraid o£ 
lathi blows and bullet 'II"Ounds, are unlikely to 

dread a few lashes on. the order oti a. Magistrate 
as a' serious inhibition on their law-breaking . 
impulses. There is the danger ofi whipping 
hardening a temporary impulse into a permanent 
anti-social bias. However that may be,.Magistrates _ 
may be trusted- to use the lash spar.ingly bearing 
in mind that physical' chastisement impairs 
human dignity, both for him who gives aad him 
who gets it. 

The federar Court on Women~s Rlgbi'S' Acts:
Tile opinion given by the Federal Court on the 
reference made to it by the Government! of India 
regarding the valiJity of two Acts passed in 
recent years affecting the order of succession• of 
Hindu women' to the property of deceased rela
tives, has met with some criticism. We reprint' 
today two letters, one in !he Hintlustan Times and 
the other in.the Hintlu, from legal correspondents 
on the subject, The central point of the criticism 
is that, intended to improve the rights: flf Hindu
widows-, the Acts as interpreted by the- Federal 
Court actually leave them worse off tha11 under 
the Hindu law before the Acts were passed. The 
Bill of 1937 as introduced, did mt make any 
distinction between agricultural land and other' 
property. The Legislative Assembly in which it 
was introduced, had at the time full right to legis
late Oil both kinds or property. The Council of 
State passed the BiD without any change. The 
Governor-General's assent to the Bill was given 
as it was passed through the two Houses. The 
fact that, when the Bill came before the Council 
of State, the Central Legislature's power to 
legislate was restricted to property other than 
agricultural land, can not override the initial fact 
that the identical Bill when it passed the 
Assembly distinctly contemplated both kinds of 
property. · Ir agricultural land be excluded, it is 
argued, in the ~reat maj:ll'ity of cases, the other 
kind o£ property whtch the widow will be 
entitled to share, will be negligible as agricultural 
land constitutes the vast bulk of property among 
Hindus. For this small advantage the widow, 
it is pointed out, will forego her right to main
tenance from the estate which she enj.,ys under 
the Hindu Ia w. In all these respects the actual 
intention or the l..el;:islature conflicts with the 
intention imputed to it by the Fed~ral Court. It 
is for legal experts to determine how this 
deadlock-we se~m to live in an age of endless 
d<!adlocks-can be solved. Parliament can not be 
expected to find time to amend the schedule in its 
prusing pre-occupations regarding the war. The 
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Rau Committee will, perhaps, see a way out of ' necessity of administering his dominion with the 
this unforeseen difficulty. · ' aid of international advisers who must, so far as 

The British Cabinet :-There are indications we can now see, be British and Amerb.n. It has 
that far-reaching changes will be made in the been suggested that men could be secured from 
personnel of tb.e Brit1sh Cabinet very soon. Sweden, Holland or France. But these countrie~ 
Two weeks ago in answer to questions in the I are all under Nazi dominatbn and even the best 
House of Commons, Mr. Churchill seemed very 1 o£ their nationals will have to depend on some 
reluctant to give members any information. He outside authority which, as it cannot be the 
was rather brusque in telling members that "we ! League of Nations, must be Britain. The New 
had others to think about besides ourselves.'' : Statesman in the last issue to arrive in India, 
He refused at the time to give information about i February 22, refers to the divisions that 
the Middle East as he had received none and he ! exist in Abyssinia not only between the Amharas 
withheld information about Libya because he I and the tribes. but even among the Amhara 
thoughtitwouldbeneither good for the House nor I groups, the most important of them being Shoa, 
in the interests of the country, He praised Sir i Tigre and Gojjam. Menelik established an . 
Samuel Hoare's work at Madrid and justified · overlordship over the others but at the outbreak 
a loan which. had been condemned as a of the Abyssinian-Italian war, Gojjam was 
contribution to the Nazi purse, on humanitarian : lukewarrn and Tigre remained semi-independent, 
grounds, whet~er it brought .tlritain the gratit~de 

1

· Gojjam made it~ own rebellion after the Italian · 
of the Spamsh people Or' not. The Pnme . conquest. The New Statesman suggests that 
Minister, however, was particularly. sensitiv~ , the italian regime was welcomed in the subject 
about the Balkan venture which seems to have·: provinces since it led to the suppression of the 
been a special policy of his own devising. Details : ruling garrisons. The position is complicated 
are ,not available and :on Tuesday April 29 ~ by the fact that the Emperor Haile: 
Mr. Churchill held out hopes of giving them : Selassie was put to flight and Gojjam kept 
next week. • But from the first reac- up the revolt. The Emperor Selassie will 
tions to adverse news from the Balkans , need not only European advisers but European 
shown in Australia, things did . not seem I armed•forces to maintain him in power. In the 
very hopeful. Mr. Churchill has a particular correspondence between the British Commander 
interest in the Eastern Mediteranean. The i and the. Duke of Aosta, it was !urged by the 
Balkan campaign has an unpleasant resemblance former that a surrender was necessary in the. 
to Gallipoli. Lord Halifax in a statement in the 1 interests of white women and children. The. 
United States gave two reasons for Britain's ' Duke of Aosta rejected the offer and emphasized . 
intervention in the Balkans-the one strategic · that the protection of white women and ch1ldren, 
and the other on principle. l\lr. Churchill a day ' was Britain's responsibility. What happens to 
later concentrated solely on the principle of non-whites apparently is nobody's business. 
honouring one's obligations. He has also Four days aft~r ~he message was received in. 
announced that he will fix a debate on .the war India, a second one was published,·to cover up the 
and he proposes to initiate it on a confidence . obvious implications of this demand, that it was 
motion in the policy of giving full aid to the .

1

· a measure of protection against Italian deserters 
Greeks. There has been. some report of Mr. rather than against the Abyssinians. Neverthe
Lloyd George and Mr. Hore-Belisha being : I<!Ss, it was an unprecedented step, nor is it 
brought into the Cabinet. On the other hand, it 1 likely to be repeated in the case of the Free 
has. been suggested that Mr. Bevin whose French, the Free Dutch, the Free Cze.:hs, the 
outstanding ability as Minister for Labour is not Greeks or even the Yugoslavs, when they in their. 
denied, has provoked ·many enemies by not turn are restored to power. Apart from this, there 
pushing on with industrial conscription, and the is an interesting side to the Selassie restoration. 
Cabinet may be weakened by sacrificing him to which students of history will mark. It destroys. 
reactionary influences. If anyone has earned a the very basis of the dictum that ·a democracy 
discharge for himself it is Mr. L. C. S, Amery can hand over . power ·only. to . another 
but, where all are equal, a choice becomes 

1 
democracy. The Amhara grou;J over which H~ile 

difficult. Mr. Churchill's tribute to Sir Samuel I Selassie rules, is a smau· minority in Abyssinia. 
Hoare's work at Madrid which to the average 

1 
Yet Britain is . urged by. the Labour New 

man is nothing very notable, may mean that 1 Statesman not only to restore him to p:>wer but 
Sir Samuel will be back in the Cabinet. 1 to maintain him on his throne. If instead of 

·Abyssinia:-While in . North Africa the war i trying hard the impo3sible task of creating a per
has revived since the entry of German forces into ! feet constitution out of vacuum for India.n 
the struggle between Britain and Italy, Abyssinia, 1 conditions, as Mr. Amery suggests, Indians set 
with the fall of the last Italian stronghold, I out to discover an heir to the great Moghuls 
Dessie, is practically free of Italian domination. or Mauryas; the\r problems would apparently all 
Victor Emmanuel, . recently recognised by the I vanish overnight. 
civilised world as Emperor of Abyssinia, gives i The War and lslamie Co11ntries :-In The 
place to Haile Selassie who once more mounts i Refonn~r of April 12, the position of the Islamic 
his ancient throne. The first European countries in relation to the war, was indicated in 
aggression is .fast being liquidated. But there a leading article. The twa principal countries 
is a. difference in the new regime from ·the old whose attitude is likely to deterrnine that of the 
absolute rule of Selassie. It was reported that \ other countries, are Egypt and Turkey. During the 
the exiled Emperor had accepted in advance the last few days, the position of Turkey and Egypt 
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has been clarified. The Commander of Egypt's ! their bases, the Prime Minister said he believed 
territorial army, Abdul Rahman Azzam Bey, : it did. In actual fighting they had suffered 
according to a Reuter's message, declared that ! 3,000 casualties as against the German loss of 
Egypt had nothing to fear from the ups and , so:ne 80,000 dead alone. Mr; Churchill has not 
downs of the present war which he regarded as i given his authority to the figures of German 
a struggle between two mighty races-the ; dead but, as nothing · has been said to 
Anglo-Saxon and the German. It will, he thought, i contradict them, we may assume that they 
probably be the most dangerous struggle in , are correct. If figures for the Greek casual
human history. "We shall soon witness grave · ties could be made available, it would be 
incidents in which Britain will undoubtedly show , po;;sible to juJge accurately of th3 result of this 
'her best qualities. If Egypt for various conside- , unequal battle of the Balkans. The Greek 
rations did not participate in the war, she respected , Government's letter to the British Government 
her treaty cbligations in an effective manner : of April 21, which Mr. Eden read out in the 
which completely satisfied her ally." The , House of Commons makes it quite clear 
terms of the Treaty which was concluded . that the Greek Government surrendered because 
between Britain and Egypt in 1936, is more 1 it was unable to keep up the struggle. This 
or less on the lines of the Treaty with Iraq . makes the position of the group which is now 
which was recently cited in connection with at Crete. and has declared its intention 
the landing of British troops in that country to keep up the fight, peculiar. The letter 
with a view to opening up communications asserts that the battle was being abandoned 
with Turkey. The Anglo-Egyptian Treaty by the Greeks because they had no hope of 
provided that the foreign policy of the two success in the struggle or of assisting the 
countries must conform to the alliance under ' British imperial forces, adding at the same time 
which mutual consultation is to take place that, without the Greek Army, the British 
during a serious dispute or "apprehended 

1 
imperial forces could not resist for more than 

international emergency." In war the two a few days. Therefore, the Greek Government 
parties are to act as allies. In an emergency advised the British to withdraw in tim-, without 
Egypt is to furnish all the assistance in its I further sacrifice of their expeditionary force. 
power, including the use of "ports, rerodromes : This would seem to imply a rare spirit of 
and means of communication," while Britain ! chivalry on the part of the Greeks which deserves 
may send reinforcements to Egypt. The : the utmost appreciation. In the circumstances, 
British Government is evidently satisfied 1 the comment of Reuter's military correspondent 
that Egypt is fulfilling these conditions though . seems in deplorable taste. "There is no need," 
she does not regard the invasion of her 

1

. he writes, "to extol the magnificent exploits of. 
territory by the Nazis as a sufficient cause the Greeks but something should perhaps be 
for her taking an active part in repelling them. I said of the tremendous fight put up by the 
Those uninitiated in the intricacies of modem j British forces." Reports of actual fighting have 
diplomacy may not understand the subtle I given detailed accounts of heroic deeds by the 
.implications of alliances of this type. Turkey I British Imperial forces, laying particular 
.has concluded a Trade Pact, it was announced I emphasis on the Australians. We hope this will 
on Tuesday, with Germany, under which Turkey be understood in Australia in the right spirit. 
will sell tobacco to Germany in return for ; ...... President Roosevelt in a recent statement 
machinery and spare parts. Discussions are · came out with the astounding news that 
going on, it was further stated, whereby the Nazis had a foothold in Greenland when 
Germany would buy agricultural produce from the United States put its plan of 
Turkey in exchange for cellulose and glassware. protective defence into force ...... Equally sur
The two transactions together will involve a sum prising is a reference by Reuter in a message 
of 15 million Turkish pounds. It may be a relating to North Africa which states that 
coincidence that the conclusion of this Pact comes i "Mr. Churchill's speech on Saturday which is 
.at the end of the war in Greece. The British : taken to mean that Britain does not intend to 
Government has lavishly helped Turkey of recent : adopt a defensive attitude in Egypt, has caused 
years. Forty-five years ago Lord Salisbury, I the greatest satisfaction among the troops 
the great Victorian statesman, declared in the ' who are not in the least intimidated by 
House of Lords, "We have staked our money ' the superior numbers against them." When 
on the wrong horse.'' It may be hoped that did the enemy get together "superior numbers'" 
the mistake bas not been repeated. Since the , in North Africa ? The Italian forces in North 
above was in type, it is reported that Iraq is · Africa have since February been a vanquished 
raising objections to the landing of more British 1 army, The German troops were from aU 
troops in Basra. : accounts a thin stream which had almost lost 

The War :-The war situation is now enter· i itself in the desert sands. Now comes this 
ing on another period of confusion. Mr. , revelation and it is followed by news on Thursday 
Churchill in the House of Commons on Wednes· : evening that the Axis forces have penetrated the 
day ii.Ilnounced that the evacuation of imperial · outer defences of Tobruk_ .. --For the rest, all the 
forces from Greece was almost complete.. Out 1

1 
news we receive is almost exclusively conjec

of 60,000 empire troops 45,0JO had been safely tureso{ what Germany or Russia wiUdo next, and 
evacuated. But when Mr. Churchill was asked I a great deal of it is based on exaggerated reports 
whether that implied that these had returned to 1 and the wild guesses of press correspond;:ots. 
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MR. AMERY ON INDIA. 
The Secretary of State for India, Mr. Amery, 

moved in the House of Commons last week 
for the extension of the rule of Governors in 
seven provinces. In these, Congress Ministers, 
with majorities in the Legislature have resigned 
office and ·gone to prison shouting satyagraha 
slogans. Mr. Amery's speeches have aroused an 
extraordinary amount of feeling which can not 
be wholly explained !Jy any novel or original 
sentiment in them. Even Gandhiji has been moved 
so far as to cast aside for the moment his doctrine 
of non-violence by denouncing Government for 
its failure to prepare the country to defend itself 
against 'aggressors. The feeling created by 
Mr. Amery's speech bears in this respect a 
striking resemblance to the feeling created 
by Miss Mayo's "Mother India." Many of 
the facts collected in "Mother India'' were 
true, but the book as a whole was a perverted 
picture of Indian life. Similarly, many of the 
facts in Mr. Amery's speech were factually 
correct but the speech as a whole conveyed an 
utterly perverted picture of the Indian situation. 
One of these is that the Congress party having 
set its hand to the plough of provincial autonomy, 
suddenly turned its back at the bidding 
of the High Command leaving half-finished 
several radical reforms which they initiated. 
Immediately after. referring to the promoters 
of the Bombay Conference, as individually 
eminent but politically unsupported, Mr. Amery 
referred to them individually, especially to 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, in laudatory terms. 
But this does not do away with the unpleasant 
impression that in the opinion of the Secretary 
of State for India these gentlemen were a lot of 
superannuated busybodies who had no business 
to advise the British Government on matters 
of high politics. He advised them to go 
about the country trying to make a rope 
{)r a Central Party out of the sand of men who 
bad no interest in politics or rather whose politics 
was to say ditto to the powers that be. So much 
as. to facts. Mr. Amery indulged also in fiction, 
the biggest being the astounding statement 
~hat India was prosperous. If the opinion 
of Indians on the point, is not acceptable 
that of a disinterested outsider must carry 
conviction. " l'here is no doubt whatever," 
says Colin Clarke, the Australian Econo
mist, in his "The Conditions of Economic 
Progress" ( Macmillan) published last year, 
''about the extreme poverty of China, British 
India and the Dutch East Indies." Mr. Amery 
has perhaps a special definition of prosperity as 
applied to India. Or, perhaps, he think~ as 
:;orne of our own industrialists do, that War has 
brought prosperity to India. 
·· Mr., Amery points to the crores of rupees 
Collected. in · this ·country for the several 
War funds-a fresh fund has been opened 

J 

this week for the widows and orphans 
of J ndian soldiers killed on the various 
battlefields-to the number of men recruited 
for combatant service and war industries, and 
the goods produced for use in war, and assures 
Parliament that the political situation has no 
effect on war effort which is at the moment the 
only thing which matters ; and that, therefore, 
there is no difficulty to be expected in pursuing 
the policy of using the differences between the 
several parties and communities and indefinitely 
postponing the hour of decision. Meanwhile Mr. 
Amery has exhorted these parties to think out a 
way of uniting in a single demand which should 
provide for the obligations which Britain has in
curred in her century and a half of Indian rule. 
He has this time been somewhat definite about 
these obligations. The security of the pensions and 
allowances of the British services-these, he said, 
will lapse in course of time. It may be a very long 
time if British officers continue, as they are, to be 
recruited. The second class of obligations arise 
from India's dependence on Britain for defence. 
At the present moment, India is defending British 
interests in Egypt and East Africa in one direc
tion and in the Far East on the other. As for 
munitions and armaments, the latest number 
of Indian Information assures us that 90 
per cent. of our war requirements are 
already being produced in this country. The 
third class of British obligations are to the 
Princes and these, Mr. Amery said, are of an 
abiding character. 

Mr. Amery observed that the future constitution 
of India can be framed only by hard thinking 
and advised Indians to devote their time to the 
study and discussion of the several issues 
connected with the subject. He promised his 
support for such activities. We have ourselves 
frequently stressed the necessity of this work. 
The British system has practically been 
scrapped in Britain itself for the duration of the 
war and it will not be in many respects the 
system which will be adopted after th: war. 
Revolutionary changes have been effected In the 
structure of British. society and the post-war 
constitution will be an expression of a 
substantially new order. Mr. Amery's idea 
of an irresponsible executive on the American 
model, can not be taken· seriously. In fact, there. 
is and can be no such thing as an irresponsible 
executive. If there is, it is in Britain where 
responsibility is so widely distributed that there is 
no possibility of its ever being fixed in any 
particular instance on any particular Minister. 
Under a system of real responsibility, Mr. 
Winston Churchill . with his record in. the last 
war would not have been Prime Minister in this. 
If there is no constitutional means of dismissing 
an Executive which has outlived its uSc!fulness, 
non-constitutional . forces come into operation. 
Within the last few weeks two Prime Ministers, of 
Hungary and Greece, committed suicide because 
they were broken by the strain of their duties. 
Mr. Amery rebuked Indians for not appreciating 
his concession allowing them to frame their owa 
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constitution, which he said amounted to the RELIGION AND ECONO~HCS. 
grant of Dominion status. In earlier speeches In last week's &jorrntr, attention was called to the 
Mr. Amery has drawn a careful distinction change which has come over the attitude of the 
between Dominion status and Dominion , Catholic Church towards other religions. Professor 
functions! What is Dominion status? How 1 Maritain pleading for a Fellowship among different 
much of it is likely to subsist at the end of the I spiritual families quoted in support a remarkable 

passage from the Coronation Prayer of His 
war_? . Canada is no'Y as much, if not m~re! a Holiness Pope Pius XII. The significance of 
domt mon of the U mted States as of Bntam. this plea can be gauged from the fact that the 
Australia and New Zealand, declared a spokes- Catholio Church stood resolutely aloof from the 
man at a New York dinner a few days ago, will Fellowship of Faiths organis~d. _in ?onne_ction ~ith 
defend their independence against all aggressors the Century of Progress Exh1btt1~n !n Ch1cag? e1gbt 
dd' · 'fie 1 h A · h ld years ago. A scarcely Jess s1gruficant stgn of 

a mg stgm ant Y t at . ~erlcans s ou religious awakening is the conclusions set forth in a 
reme~ber that the two Dorrun1ons are .out-p~sts statement by a Conference of clergymen and laymen 
of thetr Democracy. General Smuts u laytng held at Malvern last December at the instance of His 
claims for the whole African continent. Eire Grace the Archbishop of York. This statement is of 
has already cut herself off from her neighbour. special . interest to India as, in endorsing the 
Is India going to be the sole Dominion after the decla~at1on of _the Madras CI:a~baram) Conference, it 
war ? Mr. Amery himself has recognised in suppltes an Important omtssu;m •. The Tambaram 

. h I . • . . Conference declared that tt tS not enough 
h1~ book t at nd1a s .~sltton should be so~e- to say that, if we change the individual, we 
thmg more than Domtnton status, suggestmg ' will of necessity change the social order for tbe 
the analogy of the late Austro-H ungarian dual so;,ial order is not entirely made up of 
monarchy as a likely model. This offers a more individuals now living. The Malvern Report adds 
promising line of approach to the Indian problem the important qu!lli~cation that ~uch ~ v!ew as this 
than the American model which Mr Amery should not. ~1mm1se the cruCial s1gmfiaance of 

bee 1 f 
. • personal rehg10n. The Madras Conference and the 

has n ately avourmg. Malvern Conference did not envisage the idea of a 
British in India and the War :~The Tim4 Fellowship o~al! spiritual ~amili~s. The Madras Con-

. • . . . s ferenoe was dtstmctly host•le to 1t. It pleaded, on the 
of lndza '". tts leadmg arttcle on Tuesday contrary, lor a frontal attack upon those oorporate 
was constramed to observe : ''The unpleasant evils, namely, the inherited attitudes of other spiritual 
fact is that, as a whole, the British community families embodied in customs, laws and 
in India is contributing much less to the War !nstitutions •. Everyth~ng inherited, it was assumed, 
than their kinsmen anywhere else in the Empire, IS necessanly an evtl. T_he Malvern Conf:re~ce 
and less much Jess than America." On the was more. ~oncerned wt~h the reorg~ntsat1on 

' ' . of the Chrtstian Church ttself than w1th the 
other h:'-nd, t~e com!llum.ty has been very elimination of other religions. Introspection is 
fm;vard m securmg v.:arttme Jobs and contra~ts. deadly to missionary enterprises. That is why so 
This has not been wtthout effect on the Ind1an little has been seen of the Malvern Conference and 
attitude to the community. This is not all. its statement in our missionary organs. The Declara
The British community in India, as a whole, tion begins wi~ the avow~! that the war is not to be 
have not only not been helpful in promoting rega~d.ed as an Isolated e_v1~ _de~hed fr~m the general 
clo~r understanding bet~een ~?~ British and_ the ~~~~~~on of western CIVlhsauon durmg the last 
lmhan peoples as by thetr posttton they m•ght Rather it is to be seen as the symptom of a widespread 
have been expected to do. They have actually disease and mal-adjustment resulting from loss of con-
hindered such understanding. Part of Mr. vlction concerning the reality and character of God, 
Amery's speech which has been received with I and the true _nature and destiny of man. 
intense disappointment by Indians, has evidently The Declaration goes on. to say: .. 
been inspired by the address of Mr. Bramble of ! Because we have nel{lected ~he. true end of man, we 
the Homb3y Chamber of Commerce at its last I have lost. ~e con~olling pr1nc1ple which allots to 

I · p I · B . . II 1 human act1v1t1es the1r proper sphere and due relations 
annua meettng. eop e tn ntam natura Y , to one anolher Oon....,uently in the last per'od th 

h h · 'II be · h 1 • ---. 
1 e expect t at t etr countrymen WI tn touc 

1 
economic activity of man, which is entirely concerned 

with important movements and their leading ! with means,. has becomo predominant, as though to 
men in this country. This is by no means : produce mater1al wealth were man's ~e end. We have 

B .. l b . h I I I here an example or the pervasive Influence of human 
~he case. nils 1· usmessmen ave.comp ete Y sin which the Church must always keep before the 
tsolated themselves from the hfe of the I minds and consciences of men. Tbis is as relevant to 
country in which they make their livelihood. I schemes of reform to be operated by sinful men as to 
They know much less of India than many 

1 
our judgment of the situation in which we find 

home-~taying Englishmen who recognise that 
1 

ourselves. . . . 
they have a duty beyond making money and 1 The Declarat1~n proceed_! t<;~ s~tch tn br_oad l!ne~ 
keepin • •·a stiff upper lip" to impre;s Indians. I a plan of regulating econort~.'c hfe for the umfioatlon 

g . . . . I of Europe as a co-operative Commonwealth. The 
One o~ two Bnt!sh JOUrnahsts are ~he most notab e Anglican Conference was concerned only with 
exceptwn to tlus general exper1ence. ~e are Christians and wilh Europe. A Protestant Christian 
aware that there are here and there 111 the Conference held at Peru last February, deriving 
business houses, especially among the younger inspiration fret? the ltbl~em Conference, rxtended 
men, persons who are dissatisfied with the tbe ~pe of &ts conclus1ons over the whole area of 
'sola.ti.,u enforced on them by their n.'sitions humamty. It declared: . 
I , thr- • The progress and enrichment or nat1ons ought to be 
But these have no mf\uence .on e elderly based on peace and brotherhood, and that war is 
peroons who rule the commun1ty. incompatible with the principles of Ohrlst, and we ought 
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to seek more adequate means for the solution of internal 
problems: Protestant youth shall seek to co-operate in 
the establishment of the same recognition for the rights 
of every person, whatever may be hia colour, race, or 
condition of life, giving him vocational opportunity 
and social standing. 
The Declaration of the Malvern Conference was 

worded very cautiously. Nevertheless Anglicans 
took fright and the Ohureh fi,,.., warned the 
Archbishop of York that the views of the Conterence 
amounted to a social and religious revolution 
and would rouse political opposition, "vigorous. 
and even bitter," if they are attempted to be 
implemented, as they should be, by political action. 
The Peru Conference was much more outspoken 
in its expression of discontent and more drastic 
in its scheme of action. An Episcopal group 
which met at Newhaven in the U.S.A., decided 
in the sense of the amendment moved by Sir Richard 
Acland and adopted unanimously by the Malvern 
Conference, which, while accepting the general 
principle that the profit system was incompatible 
with the Christian development of man, left the 
reorganisation of society to be determined in each 
country and among each people according to their 
needs and aptitudes, No organisation created by 
man can in all circumstances resist the evil tendencies 
to which human beings are liable. All that the 
Church can do is to indicate the defects of the 
existing system which, while they do not prevent 
individual men and women from living a Christian 
life, do act as a stumbling-block to the mass 
of them. 

In the present situation, the episcopal group be
lieved that the maintenance of that part of the 
structure o( society by which the ownership of the 
great resources of the community are vested in the 
hands of private individuals, is such a stumbling
bloclr, As long as these resources can be owned, men 
will strive for their ownership. Those who are most 
~uccessful in this struggle will have sought this 
ownership for themselves as individuals, and will be 
regarded as leaders of our economic life. They wlll 
thereby set the tone of our whole society. As a 
consequence it will remain impossible to abandon a 
way of life founded on the supremacy of the economic 
motive, or to advance nearer to a form of society 
founded upon a belief in the authority of God's plans 
for mankind. 
The Malvern Declaration affirms that Christian 

doctrine has insisted that production exists for 
consumption, with the after-thought that the 
producer is also human and must find production 
itself a sphere of truly human aotivitity. The words 
"consumer" and "producer" do not occur in the 
Bible, We have searched in the concordance for 
them without finding them. In the primitive 
economy of the community in which Jesus Christ 
lived and taught, down, indeed, to the early years of 
the last century before the industrial revolution took 
place, the distinction between producer and consumer 
was unknown. In a pastoral or agricultural com
munity, production and consumption are two aspects 
of the same economic activity. In the view of the 
nineteenth century political economist, the priests 
were the typical consumers and these Jesus 
denounced in no measured terms in his own time. 
How then did the supremacy of the consumer which 
is the foundation of the Manchester School and which 
even today is urged by .vested interests in opposition 
to the starting of industries in India, become a part 
of Christian doctrine ? In every normally constituted 
society that is not rerpetua\ly engaged on war and 
preparing for war, the producer is a more important 
person than the consumer. · If there was n.o . one to 
produce things, the consumer can. not ex1st. The 
tnahi trend of· twentieth century economics is to 

reveo-se the nineteenth century dogma and to help 
the producer to come into his own. This is 
the meaning of ''Back to the Land" and other 
present-day slogans. The Malvern Report itself 
admits this when it says : 

We must recover reverence for the earth and its 
resources, treating it no longer as a reservoir of poten· 
tial wealth to be exploited, but as a store-house of 
divine bounty on which we utterly depend. 

This is a return to Paganism which in ancient 
Greece as in India deified the Earth and gave it a 
high place in their Pantheon. 

FREEDOM-ITS SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS. 
Mr. Robert S. W. Pollard in his recent book, 

•Conscience and Liberty' (Messrs. George Allen and 
Unwin, 2s 6d.) discusses the struggle for freedom of 
opinion which cannot, he asserts, be separated 
from liberty of conscience. Mr. Pollard's book is 
a thought-provoking one and in many pages his 
observations take the reader into several bye-ways, 
rather remotely connected with the subject, Though, 
for instance, his main thesis deals with the question 
of the conscientious objector in war, he has depicted 
the particular problem against the general back
ground of freedom. And the background is ably 
shown. 

The more freedom there is, the more difference of 
opinion there is likely to be on what freedom really 
means. We are all agreed that freedom is a good 
thing, Nobody would, except perhaps as a debating
point, assert that he or she does not want freedom 
for himself or herself; and very few will be quite 
so cynical as to say that they would deny it to others, 

1 The quarrel arises only when we ask the question, 
What precisely does one mean when one talks offree
dom !' What then is this freedom tor which some men 
are prepared to die while other men are prepared to 
surrender it for peace or security or economic gain !' 
Freedom, if any one definition will serve to explain 
this vast concept, is the unrestricted play of man's 
conscience in society. For the conception is essentially 
a social one. Man by himself faces no problem in 
this sphere. He is free to do what he likes and 
nothing prevents him &om not doing that which he 
detests. But the human unit is not the individual 
but society, Looking back to remote antiquity, we 
fail to see man by himself. Everywhere he is born 
in a group and till his death he ·has to adjust his 
living to the ways of the group into which he is 
born. . · 

As a social problem then, freedom presents a 
double aspect. It is, on the one hand, the probl~m of 
securing the righu of the .corporate group which he 
forms along with others and the prejudice and fears, 
the hopes and desires of which he shares with those 
who have the same epvironment, the same upbringing 
and the same heritage. On the other hand, since man 
is intensely individualistic, he has his own ambi
tions, his desires and fears, for himself and even 
more important for his community, to assert as 
against the group to which he belongs. Indivi
dual freedom works within a smaller field in all 
modern communities. Men, generally speaking, 
realise tbe arduous years that lie ahead of the 
pioneer. In the powerful forces which in any 
modern society stand behind very vested interest, 
revolt involves much organisation and nice adjust
ment. The individual who looks to reshape the 
world in which he finds himself, must first win 
a good measure of support from his fellowmen. 
There are many stages at which individual 
eccentricity and non-conformity are brought 
under control. Moreover, every man, however 
enlightened he may be, inherits and acquires the 
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COJUicience of his group. The most advanced 
thinker in any society is but the child of hi11 
times and very often of his place. Nevertheless, 
the world over, there have arisen a few rugged 

individuals who did not flinch from the constant 
assertion of unpleasant opinions. And, generally 
speaking, no power has been strong enough to 
suppress ideas. Society has first opposed even 
to the point of persecution; and then gradually 
it has assimilated the heresies-for the prophet is 
invariably a heretic-into its own conservatism. 
The opinion ill widely prevalent in our country 
today that human progress depends on human 
suffering, and it is almost part of the creed of most 
Congressmen of the best type, It would be truer to 
say that no _progress is possible unless people are 
ready to suffer tor the things they value. It is not 
persecution which takes nations forward but the 
willingness to suffer persecution for a cause, 
Persecution i• but an incident in human history and 
it has no intrinsic value either for the victim or for 
the inflictor, We remarked at the outset 
that freedom was the unrestricted play of con
scienoe in society. This needs a qualification. The 
authority of conscience can at best speak only 
for the person concerned. It is valid pre-eminently 
for him. And no man ought to make his 
conscience the final voice in other man's lives, 
A wise society, therefore, guards its members 
from the passing influence of every new fancy. At 
the same time it tolerates the innovator even when 
It insists that he prove his theories in his own life, 
This does not mean, however, that a man should 
not be allowed to give expression to his views 
before an audience, Yet the State has often so 
interpreted things, The case of the conscientious 
objector and the pacifist in the modern state illustrates 
an extreme application of this interpretation, Britain 
enjoys the proud distinction of being far ahead of 
other countries in her treatment of pacifists and 
conscientious objectors. Yet even in Britain, Mr. 
Pollard writes, 

any propaganda directed towards men under forty-one 
with a view to persuading them to register as 
conscientious objectors is Illegal ; any pacifist propa
ganda or activity among non-pacifists which would be 
llirely to produce the same result, is illegal ; and any 
pacifist propaganda or worll: among men of military 
age who are not declared p>r.ifists and conscientious 
objectors, may be Uiegal. It is even illegal for a 
l"'fent to urge his son of adolescent years to become a 
consclentiouo objector, 
Religiou~ persecution is fast becoming a thing. 

of the past. But in the sphere of politics there is 
rising, almost irrepressibly, a more widespread form 
of intolerance. This is because power has shifted 
'from the hande of religious organisations to 
political institutions, Mr. Pollard remarks that 
tolerance of religions and opinions was the general 
rule in the ancient world. lf the G.xls are 
insulted, 8aid Tiberius, let them aee to it themselves, 
And Mr. Pollard explains the intolerance shown by 
the best of rulers to Christianity : 

The Intolerance of the Christians was ,.en ll:nown 
and it was obvious they claimed freedom exclusively 
for themselves, 'fhe Roman Empire seems to have 
been fo.ced with somewhat the same problem as faces 
R>odorn democracies, namely, whether in the name of 
freedom it •hould tolerate a movement which would 
abolish freedom,," The Christi.ns attained freedom 
of conscience by a toleration deeM Issued by the 
pagan Emperor Galerius In A. D. SU. A simibr 
der<ee was issued by the Christian Empror Con stan· 
tine, but soon alter they obtained power, they 
abanJoned their belief In f..-lom of conscience and 
,et them,elves to repress every other religion. I 

\Vhen one considers the fact that the rulers of . 

the modern period have so often arisen from a 
persecuted otass-Kemal Ataturk, Stalin, Mussolini, 
Hitler-the resemblance between the reli~ious 
situation in the Roman Empire and the pohtical 
situation in the world is ominously striking, 
Ia Germany at the one end and in Russia at 
the other, we see the age-old institution of the 
family breaking down under political pressure, 
with members of a home denouncing each other· 
and subjecting them to the terrible penalties 
exacted against those who have had the courage or 
more often the indiscretion to set themselves against 
the Government in power at the. time, Power, 
Lord Acton said, corrupts and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely. This was the political axiom 
of the nineteenth century and the leaders of the 
first half of the twentieth have imbibed the teaching 
from their earliest consciousness, Mr. Pollard himself 
returns to it again and again. It has proved 
a double-edged weapon in the modern state. 
It has impressed itself on the politically-minded as 
something which has the inevitability of a law of 
nature. We look now to see good men go bad in office 
and, generally, we get what we expect, We must, if 
in politics human progress is to keep pace with pro
gress in other spheres of life, get rid of this distrust, 
realise the possibilities for good which reside in 
governments as in other human institutions, and 
appreciate the vast difference to the individual which 
the right men in power will mean. If "power corrupts", 
there is obviously nothing to be done about 
it except for good and disinterested men to keep 
away from politics lest, touching pitch, they be 
defiled. On the other hand, if it is the corruption in 
the men who wield it, that makes power an evil 
thing, the remedy is obvious, Of course we have 
equally to guard against the opposite extreme of 
a blind submission to authority, The human 
mind has been rather prone to this and it bas now 
rather placed its faith in some countries on institu
tional democracy. No government can thrive without 
criticism: but surely government cannot thrive on 
distrust either. The party system, so far regarded 
as the very basis of democracy, tends in all coun
tries to range the people against the Government, 

There are two important restrictions which the 
individual must appreciate if he is to use that 
freedom to the fullest: In the first place, he must 
be prepared to allow his fellowmen the freedom be 
asks for himself, not more and certainly not tess. 
Anything that man seeks for himself turns into a 
curse, And in the" second, he must not 
let himself be prevented from exercising 
the freedom he enjoys, for any reason 
of social, economic or political advancement. 
It has been urged against democracy that those 
who know will not speak, while those who do 
not know, cannot keep silent. The more unpalate
able an opinion is, the more it behoves those 
who holds it sincerely, to l';ive expression to it. 
It is difficult to practise th•s in these days of 
powerful organisations, Often in the familiar 
field of politics, the political individualist finds 
himself caught between the two extremes of 
authority and popular opinion. And ap.rt from 
the fear or offending powerful personalities, there is 
the very real feeling that when the individual differs 
from the others, the probabilities are that the 
individual is wrong. If silen~e is golden, it 
is also equivocal. 

We have so far considered two spheres ia which 
restrictions on freedom operate, the religious and the 
political, and it shows lww the emphasis in men's 
minds has been changing from spiritual values to 
secular. This furnishes a telling argument against 
those who base their cabulations on the unch•nge-
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ability of human nature. But that is another 
question. There are other spheres in which freedom 
makes itself felt by its absence or by the restrictions 
placed on it. They are, for purposes of classification, 
conveniently divided into the social, the familial and 
the economic fields. 

The familial check on freedom is one which is 
generally cheerfully accepted, In the family itself, 
men are ready to give up their own freedom for the 
sake ot others. Of very much the same nature but 
more extensive is the social check. And very often 
the restrictions of society prove very irksome, Social 
persecution is, in its everyday working, petty 
persecution, In comparison to religious and political 
persecution, it is as petty larceny is to loot, Its 
sphere is greatly lessened now with the loosening 
of social ties, 

The economic sphere is one which is drawing 
increasing attention the world over. Like Esau 
many after him have sold their birthright for a 
mess of pottage 1 

r 
the child should know clearly in its own mind why 
it is being punished and that considerations of 

I 
prestige or wounded pride or vindictiveness shonld 
be altogether absent from the minds of those who 
have to administer the chastisement. In penology: 
likewise, the retaliatory and retributory aspects of 
punishment for the crime are giving place to the 
reformation of the criminal. In international affairs 
too, organised and rationalised force must 

I 
take the place of blind fury and destruction. To 
say that war is inevitable because human nature 
cannot be changed, is to give up the battle for a better 

[ world. To reject force as an evil thing which 
outrages every human instinct, is to rush wildly 
to the other extreme. We accept force in our 
everyday life and there is no reason why we 
should expect men to discard it in world politics. 
We try, in so far as we lay claim to be civilised 
human beings, to restrict and to rationalise the use 
of force in personal matters, Why should we 
assume that, in international matters alone, the old 
bad ways are inevitable i' 

HINDU WOMEN'S RIGHTS. 

Esau came from the field, and he was faint; and 1 

Esau said unto Jacob, "Feed me I pray you with your 
red pottage: for I am faint." And Jacob, said "Sell 
me this day your birthright." And Esau said, "Behold 
I am at the point to die; and what profit shall this I, 
birthright do to me?" And I acob said, "Swear to me "An Esteemed Correspondent" writes in the Bindu 
this day;" and he sware unto him; and he sold of Madras :-
his birthright unto Jacob. The Federal Court has pronounced its judgment 
Simple in its narration, yet an incident which holds on the "Hindu Women's Rights to Property Act" of 

good for all time, Everywhere there are people who 1937. It is worth while examining how the Hindu 
cannot but sell their birthright-very often for a mess widow stands under that judgment. The Act was 
of pottage which is not there. And all too often they designed to improve the position of thf. widow in 
have to do so not for their own lives, but for the respect of her husband's property and it gave her 
Jives of those who are near and dear to them, an equal right with the son. The Court imputes to 
We have referred to the family breaking down under the Legislature the deliberate intention to exclude 
political pressure in totalitarian states. In most the widow .from all benefit from her husband's 
democracies economic conditions lead to a denial agricultural land in the Governor's Provinces. In 
of family life for thousands. And where the choice has India, the bulk of the property of the people consists 
been between economic security and civil liberties, in agricultural land. Hence, in the vast majority of 
security has ultimately proved more attractive. cases, the widow will get nothing under the Act, 

So much then {or individual freedom. We must as the Federal Court has interpreted the Legislature's 
realise, however, that even if we manage to establish intention. 
in any given community or nation the greatest The Court imputes to the Legislature the intention 
measure of individual freedom, yet we shall have to benefit the widow only if the husband left property 
failed unless we bring about similar conditions in the other than agricultural land, e.g., cash, securities, etc. 
rest of the world. Freedom cannot be confined Again the Act gives her only a life-interest in such 
within artificial limits. If we attempt to do so, it will 

1 

cash or securities, if her husband left no son. But, 
perish. And here arises the need for corporate under the Hindu Law as it existed in the Province of 
freedom, It is to secure individual freedom that Mithila, she would have got the cash and securities 
corporate freedom is necessary. The worker 1 absolutely. Therefore, according to the Federal 
who has to fight his employers, unites with his : Court's interpretation, .the position of the son-less 
fellow workers in a trade union. The stranger ' widow in Mithila, instead of being improved, becomes 
in a community whose habits are different, . unites worse, The Federal Court says : 
with those who share his anomalous position, if he "Even if it were true that an Act intended to . be 
cannot conform to the majority, to form a minority. remedial, though possibiy limited in scope, was 
The .theory of self-determination and the theory of found in a small minority of cases to prejudice rather · 
minority rights which developed side by side after than benefit those whom it was intended to help, 
the last war, were almost conflicting approaches . this would be no reason why the Court should not 
to the problem o{ minorities. ! adopt the construction w!lioh is on the whole best 

Much has been said of late of the collapse ' calculated to give effect to the manifest intention ot 
of civilisation. But we have failed to take the legislature." · 
adequate notice of the one promise of the Thus, according to the Federal Court, the manifest 
times. We have had in the past many who thought of; intention of the legislature was (1) that the widow's 
world empire; conquerors who dreamt their dreams I right to get benefit out of her husband's estate was 
of domination. But as we look at the only worth- conditional upon his leaving cash, securities, etc,, 
while plims of the twenty odd schemes of Federal and (2) that some widows would get less than what 
Union of Internationalism and of World Order, the Hindu Law gave her, was of no concern to the 
there ~re two features common to all of them, The Legislature. In attributing this intention to the 
World Commonwealth which is now agitating the Legislature, the Court admits that the intention 
minds of some of our best thinkers, in the first place, of the Assembly was that the widow should have a 
seek• to build from the bottom upwards, It is yet a share in all her husband's property, including 
vague conception, Nevertheless, the thought has aQTicultural land, but the intention of the Council of 
been placed before mankind. State was that her right should be limited to a share 

It is a commonplace of child psychology that, in the in his property other than agricultural land, and 
rare cases when punishment has to be administered, conditional upon his leaving such property. The 
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Court prefen-ed the intention of the Upper House I was declared valid in respect of non-agricultural 
to that of the Lower House. The Court does not ! property. 
say that the Assembly acquiesced in the drastic I What about the intention of the Assembly 
limitatio.n of its own in~ntion. According to the i when it passe? the Bill in February 1937 p 
Court 1~elf, the tw~ l~ouaes. were not of the : What ~bout ~e Intention of the same body to place 
1ame mmd. But stJII, 1t attnbuted the narrow , the w1dow m the same position as a son p 
intention to the whole Legislature, In other I 

countries, this sort of construction has been descriO
ed to be making substantially new legislation, · 
which i9 sternly discouraged, Again, this narrow ! 
construction does not fit in with the intention of the 1 

Legislature to give the widow the same share as a 
son, or failing male issue, the whole estate of the 
bus band, for her life. The significance of this is 
that it was intended that the widow should live io 
the 1ame standard of comfort as the sons or as 
she wu accustomed to in her bus band's life-time. 
The Federal Court completely ignored this consi· 
deration, but was content to impute to the Legisla· 
ture an intention which the Assembly, at any rate, 
never entertained, Such is the law laid down by the 
Federal Court of India, which all Courts in India 
must follow, 

IL 
"A Legal Correspondent'' writes in the Hindustan 

Tinu•, Delhi ~-
The judgment of the Federal Court on the 

Dethmukh Aot is extremely disappointing not 
for what it has decided, but for what it has not. 
It Is a quibbling decision and not the robust 
pronouncement of a great tribunal which helps 
advancement. The Central Legislature wanted 
to Improve the posi tlon of Hindu widows and 
with that end in view the Assembly passed Dr. 
Deshmukh's Bill in February 1987. Under that 
l:lill, the widow was given a ehare in her husband'e 
"property" equal to the ebare of a son, The 
Council of State passed the Bill, without any 
amendment. Can there be any reasonable doubt 
as to the intention of the Legislature ? It was 
to give the widow a definite ahare in all her 
husband's property, ao that abe may have the same 
11andard of life as her sons. Unfortunately, the 
Government of India Act, 1935, came into force 
before the Council of State passed the Bill. Under 
that Act, the Central Legislature could not deal with 
a!l"riculturalland. Tbe result was that, in Jaw, the 
ll•ll which bad been passed by both the Houses 
with the beneficent Intention mentioned above, could 
not operate to give the widow any share in her 
husband's agricultural land. That intention was 
clearly fruatrated by the interposition of the Govern· 
ment of India Aot. If agricultural land went out, 
what remained was insignificant in India, and the poor 
widow was no better off than before, if in the race 
of her getting a shard in her husband's non-agri· 
.cultural property, abe !oat her right of maintenance. 

In these ciroumstanoes, the Act came before the 
Federal Court. A strong court, alive to the duty of 
advancing constitutional development, would have 
bolJiy said that the Act had been emasculated to 
such a degree by the curtailment of the powers of 
the Central Leflislature that it no longer operated to 
can-y out the intention of the Legislature and, con
aequently, the Act must go. What did the Federal 
Court do P It has not the courage to declare the 
emasculated Act Invalid. The word "property" 
had to be given a narrow meaning, It solved the 
conundrum in this way : A legislature's intention ia 
presumed to be limited by its kgislative competence, 
As the Central Legislature was competent to deal 
with non-agricultural property only, its intention was 
to rxclu<le the widow from any benefit of her 
husband's agricultural land: ••property" in the Act, 
therefore, meant non-agricultural property, The Act 

Sir, 

PANDIT JAWAHARI.AL NEHRU AND 
SIGNOR MUSSOUNL 

One would like to know what great quality Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru is supposed to have displayed 
when he declined Signor Mussolini's invitation to 
meet him during his stay in Italy, Rabindranath 
Tagore had some years previously been received 
warmly by the Duoe who eubsequently presented 
Santinekatan with a complete eet of the ancient 
Roman classics inscribed to ''India, the Mother 
of Civilization." Unlike Herr Hitler, Signor Mussolini 
has always exhibited a high regard for Indian and 
her culture. The Pandit is a leading figure in Indian 
public life, and the Duce without any ulterior 
motive might have intended the invitation aa a 
compliment to the Pandit as a distinguished Indian, 
'Ihe refusal of the invitation, unless of course the 
Pandit ha~ other m"!"e pressing engagements, 
would str1ke an ordmary man as churlish. 
The Pandit was staying in Italy and enjoying 
the protection of the Fascist regime, He probably 
went to Italy in an Italian ship flying tbe Italian 
flag, Elementary courtesy demanded tbat when the 
head of the Government of the country in which you 
are a guest, showed you the courtesy of inviting you 
to an interview, you should comply with it. , 

Yours eto., 
ENQUIRER. 

JfRE YOU AWARE 
that a thousand young Indians 

are being trained and are working 
day and night to make the Travan
core Government Ceramic Industries 
a success? 

BUT IT IS ON YOU 
that its success depends. It is your 

duty to patronise this Indian Indus
try, encourage your brethren to 
better effort and thus to bring out 
the best that is in them. 

FOR YOUR requirements in electri· 
cal insulators of any description from 
simple meter board insulators to 
L. T. pin insulators-Fire clay and 
fire bricks--decorative and household 
china-Let us quote you. 

TRAVANCORE GOVE~N~E~T CERAMIC 
l:iDU5TRIES, 

KU:iD.\RA, (Travancore). 
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· ·;- , .H. E. H. THE NIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
~ IN 

THE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA 

SEE- The' Past on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-Muqbara • 
' • Daulatabad : Fort • 

• ~aoza . 

• Panchakki . 

• Ellora . 

• Ajanta. 

AURA N GAB A D. 

You enjoy Moderq Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when you stay at the-STATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one of 

the finest in India under the management of 

H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

Motor Cars and buses will be 
arranged for tours to any 
place in the district on 
application to the Manager. 

Further information from:-

- Tmi O~mr Oo:lll!BROIAI.o 1\UNA-&ER, _ 

H. E. H. The Nizam's State Railway, 
SECUNDERABAD. 

.· 

THK BANK OF BARODA, LTD: 
{In_oorpora.ted iD Baroda, The .liabilitJ' of Mem"n being ~ted,)~, .. 

Under tbe Patronage of and largely supported by the 
Oovemment of H. H. tbe•Mabara)a Oaeii:War of Baroda, 

CAPIT AI..' AUTHORISED - JU, :a,4o,oo,ooe 
CAPITAL 155UED &: .SUBSCRIBED , J,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL CALLED UP ... , 6o,oo,ooo. · 
CAPITAL PAID-UP on ar-r:a-40 ,, • 6o,oo,ooo 
11.E5F.RVE FUND " ss,oo,ooo · 

Head Office:-BARODA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billi,.;ora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harij (N, 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mebsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankbeda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

S1\FE DEPOSIT 
V1\ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
' . 

PATAN. 
, -:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
.SIZES AVAILABLE 

-. :o:-

RATES 'oN APPLICATION. 

' 

GENERAL. BANKING _BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATER, 

General Mana/[e'' 

The following books· can be had from th~ 

office of The Indian Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Out Trip to America" Re. 11-

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs. 3!-, 
Bombay Representative Conference U22 Re. 1J-

(being the ·official report of the unity . 

Conference held in 1922 in Bombay. 

Interest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru. Conference.) _ 

Apply to the llfanaifer. 

(Pon free}. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD· 
CE•tabll•hed 7th September 1900,) 

INCOKPORATIID UIIDBB TIDI INIJU.ll OOilP ... lJIIJ "OT 

VJ o• 18$2. 
Capital bubscribed ... "" 
Capital Called up ···-
Reserve Fund •••••• 

Re. 2.00,00,000 
" 1,00,00,000 
.. 1.15,50,000 

HEAD OPPICB I 

OIUBNTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD, (Bhadra, Main Office). 
AHMEDABAD, (Ellis Bridge). 
AHMEDABAD. (Station Branch). 
ANDHERI, (Near Bombay). 
BANDRA, (Near Bombay). 
BULLION EXCIIANGE,(Sheik Memon St., Bombay). 
CALCUTTA, (Clive Street, Main Oftlce). 
CALCUTTA, (Bara Bazar). 
CALCUTTA, (Chowringhee Square). 
COLABA, (Cusrow Baug, Bombay). 
JAMSHEDPUR. 
KALBADEVI, {Corner of Picket Road, Bombay). 
MALABAR HILL, (3/4-, Hughes Road, Bombay). 
NAGPUR, <Kingsway). 
NAGPUR CITY. 
POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

London Agents :-The Westminater Bank, Ltd. 
CURRENT DS:l'OSIT ACCOUNTS' Interest Is 

allowed on dally balances from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
@ lX per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
lb. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit will be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
Ieos than Rs. ~~- rer half yeaz. 

FIXRD DEPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUSTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on a'ppllcatlon. 

The Bank acts as ExecutoP and Tpustee 
undep Wllls and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business ~nerally. Rules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVRRDR.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
again•t approvoJ .ocurities. 

The Bank undertake< on behalf of Its constituents tbe 
~r.fe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
aalo and purchase of Governlllt/lnt Paper and all descrlp
tlona of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on appUcatlon. 

A. G. GII.AY, 
MaMgw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Sra VITRALDAS TRACKEBSEY MIDIOBIAL BUILDP.I'G, 

9, Bakehouse Lane, Bon. Hcama 11 . 

BBlliOHI!:ll; 

Bar8DUid (DYtl'lc:t l'ooaa). 1 Vlramcam (Dbtrlct A~...._ 

._.am pur (0( l•trlct 5atara). Dbulla (Diatrlctda~':!~ 
Karad. • • ). Kbomdo ... ~, 
T••••on ( ,, ,, ). Doadalcba ~~ • u • 
.5atara ( " .. ). Nudurbar ... • , 
Jllrl 5blrpur ' , 

Oakarwadl ( ,, .. ). 5bahada " • ), 
&blrala ( II n ). Sakrl h .. 

Korecaoa ( ,, " ). 51ndkbed• 1 • Wal ( . .. II J• 
K. .. " ). Taloda ( " ,, • 

opercaoo (OUtrk:t Abrae4.. Malcgaoa sot.stric:t NUfir;J, 
nagar). .!atara '. ,, " , , 

Belapur ( " ,. 1· ltalwaa 
Rabun ( 1 , u • Lasa gaon 
~novcaoo ( " ,. ). Naudgaon t :: : f 
Ahmeclaagar u ,, ), Oohad 
Bblwandl (Dinrlct Tbana), 

"014tl1ct ... t]C'T' 
Mah•l;, 

Palahar " ,. ). Kalol ( ., .. ). 
ltalyaa " .. ). 4klul (Diotrk:t .5bolapat), 

DlRECTORS, 

R. G. 8aralya, Esq., (Obairman), 
Prof, V. G. Kale. 
G. V, lodhov, Eoq. 
Gordhondu G. Morarji, Eaq, 
B. 0, V. Mehta, Esq, 
Rao Bahodur R. V. Vandekar. 
8. N, Jamdar, Eaq. 
K. M. Thokor, Esq. 

dS.R:I!I O&PlTll. >

c Fully Paid) 

K. V. Vlobaro,Esq. 
D. J. Znnjr.rrao, Esq. 
Rao 8ahob V. 0, Jadho•. 
D. V, Poldar, Eaq. 
V. 8. Baoawanal, Esq. 
8. T, More, Esq. 
Vaiknnlh L. Mehta, Esq. 

(Managing Direolor,) 

1. DEPOSITS fbedlor ono Jou and ohoner or longer ~ 
•n ~ Ba._ aDd o'ilu parilaala!l m•J Dl a10811alutt 
!rom lbo Dlldonlgned. 

I, CURRENT .t.OOOUNTB an opened tor Oo-"""""il" 
3oolell• and lndlvldn&lo. lnlereol 11 allowed oa dally baiOIICOC 
nolnooecllus Ror, 1,00,000. 

I, SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS are .. oo~ oD4 •••••• 
paid alli por oenl. on minimum moulhiJ bolo aa-. Bnl• moJ 
!lo obtained !rom lbe undoreii!Ded, · 

'· Drat .. are lllued on dilfttat •ud otb.• to Will ()D lariU \<: •· 
!IIOil'talned on appllaaUon~ 

6. .t.ooouall oN ondllod q-IJ by o CUm ol tuaarporuof 
t.OOOilDADiil a ad yeariJ br • Bpaolal Go-nmaal Andl~, 
;}norlorly llalomiiDII ol Boonolal poolllon oN pabllohod ~• 1111 
1
' BombaJ GoftfD.Dleo.t Galllhe." 

VAIKUNTB L. >11£HT.t., 
lilaao&~nc Dlno101 

CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn into bronchiti.:.; 

avoid this by rubbing your chest wi~ AMRUTANJAN. lt01 
penetrating warmth goes deep down toto the chest, lOOSP.ns the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. . 

AMRUTAN .. JAN 
Brirrp QNi&k Relief AI'Zllays 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY ~ MADRAS. 
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THE 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, LIMITED. 

Established-December, 1911, 

AUTHORISED CAPITAL 
SUBSCIUBED CAPITAL 
PAID-UP CAPITAL 
RESERVE & OTHER FUNDS 
DEPOSITS AS Af.3H2-40 

Rs· 3,50,00,000: 
••• ... 3,36.2&.400 1 
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Nizam's Lead :-The death of the mother 
of His Exalted Highness the Nizam 
called forth 'demonstrations of sympathy and 
respect from all classes of his subjects. His 
Exalted Highness has been deeply touched by 
the demonstrations, and has expressed his feel· 
ings in a special communication addressed to all 
classes of his subjects. · He says : 

I hope that similarly aU the different communities· 
anci1111Ctlo11• of the•e Dominions who are Uke one 
bocly and one soul, would sink their differences, for• 
getting completely tho past, whatever it might have 
booa, and at the same time be cautious of the future" 
It, therefore, behoves that they should extend the hand 
o( friendship and love so that the Stat~ may be free for 
ever from auy kind of trouble, yielding place to peace 
ancl tranquility to prevail and thus create a sense of 
prospcrlty for tho future progress of the State, 

This has been hailed in some quarters as a blow 
to the Pakistan scheme. No one ever thought 
of extending the scheme to Hyderabad. It was 
to be confined to the north-west and north-east 
of the country, The Nizam's Dominions are 
in the very centre of the country. The conditions 
too, especially that the vast majority are non
Muslims, preclude the idea. The declaration of 
His Exalted Highness reflects his feeling for his 
subjects and it is unwise to read into it, any 
political significance in relation to movements in 
Bdtish India. It is doing no service to the 
States or to British l ndia to embroil them in 
each other's controversies. His Exalted Highness 
has followed up his moving appeal with 
declarations of a far-reaching character. He in 
express :terms repudiates the old-world belief 
that those of his subjects who profess the 
Muslim faith, are in some way participants 
in his sovereignty. He affirms that sovereignty 
is indivisible and that he does not share it 
with any individual or body of individuals. 
All subjects are equal and no class has rights 
except such as belong to all equally. He has 
forbidden officials and jaghirdars and title
holders participating in political move
ments within and without the State. Political 

movements, of course, mean ·movements which 
aim at bringing about revolutionary changes 
in the administration. His Exalted Highness 
has prohibited communal organisations except 
such as work for communal harmony and 
except, we presume, those which work for 
social and religious reform. . These declarations 
together signify that the unity of the people 
is the interest and responsibiliL ;' of the, 
State and that the State will use all its 
influence iq bringing about and maintaining 
that unity. The Nizam, it is clear, does 
not hold with Mr. Amery that it is for the. 
communities to agree on a plan of unity, 
and to submit it for · his approval. His 
Exalted. Highness's ,lead, it may be hoped, 
may not be Tost on the Secretary of State. 
. War News ;-.Except for the Iraq rising, there 

has been little of note in the war theatres. during 
the week. In his speech to the House of 
Commons cle5ing the debate on Government's 
motion for confidence, Mr. Winston Churchill 
declared that the Cabinet had been aware of the 
position in Iraq for a year but that, owing to 
lack of troops, nothing could be done. The Iraqi 
reports towards the end of the week were 
reassuring though there was still some resistance 
from Syed Raschid Ali's men ...... The Turkish 
President who was reported to have gone to 
Smyrna for military inspection, had, according to 
one account, actually been out of Turkey. fhe 
same source states that Turkey owing to the 
successes of Hitler, has decided to change its 
attitude from that of "non-belligerency in favour 
of Britain" to that of strict neutrality. Probably 
this was what made Mr. Churchill refer to the 
possibility of German forces reaching Syed 
Raschid Ali before the revolt was quellred. Britain 
would seem to have given up hopes of winning 
Turkey to anything more than "strict neutra
lity." What sort of help the small nations 
menaced by Nazi Germany expect from 
Britain, is shown by a quotation from a 
Turkish newspaper which the Ne-w Slatesmt~,. 
gives: "There is only one way of preventing 
Yugoslavia from falling into the arms of the 
Axis; that is, for a British force. 300,000 strong, 
to land in Salonika." This is not at present 
within the realm of possibility and the Nefll 
States~~~~:~,. suggested that with an appreciably 
smaller force under General Wavcll's leadership, 
it would be possible DOt only to defend Greek 
frontiers but to launch a counter-offensive. 
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The event has proved the Turkish journalist great store on America'!! policy. 
to be the more correct in his estimate ..•••• An 

[May :1<' 

Iranian army has been rushed· to the lra!lolraq : Aooamalai University:-The Syndicate of 
border .•. Inhisspeech Mr. Churchill referred to his the Annamalai University has recommended, 
offer when he took office of "blood and toil, tears and the Senate has. accepted the recommenda
and sweat." And he added to this, "mistakes tions, that the Honours courses in Sanskrit and 
and · misfortunfs.'1 The House of Commons Philosophy and the Department of Botany, 
adopted the vote of confidence with near-unani- might be abolished. The reason for these 
mity,, There is one thing which the account proposals is said to be the need for economising. 
cabled to India does not explain. That is the During the next fifteen years, it is expected that 
bitterness of language used by Mr. Churchill the interest on Government securities would 
against the veteran Lloyd· George. Mr. Lloyd \ diminish and would not be sufficient for the 
George seems to have been, according to the report maintenance of the University. This is perhaps 
of h s speech, in one of his more genial moods. ' the first instance of a University, or any other 
His criticism was tempered by· a ' certain respect : public or private institution for that matter, 
which was not' noticeable in the virulent attacks looking so far ahead as fifteen years. The 
lie · had launched against the ' Chamberlain diminution of interest means the cheapening 
Goverrtment. · That for this he should have been of money, which means a plethora of cash, some 
eompared to the "illustrious Marshal Petain'' of which, it is not unreasonable to hope, may find 
and his advice to that of the French Marshal to its way into the University coffers. Indian 
M. Reynaud just before France's fall, seems Universities are not wealthy and many of them 
strange. This portion of the Premier's speech struggle along with considerably less resources 
cot;~veJed the impression that while Mr. Churchill than Annamalai. Sanskrit Chairs are maintained 
appreciated criticism and was anxious that this in all the more important Universities in every 
grea,t attribute of democracy should not be given 1 part of the world and it· will detract from the 
up, he was rather impatient of the indivi· ! status of any Indian University t9 be. without 
duals who criticised his policies. It is I also : provision for the most advanc~d · studies in that 
calculated to make readers feel that the : subject; · .l}s · for Philosophy, the nineteenth 
unprecedented strain which has fallen in the ~ century contempt for it has. given place to . a 
past year on 'the British Premier, has· made. ' high .: appreciation of. its value for the right 
i\llr. Churchill irritable. We have not been· i conduct of individuals and nations, The ,Senate 
in the. past enthusiastic in: Mr. Churchill's 1 of the Universi& which considered the proposals, 
support.· But, when in a · speech . which is \ turne4 . down .. a suggestion o£ Mr. H. C. 
marked · for its moderation, an outburst of I Papworth that decision might be postponed for 
this type occurs and that too against one who has 1 six months. He was in favour of Artnamalai 
shown the greatest cordiality to the • Premier, I University giving upthe expensive paraphernalia, 
it,:is reasonable :to assume that there was ; imposed by its adoplion of the Madr<~os 
provocation for it. If anything in Mr. Lloyd I University constitution and accepting instead 
George's speech justified Mr. Churchill's reply, 'I the more appropriate though modest constitution 
it should in common fairness to the Premier 

1 
of a unitary university. He denounced in 

have also been reported. Can it be that I outspoken terms the retrenchment 'scheme. To 
those responsible for the report, are more I quote~ , . · . .. 
timid than the British Premier · who in the I · 1 

midst of critical conditions faces a Commons. . After twelve years we find ourselves, in my opinion 
debate? Apart from Mr. Lloyd George; . the qu!te unnecessarily, .in.Jinancil'l troubles; an~ we are 

· Mar h 1 p · · be1ng asked to. put It nght, amongst otter thiDgs, by 
gratwtous reference to s a etalo seems 1n · ruthlessly chopping down the coorses ·of study which 
the worst of taste •. We have never been able to we have deliberately sanctioned, started and built up 
follow the British official policy towards Marshal and by dismissing members of the staff with whom we 
Petain and his Government which has seemed to had signed a contract of emplo~nt, . either of a 
b · of · 1 d 'd' u1 The permanent nature, or for a de6mte term of years. 
. e ·a ~IXture · ca.JO ery an . r: IC e. These contracts presumably are to be treated as mere 
tmprcsslon that Mr. Chm:chpl s refer~ce scraps of paper, to be torn up at w!U and, by doing so, 
leaves,. is that Marshal Petam IS collaboratmg ;we shall enchance the liad reputation which, 1 am 
with the Nazis to an even greater extent than afraid, this University !*ea~y has for ~~king its 

ges would have one . believe...... contra7ts and .not keepm_g 1ts word. 'J'hls 1s ~ot the 
press mes~ . , . . Mr first t1me that the University has landed Itself In 
The Amencan deciSIOn, conveyed In • ' financial difficulties and has trie<l ··to meet them by 
Stimson's brcadcast speech on Monday, to convey drastic and morally questionable methods of this kind. 
American ships carrying supplies to Britain . To my k';'owle~ge this is th!' third time that we have 
is a welcome one. It is a timely response to been 1n d!fficult1es and have mtrodu~d retrenchme?ts 
M Ch h'll' li 1 that 't and cuts and other methods of a Similar nature, ID• 

r. urc I s ear er . appea . ! was volving dismissal of members of staff and cutting down 
not enough to grant Bntam supphes ; It was scales of salaries regardless ot our contract with and 
necessary for America to deliver them to our obligabons towards them. And now, fvr the third 
Britain, "It is a mistake,'' said Mr •. Churchill time i~ the short space of tw~ve years, we find the 

T sd y "to say that the Battle of the necessity for another overhauling of a great magJUtude. 
on U~ ~ ' , • • These things should not be- They do not occur Ia the 
AtlantiC IS won.' The Amen~n _resolve w1ll,. best administration. Surely, it is a serious retlecdon 
if given effect to promptly help Br1ta1n. But :Mr. on our management of this University. To my mind 
(.hW'chill warned the House against setting too · it is nothing short of disgrace. . · . • · 

'I 
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Iraq aod the Arab State~:-The Arab States 
have preserved an ominous silence in the 
c:onvulsion that has sbaken Iraq. It is reported 
that Egypt and Turkey have offered their 
services to Britain for mediation between Syed 
Raschid Ali and the British, Turkey, however, 
is not regarded as one of themselves by the Arab 
States and they have all secured their independence 
from the 1918 revolt agai111:1t the .Ottoman 
Empire. Egypt, in the words of Mr. H. A. R. 
Gibbs in his Oxford pamphlet on "The Arabs.'' 
is distinguished sharply from the other 
Arab countries, "The eyes of Egyptians,'' 
he writes, "are focussed on Egypt and while 
they do not deny Egypt's kinsnip with the 
Arab world and interest in its fortunes, they 
regard Egypt as a separate and independent 
unit ..... .for large sections of Egyptians the re
emergence of Egypt is a more important fact 
than the memory of the Arab Empire, and they 
tend to set the glories of Rameses II alongside 
the mission of Mohammed as equal elements in 
tbeir tradition.'' Transjordan alone has shown 
marked sympathy with the ex~Regent of Iraq but 
relations between the two countries have never 
in the past been very cordial. Mr. Gibbs remarks 
that Transjordan is an "improvised creation of 
the British (;olonial Office ...... but it cannot obvi
Dusly remain an independent unit in perpetuity.'' 
It will be remembered that in the Palestine ques
tion, it was the Arab States which were considered 
as possible mediators. Turkish or Egyptian j 
mediation is hardly likely to be acceptable to · 
the Iraqis. Syed Raschid Ali's revolt, it was 
reported on Friday, has b~en quelled by 

its permanent President, has now gone too 
far in their declaration of policy to sound a 
retreat. Mr. Jinnah's reply to Sir Tej Bahadgr 
Sapru's latest statement will reveal how 
far the League President is alive to the 
conditions prevailing in the community he 
claims to lead. Sir Tej Bahadur has sought 
for a definite declaration on Pakistan and 
his language, though it bears evidence of 
his being provoked. leaves no room for any 
quibbling on the point. 

Hindu·Christian Understandiog:-Converts are 
said to be more bitter against the cause or 
religion which they have quitted than their 
converters, Like all popular sayings this 
embodies not a truth but a prejudice. At any 
rate this is emphatically not true of the authors 
of "Ashram'' published by the Indian Christian 
Book Club, Kilpauk, Madras. Messrs. 
Chencbiah, Chakkarai and Sudarisanam are 
!letter Hindus than mJst who have remained 
in that fold. Their appreciation of the history 
and tenets of their ancestral faith are based on 
deep study. rhey are as proud of them 
as any Hindu and they recommend thit Indian 
Christianity should link itself up with the 
Indian tradition. The institution of Ashram 
which has played .a great part in the Hinduisa
tion of India from the earliest times, is studied 
in this pook not only in what is called an 
objective way-the very worst way for approach
ing such a subject-but with ample reference to 
and knowledge of the iJeas of which it was an 
expression. We are not sure that the authors' 

British tro.:lps. 
conception of the Hindu Ashram does not ~rr 
on the side of idealising, The great Ashrams, 

: accounts of which are to be found in the 
Pllklstllo and the 1\luslim League :-The : ancient scriptures and classics--Kanva's Ashram 

dec!.sion taken recently at Madras to make I has been made famous by the genius of 
belief in Pakistan part of the Muslim League 'I Kalidasa-were il!uminatecl by the spiritual 
creed, is not one which is likely to insight of sages but there must have been, 
strengthen that political organisation. Two I as there are today many Ashrams whicb we~e 
office-bearers in Benares have resigned and merely settlements whose aims were more 
a spoltcsman of the ~!omin community who secular than spirituaL The Ashram in its out
cl<~ims fifty per cent for his sect out of the ward aspects can be reproduced but the soul of 
total 1\Ius!im population in the COU11try, the Ashram can only be present where the 
has stated that the Momins are opposed to belief that Brahman and Atman-the Universal 
l'aki3tan and the Muslim League. The and the individual-are in essence identical, 
lliltduslan Standard of Calcutta comment is profoundly held. So far as we can 
on Mr. Abdul Quaiynm Ansari's statement judge. the authors hold no belief which 
says that it is borne out by the would militate a,.,oainst that identity-the dis
"l3ihar Police Report for 1939" which says tinctive feature of Hindu religious philo
that "the 1\Iuslim League has f<~iled to bring , sophy. In fact, there is no reason why they 
the 1\Iomin community in that province into ' should caii themselves Christians, at any rate 
its fold." The tone of 1\Iuslim leaders in Bihar why should not call themselves Hindu, instead 
in recent appeals for peace between Hindus of Indian, Christians. European Christians who 
and Muslims, notably of Sir Sultan Ahmed have tried to build up an Ashram have failed, 
and 1\lr. Yunis, an ex-Premier of the province, because they knew the Ashram only as it appear
differs markedly from League statements ed to them, from the outside. But Mr. Chenchiah 
in recent months. The discipline of the and his firiends, do not suffer from this d:sability. 
l\luslim League and the reluctance of 1\Iu>lims The idea is not alien to them. It is in their blood 
who felt unable to accept its policies in and bones. There is a certain type of foreign 
the past to e....:press their opposition publicly, Missionary who is ever alarmed lest Hinduism 
have led to that party misinterpreting the sh.,uld absorb Christianity, and he is sure to 
reacti<1ns (or absence of reaction) to its j view Mr. Chenchiah and his group as "Quislings" 
periodic f~clcrs. The League, or at any rate · in the Christian fold. 
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PAN-ISLAMISM AND PAKISTAN. 
Islam, in its earliest years, was not a State 

religion, It was itself the State. The Islamic 
State like Islamic architecture was based on the 
principle of the arch. The keystone of the 
Islamic State was the Caliph. When the Cali
phate passed from the Arabs to the· Ottomans, 
including many races in their Empire, it lost much 
of its religious significance, Nevertheless it 
continued for several centuries to be a rallying 
point for the whole Muslim world. With its 
abolition in 1924, the Islamic world lost its 
solidarity. In the words of the Spanish 
philosopher-historian, de Madariaga : 

Amputated of its Turkish he ad which has become 
so rationalist that it can no longer wear a fez, the 
Muslim world has caught nationalism from the West. 
It is a disease typically alien to the Islamic spirit, yet, 
the microbe is so strong that it has conquered even 
that unwilling and unready milieu. The once unseizable 
and ftuid Arabs are seething with national forces 
and Arabian kingdoms spring up here and there 
carefully nursed by Great Britain along the Imperial 
way. 

Pakistan is generally supposed to be the 
offspring of Sir Mahomed Iqbal's poetic 
fancy. It is really the working of the 
nationalist microbe so active in breaking up 
the Arab race into several nations and king
doms. It is the logical as well as historical 
antithesis of the Khilafat movement though 
the two have seemingly fused into one. People 
who see in Pakistan the revival of Pan-Islamism, 
are greatly mistaken. The Muslims who 
recognised their point of union in the Caliphate, 
are now split up into nationalities based on race 
and language. Even the Arabs are divided into 
four nationalities. The Persians are a distinct 
nation. The profession of Islam is no longer 
a bond of any importance. Iran has forbidden 
the import of propagandist literature based on 
religion. The Afghans are also building up 
a national state on the same lines. The Muslims 
even of the Frontier Province repudiate any sym
pathy with Pakistan. The Reformer has from the 
first maintained that Pakistan has no substance 
and would be best left alone. But the Hindu 
Mahasabha and other similar organisations have · 
to justify their existence. Their opposition, not 
very intelligent or informed, has been a factor in 
keeping the agitation alive. The other factor 
is the India Office which Sir Ronald Storrs, 
a friend and associate of Lawrence during tha 
Arab Revolt and the first militaty Governor of 
Jerusalem, exposes in trenchant terms in his 
''Orientations.' He says ; 

As a factor in British policy, the doctrine of the 
Caliphate-of pan-Isla~ Theocracy-was main!y ~he 
creation of the lndta Office, The supposed tndJg
natlon of "His Majesty's sixty million loyal Indian 
subjects," who appear alternately under the journalese 
disguise of "Moslem susceptibilities" delayed many 
reforms ln,the Near and Middle East., .. 

Curiously enough while the India Office was 
exploiting Pan-Islamism, the British Govern· 

ment, through its active part in bringing about 
the Arab Revolt, was instrumental in breaking 
up the historic institution which alone would have 
made it possible. The breaking point was reached 
when the India Office and the British Foreign 
Office came into collision, over their contrary 
policies. Curzon and Ed win Montagu were the 
protagonists in this ministerial duel. And 
Montagu was vanquished. Today Britain natu· 
rally expects Nationalist Turkey to remember that 
it owes its very existence to British interference. 

The Muslim League under the guidance of 
His Highness the Aga Khan, joined later by 
the Ali brothers, was pro-Khilafat. The Aga 
Khan, with the eminent scholar and jurist, Am<!er 
Ali, had sought to persuade the Turkish leaders 
to retain the Khilaf at as a spiritual office but 
was severely rebuffed by the Ghazi. Maulanas 
Shaukat Ali and Mahomed Ali were the 
founders and active workers of the move
ment to preserve the Khilafat and had 
succeeded in drawing Gandhiji and the Indian 
National Congress into their cause. Mr. Jinnah's 
election to the Presidentship of the Muslim 
League in preference to the Aga Khan who had 
laid the foundations of the movement and guided 
it through its infantile ailments to maturity, 
marked a complete change in the policy and out' 
look of the League. Mr. Jinnah by tempera
ment is as little inclined to submit to a 
Caliph as the Kemalists. His inspiration 
is Muslim nationalism, a contradiction in 
terms. Pakistan is the final and abiding 
renunciation by the Muslim League of 
the dream of Pan-Islamism, Pan-lslamism 
without a Caliph is unthinkable, as we have 
said. Is there any chance of a Caliph being 
set up and what would be the attitud~ of 
India Muslims to it ? Ibn Saud who achieved 
what was considered impossible, the substitut!on 
of a well-ordered social and political organization 
in Arabia for the chaos which prevailed on the 
collapse of Turkish rule, is the one . man .":ho 
by his strict orthodoxy as well as hts post.ti_on 
and prestige as the guardian of the Holy Cittes 
of Mecca and Medina, appeared well-fitted to 
assume the office . of Caliph. On. the 
occasions when at the instance of Ibn Saud, 
Indian Muslim delegates had the opportu
nity of c.:>nferring with Muslims from othei
countries, they left . behind them no pleasant 
impressions. At the Conference convened by 
the King of the Hedjaz, according to Armstrong, 

the Indian delegates were at the bottom of most of the 
trouble. One proposed the Turkish delegate who came 
late, as president when there was already a Hedjazi in 
the chair. Another persisted in talking in Urdu or 
English when the Congress had decided that Arabic 
should be the only language, and refused to be shouted 
down. Both ;criticized the Wahabi practices, the 
handling of the finances of the Pilgrimage, the 
organization of the Congress, and the suggestion 
to hold annual me<tings. They demanded more votes 
than the delegates -from Nejd because there were more 
Muslims in lndia than in Nejd, and they created a 
general spirit of ill wiiL-"Lord of Arabia," p, l92. 

A Hedjazi resenting the airs of superiority put 
on by the Indians, told one of them to show 
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first that they can organise one cooking shop in rebellion with the acquiescence of her Goverrunen~ 
Bombay before they carne there to teach them :rhey will argu~ that either the Government 
how to run their country Indian Muslims 19 80 sure of lt9 hold on t~e people that 

• 1 ' • 'J such a call from so outstandmg a 6gure as 
therefor.e, are least like Y to enl1s~ sympathy Gandbiji need not trouble them in the least, 
for Pak1stan from the most powerful mdependent I or that Gandhiji's words do not carry with the 
Arab ruler and his people. The King of 1 Indian people the influence which he was believed to 
Egypt was once thought to be a candidate. ~o 

1

, pos~ess. Ho-yever that may ~?e, the poverty of 
one in India has been thought of in connection lnd1a has ex1sted for a long t1m~ p~t. Thll fact 
with the great office and it seems to be generally ~hat Mr. Ame~y declared that ~nd1a 1s prosp",-ous, 

d h h f C I. h 'f h · be j IS not a suffiCient reason for Indian leaders to depart 
agree t at t e uture a 1p ,_1 t ere IS to one, from the methods they had followed hitherto, 
should be ~n Arab vo:ho exerc1ses se~ular cont.rc;l especially, .if as they have repeatedly avowed, they 
over a terntory of h1s own. But w1th the spmt do not wtsh to embarrass Government in the 
of nationalism in the ascendant, it is exceedingly prosecution of th~ war. If other journalists have 
unlikely that the Caliphate can be revived in the no~ writt~n i!l the strain in . which Gandhiji has 
person of any present head of a national State. If written, .1t IS not n~.::essanly because they are 
h he h · 1 f p I 1 • · 1 C1 more afraid of the penalties they may call down on 

t at ~o, t e rev1V<;'- 0 a~: s amJsm 15 no on,er themselves or do not expect the consideration which 
a quest1on of practical poht1cs. Although Mr. has been shown to Gandhiji, 
Jinnah himself may not think in terms of Pan- • '*' • 
lslamism, several of the other important leaders . . _ • 
of the Leaaue particularly the seniors who have 

1 
Th~ two. Pr1vy Counc1llors take dtametrtcally 

"' ' . h T ' oppostte vtews, though they both are supporters 
n~t overcome.t!1e1r.early opes, do so. hey i of the Bombay Conference resolution, Mr. 
w11l be soon diSillusioned. 1 hose who support ' Srinivasa Sastry has worked himself into a 
Pakistan" in the belief that it will have the support I state of alarm for which there are no adequate 
of Muslims in other l;.nds, have evidently not 1 grounds, We in India can certainly learn from 
followed the trend of events in the Islamic world I the British in England who amidst daily air 
since the break-up of the Ottoman Empire. It I raids and with whole cities in ruins, have n~~ 
· b f 1 'f h 'II · · h · I allowed themselves to b3 overtaken by pamc 
IS . dou t u I t ey WI contmue to pm t elr and are facing their cruel calamities with. calm 
f~ttl~ to the proposal whe~ they . re;,Jise that determination. Mr. Sastry's faita in the Congress 
I akJStan must stand entirely on 1ts own leg.; has not always been what it is now. He sees no 
without any extraneous aid from Moslem hope for the country unles!t the Congress again 
countries. takes office in the seven Provinces where it had 

a majority in the Legislature. Sir Tej Bahadur 

INDIAN REACTIONS TO AMERY'S SPEECH, 
Mr, Amery's speech in the House of Commons has 

called forth comments on all sides; the criticisms 
of three outstandin~ personalities in Indian 
pu blio life-~lahatma vandhi, the Right Hon. V. S. 
SrinivaAa Sastry and the Right Hon, Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru-are especially.noteworthy, GandhiJI 
efTeotively contradicts 1\lr, Amery's proposition that 
India is prosperous. Hut he does not stop there nor 
does be advise Mr. Amery as to bow best he may 
substantiate his words by bringing about that which 
does not exist at present. "It is the duty of every 
Indian, who knows anything about the distres~ of the 
peasantry," writes Gandhiji, "to rise in rebellion against 
this autooratio rule." He adds that the rebellion 
h a peaceful revolt. A revolt is a revolt, whether 
it is supported by arms or without them a•, for 
instance, by a no-tax campaign. Gandhiji'• call is 
a' call to rebellion. This is issued and published 
in newspapers throughout the land through a 
l'n•ss a):!ency which operates under a censorship 
which lunotions in close contact with the Central 
Government, The call, therefore, bears, if not 
tho imprimatur, at lca•t tbe aoquiesoence, of the 
Government of lndi•. In a previous paragraph in 
his statement. Gandhiji points out that he had 
ddibcrately rcstri,;tcd his demtmd on behalf of the 
Congress in consideration of the war emergency to 
"c~mplete fr,,cJom of pren and pen." The publication 
of this oall to rebellion is conclusive proof that he has 
secured compliance with his demand. \Vhat excu,e 
haa Gandhiji after this to continue the satyagraha 
movement P A• a matter of fact, however, the 
publication of Gandh~i's Clll Is likely to have 
an efTe-ot cx~ctly the contrary to what he would 
wish. Amerio.ms, f.:>r instance, would wonder that 
India should be represented to them u being 
suppressed when she enjoys liberty of the Press 
to the extent of being free to broJadcast a call to 

Sapru, on the other hand, angrily repudiates 
the suggestion made by Mr. Jinnah and quoted by 
Mr. Amery that the Born bay Conference was 
inspired by the Congress Party. He describes 
ho'v for two months he had worked to 
bring a bout an understanding- between Gandbiji 
and Mr. Jinnah without effect and declares 
that there is no pro>pect of their coming to an agree
ment. Gandhiji confirms this in his statement wnere 
be refers to the unbridgeable gulf between the 
Congress and the Muslim League. Sir Tej does not 
believe in the formation of a Central Party as suggest
ed by Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, the chief obstacle 
being Mr. Amery's speeches. He wants the Govern
ment to take the initiative and not leave it, as 
Mr. Amery does, to the Congress and the Muslim 
League and to Indians ~enerally to approach 
him with an agreed plan. The Communal 
Award, it is pointed out, was not the result of 
agreement between Indians. The precedent 
is not a happy one, Tlut Award has been the 
cause of much strife and bad blood, particularly 
in Bengal. Sir Tej is more inclined to think of 
the Hindu l\lahasabha leaders a~ possible auxiliaries 
than either Congress or ~Iuslim leaders, If the 
Congress, as Ur, Sastry wishes, expresses its 
intention to resume office, can it be sure of the same 
measure of support from the CDnstituencies as it 
received at the last election P In Madras particularly, 
Congress seem!l to have alienated a considerable 
section of voters whose support last time helpeq 
it to its solid majority in the Legislature. 
One authority wa~ inclined to ascribe the pre. 
eminence of Madras in respect ot the war funds, to 
the revulsion from Congress p.:>licies in many parts 
o£ the provinoe. This may or may not be corre~t. 
But oan llladras hope to raise, witb a Congress 
Government in office, much more than tha 
Governor has in his personal regime, in the way 
of support for war efforts P Everything considered, 
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the balance of advantage would seem to be in 
favour of constitutional issues being postponed 
until after the conclusion of the war, the Governor
General and Governors carrying on the administration 
as well as. they can on their own responsibility. 

* '~ * 
Party politics is at a great discount just now, 

In Great Britain where it is hmhed for the time 
bein"', public men are dreading its return at the end 
of tb~ war. They want no parties in the new order. 
They want the new order to be one which will draw 
to it•elf the support of all me!l of go?dwill. !n the 
same way it will be well for us m lndta to thmk of 
a broad platform which will aftord ample spac7 for 
a11 parties and interests. A Centre Party wlil at 
the present stacre only add to the confusion. The 
Concrress and ., the Muslim League are not two 
extr~mes of one category. They are in two different 
categories. They do not move in the sa!lle orbit. 
The Congress is. ~~n-communal t~ough It fee~s a 
special responsibility for throwmg open Hmdu 
temples to Harijans. The Muslim . League is a 
communal organisation of which only Muslims can 
be members. Some non-Muslims attended the last 
session·in Madras by invitation and it is likely that 
the League may admit a etas~ of honorary ~uslims 
as Herr Hitler ha9 admitted some nattons as 
·Honorary · Aryans to Nazi fellowship. The only 
other party of a non-communal character is the 
Liberal Party. A coalition ofthe Congress and the 
Liberals will provide th~ nucleus of .a com~on 
programme on which all mterests an~ comm~m1t1es 
can unite. Whether the two parties umte or 
not, it is worthwhile framing a programme which 
a national government would carry out whenever 
one is in a position to do s!'· . In fact the 
formulation of such a programme Will ttself be the 
strongest demonstration of the unity of the country. 
The form of the constitution whioh bulks so largely 
in political . discussions, is a secondary matter. 
If the national programme oan be put through by 
the present system, it will save a lot of ti.m~ and 
trouble. If it cannot, then let .us make the ~m~~';lm 
changes which woul~ remove ItS p~esent d1sabthttes 
in the way of carry1ng out a nat1onal programme. 
If on trial this proves impossible, then and only then 
should radical changes be sought and secured. 
This is perhaps what the Bombay Conference aimed 
at. If that is so, there was no need to have 
besought the cO-operation of Mr.Jinnah who is only 
a communal leader like Mr. Savarkar and Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar. 

THE SAPRU NEGOTIATIONS. 
A perusal of the letters which Sir Tej Bahadur 

Sapru exchanged with Mr .. M.A. Jinn~~· Preside.n~ of 
the Muslim League, and With GandhiJI, the dec1dmg 
authority for t.~e Congress, released during the wee~ 
for publication to the press, reveal abundantly that Str 
Tej Bahadur is not the man to carry on the deli~te 
negotiations for an agreement between the Mushm 
League and the Congress. Sir Tej Bahadur begins 
with an·emphasis on his own open-mindedness but 
with scarcely two letters to· Mr. Jinnah and half-a
dozen to Gandhiji, he concludes with a withdrawal 
from the negotiations at a point when he has to 
choose between supporting the one or the other, 
This is due to no desire to avoid unpleasantness. 
For a peacemaker, Sir .Tej Bahadur has a remarkable 
capacity for uncomplimentary remar~s. . He t.ells 
Mr. Jinnah that, though he ~as no preJUdice agamst 
the Muslim League, he ~bll prefers to look upon 
Mr Jinnah as he used to 'm the days gone by when 
"other people also looked up to Y?U f~r guidaA~e and 
advocacy of the oause of Ind1a1 urespecttVe of 

r 
oaste, colour or creed." And he tells Gandbiji that 
'.'in the present state of feeling I admit that it is quite 

1 understandable that Mr. J innah should think that you 

I 
are the greatest StUJrbling-block." We are surprised 
that a veteran statesman of Sir Tej Bahadur's 

' standing should have been manoeuvred by the 
Secretary of State for India into what promises to 
be two public controverises. To a large extent this 
is due to a desire on the part of Sir Tej Bahadur 
to clear himseU of the charge of having ignored the 

. realities of the Indian situation by not attempting to 
j bring about a compromise between the Muslim 

League and the Congress. Sir Tej in his 
letters has amply shown that he shared the 
anxieties of Mr. Amery about the Indian communal 
problem. It is equally clear that the settlement, 
when it does come, must be one which is 
acceptable to the two communities rather than to 
their politically vocal representatives. 

Mr. Jinnah appreciates this as regards the Hindus 
when he asks for negotiations between himself and 
Gandhiji or any other Hindu leader speaking "on 
behalf of the Hindu community." And he is prepared 
to concede to Gandhiji ·a representative capacity 
which neither Gandhiji nor the Hindu community can 
reasonably agree to. Mr. Jinnah representing as 
he does the maximum demands of the Muslims
there are notable leaders in the Muslim League itself 
who would be ready to compromise on his ''minimum" 
-might claim that if he is satisfied, no Muslim, 
responsible or otherwise, would feel that his rights 
have been given away. He has sought to secure 
this in his own fashion by making Pakistan the 
creed of the Muslim League. As for the Muslims who 
regard Pakistan as against the interests of their 
community no less than of the country, it is absurd 
to expect that Mr. Jinnah who wants others to 
recognize the Muslim League artd himself at the 
head of it, as the sole voice of the Mussalmans of 
India, would begin by according a place in Muslim 
politics to. his opponents. So far Mr. Jinriah's 
position is logical, What he ignores is that 
Gandhiji does not enjoy this privileged position 
in the Hindu coo:ununity. Many Hindus who 
are prepared to accept . Gandhiji as a national 
leader, would hesitate several times before 
choosing him for negotiations on their behalf 
with leaders of other communities. This feeling 
is strongest in the provinces where the Hindus 
feel the disabilities of . being a minority without 
the privileges accorded to Muslim minorities under 
the Government of India Act of 1935. But it also 
exists in other provinces, no~ably in the Maharashtra 
divisions of Bombay and . the Central Provinces. 
Therefore, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru in his letter 
to Mr. Jinnah rightly places the responsibility 
for a communal !lettlement on Mr. ]innah, 
Gandhiji and Mr. V. A. Savarkar. But he evades 
the position when he suggests that a preliminary 
meeting between Mr. Jinnah and Gandhiji would 
solve the problem. As a matter of fact, it is 
obvious that complications will inevitably arise 
if, after an agreement has been anived at 
between Mr. Jinnab and Gandhiji, Hindu leaders 
are asked to approve of it. Gandbiji's refusal 
to undertake the onerous task of representing the· 
Hindus was in the circumstances the only possible 
answer he could give. Conditions in the country 
have greatly changed and it would be difficult, to 
say the least, to impose an agreement on the Hindu 
community. 

The communal question ·is, as it is today,. an 
involved one and .we do not think that a solution of 
it can precede the recognition of the claims of Indian 
nationalism. Had this method been adopted in, for 
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-example, the recent case of Haile Selassie, the German losses was 1,000. We have 1101 seen this 
1'einatated Abyssinian ruler would have been 1till figure anywhere else.) Why not make the 
in exile. Sir Tej Bahadur seems to have hesitated excision complete and leave out all reference tO> 
between two conflicting ideas on the Indian problem the fate of the armies which oppos~d the Germa11 
-the necessity for settling communal quarrels troops i' Nobody, we are sure, would' have' missed 
struggles in his mind for priority with the need for them. An inefficient censoring does more mischief 
constitutional reforms, He has accordingly put than the publication of the whole news. Then again 
himself forward in two movemenu, representing two there was no report of the a buses whicb the German 
different opinions on the subject. For between his Chancellor directed against Mr. Churchilf. But 
negotiations and the Bombay Conference, little next day press comments were cabled to this 
connection can be traced. At the Conference i country which condemned the speech for its 
be stressed along with other speakerg th~ mischief of , intemperate attacks on the British Premier. The 
postponing reforms because Mr, Jinnah's League and 1 press in India and the public are badly served by 
Gandhiji's Congress would not agree to co-operate, ' these vagaries of news reporting. 
In his ne~otiations, and he urge~ tha~ independence \ There is another instance which shows that there 
C?uld neither be won nor 'lltta10ed 10 ~he face. of I is little intelligence in the methods foHowed by 
d1sag:cement, It has been suggested 10 a se~t1on I news services in Britain no fess than in India. 
of.th. prcss.that the ~o~f~rence formula ~as devtsed Mr. Arthur Moore complained that the Indian 
:Wtth the ~bjeCt of brmgmg the tw? partieS tog~ther I press report of the recent parliamentary debate on 
10 a nauonal ll"~vernment. But tt also provtded, India was fuller than reports published in the 
sh~u)d the Brtttsh Gov~rnment be ag~eeable, for British press. This is in direct contradiction of the 
pol1t1cal change, even tf the two leadm~ parttes 1 recent policy enunciated by the Secretary of State 
kept away. Even though the prospect of mcre~s.ed 1 for India. Mr. Amery has declared thar the task 
support to War wa~ held out to them, the ~rtttsh I of framing the new constitution is essentially an 
Government have reJected the Achcme, \Vhat wtll the Indian question in which the British can only help. 
Bomb:~y Conf"rence do next? , If that is now officially established, obviously the 

- 'I discussions on India in Parliament. are of 
TilE PRESS AND THE NEWS. greater interest to Britain than to India, What 

In a message describing Syed Raschid Ali of · members of Parliament think of the Indian problem 
Iraq as an agitator with little following among the ceases to be of interest to India now that the last 
re•ponsible Clements of his country, Reuter points voice in deciding India's political future is recognised 
out that a large number of students, "as is usual in I by India Office to rest with ludians and not with 
Oriental counrrie~." have come out to demonstrate in !'~rliament. If we are interested in British opinion, 
his favour. It is surprisin"' that such superficial tt IS solely to know what support this policy has 
ideas still find currency. 'In Paris after the Nazi 1 gained in Britain. It is possible that the lengthy 
oocupation, we have been given instance after I accounts of the last discussion were intended to 
instance of students' demonstrations anoainst the assure Indians of British sympathy with their 
Nazis played up by newspapers as signifi~·mt of the I national aspirations. If that is so, we trust that for 
strong feeling againAt Germany. Only a few days the future it will be recognized that Indian opinion is 
back the illustrated press published articles and pho- I mo~e important to Britain than British opinion is to 
tographs showing how undergraduates in Britain are lndaa, 
throwing themselves into war work, It is difficult to 
believe that these young students would, in the 
position of their French counterpart, have settled 
down to studies as usual. Had Reuter's corres
pondent said •·as is usual in all countries where 
there is not complete independence," he would have 
been stating a taot instead of antagonising the whole 
Orient by his gratuitous reflection, 

The clumsiness of news agencies in presenting 
item! from enemy countries or unfavourable incidents 
was also revealed in another manner in the 
reports which appeared in all the Indian news
papers of I !err Hitler's recent speech revi~wing the 
:war, It is obvious that very few of the German 
Ch.lnccMor's mantmoth orations can be published in 
full. It is also evident that in war it is ne:essary to 
cut out portions which are likely to cau~e dissension 
in one's own camp. But there is a tendency to for<'et 
that In enemy statements there is nD need for 
the great restriction of wartime censorship to 
operate-that of seeing that information of value 
tl) the enemy should not be published. Yet the 
summ:u"y and excerpts of Hitler's speech contained 
obvious omisqions for which no other reason 
is apparent. For inst:mce, there was an account 
of the number of Yugo!lavs killed, wounded 
and taken prisoners! we were also told what 
happened to the Greeks. Yet there was no mention 
of the British imperial forces fl)r which figures must 
have been abo given in the speech. Nor does Hitler 
tell his German people of the losses they have 
suffered, (Have the AnRlo-Indian press sources of 
inlonnation denied to the Indian press and withheld 
from tho publio in India P Tb.t Tim111 of India on 
Thursday mentioned ~ Hitler'~ estimate of 

INTERNATIONAL LAW. 
In 'The World's Design,' Senor Salvador De 

!'Jadari~a desc~ibes gr~phic:illy • the place of 
i mternat10nallaw m the affatrs of nations, till the end 

I 
of the last war, as "about as welcome as a dog in a 
tennis-Court." One of the latest publications in the 

1 Oxford Pamphlets on World Affairs, "What Acts of 
I War are Justifiable P" d6es not lead one to believe 
! that things have changed very much to-day. 
: !"rofessor A. L. Goo?har~, Professor of Jurisprudence 

tn Oxfor~ Untverstty and, according to 
De M~dartaga, ''one of the greatest authorities 
of the \Vestern world in leaaJ matters " 
traoes the distinction between th"e soldier an'd 
the civilian to the seventeenth century. He 
points out that it was most firmly drawn in the 
nineteenth. "The majority of the continental 
writers," says Mr. Geodhart, ''even went so fur 
as to hold that, bec~use war was a relation 
between States and not between individuals, it 
followed that the subjects of belligerents were 
enemies only as soldiers and not as civilians but 
this view was rejected as too extrem~ by 
British and American jurists." To which De 
Madariaga's observation that relations between 
Great Britain and America influenced variations 
in an important fieiJ of international Jaw, might 
be placed as a useful fcotnote. 

The distinction between soldier and civili~ 
however, tends to be blurred in madera warfare. 
"However anxious the pilot of an aeroplane" writes 
lllr. Goodhart, •'might be to attack only 'military 
objectives, it was only in the mosc favourable 
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"oircumstlnces that he COI,l!d · be certain that his 
bomb~ woutd not destroy civilians," Nevertheless 
it is necessary,to make a distinction and Mr. Good
hart pr.oceeds· to discuss the various lines that have 
be!!n dr01-wn: by modern jurists, German writers 
-oondemn the. blockade; Mr. Goodhart justifies it as 
directed primarily against the belligerent State. On 
the either hand, British jurists repudiate aerial bom
bardment and similar acts of terrorism against the 
civilian· population ; German writers defend them, 
Mr. Goodhart quotes the Russian objection to the 
blockade and remarks that "the Soviet Government 
has. the courage of its convictions because it insists 
that fuel and clothing as well as food must be let 
through the blockade." This is a unique instance of 
appreciation of another point of view found io this 
pamphlet. Mr. Goodhads book is devoted to con· 
sideration of the questions which directly arise out I 

of the' present war, It is natural that his thesis is 
a vindication of Britian's policies. But we cannot 
understand why he does not discuss the question of 
chemical warfare except in a brief paragraph dealing 
with the last war and that too in connection with 
the justification· of reprisals. After all the case of 
Abyssinia is fresh and a judgment on international 
law cannot, as Mr. Goodhart so often makes it 
out to be, be determined by British experience alone. 
It has been a problem to us why the harrassed French 
armies in June 1940 and the Italian forces this year 
did not resort to poison gas to improve their posi
tions. Are we to infer from these two instances 
that poison gas is banned as a weapon of war? 

THE ORIGINS OF THE \VAR, 

Mr. E. L. Woodward in another Oxford Pamphlet, 
"The Origins of the \Var," provides in handy form 
the maio case for Brit ian at war. It is a useful 
summary of the British Blue Book. Mr. Woodward 
lays the foundation of the indictment of all German 
leaders by saying, ••They (the Germa!V) would have 
been less likely to listen to their quae]<: doctor if they 
had not heard something of the same patter from 
more reputable German physicians.'' 

THE DARKNESS AND THE DAWN. 
(BY DR. GEORGE S. ARUNDALE.) 

Alas . for poor Greece with the high courage 
of her convictions, but faced at last by that 
devilish cunning of Hitler which shows up the 
strategy of· the Allies as childish and almost 
ridiculous. 

The sea is, of course, Britain's element. and on it 
she has done splendidly. But on land, while there 
have been sp·urts of success as in Abyssinia and 
Libya and generally in Italian Africa, somehow 
or other when Germany takes a band mu<:>h of 
that which may have been gained seems to become 
lost; and we constantly find in the newspaper the 
most elaborate explanations to cover the fact 
that we· have been outmanoeuvered. We are 
taking up a shorter and more ~c:fensible line, as 
already arranged, Or the gams of the enemy 
have little if any importance and have been 
discounted long ago. There is never any need 
for excuses for the naval operations for so 
far-touch wood, .of course, the results aimed at 
have been achieved and more than achieved. 
Nor need the Air Force be excused. It is magni 
:ficent and all-essential. 

The plliin blunt fact is that, while Italy is not as 
clever as are the British, Germany is still far 
cleverer anil by Germany I do not mean Hitler, 
though 'his may possibly be the cunning, but those 
Generals of his. who have been set foul for war for 
decades, have' :been steeped in the war spirit, and 

·---~- ~·~~.·~·-----

know their possible battle terrains inside out_ 
Britain and the United States of America generally 
counter this deadly German one-pointedness by 
promises of full assistance. But invariably the 
assistance is either too meagre or it comes tqo late, 
and I am very much afraid that while these 
promises are regarded by the recipients as sincere· 
they are believed to have but little cash value. 

And matters are made far worse by the 
stupid protestations of neutrality to which every 
slaughterable nation has resort before it becomes 
fed to the hungry German monster which knows 
in a most marvellous way how to inveigle its prey 
to destruction by dangling before it prospects 
infinitely alluring to its pride. 

Alone Turkey remains free from absorption among 
the countries of eastern Europe. But she too has 
been following the fatal course of protestations of 
neutrality and universal friendliness, and I am wonder
ing how long she will last unless Russia has agreed' 
to support her isolation. Even then, what is an agree
ment in these days? And let me :1dd for the benefit. 
of Germany, of what value all these partitions ot 
territory and dispositions of peoples when they will 
be as naught the moment the war is over P 

But curiously enough, with all her astuteness, 
Germany is not astute enough to know that she is 
going downhill, despite all appearances. Those who 
by the will of the Gods are to perish are first driven 
mad, says the Latin proverb, And in Germany's; 
madness lies both her present strength and her 
coming destruction. She has the strength of madness. 
and .therefore that cunning and g~nius which none of 
her foes can emulate. But this very madness wilt 
bring her to the brink of that grave which Providence 
has ordained and prepared for her, and she will fall 
into it and die, 

Britain has not so far been a match for Germany 
on the lower planes of the mind, except, I repeat, 
on the sea and in the air, But she is far more than 
a match for Germany on the higher planes of the 
spirit, ·and, once the forces of the lower planes have
been exhausted, the power of the spirit will emerge 
triumphant. That power is ever with Britain. But 
Germany has denied it, rejected it, despised it,. 
desecrated it. The soul of Germany bas been 
asphyxiated by the evil-doers who have become 
usurpers in its citadel, And it lies asleep manacled, 
in dungeons of darkness. . 

Let us not grow timorous as we see country after 
country enslaved by the mad monster, as we see our 
victories turned into defeats, as we see German 
·might spread more and more throughout the world. 

The world is God-governed in love and rightepus·· 
ness and justice. Disease. has come upon the 
world through the world's wrong-living, and the 
disease must take its natural course, It must rise· 
to its height before it. can fall and disappear. We 
must be patient with and utterly confident amidst 
the inevitable course of the disease for which we all 
have our various responsibilities. Let us resist it 
to the utmost. But if time after time it triumphs 
over us, ~et us be neither afraid nor in despair, It· 
must have its triumphs. It is having them. 

But there is nemesis to come, and it will come 
when the law of cause and effect has been fully 
honoured. Then will the in;:arnation of wrong fall 
to rise no more, and a world purged of disease will 
"'O forward in renewed health and happiness. 
" We must be patient and supremely oonfideut. 
while we fight, as fight we must, for in our very 
patience and flawless confidence shall we find the 
strenath which is to give us a victory in which there 
will be no element of ruthlessness but only of justice 
for.all-whether they have been enemies or comrades. 

-" 
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SOCIAL TRAI~L\IG CENTRE FOR WOMEN, Apparently the several bodies established througli 
A successful year of Social Training is just com- the Editors' Conference are only used for the 

ing to an end under the revised syllabUs of the satyagraha movement and for bringing about 
S~ia:l Training Course for Women, run by the "responsibility'' in journalism in matters relating 
MISSionary Settlement for University Women, to the war effort. We bad pointed out this 
Bombay, The next course will commenc~ on 25th danger in an early article and it is unfortunate 
June 1941, and it is hoped many women will take tha:t, in concentrating on what was at the time 
advantage of the facilities offered in order to equip ~n Important. source of encroachment on press right9, 
themselves for useful soda! service either as I httle attention was paid by the official side at least 
voluntary or professional workers, The course is to other aspects of the question, The Bombay press 
open to matriculates who are above the age of as a. whole has shown commendable restraint in 
twenty and non-matriculates who would be able to reportmg and commenting on the riot news, If 
profit by the course would not be refused. The individual newspapers have offended, why not 
syllabus has been drawn up with a view to giving a pr~d against them P The present measure 
training which will prepare a person to be an penahses the press a9 a whole. 
intelligent social worker and which will fit her to The disquiet caused on Thursday by the report 
take up some of the many jobs that today are calling that trouble had broken out once again, i9 enough to 
out for trained workers. The course lasts for one show the weakness of press control of this kind. In 
year, six months of which are occupied with learning any panic the first essential is that the publio should 
the main principles and methods of social work. The have absolute confidence in its press, How much 
other aix months are divided into two special course9 ~onfidence can there be in the face of restrictions 
of three montha each, for intensive training in Imposed on newspapers in matters of reporting? It is 
particular branches of social work, suoh as juvenile also worth considering the effectiveness of such 
delinquency, moral welfare, problem8 of industry and measure9 in achieving the end they have in view. In 
labour, Throughout the course emphasis i9 laid the extreme case of keeping out of the newspaper9 all 
upon practical training. A certificate is awarded to hint9 of the community of the victims-to prevent 
those who satisf.ctorily complete the course. compet!tive murder among hooligan9 of the commu. 

The fee for the training is rupee9 five per month, nities mvolved-it is generally accepted u a wise 
Arrangements have been made where by a limited and necessary measure, Really the method is wrong, 
number of Social Service Training students can live Th: name9 can be published if the pres9 and the 
at the University Settlement for a charge of rupees p~hce do not malce it at the outset to be a communal 
twenty-five per month, Residence at tbe University d1sturbance. But now we first have a riot declared 
Settle"?ent will carry with it the opportunity to ~ommunal .and the~,. of course, those who are 
share m the games, debates, club evenings and mterested m equahsmg communal figures are 
other general activities of the Settlement. Two or always ahl~ to find out-correctly or approximately 
three loan scholarships will be available in the com- or even mistakenly, it doe9 not matter as long as 
lng year for ar.proved candidate9, there are some figures to go upon. 

The Social fraining Centre provides an opportunity 
for women of any creed or clasll to equip themselves 
with a practical knowledge of the best modern 
methods of social service and so to fit themselves 
better to serve their neighbourhood, their community 
and their country. The Settlement has been fortu· 
nate in securing as teacher11 for various parts of 
the oourse expert persons of much knowledge and 
experience. It Is to be hoped that wide advant:lge 
will be taken of the opportunity of training that is 
offered, and that advantage will be taken of it by 
people o! leisure as well as by those who de~ire to fit 
themsdves for paid posts. All enquirie9 should 
be addressed to The Warden, University Settlement, 
Byculla, Bombay. 

JAMES KELLOCK, 

THE BOMBAY RIOTS. 
·After a week of practiool quiet in the city, there 

were false rumours that outbreaks had occurred 
on Thursday, The curfew order had been modified at 
the be~;inning of the week and it wa• believed that 
the situation was well under control. It must be 
mentioned, however, that the restrictions on the press 
in the city which were intended to bring conditions 
to normal and to allay panic among' the public, has 
tended to have the opposite effect. This was 
anticip:r.tcd by the city editors who, under the 
presi,kntship o£ the veteran journalist 1\lr, B. G. 
llorniman, had adopted a strong resolution 
protl'stin:: ai:ainst the restriction on the preu • 
. Finding thc'kgitlmate source~ of information closed, 
the puhlb naturally tend to give credence to 
rumours. Newsp3per offices were the first to feel 
this reaction. 

It is aurrrising that in so grave a matter the 
Advi•ory Committee which was set up by the Editors' 
Conrerence and which wu assured by the Govern
ment communique in which its funvtions were set I 
down, wouiJ be consulted in all matters relating to 
the press, has not been given its due importance. 

FOR A HOUDAY 'fHAT IS DIFFERENT 

COME TO TRAVANCORE 
The Land of Hills and Fol'ests9 Lagoon & Sea. 

TIUVAND;{UM, the capital affords modern ame
nities of City Life. See the Museum the 
Zoological Gardens, the Aquarium, the' Art 
Gallery Sri Chitralayam. 
A .terminus o_f th.e South Indian Railway, 
Tnvandrum IS connected by air with 
Bombay, Madras and Colombo. It's just 
seven and a half hours by air from Bombay. 

While at Trivandrum stay at THE MASCOT HOTEl). 
Eleven single rooms and six double rooms
All with Bathrooms attached. Hot and 
Cold \Vater. Modern sanitation. Com. 
fortable furniture. Excellent cuisine. 

ALSO VISIT- The Royal Game Sanctuary on 
the shore~ of ~he P~riyar. Lake, where you 
can see wild ammals m the1r natural habitat. 

DO NOT ~USS the most enjoyable ride along 45 
miles of dustless, smooth concrete road, 
the longest In all lndill, from Trivandrum 
to Lape Comorin. 

View sunset and sunrise on the sea from 
CAPE CO:.\lORIN, the Land's End of India. 

While at the Cape Stay at THE CAPE HOTEL
Run by the Government- Faces the Sea
Has Sea- fed Bathing Pool 

For Particulars Address:-
THE DEP.o\RT.llENT OF INFORMATION, 

TRIVASDRUM. 
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THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD: 

.. H. E. H. TF~E NIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
~ IN 

THE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA 

SEE The :Rast on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-~ll:qbara . 

• Daulatabad : Fort • 

• Raoza • 

• Panchakki . 

• Ellora . 

• Ajanta. 

. AURANGABAIA 

You enjoy Modern Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when you stay at the-STATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one of 

the finest in India under the management of 

H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

.. 

Motor Cars and buses will be 
arranged for tours to any 
place in the district on 
application to the Manager. 

Furlher information from:-

THE CHIEF CoiDIIEROIAL M.!.NAGER, _ 

H. E. H. The Nizam's State Railway, 
SECUNDERABAD. 

.· 

(J.ncorpGrated in :Baroaa, The Uabilitr ot' Men:llHml beltJg Limited,) 

Vnder tbe Patronage of and largely supported by tbe 
Government of H. H. tbe•Mabaraja Oaekwar of Baroda, 

.:AI'HAL AI.JTJ101(1~EU "' 11.5, 2,.CO,OQ,DDO 

CAPITAL ISSUED & SUBSCRI3ED , l,:ao,oo,ooo 
·CAPITAL CALLED UP ... , 6o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAJ().lJP ou 31-12-~o "' • 6o,oo,<>On 
RP.5ERVItl FUNP ••. ,. ss,oe,ooo 

Head Offi,e:-BARODA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dab hoi, Dwarka, tlarij (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Ka.lol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsari, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

S1\FE DEVOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 
-:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

-:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manal[et," 

The following books can be had from the 

office of Tlze indian Soda! Reformer : 

K. Natarajan's "0!Jt Trip to America" 

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' 

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 in Bombay, 

Interest in this bas revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference,) 

Apply to the Jfanager. 

Be. 1!-

Bs. 3/-

Re. 1!-
(Post fl:ee), 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EIItabllahea 7tll September 1906.) 

JI'C(>RPORATIJD UlfDR& 1'IIB lBliU.II OOIIl'Alflll& AO'I 

VI o• 188!. 
Capital Subecribed •••••• Rs, 2,00,00,000 

" 1,00,00,000 
" 1,15,50,000 

Capital Calle4 up ... ·-
Resene Fund •••••• 

tiEAD OFFICE 1 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD: 
Blwha (Main Ofli<A> ). 

E.lld Bridge. 
Statioa Branch. 

ANDHERI: 
Near Bombay. 

BANDRA: 
Near Bombay. 

BOMBAY: 
Bulli011 Exchange 
Colaba 
Kalbadtvi 
Malabar Hill. 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Main Office! 
BanL Bazar 
Chowringbee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

King sway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS c 
The Westminster Bank Ltd. 

CURlilENl' . DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
..Uo~d on dally balances from lils. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
@ li' per annum. Interest on balances Ia excess or 
Rs. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement, No 
credit will be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
len than Rs. 3/• per half year. 

FIXED DEPOSITS are received for one year, or Cor 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BI\NK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application. 

The Bank acts as Executop and TPustee 
undep Wtlls and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee lluslne•s ~nerally. .ll.ules may be obtained on 
applleatlon, 

LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS : 
The Bank grants aocommodatlon on terms to be arranged, 
agaln•t approved •ecurltles. 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its ·constituents the 
•afe custody or Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon, It also uudertakes the 
• ale and purchase of Government Paper and aU descrip
tions of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on appllcatlon. 

. THE .. BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK," LTD. 

Bm VITHALDAS THACKEBSEY M'IDIOBi.&.i:. BUlL DING, 

9, &kehouao LID8, l!'ort. lbw.•. 

· BS.oi.NCBEB: . 

Baramatl 
. blampur 
;Karad 

(Dbtrlct l'ooaa). 
(Diatrlct 5atara). 

( " . ). 

Vlrama:am ( Dlatrlcl At. me

Dbulla 
hbad), 

(District ~eat 
Khande•b;, I 

I
' TUIAOD ,. . ., ), 
5atara ( , 

I u u P 

: .l.lrlo•karwadl ( .. ,, ), 
I &bl ... la ( U 11 ). 

~ &ore1aoa ( 
11 11 

), 

Wal ( , " ), 
ltoporcaoa (Diatrlct Ahmed. 

. ••car). 
Betapur n II ), 

Raburi ( , ,. ). 

Abmedaagar u ,, ), 
Bhlwaadl (DiaUict Tbaaa), 

Doadalcba ( 
Naadurbar ·.t 

II U )o 
It " ) 

" ,. 5blrpar \ 
Sbabada ( " n ), 
Sakrl ) ,, .. · .. • 
Slndkbeda , .. " , • 
Tatoda ( • ---.. , 
Malq&OII (Diatrlct Nulll). 
Satara C · .i ,. ), 
llalwaa { , n •• , 

LUalgaoa ( , ··" ). 
Naadgaoa ( ., 11 ) , 

Dobad ( Dlotrtct l'aDG& 

I 
~ ..... ,... 1, • II 11 )t 

I 
Palgbar ( n u ), llalol . 
lalyaa ( " " ), AldaF 

I DlBEOTOBS. 

· Mabal) 
( ... " ) 

(Diatrlc:t .!lbolapat) 

I R. G. So.raiya, Esq., (Chairman), , K. V. Vlobare,Boq. 

I 
Prof. 'V. G. ][ale, 1 D.1. Zunj........,, Esq.· 
G. V. 1adbav, Esq. Rao Sabeb V. 0. 1..U..•, 
Gordhandu G. Morarjl, Eoq, D. V. Potdror, Eoq. 
B. C. V. Mehta, Esq. V, 8. B ... waual, ll'.oq. 

I Rao &badm E. v. Vandokar. S. T. More, Esq. · 
I S. N. 1omdu, Esq. Vallnmth L. Mehta, Esq. 
I K. M. Tbakor, Esq. (Managing Dlreelar,) 
I I . 
' SH.IoBJII O.t.l"lT.IoL 1-

( Pun,. Patd) 

1. DJ!.POiilTBIIsed lor ona year and oborlar or Jongor portal 
. an aoooploll. Batoo awl olber parl!oalan maJ N a-IDtl 
I hom 1111 undnRigned. 

i 

1, CURRENT .loOOOONTB ara opon8ll lol Oc>eperali" 
Eloalell• aDd lru!hlduall, Inter .. II allowell OD 11117 hlaDIII 
nol oxoeecllns a.. 1,00,000. 

I I, B.loVlNGB B.loNK DEPOSITS ue aaoepoo4 aliA !&Wilt 
' pal4 alli pe ..,._ on mlnlmam monlbiJ bolo no-. BaJ• mas i ba obtalnfd IIOID I he D-IIDed, · 

'· Dnllo anllauad on 4lltrlol and other loWDI 011 Mrml Ia •• 
! aaaerialned oa appllo•tl:ou, 

I a. .laooun• are audtW.S q11&ft81'l' by • dim :>1 lDOO!'pCt•~ 
'I Aooounllnlo and y•rly b7 a Bpoolal Govvmnoul .loa41lot, 
QuarierlJ a1alom<mlo ol BnaDCial pooll!oo on publlobod l•lbt 

: ' 1 Bombay Gowernment Gazehl." 

A, G. GRAY, 
MaM!Jf'", 

1 

V.lolKONTH L. ~o11tBI&1 
l£an•ctog DflreelOI. 

(Be £do) 

CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitil:i; 

avoid this by rubbing your chest with AMRUTANJAN. lt11 
penetrating warmth goes deep down into the chest, Joos~ns the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Bn"n,(S Qwick Reliq Always 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY 81 MADRAS: 
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SGINDIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMRNT OF 

it INDIAN 
: MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Managing Agsntl :~ 

NAROTTAM MOR.\RJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

R&ngoon-Bombay-Karaahi, via Malabar. 
Rangoon-Madra&-Oolombo. 
Oo.loutt&-Karaohi via Coast Ports. 
Rangoon-Calcutta according to demand. 
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BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN O~PERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD. 
RATNAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 

Sclndia Honse, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY . 

Tele
phones: 
30075 
6-Linas 

25061/3 
21779 

GOVERNMENT SOAP FACTORY, BANGALORE. 
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NOTES. 
The New World Order :-T/u Reformer has 

repeatedly pointed out that the declarations of 
British statesmen making the reconstruction of 
Europe on a democratic basis the chief war aim 
an excellent thing in itself, could create no 
enthusiasm outside Europe unless integrated with 
a definite under taking that colour bar.:; and racial 
barriers will be eliminated from the new order. 
Insistence on this become:; all the more necessary 
when among the apostles of the new order are 
General Smuts and Mr. Menzies of Australia. 
The treatment of Indians and the • large coloured 
population of South Africa, is not far removed 
from the Nazi persecution of Jew3, When General 
Smuts speaks of world freedom and civilization, 
we are impelled to ask what is the world he 
has in mind. 'Asiatics are debarred from 
acquiring civil rights in Australia which has 
vast empty spaces crying for population. 
\V ould the end of the war see this land open to 
all races or is Australia fighting only to maintain 
its exclusive White policy ? Then, again, 
the United States has made membership of the 
Aryan race the test of admission of immi· 
grants to its citizenship. This was done 
long- before Herr Hitler made Aryanism the 
basis of Nazism. Would the United 
States maintain the Aryan test in the New 
World Order? If the Dominions and America 
intend to stick to their colour and race 
bars, there is no common ground on which they 
and Indians can co-operate in building it up. The 
supreme question for us is not the re-establish
ment of democracy in Europe but the removal 
of the race and colour bars which constitute a 
perpetual source of irritation and humiliation 
to Asiatics and to Indians as an important 
class of Asiatics. The dire calamities 
which are afllicting Europe, are the direct 
nemesis for the calamities which Europe has 
inflicted on weak and helpless races in the 
course of their e.'tploitation and, not until Europe 
repents and resolves to make atonement, will 
she bo able to save herself from continued 

miseries. The moment Europe realises this and 
turns over a new leaf, that moment her relief 
will come and the way be shown to her to a 
new and happy world order. 

~udolf Hess :-On Saturday the lOth May· 
occurred the most sensational event in a war 
which has had more than its share of the· 
incomprehensible, when Rudolf H · :, Herr 
Hitler's deputy, party-leader of the N~ ; and the 
man who was to be German Fuehrer'a1 rer Hitler 
and Goering, crashed into Scotland. Following" 
publication of the news on Monday there was all 
manner of conjecture as to the meaning of this 
extraordinary incident. From regarding it as a 
subtle trick of the Nazis to hailing it as a split in 
the Nazi camp, every explanation has been ad
vanced. Gradually, however, the release of details 
eliminated some explanations and strengthened 
others. Rudolf Hess, it would appear, addressed a 
letter sotne months back to the Duke of Hamilton 
with a view to effecting peace between Germany 
and Britain. The Duke handed the letter over 
to the British authorities and no reply was sent 
to Hess. Hess, however, seems either to have 
been confident of achieving results by personal 
contact with the Duke, or to have turned to the 
Duke in his personal difficulties with the party, 
for his first request, when he was found in 
Scotland, was to be taken to the Duke's house. 
The flight to Scotland was accomplished under 
conditions which call for cool calculation and 
extraordinary cour~~e. The generally accepted 
explanation is that t1ess who had collaborated 
with Hitler in writing "Mein Kampf,'' still held 
to the foreign policy outlined therein of co
operation with Britain and opposition to Soviet 
!{ussia and found himself unable to accept the 
present reversal of that policy. Much has been 
made of the fact that Hess was forbidden by Hitler 
to fly, but a British broadcast announced that this 
was a general ban on all Nazi leaders who are 
forbidden to risk their lives needlessly. Sir Neville 
Henderson, pre-war British Ambassador 
at Berlin, says in 'The Failure of a 
Mission': "up to 1935 flying remained Hess's 
hobby, and he actually won an important civil 
contest whilst a Cabinet Minister; after that 
Hitler forbade his risking his life by any further 
excursions in the air.'' The manner of escapo 
and these facts dispose of the official German 
sug!reStion that Hess was not mentally fit and 
was"'sutrering from hallucinations which bad led the 
German Fuehrer to forbid him from taking to th~ 
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air. The high position which Herr Hess occupied of views, which owe their success in Germany 
in the German hierarchy, was due, according to to their being not pro-Russian or pro- British but 
the best authorities, to an influence greater than intensely and narrowly national. The break, if 
people generally believed. Sir Neville testifies there has been one, must be on personal grounds, 
to this. Rauschning attributes· in 'Germany's which do not make Hess less Nazi in his ideas. 
Revolution of Destruction' great influence in The flight, it was said, revealed something rotten 
foreign policy to the group that had gathered in Germany. The reception accorded to the 
round Hess. Nevertheless so carefully has he episode in the Allied camp was even more reveal
kept out of party dissensions that more than one ing. The hitherto disguised cleavage batween 
writer on modern Germany has dismissed Hess those whose war aim is just victory and those 
as nothing more than a devoted and loyal disciple who seek a reconstructed post-war world, is 
of Hitler, devoid of personal ambition and an beginning to manifest itself. 
ideal party man. Both Heiden-in 'One Man Sir Chotu Ram on Pakistan :-Sir Ch:1tu 
Against Europe' and Rauschning, however, Ram, Minister for Development in the Punjab 
credit him with being a liberalising influence in Government, contributes a weighty article to the 
party discipline. Rauscbning in fact suggests Hinaustan Review on Pakistan.· He does not 
that both Hitler and Hess favoured a certain indulge in any sentimental gush about Indian 
leniency as it would place the leaders who had unity and confines himself to a matter of fact 
each of them, in the words of Hess, their own statement of the practical diffi:ulties in the 
human frailties, in the control of the Fuehrer. way of realising the idea. He points out that a 
The defection of a man like Hess would be a considerable section of the Muslims of India is 
serious loss to the Nazi Party. But has there opposed to the division of the country. He writes:· 
been a real breach ? All nationalist Muslims are opposed to it. The Con-

Dissent in the Totalitarian . State :-The gress Muslims, the Ahrars, the Jamiat-ul-Ulema, the 
• I . bull< of Shias, the Red Shirts, and the Momins who 

comments of Journa ists, politicians and publi- claim to be no less than three or four crores in numbers, 
cists on the flight of Rudolf Hess, all tend all deprecate the movement. A very strong and infl•-
to exaggerate the value of the sensational entia! section of the Muslim League itself regards the 
episode which has caught the public imagi- movement as impracticable and highly fraught with 
nation. This is largely because of Hess's danger, The bull< of Muslims in the provinces in 

which they form comparatively small minorities will 
position in Nazi Germany, and partly because not view with favour the reactions lii<ely to be pro-
the flight hints at division in the party ranks duced in their own provinces by the fonnation of 
which was not believed to exist by British separate sovereign Muslim States in the North-west 
politi.cians· before. Most informed writers on and North-east of India. Last b"t not least, will 

Punjab! Musalmans lil<e to be saddled with the three 
Germany have asserted time and again that deficit provinces of Sind, the North-West Frontier and 
there was a real split in the Nazi party Baluchistan and have their nnancial resources hope-
between those who favoured a policy of lessly crippled ? 
collaboration with Russia and those who opposed The Prime Minister of the Punjab, Sir Sikandar 
Communism. What Peter Drucker in his Hayat Khan, who is also Vice-President of the 
"End of Economic Man'' calls "Goering's Brain Muslim League, has made no secret of his oppo
Trust'' has been opposed to collaboration with sition to the Pakistan scheme. The article in 
Western Europe. It is this party which is now the Hintl~Jstan Review from the pen of his 
paramount and its hands have been strengthened colleague, m1y be taken, if not to reflect his 
by the war. The general surprise felt by opinion, to contain nothing to which Sir Sikandar 
British and American com mentors on the is likely to take exception. · 
existence of difference of opinion at the very Sir Mirza Ismail's Resignation :-At the end of 
top of a political party, is due to their last week an Associated Press message was 
natural tendency to judge the national party published merely announ:ing that Sir Mirza 
on the basis of political parties. In the Ismail, the Dewan of Mysore, had resigned with 
national party, however, dissent can only be effect from the end-of this month, Since :the 
at the top, since the opposition of nonentities death of the late Maharaja with whom Sir Mirza 
is. generally suppressed before it rises to a was closely associated as Private Secretary and 
stage where it cannot be ignored. Besides as Dewan ~o,for many years, and whom he 
it is only the topmen-so far as war is revered as his master, Sir Mirza has had spells 
concerned even in democracies-who know of ill-health off and on, and it was thought 
precisely what each diplomatic move means. It that his retirement was most probably due to 
is a strange fact that with Hess's arrival in this circumstance. But later messages indicated 
Britain, we have now in exile every shade of that the resignation was due to differences 
German political opinion, from Social Demo- regarding the establishment of an automobile 
crats, Liberals, National Bolsheviks, Communists industry in Mysore and the nomination under 
to National Socialists. So far as present German the Reforms scheme of an elected non-official 
policy is concerned, we should say the ideal of mell)ber of the Representative Assembly as 
Strasser has a great deal in common with it. Minister. Sir Mirza had warmly supported the 
What is surprising is that the changes in policy establishment of the industry and from the 
which have dislodged Hess, have left Herr Hitler circumstantial statements issued from time to 
still in undisputed controL Amidst the dissensions time-the last only a few days a,<YO-in the 
of leading party members, Hess and Hitler Press, it does not appear likely that there 
11tood for certain conceptions, To the Germans I was any difference about it in the Mysore 
the two men were closely linked by identity Durbar, The last minute announcement 
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just a day or two previous. to · Sir Mirza's i Congress in fact. So far as the other news
resignation that Mysore had withdrawn from , papers are concerned, their policies may 
the project, suggests that the veto was prompted i be Congress-influenced but the influence. 
by outside intervention. As regards the 1 we are sure, does not extend. to closing d.own 
nomination of a non-official Minister, a 

1 
under Gandhiji's instructions. As a matter of 

difference on the point is not itself a sufficient : fact, the press as a whole in India has been most 
cause for resignation on the part of a Minister. · favourable to Congress when the Congress has 
Even in Britain a strict upholder of the , shown itself least inclined to force a decision. 
constitutional rights of Ministers like Mr. · on it. Whatever even Congress editors of what: 
Gladstone, had more than once deferred to the ! are called Congress newspapers might think
personal prejudices of the Sovereign. The parallel, I and this itself is not always certain-it is unlikely 
however, is not exact. The whole reform scheme 1 that the proprietors, many of them with very 
would be imperilled if the Minister chosen : loose or no links at all w1th the Congress, will 
is one with whom the Dewan is in be persuaded to consider suspension which would;. 
acute disagreement. Anyhow, we should be bad for "business.» The Times' message, 
welcome Sir Mirza's release from official therefore, does not seem well-founded in so far as 
harness as making available for non-official it assumes an attempt already made by the 
public service, a statesman of broad views, ripe I Congress to move the press to a decision. What 
administrative exper~ence, and complete freedom I is more than. probable is tha~ it might ~.made 
from communal b1as. Such men are by no after the meetmg of the Standmg Comm1ttee of 
means too numerous at the present time. . 1 the Editors' Conference at Simla on May 30; if 

Congress and Satyagraha :-In a statement on I the ma~hinery_ of the Editors• Conf~rence itself 
the riots in which Gandhiji rebukes the Con- proves 1mpe':"lous to ~he appeals of Its Congress 
gress for its inactivity in the face of communal member~. It 1s _more hkely, h~wever, th.1t~ first, 
disturbances he has declared that he could effort w11l be d1rected to ach1eve unamm1ty on 
bring about'a transformation in the Congress if some basis other than suspension or temporary 
he had five genuine satyagrahis to support him. closure. . . . 
The implications of this remark are obvious. The. Iraq -~•tuation :-. The hope that Syed 
Gandhiji does not .feel that he has even this Rasch1d Ali s revolt 10 Iraq would be soon 
backing in the Congress. If that is correct then 1 suppr~d, has been frustrated. Mr. ;Eden 
he cannot claim to speak on behalf of that great . decla~ed m the House of C'.ommons on Thursday 
organisation. To quote his words : : I that I~ res~nse to an urgent appeal fro~ 
· 1 do not mind Oongressmen changing tnelr creed Rasch1d Ali, . German planes had landed ID 

In spite or many leaders being In jail or openly leaving Baghdad, coming in through Syria. This deve
the Congress. 1 can see my way to rebull?lng. tho lopment followed on an • interview between 
Congr .. s with fi~ true men with whom there 1s ne1ther Admiral Darlan of the Vichy Government and 
Hindu nor Muslim nor any other. H H' 1 • h' h · • b I' d 

This is very unfair to the members of the err. Iter 10 w IC ' It IS. e leve ' ~n und~-
organisation which Gandhiji represents stan~mg was reached . CC?ncedmg certam mod!
today. Many of the imprisoned leaders are ficat1ons of the. Arm1st1~e term~ to France 10 

now being released. Some of them are issuing ex~ange for. the ~ of ~1r .b~ 1n Mo~occo ~nd 
self-complacent statements on the riots. If, Syr~. Feelmg ~~ Bntain IS runmng ~1g}l 
after twenty years of almost unquestioned agamst the Petatn. Governme~t and .1t. IS 
leadership in the Congress, Gandhiji still fails to feared that. a break 1_n .th; ~elat!ons subs1~ti~g 
see in it five "true'' men, by which we presume he ~etwee~ V1chy ~d dnta10 IS 1mmment. Bntam 
means those who think with him, is it likely that IS _takmg action,. as M_r. Ede~ announced, 
a change will be made in the Congress now? The agamst Ger~an a.Jrcraft m Sym and ~e 
remedy, if Gandhiji is dissatisfied with the Con- Government IS not unfavourable to the sug~estlon 
gress which has once again given him full made _by a La'?<>ur member of Parhament 
authority but to which he did not owe even the that, s10ce the V1c~y Government has left 
allegiance of ordinary membership at the time, is the Lea~e of Nallons, the French mand~te 
for him to form a separate organisation with his o~er Syna. h~ end~. 'I.:h~ brea~h . With 
"true" men V 1chy was IneVItable smce 1t IS not w1th1n the 

· · realms of possibility to recognize Marshal 
The Press and the Congress :--The Times of Petain's regime in France and at the same time 

lnditJ correspJndent in Lucknow has sent a sponsur General De Gaulle and the Free French 
message to that newspaper suggesting that the forces. There have been vague rumours of 
Congress-controlled press is resisting Gandhiji's I closer collaboration between Russia- and Ger
efforts to bring about a general close-down : many following on M. Stalin's assuminO' the 
among Congress newspapers. Representatives 1 Premiership in place of M. Mol.Jtov. "One 
of _these. ~eiVspapers including some editors I report suggests that agreement has been reached 
deCIJed. 1t IS report~d, at a meeting at Delhi not over Iraq which the Soviet has, in spite of its 
to cease publication. So far a~ we can see there l'l'Cent pact with that country, given over to the 
are only two newspapers in English which can Nazis in exchange for a free hand in Iran. The 
be calloo Congress-controlled-the NalloMI war with the trouble in Iraq has come 
/lcru/.J of Lucknow and the Se(JT(/UiifiJt of sufficiently near to India to give weight to the 
Patna, the later being more Gandhian than . smallest military or diplomatic development. . 
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SOVEREIGNlY IN INDIAN STATES. 
We· referred last week to the statement issued 

by the. Governme~t !'f His Exalted Highness 
$e Ntzam repud1atmg the claim, put forward 
by the lttihadul Muslemeen, to the effect 
that the sovereignty of the· Nizam was in 
fact t~e sovereignty of his Muslim subjects 
numbenng 15 lakhs, about 10 percent in a total 
population of 15 millions. To elevate this 
claim to the dignity of a doctrine is to attach . . ' to 1t an Importance much beyond its merits which 
are altogether fanciful. It implies, as the 
Hyderabad Government point out, the division 
of His Exalted Highness' sovereignty among 
15 lakhs of his subjects, and those beloncring 
to one particular class. The Ittihadul Musle~een 
it would seem, had put forward this propositio~ 
as a counterblast to the theory enunciated by the 
Reforms Committee appointed by the Nizam•s 
Government, which was repeated in the order 
of His Exalted Highness Government on the 
~eport of the Committee, to the effect that the 
~ea_d of the State represents the people directly 
m h1s own person and that he is the embodiment 
of "his people's sovereignty." The lttihadul 
Muslemeen took fright at this reference to 
the "people" and hastened. to assert that only 
the .section. .of the people professing the 
Muslim relJg1on shared the Nizam's sover
fei&'n~y and no~ all his 15 million subjects. 
fh!S 1s not a cla1m to theocracy being the basis 
of th~ Nizam's rule. It is by no means a new 
doctrme. Turkey under the Sultan-Caliph was 
gov~rned on the principle that the Muslim 
su~Jects f~med a ruling and privileged class. 
Th~;S doctrine was swept away along with the 
Caliphate and Turkey today tolerates no privi
leged class on the score of religious belief. Nearly 
all modern Islamic States have followed the 
example of Turkey. Nothina but a fantastic 
flight. of fancy would hav~ suggested the 
retention or revival of this doctrine in a 
State, 9~ per cent of whose population are 
not Muslims. The statement of His Exalted 
Highness' Government has been welcomed in 
the Indian Press both for its assertion ot the 
equality of all subjects .and the implied 
acknowledgment of the interest and the duty 
of Government to foster and if need be 

f . ' ' en orce umty among all classes and communi-
ties. Divide and Rule is commonly said 
to be the basis of Imperialism. It is not 
necessarily so. On the other hand, Empires 
have "been great unifying agencies in India and 
elsewhere. The great Roman Emperor, Trajan, 
refused to receive separate addresses from the 
Greeks and Jews of Alexandria on his accession 
and insisted on their approaching him as a single 
community on pain of severe penalties. 

The .theory of sovereignty is one of the much 
disputed questions in political philosophy. In 
a report on the constitutional reforms needed 

~n a State in the twentieth century, 
1t was ~ardly nec_essary and scarcely relevant 
to esta~ltsh that 1t rested on a philosophical 
foundation. All that matters is that the 
State exists as a political fact. The lyencrar 
Committee was quite unnecessarily anxigus 
to show that the· rule of the Nizam in 
Hyderabad rested in a somewhat obscure way 
on. Rousseau's doctrine of Social Contract. The 
pomt was bound to provoke much academic 
cO~troversy. But it went unnoticed except by the 
~tt1hadul Muslemeen eve~ when it was repeated 
m the orders of HIS Exalted Highness' 
Government, because the public in Hyderabad. 
and outside was more interested in the recom
mendations than in the political philosophy of 
the Iyengar Committee. It would have remained 
unnoticed still, had not His Exalted Highness' 
Government accorded · the Ittihadul Musalmeen 
the honour of controverting it in a special state
ment. The use of the phrase, "inherent rights" 
of sovereignty of the Nizam, in this statement 
has called forth criticism. Since the French 
Revolution, the theory of "inherent rights" 
which is the same as the doctrine of the 
Divine Right of Kings, has been discarded and 
what is more, the Sovereigns who asserted it 
have been deprived of their sovereignty in quick 
succession. The Chinese Emperor was the first 
to go. Next came the Tsar of Russia, the 
Austrian Emperor, the German Kaiser, the 
Sultan-Caliph, and the King of Spain. The 
Japanese Emperor remains the only monarch 
who claims to rule by divine right. The British 
sovereign rules by Grace of God but his measures 
and policies are determined by Ministers 
who command a majority in the House of 
Commons. The only State which in the 
twentieth century, has invoked God as the 
source of all power in its Constitution is Eire, 
The traditional idea of sovereignty in the 
Orient does not recognise any inherent rights 
o! rulers. .The: occurrence of the phrase "in 
y1rtue of h1s mherent powers of legislation" 
m the preamble to. the Mewar Undesirable 
Marriages Prohibition Act (The Reformer 
Febrliary !!) would have surprised students of 
Hindu polity. For tl_le power of legislation is 
admittedly not an attribute of Hindu sovereignty. 
The case in Islam is not different. The Islamic 
code which includes not only the civil and 
criminal law but also the law of the constitution 
has been laid down in the Quoran. ' 

The question of inherent rights has nothing 
to do with responsible government as 
is assumed by all sides in this contro~ersy. 
Great Britain has been the pattern for 
parliamentary responsible government. The 
inherent rights of the British S:>vereign are 
practically unlimited. In the oft-quoted words of 
Bagehot's book on the English Constitution : 

It would very much surprise I"'C'Ple if they were only 
told how many things the Queen could do without 
consulting l'arllament ..... Not h mention other things 
she could disband the army (by law she could not 
engage more than a certain number of men, but she 
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ia not obliged to engage any men); ohe could dismiss 1 thinks that there is no risk of bia country being 
an the offJCel's, from the General Commanding-in-Chief invaded. But if it is invaded, be would say, Resist, 
downwards ; she could dl•"llliss aU th• sailors too: I whether by violent or non-violent meallll. It is 
•he could scl1 off an our ships of war and aU our naval I here that he brings in Gandbiji. He objects to the 
otores : ohe could make peace by the sacrifice of Corn- I identification of pacifism witll mere submissive
wall ; and begin a war for the conquest of Brittany. ness. He writes, 
She could make every citizen in the United Kingdom; Denmark j, used as an example of pacifism. That 
male or female, a peer; she could make every parf•h seems to me a case of mistaken identity. Denmark 
In the Kingdom a univer•lty; she could dismiss most under necessity, submitted. Gandhlji, however, has, 
of the civil servants ; she could pardon at ollend•rs. 1 never submitted, but has organhed incorrigible, 
In a word the Queen could by prerogative (Inherent cour•geous, non-violent re.lstance. I profoundly admire 
rights) upset all the action of civil government within him, and ventura to predict a long and influential 
the government. future for his ideas and methods. If, however, someone 

This does not exhaust the list. Lowell gives says that under present circumstances to rely on 
several others. No Indian ruler would claim America's meeting invasion wi h a mass movement 

of non-violent resistance is tru•ting moonshine, I 
that his inherent powers covered a tenth part of agree. America Is utterly unprepared for such a 
what lie within the prerogatives of the proeess ...... Even Gandhi, with his long training of 
English Sovereign not only because the Para- his people in his ideas and •echniquo, would face a 
mount Power would object but because his own brand-new problem if, in Mr. Winston Churchill's 
traditional idea of sovereignty is very much i':::l~~us words, Hitler should stand at the gates of 

more limited than that of the British monarchy. Dr. Fosdick does not seem to know that Gandhiji 
Because the British King could do so many hH anticipated the contingency suggested by the 
things it became necessary to provide a safe· British Prime Minister and bas declared that eveo 
guard against his actually doing them, by means then be. would not reeist the invader with arms. 
of a legal fiction: "the king can do no wrong." But Gandbiji kels as does Dr. Fosdick .that the 
Neither can he do anything right. Ever~ thing 1 Indian people, like the Americans, are not prepared 

' to adopt his method, Even if they were, theJI' 
must be done in his name but the responsibility would not be allowed to act on their conviction 
for it lies on his ministers. Enthusiasts for the in· bec~use tha British have adopted the method of 
traduction of "responsible government" in Indian meeting force by force. The Government of India 
States, should show that the legal fiction would bas allowed Gandhiji to carry on a propaganda 
fit well into a policy based on the loyalty of the 1 against itself, but if he sh?~l~ organise a movement 

People to a personal ruler: 1
1 

to prevent people from Jo•mng the armed forces 
which are bemg rapidly expanded, he would 

: have to face a large volume of opposition from 
AMERICAN RELIGIOUS LEADERS 

ANDTHEWAR. 
an influential section, of Indians who believe that 
now IS the opportunity for India transforming herself 
into a martial race, and be will also most probably 
come into collision with the authorities. Indeed, be 
has more than once given the assurance that he will 
do nothing to embarrass Government in the prosecu-
tion of the war. There is thus no appreciable 
difference between Gandhiji's present attitude and 
Dr. Fosdick's. Dr. Fosdick frankly admits that 
his po•ition is a compromise with the claims of 
nationalism, and sternly rebukes those religious 
leaders who make out that war, this or any other, is 
consonant with the teachings of Jesu• Christ. He 
compares the position of religious leaders who have 
not complete! y gone over to the school of the 
preacher, quoted by him, who urged that because 
God sends men to hell-an obviously coercive 

1 process-therefore, Christians may use violence in 
war, to that of the socialist fighting the profit system 
who is at leisure to do so because be bas stock on 
whose profits he can live. "We are inextricably 
entangled in the very war svstem we disclaim and 
are trying to displace." Dr, Fosdick concludes: "As 
for myself, I am essentially a Quaker, ·and my 
convictions belong in what seems to me the 
great traditions of the Society of Friends," 

A friend bas sent us the reprint of a series of I 
articles by Christian leaders in the United States in 1

1 

anawer . to the question put to them by the Editor of 1 

the Christian Omtury' "If America is drawn into 
the War, can you, as a Christian, particip•te in it or 
support it P" Among: the ten are John tiaynes 
Holmes and Francis J. McConell, Harry Emerson 
Fosdick and Reinhold Neibhur. The only layman 
in the group. is Charles P. Taft, grandson of Presi
dent Tafr. Dr. Holmes' answer to tae question ill the 
most uncompromising. "If America enters the war," 
he declares, "I will not. As far as the law mav 
allow, or my spirit dictate, I will oppose the war." 
He would not depart from this resolve even if his 
country was left defenceless before an invader, 
•·I had rather die tban kill, and see my country 
conquered than a conqueror." But, he denies that 
the country will be defenceless, if it did not fight. 
·"Love, generosity, companion, forgiveness,-these 
are powers which do things among men, We call 
them imponderables b~cause they cannot be weighed, 
intangi blcs bcoause they cannot be touched. l:iut 
we !eel their presence as we feel the presence of the 
sun, They are the apirit of man, mightier far than 
iron or steel, elcctrioity or dynamite, \Vhat this 
spirit is we do not know, but of its realitv we 
are sure. Religion oalls it God-the divine 
within us, God's life within our lives, his 
omnipotence to clothe us and engird us." Dr. 
Holmes's position is exaotly that of G•ndhiji. 
It is indeed more absolute even than Gandhij1's 
who at times seems to flinch from the consequences 
of his belief in non-violence. 

Dr. Holmes does not refer to Gandhiji but Dr, 
Fosdick docs In his closely reasoned expl•nations 
or his own attitude wh1oh is that the United 
States would be c..lling upon itself a colossal and 
futile disaster if it becomes a belligerent. He 

Dr. Fosdick does not express an opinion on the 
policy of supplying armaments to the belligerents 
while keeping aloof from the aotual fighting, This 
is the policy of the United States so far, Other 
contributors to the symposium approve of this 
policy as satisfying both their Cbri~tian and National 
conscience. Mr. Bennett believes that the Amerban 
jlOVernment is right in seeking to l(ive wh •t help 
11 can to China and Great Britain without assuming 
the unlimited liability for theu- policies. But he 
b"lds that th~ aid should be given as a free gift 
·and not sold to the two countries at a pr•ce. 

, •An American Government," be write!l, "w•ll De 
i most true to all of its responsibilitiea if it adller.:s 
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in its present course of selective intervention and 
attempts to keep this country from being bogged 
down for a generation in the struggles of Europe · 
or Asia," Bishop McConnell holds that partioopating 
in a defensive war is a Christian duty but it should ' 
not be associated with hordes of profiteers. ''Nor 
do I mean," he says, "the doctrine so interpreted 
as to send United States ships to all seas 
and our armies· to all continents." The worst , 
evil of war is, the Bishop adds, the debauchery i 
of the public mind, which is of the most serious I 

consequence to democracy. The military necessity 
to deceive the enemy involves deceiving the home ' 
people as \fell. The Bishop would engage himself 
if America enters the war in insisting that this 
debauchery of the public mind should be prevented 
as much as possible. Reinhold Neibhur, on the 
other hand, holds that it is the duty ot the United 
States to help to fight down Nazism in all continents. 
Lest it be said that he is inBuenced by ties of 
kinship with Britain, he declares that he is an 
American of pure German stock such as Thomas 
Mann and many others. As for the Christian 
aspect of the question, Mr. Neibhur avers that it is 
the duty of a Christian to fight paganism and 
Nazism in his view is just paganism and a vile form 
of it. Mr. Taft, from the layman's point of view, 
points out that in every walk of life men have to 
make decisions which are not reconcilable with 
abstract principles. If thiR is denied to them, he 
sententiously adds, .there will not be much church 
left. 

DELHI AND INDIA. 
· Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru who emerged out of his 

retirement on the outbreak of war to try the task of 
peacemaker between the Con!!ress · and the Muslim 
League, and between Nat1onalist India and the 
Government, is turning rapidly into a controversia· 
list. He has contributed an article in the current 
issue of the Tw.m~ietli Otnturg (Lucknow) replying to 
Mr. Amery's speech in the House of Commons. 
The mcst important part of this article to his con
fession of faith in a strong Central Government. 
Quoting Mr. Amery's reference to the "dismal record 
of IndL•'s history in the eighteenth century," Sir 
Tej Bahadur observes, 

Once the streDgth of the Centre at Delhi was gone, 
the disruption and disintegTation of the rest of the 
country was a matter of a few years only. 

In comparing other Federations Sir Tej points 
out that both in the United States and in 
Australia, there has been a steady taking over 
of power by the Centre. Canada presented a different 
problem. But an extended summary of the 
Rowell-Sirois Report (report of the recent Canadian 
Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations) 
has been published in a recent number of the 
International Labour RI'IJillw, and it bears striking· 
testimony to the necessity of centralization, The 
Commission has been guided by an aversion to 
introduce constitutional chan_ges and by "a full 
awareness of the dangers of excessive oentrali· 
sation." The Int.~mati ,nal . Labour RI'/Jitw points 
out that on that account those of its recom
mendations which involve an increase in federal 
jurisdiction, are the more weighty. In Canada 
for the past seventy years the provincial 
units have won increasing powers from the 
Centre. That the four Commissioner•' who came 
from four different regions of Canada, reached 
unanimity in their recommendations is significant, 
And complete agreement, says the Report, is "not 
the result of compromise or of give and take, but 
reflects sincere unanimity of Judgment on the great 

issues ·that confront the nation." The Commission 
was appointed in 1937 an1 finished its report in 
1940, its decisions enhanced by Canada's 
need for co-ordinated effort after her entry into 
the war. Its findings are for a strengthening 
of the Centre in the very interests of the 
provinces. The experience of Canada also, therefore 
supports Sir Tej Bahad!.!r's predilection for reserving 
residuary powers to the Centre, if India is to have a 
federal system of Government. But Sir Tej Bahadur 
having asserted his own belief. goes on to add, ••i 
should not stand in the way of anyone if I could feel 
assured that a change of the basis of enumeration 
of powers is going to be the bas is of harmony and 
mutual confidence." Later he says again, "to sacrifice 
harmony and co-operation and internal peace at the 
altar of constitutional orthodoxy would be neither wise 
nor expedient." We must confess that we do not 
follow this line of reasoning. Surely after the 
experience of provincial autonomy in British Indian 
provinces, Sir Tej Bahadur does not regard the 
question of a strong Centre as a mere academic point. 
If his political wisdom suggests a certain system as 
best suited for national progress, can he be willing to 
suppress it because other politicians fear that it will 
be irksome i' Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru ought to be less 
modest in pressing his view on the constitutional 
question. After all where principles are involved, one 
cannot adopt the position of mediator between rival 
claims. It would be more becoming in one who 
has a definite contribution to make to the Indian 
constitutional question, to be firm on fundamental 
issues like the one relating to the Centre, while 
adopting less provocative. language on points that 
are to be the basis of negotiation, Yet Sir Tej 
Bahadur, after fiercely arguing the two parties of the 
dispute which he set out to settle, into temporary 
silence, proceeds calmly to surrender the Centre. If 
India is to be free from external and internal threats 
to peace, it is essential that she should have a stron~ 
Central administratio!L Even though Sir Te.J 
Bahadur may be ready to compromise on this point, 
we trust that others will not lose sight of its 
importance. · 

Sir Tej Bahadur in the rest of his article has laid 
down his limits of accommodation. "I should on no 
account," he writes, "favour any scheme put forward 
by the Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs or any other class of 
people, which aims at the fragmentation or splitting 
of India intOo parts." He says that the British 
are the only people "who are able to evolve and 
maintain the geographical and political integrity 
of India," This is an extravagance which cannot be 
supported by argument and Sir Tej Bahadur goes 
otf at a tangent to e,.cplain to Muslims that be 
does not mean any derogation of their "genuine 
rights," and to warn Mr. Amery and the British 
that if they agree to partition they would be guilty 
of "black treacher:r" to India, The •India" of 
pre-1935 was different to the India of the post-reform 
period. It included then Aden to the west and Burma 
to the east. It was a political •>reation and that too a 
creation of the British. When the British changed it 
and "evolved" another India, it provoked little protest. 
That Sir Tej Bahadur should feel agitated at the very 
prospect of any further division and separation in the 
India of today, means clearly that it is something more 
than a geo~raphical and political creation of the 
British. The British did not oreal~ geographical 
conditions, Tbey have not maintained the political 
integrity of India since they have split it up into 
eleven autonomous provinces, 

Sir Tej Bahadur describes as intolerable the 
demand of Mr. Amery that there should first be 
agreement between the Muslim League on the one 
hand and the Congress or "any other representatives 
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of the Hindu mojority," We have pointed out hat 
week that the Congress would probably not be 
regarded as a auitable organisation to negotiate 
for Hindua after the Communal Award, That 
apart, Mr. Amery'a suggestion does imply that the 
Mushm League is indispensable in any new consti
tution, while the Con!!'ress b not, nor is the Hindu 
Mahasabha. Sir Tej Hahadur wants the •'willing 
co-operation of the minorities" and he asks 
sarcastically whether he offends anyone by using 
these worda. We should like to know bow be 
proposea to secure this without conceding the divi
sion of India. So long as there is a premium on 
un·willingnesa, very few minorities will prove willing 
co-operators. !:iir Tej l:lahadur aaya that be is willing 
to go farther than many other people in aecurin~ this 
end, and that a realistic view of concrete ISSues 
which create friction between communities, will 
help to solve the problem, We should like to hear 
more of this from Sir Tej Bahadur, If the Muslim 
League stands committed to Pakistan, there is no 
rea~on why ''other representatives of tbe Muslim 
minority'' may not be found ready to work on the 
basis of Indian unity with other Indians. . 

The most telling part of Sir Tej Bahadur's 
article is his reference to the invidious position in 
which h" found himself at the Imperial Conference 
in 1928 when be came against Lord Peel, then 
Secretary of State for India, and only the support 
of Lord Reading, then Viceroy, encouraged 
him to continue on the Conference and to press 
his resolution. "I should not like for myself or 
any other Indian a repetition ot that experience," 
he observe• in justification of his demand for 
equality for Indian delegates with Dominion repre
sentatives at future Conference•. He may rest 
assured on that point. In the existing circum
etancea, no Indian is likely to gain the support 
of the Government o{ india against the Secretary 
of State. 

RELIGION IN LIFE. 
(BY }.M. GANGULI, CALCUTTA,) 

They say that there is an increasing awakening to 
religior1 in people, who bave been materialistically 
inclined sa far. Their disappointing experiences, 
their non-preventible sorrows and miseries, the 
shooks coming from frequent wars and the insecurity 
to lrfe and property coming from such wars are mak. 
ing them turn to other supports than those they have 
been relying on in lif~'s -adventure. While sad 
experiences htve always provoked religious thoughts 
in man, the extensive d. structiveneas of modern wars 
is making some of the Western thinkers in particular, 
at pre•ent, look back and refl~ct on the path they 
have been following. Can religion help us when 
other things are faili"ng, is a que•tion that is arising 
in their minds. The possibility of bringing together 
different religion! Into actiVe co-operation in resisting 
the unpeacclul tendenvies of th> present is also 
striking them as worth an attempt. 

Such thinkin~ is encouraging, though 1 cannot 
hope that it is likely ro leaJ to resultS desired aod 
looked tor, And that be.-ause their id"a of and their 
attrtude to reli~:ion are fundamentally pervcne. 
Rehlo!ion to these people baa ceased to be a life. 
regulaung, mind-overwhelming, and inolination
reotrainin~o: force, which gives mten~ity to feeling 
and drivin~; impul•c to actron. To them religion has 
an acadcmtc intl!re•ll it exoites intelleorual curiosity. 
II ha• so,ne t·thicul value, tint is, irs moral principles 
and ethical COIIOt'ptionc<~ rc'Ceive their approbation. 
Such is their gc~1eral ourlook on ruligion, who;e 
taboOs anJ injunctions and po-itive and ·negative 
rules of ocnduct they do not respect nor allow 

1 to interfere with their life and living. Other 
engagements not clashing, they may think of 
attending the Sunday Church, and of participating 
in other religious functions and ceremonies, but 
where i! the intensity of faith, earnestness of 
devotion and the moving urge of sentiment, without 
which religion ever remains beyond reach and 
contact and beyond positive comprehension ? 

The time the modern spirit of shallow and merely 
analytical rationalism, which, whether it so aimed or 

1 not as a psychologi~t might suspect, resulted in 
demolishing faith and belief and gave free latitude to 
individual inclinations and personal convenience, that 
time religion left the 6eld of actual life and went to 
stay on the book-shelf in the form of printed matter 
embodied and bound in volumes for occasional 
reference. If now some academic minds are driven to 

i think of taking the books down on the table to see and 
utilise the doctrines contained in them for a workable 
solution oftbe present dangerous international tangle, 
they are showing a complete misunderstanding of the 
essence of religion and are misleading themselves into 
false calculations. Religion is not a thing to be called 
to service at will and convenience for a particular 
end and thereafter to be shelved again and divorced 
from life. Those, therefore, who are at present feeling 
impelled by the stress of events to look to religion as 
a last recipe for the present ills and to propagandise 
for all religions to present a united front, like so many 
governments and political organisations, ought 
seriously to deliberate on the above and see bow far 
religion affects and influences their own lives, and to 
what depth, if at all, faith and belief descend into 
their heart. And, moreover, when proposing a united 
religious front they ought also to reflect on how to 
bring that about, By press propaganda, pulpit 
deliveries, meetings, resolutions and association and 
committee formin~ P -

Naturally it as those methods which commend 
themselves, because these thinkers have only beel'l 
used to them, Faith to them is but a lost article and 
a vanished influence,· Their education and upbring~ 
ing have been such that they have become incapable 
of recovering it. Their thoughts and belief have only 
centred on the material ''Mighty Atom" of Marie 
Correlie, and religion can have significance to them 
only in terms of that atom. And, therefore, I despair 
of any results accruing from the pre9ent apparent 
reverse tendency to religion. It is not they, but those 
to whom religion is an article of abiding faith and 
unquestioning devotion, . who obey its prohibitions 
in daily life irrespective of convenience, and 
who mould ·and conduct their life according 
to its commands and enjoinments, who can 
rekindle the religious fire in the people and wean 
them from the tendencies that are leadmg to 
social disruption, politioal discord, unbounded 
selfish11es9 and unending strife and jealousy, 
For religion successfully to take a redeeming' part 
In moJ~rn world events, leaders like the above are 
needed lOt infecting the mass mind with religious 
fervour and spiritual inspiration. Infuse that 
fervour in their mind, re-establish faith in their 
heart, regenerate reverence for what you call in 
your blind arrogance their silly superstitions and 
sentiment, their idols, symbols and deities, their 
religious ceremonies, and prayers, their religious 
teachings and traditions;-and then, whether you 
call them on an organised and united platform or 
not and confuse them with a multi-coloured piot c~re 
of thi11gs on the harizon, the world will have taken 
a turn to goodness and righteousneu. People 
fullowing the rigorous principles and injunction9 of 
religion in life will learn to consider it sinful to u
ploit the weak and to lead the life of ease and luzury 
aod will belieYe it to be great virtue that wiU bring 
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happiness in this life and in the next, to live a i apparently believes that Indian unity is an illusion 
simple contented life, to respect the feelings of I fo~tered by Britain to prevent both Hindus and 
others, to feel for the unfortunate, and to ofl:er 1 Muslims from freeing themselves of foreign controL 
personal sacrifice for the good of others, i It has been usual, because the Muslim' League 

It may b_e urged here by th~s~ who prop~se to calls on its members to unite in the name of religion, 
reconnoitre 1n the field of r~hg1on for findmg a to regard its policies as inspired by religious 
by-pass to peace and secur1ty, that the ab~ve fanaticism. It is true as you have pointed out that 
considerations regarding good and bad acts we1gh there are members in it who cherish hopes of setting 
with them as well, True; bu_t they ap~~ to t.hem up an Islamic Empire which will compare with 
as !10 more than good moral1~eals. and IOJunotlons, the glorious times of Cordova. The Maharaja of 
wh1ch should better be kept m Vl~w, but for .want Mahmudabad has often, for instance, talked of 
pf faith they are not overwhelmmgly afraid of developing the spiritual ideals of Islam in a purely 
transgressing them. How many of them would Muslim State. Nevertheless it is clear that, when 
care to give up .their life of comfort ~nd luxury, for the struggle begins within itself, the possibilities 
instance, even tho~gh ~hey have the 1dea .that such 1 llre more in· favour of secular ideals prevailing. It 
life. leads to detenorat!on. and rests, dtrectly. or is significant that, in the past, religio!'s reform. in 
indirectly, on the explmtatton of the weak and the Islam has tended rather to become relig10us reactton, 
poor? Not. only would they· not care, ~ut. they while progress has always led away from mosque 
would re;l~lly. p~oc~d , ~o offer all. vane.tles of I and priest. ·.So far as Musliin States are. concern~d, 
arguments m self·JUSti~C3tlon, Such mcons1ste!lcy they have not hesitated, when faced w1th a ch01ce 
in. ~heory and . p~act1ce a:n~ . such conve!ltent I between modernism and religion, in · choosing 
trtppmg over .rehg1ous. prohtb1t1ons can b: po1!lted I modernism. ' 
out in numbe~ ·in ~he hfe o_f t~e m~~ern ratton:'l!sts, If we look at conditions in India, things are not 
Faith and behef 1n the lnVIolabdtty of rehg10us 1 very different with our Muslims. The Hindu ten
iqjunctions would have, however, prevented such ' dency to interpret the most modern reform in terms 
self-deceiving practice, • , . . of ancient precept, has, to put it mildly, an irritating 

What is, therefore, needed IS the re-estabhsbment effect on minds which are impatient to shake off of faith and belief in people; and that can be done the old and get on with the new, When the Mus lim 
not by any organised planning or prepared. propa- League protests against the . imposition of its 
ganda, but oy the Simple means of l~avmg the culture by the .majority,_ its leaders are really 
people alone and away from the attention~ of .the agitating for the removal of- impediments towards 
modern manufactu_:ed l~tellectuals, n~ttonahsts rapid westemlsation rather than against.tbe_ suppres
and . reformers. For, fa1th and behef, .and sion of Islam, . If politicians could at all t1mes say 
a more or less clear!~ or va~uely . Pe!ce1ved what they mean, there would be no difficulty. 
Consciousness for somethmg-cal11t mystenous or But 1he Muslim leaders are faced with the problem 
'spiritual-beneath the cr~st of materialism, are born of bringing a rP.actionary community in~ line 
naturally in the human mmd •. Only let not the con- with their forward policy. When Mr. Jmna 
ventionalists and the unbehevers go and_ uproot talks of Hindu-Muslim incompatibility, be 
them. Let them not preach to them the phtlosophy conscious not so much .of the htstory 
of destructive rationalism, which they. themselye! Hindu-Muslim relations in the past as of the 
cannot show to have led to any construcllve creation, essential difference between the Hindu and the 
or to peace, virtue and steadiness in human conduct; Muslim attitudos today to westernisation. 
or tell them that it is meaningless and a weakness ~ So long as Pakistan is only a point for agitation 
submit to and ~lindly follow th~ ~boos . an~ trad1- there is no trouble. But Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, 
tions of old wh1ch have lost the1r ttme s1gmficance; himself an admirer not only of Kemal Ataturk but 
or that it is a healthy sign to apply om;'s own dis- even of Amanullah of Afghanistan, who, in his recent 
cretion in one's conduct a:nd course of a~tton. statements on the present communal situ~tion, ~as 

Have not such preachmgs and teachmgs only Ied appealed in effect to Mr. Jinnah to make hts cho1ce 
to indulgenc~, indisciplin?, thoughtlessness,. me~e between religious reactionism and modernity, has 
pleasure-seckmg, unrestramed selfishness and msat1- po9 ed a question which the Muslim League has to 
able cravings, which are at the root of all the decide as their demand for Pakistan grows more 
present world troubles and evil tendencies i' insistent. Whatever it decides, it must lose the 

PAKISTAN A SECULAR STATE. 
The Editor, 

TIIB Indian Social ReformBr. 

Sir, . d , 
In the leading article on "Pakistan an Pan-Islam 

in last week's RBj,·rrur, you have drawn a sharp 
distinction between Pakistan and Islamic ambitions 
for a religious empire, pointing out that the two are 
the very antithesis of one another, If we look more 
closely, however, we find that Mr. Jinnah's policy is 
very similar to that of Kema! f'.taturk, though the 
one speaks in the name of rehg1on and the other was 
frankly secular. Mr. Jinnah's reaction to the word, 
"Indian" is not distinguishable from Ataturk's 
reactio~ to appeals in the name of ''~slam." ~ ust 
as the Ataturk wished to reduce hts State mto 
manageable dimensions, ~r. Ji~nah is ea_ger t? 
withdraw into an area whtoh will accept h•s wr1t 
unquestioned. Kemal looked upon attempts to 
revive the Caliphate as machinations of the French 
and British powers to keep a stranglehold th~ough 
their Muslim . followers on Turkey., Mr, Jmnah, 

support either of those of its own community who 
are pinning their faith on a religious revival, or of the 
modern element in every community which is in. 
sympathy with the revolt against the social conser
vatism of the Congress, Mr. Jinnab's offer at 
Madras to support ·other communities in their 
demands for separate states, was an attempt to 
escape out of this dilemma. 

Bombay, } 
May 18, 1941, 

Yours etc., 
HINDUSTANI. 

MENDACITY AND; POUTICS. 
Viscount Maugham, lately Lord Chancellor_ of 

Great Britain, has produced a book (Lies as Allies, 
Oxford University Press, 6d.) which is hopelessly out 
of date, Today when the British people have come to 
regard Hitler as the cause of all their sufferings,. there 
is little need to tell them that the German Chancellor 
should not be trusted to keep his word. If one were to 
put out a small booklet embodying every conceivable 
term of reproach, abuse or slander and applied them 
to Hitler without giving any reason for on< 's doing 
so, the British public would be prepared to swallow 
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it. A. for the non-British peoples, they were all 
convinced of the undesirability of relying on 
Herr Hitler'& word and they were driven desperate 
before September 1989 by tho inabil!tr of British 
politician& to see che undependabd1ty of the 
German Chancellor. We do not know where 
Lord Maugham was or what he was doing when 
Mr. Chamberlain, then Premier, told the House 
of. Commons that be did not for one moment 
believe that Hitler wu 'deliberately deceiving" him; 
that be thought the German Chancellor meant "what 
he said;" and, with the tables neatly turned 
against the unfortunate Benes, that ho had told 
Herr Hitler that if he could not trust Czechoslovakia 
to abide by its promises, he should surely believe 
che power of Britain and France to enforce Czech 
compliance, Had Lord Maug~m pla.ced as much of 
chill material ·as was then comp1lable m the bands of 
Mr. Chamberlain then, much of the present troubles 
would have been avoided. It is rather unfair 
o..: 'he rest of the world for British public men of 
the. standing of Lord Maugbam to have ignored 
outside warning for years and now to turn round 
and repeat that very warning as a ne'! dis?'very, 
If it is meant for American consumption, It may 
be pointed out that the U. S. A. is not particularly 
oredulous of Herr Hitler's promises, 

In so far as Lord Maugham hall drawn from post
war experience of Germany's distortion of facts, he 
hall spoilt his case, No one expect~ the truth from 
a nation at war. And there are obv10us weaknesses 
whioh cannot be justified in an intellectual, in his 
indictment of Hitler'& deprecatory remarks on the 
muses, Lord Maugham is 10 shocked by Hitler'& 
reference to the peoele in the following terms that 
he quotes it and simdar pa.s1ages twice over : 

"The broad masses of the people are not made up 
of diplomats or professors of public jurisprudence, 
nor simply of _persool who are able. to form reasoned 
judgment in g1veo cases, but a vac1llatmg crowd. of 
human children who are constantly wavenng 
between one idea and the other," 

It Is unfair to use such passages against Hitler. That 
the average mind is still at the stage of devel51pment 
which it reaches at twelve years of age IS not a 
slander of the ordinary man invented by Hitler, It 
is recognised by most psychologists. I~ is 
enshrined in an article by James Harvey Robmson 
on ••Civilisation" in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
We do not know whether Viscount Maugham has a 
higher opinion of the mass . mind. than these 
estimalles. If he bas, then he IS not m a~reement 
with generally accepted theories on the subject. 

Hitler's praise of the big lie has been made great 
play with by British writers, If one refers to 
"l\lein Kampf," one will see that Hitler's "advocacy 
of the big lie" appears in a par~oularly bitter 
denunciation of calumnies spread agamst Ludendorf£ 
where he says that the bigger the lie, the greater 
the chance of its success. fHtlPr in another sentence 
advices Germans to cultivate single-mindedness in 
national advocacy as countrie~ which nourish doubts 
of the ri"htness of their cause, suffer, Lord 
Mauj::ham's method is wrong. The more one points 
out that Hitler is averse from truth the more 
confident will people feel that the present gains of 
Na:ai Germany arise out his utter disregard for. 
personal morality. in pursuing. the advancement. of 
the nation. What IS necessary 1s proof, conolus1ve 
proof, that in international politics "honesty. i~ the 
best policy." That no one seems capable of g1vmg. 

RIOTS IN INDIA. 
In the Indian &dol R•form'" for May 3, 194.1, there 

is an editorial which suggests that the term 
communal riou should not be applied to these riots 
which have been occurring, It is possible that 
there may be a communal element present, yet it 
is not necessary to emphasize che fact and thus give 
the impression that varioas religious groups are at war 
with each other, We believe there is a real point in 
this BUggeation. Let the riots be considered as riots 
which are threatening public peace and safety; let 
the local government take what ever action is 
necessary to prevent the spread or recurrence of tb4 
riots. and the general public be encouraged to 
support the local governments in preserving the 
public safety, 

It needs to be r~co~ised that in almost all ca1el 
of riots there are individuals who have some purpose 
to serve and they are perfectly willing. to make use 
of communal sentiment or of sentiment against 
capitalism or against railways management, or 
anything else of this sort that will servo their 
purpose, If there are matters that need investigation 
in order to secure the righiB of one group as against 
another, such investigations should be carried on by 
responsible agencies, Hut individuals in particular 
and the public in general should be made to realise 
that acts of violenoe and the stirring up of riots 
cannot in any circumstance& whallever be 
tolerated. If we can have this sort of public attitude 
towards riots, we believe that the emphasis now 
laid on the communal nature of the riots will largely 
disappear. And it may be hoped that the importance 
given in the pu blio press of India and outside India 
to such riots will be greatly lessened, as it should 
be,-In<iian W'.tn•u. 

TRAVANCORE 
MANUFACTURES AND .EXPORTS 

COl~ PRODUCTS Of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Mats aud Mattings, Druggets and Carpets, 

Stencilled Rugs with Attractive Designs, 

Billiard Surrounds, Coir Belts, Cricket Pitches, 

Etc., Etc., Etc., 

Are made by 

Travancore's Factories. 

BEAUTIFY YOUR HO.'IES : 
B!UGHTEN UP YOUR OFFICES. 

FUR FURTHER PAllTICUL.ARS, WRITE TO: 

THE DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES, 

TRIV ANDRUM. 
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NOTES. 

THE LATE S. SRINIVASA AIYANGAR. 
The news of the death in Madras of Mr. S. 

Srinivasa Aiyangar on Monday morning came as 
a complete surprise. He was 6 7 years of age. A 
generation back this would not have been con· 
sidered premature. But the educated Indian has 
passed the destructive phase of the impact of 
western upon his native civilisation. The two have 
ceased to be conflicting forces in his life, and 
begun to be co-operative factors. Mr. Srinivasa 
Sastry was therefore right in his remark 
on learning of Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar's death, 
that he was too young to die. Srini vasa 
Aiyan!ar was not a born politician. Neither in 
the earlitr stages of his life did he show any 
partiality for social reform. In religion, what• 
ever his personil convictions might have been, 
he diJ not give any public evidence of non
conformity with the creed in which he was 
born and brought up. Of his pre-eminence as 
a lawyer in a province which has produced 
many great lawyers, men themselves eminent 
in the profession both among his contemporaries 
and !<eniors, have spok~n with appreciation. 
The Chief Justice of Madras, Sir Lionel Leach, 
in his tribute, mentioned as a striking proof 
of the intellectual agility of l\lr, Srinivasa 
Aiyangar that, in an important case which 
the latter argued before him, Mr. Ahangar 
succeded in convincing him and his colleague 
on the Bench that certain passages of the last 
edition of Mayne's Hindu Law of which he 
(1\lr. Aiyangar) was himself editor, were wrong. 
"That," auded Sir Lionel, "was in itself a 
great achievement.'' In public life, however, a 
reputation for similar achievements, will not be 
a passport to leadership. The qualities which 
go to make a great lawyer are seldom the 
qualities which make for effectiie leadership in 
puhlic liCe, That is why Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar 
with many advantages of intellect, character 
and material resources, missed the position from 
which ho could have rendered lasting 

service to his people. He had a clear 
and cool head, had organizing capacity, and 
inspired confidence in men of all communities 
and creeds. H~ claimed to have framed a 
scheme, which was approved by Mr. Jinnah, of 
joint electorates for Hindus and Mahommedans. 
The rejection of this by the Congress seems 
to have been the cause of his break with 
that movement. When the Swaraj Party 
was formed, he at first rejected Mr. C .. 
R. Das's overtures on the ground that it 
was the old Liberal,; or Moderates under a 
new name. Later he joined it but had differen
ces with the Leader of the Party in the Indian 
Legislative Assembly. The mystical elements 
in Gandhiji's politics jarred upon his sensibilities 
and led him to decide not to join any political 
movement of which Gandhiji was the guiding 
spirit. His views on social questions were more 
definite. The draft Bill on Hindu Women's 
Rights which he drew up. has elicited high praise 
and will be of considerable help in future 
social legislation. It is nothing . short of a 
tragedy that there was no place for a man 
of Mr. Srini vasa Aiyangar's calibre in the 
leading political organisation in the land. The 
responsibility for this must be shared between 
Government and the Congress. Government 
would recognise no movement except the 
Congress and Congress would countenance no 
one who did · not worship at the shrine af 
khaddar and non-violence. Many people who 
have no antipathy to hand-spinning ani 
have not the least inclination to violence1 
revolt against the idea of making a fetish 
of them. Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar was not the 
first Indian of high character and calibre who 
was obliged to give up the Congress because 
of its depressing effects on his personality. 
For the last year or two, Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar 
seems to have realised that sulking in the 
tents was not the proper mood for nim, that 
he had a positive contribution to make to Indian 
public life. He cam~ out of his retirem~nt 
and made speeches, some of them very striking, 
all of them suggestive, on a wide range 
of subjects. His speeches, however, had more 
the appearance of thinking aloud by one who 
was groping for light and had not the force and 
convicti.:>n of one who had found it and was 
eager to exhibit it to his fellowmen. One dis· 
advantage, which to some extent outweighed his 
many advantages, was that ho was intensely 
of the South, of Tamil Nad ia particular. 
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In the opening of the new era, he might, if he had 
been $pared, have developed a broader outlook 
and taken his place among All India leader. It 
would be a mistake, however, to think that the 
life and career of. Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar, have 
not left a strong- 1mpress on the minds of his 
generation. To stand up for one's convictions 
amidst a crowd clamouring only for darshan and 
prasad, is itself no mean service to the cause 
of intellectual and spiritual freed om without 
which national freedom is but a phantasma 
and a hideous dream. 

The U.S. A and France :-When the French 
Army was . nearing a state of collapse, M. 
Reynaud, then Prime Minister, urgently appealed 
to the United States for assistance as the last 
resource fJr averting surrender. The response 
was not satisfactory and M. Reynaud resigned 
on the ground that the situation was one for a 
soldier's government to deal with. Marshal 
Petain at the age of 83 took upon himself the 
arduous task of saving as much as possible for 
France. An armbtice was signed \\ith Herr 
Hitler. It is obvious that the Marshal's personal 
prestige has stood his country in good stead, both 
as regards the armistice terms as well as in the 
subsequent development of the relations of the 
Nazis with the Petain Government. But for 
the Marshal, the conqueror would probably have 
been far more exacting than he has been. 
The fact, nevertheless, is that unoccupied France 
is very much at the mercy of the Nazi 
Government and is not in a position effectively 
to resist its pressure. The United States could 
have saved France from this plight if it had 
responded, presuming that it was able to respond, 
toM. Reynaud's appeal. Having failed to do 
so, it seems unreasonable and, indeed, high· 
handed on its part to threaten France with 
stoppage of most urgently needed food, because 
the Petain Government bas let German planes 
pass through Syria to Iraq, which it could not, 
perhaps, have prevented if it had tried to. The 
only result, if it had resisted the German demand, 
would have been the resumption . of a war in 
which france had been defeated and which she is 
not strong enough to renew. The position is not 
rendered easier lor Marshal Petain by the "Free 
French'' movement . under General De Gaulle. 
France could have been saved all this distress 
if Presid"nt Roosevelt· had at the critical hour 
thrown the great weight of the United States on 
her side. Foret'ffn riffairs for April publishes 
several striking passages from the statement on 
the New Order for France which Marshal 
Petain gave to the R.vue des Deux .'Wondes last 
September. The statement wh1ch is addre;sed 
to all Frenchmen begins by saying that Marshal 
Petain wishes to discuss politics-not, hJwever, 
the gloomy struggle of parties and factions-but 
the art of governing m~n in conf0rmity with 
their highest interests. The Marshal d~clares 
that it is his intention to build up a strong State 
on the "ruini of the mJnstr.Jus and flabby State 
which collapsed und~r the wdght of its 
weaknesses and mistakes far more than under l 

the blows of the enemy." 

British "Interests" :-In the discussion in 
Parliament soon after Syed Rashid Ali had 
carr!ed out his military coup in Iraq, British 
offic1al spokesmen said that the situation was 
well in hand and remarked that Syed Rashid 
Ali was ready to observe the terms of the 
Anglo-Iraq Treaty. Events after that debate 
show that this optimistic forecast was not quite 
justified. The Regent, Emir Abdul Elahi, had 
fled from Iraq and a substitute had been 
set up in his place without any action bein<>' 
taken by the British. Mr. Churchill Ia~ 
week declared that Britain had expected 
these developments a year earlier but was 
powerless to prevent it, as there was a deficiency 
of men. In view of the part that Indian troops 
have played in Iraq, the question arises whether 
they could not have been sent earlier to main
tain the former Re5ent in his authority instead. 
of now to restore him to power. Eminent Indian 
Muslims, from His Exalted Highness the Nizam 
to Dr. Shafaat Ahmed Khan, have issued 
appeals pointing out the obligations which Iraq 
has to Britain and the dependence of hopes of 
maintaining and developing its independence on 
British support. All of them prove that Britain 
has more than just commercial and trading 
interests in Iraq and that past failure either to 

, give them up to Iraqis, or to support them with 
force if necessary, has now necessitated the use 
of even more drastic measures to put down what 
was at the outset a local rising. The threat 
from Syria whence Nazi arms are going across 
Turkey to Iraq, h1s increased Britain's difficulties. 
The assurance given by Mr. Eden in the House 
of Commons that Japan has been warned to 
respect British interests in China, indicates that 
there also Britain has not realised the real 
nature of the problem. It is no longer a question 
of upholding national interests . in any part 
of the world. Small countries like Yugoslavia 
and Greece have, by· putting up a hopeless 
resistance, shown their und~trstanding of the 
principles involved in the confl1ct betw~n 
Britain and Germany. What prevents a similar 
recognition from Britain herself? The British 
Government would do well to consider whether 
political conditions· ate as satisfactory, as they 
have assumed them to be so long, in countries 
like India where their responsibility is a spedal 
one, and like China. h is only in so far as they 
can rise sup~rior to their own interests that they 
can take the initiative in the present war. In an 
nforming article in Foreign Affairs, Mr. Owen 
Lattimore, Director of tbe Walter Hines Page 
School of International Relations of Johns 
Hopkins University, writes of the problem of 
China in terms which have a universal applh:ation: 

·--· ·--
The foreign Power whose Interests will in the end 

win out will be the one which is most ready to Identify 
Its interests primarily, not with those cf its supposed 
"repre;entative:s" in China, but with those of chan~ing 
Chiua as a whole. 1'he only symbol of this changing 
China which has vitality and a survival value Is the 
United Front ..... To give moral and material support to 
any one of it:l component parts would be to spUt Cbina. 
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Can Lord Linlithgow's Government of India 
claim to have built up a united front either 
before or during the war period ? Given the 
imagination, it could have been done so without 
any change in the Executive Council. Lacking
that essential, all conferences with fifty odd 
individual leaders has proved of no avail. 

A National Government for India ?-Mr. A. K. 

War and the Christian Pacifist :-We reprint 
this week notes on British Pacifists by 
Dr. Micklem, which have been provoked by the 
decision of the B. B. C., since reversed, to keep 
out eminent artistes because of their political, in 
this case pacifist, opinions. Dr. Micklem protests 
against such action but the method he suggests 
is much worse and is an insidious invasion on· 
freedom of speech. He asks why a man of paci
fist convictions should not be allowed to preach· 
the Gospel, or lecture on birds or conduct an 
orchestra. And, by implication, he argues that 
one can preach the Gospel without touching on 
one's pacifist views when he says that the 
B. B. C. should choose the best men "without 
unnecessary inquiry into their views upor~ matters 
which they do not mention." We presume the 
pacifist who is also a clerszyman, is the only 
pacifist who will be asked by the B. B. C. to 
preach the Gospel. As such, his pacifism will be 
derived from the Gospel teaching and must 
naturally colour his preaching. To say that he 
can preach the Gospel without referring to his 
p1cifism is a disingenuous attempt to evade 
the problem which confronts the B. B. C. 
Dr. Micklem seeks to make the Church 
subordinate to the State. This is the meaning 
of his rather elaborately argued case. It is 
curious ·to see a man of his eminence and 
scholarship talking in the same breafh of 
Christendom and of the Church being a much 
smaller body than the nation. One cannot have 
it both ways. As a matter of fact, Christendom 
disappeared with the Reformation. It went 
because it was unable to resist the force of 
nationalism. And when it went, the Church in 
every country became subordinated to the State. 
Dr. Micklem accepts this position and even 
suggests that, while the State might censure the 
Church, the Church shall not pass judgment on 
the State. Such an understanding he appro
priately calls "'a gentlemen's agreement'' I · 

Fazlul Huq, Premier of' Bengal, has been 
moving vigorously in the matter of forming 
some sort of prov1sional government at the 
Centre ; and he has had a large measure of 
support from Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan, Premier 
of the Punjab. Both these leaders are promi
nent members of the Muslim League. Never
theless Mr. Huq has challenged those in the 
League with his characteristic vehemence after 
his recent interview with the Viceroy, and his 
language has roused hope in certain quarters of 
a crisis developini:' within the League which will 
leave Mr. Jinnah high and dry. Unfortunately 
both these lieutenants of Mr. Jinnah derive their 
authority from their official positions and, though 
they are highly esteemed at the moment,• neither 
of them is apparently in a position to face the 
prospect of contesting leadership in the 
communal organisation with the permanent 
President. It is true that their anomalous position 
as lieutenants and also chief opponents of 
Mr. Jinnah, has secured for tnem some assurance 
of continuance in subordinate leader.;;hip if by 
any chance Mr. Jinnah's policies prove unpopular 
and he is swept out of authority by fortuitous 
circumstances. But it would be best to leave it 
at that. Mr. Fazul Huq is far too changeable a 
politician to inspire confidence. Sir Sikandar 
Hayat has proved himself a good Punjabi but he 
has yet to achieve a name outside that province. 
Mr. Jinnah, on the other hand, has once again 
proved his gift for leadership in his recent 
statement on the Indian States in which he 
has declared his aversion to extending the Muslim 
League's activities to the States. He has advised 
Muslim Leagues in the States to organise Crete:-" A strange and grim battle, '' were 
themselves and to work out their future within the words with which Mr. Churchill on Thursday 
each State, though he added that the British characterised the batt!~ in ·progress at Crete, "in 
lmlian League would mediate on its behalf. As which the British stde has no air support because. 
for ~ritish India, a Times of India correspondent they have no aerodromes-not because they 
pubhshes what purports to be a private circular have no aeroplanes-while the other side has 
attacking the Bombay l:onference, sent by very little or no artillery or tanks, and neither 
Mr. Jinnah to provincial Leagues. Mr. Jinnah side has any means of retreat." To a question 
asks why the Bombay Conference did not invite whether the remark that the enemy had no tanks 
representatives of the League which had declared could be taken to mean that the British h1d 
it:;clf ready to set aside for the war period its them, Mr. Churchill answered, "I certainly did 
demand for Pakistan and has expressed its not think of following the matter into those 
readiness to co-operate with other parties in a channels." Crete seems to be in the confusion 
provisional government. The Conference was usual in small territorial areasoverrun by German 
intended to be a platform for non-party forces. The Prime Minister had no information 
men, outside the Congress and the Muslim apart from the knowledge that fighting was 
Lea!;Ue. This defect, if it was one, might fierce in that island between British imperial 
easily be remedied in subsequent Se51.ions of the forces and the Nazis. The matter is all the more 
Conference. It might well be asked how any confusing since Mr. Churchill in the same speech 
demand can be made for a "national government'' declared that the aerodromes were, one of them 
when a section of the Conference stands pleJged in British hands, and others in an unusable state 
to the two-nations theory. But, after all, this thou,oil with the Nazis. Access to the island 
is a problem more for Mr. Jinnah than for the I by the sea, of course, is easier for the British 
other members of the Conference. than for the Nazis. 
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CORDELL HULL'S FIVE POINTS •. 
The ·most important functionary after the 

President in the government of the United States 
is the Secretary of State. The position has been 
held since the first term of President Franklin 
Roosevelt by Mr .. Cordell Hull. There was 
some talk of his resigning office when the 
President was re-elected for a third term. But 
this has not materialized and Mr. Cordell Hull 
has continued in office. The Jewish Tribu11e 
quotes an Italian opinion that President Roose
velt is under the domination of the powerful 
Jewish group, "Morgentau, Hull, Guggenheim, 
Weiss.'' On Sunday. Mr. Cordell Hull broadcast 
an important statement in the course of which he 
indi.::ated the principles which the Government 
of the United States felt should guide the world 
when peace is re-established. These are : 

First, extreme nationalism must not again be per
mitted to express itself in excessive trade restrictions; 

Second, non-discrimination in international com
mercial relations must be the rule, so that international 
trade may grow and prosper; 

Third, raw materials supplies must be available to 
all nations without discrimination ; 

Fourth, international agreements regulating the 
supply of commodities must be so handled as to protect 
fully the consuming countries and their peoples; and 

Fifth, institutions and arrangements of International 
finance must be so arranged that they aid essential 
enterprises and continuous development in all countries 
and permit payment by processes of trade consonant 
with the welfare of all countries. 

This is said to be the first major pronoun
cement by an American official spokesman, 
on the principles of peace. If ·is very 
difficult to keep count of the major 
pronouncements of American statesmen. They 
are numerous and the President himself makes 
at least one every week. He made a pronoun
cement on peace aims soon after the inaugura
tion of his third term. We are not sure whether 
the five points of Mr. Cordell Hull were included 
in his points. But President Roosevelt has 
more than once denounced economic nationalism 
as the rcot of all the present troubles. Mr. Cordell 
Hull's points may be all grouped under it. 

Unlike American statesmen, British statesmen 
have been exceedingly chary of making 
any pronouncement on war· aims. Under 
pressure from American journalists, Lord 
Halifax a fortnight or three weeks after he took 
over the British Embassy at ·washington, made 
a long statement in general terms on war aims. 
A day or two later, the Prime Minister 
tota the House of Commons that there 
was no use enunciating pious platitudes. 
It was not perhaps intended as a rebuke to 
Lord Halifax but he has since then maintained 
silence on the subject. The first question 
that occurs to one on reading Mr. Cordell 
Hull's pronouncement, is, Did he consult the 
British Government before making it ? The 
British Government is deeply pledged to about 
eight or ten countries to restore to them their 

independence which was extreme nationalism 
and had expressed itself in excessive trade restric
tions. How would these countries view the 
prospect of being deprived of the right which 
they cheri~hed and which, indeed. was their 
main source of economic stability ? The words 
"extreme" and "excessive" are capable of elastic 
intrepretation according to circumstan~es. Presi
dent Wilson's fourteen points were more definite. 
Nevertheless he was not able to withstand the 
efforts of European statesmen to twist and distort 
their meaning until they bore no semblance to 
their author's intention. Mr. Cordetl Hutl's 
second point is not less vague than the first. 
Non-discrimination .in international commercial 
relations, would knock out the most favoured 
nation condition which is the great weapon of 
bargaining in international trade. It will also 
cut the ground under the principle of inter
imperial preference on which Britain depends 
for drawing the bonds of Empire closer 
together. · Is Great Britain prepared to 
accept this principle ? As for India 
this principle will make nuil and void the 
preferences recently secured from Burma. \Ve 
do not see how this principle can be introduced 
in international commerce without completely 
revolutionising present-day arrangements. How 
many countries are prepared to do that or can 
aff<>rd to do that ? 

The third principle as regards the supplies 
of raw materials, is but a particular variation 
of the second principle. But there is a special 
point which it raises. Countries like the United 
States which have, owing to their special 
opportunities, accummulated large stocks of gold, 
will be able to offer a higher price for raw 
materials than the countries from which the 
gold has been drained away. The principle, 
therefore, must work to the advantage of 
the United States and to the disadvantage of 
other countries. It will bring no relief to poor 
countries while helpin~ to make the rich 
countries richer. It will be the repetition of the 
Biblical doctrine·: To him who has more 
shall be given; from him who has not what he 
has will be taken away from him. The .fourth 
principle of Mr. Cordell Hull placing consuming 
countries on a higher level than the producing ones, 
will not meet 'Yith acceptance outside the western 
world. We referred recently to the dictum of the 
Malvern Conference that the Christian Church 
regarded the interests of the consumer as of 
greater sanctity than those of the producer. The 
indian sentiment is quite the other way. The 
producer is the more important factor in social 
economy than the consumer. ~The consumer 
countries have mostly a parasitic existence. The 
more reasonable principle is that each country 
should have a balanced economy producing 
all or nearly all that it needs for essential 
consumption. Every country should be self
sufficient as regards food,· clothing and shelter 
for its people. Mr. Hull's fifth point about 
finance, is obviously inspired by the necessities 
of the American ·system. But the new order 
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whatever it is, will surely have seen the end of 
the economic man l;Vho has played so disastrous 
a part in the history of the Nineteenth Century. 

Mr. Cordell Hull makes no mention whatever 
of the most important point ~f interest to the 
non· White world. Is there to be discrimination 
against coloured races as at present ? What is 
the good of abolishing discrimination in respect 
of goods while enforcing- it in regard to the men 
who make them ? The human factor is the 
all-important factor. The new order, if it leaves 
it out as the old did, will have no better fate 
than the latter. There should be no discrimination 
on the ground of race, colour or creed in reqpect 
of immigration and the acquisition of citizen
ship, in the new world order. India cannot 
accept any order as satisfactory which does not 
include this condition. Emigration should be free. 
No nation should prevent others from occupying 
land which neeJs population to make it 
productive. 

ISHERENT RIGHTS AND CONSTITUTIONAL 
MONARCHY. 

is" task of the utmo•t difliculty. It involves practi.o 
cally constant tension between the ruler and his 
Minister. That is to say, if the Minister i1 
disinclined to make himself a pliant instrument to 
carry out his master's whims. Congress politicians 
in British India as well aa in the S tatea,- have 
non-c»aperated with books. Or, they may be 
recommended to peruse Guedella's two volumes, "The 
Queen and Gladstone," and also Queen Victoria's 
"Letters'' covenng the same per•od in British 
political history. There are several incidents which 
involved strong differences of opinion between 
monarch and minister. The crisis in Egypt 
has a topical interest. Gladstone was from the first 
opposed to the occupation of Egypt. He had pledged 
himself to withdraw from the country. But ciroum
atances were too strong for him. The British remained 
in Egypt and they are there today. Lord Cromer 
had by tact and shrewdness managed to make 
the British occupation as little irksome as 
possible to. the Egyptians. The Egyptian Prime 
Minister, a nominee of his, was in harmony 
with his views and the two between them managed 
to push the country forward on the path of material 
prosperity. In 1893, the old Khedive died and 
was suc.Jeeded by his son, Abbas. Young rulers 
on coming to the throne have a natural impul•e to 
drop the pilot. Abbas dismissed his father's 
Ministers and nominated a man of his own ohoice of 
whom Cromer did not approve. Cr~mer thereupon 

The late Sir Sankaran Nair observed that It is proposed to the British Government that British 
impo<Si ble to argue a man into slavery in the troops should occupy the Egyptian Government 
English language. He was urging the importance offices and compel the Khedive to reinstate the 
of the English language and tne system of ideas old Ministers. The Gladstone Cabinet would 
which it embodied, for the preservation of the spirit not agree though the Queen and even the 
of civil freedom in this country. The remark applies Foreign Secretary, Lord Rosebery, favoured drastic 
to tbe doctrine of "inherent rights" of Indian rulers. action. It was only Cromer's tact whi<lh preventt:d 
nowadays put forward. Contemnorary events are the matter developing further. He arranged a 
playing havoc with the doctrine of "inherent rights." compromise by which both parties saved their 
A dip into history will show that "inherent rights" faces. Incidentally the new Prime Minister was 
Is a legal fiction as much as the maxims that the .Nubar Pasha, a Copt. This appointment has been 
King never dies and that he oan do no wrong. made much of by chlmpions of minority rights who 
The Duke of Spoleto · who has been nominat- have acclaimed it as a precedent for Indian leaders. 
ed King of Croatia by favour of Herr Hitler and The Queen, however, did not take that view. She 
Signor MuRsolini, will speak of his •'inherent rights" complained that the Khedive ''chose an unfit man, 
in a short few years if he remains on the throne. By not a Mabomedan, and not in touch with his people. 
the way, it is interesting to note the recrudescene It is an insult to us." 
of monarchy under the Nazi-Fascist dispensation, Another incident of more direct interest to us in 
The Italian Emperor of Ethiopia has returned the India, in which the Queen came into conflict with her 
Empire to the descendant of the Queen of Sheba Prime Minister, has a bearing on the question 
whom Signor Mussolini ousted from it four years of ''inherent rights," the royal prerogative. The 
ago. The -Duke of Aosta who surrendered with his Queen wished to confer the order of the Garter on 
army early this week after a gallant defence of Amba Lord Lansdowne on his retirement from the Indian 
Alagi, 11peak1 of returning to the country. There was Viceroyalty. The Cabinet· demurred The Queen 
no lack of munitions but food and water had become was annoyed. She accused Gladstone of introducing 
scarce and that is why he was forced to lay down 1• • • h G nt f I d" Sh 
hi• arms. Should the Duke and h'ts soldiers have party po lttcs mt~ t e over~me 0 '! •a. . e 

~ also maintained taat the Ca btnet was tnterfenng 
rather perished than surrender to the enemy? To in a question of prerogative. ~'The ~een.a:' the 
return to the beginning. Dewan& like Ranga Charlu fountain of honour, " she told her Prune Mmtster, 
and Seshayya Sastry Impressed their Chiefs by their "does not think that such matters are ever discussed by 
ln1istenoc on constitutional Government. It is her Minister, many of whom, at present, are ignorant 
strang,., that their modern compeers should ot such reward .. for distinguished servioe8." Glad
indoctrinate their rulers with the idea ol ''inherent I stone waa stung to rt.e quick. He repudiated the 
rij!hts." By the way, the preamble to the Constitu- accusation that he was in•pired by party feeling. 
tion of Eire run': ''In the Name of the Most Holy I "Any Minister," he wrote, •·who could all~w party 
Trinity, from \Vhom is _all authority, and to Whom, 1 feeling to enter into 1 uch a ca•e as that of Lord 
as our final end, all acttons both of men and States, Lan 8 downe, would, it it were done unconsciou•ly, 
must be referred, w,e, the people of E•re, d~ hereby fall into a gro~s error of judghl,nt; if consciously, he 
a~op~ enact, and giVe ourselves the follo~ang con• would commit ,. most grave offence." As regards 
stltutlon. All powers of, government denve under I the Queen being ''the fountain of h~nour,~ Glad•tone 
God from the people...... reminded her that the Sovere•gn IS also the 

The talk about "inherent rights• ia as much I ••founUin of law.': In ","Liters _of pure~y titular 
moonshine as the naive belief that "responsible j honours, the Cabtn~t ••II not !nterest ttstl( . h!= 
government" is merely a matter of adding a fe• adde~ But ~he Vtoeroy of India was an ad~IOI• 
clauses to the constitution. Tne working of ••respoo- j 11trauve ofli?tal for w~ose act•ons th• C~bmet 
liblll government" under a constitutional monarchy 1 was responstble to Parliament 1 the que.Jllon of 
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recognition of his services was, therefore, one in 
which the Cabinet was directly concerned and 
was, therefore, entitled to advise Het Majesty, 
Gladstone reluctantly acquiesced in the Queen's 
proposal, Since then more than one retiring Viceroy 
has received the rib bon of the Garter. The 
Queen's relations with Gladstone were always 
strained. · She complained that he addressed her 
as if she was a public meeting. Although Glad· 
stone was a most devoted supporter of the monarchy 
and sometimes incurred the criticism of his own party 
members for his attitude, he was fully conscious 
that he was not liked by the Queen, In a note 
written soon after his resignation, he recalled 
his journey in Sicily in his early days, He had 
ridden a mule during that journey and at 
the end had parted from it with no regret 
and no gratitude. He has been that mule to the 
Queen. "What that Sicilian mule was to me, I have 
been to the Queen ; and the tortnight or three 
weeks are represented by 52 or 58 years." 

One more incident between the Queen and her 
Prime Minister, this time, the conservative Lord 
Salisbury for whom she had a high regard, Queen 
Victoria had an Indian Secretary, Munshi Abdul 
Karim. The Munshi had a young friend, Raf!iuddin 
Ahmed, then reading in one of the lnns ot Court 
On the suggestion, evidently of the Munshi, she 
wanted Lord Salisbury, then Prime Mi,lister, to 
appoint Rafliuddin as an attache in the Embassy at 
Constantinople. Lord Salisbury pointed out that "so 
great a change as the introduction of an Indian 
Mahomedan as one of Her Majesty's embassies, 
unless it had the cordial approval of the general 
body of the Service, would paralyse the Embassy 
for purposes of public service.'' He added, "At an 
Oriental Court his Muslim co-religionists would do 
their utmost to tamper with him; and they would 
know how to work on him better than we 
do.'' For this and other reasons Lord Salisbury 
was in no hurry to carry out the Queen's wishes. 
Lord Salis bury put the rna tter off for a time 
.but the Queen persisted. She insisted on his 
meeting Rafliuddin and judging of his capacity. 
"The feeling 01 the Moslems ought not to be 
disregarded," she wrote, ''It is very great danger to 
India to disregard the Mahomedan feelings." 
How the Queen got the idea tbat Muslim sentim~ots 
would be offended if Rafliuddin was not appointed 
to the .Embassy, there is no means of knowing, 
Hut the Prime Minister got out of his difficulty 
adroitly, He accorded an interview to Rafliuddin 
and reported to the Queen that he spoke very strong
ly of the importance of not lending any ideas that 
Muslims were being sacrificed to the Christians, 
In that, the Prime Minister said, he entirely concurred, 
Those were the days of the Christian revolt against 
Turkey in Crete, The Queen was urging her 
Government to take strong action against the 
Sultan and the appointment of Raffiuddin was 
evidently to assure Indian Muslims that such action 
did not mean disregard for their feelings. The 
Prime Minister got over the difficulty by the final 
observation: . 

He has made efforts in that direction (ascertaining 
the. views of the Uiplomatic Service) and has unfortu
nately met with indications of that prejudice which 
exists In your Majesty's services and which makes our 
position more difficult than the position of other 
gove•nments who have races of different origins to 
govern. 
The candidate for the Embassy of 1897 became 

hter the Minister of Education in Bombay under 
diarchy. Lord Salisbury himself was not above 
using colour prejudice for political ends. It was he 
who opposed Dadabhai's candidature to Parliament 
on the ground of his being "a black man." 

BEYOND NON-VIOLENCE P 
We have been waiting for some correction or 

repudiation to appear of a letter published in the 
Tim•• of India of May 8, 1941 signed "M. K. Gandhi, 
Sevagram, May 1" and particularly of the concluding 
part of it which read: 

My non-violence does admit of people who cannot or 
will not be non-violent. holding and making effective 
use of arms. Let me repeat for the thousandth time 
that non-violence is of the strongest, not of the weak. 

Apparently Gandhiji is under the impression that the 
first and second propositions are identical. The 
interval which is shown between the date of the 
letter and the day of publication, leads to the 
inference that it was submitted to the Censor 
since normally no working journalist would ignore 
the news value of a letter, and such a letter, 
from Gandhiji. We had thought that the censor's 
pencil had wrought havoc with Gandhiji's copy and 
that a second letter would be sent to correct the 
mistake. But, as, after ten days, no such correction 
has appeared, we may take it that the r~sponsibility 
is clearly Gandhiji's. Gandhiji has said a thousand 
times, as he points out, that his non-violence is the 
non-violence of the strong ; and once or twice he has 
retraced his steps on discovering that the non
violence ofhis followers was that of the weak. But 
has he ever said before that those who 
"cannot or will not be non-violent" should hold 
and m1ke effective use of arms i' As a matter 
of fact, his non-violence of the strong implies 
that the men who are non-violent, are capable of 
violence but restrain themselves, Now, when he 
says that his non-violence admits of certain people 
holding and using arms effectively, he undermines 
the very basis of the satyagraha movements of 1922-
41; and he does well to call it ''my non-violence" 
because it is not non-violence by any normal 
standard, Gandhiji's mind has of late been moving 
towards a recognition of the relative nature of a 
concept like non-violence. Because he is not ready 
to follow the idea to its logical end, he is led into 
contradictions, over-subtleties and a certain confusion 
of thought, His reference to Poland's struggle 
counting in his mind as non-violent resistance to 
aggression was the first step in a process which appa
rently is ending in the development of a philosophy 
which includes violence no less than non-violence. 

If we exclude those wh~ "cannot be non-violent' 
and those who "will not be non-violent'' and ifGandhiji 
feels very much embarrassed at having among his 
followers those cannot be violent-men who are non
violent because they are weak-all that is left of 
humanity is the minority who can, but will hot be 
violent, But though Garidhiji is only concerned wit/1 
this little group, he now claims to include those 
who cannot, no le.ss than those who will not, be non
violent. The only persons whom he wa •hes his 
hands of all responsibility for, are those who cannot 
be violent. In every country, in India not less than 
in others but probably more, these are the people 
who need help. If one remembers further that 
Gandbiji's letter is written in support of an earlier 
statement charging the British with emasculating 
the population, his present attitude becomes all 
the more perplexing. As a matter of fact, in 
articles in Young India (notably, March 2, 1~22) he 
declared repeatedly that he was largely concerned 
with converting the superficial non-violence of 
the times into a spiritual force. To appreciate the 
implications of this, one must have always in mind 
the background ot the Indian political situation. 

In 1922 and during the years that followed. it was 
admitted on all hands-the Government of India 
annual reports them,elves generously conceded the 
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point-that Gandhiji's campaign, though it had failed J 
in bringing about national independence, had 
succeeded in putting down stray, sporadic attempts 
at terrori1m. The conservative politicians had 
exhausted all legitimate methods of political agita.. 
tion. In despair a wave of terrorism had taken hold 
of the country and political crime was on the increase. 
Non-violent non-co-operation provided at the time a 
fresh outlet for the enthusiasms and activities of 
ardent patriou. But Gandhiji found, as all workers 
with the maas have found, that the conversion was 
not complete. Violence had given way to "superficial 
non-violence" and the sucoeeding years bad to be 
devoted to a further change into a genuine and 
earnest non-violence, "Witb the growing knowledge 
of the fact that this non-violence is superficial," wrote 
Gandhiji in March 1922, ''I must continually make 
mistakes .. nd retrace, even as a man wading his way 
through a traceless forest must continually stop, 
retrace, stumble, be hurt and even bleed." Tbe 
implications of Gandbiji's present letter to the Tim.s 
are that, after twenty years of persistent endeavour, 
non-violence still remains skin-deep; and Gandhiji is 
retracin~; his steps back to the point where be began 
with a rtgid exclusion of those who cannot and will 
no• be non-violent, This time be is preparing to 
start out afresh and, strang~ly enough, he seems to 
1eek to work on material he had discarded before and 
to throw out that with which he started out. The 
three section, he has indicated his desire to take under 
pis wing are just those who can manage very well 
without him. 

In all Gandhiji's writings there has been evident a 
dualism-a recognition ot the need for distinguishing 
between force and force and an acceptance of the 
extreme doctrine of rejecting all force as evil. For 
a time the two "conflicting concepts were disguised by 
his distinction between soul-force and body-force. 
And in condemning body-force outright Gandhiji 
naturallr was led into an extremism where he won the 
admiratton of the non-inconsiderable body of Christian 
pacifists whose influence in the post-1919 era has 
been steadily increasing. If words have any mean• 
lng, It would seem that he is now revising his theory 
and recogni~ing definitely that non-violence is not eo 
much a physical state as a mental attitude. 

There is, of course, the fact that in the phrasea 
used in his letter there Is room for other than the 
usual Interpretations. What, for one thing, follows 
from his statement, "My non-violence admits ...... " P 
Wh •t, ag-ain, Is the "effective use of arms"- murder 
or terrorization P It is not fair to check up on a 
leader's atatements too closely, but what happens 
to the advice Gandhiji gave in his "Appeal to Every 
Briton P" 

THE BO~IBAY CONFERENCE. 
\Ve hwe just received a copy of the report of the 

proocedin10• of the Hom bay Conference presided over 
by Sir TeJ H~hadur S~pru in 1\laroh, The Secre
taries are to be congratulated on the promptness 
with which they have brought out their report and 
wo have no doubt that it will be found a u~eful 
rc!erence-book. It is unfortunate, however, that in 
the very impersonal introduction there is no 
adequate information relating to the origins of the 
Conference. Evon in what is saiJ about the 
ncces~ity for convening such a Conference, there is 
the widest di<p:uity between the introduction and 
the spct•ohc• that are reported in itSI succeeding 
pagc·s, Every speaker e><pressed as the main ol'>ject 
fl(lt:cding up of the war effort. The introduction, on 
the other hand, uys: 

It may ba stated that the IJea of holding the 
, 'ouference was not lnspiroJ by any pllitical party, 

but arose out of a widely felt desire that the political 
deadlock should be resolved by a sw.tained effort on 
the part of those outside the two main contending 
parties, the Longress and the Muslim League. The 
Impression was growing in the country that the 
Government were not anxious lor a settillrl1"nt, owing 
to their reluctance to share power at the Centre with 
popular leaders. It was felt that occasional •talements 
of dissatisfaction with the exrsting political system 
by individual leaders, however experienceJ, could not 
carry the same weight as the considored views of a 
body of men about whose integrity, public spirit and 
status there could be no doubt. The proposal to 
hold a Conference of such men at some convenient 
centre began to take shape as far back as November 
1940. But the preliminaries took considerable time, 
and it was ultimately decided to hold tho Conference 
lo Bombay on March 13 and 14 under the chairmanship 
of the Rt. Hon. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

The statement itself begins wiLh marking out two 
contending partits and immediately addS! a third, 
the Government. There is nothing to show that the 
Conference grew out of Sir Tej Bahadur's efforts to 
patch a peace between Gandhiji and Mr. Jinnah 
which Sir Tej Bahadur's recent releases to the press 
oiearly revealed, And, lastly, though we are told that 
'' it was felt," "it was ultimately decided," '' the 
proposal began to take shape," etc., there is no 
clue as to who felt, who decided and where the 
proposal began to take shape. True, the "sponsor!!'' 
are mentioned, but we are not told who they are. 
There seems no apparent reason for this mystery, 
unless it be an anxiety not to give any details which 
might be distorted into support of Mr. Jinnah's 
accusation that the Congress bad inspired the 
Conference-an accusation which has roused a 
vehement repudiation from Sir Tej Bahadur and other 
Conference personalities, 

Mr. Jinnah's charge is on the face of it absurd. 
The Congress today is behind Gandbiji and it is 
for the present committed to ideals and policies 
which cannot be reconciled witb the single resolu
tion adopted by the Conference. If there was 
any doubt on the matter, Gandhiji'SI action in 
rejecting the appeal addressed to him by a 
section of the press to accept the resolution is final. 
Nevertheless one cannot ignore the fact that a 
powerful section of the Congress looks to a 
solution of the political problem, not materially 
different from the one put forward by the 
Conference and that, under the leadership of 
Mr. C, Rajagopalaohari, it had succeeded in 
winning official acceptance both by the Congress 
Working Committee and the All India Congres~ 
Committee even though Gandhiji's leadership had 
to be set aside. We do not think that Mr. 
Rajagopalachari and his group are so petty-minded 
as to reject a scheme which carries their own 
views merely because it has come from some 
other qulrter, It is fairly common knowlodge th~t 
Mr. Rajagopalachari whose resolution in favour 
of a Natoonal Government wu abandoned when the 
Congress, on Government's failing to respond, tell 
back on Gandhiji's leadership, i!l not very happy 
at the tum of events, Some of the Conference 
delegates were also known to be in touch with 
him. Mr. K. Sriniv~,.n of the l1indu in parti~ular 
has hld more than one prolonged interview with 
the l\ladras ex. premier in jail and it would be not 
incorre.;t to inf"r that the politic•! situation in the 
country was touohed upon during some of these 
conversations. Another ddegate, l\Ir. T. T 
Krishnamachariar, it was reported, had tried 
to see 1\lr. Rajagopalachari before attending 
the Conference. Mr G. A. Natesan who, acoording 
to some accounts, first broached the idea of such a 
Conference in a letter to ate of tha " spon3ors," is 
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in close contact with Congress opinion in South 
India, Mr. Srinivasan has indignantly tepudiated 
the accusation that he was put up by ·the Congress 
to attempt a cOn(liliation move. It would be well to 
acuept his contradiction. But the indignation seems 
to be out of . all proportion to the reproach, · Even 
if Mr. Serinivasan bad brought about the Conference 
under Mr. kajagopalchari's influence, is there any 
thing wrong in it P In view of the meagre facu 
before us, Mr. Jinnah would have been nearer the 
known truth if he had said that a section of the 
Congress, and an influential section . particularly 
in South India, was eagerly interested in the Confer
ence resolution and would have welcomed a general 
agreement 011 the basis auggested by it, and 
that the delegates from Madras were 
not unaware of this state of affairs which, in 
actual fact, they welcomed, This is borne out 
by the fact that the Madr:<s speakers, all of them, 
emphasized the great probab•lity of the Congress. 
finding the Conference demands acceptable, while 
nearly all the others were planning on the possibi· 
lity of the Congress rejecting it out of hand. But 
there is nothing wro11g i11 this and, as a matter of 
fact, a Muslim League member in South India, Mr. 
S. M, Fossil, is at present in difficulties because he' 
bas shown a predilectio11 for the solution suggested 
by the Bombay Conferen(le, From which one may 
not incorrectly infer that a distinct South Indian 
school of politics is fast developing which cuts 
through the all-India party divisions. 

The report is not quite complete as three speeches 
are left out, including the rather important one of 
Dr. Shy am Prasad M ukherji, fbe official report 
gives undistorted, what the press report failed to do, 
the remarks of Tej Babadur Sapru on the position 
of India's representatives at the Peace Conference 
in his concluding speeob : 

I am anxious about one thing. A day will arrive. 
when the combatants of Europe will sit at a Peace 
Conference. I do not wish that India should be 
represented at that Peace Conference expect in her 
own right,· by representatives appointed by her 
National Government. I lay far greater emphasis on 
this than on any other subject, 

But in other respects the report Is less lively than 
the press reports for though interruptions are also 
recorded here, the more biting ones are left out. 
Some of these were quite important as, for instance, 
the exchanges between Sir Tej Baltadur Sapru and 
Sir Nripendra N, Sarkar, which revealed that the 
principle of joint consultation which was followed 
by Lord Keading and Lord Chelmsford when 
Sir Tej Bahadur was a member of the Viceroy's 
Executive Council, bad been given up, when it was 
not clear but it was no longer in practice, 

BRITISH RADIO, PACIFISM AND THE 
CHURCH. 

The following is from the "llico" column in the 
British We•kL (London) for January 2 (written by 
the English churchman, Dr. Nathaniel Micklem), 
entitled "The B. B. C. and the Christian Church:" 

•Nonconformity repudiates 'the state connection'; 
the Church of Christ, it claims, must b~ wholly free, 
the separation of church and state is regarded as a 
cardinal principle. It is an excellent principle open 
to the most disastrous misinterpretation, 

" ...... The present Anglican Establishment is bard 
to defend on any grounds of logic or of piety. But 
when we demand the •separation' of church and state, 
have we visualized the consequences in the modern 
world I' Do we really want a secular Coronation 
Service in Westminster Hall without any reference 
to Almighty Gocl1 · The •secular state' is the 

very antithesis of 'Christendom', and it is for 
'Christendom' or, at least, for the possibility of 
'Christendom,' that we hope we are fighting in this 
war, Do we desire, or can we imagine, a state 
that is neutral and impartial as between Christi· 
anity, Islam and the religion of nationalism P 
State control of religion is intolerable, but the 
'secular state' is a disaster. Indeed, we may well 
say that the cau•e of the present chaos in Europe 
lies in the secularization of the State and the 
repudiation of the law of God by the various nations, 
· "We must aim, then, at an alliance or concordat 

between church and state. There must be compro
mise. The state is concerned far the welfare and 
happiness of all sections of the community ; the 
church is a much smaller body than the nation; what 
the state can do must depend in large measure upo11 
the public opinion of the moment ; the church, 
therefore, must be content with less than the ideal ; 
it cannot insist that all teachers in the schools be 
Christians, or that all legislation fully conform to 
Christian standards. The state, as guardian of the 
good life of the whole community, must foster and 
encourage art, letters and religion without attemp· 
ting itself to interfere. Yet there must be limits to 
the freedom wh1cb the state can tolerate; sedition 
cannot be allowed. The state and the church 
must either be in open warfare or come to some 
'gentlemen's agreement.' ... 

" ... The intricacy of the latent problem appears 
today in connection with that admirable institution, 
the B. B. C. This is a public corporation, a national 
monopoly, Of its friendliness to the Christian church 
there can be no question whatsoever, But even 
between such good friends as the church and the 
B. B. C. there are occasions of friction, and there is 
need of mutual ao~ommoclation. Today no one 
widely known as a pacifist is invit~d to the micro
phone, and, so far as broadcasting is concerned, some 
of the most honoured and powerful preachers of the 
Word are silenced, .. 

"Let me state the case for the B. B. C., as I under
stand it, .The B. B. C. must. obviously supp.1rt the 
national morale in this grave and perilous time of 
war. This does n<Jt mean that unanimity of opinion 
must be demanded of all broadcasting speakers, but 
it does mean that no invitation can be extended to 
those who are opposed, and are known to be opposed, 
to the national effort ; the country does not 
want to hear them. In no. sense may this 
be represented as an interference with religious 
freedom; the B. B. C. is concerned solely with the 
public interest; it is not in the public interest that 
pacifist$ should speak or sing or conduct an orchestra 
for the B. B. C. in war time. The B. B. C. is no more 
interfering with religion than with music. This is 
a question of expediency, not of principle. Better 
that pacifists be not invited than that they be asked. 
tl modify or misrepresent their me~sage; that would 
not be freedom of speech or conscience, 

"It is well known that the B. B. C. has aanc,lled 
its arrangements with the ·famous Glasgow Orpheus 
Choir solely on the groand that its conductor, Sir 
Hugh Robertson, is a pacifist. Janus of the Sptctator 
asks whether, if Professor Julian Huxley bad been 
a pacifist like his brother Aldous, his recent broad· 
cast talk on the Zoo in wartime would have been 
banned. The answer is, Yes, The absurdity of this 
is patent. We have not yet come to the point where 
as a nation of fanatics we cannot endure to hear 
a man speak about gardening or play the flute 
because his conscientious conviction about war are 
different from our own, It is worse th•n absurd 1 
it is within a hair's breadth of the Nazi principle 
that a man cannot be beard because be is a 
Jew, Einstein cannot be a professor in Germany 
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because national feeling (as repreaented by the 
Nazi Party) cannot listen to a Jew; Sir Hugh 
Robertson cannot broadcast in Scotland because 
onational feeling (as represented by the B. B. C. ) 
cannot listen to the mu~io of a pacifist, and for a 
like reason Canon Raven can neither preach the 
Gospel nor even lecture upon ornithology! 

"Up to a point I sympathize with the B. B. C. No 
national institution can sponsor the preaching of 
sedition nor in war time of p3Cifism. Further, •••••• 
1ome persona .••••• are so identified in the popular 
mind with 'pacifism' that their employment by the 
'B. B. C. at the present time would be regarded 
·by many people as an affront. The B. B. C. might 
say, for instance, that it would be inexpedient at the 
moment to invite such a notorious pac1fist as Canon 
Raven to conduct a wireless service. I should 
regret such a decision, but I could understand it; 
but to rule that because a man is known to hold 
(undefined) pacifist opinions he must not be asked 
to preach the Gospel or lecture on birds or conduct 
an orchestra is really an insult to the commonsense 
and the traditional tolerance of the British people 
and a dangerous approximation to our enemies' 
mentality. 

" It would be utterly disastrous for the church and 
the cause of religion if ever it came to be thought 
that the government of the day through the B. B. C. 
was using religion as part ofits political 'propaganda.' 
If the church be not free to declare the Christian 
Gospel without compromise and without state 
interference, it had better keep off the air. 
Hut the B. B. C. bas not the slightest desire 
to qualify the church's proper freedom. The 
state has its rights and responsibilities, and Cdnnot 
afford to the Christians or the artisans or the literary 
world or even the popular entertainers an unqualified 
and unlimited freedom. There must be an honorable 
understanding and some mutual accommodation, 

"On the present iMBue ot pacifism it should be 
remembered that every script submitted has to be 
passed not only by the B. B. C., but also by an 
official censor. In all conscience that should be 
sufficient I Whether the 1ubjeot be the Gospel or 
literary criticism Jet the departments of the B. B. C. 
choose the men best qualified to speak, without 
unneces~ary enquiry into their views upon matters 
which they do not mention.'' 

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT. 
The Editor, 

7'ht Indian Bjcial R•former. 
Sir, 

At a time when the leaders have apparently lost 
confiJc:nce and are showing regrettable weakness in 
keeping back their inner convictions and in pursuing 
only the polioy of political expediency, I am refresh· 

. ed to read some of your outspoken comments under 
your artiCile on "India's War Prosperity" in the issue 
of the ~6th April. There you have very rightly 
stated that "in all schemes of provisional government 
f.,r wartime there is one common element: To 
c.<Jntinue the foreign policy of the existing regime 
and not to withdraw from this war" and that "even 
Indian political leaders of extreme views have 
acquiesced in t11is position." The thing is that most 
of them are afraid to press a demand for control of 
the f\lrci~n policy and of the army, because the 
British Government would be deadset against such 
a domand. That is no doubt true, but it is a pity 
that the leaders Jove to think ol a national govern
ment that is without such control. Such oontrol is, 
indL'Cd, the essenoe of national government, and unless 
it be that they would be pleased to have only tile 
name and the emrty shell of it, there is no s~~se 
in their agitation for it. That the Bnllsh 
Government would not yield to any demand for that 

control, should not be the reason for the Indian 
leaders to withdraw that demand and offer to accept 
a useless shadow of it. This attitude of easy 
defeatism and ready submission, and the nervous 
anxiety ever to curtail and modify their claims an4 
demands in order to meet the wishes of the rulers; 
have always been the greatest impediments in the 
way of India's political emancipation, and they 
persist stilL To make matters worse, the leaders are 
now overtaken with an additional anxiety to end 
what they call the deadlock in the country. Perhaps 
it will be useless to tell them that deadlocks are more 
useful than smooth rolling in arousing political 
consciousness in subject people and in stimulating 
them to effort and national organisation, without 
whioh the rulers who bold power are never impressed 
and a real national government can never be forth
coming. Nevertheless that is true. 

Calcutta, } Yours etc., 
May 2, 1941. J. M. GANGULI, 

WAR AND COLONIALISM. 
The Editor, 

Sir, 
Th6 Indian Social. RefornUJr. 

Your sad reference in last week's issue to exploita· 
tion of coloured peoples in colonies by European 
nations reminds me of the following appearing in 
Pearson's "Life of Henry Labouchere" (1831-1912), 
one of the very few quiet honest M. P.'s who always 
told the truth, who hated injustice, pitied the 
wretched and the oppressed and who, on the death 
ot his uncle, Lord Taunton, refused to succeed to 
the peerage : 

'Self-Government is not a privilege; it is a right. 
Every man so soon as be becomes a citizen of the 
British Empire, has that right,' said Labouchere 
than whom a kinder-hearted man never lived. The 
business of colouring the map red which was the 
main occupation of every leading English politician 
except Gladstone between 1880-1900 found in 
Labouchere a relentless opponent "The only thing 
that would give us a right to annex a country would 
be the desire of the inhabitants of that country that 
we should do so,' Labouchere told the House of 
Commons when the future of Burma was being debat
ed in 1886. When Zululand was being subjected to 
imperial treatment Laboucher said :-'I have always 
objected to all these Protectorates and annexations 
and I mean to do so as long as I am in the House. I 
know it is said I am a false and base English
man, We have want and misery here (in England) 
and if we have money to spend it is taken from 
the mass of the poor people : let it be spent on 
the well-being of the mass of the unfortunate people 
who are even without the necessaries of life.' 

''Labouchere was much struck by the hapPy and 
contented Jives of the Mexicans and came to the 
conclusion that the so-called blessing of civilization 
were much overestimated, since they did not produce 
as much comf.Jrt of mind and body as was enjoyed 
by people who lived on the bounty of nature. A good 
deal of his political life was spent in telling a 
mechanised nation to leave the 'backward' peoples 
alone in their primitive happiness. Guns, top hats and 
chartered companies were not, in his op,inion, 
superior to peace and antiquated agriculture.' 

Seein" that wars are caused because "Christian" 
nations 'So-called, acting contrary to the teaching 
of Christ's religion, sinfully covet the land of 
coloured peoples for their own selfish gain, it is 
pia in that wars will only end if, as Labouchere says, 
the European nations would "leave the 'backward' 
peoples alone in their primitive happiness." 

Bombay l Yours etc., 
May 19, 19-iL S •·Zoroastrian." 
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H. E. H. THE NIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
IN 

THE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA 

SEE The Past on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-Muqbara . 

• Daulatabad : Fort • 

• Raoza . 

• Panchakki . 

• Ellora . 

• Ajanta . 

AURANGABAD 

You enjoy Modern Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when you stay at the-STATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one of 

the finest in India under the management of 

H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

Motor Cars and buses will be 
arranged for tours to any 
place in the district on 
application to the Manager. 

Furl/t.er information from:-

Tlll!l ORll!l! Ooill!EROIAL MANAGER, I-

H. E. H. The Nizam's State Railway, 
SECUNDERABAD. 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(llloorporate4 in Baro4a. 'l'~e li&btllty ol M~en belns Limited.) 

Onder· tbe Patronage of and largely supported by tbe-
Oovernment of H. H. tbe•MabaraJa Oaekwar of Baroda. 

CAPITAl. AUTHORISED Ho ~. :a,4o.oo.ooe 
CAPITAL ISSUED&: SUBSCRIBED ., 1,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL CALLED UP ... ., 6o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP on 31-1:0-40 ... • 6o,oo,ooo 
RESERVE FUND ... ,, ss,oo,ooo . 

Head Offl,e:-BARODA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, Billlmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harll (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Sural, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PAT AN. 
-:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

-:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manag-er· 

The following books· can be had from the 

office of Tile Intlif!-n Soda! Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" 

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez" 

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 in Bombay. 

Interest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to tlze Manag-er. 

Be. 1/-

Rs. 3/-

Re. 1;-
(Post free),. 
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THE BAFIK OF INDIA, lTD. 
(£atabllahecl7th September 1906·! 

DICORPORATIItD UBDBB Tllll IB'DUB COIIO'&ft'IIIH &OT 

VI OP 1882. 
Capital Subscribed ..... . Ra. 2,00,00,000 

" 1,00,00,000 
" 1.15,50,000 

Capital Calle<l up .... -
Re'lerVe Fund 

11BAD OPfiCBI 

CIUflNTAL BmLDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD: 
Bhadra (Main Office). 
Ellia Bridge. 

Statioa Braach. 
ANDHERI: 

Near Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

Near Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullioa Ezchange 
Colaba 
Kalbadni 
Malabar HW. 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Main Office) 
Sara Bazar 
Chowriagbee 
Square. 

JAM SHED PUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kiagsway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
Tho Westminster Bank Ltd. 

CURRENT DB: POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
aUowed on dally balances from Rs, BOO toRs. 1,00,000 
@ tY. per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
Rs. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wlll be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
leu than Ra. 5!- por half year. 

FlXII.D DII.I'OSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates whlcb may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application, 

The Bank acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undeP Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Buslneu eeneraUy. Rules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVII.li.Dlii.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grents accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank undertalrn on behalf of Its constituents the 
'oare custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon, lt also undertakes tbe 
ule and puscllase of Government Paper and all descrfp
donl of Stock at moderate charees, particular• of which 
may be h&d on application. 

A. G, Glii.AY, 
ManJJglt'. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK, LTD. 

Sm VITBALDAS THAOKEBSEY HEMORIAL BUILDING, 

9, Bakehouse Lane, Fort. ~·•,. 

BIU.l.'ICHEB. 

Baramatl (D .. trlc:t f<'oona). Vlramaam ( Dl•trl~t At me-
J .. lampur (OI .. trtct 5ot .. a). Dbulla 

d•bad), 
(Dbtrlc:t \\ eat Karod ( n .. ). Kh•adeah , 

Ta•gaon ( .. •• ). Doadatch• ( • .. ' ,. .!tatara ( ). Naodarbar ( • • ). 
" .. .Shlrpur ( \. &lrlo•karwadl ( 11 ., ), 

.. .. 
5hobado ( • • ), 

!tblrala ( 11 11 ). 5akrl 
~ • • l.orecaoo ~ "' ., ). 51odkheda • • , . 

Wal " , ). Talocla ( ., ,. . "operraoo (Dutrlct Ahmed. Malegaoa (DI•trlct I'< a• Ill J• 
Be'apur ( 

aarar). .5at.ara ( • • )• 

Raburt ( 
.. .. l: Kalwa" ( • .. • .. .. Lualgaon I II It 

l, 
.:.n"V&aOD ( .. .. ), Nandgaoa 

n " 
) . 

A.hmeclnarar , ,, ), Dohad ( Dl otrtc:t 1-aoca 
Bblwaadl (Diatrlct Tbaaa), MabaiJ 
Pall'bar ( .. .. ~: Kalot ( .. .. l ltalyaa ( .. .. Akluf (DI•trlc:t 5bolapar 

DIBEOTO!IS, 

R. G. Saralya, Esq., (Chairman), 
Prof. V. G. Kale, 
G. V. J'adhav, F.Bq. 
Gordband01 G. Mororjl, Esq. 
B. C. V. Mehta, Eoq. 
!lao Babadur R. V. Vandekar, 
B. N, Jamdar, Esq. 
K. M. Tbakor, Esq. 

SJJ.I.RIIl CAPITAL,_ 

( Fully Paid) 

K. V, Viohare, Esq. 
D. 1. Zunjarrao, Esq. 
Rao Saheb V. C. Jodbav, 
D, V. Potdar, Esq. 
V. 8. Baeawaual, Esq. 
B. T. More, Esq. 
Valkunth L. Mehta, Esq. 

(Managing Diraotor. 

Ra. •:o,pp,llso 

J, DlllPO~lTB ll%ed lor oaa 1••• •nd obanor oo longn portOI 
trl aooepW.. RaMI and o*ber parttaulan mar M a~aen.lnd. 
from lbo nndonlgned, 

1. CURRENT .I.OOOUNTB an opened lao IJc>.eporolln 
&olelleo an4 ladlvldaalo. lnler"" lo allowed oa d•IIJ balaiiG., 
ao• eueedln& Bl. 1,00,000. 

1, SA VlNGB BANK DEPOSITS an aaooplel btl ta ... ttl 
pold alll per_,, oa minimum modblJ balona-. BDI• mat 
110 obtained hom lb.o und-gaed, 

'· DnU1 areluuad on dlPrlai ancl "'bar towaa oD •ma 10 •c. 
a~aerlalued: oa applloa*l.on, 

I• ~oaounlll an •willed qaarlnlj by • ftrm ol lnoorpor•Uot 
~ooounlanlll and yearl:r b7 a Bpoolal Gowrnmeal ~udllor 1 
QaarllriJ llalamealll o1 lloaMial P>OIIIoD an pabiiiUibo Ull 
II BombaJ GoftnmliD.t a.--. II 

V ~lKUNTB L, allEBT~, 

Maaallq DINIOI, 

CHEST:COLD 

I 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitis; 
avoid this by rubbing your chest wi~ AMRUTANJAN. Its 
penetrating warmth goes deep down mto the chest, loo&:ns the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
BriVJ Qllit:lt RtlieJ Al'llHJ.Yt 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY ~ MADRAS· 
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TRAVANCORE GOVERNMENT 
CERAMIC CONCERNS, 

KUNDA~A, S. I. Ry. 

Specialists in : 

China Clay 

for 
Textiles, Rubber, 

Paper, Soaps, 
Pottery, Cosmetics 

Leather Etc. 

Sanitary Wares 
Drainage Pipes. 

Electrical Insulators 
Of all Types. 

Laboratory Ware 
Basins, Dishes, 

Crucibles, Spatulas, 
Clay Pipe 

Triangles Etc. 

Refractories 

for 

Iron & Steel Works, 

Furnaces, 

All Kinds cf Boilers, 

Firebricks, 

Fireclays, 

Zircon Bricks, 

Sillimenite Bricks, Etc. 

Stone Ware 

Acid Containers, 

Pickle Jars, 

Household Utensils Etc 

THE 
SCINDIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Managing Agent& : 

NA~OTTAM AIO~A~JEE & CO•, BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED OARGO & PASSENGER SERVIOES 

Rangoon-Bombay-Ke.raohi1 via Malabar. 
Rangoon-Madras-Colombo. 
CsJ.cutta-Karaohi via. Coa.st Ports. 
Rangoon-Calcutta. according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of OUtoh Porta to Karachi. 
Bombay-Bbavnagu-Porta. 
Bomba.y-Ma.rmugao-Manga.lore. 
Ra.ngoon-Ooroms.nda.l Porta. 
Ohitte.gong-Rangoon. Ohittagong-Cox's Bazar. 
Ca..loutta-Bomba.y-Karachi, to Jedda.b, 

KONKAN LINES -Bombay to i'anjim. 
oalling at all intermediate Porta. 

HARBOUR LJNE-Revas-Dharamter-Uran-Elephant&-Nahava 

ASSOCJ,n£>0 COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. CO., LTD. 
HAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM. NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
RATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

Scindia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

phones: 
30075 
6-Lines 

25061/3 
21779 

GOVERNMENT SOAP FACTORY, BANGALORE. 

Co 
!al frlnt!IIS fr-. 1011, Cowujl Patell, S\reet, Fort, Bombay, ond PDbll8he4 b:r 

Printed by lal B. IJabaah. Manager, The . ~m~ _.._: __ e~o_ ....... l D•fnwon\al'" r.tmlted. at 105. Oowasjl Patel Street, ~ort;, ~mb&y. 
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"I will be as harsh •• truth. and a1 uncom'/romisiog ae juttice; I am in earnest-I will not equivocate-I witt not 
excuse. J wiJl not retreat • single ioch-.AIJd will b• heard... WILLIAM LLOYD GAilR.ISON in the LlbntUor. 

. CONTENTS. \ religi~,-~o~~~~~se~se ~;-~~;~-~~heist:b~t 
Tbe Ni"'m on Religion. Politico! Theory and Procticel in the sense of bein"' without bias as a ruler for 
Tbe Crime Wave in Bombay. In Egypt • ul 1" • • " Th' 
Import&nco of Pnbl!oily. Jreq Revolt Quelled? any partlC ar re rg10n or COmmuntty. IS, 
Sir Roma Rou on South Alrlco.n Nou_tr•li~y. Old and Now. at best is a negative position. We have 

lndl&n Problems. Indi&DI 1D South Africa. ' • • • 
Eire. and Conscrlpti~n, . Tbe Problem of Smaii_Stetes, every hope that pursutng the same tram of frutt-
Pres•donl Rooaevoltl Fireside The Late 81r Lalnbbol ful thought His Exalted Highness will come to 

Talk, Samalda.s. • ' • • .. . 
Sir Sbonmnkham Obett!. Motiram s. Advanl. reahse that the Rehgton behmd the several reli-

N 
0 

T E S. gions the goa 1 to which they all reach out groping 
hands, the Truth that Spirit is the only Reality, 
is the surest foundation of the ideal State 
which it should be the aim of every statesman 
and ruler to see embodied in the government 
of his country. 

The Nizam on Religion :-The universal and 
spontane<..us demonstrations of grief and 
sympathy among all classes of his subjects on 
the death of the Queen Mother, have touched a 
deep chord in the Nizam's nature and evoked 
from His Exalted Highness in rapid succession 
declarations of a far-reaching character about his 
relation to his subjects and duties as a ruler. 
In the first of these the Nizam exhorted in 
moving terms his people of all castes and creeds 
to observe a!l a permanent feature of their 
relations the fraternal co-operation which was so 
evident in their demonstrations on the demise of 
the Queen Mother. In the second which was 
issued as an official statement, His Exalted 
Highness repudiated the claims of any single 
section of his subjects to a privileged position not 
enjoyed by all his subjects, and gave an assurance 
that he was persona11 y responsible for even-handed 
justice ami equal opportunities being assured to 
every one of his subjects, high or low, rich cr poor, 
In the third, which we regard as the most 
important of His Exalted Highness's recent 
pronouncements, he has defined in the clearest 
terms the attitude of himself and his ancestors 
towards the religions professed by the people of 
Hyderabad. Recalling a firman issued some 

. years ago, the N izam reiterates his declara
tion then made that, whatever may be the 
religion of his h~use or his own personal beliefs, 
he is, as ruler, follower of another religion which 
may be characterised as ''Peace to all'' because, 
he says, "under me live people of different faiths 
and different communities and the protection 
of their houses of wcrship has been for a 
long time part of the constitution of my 
State." In this the Nizams have been observing 
the tradttional policy followed since ancient 
times by Indian rulers-a policy dictated as 
much by philosophic reason as by the 
e.xi!,!Cncies of administering a mi..xed population 
tenacious of their ancestral beliefs. "In my 
caracity as a ruler,'' continues His Exalted 
Highness, "1 consider myself to be without any 

The Crime Wave In Bombay:-After about a 
fortnight of quiescence, murder, arson and 
looting have reappeared in Bombay city. As 
on the previous occasion, they were heralded 
by a short outbreak in Ahmedabad which was 
soon . brought under control. On the 
recrudescence of these crimes in Bombay city, 
Sir Roger Lumley who was touring in 
the southern districts, promptly returned 
to his capital. This certainly prevented the 
development of the situation for the worse. It 
has been brought under control on! y partially, 
though stringent measures have had to be 
enforced. When the Congress Government was 
in offi~e, it is recalled, what threatened to be a 
serious outbreak was put down within twenty four 
hours. During the last few days one heard the 
comparison made again and again. The delay 
in putting down the present trouble has 
raised the stock of the situation of the 
Congress, especially of the late Home 
Minister, Mr. K. M. Munshi. The magisterial 
order banning the publication of any but the 
most general information of the incidents 
from day to day, far from allaying, as it 
was intended to do, public disquiet has led 
to its diffusion in various forms, and favoured 
the exploitlti.Jn of the situation by interested 
parties for obviously ulterior ends. \Ve had 
ourselv's deprectted the practice w~Jich used 
to be fvllowed of new;papers pub)ishmg from 
day to day the number of killed and wounded 
classified according to race and creed like 
scores of cricketers in the d.1ys of the 
quadrangular matches played by teams 
representing communilies. The present arrange
ment errs towards the other extreme. 

Importance ol Publicity :-The public imagina· 
tion abhors a vacuum and pe..1ple are left 
guessing in the light of their local knowleJge 
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as in a cross word puzzle, the significance of last three years, and though he disclaimed 
such particulars as are permitted to be published. credit on their account, there can be no question 
For instance, though the locality of a looted that his services to the community have 
shop is not allowed to be published, j been most helpful. The war has brought 
there is no ban on the publication • of a changed outlook to all nations. The 
its contents, and as certain trades are the I illustrious Prime Minister of The Union, Field. 
monopoly o£ certain groups. the object of Marshal Smuts, is one of the prophets of 
the magisterial ban can not be fully accom- I the New World Order that should be established 
plished. Censorship of this kind may be I at the end of the war. The high principles 
possible in military operations in far off lands I which he has enunciated for incorporation 
but it is un-workable amidst a city population in that Order, will necessarily impose on the 
interested in the fate of its friends and Union observance of them in relation to its 
neighbours. On the whole, the advantages of own Indian population. The attitude of South 
publicity with the minimum of reservations African Europeans is already showing signs 
absolutely necessary in the public interests, far of emancipation from old prejudices. We may 
outweigh· the present policy of just enough 

1 
hope that this change will not be transient. 

light to render the darkness visible. fo know A brighter day is dawning for all humanity, and 
the worst is a far less nerve-racking experience for Indians in South Africa. Sir Rama Rau's 
than to be obliged to remain in a state of 'I address is the most hopeful pronouncement which 
choronic suspicion that the information published . we have had for many a long year regarding 
is. not the whole truth and nothing but the 1 the prospect of Indians in that part of the world. 
truth. We observed (Reformu May 3) that I Eire and Conscription :-Speaking to the Dail 
there is no reason why these disorders should be i on Monday, on the question of conscription in 
designated communal disorders, as in essence ; Ulster, Mr. De Valera observed that British 
they were manifestations of a diminishing respect i insistence on this step would result in a revival 
not only for the criminal but also for the moral of the old unhappy relations between the 
law. The characterisation of the troubles as two countries. He said that Ulster was 
"communal," can not, if that be the object, hide a part of Ireland and nothing could 
the fact that a big sprig has fallen from th'll change that fact. As is usual with the Irish 
laurel wreath on the brow of Bombay as the ' President, he went straight to the heart of the 
soundest part of the Indian body p:>litic. question when he observed, "There can be no 

Sir Rama Rau on South African lodian Prob- more grievous attack on any fundamental right 
lems :-We publish today the larger part of than to force an individual to fight by force 
an important address which Sir B. Rama Rau, for a country to which he objects to be
late Agent-General of the Government of India long.'' This is the position of most countries 
in South Africa, delivered at a farewell recep- who have not obtained any measure of 
tion given to him by the Indian community. freedom within the Empire but are expected 
Sir Rama Rau first clarified the position which to share equally with other units in contri
the change of designation of his office into that buting to the war effort. Nevertheless it is 
of High Commissioner involved, . Priin uily the difficult to see how Britain is to act in the 
change was effected in order to bring the status of dilemma in which she finds· herself with Ulster 
the representative of the Government of India on eager to have conscription, and with Eire in a 
a level with that of the High Commission~r of mood to resent such a step as derogatory to her 
Canada, also a recent appointment. In addition, nationhood. The other speakers in the Dail 
the change was calculated to remove the com- who followed Mr. De Valera, were equally 
plaint that the Agent General overshadowed the convinced, whatever party they belonged 
local Indians and prevented their growth in to, that conscription in Ulster would lead 
political stature. Sir Rama Rau quoted the to unfavourable reactions which would outweigh 
opinion of Mr. Krause, lately a Judge of the any advantage that might be expected to come 
Transvaal High Court, with strong pro-Indian from it ... Mr. Winston Churchill announced in the 
sentiments, that the presence of an Agent· I House of Commons on Tuesday that conscription 
General to represent Indian grievances in in Ulster was dropped, and paid a high tnbute 
South Africa, was definitely a serious to the Ulster Premier . for loyally accepting that 
anomaly which was impeding, the m:>vement decision. 
for Indian F,ranchise. . Henceforth, Indians r President Roosevelt's Fireside Talk :-" Fireside 
in South Africa will deal directly with the Union i Talk" conveys the idea of an informal explora
Government, While the High Commissioner tion of the possibilities of a current topic, before 
will always take a sympathetic interest in their a company :of intimates who are presumed 
progress and do everything in his power to from their knowledge of the spe~ker. to.be able 
promote the growth of an educated middle class to supply gaps and catch the tmphcattOns of 
which, Sir Rama Rau rightly said, was ess~ntial what is spoken. President Roosevdt's "Fireside 
to the effective functioning of the comnlUnity In Talk" was in preparation for several days and 
political life, he will no longer be their spokesman every day some one who was supposed to 
in the internal problems of the Union. Sir Ra~a I have access to ~orne other i.n th~ President's 
Rau ~ave a lung list o£ the benefits, matenal entourage, supplied the public wttll forecasts 
and moral, which the community has. won in .the which were cabled to all parts of the world. 
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This propaganda largely deprived the President's old world conservatism of the late Maharaja 
pronouncement, when he spoke on Tue;day, of with the forward }.Joking pohtics of his trusted 
much dramatic interest. As for the contents, it Minister. Sir Shanmukham is sure to phy 
has been proclaimed any number of times an outstanding part in Indian public life in the 
during recent months that the United States will near future. 
give all the aid in her power to help Britain in . Polith:al Theory and Practice In Egypt :-The 
the gallant struggle which she is carrying on, not · Ca/,utta Revie-w for April publishes an informa
out of sentiment, as because the defeat of ti\'e article on the Egyptian Constitution by 
Britian involved as its corrolary the prospect Mr. Ramesh Chandra Ghosh. There is also a 
of an attack on the United States her,;elf. great deal of suppl~mentary material in regard 
In the leading article we have dealt with the to Eg'yptian politics in an article by Mr. Arthur 
evolution of the idea of "neutrality in war'' Sette! re::-rinted in the Na'ional Herata of 
which has been in progress in the United State'!. Lucknow from the Livinl( Age on Mustapha
It may be noted, however, that the President in el-Maraghi, the venerable She kh of AI-Azhar 
his ''Talk" said nothing byway of endorsing the University. The Egyptian Constitution was 
thesis of Attorney General Jackson as to the framed by a Committee of thirty appointed 
responsibility or duty of every State to help by King Fuad. It was based on a study of 
every other State which may be involved in an the world's constitutions but primarily buiit 
unjust aggression, as both are members of the on the Belgian Constitution. A Government 
single community of Nations. The immediate Commission revised the draft and it was 
question on which the President's decision was promulgated by King Fuad in l\123, The 
awaited with interest, was, how are the arma- Constitution, however, has not been respected 
ments and munitions which the United States by any of the parties concerned. The 
are determined to supply to Britain to be popular political movements are pledged 
conveyed and delivered safely in that country or radically to amend it. Mr. Ghosh points 
in any of the other theatres of war for use out that the British High Commissioner 
·of British troops. The President declared intervened twelve times-even in "purely d:>mes
that this could, should and would be done, tic matters like the Public Assemblies Bill of 
but he did not indicate when and how. 1\127." The safeguards for ensuring the 
Some people seem to have expected that I interests of p:>pular representation hwe been 
.the President would make an open declaration 

1 
disregarded and the Palace has three times 

of war. Apart from the fact that he cannot i upheld a Ministry which did not command the 
do Be;' without the consent of the Senate, the ; confidence of the Legisla~ure. Tne Sheikh c:'f 
Pres>dent has repeatedly declared that he · Al-Azhar played a promment part not only m 
will not lead the country into the war; runnmg the elections but in actu:~.lly advancing 
and unless the action of Germany compels the date of King Farouk's majority by declaring 
the United States to defend herself, American that, as. a Muslim State, Egypt ob.erved 
sentiment will not approve of entry into 1 the lunar year, by which he gained roughly six 
what is )"et an European affair. The President's 't m.mths. SJ far the Palace Party had played its 
Secretary, Mr. Stephen Early, has hastened cards skilfully by using the inflLience of 
to explain that the President's statements did I Britain against popular movements. On the 
not mean convoying in the old s~nse of the , declaration of war, however, the position und~r
word. I hey probably meant, added Mr. Early I went a rapid transformation. All the popular 
a strengthening of the patrols with more ships. parties are determined on securing complete 

Sl Sl kh m Ch ttl Th t independence from Britisn control which weighs r tanmu a e :- e announcemen . · 1. Mr G h · 
that s· ::.h ukha Ch tti the Dewan of heaVIeSt on foretgn t:O ·~Y· l • hos tn 

, If anm m ~ • . . fact condemns the Const1tutton on the ground 
~hm, has asked and obtamed perm1ss1on. to 1 that it ties Egypt "for all time" to the fon:ign 
retire from office from. the ~ew MaharaJah, olic of Great tlritain.· E t's attitude in the 

. came as a compl.ete surpnse. Str Shanm~kham ~resfnt war between Brit£P and Germany, 
can not. remam content for long m t?e however does not bear out this criticism. 
comparallvely narrow atmosphere of Cochm. ' 
He has ambitions of wider usefulness and 1 Iraq Revolt Quelld ?-The meteoric rising 
has the talents for it. He had requested the 1 of Syed Raohid Ah has practically collapsed. 
late l\laharaja to relieve him of his office 

1 

Rashid Ali has fl~d from Iraq. Looking back on 
but His Highness had asked him to remain • the events of the past SIX W<eks, one cannot 
his Dewan for his lifetime. That promise has escape the feeling that things were badlv hand· 
been fulfilled and it is natural that Sir led. It is inconcdvable that Emir AbJul Elani, 
Shanmukham shouiJ seek fresh wooJs and the fermer Kegent, woulJ have fl"d the country 
pastures new for adequate outlet for his energ-ies. 

1 

at the first sign of rev0lt unless he felt doubtl ul 
1 he collapse of the Federal scheme has depriv~d of the suoport wuich he might expect '!?m 
aspirin~ Ministers of States of the Pl'l'Spect ot , Britain, N.:Jr would he have l~ft lhe }'Oung Kwg 
having a place in Federal aflairs through the , behind unless he felt equally .confid~nt ~hat 
Fed~ral Legislature. The striking fea1ure of i popular di.pleasure was not d1rected agamst 
Sir Shanmukham's tenure of the Cochin ~wan- i lhe Iraqi Royallamily. Th~ lalest news throws 
ship, has been the harmonious blending of the .' doubt on the report o( Rashid's fl.igbt. 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER though a parallel Government is functioning from 
BOJIRA. Y, Mag 81, 1P41. Britam under General de Gaulle in opposition 

to the Vichy Government. The Vichy Govern· 
NEU I RALITY, OLD AND N~ W. ment was threatened both by Great Britain whose 

One of the most perplexing features of the interests are directly involved and by the Unit<'d 
war situation is the· different meanings attached States, for allowin~ German aiJ to reach Iraq 
to "neutrality.'' In private life, a man through Syria. The dispute seems to have 
is said to be neutral when, in a quarrel in been settled without a resort to force owan!{ 
which he can claim some interest or expect some to forbearance on the part of Britain and Vichy. 
advantage, he does not take sides with any of the Since this was written, Syria has been declared 
parties directly concerned in it. A man who hostile territory by Britain. 
passes by intent on his own business when two In the countries named above, the encroach· 
persons are fighting, is not a neutral. He is ments on the strict principle of neutrality 
simply not concerned with it. He should, in order of non-discrimination between belligerents, have 
to acquire the character of a neutral, have some not been held to involve the introduction of any 
real or plausible interest in the subject-matter of new do.::trine. In the United States, on· the 
the dispute, which he can adduce to himself and other hand, the old doctrine has been actually, 
to otners as a reason for his intervening in it though not, formally denounced and the right of 
if he chooses. If two dogs are fighting in discrimination in neutrality has been affirmed as 
the stre~t, a man who watches the fight, is not a in accord with modern ethics. This has been done 
neutral. He is mere~)' an interested spectator of within the last one or two years. The "traditiona 1 
"energy in action' which has always a American attitude'' first defined by Washington 
fascination for mankind. The doctrine of was followed in all statutes up to 1917. William 
neutrality generally accepted until the present T. Stone in his Foreign Policy Report of October 
war, assumed both parties to every war to be 1,19.19, summed it up in the following terms: 
in an identical legal position, and consequently The United States undertook to treat all belllgerents 

equally, restricting the use of its ports to belltgerent 
as being possessed of equal rights. It follo\\ed warships, forbidding its territory to their troops, and 
that "neutrals" must not discriminate between In other ways denying any official assio;t mce to the 
bel\igerents. In the present war, the only countries at war. In returu for these obligations, the 
Government which adheres to this doctrine is United StateS oould require respect for Its cittzens and 
Eire. ::iwitzerland stands in nearly the same their property in the high seas, and retain the right to 

trade-•ubject to the law of contraband-with both 
pr sition though now and then Swiss neutrality belligerents and neutrals. Thus American c1tiEens had 
has given room for complaint from one the right to trade in arms, ammunition. and other war 
side cr the other. The neutrality of the materials, but the government of the United States 
U. S. S. R. permits of goods, including had no ground for protest if American ships carrying 

contraband goods were seized on the high seas or 
war · materials, being supplied or passed detained in belligerent ports. 
on from other countries to one or bo:h the A wide departure was initiated from the 
b£lligerents. Japan is partner of the Axis traditional Amencan policy by an act passed by 
but her position so far is nominally that of a Congress in 1935. The neutrality laws passed 
neutral which is also that of Great Britain and by the Congress in 1935 and subsequent 
the United States towards her in relation to the years until ldst year, had for their main 
war with China. Egypt and Turkey are Allies c bject the avoidance of causes of friction 
of Britain but rem lin neutrals : they have not between the United States and the belligerents 
taken active part in the War. Turkey still whkh might land the country in war. To 
maintains diplomatic relations with Germ~ny keep out of war was the great aim of American 
and has recently concluded a trade pact with the policy during this. period. American ships 
Nazi Government. Egypt broke cff relations were forbidden to enter practically the greater 
with Germany at the outbreak of War but :;he part of Europe. American citizens were {orbipden 
has not declared herself at war with ltalv. A to travel in the ships of the belligerents. 
high Egyptian authority recently declared that Belligerents were, however, free to buy arms I rom· 
his Government regards the war as a struggle the U.S. A. provided they paid cash and carried 
between two mighty races. That it was fou).!ht away the goods in their own ships. Great Britain 
·partly on Egyptian territory, does not apparently and France were thus· placed at an advantage 
constitute an 11ct of war with Egypt notwtth- because they were the only belligerents who 
standing that one of the belligerrnts is actually were in a position to pay cash and 
ber ally and protector. Iraq is bound by provide their own ships to transport their 
tr<aty to give all help to Britain in purchases. But the law did not discriminate 
the event of war but she got out of this between belligerents as such and this was 
obligation by a military revolution which considered consistent with neutrality. Even 
might have been prevented by timely before entering the last war, America showed 
measures or put down by · prompt intervention. its bias towards the Allies by ovei-Jooking the 
It has enjoyed a longer lease of life than its latter's many violations· of its neutral rights and 
inherent vitality. warranted. S)ria is another sternll' resenting the compar.;tively fewer 
neutrality area. It is a mandated territory violations on the part of Gerniany, without 
under the Vichy Government. The position < f sacr•ficing her neutral status. Since the collapse 
the latter· itself. is confusif"lg. The Vichy of France, American attitude has undergone a 
Government is technically neutral in the war I complete revolution. It is increasingly fdt that 
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I INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA. 

I 
(BY SIR B. RAliA RAU.) 

1 The change of status of India's representative in 

Great Britain alone should not be allowed 
to face the Nazi peril as the defeat of Britain 
will immediately bring it to the United States. 
The President's pledges given to the country 
prevent America's entry into the war. AU 
that the administration can do, therefore, is 
to give Britain the maximum of help in materials 
and money. The Lend and Lease Act 
was passed in supersession of the law which 
prevented American loans to nations which 
def au! ted in respect of the debts of the 
previous war and to enable Britain to get 
what she wants without having to pay for 
it immediately. It is now found that the ' 
object of this law will be frustrated unless ! 
America takes precautions to have the munitions ' 
and machines of war delivered safely in British I 
ports. American warships, it is suggested, ; 
should convoy the exports, This and other 
proposals will require the repeal of the Neutrality 
Act of 1937 which had an entirely different 
object in view, The United States stilt adheres 
to its purpose of not becoming a belligerent. 
Short of that she is determined to do everything 
to help Britain and hinder Germany. This is 
the new Neutrality. 

I 
South Africa from Agent-General to the Government 
of India to High Commissioner for India bas been 

1 generally welcomed in India, but there seems to be 

Attorney-General Jackson in a paper read 
before the Inter-American Bar Association 
defended this American attitude not on the 
ground that it was in conformity with , 
International Law but on the ground /' 
that the International Law of Neutrality as . 
embodied in Washington's famous declaration, 
was out of tune with the modern spirit 
which, insisted the Attorney General, justified 
neutrals in discriminating between belligerents. 
Mr. Jackson maintained that, notwithstanding 
the theory of International L 'l w, the United 
States has always in practice favoured the side 
which it considered to be just and right. Apart 
from that, he argued that the Kellog Pact "in 
which Germany and Japan covenanted with us, 
as well as with other m.tions, to renounce war as 
an instrument of policy, made definite the out· 
Ia wry of war and of necessity altered the 
dependent concept of neutral obligations." It is 
the declared policy of the Government of the 
United States, said Attorney-General Jackson, 
"to e..xtend to England all aid 'short of war.' At 
the same time it is the declared determination of 
the Government to avoid entry into the war as 
a belligerent.'' This dual policy, he did not deny, 
was not consistent with International Law as it 
had crystallised during the last two centuries, 
But, he declared, "the applicability of these rules 
has been superseded. Events since the World 
\Var rejected the fictions and assumptions on 
which the older rule rested.'' The corner-stone of 
the old position was that each state is quite outside 
of any law, subject to no control except its own 
will, and under no legal duty to any other nation. 
He concluued: 

The requisite change Is au abandonment or this 
view, and a universal formal and Irrevocable accep
tance and declaration of the view that an intcrnationa I 
breach or the peace Is a matter which concerns every 
0 -..mber of tho Community or Nations-a matter In 
whkh every nation has a direct ln~rest, and to which 
"""ry nation has a right to object. 

~orne misunderstanding in regard to its significance 
an some quarters in South Africa itself. It is im
portant that there should be no misapprehension as 
to the nature of the functions of the High Commis
sioner. There is no mystery about this change. It 
was a result of the appointment of a High 
Commissioner for Canada in the Union about a year 
ago. It was thought proper that the representative 
ot the Government oflndia should be given the same 
diplomatic status as that of India's partners in the 
Commonwealth. 

It was, however, recognised that for historioal 
reasons the Government ot India's representative in 
the Union bad to undertake somewhat wider duties 
than those of the diplomatic representatives of other 
members of the Commonwealth, The original 
appointment of an Agent of the Government of India 
in South Africa was a direct consequence of the Cape 
Town Agreement of 1927, which was entered into by 
the two Governments in an attempt to solve the 
problems connected with the presence of a large 
Indian population in this country. It was considered 
that the presence of a representative of the Government 
of India in this country wonld secure continuous and 
effective co-operation between the two Governments 
and would help to implement the terms of the Cape 
Town Agreement. It has been the constant endea
Vour of my predecessors as well as myself to work 
to that end, and I wish to state authoritatively that 
the change in status would make no difference 
whatever to the duties of the High Commissioner 
arising from the terms of the Cape -Town Agreement. 

The opportunity has, however, been taken of 
defining clearly the position in regard to representa
tions by organisations oflndian Union Nationals in 
this country. The High Commissioner will not 
accompany deputations of such political organisa· 
tions or be their spokesman on matters affecting 
Indian interests in the Union. These bodies will 
hereafter ma.ke their representations direct to the 
authorities conce;-ned, as they -have a right to do, 
as nationals of this country. This does not, 
however, mean that the High Commissioner 
will be unable to express his views to the Union 
Government on matters falling within the terms 
of the Cape Town Agreement or on other matters 
concerning the two Governments. \Vhen he 
expresses his views to the Union Government on 
such matters, it will, however, be with the 
authority and support ot the Government of India 
whose representative he is, 

This arrangement is not a departure from the 
original praotice. During recent years, however, 
an anomalo~s procedure was developing and the 
Agent-General was sometimes regarded as a 
spokesman of the Indian community. It was a 
development which was not free from disadvantages. 
At the banquet given to me by the Trans
vaal Indian Congress Mr. ex-Justice Krause 
who has travelled widely in India and who bas the 
deepest sympathy with the Indians in this country, 
made an interesting comment on the position of the 
Agent-General. He said that, while be apPreciated 
tbe valuable work done by various Agent...General, 
he had one serious objection to India's representative 
to this oountry. In his opinion, the presence of 
the Agent-General in this country as a spokesman 
of the Indian community was definitely a serious 
anomaly, which was impeding the movement for 
Indian franchise. He felt ,.·ery strongly that Indians 
in this country should have the franchise aud should 
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have the right. to elect their own representatives who 
would express their views, I observe that this 
opinion has just been strongly endorsed by the 
Ji'orun~, the wellknown weekly journal of Johannes
burg. When Mr. Krause made this statement in 
Johannesburg he was, of course, not aware that the 
position had been clarified when the status was 
changed, and that it had been made clear that the 
High Commissioner would hereafter represent the 
views of the Government of India only. Now that 
the anomaly has been removed, it is for Indian 
Union Nationals to formulate their demands in 
regard to franchise and representation. I do not, of 
course, mean to suggest that this is the most appro
priate moment for such a demand. On the other 
hand, I would strongly advise them not to raise 
any controversial questions when the Commotl
wealth is passing through the gravest crisis in 
its history. 

I wish to emphasise that, in regard to the South I 
African problem, there has never been any serious I 
divergence of opnion in India. Europeans and I 
Hmdus, Moslems and Christians all think and I 
feel alike on this subject. The Government of 
India have invariably acted in close collaboration . 
and consultation with leaders of p11blic opinion. 
In fact, the late Sir Fazli Hussain once declared 
in the Indian Assembly that, as the Member in 
charge of Overseas Affairs, he had generally 
functioned as a Minister responsible to the 
Legislature. As representatives of the Government 
of India, successive ~ents and Agents-General 
have given their advice and help to the local 
Indian community here whenever it was sought. 
The High Commissioner will, in precisely the 
same capacity as the representative of the Govern
ment, watch the interest of the lndian community 
in the manner I have already stated. 

The question has often been asked in India 
and in South Africa what the Agents-Generals have 
been doing in regard to the uplift clause of the Cape 
Town ~reement. It is not for me to assess the 
work of my predecessors, but I should like to say 
something about the efforts made during the last 
three or four years. 

In the sphere of politics, the Indian community has 
been fighting a rear-guard action for several years. 
There have been a series of measures which 
were directed against Asiatics and which were not 
subsequently proceeded with, I do not say that in 
all cases it was the Agency that was reponsible for 
the :final result, but the achievement though perhaps 
of a negative character is of very great importance 
considering the circumstances of this country. The 
one great positive achievement, however, has been 
very recent and that is the passing of the 
Feetham Resolution which has implemented 
the policy initiated by Dr. Malan in 1932. Indians 
{or the :first time in the history of the Transvaal 
have been given the right of ownership of land, 
though in limited areas. I hope that in the political 
sphere we have at last turned the corner and that, 
soon alter the War if not earlier, an attempt will 
be made to deal with the whole Indian problem in a 
comprehensive and generous manner and to seek a 
solution that can be honourably accepted by India 
as well as this country. 

It is in the economic sphere that there has been 
the greatest progress during the last three or four 
years. Under the Wage Ac~, .a Wa~e Hoard has 
been established, whose duty 1t IS to fix wages for 
various industries throughout the Union. During 
the last four years, recommendations have been made 
by this Hoard in respect of a large number of 
industries throughout the Union and a great many 

of them are already in operation. These wage 
determinations have had the effect of raising consi
derably the wages ofthe most poorly paid classes 
of workers in Cape ToNn, Johannesburg and 
Durban. Minimum wages have been fixed for 
unskilled labour in a large number of trades and 
industries including municipal undertakings and the 
minimum wage has been increa5ed from about 45/
to 50/- a month to £5 in the case of Cape Town and 
£4/5/- in the case of Durban. In Durban itself 
five or six thousand Indian families have benefited 
by this substantial increase and the fixing of the 
minimum wage will raise the standard of practically 
one quarter of the Indian community. 

We have also, thanks to the sympathetic attitude 
of the present Government, been able to secure a 
reversal of the policy which had resulted in the. 
reduction of lnjian employees in the Railways· and 
Harbours Department from 2,500 in 1920 to about 
400 in 1939. The Honourable the Minister for 
Railways and Harbours de.-ided last year to restore· 
the number of Indians employed to the original figure 
of 2,500. The process of restoration must, of 
course, be gradual, hut for the first' time for 
many years, there has already been an increase 
in the number of Indian employees. Their rations 
too have been considerably improved and a Bill 
is now going through Parliament in regard to 
pensions for railway employees, including the 
Indians. I hope that very soon there will be 
determination for employees in sugar factories. 
I attach great importance to these improvements 
for without .a rise in the economic status of the 
community it is not possible for it to conform to 
western standards of living, on which great stress 
was la1d in the Cape Town Agreement. 

In regard to education, the position in the 
Transvaal and the Cape Province can be regarded 
as fairly satisfactory. Primary education in both 
these provinces is free, and facilities for education 
are adequate. The Transvaal Provincial Administra
tion has recently agreed to the establishment 
of an Indian Secondary School at Johannes burg. 
A building has been provided by the 
generosity of the Indians, and an Institution similar 
to the Sa.stri College in· Durban will soon come 
into existence. I am hopeful that when the financial 
position becomes a little more stable the Administra
tion will be in a position to accept compulsory 
education for Indians. 

I am sorry, however, to say· that in Natal the 
facilities for Indian education are still inadequate 
though considerable progress has been made. Over 
40% of Indian boys and girls are out of school and in 
the

0
subsidised schools, Indian teachers are getting 

salaries as low-as ;(,5 a month only slightly more than 
the wages of an unskilled· labourer, The question qf 
educational facilitie~ in ~ atal was one of the subjects 
discussed at the first Round Table Conference 
which led to the Cape Town Agreement of 1927. I 
am sorry to say that, in· spite of the efforts of my 
predecessors and myself, in no year, as far as I have 
been able to analyse, has the expenditure .on Indian 
education exceeded the subsidy .from the Union 
Government. 

In regard to University education, there have been 
considerable developments since the establishment of 
the Sastri College, which is, of course,an institution for 
secondary education. For several years, however, 
College Classes have been held in the evenings at the 
College. There are now over eighty students doing 
University work at this College. Johannesburg and 
Cape Town have for some considerable time admitt· 
ed non-European students to the University and 
Johannesburg has recently provided clinioal facilities 
for non-European medical students. Until last year,. 
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THE PROBLEM OF SMALL STATES. Indian medical students had to go to Europe or India I 
for clioical training after their second-year course, \ 
because no facilitic:3 for such training were provided. 1 ( BY A STATE SUBJECT ). 
The Johannesburg hospitals refused to have non- : While we are in the midst of a world crisis, it 
European atudenta. I attach great importance to is extremely difficult to visualize the shape of things 
these developments, for one of the defects in the to come. Nevertheless, speaking about our own 
structure of Indian Society in Africa has been 1 country, the Constitution Act of 1935 will most. 
the non-existence of a highly educated middle- ! certainly have become inoperative by the time 
class. Without such a section, no community can I the question of her political future comes to be 
function effectively in political life. 

1 
considered. 1 will not discuss here the type of 

The improvement of Indian housing conditions constitution that will be acceptable to the people 
was al•o one of the points raised in the Agreement of this country, but 1 am perfectly certain that 
of 1927, but it is only in the la•t three years that no scheme will hwe any chance of success unless 
practical steps have been taken by local authorities, it comprises within its ambit the States as well. 
In Durban two fairly large sub-economic houses It is true that the £~deration envisaged in 
have been built fur Indian•. Apart from this, slum the Act of 1~35 is universally un~eptable, 
property owners in several parts of Durban have but an alternative scheme will nece•sarily 
been ordered to rebuild to the satisfaction of the have to be evolved for bringing the States 
health authorities. Probably the worst housing into the All-India polity, for notning ia more. 
conditions obtain in tne sugar estates in Natal, but impolitic and impracticable than to leave out of 
the attention of the Public Health authorities was the picture 81,810,84.5 people inhabiting an area 
drawn to this and as a result a five year scheme of 712,508 square miles, on the capricious con• 
has been t•ken in hand for the rebuilding of lab· 1 s!deration that they are politically apart and less 
ourers' house8, Recently the Durban Council have advanced. After all, they are an integral part of 
announced a programme according to .which they will India whose division into British and Princely 
spend £21 millions in the next 7 or 8 years on Indian India is as absurd and illogical as the attempted 
housing. vivisection of the country on grounds of religion. 

I have given all these details for it is often asserted 1 

that nothing has been done in regard to the uplift of 
Indian community. While we are asking for further 
improvements, we should not fail to express our 
appreciation of what has been done by the Union 
Government, the Provincial Administration and the 
local authorities. 

I should like, in conclusion to address a very 
earneat appeal to all Europeans in the Union and 
particularly those in Natal. I Venture to make 
this appeal because 1 am convinced that many of 
the disabilities to which Indians are subject are 
not In a large measure the result of a deliberate 
perverse attempt to exploit them and keep them 
down, but to a misunderstanding of the facts which 
in its turn have led to fears and prejudices whioh are 
en tiro! y groundleu, 

With the olosing of Indian immigration to this 
country, any danger which may ever have existed in 
th" political or economic sphere has totally dis. 
appeared. The Indian community will be in the 
future, as in the past, mainly a community of small 
farmer~, market-gardeners, labourers and petty shop
keepers. An insignificant number of professional 
and business men emerge from their ranks, but the 
vast majority do little more than make a bare living. 

Unfortunately, today the States constitute one of 
the major problems of India. Besides being politi
cally apart from the rest of the country, among 
themselves they are dishearteningly disparate. Their 
precise number is still a matter for speculation, a 
fact which is due to a rather too elastic extension 
of the term "State" to every patch of territory.• The 
amended Aot of 1935 gives their definition thus : 
"Indian State' means any territory, not being part of 
British India, which his Majesty recognises as being 
such a state, whether, described as a state, an 
estate, a jagir or otherwise." What, then, is 
~here in common between States like Hyderabad, 
Mysore and Kashmir, which are bigger than some 
of the European countries, an1 the plethora of petty 
principalities of which Kathiawar, for example, 
is the labyrinth i' 

How a homogeneous country has been parcelled 
out into ridiculously small political units, thus 
constit-~ting an outrage upon all accepted canons 
of territorial dem>rcation, is borne out by the 
figures compiled some years ago by a diligent 
member of the Servants of India Society. "Out 
of tne 562 States," says the compiler of these 
statistics, "as many as 4.54. States have an area 
of less than 1,000 square miles, that 4.52 States 
have less than 1,000.000 population and that 874. 
States have revenue of less than Rs. 1 lakh .••... 
It is only some thirty, among the 562 States, that 
possess the area, population and resources of an 
average British Indian District ••..•. As many as 15 
States have territories which in no case reach a 
square mile, while 27 others possess just one square 
mile .••.•• Three of these States could not boast of a 
population of 100 souls and five of them a revenue 
of Rs. 100. The smallest revenue mentioned is 
Rs. 20/- for the year .•.... and the sm11lest popula
tion S2 souls." 

The amount of irrationality that has gone to the 
makin!: up of the pre<ent poliilial map of India is 
further illustrated by the figures gathered by Prof. 
Gyan Chand in conntotion with his illuminating 
contribution to the study of the Indian population 
problem. Says the Professor, •The average area 

-- -------·-

The British Empire, the vast majority of whose 
citizens are not of European origin, is fighting not 
only for ita continued existence, but in the belief 
that the only hope for free men ot all races and 
colours lies in the defeat of Hitler and all that he 
stands tor. 1 know that the people of Natal share 
d1is belief and will make dny sacrifice to secure its 
fulfilment. h it too muoh to hope that as a contri
bution to our cause, they will lift their eyes to a , 
wider horizon, envisage for a moment the scale of I 
the present oonfiiot and determine to do what they ' 
can to ea<e the lot of their Indian fellow citizens? 
1\ gesture of goodwill on their part would, I am sure, 
have its repercussions not only here in Natal, but 
in India, which with its almoot unlimited resources 
may well become the arsenal of freedom, I am not 
makin~ a1\ appeal at the moment for any p•rticular 
relief lor my fellow countrymen. I merely ask the 
Europ•·ans to take a wilier anJ more generous view 
of thdr difficultil·s, and to treat the Indians among 
them as fcllo1v citizen! and co-defenders of a great 

• t'or enruple, a.ccordin(.! to the Butler Comm1tcee ft:eport, the 
number of the States is 5(;2; the J. P. C. &port gtvee 'he1r 

1 number u "nearlv 61.. ..... and lbe l•te:.<lo Yemoranda. on tho Sta;.u 
· T'eckons \hem.,&::'.&. and righteous cause. 
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of a State is 1,272 equare miles and the average and progressive unless it has introduced the reign 
population 145,198. fbere are only 88 States of law, established an independent and unim
with a revenue of Rs. 20 lacs or more, peachable judiciary, guranteed civil liberties and 
and, though a State like Hyderabad with an associated the people with the administration 
area of 42,COO square miles and a population of through genuine popular legislatures, All these 
nearly 18 millions might do something in the way appurtenances ol enlightened government are 
of planning, the majority of the bigger States cannot expensive, indeed, they are so expensive that 
possibly do much in that direction. There are small Provinces in British India are incapable 
119 States with an aggregate revenue of 47.48 of balancing their Budgets without substantial 
crores and the average per State is Rs. 8•66 lacs, annual subventions from the Central Government. 
and there are 444 others whose aggregate revenue Orissa, for example, has an area of 32,000 
amounts to 3.02 orores with an average of 68 thou- square miles with a population, according to 
sand. Even if we leave out the States, which in the 1931 census, of 8,043,681 and revenue of about 
the words of the Butler Committee, are 'minute Rs, two crores. Introducing the Budget of the 
holdings which yield an income not greater than the Province for the year 1937-38, the then Chief 
annual income of an ordinary artisan,' a great majo- j Minister, Mr. Biswanath Das, referred to the 
rity of them are not large enough to have an efficient , difficulties of the Province in these terms, •·Orissa 
administration for the discharge of ordin~ry functions 1. has to depend on Bihar for her High Court, Medical 
and a greater majority of ttlem are atilt standing, I and Engineering Colleges and such other institutions 
to quote from the Butler Committee again, 'upon on payment of heavy proportionate contribution. 
their ancient ways' and will, if left to themselves, Tbe demand for tbis contribution was so high that 
take long to be •swept away not by the breath of the Government of Orissa have only paid 70 per 
the modern spirit',» cent of their actual demand leaving the rest to be 

I have quoted these ligures at some length to decided either by mutual agreement on further 
show the complexity of the problem, although it enquiry and corresponden~e or to be decided by the 
must he emphasized that left to themselves, the Government of India. All these add to the difficulties 
States are incapable of offering an insuperable of estimating our expenditure which is often higher 
obstacle to the progress of the country, The fact than the amounts budgetted." And this was the tale 
of the matter is that the British Government is of woe of the Province even when it received 
deeply interested in maintaining the existing order a subvention of Rs. 47 lakhs for that year, If 
of things, and every difficulty, howsoever trivial, is this is the plight of some of the British Indian 
consequently emphasized and exaggerated and plain Provinces, what are we to say of the States 
issues turned into formidable problems. Frankly, which, besides labouring under the handicap 
there is no raison d'etre for preserving and per- of small revenues, have to maintain their Rulers 
petuating a medley of petty principalities which in "style and dignity." 
are incapable of rendering even an iota of useful 
service to the people living within their borders. 
This, however, is not the opinion held exclusively 
by '' fire-eating radicals," it is shared even by 
those who have been carefully nurtured in the 
traditions of ••no change.'' Mr, Kanhayalal Gauba 
in his book on Indian Princes writes thus : 
"There was a clandestine movement of the 
major States to swallow up the minor States. 
As one of the advisers to the Princes' delegation 
at the time expreued to the writer, 'How can you 
expect efficient government from a State with only 
Rs. 20,000/- aa revenue i' We must take them 
over'," Whether the bigger States should he 
permitted to 'take them over' or whether they should 
be incorporated into British India is a separate 
matter, but the existence of the intention to 'take 
them over' is significant. One can understand the 
desire of the bigger States to see the extinction of 
the smaller ones. It is, for example, manifestly unjust 
to size the N izam and a Princeling of Kathiawar 
with the same measuring rod. Colonel Sir K. N, 
Haksar is, therefore, perfectly right in his complaint 
that "as long as holdings of only two.and-a-half 
acres continue to be included in the catalogue 
of States, and as long as no line of demarcation 
is drawn, it is a misfortune for the States with 
organised administrations to be judged by outsi
ders on the same basis as those tbat have not 
even the means to constitute a system, of 
Government."t One would readily agree· with 
Col. Haksar that a well-defined line should be 
drawn between the bigger and smaller States, 
but the criterion for such a demaraction would 
obviously be the capacity of individual States to 
fulfil the requirements of a modern administration. 
One does not know what exactly Col. Haksar 
means by ''organised administration,'' but no 
State can claim the distinction of being modern 

, t The Indio.n States-What About Them 'I by Col. Sir K, N, 
Bakaa.r in the Twentieth Oentut'fl of Janaa.ry 1941. 

THE LATE SIR LALUBHAI SAMALDAS.• 
(BY VIDYAGAURI R. NILKANTH.) 

~ . . ' 

'A perfect gentleman, nobly planned to help, to 
comfort and oommand' this could well be said (with 
apologies to the poet Worqsworth) of the late 
Sir Lalubhai whose life sketch is written by 
S. Natarajan, the Editor of The Indian Social Reformer. 
Even then the great qualities of head and heart 
possessed by SiF Lalubhai would not be exhausted. 
The book is a very short biography of a well-known 
citi-zen of Bombay who played an important part in 
the economical, industrial and commercial develop
ment of the country. The writer has given in a 
nut-shell in concise and terse language the activities 
with which Sir Lalubhai was prominently concerned. 
Co-operative movement, Indian Banking, Indian 
Insurance and Indian Shipping owe a good deal to 
the vision and broad outlook of Sir Lalu bhai and, if 
details could be available, each of these should· be 
assigned a chapter by itself in his life sketch. He 
was a pioneer of many other industrial concerns 
which now have established them~ elves but were 
considered dreams of an imaginary mind. 

Looking from a distance of nearly half a century 
one cannot help feeling that what then seemed a 
oruel stroke of destiny when Lalubhai was obliged 
to sever his connection with Bhavnagar-his native 
state-proved a stepping stone for a larger and more 
useful life for him. It he bad continued at Bhavnagar 
he would have at best been a Diwan and the collosal 
brain of this gentleman which developed itself in 
organising multifarious activities, would never have 
had proper scope. It was the free atmosphere and 
congenial surroundings of Bombay that contributed 
to expand the innate capacities of Sir Lalubhai. It 
may be mentioned, by tbe way, that Bombay is tbe 
only place in the whole country which can boast of 

•Lo.lubbo.i Sa.ma.ldaa1 by S. Na.taraja.n. Yesba.nand Publications 
Limited, Bombay. As. 8. 
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euch favourable circum11tances. There are countle .. I 
in•t.OOtS of pt:reons who started life with almost 1 

nothing in Bmnbav and rO!Ie to the highest place in ' 
the commercial world. Sir Lalubhai'• was a unique 
example of a person who supphed both brain and 
money to works awaiting a guiding hand. 

Sir Lalubhai had a large number of friends 
whose share in his schemes deserve •pecial mention. 
H•s genial nature, trusting everyb.xly almost to 
a fault, won the hearts of all who came in 
contaat with him. His house was a rendezous 
of ptople of various views and classes, A large 
numoer of them owe their well-being in life to his 
generosity and guidance. 

Sir L~lubh~i's intellect wu versatile and, keen 
as he was for the industrial and commercial develop
ment of the country, he was a voracious reader of 
all branches of literature. He was not satisfied 
with reading a good book himself. This writer 
n-membcrs with gratitude the innumerable books 
sent to her by Sir Lalubhai from the study circle of 
his friends. He also required that some boob be 
discussed by correspondence. Reading w .. s a great 
pleaoure of life. Chess, billiards and cards were 
his diversions. To all these was due the equipoise 
which helped him to tide through the calamitous 
events in his family. This love of games made him 
feel equal with all-young and old, rich and poor. 
Whatever the company, his persence created cheer• 
fulneu. His love for little children was unbounded. 
His grand-children and other relatives realised that 
though placed on a high pedestal in life he 
was never stiff or unbending but always life 
a child himself with them. One would wish that"a 
vivid picture of his home-life could have been given 
in hi• bio~raphy. This trait of his character made 
him teet hrm1elt always young and fresh. 

The religious bent of mind which be acquired with 
c:onscions effort, was a great prop in his later life 
and calmed hia highly aensitive nature on occasions 
of worry and eadnesa. 

His was a life worthy to be an ideal to the younger 
generation. Mr. S. Natarajan has rendered valuable 
service to the publio by· writing the little book. 
There are aome biographiea made to swell into 
voluminous books containing useful as well as 
unnecessary information reg•rding the person about 
whom they write and, as su~h. hardly anybody reads 
them. They frustrate their own object. This book 
errs on the other extreme. One feels that euch a 
u~eful and variegated ltfe could have been amplified 
with useful dt tails. The reader finds something 
ami81 in the author not ment•oningo aomething in 
connec:tion with his sons who are holding the torohee 
of their illu•trious father's lifework in different direc
tions and which fact was a great solace to tbe late 

·Sir Lalubhai. Mr. Vaikunth Mehta is the heir to his 
w01k in th~ Co-operative field. Mr lyotindra Mehta 
ha• taken up Lif~ Insurance, a Wolrk dear to his father, 
and Mr. Gagan Viharl Mehta is championing the 
cause of Indian Shippi!'g and. is fa! lowing in the 
fooMcps of Sir Lalubhat tn makrng bimsell affable 
to aiL 

A hook is not valued by its price but its contents 
and it ia hoptd that the low price would make it 
accessible to all. That it is printed on hand
m•de paper m tkcs it a peculi~rly fit~ing tribut~ 
to the pioneer or SwadesbtSID, Str Lalu bhat 
Samaldaa. 

-

MOTIRAM S. ADV~L 
(BY TEJUMAL BHOJRAJ0 HYDERABAD, SIND). 

Mr. Motiram S. Advani, retired session• judge, 
breathed his last at his rtaidenoe, in Hyderab;id. 
Sind without leaving any i.•sue. He was the young
e•t brother of Sadhu~ Navalrai and Hiranand and 
R. B. Tatachand Showkiram, the Mukhi of Amil 
Panchayet, Hyderabad, Sind. He was born in 1868. 
H~ received English tduoation at the Hyderabad 
High Schuol up to the fourth standard after which his 
eldest brother, S:Whu Nav•lrai, sent him to Calcutta 
to receive further educ•tion and thus be under 
the direct supervision of his own brother, Sadhu 
Hiranand, who was already receiving college educa
tion there. !:loth brother~, while in Calcutta, c:ame 
in contact with the great religious leader, Sri Keshub 
Chandur Sen, owing to which bo h of them acquired 
many qualities of his head and heart. t1e matricu
lated in 181!2, pa,sed his B. A. in 1887, and M.A. with 
credit in 1889. He was the first Sindhi wno passed 
hi' M. A. then. In 1889 he· went to England 
for legal educatiOll which he passed in 1892 and carne 
ba~k tJ Sind. While in England he was a class
fellow of Gandhoji and it is said that both of them 
became great friends there. After his return to Sind, 
he started practice as a barrister at Karachi. While in 
England he came in contact with the great leader 
of the Theistic Churoh, Mr. Charles Voysey. He 
was introduced to the family of Mr. Voysey and 
became their friend. This friendship brought about 
the marriage of Mr. Motiram and Miss Voyaey, the 
eldest dau~hter of Mr. Voysey. The wedding took 
place at Karachi in 189:1 according to Brahmo rites 
after the sad death or his elder brother Sadhu 
Navalrai. Mrs. M•>tiram who dted some years back, 
wa~ a very learned and cultured lady and greatly 
help' d her bus b~nd in the work of eocial reform and 
of amelioration ol the poor. She used to take great 
interest in looking alter the affairs of Lady Dufferin 
Hospital wherever she went in the company of her 
hu,band. Mr. Motiram, soon after started practice 
at Karachi, was given the job of City Magistrate at 
Karachi from where he was appointed Assistant 
ses•ions judge at Shikarpur, then at Karachi and 
Hyderobad Sind. In 1911 he was appointed as 
Sessions Judge on the retirement of late Diwan 
Dayaram Gidumal. He was .transferred as ses•ions 
judge to variou• places such as Surat, N asik, Thana, 
Broach and Hydetab•d, Sind. In 193i he retired 
from service and used to get a montnly pension of 
over Rs. 700/-. After the s.od death of his wife at 
Kuach1, he came and lived in Hydorabad in his own 
bung•low, No, 6 in ·Cantonment area, where he 
passed away. 

Mr. Motiram like his three elder brothers was very 
li bcral-minded. He used to look after the poor and 
needy persons wherever he went and did a lot of 
aocial work. \Vhole at Karaohi, he was connected 
with vuious hu•nanitarian institutions such as the 
Hiranand Leper Asylum, the Lady Duiierin Hospital, 
etc. When he came to live in H ydera bad, he was 
elected the President of the Hyderabad (Sind) Edu
cation Society and of the Hyderabad General Library 
but he had to leave these honorary p09ts owing to 
ill-health. For the last few years of hie life he did 
not keep proper health and at last after a short 
acute at•ack of Bron~hitis which lasted f.n- about a 
a week, b" ~xpired. Thus ended the career of auoh 
a noble and useful citizen. 

Since all his three torothers have predeceased him 
without having any child, it is said that all his pro-

1 perry inc!uding O'L•~, ~ptr ~ec:urity, bungalow et~ is 

\ 
being c;J.amed by b.- srsters sons, Messrs Ratanamg 
G\llablliug and l.hu bermal Lalcband. 
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H. E. H. THE NIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

j 

. ------------------------~I 

I 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
IN 

THE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA I 

SEE The Past on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-Muqbara . 

• Daulatabad : Fort • 

•· • Raoza . 

• Panchakki . 

• Ellora . 

I· • Ajanta. 
i 
'================== I 

AURANGABAD 

You enjoy Modern Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when you stay at the-S'l'ATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one ·of 

the finest in India under the management of' 

'H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

Motor Cars and buses will be 
arranged for tours to aoy 
place in the district on 
application to the Manager. 

Further information from:-... 
I TRll C!llEII' Col!J!EROIAL MANAGER, 

I H. E. H. The Nizam's State Railway, 

l·~~--_-_--._-_S-E~C-U-N~DE __ ~-AB~A-0. ___ ~ __ ~ 

I 

THE RANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(Inoorporate4 in Barod&, The Ua.bWtJ' of Mem'bers being Li.mit«L) 

Vader the Patronage of and largely llupported by the 
Oovemmeat of H. H. the• MaharaJa Oaekwar of Baroda, 

CAPITAl. AIJTH01(15HD - Ita. :o,.co,oo,oaa 
CAPITAL 155UED 6: 5UB5CR,IBED ,. l,:oo,oa,aoa 
CAPITAL CALLED UP ••. ., 6o,oo,oao . 
CAPITAL PAID-UP aa 31-1:1-40 ... • 6o,oo,uoo 
RE5ERVB FUND ss,oo,ooa 

Head Ofliee>-BARODA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsari, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

S1\FE · DE:VOSIT 
V1\ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, f5 
PATAN. 
.-:o:-

. 
LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 

SIZES AVAILABLE 

-:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

' 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
·TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATER, 

· General Manager· 

The following books · can be had from the 

office of The Inrft'C!n Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 11-

S. Natarajan'$ "West of Suez'' Rs. 3/-

Bombay Representative Conference l922 Re. 1/-

(belng the official report of the unity 

Conference held in l922 ·In Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a resu!L 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the llf anager. 

(Post free), 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eetabll•h~d 7th September 1906.! 

JNCORPORATIID UIJDBB TJUIIIJDLL. 00lfi'UUJI8 /I.e": 

VI or 1882. 

Capital Sub!lctibed '''"' Rs. 2,00,00,000 
" 1,00,00,00() 
" 1.15,50,000 

Cap'lt.al Callec:l up "'-
Re~ierve Fund •••••• 

ftEA.D OFf'K;i! t 

OR!fl~TAL BUILDINGS, BONIBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD: 
Bbadra ( Maia Office), 
Ellia Bridp. 

Statioa BI"IUICh. 
ANDHERI: 

Near Bombay. 
BANDRA: 

Near Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

BulfioD Exchange 
Colaba 
Kalbadevi 
Malabu HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (MaiD Office) 
Ban& Bazar 
Cbawriochee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 

Kingnra:r 
ltwarl Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
Tho Westminstv Bank Ltd. 

CUR'REN1' :•DR POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from lils. 800 to lils. 1,00,000 
@ ~~ per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
lil• 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement, No 
credit wW be given Ia accounts for Interest aDlOIInting to 
less than Rs. DJ- per half year. 

FIXRD DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be aseertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rule• oa application, 

The Bank acts as Executa• and TPustee 
undeP Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustea Buslneos eenerally. .llules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVRRDli.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranp, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank underta~e• on behalf of Its constituents the 
safe custody of Shares and Securltles and the collection of 
dividendo and lnteres\ thereon, It also undertakes the 
aale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stocll at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on application. 

A, G. GRAY, 

M !JfiiJgtt'' 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK, LTD. 

So:a VITBALDAS THAOKEBSEY ME110RIAL BUILDING, 

1J, Bakehouse L&ne, Far\. Bolm&1 

B•amatl 
IMam pur 
IC&rad 

(Dt.trlet Pooaa). 
(Diatrlct 5atara). 

( .. " ). 
Tucaoa ( ,, ., ), 
Satara ( , 

11 
). 

l.lrloakanvadl { " 11 ), 
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NOTES. 
Crete:-The collapse of the Greeco-British 

defence of Crete has not been sufficiently 
explained. The Prime Minister referring to Crete 
soon after the German occupation of Greece. 
enlarged on the importance of repelling aU 
enemy attacks on it and promised that it 
will be defended at all cpsts. An Army 
spokesman on the other hand declared after tha 
evacuation of Crete. that they were prepared to 
pay a certain price for Crete but it was found 
that this would not be enough, so they had to get 
out of the Island. The British Press, for the 
first time during the war, is severely critical. It. is 
pointed out that the island has been in British 
control since November. Why were not 
adequate preparations made to protect Crete 
as have been done in Malta during this interval? 
It is evident from the broadcasts of their experi
ence by returned officers, that they: had to face 
a formidable enemy immensely superior in 
aircraft and reckless of losses. The escape of 
the 15,000 men and officers of the British army 
of Crete was quite as epic an achievement as 
their escape from Dunkirk. But, as Mr. Winston 
Churchill said of the Dunkirk achievement, wars 
are not won by withdrawals, however difficult 
the conditions under which they were 
made and however great the gallantry 
exhibited by soldiers and officers ...... 
If there was any doubt of the success of 
the British defence of Crete, it would have 
been better if more reserve had been maintained 
as to the disadvantages that would be 
involved in failure on that front. As a :matter 
of fact, the defeat in Crete has apparently not 
been attended with any very serious consequences. 
Time has been gained for Great Britain to 
prepare herself to meet further and more serious 
trials. It is a matter of opinion if . the 
advantages would have. been greater if the 
I<JSSes, admitted to have. been severe, had been· 
avoided aml the strength of Britain conserv~ 
ed for subsequent stru~ks. The defence 
cf Greece has been proclaimed to have been 

undertaken as a matter of honour even 
though it was anticipated that Britain might not 
be able to send all the assistance needed to save 
the gallant Greeks, Is there any point of 
honour in undertaking a task to which one 
!mows oneself to be unequal, and thus encourag
Ing a weak though courageous ally to sacrifice 
his poor resources in a fight which was 
beyond his strength ? Has Britain always 
adopted this standard of honour and does she 
mean to do so in the future? Turkey, it is said, 
has an army estimated at about a million men in 
perfect condition to take· the field. Should not 
Turkey as Britain's ally, come forward to help 
her friend against the enemy on her very 
threshold ? . 

Democracy fa India :-While Mr. Jinnah is 
convinced that democracy is unsuited to this 
country, the. Rev. Walter Brookes Foley who 
was for many years in India, thinks that there 
are special features in Indian life and character. 
which make India a more favourable .soil for 
democracy than tht: West has proved itself to be. 
In an address delivered before the Committee for 
Philippine-American Cultural Relations at Manila 
on "Democracy Expands in the East,'' Occidental 
democracy, ~e ur~ed, . has been ~ixed very. 
frequently with bitter dose3 of imperialism 
administered to African-Asiatic populations. That 
fact has poisoned the currents of . expanding 
democratic practice in all parts of Europe for 
generations to come. "It is the belief of the 
writer, 1' he went on to say, "after ten yearS of 
observation and residence . in Asia, that demo
cracy is finding expression in the very heart of 
the oldest surviving civilisations in our modern 
world, that all Asiatic peoples whos~ cullural 
existence has been interwoven with InJia and 
China are as those who have seen a great light, 
rising in spite of much darkness, out of the 
West ... There are binding cohesive factors in 
Asiatic societies which have the possibility of 
givin~ new content to democratic practice. 
For JUSt as religion in Asia aff<!cts all life, 
so any doctrine such as democracy to be 
accepted as of lasting significance in the 
Asiatic form, must b~ associated consistently 
with all the patterns of social conduct.'' How 
are we t<> explain the two contradictory views of 
these two competent observers ? There is no 
difficulty in doing so. Mr. Jinnah i~ thinking 
of d~mocracy as consisting of the b.11lot box and 
p:>lling booth. H~ h'ls had lonJ exp~ri.:nce of 
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electioneering and kn:JWS that It Consists largely position tO speak in piain undiplomatic 
of Mmboozling the voters. Where Mr. Jinnah language about .India to the people of India; 
errll Is ·in thinking that it is only in this · they would be best consultitig their interests 
country that electioneering calls for camuo- as well as those of India, if they observed a vow 
flage. It is so in all countries includitig Gre~t of silence on Indian topics. The Indian people 
Britain and the United States. A comparison are tired of the tortuous eloquence of British 
between the pledges made by leading statesmen statesmen who seem to have almost totally lost 
with the policy actually followed when they won the art of saying things without the possibility 
thq elections, often shows a cynical disregard of mistake or misunderstanding, It has been 
for consistency. Consistency is not a cardinal since quite needlessly stated that the Duke 
virtue but neither is inconsistency. Dr. Foley's meant nothing more than Mr_ Amery, 
estimate, on the other hand, ·is based on the Democracy ·. a11cl Islam:-Kwaja Mushtaq 
idea of democracy not merely. as a form of Ahmad contributes a highly informing article 
gove,t;~ment ~ut as a w~y .of.hfe: The m:re to the June Aryan Path exposing the fallacies 
form IS nothing unless Jt IS msp1red by pnn- 1 underlying the assertions that Hindus and 
~p.les of human w~rt~, expression and .resp~lll?i· 1 Indian M?ham.medans are ~vided by traditional 
bd1ty. . These pnnc1ples are associated m and soc1al d1fferences ·WhJch constitute them 
Christian minds with the teachings of I into :two distinct and irreconcilable factors of 
Ch~istianity. They ~r~ also capable of being I Indian life. He gives numerous instances to 
denved from oth.er rehg10ns. . 1 show that they have as a rule lived together in. 

Lincoln Parocl~e.d :-The Duke of Devonsh1!'e i p~ce ~d th-:t they share ma~y ideas in common;· 
holds the pos1t1on of an Under-Secretary m : HIS art1cle 1s headed "lnd1a's Dilemma: One
the ~ritish Govemme~t. His name has been I Nation or Many?" His answer is emphOttically, 
mentioned as a possJble successor to Lord , One. Ranade in a memorable address at 
Linlithgow. Th~ D~ke is also Chancellor of i Lucknow in the last year of the last century, 
the Leeds Umvers1ty. Lord Curzon. was : adduced many facts to show that a process of 
promoted to the Viceroyalty of J ndia from an 1~ fusion was in slow but steady pro"'ress between 
Under-Secretaryship because, it was said, his the two communities and that it "'bas bsen in
chief, the Marquis of Salisbury, did not see terrupted by the advent of the British because it 
any other way of finding a more congenial could not be effectuated without the factors which 
politician to deputise for him in the House western civilisation and culture have to contribute 
of Commons. If the Duke of Devonshire I to a stable Indian nationalism. The Kwaja 
comes out as Viceroy it must be for· a less Sahib's views are very much on the same lines. 
intelligible reason. Speaking at the University, He does not blame the British for the communal 
the Duke indulged in rather a poor parody of differences which have arisen in their regime. Ta 
Abrahan Lincoln's famous definition of do so, he argues "is to give undue credit to British 
democracy, "Government of the people, by the statesmanship" and to overestimate our weak
people, for the people.'' The Duke with an eye nesses. He thinks that the differences are due to 
to the American public, no doubt, declared with our having taken over from Europeans their . 
the full authority of His Majesty's Government competitive and combative tendencies. "Like 
that it-was intended that India should be governed, the West we too have begun to think,'' he says, 
after the war, in India, by India, for India. While. "in terms of economic and political nationalism. 
Lincoln spoke of the people, the Duke spoke of These modern but foreign forces have eclipsed 
the country. He did not say that India will be our memories; and we seldom think of our 
governed by Indians, for Indians. The difference glorious heritage of cultural nationalism." The 
is not without significance. Government in article is a valuable contribution to Indian 
India may mean nothing more thari investing thought at the present day. The Kwaja Sahib 
Lord Linlithgow or himself when he succeeds observes that today. India is struggling for 
him, as the ultimate authority. By India, c>Jnstitutional democracy of the Western 
if interpreted in accordance with Mr. Amery's type but Islam had already given her the 
conditions, will be less of a national Govern- ideal of social. d_emocracy. Islamic influence, 
ment than Lord Linlithgow's. All the interests he says, had created long before the impact 
and communities, and the obligations of British of the West, the intellectual background in 
rule, will have to be represented and secured favour of the ideas of -equality and human bra
under the name of India, For India, is even therhood. But Western democracy has not 
more easy. British interests are, it is assumed, · been equalitarian. The widest difi~rences separate 
identical with the interests of India, and the classes on the basis of their economic status. 
Government for India will, as it has been all Human brotherhood is not an element of parlia
these .years, be government for En~land men~ry democracy. Isla'? with i~ equalitari~n 
primar1ly. No one has felt any enthustasm doctrme never succeeded m foundmg and roam
for the Duke's parody in this country. He . taining a ~onstitutional democracy <?f the British 
might, so far as evoking any resp~se from ~r Amer1can . type. Ataturk tr1ed. hard to 
this country is concerned, have spared h1mself the mtroduce parliamentary democracy m modern 
effort of producing this formula which is not Turkey but failed. We are, . indeed, inclined to 
likely to go down in history alongside of think that equalitarian ideas are inconsistent 
Lincoln's, Until British statesmen are in a with the Western democratic idea. It is only 
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under . the terrific litr~ of .. war: that .class many COQVerts from the higher castes. 1 
distinct.i.ons .· have . becOme. dim in ~reat ~ritaili. The i.d..-ent of' the Dutch and English Protestant 
Labour le:iders are atriviog 1:0 prevent. a return missionaries dGI'ing the eigb11100t11 century stopped the 
to the old claSs :diStinctions a£ 'the end of the war. movement. The European origin of the Catholk: 
If 

· .. · missionaries whq .resembled. the . new-comers bad 
. we want .equality and b~oth~rhood,. ~~ worst beoame lmo"'o · to •aU; and Hilldus. ca11ec1 them 
way,'of going about to attam. them, . would PrangJs {Impure foreigoet&) mixing witb low r.aste 
seeni to be set. up a parliamentary .de~ocracy people. Their disciples, the high caste converts, were in-0" the British or American pattern. . eluded in Ibis contempt. Thus Catholicity, in most parts 

· of India, lwame and stB1 is in the eyes. of the HiDdus, 
War Prisoners i.a India:-Is there any special the ftllglon of outcastes. of ....... indeed, with whom 

purpose in interning some thousands of Italian no respectable Hindu can mix in !J0Cia1 intiOtcourse. 
war prisoners, officers and men, in India ? All this is ancient history and not quite· correct. 
Recently some Gennans have also been brought De Nobill's method was condemned by the Holy 
down. There are large parts of British See and bad to be given up. No Indian would 
Africa, including South Africa, which are have been under the illusion that de Nobili and 
within easier reach of Abyssinia and Libya, his colleagues were Indian natives. 
where these men were taken prisoners, where Catholics and · Conversion :-The Catholic 
they would be in entirely safe surroundings. Church has been very considerate to converts, 
In India, in the way in which events are de- and h1S allowed them to retain all their old 
veloping, they are likely to prove not only an customs (sanctified by the Catholic priest.) The 
embarrassment but a menace to the internal Catholic Examine,. of Bombay in its issue of 
peace and security of the country. The May 24 published an interesting article on 
troops· employed to watch them, cam be more the old customs allowed to be retained and 
usefully employed in active operations. Their practised by Tamil Catholics who number about 
presence here, with the special standards of diet a million. The Tamils, Hindus and Christians 
and accommodation which they have to be alike, are very tenacious of their traditional 
allowed according to international agreement, practices and any attempt to deprive the converts 
invites invidious comparisons with the standards of them will result in their quitting the Catholic 
allowed to Indian political prisoners. Taking all fold. ''Right at the start we meet with 
things into consideration, the Government of difficulty : to the Hindu every social custom is 
India can reasonably request the British Govern- also a religious custom," writes the Tamil priest 
ment to accommodate their war prisoners, who who contributes the article. "Well, then we 
are likely to increase rather than to decrease, adapt Hindu religious customs, as long as they 
elsewhere. do not directly connote a theological error.'' 

American Jesuits and Hinduism :-The Colo· First comes the caste system which the American 
nial Times is a bright weekly journal issued Jesuits . consi~er deplorable. . The Catholic 
under Indian editorship . in Nairobi in East Church m lnd1a does not treat 1t at such. 
Af · 0 · h be I Thus the caste system as a social division corres-nca. n opemng t e current num r pondiog to trades and professions or as <lillereDt 
(11th May} we noticed an indignant editodal 1 families derived from the common stock, has been 
on a tract issue;! by American Jesuits and recognized by the Missionaries In India. But at the 
republished in · an East African Catholic same time the missionary hss been fighting against 
journal, on the difficulties attending on conver- the evils of the caste system, such as untouchability or 
sion of Hindus .to Catholicism. The Colonial barriers separating caste from caste within ecclesias-

tical edifices. 
Times ·has not ·only , pronounced its own 
condemnation of the tract but has also called The Brahmin convert is permitted to wear his 
upon the Government to' take action against sacred thread {which many non-converts have 
th I 1 f bl' h' · discarded) : only he has to get the thread blessed 

e oca paper or pu IS 1ng a tract hkely by a Catholic Priest, and slip a scapulary medal 
to hurt the feelings of Hmdus who have over it. The names are also rendered into vema
themselves always· shown the greatest tole-
ration to other religions. The Times goes cular equivalents. Peter becomes Rayappan ; 
.so far as to suggest that the Jesuits in East Leo becomes Singarayam; Alosyius, Gnanapra-
A be 1 · h kasam; John, Arulapan : Paul, Chinnappan. 

frica lng mostly nsh, t e publication Each parish priest has a printed booklet giving 
of this matter was motivated by the desire 
to disturb the friendly atmosphere prevailing a list of the names of saints in English with 

their corresponding translations or adaptations. 
among the communities of British East This is a naive exposition of the methods 
Africa. On reading the tract which has d h 
evoked this outburst, we were surprised to find adopte to make t e converts feel at borne in 
that there is nothing in the tract to hurt Hindu 
feelings. The tract speaks of the 'deplorable 
caste system' among Hindus, but many Hindus 
also regard the present caste system as deplorable. 
For the rest, the tract makes the Protestant 
Missions responsible for undoing the work of 
early Catholic Missionaries, . d~ Nobili and 
others ·who by adopting the ~ manners and 
scruples or caste Hindus managed to make 

their new environment. 

Wilhelm II :-Wilhelm II, the last of the 
Gennan Emperors, passed away in his 83rd 
year at Doorn on June 4 and at his request be 
will be buried there. In the twenty-three years of 
exile, Wilhelm bad lived ·down the bitter hatred 
of those who bad fought against his country in 
191'-18 and, what was even more surprising, 
he had risen superior to his early ambitions. 
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[ 'universal application ·and every · one· is free 
I to a~tribute thein to the religion · he' professes. 
! .. S1r ~ahom~d Zaffarullah. claimed that .. the 

I 
SIX p01nts WhiCh he enunCiated for the new 

SIR MAHOMED ZAFFARULLAH world order were all derivable from the Qtiran. 
KHAN'S WORLD ORDER. 1 We have no · doubt that he was right 

The speech on a new World Order which Sir ' in saying so but, unless the other· ·great 
. Mahomed Zaffarullah Khan broadcast from religions also accept these points, they cannot 
Simla on the 26th May, is of exceptional claim to apply to the future world order. For 
interest. In the first place, it is the first or instance, he would abolish all interest-bearin"' 
almost the first considered pronouncement on loans, public and private, as they have been ; 
this topic of world. wide importance formulated direct incentive to greed and cupidity. The 
by an Indian thinker. · That fact is of special taking of interest was forbidden by the Mosaic 
importance because most of those who have law which is also binding on Muslims. The 
till now declared their views on the subject, I economic and fiscal conditions which existed in 
have either expressly or by implication j ancient Palestine and in Arabia several centuries 
confined their attention to Europe and the I later, were · entirely different from those of 
nations of European descent in other continents, 

1 

modern times. The abolition of interest will cut 
The latest contributor to the discussion, the ground from under the whole fiscal system, 
Mr. Antony Eden, makes no secret of the fact The Hindu law-giver limited the total amount 
that he is thinking all the time of European I of interest that can be charged on a loan to th 
reconstruction and of international trade. Europe same amount as the principal. Another of Sir 
is the smallest of the continents and foreign Mahomed Zaffarullah's points is that the barter 
trade is not so important to all nations as . system should be encouraged as far as possible 
·it is to Great Britain and other over-industrialised f' in place of the cash and exchange transactions 
countries. Towards the end of his speech, Mr. of commerce. This is already being done by 
Eden recollected that there was a world outside j Germany whose whole international trade now 
Europe and that his plans might affect and be ' rests on a basis of barter. Except the United 
affected by developments elsewhere "such as, for States which has the largest amount of the 
example, the Far East." He is probably still of world's gold; few other countries are now in a 
opinion that Europe will continue to dominate 1 position to pay gold for their purchases. It 
the world including the Far East as it did I w~s recently reported that Australia 
for a whole century. If it does, of course there . rejected an offer. from Japan to buy wool 
is no need to bestow attention on the interests or from her on a barter basis as the Dominion 
sentiments of any country or people outside had faith only in the current system. The most 
Europe. Mr. Eden summed up his proposals recent report bearing on the question is that 
as being directed to ensure "social security.'' the Yen is proposed to be linked to the pound 
Security is all right for people who have sterling. The barter system still prevails in 
succeeded in cornering the world's goods and large parts of rural India. The Hyderabad 
who ai:e only concerned to retain them safe from I Committee on the condition of tenants found 
others. But to the vast majority of peoples who 1' great difficulty in arriving at correct statistics 
have been deprived of their le"'itimate share of owing to the general prevalence of barter in the 
the earth and the fulness ther~of, security is not I Nizam's Dominions. Even before the war, 
the first need but justice. There is no indication legitimate international trade was on a barter 
in Mr. Eden's speech of his awareness of the fact basis, exports and imports· balancing each 
that the largest part of the British Empire lies other. There will be general agreement with 
outside Europe and that it is inhabited by people Sir Mahomed's proposition that every State 
who have and cherish civilisations older and, should accept the obligation to provide 
in some respects, richer than that of Europe. the minimum neces!!ities of food, clothing, 
Another Empire spokesman on the future world shelter and education for every citizen. This 
order is Field Marshal Smuts, This great man has, indeed, been practised for over half a 
who is a philosopher as well as a soldier and I century in some .. European countries, in the 
statesman, does not see the darkness underneath Dominions and in the United States. In 
his own lantern. Lord Halifax put forward a I addition to these, other obligations such as 
programme soon after he took over the Embassy I pensions for old age· a_nd health in_surance 
at Washington but his lordship, though he was 1 have also been adopted m these countnes. In 
five years in this country, can think only in terms , India the Government has accepted only a single 
of C!?-ristendom and has all along regarded the obligation_, na.mely, . not .to let any indiv!d~l die 
present war as a crusade for the preservation of of starvation 10 farrune t1me. Beyond th1s, 1t has 
'Christianity. His Holiness the Pope has more not been able to find funds for any other social 
than once enunciated some general principles but service though it has th~ most highly paid 
he, as well as the Christian Conferences at Services in the world. S1r Mahomed Zaffa. 
!Malvern and other places, cannot think of rullah demands that e_quality of hum:u! beings 
salvation except in terms of • Christianity. must be fully recogmsed and no prtvilege or 
The fundamental Christian principles like the superiority should be d:emed to attach to 
fundamental principles of all religions are of . any race or nation. Ne1ther Europeans nor 
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Americans are prepared to accept this principle 
unless forced to do so. But events are fast 
undermining the assumptions on which the 
theory of race superiority rests. Providence is 
taking a hand in solving this and other 
problems. Sir Mahomed would discourage the 
hoarding of money and capital, 

for this tendency also results in the monopolis•tion 
of we •lth and power and enables a few i::Jdividuals 
who might themselves be lacking In personal merit to 
dominate nations and Government. 

The most evident tendency today all the 
world over is to reject the supremacy of 
the moneyed interest. Democratic States 
have been most liable to plutocratic domination 
and this has given rise to Socialism and Com· 
munism. Nazism and Fascism have not 
rejected capitalism but have made it subser
vient to the State. Sir Mahomed would also 
do away with the law or custom of primogeni· 
ture wherever it prevails. 

There is cnly one word which is adequate to 
characterise Sir Mahomed's analysis of the 
causes of the prevailing unrest. It is the word 
"masterly.'' Intellectually and materially, he 
pointed out, the nations most prominent are 
vastly better off than they were two centuries or 
even a century ago. But for the circumstance 
that Germany was reduced to a very low 
material condition at the end of the last war, this 
is a substantially correct statement. Sir Mahomed 
denied that living spac~ for excess population was 
the real reason for the unrest in these contries. 
If that were so, they would not, he observed, be 
providing encouragem~nt for increases of popula
tion. Sir Mahomed went to say, "The question 
then is why all this restlessness and uneasiness, 
which has prompted these countries to enter 
upon a life and death sruggle with their neigh
bours? The claims which these countries make 
with regard to their internal conditions indicate 
that the object of this struggle is not to improve 
their internal conditions. It is due to the 
jealousy engendered by watching the globe· 
girdling activities of some of the other countries. 
Their real grievance was that they did not 
make available to them the same facilities and 
opportunities for ruling over and exploiting other 
nations as were available to some of their sister 

. nations." 

also the most physically exasperating. Even to 
people living in fairly commodious premises, this is 
a most trying time. But the vast llll\jority of the 
population are worse than homeless in Hom b;a y, in 
the sense that to be without homes and to be 
obliged to sleep on the pavements, is comparatively 
more conducive to peace of mind, than to try 
to sleep in one-room, over-crowded, tenements in 
the worst congested locailties, which is the 
lot of a large section of the citizens of this 
no mean city. The problem behind all the problems 
of Bombay, including that of recurring breaches 
of the peace without any conceivable reason, is the 
housing problem, The rains came on Wednesday and 
there was no stabbing or other incident that day for 
the first time since the outbreak. The improvement 
is in large part also due to the personal tours in the 
affected areas on foot by the Governor, his contaots 
and conversations with the small shopkeepers and 
merchants in ~their own natural habitat, and the 
confidence thereby imparted to them in the capacity 
and determination of the head of the administration to 
protect them fi'om violence at the hands of the 
''hooligans" and excesses at the hands of the 
Police who in their overwrought mentality have often 
no time or temper to discriminate between the 
law-abiding and law-breaking classes of the popula
tion. 

The rounding-up method, no doubt, is sometimes 
more effective in promptly quelling a disturbance, 
but it is essentially a method which is more in 
accord with the rough and ready tactics of 
the totalitarian regimes than of a settled Government 
under a reign of law. Innocent and guilty are bound 
to get mixed up in the "rounding up" 
prooess. Sometimes, indeed, the real "hooligan" 
evades the Police while the honest artisan 
or shopkeeper gets ''rounded up." As the latter is 
generally the victim of the "hooligan/' ha being 
rounded up leaves the "hooligan" without his natural 
prey, and thus helps, it may be, to shorten the tide of 
lawlessness. With the best of intentions in the 
world, it is impossible for the Police to apply this 
method without involving innocent people in its 
hardships. Mr. Munshi, in the instance which bas been 
often referred to, applied tllis method on a larger 
scale than any of his predecess<rs, and it did have 
the effect intended. But the · R1jormfiT' even then 
pointed out that the method was too drastic to result 
in an improved sense of responsibility for peace and 
neighbourliness in the citizens of Bombay. 

While the duty of the Police on such occasions 
is obvious, that of the citizen is more complex. 
He must think of his own responsibility for the 
''hooligan." "There but for the grace of God goas 
John Wesley," is one of the sayings whiob deserve 
to be inscribed in letterw of fire over every institution 
where men meet,to consider means of promoting peace 
and goodwill in the city. Handy Dandy, exclaims 

RIOTS AND RUMOURS. Lear in his disillusionment:, which is the justioe 
Even before one opened the morning papers which the thief P There is a hooligan in 

last Saturday, one sensed that the so-called all of us, repressed by education or by fear of 
riot situation had passed its meridian. From punishment or simply by want of temptation. 
an experience of over forty years in Bombay A Press Note issued by the Director of Informa· 
during whioh thore have been several outbreaks of tion, Bombay, last week contradicted a rumour to the 
lawlessness, I have formed an impression that, when eftect that the Government were intending compul
thcrc ara no reasons such u labour disputes or sory evacuation ol the inhabitants of the City of 
di•put~s about sites of places of worship or oemeteries Bombay and its suburbs. From the limited enquiries 
to account li.Jr them, crime waves have a relation I which we have been able to make the contradiction 
to heat waves, th.1t is to say, that they are liable to , would seem to have been the first intimation to several 
ocour together. The faot that a heavy raintall, I people of the prevalenoe of iany such rumour 
whether it be the burst of the mon~oon or merely a 1 The majority of the inh~bitants of Bombay are 
local cyclone, invariably lays thu dust and the 1 immigrants from the districts where they have 
outbreak• together, goe~ to confirm the hypothesis. 1 their permanent homes to whi.;h wives are regularly 
The week or f""tnight before the commenccmt'nt of i sent for confinement. There is besides the 
the rains, is the most dangerous in Bombay as it is practice of the people visiting their villages 
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periodically. The idea of leaving Bombay 'for a 
short interval, would not, therefore, normally cause 

. any panic·among the people. The rumour 11eems to 
have reached the Bombay Information Officer before 

, it gained general currency. It is good to nip ev~l in 
the bud. But one must be. sure that there tS a 
bud to be nipped. Some rumours have no basis other 
than idle gossip. But a rurriour of this kind is likely 
to have originated only in some interested motive. 
What can that be in this case i' There ig a growing 
demand for investments in house atid land, owing 
to the uncertainties felt In more liquid forms 
owing to war conditions. Persons who want to buy 
up house and land, have a strong interest in pulling 
down values and there is no surer means of doing 
this than to spread a rumour that the city 
is to be eompulsorily evacuated. The average 
citizen, however, has enough intelligence to appraise 
rumours at their true value. To contradict a rumour 
before it is fully ripe, is often the best way of propa
gating it. Besides, the public have their own way of 
interpreting official contradictions. Free publicity is 
. the most effective way of dispelling rumours. That 
is another reason, and a strong one, against fettering 
the discretion of news paper conductors •. 

People, some of them in high place, who in order 
to advance war efforts make alarmist statements 
about the enemy being at our doors, cannot be 
absolved from responsibility for this class of rumours. 
They furnish the soil in which this kind of weed 
pourishes. A• a matter of fa.ct, the danger is less 
Jmmineut so far as we are concerned than to the 
Turks and Egyptians. With well-equipped and well-

, trained armies, these two allies are unperturbed by 
. the presence of the enemy on their doorsteps. It is 
difficult to see what we can r.ossibly do to protect 
ourselves at this last hour even if the danger were as 
imminent as it is said to be. What cannot be cured 

· must be endured. The troops which should have 
. been here to defend the country, have been sent 
away to distant places. The whole policy aqd 

. strategy of the country is directed by people to whom 
the security of India is a secondary consideration. 
A certain amount of fatalism is essential for peace 
of mind for people situated in our position. , . 

K. N 

THE PROBLEM OF SMALL STATES. 
(BY A STATE SUBJECT.) 

GROUP ORGANISATioN. 

It is obvious that judged by the inexorable 
' test of utility there is scarcely ,anything 

to recommend the continued existence of a 
majority of the States as distinct political units. But 
they can 'rescue themselves from the reproach of 
inutility and . insure 'their future by combining 
among themselves for certain common purposes. 
A large number of small States are geographically 
grouped together and their propinquity to one 
another makes it perfectly easy for them to evolve 
schemes of common interest. It is true that not 
all tbe States are so favourably situated and that 
some of them are separated from one another by 

. long .!iistances, but i~ is . open ~ then;t . to m~ke 
common cause with thetr netghbourmg Bnttsh lndtan 
districts for administrative purposes without 
impairing their political distinction. I know · the 
instance of at least one full-powered State 
having entered into ~atisfa~t~ jud!cial ~rra.ngements 
with its neighbourmg Br~ttsh lndtan ~tstrtc.t. B_ut, 
instances of small States tn geographtcal lSOiatton 
are I think, not many. Group organisation in the 
cas'e of a. majority of. ~hem is, therefo~e, perf;~tly 
possible JUSt as the Brtttsh Government Js exerotsmg 

its functions of supervision through Agencies under 
which are grouped a number of States. 

To illustrate my point I take the group of States 
~nown as the Deccan States. They are 17 in 
number, excluding Wadi, which being an estate, 
need not be noticed here. Barring Kolhapur, which 
is of the size of a British Indian District, all 
the other sixteen States are small and some of 
them are so small that they are even incapable of 
introducing organised administrations. Here are a 
few figures showing their financial position. Eight 
States derive income of less than 5 Iakbs; 6 between 
5-10 Iakhs and 2 between 10-15 lakhs. The 
total area, population and revenue of all the 17 
Deccan States are in round figures, 11,000 square 
miles, 25,00,000 persons and Rs. 215 lakhs, respec
tively. That is to say, in respect of area and 
population, they do not approach even the smallest 
British Indian Province, while in point of revenue 
the}' compare favourably with Orissa. 

It will be seen that individually none of the 
Deccan States is capable of achieving much, while 
by a combination they can, despite their deficiency 
in area and . population, model their respective admi
nistrations on as efficient lines as those in British 
India. By pooling their resources, they can establish 
an efficient and well-paid cadre of Services common 
to all the States, institute a system of independent and 
unimpeachable judiciary, evolve a common revenue 
policy and set up genuine popular legislatures. • 

Popular representation through legislatures is not 
only not' practicable but reduces · itself into a 
mockery when ·introduced in small States. Apart 
from the legislatures being merely deliberative, they 
have scarcely anything to deliberate upon, for the 
Rulers are loathe to relax their hold upon the finan

. ces which are just enough to cater to their wants 
and luxuries. Most of the Deccan States, with 
Kolhapur as the notable exception, have instituted 

-people's assemblies, but evidence is needed to prove 
their usefulness. On the contrary, they have given 
rise to factious feelings and a growth of opportunism 
among a section of the people. 

These difficulties can be overcome by establish
ing one Representative Assembly for all 
the 17 States, whose quota of representation 
should be in proportion to the revenue and 
population of each State. The number of seats 
allotted to the Legislative Assemblies of N. W. F. 
Province and Orissa are 50 and 60 respectively. 
Any one of these numbers·would 'admirably suit the 
Deccan States Popular Assembly. 

The advantages of a common legislature for these 
States are immense. In the first place, it will enable 
the people's representatives effectively to partiyipate 
in the administration of their own affairs. Secondly, 
it will meet the objection that small States are 
incapable of introducing. responsible government, 
and lastly, by . virtue of their representative 
character, its members can sit in the all-India Federal 
legislatures as the geriuine representatives of their 
States. The Government of India Act ot 1935 
provides 6 seats in the Council of State and 5 in the 
Federal Assembly to the Deccan States. Members 
chosen from the common States' Assembly are far 
more representative of their States than the nominees 
of the Rulers or· the "elected" members of sham 
legislatures ofindividual States. 

Of course, safeguards are necessary. The legitimate 
rights ana privileges of the Ruler and his family 
require to be guaranteed and matters arising out of 
his relations with the Paratrount Power should be 
dealt with by himself. In other words, there should 

·-···-
.There a.re evidonoes of the Deooan States thinking in terms of 

common e.ction. At any rate, the idea. of orga.nising a common 
Police force was mooted as ea.rly as in September HMO. 
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be no interference with the freedom of action of the 
Ruler in respect of the obligations incurred by the 
State with the British GoVernment by treaties and 
engagements, No one intends to reduce the Ruler , 
to a cipher ; only the evils of personal rule and the , 
handicaps arising from the smallness of the States are , 
sought to be removed, The Rulers have a worthier ' 
part to play in tbe new order of things herein 
envisaged. They should combine and constitute them
eelves into a Supreme Council for guiding the policy 
and controlling the atfairs common to all the States. 
Moreover, by concerted action they will succeed 
in minimising the unregulated intervention of the 
British Government in their internal concerns. 

An introduction of these changes does not involve 
any deprivation or diminution of the sovereign rights 
of the States, unless, of course, the Princes define 
the States as themselves. What is really needed 
is, in the Viceroy's words, •some pooling of 
cherished sovereignty.''t That the generality 
of the Princes are loathe to oountenanc e changes, 
however welcome and irresistible, has been made 
more than evident by the events ot the last few 
years, Popular agitations are not only abhorred 
but ruthlessly met with rifles. And in this the Princes 
are eupported by their advisers. Col, Sir K. N. 
Haksar clinches the issue when he says: 
"The antagonism and revulsion caused by this 
cry (for Responsible Government) in minds still 
anchored to the theory of the divine right of 
Kings, are in some degree shared by the advisers 1 

of the Princes, some of whom have a good grasp i 
of practical politics and every dispo~ition to help 
the cause of India forward." , 

But it is neither safe nor wise at this hour of the 
day for the Princes to allow their minds to be 
''anchored" to divine right theories and for their 
advisers to delude them by tracing their descent 
to some solar or lunar divinity. What is supremely 
needed ia an urgent realization by the Princes of 
the necessity for change in their methods of 
governance. Addressing the Chamber of Princes 
last year H. E. The Crown Representative pressed 
upon the attention of the Princes the necessity 
lor concerted action by 1mall States, He reiterated 
thia point of view in his addreu to the 
Chamber on 17th March last. His Excellency 
said ......... "you should not allow yourselves 
or your advisers to be diverted by any conside
ration~ of a personal character from ensuring that 
where O<Hlperation is necessary, it shall take a form 
whioh no reasonable critic can assail on the ground 
that it is half-hearted." Further on, the Viceroy said: 
••But the need for auch sacrifices is a stark reality, 
and I am wholly s•tisfied that thoae aacrifices, when 
they are made, will be amply repaid by the r.:sults." 

That the Viceroy's advice was not relished by the 
Princes was revealed in the reply of their Chancellor 
who referring to the question of co-operation among 
the States aaid: "This question has been receiving 
our careful and active consideration from all the view
points involved; and relying on Your Excellency's 
respect for the traditions of the Indian States 
and for the pledges given to States, both 
big and amnii, in the successive authoritative 
pronouncements guaranteeing their internal autonomy 
and inte~ity, we take it as under.;tood that your 
Excellency's suggestions are intended to encourage 
co-operation, on a voluntary basis, having due 
regard to local conditions, m certain services of 

t Tb~ lonna ''10vereign" •nd ''lonreignty" are ,·ery loosely 
U"-~ wtU\ rotertmC'o to lndiau Statu. nC~no of whil.'h are 80\'"oNign. 
Tho \"ar)'ll18 dt~l"'OM. of powt't' o"J:el'\'i:ttld by the Rulers o( 'Ucse 
t:\t.Lt• are Yt'IS\t•d iu them by \bo Pe.ramount Briti!llb GOTornmont. 
N.\htr in ex~ turm11 ot' hJ imphcatio!l. 'l'be Paramount 
l'ol~Nr 1.'An aull hu of tea deprl\'ed thOM Unlun ot Uu·ir ('O""OnL 
lu la.d, \b"y oujC'Iy uo het"'r \ba.u dl'lt'lgl\tud authority, 

administration without impairing the integrity and 
sovereignty of the States concerned," 

Among the many formalities that make up the 
relations of the British Government with the States 
tendering of advice to the Princes is perhaps th~ 
m~s~ conspicuc;>us. From the very beginning of the 
Br~ttsh connection, every officer entitled to lecture to 
the Princes on the virtues ot gcod government has 
not failed to do so, and with equal insistence the 
Princes have refused to listen to that advice. 
The fact of the ·matter is that they have come to 
regard it as little more than sanctimonious homily, 
not seriously meant, and therefore of no 
binding effect upon them. Many years ago Sir 
V. P. Madhavarao wrote thus : ''I contend that 
mere general advice tendered by Viceroys and 
the Governors, however eloquent or earnest, will 
have but little effect on Native States," He, 
therefore, suggested that the "British Government 
should prescribe a body of fundamental principles 
for the guidance of the Native States-in short, a 
constitution or plan of government which a Prince 
should be bound to conform to on pain of his beina 
set aside in favour of his next heir." Nothing ot th~ 
kind was done by the British Government, and 
experience has shown that there is little prospect of 
the Princes listening to the argument of reason 
unless it is enforced. 

The Government of India is wedded to the princi
ple of an all-India Federation, but the Constitution 
Act of 1935 envisages a type of federation unique in 
history. In Lord Meston's words, a federation 
''cannot cause oil and water to mix. Canada and 
Australia are federations, logical in structure though 
different in type. · But what type or structure are 
we to find for a federation which is to unite Provin
ces under a democratic parliamentary system with 
the States governed by absolute monarchs?" 
The personal rule of the Princes is the greatest 
objection to the participation of tbe States in 
the all-India polity. Thanks, however, to the 
intervention of war, there is time enough for the 
Princes to put the affairs of their States iD order. 
What part the small States should play I have fully 
indicated. It is only thus that tbe States can make 
their valuable contribution to the progress of our 
Motherland. 

MELODRAMATIC POLITICS. 
The Governor of the Central Provinces addressing 

a Provincial Press Conference said: "During the 
first and second phaaes of the satyagraha movement, 
those who came forward were also persons of stand
ing and culture. This, I am afraid, is not entirely true 
of the third phase. Many of the people who are 
now coming forward are persons of very low social 
status and of no education. These persons are 
spreading false rumours and indulging in low abuse 
of the lower ranks of Government officers. 

••1'he responsibility for this rests, not on Mr. 
Gandhi, but on the local Congress organisations 
who select the satyagrahis. fbelieve Mr. Gandhi 
would be the first to agree that the selection of 
such persons is not in accordance with bis intentions. 
I cannot im•gine anything more dangerous than 
this kind of activity at this time of external danger 
and internal tension, both political and communal." 

Later the Chief Secretrary, Mr. Trivedi, who 
presided over the Conference, said that Mr. Mahadev 
Desai bad written to him that Mr. Gandhi did not 
believe that these allegations were correoL He 
(:\lr, Trivedi) had thereupon replied to Mr. D.esai 
giving particulars in support of the allegatlon!l. 
He added that lately the position in Chindwara 
district had deteriorated as there was even 
interference with recruitment meetings. 
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THE POONA MAHILA SEVA GRAM. 
The Editor, 

Sir, 
Ths Indian:Sooial Reformer. 

I have read with great interest the article on 
the Mallila Seva Gram, which was published in 
the issue of your esteemed paper, dated 12th 
April 1941. I am afraid that the article which was 
written obviously without any adequate information, 
might spell harm to the institution concerned. 
As a social worker and a resident of Poona, I 
think it to be my duty to clear certain points. 

(I) I think it is very essential to visit an 
institution personally and, at least, to have first-hand 
information about it, before criticising it either 
favourably or otherwise. 

(2) The name of the institution concerned is 
"Mahila Seva Gram" and not Mahila Seva Ashram 
as it occurs in the above-mentioned article. I am 
aware that the correction was made afterwards, 
but that clearly shows the haste and carelessness 
in criticising the institution, 

(S) According to my information the Mahila 
Seva Gram was started solely with English funds 
and it is very lately that a few non-Christians are 
also supporting the institution. Naturally, when 
the committee was formed, at the beginning, mostly 
Christians were appointed on it. Mahila Seva 
Gram was started with the sole aim of helping all 
girls and women, destitute and needy, irrespective 
of caste and creed. It is one of the fundamental 
principles of BOCial service, that no distinction 
of caste, creed or religion should be made while 
faithfully serving humanity. In Poona, there is one 
fine Rescue Home which admits only Hindu women 
and girls, There is no provison made for the 
admission of the women and girls of non-Hindu 
origin. And the Mahila Seva Gram has filled up 
that deficiency. By virtue of this, it becomes an 
institution of great importance and significance in 
Poona. I do not think it is fair to say that non· 
Christian girls are admitted simply to collect funds 
from the non-Christians. 

It will not be out of place if I write a word or 
two, here, about the present warden of the institution, 
Miss Davis. Miss Davis has done great and pioneer 
work in the Children's Aid Society at Bombay, for 
more than ten years. In Poona, too, she has infused 
new life in the After Care Association and 
helped the children's c!luse. All those who have 
observed her work in Bombay and Poona would 
admit her ability and sincerity as a social worker. 
She possesses a broad and open mind and is a 
genuine type of social worker. Suffice it to say that, 
when she is the Warden of the Mahila Seva Gram, it 
will always remain above all communalism and caste 
distinctions. 

All people who are interesed in Social Reform read 
your esteemed paper critically and with interest; 
so I wish that your readers should not form any 
prejudice or have any sort of misunderstanding about 
this new Institution started with noble aims and 
objects and hence this letter, 

Poona. Yours eto., 
G, N, HARSHE. 

[We associate ourselves with the tribute our 
correspondent pays to Miss Davis. The point of our 
comments, however, was one of principle, namely, 
whether it is right to carry on propaganda for one 
religion in the guise of another which it avowedly 
wishes to annihilate. The mistake about the use of 
the word Ashram instead of Gram is regretted, but is 
Gram any more appropriate than Ashram ? Graha 
means a home, and Sevagraha is the right word 
to use for a Rescue Home.-Editor.] 

THE HINDU LAW COMMITTEE. 
The Editor, 

The Indian Social Reformer. 
Sir, 

It is now universally known that the Government 
of India has appointed a Committee of eminent 
Hindu lawyers to examine the Hindu Women's 
Rights to Property Act 1938, with particular reference 
to five non-official Bills pending before the Assembly 
and to suggest such amendments to the Act as 
would resolve doubts felt as to the construction of 
that Act, clarify the nature of the right conferred by 
the Act upon the widow, and remove any injustice 
that may llave been done by the Act to the daughter 

The Committee is also asked to examine two 
other non-official Bills-one regarding Inheritance 
by K. Santhanam and the other regarding Hindu 
Women's Right to Separate Residence and 
Maintenance by Dr. G. V. Deshmukh. Accordingly 
the Committee has issued its questionnaire in 
three parts and invited replies to it. 

It will thus been seen that the reference made 
to the Committee is only regarding the few Bills 
that are pending in the Legislative Assembly. 
The scope is, therefore, quite a limited one, Any 
such kind of piecemeal legislation is rather 
undesirable, Besides, constant tinkering with law 
is certainly undesirable and only leads to confusion. 
The Government of India must be moved to 
widen the reference to cover comprehensive inquiry 
that will embrace every aspect of Hindu 
Women's Legal Rights, in general, if not the 
codification of the whole Hindu Law. The 
women's Associations must now be alert. They 
must hold public meetings and pass resolutions 
requesting the Government to extend the scope of 
the Committee so that the Committee may suggest 
ways and means of making the Hindu Law equitable 
to women by removing all their legal disabilities, 

Some years ago, Sir Govind Madgavkar, after his 
retirement, toured throughout the Province and 
established branches of the Hindu Law Reform 
Ass~iation in every district. What are these 
Associations doing nowP Is it not the time for them 
to create public opinion which would force the 
Government of India to appoint a comprehensive 
Committee? Are these Associations existing only in 
nameP 

Sa tara. } Yours etc, 
22nd May 1941. K. B. GAJENDRAGADKAR. 

PRIVY COUNCIL APPEALS. 
The Editor, 

The IfliUan Social Reformer, 
Sir, 

I was muoh interested in the paragraph relating· 
to "Privy Council Appeals from India," in your issue 
of January 18. · · 

Without discussing tbe merits of your propo;al 
that a Board of the Judicial Committee should, during 
and on account of the war; sit in India to deal with 
Indian appeals, I should like to correct certain 
erroneous statements in the arguments upon which 
the proposal is, in part based. 

Whilst it is correct to say that the war has caused 
a delay in the transit of papers to London, it bas but 
increased slightly a dday which is normal. Hardly 
any documents in Indian Appeal•, beyond the state· 
ment of the Case between the parties, have to be 
printed in London. The printing of the Record, upon 
which argument is ba•ed, takes place in India, and 
their Lordships have frequently commented upon the 
inordinate delay that ooours there owing to the length 
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of time, from the delivery of JudgJ!Ient and Decree 
by the Indian Court of Appeal, before the printed 
Record ill actually prepared there and despatched 
to England. . : 

There should be no 1peci~l difficulty of remitting 
money to London, which is in the sterling area, on 
account of the war, None exists with regard to 
remittances to India. 

It ie incorrect, too, to state that "usually someone 1 

from India went over to London to instruct counseL" 
The tending of counsel to London, even in normal 
timea, for thia purpoae was a rare occurrence, and 
often was an unnecessary expense, with the presence 
here of competent Counsel, some of them Indians, 
familiar with the matters of law and fact to be 
discussed before their Lordships. In exceptional 1 

cases, of course, where counsel from India had had the j' 
conduct of a particularly difficult or complicated 
case in the Indian Courts, their assistance here ; 
has been very helpful and welcome. There are I 
hardly any such appeals at present pending 
here. I 

Appeals to be dealt with by a Board of the 1 

J udic1al Committee that might sit in India would be 
exclusive of those at present pending in the Privy 
Council, and would, if experience counts for anything, 
probably not be ready for hearing for at least two 
years after the delivery of final Judgment and Decree 
m India-by which time, it may be hoped sincerely, 
the war will be over. 

London, } Yours faithfully, 
March, 10,194.1, Privy Council Agent. 

ALIENS I!ll THE U.S. A. 
A Reuter's mesaage from Washington was pu_b

iahed in Indian newspapers recently with the mis
leading heading "U, s. round tip ol Aliens." As a 
matter of fact, only 120 suspects were locked up in 
Ellis Island, In the words of Attorney-General Jackson 
this was done as a precaution against the landing 
of auspicious characters as tourists and it was not 
forerunner of a general rounding up of aliena which, ' 
if it was attempted, would seriously affect the Ia bour 
supply for American industry at the present time. 
The a1tuation as regards aliena in the United States 
is explained clearly in the following excerpt which 
wo take from the Inftmnation 8orvic1 of the Union 
of Federal Churches: 

The proportion of aliens to the total population of 
the country is now smaller than at any other time in 
our history, according to Earl G. Harrison, former 
director of alien registration. There are, in all, 
about 4,750,000 aliens, Since 1930 the proportion 
has dropped from more than five per cent to about 
three and a halt per cent Mr. Harrison, who spoke 
at a luncheon of the National Council on Naturaliza-

. tion and Citizenship in N cw York on February 28, 
exprcR~e<l a strong hope that Congress would not 
enact any discriminatory legislation in regard to 
aliens until the real facts, as revealed by the 
registration, were known. Comparatively few, appa
rently, failed to register, Indeed, there are probably 
more persons registered who were not sure o~ their 
atatus as citizens than there were aliens who d1d not, 

About 4..824.,000 aliens, it is estimated, are eligible 
for citizenship at the present time. Forty per cent 
of these are In process ot acquiring citizenship. 
Of the remainder, about 62,000 are minon, about 
261!,000 have been here leu than the two years 
required by the Nationality Code, and at least ' 
68,000 are ineligible. 

Whilo complete data are not available, a preli
minary investigation Indicates that two states 
have 87 per cent of the total number of alien~-26 

per oent in New York and 11 per cent in California. 
About 82 per oent of aU the non-citi:aen1 are in the 
ten states having more than 100,000 alie1111. The 
problem is primarily urban since 3~ per cent 
of all the aliena live in the cities of more than 
1,000,000 population, though only 12 per cent of 
the total population are in anoh cities. Indeed, 4.7 
per cent of all the aliens, but ooly 17 per cent of 
the total population, reside in oitiea of 500,000 or 
more. C&tifornia and Texas are the only atates in 
which large numbers of aliens are to he found 
outside the cities. This, of course, is due to the 
large number of Mexican labourer• on the farme 
and ranches, where there is a great demand for oheap 
agricultural labour. Americanization is much easier 
in the citie11 than in rural districts. 

Ae a whole, the aliens are a very stable group. 
Only 20 per cent reported that they had no relatives 
in this country. About 62 per cent have ~complete 
family ties." The median age for the aliena ill 4.8 
years, while it is only 28 for the total population, 

Mr. Harrison urged that legislation should be 
enacted legalizing the status of those who have 
not been formally admitted for residence if they are 
otherwise eligible for citizenship, He recommended 
that aliens who have resided in the country 
continuously for a given period and are otherwise 
eligible for citizenship should be permitted to file 
applications without prior declaration of intention, 
that the older ones should be allowed to do so 
even though they do not meet the present educational 
qualifications, and that aliens of good moral character 
who have been there more than five years should be 
allowed to legalize their 11tatus even though they 
entered in some irregular fashion. This would not 
meet all situations, he said, but would go a long 
way. 
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NOTES. 
Syria:-Owing largely to misconceptions in 

the British mind as to the reactions roused 
in the rest of the world by acts of war, much 
usele 'S ingenuity is shown by official and 
unofficial correspondents in explainin(C the 
Allied occupation of Syria which was reported 
early this week. The most offenshe to human 
intelligence is French failure to establish Syria 
as an independent nation. This has been 
followed up by journalistic indictments of French 
policy as the mandatory power in Syria. The 
occupation of Syria is the plainest indication 
of the fact that there is not the shadow of a 
possibility of Britain reaching agreement with 
the 'Vichy Government and that there is 
every fear of France's leaders being used by 
Germany for her own purpooes, If this is so, there 
is no need to justify British action any more 
than there is to condemn the Vichy Government. 
As Mr. Churchill sard of Uakar and Oran, 
it was a regrettable nece!'sity to act against a 
former Ally and that is all that can be said in 
its favour. The problem at Syria, it is true, is 
complicated by the fact that the first success of 
intervention necessitates an effort to win the 
Syrians over to the Allied cause. The Free 
French forces have, their leaders announced, 
resolved to grant Syrians independence after 
the war. In fact the declarations sound very 
much as though they alrtady recognise 
the Syrians as an independent nation and 
call on them to defend their liberties. In 
this the Fre~ French are supported by Britain. 
Tl:is is the first strake ot political im:lgi
nati,>n shown by the Allies and we trust that 
it will le.1d to others equally brilliant but less 
belated. The Free French declaration3 call to 
mind 1\lr, Chamberlain's early objections to a 
declaration of war aims anJ peace aim3 vn the 
grounJ thdt Britatn had Allie~ whom she would 
have to Cc'nsider in any such declaration, and 
who might feel embarrassed by any independ~nt 
stat em< nt ot Uritish aims. At the thne tne m~in 
ally was France, if not the sole ally, and British 

- - ---- ----~-= -_:-::---::::-::. -·-
reluctance to declare her aims was said to be due 
to colonial embarrassments in the French Empire. 
The Syrian solution has removed whatever of 
the problem remained after the collapse of 
France. The moral effect of the Free French 
decision is shown by the sudden hck of interest 
in Syria of Germany and Italy both of whom 
have stated thao. the quarrel over Syria is bet· 
ween former Allies in which they have no part. 
Without minimising the contribution to this 
result of the presence of Allied forces in that 
country, it may be confidently asserted that the 
recognition of Syrian national rights has depriv
ed the Axis of the least semblance of excuse 
for interfering in its affairs. The press in 
Britain is guarded in its comment on the 
last developments, partly because of previous 
experience in the Balkan and Crete cam
paigns where enthusiastic reports wer" follow
ed by retreats. But the technique evolved 
over the Syrian crisis is carefully watched and it 
will probably lead to widespread application 
elsewhere-only, we hope, in better time so as to 
enable p.Jpular enthusiasms to develop more 
freely. There are reports that AlexanJria has 
suffered heavy bombings. Mil•t;uy experts 
have claimed a special interest for India in 
E~ypt's defence, but little has been dune so far 
to associate Indian opinion with this sentiment. 
On the other hand, I ndian3 who press f.>r 
independence, are often asked how this country 
by herself can defend herself against a!;gressbn. 
The answer oomes now from Syria wh~re 
recognition of national claims is accompanied by 
Allied intervention on an unprec!denteJ SCile. 
We trust the lesson will not b3 quite lost on 
Britain. 

A Lame Explan:~tlon :-The Government of 
Bombay issu~d last week a surprisingh super
ficial statement justifying the orders prohibiting 
the publication of th'3 names of viccims and the 
plac"s where ass 1ults to.Jk place during the 
ncent riots. In the first pl.tce, it is not 
correct to state, as the com.nuniqu~ does, 
that the complaints were that the press had b3en 
g.1gged, liHt there had been a calculated p.Jii~y 
of suppressi.:>n of views and that n.l ind~pend~nt 
news of the di;turbJ.nc~s could prevail. Th!re 
might have been som<: co.np aint-1 til that effc!Ct, 
13 •t these were to.> extra vag-ant to merit an 
answer. The>e orJers Wi!l".: issu!d for the pc!rpose 
m~ntioneJ in the Gov~rnm!nt c.>mmuni-lue: "It 
is to d~ny informauon to those who want retalia-
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tion Wld incite one community against the other 
in an attempt to even up the score." It is 
weightily urged that the prevention of publica
tion or the prohibition of publication of names 
or localities did not and could not deny informa
tion to those who want retaliation and those 
who would incite one community to retaliate 
against another. This class of people had 
presumably its own source of information and 
did not depend upon newspapers to help it. 
This is clear from the fact that, notwithstanding 
the earnest and strenuous efforts of the authorities 
from His Excellency the Governor downwards, 
the riots did not stop until the rains put an end 
to them. The people who suffered from the denial 
of information, were the overwhelming majority 
of all communities who were extremely distressed 
at the outbreak and would have exercised 
a salutary influence, such as was within 
their power, to control the lawie>s element. 
Ninety-mne and a half per cent of the people of 
Bombay, Muslims, Hindus, Parsis, and Chris
tians, belong to this class and they were seriously 
handicapped in doing their· part to bring the 
trouble to a speedy conclusion by the orders 
prohibiting the publication of names and places 
of trouble. Some general inferences from past 
experiences were available to them. For instance, 
until recently the sharp blade was the weapon of 
the one class as the lathi was of the other, sci 
that in a case of assault the aggressor and 
victim were fairly correctly inferred. But the 
lathi is less difficult to conceal than the dagger 
so· the lathi eeriously found itself at a 
disadvantage. It is be greatly regretted that 
the lathi to some extent is beino- displaced 
among the lathi-users by the m'Ore easily 
concealed weapon as a means to tide over its 
disadvantage. Apart from this, on general 
principles, it must be patent to every administra
tor and statesman that free publicity is the· best 
antidote for all social distempers. It was autho
ritatively stated by more than one writer that 
the collapse of the French Government was due 
to the policy of suppressing parliamentary and 
press criticisms. The writer of the communique 
may be of the opinion that there is very little 
force in this point of view. It must be a 
personal opinion in direct contradiction of poli
tical science. The Government have assured 
the public that there has been no conceal
ment of incidents connected with the riots except 
for these two most essential ones. The public 
can only help where the fullest information is 
available to them. As a matter of fact, it is to 
be feared that the orders had the very opposite 
effect to what was intended. They were used 
as a· screen by the less than one-half of one 
per cent of the population engaged in these 
nefarious activities, 

Drastic Action on Kbaksars :-A Government 
of India communique dated June 5th explains 
the new policy towards the Khaksar Party and 
the circumstances which led the Government to 
initiate a countrywide campaign against the 
party. The communique reads more like a 

second leader in a daily newspaper than an 
official document. The Khaksar leader, Allama 
Inayatullah Khan Mashriqi, is roundly denJUn• 
ced because of his attempts to carry on "unau
thorized communications with the outside world'' 
as well as for spreading "false rumours 
about his health in order to excite sympathy 
with himself and create odium against the 
Government." The communique sums up in 
masterly manner: "The behaviour just men
tioned does not inspire confidence in the 
Allama's fitne&s to lead a law-abiding move
ment, nor does it afford any ground for 
considering his release." Yet even this 
had not outraged a long-suffering Govern
ment which was taking leisurely coul)sel 

. with provincial Governments as to 
"the question of their relations with the 
Khaksar organization"-a euphemistic way 
of saying that the Government in some 
provinces were not unfriendly to the Khak
sars-when the Khaksar journal Al-Islak, 
published directions to the party in Delhi, 
Lahore, Peshawar, Hyderabad (Sind), and 
Nag" pur, to collect in mosques, armed with their 
spades and in full uniform, on Friday June 6 
before prayers for the purpose of "certain reli
gious observances." The comment of the 
communique on this manoeuvre is interesting. 
It observes that 

the Government of India are satisfied that the 
procedure contemplated, however innocent it may 
appear, has got as its object interference with the 
maintenance ofla.w and order a.nd constitutes a danger 
to the public peace. They further consider-and they 
trust that Muslim opinion as a whole will agree with 
them-that the occupation of the selected mosques in 
the manner proposed would constitute a gross misuse 
of religious edifices for non-religious purposes and 
would be bound, not only to cause serious inconvenience 
to genuine worshippers but also to lead to grave 
difficulties, if the requirements of the law made it nece&
sary to proceed against those who had taken shelter in 
them and converted them into bases of unlawful 
operations. 

There is a certain pathos about the clumsy 
gentleness with which the awkward Government 
machine sets to catch the butterfly of Muslim 
opmton. As a finishing touch, ''Government 
trust that the action they have taken will have 
the support of all right thinking persons- and 
that its effect will be either to lead the Khaksars 
to abandon their foolish plans or, if not, to 
prevent them from carrying them into effect.'' 
The action taken by the Government has been 
less apologetic and uncertain than the language 
of this communique. There has been a thorough 
rounding up of Khaksars in nearly all provinces. 
The Government state that they have realised 
from last year's experience that action must be 
taken throughout the country and they assert 
that there will be no risking of a repetition of 
last year's disturbances. By implication this 
would mean that the Khaksars' responsibilit) 
for the troubles of last year have been accepted. 
The question naturally arises why these· di.stur· 
bers of the peace were left alone and free to sow 
mischief for a full year. 
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Anti•Partltion Muslims :-The South Indian can COillP together. fhe Poet has m~t 
Anti-Partition Conference held a successful ses- Miss Rathbone's letter point by point. More 
sion in Kumabakonam on June 8th when than the ordinary politician, he has been able 
Mr. M. Y, Shareef, an ex-Congress Minister of to see the good th1t has resulted, often in spite 
the Central Provinces, presided. Mr. Shareef of officialdom, from the contact with Western 
had to resign his ministership but in fairness to . civilization which British rule has brought to 
him it must be said that his resignation did not India. In his rejoinder, unfortunately, he has 
improve the quality of the ministry or appreci· been led to minimise the receptivity of the ln:lian 
ably raise the character of the personnel. Mr. mind when he argues that through the 
Shareef has not allowed his personal grievances channels of education we have received the ref us~ 
to alienate him from the Congress but he gave of English thought. We are confident that in 
expression in his address to a feding of distrust better days the Poet himself will resist this 
towards the last Congress C. P, Ministry. Tnis view. It is, however, in his treatment of 
is but natural. It is one thing to be superseded communal riots which are used against Indians 
or displaced by someone who is admittedly so frequently, that the Poet has brought to bear 
better than oneself. But to have to give way to the quiet sanity and perspective of his broad 
another mediocrity is a measure of sacrifice outlook. He writes : 
which most people would resent. Mr. Shareef's Examples are not wanting In history when even 
address was a staunch plea for recognizing fully anned warriors have shrunk before superior 
the unity of India. Mr. Shareef's sturdy faith might and contingencies have arisen in the present 

war when even the b'avest among the British, French 
made good any deficiency that there might have and Greek soldiers have had to evacuate the b3ttlefield 
been in the logic or coherence of his thought. In Europe, beCause they were overwhelmed by superie~· 
One of the gems of his presidential address armaments. But when our poor, unanned and helpless 
was his indirect praise of democracy : "The pea<ants, encumbered with crying babes, Bee from 

f d I 
• d d ' homes, unable to protect them from armed goondas, the 

counting o han s is rep acmg other an cru er British officials perhaps smile in contempt at our 
methods of determining policies," he observed cowardice. 
with surprising naivete for one who has been Nor is it the British official alone. Some 
prominent in the political activities of an intensely of our most distinguished leaders have 
political province. He pointed out with con· conde:nned the "cowardice" of the Indian citizen. 
siderable justice that in a democracy it was the Premier on the War:-Mr. Winston Churchill's 
duty of the numerically strong to protect its speech in the House of Commons last Tuesday 
minorities. A mere insistence on rights, he was more in the nature of a reply to critics 
added, would only lead to further trouble. We : than a statement on the present position. On 
do not think that the rights of minorities would Crete and Syria he virtually asked f.Jr suspmsion 
be it:nored by any responsible political leader. But : of judgment until the full facts were known, 
the trouble is that we have had no clear indica- 1 adding that it would not be in the public interest 
tion of the sufferings endured by minorities. The • to release all the facts just now. Mr. Churchill was 
attempt to emulate the methods of party leaders : more cautious over Syria than he had been over 
in other countries has led to the piling up of 1 Crete, but he did not disguis~ his hopes that the 
indictments, some of them hardly tenable. i campaign in Syria would more than make good 
The emotional appeal which Mr. Shareef the losses incurred in Greece and in Grete. 
worked into a large part of his speech, ! Mr. Churchill also stated that Egypt was well 
shows that he had an appreciative defended and there was less · reliance this time 
audience. To attack partition in South India, in his speech on hypothetical trouble between 
however, is to preach to the converted. Ev~n , Russia and Germ:~.ny. The criticism launched 
l\Ir. Fossil, a leading light of the Muslim League : at the Premier was severe, particularly that of 
in Madras, has declared himself against partition. I Mr. Hore-Belisha whose disapproval of British 
An Anti-Partition Conference of Muslims in ! p.>ticy is singub.rly unaffected by the fact, often 
South India, therefore, is somewhat of a picnic. 1 thrown back at him by official spokesmen, that he 
The real work of these earnest leaders lies in i was himself responsible for earlier mistakes which 
.North India. The Muslim Anti-Partitionists ! are hamperin)!' Britain's war effort now. Antici
whose efforts deserve aU success, would be well pating the debate, the Times of India London 
advised to rally round some more constructive 1 correspondent gratuitously told readers in India 
ideal than the seemingly negative one of ~ that, though the Commons debate would 
opposing partition. . probably include severe criticism of Government, 

Dr. T:tgore's Rejoinder:-The open letter , it wouU be with the object of strengthening the 
which Miss Eleanor Rathb.Jne, M. P., addressed ! war effort-"or it would be criminal.'' This is 
early this month to Indians, has gained a value well kn_own in India and in a sense de~ per than 
beyond its intrinsic worth by the fact that the the T1mes correspondent could have meant. 
venerable Poet, Rabindranath Tagore, has d~he su;g~stion that a11

1 
criticism in Britain is 

thou);ht fit to . ~pi y to it. Th~ Poet's incur· Irected to encourage .1\ r.. Churchil.l in his 
sions into pohucs have not always been very onerous task as Premier, as reassunng. But 
happy. The fact that he has recently not been ' why tell Indians all this w~o have not _even the 
in go.x1 health, is not calculated to render his J>?wer to tack on a few a?Vlsers, exec'!uve coun
rccent pronouncement the more weighty. But Cillors or what you will, to ~ V1ceroy-let 
his rejoinder shows that it is not by stressing alone to change the Government m power? 
national issues that Britain and India 
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1 INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER The position taken by the Committee in re-
BOJIBAY, June 14, 1941. i gard to statements issued by Gandhiji is practical 

I Government take the stand that, as the leader of 
THE EDITORS' CONfERENCE. : the satyagraha movement, Gandhiji requires 

· special attention. The Government of India 
The Simla m~ting of the Standing accordingly were inclined to ban or censor every 

Committee of the All India Editors' statement of hi_s without reference to the Editors' 
Conference was _ convened for May 30. Conference and it was on pressure from the 
It continued. its sittings for the next two days, Conference last March that they accepted the 
Meetings of the Standing Committee tend to solution of not ordinarily banning any statement 
~ rather occasions for editors to review the of Gandhiji's and, where they were 
working of the press advisory committees disposed to do ·so, to act in consultation with 
system which was set up by the Editors' the Advisory Committee. This was no 
Conference in . the various provinces. In more than asserting the authority of the 
provinces whe.re liberal political traditions have · Conference and at the same time ensuring 
prevailed, there has not _been much ground ' to Gandhiji the right enjoyed by every other 
for complaint. Given the necessity for ~ politi~l leade~ or personage ~n the .country. In 
some form of restriction on the press, there 

1 

practical workm~, how~ver, di~cult.Ies arose and 
could 1\0t be devised a system less irksome : the Government m seek!n.g clarlfic.atiOn attemp~d 
to the press, less irritating to the public 1 to extend the press~adv1smg mach~~~ry to mean 10 

and less calculated to isolate the· Government. : effect pre-censorship o! aU GandhiJI s statements. 
It is because this is appreciated on all sides On the other hand, 1~ was sou~ht by some 
that the system has stood many a severe test in members of the Standmg Comm1ttee to obtaln 
the past year. Hut at the same time, ·the c.omplete immunity for G~ndhiji from the opera
position of the press in India must be judged by , tio~ of the Defence of Indm Act. The Conference 
that of the press in the less peaceful provinces . res1sted both e~orts. ~ press message states 
and the system of advisory committees will in 1 that G!>vemm~nt s reactions to the Conference 
the long run Jive or die by its achievements in ' resol!'tions will be kn~wn when the letter of the 
prQV:inces where there is estrangement between Prf:Sident's and the official repl:r are both released. 
Government and the general bJdy ofeditors. : Thlsf~reshadowsanearlymeet~ngoft~e~~nding 
The three danger spots from this point of view ' Commlttl»-'-We trust at some JOu~nal.ISt~c 1nstead 
are the United Provinces, the Punjab and Bengal. 1 of Government centre. ~eanwh1!e 1t IS stated 
The Punjab has not yet set up an advisory _ that !'4r. Mahadev Desai has res1gned from the 
committee but apart from this basic difficulty ! Stan?ing Con~erence. There have been reports 
Httle is heard of the Punjab press. Bengal bas : to thiS effect m. t~e p~~ but they have been 
an advisory committee but the Bengal Govern- : unfounded. This time 1t IS authentic. 
ment does not seem to follow the precedent of . The secrecy in which the proceedings o( the 
Madras and Bom~>a:y of consulting the Commi~ee ! Standing Committee 3l'e generally shrouded, 
on all matters relatmg to the press.· The Umted : has been somewhat relaxed by reports from the 
Provinces tends, it would seem, t.:> stretch pro. : Associated Press and the c:orresponden~ of t~ 
vincial autonomy to its breaking-point. _ The 1 Hintlustan Times relating to the 6rst two 
resolutions of the Standing Committee published 1 days' discussioQ on Gandhijts statements. It 
this week show that the Conference is fully 

1 
was unfort.unate that, owing ta tho Committee 

aware of the key-position which has fallen · holding its further meetings on Saturday after
to the press in the United Provinces and : noon and on Sunday, when Government officials 
they appeal to the provincial Government to i were not available; the session should have 
ta~e a~tion even at t~is late j~cture to set : en;Jed inconclusively. The purpos~ of meetings 
things nght. The StandingComm1ttee, however, I be1ng held at Government of Ind1a centres is 
cannot rest content with eternally passing reso- 1 avowedly that there might be points of CQntact 
lutions and the next meeting will have either to betw~:en the members.of the Conference and the 
record its appreciation of progress in the Government officials concerned to enable a free 
United Province;; or to consider what steps exchange of views. If this is so, there is no point 
it should take to press its views effEctively in meeting when 'officials are off duty and not 
both on the U, P. Government and on , accessible to the Standing Committee. We trust 
the ultimate authority, the Government of India. : that the organisers will· profit from their experi
In this connection it would be well to stress , ence at Simla for the future. It is worth 
the fact that no questions of false prestige ' considering also whether the Standing Committee 
ought to prevent the authorities from correcting gains in strength by meeting every time at 
their mistakes as the Conference has assiduously the seat of Government. The effect of this 
refrained from minatory gestures. At the same , practice in the past has been, we are afraid, to 
time it would be wrong to infer that the absence ! create the general impression that the Conference 
of strong language in its resolutions implies any ! derives its strength from the recognition accorded 
desire on the part of the Standing Committee to it by the Government. The Conference, however, 
evade· its responsibilities towards the press as a is something much more than the system of 
whole in India. press committees which it has evolved. 
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PARTITIO:>J OF I:>JDIA. 

{BY B. BANERJI, DELIII.) 

A touch of reality might deflate some of the hot air 
that has been generated over the discussions ab:JUt 
the future con,titution of the country based on its 
partition. And that touch is this-that the stress of 
war has converted the Federal Constitution d 1935 
into a Unitary Constitution, much more unitary in 
fact than the Montford Constitution had been, and 
it is no exaggeration to say that, wherever provincial 
autonomy is functioning to-day, it is functioning at 
the g-race of the Central Government and on its 
euffcrance. 

The Con~titution that was intro:luced on the 1st of 
April ln7 was the first step in breaking up the 
historic unity of India. The bigger Federation in 
which the States were also to be among the federal 
unit.s was held in abeyance, but the relationship 
between th~ Provinces and the Centre became 
federal from that date. The Provinces derived 
their powers from the same source as the Centre, 
namely the Crown; these pow.:rs were no longer by 
way of delegation or devolution from the Centre as 
had been the case in the previous Constitution. 
But the Constitution Act had one Section, (Sec. 102) 
which was tho result of experience ol the last war 
in the Fed~ral Commonwealth of Australia and the 
opera~ion_ of. which . could convert the Federal 
Constitution mto a umtary one. 

The last war found Australia witll a strictly 
Federal Constitution modelled largely on tile Con· 
etitution of the United States. The Centre had a 
lew enumerated powers, the balance of the powers 
being vested in the States. One of the Central 
powers related to the defence of tile commonwealth. 
Under thiM power the Commonwealth during the 
war period legislated on a wide range of subjects and 
its legislations were generally upheld by the 
Australian High Court (which is analogous to our 
Federal Court). The result, in the words of the 
Royal Commission on the Constitution, was, lor 
practical purposes, a unified constitution for Austra· 
lia during the period. The Joint Parliamentary 
Committee on the Indian Canst itution recommended 
that this position sbould be recognised in the body 
of the Constitution Act itself and should not be 
merely left to judicial pronouncements. Section 102 
wa.• therefore enacted, which provided for the 
competence of the Central Legislature to legislate 
on all suhjeots and for alt parts of India on the 
de-claration (by Proclamation) of an emergency by 
the Governor-General which threatened the security 
of India, Such a Proclamation of Emergency wae 
made by the Governor-General after the breaking 
out ol the present war and the Central Legislator.: 
hn' to-day become the legislature in a Unitary 
Constitution. And since the executive authority 
is oo-tmmincus with the legislative jurisdiction, the 
Central Government has become a unitary Govern
mt,nt which it was before the 1st of April 1987. 
Added to this, an Emergency Act of Parliament has 
enormously widened. the ordinance-making powers of 
the Viceroy. 

To deviate from my main theme for a moment. 
Dealing with the situation or~ated by the reoent 
wi..kspread rioting in the country is a direct central 
respon•ibility to-aay, for so long u the "emergency" 
lasts, "puhlio order in the Province" is within the 
jurisdiction of the Centre, irrespective of the fact 
whether autonomy is funotionin~ in the Province or 
the Constitutkm is under suspension, I m~y add 
that, even in normal times, public order in a Province 
so far as it requires tl) be maintained with the help 
of tho military is a oentral responsibility, and the 

Governor-General has alway!J the power to "is~ue 
orders to the Governor of a Province as to the 
manner in which the executive authority thereof is 
to be exercised for the purpose of preventing any 
grave menace to the peace or tranquility of India or 
of any part thereof:" 

My point is that, whatever be the p~w~rs of the 
future Federation or Confederation of India, defence 
is botJnd to be one of them. Even the Ger.nanio 
Confederation of 1815, whbh may be cited as one 
of the most loosely-knit unions in world history, had 
that power. But once the "def"nce-power" is given 
to the Centre, it is bound to assume great propor
tions when the time comes for it• exercise through 
stress of war or widespread internal dhturbances. 
And once the Central Government has exercised 
that tremendous authority, it cannot in times of 
peace fall back upon its effete ways. That is the 
lesson we get from a study of the development of 
Federal constitutions in the world. We have already 
seen what happened in Australia and • it should 
not be forgotten that there states-rights had the 
widest scope. The same thing happened in the 
United States of America. Initially the Central 
Government in America could legislate only on a 
dozen items apart from 'defence.' But with the 
interpretation given to the Constitution by great 
judges of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Marshall 
being the foremost among them, the bounds of the 
Centre's powers widened till today in popular 
imagination and in fact, though not as a matter of 
law, the United States is one and an indivisible 
nation. So great has been the urge towards 
unification that amendments of the Constitution 
have been repeatedly put through in recent years 
to invest the Centre with more and more powers. 

If such has been the course in countries where 
Federations started with mutual jealousies and sharp 
rivalries among the units, it is not difficult to imagine 
the way the Federation or Confederation in India will 
develop-India with her long history . of a centra) 
unitary government reaching back almost to the 
dawn or mankind. Far-sighted thinkers deplored 
the delay in the inauguration of even the very 
defective Federation provided for in the Government 
of India Act, 1985. They felt that that was a rare 
opportunity to bind together . Indian States and 
British Indian Provinces into one polity and they 
trusted to the working of the time-faotor to mould 
the Federation into the shape we all like to see 
it in. Had a Federal Gilvernment been in office 
at the time the war broke out, we would have 
to-day a Government ·exercising the undivided 
powers of a unitary Government over the whole 
of British India and considerable power. over the 
State territories. · . 

Provision of any sort of co-ordinating authority 
at the Centre in any scheme of partition of India 
is bound in the course of time to deteat the purpose 
of such partition. And such ddeat will come much 
sooner than the sponsors of such schemes imagine, 
as has been proved by the failure of the federal soheme 
of the 1935 Constitution. One cannot believe 
that the said sponsors, intelligent and shrewd men 
of the world as they are, are not aware of this fact. 
It may even be said that it is this awareness that 
deters them from coming down to brass tacks and 
placing concrete proposals bc!fore the country. All 
schemes of partition, it can be confidently foretold, 
will f.>under on the grand ~estio rock of India's 
unity. On tnis rock have sat, and held sway 
over an entire continent, great rulers of men, both 
Hindu and Muslim, Ashoka and Cbandragupta, 
Sher Shah, Akbar and Shan Jehan. Akbar the 
Great, in the words of Col.>nel Sleeman, "ia among 
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kings of the world what Shakespeare is among the 
poets," because he lived, worked and died for lndia'a 
unity. Here is what the historian Keene says about 
him~ 

Akbar was constantly bent on making India, so far 
as he ruled it, into a united nation ; and we hear from 
his friend and biographer, not only of debates by night 
at the Fatehpur Academy but also of silent meditations 
in the lonely hour of dawn, when Akbar would go 
forth and muse upon the problems of life and upon 
his own peculiar task. Under him the Moghul Empire 
became a domestic institution of the country not a mere 
superficial domination, like so many before him, and, 
alas, like that of his present successors. 

Is it contemplated that there should be a partition 
without any co-ordinating central authority P It is 
unthinkable that the British Government can ever be 
a party to such a scheme, though we cannot forget 
the partition of Ireland. Even if it be so, India's 
history can supply many instances when a 11trong 
central government has been evolved out of the 
chaos that such partition will mean, Why, even 
yesterday the Congress High Command became the 
unofficial, but nonetheless most effective, co-ordina
ting authority between eight Provincial Governments 
in the absenoe ot a duly set-up constitutional 
authority. That was an event of great significance 
for all students of India's history. 

BOMBAY DOCK LABOUR. 

(BY J. K. MEHTA, BoMBAY.) 

The condition of dock labourers in the major ports 
of India is an important subject not only from the 
viewpoint of labour but also as a problem or port 
economy. Though attempts have been made from 
time to time to study the condition of labourers 
working in factories of this city or elsewhere, by the 
Labour Office of the Government of Bombay and 
others, yet the economic conditions of labourers 
working in the Docks of Bombay, whose strength is 
no less than 10,000. and upon whose skill and 
efficiency depends the trade of the port, remain a 
vlosed chapter. Mr. R. P. Cholia who in his recent 
publication• attempts to fill up this lacuna, deserves 
congratulations. Mr. Cholia, remembering the great 
strike of Stevedore labourers in 1932, undertook the 
present study in 193~-34.. but main~ins that the 
conditions of workers 10 the docks haVIng not under
gone any material change in the interval, .the oonclus. 
ions remain as true today as they were 10 1933-M. 

The scholarly work of Mr. Cholia presents a good 
11tudy of the socio-eoonomi~ aspects of the I!fe l!nd 
living of dock labourers, w1th a careful exammatton 
on the spot of different types of work at different 
stages of the handling of goods in the docks. The 
'first two chapters deal with history and development 
of the port, as well as the various activities ot the 
harbour. The dock workers are classified under two 
main divisions-viz, those who handle cargo at the 
docks and the rest oooupied otherwise in misoella
nious 'activities, all of which combine ·tO contribute 
to the smooth working of the docks. The first 
division which forms 60 per cent of the total dock 
laboure;s, consists of unskilled casual labourers, 
employed directly by the employers or through some 
middle-men, It is sub-divided into three groups of 
Stevedore Ia bourers, shore labourers and coal labour
ers with a separate chapter devoted to each. T_he 
second main division of dock labourers, With 
22 per cent. skilled labourers, is composed of 

. •Dock Labourers in Bombay by Raaikl&l P. Oholia, M.A., LL.~. 
Studi91 in Indian Eoonomio.s edited by Prof. 0. N. Vakil. 
Longmana, Green & Oo Ltd. Price Ra. 4/8. 

labourers working on Water, other labourers on 
Shore, labourers in the Mechanical Workshop and 
labourers on the Bombay Port Trust Railways. 
All the labourers of the second division are 
employed, more or less regularly, by the Bombay 
Port Trust. Though many of the skilled labourers 
enjoy by far a better standard of life yet the standard 
of living of unskilled labourers is very low, more 
particularly of the casual labourers of the first 
division. "Homele and miserable," mentions 
Mr. Cholia, "these Stevedore labourers toil from 
morning till evening simply to maintain their very 
existence, with no hope of better prospects, or 
happiness in life. No wonder they are induced to 
resort to strikes. at the slightest increase in their 
untold hardships." 

Mr. Cholia suggests a scheme of registration 
as "the first step towards decasualisation of 
employment." This would not only restrict the 
employment to registered men, but also reduce 
the reserve of labour to the number really needed 
by the port. The successful working of such a 
scheme, it is needless to add, requires the 
co-operation of the employers and the employees 
alike, as also legislation by the Government. 

Another point, Mr. Cholia stresses, is the 
handicap of the presence of middlemen in the 
dock area, which is a common drawback with 
most employees in Bombay. Happily, the emplo
yers are remedying this inherent evil in the system 
by eliminating the middlemen ia employment of 
labour. The initiative taken by the East India 
Cotton Association, two years ago, has resulted 
in a rise of a bout SO per cent in the earnings of 
workers, Last year the Bombay Port Trust also 
followed the lead in giving the contract for loading 
and unloading bales from wagons at Cotton Green 
to a Ia bourer. · 

DR. GEORGE S. ARUNDALE AND 
THE WAR.. 

(BY J, M. GANGULI, CALCUTTA.) 

The earnestness with which Dr. George Arundale 
has thrown himself into war propaganda seems to 
have caused surprise to many, who forget that, in 
spite of his long sojourn in this country, his long and 
close association with the Theosophical Society, a 
Society which aims at demolishing narrow sectari
anism and selfish racialism and at spreading the 
spirit of universal brotherhood, he is, after all, an 
Englishman, and as such he is but naturally moved 
now by feelings of anxiety for the safety of his 
mother country and for the continued prosperity of· 
bis kith and kin. The blood-tie is naturally stronger · 
than adopted relationship ; and ther~ can only ~e · 
few men in whom human sympathies and sense of 
impartial justice. !lore so strong as to keep their . 
national interests and bias at bay. Dr. Arundale's 
enthusiasm for stimulating war efforts is, therefore, 
quite in the nature of things, though bis arguments 
are surprising in their hollowneB!. 

Mr Arundale is to-day in the mental condition of 
an average Englishman, who is much affected by the 
dangers threatening his home country. But some 
amount of regret, no doubt, remains in quarters where 
his intelleotualleanings have led to an expectation 
of a freer and broader human outlook, uncoloured by 
personal racial weaknesses, in a stalwart leader of 
the Theosophical Society. Without hoping to in
fluence him, l would still suggest to him that it would 
have been more in the fitness of his own life, 
association and activities to have said and insisted 
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that either party in the war must first of all give up 
all extra-territorial po9ae11sions, rights and privileges 
unreservedly, unconditionally and immediately before 
it could ask for and get the eupport and sympathy 
of anybody. Such immediate aelf-dispossession by 
one side would have placed the other aide absolutely 
in the wrong without the necessity of any argument 
and platituae, which merely disgust even a common 
intelhgence. 

After pointing out where virtue and goodness 
lie and where sin is, when Mr. Arundale proceeds 
to show cause why India should be enthusiastic in 
war effort he is betraying more than before the 
common human frailty which overcomes a man 
when his own and his national interests and anxiety 
clash with the human interests of other people. All 
colonies, big and small, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Alrica, Canada, eto., have the right to say 
and decide if, how, where, and to what extent their 
men, under their own officers, would be sent to war, 
but India, for whose culture Mr. Arundale hall 
respect, and for whose people he bas love, has not 
the right to say a word about her own children being 
ahipped to all fronts of the war. And who are thesA 
men being sent abroad? Not the intelligent who can 
be said to enlist themselves with full knowledge and 
with their own sense of responsibility, but mostly 
illiterate, poor, and helpless people out in the 
villages. If Mr. Arundale would, instead of visiting 
the Princes and making war speeches in durbars, go 
out in the villages and meet the parents, wives 
and children of the recruits taken from there he 
would perhaps wonder with what word to console 
them over their war sacrifices. Will he then be 
able to say to them with a clear conscience that their 
war effort will benefit them P Does or can a war 
ever benefit those mute, helpless, poor people I' Did 
the last war benefit them I' Does not the pinch of 
taxes become more biting on them after each war I' 
Mr. Arundale would indeed render a great human 
11ervice if he could go and honestly give them truth· 
ful consolation, when their sons are being sent to 
fight in places and countries which they have never 
heard of, which they cannot, even in their imagination, 
connect with the destiny of their little farmyard and 
their thatched homestead. Were he to do so, Mr. 
Arundale, humanist that he is, would himself also be 
provoked seriously to reflect if war efiorts in all wars 
must not be confined to people who are capable of 
appreciating the causes and consequences of wars, 
who have their own sense of responsibility, and who 
have unrestricted freedom of action. Possibly Mr. 
Arundale may think that those who are without the 
above ought to be taken charge of by others. That 
way of thinking and saying is, of course, very common 
With Imperia( Powers, who readily assume the 
trusteeshtp of the people they rule over. 

GANDHI]l AND NON-VIOLENCE. 

To the Editor, 
Th• Indian Social Rsforrrur. 

Sir, 
Labouring under the mistaken notion that Gandhiji 

by his llatement 
••My non-violence does admit of people who can

not or will not be non-violent, holding and making 
effective use of arms." 

in hiJ letter published in the Tim.s ofind&a of 
May 8, 1941, has enunciated a new principle of 
reaistenoe to violence which is diametrically oppOlled 
to the principle he has been preaching during the 
put two decades, you have, in lour issue of May 24, 
praoeeded to draw all sorts o faD:) if ul cone I usiorw 

which are not at all complimentary to Gandhiji. 
Even Gandhiji's own remark. following in the 
immediate wake of his statement quoted above, 
namely, 

" Let me repeat for the thousandth time that 
non-violence is of the strongest, not of the weak," 

bas not Jed you to stop and reflect that in his own 
opinion at any rate Gandhiji was not laying down 
any new principle. But, apparently you were so 
carried away by your fancied discovery of a radical 
change of front on his part that you wanted to 
proclaim it from the bouse-top for all the world to 
note. Let me, however, request you not to let your 
judgment be warped by any preconceived notions 
regarding the limitations of the doctrine of Ahimsa 
as preached by Gandhiji and not to proceed hastily 
to misconstrue and misrepresent his teaching, since 
public harm might result from such misrepresent
cion. 

For the benefit of yourself and such of your 
readers as might have been misled by your article, 
let me quote here, in chronological sequence. some 
of the statements bearing on the subject, made by 
Gandhiji in the past, to show to yo~ and your 
readers that, in hiR letter to the Tims• of India, 
he has enunciated no new doctrine at al~ subversive 
of what be has been preaching so far, as suggested 
by you, but that he has merely repeated "for the 
thousandth time" his old doctrine that there is no 
room for cowardice in Ahimsa. 

"I would risk violence a thousand times rather 
than the emasculation of the race." Young India 
4.-8-20. 

•'I do believe that, where there is only a choice 
between cowardice and violence, I would advise 
violence. I would rather bave India resort to 
arms in order to defend her honour than that abe 
should, in a cowardly manner, become or remain a 
belpleas witneas to her own dishonour." Younp 
India 11-8-20. 

''I do not say •eschew violence in your dealing 
with robbers or thieves or with nations that may 
invade India.' But in order tb.a.t we are better 
able to do so, we must learn to restrain ourselvea. 
It is a sign not of strength but of weakness to 
take up the pistol on the slightest pretext. 
Mutual fisticuffs are a training not in violence but 
in emasculation. My method of non-violence can 
never lead to loss of strength, but it alone will 
make it possible, if the nation wiiJs it, to offer 
disciplined and concerted violence in time of 
danger." Young India 29-5-24. 

••My non-violence does not admit of running away 
from danger and leaving dear ones unprotected. 
Between violence and cowardly flight, I can only 
prefer violeooe to cowardice. I can no more preach 
non-violence to a coward than I o•n tempt a blind 
man to enjoy healthy scenes. Non-violence is 
the summit of bravery. And in my own experience, 
I have bad no difficulty in demonstrating to men 
trained in the school of violence the superiority 
of non-violence. As a coward, which I waa for 
years, I harboured violenoe. I began to prize 
non-violence only when I began to shed cowardice." 
Young India 29-5-!4.. 

"My creed of non-violence is an extremely active 
force. It bas no room for cowardice or even 
weakness. There is hope for a violent man to 
be some day non-violent, but there is none for 
a coward. I have, therefore, said more than once io 
these pages that if we do not know how to defend 
ourselves, our women and our places of worship by 
the force oi aufiering, '- a. non-violence, we muat, if 
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we are men, be at least able to defend all these by 
fighting." ••• Young India 16-6-27. 

"I cultivate the quiet courage of dying without 
killing. But to him who has not this courage, I 
advise killing and being killed rather than shamefully 
fleeing from danger." .•• Young India 20-10-27. 

"The world is not entirely governed by logic. 
Life itself involves some kind of violence and we 
have to choose the path of least valence." .•• Harijan 
28-9-34. 

~ha~,you a~e ent!rely mistaken in suggesting that he 
IS retracmg h1~ step~ back: to the point where he 
be?"an with a rigid exclusion of those who cannot 
ana will not be non-violent." As you will have seen 
there . was never at any time any sucn "rigid 
exclusion" as you imagine, in Gandhiji's case, and, 
therefore, there cannot be any question of his 
"retracing his steps." 

Yours etc., 
KRISHNA KUMAR. 

[If non-violence is only for the strong, is violence then for the 
weo.k who are incapable of it? Paradoxical sayings can be 
reconciled by an act of faith. OrdinH,ry people co.n only under
stand the pla.in meaning of warda. Mr. Krishna Kumar however 
b&s no~ read our o.r~i~le ca.ref_ully before rushing into print with ~ 
colleotwn. of Ga.ndhHsms wbtch bear out the position taken by 
that a.rttcle. Wba.t is even more heinous in so devoted a 
Go.ndhia.n is tha.t he has not read the latest sta.tement 
with which be begina the compilation, carefully. We are 
grateful for Mr. Kumar's service, unconscious though i~ was. 
~verybody knew that Gandhiji wa.uted his non-violence to be non~ 
Vtolence of the strong but his writings so fa.r showed that he was 
converting non-violence of the weak into non-violence of the 
strong. This is not the position ta.ken in tbe sentence which we 
marked as pointing a. new policy.-Editor.] 

EDITORS' CONFERENCE RESOLUriONS. 
The Standing Committee of the All-India News

paper Editors' Conference passed the following 
resolutions at its Simla Session :-

" Non-violence cannot be taught to a person who 
fears to die and bas no power of resistance. A 
helpless mouse is not non-violent because he is 
always eaten· by pussy. He would gladly eat the 
murderess if he could, but he ever tries to flee 
from her. We do not call him a coward, because 
he is made by nature to behave no better than 
be does. But a man who, when faced by danger, 
behaves like a mouse, is rightly called a coward. 
He harbours violence and hatred in his heart and 
would kill bis enemy if he could without hurting 
himself. He is a stranger to non-violence, All 
sermonizing on it will be lost on him, Bravery is 
foreign to his nature. Before he can understand 
non-violence he has to be taught to stand his 
ground· and even suffer death in the attempt to 
defend himself against the aggressor who bids fair 
to overwhelm him. To do otherwise would be to 
confirm his cowardice and take him further away "This Standing Committee, having considered all 
from non-violence. Whilst I may not actually aspects of the &inik case, is of the opinion that there 
help anyone to retaliate, I must not Jet a coward never was any justification for the U. P. Government's 
seek shelter behind non-violence so-called •. Not demand of a total security of Rs. 6,000 from the 8ainik 
knowing the stuff of which non-violence is made, which admittedly had not committed any offence, and, 
many have honestly believed that running away therefore, regrets. that, instead of cancelling the order 
from danger every time was a virtue compared to altogether, the U. P. Government have only reduced tbe 
offering resistance especially when it was fi'augbt with amount of the demand to Rs, 1,000, Tbe Committee 
danger to one's life. As a teacher of non-violence 1 is of the opinion that a vital question of principle 
musr, so far as it is possible for me, guard is involved in this instance and nothing short 
against such an unmanly belief. Non-violence of the complete cancellation of the original order wiil 
is the greatest force at the disposal of mankind. meet the requirements of the case. The Committee 
It is mightier than the mightiest weapon of des true. deplores the unconscionable delay that bas 
tion devised by the ingenuity of man. Destruction already occurred in regard to this matter, resulting 
is not the Jaw of the humans. Man lives freely by in the ruin of the ·business of the paper and 
his readiness to die, if need be, at the hands of his attendant hardships on the employees and requests 
brother, never by killing him. Every murder or the U. P. Government to cancel the original order 
other injury, no matter for what cause, committed or immediately. While appreciating the modification 
inflicted on another is a crime against humanity." of the original order the Committee would like to 

u · 20 7 35 draw the attention of the Government of India to the · •••.•. narvan - - • 
fact that the Sainik case bas come to be regarded 

''No matter how weak a person is in bcdy, if it is by the public and the Press throughout the country 
a shame to flee, he will stand his ground and die at as the measure of the effectiveness ef the machinery 
his post. This would be non-violence and bravery. created under· the Delhi Agreement and of the 
No matte·r how weak he is, he will use what strength Government's anxiety to ensure that the views of the 
he has in inflicting injury on his opponent and die in Standing Committee are respected." 
the attempt. This is bravery, but not non-violence. 
If, when his duty is to face danger, he flees, ·it is "Tbe Standing Committee reiterates its former 

·cowardice. In the first case the man will have love resolutions and supports the resolutions of the U .. P. 
or charity in him. In the second and third oases, Provincial Press Advisory C(!mmittee on the question 
there would be a dislike or distrust and fear."...... of the security demanded and taken from the National 
Harijan 17-8-35.' Herald of Lucknow. The Committee regrets that 

the U, P. Government have not redeemed the promise 
"The doctrine of non-violence is not for the weak (1) to "write on a clean slate" which was made to 

and the cowardly; it is meant for the brave and the the u. P. Press Advisory Committee at its first 
strong. The bravest man allows himself to be meeting held in December, -1940, (2) to consider the 
killed without killing. And he desists from killing question rle novo either by themselves or through the 
or injuring, because he knows that it is wrong to U. P. Press Advisory Committee, and (3) in spite 
injure," •••••• Ha•!/an 20-7-37. of the repeated requests of the Standing Committee 

"If one has not the courage, I want him to and the U. P. Press Advisory Committee, to refund 
cultivate" the art of killing and. being killed, rather the security. The Standing Committee urges the 
than in a cowardly manner flee from danger .••••• For Government of India to use their good offices with the 
the tatter in spite of his flight does commit mental U. P. Government to have the views of the U. P. 
hi,..a. He flees because be has not the courage Advisory Committee and this Standing Committee 
to be killed in the act of killing" ••••••• Harj,ian respected in the manner desired in their various 
15-1-38, f resolutions on this matter.'' 

I hope l have quoted sufficiently from Gandhiji's " Resolved that the Standing Committee put on 
.writings in the past two decades to prove to you record and communicate to Government its opinion 
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that in province• where the Provincial Press 
Advi!IOI'Y Committees are functioning, the Govern
ment should not promulg~te any ordinance or order 
under tbe Defence ot India Rulee of a nature to 
reatriot the rights and libertiet of the Pre• without 
cooaultation with the Provincial Press Advisory 
Committees and tbat where euoll ordinances and 
orders have been passed without suoll C009ultation, the 
orQinances Rod orders should be immediately re· 
viewed by the Governments concerned in consulta
tion with the Provincial Press Advisory Committee." 

''That in the centrally administered areas wh:re 
Press Advisory Committees have not been formed, 
the Central Government should take steps to 
appraise themselves of the relation! between the 
Press and the local authorities and also consult the 
Central Pre~~ Advisory Committee about any action 
proposod to be taken in reepect of any newspapers." 

I~DIANS IN BURMA. 
In the discussions that took place at Delhi 

~tween a Burme.e delegation and the Government 
of India, it was decided not to raise the question 
of Indian immigration into Burma. As with Ceyl<>n 
this is the most perplexing of the problems which 
confront Indians in their relations with neighbouring 
countries and, in comp11rison t'> it, the problem of j 
overseas trade is a minor one. We pointed out that : 
the advantages scoured for India in the negotiations : 
with Burma were mostly negligible and "f little 1 

permanent value. It would have been well to 
have waived these minor conceesions whioh can at 
tha least irritate BurmEI!Ie opinion. Following on 
the trade agreement, an invitation wa• sent to Delhi 
by the Burma Government to send a delegation 
to Rangoon to negotiate a settlement of the question 
of Indian immigration into Burma and a recent 
communique has been issued from Simla aooepting 
the invitetion and announcing the personnel of the 
Indian delegation, an all-offillial one headed by Sir 
Girja Shanker Bajpai. The delegation left Simla on 
June 10. 

Two inquiries have been held into the question, 
a Royal Commission on Labour and an inquiry 
into the su bjeot of Indian immigration. But the 
report of the latter has not been made avail
able in India. The Government of India state 
that the Standing Emigration Committee are in 
agreement with the views of the Government. 
It is further sugge•ted that the Government of 
India propose to take a stand similar to the one they 
took on the Ceylon discussions, of insisting on the 
right~ of Indians already settled in Burma while 
according every help to Burma in checking the 
''flooding" of Burma by Indians. If this is the case, we 
do not eee why the Government or India have not 
seen their way to associating with them non-official 
Indians of known intc·rest in overseas questions, many 

· of whom stand outside the non-co-operating parties, 
The lndhn delegation will have to n_egotiate with 
disti11guishrcl l:lurm~ns who have theu cou!'try ~~ 
their !:lack. The oflic1alo who form the ddegat1on, Will 
experience the same difficulties which they met with 
in Ccylo11. \Viii we again see our representatiVes 
turning to the Bri.tish. Governor for relief agai~st 
th~ grow~.·g natlon~hsm '?f the peoples wtt.h 
whom ultimately lnd1ans wtll have to make their 
f'l'ac.·? As representative• prim~r~ly of a subsidiary 
Govcrnnw11t in an E.nptrc winch ha• tolerated 
policies or eJt.clusion, the o11ichls will agai~ suffer .a 
gr•v.: handi.:np. The presl'nce of men hl:e Pand1t 
llriJaynath Kunzru anJ 1\lr. P, N, Sapru would 
have adJeJ st!"n"th to the delegation and it is 
I'Cgt'!tt•ble th•t Go~crn.ncnt's P?licy should depriv.: 
the country w:&utonly of ~hc1r scrvtc~s. . An~thcr 
que~ <ion .Arises: h the qucst1on of lnd1an 1mm1gra-

lion a really live issue now when Burma is laced with 
the problem of meeting Chinese immigration on an 
unprecedented scale P 

MYSORE AND ITS CONSTITUTION. 
In his first publio pronouncement as Dewan, Mr. 

N. Madbava Rao, the new Dewan of Mysore, told the 
newly constituted Representative Assembly of the 
State, that, as ministers of the Maharaja, be and his 
colleagues regarded themselves u out of party 
politics.. This is a rather unusual position for a 
Ministry to adopt and it has no precedent in political 
practice. Never the less, seeing the result of extreme 
party politics in British India, it might conceivably 
prove to be an innovation suited to the conditions 
of thia country. The Dewan also referred to the 
new Constitution which he was inaugurating and 
expressed his hope that it would be worked in 
a liberal spirit. His Highness the Maharaja in an 
earlier speech had uttered similar sentiments and 
his address was received with appreciation by all 
sections of tbe State. The Mysore Congress Party 
which staged a walk out during the Dewan's speech, 
welcomed the "democratic'' sentiments of His 
Highness's pronouncement but asked for a radical 
change in the conetitution which, it declared, 
was unacceptable to it. Similarly placed, the 
Mysore Muslim League has been advised by Mr. M. 
A. Jinnah to organise themselv~s within the frame
work of the constitution. The M ysore Congress 
might well take the advise to heart and try to conciliate 
and persuade the new administration which is now 
assuming power in Mysore. Nothing is gained 
by adopting a policy of unyielding opposition, 
except a reputation for intractability which is not 
at any time an advantage. 

WHEN YOU VISIT TRIVANDRUM -
STAY AT THE MASCOT HOTEL! 
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Modern Sanitation. 
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For Re>ervation oi .\ccJmmodation, write to :
rnr: .IUN.tGE!l, 

MASCOT HOTEL, Trivandrum 
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~· NOTES. 
fvlr~ ~Amery :-There have been reports sent 

out bjr correspondents of Indian newspapers in 
Lond'on of an impending change at the India 
Offici._ Mr. Amery, ihe present Secretary of 
State for India, has proved himself to 
be a square p~g io a round hole. Mr. 
Wedgwood Beno and Sir Stafford Cripps are 
mentioned as likely to succeed Mr. Amery. 
The time when a change of Ministers would 
have an effect on the Indian situation is past 
or is rapidly passing away. Mr. W edgwood 
Benn was Secretary of State for India in the 
first Labour Government and impressed the 
Indian public as a man who was sincerely bent 
on bringing about a radical change in the Indian 
administration. His appointment to succeed 
Mr. Amery would certainly predispos~ Indian 
leaders to suspend their present attitude of des
pondency. Sir Stafford Cripps is better known 
for his Soviet sympathies than for his knowledge 
of India. His sing!"' visit to this country before 
he drifted as British Ambassador to Moscow, 
left no particular impression of his interest in the 

·Indian problem. But whether Mr. Wedgwood 
Benn or Sir Stafford Cripps succeeds Mr. Amery, 
the policy at present followed up of rounding up 
communists will have to be abandoned. Lord 
Linlithgow h ts shown himself to be capable of 
accommodating himself to Lord Zetland and to 
Mr. Amery, but even he may find that with either 
of the Labourites at the India Office his position 
as Viceroy would be untenable. Hut there is no 
likelihood of 1\lr. Amery quttting his present 
office in the near future. The attitude of non
po~sumus which he has S.J res.:>lutely adopted 
towards Indian reformers even of the Sir 
Ja~dish Prasad type, is only reconcilable with 
his cJnfid~nce in being able to control the affairs 
of this cJuntry for the duration of the war. 

Sir lbubim Rabl mtoolla on ,ur. Amery:-.\!ot 
only has Mr. Amery faileJ in effecting 

'any improvement in the political situati.>n in 
this country but he has actually aggravated 
it by his blatant statements regarding InJia's 

prosperity. The veteran octogenarian, Sir Ibrahim 
Rahimtoolla, has issued this week a reply which 
would call a blush to the cheek of a less hardened 
politician than Mr. Amery. Sir Ibrahim points 
out that only one-tenth of one percent of the 
Indian population has the minimum income fixed 
for assessment of the income-tax and he quotes 
an official estimate of Rs. 45/~ as the average 
income per head per annum ofthe Indian people. 
This is equivalent to four rupees or six shillings 
per month. 'It is one of the lowest comes ill 
the whole world. Colin Clark in his staqd;.rd 
work on the "Conditions of Economic Progr~s·• 
places British India along with Netherland East 
Indies among the poorest populations on 'the 
earth. Sir Ibrahim is wholly in favour of India 
contributing her utmost to · the war· effort but 
urges that her contribution should be proportionate 
to her low economic condition. This is the very 
point which we have ours~lves been urging V.ich 
reference, among other things, to the proposals 
of the Bombay Conference to augment .India's' 
war contribution, if Indians were substituted 
for Englishmen in the Cen~ral Gov rnrnent.' 
Sir Ibrahim emphasises the need for adjusting 
India's war effort to India's economic conditi;,n 
by warning Government and leaders of· industry' 
and finmce to provide for the depr<!SSion which 
is inevitable at the end of the war. There is 
no InJian public man li\' ing who could have 
replied to the Secretary of State so effectively. 
Sir Ibrahim has rendered a public service. of 
the utmost value.. We publish elsewhere 
extracts from his pronouncement •. Sir, Ibrahim 
has shown considerable restramt in ·leaving 
out the Rowlatt Acts and other inc'1dents of the 
aftermath of India's generosity in the last war. 

War E!lorts and Palitical Deadlock :-Mr· 
Amery has reiterated this week his opinion that 
India's war eff.Jrts are not. affected by · the 
political situation in this country which, even 
according to the most moderate Indian leaders, 
is most unsatisfactory. If, n~vertheless,' ~lr. 
Amery's statement is correct, it can only mean 
that the constitution foisted on India after several 
years of protracted discussions, has no point of 
contact whatever with the livin~ factors of 
InJian society. It was more or less a mak<!-bdieve. 
Its suspension in several provinces has but 
enabled the Government of India to ensu,re 
India's maximum w.ll' help in this war. Altc:rn4.
tively it means that the help that loJia. gives 
is purely material and mx!lanical i and 'll"t 
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~e5 . mm~. ~n.d. s~~ ;i:Je }~ot ,a_t -~u: involv~d •.. that the. t}uestio~ ?f givin~ medica\ women 
10 th.is transact•on. A· . task · ·dOh& ·in thts temporary commtsstons !9 under consideration. 
wa~ IS not that of a free ma~. or f~ee This is a daring innovation for a conservative 
natto_n. The paradox of th~ Bnbsh natton system like the Medical Service. But it seem 
~htmg for .world freedo~ wht!e that freedom hardly wise when the 1. M. S. is not able 
1s. not _constdered. essenttal to h~r relations to clear itself of the charges levelled against it 
~1th thts. country, ts only too obvtous. There by Dr. Jivraj Mehta, for it to under'take the 
IS~ certam superfi~i.al rell:lity ~bout Mr. Amery's initiation of extensive changes. 
behef ~~at the pohtt~~l sttu'ltton does not affect · Government By Rounding.up? :-After the 
the abthty of th~ ,Bnttsh Go~ernment to m~ke Khaksars, Lab_our leaders. The Bombay 
the most of India s resources tn the prosecution Government dunng the week-end engaaed in 
of the war. One fears nevertheless that at a round-up of Labour leaders many of~hom 
som~ point not definit~ly t:erce_ivable at present~ according to the veteran Labour leader, Mr: 
so ntcely bala~ce_d a Sttaai!On IS boun? to b~eak N. M. Joshi, were working purely in the 
d~ ~hen .. It ts too late to put thtngs nght. trades union movement without political ambi
It ~s. thts attt~ude o! mind which has brought. the tions. _There seems to be no particul~ reason 
~rtt!sh Emptre to tis present· parl~us pli_ght and for thiS ~utbur~t of po_lice activity unless 
tt Wtll ~~rely h<l:ve no bette; result Jn respect bf recent stnkes m certam large industrial 
the Bnush lnd1an connection. concerns, have induced it. If there is a case 

Dr. Jivraj Mehta on the 1. 111. S. :-ln his against these men who have now been arrested, 
speeeh on Monday at a meeting of eity s~~rely the wisest course would have been 
doctcrs, Dr. Jivraj Mehta, Dean of the to prosecute them in open court instead of 
Gordhandas Sunderdas Medical College, Born- · resorting to executive action? The present 
bay, uttered some home-truths on the failure ·of policy is not calculated to inspire public confi
the Indian Medical Service to attract Indian dence in the administration of a province 
doctors in spite of its inducements. The meeting ~here the constitution has been practically 
was called to appeal for recruits for the Service. mdefinitely suspended. . 
Dr. Mehta began "ith a reference to the "-'n· , ~aee Idiosyncrasies :-Everyone condemns the 
tinuance of I. M. S. men in civil work in colleges introduction of race distinctions in public discus
and hospitals even during wartime when they sions and everyone does it without seeming to 
should have been on active service with the army. recognise the contradiction between precept and 
He went on t.o point out, as Sir Ibrahim Rahim- practice. . In his last statement on the war Mr. 
toolah has done in the economic field, that the Winston Churchill indulged in several passages 
reason why even non-political elements in the of self-commiseration. Among his difficulties, 
medical profession who had responded freely to he mentioned that of having to speak in terms 
appeals in the last war, were now holding b:1ck, which would appeal to different temperaments. 
was the treatment meted out to Indians as soon The English, according to him, like to be told 
a:; the close of war saw the end 'of the need the bitter truth. . They were, he claimed, unique 
for them. The tale he unfolded was a woeful in that respect. Other races were intimidated by 
one of blatant discrimination against indians being told the harsh truth from putting forth 
at every stage. "All lucrative 'posts, posts their best effqrts. He mentioned particularly the 
to ~lubrious stations," he said, "are generally Arabs who, as . the allies of Britain, had to 
reserved for. · Britishers. The Stations 'With be kept in good spirits by prophesies of victory 
unpleasant climate or places where th~re Is while the Prime Minister knew that defeats 
not much chance of private practice or the were. more immediately likely. Therefore, said 
Jail Department generally fall to the 1ot ·of Mr. Churchill, he had often to speak in optimistic 
Indians." He characterised the appeal address~d terms when he would speak otherwise if he were 
to the meeting by Col. R. H. Candy, Surgebn- ad~ressi?g only his own people. This tende~cy 
General to tlte Government of Bombay, for the to tmagJne ones self and people to be a pecultat 
services of Bombay medical men in the hame of people, is att ancient weakness of humanity~· 
humanitarianism, if not because the jobs were As a matter of fact, · all human beings 
lucrative, as an insult to the profession. His react in the same way to good and evil. 
eleven demands were all for the removal of Captain James· Roosevelt, eldest son of the 
discrimination between Indian and European, · United States President, in an interview at · 
lndianisation, permanency and security prospects Liobon said of the Chinese whose su~erings in 
to those who were given temporary commissions war are unprecedented, "l was Impressed 
in wartime, recognition of the experience and by the cheerful confidence of the people.'' 
standing in the profession o! volunteers, and .the · The Arabs. in particular as. children of ~he 
association of leaders of the mdependent medtcal desert are mured ·.to hardshtp and calamity· 
profession on any Board which may deal with Happiness to them is like the oasis in a 
recruitment and demobilisation. The justice of waste of sand. The Arab can face danger 
Dr. Mehta's demands is obvious. But.the 1. M. and death with not less indifference than the 
S. has ~rown ver>: much into a trade union and . English_man. . Only the qual_itr is stigmatised. , 
it is not surprismg that Cot. Candy was not as lata!ISm, k1smet, when exhibtted by the Arab, ' i 
able to give the medical men the assur11nce he , while it is: praised ~ fortitude, courage, heroism, 
had asked ·for. A press report stated_ rece!ltlt when shown by one·s own people. There was 
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a curious illustration of this inveterate prejudice I made to defend the country by calling back the 
of the white man not long ago. Alexandria troops who are now fighting in the different 
was bombed by the Germans and the reporter i' theatres of war, and by utilising the war funds 
said that only the wailings of the women were raised in lndi:1 solely for Indian defence 
heard in the scene of disaster. As if in other i inside the country. It-- would not be 
countries, women never wail when their homes are practicable to withdraw our troops suddenly from 
laid waste and their children and friends killed I outside India, But it certainly is worth 
While the fortitude shown by the British considering whether the theory of India's' 
people is worthy of admiration, it is absurd 1 frontiers lying in Egypt and in Malaya is the 
to assume that no other people are capable of I best defence policy for India to pursue in the 
equal endurance in times of calamity. The fact I circumstances that have arisen. The new pact 
is that calamity and adversity are more frighLful 1 whic)l Turkey has put through with Germany 
in prospect or retrospect. When you are I makes this the more urgent. Egypt's passive 
actually in it, your only thought is how to face , ;lttitude is another factor which should be taken 
it. Death, it has been said, is more fearful to into account. There can be no two opinions; 
the onlooker than to the person actuat\y dying. however, regarcling the value of utilising funds 
Fear is an ephemeral emotion. Some one has raised for the war in this country to strengthen 
calculated that ten minutes is tbe utmost duration Indian defences. Australia bas taken a similar 
of the fear emotion. The Poet thought it was decision which it is putting into force.· 
much less. "The black minute.'' is but a , British Propaganda in the U. S. A. :-In 
minute. The very fact that the Prime Minister [ the British Ministry of Information's "Talking 
has to explain to his countrymen that they are Points on India" which the Hinau did a public 
immune to fear, shows that they are prone to fear ', service in first reprinting in full recently, we have 
unless they are now and then told that they are i the skele: on of every speech on India made by 
immune to it. propagandists abroad. For these were notes 

. . • ' .supplied by the Ministry. They are the most 
Dire_ct Action. and the M.ahasabha .-The ! cowardly and despicable thing a Government 

W?rkmg. Committee of the Hmdu Mahasabha I could do to a peopl~ over. whom it claims trustee
at 1ts sess1o~ at Calcutta on Jun.e 1 ?-12 resolved i ship. "India was always,'' says one •talking 
~.suspend .'ts., Mad.ura. resolu~1on m favour of 

1 
point' "a land of great poverty among the 

d1rect action w~1~h 1s. nothm~ . m'?re tha~ a ' _masses; the old idea of its wealth came from 
pro.g~amme of J~d-g"mg. ~ .h1s IS a Wise the splendour of the courts and the habit of 
dects1o~ so far as 1t goe~. But 1t . would ~ave hoarding gold and jewellery.'' This is io 
been ~1ser ha~ the W~rkm~ Com!Dlttee decided 1 explanation of the poverty of the peasant. 
to g1ve up d1rect a~t~on tostea~ of merely to ) Mr. Duff·Cooper makes up in imagination what 
postpon~ the fioal dec1st~n for a t1me. Its ~resent he lacks in normal intelligence. He sees through 
resolve ts one of expedi_ency, P~ and Simple. what is hoarded but he does not explai11 how 
The aban_d?nment ~f ~ICect ac~1~n v:ould .have "hoarding gold and jewellery" became a habit 
been a decision of pr~.nciple. C1v1l disobedience, among a people of great poverty. We are also 
as the Con.gress calls .It, IS ~he. same method and told, or rather the Americans are to be told, that 
Dr. MoonJe revealed 10 an md1screet .mood t~at India must slow down the growth of population 
~e .Mahasabh~ had re.solved fo.r .d1rect ~c?on , which requires "a chang-e in the social system 
10 VIeW of possible ele~tlo~s: If It IS per~ss~ble particularly of the Hindus.to whom a son is a 
to cop~ Congress tactics, 1t 1~ equal.ly permiSSible religious necessity." Well, what American help 
and w1ser to profit by Its _mistakes. _The does Britain expect in this matter? "Talking 
defect.s ~! t~e satyagraha campaign a~e obviO:'s. , Points,'' as a whole, convey the impression that 
Th~. m1liatav~ lef~ the ~ogress 10 lnd!an I Britain is very honest in its intentions in India 
pol!hcs. when 1t decided on 1ts present campa1gn but is rather like 8 lazy, old man who has to sit 
wh1ch.1t la~~~ed to assert freedom of spee.ch. 

1

, down in the middle of the road because 
Even 1f the uut1~tor of the satyagraha campaign movement in either direction is too great 
were now co~v1nced of the fa~t that the. ca~se 1 an exertion for him-briefly, a decaying Empire. 
of fr~e s~ch IS ~tier served Without. agna.ung I "The Oriental sense in values is completely 
for tt directly, IS ~e fre~ to change h1s tactics? . different to the European's," is one of the 
1 he; next move lies Wlt? the .~ovemment ?f I main 'principles to be kept in mind,' "e. g., 
I nd•a and all that the ~eadmg polttlcal party. m i nepotism •s a vice to us, a virtue to them." 
the country can do IS to press for early action I Mr. Duff-Cooper would profit by reading Dr. 
by the ~vernment. The M~hasabha sh?uld hav~ 1 Jivraj Mehta's indictment of nepotism, jobbery 
It:arnt 1ts l~sson from this •. There IS a vas ! and favouriti;m on a racial scale as practiced 
d•ff~rence ~tween .a party w~1ch resolves not. to by the British in India, in an important 
launch a direct action .camp~•gn, an? one which i sphere of public service. We do not know 
keep;;. the .threat of It still ha~gmg over the • on what principle the Minister of lnfonnation 
adnunastrabon. A ~<!at opporturuty bas been ; is appointed but for Brilain's sake we should 
lost by the Mahasabha. : bate to think that Mr. Duli-Cooper's appoint· 

The Dclence ol India :-A resolution adopted I ment is due t~> any intellectual or m>ral 
by the Working Committee of the Hindu Maha- j superiority over his fellow countrymen. Nepotism 
sabha on the defence of India gives a clear lead Wl)u}d at the most mean a slur on the present 
to the country. It asks that in _view o( inter- j Gover:n~t. T~ attribute it to merit would 
national developments, preparations should be be to indict a nauon. 
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PUBLIC ENQUIRY INTO RIOTS. 

In last week's Reformer we commented 
on the absurdly superficial Press N Jte issued 
by the Bombay Director of Information 
attempting a justification of the policy of 
suppression of news re~arding the outbreak 
of lawlessness in Bombay. The present 
system or want of it may not affect the war 
effort. But it certainly leads to an atrophy 
of brain effort. The official comes to believe 
that anything he may assert must go down with 
the public and that any effort on his part to put 
sense and logic in his arguments is energy wasted. 
This disease unfortunately extends aho to 
public men who have held a11d no doubt 
expect to hold office again. In all such 
cases of outbreaks of. crime there has 
always been a public enquiry into the causes, 
the object being to find remedies for grie
vances which always underlie a resort to 
violence on a considerable scale by members of 
a predominantly law-abiding public. There 
have been demands from responsible quarters for 
a public enquiry into the circumstances surround
ing the recent Bombay outbreaks. Government 
in a Press communique stated that they were 
considering the institution of such an enquiry 
pointing out at the same time the risk of a public 
enquiry degenerating into an interchange of recri
minations between rival partisans. The flaw in 
this reasoning, and it is a fatal one, is that it 
assumes that practically the whole population 
is ranged on opposite sides, whereas the 
fact is that the overwhelmimg majJrity of the 
population-we do not hesitat~ to put it at over 
ninety-nine and one-half per cent-are complete
ly out of sympathy with the law-breakers aod are 
anxious that the truth about their recent activities 
should be probed to the bottom and the causes 
rooted out.· The Government assumption 
involves a great injustice to the law
abiding majority. 

While, however, Government were con
sidering the demand for an enquiry, Mr. K. 
M. Munshi, Home Minister in the Congress 
Government, has rushed in on the strength of 
his experience to bang the doJr on any enquiry 
as it led to recriminations on a previous occasion 
when on his motion one was instituted. If the 
"recriminations" we:e irrelevant and were made 
.only with the object of creating bad blood, they 
should have been disallowed by the Chairman of 
the Committee with the support of the members, 
If on the other hand, they were only statements 
of facts;1s they appeared to diff~rent observers, 
it is absurd to discountenance them merely 
because they bear the character of 'recrimina
tions." In any case it is better that these 
differences should be confronted in the orderly 
.atmosphere of a Committee than with knives 
:and lathis in the streets and by-lanes of Bombay. 
1 hat a politician professing to belong to a· 

.1 popular party should range himself on the side 

I 
of opposition to a public inquiry, is a paradox 
but this is not the only one in the case of the 
late Congress Minister. His suggestion for 
avoiding similar clashes is that each group in the 
city-whatever that may mean-should 
organise its own private guards to defend itself 
against the assults of other groups. This m ty 
be the logical cnrollary of a leader of the Party 
of satyagraha, but it is not a suggestion which 
would be countenanced by the vast majority who 
still retain their faith in constitutional methods 
of preserving law and order. The failure of Mr. 
Munshi to ·see that it is the very existence 
of groups s•1ch as he recommends, wruch 
constitutes the greatest menace to the public 
peace, is surprising. Nothing but good can 
come out of an impartial public enquiry into the 
causes of the recent troubles and nothing but 
evil can come out of the tormation of private 
citizen regiments to safeguard group interests as 
distinguished fr.:>m public interests without 
reference to race or creed. An enquiry which is 
not open to the press and to the public, would be 
worse than useless. It would lend colour to the 
suggestion made by Mr. Kripalani, the Congress 
General Secretary, an :I supported by Mr. i\iunsht's 
attitude that there is something in the riots 
which Government wish to conceal from the 
public. 

That the policy of suppressing names and 
locahties has failed, is evident from the fact 

·which seldom happened before-that, after a 
few days' subsidence, the crimes reappear and 
their perpetrators who, jud5ing from the fatd 
nature of the a3saults, seem to be hired 
assasins trained to thdr task, escape unscathed 
though the deeds are done in broad daylight. 
The Evening News reported on Monday : 

Just as conditions in Bombay were returning to 
normal, three murders were committed in the disturbed 
area in the city today. An three bolonged to one 
community, and were victims of stuy knife assaults 
commitled at three different places in the curfew area. 
In view of the recrudescence of the troubl~, it is not 
considered likely that the Curfew Order will be relaxed, 
As a result of the fresh trouble some of th' shops In 
tho disturbed area were ci.>Sed during the rest of the 
day. Police v1gilan::e wa~ also reinforced. The assault• 
took place shortly bef~re noon. •r he first victim was 
a hotel servant who had left his place of business to 
buy some article. He was going along a gully, wHen 
someone approached him and st .bbed him with a knife. 
The servant ran a few paces and collapsed. When 

· picked up by the police he was found dead. 
. The second assa.ult too!c pia~ in another lo::ality 
far away from the scene of the first crlme. A shop
keeper just came oat of his shop when a p>rson 
belonging to another community ran towards him 
from a noighbJuring gully and shbbed hiu. Ttls 
victim fell and was being rushed t'l hospital when he 
died. 

The victim or the third assault was an aS>ist~nt 
In a shop owned by a m,mhlr of tl!.e rival co.u-uJnity. 
He attended his shop today and toward< noon c~nu 
out of it when he was stabbd. He w.s tai<on to 
hospital where he died half an h >ar after ad.n:s.bn. 
All three assaults t:>Ok pla~e within half an hour. T~e 
total numher of porson• killed or dead in the pr.sent 
disturbauces t1ll thi< afternoJn was 47. Tna numb:r 
of persons injured \\as 2l8. 
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Two ~·· were arrested for breach of curfew in 1 office is that of stores purchaser, he wiU 
the mornaog. / incidentally help to bring America and India 

The p~ge q~ above. inc_ident~lly bri~gs I closer together. This is a worthy object but 
out the shifts to whtch consctentJOUS JOurnalists ' you can not do the two things together. Sir: 
are redu~ed in t_heir desire to give .their r~ers 

1

, Sha~mukham will ':>e there as a Government~ 
as much mformat10n as they can wtthout bnng- offictal and the Amertcan distrusts all Govern
ing themselves within the magisterial ban on ment officials, especially from India. The two. 
the publication of names and places. The thr~e 1 

names most widely known in the United States 
murders occurred within half an hour of one are Mahatma Gandhi and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu.: 
another in "the curfew area.'' Except by The first questions which the average Americall' 
Police officials and newspaper reporter who have I puts an Indian visitor is if he knows Mahatma 
in the discharge, of their duties to. kno~ where Gandhi. Sir Shanmukham, of course, know~ 
''the curfew area' ends and where 1t begms, the 

1 

Gandhi but he will find it difficult in· his 
general public nowadays find it safe to regard C'lpacity of stores purchaser to answer the ·next· 
the whole city as constituting the disturbed or I question, Why do Government send his followers, 
"curfew area." Th~ indic~tion in the report !s, in hundreds to prison. Among the non-politicals; 
therefore, of no practtcal gutdance to the pubbc. the men most widely known in the States are
But that three murders were the result of ~ Sir C. V. Raman and Sir S. Radhakrishnan: 
stabbing might arouse suspicions which may not i \Ve are sure that, as a representative of ~he' 
be well-founded. What to our mind is mostobjec· Indian Government, Sir Shanmukham will 
tionable is the labelling of communities which eschew his political affiliations in this country. 
normally even today live at peace with one The American is incapable of underst'lnding thtf 
another, as "rival'' communities. Compared to subtleties of our politics and it will be hard 
the permanent injury which such a notion might to persuade him that while Independ~nce has 
cause, ~ plain . s!atement of the ca~te and been a great blessing to the United States and 
commumty of vtclims and agressors mtght ~e will be a great blessing to Poland and other 
far less harmful. Government, we trust, wtll countries, for India British rule is tantamount 
take into consideration the serious implications to the highest kind of freedom. We do hope 
of the ban on the publication of news. that Sir Shanmukham will consider the duty he 

Sir Sbanmukham Chetty :-When the Refer
mer wrote three weeks ago in its comment on 
Sir Shanmukham Chetty's sudden resignation of 
the Dewanship of Cochin, an office which he 
had held for six years with conspicuous success, 
that he was sure to play a prominent part in 
Indian public life in the near future, the last thing 
that it had in mind was that he was likely to 
accept a possition of purchaser-general of stores 
in America for the Government of India. From 
an AU India statesman which Sir Shanmukham 
is, to a store-purchaser, is certainly a come down 
and when it is stated that Sir Shanmukham 
is to hold this humdrum office for the 
duration of the war-estimated by Colonel Knox, 
the U. S. A. Naval Secretary, to last ten 
years-one wonders if the Simla correspondent 
of the /Jintfu is not drawing on his 
imagination a bit more than usual. As we 
pointed out three weeks ago, Sir Shanmukham's 

·great achievement in Cochin was the harmonisin~ 
of the conservatism of the late Maharaja with 
his own progressive tendencies. This is the 
quality which is most needed at the present 
time in India and we do feel that to send away 
a man who has proved himself gifted with it, 
to a country ten thousand miles away on a 
haggling mission, is to sacrifice the interests of the 
country. Sir Shanmukham has not only 
succeeded in bringing a conservative State in 
line with modern ideas; he is in friendly touch 
with 1\1 uslim leaders also. The two big pro
blems of India are connected with Indian States 
and the Muslim C\Jmmunity. In the solution 
of both Sir Shanmukham can be highly useful. 
It may be said that though Sir Shanmukham's 

owes to India before deciding on accepting the 
post offered to him. We think he can do more 
good remaining in the country than by expatri• 
ating himself for the next few years which are 
sure to be a f.:>rma.tive periods in our history'• 
Government can find any numb~r of men who 
can do the purcasing o£ stores far more skilfully 
in America. 

THE PROSPERITY OF INDIA. 
(BY SIR IBRAHIM RAHIMTULAH) 

Mr, Amery in the course of his recent speech in 
Parliament is reported to have said: 

Iodia I• pra.perous. There Is more revenue for the 
Central and Provincial Governments aod not ooly 
uoder those Provlocial Governments carrying on 
under democratic iostitutloos but there Is a great deal 
of active social progress going oo all tbe time. 
How well informed the Secretary of State is as 

regards the financial condition of this country may 
be judged by official record• published by the 
Central Government for the year 1918-39 which wiU. 
show bow enormously prosperous India really is. 

It is axiomati<J that the prosperity of a country 
depends upon its saving!. ~t.is, tbere~ore, !'eoessary 
to examine what the conclttions are 10 thta respect, 
whether India is abld to sav., something worth while 
or whether there is going on a steady deterioration 
in the economic condttion of this country. The All
India Income Tax Report pubhshed by the Central 
Board of Revenue throws •n illuminating light oa 
the economio condition of InJi._ Income tax is levied 
on all incomes ot R9. 2.000 per annum and over. 
AoYOrding to tnis official refort there are ia 
this country the hug"e number o 2,85,9t0 uaessees 
with an income ot R._ t,OOO or £150 per an• um 
and over, On the b:nis of a populauon of 8JO 
millions in lkitisb Iadi;o this ligur" works out at 
on.:-tenth of one pee oent of tbe population. . 
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It is true that agrict~ltural incomes are not subject 
tea this tax. So. far as the aotual cultivators are 
<anoemed no one 'Viii be presumptuous enough to 
claim that any one of them could possibly have an 
income of Rs. 2,000 per annum and over. The only 
~lass that remains to be taken into consideration is 
the agricultural landlords. It is difficult to find any 
dlicial data to show the exact number in this cate
gory but it cannot be very numerous, thanks to the 
land .revenue policy pursued by the British 
Government. 

Sir James Grigg, then Finance Member of the 
Government of India, in his Budget Speech in April 
1938, on the eve of his retirement from India, is 
reported to have said that the national income of 
India is 1,600 crores of rupees per annum. If this 
official figure is divided by 300 million•, the popula
tion in Briti•h India, it works out at Rs. 53-5·4 per 
unit of population. If a rough figure of Rs. 8-5-4 is 
deducted for Imperial, Provincial and local taxation 
che balance works out at Rs. 45 per unit per annum 
or less than R'lo 4 per month. 

During the last war India stood by. Britain 
wholeheartedly. Attention may be drawn to the 
publication by the Government of India of a book 
entitled "India's contribution to the Great War". 
It is an illuminating publication. According to this 
report (a) India's contribution in men was 1,401,350 
and (b) India's contribution in money was over 107 
million pounds sterling. As if all these contributions 
which India had made in men, money and 
materials towards winning the war were not 
sufficient, Britain managed, when the Imperial 
Legislative Council had an official majority, to obtain 
from India a gilt of an additional hundred million 
sterling. India's reward for all she did in winning 
the last war was the gift of super tax which i• being 
steadily increased. 

The statement published by the Central Board of 
Revenue already referred to provides valuable data 
as regards the "prosperity" of India. According to 
this report the total number of rich assessees with an 
income of Rs. 25,000 and over, in the whole of British 
India is the huge figure of 4,210. When this figure 
ia analysed it shows that amongst these 4,210 
assessees there are 2,864 individual assessees the 
others being associations of individuals-companies, 
'unregistered firms and undivided famillies. Amongst 
the 2,864. individual assessees there must be a fair 

'number of European and other foreign assessees. I 
It is ostensibly the policy of the ·central Govern- / 

~ment to levy super tax on people who are 
. regarded by them as . rich. In the case of 
jncome tax the levy is regulated in acbordance with the . 
income of the assessee and when joint stock 
:companies pay thi!J tax· at source at the 
highest rate, refund is granted to those shareholders 
·whose total income is chargeable at lower rates. No 
refund, however, is given for super tax. The result 
is that thos~ people belonging to the middle classes 
who are venturesome enough to invest their capital 

. in joint stock companies have to pay super tax as 
shareholders though they are nowhere near the stan· 
'dard on which ostensibly this tax is levied. 

·. It is desirable to draw attention to the theory 
.·and practice of levying these direct taxes. In ·theory 
.super tax is leviable on incomes beyond a specified 
.figure and that income is liable to one super tax. 
. ln ·practice in many cases super tax is levied on 
.·.the same income thrice over. If a private company 
· happens 'to have fairly large ·investments in joint 
·stock companies they get their dividends after super 
'tax has been paid at the source. The income, 
"therefore; (rom which the dividends are distributed 
has already ·paid one super tax. · The private com· 

panies are then made to pay super tax on their own. 
income inclusive ot all such dividends. This is not all. 
Recently the income tax law has been amended and 
private companies are obliged to distribute at 
least sixty per cent of their income amongst their 
shareholders (or partners as the case may be) 
and such shareholders are again made to pay super 
t~x individually, so that super tax is levied in many 
cases thrice over on the same income. It dOI'.s not 
appear to be anybody's business to consider what 
effect this policy .has on the .economic condition of 
India and her purchasing power. 

The Secretary of State when he talkA of India's 
pro3perity is probably carried away by conditions in 
Britain. Recently it w1s announced in the Press 
that during the year 1938-39 there were in Britain 
with a population of 45 millions, 539 individual 
assessees with an income of£ 40,000 and over per 
annum. In British India with a population of 300 
millions, the number of individual a'sessees with an 
income of Rs. 5,00,001 and over is the huge figure of 
9. It will be admitted that these statistics supplied 
by official records provide full and ample justifica
tion to Mr. Amery, the Secretary . of State . for 
India, to declare that India is ''prosperous." · 

It will be recognised that there is both a 
political and an economic aspect in considering 
this question. Mahatma Gandhi in resorting to 
Satyagraha has converted the Legislative Assembly 
with an elected majority in terms of the Montagu. 
Chelmsford Reforms into an institution of the 
Morley-Minto reforms with a clear official majority. 
This necessarily imposes greater responsibilities 
on the Government . of .India in administering 
the finances of this country. The opposition from the 
Congress elected members has been eliminated 
and the necessity of carrying on the administration 
by means of certification no longer exists. The 
question is whether with full responsibility resting 
oa them the Government of India have drawn the 
attention of the Secretary of State to the real 
economic condition of this country when proposing 
heavy and increased direct and indirect taxation. It 
is true that Britain is at present involved in war. 
No one objects to India's contributions towards the 
successful prosecution of the war but it must neces
sarily be within her means and what she can in her 
present economic condition afford to provide. 

It may be recalled that India during the pre
British period was regarded as one ot the richest 
countries in the world and in . Consequence she 
drew adventurers from all parts ol the wocld. 
Internecine quarrels amongst the ruling classes in 
India helped in establishing British Raj practically in 
the whole of this sub-continent. Those Britishers 
who successfully estiblished British Raj i'1 this 
country had imagination and statesmanship and they 
adapted themselves in such a way as to win the: 
regard and esteem of the people of this country. 
They substituted· the rule of law as against the 
personal rule which p~vailed in pre-British days. 
The Police and the Law Courts were organised and 
the administration was carried on in such a way that 
British Raj was at one time regarded as Ram Raj. 

All that seems to have changed and there is a 
growina feeling of discontent in this country. The 
insistem demand of all political parties lor Swaraj 
may be explained as the necessary development 
of mcdern times but it . is also due to the extreme 
dissatisfaction which prevails amongst the people of 
this country in regard to the economic and financial 
policy pursued by Britain during recent years 
·which has brought· down the once one of the richest 
countries in the world to a state of extreme poverty. 
Simultaneously with the economic policy pursued 
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-

\>y Britain the population of the country has I 
steadily increased. During tbe last decade it : 
is reported that the population bas risen from 850 
co ~0 millions, an increase of 50 millions or , 
:five millions more than the tot~l population of 1 

Hritain. The problem which the governing I 
authority will have to face seriously, is how to I 
provide means foe decent maintenance of this huge 
population with a national income of only Rs. 45 per 
annum per unit of population. 

---~ ---------
summarised by the Bornbag (Jhroniel6 correspondent 
for cabling to· India. The ·outstanding ·suggestion 
was for the appointment of an Indian as Secretary-of 
State. with three probables-Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan 
not as representing the martial classes of a martial 
province but because of ''his soldier sons who bore 
the British flag to victory"; tbe Maharaja of Bikaner 
not as a veteran memb~r ot the princely order but 
for "his services abroad and his l'(ood" administration; 
and Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru not as an experienced 
British Indian statesman, but becauae of his recent 
peace effort. The Executive Council is to be 
changed into a Responsible Ministry with an 
Indian non-military man as the member •for 
Defence in addition to the Commander-in-Chief. 

Ic is an admitted fact that Britain cannot live with- ' 
out her e"port trade. India ha• been one of her best 
markets in tbe past. What will be the eff.:ct on the 
purchasing power of this country of the policy which 
the Central Government is now t:-ursuing of heavy 
direct and indirect taxation ? The trade depression 
which followed the last war will be nothing compared 
to what will probably occur after the present war is 
won. The damage done to property and assets 
Uuring the last war was negligible compared to the 
damage which is now being inflicted by belligerent 
oountrics upon one another. The fate of Europe 
economically will be unenviable if this war goes on 
as appear' likely for t.vo or three years more. States
manship requires that measures should be taken as 
far as possible from now onwards to meet this 
stupendous depression which is likely to follow the 
conclusion of hostilities. The question is whether 
Britain has even now any farsighted statesmanship. 

It is worth noting that both the Oxford scheme 
and Sir John Maynard's proposal-there are probably 

\ others which have not be cabled out to India-follOw· 
close on Mr. Amery's declaration that the task of 
framing India's constitution is one solely for Indian1. 
Obviously there is a feeling that British traditions 
11hould not be completely lost sight of among in
tellectuals and others in Britain. fhe Hindu correa. 
pondent records that British Labour is growing 
restive over India and several Tories are also inclined 
to work out an Indian 10lution, 

BRITISH OPINION ON INDIA. 
In strange contrast to Mr. Amery's official 

declarations of complete satisfaction with Indian 
affairs, are the increasing number of articles, appeals 
and statements which are coming out to India from 
Britain. A group of young men from Oxford, 
including botb Indians and Englishmen, have put 
forward the &uggestion that the Viceroy should be 
given Home Rule-most of us believed that he 
already had that-that be Bhould form a National 
War Cabinet of prominent Indians which one year 
after peace has been concluded, will be transformed 
into an India Council by the inclusion nf Indians "of 
all strata." This Council is to devise a constitution 
for India by incorporating the highest achievements 
of Indian culture and western civilisation and it will 
be assisted in this work by an advisory body 1 

of l:lritish and American experts. This scheme 
has nothing special to commend it and jud~ing 
from the summary it is a delightful mixture of 
fantasY and idealism. More practical suggestions 
in India it•clf by elder statesmen have faiid to find 
favour with officials. That Reuter has thought fit 
to cable a news item about the proposals, is a 
strange proof of that agency'• way with the Indian 
public. We have been informed from time to time 
of distinguished publicists going over to America 
to speak on India. But we have rarely been given 
the gist of what they said. Yet this jejune effort 
at political negotiation is worthy of cabling out to 
India when cable charges are not exactly moderate. 
Sometime baok an American writer who apparent
ly was rather exhausted by Briti~h evasions 
of questions on war aims, revealed. that motor-vans 
were touring India telling the people why this war 
was being !ought. His j .ded spirits drove·him to envy 
of the Indian who had shouted to him from 
the van-tope what American!! could not even 
learn In secret. On tha subject {)f India it is 
pro\:oablo that the poeition is reversed, Britain's 
aims in India might have been revealed more clearly 
by Britons in the U. S. A. 

Sir John Maynard comes out with the starting 
suggestion that Haile Selassie must be asked ·to 
send Abyssinian representatives to accompany an 

1 
unofficial British Goodwill Mission to India to appeal 
to all parties to sink their differences and unite 
in the war for freedom. If Japan enters the war, 
than Marshal Chiang Kaishek should be asked to 
add Chinese representatives to the mission but 
no representatives of the Dominions which have 
acquired a reputation for colour prejudice, should 

i be asked to join the delegation. Sir John is wise in 

A fi:w days later, Sir John Maynard, a disting
uished ex-Governor of tbe l>unjab, gave his views 
on Indian politica in an article in the N1111 3/IJim~~an 

recognising the feeling in India about the Dom-

1

,' inions which no other British publicist has so 
far done. In fact .the Dominions have been thrust 
at us to the point of irritation. His suggestion 
for making use of the Abyssinian Emperor or tbe 
Chinese Generalissimo, if the accident of Japan's 
declaring war on Britain made him Britain's ally, is 
naive. The Emperor owes his restored throne to 
Britain; the Generalissimo has been straining every 
nerve to coalesce the defensive nations of the parallel 
wars without success and ha too would be eternally 
grateful for British help. If Sir John wants to give 
them credit for something which tbe other suggested 
changes would by themselves achieve, by aU means 
let these two chiefs send their delegates. If he 
hopes, however, to do things through them which 
without them would remain undone, be is gravely 

! mistaken. The delegates will be received witb 
l respect and regard but tbey will also be firmly 
I told to leave India:: questions alone. Selassie 
' has a difficult task in Abyssinia. Had he 

been tbe head ol a party instead of Emperor 
he would doubtless have been asked to produce 
his title-deeds to the united national confidence of 
his people, and would have experienced difficulty 
in doing it according to the witness of the N.w 
Statumalt it~elf. The Chinese Generalissimo bas 
his own troubles with his Communists. These would 
be increased rather than modified by any indiscreet 
intervention in India. The pcoblem of lndo-Briti>h 
.relations is one for these two countries tbemselves.. 
And lhey can only be solved by direct dealings 
without third-party intervention. For one thing, both 
Abyssinians and Chinese are staunch believers in 
political independence. Indians, generally speaking, 
can see possibilities in unions of equality betweeo 
two countries. Even il Selassie's and Cbiang 
Kaishek's ddegates honestly believe in less tban 
independence for India, .they will have to explain 
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why for their countries they' felt political indepen
dence to be neoenary. 

·-
THE UNWANTED CHILD. 

(BY ]OHN BARNABAs, LUCKNOW.) 

tn.the Pioneer and National Herald of 5th June 
there is a report of a widow who gave birth to a 
child in the G. I. P. Mail between Unao and Cawn
pore and attempted to commit infanticide by throwing 
the child through the lavatory drain. The woman is 
reported to be arrested under sections 818 and 109 
LP.C. 

. This is not a solitary instance of women trying to 
get rid of an unwanted child. Almost daily one 
reads or bears of such heart-rending tales, It is 
time we did some thinking on it. 

The case in instance is an interesting comment on 
the relative force of the maternal and the self-preser
vation instinct as a result of one's expression of the 
sex urge. Few can deny that the pangs of trying to 
get rid of one's own child must be at least as great 
as that of travail in child-birth. Yet the so-called 
social code which tortures a woman if she bas a 
child without having a man as her husband, is more 
assertive when the motherly love subordinates itself 
to the desire to save herself from social obloquoy. 

Our society is positively funny. We marry the 
girl before she is a woman. Quite often she 
becomes a widow just when her sex urge is most 
dominant. Then we tell her it is a sin to satisfy the 
natural urge either by marrying again or by havin"" 
a man without marrying. Our puritans hardly 
realise that it is just cruelty to animals to deny the 
satisfaction of God-given urges. There is too much 
of hush-hush in discussing these matters as if all 
that matters is the social code and no heed is paid to 
the fundamental human urges in either legislating or 
in pronouncing an act "moral or ''immoral." 

Marriage is instituted because society recognizes 
the reasonableness of satisfying the sex urge. But 
when an individual does it without the man-made 
"husband" in it, you stone the woman by a hybrid 
puritanism. Recently a girl of 14 gave birth to a 
child, the child was somehow murdered and the girl 
was given transportation for life. 

Who is the real murderer in all these eases P Is 
it the mother or our society P The mother gets rid of 
such a child because society tells her it is "unwanted." 
Not because the child is "unwanted" by her. In this 
process of getting rid of the child for the sake of 
conforming to the so-called social code, she happens 
to "murder" the child. By the sheer logic ot it, one 
must confess it is not the woman but society ·that 
murders the child, which the woman bas brought 
forth into the world through as much travail as a 
''lawfully wedded wifa." 

If this social "murder" is to be avoided we must 
· (1) permit widow re-marriage ; 

(2) make much less fuss of it when a spins.ter 
aeserts her right to motherhood ; 

(3) be more kindly to the mother of such an 
unwanted child, so that she need not feel she is 
eternally fallen from grace if she happens to have a 
baby in ·the usual process of satisfying her sex 
hunger. 

(4.) institute a society or Home for the bringing 
up of abandoned babes. 

One of the Social services that the Municipality of 
Paris does is to run a "Service d'enfant abandonne," 
an organization to bring up children whose parents 
are either dead or due to some reason or the other 
ashamed to· bring up their unwanted children in the 

existing conditions of tbe present day society. When-' 
a mother arrives at the Asylum to deposit her baby, 
she is always advised not to do it for the interest of 
her child. Sometimes the authorities find out ways 
and means so that she can maintain the baby without' 
much difficulty. If she is without a suitable job, they 
try to find out one for her, if sne wants to aetc 
maarried to the man who is responsible for bringing 
the child into the world, tbe authorities make proper
arrangements for doing so and subsequently the 
child is considered to be a legitimate child. 

Thus the mother is saved ignominy and a life iS> 
saved, It is interesting to note that some famous 
persons in France are from among those brought up 
in this Asylum-Mgr. Dupanloup, Arcbbi<Jhop of 
Orleans; Francois-Albert, for some time minister of 
Labour; D' Alembert, the famous mathematician, 
philosopher and member of the French Academy. 

In being unduly intolerant of the way of all flesh, 
are we not unreasonable in condemning the 
unfortunate mother to eternal social stigma? For, an 
act of satisfying one's fundamental urge and bringing 
a child into the world is after all not an anti-social act.. 
In fact, the social code is anti-individuaL So long 
as our law continues to be what it is and so long as 
our social code continues to be as irrational as it is, 
none can stop a woman from satisfying her sex but 
innocent children thus born, insted of being brought 
into an Asylum for them, will find their way into 
the rran-hole, the open gutter, the all-consuming 
river or the cruel railway line. May it not be that 
many of these rejected children of society might 
well become the cornerstone of our social structure i' 

-
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Sir H, P. Mody, K.B.E., Chairman, The Rt. Hon. Nawab 
Sir Akbar Hyder!, Kt;, P.C., Ardeshlr B. Dubash, Esq., 
Harldas Madhavdas, Esq., DLnshaw D. Romer Esq., 
Vithaidas Kanji, Esq., Noormahomed M. Chlnoy, Esq,, 
Bapujl Dada bhoy loam, Esq., Dharamsey Mulraj Khataa, 
Esq., Sir Ar4eshlr Dalal, Kt. · 

LONDON AGENTS:-Messrs. Barclay's Bank Llmltecl ancl 
M...,.,., Midland Bank Ltd. NEW YORK AGENTS:-Ttie 
Guara...ty Trust Co. of New York. PARIS AGENTS:-Th"' 
Guaranty Trust Co. of New Y or. . . 

Banking Business of every desoriplion lransaoted on Ierma 
which may be ascedaio~d ou application. . 

1L C~ CAPTAIN, (Jeneral Manaqn', 
. '' 
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H. E. H. THE HIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
r--- IN 

THE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA 

·SEE The Past on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-Muqbara. 

e Daulatabad : fort. 

• Raoza. 

• Panchakkl. 

• Ellora. 

• Ajanta. 

A URANGAB,AD 
---· -----·- -

You enjoy Modern Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when you stay at the-STATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one . of 

the finest in India under the management of 

H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

Motor Cars and buses will be • 
arranged for tours to any 
place In the district on 
nppllcatlon to the Manager. 

Further informalion jro1n :-

. TIIB Omsr Oomumour. lliNAOBR, 

11. E. H. The Nlzam's St.ate Railway, 
SECU~DERABAD. · 

I 

THE RANK OF BAROOA, LTD. 
,~ ....... - 'l"lll UabWiy of ........ - Ualtel.) 

llader tbe Patroaage of and largely aupported by tbe 
Oovemmeat of H. H. tbeoMabaraJa Oaelnrar of BarodL 

CAPITAL AUTHOIU.!IE!D _ !(a. :a ... o.oo.ooe 
CAPITAL ISSUED 4 .SUBSCRIBED " l,:ao,oo,-
CAPITAL CALLED UP • 6o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP on 31-12-~o - • 6o,oo,ooD 
I(ESEI(VE PUND • 115o00,00G 

Head Offiuo,_BARODA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, Billlmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, HariJ (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwan), Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

51\FB DEPOSIT 
V1\ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PAT AN. 
-:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

-:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manace,.. 

THE 

INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
{FOUNDED IR 1880.) 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted 
at Annas four per line, subject 

to a minimum of five lines, 
or Rupee One Annas four 

per loeb. 

For Parlieularo, .AJ'J>l!l to
Tua MANAGER, 

Kamakshl House, 

BOMBAY, 20. 
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. THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EstabUsbed.7th September J90lp 

INCORPORATm UNDBB Tllll INDU..l1 OOilPAJilll8 ~ 

Yl OJ' 1882, 
Capital Subscribed ...... Rs. 2,00,00,000 

" ·t,oo,oo,ooo 
" 1,15,50,003 

~aplta.l Called up ···-
Re~rve Fund •••••• 

HEAD OFFICE a 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, UOMBAY. 
Bl'811ches , .... 

AHMEDABAD: 
Bbadra (Main Office ). 
Ellis Bridge. 

Statioo Branch. 
ANDHERI: 

Near Bombay, 
SANDRA: 

Near BOmbay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullion Excballge 

!=oJaba 
JCa,lbadni 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, {Main Office) 
Bara Bazar 
qtowringhe~J 0 

Square. 
JAM SHED PUR 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kingsway 
ltwari j3azar. 

POONJI.: 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT.· 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Westminster Banlr. Ltd. 

CURltENT . DB:POSfT ACCOUNTS:' Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from ll.s. 300 to ll.s. 1,00,000 
@ ii' pel' annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
ll.s. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit will be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
less than Rs. ~1- per half year. 

FIXED DB:POSITS are received for one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates whlcb may be ascertained on 
apPIIcatlnn. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUl!ITS opened on favo~ble 
terms. Rules on application. · 

Tbe Bank acts as Executop and TPustee 
undep Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business generally. ltules may be obtained on 
application. · · 

LOANS, OVB:lUJRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS : 
Tbe Bank grants aocomrnoc!atlon on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

• Tbe Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
~&fe custndy of Shares and Securities and tbe collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stock at mnderate charges; particulars of which 
may be bad on application. 

A. G. GB.AY, 
Jlanagw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO .. OPERATIVE BANK, LTD. 

Sm VITHALDAS THAOKERSEY MEMORIAL BUILDING, 

9, Bakehouse L.ne, Fon. Bol.tU.6.1', 

Baramad (DiaUIQ j'oona). Vlrama:am (D16trtct A!r me~ 
l.olampur (DI.otrlct Satara). 

Dbulla 
dlbad), 

Karacl ( ). 
. (District VI< eat 

• • Kbaade•b•, 
Tugaoa ( .. " ), Doadalcha ( • " )· 
Satlra ( ). Naadurbar ;( " • >· " " Sblrpur ~· l:ldo.ok.,wa41 ( u . ·" )1 " • .. 

Sbabacla " • ), 
Sblrala ( ., .. ). Sakrl .~ • • ), 
Kore1aoa ( " 11 ). Slndkbeda • " 

), 
Wal ( ,. , J· Taloda ( " •• • l:opergaon (District Ahm • Malegaoa (District N•.,•ll<). 

BeTa pur 
nagar). 5atara ( • " " ( ,, 

'" 1: K.alwan ( " ., Raburi ( 
" " La.oalgaon ( 

" j, • :.tbevcaoa ( " .. ), Naadgaon ( u ,. 
A.hmedoa1ar ,. .. ), Do bad ( Dl•trlct l'aac 
Bblwandl (D .. trlct Thana), lllabal 
Palgbar ( " " ). ltalol ( " " ltalyaa ( " n ). AklnJ (District Sbolapur 

DIREOTORS, 

B. G. Saraiya, Esq., (Ohsirm&n). 
Pro!, V. G. Kale. 
G. V. Jodhav, Esq. 
Gordhand .. G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. C. V. Mehta, Esq. 
Rao Bahadur E.. V, Vandekar. 
B. N. Jamda.r, Esq. 
K. IlL Tbakor, Esq. 

SHARI!! O.!.PlT.I.L :-

( Fully Paid) 

K. V, Vlobare,Esq, 
D. J, Zuuja.rrao, Esq. 
Rao Baheb V. 0. Jadbav. 
D. V. Poldar, Esq. 
V. B. Basawanal, Esq. 
B. T. More, Esq. 
Vaikunth L. Mehta, Esq. 

(M•nagJng Director, 

. 1. DEPOBITB llxed lor ona year aod lh<l- or 'longer porlool 
, are aoaepiod. RaMI and other parilaulan may De a.toedllllb~~ 
hom lbe tmdaralgned. 

:a. OUBBEN'l! AOOOONTB an opened 10! CJo.<>porell., 
Boclell• and IDdi\OidnoiJ, ~·'-"""' II allowed oo olall' hi"''""' 
no• exooedlng flo, 1,00,000. 

8. B.!. VINGB BANI DEPOSITS are ~ij~oepoad awt 1 ........ 
paid at 11: par oent. on minimum monthly ball'oaae. B-::1• m&' 
be obtained !rom •h• UDderllpod. · · 

'· Drahl r.re laued on 410rlat IJIDd ~lh.e:r towna u.; aatOll ~ a,, 
aaae:Palned on applloaUoo., 

&. Aaaonolo an andll84 quarlerly by • llrm ol lnaorpou,.t 
.l.oooUJl"'nlo ood yaarly by a 8poolol Goveromon• Andllcr 
Qnariorly ""'lomonto ol lloanalal poollloo on pabiiJbecll• il>• 
n BO%Ilbay Gofernmeni Ga1JftSe." . · 

VALKONTII L. !!EHTA, 

. Man•&lng Dtnut.,ill 

CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into brorn:bitis; 

avoid this by rubbing your chest wi~ AMRUTANJAN. Its 
penetrating warmth goes deep down tnto the chest, loosens the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. • 

AMRUTANJAN 
Bn;,p ,QuUj RelieJ Alway~ 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAl • l} MADRAS . 
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.ADVE~TfSING. 
IS A 
SIGN POST ..• 

Does It Leatl People You>' Way? 

The best results from advertising are obtained 
from a journal with quality circulation. 

The T.ravancore Information 
is. read by influential classes, businessmen, and 

just those people possessing 
purchasing power, 

It is an effective and economical medium for 
you to advertise in. 

The TPavancore InfoPmatlon 
is a pr.>fusely illustrated and attractively got ~p 

Magazine published in the first week 
of every month. 

Write for Rates today to:-

THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION, 
TRIVANDRUM. 

:_T~ __ ' ', .r 

SG.INDIA STEAM 
. I • , ' • 

NAVIGATION CO., LTD 

PIONEERS 
I~ THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDrAN . .' : .. 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Managing Ag•nt• : . 

NAIWTTA~I A!Oit\RiHE & C()l., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED' CARGO & PASSENGER SERVlOES 

:Rangoioo-Boinbay-Karachi, via )ln.labu. 
Rn.ogoon-'liadrns-Colombo. 

~::::--~J::~:a·=~~!::~em&nd. '. , l ~.(. 
Bombay-Golf of Cutch Porta to !Lun.chi. 
Bombay-Bha-magar-Ports. 
Bombay-lln.rmugar.t-:Mango.J.Ore. 
Rangoon-O>romo.ndQI Ports. 
Chittagong-Rangooli'. Chltifl!lOng.COX's· Bozar. 
Co.lou~ta.-Hombo.y-Karaohi, to Jeddo.b. 

KONKAN LINES ·- Bombay to !"on jim~. 
calling at a.U iutermedio.te Ports. 

HARBOUR LINF-Rov..,.Dimro•n••r-Uran•Elepbanla-Naha-.. 

ASSOCI-'TI:D COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BUR11A STEA.~f NAY. CO., LTD. 
HAJ LINE, LllliTED. 
BOMBAY STE= NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAY. CO., LTD. 
RATNAGAB STEAllf NAVIGATION CO.,- LTri. 

Sclndia House, BaUard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tole

phnnea: 
30075 

-&-Lines 
2506113 

21779 

GOVERNMENT SOAP FACTORY1 EANGALORE. 
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A feyvincjpient opinionJ on- ;:·'"··" 
And a few .extracts from-

'·\'. , .. 
ll,'l' ; .· I•: I' ' 

•· , l, ~ ·r . . . ·; : ~ .. -_ , 
1 ~SPHALT ROAD 

TO CONCRETE PARADISE. 
OPINIONS-· 

Dl', Rablndl'anath Tagore-
. The book will be avalued addition to the library of the Visva-Bharati. 

SJl' c. v. Chintamani-
1 have found it lively and interesting. *' *' *' *' * I may write to you again_ 

EXTRACTS-

(1) Suppose the Germans are enablad todar to dominate the world and purge it of all 

elements non-German. But tomorro..y, ,: e. a few centuries hence, when the world 
. . 

would ag~in be full-now with people i of only the purest German blood-and the 

. . problem of bread would again be as: acute, the Germans of America will wage a war 

1 
against the Germans of Europe, the G~rmans of Chiria against the Germans of Japan, 

. ; the Germans of Russia against Genpans of Germany I 
:# I t ~ 

... (2) l True'superiority does not therefore con~ist in beating one's breast and shouting oneself 
I ' 1 to be superior, but in being so called aoo admired by othets. (Compare with this-' . : ' Mr. Amery· in a most egregious fashion went on to tell the Indians that "the Britishers 

are the most civilised people in this world.''-Free Press Journal, 21-5-1941. A 

begging Fakir or an illiterate Kazi may proclaim his religion to be the greatest in the 

worl4; but it is pathetic to see men of the status of the Secretary of State indulging in 

'\ (;imilar bombast in regard to what they call their "civilization.'') 

(3} It does not appear to have been claarly realized that a cat will not be more happy by 

I, • being tran~formed into a dog, Or a dog by being transformed into a Cat. 

(4) I suppose;!. millionaire does not actually eat a million loaves of bread daily, nor wears 

. a million shirts and coats over one another, nor occupies a million bungalows by his. 

body. 

(5) ••..•. childish notions of superiority of ~ace or blood-which was one at the source and 

will agaio be one in the end ...,.in .the bowels of the earth ! 

(6) All the fight. .••.. has been .• : ••. for the power, in short, of the silly old mother-in-law of' 

saying 'no' to the beggar, who had come for alms and who~. the daughter-in.law had. 

turned away saying 'no' I 

Obtainable of 
The Bombay Book Depot,· 

Booksellers and Publishers, 

Girgaon, BOMBAY. 

_ PRIC~ . RUPEE 1/-. 

Wanted. 

A financier to finance reprints 

of the book. Please com

municate with the publishers. 

Printed by ;JW );. JJube.r.h1 :Manager, The ConlmOl'clal Printing .Press. WO, Cowr.sjl h~ten_ i::ltlilet. Fort. Jjomba.y, and .Pnblla.bod b' 
Kama.l.."iihi Na~raja.n, fo~- the Frcpietc:n ot the "lLciiMl Social Reformer" Limited, a.t 1051 Cown.sji Pa.tel Street, Fort, &mbay. 

t:: ... 
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.. I will h• as harsh as truth, and as uncompromi.Ring aa justice; I am in eamest-1 will oot equivocate-I will not 
escuse, I will not retreat a 1ingle inch-And I fDIIl be hiDrd." WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON in the Liberator. 
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CONTENTS, 

Muni<:ipa.l Administration in Oermn.ny'a War A~a.inst Russia• 
Bambo.y. The W&r a.nd India.. 

Rrindio. Shipbu..i!ding Yo.rd. Art and Adn:rtnistration. 
The CongreKB an& Gpndbiji. B. J, Pa.dshab. 
Ttu' Polico, the Pqflio and tho Vaccinstion o.nd Pnblic Health. 

HiotH, ... Go.ndhiji. Violence a.nd Non .. 
Britioh Women.'l;npPort Wa:r. Violcnoo. 
Indian WomoriStiU Po.cifists. Sir I. Ra.himtoolo. on Mr. 
Tho MiK#!ionn.ttf and the Indian. Amery. 

~Vnr Now'{ ~---N () T ;I~:~~ Stalin in ~i~l .. nd. 

Municipal Administration In Bombay:-A Press 
Note issued by the Director of Information, 
Bombay,opens with the following quoted from the 
Report on Municipal Administrationin Bombay: 

Municipalities In Bombay Province In 1939·40 were• 
In general, still dominated by personalities instead of 
being on sound democratic principles with well-defined 
policies, says the report on their administration for 
that year. Petty jealousies, lack of broad outlook and 
a civic sense of dutr on the part of counclll<»rs of many 
of llhe Boards were r:sponsible for this, 

The Reports themselves are nowadays not issued 
to the Press, only a summary prepared by 
the Director of Information. The Director's 
attention seems to have been. arrested by this 
somewhat inane passage in the Report on 
Bombay Municipalities. The urilliant mind 
which conceived this criticism of our Municipali
ties, seems to hold that personalities are out of 
place in Municipalities, Unfortunately, however, 
"sound democratic principles" do not run them
selves except through personalities, The cry all 
the world over is for personalities capable of 
applying principles wisely conceived and 
firmly held. All democratic institutions suffer 
for lack of men of character-that is, 
personali1ies-to work them. All countries 
including the d~mocracies, are today governed 
by sin(}"le personalities-Franklin Roosevelt 
in the iJ.1itcd States, Winston Churchill in Great 
Britain, Stalin in Soviet Russia, Hitler in the 
'l11ird l'eich, Mussolini in Italy, Franco in Spain. 
Municipalities in Bombay are subordinate to the 
1' rovincial Government which is run by a single 
rersonality. That Government itself is subordi
n:lte to the Governor-General who is now 
practically a Dictator. Where will the 1\Iunici· 
palities derive inspiration from to carry on 
their small concerns on 's:>und democratic 
principles'? jealousies are always p~tty. There 
are no generous jealousies. The broad outlook 
which the Report \\Titer desiderates, does not e:"tist 
anrwhere in the land. The !\lunicipalities are 
d.Jmg their best Wider e.•uremely difficult condi
ti\Jns, These are such as to repel men of broad 

outlook, not to speak of sound democratic prind· 
pies, from seeking election to them. The 03e 
democratic principle which is well understood and 
is skilfully manipulated, is that the majority rules 
and is itself ruled by the man who can by 
hook or by crook get a majority of the members 
to vote for him and his proposals. One or 
two independent critics are suppressed or 
ignored. This is by no means peculiar to 
India or B<lmbay. In Great Britain things 
are not very different.. . Sir Bamfylde Fuller in 
his Reminiscences rather makes out that Indian 
District Boards and Municipalities are more 
public-spirited than the corresponding bodies in 
Britain on which he served for some years after 
his retirement from the Governorship of Bihar. 
The Reporter would do better, if instead of pickin<>" 
holes in the work of the Municipalities, he tried 
to understand their difficulties and made helpful 
suggestions as to how best they can be minimised 
if not eliminated. The first thing to grasp is 
that tender democratic plants cannot grow under· 
an overshadowing bureaucracy, 

Sclndia Shipbuilding Yard :-On Saturday, the 
21st June, Babu Rajendra Prasad laid the 
foundation stone of the shipbuilding yard which 
the Scindia Steamship Company is builJing at 
Vizagapatam, This is a great enterprise testify
ing to the courage, persistence and foresight of 
the Directors. It is a sad fact that the Indian ship
building industry which was a flourishing one 
in the early part of the-last century, was allowed 
to die out owing to the unsympathetic attitude 
of the British Government. The policy of 
that Governmemt in industrial matters has been 
to encoura,<Ye just so much development as 
will create a demand for machinery and plant 
manufactured in Great Brit1an. Railways were 
built but even today India has to import all her 
locomotive engines. In regard to ships, India 
many years 'ig"O became wholly dep~ndent on 
Britain and other countries. Elf.xts to break 
the monopoly w~re defeated by the com;>etition 
of the big British Compmy and the short· sighted 
economy of Indian merchanLq, One of these 
was_ m1de by the late j.&msetjee Tata but 
it failed as he d1d not g~t support 
from Indian shipp~rs. The Scindia Com;Jany 
itself was started witnout much offi.:ial 
encouragement and has ~ad t~ face many 
difficulties which were descnb.!d m the ad.iress 
of 1\Ir. Walchand Hirachand, Chairman of the 
Company, at Viz1gapatam. The project of a 
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shipbuilding yard had likewise to be pushed The Police, the Public and the Riots .:-There 
forward against much official indifference. But has been nothing reassuring in the progress of 
these have been overcome, and we would have the riots situation. There would seem to be 
wished that the sponge had been passed on them. little reason to persist in even calling the distur
The ~hipping business requires more co-operation bances of the past two months ''riots," as they 
from Government than other industries and it is have nothing of the mob both in the violence 
the part of wisdom to let bygones be displ_ayed and in ~he . ~anner in which the 
bygones. Another observation we should like a~ailants evade police vtg1lance. ~be mood of 
to make is, the inadvisability of identifying 1 dtsturbers of . the peace on both stdes reflects 
an essentially industrial movement with ' cold calculation rather than a m?menta;y 
an essentially political movement like . the i frenzy. On th: other ha!ld, m ~~1te 
Congress. Babu Rajendra Prasad is a : of ~h.e now fashionable practice. of .revilmg 
very distinguished Indian and his prominent the CitiZens of Bombay for cowardtce, tt would 
association with the function would not: be seem from the nature of the a~saults-very 
anyway less auspicious if he had stood in often on sma!l shopkeep:rs or t~etr assistants 
his own right. But he thought it proper to 

1 
-that there IS qUite a btt o~ ordma;y everyday 

declare that he was there as the representative courage shown. by t~e .P~bbc. It ts all very 
of. the Congress, thus making shipbuilding in ~e.ll for promment mdlVlduals to harang~e the 
India a part of the party programme. Then, c~tJZens from safe and untroub}ed. areas m the 
again, there was no need to have any religious ctty. But man:r of. the mct~~nts have 
ceremony at the stone-laying function. But, I ~ctu~lly occurred m busmess localittes where, 
if it was thought necessary to have one, tn ~ptte of the trouble, traders _hav.e gone about 
there should have been Muslim, Christian and ~~tr work. I;l'everthel~ss tt ts true t~at 
other invocations along with the Hindu prayers. hmdu • shops. 10 Mus!t!D areas or Mushm 
\Ve are a nation of many communities each s ops 10 Ht!ldu localttles are .shut _down 
jealous of its status and none should feel durmg the dtsturbances. Mr. Ktrpalaru,. t~e 
left out on such occasions. · _ 1 General Sec~etaty of the Congress, who, 1t 1s 

i reported, wtll follow Mr. Munshi out of the 
The Congress and Gandltiji :-Soon after the I Congress, urged in an article the other day that 

Poona resolution ·for a provisional national economi~; boycott should be practised aQ'ainst the 
government was adopted by the Congress, there I offending community. As a matte; of fact 
were strong rumours that Gandhiji contemplated ~ without any lead from anyone, such boycott is 
leaving the Congress, with those of its members being practised through necessity. To make it 
-i~ was thought it would be a small number- widespread throughout the city and probably 
who firmly believed in his principles. The lack throughout the country, is to aggravate .the 
cf response from the British left the Congress in problems . of the day by penalising innocent 
a difficult position out of which it escaped by members of the public. At a meeting in Bombay 
placing itself under Gandhiji's leadership again. of the Mayor's Peace Committee, the Police 
Gandhiji has of late been expressing some dis- Commissioner deplored the lack of co-operation 
s1tisfaction with the material with which he is from the public and asked the citizens to take a 
working in the Congress and he has expressed more energetic interest in bringing the distur
his ability to rebuild the whole organisation with bances to an end. We do not know what the 
but five true men. This bad led to a feeling Police expect from the public. Obviously anyone 
that Gandhiji not finding the requisite conditions ! who intervenl!s in a street assault, is rendering 
for • his leadership in the party might i himself liable to b~ caught up for rioting himself, 
b~ considering retiring from its leadership. , apart from the fact that as an unarmed man he 
On Thursday, however, came the somewhat ' stands on unequal ground in tackling armed 
surprising news that Mr. K, M. Munshi had 1 men who apparently are trained to use their 
resigned his memb~rship of the Congress. Mr •. illicit weapons to deadly effect. The plea so 
:\Iunshi who has a ·keen eye to the dramatic, I frequently put forward that the Police cannot 
had not· very long ago declared his devotion to 1 settle this disturbance has naturally caused the 
Gandhiji in a -book entitled "I Follow the , general public to look back with admiration to 
Mahatma." It was hardly to be expected that I the firm handling of the riots situation by 
so rapid a change would come over this disciple. I Mr Munsbi during the. Congress Ministry. But 
There are reports that further resignations i that disturbance was a riot and yielded to 
are likely. The disagreement apparently is ! firm handling. The Police in Bombay 
dver Gandhiji's non-violent approach . t? t~e ; h:we wide powers and the restrictions placed on 
corilmunal problem and Mr. Munsht m hts i the press ,remove all healthy checks. That 
statement has declared his intention to observe · trouble in the city should go on intermittently 
the situation and call those who are likely to I for nearly two months does not show that there 
support his views to a · conference. Mr. 1 is any great competence in handling the situa• 
Munshi now that he· has severed his formal tion. 
connection with the Congress, might British Women Support War :-The passiod 
expect to figure prominently at the coming for making statements seems to have grippen 
meeting of the expanded Sapru Conference, at a number of people at the moment. This 
P06na, is extremely 11nfortunate as nothing even 

. \ 
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accidenta11y. helpful can be hoped for from r from women of the dominating power; and the 
the exchanges · which grow out of each state- good results . of a long association are apt to 
ment. There 'have been particularly a 11umber be lost in recriminations and in claims, on the 
of appeals from Britain to India which i one side, of havin~ conferred unequalled bemfits. 
could· well have been omitted. There [ Nevertheless, as leaders of the women's move. 
have been on this side replies which the ment, if not as votaries of Truth and No~ 
public could profitably have left unread. ' violence, s~rely these eminent countrywomen of 
The latest was an appeal from about a dozen / ours could well have given some indication .of 
British women who have, according to i their appreciation of the very solid advantal!tll 
their statement, thrown themselves whole- : women have gained under British rule. " 
heartedly into the war despite their anti.war : • , . . 
feelings and who ask Indian women to ; The Mtsslonary and the Indian:-. Rev~ewmg a 
consider the position in the same light and to join ! pamphlet on the treat~ent of !DISS!onanes .who 
in the war effort. It is a kind of follow up 1 would not toe the lin~, a wn~er. m the Hmd'u 
to Miss Rathbone's earlier letter, though it I of Madras asks why Indian Chnsttans.have !lot 
is more emotional, makes no claim to be intel- . taken up the matter and w~y. t~1s subject 
lectual and has a restricted appeal. The [ should haye attracted two non-.,_hnsuans.. !he 
dozen women who have signed the statement first questton can best be answere~ ~y Chrtshans 
have been in India and have friends in the I !hemselves. As f~r the seco~d,_It IS rather late 
women's movement. They felt apparently that I !n the day to. enunctate the prmctple that refor!Ds 
they . must do something to solve the Indian m a commumty or the problems of a co~muntty 
problem and, as an appeal to the British Govern- are the exc~ustve concern of that co~mumty, ~nd 
ment made earlier by some of them had failed, le';ls~ of a!l 10 regard to ~ny question a.ffectmg 
they thought they might try the other side. The !llisstonanes who ~ake 1t the1r sole bus1nes~ .to 
appeal, like social conversation, follows the mterest themsel~es m the t~oubles o! com.mumttes 
pleasant path of avoiding all painful topics. : othe.r than thetr own, Wl~h. a wide miXture.o£ 

• . ' mot1ves. Surely the mtsstonary commuruty 
Indian Women St11l PACifists :-A reply I cannot expect immunity from outside critici..;m. 

to the appeal has . been sent by lndtan I The reviewer who seems to be a prominent 
women le~.d:rs, P!Omment among wh?m are Indian Christian from the South writing under 
Mrs. ~~rOJlm ~atdu, ~rs. R~meshwa.n ~eh~, bis initials "V. C.", remJrks that there is no 
Mrs, VtJayalaxmt Pa_ndtt, Ram Laxm1bat RaJ- place for the practice of true Christianity even 
wade,. Mrs. Radhabat, S!lbbaro.ran, M~. Ammu in Christian Missions, The question naturally 
Sw.am1~athan, and hajkuman }\mnt .K~ur, arises, What are Cbristian Missions here for if 
which IS, to say the least, sadly dtsappomtmg. not for the propagation of "true Christianity" ? 
As representatives of theW omen'• Conference, , 
if not in their individual capacity, one would War 1\ews :-The first rep~rts of the encounters 
have expected these distinguished women to have b.etween German and Soviet. for~es showed a 
reasoned out their position. Instead, the statement smgular tendency on t~e Russtan stde to present 
which they have put out is a stringing together a balanced and credtble :'-ccoun~ -of the war. 
of Congress cliches without even troubling to There ~er~ none of the wtld clat!Ds of ~e~vy 
alter the language of Gandhiji's statements on lloss~s .mfhcted on the ~nemy w~th neghgi?Ie 
war. And the worst of it is, after explaining casualties. suffered on ones own stde to whtc!t 
that they cannot be "in Jove" with either Nazism I the pu~hc has been treated by so m1.ny beth
or British imperialism, because of the racial gerents m the past. But tow~rds the week-end, 
injustice inflicted on the non-European races, 1 there has .be~n ge_neral co~fus10n create~ by the 
they come out wi[h the following irrelevant and 1 most ~stom~hmg nval clatms. The pl1g-ht of 
somewhat nauseating paragraph: j countr.tes • hke Poland. aAd _the B~lttc and 

Now perhaps you wiU understand why we as women 1 Scandmav1an States, which, after suffenng great 
are again•t all war. Women's part Is ju•t no•v to I hardship on the outbreak of the Anglo-German 
sland up for truth and non-violence as against \Var had to make concessions to Russo-~erman 
untruth and ylolence which surround u,, We admire pres;ure and is now forced to side with one or 
tho •eif-sacrofice of British women of which you h th ' • th h 't• • · t "b) Th write with just pride, How we wish you had taken t e 0 er ID e new OStl IlleS, IS errt e. e 
a braver and prouder part by to!Ung your men to wash article on Finland which we take from the No 
thelr hand clean of human blood. You might not have Frontie' Service, gives a vivid account of con
sucoeodod aU at once but you would have led the way I ditions in such countries. The Soviet Government 
to the establishment 01 a permanent peace. We take J has J. ustified its attack on the Finnish capital on 
lea.-e to doubt the wisdom of women aping men In the ' . 
black art or human slaughter on a scale hitherto • the ground that the presence of German troops m 
unknown. ' Finland constitute a menace to Russia, and it 

A reference back to the British women's I asks Finland to clear its shores of German 
appeal discloses nothing in that ineffectual, ' intruders. Even if Finland were willing an 
hannless and rather pathetic document, to call anxious to do so, it is doubtful whether it has 
forth this reaction. The reply concludes with the strength to shake off the Nazis. The po~
an apology for having been forced to be tion in Poland must be much the same except 
unpleasant. There was nothing in the situation 1 that there was no indepoodent Poland left after 
which wmpelled this. It is true that it is rather i Russia and Germany had shared the territory 
difficult when two countries are at loggerheads ' out. General :Sikorski feeling of relief at Russo
for the women of the weaker country to sit back I German hostilities will certainly not be shared 
and listen to patronising sermons and lectures in Poland. 
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GERMANY'S WAR AGAINST RUSSIA. 
·On Sunday June 22, the German Foreign 

Minister, Herr von Ribbentrop, handed over 
a note to the Russian Ambassador in Berlin, 
charging the Soviet Government of disloyalty 
to the German-Soviet Pact of August 1939. 
Two hours before the handing of the Note, 
.German forces had crossed the frontier at 
several points and M. Molotov in his broadcast 

. on Sunday afternoon expressed surprise at 
this sudden aggression without any previous 
protest. It is a striking testimony to the 
power of suggestion that the German Note 
follows closely the British and American 
journalistic reports of the past twenty-two 
months alleging disagreement between Germany 
and Russia. Most correspondents argued that 
Stalin was .using his neutrality and Hitler's war 
entanglements to add to his own territories. 
This is the very core of Hitler's charge and he 
attributes his restraint so far to forbearance 
and friendship. On the other hand, the 
Soviet, according to him, was pushing things 
to breaking-point, and the massing of 160 
.divisions on Russia's Western frontier 
conveyed all manner of fears to the 
Nazis. At the same time, it is equally sur
prising that the defence put up by Russia, 
and incidentally supported by Britain, fits in 
accurately with the denials of any breach of the 
German-Soviet agreement repeatedly stressed in 
the past by both Moscow and Berlin. It seems 
clear, however, that nothing that Soviet Russia 
could do would have satisfied the Nazis and, if 
once war with Germany is regarded as 
inevitable, then Russian policy in the past two 
years is amply justified. The position of 
the "Free Poles" who are running their shadow 
Government in London, has added to the 
complexities of the problem. The leader of 
this group, General Sikorski, has stated that 
the aggression carried out by Hitler against 
,RusEia has liquidated Poland's grievances 
against Russia! This is astounding as the 
Soviet has so far shown no sign of relinquishing 
either Sovietised Poland or any other territorial 
gain. Moreover, from all accounts, Russia's 
action in intervening in the war between 
Germany and Poland to the disadvantage 
of the latter,· was denounced by Poles at 
.the time as more objectionable even than Ger
many's direct aggression. The Nazi aggression on 
Russia has had one practical result. It has 
eliminated a number of neutrals in Europe 
by drawing in Spain and Vichy, Hungary 
and Rumania into a crusade against Bolshe
vism. It is also not improbable that the United 
States of America which was being drawn slowly 
into the Anglo-German War, might hesitate to 
commit itself as far in the cause of Bolshevism 
as it was willing to go in support of democracy. 
Less than two years ago Americans were subjected 
both from within and outside to sustained propa-

·ganda against Russia in the cause of Finland 
now again bombed by the Soviet. And it is not 
easy to undo the work of that campaign. British 
commentators who had derided the effectiveness 
of the Russian army both during the Finnish 
campaign and during the ·period when they 
despaired of Russia ever fighting with Britain 
against the Nazis, are similarly themselves 
hard pressed to explain to the public that the 
Russian military machine is efficient, or they 
obstruct those who would gain courage from 
Russia's involvement in this war. For the same 
reason there is also a certain caution in public 
acceptance of Soviet versions of encounters with 
the enemy. 

In his broadcast on the War the British 
Prime Minister offered full military and 
economic co-operation to Russia ag-ainst 
Germany. But he was careful to point out 
that this does not imply any diminution .of 
his feelings towards Bolshevism. On the 
contrary he recalled his past denunciations and 
affirmed that he did not recant a word of them. 
He said: 

The Nazi regime is indistinguishable from the worst 
features of-Communism. It is devoid of all theme and 
principle except appetite for racial domination. It 
ex~ in all forms of human wickedness in the 
efficiency of its cruelty and ferocious aggression . No 
one has been a more consistent opponent of 
Communism than I have been lor the last twenty-five 
years. I will unsay DO word that I have spoken about 
it. 

We' are not surprised that after this M. Stalin 
has felt obliged to announce to the world that, 
Russian defence had not been planned counting, 
upon any co-operation from other nations but that, 
.since co-operation has been offered, he accepts 
it against the common enemy. As a matter of 
fact, there is room to hope that th~ pre~ent co
·Operative action between the two countnes may 
fare better than the co-operation between 
Germany and Russia initiated by the Pact w~i~h 
astonished the world two years ago. Stalm s 
Russia is not Bolshevist in the same sense as 
Lenin's or Trotsky's Russia, It has completely 
abandoned its world propaganda· and has settled 
down much on the lines of bourgeios countries. 
It is practically no ·more than a system of 
State socialism. Likewise, British democracy 
has moved towards .State socialism, rapidly 
under the stress of war. The ideology~ of 
the two countries may be found at the end · 
of the war to be. much nearer each other than 
either side suspects. Indeed, in the sy~posi~m 
"Germany Speaks" which was compiled wtth 
the special object of b;inging about. Anglo. 
German co-operation, Fretherr von_ Rhembaben, 
former Minister of State, observed m the course 
of his essay entitled "Germany and England:" 

In England too the State today has extended its 
control in ma,;y ways. The period of "laissez alter, 
laissez faire" is irrevocably past and gone. Let 
us glance round. We see, atso in England, in 
regard to education, hygiene, road-maki:~g, sports, 
labour service, air raid precautions, food sup.ply 
in case of war, control of industry, co:-ol'!"auon 
with trade unions, building of houses, eradtcattol! of 
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shnm, and countless other things, the firm hand of 
the State-aod shall see It more in a near future. 

The writer sought to establish by these 
examples an affinity between the ideologies of 
Britain and Germany. So far as State control 
and initiative are concerned, there is no unbridge· 
able gulf between Communist, National Socialist 
and Democratic countries. It may be that, as 
the result of the present clashes, a common 
ideology may emerge. Good often comes in the 
guise of evil. As between the Nazi-Fascist 
ideology and the Bolshevik ideology, the latter 
bas shown itself the superior . in two important 
respects. It bas succeeded in establishing what 
no other system has been able to achieve, a 
single standard of morality for men and women; 
and it has shown considerable concern for the 
sympathetic treatment of children. Though 
l,loth Nazis and Bosheviks have resorted to 
violence in establishing and maintaining them
selves, Bolshevism has done so as a means to an 
end and not as an end in itse!C. Not the omni
potence of the State but the well-being of the 
people is the professed goal of Communism. -

THE WAR AND INDIA. 
In his broadcast on the Russo-German war, the 

Prime Minister made a passing reference to the 
850 millions of the Indian people. He said 
that the Nazis' conquest of Russia wilt inevitably 
lead to the enslavement of the Chinese and 
Indians. Having regard to the fact that at the 
present time Indian resources in men and material 
are being largely drawn upon for the defence 
of the Commonwealth and that there is 
already talk of the Russo-German war making 
heavier call3 on India, it is "an terminological 
inexactitude"-to use Mr. Churchill's own 
famous phrase-to talk of India being an early 
or easy victim of Nazi aggression. Naturally 
the first concern of Great Britain is to ward 
off invasion from her soil. The fate of India 
need not and it does not worry British statesmen. 
Mr. Churchill may be right in holding that the 
conquest of Russia by Germany would inevitably 
bring India under the Nazi flag. For many 
years, Tsarist Russia was the great menace 
to India's freedom and prosperity. Even a 
few weeks ago, one of the many rumours 
suggested the conclusion of a Russo-German 
Pact in which this country along with Iran and 
Afghanistan was assigned to Russia. For our 
part, we prefer not to speculate on what will 
happen on the conclusion of the war. For one 
thing, no one can say with even a distant 
approach to certainty what the condition of 
the world will be at the end of the war. 
Then, again, there may be imponderables among 
the factors concerning India's future, which 
may upset all calculations based on the 
assumption that because India has submitted 
to British rule, she must necessarily submit 
to any rule which gets the better of Britain. 
A country which has maintained continuity 
of life and culture for several milleniums before 
IUIY European nation was born, may maintain 

that continuity when some of them cease to exist. 
The other day Mr. Churchill quoted a sentence 
from a weekly . newspaper conducted by his 
American maternal ancestor, Mr. Jerome, to the 
effect that a people who do not remember 
their past can not give a worthy direction. to 
their future, Indians thinking of their long past 
can not believe that the momentum of it has 
been exhausted and that they have no future to 
look to except as the subjects of one or another 
of the European mechanised powers. India's 
destiny is independent of the conflicts between 
European races. What is true of Indians is 
also true of the Chinese. 

ART AND ADMINISTRATIO~. 
Sir Akbar Hydari opening an Art Exhibition 

in Hyderabad, made a suggestive reference 
to the advantage to the administration o£ 
having the people trained in the love of Art. 
In the ultimate analysis, Art ·and Philosophy 
are identical. · They are both · 

the love of loving, rage 
Of koowiog, seeing, foeling tho absolute truth of 

things 
For Truth's sake whole and sole, and not aoy good 

truth brings 
The ktiower, seer, foeler, beside. 

Unless this love of truth for truth's sake 
inspires the artist. as well as the art-lover; 
Art has no spiritual value. It is merely of 
sensual interest. · In the highest sense of the 
term everything .can be rendered artistic-the 
smallest as well as the greatest, if approached ill' 
the spirit of ·truth. A people trained to 
the love of art, that is the love of truth 
for the sake of truth, must have an admini
stration which is itself an artistic achievement. 
One of the recognised features of all art is 
the frugality of means in relation to ends. 
"Out of three sounds we make not a fourth 
sound but a ·star,'' it was said of music. 
An Administration which requires an enormous 
apparatus to keep it going, scores of emergency 
powers, unlimited authority for "rounding up" 
suspects, a huge army and an extensive system 
of Police, open and. secret, is certainly not an 
artistic administration, whatever else it · may 
be. "Any one,"· said Cavour, ·"can govern a 
country in a state of · siege.'' Administration 
to be a fine art, should have its apparatus 
not too prominently displayed. The love of 
truth is as essential to an artistic administration 
as to the painting of a masterpiece. Violence 
always offends the aesthetic sense. It is 
ugly and on that ground alone, apart from the 
ethics of Ahimsa, administration by violence 
can never be tolerated by an artistically-minded 
people. Every people on the face of the 
earth are endowed with the artistic sense, 
though the opportunities for developing it may be 
denied to them. The Italians, the Germans, the 
Russians, the Japanese, have a highly devel· 
oped artistic sense, and that is the strongest 
ground for hoping that they will ~t ~ 
submit to a system of Government which relies 
chiefly on violence for enforcing its policies. 
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B. J. PADSHAH. . . . . 
·. B, J, Padshah who died on Friday the 20th June 
at the age of 17 at the J>arsi General Hospital in 
Bomb:ly, was one ol the most remarkable Indians of 
bur time •. ·In power of brain I always thought of him 
as next only to Mahadev Govind Ranade · at wbose 
bouse I , first met bim soon after coming In 
Bombay. That was forty-one years ago and the 
impression was strengthened by my subsequent 
contacts with Padsbah. For fifteen years since 
Padshah ceased to be connected with the Tatas, he 
was in Bombay only for a few days on his passage 
from one country to another. It was by an accident 
that I came to know of Padshah's presence in 
Bombay last November. I· called on him at the 
Parsi Gel'leral Hospital and found him quite his old 
self, . Tho . war had restricted his peregrinations to 
lndia, He had drawn up a tour programme covering a 
period of eighteen months by which time he perhaps 
expected that the· wa~ would have ended. It was, 
therefore, · a surprise when information came on 
Friday of his death in a Bombay hospital and that the 
funeral would take place next morning. There was a 
congregation at the Towers of Silence of white-clad 
Parsis with a sprinkling of Hindu friends, The Parsi 
ritual has been simplified and there was none of 
tho bustle and confusion which mark the ceremonial 
in a Hindu home. · After about an hour Qf chanting 
of prayers-the intonation is so similar that it 
may be., mistaken for the chant of Vedic verses~ 
the Parsis went into· the room where the body 
was lying to have a last look at. it. Ncn.Parsis are 
not allowed this privilege. The Parsi professional 
bearers' went through a short formality outside the 
room before entering the chamber. In a few minutes, 
the bier covered completely with a spotless white 
shroud passed hy on its way to the Tower of Silence. 
The congregation rose and saluted with hands joined 
aftet the manner of namaskar, Overhead the sky 
was· flecked with clouds. There bad been a few 
cooling showers early in the morning and a pleasant 
breeze was· wafted over the scene. The younger 
l'arllis followed the bier up the steep climb leading 
In the Tower. The elder Parsis and non-Parsis. 
d\spersed, It was all over by 9 a. m. . 

Padshah seldom indulged in reminiscences, 
Once in the course of a conversation, he 
displayed special knowledge of the ways of 
horses, By one of the fortunate mischances 
which have. played a beneficent part in many 
lives, · he was spared from · becoming a horse
dealer 'like his father, He had . a. brilliant academin 
career· in Bombay, but be never formally took his. 
4egree. His name does net appear in the calendar 
in the list of graduates. The same thing happened 
in Cambridge where be had a' strenuous career 
but never claimed his degree, At Cambridge he 
came under the influence of Professor Henry 
Sidgwick. Padshab used to say that he get his bias 
in favour of Socialism from Sidgwick's, writings. 
Sidgwiok himself was opposed to Socialism but so 
impartial and even sympathetic was his presentation 
of the doctrine of which be disapproved, that in 
the. case of · Padshah, and perhaps others, 
his presentation· served as the most effective 
eocialist propag11nda. But Padshah was . net 
a Socialist, He fought shy · of labels • of any 
kind, . He came perhaps nearest to the .Fabians. 
·· Padshah became Vice-Principal of the Sind College 
at Karachi; Hill was ,a. most successful Professor 
and his influence on his students was unique, For 
many years after be left the College, he was still 
known ·to many people as Professor Padshah. l-Ie 
was indeed' a born teacher, In the Continent of 

Europe and In the tr nited States he would have
risen to world eminence ag a great educationist. One 
smites ·when one reads the newspapers describing 
him as an industrialist in their headlines. Industries 
interested him as a facet of social life, and circum-' 
stances, chief of which was his great admiration 
for Jamshetjee Tata, engaged his attention for
several years on preparing the ground for the great 
steel and hydro-electric industries assoc1atecl 
with theTatas. His first and. chief interest, however. 
was in the Institute of Science which he conceived 
and planned as one of the world's great institutions 
for post.graduate studies in Science. Padshah 

· resigned the Vice-Principalship of the Karachi 
College as a protest against his supersession by an 
Englishman when the Principalship fell . vacant.: 
He seldom referred to this in later life-he had a 
horror of even seeming to be a man with a grievance. 
The profit motive is an integral part of modern 
industrialism. Padsbah held that wholesome 
industrialism · should have the well-being of its 
worke111 and the healthy development of society as 
its main concern even if it resulted in pecuniary 
loss thereby. He · was a fervent rree · trader ;: 
he acquiesced grudgingly in J. S. Mill's concession. 
in favour of infant industries; he was against any .. 
industry· or .enterprise seeking protection from 
Government. 

What a man does is largely ·conditioned by 
circumstance. It is, therefore, more pertinent in 
judging of men to consider what they are. Padshab 
was an ascetic though he would laugh at any profes
sion of asceticism. He was a non-smoker but not be.. 
cause smoking was regarded as a sin by orthodox. 
Parsis, He was a total abstainer though drinking is
not considered a sin by· his community, Padshah's· 
vegetarianism extended even to his shoes, He always

. wore shoes made of canvas · or artificial leather 
· made of vegetable fibre, which he procured from. 
abroad. He would not ride in a carriage drawn by, 
animals because he ~bought it was an inflic~ion on the 
animal9. The first automobile in Bombay-a steam 
driven one-was. procured for him by Jamshe~ee 
Tata. Till then, whatever the distance, he would walk 
it out; Even with a painful foot, be would trudge the 
distance between his home and the railway station 
in Bandra. ; Speaking of. his home, brings en me a 
flood of memories. In my early days in this city, it 
was Padshah who introduced. me to Bombay life. 
He. was one of the few Indians who had absolutely 
no 'commumll sense. Hindus, Muslims, Christians, 
Europeans, all gathered under his. hospitable roof.· 
Pads bah's latel' preoccupations with industry broke 
up that centre of light fi:om which many, like myseU, 
carried a way . an urge for disinterested and 
unpretentious setvice. It was at the Padshah home 
that [ had my introduction to Rebert Browning, 
Padshah used to read and make us read his poems.· 
A favourite ·one was··Rabbi Ben· Ezra and in it 
the favoured lines were: 

Then1 welcOme each rebulf' · · 
That to.rns earth's smoothness rough, 

. Each sting that bid~ nor sit nor stand but go t 
Be our joy three-parts pain ! . 
Strive, and hold cheap the stralh; 
Learn, nor account.the pa11g; dare, never·grudge 

the throe l 
Padshah had many of the qualities which the Gita 
attributes . to the man ot steadfast mind. He 
was the same in heat and cold, in comfort and pain; 
in praise and censure, He always preferred 
the harder to the easier way. When. he was 
at Delhi last December, be, a man of 
seventy-six and a heavy. one, i~isted on· climbing 
to the top of Kutab Mmar wh1oh many young~r 
men decline · co attempt. In the same way 111 
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religion he c~se the difficult patb of dispensing with J Correepondents in. India have often told me of 
the Supreme Being and living by a rule which be had the serious .effects of vaccination on their ohildren 
framed tor himself. He disclaimed, and did so rathec- and many objectora to the operation are eertaio 
aggressively, any religious belief; but few men that form&" children were killed by it. A study 
with religioue beliefs, excelled him in behaviour, of small-pox and vaccination in -India proves that 
He was one of the purest souls I have met. vaccination has had no influence on small-pox in 

· K. NATARAJAN, that country. The disease goes up and down,-
••••••••••••••••••- breaking out into epidemics every four or five 

years, regardless of the millions of babies, young_ 
VACCINATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH. 

The Editor, 
Th1 Indian Social R~.fomur. 

Sir, 
A friend in India bas sent me a copy of your issue 

for October 19th 194.0 with its extremely interesting 
article by Miss Lalitha I. Moses, "Fora Healthier 
India.'' 

Min Moses bas etressed the need for a pure and 
abundant water eupply and for a great improvement 
in rurat sanitation. Might I be allowed to point out 
that the history of Great Britain in regard to small-pox, 
typhus fever, typhoid fever and tuberculosis proves 
that many diseases can be stamped out by the 
sweeping away of. bad sanitary conditions and the 
improvement of the economic condition of the people. 
Poverty undoubtedly causes much ill·health; bad 
eanitation will c~uso diseasB even in well-off people, 

It is sometimes said that vaccination will abolish 
email-pox. The history of Great Britain shows that 
this etatement is entirely false. In the year 1872 
when 85 per cent of the infants born In England and 
Wales were vaccinated, 19,022 &mall-pox deaths 
were :recorded, By the year 1987 vaccination had 
declined to such an extent that 8i per cent. of the 
infants born were submitted to the operation. Small• 
pox had disappeared. With steady declining 
vaooination the small-pox deaths dropped in tbe 
decennium 1912-1921 to 1221 in the decennium 
1922-1981 they numbered 250 (many of them due to 
lome other disease); and in the nine years 1932-19® 
they totalled 14.. The great Public Health Act of 
1875 wa1 undoubtedly the instrument which resulted 
in this great decline in small-pox, It forbade the 
use of shallow wells for water supplies; it ensured a 
proper system of drainage for all the larga towns; it 
provided for the proper paving and . cleansing of 
streets; and it contained provision for the isolation of 
infectious diseases, . 

The town of Leicester was one of the. first 
to 1ecure the pasaing of a special Public 
Health Act enabling the town council to under
t:lke aanitary reforms. Leioe~~ter in 1864. lost 104. 
per8ons with small-pox and, in 1872, in epite of the 
thorough vaoolnation of the populacioa, bad sn 
epidemic which carried off 84.6 persons, After 1881 
vacolnatlon declined until to-day only about S per 
cent. of the children born in that city are vaccinated. 
Sinoe 1886 onl:y liS deaths from smallpox have been 
recorded In Le1cester, and of these only one has 
been registered in the last 36 years, Leicester has 
praotioally abolished its alums and at great exrense 
hill provided the town with a splendid supply o pure 
water. It bas a proper drainage 1ystem, It bas 
proved that vaccination can be dispensed with and 
that to make a town healthy it Is essential to attend to 
sanitation and the water supply. 

Might I be allowed to point out that there is 
another objection to vaccination besides its usele
ness, namely, its injuriousness to healthP Few 
oountrl~• record deaths from vaccination as Great 
Britain does and even here many such deaths occur 
which are attributed to some cause other thao 
vaooination but even our iooomplete returns show 
that In England and Wales in the thirty-four years 
endeJ 1958, 107 children under five died of small-pox 
while 297 died from the results of vaccination. 

children, and adults who are . ncoinated every, 
year, Until the authorities realise that the sooreG: 
of the conquest of this disease is the introductioa 
of sanitation and supplies of pure water, small-po~ 
will always rage at intervals in India. 

For many Indians the cruelty involved in the> 
111anufacture of vaccine lymph as the reason for' 
their refusing to have their children vaccinated~ 
There can be no doubt that calves suffer whell' 
being used for the production of the vaccine lympho. 
Only a few people know that lymph is obtained' 
from sores produced artificially by cutting theo 
skin of calves and rubbing vaccine lymph into< 
the cuts, allowing them to . fester. The sores 
mature in four or five days.· Sometimes in India 
the calves die before the lymph can be extracted, 
I believe the living calf is· still :used in India 
when the lymph is extracted from the sores 
which have tormed, but in this country the 
Government Lymph Establishment decided from 
July 1st 1936 to kill the calves before the lymph 
was extracted from the sore&, Even so the poor 
little creatures have to undergo the ordeal of being 
strapped to a table, having their skin cut and the 
lymph rubbed in, and suftering the irritation and 
possible pain involved in the formation and maturing 
of the sores. It is a horrible business and humane 
people must object to it very ltrongly, 

Westminster, London, . . . L LOAT, . 
} 

Yours eto, . 

6th. February, 194.1. ., . __ ; , '!1-~Y•. · 
•• ati!H .... .anti-Vaec&natiOn Uag'UI 

-
GANDHIJI, VIOLENCE AND 

NON-VIOLENCE. 

The Editor, 
T/16 Indian Social Riformt,. 

Sir, 
While thanking you for publishing my letter 

in your issue of June 14., I am sorry to note that in 
your comments on the same you have not frankly 
admitted your error in i11ggesting that Gandhiji, in 
his letter to the Times of india of 8tb May watt 
enunciating a new doctrine which was subversive of 
all that he had taught before. Instead, you have chosen 
to shift your point and confuse the iuue by 
questioning the very basis of the Gandbian 
philosophy of Non-violence, No one would ga,insay 
your right to question the basic soundness of that 
philosophy, but that was not '1\>'hat you were mainly 
concerned with in your editorial comments of May 
24.. You then had asked a definite question: "But 
bas he (Gandhiji) ever said before that those who 'can 
not or will not be non-violent' should hold and make 
effective use of annsl"' and I quoted for the benefit of 
younelf and your readers about a d<l'Zen statements 
made by Gandhiji during the past two decades to 
the same effect u sug~ested by your qnery. Instead· 
of ltraightaway admitung that you now recognised 
that Gandhiji had all along been saying that it was 
open to those who baa no basic laitb in non· 
VIolence to resist violence with violent means, 
you bave chosen to split hairs and written~ 
,. Everybo.jy knew that Gandhiji wanted hie non-
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violence to be non-violence of the strong but 
his writings so far showed that he was converting 
non-violence of the weak · into non-violence· of 
the strong. This is ·not the position taken in 
the sentence which we marked as pointing a new 
policy.'' It is somewhat difficult to make out what 
you are driving at by theae remarks, but I take 
it ·you ·are here merely repeating the suggestion 
you made in your issue of May 24.1 namely: "If 
words have any meaning, it would seem that he 
is now revising his theory and recognising definitely 
that non-violence is not so much a physical state 
as a · mental attitude." I do not know where you 
got the idea that Gandhiji ever regarded non-violence 
as a "Physical· state.'' If you would re-read 
Gandhiji's statement dated 17-8-35, quoted by me, 
you would see that Gandhiji has aU along recognised. 
that non-violence is not so much a physical atate as 
a mental attitude. There is, therefore, no meaning 
in your suggesting that this truth has only now 
dawned on him. Here are a few more statements 
made by Gandhiji directly bearing on the point: 

Each individual must be taught the art of self. 
defence, It is more a mental state that has to be 

· inculcated than that our bodies should be trained for 
· retaliation. Our mental training has been one of 
·. feeling helpless. Bravery is not a quality of the body, 
' it is of the soul, I have seen cowards encased in 

tough muscle, and rare courage in the frailest body ... 
The weakest of us physically must be taught the art of 
facing dangers and giving a good account of 
ourselves, Young India-20-10-21. 

Non-violence, to be a potent force, must begin 
with the mind, Non-violence of the mere body with· 
out the co-operation of the mind is non-violence of the 
weak or the cowardly and has; therefore, no potency.' 
Young liuiia 2-4-81. 
As to your opening question, '•If non-violence is 

ooly for the strong, is violence then for the weak who 
are incapable of it ?" Gandhiji bas furnished an 
effective answer in the statement he made towards the 
end of 1938 in the course of an interview to Dr. Mott 1 

If the best mind ' of the world has not imbibed the 
•pirit of non·violence, they would have to meat 
gangsterism in the orthodox way. But that would 
only show that we have not got far beyond the law 
of the jungle, that we have not yet learnt to appreciate 
the heritage that God has given us, that in. spite of 
the teaching of Christianity which is 1900 years old 
and of Hinduism and Buddhism which are o!der and 
even of Islam, we have not made much headway as 
human beings. But whilst I would understand the 
use of force by those who have not the spirit of 

. non-violence in them, 1 would have those who know 
non-violence to throw their whole weight in demon• 
strating · that even gangsterism has to be met by 
nan-violence. 

· You complain of ''paradoxical sayings" by Gandhiji. 
You must be aware that Gandhiji rarely-1 would 
even say, never-indulges in paradoxes deliberately, 
He dislikes nothin~ so wholeheartedly as innuendoes, 
euphemisms, beatmgs about the bush in telling the 
truth and paradoxes deliberately oaloulated to confuse 
the mind. But, life itself being full of paradoxes 
and the human mind being unable to see all the facets 
of Truth at one and the same time, even bare state
ments of the Truth are bound to appear as paradoxes, 
Maxims like •Thou shalt not kill' and •Thou shalt not 
lie' in English and their. Sanskrit equivalents 
though plainly worded enough for 'ordinary people,' 
would, on a little reflection, raise such perplexing 
questioning• in one's mind as • Should I kill or not 
the viper that is making a dash at me i" Or •Should 
1 apeak the truth and betray my brother biding within 
the hayrick to the dacoit who comes in search of 
bim I'" You know volumes oan be and have been 
written on the implications of simple etbioal maxims 
like the ones mentioned by me. So, what is the fun 
of your saying, 'Ordinary people only understand the 

plain meaning of words' P The plain truth is that 
not only ordinary people but even intellectuals do not 
ordinarily understand the real implications of simple 
maxims like 'kill not' and •lie not', and hence the 
necessity for teachers like Gandhiji to din the truth 
into the ears of these people by repeated expositions 
of its various facets. 

Bombay, } Yours etc., 
18th June 1941. KRISHNA KUMAR, 

[rdr. Kumar has hit on the difference between 
Gandhiji's previous statements and his recent expla
nation of non-violence. The quotations of Mr. Kumar 
showed that Gandhiji had declared that "it was open 
for those who had no faith in non-violence to resist 
violence with violent means." But he washed his 
hands of all responsibility for them. Now have they 
his approval? What else does tne phrase "My non
violence includes"· mean ? The point, however, is 
purely academic since the publication of the 

. Gandhi-Munshi letters. If Gandhiji's non-violence 
really "included the holding and effective use of 
arms by those who cannot or will not be 
non-violent", there would have been no need for 
Mr. Munsbi to resign because he believed in violent 
resistance to goondaism. In the circumstances 
Gandhiji's remark was no more than a debating-point 
made in the heat of controversy,-Editor. 

SIR L RAHIMTOOLA ON MR. AMERY. 
The Editor, 

The Il'lliian l~ocial Reformer. 
Sir, 

I entirely agree with you when you pay in your: 
issue of 21st June a handsome tribute to the veteran 
octogenarian, Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, for his effective. 
reply to Mr. Amery, the Secretary of State for India, 
in regard to his statement in Parliament the other 
day that "India is prosperous," and say that the old 
gentleman has rendered a distinct service to the 
country. The chief merit of Sir 1 brahim's statement 
lies in the fact that in marshalling his facts and figures 
in support of his position be . has wholly relied· on 
published official documents and on pronouncements 
made by official spokesmen. Although India has 
been proved, times without number, to be one of the 
poorest countries in the world, men of the Imperialistic 
school always try, in season and out of season, to 
dwell on the imaginary prosperity of India under 
British rule, and would never dare or care to answer 
the arguments put forward on the other side by 
men like Dadabhai Naoroj~ William Digby, Romesh 
Dutt and others. Mr. Amery .in bis anxiety 
to mislead members of Parliament in general 
advanced the other day the same old Imperialisic, 
theory about the prosperity of India. and it is 
eminently satisfactory to find an .old gentleman 
like Sir Ibrahim, a. gentleman agam who has .not 
only passed several years'. in public life, but has 
also had administrative experience as a su~essful 
Executive Councillor ofthe Government of Bombay 
-oominoo out ot ·his retirement and thoroughly· 
exposing the fallacy underlying the recent statement 
of the Secretary of State for India. I hope that 
arrangements have been 111ade to distribute copies 
of Sir L Rahimtoola's statement to some enthu· 
·Siastic members of Parliament who interest them
selves in Indian affairs and who, 1 doubt not, would 
put questions to the Secretary of State about the 
prosperous condition of India I 

May I point out, in passing how refreshing it is 
to note the spirit of patriotism, that runs through 
the whole statement of Sir Ibrahim, in sharp contrast 
with the fissiparous activities of ~ certain other 
school of politicians who are followmg the methods 
of dividing India l 

· . Poona, 
June, 22, 1941. } Yours truly, .. 

S. N. KARNATKI. 
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HITLER AND STALIN IN FINLAND. 

( By KURT D. SINGER.) 

"fhe Finns won the war but lost the peace/ 
Although from a purely military point of view the 
first assertion ia scarcely tenable, these are, never
theless, the words the Finns use to describe their 
present dilemma. When the Red Army marched 
Into their land, they offered vigorous resistance, but 
it takes more than arms and physical endurance to 
resist the new aggressor. who i~ slowly but 
persistently robbing the Finnish people of their 
bard-won freedom. 

Strange as it may sound, the Finns are using 
Germany as a bogey to frighten off Russia. The 
Finnish press stresses again and again bow Germany 
helped m their fight for freedom against the 
Czars, and again and again it is hinted that 
German help will come again when the need 
ie greatest. When Hitler wished to send troops 
through Sweden to northern Norway, he sent 
the Swedish government an ultimatum, Finland 
needed no ultimatum. From adherents of Fascist 
groups to the radical Socialists, Finns were glad to 
oblige. German troops in transit, on Finnish soil, 
would be a warning to Stalin, and when the soldiers 
disembarked in Finnish ports, especially in Vasa, 
they received a hearty welcome. 

Today Americans returning from Petsamo report 
that the great arctic highway which leads to that city 
from Rovaniemi, northernmost railroad station in 
Finland, is always crowded with German .troops. 
More are stationed in Ivalo, the largest city in this 
district, and in the great resort hotel in Rovaniemi 
German officere lead a carefree life as they await 
developments on the northern front, The Finns 
themselves who live in that area are suffering real 
want. It ia almost impossible to buy food anywhere. 
The only thing that pu blio restaurants still offer to 
pauing travellers is a beverage for which they have 
coined the name "silver tea" which is next thing to 
plain hot water. 

In Petsamo, ships leaving for the United States 
are examined by German army inspectors, and 
passenger lists must be submitted to Nazi officials 
for approval. 

All Finland is busy today with construction; 
Finland with iu 4,000 000 inhabitants has 350,000 
homeless as a result of the war, To repair or rebuild 
houses for 150,000 people alone, the Finnish govern
ment needs $ 8,000,000. But although the people are 
doing everything possible to eradicate traces 
of the war, circumstances are stronger than the 
will alone. Food rationing is still oppressive in 
all districts because of the difficulties in importing 
foodstuffs, even though Petsamo is open. Only in 
Gennany is the bread worse than in Finland! there 
is a distressing laok ot fat~, sugar and coffee. 
Meat supplies are sufficient, but chocolate is a 
rarity and fruits, except for some Italian lemons, 
are not to be found at any price, The small children 
have never yet seen a banana, and older ones can 
acaroely remember what they are like, 

Finland ill arming, Not against Russia and not 
against Germany, every Finnish military man will 
dc•clare. But the arms programme continues, 
Finland does not trust the present status of the 
peace. The fate of the Baltic countries has ahown 
that the etrugg le for domination in the region is 
not yet at an end. And Ruasia is not very satisfied 
with the new Finnish President, Ryti, and conti
nues to meddle in the country'• anternal affairs. 
So far the moment there is peaoo in the land-and 

yet war. There are no more black-outs, but war 
censorship continues just as it was during the 
days. of war. Hard words against Russia are 
~efimtely taboo, and any criticism of Nazi Germany 
Ill ~or~Idd~ E~en the prize-winning book "V. 
~aJ:" .dea~ng with the Russian war, in spite of 
Its dJstmction, bas been banned, Likewise the 
play "Against the Hordes of the Ea11t" by Lauri 
J:Iaarlaa has been for bidden. These drastic restric
tions of the freedom of the press serve only too 
well to remind the people of the double pressure 
they are under. 

The Finnish people bate Nazism but they fear 
and hate Sovietism more. From the ~ftist Socialists 
to the Lappa-Fascists, they are united in the deter• 
mination to keep the Russians out no matter what 
the cost. For this reason old enmities at home are 
for the moment forgotten. Lappa-Fascists who set 
fire to workers' homes, suppressed the labour press 
and crushed the labour movement of 1930 are today 
represented in the Finnish coalition cabinet in which 
the Socialists still hold the majority vote. The 
••genuine" Fascists, on the other band, who are 
united in an organization called the Karelian Union, 
are the obedient servants and pampered pets of the 
Nazi "invaders." They appear as guests of honour 
at German feati.vities, and they have won the support 
of the Progressive Party, a semi-liberal organization, 
and of a widely read newspaper, the Helsingin Sanomat 
for important elements in Finland hope that Hitle; 
will help their country to recapture the conquered 
area now held by the USSR. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
Ao lllustrated Journal ol loteroatlooal 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eitablilhsd 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with J-!istory, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 

Professor Nicholas Roerlch, Sir Barf Singh Gaur 
Sri ltahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesb Chandra Sen: 
Mr. J, F. lllcKechnle (Bblkkbu bllacara), Sir s. :Radba
krisbnao, Dr. D. 'K, Bbandarkar, Mr. AI'IID Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. 13. l\L Barua, Dr. B. C. I.w, M.A., Ph.D., 
ll.L., Dr. P. C, Bagchl, Dr, Benoy Chandra Sea, 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N, Dutt, and others, 
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l'dAHA-BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCU'ITA 
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.. 

H. E. H •. THE NIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
r- , ' IN 

tHE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA 

SEE The Past .on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-Muqb~ra. 

e l)aulatabad : fort. 

• Raoza. 

• Pancbakk.i. 

• Ellora. 

• Ajanta. 

AURANGABAD 

You enjoy Modern Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when you stay at the-STATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one of 

the finest in India under the management of 

H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

Motor Cars and buses will be 
arranged for tours to any 
place in the district on 
application to the Manager. 

Further information from :-

Ti!i!i CHIEF Co:I!MEROUL MANAGER, I-

H. E. H. The Nizam's State Railway, 
SECUNDERABAD. 

~ {lDoofJorated itl Baroda. The UabWty of llemberl befng Limited.) 

' Under tbe Patronage of and largely aupportod by tbe 
Ooverament of H. H. tbe:MabaraJa Oaekwar of Baroda.· · 

CAPITAl. AUTHOIU5E!D , _ 1(•, :1,40.00.~: 
CAPITAL IS5UE!D & SUB5CitiBED ., l,:ao,oo,ooo · 
CAPITAL CALLED UP ... " 6o,oo,ooo, 
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RESE!ItVB FUND ... " ss,oo,ooo 

Head Offi,e-BAROOA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Oabhol, Dwarka, Haril (N, 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, KapadwanJ, Karjan, Mehsan.i, 
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AHMEDABAD, 
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NAVSARI, & 
PAT AN. 
-:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
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-:o:-
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GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
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W. G. GROUNDWATER, 
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HEAD OFFICB I 

OIUllNTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
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Ellis Bridge. 
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LOANS, OVERDRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
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CHEST COLD 
A simple chest cold may, if neglected tum into bronchitis; 

avoid this by rubbing your chest wi~ AMRUTANJAN. Itii1 
penetrating warmth goes deep down mto the chest, loo~ns the 
phlegm and brings quick relief. · 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brinp ,Q•ick Relie.J A/zotJ_yJ 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBA'Y a MADRAS~ 
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Visit Travancord. · 

THE TRAVANGORE STATE . 
TRANSPORT DEPARTMEt~T 

Operates Regular Daily Passenger 
Bus Services on tkr following Routes. 

TRIVANDRUM. I NAGERCOIL. 
Trivandrum Quilon ~ Nagcrcoil Cape Comorin 

~ Nager<:oil Anjngramam 
Trivandrum Nagcrcoil 

Trivandrum Kottayam 
Trivandrum Colachcl \ Nagcrcoil Colachel. 

Trivandrom Nednmangad j Nagcrcoil Azhakiapandi· 

Trivandrnm YizJHnjam. . puram, 

TRIVANDRUl\1: CITY SERVICES. 
' I ' 

Travel to -Cape Comorin, 
The Land's end of India where the Three 

Big ·Oceans meet. 
Co,mfortable seating arrangemt.nts. 

Cheap Educatio~al tours for Students at 
· ' liberal concessions. 

Buses ,avail:!ble; for private hire. 
For Terms Apply to · 

The Director of State Transport, 
TRAVANCORE TRIVANDRUM. 

. mVJOQE 
/~NDAL WOOD 

OI.L 

--------···-·· -- ···--·-

THE 
SGIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 

Managing Agent• : 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 

NAI{OTTAM MOI{ARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Ra.ngoon-Bomba.y-Ka.ra.chi, via Malabar, 
Ra.ngoon-Ma.dra.s--Colombo. 
Ca.lcuttar-Karachi via. Coast Ports. 
Ra.ogooo-Calcutta. according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Cutch Ports to Karachi, 
Bombay-Bhavnagar-Ports. 
Bomba.y-Marmuga.o-Mangalore, 
llangoon-COrotnandalPorOO. 
Ohittagong-Rangoon. Ohittagong-Cox's Bazar. 
Calcutta· Bombay-Karachi, to Jeddah, 

KONKAN LINES - Bomb•y to Panjim, 
calling at a.U·intermed.iate Ports. 

HARBOUR LINE-Revas-Dharamtar-Uran-Elephauta-Nahava 

ASSOCIATED COl\lPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. CO., LTD, 
HA1 LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD, 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD, 
RATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION 00,, LTD. 

Scindia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY . 

Tele· 
phones: 
30075 
G-Lines 

25061/3 
21779 

THE FINEJT 
FOR .. PE~FUmE/ 

M\'SORE SANDAI.VlOOD 
OIL conform9 to all J)hnrma· 
copoeiD.s of the world. 

11roma is uoexcell~d 

Can b• had eitl•or direct or through our Agc"ts : 
FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENCY & BURMA 

Messrs. M· A. T. ACHARYA & Co., 
11Sri Krishna Buildings," Avenue Road, Bangalore City 

and 
THE. MYSORE PRODUCTS Ltd., Princess Street, BOMBAY. 

------~--------I'rinlied,by 1111 ll. l)ubash, Manager, :I:ho Commercial Prlntlns Press, 100, CoWI\SJI PatA>II, Stree~ Fort., llombay,and PnblU!bed b7 
Kama.kshi 1\a.t.a.ro.ja.n for tbo l?r'Jp:::Ietcr:t of the ,•Iu.dla.D SoctaJ Refor~n.er" Lluuted, at 105, Cowa.sji Patel Street, Fort, Bombay. 
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•r tDill 61 at harsh u truth, and •• uncompromising u justice ; I am in earnest-! will not equivocate-1 will not 
eac:uoe, I will not retreat a oingle inch-And I fiJIII b• h•ard." WILUAM LLOYD GAIUUSON In the ~.,.aror. 

OONTENTS, 
OI.U MArriage aDd E'"omma· 

nlostion. 
Tho &ng•l Orphon•ge Bill. 
India and the Far Eut. 
Ezeoutlvt Councillor and 

Federal Court. 
Rtl88ia. and the War. 
What Non· Violence Permits, 
&mbay Iaol•ted. 
0. Y. CWntamani. 

Exit Auchinlecb. 
Tho Pol"' on God'a Ways. 
The Ph1iippinea in the Present 

World War. 
AU-Indio Newapaper Editors 

Conference. 
Buddha as Social Reformer, 
Ship-Building in Indi•. 
The Children's Aid Society 

&mbay. 

NOTES. 
Civil Marriage and Excommunication :-The 

Maharaja of Cochin, almost alone among 
Indian rulers, possesses the prerogative ot' 
exercising control over the socio-religious 
life of all classes of his Hindu subjects 
including Brahmins. In the exercise of this 
right, His Highness the present Maharaja 
has confirmed the excommunication by the Cochin 
Brahmins of one of their number who married 
a Sudra woman under the Cochin Civil Marriage 
Act: . . . 

"Whatever be the nature of a civil marriage between 
a Brahmin lady and a Sudra youth and wh11tever 
the rlll'hts conferred In respect of such a marriage by 
the c1vil law of the land, Sastras and Vedas have 
prohibited It and have declared It to be a sin." On 
this ground His Highness the Maharaja of Cochin 
rejected a petition of the cancellation of an order 
excommunicating a husband and a wife belonging to 
Sudra (non-Brahmin) and Brahmin caste respectively. 

The late Maharaja had for the same reason 
prohibited the entry of the couple into ·State 
temples. The Shastras relegate the offspring 
of such marriages to the category of chandalas, 
the very lowest of outcastes. The Civil Law 
protects them from all but the purely social 
consequences attached by the old authorities to 
such heteredox practices. Practically excommuni
cation nowadays means nothing more than not 
being invited to caste dinners which many people 
who are held in high regard by their caste people 
do not care to attend. It is not stated who 
appealed to the Maharaja against the order of 
the orthodox castemen. The Cochin couple 
should have accepted it proudly as the con
sequence of their deliberate deviation from 
the established practice. The reformer must 
ooncede the right of his orthodox relative to 
choose with whom he would dine, marry or 
worship while insisting on his right to do the 
same and cheerfully accepting the consequences. 
This is the distinction between the Gandhian 
and the traditional Indian method of social and 
religious reform. The cause of refonn suffers 
when C~Jercion is used til advance reform. 

The Bengal Orphanage Bill :-Stron~r public 
feeling has been aroused against a Bill for the 
SJ.Ipervision of Orphanages and Widows' Homes 
introduced in the Bengal Legislative Assembly 
by Mrs. Shahbuddin. The necessity for super• 
vision of Orphanages and Widows' Homes can 
not be questioned. Under the guise of philan
thropy, much corruption and immorality have 
been brought to light in some ·institutions. 
There have been prosecutions and convictions. 
The need for legislation being admitted, it is' 
important that legislation does not give rise to 
worse evils. One of the provisions of ·the Bill 
is that every institution for orphans and widows 
should deposit two years' cost of maintenance 
with Government. Mrs. Shahbuddin in the 
Statement of Objects and Reasons, denounces 
these institutions as clearing houses for procuring 
girls for brothels. If that be so, the provision 
about deposit would not in the least improve 
these institutions. Two of the most lucrative 
trades in the modern world is the traffic in drink 
and drugs and the closely allied traffic in women. 
The trade will readily put up not only two 
years' cost of maintenance but ten years' cost. 
The genuine philanthropic institutions mostly 
dependent on subscriptions and contributions 
from the middle classes who have several other 
calls on their lean purses, will be swept out of 
existance by heavily financed enterprises which will 
be able to elude official supervision. We wonder 
that a lady of Mrs. Shahbuddin's intelligence 
should have fallen into the illusion that strong 
financial backi~ is a guarantee of moral purity. 
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray, surely no 
interested partisan, wrote in a letter to the 
promoters of a public meeting held to protest 
against the Bill that if the Bill in its present 
form was passed into law, many useful insti
tutions would have to be closed down · and a: 
large number of destitute women would be 
rendered homeless. We may add that measures 
of this kind are worse than useless unless 
they have a concensus of support from social 
workers of all sections of the community behind 
them. 

India and the Far East :-Sir William Hunter 
who was the most prominent and in many ways 
the most intelligent writer on India in the third
quarter of the last oentury, described the conquest 
of Burma as the resumption of the Eastward 
march of the India, which had been suspended 
for about a thousand years. The truth under-
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lyi~ · thi~- ~bsef~{ti~n~ is . ·: brollght <Jut bY. the·. 
Indo-Burma Pact. on' immigration which· has 
just b~~n initiall~~ 't>Y, Sir G_i~ja Shank'+r Ba~pai, 
leader of the Ind1an delegation arid the Hon. U. 
Saw, Premier of Burma. Th~ terms of the 
Pact have as yet not been published but judging 
from the speeches of the Indian leader and 
the Burmese Premier, it is evident that 
the importance of establishing trustful 
relations with Burma, has been kept . in view 
by the Indian delegation. India and the 
countries comprehended in the pnrase I'. Far. 
East " together formed a single cultural unit not 
in ancient times alone but also up to roughly the 
Mahomedan which may be termed ~he medieval 
period of Indian history. They are now being 
resumed under the aegis and inspiration of British 
Imperialism. The process takes many directions 
political, economic, religious. The Gaya cor
respondent of the Searchlight of Patna reports 
that five saplings of the sacred Bodhi Tree are 
being taken to Thailand under charge of a 
special officer deputed by the Thailand Govern· 
ment. They were handed to him by the Collector 
of Gaya, which shows that this gesture of 
<YOOdwill towards Buddhism, the official religion 
~f Thailand, is made officially on behalf of the 
Indian people. . · 

Executive touncillor and Federal Court:-It is 
announced that Sir Mahomed Zaffrullah !{han 
has been selected to fill the place of Sir Shah 
Sulaiman as a Judge of the Supreme Federal 
Court of India. The Federal Court has been 
established but Federation has practically lapsed. 
There is a general complaint that the Federal 
Court has little work to show for the money 
expended on it. It is several months sirice Sir 
Sulaiman died. The Government of India had 
made a reference about two Acts relating to 
women's property to the Court and as it could 
not function without the full complement of three 
judges, the Chief Justice of Bombay was 
nominated to the vacancy a few days before 
the reference was fixed for hearing and, after the 
opinion of the Court was ~elivered, he. 
reverted to his permanent post m Bombay. 
The nomination of a temporary judge for 
particular cases is open to grave _objection 
though in this particular case the subject-matter 
of the reference had no political significance 
whatever. When Mr. Jayakar went to the Privy 
Council, the vacancy was filled within a few 
weeks by the appointment of SirS. Varada
charya, The delay in nominating a successor to 
Sir Shah Sulaiman was obviously due to the 
difficulty of finding a Muslim with the requisite 
qualifications. The transfer of so important a· 
member of the Government as Sir Mahomed 
Zaffrullah has recently become, leads · to the 
5ame conclusion. On general principles, the 
interchange of functionaries between high 
judicial· tribunals and Executive Councils 
is not desirable. The independence of the 
judiciary is the corner-stone of every Govern• 
ment whatever the form of the constitution 
may be. The mere suspicion that a Member 

,•. r~·· / ,- . ' ·- .-- , • .., .· • . • -· r: r· -
,o£ the Executive Council can expect a judcre
. ship ot ;the highest ~ourt in ' the land on the 
'expiry of his term is detrim'\nt~l to the executive 
as well as the judicial administration •. The rule 
should be that, when a man attains the hiahest 
'position in either branch of the Government" of a 
country, he should consider his career as a 
public official as having reached its apex, and 
should look forward only to be consulted by 

· Government and the public alike in an unofficial 
capacity. It is highly desirable that at the thresh
hold of Indian freedom sound traditions shoul:l be 
established. On merits, Sir Mahomed's selection 
is not open to criticism. He is, as we have often 
observed, one of the brainiest of Indian public 
men and may be exoected confidently to give a 
good account of himself in whatever positivn he 
may be called. His recent broadcast on the post
war settlement, might have led others to think, 
as it did us, that he was probably destined 
to be one of India's representatives at the 
International Conference to decide on post-war 
problems at the end of the war. His nomi~ 
nation to the Federal Court ·does not preclude 
the expectation but then the same difficulty 
will arise · of .finding a successor to him. 

~ussia and the War :-The purely accidental 
development, from the Russian pomt of view, of 
Germany having attacked the Soviet forces and 
attempted an invasion of Soviet territories, has 
had .very strange reactions, in no quarters 
perhaps as unaccountable as in some sections of 
the press in India. Typical of the wildest 
extravagances of this section is the following 
extract trom an editorial note in the usually 
sober .Guardlan of Madras : 

For the u. S. S. R, will be fighting not only for the 
land of many nations and peoples within the wide 
domain across Europe and. Asia, but for the very 
existence of the life of the greatest economic and social 
revolution. Opinions m•y differ with regard to the 

·proletarian communism, but even those who abhor it, 
cannot stand unmoved when the thugs of Cenual 
Europe are trying to strangle it. Here in India the 

·· Trade Union Movement, under the leadership of con~ 
servatives and radical socialists has been partially 

··committed to non-co-operation with war efforts in India 
but the war against Russia will awaken the dormant 
conscience of even these; else they will be dis,aracing 

. the Red Flag with the symbols of Sovietism, the Sickle 
. and the Scythe, that workers carry, It would be 

ind•ed, more appropriate to use tho<e words of Karl 
Marx, "Workers of the world· unite"-yes, against the 
fiend and his hell-hounds that are now baying at thet 
Russian Bear with it~ uplifted paws. 

It is difficult to· see why those who "abhor 
communism." .should feel sympathetic to Russia 
in the conflict between it and Germany. As for 
the others, had these events occurred three years 
ago, nothing- could have been more certain than 
that Great Britain and her Empire would have 
remained neutral with several leaders from her 
governing class not unsympathetic to .Nazi 
Germany. Even now from the public pronounce• 
ments of British ministers it is clear that there is 
a certain anxiety to keep the two Allies distinct 
in opposing Germany. Mr. M • .N. Roy has b~eo 
advocating a change of attitude on the part of 
Indian political leaders on the ground that 
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Russill's entry into the war has made a great 
difference. Russia is in this war for no ideological 
reason but purely for self-defence. Had Hitler's 
forces left her alone, there is no cause for· 
believing that Stalin would have entered into 
hostilities for the defence of workers elsewhere. 
It is foolish. to think that the attack on Russia 
has given India any cause to reconsider her position 
in regard to the war. We can sympathise with 
those who urged the submerging of Indian claims 
on Britain while that country was in danger and 
who threw themselves enthusiastically into the 
war effort. But those who now propose to change 
from apathy to enthusiasm just because Russia 
is menaced, would seem to be depending on the 
con£ usions which are bound to result in the 
post-war settlement. In the political sphere 
alone, these will be incalculable but some hint 
is already evident. Fortunately for Britain, 
Finland by siding with Germany has, like 
Roumania, staked its fortunes on the wa1' 
itself instead of the ensuing peace, Britain for 
the time is not confronted with the difficult task 
of supporting the claims of General Mannerheim 
and General Antonescu against the workers 
and peasants system of administration set up 
by the Soviet State. But her position in 
regard to Col, Beck for whose cause she took 
on the war with Germany, is likely to be unenvi
able when she sits with Soviet Russia to work 
out a peace. That the Soviet system which 
grew out of a repudiation of bourgeois nation
alist ideas, is admirably suited to strengthen 
nationalism, is shown by German admissions 
that Russian resistance to aggression is unprece
dented and fierce. The people seem to have 
been made to feel more than in other countries, 
except Britain, that they have a stake 
in the country. We had thought that 
Mr. Roy's opposition to Stalin was because a 
world movement was diverted into and confined 
within the channels of nationalism. If that is 
so, he should be the last to allow himself and 
through him the section of the Indian public 
which listens to him, to be duped into believing 
that the Russian cause is that of workers 
the world over. Stalin's recent appeal was 
significantly one based on nationalism alone. 
As commentators have observed, it might well 
have been spoken by Mr. ChurchilL It would 
tertainly not have been the sort of appeal which 
Lenin and Trotsky would have made. Stalin 
would seem to have destroyed the revolutionary 
spirit of Russian Communism and to have 
developed a system undistinguishable from what 
prevails in other European countries. He 
opposes to German nationalism not a new idea 
but its Russian counterpart, This was not 
what early Russian Bolshevism contemplated. 

What Non·VIolence Permits :-In an address 
to the ''Peace Brigades'' which have been 
formed under the Congress aegis to meet 
the communal situation, Mr. Mahadev D~sal 
communicated to the volunteers a message 
from Gandhiji giving the limits of non-violence. 

Probably it was thou~ht necessary. in view of 
the many qualities which distinguish Gandhiji's 
non-violence froni what is normally understood 
b"y the term, to tell his audience that they were
permitted to knock a knife out of the hand of 
the goonda if they felt strong enough to do so, 
or to overpower a goonda and hand him over 
to the police. Mr. Desai has recently toured 
Ahmedabad and reported on happenings during 
the recent disturbances there to Gandhiji. It 
would appear from his speech that many 
Congressmen, under a mistaken sense of 
Gandhian non-violence, have refrained from 
obvious reactions. If it is allowed to peace 
volunteers to use a little violence to prevent 
greater violence, we do not see why 
Mr. K. M. Munshi who surely sought 
nothing more in his correspondence with 
Gandhiji, should have been advised to resign 
from the Congress, or wiJy he should have 
accepted the advice with alacrity. At the same 
time things have come to a pretty bad pass if 
people whose lives are in danger, need to be told 
by Gandhiji what exactly they should do 
without incurring the sin oi violence. It would 
be more seeillly if leaders of the Congress and 
their understudies addressed themselves to 
serious problems instead of indulging in inane 
discussions on absurd details. 

Bombay Isolated :-After a delay of over a 
fortnight which caused considerable anxiety the 
rains descended on Bombay and the surrounding 
country with a vengeance on the Tuesday. There 
were breaches in the two branches of the G.I. P. 
Railway, and trains from the South East as 
well as from tbe North were held up at way
side stations. The Railway Enquiry Office at 
the rare moments when it could be got on 
th~ telephone, was vague. It could not say 
where the trains were held up and when 
they were likely to arrive at their destination. 
At first it seemed that this was due to official 
callousness but ·it transpired later that telew 
graphic and telephonic cGmmunications were 
interrupted and that there was no means of the 
Railway authorities obtaining particulars. By the 
time 'the G. I. P. Railway had the lines put in 
sufficient repair to allow of a few trains to get 
over, the B. B. & C. I. Railway reported more 
serious interruptions and .for a day both lines 
were out of action. Bombay experienced many 
of the discomforts of a siege. The daily supplies 
of vegetables, fruit and other perishable articles of 
food for which Bombay depends on imports from 
up-country were almost CJmpletely cut off. At the 
time of writing (Friday morning) fresh breaches 
are reported. The weather is mor.soonish and 
the meteorological forecasts do not enable a 
reliable forecast of what will happen in the 
next few days. Surat had 20 inches of rain 
in twenty-four hours ending 8 a, m., Wednesday. 
News ot heavy rains and floods in Malabar and 
other parts of the country are equally serious. 
The one redeeming feature is that the crime 
wave in B.:>mbay has been swept away and 
there have been no cases of stabbing. 
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of pn~~s from every province to minister to 
the sp1ntual needs of pilgrims according to 
their own traditional ways. Not only Allahabad, 

C. Y. CHINTAMANI. but Benares ~nd. Gaya, the t:wo other great 
The news of the death of C. Y. Chintamani centr~ of pllgnmage, are m the United 

would have come as a severe shock to his many Provmces. The province as a whole and 
friends all over the country. He was only sixty. thes' cities in particular had, therefore, an 
His naturally weak constitution was seriously atmosphere of Hindu cosmopolitanism which 
undermined by the hard struggles of his early should be taken into account in an estimate 
life. After a short apprenticeship in weekly of the comparative ease with which Chintamani 
journalism in his native town, Vizianagar'am, he became naturalised in Allahabad. Chintamani's 
shifted to Madras where he had the great selection to a Ministership by Sir Harcourt 
advantage of working with the pioneer Indian Butler, one of the ablest and most farsi<Yhted of 
journalist, G. Subrahmanya lyer,.on the journals British Indian administrators, was hail;d by all 
which the letter conducted after the severance of classes of the people of the province as a choice 
his connection with the Hindu which he had amply representative of their aspirations. Chinta
founded and developed into· a vigorous mani introduced many useful reforms, thou<Yh 
organ of Indian opinion. These journals were, it is doubtful if the splitting ~p 
on. the whole; much less successful in of the Allahabad University into three 
establishing themselves in the public confid- universities, Allahabad, Agra and Lucknow, 
ence. After or just before Subrahmanya has been a real advantage to higher educa
lyer's death, Chintamani was obliged to seek tion in the United Provinces. Unlike some other 
other avenues of activity. He became Assistant public men who attained office, Chintamani never 
Secretary to the Indian Industrial Conference forgot that he was a public man; and when he 
under Mr. R.N. Mudholkar, who was its founder found that something was required of him as 
and General Secretary. Mr. Mudholkar was a a Minister which did not square with his ideas 
busy lawyer in Amraoti in Berar with Sir M. V. of what was due from him as a public man, 
Joshi, his close associate in public life, as the he resigned without hesitation thoucrh it 
next busiest practitioner in the town which was meant a considerable loss to on!) who" was 
then more completely isolated from the rest of never free from pecuniary cares. Many who 
India than it is now. Mr. Mudholkar was a good have written of Chintamani have referred to his 
Jllan who tried in various ways to serve his prodigious memory, as if that was his most 
country. In all he did much spade work but striking characteristic. He had, indeed, a 
never rose to full leadership. This was largely due tremendous store teadily availallle at any moment 
to his somewhat easygoing methods which made of the personal details of the life of politicians and 
Chintamani's collaboration with him rather an public men, Indian and British, whom he respect. 
unnecessarilyarduousjob. Not only did the bulk of ed. Chintamani could tell without a moment's 
the writing and organising work fall upon him, reflection when any one of them was born, when 
but he was handicapped by the unusual hours he died, how many sons he had, in what· quarter 
which his chief's professional engagements of a town he lived and such other matters. 
would permit for public work. In the c:>urse of But he did not certainly owe his distinction as a 
his peregrinations in connection with the Indus- public man to :the possession of a memory 
trial Conference, Chintamani came in contact for• desultory details. Such facts are best 
with Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya and Dr, gathered from reference books whenever called 
Sachchidananda Sinha. These two men repre- for, and all that a publicist need know is 
sent two different types in temperament and where to look for them. A memory loaded 
character. It is to the credit of Chintamani and with unessential details about every individual 
proof of the complete confidence which he inspired of one's acquaintance, is a handicap rather · 
in them that he was able to ensure and maintain than a help to clear and vigorous 
for a considerable time the co-operation of the thinking. The brain · channels clogged wit!t 
two in developing the Leader as the powerful minute particulars cannot function as conduits 
successor of two older journals which the Pandit for the free flow of thought on matters of 
and Dr. Sinha had been conducting. Chiittamani moment as they arise from time to time. 
completely identified himself with ~e United Chintamani himself sometimes seemed to value 
Provinces where he had made h1s home, his memory for details much above its true 
;lnd though he nev~r acquir~d '?ore than worth. But his efficiency and power as a 
a rudimentary acquamtance w1th either Urdu publicist were due to other qualities which he 
or Hindi, the languages of the Province, possessed in a large measure. He was a fair 
he eame early to be accepted by the elite critic, saw sides of a question different from 
of Allahabad as one of themselves. This his own, and his criticism of opponents was free 
was largely due to the breadth of mind of the from imputation of motives. His faith in the 
Hindustani leaders. But it is also due to the r British connection was almost as deep as his 
fact that Prayag as one of the most ancient faith in his religion and, strange as it may seem 
and cherished places of Hindu pilgrimage had to superficial observation, it is this very depth of 
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faith that made his denunciation of the mistakes E.dt Aochinlech :-On Wednesday night 
of Government both vehement and weighty. India heard with astonishment the announcement 
A telegram published by the Bombay Chronicle on the radio that Sir Claude Auchinlech, the 
on Thursday says that on the day previous Commander-in-Chief of the Army in India, has 
to his death he wrote for the Leader an been transferred to the command of the Army 
article calling upon his countrymen to boycott in the Middle East and that as a matter of fact 
the schemes that are being discussed for a he was already in Cairo. No Commander-in-Chief 
post-war settlement on the basis of an excl?sive ; was heralded with such a blast of journalistic 
European concert as they boycotted the S11non [ trumpets as Sir Claude. The chorus was led by 
Commission. Europeanism is the ugly monster I an Indian journal with Con~ress leanings and 
which India has to get rid of in order to be free j that was emphasised as proof of the desire of His 
in spirit. Not Europeans but Europeanism. I Maj~sty's Government to send to this country 
If the war does nothing to remove this deadly an officer acceptable to the Indian people. Sir 
octopus, it will have not only been fought in vain Claude's wonderful gifts as an administrator 
so far as India is concerned but would have really were widely advertised and it was confidently 
rendered the task of India's emancipation more predicted that he would revolutionise the organi
difficult than it bas been. But we doubt the wis- sation of the Indian Armv on the lines desired 
dom of boycotting as a means of frustrating such j by Indian nationalists. Alas, for all these hopes 
schemes. Many of us now feel that the boycott and predictions. Sir Claude bas been just five 
of the Simon Commission was a mistake and months in this country and he has been removed 
that the scheme of the Simon Commission was to another sphere and the officer in command in 
much fairer and left the road clearer to India's the Middle East has been sent to India as be 
progress than the Hoare scheme which its j needs a lighter burden. The situation in the 
rejection landed us in. We must oppose 

1 

Middle East is said to have become much too 
Europeanism with our whole strength and wath heavy for the shoulders of General Wavell. 
such assistance as may be available to us if we 

1 

Sir Claude Auchinlech in a long and rather 
can not fight it single-handed. perfervid statement eulogises everybody 

W h r d t Ch' ta . b th 
1 

concerned, the Indian Army, Lord Linlithgow 
e ave re.erre o m mana Y e , d G 1 w 11 1 'd 11 h · · · 

h. ts h' d h' h h an enera ave • nca enta y, e cnticases 
name IS paren gave am an w ac e 1 th h h ld h 1 d' ' f · 1 1 e d d 'th h b h' l'f d k W 1 ose w o o t at n aan s rontlers are c ear y 
n owe wa onour . Y as 1 e 3l11 woa: · e defined by nature and that Indian troops should 
ha~e not re_ferred to Sar C. Y. Chmtam;uu, but to defend the country at those frontiers. Sir 
ChmtamanJ as that seems ~or~ beco~mg to one Claude says that this is a fallacy and that 
who to the end was.a workmg JOu~nabst •. To a military experience has proved that the enemy 
merchant or an officaal, the possessa~n of ~atles are should be fought at the most distant places so 
an advantage. ~hey help them m thear w<:rk. as to keep him away from the country. This 
Th~y a~ vance. thear prospects. But to a working reminds us of Lord Salisbury's warning to Lord 
I ndaan purnalist, they are worse than worthless. Lytto h th 1 tt v· d th Th .. h d' h" f 1 n w en e a er was aceroy an e 

ey are a. ~osatlve an acap to IS use u ne;;s. former Secretary of State for India, to beware 
~~ !luthontaes are apt to resent any. effectaye of military experts : if they had their way they 
ctatlcasm from the. pen ~f a decorated. JOlJ!Ilahst will not be content until the frontiers had been 
as an act of bas~ 1ngratatude, The nationalist and pushed forward to the moon. Military experts 
eve_n th~e lndaans _who have no love ror do not apparently realise that the cost of a policy 
nataona!asm and ~r~, mdeed, themse_lves longmg based on the principle enunciated by our late 
for officaal recogmtlon, are sure to d1scount ev.:n I Cootmander-in-Chief would be prohibitive even 
a deserved support of. a Government measure, .as for the United States and would be utterly 
pro_mpted by a desare ~o pi~ th~ authonty beyond the resources of India. When Sir Claude 
whach has hono~red the .JOurnahst wath a collar was appointed to India, it was said by the Press 
and a me~al. 1 he late Nawab of Dacca, when buglers that it was a recognition by the British 
~e was gaven a Grand __ Cross on th_e annulment Government of the vital importance of Indian 
. f the. Bengal P;;rtat!on . of whach he . was defence to the Empire. Now it is a sort of rest 
the chaef protagonast, IS saad to have exclaame_d cure for a great General worn down by his 
that the collar w~ really a halter r_ound has Herculean tasks in the Middle East. There is 
neck as a_.lead~r of ~ast Beng:al Mu~bms. T? only one meaning to be attached to this 
~e workang JOurnahst In lndaa, officaal rec~gru- sudden shifting of reasons, that the true posi
taon has ~arty the sa~e val~e,. Many fnends tion of India is that of a pawn in the imperial 
v:-e.re surpnscd that Chmtamam dad not refuse the game. There have been whispers of Sir 
knagh!hood ll:ll the>: felt that would h~ve been Claude's vigorous pro-Indian policy having 
more m keepang wath the honour of h1s whole brought him in conflict with the stolid Viceroy. 
career. But Sir Claude's tribute to the calm wisdom of 

-
Lord Linlithgow shows that if there were any 
differences, the late Commander-in-Chief has 

1 come to realise that the do-nothing policy is the 
1 best one for India. 
I 
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THE POPE ON GOD'S WAYS. 

. Broadcasting from Vatican City on the feast of 
St. Peter and. St. Paul on the 29th June, His Holiness 
the Pope delivered an address of which the following 
!lumm~ry by Reuter's Agency was published in 
the dally papers ! · . 

After commenting on the wretchedness · of Burn· 
pean populations under the yoke of war His 
Holiness sa.id, "We ask, How can God allo,; such 
horrors ? Christ replied to this question through 
St. P~ter when he said: •Thy ways are not my ways.' 
Men Judge events with a foreshortened vision of time. 
God sees events from on high and from the unmoved 
centre of eternity. It is necessary to trust in God 
and to rely on divine justice. The triumph of evil can 
not endure. Hours of good will come with freedom, 
and with joy, and will permit the resurrection of 
justice and peace." 

The sentence quoted by His Holiness as Christ's 
reply. to questioners, occurs in the 55th Chapter 
of Isatah. 'There the Prophet says that God will 
pardon sinners it they repent. "For my thoughts 
are not your thoughts, neither are your ways, my 
ways, saith the Lord." The plain meaning is that 
the natural man is liable to sin through ignorance 
of the ways of God but if he repents having learnt 
God's ways, he will be pardoned, His Holiness has 
attributed the passage to St. Peter and to Jesus. 
We have not been able to trace this reference in the 
·New Testament. On the contrary, many texts in the 
latter rather show that the Christian ideology 
postulates that God's ways are and should be also 

. man'~ For instanc--e, man is exhorted to be perfect 
as his Father in heaven, which he can not be if 
his ways are different from God's, much less, if he did 
not know what God's ways were. In another verse 
man is exhorted to remember the ways of God; 
which implies that he knows what they are but 
may have forgotten them. Whether, however, God 
said it through Isaiah or Christ through Peter, the 
explanation given by His Holiness does not satisfy 
a mind which is not indoctrinated in the infallibility 
of the Pontiff. On a point of Christian theology 
however, it will be presumptuous on the part 
of a layman and a noo-chris.tian to question the 
views. of the Pope. But, as a matter of logic; and 
commonsense, any one is free to express his doubts, 
.and that is all that is here attempted~ 

To the man in the street, the Pope's statement 
will convey no meaning, His Holiness observes 
that justice will triumph in the end. When is 
that to be ? The world even according to biblical 
computation has· existed for some 6,000 years, but 
·the yoke of war has never been absent from its 
neck. If not actual war, passive war in the shape of 
political domination, economic exploitation, cultural 
aggression. Will the next six thousand years see 
the end of war, and the triumph of justice i' Why, 
asks the man in the street, should he and his near 
and dear suffer in the hope that some others several 
thousand years hence may enjoy peace and justice? 
-Why should not God Who is omnipotent, put an 
~nd to war here and now i' Why should He tolerate 
Hitler, Stalin and Mussolini i' Why should He not 
strike them dead with a flash of lightning, and leave 
the wQrld in the righteous hands of His Holiness, 
·Mr. Winston Churchill and President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt? . God's ways in tolerating the Dictators 
seems to be rather like the ways of Satan •. Are 

, the ways of men the same as Satan's i' And does 
God allow them a long rope so that they may hang 
themselves at the end of it, leaving the way clear 
for Justice and Freedom ? Wliy create Dictators 
at all P The fact is that His Holiness is in a 
difficult position. He must speak in parables just 

as his Master had to for fear that Caesar might be 
offended and resort to · drastic steps beginning 
:with the suppression of the Vatican Radio 
Sceptics will not be satisfied with the explanatio~ 
that God chooses to give miscreants a long run 
instead of putting his foot down on them 
and ster~ly warning them to stop their devilry, 
The nattons of Europe have lived under the 
di~cipline of Christianity for a thousand years, 
It IS a remarkable fact th1t those nations which 
have been t?e longest under that discipline are 
the most. VIOlent in their rejection of it. It is 
doubtful 1f a further period of a thousand years 
~nder the. same di~cip!in~ :wo~ld bring about any 
Improvement. Thts dts01phne ts sought assiduously 
by several Christian missions to be extended to 
Asia and Africa. But with this difference 
While Christianity and political freedom and 
economic prosperity are associated together in 
Europe, the Christianity preached to the heathen is 
carefully pruned so as to ensure White supremacy 
in the dark continents. Coloured races when they 
become Christians, and even if they do not are 
expected to support the White man's war.' As 
against the. Pope's thesis, we offer an explanation of 
the war ~~tch m~>: be at least not violently illogical. 
The Chrtstian rehg10n has operated at least in Europe 
as a powerful stimulus to greed of wealth and power. 
Edwin Arnold said of Buddhism that it had made 
Asia mild: This cannot be said of Christianity in 
Europe. Ctrcumstances have favoured the domination 
of the White races so far, They have succeeded 
in dominating coloured peoples and depriving them 
of their freedom and the fruits of their labours, 
often using ~rue! and bloodthirsty means. Now they 
are quarrelltng about the spoils. Equal access to 
raw materials, has been laid ·down as one of the 
conditions of the new world order' by the American 
Secretary of State. By "equal access" he no doubt 
means that all must be able to buy the raw materials 
at the same price. But the United States has 
cornered nearly all the world's gold and Mr. Cordell 
Hull does not say whether all countries will have 
equal access to the American gold hoards. The 
United States can bring about peace in a day if 
she opens up her hoard .and distributes them 
among all the nations according to their needs. His 
Holiness. might have made a suggestion to that 
effect but he has prudently refrained from doing so, 
If the world must have gold and if the country 
which has accumulated most of it, will not part with 
it voluntarily, either the world must do without gold 
or take it from that country by force or fraud. 
Thoughtful Americans have realised that the gold 
hoards are a menace to· their future, 

Resistance and Relief :-Members of the 
War Resisters' International, which has its headquarters 
In London, are pr;:,ving under wartime terrors that their 
opposition to war does not prevent their making a valu
able contribution to the relief of its helpless victims. One 
of their activities is giving aid to British people who 
have been "bombed out" of their homes and who have 
lost everything. Their widespread distribution of clothing 
is greatly helped by large consignments which arrive on 
almost every ship coming from South Africa, sent by the 
two South African groups of War Resisters in Durban 
and Pietermaritzburg. These clothes have gone to 
refugees from Germany, Austria, Coechoslovakia, France 
and Belgium as well as to British sufferers. The British 
authorities have recognized the value of this work by 
giving permission for the importation of these goods 
free of customs duty.-Nofrontier News Service, 
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THE PHILIPPINES IN THE PRESENT 
WORLD WAR. 

(BY WALTER BROOKS FOLEY, MANILA.) 

An American general once said that war is hell. 
Hell is supposed to be occupied by those who 
deliberately chose to be immoraL It 1a therefore a 
philosophical question only as to whether there are 
morala in our present war of catastrophe, For if 
war is hell, war ie certainly immoral. 

The real question is whether there is auch a thing 
as a right war or a wrong war, a good war or a bad 
war, It is something like asking whether you and 
I can have a good enemies and bad friends. There 
are those who believe in what they call righteous or 
holy or moral wars. We muat anawer the question. 

We, in the Philippines, must be deeply interest· 
ed from several angles. In the first place, the 
Philippine Conatitution is the only one which "re· 
nouncel war as an instrument ot national policy." 
That is a basic recognition of the futility of force 
In deciding finally the affairs of mankind, Since 
the members of the Philippine Constitutional Con
vention were wise enough to know this to be true, 
it is altogether fitting and proper that we 
ahould examine our attitude on the moral 
relation of the Philippines to a world war in progress. 

No one has been heard advocating any change of 
the Philippine Convention to amend Article II, 
Section 8 as quoted above. That being true we I 
may accept the renunciation of war as the definite 
position of the Philippine government, perhaps. 
more so than any other government in the world, 
for nowhere else have the people as a whole voted 
on whether such an article should be made the h.w 
of the land. The answer then would seem to be 
that, 1ince war is not held to be an adequate means 
of adjusting national relationships, the Philippines 
must regard with suspicion any nation which in• 
eistl on using euch a basically immoral technique, 

This, it can be seen, will involve, as all morals 
do, the choosing between right and wrong. If it is 
wrong to wage war, it is clear that the nation so 
involved must be assigned to an immoral oate~ory. 
That may lead acme to try and decide the r1ght· 
ness of wars of defence or the wrongness of wars 
of aggression. This in turn involves definitions 
of how far national rights extend. For instance, 
at lea!! one American of prominence announced a 
couple of years ago that America's first line ot 
defence was on the Rhine in Europe. Others say 
that it Is in the Netherlands lndie~ ·in the Pacific, 
Can we lay out right and wrong on the globe and 
measure them with a compass P Or is there far 
more involved than a geographical eector of the 
earth'e surface P Is it possible for one side to be 
right, and another side completely wrong P 

Tben, we must face the question that, if war is 
immoral according to the Philippine Constitution, or 
if it is hell aocordmg to General Sherman, what can 
make it right in Germany, or what can make it a 
right choice for those who believe they must use it 
to au ure a more perfect world P 

Fumlamentally, people the world over do not be
lieve war is a decent or righteous procedure. AI 
a matter of fact, the pres•nt war is proving that to 
fight a W;\r moral ~cruplcs are impossibl~ No 
known philosophy of war oan prove that war 
pNmotcs the total human weHare. It i• destruc
tive of tho highest and best. \Vhen the highest 
and best are destroyed, mankind inherently, 
though perhaps slowly, revoltt against such a 
practice. 

We are rt·ally considering a vital question for we 
are a part ofthe war toJay. :Sot just ill sympathy or 

- --~- --- -~ - --
emotion. Not just in agreement or disagn-.ement. 
The whole world is at war. We cannot make 
decisions of any value save as we predicate part of 
our judgment on what the war is doing to the world, 
We must recognize that we are discussing morality 
while practicing immorality, That seems to be quite 
a customary human procedure. Incidentally it proves 
that we cannot discard morality. \Ve strive for 
greater perfection. We believe in the best even 
while we do the worst. We keep ideals alive,. 

It is a mere rhetorical question to ask whether 
the war will bring on world revolution. We are in 
the midst of a revolution. It can no more be 
stopped by one or all of_ us than old King 
Canute could sweep back the tide with his broom, 
or than the raising of storm signata will drive 
back a typhoon, The farmers of Pampanga know 
there is a revolution, The Assemblymen know it, 
We all know it in one degree or another. 

We are quite literally at the heart of an interna
tional social tornado. Scientists tell us it is quiet at 
the centre of a tornado. But, if the storm shifts to 
any degree in any direction, the calm will become a 
tempest. And we had better get our philosophy of 
life str~ightened out before we become deeply 
enmeshed in more rapidly moving events, Some of 
our time should be spent trying to find out where we 
are mentally and psychologically. 

In ploughing a field it is necessary to keep an eye 
on a distlnt obj eot in order to end up with a straight 
furrow, That provision in the Philippine Constitu
tion which renounces war is a substantial landmark 
that can help to give the Philippines a straight 
historical furrow of decent co-operative international 
relations. 

This question of whether the Philippines has a. 
moral stake in the war is not a hypothetical question. 
No country can be independent today. Certainly 
the United States recognized that fact when 
it helped to bind together the North and South 
American continents, An independent country, 
in the sense we used the word a few short years 
ago, is an anomaly today and will be more so 
tomorrow. That means various things. 

It means that, when one country is immoral, it 
quickly colours all other countries wlttl its immorality. 
It makes it more difficult to know what is the best, 
and nations are, therefore, tempted to choose what 
they call the lesser ot two evils. People may be 
called to engage in a war which is basio•lly immoral 
to defend rights which they will almost certainly lose 
in the war they will figbt. Our only salvation seems 
to be that God has the ability to use even the wrath 
of men to praise Him, and to effect a changed aod 
better condition. 

Lack of complete independence for any country 
means, and emphasizes the fact, that it is really 
impossible to separate morals from politics and 
economics. The reason we have war is because w:~ 
have insisted on having a divorce as between 
business and government on the one hand and morals 
on the other. There is at present no Christian 
government in I he world. There is no great Christian 
structure of economics. True, Communism has its 
values, but, when it is based on conflict betiVeen 
classes, it explodes or dies out through lack of proper 
balance in it5 human elements. Democracy bas great 
signific:mce but keep it only in the political frame-

' work, and do not allow it in the business structure 
and it will fail. l\lorality is the cement of humanity. 
It will mak~ lor world independence when realistically 
applied. 

Ha!l the Philippines a moral stake in the present 
world warP Decidedly, unless we believe we 
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can conceall6,000,000 people in a kind of"hermitage 
in the Oriental seas. We know this is impossible. 
There are no barriers of sufficient height or depth 
to shut out the air waves and the transportation 
systems and the social changes of the rest of 
the world, This is no out-of-the way corner where 
people by the millions can hide and vegetate. 

Anyway, we do not regal'd a hermit as the best 
example of humanity in a world that needs help. 
Nor can we. regard millions of people living alone as 
worthy collaborators in a world torn with revolution. 

The great moral challenge that faces all believers 
in democracy is to "give until it hurts:• We have ' 
no longer any moral right to think in· terms 
of merely taking something. We must learn to 
give. A fair share of our social and national 
existence must be devoted to world enterpriseg and 
objectives, There is nothing within one country 
big enough to bold all our loyalty, Our allegiance 
must be to the betterment of the children of men 
wherever found. 
, We conot sanction any "new disorder in East 
Asia." We must drive toward a new world order. 
Not an order of conquest but of voluntary 
collaboration. We must avoid using the immoral 
techniques of the enemies of international morality. 

The moral challenge to the Philippines lies in 
making effective the pledge of the Constitution to 
renounce war by uniting enthusiastically with 
countries pledged to build up rather than to tear 
down. The moral relationship to the war lies in 
knowing that human freedom means not just 
exercising and demanding rights but also assuming 
responsibilities, 

Every nation today is giving up its freedon!, bu~ 
only as that is done with the object of seeing other 
millions litted into freedom, can greater freedom and 
independence be secured for all concerned, 

We should· be ashamed because the human race 
has not gone beyond the stage of battle, We should 
deeply regret that it is still engaging in economic 
and political wars which settle nothing, but debase 
human dignity and personality and waste the 
resources of all nations. Wars are the jungle creep~ 
!~~ in on the clearings of human civilization. 
we need greater open spaces developed through 
using our brains to learn how to live together, 
Tbe people of the Philippines have a chance to 
maintain social sanity in a world where, over great 
areas, only confusion reigns supreme. My belief is 
that these Islands can offer havens for the promotion 
of intelligent international morality through a willing
ness to sacrifice local interests in the interest of 
world advance. 

So, our contention is that the Philippines do have 
a moral stake in the present world war, These· are 
days when we need to use the accumulation of the 
·world's wisdom. That wisdom has been concen
trated in the form of moral values, A people can win 
·the way to ·greatness only by acceptinl: a moral 
basis for human development, and by bu1lding its 
government on that foundation, Otherwise the 
citizens will be caught by the outgoing tide and 
swept into an oblivion of immoral futility. -Hindu Law Refopm:-The Hindu Law 
Committee, which recently submitted Its report in accord· 
ance with its terms of reference, has recommended, int<r 
alia, that no satisfactory basis for legislation could be 
found without a comprehensive >urvey of the whole 
field of Hindu law, says a Press Note, It has, ther<fore, 
been decided that the Committee should continue to sit 
ln order that it may undertake such a survey, commencing 
with a review ot the law of succession. Thereafter the 
Committee Intends, If time permits, to take up for consi
deration the law of marriage, which lliso forms the subject 
matter of various Bills introduced in the Central 
Legislature. 

ALL-INDIA NEWSPAPER EDITORS 
CONFERENCE. 

A constitution for the All-India Newspaper 
Editors' Conference was adopted by the Shnding 
Committee at its meeting of March 5, 1941, to come 
into operation on a date fixed by the President. By 
virtue of the powers conferred on him by a special 
resolution of the Standing Committee of the News
paper Editors' Conference, the President has 
announced that the new constitution, as amended by 
the resolution of the Simla meeting of the Standing 
Committee, has come into operation from June 1, 
1941, We give it below: 

(1) Name: The Name of the Conference shall 
be the All-India Newspaper Editors' Conference, 

(2) Objects: The objects of the Conference 
shall be:-

(a) To preserve the high traditions and 
·standards of journalism. 

(b) To safeguard the rights of the Press in 
regard to freedom of publication of news and 
comment. 

(c) To secure facilities and privileges to the 
Press for the due discharge of its responsibilities. 

(d) To represent the Press in India in its rela
tions with the public and public institutions; and, 
particularly in its relations with Government, to set 
up Committees which would act as liaison bodies 
between the Government and the-Press as a whole. 

(e) To establish and develop contacts with 
associations having ·similar objects in other 
countries, 
(8) Membepshlp: (a) Any periodical (or the 

publication of which a declaration under the Indian 
Press Ant is necessary, may be enrolled as a mem
ber on submitting an application prescribed in 
Form A. 

(b) Any registered News Agency may be enrolled 
by a special resolution of the Standing Committee. 

(4) (a) Each member shall be represented at the 
Conference by its Editor or the Editor's nominee. 

(o) No person shall, even though he may. repre
sent at any given session more than one member, 
have more than one vote at the Conference. 

(5) (a) Journalists ot standing invited by the 
President to join the Conference may be admitted as 
special members. 

(b) Special members shall pay the same subscrip
tion and enjoy the same rights and privileges as other 
members but shall be exempt from disqualification 
arising out ot want of connection with newspapers, 

(6) Each member. sha\1 pay an annual subserip
tion of Rs. 50 within a prescribed period, 

(1) Membership shall become vacant : 
(a) When tlie · member paper submits its 

resignation. · 
(b) When there is .a declared default in the 

payment of subscription. 
(a) When the member paper ceases publica

tion or suspends publication for more than three 
months. 
(8) Annual Meeting! (a) The Conference 

shall meet once a year on dates and at a place 
previously fixed by the Standing Committee. 

(b) An extraordinary session of the Conference 
may be called by the President or by a resolution 

. of the Standing Committee. 

(9) The Conterence shal~ be presided ov~ by a 
member previously elected m a~ordance. w1th the 
directions of the Stand~ng Committee, su b1ect to the 
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proviso that every member of the Conference shall 
have a vote in electing the President, 

(10) The President of the Conference shall 
continue to hold office throughout the year, He shall 
preside over any extraordinary session that may be 
1ummoned during the year and he shall be the 
Chairman of the Standing Committee. 

(11) Standing Committee: (a) At every 1 

ordinary session the Conference shall appoint a I 
Standing Committee consisting of 21 members 
elected by those present, J 

(b) The President of the Conference shall have 
power to nominate additional members to the Com
mittee but the number of members thus nominated 
shall not exceed seven. 

(12) (a) The Standing Committee will ordinarily 
meet once in three months, 

(b) Special meetings may be summoned by the 
President whenever he may think it necessary. 

(c) The quorum for the meeting of the Standing 
Committee, special and ordinary, shall be seven. 

(tf) A notice of ten days shall he given in the case 
of ordinary meetings and four days in the case of 
special meetings. 

(13) (a) The Standing Committee shall elect one 
or more of its members as Secretary or Secretaries 
of the Conference. 

(b) One of the Secretaries shall also act as the 
Convenor of the Standing Committee. 

(c) The Standing Committee ehall elect one of 
its members to act as Treasurer, 

(d) In the absence of the President, the Standing 
Committee shall elect its own Chairman of the 
meeting. 
· (14.) A seat in the Standing Committee shall be 
deemed vacant : 

(a) when a member submits his resignation 
and it is accepted. 

(b) when the member ceases connection with 
the paper on whose behalf he attended the 
Conference. 

(c) when the paper ceases publication or sus
pends publication voluntarily for more than S 
months. 
(15) All vacancies which occur in the Standing 

Committee during a year, shall be filled by co-option 
by the Committee at its next meeting. 

(16) Central Advisory Committee: (a) 
The Stnuding Committee shall at its first meeting 
after the Conference make recommendations for 
nomination to the Central Press Advisory Committee. 

(b) The President of the Conference shall be 
ex-officio Chairman of the Central Press Advisory 
Committee. 

(•) All representations to Government shall go 
in the name of the President. 

(17) (a) The function of the Central Press 
Advisory Committee, so far as newspapers published 
in Delhi and in such areas where Press Advisory 
Committe<'s are not in existence, Bre the s•me as 
tho.<e ot a Provincial Advisory Commit tee, except 
that it will also deal direot with the Chief Press 
Advisor and the Government of India. 

(b) During the intervals between the rn.!etings 
of the Standing Committee and the All-India 
Newspaper Editors' Conterenoe, the Central Pre!IS 
Advisory Committee will also exercise on behalf 
of the Standing Committee such fUnctions as the 
Standin~: Committee or the President may entruet 
to it in matters affecting the press as a whole or 
the Press ol more than one province and in 

1 maintainmg liaison between the different provincial 

I committees and between thO!le eommittees and tbe 
Standing Committee. 

/ (c) The function of the Standing Committee as 
Executive of the All-India Newspaper Editors' 
Conference is to carry out the resolutions of the 
Conference from time to time and to represent the 
Press of India as a whole in all matters affecting 
the relations between the Press and the Govern· 
ment and also to exercise such influence over tbe 
Press in India as they may consider necessary in 
the interests of Journalism. It is a body to which 
any Provincial Press Advisory Committee or tbe 
Central Press Advisory Committee on the one hand, 
or the Government on tbe other hand, may refer 
matters of importance or principle in which difficul
ties or disputes have arisen, but it will not ordinarily 
entertain complaints from individual newspapers 
nor will it take up matters of a purely local or 
provincial concern, until it is satisfied that the 
possibilities of negotiation between the Provincial 
Press Advisory Committee and the Provincial 
Government or, as the case may be, between the 
Central Press Advisory Committee and the Central 
Government have been exhausted. 

(18) PPOvineial Committee: The Standing 
Committee many constitute Provincial Committees 
to carry on the work of the Conference in their 
respective provinces, · 

{19) Every member of the Conference shall also 
be a member of the Provincial Committee in the 
Province in which the paper is published. 

(20) Subject to the directions of the Standing 
Committee, the Provincial Committees shall con· 
stitute their own Executive Committees to carry on 
the work of the Conference. 

(21) (a) All nominations to Press Advisory Com
mittees and other similar bodies shall be made by 
the President who will be guided by the recommen
dations ofthe Standing Committee or the provincial 
Executive Committee as the case may be, 

(b) A seat in the Provincial Press Advisory Com
mittee constituted under the above rule shall be 
deemed vacant : 

(1) when a newspaper ceases publication or 
suspends publication voluntarily for more than 8 
months, 

(2) when a member submits his resignation and 
it is accepted. 

(3) when a member ceases to be connected with 
the newspaper on whose behalf he was nominated. 
(c) All vacancies occurring in the above manner 

shall be filled by nomination by the President. · 
(22) All residuary powers in regard to the work 

of the Conference shall vest in the Conference itself 
and, when it is not in session, in the President. 

(28) The Constitution of the Conference shall not 
be amended save by a special resolution of the 
Conference approved by three-fourths of the members 
present constituting not less than two-thirds of the 
total number of the members of the Conference. 

Training Unit fop Women :-With the 
announced purpose of preparing women "who believe In 
the lrresistable power or fearless and constructive good
will for service at home and ahroad," the American 
Friends Service Committe• is setting up a Civilian 
Training Unit for Woman, to be operated from July 1 
to August 81 on a farm near Philadelph~a, The announce
ment of the Committee >tates its belief that •·many 
women have had little opportunity to experiment with 
any form of constructive physical worlr. Opportunities to 
use their hands in con.tructlvo ways are ..carce.. Tho 
Civilian Tralninl!' Unit Is an effort to provide these 
opportunities In situations of re .1 need, under competent 
technical and spiritual leadersbip."-No-frontier 1\oews 
Service. 
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BUDDHA AS SOCIAL REFORMER.• 
(BY VINAYACARYA BHIKKU M, PRAJNA SHREE.) 

In one ofhis incarnations as a Bodhisatva, Gautama 
Buddha was born in a Chandala family and was 
known by the name of Matanga. His al?pearance 
was so ungainly that people shrank from bam when 
they beheld him. He lived outside the city gates in 
a hut made of skins and begged his daily food from 
the city. . • · . 

Once it happened to b~ some ausptcaous day wba~h 
was proclaimed by the. kmg of the realm for .Pu bh.c 
amusements and festavals, On such occastons It 
was the custom for all maidens, irrespective of caste, 
oreed race or social standing, to come out of their 
differ~nt abodes and engage in amusements in 
public and private parks, to their hearts' content 

There was then a lady, Dittbamangalika by name, 
who was a maiden of surpassing beauty. She was 
the daughter of a wealthy nobleman ot the Brahmin 
caste, This lady appeared on t~t d~y, an~ followed 
by a retinue of attendants-ladtes m waatmg and 
servants-she was on her way to her father's park. 
As they were just about to pass the r.:ity·gates they 
met Matanga who was on his daily round of begging, 
and seeing him, Dittbamangalika was so shocked at 
the sight of this ugly creature that she ordered her 
attendants to turn back homewards, saying it was an 
ill-omen to meet such a sight, and to proceed further 
would mean certain disaster, The servants hearing 
this sudden diversion and knowing the beggar to 
be the cause became enraged at him for having 
spoilt their d,veted revelry, In their excitement 
they flung stones at the beggar and cudgelled him 
and, supposing him to be dead, they went borne. 

Matanga, after he had lain ~orne ~ours in an 
unconscious state in a gutter, regamed has breath and 
with great effort groped his way along the street and 
from inquaries made, learnt why he had been treat~d 
in such a manner. He argued whether the publtc 
gate was open only to the wealthy and the noble, 
and then resolved to teach that lady a good lesson 
for her conceit With this resolution in mind, he 
slowly went alo~g the streets declaring his w~s to 
~be p11blic and at last reached the palace of Dattha
mangalika. There he laid himself down before the 
gates. The Lord of the house! s:eing. the 'Yretch, at 
once ordered his servants to dasmtss htm wath one of 
the lowest coins current at time, so that he might 
buy some oil and apply on his bady to heal his 
wounds, But when the servant came . up 
to the beggar he refused to accept anythmg 
but the hand of the fair lady Ditthamangalika. 
Hearing this, the nobleman ?rdered his servant.s 
to offer him two of those coms-one to buy oll 
and the other to buy something to appease his 
hunger. But Matanga would not rise, Then they 
raised the number to tens, hundreds and even 
up to thousands, But he did not accept. Later 
in the evening the lady of the palace approached 
Malanga and 'standing behind a screen within 
earshot of him, begged him to forgive her daughter 
and raised his prize to several thousands and ~~ 
last to millions and tried her best to ave~t thts 
disgrace and menace. To all these apolog1es and 
offerings, Matanga lent. a dea~ eay and callously 
demanded Ditthamangahka for biB ware. 

The first day passed, Now there was no possibility 
ot puting this man from the place for none would 
dare to touch him as be was a Chandala-an 
untouchable. The second day dawned and be would 
not move. The third, and the fourth, a':'d ~be fifth, 
and even the sixth followed, By tbas tame the 
. beggar was fast approaching death, due to starvatio~, 

•The Mahabod"i, Oo.loutta.. 

in addition to hard handling by Ditthamangalika's 
men. 

Now it was the seventh day of Matanga's fasting. 
People of equal rank, who lived in the neighbourhood, 
~aw the imper.ding danger that would fall on their 
families too, if the beggar were to die at this place. In 
their great anxiety they came to Ditthamangalika's 
parents and asked them either to get rid of the 
Chandala by some means or else to deliver their dau.
ghter if they were to save themselves and the neigh
bourhood from being outcast. For there was a severe 
custom prevailing in those days. If it so happened that 

' a Cbandala was starved to death in front ot any bouse, 
the inmates of that h.ouse together wit~ tbo~e of sev~n 
houses on either stde and .every d1rectmn of 1t, 
would become outcastes, On the other hand, the 

' unsuccessful suitors of Ditthamangalika, hearing of 
I this threat to the proud lady, sent errands to Matanga 
1 not to lose hope but to bold fast to his resolution, 
! Now the parents of Ditthamangalika had no 

other choice but to deliver their conceited daughter to 
the Chandala beggar, if the whole neighbourhood and 
they themselves were to be relieved of this impend
ing catastrophe. So they gave her poor clothing 
and delivered her to Matanga, in spite of the greatest 
lamentations of the young lady, Matanga, who was 

I now very feeble, asked the lady-now his lawful wife 
-to lift him up and take him to his hut and she 
walked through ~e streets with. the . Chandala 
begaar leaning agamst her, Reachmg h1s hut she 
bathed him in bot water and applied oil on the body 
and looked after him very kindly, 

This Cbandala beggar, as is already said, was no 
common beina but the Bodbisatva, and, as such, he 
never wantect"'to leave a dark spot on the chastity of 
this girl but he wanted to subdue her conceit and 
thereby teach a lesson to other proud folk as well, 
So he stayed with her for a short while, until he 
recouped his health and then ~e went off to the 
wilderness and became an ascetac. There he spent 
a few days in deep meditation before he attained 
intuitive wisdom. 

Armed with such high achievements, he thought 
that Ditthamangalika would now find herself relieved 
of her woes and then be rose up into the air and 
appeared at her door. Whereupon she saluted him 
and heard him declare to her that be was no more 
an ordinary being and that be bad arrived there to 
disclose the fact to her and there by to the whole 
world thus relieving the misery brought upon her 
through him. He also asked her to proclaim to the 
world that her husband was· no other person than 
the Maba Brabma himself and that he would show 
his true appearance on the full moon day that was 
due seven days hence. But she was too 
timid to make such utterings as she herself 
was not at all convinced of the accomplishments 

I he spoke of, Therefore, Matanga, now a great ~ishi, 
. throucth his divine powers, rose into the aar and 
! dispt.:}.ed some miracles ~o ~ispel her do11bts a~d 

I knowina that she was convmced, he once agatn 
vanished from her sight ·and reappeared at his 

1 forest abode. 
She now walked the streets and announced that 

I which was to be. No•one believed her. But, when 
I she persisted, they began to think there might be 
I some truth in what she said, 

At last came the full-moon night and as the 
citizens were eagerly watching for the miracle to 
happen, and when the moon bad half gone her way 
in the sky Risbi Matanga showed himself in the 
guise of r.iaba Brabma. This extraordinary sight 
amazed and bewildered the people to such an 
extent that they would not believe their own 
eyes and thought that two moons had dawned 
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upon them. From there the Rishi came slowly 
downward, in the sight of the on-lookers, and went to 
the humble abode ofDitthamangaloka. He then placed 
his hand upon her hand and told ber that 
she would be a mother in due time, and ' 
advising her to live through the fortune of tbat 
child, rose up before the eyes of the onlookers, and 
then disappeared, 

Now the citizens, out of respect to Dittbamanga
lika, bathed her in perfumed waters, adorned her 
magni 6centl y and took her round in a grand 
procession through the city. Afterwards they made ! 
her live in a specially erected pavilion in the heart of ; 
the city and regarded and adored her as a mother- · 
goddess. Thus as she was passing her days in 
happiness and royal comfort, the time of motherhood 
came to her and a son was born, The 
people rejoiced and named him Prince 
Mandavya. The citizens now regarding the 
Prince, as the •on of Maha Brahma, held him in 
divine respect, and from the whole country and even 
from distant lands, people began to flock into this 
city to gain a eight of h1m so much so that, it is 
said, even the gates were insufficient for them to 
pass through and at last citizens had to keep guard 
for the protection of the Prince, Tbus he became 
the idol of the country and in such stately environ
ments he grew up to be a hale and hardy youth. 
He had received immense wealth and be began to 
offer daily arms to Brahmins only, entirely neglecting 
the poor, the sick and other most deserveing ones, 

Rishi Malanga, happened to see this by the power 
of his divine eye. He saw that his son, through 
conceit, was exclusively entertaining Brahmins and 
wilfully neglecting the poor. Therefore, be appeared 
at the door of his son in his ascetic robes, The 
son, not knowing who be was, looked upon him 
contemptuously and inquired who this intruder was. 
His followers, the Brahmins and the guards, at onoe 
dragged the unknown ascetic aside and maltreated 
him. He calmly endured this rude treatment. Then, 
by means of his divine powers, he rose into the air 
and coming down again, alighted at the city gates. 

Meanwhile, the terrestrial gods who were angry 
at the treatment which the foolish young Prince had 
given to the ascetic, turned him Into a maniac, thus 
causing him great suffering. Ditthamangalika, hear
ing of the incident, learned from the guards all that 
bad o~curred. She knew at onoe who this ascetic 
was, and made her way to the city gates where she 
met him. 

Approaching him in great reverence, she saluted 
him and implored him to forgive her eon. At the time 
the Rishi was quietly taking some gruel whioh 
he had be~gl'd on the street, and, as he heard 
Ditthamang-alika speaking thus, he gave his bowl 
to her with what remained in it and asked her 
to add some water and give it to his son who 
was under demoniacal influence. So she did and 
her oon cot instant relief, Now abe took him and 
the l:lrahmins to the ucetic at whose feet they 
knelt down got his plt'dcn. Then the ascetic 
(l:lodhistava) advised the youth to extend his 
charitic•s to all deserving persons and also held a 
sermon on righteous living after which he went back 
to h b forest a bode. 

-
India Summep School :-Tho India Summer 

&.hool starts at Oxford ou July U under tho auspices 
of tho Argonauts, a union of the younger generation, 
which rer.ently Issued an appeal for Indian roll tical 
unity. 'l'he Indian Commlttoe of the .-\rgonauts hopes 
that July U will be ob-ervod as a day of dedication to 
India In every mosque, temple and church In th< 
British Commonwealth and America, 

SHIP-BUILDING IN INDIA. 
The Editor, 

Th1 Indian 8: cial Rejorm•r. 
Sir, 

An Editorial Note in your last week's issue refers 
to the ship-building industry started in India under 
Indian. control and Indian management, This 
reminds me of Parsi ship-builders who two .hundred 
years ago built the East India Company's ships, 
an interesting account of which is given in Pro£ 
Ardesir S. Wadia's book Tht Me.,agt of ZoroiJiltM', 
I beg to draw the attention of your readers to the 
following extact :-

'' ......... Those Parsi naval architects-the master-
builders of the Bombay dockyard-baa for their 
motto 'Thorough '-the true ideal of their profes
sion-and they spent their lives in realising it. In 
spite of the varied opportunities opened out to them 
to make money, they never cared to avail themselves 
of those opportunities ; their life and soul being 
bent on the attainment of one object-namely, 
how to. build strongly and build solidly with the 
best materials available. The founder of the 
Bombay Dovkyard-Lowji Nusserwanji Wadia-was 
often given a free hand to buy materials for 
building the Honourable East India Company's 
ships, but after a long service he died comparatively 
a poor man. 'In 1774. this most respectable man 
and upright servant of the Honourable Company 

, died, leaving no other property after a service of 
forty years than his dwelling-house in the bazaar and 
about 20,000 rupees in cash but he left what was 
of far greater estimation with his family, a rich 
inheritance of ability, industry and integrity, which 
they have preserved unimpaired to the present 
day,' says Mr. W. J. Money, Superintendent of 
Marines to the Honourable the Governor-in-Council 
at Bombay (1810). 

" This speaks for the integrity of Parsi engineers
(shiP-builders) of old~ now for the quality of the work 
they turned out. One of the grandsons of this 
venerable founder of the Bombay Dockyard, 
J amshedji Bomanji W adia, was the first of the Parsi 
master-builders to be entrusted by the Lord~t of the· 
Admiralty with the building of men-of·war in India. 
It was at first suggested to their lordships to send 
out a European builder and shipwrights ; but Sir 
Thomas Trowbridge, who was then a memher of the 
Board of Admiralty and was intimately acquainted 
with the character and merits of Jamsbedji, pledged 
his word to the Government that he would build not 
only frigates but ships of the line to their 
perfect satisfaction without the least European 
as•istance and orders were accordingly issued fOl' 
the construction of two frigates and a seventy-four, 
Speaking about one of them, H. M. S. Minden, 
Captain Thomas Low says, 'She was taken into 
dock, carefully mea•ured, the plank taken off in 
many places, and timbers strictly examined. The 
workmanship and materials throughout the whole 
structure were admired, The report made by 
the surveyors of the Navy, will not, 1 believe, 
note one fault ...... l have heard many of them 
declare that no ship so highly finished Ol' composed 
throughout of m•terial so good had been launched 
from any of His 1\lajesty's dockyards, or any yard 
in England, during the last fifty years.' These were 
no mere complimentary word~. but their truth has 
been verified by actual experience.. Vice-Admiral 
Sir Edward Pellew wrote to the Superintendent of 
Marines at Bombay and begged him to tell Jamshedji 
that he ought to be proud of his frit:a~ and said, 'fhe 
Sa/set~ sails as well as any of our frigates, stands 
up better, and had any other ship but her been 
frozen up in the Baltic, as she was for nine weeks, 
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she would not have stood the buffeting of the 
ice one day, w here1!1 she came off unhurt.' This 
is a remarkable testimony to the spirit in which Parsis 
of old did their duty and of the fidelity with which they 
acted up to the ideal they had set before them ...... " 

It ia earnestly to be hoped that our Indian young 
men who, as a result of ship-building industry now 
started in India, will be engaged in the ship-building 
business, will emulate the diligence, thoroughness, 
efficiency, uprightness. integrity and business honesty 
of Parsi shipbuilders of two hundred years ago 
regarding work as worship of God and doing all work 
to the best of their ability on a principle of religious 
honesty. 

Bombay, } 
June SO, 194.1. Yours truly, 

ZOROASTRIAN. 

THE CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY 
BOMBAY. 

The year 1939-40 was a land·mark in the history 
of the Children's Aid Society, surpassed in its 
importance, if at all, by tht> year of its inauguration 
in 192 7. In September 1939 the Society opened a 
Certified School at Chern bur, aAd assumed res
ponsibility of providing in the Children's Home at 
Chern bur for maintenance, education and training of a 
maximum of 600 children between the age 7 and 18 
coming under the Bombay Children Ace. 1n the same 
year it also undertook to manage, for the Government, 
the David Sassoon Industrial School which is the 
oldest of the Certified Schools in the Province. 
Thus the Children's Aid Society which was first 
concerned, naturally, in consolidating the measures 
necessary to operate the Bombay Childran Act, made 
rapid strides towards developing into a premier 
organisation in the country, taking upon itself the 
full measure of responsibility for child welfare work 
in all its aspects in the City and Suburban District. 

There was marked increase in both the volume 
and quality of children's work, particularly preventive 
work carried on in the Umarkhadi Remand Home. 
The probation staff of the Home was recruited from 
the rank of those trained in probation methods, 
particularly in case work. This in itself was a great 
achievement in that the Society was the first body in 
this country to recognise the claims of science and 
specialised training in the handling of social problem 
children. The effect of professionalising the 
probation service was tremendous both on outlook 
and on the manner of tackling the children problems 
in the City. 

The next step which naturally attracted the 
serious attention ot the Society was to improve 
the Certined School machinery in order to make 
it breathe the true spirit of the Children Act. The 
idea as well as the plan of the Children's Home at 
Chembur was conceived by Mr, Munshi, and with 
the alacrity and thoroughness which are characteristic 
of him, Mr. Munshi revoludonised the institutional 
education of social problem children in Bombay City. 

The co-ordination of arrangements in regard to 
both administration, and planning and correlation 
of school and vocational_ curricula made possible 
by vesting the management in the Children's Aid 
Society ot the two Certi6ed Schoch in the City was 
a measure of greatest importance to the furtherance 
of Chili'lren's work. Here again the Society and the 
public owe a deep debt of gratitude to Mr. Munshi, 
who, more than any one else, was responsible 
for. bringing in the three institutions viz., the 
Remand Home at Umarkhadi, the Children's Home 
at Chember and the David Sassoon Industrial School 
under the unified· control of the Children's Aid 
Society. 

THE ARYAN PATH .. 
EDITOR: SOPHIA WAOIA 

Principal Cuntents for July 

TaB BRoTBERaooD oF RELIGioNs 
SwEDISH IDEALISM AND RELIGIOSITY 

Editorial 
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CHEST COLD 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 
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the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brings Quick Relief Always 
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NOTES. 
Russia and the War :-Will Russia emerge 

victorious from the war with Germany "I Even 
those bitterly opposed to Hitlerism and bent on 
destroying it root and branch, while speaking 
enthusiastically of Russia's resistance, seem to 
have some doubt about the result. Hitler, no 
doubt, counted on creating a split in the demo• 
cratic states by his· surprise attack on the· 
Bolsheviks. So far as capitalists are concerned, 
and the democratic states are also capitalistic, 
there is little to choose between the Bolsheviks. 
and the 'Nazis. Perhaps it is more tolerant to 
the latter as they have not rejected capitalism: 
outright. Those who still regard· Russia as 
governed by tbe ideas of Lenin and Trotsky, will 
naturally dislike supporting Stalin as ex-President 
Hoover does in the United States. As a matter 
of fact, Stalin is not a Leninist. The slogan 
with which he has appealed to the Russian 
people "for Fatherland and the Revolution:' 
is as far different from the old Bolshevik battle
cry "Workers of the World Unite" as chalk 
from cheese. Bolshevism was a world move
ment. It was a denial of nationalism and 
proclaimed the solidarity of workers all the world 
over. · The Fatherland was nothing to it. The 
success and security of Bolshevism, according to 
Trotsky, demanded a constant propaganda 
among all workers throughout the world. 
Lenin. himself departed .from an axiom of 
Karl Marx-that the class war could only 
succeed in industrialised countries. Lenin sought 
to force it upon Russia which, like India, 
was a land of peasants. Stalin, perhaps, sought 
to correct the mistake by undertaking rapid 
industrialisation of the country. Io order to 
effect this, however, he had to give up the 
propaganda programme and to get rid of those 
who clung to Lenin's ideology-that is to say, the 
men who had made the revolution and had the 

, revolutionary fervour strong in them. In other 
words, Stalin was actually leading a counter
revolution to Lenin's which was brought about. 
strange to say, by German instigation. Russia, 
according to expert opinion, has nearly all the 

-- -::--::-----·--- ------ ---_-;_::: ---·-- -~--- ---~---

requirements for a successful resistance-food, 
armaments and technical skill. The doubt tO 
which we referred, seems to be about the existence 
o£ capable leadership. A message at the early 
stage of the invasion stated that there was a 
revival of religion in the shape of enthusiasm 
for the Orthodox Church to which the peasantry 
has been devoted for centuries. If this be the 
case, it means that the people have lost faith in 
the revolutionary leaders who proclaimed that 
Religion was an opiate .... Stalin himself has not 
included "Bolshevism" in his slogan. Whichevn 
side might win the war, Bolshevism as under
stood by enthusiasts, would seem to have 
no future. 

. Russia's Example :-While the late Com
mander-in-Chief in India, Sir Claude Auchinleck, 
tells us that the de(ence of India would be best 
provided for by fighting the enemy at the most 
remote fronts, Russia is employing with consi
derable success the method by which she destr~ 
yed Napoleon's army when he invaded that 
country a century ago. Russia did not 
choose to fight the Germans in any of the 
European frontiers though they were much 
closer to her than Egypt .to India. She 
extended her territory when Hitler was 
engaged in the Baltic States, in Poland 
and in Roumania with his consent or 
acquiescence. It now seems as if Hitler had 
contemplated all along getting these territories 
back at the first favourable opportunity. 
His invasion of Russia in violation of the Pact 
which he concluded barely two years ago, has 
destroyed the last shred of reputation for fair 
dealing which remained to him. Russia was 
perhaps not so wholly trust£ ul of his intentions 
as she professes to have been. However that 
rna y be, the method she has resorted to 
to destroy the inva.dn has lessons which large, 
industrially undeveloped countries may profit 
by. That method is to destroy everything that 
may be useful to the invader by laying waste the 
land across his path. It will be a hard task for 
the invader to bring all his supplies from the 
countries under his.controL Napoleon's task was 
comparatively easy. He had only to find food 
for his men and horses. Hitler will have in addi. 
tion to find the wherewithal to feed the 
machines, whi.:h can only be done by maintain
ing long lines of communication. Russia can 

· retreat thousands of miles in her own 
territory. Germany will find her resowces sorely 
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taxed to· follow her all the way. Undeveloped question of international conflicts to their roots. 
countries with only agriculture for their main "Food,'' Professor Brandt observes, "has 
industry, with only tracks for roads, and covered always served the Nazis as an instrument for 
by jungles where no aeroplanes can light, outmanoeuvring their political opponents in 
have the best natural protection against modern neutral countries and for exacting complaisance.'' 
mechanised armies, fhey can beat off the Perhaps, the Nazis do this more deliberately 
enemy with pickaxes and such other primitive and systematically than other nations who 
implements despite President Roosevelt's dictum. do not produce enough food in their o\VIl 
The best security lies in waiting for the· enemy lands and depend upon the production of 
to come to us and not in going long distances to other lands to feed their populations, The 
meet him. . r whole structure of industrial civilisation is based 

The Russo-German War and India :-A valued on the principle that a man should be a wage
friend writes :-"The view that the Russo- slave or starve. The world is in revolt against 
German war has brought India within the this doctrine-the democracies most of all. To 
danger zone, is not supported by a study of the deprive a man of food because he does not agree 
situation in the light of patent facts. This view with you in politics is fundamentally the same as 
seems to assume too readily that Germany is demanding security from a newspaper because 
likely to defeat Russia. This assumption, to you do not approve of its views. There is great 
my mind, is, to say the least, premature. Russia need at the present day to relate questions to 
is a vast country with a greater variety of races principles. Totalitarianism is the logical con
than ·India and the defeat of one section will by sequence of mass production by machinery, 
no means mean the defeat of the whole. The Even religion has no~ escaped this bane. Mass 
occupation of Moscow will not have the same conversions come under the same category. 
significance as the occupation of Brussels or There is more than the similarity of sound 
Paris.. Germany's greatest difficulties will com- between Missions and Machines. 
mence when she plunges deeper and deeper into Pandit Malaviya on Ahimsa :-There is no 
the Siberian wastes. She will be swallowed up other country in the world where a number of able 
by Asia where her military machine will get and intelligent men would have required to be 
stuck. Germany's victory over Russia will convinced by reference to ancient shastras that 
be no Jess her undoing than her defeat. If it is lawful and not sinful for a man to defend 
Germany is defeated, there is, of course, little himself against another who attempts to murder 
reason for the cry that India will be her next him,. or his neighbour for that matter. A 
victim. Great Britain and India have, therefore, conference was held last week at the residence of 
reason to regard the Russo-German conflict as a the venerable Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, of 
God-send. They should set about strengthening leading Hindu gentleman who wished to find a 
their mutual relations with a view to render their way of dealing with communal disturbances 

such as those which occured in several help in .creating a new world more valuable than ha f h • · parts of India including Bombay city. The 
t t 0 any ot er group. ' Pandit extolled Gandhiji's non-violence 

food and War :-Forei,:n Affairs for April doctrine which .has become more and more 
published an article by Karl Brandt. We absolute in recent years, but suggested that 
publish a summary of it headed "Food: a Key until the public had reached the same moral 
Factor in the New Order'' by the Information elevation as Gandhiji, violence can not be 
Seroii:e of the Federal Council of Churches in excluded from the means of countering violence. 
America. In passing we may take this oppor· He recommended the repeal of the Arms 
tunity to acknowledge the valuable information Act which, in the ~rlier Congress sessions, was 
which the fortnightly bulletins of the Council one of the subjects of standing resolutions 
furnish of the deeper currents of thought in the passed by that body. A man armed with a gun 
United States, not ordinarily available in the is likely to inspire more respect in a would-be 
popular reviews. Food is not, as Professor assassin than .one unarmed. On the who!~, 
Brandt suggests, a key factor only in the New the free possession of arms with some training 
Order. It has been that from the beginning of in using them· is a greater safeguard of the 
time. Man like animals has always wandered public peace than a disarmed public. As a 
in search of food, camouflaged as religion, rule, the deprivation. of the right to possess 
military glory, destruction of wrong-doers arms is a measure dictated by considerations of 
and the upholding of justice and righteousness. his own safety by a conqueror afraid of risings 
The great migrations in ancient times were of the conquered race. At the same time, 
from lands where food and water had be- the sudden distribution of arms among a 
come insufficient to feed men and their cattle. people long deprived of their use, is likely to 
All the great empires were at bottom the help aggressors who in a recent case were said 
finding of food for a people who lacked food to have possessed themselves of the weapons of 
and had no scruples about stealing it from their victims. The right of self -defence is 
others better situated by fraud or force, Hitler's inherent in. every living being. Even a rat will 
invasions are but new versions of an old turn upon the cat in a desperate effort to save 
impulse. The "Economic Interpretation of itself. A sadhu or a sanyasi may be justified in 
History'' is ·a useful attempt to probe the yielding without a struggle to the aggressor. 
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Gandhiji's doctrine belongs to ·the order of 
Christ's injunction to turn the other cheek 
which no Christian thinks of doing. Pandit 
Malaviya solemnly cited Manu, Veda Vyasa 
and the Indian Penal Code as permitting 
violence in self-defence. Very few of his 
audience guide themselves in life by reference 1 

to any of these authorities, except perhaps the 
last, The right of self-defence, however, springs 
from a personal and individual instinct and 
does not extend to organised bodies outside 
the police under a government administering 
a country on a legal basis. The Conference 
after deliberating for three hours resolved that 
under the present circumstances the only course 
open to Hindus was that they should organise 
volunteer defence associations in their wards 
and in groups of villages for warding off 
deliberate organised attacks upon them. The 
decision represents a growing feeling in the 
country that the protection afforded has failed 
to protect peaceful citizens. 

British Propaganda :-There have been some 
strong criticisms of British propaganda in the 
House of Commons. The ineffectiveness of 
much of British propaganda, notably in the 
United States whose support, moral no less 
than material, is so necessary to Britain, 
has been frequently commented on. One 
writer has remarked that the cause of Britain 
would be better served if three out of four British 
propagandists remained at home, But in all 
the criticisms, the essential point is missed,. 
namely, that the British case is difficult to 
present because it involves many contradictions 
which it is not easy to explain away to the 
satisfaction of an unbiased public. Take the 
latest instance, Mr. Antony Eden's answer to 
a question about negotiating peace with 
Hitler, After enlarging on the unreliability of 
Hitler, the British Foreign Secretary said 
"in Hitler's world there is no equality 
between man and man." Mr. Eden may 
have forgotten, · or he did not care to 
remember, that there is a country called 
India under British rule. But the Indian can 
do neither. And, when the: Indian reads Mr, 
Eden's statement, he naturally asks himself-as 
we did-is there equality between man and man 
in British India ? There was no greater believer 
·in British rule in India than the late Sir C. Y. 
Chint.."\ma.ni. In the last article he contributed 
to his paper, the Leaaer, he bitterly resented 
the exclusion of Indians from the Government 
of India's re-construction committee and 
called upon his countrymen to boycott 
it just as they boycotted the Simon 
Commission for the same reason. In an editorial 
headed "insult,'' he said that there can be 
only one answer to "the unspeakable insult'' 
involved in the Government of India's 
action. He charged the Government of India 
with ''gro.'lSiy and ungratefully abusing" the war 
efforts of India. Tnis is only one instance. 
All round there are eviJences of the inequality 
between Englishman and Indian and between 
Indians themselves, which is a feature of th 

British Indian system. This is also the reason 
for the failure of British diplomacy, reference 
to which by Mr. Lloyd George in a recent 
discussion in the House of Commons provoked 
Mr. Winston Churchill to taunt his old chief 
with having developed a Petain mentality. 
A diplomat was described by Disraeti as a 
gentleman who was sent abroad to lie for his 
country's good. But there must be plausibility in 
the lies-they must be made to seem true. The 
cleverest diplomat even with the help of 
Mr. Duff Cooper's "talking points" must find 
it not a light task to persuade the American or 
any other public that bureaucratic rule in 
India is consistent with the talk about freedom, 
equality between man and man, and democracy. 
Mr. Antony Eden expressed the view that it 
would not be possible to negotiate with Germany 
until the veracity of its leaders was established 
beyond doubt. If two nations at war can not 
negotiate for peace unless the heads of their 
respective Governments can produce certificates 
in proof of their veracity, few wars can 
ever end except through an imposed peace 
which, as history has repeatedly proved, is the 
prelude to a fresh war after the nations have 
had time to recover from their effects. When the 
Indian skeleton in the British cupboard is clothed 
with the flesh of real freedom, the greatest 
handicap to British diplomacy and propaganda 
will have been removed. A contented India 
will be the best propaganda for Britain, It is, 
therefore, pre-eminently as a war measure that 
the question of Indian self-rule should be dealt 
with, and dealt with immediately, to facilitate 
the successful prosecution of the war, · 

Ship-Building In India :-The controversy 
about the assistance and encouragement given 
by the Government of India to the Scindia 
Company for the ship-building enterprise at 
Vizagapatam, is still being vigorously carried on. 
The Times of India has demanded that the 
Government of India should reply to the allega
tions against them by Mr. Walchand Hirachand, 
the Chairman of the Scindia Company. Mean
while a ship, the "Travancore,'' financed by the 
Maharaja of Travancore, was launched in 
Calcutta by the wife of Admiral Fitzherbert 
commanding the Royal Indian Navy. "We are 
proud of the fact,'' observed Mr. Haddow, the 
Chairman of the firm which built thi11 addition to 
the Royal Indian Navy. "that this is the first 
shipbuilding yard in India to build what I am 
sure will prove to be a most useful unit of 
the Indian Navy. It is one of the many that 
we have been commissioned to build.'' Only the 
engines and the boiler of the Ttava~~&or'e were 
imported from Great Britain. The ship, it was 
claimed, should be regarded as an achievement 
in Indian ship-building. lt would appear, there
fore, that Government are not indifferent to the 
growth of the ship-building industry in this 
country, They have actively encouraged it in the 
case of Mr. Haddow's firm and only haggled 
about the terms in respect of Mr. Walchand 
Hirachand's enterprise. 
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INDIA AND BRITAIN. 
If the war has been responsible for Mr. 

Amery's declaration that India's constitutional 
problem is one solely for Indians to solve, it , 
has also been the cause of greater intere~t 
among British politicians, intellectuals and . 
businessmen · in Indian : affairs. The arrest of 
several eminent Congressmen in previous civil 
disobedience campaigns -all of them much more 
justifiable than the present one-evoked little 
sympathy fro(R Britain. But from all accounts 
the present arrests on a much smaller ·scale have 
shaken the complacency of the British. The 
April Journal of ~e East India A;ssociat!on 
records the proceedmgs of two mterestmg 
meetings on India's relations with Britain. 
Mr. J. P. Eddy's paper which suggested notably 
that the Princes should be associated with the 
Federation on an experimental basis for seven. 
years in the first instance and that minority 
safeguards should be entrusted to the Federal 
Court, <trew an important comment from 
M,r. H. S. L. Polak to the effect that the British 
were wrong in their assumptions regarding 
Hindu-Muslim relations. Mr. Polak spoke of 

......... our habit of speaking of communities as though 
they were crysta.llised,hard and homogeneous. As a mat, 
ter of fact, I do not think that is tho position at all in 
India. The Muhammedans are not a homogenuous com· 
munlty, and the Hindus are not & homogeneous commu· 
nity •••.•• Then, too, there is another kind of crystallisa· 
tion. There is the suggestion that the Muhammedans 
are entirely different from the Hindus though •••.•. some
thing like 89 per oent of them were of Rindu origin. 
When you have that kind of thing you have a cui· 
tural element, which is a different element from the pure
Islamic element and which in many ways modifies the 
100 per oent lslamic cultural point of view. 

This is an important point and we are glad 
that Mr. Polak made it though the other 
speakers at the meeting overlooked this · 
fundamental question in discussing "India's 
constitutional problem." The habit of regard
ing communities, whether in India or abroad, 
as hard, crystallized and homogeneous is part 
of that Nazism which the present. war· is out 
to destroy. As a matter of fact, nowhere 
is there any community which can be so 
described and least of all in India where through 
the centuries a process (J{ fusion has been going 
on between the communities. The conclusion of 
the speaker that O.Jminion Status must be 
preceded by a settlement of internal differ· 
ences, naturally places a premium on communal 
differences. Mr. Eddy's appeal was for 
goodwill, wisdom and understanding which 
he evidently advances as a substitute for 
"a material change in the constitutional status 
of India '' But neither he nor the other 
speakers. were able to suggest how goodwill, 
etc., were to be brought into the relations of 
India ancl Britain without meeting,lndia's national. 
aspirations. · 

At Mr. Eddy's meeting, Miss Mary Sorabjr 
threatened to "drop .· a brick". Her suggestion' 
that the task of winning India to the 'War effort 
should be entrusted to women on . whose 
"winsome ways" she laid great store, was ignored· 
at the meeting but it apparently inspired the 
Secretary to arrange for an experimental . 
"women's day" at the East India Association. 
The chief speaker was Lady Hartog and Lady· 
Layton took the chair; while all the participants, 
with two exceptions, were women speakers. Lady · 
Layton in her presidential remark showed a 
breadth of vision which few Englishmen today· 
and still fewer Englishwomen seem to be capable 
of. She observed that, after the measure of demo-' 
cratic rule seen in the provinces, it was · not 
unusual to find disturbed conditions in Indian 
politics when India was declared to be at war 
with Germany. "For them," she said," to find· 
themselves in a situation in which they could neither 
voluntarily offer to come in as the self-governing 
Dominions had done, nor remain neutral when· 
a smaller country like Egypt .•••.. and Ireland 
had chosen that alternative, undoubtedly caused 
a great ferment." She asked for a great deal of 
faith in British dealings with India and imagi
nation and knowledge. She deplored the 
failure of the Government to do anything 
after August. Lady Hartog stressed the future 
and was careful to avoid hurting anyone's 
feeling3. But her speech was overshadowed by 
Lady Laytons. The two addresses, however, 
would appear to have stung s:>me of the women 
into opposition. Miss Rathbone wh·:> has 
earned distinction by her appeal to India, asked 
her countrymen to treat Indians more seriously 
and not to humour them. Miss Rathbone on 
the ground that "we" have realized Britain's 
mistakes in the past, and had fought for Indian · 
self-government, appealed for magnanimity from 
India. She said : 

There was a time when we here were all l'assionately 
throwinc. ourselves into the struggle for lndran reforms 
and foro Indian self-government. We realized the 
mistakes that England had committed in the past, and 
felt ib was onr dnty to throw onr whole strength into 
enabling India to realize herself. Great steps were. 
taken forward during those years-and now, is there 
not something bitterly disappointing in the reaction '?f 
India, that they should show, first, so · little magnam· 
·mity and, secondly, snch. short sight even from &.self
interested point of view ? . 

The realization of Britain's mistakes by the · 
British has always, we are afraid, been in 
retrospect. As for: Miss Rathbone and her 
friends throwing themselves into India's struggle,. 
this is the first time we hear of it. 

While theJournal of the East India. Associa-, 
tion reports these debates on India which mark 
a livelier and more sympathetic note than is 
common in the functions of this sedate platform 
for retired Governors and civilians, a press 
message the other day mentioned that Lord 
Willin<Ydon at a recent meeting had told the 
Associ~tion that the: only method of dealing. 
with India was to regard the Congress as 
just another political party a3 he had done 
during his Viceroyalty. Nobody present pro·. 
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bably must have mentioned that the 
Willingdon regime was specially noteworthy for 
the substitution of government by ordinance for 
the rule of law, and that in principle at any 
rate there was little to distinguish it from 
the Hitlerism ·which the British are out to 
destroy. When British speakers wonder at 
the failure of Indians today to distinguish 
between British Imperialism and Nazism, they 
may remember that men like Lord Willingdon 
have helped to confuse the issues in · Indian 
minds. We are not sure, however, that it 
would not be better even for Britain if Indian 
politicians outgrew the superstitious belief of 
several generations, carefully nurtured by 
the British themselves, in a special quality 
exclusively conferred on Britain and her people, 
known variously as fairplay, sportsmanship, 
sound commonsense, genius for compromise, 
and love of justice. This has tended to 
obscure the real basis o£ Indo-British relations 
and has led the most rabid of · political 
extremists to look for conduct from British 
administrators different from what one would 
expect in members of a ruling race to those 
over whom they rule. This is clearly shown in 
Congress declarations of not desiring to 
embarrass the Government and in a very 
general preference for British to other foreign 
rule which makes many politicians waver in 
pressing their claims for independence, The 
result is that Indians having been taken in by 
propaganda are disappointed that the British 
are still imperialistic, and the British who have no 
illusions about the theories they ·have put 
about, are surprised that Indians do not 
recognize the essentially mild character of 
their domination. Inadequate appreciation 
of the mischief of their own conceit leads 
the average Britisher to regard the Indian 
''non-embarrassment'' policy as a mask to 
cover sinister intentions or hopes. The 
other superstition which rests in the luck of 
Britain or British national capacity to muddle 
through, is responsible for decisions taken by 
political parties in India to continue agitation 
even during the crisis that confronts Britain. 
After all there is no merit in helping a man 
who, whether he is confident or not, is going to 
~in in the end. 

ElectPlo Shock IPom AePlal:-A Bombay 
Govarumont l're .. N01e says: "The Electrical Engineer 
to the Ooverumont of Bombay warns the public that, 
when radio sets are removed, it Is advisable to remove 
the aerial lead to the set nr place It out of IBaCh so 
that no person or child may, through ignorance, connect 
the aerial to any part of the lighting Installation. ln 
a recent Instance a person on the terrace of a building 
In Ahmedat.d touched a bare wire radio aerial and 
received a severe electric shock, It was found that the 
radio set had been removod from the premises for repair 
and thAt the pin plug of the -Ia! lead for the sot had 
been In sorted In tho socket connected to tho lighting 
Installation and Intended for portable apparab&o The 
electric energy In the socket was conveyed to the radio 
aerial so that any p<rson corninr In contact with the 
aerial recolved an electric shock." 

THE CONGRESS PROGRAMME IN MYSORF. 
At the first session of the reformed Legi9lative' 

Council of Mysore Mrs. Yeeodara Dasappa, elected 
repre9entative of the women's constituency of 
Mysore City, carried by a large majority a motion 
for a cut in the grant for the Muzrai or 
Ecclesiastical Department to draw the attention 
of Government to the inju9tice of not · 
permitting Harijans to enter the Muzrai temples.· 
Before Mrs, Oauppa's motion was taken up. 
a Harijan representative in the Council had 
secured the acceptance by Government of his 
motion urging tbe desirability and necessity 
of making grants for the maintenance of a few 
selected Adi-Karnatak (Harijan) temples and for 
the construction of a few more of them, On the 
assurance that the practice of giving ·grants for the 
purpose adopted last year would be continued, Mr. 
Chennagiramiah withdrew his motion for a token cut. 
Mrs, Dasappa's motion was for a radical change in the 
existing practice. It suggested that a committee may 
be appointed, if need be, to ascertain public opinion 
on the question, The motion was supported by a 
number of elected and nominated members, No' 
non-official member oppo•ed the motion, The 
opposition came from two Government spokesmen,• 
the Muzrai Commissioner, Mr. S. Abdul Majid,• 
who, as a Muslim, sympathised with the object 
of Mrs, Dasappa's motion, but in his official 
capacity said that the motion, if accepted and acted· 
upon by Government, would have no practical effect..· 
The Muzrai Commissioner said that hi!! 
Department wa!l in charge of some 26,000 
religious institutions most of which had been· 
built and endowed by private devotees, Of these 
some 3,000 received cash grants from Government. 
Except 58 of them, they reoeived Rs, 50 or less. 
If they stopped these grants, added · the 
Commissioner, the effect would be negligible, The 
majority of the institutions had sufficient resources 
tG stand on their own legs, The Muzrai 
Commissioner desoribed the relation of Government 
to these institutions as that of a trustee. 
Rajamantrafravina Anantaraman, the Finance 
Member o Government, speaking after bim, 
corrected this. He said that the grants given by 
Government did not entitle the latter to exercis& 
any sort of oontrol over the institutions. He repeated · 
the Commissioner's statement that the stopping of 
the grants would have no effect on the management 
of the institutions. The Travancore Temple 
Entry Proclamation had been cited in support 
of the motion. That Proclamation was maudatory, 
It rested on the prerogative of the Maharajas of 
Travancore which they have enjoyed from time im
memoriaL The rulers of Mysore have never claimed 
to possess a similar prerogative nor the rulers of any 
other State, Hindu or Muslim. The Minister furtner 
pointed out that the conditions io the two Statea, 
Travancore and M ysore, were different. "In point, 
of culture and personal habits, the Harijans in 
Travancore were not inferior to any oommunity 
inoluding the Brahmin community in Travancore." 
The Minister hinted that perhaps there had been a 
fall in the number of worshippers of the oommunitiea 
who worshipped at the Travancore temples before 
the Proclamation was issued. •If the object be not 
a political stunt." added Rajamantrapravina Ananta· 
raman, "but a real effort to provide tacilities to the 
Harijans, then that object will not be aobieved." 

The temple entry questio~, _it b:lll always ~eemed 
to us, is not one for deas•on by a Leg11lature 
composed of membeR following different religions. It 
ia a question ooncerning only Hindus. 1f there were a 
convention such as the one io the House of Lords 
tb&t, when tbc House sica as a judicial tribW!al, only 
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Law· Loras would attend, it 'may go sonie way f bition 'in some ot the districts although only of 
to mitigate the anomaly of· a Christian and a ·a . partial kind,, Mr. Maryappa thanked Govern
Muslim discussing the propriety. or. otherwise . of ment for this advance and wished ·it to accelerate 
the customs . observed in Hindu temples, In many its pace which at the present rate would 
Christian Churches in the South, Harijan converts ~ke a c;entury before Prohibition was introduced 
are excluded by caste Christian converts. -Animal in the whole State. The motion, unlike that on 
eacrifices still - continue in some Hindu shrines Temple Entry, met with a mixed reception and 
and they are a part of Muslim religious ritual. If was carried only by a small majority. The opposition 
these questions are to be debated in Legislatures, was mainly en the ground that Prohibition may 
normal legislative business will be greatly bring in the sales tax as in Madras and Bombay, The 
hampered, The Finance Minister suggested that Finance and Revenue Minister, Mr. Anantaraman, who 
educative propaganda by reformers might be more opposed the resolution on behalf of Government, took 
effective for the object in view than Government , :the same line as he did on the Temple Entry resolu
action. He ·might have asked the Hen. lady . tion. He sympathised with the object' but doubted 
mover if she was prepared -to admit Harijans to the feasibility of enforcing Prohibition. The Madras 
her home on the same terms as caste Hindus, precedent did not apply. It was· not altogether a 
We trust she is. Otherwise, the bringing · in of a success, He had heard it said that in some part 
motion in the Legislative Council to compel the of the Prohibition area in Madras "in the 
orthodox temple-goers to associate with p;;ople same oven while food was being cooked on one side, 
with whom they feel a strong objection to associate illicit distillation was going on on the other side." 
in wor11hip, is no more than a 'political stunt' as Mr. Somewhat inconsistently, he also pointed out that 
Anantaraman characterised it. The Hindu members propaganda had for many years been carried . on in 
who supported Mrs. Dasappa, might l)sk themselves the Madras Prohibition area. He also questioned the 
the same question. The Indian Christian member, efficacy of Prohibition for the purpose of promoting 
Mr. R!!yappan, who spoke first in support of the abstinence, None of the speakers referred to the 
motion, may be asked what he has done or proposes fiasco in Bombay where Prohibition broke down 
to do about a similar custom in Christian Churches. because the Congress Government was obliged to 
At the. same time, Government cannot go behind tack to it a 'permit' system which practically made 
the Legislative Council which constitutionally its enforcement impossible. The Congress, if it really 
stands for public opinion in the State. They should wanted Prohibition, should have begun by taking a 
accept the \'erdict of the Council. In accordance pledge of total abstinence from its members. This 
with Parliamentary practice, a Committee, such as it did not venture to do although we repeatedly urged 
that which Mrs. Dasappa recommended, should be it to do so. The Mysore leaders would do well to 
appointed with herself as the Chairman to enquire rectify this glaring mistake if they really intend. 
and r_eport on the question. Some social reformers to remove the curse of drunkeruiess from the 
who view such questions from a purely social stand- State and ·are not. merely getting up a show in 
point and without . any reference to political issues, imitation of their British Ind•an friends. In 

'should be placed on the Committee in order to bring matters of social reform example should accompany 
out how far advocacy of temple entry .represents a precept. Mysore used to have a bad 
real change of heart in respect of association with reputation in this respect. We have no doubt 
Harijans on an equal footing. Mr. Anantaraman's things have much improved since,. as they have in 
statement as to the cultural advance of Travancore the rest ot the country thanks to the influence of 
Harijans, lllill come as a surprise to many who have movements of social and religious reform, · 
riot heard of the remarkable mission of the great 
J~er, Sri Narayan Swami, who laboured for years 
to raise the standards of the Ezhavas of Travancore. 
There is room for similar work in all parts of the 
country. Not many years ago, women were the stron· 
gest opponents ofreforms. The mere suggestion of 
admitting Harijans to equality would have made 
them shrink in horror. That a woman member 
should have come forward to sponsor a motion for 
Harijan equality, is a highly gratifying sign of 
the times. 

The Mysore Congress Party has not boycotted the 
new constitution. Its ·members attend and take part 
in the business of the Legislature. We deal above 
with the debate in the Legislative Assembly 
on the motion brought by a woman member in 
of admission of Harijans to Hindu temples, 
Another item of the British Indian Congress pro
gramme, Prohibition, was also debated in the Council 
on the motion of a Congress member, Mr. Maryappa. 
Mr. Maryappa wished the Government to take 
immediate steps for the gradual introduction of 
Prohibition throughout the State and to appoint a 
commitcee to suggest suitable measures for making 
good the losa of exoise revenue which may be caused 
thereby. "Immediate steps for the gradual intro
duction of Prohibition," is a good example· of 
"animated moderation" which, according to Walter 
Bagehot, is the . distinguishing ·characteris~ic of 
British politics, The attitude of the Mysore Govern
ment to the motion is not what it was not 
many. years ·ago. The · Government ·is · not only 
eympathetio .but hat . aotoally · introduced :Prolli• 

NUTRITION RESEARCH, COONOO R, 
MoCarrison's fame in the field of nutrition research 

has made the Laboratories at Coonoor generally 
known to the world at large but few are aware of its 
small beginnings, its chequered career and present 
precarious existence. In 1918 Mc.Carrison started 
his "Beri-Beri inquiry" in one room in the Pasteur 
Institute at Coonoor. He bad an assistant and little 
equipment and the enquiry had to be suspended in 
1920, as McCarrison was invalided home. From 
1922-28 there was an attempt at a revival with .the 
title of "Deficiency Diseas.es Enquiry" which was 
"axed" by the lnchoape Committee. A more success
ful attempt at resuscitation fdlowed in 1925, 
and, though the research unit bearing the name 
of "Nutrition Research Laboratories" has been 
allowed to continue its existence with considerable 
expansion, it is greatly handicapped by the 
fact that the whole scheme is run on a temporary 
basis-a ready and attractive victim to retrenchment 
or War Saving Schemes. 

Th6' work in Coonoor has been financed through
out by the Indian Research Fund Association, an 
offi~ial body with its. headquarters at Simila and 
Delhi. McCarrison retired in 1985 handing over 
to , Dr. W. R. Aykroyd, the present Director, who 
is assisted by about a dozen research workers. 
Additiopal accommodation in the· adjoining jam 
factory and in the Pasteur Institute bas been 
secured. -The equipment and reference books at 
the disposal of the research unit are good. . The 
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association with . the Paeteur Institute has enabled 
the. two institutions. to form a good scientific and 
medical library, the main intellectual attraction 
in Coonoor, . 

During the last fifteen years the · main lines of 
y.oorlu of !be laboratories has been the investi
gation of the nutritive value of about three 
hundred lnd ian foodstuff.~, the carrying out of 
diet surveys and the assessment of tbe st•te 'or 
nutrition of localised groups of the population in 
different parts of India. The results of such 
aurveys show the deficiency of Indian diets and 
the directions in which alterations are necessary 
from the standpoint of nutrition. Thus the cheap 
Indian diet containing rice as its main cereal, may 
be made to approximate to a well-balanced diet by 
•upplementing it with pulses, green leafy 
vegetables and, when possible, milk and milk 
products, 

An influential research unit can, therefore, not 
only guide but direct the agricultural and public 
health policy of a country. It can by its labours 
find out commonly available sources of "protective" 
.or essential food-factors, The recent discovery of 
the high Vitamin A content of shark liver 
oil is an example. Another instance is that of am/a 
or the Indian gooseberry which is reputed to have a 
high Vitamin Ccontent-the juice of one berry being 
about equal in content to that of two oranges, The 
latest enterprise of the Research Unit, is the 
manufacture of amla powder which is being sent to 
Calcutta for col]lpression into tablets. At present a 
good deal of money is being wasted in frei~ht (the 
amla itself costs nothing) and it is poss1 ble that 
steps are being considered to eliminate this expendi
ture by arranging for the manufacture of the tablets 
near the Laboratories, As tons of the powder are 
likely to be turned out the saving will be consider• 
able and the preperation of tablets can go on 
independent of a breakdown in the Railway services 
like the recent one by which Bombay was practically 
isolated. 

The Research Unit at Coonoor adopts several 
means of spreading the "newer knowledge of nutri. 
tion," The Laboratories include a museum 
of exhibits, pOsters and charts for educational 
propaganda. For popular reading, Health Bulletin No. 
23 on ''The Nutritive Value of Indian Foods and 
the Planning of Satisfactory Diets" has been 
compiled and a revised edition is expected to be 
published shortly. A more intensive and specialised 
form ot propa~anda is the ••Training Clau· for 
Health Officers" inaugurated in 1937, The class lasts 
for nine weeks and was held in 1937, 1938 and 1939. 
In 1940 and 1941 the classes were thrown open to 
non-medical students and included ohemiatl, agri
oultura lists and educationists. Students from all parts 
of India can attend the course which ia given free of 
charge. In fact at ita inception the Health Officers 
were paid R1. 2 per day to attend the course. 

llut for one solitary exception, the Nutrition 
Research Laboratories have not attraob:d much 
attention from the philanthropic public. In 1926, 
the Raja ot Parlakimedi visited the Research 
Unit u a member of the Royal Commission on 
agriculture and, realising the importance of 
nutrition in India, donated a sum of one lakb, We 
want many such generou1 donations if nutrition 
research is to make rapid strides. Hut it is a matt~r 
for regret that the Raja did oot insist on the estab
lishment of the Laboratories On a permanent basis 
as an enential condition of his endowment. Any 
institution that is continued on a temporary basis for 
an indefinitely long period, is in danger o1 becoming 
stagnant and stagnation is the very_' antithesis ol 
research, The first duty of the Indian Research Fund 

Association is to see that the Research Unit iri 
~oor ·is put ·on a permanent footing• 'The 
Importance of the subject of Nutrition ·Research is 
generally conceded and there should be little difficulty 
in obtaining the necessary support from the public. 
The atmosphere of permanency is bound to provide 
the incentive and stimulus f91' venturing into fresh 
fields of research. India is in a favourable 
position . for making· valuable contributions to 
research and with due support and encouragement· 
there is every possibility of the Coonoor Institute; 
becoming the National Nutrition Research Institute 
of India. Japan has already forged ahead with its 
Imperial Institute of Nutrition at Tokyo and India 
should not be allowed to lag behind. · · · · 

FOOD-"A KEY FACTOR L.~ THE 
NEW ORDER.~' . 

Karl Brandt, economist of the Food Re.!learoh 
Institute, Stanford University, and formerly professor· 
of Agricultural Economics at tbe Umversity. of 
Berlin, is author of an article entitled "Food as a: 
Political Instrument in Europe" in the April issue ·of 
Poroign .Affair~ (New York).. . ' . , 

Discussion in the United States of the European 
food situation largely in "conventional physioal 
terms" reveals that "the American public is not yet 
aware of the full implications of what is really going 
on in connection with Europe's production, distribu
tion and consumption of food, In the totalitarian 
state food has ceased to be simply food as we alt. 
know it-a commodity of civilian origin and 
destination. It has acquired new and diflerent 
aspecta, It bas become a complete chest of tools in 
the workshop of the modern tyrant." 

"Even statistically food has been driven under· 
ground," and in~ormation about harvests, imports, 
exports, destructlon and consumption bas become a 
military secret. However, "appraisals of the food and· 
raw material situation made before the commence
ment of the Battle of Norway and the Battle of 
France still hold," Tbis statement seems to imply 
that the tranfer ot reserves from oqe holder to 
another does not reduce the general stock. Mr. 
Brandt later indicates that Germany will think twice 
~efore allowing starvation and pestilence to spread 
m Europe, · 

"The Geiman totalitarian state ... in preparlng 
for war made its food control a model system 
for all the phases of its rigid, thoroughgoing 
centralized, planned · economy." Food w~' 
transformed . "from an economic end into a 
political means. Food became an instrument for 
executing domestic policies, · for forcing the 
integration of the race, for persuading. farmers to 
~pe~te, for breaJ?ng the backbone of processing 
mdustries, for weamng a 'degenerate' and mis-eduoa.
ted people away from luxuries and unheroic attitudes. 
The granting of food became a premium for accom
plishment and withholding of it became a punishment 
for failure or dissent, Food could establish equality 
or set up distinctions, it could 'liquidate' inferior 
individuals and graups, ... the Nazis saw what a 
beautiful instrument it could be for manoeuvring 
and disciplinin~ the masses; a concept "entirely 
harmonious w1th the philosophy underlying the 
totalitarian state." · 

The result of such manipulation is "to !live the 
entire food economy 11npreoedented elasticity. It is 
protected against disturbance and can ignore both 
lllCreasing costs and popular resentment. 'Ibis reoons• 
truotion was begun in 193L "Food imports were 
curtailed, farm prices for food were raised, dealers' 
margins were narrowed, and consumer prices 
were raised · moderately. Agriculture, · the food 
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processing . industrie&,. and trade were .studied 
and rea.ssem bled in accordance with. thE: blueprint 
of the food carteL Every living soul, whether 
farmer or labourer, grain-dealer or milk; retailer, 
thereby became a soldier of the Reich Food 
Estate, subject to. the equivalent .of martial law 
ll!ld bound to obey it on penalty of losing his 
freedom or. his neck." 'J'hen came psychological 
preparation. Th~: Nazi . "put their best nutrition 
specialists, dieticians, economists and psychologists 
to work to devise a streamlined rationing system 
that would. feed the people sufficiently well, that 
would permit . the regulation of the carry-over 
through a tightening 0\" loosening. of the national. 
belt, and that would be proof against bootlegging." 

Rations are manipulate>! to 'bolster national morale. 
To impress upon citizens the . seriousness of a 
situation ·limitations are imposed, and a difficult 
moment is passed with the help of special distribution 
of modest luxuries.. Single-meal campaigns spread 
radical sentiment against "capitalists." "Hoarding or 
bootlegging food, or violation of rationing laws, carries 
the death penalty, or in minor cases. a term in a 
concentration camp." 

The aystem is easily extended to the international 
field. "Food has also served the Nazis as an instru
ment for outmanoeuvring their political opponents in 
neutral countries. and for exacting complaisance." 
The technique is extremely adaptable and ,highly 
effective with an agricultural country especially. 
Purchases of foreign food for tb e Reich are 
concentrated in a single authority. An offer 
to buy at a high price is made to a foreign 
government, conditions both political and . otherwise 
are set, and then publicity is turned on until the 
matter is well known to the farmers of the country 

changes , in types .of crop produced according t<>. 
plan. He points out that "the continent's total 
import deficit in foodstuffs belore the war did not 
amount to more than 5 per cent of its bread
grain requirements or 6 per cent (10•5 million tons} 
of bread and feed-grain requirements combined. 
The real shortage is in fats-1•3 to 1"4, millions tons. 
Germany today has an untouched war reserve of 
6·5 million tons of grain, and this alone would 
permit her to adjust the situation in countries of 
greatest need without seriously depleting her stocks. 
The fat deficit will persist, but it will decrease as 
potatoes, sugar beets and mangels become available 
for feeding hog, cows and sheeps, and as more 
oilseeds, such as rape, are grown. A herd of 100 
million pigs now consumes tremendous amounts of 
feed which could be used as human food." 

Mr. J;lrandt quotes several incidents to show that 
the "Nazis consider themselves complete masters of 
the European food situation." Among these are the 
statement of German Secretary of Agriculture Walter 
Dam\ that there would be "no special difficulties" in• 
the occupied areas ; the statement of German 
Ambassador Eberhard von Stohrer in Madrid thati 
Spain did not dollar credit from the United State' 
since Germany could supply her needs; the German
Belgian negotiations of food shipments to Belgium 
from Soviet Russia 1 and Germany's interference· 
with the Norwegian barter arrangement to exchange 
aluminum for Russian grain. To this list might 
now be added the Nazi publication of the barter 
agreement with Vichy at the time when the United 
States was preparing to send food to France. 

SIR S. CHETTY'S MISSION. 
concerned. The powerful farm bloc in an agrarian The Editor, 
country does the rest and the nation is in the grip The Indian Socia! Reformer. 
of a big and powerful debtor. "By outbidding s· 
countries with arbitrarily chosen hi~her prices 1 by lr, 
granting subsidized credits and clearmg agreements; I read with great interest your editorial in ThtT 
by buying on a national scale in certain selected RB/'orm61' of the 21st June 1941 about the mission 
transactions ; and by . the , simultaneous use of entrusted to Sir Shanmukham Chetty. The compli
diplomatio and military pressure, Germany succeeded, ment that you pay to Sir Shanmukham is indeed 
between 1933 and 1939, in forcing the proportion of well deserved. As you rightly point out, he i~ 
experts taken by her from Bulgaria, Greece, eminently qualified both .by temperament and exPe· 
Jugoslavia, Rumania, Hungary and Turkey from a rience to play the role of peace-maker between 
former low of 15 per cent to a high of 40 per cent. communities and as bridge-builder between the old 
Simultaneously she torced these countries to raise the and the young. From this point of view, it is no· 
percentage of their purchases in Germany, so that doubt a loss to the country to send away such a 
instead of representing 19 per cent of their imports pu blio servant to distant America. . 
these represented 46 per cent." There is, however, another side tci this question to 

Since war began, these means have been supple- which I would like to draw your attention. Is not. 
mented by causing inflation of the currencies of this mission to the U. S.·A. itself a great thing from 
neutral or conquered areas, by the arbitrary ~xing the point of view of the country P This is an inde
of the currency ratio to the mark; by forcing rationing pendent purchasing mission going on behalf of the 
in countries with food . surpluses, and· by forcing Government of our country witll an equal status
export to Germany. In Denmark pressure for export with England and the Dominions in the eyes of the 
has been indirect, lest the supply be diminished, and Americans. Apart from this, this will be the first 
the desired result gained through raising prices. occasion when a dis~nguished Indian. will come into 
"Thus Denmark has a real export boom"-limited to direct contact with the Government. of a great· 
the Reich, In Holland "the incentives are skyrocket- country like the U. S, A.· At the end of the war, 
ing prices,. paid in depreciating guilders and the America will command great influence in shaping 
withdrawal of German · duties. Dutch farmers not merely the economic policy but even the pclitioal 
desperately need an outlet. German purchases policy of Great Britain. Would it not be useful,; 
prevent wholesale bankruptcy." Because German men therefore, in thesa circumstances if a distinguish
are with the army abroad· the Reich is eager ed Indian has opportunities of establishing contact 
to import labour, especially mechanics. · ''Food is with leaders of Government and public opinion in 
the lure used to secure them." Refusal brings America P · Considered from this aspeot, Sir 
confiscation of the ration nard; or cards are Shanmukham's mission seems to be equally great in 
withheld and workmen inrormed that "plenty of the interests of the· country at this juncture. Those 
~ d be h d · h d h G who know Shanmukham intimately feel confident 100 can a 10 . suo -an -sue a erman tha h 'II fill h I w1'th credit to buns' elf industrial centre." t e WI t. e new ro e 

M:r. Brandt sees the critical period in the r and honour to Indta. 
European food problem as due late this Spring. Coimbatore, · } 
After that it will become less tense, with radical · 29th June 1941. 

Yours etc., 
N. LAKSHMANAN. 
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TRAVAHCORE GOVERNMENT THE 
SCIN DIA STEAM 

CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 
KUNDA~A, S. I. Ry. 

NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
Specialists in:· IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
China Clay 

for 

Textiles, Paper, 

Pottery. Etc. 

Sanitary Wares 

Drainage Pipes. 

Electrical Insulators 
Of all Types. 

Decorative and 
Household China, 

etc., elc., 

Refractories 

for 

Iron & Steel Works, 

Furnaces, 

All Kind:!! cf Boilers, 

Firebricks, Fireclays, 

Fire Cements, 

Zircon Bricks, 

Sillimenite Bricks, Etc. 

Stone Ware 

Acid Containers, 

Pickle Jars, 

Household Utensils Etc 

Managing Agento: 
NAilOTTAM AIOIURJEB & co., BOMBAY 

Support Indian Shipping 
COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Raugoon-Bombay-K&rachi, via Ma.Iabar. 
Rangoon-ll&dra&-Colombo. 
Caloutt.-Karachi via Coast Ports. 
Rangoon-Calcutta according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Outoh Ports to Ka.rachi. 
Bombay-Bbavnagaw-Ports. 
Bombay-Marmugao-Mangalore. 
Rangoon-coromandal Porte. 
Ohittagong-.Rangoon. Ohittagong-Oox'a Bazar. 
Calcutfia..Bombay-Karach1, to Jeddah. 

KONKAN LINE.S - Bombay to Panjim. 
calling at all intermediate Port.. 

HARBOUR LINE-Rev,....Dharamtar-Uran-Elepbauta-Naba .. 

A.S.SOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NA V. CO., LTD. 
BAl LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
RATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

Scindia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

I 
/ Tela· 
' phones: 

30075 
6-Linoa 

25061/3 
21779 

ffiVJOQE THE FINEJT 
/~NDALWCDD 

FOR PERFUmE/ 
OIL 

MYSORE SANDAl. WOOD 
OIL eooform• to all pbarma· 
coooeiat of th~ world. 

aroma is uooxcrllr:d 

ca .. bt had ft.ll•M- d•nct or thf'OW]Il our .dgent.l: 

FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRliSIDENCY & BURMA 

.Messrs. M· A. T. ACHARYA & Co., 
••Sri Krishna Buildings," Annae Road, Bangalore City 

and 
THE MYSORE PRODUCTS Ltd., Princess Street, BOMBAY. 
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'fHK RANK OF BARODA, LTD; 

H. E. H. THE NIZAM'S 
STATE RAILWAY. 

THE PREMIER TOURIST RESORT 
r- IN 

THE PREMIER STATE OF INDIA 

SEE The Past on Parade. 

• Bibi-ka-Muqbara • 

• Daulatabad : Fort • 

• Raoza . 

• Panchakki • 

• Ell ora . 

• Ajanta. 

AURANGABAD 

You enjoy Modern Amenities at Reasonable 

Rates when )OU stay at the-STATE 

HOTEL-AURANGABAD one of 

the finest in India under the management of 

H. E. H. the Nizam's State Railway. 

Motor Cars and buses will be 
arranged for tours to any 
place in the district on 
application to the Manager. 

Further information jr0111 :-

TJ!iil CHIEF CoiD!EROIAL MANAGER, 

H. E. H. The Nizam's State Railway, 
SECUNDERABAD. 

{Incorporated hi Baroda~ Tbe liability of Mem~era beitJQ' Limited.) 

Under the Patronage or and largely supporre~ by the 
Oovemment or H. H. the•Maharaja Oaekwar or Baroda. 

CAPITAL. AIJTHORISI:!D Ho 1(•. :a,~o,oo,ooo 

CAPITAL ISSUED&: SUBSCRIBED .. 1,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL CALLED UP ,. 6o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAIO.UP on 31-12-40 ,.. • 6o,oo,ooo 
RESERVE FUND ,. ss,oo,ooo 

Head Offlc.e :-BARO OA. 
Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 

( Panchkuva ), Arnrell, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Oabhoi, Owarka, HariJ (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsari, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), Vyara. 

S1\FE DEVOSIT 
V1\ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 
-:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

-:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manage,.· 

The following books·- can be had from the 

office of The I ntlz'an Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 1/-

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez" Rs.3J-

Bombay Representative Conference 19~~ Re. 11-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 in Bombay. 

Interest In .this has revived as a resull 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the llfanager. 

(Post free), 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eatabllahed 7th SeptembeP 1906o) 

JNCOIU'ORAUD UIIDBB nil IIIDIAII OOIIl'A.BIIIII &JJf 

tt or 188!. 

Capi\al Subecribed -- Rs. 2,00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
" 1,15,50,000 

Capital Calle4 up '"-

Reaerve Fund ·-··· 
nEAD OPFICB I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
BI"BnChea ;-

'AHMEDABAD: 
Bbadta ( Maill Office~ 
I!IWo Bridge. 

Statioa Bruch. 
ANDHERI: 

Nrar Bombar. 
SANDRA: 

Nrar BombaJ. 
BOMBAY: 

BulliGa Ezchaage 
Colaba 
Kalbadovi 
Me'•ber HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clin Street, (Maill Office) 
Sara Bazar 
Chowringhee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 

KinpwaJ 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
Thtl Wostmillltu Baal< Ltd. 

CURltENT DltPOSIT ACCOUNTS : Interest Is 
allowed on dally balAnces from lts. 800 to lts. 1,00,000 
@ 6% per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
lts. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wW be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
leso tban Rs. Gf- per half year. 

FlUD DltPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BI\NK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on a ppllcatlon, 

The Bank acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undeP Willa and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business eenerally. ll.ules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OV!tli.Dli.AFI'S AND Ci\SH CREDITS : 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranp, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of Its constituents the 
nfe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends ..,d Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
oale and purchase nf Government Paper and aU descrip
tions of Stock at moderata charp, particulars of which 
may be had on application. 

A. G. Gli.AY, 
Jlanagw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Sm VITRALDAS TlUCKEBSEY HIDlOIUAL BUILDING, 

9, :&kebouso Lane, B'ori. Boomu, 

BBANOHES; 

Baramatl (Dimlct P-a). Vlramcam (District A~me-
lalampur (Diarlct 5atara). Db alia 

llablld), 
IDUtrtct ~eot Kara4 ( " " ). Kbaad••b:. 

Tucaoa I ). Doadal~b• ( • • ' .. .. , . 
5atara ( ). Naadurbar ., • • ), 

" " 5blrpar ( •• ll:lrtoakanra41 ( " " ). 
.. • 5baba4a ( • • ), 

&blrala ( • • ). 5al<rt ~ • • •• K.orecaoa ~ " .. ), 51a4kbe4a • • ), 
Wal " • ~ Talo4a ( .. " ·'· ll:opercaoa (DYtrlcl AbmecJ. Malecaoa (DIItrtct Nullo), 

Belapur ( 
.. , .. ,. 5atara ~ ( • • ), 

" " 1: ll:alwaa ( II 11 I Raburt ( 
" " Lualgaoa \ tJ .. ) • aaev&aoa ~ " .. ). Nandgaoa ., ,. ). 

Abmedaapr ,. " ), Do bad ( Dletrlct Paa .. 
Bblwaadl (Diotrlct Tbana), Malia!~ Palgbar ( " • r. ll:alol ( H II 
ll:alyaa ( " • ,\kill( (Diotrlcl 51aatapuo 

DIREOTOBS, 

B. G, Saralya, Esq., (Chairman), 
Prof, V. G. Xalo, 
G. V. Jodhav, Esq. 
Gordhandu G. Morujl, Esq. 
B. C. V, Mohla, Esq. 
Rao Blhadur B. v. Vandeku. 
8, N. Jo.mdu, Esq. 
K. M. Thakor, Esq. 

BBAB:BI O.ll'ITAL 1-

( Fully Paid) 

X. V. Vlohare,Eoq, 
D. 1. Zuniarrao,. &q. 
Rao Baheh v. o. Jadha•· 
D. V. Potdar, Esq. 
V. S. Basawanlll, Eoq, 
B. T. Mora, Eoq, 
ValkuDU. L. Mohla. Esq. • 

(Manastng Dlnolor. 

J, DEP081TB llud fol DDI JOU ID4 ol!onor 01 lonCOI porte• 
an aeaepW. R•'- -.ncl olber pariloulan maJ Dt aiiOft'talaltl 
from lbo andRIIIIDod, 

I. OORBENT AOOOUNTB are oponocl 1o1 Oo-eporalln 
lloaloll• and lndJ"fldnall, laloroP h allowed OD dOIIJ IIIIIDGII 
Dol Ol<OoodlDS Rl, 1,00,000, 

I, BAVINGB BANK DEPOSITS ore -~ la4 bolalll 
paid olli par ..,.._ oa mlnlmam monlhiJ balna-. BUI• maJ 
hi obtolne4JJ:Omlbo un4-11Dod. · 

6. Draltl INIIIIIIIC! on 411trlol 1114 o\bor loWIII OD ltrml .. .. 
---on opplloolloa. 

a. A.oaoanto are oudllod qaanor11 bJ • 11rm or lnacrpor••• 
AoOOIIDianto and JOirlJ bJ 1 Bpoolol Go1wament .t.udllol 1 
QaonoriJ IV.Iomonlo ol 61111aolal poolllo11 "" pbllohod t. tilt 
u Bombay Goftmment oa.-..11 

V &IKONTB L. aliiiBr .t., 
loloaoctag Dlnolol, 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED IN 1880. ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
FoPelgn ... •.. Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single oopJ.. of the euroent month, If aY&Ilable can be had at J annas, current year ' annas ..,d copies men 
~ a year old I annas each, exclusive of postage. 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subject to a minimum 
of five lines, or ~upee One Aunas four per Inch. 

For PtPticulars, Apply Io
Tas MANAGBR, 

Kamakshi House, 
sm.mAY, 20. 
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CHEST COLD 

.. 

(Be~.) 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchities ; avoid this by rubbing your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

.warmth g~ deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Erin~ Quick Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY MADRAS. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated Journal ol International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Euablilhed 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education, News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature • 

CONTRIBUTORS : 

Professor Nicholas :R.oerich, Sir Bar! Singh Gour 
Sri :R.ahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesh Ohandra su: 
Yr. J, F. McKechnie (Bhlkkhu bllac:ara), Sir S, 1! adh• 
krishnan, Dr, D. II., Bhandarkar, Mr.· Arun Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr, B. l!Lllarua, Dr, B, C, Law, M.A., Ph.D,, 
B.L., Dr, p,, C, Bagchi, Dr. Benoy Chandra S.n 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N. Dutt, and others, , ' 

Annual"Sub~eriptiqn. Adt~~~rtiotllllfnl ratt. 

India, Ceylon ,,.Jil.s, 4 Full page (Cover) •.• Jts, U 
Burma ~ .,; ., 5 Ditto (Body) ... , U 
Far Bas_t .... Yen 8 Half page ... , 1 
.lurope .~:-8 Shllllngs 

or equivalent . Quarter page ... " ' America ... S Dollars 

A Jill!! to th• Managtr, 

lVIAHA;.,BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCUTTA, 

Kuhrnlr. ch• land of heal&h. Whd cat1 be benet for the .ft. "red city dweller than tell relt In the deep shade of ml,hty 
oakl and spreadln& chlnua, llnenin& to the ::f. of a thousand 
blrda and looldn& at tht distant snow clad l Only In I 
nutn& s-.ch u thll can nature the haler do her work. 

TIIAI'U IAAnCIILARS FROM : 0/JifCTOR, VISITOR'S II/REAII, S/UNAliAA, OR fAOi't TOIJAIST A.GfHCIES 
J 

----- -~-- ~-~--~-- -~--~- -~ ---·~---~--------:--

Printed by 1o1 :e. Dabosb, Jllanaser, !rho Commercial, l'rlntlns .Preat, 106, Oowaajl Palell, SV..t, Fort, Bombay, ana Pnbllohod by 
Kamwhl Nataraj.., lor the Proprleton ol I be "ll>dlau. Soolol Reformer" Limited, at 105, Oowasjl Patel Street, Fort, Bombay, 
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CONTENTS, 

Jap&n's Dilemma, 
The Congr~HK. 
The Indo-Burma Pa.ct. 
Oenms Commi&Siouer of India's 

Ntw Job. 
Sir A. Wn.voll'11 Stn.temont, 
Indio.n Propn.go.nda in tho 

United Skl.~cH, 

A Wolcome Dopartnre. 
From Lenin to ~Halin. 
Tho Pope on God's Ways. 
KBluta.ra., 
SirS. Chatty's MiAAion. 
Sanitation o.nd Vo.ocina.tion. 
lnrlian Propagandists in 

U.S. A. 

JAPAN'S DILEMMA. 

The declaration of war against Russia by 
Germany created a most unplea~ant dilemma 
for Japan. Just a few weeks before the 
declaration, the Japanese Forei~n Minister, 
Mr. Matsuoka, had officially visited Moscow 
and Berlin. His reception at Moscow was 
marked by exceptional cordiality. His experi
ences at Berlin do not seem to have been 
equally happy. He is reported to have had 
rather a stormy interview with Herr Hitler. 
But the Axis Pact remained and the new Soviet 
Pact which followed seemed for the moment to 
be a tribute to 1\lr. Matsuoka's diplomatic genius. 
The Russo.German war broke up this pleasing 
prospect. Japan has had to decide whether she 
would side with the Axis partners or the Soviet 
friend. The Soviet-British Pact, sweeping away 
the long standing distrust between the two 
countries overnight, further complicated the 
situation for Japan. Mr. Winston Churchill 
declared this week that Russia is the ally of 
Britain. The days of miracles have not ceased. 
'What further miracles are in store time will show. 
For Japan, the question now is, Should she 
observe a benevolent neutrality towards Russia or 
Germany ? She is bound by the Axis Pact to go 
to the help of Germany if the latter is attacked 
by a third power in the war with Britain. In 
tlus case, Russia did not attack Germany. It 
is Germany which declared war on Russia. All 
that the pact with Russia requires Japan 
to do is to respect Russian territorial rights 
and not to attack her when she is engaged 
in war, Germany too cannot expect Japanese 
military co-operation unless she is attacked by 
another Power, The United States has been for 
the la!>t several months always on the point of 
declaring war a&ainst Germ.my but beyond high 
soundin~ words directed against Hitlerism, it 
has been C\Jntent with supplying arms and 
ammunition to I3ritain and that too not as 
speedily and in as large quantities as would 

~ elfccti\·ely change the tiJe of war, British 
attacks on Gern1any could be much morll elfectiv~ 

at the present juncture if there was sufficiently 
ample supplies from the United States. Japan 
has not been able to get out of her dilemm£ 
except by recourse to the extreme course of a 
change of Ministry. The Konoye Cabinet has 
resigned in order to make way for a stronger 
Cabinet. By stronger is obviously meant a 
Cabinet more free from inconvenient and 
embarrassing commitments. The Emperor has 
asked Prince Konoye to form a new Cabinet. 

That the Konoye Cabinet had submitted its 
resignation and is now carrying on under an 
Imperial mandate until its successor has been 
appointed, shows that Japan is now ready for 
something more vigorous than the carefully cal
culated efforts of Prince Konoye to hold the 
balance between various conflicting interests in 
Japan. The Konoye Cabinet came into office 
on July 22, 1940. A month earlier Prince 
Konoye had resigned from the Privy Council 
and he had spent the thirty days in oraanisin<>' 
a " totalitarian " party under his le:dership. 
Several of the old political parties had been 
dissolved and the trade unions were 
broken up. Prince Konoye, however, reassured 
the business world by not seekin<>' a similar 
dissolution from the employers' g~oup, which 
was, on the other hand, expected to contri
bute to the building up of the new structure. 
In August Prince Konoye, then Premier 
told his Cabinet t~at. he was setting up ~. 
Preparatory CommiSSion for organizmg the 
new structure. On the Commission itself he 
balanc;;d business interes~ against political 
extremiSm and the Premier declared himself 
emphatically against any narrowly political 
interpretation being given to the new structure. 
It could not, he said, "take the form of a 
political party" but it should unify all phases 
of Japan's national life including p::>litics 
economics, education and culture. Th~ Premier'~ 
stand ~~tisfied nei~er the business group nor 
the political extrenusts on the Commission and 
after six stormy meetings the Preparatory 
Commission set up a new association co~.lled the 
Imperial Rule ASSistance Ass.:x:iation with Prince 
Konoye as its President. 

The Premier immediately rever:...ed several 
decisions of the Commission throucrh the newly 
set-up Association-the first funda;;'Jental chancre 
being to make the Premier e."':-offici.) Presidc':u: 
or· the Association. This effectively ma.d~ 
the new body subordinate to th.: Govanment 
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of the country, instead of giving it an inde
pendent, permanent status and a controlling 
power over temporary governments, The 
Premier evaded decision on all issues with 
careful skill, even absenting himself for 
nearly two months from the Diet on the 
ground of ill-health, and going so far as to 
make a deal with representative leaders of the 
the Diet and business by which he undertook on 
behalf of the Government to drop its electoral 
reform scheme and to extend the life of the 
Diet and not to press for legislation applying its 
programme for a new economic structure, in 
return for an undertaking on the other side to 
pass the· Budget and the necessary wartime 
measure.-; with the greatest speed. Unlike 
political deals in other countries, there was no 
secrecy about this one, the press being invited to 
the conferences. However, like other deals, the 
Japanese pact broke down as the opposition 
r~alised how much it had agreed to keep 
Silent about. Moreover, Prince Konoye found 
his troubles increasing after March 1941 when 
the military party, tired of a "weak" Cabinet, 
set its mind to capturing and dominatin"' 
the Imperial .Rule Assistance Association. · Th~ 
internal quarrel over policy having been fairly 
settled, it may be assumed that the military 
party has consolidated its position and is now 
in the ascendant. Tokyo's attitude to the war 
will now take on a more vigorous aspect. The 
history of the past four years militates against 
Japan joining Russia and Britain both of whom 
will have to forsake General Chiang Kaishek 
openly to win Japan to active alliance. The 
events of the present war in Europe have been 
startling enough in all conscience but they would 
fade into normalcy in the face of such a 
development. 

Prince Konoye for all his vacillation, has 
proved· definite on one point : He showed little 
hesitation in eliminating foreign influence from 
all spheres of Japanese life. Mr. T. A. Bisson 
records in a Foreign Policy Association Report: 

On September 4, 1940, after several of its 4 7 branches 
had already dissolved, the Japllll·Manchukuo Federation 
of Rotary Clubs voted to disband. Sale of the 
American-owned newspaper, the Japan Advertiser, 
to the Japan Times, an English language paper 
controlled by Japanese interests, was announced on 
October 10. Two months later the Japan Chronicle of 
Kobe, the last foreign-owned newspaper in Japan, 
was similarly transferred to the Japan Times. The 
varions Christian denominations were being united 
into a single Japanese Christian Church, with ownership 
of all church property vested in Japanese hands. 
Prohibition of foreign financial support to evangelistic 
work after December 81, 1940 and to educational 
work after April1, 1941, forced many missionaries 
to return to their homelands. 

The. attitude taken up by the Japanese 
Government, largely endorsed by Japanese 
Christians, has been well received in the 
United States and in Canada, The Chris#an 
Evangelist for May 29, reports a meeting in 
Atlantic City between United States and 
Canadian missionaries, on the one hand, and a 
Japanese delegation, on .;the other, Bishop Abe 

of the Japan Methodist Church, asserted that the 
new structure movement had helped to push 
forward his dreams of Church union. He read 
a semi-official document in which the following 
significant passage occurs : 

"During the summer of 194.0, far-reaching structural 
changes were introduced into the domostic life of 
Japan. This ~roved a turning point in many phases 
of the nation s life. In the realm of thought in 
politics, in industry and in the cultural world there 
was a concerted movement to achieve national 
integration and solidarity. 

"This reacted upon the Christian community, 
stimulated the latent urge for church union and greatly 
augmented the tempo of the movement to achieve 
Christian unity. 

"This crisis-situation brought to a head the question 
ot church union. On the 17th of October, 1940, at a 
great mass meeting, attended by 25,000 Protestant 
Christians, it was definitely decided to establish a 
united church." 

The Christian Evangelist further report 1 

Mr. Kozaki (another delegate) said that the
Government stimulated the movement toward church 
union but exerted no pressure to accomplish that end. 
The minimum requirement of 50 congregations and 
5,000 members for Government recognition eliminated 
all except seven denomination from the possibility 
of securing that recognition. 

All the Japanese delegates agreed that the 
question of whether there was a place for the 
foreign missionary would depend on the type of 
missionary; that Japanese churchmen are so 
absorbed in · the problems of reorganizing the 
new church that they have been unable to work 
out arrangements for future missionary partici
pation; and that the foreign missionary will in 
future have to be governed by the needs of the 
Church in Japan. The Americans and Canadians 
very correctly accepted that position. 

NOTES. 

I 

The Congress :-The sensation caused by 
the resignation of Mr. K. M. Munshi of his 
membership of the Indian National Congress, 
has subsided, To the onlooker it seemed that 
the reason assigned by Mr. Munshi for his 
resignation was inadequate. Gandhiji's views on 
ahimsa have been public property for several 
years past and he d~d not raise any new issue in 
the letter to the correspondent which Mr. Munshi 
mentioned as his reason. Mr. Munshi's 
attempt to start a new party has confirmed 
the belief that there were other reasons besides 
this for his sudden resolution. The attempt 
has fallen flat. · The method of secession does 
not find favour with the public, The general 
feeling so far as we .have been able to gauge 

.I 

it, is that Mr. Munshi's right course was to work 
to bring about a broadening of the basis of the 
Congress so as to include all nationalists instead 
of trying to narrow still further the circle of its 
membership. The Congress through over fifty 
years of its existence has acquired a special posi
tion in the esteem of the public not only in India 
but also abroad. Sir Hari Singh Gour who 
has never been in sympathy with the Congress, .. 
is obliged to admit that during his visit to the 
United States before the war he found a strong 

i 



pro-Congress 'attitude among. the" rruisses •. '~t. 
Artbur Moore,. Editor of ·the State1man ncnv 
in England, wliting tO the Sptcta/01" confirms 
Sir l:Iari Singh's impressic!L He· says that the 
·pro-Congress 'attitt:de is evident from coast to 
ccast. This is noteworthy in· view of the fact 
that Ga11dhiji has vetoed proposals made 'from 
time to time to- embark on foreign ·· pro
paganda . on behalf of the Congress. The 
·influence of the Congress . in America and 
other · countries is almost wholly due to the 
personality of Gandhiji and his adherence to 
the principles of truth and ahimsa. Mr; Munshi 
by attacking the principle of ahimsa: which even 
those who do not practice it, do not like to see 

·condemned, has placed himself in a position 
·of considerable disadvantage. The , time is 
·come when a concerted effort should be made by 
all parties to .expand the Congress ()rganisatiora so 

·as to include all Indians with a genuine national 
·outlook based on a high ethical plane. · That is 
to say, all Indians who iri seeking to promote the 
'interests of' their country, will be steadfast in 
the faith · that the interests of every nation 
are · bound · · up . with those ·of every other. 
'1 his is just the time for such an attempt and 
'Gandhiji is. the one person who can make it 
'With the best chance of success. · • 
.' 'Ihe lndo-:Burma Pact :~The terms of the 
lndo-Burma 'Pact initialled early this . month 
bySir Girjashankar Bajpai on behalf of the 
Government 'pf India and .U. · Saw,'' Prime 
Minister of Burma, at Rangoon, .are reported to 
have been ·approved this week by the Standing 
Committee on Emigration of the Indian Legisla· 
ture. But the terms have not been published 
'and there is complaint both in India and in 
BurJlla about the secretive · p()licy followed. in 
this transaction. The Indian' 'Chambers of 
Commerce · in Madras ·and Calcutta; both 
vitally interested in the question, have protested 
against the non·p.ublication of the terms before 
placing them before the Standing Committee 
which, owing to the abstention· of Congress 
members, has suffered in its . representative· cha· 
racter~ The BUrmese protest' is not less emphatic. 
· TM ·Reformer has more than · once · urged 
that no pact with Burma or Ceylon, which does 
not meet with the acceptance of the· respective 
peopleS, will be of . more than ephemeral value. · 
Not only should every· such' pact be ac~;eptable 
at present but its terms should. be sucli as to 
promote ·good· understanding between the ·two 
4:0untries tQ an ever :increasing extent in the 
years to come. The policy of sec~cy does not 
accord with either of these ends. · · 1 

Census Commissioner ollndia's .New· Job :-n 
is \lnderstood, ran a Press message published 
on -Monday evening, that· the services ot 
Mr. M. W, W. Yeats, Census Commissioner of 
India, are shortly to be· placed at the disposal of 
the Supply Department. Mr; Yeats, it was added, 
wi\1 be in chaq;o of· the work connected with 
Amef\cao purchaSes. . The · enumeratiol\ part 
.of the <;ensloiS was finished only a few' niontba . . .. . 

ago. ~ The most important and responsible part 
of the work, .~ing ~ .Report, remains. It 
is. o_f . great advantage, if not absolutely 
essential, tb,at .. the .writer of the Report 
should· · be · the one · who · planned : and 
directed the operations from .the! start, that is, 
about eighteen months . back.. To transfer 
Mr. Yeats who· was . specially chosen for this 
.important duty to "work connected with 
Ameriean . purchases" for' which a ' special 
commission under Sif Shanmukham Chetty is 
.being 'sent to America, cannof but ·strike the 
intelligent observer as a stupid waste oF valuable 
talent and experience. Mr. Yeats has com.einto 
bad odour with some influential politicians because 
he stood up for the· hones~ and integrity~of 
his Census staff, both of which had been 
assailed by them. He refused to hav~ a: recoun~ 
demanded by . the~ and declared emphatically 
hia · full co~dence in the intelligence and 
impartiality of his ·officials. . The new man 
whoeyerhe may be who is. pu~ in charge. of the 
Census work, will labour under a 'grave diSadvan~. 
tage. He" will .have to pick _up_ the thread 
whe~e it has been . snipped-no easy task •. 
The Census ·is a 'purely .. : scientific function 
of the administratiOn and on its strict accuracy 
depends the success or ~ailure of ·nearly. _a!~ 
.the soeial · services, offic1al and non-officiBl, 
which ·should turn to it for data. The Cerisus has', 
besides; a . world importance. . Students · of 
'sociology in all parts pf the world will · have tO 
glean information from the Census Reports· of 
different countries, : The mere suspicion .that 
political. considerations influence the . thoice of 
persons selected for Census work and the direction 
of Census . operations, 'will destroy the scientific 
value .of the material gathered. at gr~at expense'. 
.. sir :. A •.. WaveU's Statement :7"Sir . Archbald 
Wavell's statement to_ journp.lists on: Thursday 
does QOt .suggest the war-weary veteran who ha9 
accepted transfer from the Middle East to .. India 
as . ll. mean!\. of recuperation •. There is an 
!!nthusiastic vigour abo,ut it .w~ich shows that 
the ne"' .CommaqdeNn.,Chlef· welcomes· the 
.transfer .as a greater opportunity • for strength· 
ening ,; lr;~dian, and, ~mpire: defence. than .the 
battle-fi.elds of. Afnca •• Sir Archbald rep~tedlf 
acknowledged the Cf)JCial part played by lndian 
.troops and Indian supplies in. the success of. his 
Middle East campaign. His Excellency announced 
the names or members of the Advisory Commi,ttee 
·chosen from · the 'Indian Legislature and' the 
appoi~tmentofSir.G. V. Bewoor as Joint Defence 
Secretary who will also be the spokesman of the 
Defence Department in· th~ Legislature. . We 
regard . the appointment as marking a more 
important stage in Indiari administration thlm 
the Advisory Committee in; regard to which we 
are inclined ~o the same view as Mr. Jinnah. 
The inherent weakness of. an advisory body is 
much aggravated by the narrow communal lines 
on which it has been. constituted. .. · • 
' ' . ' -. ... 
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.·.·;·INDIAN SOCIAL-REFORMER .. ~·on. a .tem~ry :visit to~h~.States,iuo!le 
·J · · · · ..... ,.; · • · -a. skec;lto read the ""l(ll$o£ farmers~their,wives ·' · • . ·. · 'BOHPA 1'.-.,._,. 19 1941. r.. . 

. ·' ·, . , ' m the C:OUOtryside.- )3ut ~his does not Tepreseot 
. . . .. . , . · · • . educated Ameritao interest in Indian .thought 
: .. .' 'xNOIA~ PROJ?AG,AND.\lN TH~ -and .culture, in .aU its ;de_ptb aml width. Indian 

UNITED STATES. · ;pbilosopey. aud religion attracted the interest 
. · · -of .Americaa thinkers ;man_y years ~fo~ .they 
' We repri~t ·hi anothe~ column two nieSsages .appealed· to the same, class .in ~land. 
published last week in. the Bomba~ Clu-t?niele ~merson, Longf,ellow,, Whittier and. other .men 
~·rom · its · Lonllon . <:arres('ondent. The firSt ,of ,letters s\lowed their high,apprecia+ion o£ it in 
quotes · Jrpm .an article .froni · the political their writil)gs •. The Jnterest .then :arou~ has 
'correspOndent . of . the' Daily Te/epaf>ll, all -never teaSed, · Some of the most valuable 
English newspaper of high standing, stating that contributions .. to l.ru;lology in ~ent times have 
Indian propaganda -is hampering the efforts of .been.·~ Americans. They approach Indian 
British prqpaganiUstS in. the 'United States, ,problems with an, .open mind. The American 
He. says that . the ·. Indians . are financed Universities;the mosnmportant of the~,-de1!'ot.e 
by 'the Nazis and lbat their propaganda is· J~pecial -attention. to. India-nat .only ;t() 
Carried' on in the 'interests 'Of the latter, The .ancieo.t lnclian Jiterl!-ture but .to cul'l'ent ev,ots, ,in 
second message qUotes 'the. opinion· of • .this c:ountry •. Some .of .them have complete sets 
Miss Winifred Cullis' who. recently .returned ,or Indian periodicals and even daily newspapers 
from a tour in the States on behalf of the in their re!lding rooms. They maintain the.Iodian 
British Mirustry oflnformat!oo. She,,.no do~t, .section .of their libraries up-to.date. Indian stu
pw;le full use of the .'~ alkillg Points on India ,d,e11ts are. as a r!lle welcome.d and .,in . more .than 
11upplied by , that· Muu$try. . -~ . says that, poe ca~M; t4e_y have been .. selected for acad~ 
~o.~gb s~e .saw mucq Indian. propagand:l : ~ppointments',in preference •. to Am.erican c.om
~gamst Bntain, She !lever heard ~t .~that it petitors. As regards SOCial .relattons, Ind•ans 
.was ii~nced by· N¥1S· ~ qu~ton of !''ho • wearing their national d~, tht; turban ~ 
pays, as from ~ ratlooal po1~ ~f VIew a mmor • particular, have few dllfu:ulties · even m 
matter._ The· unportant pomt IS whether what the Southern States. On the whole, .. the 
the 'propagandist puts out 'i$ true ~false. The American ilttitude to India and Indians is one of 
introduction of tbe ~~ioll .of finance is oakea sympathy and . appreciation, and, as it sPrings 
propaganda. When we first read the. message, · from an understanding of their national culture-, 
we felt that it was very probably· concocted ' it is .not Jikefy to be affected by propaganda 
to explain the . lailure ~~ some wh~ ~ • inspired oy s~ch maligna~t stuff as ~h~ •Talking 
tried to canr .on pr~Bnti&h. ~ anti-Indian Poin~s" offic1ally . ~~~pplted to. "Br1t1sh .proea
propaganda •m the State&: Bntish newspapers ~dists. Ev~ry time li;D. English pro~~ 
normally observe·, ' high standard b~t, IS confronted by an lndmn on . an Amencan 
where national interests .. are . involved, they platform, the fanner .. is 'likely 'to find himself' 
~re capable cif being as ' unscrupulous . as \"educed to such devices as trying to discredit tbe 
journals ·which'have '11() ·grea~ ·reputatiOn t~ latter as a mercenary, although he himself is 
fall ·back upo!!• TI,Je ifeveJ:ltion J>:Core ·.the amply remunerated at the expense, ~· of : th~ 
Parnamentary Corom1ttee ·which enqutred mto Indian taxpayer! The Indian, even if be 1s a 
the circumstances of the· Jameson raid -in 'the mercenary, pleads for his own countzy, which 
beginning Of this . century, 'htnv a ·sealed letter 4:annot~ said of his opposite number,· . 
WaS sent fmm 'Lt)ndon to be 'postecl from South . There are .inherent. difficulties. in the way 
Africa by a leading British newspaper, 'Came as .of aua:ess of British propaganda in the. United 
·a shock to those 'who' had been brought up in States. Thoughtful Indians do not . believe 
the bellef that British journalism bad a high i ·tha\ India's emancipation will come from a~y 
regard for ~be ~ed_nesl' off~· The world, extraneous source or help. ·They. ~now 'lndi~ 
and jouroabsm with at, has l!iogt essed by ·leaps must save her own soul or lose .at arrevocably~ 
and bounds since'then. • But: ·the 'progress bas :The 'first difficulty for the British propagandist 
'been more mechanical than moral. · · · io the United States, is that the memory of· the 

The Daily · TekiraJII'.s ·,political c:o~ • "Declaration of' Independence _survi~es and is. ~ti~ 
pondent has . overShot the mark, in this effort largely the backgro. ll!ld of. :Amencan P?~tu:s. 
at anti-lndiau propaganda. 'There is no need PfeSident R~velt himself~v~kes the sp~nt. of 
for Nazis financing lectures 'by Indians in the that Declar~tion on every occas10n "? w.hi~ he 
States. It is the custom, and a wholesome one, calls upon. h1s countrymen to fight H1tlen~m. 
in the. Stat~ to ·pay lecturers.. and ma._ny Societ!es like the paul!hte_rs of the ~evolution, 
Englishmen rrgularly include lectures in Amenca of whtch the President'S mt:,ewas, and IS perhaps 
among the· sources of their annual .income.· Some stiD a . member,· keep . alive th~ me~ of 

'Indians too depend for their livipg in the States the struggle through !hich Amenca.achieve ~er 
·.on .lecturing tours. · Too maQy of them with own. freedom. Engllshmen ~y like to th'!lk 
ridiculously poor equipment profess to expo~nd that .that struggle· ·was agamst ·some. thi~ 
Indian philosophy . and religion ror WhiCh party '"and that. they' nad no c~~ With .• •t 
there is a considera~le dem,and in that country. llut · few Amenc:ans 'do so. BnW:h rul~' m 
One of the embarrassments of the Indian who Jndia ·was established at about ·the same-time 
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as it was ousted from the territory which 
is comprised in the United States. During 
the century and a half the States have grown to 
be the wealthiest country in the world and a 
Great Power whose help is now the mainstay 
of Britain, while the people of India remain 
one of the poorest populations on earth. The 
contrast is patent, No propaganda is needed to 
convey its significance to the. American people. 
The explanation offered in the "Talking Points;' 
namely, that the Indian people have always 
been poor, provokes the ready retort, Why if 
you can not improve their lot are you there · 
at all? The single fact that with tens of 
thousand miles of railway, India still has 
to import locomotive engines from Scotland 
is enough propaganda in itself. We have 
ourselves tried to balance the benefits and 
defects of British rule. The benefits are moral; 
the defects material. Nowadays, however, no 
one, least of all the English p~ople, 
attaches more importance to moral than to 
material results. The war efforts afford a 
conspicuous jllustration, The moral sentiment 
of the country . has no . relation to the great 
success which has attended the efforts to collect 
men, money and materials for the war. 

There is another point. In no country in the· 
world have the methods of propaganda been so 
carefully studied as in the States. This has been 
done both by propagandists an:! by those 
who oppose propaganda methods. Three years 
a••o ·a society was form~d in America with· 
f;;r President, Professor Kirtley F. Mather, ·the 
distinguished geologist of Harvard University, 
and several other scholars, educationists 
and public men as members for exposing 
propaganda. A summary of its objects was 
published in TM Reforme1' of 15th January 
1938. Its bulletins have been so effective, we 
gather from a recent issue of the New Republic, 
that an attempt is being made by the National 
Manufacturers' Association to have it suppressed. 
Many books have also been publisheJ on the 
subject several of which have been noticed in 
T.ic Rcfo1'mC1' from time to tirue. The most 
illuminating of these is the "War Propaganda 
and the United States'' by· Harold Lavine and 
James Wetchslcr both strongly anti-Nazi (Yale 
University Press)-a unique contribution · to 
propaganda study made during a war. The 
Americans are a reading people and they are 
the least liable to. be carried off their feet by 
propaganda. -

A Welcome Depart11re :-The Bombay Munici
pal Corporation made a welcome departure 
from a long-standing practice on Thursday by 
electing by a large majority 1\liss Kapila 
Khandwala as Secretary ot its. School> JComrnittee. 
The great majority of teachers in Municipal 
primary· schools are women and they will find a 
woman as head of the Department a more 
accessible and understanding superior than a 
wan. The change now inaugurated will no 
doubt continued in future selecti"ns. 

FROM LENIN TO STALIN. 
Mr. Wimton Churchill announced in the HOWle 

of Commons on Tuesday that Russia was regarded 
as an ally of Britain. Since Russia had been 
attacked more than a fortnight earlier by Germany, 
the surprise in this is that it should have taken so 
long for the British Premier to make up his mind 
on the alliance, To many the news that Britain is 
an ally of Russia's must be even more startling 
than the Russo-German Pact of 1939. But the 
publio in all countries have ceased to worry about 
ideologies as intellectuals had ceased long 
before to rej;!ard these .surface differences seriously. 
" However deep the differences," writes Mr. R. H. S. 
Crossman · in "Government und Governed," 
'' between the various forms of governments, the 
resemblances are still more remarkable, Fascist 
Germany, Communist Russia and Democratic 
America are infinitely more closely related to one 
another than they are to any political organisation 
which existed in any of those three countries two 
hundred years ago. It is because the resemblances 
are so great that the differences arouse such. 
passionate feeling." Mr. Crossman based his thesis· 
on the conditions which each government found 
itself called upon to deal with. His argument is that 
the similarity of the problems naturally lead to 
similar treatment througll similar institutions.· 
Hut the attempts maJe by Lenin · in Russia 
to introduce radical reforms into the Russian 
system and the fact that . industrialization 
in Russia followed on revolutionary changes 
in the political structure, have created a widespread 
impression that the Soviet State 'differs vastly 
from other governments, Several books have been 
published . recently which dispel this illusion. The 
most brilliant and convincing of them are Mr. Max 
Eastman's study of Marxism, "Is Marxism . a 
Soierice P ", and his analysis of Russia, . "Stalin's 
Rus~ia" (Messrs. George Allen and Unwin; 7s, 6d.). 

Mr •. Eastman who bas a high regard for. the 
scientific, begins with a denunciation of the propa· 
gan:la which has · displaced straight-thinking . in 

·Russia. He attaches a special odium to the word 
"ideology" which, be say~, Kal'l Marx used in a 
contemptuous sense, He writes: 

A prime factor iu the wisdom of Karl Mar:t was his 
perception of the discrepancy· between the ideas with 
which men commonly make and write history and the 
actual force.s iu play, the actus! changes tha~ are in 
progress. He called these loose-floating ideas ideolo
gies, a term of contempt which he borrowed from 
Napoleon Bonaparte,. and which freely tl"lliiBiated 
into American moons 'applesauce.' And. he made 
heroic efforts to delve down under all ideologies and 
use his mind in the making of history ss s mechanic 
d0€9 in the making of bridges or automobiles. It was 
by using his mind in this ardently matter·of·fac~ way 
tlu1t Lenin guided the RllBSisn workers' sod peasants' 
revolution to victor;r and laid what seemed to be the 
foundations of socialism. 

Mr. Eastman charges the intellectual socialists 
both in Russia and outside of coming round to 
support Russia when every vestige of socialism has 
been abandoned by Stalin. He asser!~, and proves 
his assertion by quotation, tllat the conditions whicll 
men like John Uewey and others praise, were 
introduced by Lenin but have been removed 
completely by Stalin. He specifically mentions the 
sohool system, the position of women, the question 
of sex and family relations, and the stand on war 
and peaoe. 

The quotations in regard to the education of 
children are the most revealing. We give below 
an extract relating to the decrees of Lenin 
followed by one from the laws promulgated by Stalin 
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Pupils of the older classes in the secondary schools, 
,!ltnsb not, dare not, consider· themselves children,. and 
govern , their destiny to suit the .wishes of their 
parents and teachers ..• Utilization of a system of 
marks for estimating the knowledge and conduct of 
the {lUPil is · abolished. Distribution of medals 
and msignia is abolished ...... All punishment in 
'school is forbidden ...... All examinations~entrance, 
grade and graduation-'-are abolished .... The wearing 
of school uniforms is forbidden. 

Introduce in all schools 8 uniform type of pupil's 
report card on which all the principal rnles for the 
conduct of the pupils are inscribed. Establish 8 per
sonal record for every pupils .... In the personal record 
there will be entered for the entire dnration of his 
studies the marks of the pupils for every quarter, his 
J;rizes and his punishments ... A special apparatus of 
Communis~ Youth organizers. :s to be installed for the 
surveillance of the pupil inside and ontside of school. 
They are to watch over the moralit;r and the stste of 
mind of the pupils ... Establish a single form of dress 
for the pupils of the primary, semi-secondary, and 
secondary schools, this uniform to be introduce:l to 
begin with, in 1936 in the schools of Moscow. 

If we mention education it is because education is a 
fundamental issue with modern states, Mr. Eastman 
is equally convincing in all the other spheres of 
state intervention in private life, Lenin, for instance, 
conceived of the Communist Party as a temporary 
expedient which would give place at some time to 
the proletariat. Stalin has secureJ permanency to 
the Communist bureaucracy. To Lenin the 
concept of individual freedom was the ruling 
force, But even before his death he saw that 
his work had failed in bringing freedom to 
the masses, Mr. Eastman has some illumi
nating comments to offer on the weakening of 
the Third International by too great insistence 
on Russian predominance-a point which Mr. 
Ciliga, a Yugoslavian Communist, makes with 
great force as derived from personal experience in 
his "Russian Enigma." Like lllr. Ciliga too, Mr. 
Eastman denounces the failure of Stalin's Russia 
to help Communist Parties in other countries to 
seize power, and the growing tendency to unite 
with other powers in playing the old game of 
international diplomacy, Mr. Ea~tman's picture 
is convincing proof that Stalin's Russia is no 
better if not worse than other national Governments 
elsewhere. 

THE POPE ON GOD'S WAYS, 
In our comment on the statement attributed to His 

Holiness the Pope in answer to those who ask why 
God allows the miseries inflicted on Europe by the 
present war, we pointed out th~t the assertion that 
God's ways are not Man's ways which His Holiness 
said was made by Jesus Christ to Peter, was made 
by the Prophet Isaiah who preceded Jesus by some 
centuries and is not to be found I!! any of the books 
of the New Testament, On the other hand, there 
were passages in the Gospels and the Epistles 
implying that there was no unbridgable gulf between 
Man's ways and God's ways, and that the Christ 
incarnation itself demonstrated how the Man in God 
is transformed into the God in Man, The Catholic 
Examin6r in 'its reference to our observations is silent 
on- this point. Indeed it maintains that to doubt 
cr deny tfiat God's ways are different from Man's 
is ire!igious and rationalist. It avers, · "What 
Christians, however, do believe, is that Heaven will 
never be realized on earth ......... ". If Christians 
believe this, what do they understand by the 
declaration of the Founder of their Faith: "The 
Kingdom of God is within you." If we may make a 
friendly ~uggestion, we would tell the Ezamin~r that, 

however easily its reasoning may go down elsewhere 
it appears to belong to the kindergarten stage of 
religion, It. recalls what Professor James B. Pratt 
wrote in an article on Hina yana Buddhism in the 
Visvabharati Quarterly four years ago: ''There is a 
grandeur in the Buddhistic conception of the cosmos 
a sweep of the imagination in its range over tim~. 
and space, that makes many of the doctrines of 
traditional and orthodox Christianity seem almost 
petty." The Ez~miner's view is the really irreligious 
view. It practically assumes that God can not .. 
fulfil his will on earth, as every Christian is taught 
to pray, without adopting the ways of Satan which 
are as~umed to be also Man's. This is the inevitable
result of attempting to approach the profound· 
probl~ms of religion in the spirit of Peter Bell: 

The primose by a river's brim 
A yellow primrose was to him 
And it was nothing more. 

KALUTARA. 
I had heard so much about the organisation and 

work of the Health Units in Ceylon that, when 
I learned that a small party was planning a trip ... 
I decided to join it. We were five in all and it 
was · not without misgivings that we began out' 
journey. We had no passports and, in tbe short 
time at our disposal, could not get certificates 
giving proof of recent vaccination. Every person 
we consulted was doubtful of our being permitted 
to proceed beyond Mandapam and the brightest 
prospect held out to us was that of being. 
detained at the Mandapam Quarantine Camp 
for an indefinite period with a final order to retrace· 
our steps. We managed the vaccination certificates
(after proper re-vaccination, of course) and armed 
with a letter to Dr, Lucius Nicholls, the Director of 
the Bacteriological and Pasteur Institute at Colombo, 
we reached Mandapam Camp early in the morning. 
Here th~ porters and station officials informed us· 
that the office of the Prot~ctcr of Emigrants would· 
open at 8 a, m. and if we obtained permits
we would be allowed to rroceed to the Camp· 
where medical examination and disinfection would 
begin after the arrival of the Medical Officer 
of Health at 10 a, m. We were also informed 
that, as we · had no passports, we should. 
have to deposit a security bond which might 
amount to anything from Rs, 50 per head 
according to the discretion of the Health Officer. 
However, the Protector granted us the permits 
without any difficulty and later the Medical Officer· 
of Health also passed us saying that, as there were 
two doctors in the party, he would be satisfied with 
a personal bond. 

With a great feeling of relief at having got over 
the formalities, we entraineCI. for Dhanuskodi the 
same afternoon and reached Colombo the following 
morning after .1n uneventful journey. After arrang· 
ing for bote! accommodation we reported ourselves to· 
the Medical Officer who, after enquiring the purpose 
and duration of our visit, advised us to get into touch 
with Dr. Sen·Gupta. We then tried to telephone to 
Dr. Nicholls but got no re!)ly. As we had planned to 
stay only two days in Colombo we had no time to· 
lose. So 1 looked up the telephone directory for 
Dr, (Mrs.) Ram Aluwahare's number, I had known· 
the doctor and .her husband during my sojourn 
abroad nearly nine years ago, but was doubtful if 
they would remember me, Dr. Ram dij not have 
any difficulty in placing me and offered to come to
the hotel after half an hour. She came and took 

r 

us to her house in Bambalapitiya and insisted .on our 
staying to dinner though she could not promise 
that the servants would rise to the occasion at_ such, 
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short notice. After dinner Mr. Aluwahare rang / inspection we were amazed at the ease with which 
up the Medical Officer of Health and arranged for Dr,.Abhayaratne was able to trace his field-workers 
our visit to the Kalutara Health Unit on the follow· at different points using theit advance programmes 
ing mominjl'. Dr. Ram was desirous of seeing the posted in the office for reference, 
Unit herself and offered to take us in her car, The Unit bas a six months' training course for 

Kalutara is a village situated twenty-five miles 
1 

Health Visitors. Indeed the reputation of the Unit 
from Colombo and the Health Unit covers two , for organisation and efficiency is so high that the 

urban council Towns, one Sanitary Board town : Rockefeller authorities have deputed several of their 
and one hundred and one villages, The estimated 1' Medical officers of Health for a period of six weeks' 
population for 1941 is ll1,477 and consists of , training at Kalutara Health Unit prior to their 
Sinhalese, Muslim,., Burghers, Tamils, Europeans taking up their duties in charge of theu- rural Health 
and Malayalees. The vital statistics for 194.0 are: Units In different parts of India, 
Birth rate, 85·2; Death rate, 16·6; Infant death rate, 
77•9; and Maternal death race, 5•3. The Health Unit 

B. N, 

was started in;l926 and is supported by looal official 
and voluntary organisations, The Unit com!Jrises 
a Maternity and Nursery Home, fifteen Health 
Centres, and 86 SchOols (School population 16,000) 
with a personnel ot one medical officer of Health, 
one School medical officer, one Field medical officer. 
one Supervising Sanitary Assistant, ten .!ianitary 
Assistants, five Public Health Nurses, two School 
Health N urees, twenty-four mid-wives and two 
clerks. 

The Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Abhayaratne, 
met u8 on our arrival .at the Health Unit and 
described its working and personnel. He then took us 
to different places to Bee the members of the Staff 
at field work, to an ante-natal clinic, a "little mothers" 
claes, tho maternity and the Nursery Home. At 
the latter we were shown a specially improvised 
incubator for rearing premature babies, a branch 
in which Dr. Abhayaratne was reputed for develop. 
ing a successful technique. The High rate 
of mortality among premature infants is well 
known and the difficulty of keeping then 
alivo Treatment {or hookworm is given as 
a routine measure to all mothers as this 
infection is very commonly present. The Unit 
provides a domiciliary midwifery service free of charge 
for normal cases and the abnormal ones are 
referred to Hospital. The efficiency of •this service 
is indicated by the low maternal mortality rate of 5•3. 

We were under the impression that our visit 
would be over at lunch-time but Dr, Abhayaratne's 
enthusiasm was so great that, after treating us to a 
sumptuous lunch at the Beruwele rest-house, he 
conducted us through a tour of sorne villages for 
inspecting the covered wells and sanitary latrines 
constructed there under the auspices of the Unit. 
These left nothing to be desired and the remarkable 
point was the comparatively low cost of their 
construction, probably due to personal supervision 
and consequent elimination of the middleman's 
profit. Ho persuaded the non-medical members of 
the party to visit the cottage industries and other 
sections but they were ao medically-minded 
that thoy declined to be separated, 

Our visit had lasted six hours and we had the 
Schools and Smaii·!JOX Camp left over. But It was 
past five and a sharp shower of rain descended on us 
and forced the doctor to part company from us, 
with certainly many regrets on his side for he was 
keen on showing us everything. Some of us 
felt that a day was barely sufficient to see aU the 
details of tho working of lhe Health Unit. 

What was tha secret of th~ drive and success of 
the Kalutara Health Unit!' \Va were told that it was 
the personal integrity, high sense of duty, enthusiasm 
and hnrd work of Dr. Chellappa, the Dir~ctor of Publlo 
Health in Ceylon and his assistant Dr. Sen Gupta 
who had himself worked at Kalutara for soma time. 
Any member of the staff who is found guilty of 
wlncU or dishonesty is summarily dismissed. So 
perfect is the organisation th':lc during our tour of 

SIR S. CHET'fY'S MISSION. 
Mr. Lakshmanan's letter on Sir Shanmukham 

Chetty's Stores-Purchasing Mission to the 
United States emanate$ from one who is a 
Coimbatorian, like Sir Shanmukham him•elf. 1\lr. 
Lakshmanan agrees that Sir Shanmukh•m has 
many qualities which make his presence in India at 
this juncture likely to be of much public benefit. 
As against this he speaks vaguely of the sympathy 
and understanding of America as likely to be of 
advantage to lnd1a in past-war reconstruction. In 
the first place, sympathy and understanding are 
not the natural consequences of trade transactions. 
If they were, there should be the utmost understand
ing and sympathy between Ceylon and India, 
between Burma and India, between Japan and India, 
not to mention between Britain and India. As 
between individuals, also, business relations imply 
an attitude of watchful suspicion. The Americans 
are experts · in driving hard bargains, and Sir 
Shanmukbam whose main interests so far have 
been in politics and administration, is unlikely to 
prove a match for them. Mr. M. W. W. Yeats, it 
is understood, will be in charge of the work connected 
with American Purchases. Having appointed Sir 
Shanmukham as Head of the l'urcha$ing Mission to 
America, where is the need to create another 
appointment to be in charge of the same subject at 
this end P Was Sir Sbanmukham told beforehand 
of Mr. Yeat's job in the same sphere of American 
purchases P 

Sir Shanmukham has served with distinction as 
President of the Indian Legislative A~sembly and 
Dewan ot Cochin. He has experience as a 
Parliamentarian and an administrator which only 
a few other Indians have to the same extent. He 
attended the Madras session of the Muslim League 
which showed that he is on good terms with the 
leaders of that body. Apart from the scope which 
these afford in the publio life of the country, 
there is talk of expansion of the Viceroy's Executive 
Council and quite a number of names are being 
publicly canvassed for them. Few of those 
mentioned have tho qualifications for one of these 
jobs. That Sir Shanmukham should have b!en at 
this juncture persu3ded to leave the country for an 
indeterminate period on a CGmmercial mission, 
suggests that somebody was interested in seeing 
Sir Shanmukham out of the way. This may be 
wholly wrong. Sir Shanmukham, of course, must 
be presumed to know best his own interests, 

Since writinf . the above I have seen Sir 
Shanmukham's valedictory speech in, Madras. A man 
does well to magnify his work and I have nothing but 
admiration for the idealistic view which be takes 
of his mission. I wish nothing more than that he 
ehould come back without disillusionment, as but a 
few others have done before him. If he does that he 
would, indeed, have achieved a great personal success 
considering the conditions which circumscribe 
his initiative. He wiU have to work ''in co-ordination" 
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with· the similar British mission already in the 
United States, Then, the Americans have .the 
whiphand in selling goods to the British . Empire .at 
present. There is no room for · bargaining. 
There is no other cBuntry to which . we can ,"deliver 
he goods." There is not another Indian ,among 

Sir Shanmukham's. colleagues. And Mr. Yeatts ' 
has been· appointed "in connection with" the same 
work here, Sir Shanmukham's selection is no doubt 
a personal compliment. From the public point of 
view, from wbich these comment• are made, it is a 
distinct disservice to Indian national interests. 

A FRIEND. 

' 
SANITATION AND VACCINATION. 

. ' . 
The Editor, · . . 

Tho Indian Social 'Reformer, 
Sir, . . 

In your issue of June 28, a letter is published 
from the Secretary, · National Anti-Vaccination 
League, London, showing the uselessness and 
injuriousness of vaccination from the experience 
of England extending for a period of seventy~five 
years. The experience of other countries ·also 
proves the dangerous futility of vaccination and 
re-vaccination time after time, According ··to 
statistics published by the Health Organisation of 
the League of Nations, smallpox is most prevalent 
irt Mexico, Japan, Italy, Portugal and Philippine 
Islands simply because in these countries the most 
insanitary conditions and poverty prevail in spite of 
the fact that vaccination, re-vaccination and :re
re-vaccination have taken place· extensively in those 
countries, In the Philippine Islands,' in Italy and 
in Japan where vacoination and re"vaccination are 
compulsory, there have been a number of very 
disastrous epidemics of small-pox. Official statistics 
for the Philippine Islands show more than 24 million 
vaccinations in the years 1911-20 and yet there were 
more than 75,000 deaths from small-pox. in 'that 
period, Italy in 1919 had 1~,213 fa~lities from 
smallpox as compared to 358m the Umted States 
and in 1920 Italy bad 12,155 fatalities from small-pox 
a<>'ainst 508 in the United States. ·The experience or Japan in no way . supports the vaccination 
theory. .The records officially su_ppli~d show 
the enormous amount of · vaccmatton and 
re-vaccination that IUs taken place . . in 
Japan since the pas~ing of variou~ Vac~ina~ion 
Aota, In no country 10 the world .Is vaccmatlon; 
re-vaccination and re~re-vaccination · so vigorously 
enforced as in Japan. And yet three years ago a 
small-p~;>x epidemic _attacked over 18,000 , of _its 
inhabitants and earned off 6,00() of them which 
surely ·proves that the most complete_ fa!th ~n 
vaccination is useless •. The cause of · the ep1dem1c 
proceeding epidemics is· easily discovered. 
Returning . travellers tell us tales of the most 
awful ·.insanitary conditions in ·the middle and 
poor class· houses and when these are removed, 
Japan will loss her small-pox and not till then, 
CompulS9J'Y re-vaccination bas nev~r saved a .coun-: 
try from small-pox. The country w1th the· h1ghest 
small-pox death rate in the world is Mexico where 
re-vaccination every five years has been compulsory 
for the 'last fifteen· years but it has not saved that 
country from smallpox epidemics, In Mesopotamia 
in 1915-16·· there were 287' cases ot smallpox in 
British .soldiers who had been successfully re-vacci· 
nated within three years of their attack and of 
these 2 9 died, · ' 

In the London Truth ofJanuary 17, 1923 Dr. Walter 
Hadwen, M.D., J. P., says in an article headed 
~ Sanitation versus Vaccination":- . 

Now, one· fact stands out pre-eminently in every.part · 
of the World wheJ'B smallpox hilS appeared-namely, it· 

hiiB b~en. invari_a?ly !IBsociated_ w£~h insanitary and 
unhyg~emc cond1t10ns. From tim• immemorial it has 
been called in Anstria "The Beggars' disease," It hiiB 
followed· in the wake of filth, poverty, wars, pestilances 
famines and general insanitation, in all ages ...... Small: 
pox ontbreaks and epidemics have invariably been the 
call of Natnre to responsible authorities at home .. Put 
·your honse in order, ·personal, municipal and civic 
cleanliness has been her unvarying demand, a demand 
which was couched. in one striking· injunction by the 
Prophet of old "Wash and be clean." · 
Readers can obtain literature on the . subject 

from National Anti-vaccination League, 25, Denison 
House, 296, Vauxhall Bridgll Road, London, S. W. 1 
Bombay, } Yours etc., 
July 14, 1941. R. S. }A VERI, 

Honorary Secretary, 
Bombay Humanitarian League. 

-· 
INDIAN PROPAGANDISTS IN U, S. A. 

The Bombay Ohronicl• published in its is sue of July 
11 a message from its London correspondent dated 
the lOth July: 

"The Daily Telegraph's Political Correspondent alle
ges that Nazis are exploiting the Indian situation 
in the United States. Aceording· to him many 
educated Indians of both· sexes are reported to tour 
the United States for lecturing, German sources 
paying the expenses. Isolationists are also usin<>' 
India as an argument against Britain. America:i 
audiences make India an important subject for ques" 
tions, and paid agitators sometimes take advantage 
of it to break up meetings, British Government are 
considering new ways of letting America know the 
truth about Indian questions, Mr. Amery may 
broadcast to the United States, The correspondent 
concluded that some M. P.'s think that the time bas 
come for ·the Government to" make a new move· to 
end the constitutional deadlock it)"lndia, They argue 
that 'this will make for ·better Anglo-Americian 
understanding. Enquiries made i'n London show that 
no date has yet been fixed for Mr. Amery's broadca§t 
to America. With regard to :the activities· of 
Sir Feroze Khan Noon, Messrs, Polak and T. A. 
Raman who are on the other side ofthe Atlantic,, 
I all! told that Sir F. Noon went to America purely. 
to participate in Indo-American trade , negotiations. 
and visit the office of the Indian Trade Commissioner 
in th.e United States, Apart from making one or. two. 
speeches, he confined himself· to: the task for 
which he went to America. Mr,. H. S. L. Polak· 
has not reached U. S. as he is s~ill engaged in a. 
lecture tour in Canada. As for Mr. : T. A. Raman,. 
be has hardly made any speeches in the United: 
States, as he is there purely· as a journalist: 
interviewing American editors and writing : for. 
them. As Sir F. Noon arrived in London yesterday,: 
I tried to interview him, but was told that· he 
was too tir~d 'to glve a press interview." . . ·, 
\ ·Thi Ohronicl• correspondent cabled next day.;. ·:l . : 

"Apropos yesterday's "Daily Telegraph's" allegation·· 
that· some Indians are lecturing in the United .States. 
and their . expenses are . being paid by German' 
sources,. I saw· Prof. Winifred Cullis who has· 
recently been on an extensive lecture. tour of the 
United· States, Canada and Far East on behalf of 
the Ministry of Information, · She could not confirm 
the allegation. She said: ''\Vben I was in the 
United States I heard some complaints about Indian 
speakers mis-representing the India situation but 
I must frankly say that nobody said to me that their 
expenses were being paid by German sources," Prof. 
Winifred Cullis arrived in l:lritain at the end of May 
from the United States.'' 
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MORALITY, NATIONAL AND 

INDIVIDUAL. 
In the July number of the Ind;an Review, 
Mr. Justice B. J. W adia's article headed "A 
Problem of the Nations" occupies the first place. 
Mr. Wadia· begins by observing that one of the 
o!d problems of European civilization is the 
difference l;letween the standard of morality held 
up as the' idl!lll of conduct for individuals and 
the practical · ignoring of morality frequently 
permitted to nations. Mr. Justice Wadia deals 
with his thet.is with a wealth of learning and argu
ment which makes his observations a landmark 
in political thought in contemporary literature. 
But we are tempted to demur to the assumption 
that individual morality is very much higher 
th~ . interna~io~a~ mor~lity. If the large 
~Jor•ty of mdJVtduals m a community were 
1mbued by a high moral standard, it is 
a priori impossible that the nation as a 
whole can fall far short of the individual 
standard. Rather, the moral standard of a 
group must represent an intensification of that 
of the individuals of whom it is composed. A 
hundred good men banded together will 
strengthen not weaken the goodness of each of 
them. The fact is that the international moral 
standard is a true reflection of the individual 
s~andard. The apparent sul>eriority ot in· 
d•vidua\ morality is really due to the 
diversion of personal feuds, rivalries and animo· 
sities to venues like the legislature, the law 
courts and the share market where they 
clash with each other with words instead 
of swords. What is called "strategy'' in war 
is known by different names in these different 
spheres. But the motives, the emotions, the 
cruelties of war are present also in these 
substitutes for it-perhaps in a worse degree. 

r.Ien have been murdered in disputes about 
money or a piece of land. The sword kills 
the body, the so-called civilized modes 
of economic competition poison our souls. 
1\lr. Justice Wadia seems to think that 
mankind has advanced morally as indivi-

duals but lagged behind as nations. This is 
not the case. The great moral precepts 
were promulgated long before the beginning 
of recorded history. The ten commandments· 
were preceded centuries previously by the 
Code of Hammurabi which itself was doubtless 
derived from earlier codes. The Mahabharata 
contains rules to be observed in war, which 
are far ahead of those which are honoured 
as international law more in the breach than 
in the observance in modern times. And what 
is .more they were observed in part at least by 
Hmdu rulers against enemie3 who recornised no 
limits to the right of conquest. lt was"' not for 
want of warning from great leaders that Europe 
has drifted into its present a-moral mentality.· 
John Bright warned Britain almost in every one 
of his speeches in and out of Parliament that the 
moral law was intende:l not only for individuals 
but also for nations. Ruskin with a wholly diffe
rent background pleaded with equal eloquence 
against the essential inhumanity of machine. 
morality. But the voices of these prophet 
were drowned by the blatant imperialism of 
Benjamin Disraeli, which found its poet-laureate 
in Rudyard Kipling. Darwinism, Hegelism and 
Bismarck ism moulded the scientific, philos:>phica 1 
and political thought of Europe. Economics 
which is a branch of Ethics, cut itself off from the 
parent stem. Morality became a by-word. War 
is not a departure from normal individual. 
morality. Just as the ravings of delirium often· 
represent the subconscious working of the 
patient's mind, so war is. the outcropping of 
the repressed instincts for rapine anJ shughter. 
As Europe has .perfected lethal weapons 
more than any other part of the world, the 
passion for war burns most fiercely in its boso:n. 
Europeanism is the great enemy of peace. 
Hitlerism is but the most obnoxious phase of 
it so far manifested. Not the creation of 
institutions but the renovation of human nature 
can save humanity from the recurring horrors 
of war. Mere non-violence, that is, abstinence 
from violence, is not enough. International trade 
adjustments will not help in the least. The root of 
the evil is not economic. The corruption is in the · 
soul. A great spiritual revival, that is to say, 
the revival of the belief that man is spirit, will 
alone save mankind. " Knowledge comes but 
wisdom lmgers," lamented Tennyson. It is high 
time that men let Wisdom take precedence of
Knowledge. 
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Whittier and Hindti Thought :-We referred in · 
Th1 Reformer of July •12 to the permeatio11 of 
American thought by Hindu influence and men- · 
tiOned the poet, Whittier, among those who were 
pioneers in this field. In the collected poems of 
Whittier are found some pieces taken from 
episodes in the Mahabharata and other Indian 
classics. Modern Indian religious movements 
also interested the Poet. There is a Prayer of the 
Brahmo Samaj among the Oriental poems. But 
the permeation of Hindu ideas is brought out 
most clearly in Whittier's reflective and descrip
tive poems. One of these is "The Reformer" 
which has a bearing on current history. The Poet 
begins by sketching in a few nervous stanzas the 
horror and resentment aroused among orthodox 
and conservative, administrators and clergymen, 
by the iconoclastic activities of the reformer. 
Then, in a dramatic transition he pictures the 
new and brighter world which rises on the 
debris. The effect of this reflection is next 
summed up: 

Grown wiser from the lesson given, 
l fear no longer ; for I know 
That, where the share Is deepest driven, 
The best fruits grow. 
So wisely taught the Indian seer; 
Destroying Seva, forming Brahm, 
Who wake by turns Earth's love and fear, 
Are one, the same. 

Robert Browning in "Paracelsus" develops the 
same thought with reference to a natural 
phenomenon. The eruption of a volcano spreads 
desolation far and wide. The overflowing lava 
burns up all life for miles around. But in the 
course of a few years this very material becomes 
the soil on which bloom gardens of fruit and 
flower, and "God renews his ancient rapture." 

"Blood-thirsty Orientai'':-It is a commonplace 
in the discussion of the international reactions 
of the United States that, while a war among 
European nations will reopen the lines of 
cleavage in its composite nationality which have 
but recently closed and that not completely, 
a war with Japan will have quite the contrary 
effect of contributing a fresh and firm element 
consolidating its unity. Colonel Knox, the 
Secretary for War in the Roosevelt Cabinet, is 
obviously bent on working racial prejudice to the 
utmost. In a speech this week he is reported to 
have referred to Japan as a "blood-thirsty 
Oriental." By using the term "Oriental,'' Colonel 
Knox was deliberately challenging the whole of 
Asia, while as a matter of fact America is 
professing great sympathy with China which is 
a large part of the Orient. He was not merely 
indicating the geographical position of Japan, 
but was deliberately arousing racial prejudice by 
evoking the sinister associations surrounding the 
word' in the minds of the section of the American 
people which is responsible for the ban on 
Asiatic citizenship. In contrast to the American 
War Secretary's truculent language is the 
guarded, almost propitiatory, language which 
the British Foreign Secretary, Mr. Anthony 
Eden, used about the same time regarding war 

with Japan. Mr. Eden expressed regret at such a 
development and was at p'lins to show that 
the initiative did not come from Britain. His 
words suggest that even at this eleventh hour 
Britain would welcome a friendly understanding 
with Japan if that was possible with::mt sacrific
ing any vital interest of the British Empire. On 
their Japanese policy there have been differences 
between the United States and Britain for several 
years past. There is an undercurrent of 
sympathy between the British and the Japanese 
like the feeling between a master and an apt 
pupiL Much as the Indian may regret the 
aggressive tendencies which Japan has developed 
chiefly on acc;,unt of restrictions placed on the 
expansion of her population and trade by the 
United States and British Dominions, he can not 
but sympathise with the one Asiatic country 
which has mastered the Western technique and 
is using it to vindicate incidentally the claims of 
the Oriental to equal and civilised treatment. The 
use of billingsgate implying aspersions against 
Oriental is not the best ways convincing the East
of the sincerity of professions regarding universal 
peace. 

A Census ol Pbeoomenon:-W e reprint from the 
Calcutta Municipal Gazette the report of 
Mr. R. A. Dutch, Census Superintendent of 
Bengal, on the preliminary results of the Census 
in Calcutta city and West Bengal gene
rally. The statistics for East Bengal are not 
yet available and Mr. Dutch said that they were 
important, as a variation in the communal ratio 
in that division was likely to have more effect on 
the ratio of the province as a whole than a 
similar variation in any other division. Pending 
the publication of the East Ber.gal figureS, there 
are a few observations which are suggested by 
Mr. Dutch's attempted explanation of the 
incredible increases indicated in the population of 
Calcutta city. The Hindu population increased 
by over 7 lakhs and the Muslim population 
also increased by 2 lakhs. The increase in the 
case of Hindus works out at 86 per cent and 
that of Muslims at 60 per .cent. Where did 
this enormous influx find accommodation in that 
city of bustees ? .Even the fam:>us Calcutta 
maidan cannot provide standing space for about 
9 million additional population. Mr. Dutch notes 
that the disparity between the sexes increaSed in 
the case of both Hind·us and Muslims, Great 
cities attracting immigrants in large numbers 
have always this· disparity. The analogy of 
8,500 Sikhs and 6,600 Jains, however, is wholly 
inappropriate. The . aggregates should be 
approximately equal in order to make such 
statistical comparisons of any Value 
There can be no reliable comparison between a 
feature affecting a few thousand Sikhs and 
fifteen million Hindus . or even five million 
Muslims, Then, a,aain, the sex disparity among 
Hindus is small in comparison with that among 
Muslims. Alto.,.ether it seems that the only 
conclusion possible on the tentative fi.,.<>"Ures, is that 
there was a sudden influx of both communities 
into Calcutta on the date of the Census. The age 
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distribution of the fopulation, Hindu and Muslim, 
can afford a usef u clue to . the interpretation of 
variations which, making full allowances for the 
boycott of the 1931 census, are still astounding.· 

Sir Shanmukham Chetty :-Since Sir Shan
mukham left these shores, rumours have 
circulated to the effect that he may after all not 
remain long in the United States and that, indeed, 
he may be ordered while yet on the way to 
prcceed to London as High Commissioner for 
India in the place of Sir Feroz3 Khan Noon, 
who has been appointed Minister for Labour in the 
expanded l ndian Executive Council. Colour is lent 
to this rumour by the use of a significant phrase 
in the Government communique defining the 
functions of the Agent-General. It is ''for the 
present" attached to the reference to Sir 
Shanmukham's appointment. It was understood 
from the first that Sir Shanmukham's tenure 
would be the ·duration of the war. Sir 
Shanmukham himself in one of his farewell 
speeches said that his friends who wanted him 
back soon, should· pray tor an early end to the 
war in victory for Britain. The Reformer had 
pointed out the anomaly of send in~ an Indian of 
Sir Shanmukham's calibre as purchaser of goods. 
His transfer to the High Commissionership to 
London may meet the objection to some extent. 
The High Commissioner in London has other 
duties besldts buying and selling, though some 
of these are in abeyance owing to the war. 
lC Sir Shanmukham declines to go to London 
which is ~t present more exposed to German 
air raids than Washington, he will find on return
ing to his native land that all the jobs to which he 
might have aspired on the strength of his quali
fications, have been filled up. The rumour about 
his transfer to London is explained as arising from 
Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai's appointment as Agent 
General in Washington which, it is urged, 
makes a Purchaser-General in that country 
unnecessary, l t all looks as if jobs are 
created before there is any clear understanding 
of their need. Appointments precede the 
definition of duties. · Mr. Yeat's appointment 
"in connection ·with American purchases" is 
another illustration of the same tendency. 

8ombllJ Fisheries :-The Fisheries Depart
ment of the Government of Bombay is con· 
templatinl!" a timely expansion of the fishing 
Industry by providing more motor-boats tor use 
by fishermen. This will ensure more fish for the 
growing population. A proper expansion must 
include provision for cold storage and inland 
transport by "fish" trains and bring the 
commodity within the means of all fish-eating 
families. The fish trade in Japan has trebled 
within the last fifteen years because the Govern· 
rnent set out to improve the nutrition of the 
people by a deliberate and considered policy. 
Improved methods sh.:mld alford more facilities 
{or catching deep sea-fish whose livers yield oils 
rich in Vitamin A. \V e trust it will fall within the 
province of the Fisheries Department to discover 
and put on the market a commonly available and 
cheap cod-liver oil substitute.· The Madras and 

Barcxla Governments have gi\'en the lead in this 
dir~tion by the manufaclure of shark liver oil but 
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its price which is higher than the pre-war price of 
imported cold-liver oil, puts it beyond the 'reach 
of those who are in real need of it. 

The ln~o-Burma Pact :- l'he circumstances 
surrounding . the conclusion of the Indo-Burma 
Emigration Pact were so carefully guarded from 
the public vie.v that when the terms were 
announced last week, the publtc and the Press 
were unable to grasp its full significance. On. 
the strength, however, that it was negotiated by' 
a delegation headed by an Indian Member of 
the Government who has been for mtny years in 
close contact with the problems of Indians 
Overseas, there was a distinct bias in its favour 
in the first comments in the Press. That the.' 
Standing Committee on Emigration of the Indian 
Legislature unanimously approved of it further 
predisposed public opinion in its favour. 
aoser examination of the terms, however, 
showed that the Pact was an utterly one
sided one and that some of the terms agreed 
to were humiliating to India. This impression 
has gained strength every day and the great 
meeting convened in Madras, the province imme· 
diately affected by the Pact under the Chairman· 
ship of Sir Mahomed Oosman, who has held 
high office including the acting Governorship of 
the Presidency. One of the speakers, the Indian 
Christian leader, Mr. Chakkarai Chetty, observed 
that they should be thankful to the Government 
of India and to Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai 
for bringing all· parties in South India to one 
pl~tform pn this question. · The Chairman 
commented on the extraordinary transformation 
of what was announced to be an exploratory 
deputation iuto a plenipotentiary. The meetin.,. 
passed a long resolution covering every ite~ 
i? the Pact. . The provisions regarding cohabita· 
t1on were, 1t declared, unusual and drastic 
and may lend themselves to grave abuse. 
The last clause oi the resolution urged the 
postponement of the despatch of an offi;ial 
deputation on a similar errand to Ceylon 
to a more favourable opportunity .. when a 
Delegation composed of the Hon. the Commerce 
Member and the Hon, Member · designate f.:Jr 
Indians Overseas (Mr~ M.S. Aney) and a few 
non-officials may be sent to negotiate on the 
subjects of immigration and trade together at 
the same time." The stress Iaid on the consi
~eration together of trad.: and immigration, is 
Important. The serious defects of the Bajpal 
Pact are due to a Trade Pact having been ajopt
ed before the immigration questi;>n was taken 
up. Sir Girja Shankar was greatly handicapped 
by this precipitate action the responsi
bility for which rests on the Commerce 
and Finance Departments of the Govetnmo!!lt 
of India. The sending of a deputation to Ceylon 
headed by the Commerce Member, Sir 
Ramaswami Mudaliar, will be in no wise an 
improvement. The Ceylon and all other similat 
negotiations should be left in the hands of the 
Memb~r for the Indians Overseas portfolio unfet
tered by the associatii)O of other departmental 
heads. Mean while, there sho<~ld be n<> relaxing 
in India's protest against what we are constrained 
to designate a shameful arrmgement. 
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THE HINDU LAW COMMITTEE'S 
REPORT. 

The Hindu Law Committee ~as appointed 
by a Resolution of the Government of India 
in January. It consists of four members, 
Sir B. N. Rau, Chairman, and Dr. Dwarkanath 
Mitter, Mr. J. R •. Gharpure and Mr. V. V. 
Joshi of · Baroda, mell!bers. .. Its terms ?f 
reference consisted of several Items, the matn 
one being· to examine the Hindu Women's 
Ri"'ht to Property Act, 1937, and to su~gest 
su~ll amendments to it as would resolve the 
doubts felt as to the construction of that 
Act, to clarify the nature <?f the right 
Conferred by the Act on the wtdow, and to 
remove any injustice that may have been 
done by the Act to the daughter. The 
Committee was required in carrying out this task 
to take into consideration the prop.>sals 
contained in six Bilh which are before the 
Legislature and two Bills which await introduc
tion, sponsored by different members or. the 
Indian Legislative Assembly and the Counctl of 
State. At the outset the Committee had to 
decide what was meant by the Act of 1937. 
This Act was amended in 1938 in material 
particulars, the most importa~t being the 
position assigned to the . daughter tn . t~e order 
of succession. Tne earlter Act had g1ven her 
a high place, immediately .after the wiJow, ~~ile 
the later Act virtually depnvedher of any posmon 
in it. The Committee assumed that what it had 
to examine was the Act as amended. Another 
difficulty which confronted the Committee on the 
threshold of its enquiry was, whether the term 
'property' in the Act included agricultural 
land. This came as a surprise to the 
lay · public. But as the Committee points ?ut, 
the existence of this doubt had been nottced 
in ·the Press. The Hi .. du of Madras and 
the Htndustan Tzmes of Delhi are quoted in 
evidence. The question was referred b1 the 
Government of India to the Federal Court 
which found that agricultural land was 
not included in the term "property'' used in 
the Act because under the Government of India 
Act of 1935, le~slation regar~ing ag~cultural 
land was reserved to Provincial Legtslatures. 
In view of this finding of the Federal Cou~t, !he 
Rau Committee recommended that leg1slat1on 
covering agr1cultur«l land should be passed by 
Governors' Acts in the Con~ess Provinces and 
by the Le.;blatures in the four l?rovinces where 
they are functioning. The Commtttee has drafted 
a ljill4'o·r this purpose with retrospe~tive e~ect but 
validating trans.1ctions completed m the mteryal 
between the passing of the original and am!ndmg 
Acts. As regarJs the' main issue, namely the 
rilo!ht~ of the 'wido.v and daughter, the 
Committee admits that the Act of 1937 as 
amended by that· of. J 938 . do.es. involve some 
anomaly and injJstice but 1t IS not prepar~d 

I on that account to recommend its repeat 
which was suggested by a few, "very few,'' 
witnesses. The Acts have established an 
important principle, the right of the widow 
to her husband's property. The germ of this 
principle, according to the Committee, is to be 
found in the ancient Shastras. But the 
germ was not allowed to germinate owmg 
to circumstances about which the Committee 
is not so explicit as about the existence 
of the germ in the Sutras as early as the 
5th century before the Christian era. 

The explanation that the denial or restriction 
of women's rights is due to the machinations of a 
selfish priesthoJd, is too facile to be accepted by 
persons who have studied the origin, growtll and 
decay of social institutions. Every ancient insti
tuti.>n, as pointed out by Sir Henry Maine, was 
the outcome of a felt, and often long-felt, want. 
Ancient peoples had not the facilities, they 
certainly had not the itch, to start an 
institution to afford a platform for every whim 
or fancy of its members as it arose. An ancient 
Greek custom prescribed that the reformer 
should appear with a halter round his neck 
before the Council of Elders. If he satisfied the 
Council that his reform was in harm0ny with 
healthy progress, he was acclaimed as leader 
and installed in the seat of honour. If he failed 
to convince the Council of the efficacy of his 
proposals or his own good faith, he was instantly 
strangled then and there .and h.is ide~ died with 
him. No one would w1sh th1s anctent custom 
to be revived in our time. But it is obvious th1t 
some restraint will be welcome on the light-hearted 
and irresponsible way in which Bills of far-r~ch
ing social significance are. d~t~d and brought mto 
the Legislature. The distmctlon between a true 
reformer and a mere inrtovator is that, whi1e 
the former aims at the healthy de\elopment of 
society as an organic entity, the latte~ i~ ~rder 
to satisfy some tempora~ or mdlVld.ual 
inconvenience or even hardsh1p does not nund 
adopting chan~es ~hich may. harm. t?e social 
organism at vital pomts. Our apprecratton of the 
Rau Committee Report is all the greater for the 
spirit of reverence in which they approach the 
study of the problems set to t~e~. fhe ~om
mittee records that a large mapnty of rephes .to 
its questionnaires, ex'pressed .them~lves. 1n. 
favour of the monogamous pnnciple m HmJu 
marriages. It adds : 

The restoration of monogamy as. a rule of Hindu 
law is in conformity with Manu'• Ideal of •·':"utual 
fidelity unto death." We say re>torati~n advJ.edly, 
for we believe that, ac<;aoding to early Hn>du Llw, 
monogamy was the approyed. rule and polygamy an 
exception requiring legll JUSI!fication. Thera i< no 
reason why the statut&-book should not reftect, as far 
as possible, the highest Ideals of tile race. . 

Our appreciation of the spirit of the Committee's 
approach to social proble~ d.:Jes not, of 
course, imply approval of all 1ts recommen~a
tions. We thinle, for mstance, that som~thmg 
should have been reco1nmended at least to 
mitigate the hardship of the daughter whose 
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hopes were raised in 1937 to a giddy height \ 
only to be dashed to the ground the very I 
next year. Nothing, to our mind, brings 
out more distressingly the utter unsuitability of i 
the British Indian Legislature, as at present ( 
constituted, to deal with delicate social questions , 
involving irreparable hurt to human suscepti- i 
bilities. The Committee might also have 1 

suggested some immediate means of checkin; 
the evil, the growth of which it recognises, of 
educated men discarding their wives on the 
fatuous ground that they are not sufficiently enter
taining according to modern notions, and, what I 
is worse, of educated women who are expected to I 
protect and advance the interests of their ' 
backward sisters, themselves taking the initiative 1 

in such marriages. This evil, if left unchecked, 
will bring the fabric of Hindu society down 
with a crash. 

These and other reforms which the eight 
Bills now in incubation are designed to meet, 
the Committee has postponed in favour 
of a codification of the Hindu law as a 
whole. The Committee with characteristic 
fairness sets side by side the advantages and 
disadvantages of imrnediate legislation and 
postponement until codification. It decides 
in favour of the latter course and Government 

self-directing. The tiniest insect is a greater 
marvel than the most intricate machine, because 
the machine cannot move of itself while the 
insect knows its way by instinct. Society is not 
a machine but a livin;:- organism. By the 
time the code is drafted, even if it only be 
a few months, Society would have already 
reacted to some new impulse. Catchwords 
e\·erywhere dangerous and misleading are most 
so in social legislation. The Committee has 
described how in the past when Hindu 
society functioned as an integral whole, its laws 
and customs were regulated in response to 
changes in ideals and environment through 
the judgment of men of eminence, fathers of 
Society, who wrote commentaries which laid 
down the law according to the dharma. 
It may seem that this method is out of 
place in our days. This is not altogether the 
case. Even if it is, it is high time that Indian 
leaders set about devising an instrument of social 
legislation more aware of and responsive to 
social needs than a legislature elected by voters 
the majority of whom are accustomed to follow 
and not to lead in social life. 

HINDU LAW COMMITIEE. 
have accepted the recommendation and extended (BY K. B. GAJENDRAGADKAR, SA TARA CITY.) 
its terms of reference. We can think of no The reference first made to the Hindu Law. 
Committee whose personnel will be more Committee presided over by Justice Rao was very 

th, I k limited indeed. The Committee wa~ only asked to 
competent to carry out IS monumenta wor • examine some non-official bills pertaining to Hindu 
Sir Hari Singh Gour has in his Hindu Women's Right to Property Act 19l!d, pending before 
Code attempted with a measure of success the the Imperial Legislative Assembly. It was also 
task of codifying the Hindu law. But his asked to oon,ider two other Bills regarding Women's 
work is vitiated by just the lack of reverence Right to Separate Residence and Maintenance, 
for the past which we so keenly appreciate in This Committee, while submitting its report in 
the Rau Committee's Report. Gour approaches accordance with the original terms of reference, 
these problems with, what it will not be too recommended >nter alia that no satislactory basis for 
much to call, a stronQ' anti-Hindu bias. He legislation could be found without a comprehensive 

~ survey of the whole field of Hindu Law. It has, 
starts with the idea that the whole Hindu therefore, been decided now .that the Committee 
system is rotten-ripe for destruction. We trust should continue to sit in order that it may undertake 
that the Rau Committee will be able to produce such a survey commencing with a review of the law 
within a reasonable period a Code which of succession. '!her~fter the Committe~ intends to 
will commend itself, as it earnestly wishes, to take up for oons1derat1oo the law of marrtage, 
orthodox and reformers alike. Hindu Society A humble att7mpt is, there[ore, made in this article 
meanwhile, is not standing still. Owing to [ to. suggest spec1fic changes tn some of the rul~~ of 
the dimmincr of the ancient lights and the Hmdu Law. Almo•t e_very department of H1.ndu 

• "' . . Law needs reform. For Instance, the law of marnage 
~clay 111 t!te advent of new ones, Hmdu Society, requires urgent amendment. The time has 
IS suffermg from a sort of locomotor certainly come for the Hindu Society to discard 
"ataxy, a disease in which the different polygamy as a rule of Hindu Law, According to 
parts of the body are unable to cordinate ancient Smriti texts, monogamy was oertainl~ the 
their movements. In matters some of which approved rule and polygamy was an exceptional 
we have indicated above immediate action p~ovision. It. ~as only when the wife was buren, 
· up· '1 I · I · " h diSeased or VICIOUS or when she consented, that the 
IS necessary. tecemea eg~s atton as second marriage could be validly contracted. The 
been dep~ted ~y some prol!lme~t ~o~en right to take a s~ond wife in former da}'ll required 
workers Without qwte understamhng 1ts s1gmfic· . legal p:1rticipation; but the present rule of Hindu 
ance. A small reform may be an obstacle to I Law that the husb:1nd may marry again without the 
a great !"<!form, only if the former is not in , wife's consent or ~ny justification is worse. It _must 
accord with the basic principle of the latter. 1 be noted that ma.mage5 ~tracted between Hmdus 
P d. b 11 f · d • th under the Spec1al Marrtage Act are monogamous. 
. rocee ~~~ Y sma r~ orrns conceive 10 e I This reform 18 one of the most urgent needs and 

rtt:~t sp_1nt, has . the Jmm:ensc: advantage of does not certainly require elaborate justifiuation. 
~vmg t1me to SOCiety to. adj~St 1tself to a new It must also be declared in law that, when one is 
1dea. . After all, ~I! legtslau~n to re~ate the insane or an idiot, one is inoompete~t to marry. Ia 
behaVIOUr of a bVIng, growmg orgamsm can fact this ought to be the correct mterpretation of 
only be tentative and "piecemeal.'' Life is Hindu La.,, but there Kerns to be a aerious differ-
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ence of opinion on this point. The Madras High 
Court has observed that the marriage of a person 
of unsound mind if duly solemnised is valid marriage, 
(14 Madras 816) but the Privy Council proceeded on 
the assumption that insanity at the time of marriage 
might make it invalid (88 Cal. 700.). It may be that 
instances of such marriages are rare, but the law 
ought to be made quite clear by th~ legislature. 

Prohibition of Sagotra marriages has been felt to 
be a serious restriction of the field of choice. The 
belief in the old days was probably that the 
members of a Rishi-Gotra were all of one blood, but 
really there is no real feeling of consanguinity 
between persons, merely because they have the 
same gotra. Further, a law giving greater freedom 
of choice need not be availed of except by 
those who feel no religious scruples. The legislature 
might, therefore, repeal this archaic and drastic rule 
which has no longer any vital significance. 

The right .of divorce {or women is being long 
agitated b_y women's conferences and even by 
members of legislature. In this connection it must 
be observed that dissolution of marriage should be 
allowed only to a minimum extent where justification 
for it is of the plainest description and where, of 
course, it will raise the St<>ndard of morality, but not 
to such an extent as will lead to a general loosening 
of the marriage tie and promote immorality and ruin 
of Hindu family ideals. Divorce may conveniently be 
allowed where the husband (a) is incurably of 
unsound mind; or (b) is suffering from an incurable 
or virulent form of leprosy; or (c) has deserted the 
wife without just cause for a period of at least five 
years; or (d) has become a convert to Christianity 
or Islam; or (e) on the ground that the husband has 
any other woman as concubine. 

In the field of inheritance also several changes are 
called for. l:ly far the most important is to recognise 
a daughter's right to inherit along with the son. 
According to the ancient rule of Hindu Law, the 
daughter comes next after the widow as also in 
default of her. This has been .now altered by the 
J-Iindu Women's Right to Property Aot under 
which a widow succeeds even along with her 
sons or step-sons. The rights of daughters are, 
pterefore, materially affected by this Aot. There 
JS no good reason why the daughter should not have 
some share in the property of her husband. 
1n fact, tbere should be no serious objection 
to this reform which at one stroke would place 
all Hindu women on a much better footing than 
at present. A son's wife will also bring into her 
husband's family her share in her father's estate. 

A further reform in this connection is also 
required. The estate taken by the daughter, the 
sister or any other female born in the family, 
should be throughout India an absolute estate 
as it is in Bombay. The rules of succession to 
Stridhan property, depending as they do upon 
the kind of Stridhan, and upon the form of 
marriage, should be simplified by providing uniform 
-rules of succession. Absolute right of women 
ever all species of stridhan should be fully 
established. The rule that a woman succeeding 
as an heir to another woman's stridhan can take 
only a limited estate should be repealed. 

Serious inroads have been made into the 
coparcenary by the rules regarding a son's 
liability for his· father's debts, by the .doctrine 
of change in status by unilateral declaration of 
intention, and by the recent enactment that a 
widow of an undivided member takes her husband's 
interest in the coparcenary property. It is certainly 
high time to declare that every member of the joint 

. family is entitled to his specifio share and to abrogate 

the rule of survivorship so as to make the members 
of the joint family hold the family property in quasi
severality as tenants-in-common. The legislature 
should lay down one mode of succession and the 
rules should be the same whether the family is 
divided or undivided and whether the property 
is separate or joint. Right by birth and survi
vorship and the restrictions imposed by them 
on the power of alienation and the deprivation of 
the right of succession of those who are nearer 
and dearer to the deceased male member than a 
coparcenary, are all outward indications of the 
ancient type of family which has become almost 
extinct. The large urban life of these days, the 
consequent separation of all the members of the 
family and their employment in distant parts of 
the country and above all the new ideas of 
individuality and the consequent conflicts in the 
aims and aspirations of the various members of 
the family have resulted in the emergence of the 
modern Hindu family life which is both in actuality 
and in sentiment far removed from the spirit and 
purpose, the area and the ideals of the ancient 
joint family system. 

INDIA AND THE U. S. A 
The Indian Witness, organ of the American 

Methodis Mission, published from Lucknow, in its 
issue of July 24 gives Indians advice as to what they 
should do if they want to enlist American 
sympathy and support for their cause. "Individuals 
in the National Congress have at various times," 
it writes, "ad:vocated appealing to America for 
support of its programme in India." Individuals 
might have done so but the Congress has turned 
down the proposal every time it was made. In doing 
so, the Congress has been guided by a sound 
instinct. Deep down in the heart and conscience of 
every thoughtful Indian, is the conviction that the 
cause of India by its inherent justice can dispense 
with any outside support. Then, again, whatever 
the popular feeling in the United States, the ruling 
class there is itself steeped in racial prejudice and 
economb imperialism. The case of Ireland is 
different There is in the U. S. A. a considerable 
number of Irishmen who, while American by 
nationality, are Irish in their political outwork. 
Indians, on the other hand, are prohibited from 
acquiring an American domicile. There are hundreds 
of men and women in the States who regard this ban 
as .utterly unjustifiable. But they· cannot persuade 
the ruling class to do the right thing by Asiatics. 
President Wil!on whose idealism did not extend 
to coloured races, at the Peace Conference got over 
the Japanese amendment in favour of racial 
equality which had the · support of all countries 
except the British Dominions and himself. While 
lndians have great respect for the energy and 
enterprise of the ctitizens of the Great Republic, 
they have also a ·lively appreciation of their 
weaknesses also. One of these is much talking to 
little purpose. l\'!ore than once in reoent days 
one has been tempted to send over to the 
American President, a transcript of Cardinal 
Newman's fine lines beginning ; 

Prune thou thy words, thy thoughts control, 
Which o'er thee swell and throng, 
They will condense within thy soul 
And turn to purpose strong. 
The W itnoss's advice to Indians boils down to 

this~. secure the goodwill of American Missionaries 
in India and they will secure for you the support of 
the American people. Few Indians who kno\\' the 
facts, will be prepared to pay this price. A recent 
controversy has brought out in high relief the 
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conditions under which foreign missionaries carry 
on their proselytising activities in this country. 
A week earlier the editor of the WilM~B had pointed 
out the mote in its neighbour's eye after a drive 
in an ekka at Lucknow in the .following words : 
'' ... Light-hearted lying abou rds in India. It 
will be diffioult to build habits of public honesty 
in India unless there can be a fundamental 
change in the public attitude towards lying." 
.The · WilneBI says that the American people are 
against revolutionary chan~es. They themselves 
achieved their present status by revolution with 
mucb less excuse. In any case, India does not 
want to be told what she should do. India will win 
her own salvation by her own unaided efforts. The 
time will come when the nation• of the world, and 
America among them, will realise that the world will 
not settle down to a system of peace and harmony 
until India takes her place in the World Parliam~nt 
speaking in her own right and voicing the intense 
longing for Peace which runs through Indian thought 
as a golden thread from the beginning of time. Then 
the nations will demand India's presence. \Ve can 
wait. It will come right in God's good time. We 
arc obliged to the IVitneBB for its kind intentions but 
we really do not want any outside help in winning 
our salvation. Salvation won with aAother's help is 
not true freedom. No one can attain heaven without 
dying himself. 

BOMBAY SCHOOLS SECRETARY. 

INDIAN IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT.• 
The Indo-Burma Immigration Agreement, and the 

Baxter Commission Report on Indian Immigration 
into Burma are now available to the pu blia. In a 
joint statement the two Governments explain the two 
main principles on which the Agreement is based, 
namely that Burma has, subject to the provisions of 
the Government of Burma Act, 1935, the right to 
determine the composition of her own population 
and secondly, that Indians who have wholly identi~ed 
themselves with the interests of Burma, should enJOY 
the same rights as members of the permanent 
population, and express the hope that the agreement 
now achieved will serve to remove any cause for 
misapprehension which may have arisen either 
between the two countries or between the two 
communities in Burma and furnished a lasting 
foundation for the development in the future of the 
firmest ties of friendship and goodwill. 

The Indo-Burma Immigration Agreement itself is i a short one containing 27 clauses couched in language 
clear and unambiguous. The Baxter Commission 

1

1 Report, on the other hand, is a fairly lengthy one, 
containing 192 pages of reading matter as well as 
statistical tables. It will be recalled that the Baxter 
Commission was a fact-finding one on Indian 

1 Immigration and that its report formed the basis of I the discussions between the two Government delega-
1 tions, discussions the happy outcome of which is 

the present Immigration Agreement. Any detailed 
and useful examination of the latter without a careful 
study of the report of Mr. James Baxter is not 

The Editor, possible. We confess that we have had no time to 
1'lw Indian Social Rlformer. digest the Baxter Commission Report. We propose 

S. to do so in good time and make more detailed 
• If, f h" bJ f comments on the several aspects o t IS pro em o 

In your issue of the 19th July while noticing the Indian immigration into Burma. Suffice it for the 
appointment of Miss Khandwala as Secretary of present to say that even a cursory examination of the 
Bombay Municipal Schools Committee you have Haxter report will not fail to reveal it as a document 
made a statement regarding the proportion or women of extreme value. About no other subject have so 
teachers on the sta£1: ot Munivipal Schools. I trust it many mistaken notions be~n held, so many popular 
has been based on definite knowlcd~:e, though I am misconceptions and prejudices prevailed than that of 
afraid it is a sweeping statement to make. But, the little studied subject of Indian immigration into 
apart from this, I should very muob like to know Burma. Neither were sufficient data for an adequate 
what your opiniO:lS are on the question of the desir- study of the subject available. Even the appointment 
ability or otherwise of looking upon responsible of the Baxter Commission was the cause for great 
executive appointments as occasions or opportunities misunderstanding. :VIistakenly. some people appeared 
for the exercise of party patronage. This is not the to think that the Baxter Commission was appointed 
fir•t time that a party appointment has been made to to make out a case for restricting Indian immigration 
an exec':'tivc post, during the life-time of the present though the primary object was to test and correct 
corporation, . , current ideas about immigration and see if any. system 

That som~ members_ of the Congr_ess party •t:relf I of control was necessary. Tilere was an tmpres
appended mm\'tes of d1ssent and reframed from votmg, sion that unrestricted· Indian immigration would 
~how• the justice of these remarks. bring about a definite change in the character of the 

Has not the time arrived when the •eleoti on ot population, religion and the social customs of Burma, 
men and women for exeoative appointm~nl~ of a that Indians were driving ·Bur mans into poverty and 
rosponsible character at least be entrusted to the unemployment, that Indians used Burma as a conve
Pu blic Scrvioca Commission which is already func- nience coming to it when conditions were bad in 
tioning in our prl'sidenoy ? India, remaining here long enough to take tb.e 

I"har } Yours etc., bread out of the mouths of Burmans and giving 
23rd .};,ty i9.U. VEERBAL H. MEHTA nothing in return. T~e Baxter Commission Report 

demonstrates the fals1ty of these charges. It 
Plr. \tohta ia riRht. The number of women tuaobcrs in Bombay shows that the flow of immigration is automati .. 

~lunloipn.l ~ohoola i• 9U and tbe number of malo tca.chers lGt.iO. cally decreasinf., that the surplus of incoming 
t\ur et.n.Lt:nnoat of women kl&4.•hera being in • hwge majority, 
wru., thorafure, iu~..~orrnot. It was mn.d., undor tho belief that • i over outgoing ndians i!l decreasing, that the 
P'"H"'"'"'"" onJ woalthy municipality ilko &mb•y Uity would , growth of Indian population is slowing down, if it 
lul\'8 1\d.tlptcd tbo prin~1ple now generally aooeptod. that ahilt.lreu I has not already ceased, that there is no danger of 
In the priU\ary et.n.go a.ro host int~tructOO hy \\'Omen tc.chers. 
'l'he nuntbf\r uf girl• 10 lllO ]\htnil'lpal SC'hoola WM ovor 4-1,000, Hurma being flooded with Indians or becoming 
and boy. jn11• toll~htly over 61,00ll. The proportion of wom.m Indianised. It reveals not only that the flow of 
tea~..•lwn• ahoultl bo t:-tmsidara.hly inl•rea&..od. avon if men te&ch81"1 lmmi~tion does not depend on the local conditions 
awe ph•forNJ. for \'10,"11, The fl.gurea a.rtl fllr 1Uil~40 t.aken lrom ~ bo 
tho Hoport on Pu)•lia ln11tru,•tion. It ia certainly undosirable in India but that it follow!l the demand for la. ur 
llmltho •rpointmont o! publio oftloiols should be on put~ linoa created by changing conditions of prosperity in 
but.. if., t.•ruu.ltdl\te htu the rcqula.&te quahti~~ation!l-, her nommalioo Burma. It also shows that to an increasing extent 
NhouM aut be pl'l'ljud.i<'ed b..ll•au~ ahfl hn.ppoua to be aupponcd by f 
lllotubon o! • l"'lillo&l party.-l.:.lii.,·.J \ Bur~s_are. taking their place in all grades o 

•From the &ngoo" Tinwt, 9:2od Ju1y, 19Jl. 
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industrial employment. It also reveals the extent to 
whi~h they ~re replacing and are likely to replace 
In?•a?s• I~ 1s true Mr. Baxter's conclusions may not 
comc1de w1th popular expectations, but the facts 
on which those conclusions are based, cannot be 
ignored by well-wishers of Burma and those interested 
in its future welfare and progress. 

The immigration agreement itself must be reckoned 
as a landmark in lndo-J:lurma relations. Entered into 
by an ardent nationalist like the Hon'ble U. Saw it 
not only safeguards the interest of his country~en 
but does justice lo those Indians who have mllde 
Burma their home or who have come here to 
work for the benefit of both. It js true criticisms 
can and will be made by both parties of 
particular provisions or details of the agreement; 
but taken as a whole the agreement is sound 
in principle. As clarifying the position of this 
immigrant community, the agreement has an 
especial value. No longer is there any cause to 
regard the members of this community as 
undesirable interlopers or to entertain those 
fears about them which to some extent or other, 
were at the bottom of the troubles which marred 
the not remote past in this country. 

CENSUS l'J CALCUTTA. 
There has been an about 86 per cent increase in 

the Hindu p.>pulation of the City of Calcmtta, the 
present number being over fifteen lakhs as against 
over 8 lakbs in the previous census. The Muslim 
population has also increased to nearly 5 lakhs from 
about S lakhs in the previous census, the rate of 
increase being about 60 per cent. Both the com
munities have shown a fall in their sex-ratio; the 
number of Hindu females has fallen to 490 per 
thousand from 502 per thousand males in the pre
vious census, whereas the number of Muslim females 
has fallen to 830 per thousand males from 854 in the 
previous census. 

"The possible explanation in this decline in the 
sex-ratio in Calcutta," said Mr. R. A. Dutch, Census 
Superintendent, Bengal, in an interview with the 
Press, "mav be found in the probability that the 
large increase in the Calcutta population is due. to 
immigration and that immigrants do not as a rule 
bring their women with them. For instance, the Sikh 
population in Calcutta is entirely immigrant and 
there we actually find a large difference between 
the proportion of the two sexes, the numbers being 
about 6,000 males and only less than 2,500 females. 
Jains also with a total population of about 6,600 in 
Calcutta has twice as many males as females. On the 
other band, Anglo-Indians who are to a large extent 
demiciled in Calcutta with their total population 
exceeding 20,000, show more females than males," 

In Howrah out of a total population of about 
8,79,000 there are about 8,11,000 Hindus and 65,000 
Muslims. 

Mr. Dutch said that big cities like Calcutta and 
Howrah where so much of the population was im
migrant, always showed some abnormal features, 

"For the province as a who!~," he stated, "from 
figures which are available at present, there is no 
indication that the communal ratio will be much 
altered. Both Hindus and Muslims have shown a 
marked increase in population. In previous census 
Muslims showed a progressive tendency to increase 
the proportion to the population as a whole. I am 
not yet in a position to say whether this tendency 
will be exemplified in this censusttlso." 

"A simple and ready-made gauge is found," 
· he said, "in the proportion-of the Muslims to the 

total population of a given district. At present I 

have not got the Muslim figures for Dacca Division. 
Of the d}stricts of which I have received figures, 
Noakhah showed largest variation in communal 
ratio. In 1931, the Muslims were about 78•5 per 
cent of the total population. At this census they 
are about 81 per cent. In other districts variation 
is much Jess, As for instance in Bogra, Rangpur, 
Pabna, Khulna, Birbhum: Bankura, Midnapore 
and Darjeeling variation is only a fraction of one 
pe.r .cent In the border districts of Rajshahi, 
DmaJpur and Burdwan the proportion of Muslims to 
the whole population has fallen by a little above 
one per cent. This is probably due to the influx of 
aboriginals from the neighbouring province. In 
Murshidabad Muslims were 55•56 per cent of the 
total population in 1981. In this Census they are 
about 56•5 per cent of the total population. 

"In this respect," he further said, "Dacca division 
is important. The population of the division is 
very large and toe predominance of Muslims is well 
marked. A variation in the communal ratio within 
that division is likely to have more effect on the 
ratio of the province as a whole than a similar 
variation in any other division." 

-CALCUTTA MUNICIPAL GAZETTE, 

AMERICAN YOUTH. 

A reader sends us the following from the Btud.tmt 
Paper of the University oflowa :-

"Take us back to solid ground." Who doubt3 
that the burdens· of our generation after the war will 
be the greatest in our history. To face it our 
generation bas to be tough as nails, physically, 
mentally, spiritually. What are you going to do 
about it? 

You can't leave our generation ignorant of the 
means of living, to make your mistakes all over again, 
to muddle through crises, to prolong the softness of 
the American race. The American people have a 
right to look to youth for leadership. You have got 
to show us the way. The time bas come for us to 
demand that you must. 

Specifically :-
What should we be doing now about solving the 

problems you have put off for generations I' You 
know, as well as we, that these problems are the 
result of a wholesale unwillingness to face facts. 

We all know that Americans-the rank and file of 
us-have never been trained in how to live. You will 
have to accept the blame. You haven't taught us to 
be able to take it. · 

We aren't living within our means, and we follow 
your example. 

We are afraid of hard work; you never taught us 
to love it. · 

We can't accept respOnsibility; you couldn't 
before us. 

We don't know the meaning of discipline; you 
didn't discipline us. 

We have nothing to which we can cling as the 
understood, almost intangible, jewel of our American 
heritage. It is there, but you understood it even 
less than we. 

It should be clear that there is nothing derogatory 
to our attitude toward America's crisis. We are 
dedicated to the preservation of the American way of 
life as we know it and as we have known it all our 
lives. No sacrifice is too great for that, 
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But we are profoundly interested in the days 
beyond this crisie. It i~ not right that we should be, 
in any future time or under any future circumstances, 
lacking in epiriroal, intellectual, and physical fibre. 

We are lacking today-adlY. lacking-in those 
qualities which make it posstble for us to cope 
intelligently with emergencies. They are fruits of train
;ng and America'a univers•ties have missed the boat. 

THE SAPRU CONFERENCE AT POO~A. 

-- --------
at Poona lauded the new members and regretted 
that they were given such small task& At the same 
time several members felt that it would be a great 
step forward if the Congress prisoners were released. 

It was not to be expected that eucb a meeting 
could give a clear lead to the country, What the 
Poona l:onference achieved was condemnation of the 
limited nature of reform contained in the decision to 
expand the Viceroy's Council without attacking 
those who bad accepted office. But the British 
Government itselt does not claim any measure of 

The Non-Party Leaders Conference held its second advance in the changes it bas made. I here wae 
session under the presidentsbip of Sir Tej Bahadur a tendency on the part of those who complimented 
Sapru, on July 26 and 27 at Poona. It was a larger the Government for its selection, to praise the 
body than the Bombay Conference but it would still personnel in order to condemn the small power 
for .several reasons be better to continue designating it which bad been given to experienced and tried· 
the Sapru Conference. A non-party organisation re•ts administrators. This rather lent itself to pro
on eomething more than a name and. though Sir Tej paganda and the opportunity must have been 
llabadur Sapru ia scrupulous in avoiding any charge fu•ly availed of. The Conference, however, could 
of seeking to form a new party, there is ample evidence not condemn the new soheme outright as Mr. Jinnab 
to •how that the Conference is fast developing into bas done since they could not exercise disciplinary 
a political party itself. A meeting of 120 odd persons action on those of their group who bad left them, aa 
cannot be made up all of leaders and the organi~tera Mr. Jinnah has threatened he would do in the 
when they invited eo many must have been olear in Muslim League. The sentiment repeatedly expressed 

, their own minds as to the functions of 115 out by the speakers that the new members would 
of the 120. Moreover, those who were not in exert their influence to pren the demands of 
agreement with the Bombay Conference resolution, the Sapru Conference, was a pathetic hope. The 
were more or less polit.!ly asked to stay away, frequently cited aphorism in favour of taking 
Not all the Invitees attended. Nevertheless even two annas and asking for the rest of the rupee, 
of the aome aeventy who came to Poona, there forgets if it ever appreciated the psychological 
were many whom one had not expected to find in reactions which the receipt of two annas brings 
what was meant to be a gathering of front-rank about in the minds of giver and recipient, Mr. Aney 
politiciana. There was much argument defending the bas already taken on the appearance of authority in 
criticism that the "leaders" w~re generals without an his replies to criticism. 
army. But it would have been even more correct Th" speeches at Poona were rather feeble. 
to say of many, if not most of, the men Poona There was a feeling, as Mr. Sriniva~a Sastri 
that they were what might be conveniently bad said in an interview, that the Viceroy's 
called ad hoD generals. At the same time, it is offer h3d queered the pitch of the Conference, 
d1fficutt to thtnk or a "non-party" leaders meeting lt is difficult to take seriously the demand for finance 
at Poona without Mr. N. C. Kelkar being and defence being entrusted to Indian hands when all 
a•sociated with it. All this did convey the impression speakers emphasised their determination to continue 
that the Conference organisers had attempted to present policies, if not to intensify them. 
get together men of a particular s~hool of Mr. J ayakar's speech which was looked forward 
thought with the objeot of arriving at certain to as his :first political pronouncement after 
deoiaions. Nor did it take very long for some of the giving up the Privy Counoil, borne signs 
more enthusiastic invitees to realise that their job of too much anxiety as to its effeot, 
for the main would be merely to ratify resolutions His statement that several young men had 
ptaoed before them. They found in short that they asked him about the possibilities of joining 
had been put on the pedestal of leadership only to be the air force, showed the trend of Maharashtriao 
putted down to the rote of o•mp·followers. It was, opinion, perhaps, but nowhere else in the oountry 
perhaps, inevitable but that did not in any way make would it have been regarded aa typical. 
the poeition more endurable. The Bombay Con· It is dangerous to raise such hopes in the 
fcrenoe was in contrast to the Poona meeting more of Government whioh might well be dashed to the 
a "leaders' conference." The Right Honorable M. R. ground in case they are ever te~ted. The empha•is of 
Jayakar stated In hi~t speech that there were to be Sir Tej Babadur Sapru on his own sturdy inde. 
quarterly meetings oftheSapruConferenoe,and want- pendenoe is getting a little too common and 
ed them to be even more frequent. The purpose of should by now to have become 1uperfluous. 
~uoh meetings is not clear unless it is to buihl up Sir Mirza Ismail, who is another acquisition to the 
a partv and consolidate the pos•tion of the leaders Poona Conference, came out with a remarkable plea 
of the Conference, A certain confusion has been for a unitary Government at the Centre, !>ir 
caused by recent official and non-official references to Radhakrishnan's oration in support of the maio 
a orntre party, The words "Centre Party" create resolution must have surprised many as ooming 
a misleading impression in so far u they muk out from one who has not been interested in party 
Mr. Jinnah's Muslim League and Gandhij•'s Congress politics. For the rest, the speakers were not 
as the political extremes.ln fa~t, the two are based on expected to say very much and, if they did try 
widely differing principles and have not the common to contribute something in the short t•me allowed 
ground on which a compromise oan be arrived at. them, they fou"d themselves straying from the 
Henoc Mr. Jinnan'a charge against the Sapru Con· resolution and were pulled up by the president. The 
ferenoe, that it is a shadow of the Congress, is juxtaposition of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru to so many 
not inoorl't·ct in so far as the B.>mbay Conf<renoe Indian Liberals has naturally raised the que•tion 
leaders take a moJer •te stand on the same whether S1r T~j is returning to the fold from which 
platf~rm u the Congress, By its Poona he had strayed f.Jr over a deoa~e •• 1 be l'oona Con· 
droistons, the Sapru Conference bas taken up a ference rather favours the opposite mferenoe. There 
position midway b<twet>n the new memb.,r• of the [ is nothing of Libt:raltsm in the conduct of the session 
u 1andcd Vtceroy's Council and the Congres!l or in the resolution&. Cenainlv uo Ltberal can loo~ 
Po.lna reaolution now repudiated but likely to be with equanimity on the resolution empoweriog ~It 
adopted again at any time. All the epeakerl Tej to draw up the Constitution. 
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THE. BANK OF BARODA, LTo· •. 
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Head Offite:-BARODA. 
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W. G. GROUNDWATER, 
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. The following bookS can be had from the 

office of Tke I ntli'an Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 11-

S. Natarajan's "West"of Suez'' Rs. 8/-

Bombay ltepresentatlve Conference 1922 Re. 1/-

(being the official report · of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a resull 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to tke ilfanal{er. 

(Poat free), 
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NOTES. 

DR. TAGORE 
The Poet Rabindranath Tagore passed away 

on Thursday after a protracted failing of health 
during the last year. Instantly arose a chorus 
of praise and lamentation from diverse quarters. 
Political rivalry was hushed. Gandhiji and 
lHr. Jinnah were among the first to lay their 
wreaths on the deathbed. Sarojini .[\;aidu 
in a broadcast spoke feelingly of a fellow 
poet who was also a fellow Bengalee. 
Sir Sarvapalli l{adhakrishnan and Mr. M. R. 
Jayakar voiced the sentiments of cultural India. 
t'or the moment we had a glimpse of the Indian 
unity which is so deaired by Indians and so 
dreaded by those opposed to Indian aspirations. 
How did this come about jl Tagore was no 
professing promoter of unity movements. Little 
good has come out of such movements and 
little can be expecttd of them. Tagore 's 
way was a different way. He was a seeker 
all his life of the Supreme Unity underlying 
the intinite phenomenal diversity proclaimed 
by, the seers and sages of all lands and of India 
pre-eminently. The greater includes the l<!ss. 
The realisation of the spiritual unity of the 
universe necessarily leads to the realisation of all 
lesser unities. The doctrine of ultimate unity is 
put forward by the ancients not as a posstble 
hypothesis but as a demonstrable fact. There 
are two ways of proving it. One is the method 
of meditation which Tagore's father, Maharshi 
Devendramth Ta~ore, adopted. The keyword 
to this way is, "Be Etill." By detaching) ourself 
from the distractions of the world around 
you, you get a direct perception of the 
Supreme Unity which underlies all existence. 
Rahindran.1th Tagore himself chose the more 
objective way. He travelled tar and "ide. 
He probed into th~ everyJay lives of ordinary 
men and women. And he arrived at the 

~ same coucl usion, which he s0ugllt to in· 
culcate in his fello"·men throu~h his poems, 
plays and stories. His own countr) men remaineJ 
Wlappteciative until the west gave the lead by the 

award of the Nobel Prize for literature to Ta<>'ore. 
The greatest tragedy of foreign rule is that"' the 
people lose faith in their own capacity to think and 
judge and must take :their opinions secondhand 
from aliens. Tagore's popularity in India
dates from the Nobel Prize. Even now 
the genuine significance of his work 
is but faintly understood by his own peopl~;; 
Tagore was not an ascetice. Neither·'"· 3 
he a stoic. He keenly felt the criticisrrt. t 
times very acrimonious which his own people' 
pas~ed on his work. His great servtce to 
Hinduism was his teaching, by precept and 
practice, that it does not, as is generally assumed. 
by Hindus and outsiders, preclude the j'y of life.' 
He taught that to be happy was not necessarily 
to be sinful, that indeed to diffuse happiness was 
the highest duty of man. He wished his 
people and all men to cast out fear from their· 
hearts, to look for beauty and find it everywhere, 
and to live up to the highest in them in· 
perfect confidence that evil will not come out· 
of good. He is gone but his mesJage remains 
and it is one which India never needed more: 
urgently. 

Call to the Coogress:-Sorne time back the 
Right Hon. Srinivasa Sastry had publicly 
entreated the Congress and Gandhiji to chan<>'e 
their policy and reas;ume the Governments in 
the seven Provinces in which they have a: 
majority in the Legislature, as the only means 
of preventin.~ the country from drifting into 
chaos and anarchy. The. Right Hon. M. R. 
Jayakar has this week made a similar appeal. 
The Reformer had sometime back sug!;ested 
that the time was opportWle for GanJhtji, who 
commands the respect of all parties, to enlar"'e 
the Con~ress so as to facilitate the entrance ~f 
all lnJian sc 1ools of politics. Gandhiji has so far 
given no indication even t.J the effect that these 
CJils to the Cong-ress have reached him. His 
latest pron.Juncen,ent on the arrest of Khurshed 
Behn, a granJ-dauc;hter of Dadabhai N aoroji, 
who w~s only recently released on the expiry of a 
term of imprisonm~nt, may pert taps be understDod 
as havong ref e• ence to the app;als of 1 he two 
distin;;uist1ed lnJLm state,m~n. Gandhiji con• 
~iJers tne arrest as pro, f that the expansiotl o£ 
the Viceroy's Executive Council impli~; no 
change of heart on the part of British authorities. 
\VouiJ it have been proof of a change of 
he.1rt if Khurshed Beton had not been 
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te-arrested? We hardly think it. A change functional representation. It would be heading 
of . heart must find positive expression. for apother disappointment if the British pinned 
Judging from its resolutions, and not from their faith to function1l representation. The 
the speeches made on them- by their pro- legislatures must, whether in a democracy or, 
posers and supporters, it may be thought when there is a legislature, in a dictatorship, in the 
that the expansion of the Governor-General's long run be representative of the people. The 
Executive Council was itself, in the opinion hopethatitwould beeasiertomanagemen through 
of the Sapru Conference, a change of heart in the their professional interests, is a futile one and 
British Government, The British Government , indirectly derives from the Marxian over
will let nothing stand in the way of a change of I emphasis on economic values. Functional 
heart if it is dictated by circumstances. The I representation by itself can not have any power 
Russo-British Alliance is the latest and most : to chaage the political fortunes of a country. 
striking illustration. If Gandhiji really desires a : But functional representation is rarely found by 
change of heart on the part of the British \ itself. In Italy political views are a qualification 
Government, it is "up to him," to use the or a bar to citizenship rights, including that of 
popular phrase, to help them to effect one. voting. In the only Ind1an State in which it is 
He should take the initiative himself and favoured, Hyderabad, a minority of less than 10 
not leave it to the British Government, which per cent has had to be given 50 per cent repre
in practice means letting ourselves be the sentation. It will be interesting to see with what 
sport of circumstance. By making the Congre;;s leaven the British propose to leaven the electoral 
a completely inclusive body and by restoring to the lump. The suggestion for an irremovable 
seven provinces the Government of which they executive is somethmg which can be judged by 
have been deprived, Gandhiji can create a past experience. India has had an irremovable 
situation which will make it impossible for the , executive for generations now and she still has 
British Government to retain its heart unchanged. one, Though it was considerate of the Sapru 
It is no good waiting for an event to happen, Conference to accept the expansion of the 
when you are in a position to make it happen Viceroy's Council, it was obviously superfluous, 
immediately. The appeal of men like Messrs. The seven gentlemen had already accepted 
Sastry and Jayakar-they do not make any the expansion and nothing less than the 
conditions, be it noted-is a sure sign that the Secretary of State's wrath or the Viceroy's 
country as a whole would welcome Gandhiji's di-pleasure could touch them. We suppose 
favourable response to it. It implies, of course, that the executive will be kept irremovable 
that if the Congress Governments resume their · while experiments are made with the legisla
functions they will have the whole-hearted tures. If functional representation proves the 
support, not only of the two eminent leaders, boon it is expected to be, then the executive 
but also of the large body of informed and will be made responsible to the legislature. 
responsible opinion which they represent. An irremovable executive in any sense of the 

Constitutional Change :-The repeated declar· term as a permanent feature of a constitution, 
ations of British and British Indian officials that seems somehow to postulate revolutionary 
the Government of India Act of 1935 will foundations and certainly must possess the 
have to be radically altered after the war and capacity to put down counter-revolution. We 
the hints thrown out by Mr. Amery that an cannot conceive of it as emerging out of the 
executive on the American model might be deliberations of two nations. 
found more suitable for India, have not unnatur- Extension ol Provin~ial Legislatures Term :
ally led Indian politicians to wonder what Amidst the frequent shuffiings and re:;huffiings 
changes are contemplated by the Government, of the Churchill ~inistry, it is difficult to 
Any alteration which can commend itself to remember the names of persons who fill the 
Britain will, it is not wrong to infer; have to several posts. It seems that the Duke of 
prove its utility in preventing stalemates of the Devonshire is the present Under-Secretary of 
type which the outbreak of war found in India. State for India. We doubt if a Duke occupied 
Mr. Amery has plainly told the Congress that the position ever before. The Duke some time 
they can never expect to have again the back delivered an address to the undergraduates 
power and position they enjoyed under the 1935 of Leeds University of which he is Chancellor. 
Constitution. So far as the legislatures are In the course of his address he feebly paradodied 
concerned, this can only mean a manipulation Abraham Lincoln's definition of democracy 
of the electoral system with a view to nullify in relation to India. He said, so far 
the popular strength of the Congress. If the as we remember, tbat India will be governed 
war· leads to a further deterioration of Britain's in India, by India, for India. What his 
grasp on democratic principles, then the most lordship intended to mean by ''India" was not 
direct method of achieving this end will be clear. A day or tw? after the Duke's remarks 
adopted of disfranchising the Congress and were cabled to Indta, another message declared 
pro-Congress population. There is preceJent that it meant nothing more than what Mr. Amery 
for this in Russia, Italy, Germany and several said in August last year, what. Lord Linlithgow 
of the Balkan States. It is believed, however, said this year, and what Secretaries of States 
that, though a leaf will be taken from Fascist have been saying at all times. We are not sure 
Italy, it will only be in the matter of introducing whether. the Duke was Under-Secretary for India 
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when he made that speech. Perhaps, he Council is totally different to what it has 
was for he declared at Leed" that he spoke with been to the unexpanded one, mere addition to 
the full auth:)Tity of the Government. He seems the number of Indians is of little significance. 
to have accepted the rebuff in good grace, What would really rn'ltter is that the Indian 
Early this week he carried through the House of members should be free to apply their Indian 
Lords a Bill to extend the term of the Provincial minds to Indian problems with a single eye to 
Legislative Counctls which will shortly expire, the interests of the Indian people. For instance, 
until the duration of the war and twelve months they should be free to bring India's war efforts into 
thereafter. Before Germany declared war on rational relation with the meagre resource.<J of the 
Russia, the probable duration of the war was Indian people. When the cotton duties were 
put at varyin,;: lengths from three to ten .years. finally repealed in 1875, Lord Salisbury, then 
The involvement of Russia which is oow the Secretary of State for India, wrote "India must 
principal in place of Great Britain in the war, be bled.'' In the last war, India was, in the 
makes it likely that this war may last till the words of the Viceroy, "bled white." In its 
end of the century. The Provincial Councils in the leading article in the issue of May 9, the 
Punjab, Bengal, Assam and Sind are functioning Spectntor, which reflects the views of the 
and they will continue to function until then British governing class, wrote: "India is the 
although many of their present members may be natural source of reinforcements, and if need be 
gathered to their fathers. In the seven Congress . India must be temporarily stripped to provide 
provinces, Governors will presumably carry on I them." Mark the word "stripped.'' The extent 
their one-man rule for the rest of the century. It to which this stripping process has already 
seems in view of the extePsion, that the appoint- proceeded is not known. Are the "expanded" 
ment of Mr. Hodson to frame a new constitution members expected and are they prepared to be 
for India, is somewhat premature. Mr Hodson a party to the "stripping?" The expanded 
is only thirty-five years of age but by 2,000 A.D. Council has been describ~d as a War Cabinet. 
be will be ninety years of age and will be hardly But surely the newly appointed members who 
able to recognise the work of his brain. The are specific1lly nominated because of their Indian 
Extension Act following as it does on the heels descent, may be expected to remember the duty 
of the Expansion of the Executive Council, is which they owe to their peopb. Their doing 
significant. The Expanded Council is also so may bring them int:J conflict even with the 
m~ant to last for the duration of the war. Viceroy. They should have their resignations 

India in Parliament :-Speeches in Parliament ready drawn . up in their pockets if they are to 
on India have lost all into:rest. There is no reality serve the cause of India as Indians. 
about them. The Minister in charge repeats Lakhs and Million; :-Several mathematically 
old .arguments with the air of new discoveries inclined readers have with evident glee p:Jinted 
and the members, many of whom do not even out that in our note last week on the Bengal 
care to be present, vote whatever he wants. A census, we had used the word "millions" 
few might make a show of bein~ critical but no for "la)(hs." We plead guilty. But it is an 
one takes them seriously. The majority of extenuation that the absence of any word in an 
members are sublimely ignorant of India Indian language to denote a million; and a 
except as a market for goods and a field for the similar lack: in English of one word for a 
employment of young Britons on salaries which hundred thousand, create a confusion when both 
they will not get anywhere else, and they there- are used as they are in India. 
fore automatically s•tpport the Government A Rational Famine Code :-The report on the 
on Indian questions though they may disapprove His..ar famine by: Lt.-Colonel C. M •• Nicol, 
of it on all other queslions. Mr. Amery is a Director of Public Health, Punjab, is an 
long-winded and uninspirin.{ speaker and one example of the growing importance of the 
has to wade throu~h oceans of commonplace subj~ct of Nutrition in India. The provision 
in the hope, often unfulfilled, of lighting of relid without work, relief pay and arrang-e
l,lpon s:Jme definite expression of p.>licy. ments for procuring food of the right kind, 
His manner of playinl{ with the Pakistan gen~rous allowances for children and adole3cents 
idea so long and hts qualified rej~c.ion of whJSe caloric dem1nds are higher than those 
it in his last speech, is characterLtic of his of adults, and the maintenance of milk animals, 
contempt for Indian leaders and his confi- are the main suggestions in the report. The 
dence in the capacity of hi.i Parliamentary unpr,·ductiveness of famine labour and the 
audi~nce to swallow any cock and bull story scandal of making fa nine-stricken victims walk 
set forth from the Treasury Bench. fhe few ten to fift<en miles daily to obta111 their 
members who know something of lndtan pittance, are plain facts though they were 
aspirations and disabilities, are prevented by not so to those responsibl~ for the present 
party discipline from gtving free expression to 1 famine code. It is heartening to nJte 
their views. In his last speech Mr. Amery that in the Hissar famine the w->men were 
enlarged on the importance of expansion of the given gratuitou~ relief on the spJt. L he 
Executive Council ot the Governor-General Its supply of sprouted pulse was another depar· 
importance, however, is likely to be in a very r ture. We hope that the i upendin,:: revision of 
dillcrent direction to t11at expected by the Secretary the famine code for aU India will incorp.xate 
ot S.ate. Experience will demonstrate that unt~ss many such enlightened measures. 
tho Viceroys attitude tow.u-ds the expanded I -
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Advisory COmmittee. In actual ·practice; how•' 
ever, between February and May,· Government: 
showed ·themselves "inclined to batt" :every : 

1 statement of . Gandhiji's. And the decision' to 
THE EDITORS' CONFERENCE. ! refer or· not to refer was sought to be taken 

ln his presidential address to the open session j away fi:o~ the .Editor on wh?m the ultimate 
of . the AP-India Editors' Conference, ·Mr. K. responstbility bes. Mere fatl~e to refer a 
Srinivasan of the Hindu pointed out last st~ement to the Press Advtser was . eyen 
November, "It is our sole concern to conduct a re.,arded as a brea~h of the agreement subs1stmg 
newspaper free to express opinions frankly, and between the Edttors and the Government. 
to that end .factual representation of events in Govern~ent ~end~d to forget that !l~Y newspaper 
the . widest sense must be allowed.'' . This is or a~en~}' wht~h IS. reluctan~ to utthse the Press 
embodied in the constitution of the Editors' Con· Advtser s serv!c;s, ts lrable.}tself to suffer; that 
ference which has, prominent among its objects, the Press advtsmg system ts a purely voluntary · 
the safeguarding of the rights of the Press in sys~em. and n~"':spapers are u~der no le~al 
regard to freedom of pub ication of news and obh~';ltton _to avatl the~selves of !t ; that Press 
~ment. Subsequent resolutions of the Stand- advt~tng: ts a ve~ dtfferent · thmg from pre-· 
ing Committee must be read against this back- pubhcatton censor~htp. 
ground. There were three resolutions adopted in It was emphasized from the outset t~at n() 
February which briefly laid down the procedure newspaper sh_all be condem.ned unless "dehberat:; 
that the Chief Press Adviser should not advise :'nd systematt~ at~empt to tmpede t~e war effort . 
non-publicationorcensorpassageswithoutconsult- ~~proved agamst t!, and every ~ttor was to be. 
ing the Central Advisory Committee, that, where glVen an opportumty to prove hts .case b.!fore a 
there is need to act without such consultation body of hiS fellows. _The mach.mery ey,,lved 
because of urgency, the matter should be at th~t Confere~ce and tmproved, m the hg~t of 
placed before the next meeting of the Central practrc~ expenence, at su~sequent meetmg:s,, 
Advisory Committee, and that differences of wa~ butlt up on ~he assumptiOn that the press ~n 
opinion should be referred to the Standing ln?ra was well diSposed t<;> the Government m . 
Committee. Apart from this, it was agreed by th1~ country •. Th~ provlston;; of the Delen~e of 
the Standing Committee that military matters, lndt:' Act are obvtously ~es1gned to r~tram an · 
as, for instance, the location of. an aerodrome· unfn:ndly press and, dl!rmg such pertod as a 
or the transfer of a regiment, were to be left worktn~ arra~gem~nt ext:ts ~etween the Govern· 
to the Chief Press Adviser. fhe Government ment and Ed~t~rs m lnd1a; tt must b~ a,;~umed 
of India in their .reply dated February 25 that the ~rovtstons of the Defence of Indta Act 
accepted these demands only stipulating that are held m abe~ance. . . 
military matters (described variously as "routine The. two mam reso~ut10~s of the Standr_ng 
matters," as ••matters beyond doubt,'' and as Commtttee of. the Ed1tors Conference wh1ch · 
"unimportant matters,") would not be referred met on July 23rd and 2£th at Bom~ay . a?d, 
to the Central Advisory Committee before the reply of. the G~vernment of Indta wh1ch. 
advising non-publication, and that ooly ?re all_ published thts week, should be r~ad 
important cases would be referred to the Central !Il the lrght ~f these facts, The first reso_l~ti.>n 
Advisory Committee. The specific example ts a marked tmprovement o~ the past ~ectsrons 
they gave of items which would not be referred, of ~he Conference . because tt sets d~"':n m words 
was "the location of an aerodrome." wh1ch cant?-ot be mtsunderstood or mtstnterpreted, 

As for Gandhiji's statements, the Standing 
Committee, whilst it was not prepared to place 
Gandhiji in a special position ;of absolute 
immunity, was at the same time not willing to 
connive at the imposition of special restrictions 
on him which other political figures were free 
from. It might be mentioned that at the February 
meeting the point of view was generally accepted 
by the Government of India no less than by 
the press that the satyagraha campaign was 
a "symbolic movement" for freedom of speech. 
This opinion was also expressed later in the 
Assembly by Sir Reginald Maxwell. Neverthe
less, the Standing Committee agreed that state
me .. ts issued by Gandhiji agarnst this war and 
statements made by him in turtherance of the 
anti-war phase ot . the .satyagraha campah;n 
would be submitted for press-advising. The 
Government in . return undertook not to be 
ban Gandhiji's statements ordinarily and, where 
they were inclined to ban,. to consult the Central 

one clear formula for all statements and reports. 
This has all along been the purpose of the main 
body of the c,mference. Unfortunately Govern
ment's reluctance to follow a uniform policy 
necessitated separate resolutions different!y worded 
to achieve unif0rmity-with consequent misunder•· 
standing. The Government's re~ponse to the 
resolution, however, might have been conceived 
in a more cooperative sptrit. We cannot see the 
purpose of Press Advisory Commrttees if they · 
are not to be consulted by Press Advisers, 
Provincial as well as Central, in all matters · 
relating to the Government's dealings with 
the press. The language of the Government 
of India's reply would seem to imply that the 
obligation on the part of the Press Ad,isers 
to consult their committees is contingent 
on the Editors' accepting an obligation 
on their part to make frequent use of 
the Press Advisory System. I his reintro
duces an element of vagueness in the relations 
betwetn the Government and the Press, which 

' ' 
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is bound to give rise to complaints on both 
sides {)£ breacheS' of the Agreement. · If; 
however, the Govet'nment primarily and, to a 
much less extent, the Press can refrain from 
levelling such charges, the Agreement formula
ted after eight months of negotiation stands 
every chance of establishing itself. 
· The i!econd resolution is that the Standing 
Committee exercises the full weight of its 
~uthority_ to impress upon all Editors and Press 
Agencies. the necessity of respecting the agree
ment. There has not been one instance, we ~elieve,. 
of the Standing Committee having so far failed in 
its duty. The main value of the resolution lies in 
the response it has evoked from Government who 
promise to impress its importance on provincial 
governments. The Standing Committee is not 
the executive of a long established organisation 
and it has as yet to build up its position. To 
such building up, even more than the possible 
disregard of its authority by one or two news
papers, . the consistent flouting of its resolu
tions by certain provincial governments have 
proved and will prove a great hindrance. 
There has been a general desire so far, on 
the part of both the Government and the Press, 
to maintain healthy relations and it is this, more 
than any agreement, which has kept the 
machinery unaffected by lapses from the spirit 
of the Delhi Agreement-mainly on the part 
of the Government. 

Succession and ~\arrlage :-After deciding 
that the weight of reasoning is in favour of 
postponing the Bills either before the Legislature 
or pending introduction, the Rau Committee 
proceeded to state that it would take the 
subject of codification of Hindu law in parts
"piecemeal"-and that it would take up the part 
relating to succession before taking up the part 
relating to marriage, It would be more logical 
and more convenient to take up the marriage 
part first and that relating to succession next. 
The central feature of the reforms relatinr~ to 
marriage, is the adoption of monogamy a~ the 
basis of Hindu marriages. The Committee finds 
that there is a great weight o£ Hindu opinion in 
favour of this crucial reform. A number· of 
questions which arise regarding the right of wives 
in polygamous marriages, will be swept away by 
making monogamy the sole legal Hindu 
marriage. This will considerably Iacilitate the 
codification (and simplification) of the law of 
succession. An even more important consideration 
for giving priority to marriage law reform, is 
that the anomalies arising from polygamy are 
actually maN productive of acute hardship than 
those connected with succession to property. 
They have: driven some women mad. Another 
argument in favour of dealing with marria2"e 
first, is that marriage concerns practically the 
whole population, whereas only a traction of the 
populatio11 has any property worth mcntionin"' 
to bene lit by the law of succession, ., -

niE INDO.BURMA AGREEMENT. 
· The essential principle• to be kept '10 view i~ 

· cionsidering the 'Indo-Burma Agreement which bas· 
been framed or may hereafter be framed, is that it' 
muat not infringe the legitimate rights and aspira.~ 
tiona of the people of Bunna and should, indeed, be: 
helpful to their preservation· and realisation; and' 
that it should· at the same time not involve any· 
discrimination against the people of India and 
ahould b~:t consistent with their self-respect. Tor 
begin with, all claims based on the conquest of· 
Burma with Indian money and Indian troops 
bad . best be avoided. · The conquest of -Burma.: 
was one of the greatest wrongs in history done by • 
a great Imperialist Power to an inoffensive neigh boul" • 
on the flimsiest of pretexts and the put of India-· 
in this affair is not one of which India can be proud,' 
much less one for which Burma may be expected·toi 
be grateful. For the eame reason the maintenance by, 
India of Burma as a· deficit province since the con· 
quest, does not constitute a claim on Burma. India 
was but an instrument in the conquest and ad mini-: 
stration of Burma and not a principal. The relations· 
between Burma and India u they existed for many 
centuries prior to the British conquest of India, were· 
cultural and spiritual. They were of the most cordial 
character. It should be the aim of India to resume· 
them. The Burmese ahould be left to do their own · 
scavenging and other· menial work without relega(..· 
ing it to Indian immigrants. The scavengers hold: 
the key-position in every town and village, If, 
Ministers and Judges take a vacation, life will 
go on in these places without much dislocation. But 
if the scavengers struck work, epidemics will· 
follow and take a heavy toll of life. It is dangerous' 
for any people to leave this crucial function' 
to other nationals. In so far as the banning of' 
unskilled labour signifies that the Burmese are 
beginning to apprectate the dignity of labour, it :is 
one which should be welcomed by all friends of 
Bunna. The existence of a practically unlimited . 
supply of unskilled labour in this country, obliged· 
to seek a livelihood in neighbouring countries for a 
wage which the natives ot those countries will not· 
accept except uoder dire necessity, is a serious blot, 
on the Government of India. The prevention · 
of the emigration of unskilled laboul" unless· 
promptly accompanied by measures to provide' 
substitutes in India itself,· will only intensify • 
the blot. It is high time the Government . of: 
India adopted as its definite policy that unskilled· 
labour will in no circumstances be allowed to be ' 
recruited for other countries from this country. 
Colonisation of suitable· tracts in other countries· 
under favourable conditions, is a different matter,· 
The restriction In the Agreement placed on the 
emigration of unskilled labour should be amended'· 
into complete prohibition. This writer made this 
suggestion as regards the immigration of unskilled 
labour to Ceylon to Sir Jagadish Prasad when he was. 
Member in Charge of the Department. Sir J agadisn ' 
waved aside the suggestion as one which Mr. 
C. Rajagopalacharya, then Premier of Madras, would · 
not hear of and "nobo::ly can make him change 
his mind." \Vhat Mr. Rajagopalacharya would 
hdVe done, if he wa~ now occupying the same 
position, to the Bajpai-U. Saw Pact, it is vain to 
speculate about. 

The tenns o£ the Agreement which impose . 
restrictions on the- movements of lndiam born or 
domiciled in Bunna, are opposed to elementary 
principles of citizenship. Persons of these two 
classes are Burmese citizens as much as the l::lurmese 
and no restraint which is not placed on the Burmese 
can be placed on them. They c.n relinquish their · 
Bunna citizenship only in the way in which a native 



Burman O;it) relinquiilh'hil. Bhrma·ll0rh·and.d0iiliciled 
Indian&' ~ :entitlelt te the- same ·fr~fJOhi_se aqd,otl:rer 
rights as die native Burmese, and , tl!q · rea111Qn11·. for 
which1 thE:y are fo(feited will be the 11ame as tbose, 
for the latter, .. The G9vemmept of ,Burp~a is, enti
tled. to l~~oY down ~e. :conditions,. period, of 
rtsidence ~;~nd oth~rs,, if any. for the acquisition 
of. domioile b}" non-Burmese. · But . they should 
be the samll. for <~ll outsiders and ,there should 
be ·no discrimination against Indians. , The ,same 
principle ·should apply as regard11 entry ,of ln4ian11 
to· Burma· for purposes of trade, or as students or 
tourists, That is to say, ·there ~hould be no 
discrimination against them as lndian11. The 
aonditions should be the ~ame for all nationals, 
whether Chinese, British or American. Accord
iog to the Agreement an Indian seeking entrance 
into Burma, must provide himself with a pass
port; · be · must next get a visa Ol) it; be must 
have a "Permit." · With an· "A'.' permit for which 
he · must pay Rs. 600, he can stay indefinitely 
iD' Burma and accept employment therein. No 
bar, it is· ·stated, wm be placed on ·the acqui
sition of a Burman domicile by the holders of the 
"A" permit. The holder of a "B" permit, valid for a 
maximum period of three years whioh can be extend· 
ed up to nine years at the discretion of Government, 
can accept employment in Butma. but unless he has 
al!plied for and obtained an '•A" permit (which be 
is allowed to do) be cannot qualify for a Burmese 
domicile. . The first objection to this Permit system 
iS-and it is a conclusive on~that it does not 
apply to nationals of any other nationality. If 
it is intended to have any other purpose than that of 
bringing a certain sum of money to the Burmese 
Government, it is sure to fail ; not only to fail but to 
become a source of abuse ancl corruption. It_ will 
not prevent undesirables from entering Burma, It 
will only operate as a source of harassment to honest 
people who are attracted to Burma by the prospect 
of securing a means of.Jivelibood more eas!lytban in 
their native land.. The · amount reabsed from 
permits will by no means compensate for the evils 
which will come in their · train. The · number 
of such Indians are already- on the decrease. It 
will rapidly dwindfe. into a negligible few with 
the political 'and :economic development of India. 
It is only a source of irritation which in the interests 
of good. relations bet117een Burmese and .. Indians, 
might well be dropped. The conditions ·as regards 
dependants~ are vexatious ami difficult to enforce 
in practice. , 

The most obnoxious clause in the Agreement 
is the one · relating to marriage and cohabitation 
wit!La Burmese woman by an Indian. It is hard to . 
believe that either the British India or the Burmese 
delegation meant this to be seriously enforced. It 
has all the appearance of being intended as a sop to 
the small section of the Burmese who cherish 
anti-Indian ·prejudices. But it can be· made 
use ·of , to harass and oppress and disgrace 
people under · pressure from the same source. 
The · 'Clause is an affront to· India's · moral 
personality •. Indian. opinion will eupport the most 
drastic. legislation which the Governmentof Burma 
may enact against the betrayal of innocent women 
irrespective of. race and nationality, But it cannot 
tolerate" a provision which hblds up the Indian 
community in Burma and, by implication, the people 
of India. as miscreants against whom Burmese 
women have to be protected .by a special provision 
involving forfeiture of rights acquired by them 
by lawful means. The clause should be expunged, 
The ·explanation. that cohabitation does not oover 
casual .connections but only the living with· a woman 
without a legal . marriage,: implies that brotbel·life 
ie preferable to concubinage or even marriage. 

i r ;The me priooiple, and the oolv one insiited ott i~ 
i t~~e .lilbl!lel'\'atioqs, !ill nC, _. diaoriminatior£ against, 
lnclians, None. is asked in their favour. either.. The> 

1 arguq~el)t , base4 . on stake . in. the country·. ill a. 
dangerou~ o~e. .. ln~ian !eaders have all the!le. yeaf~ 

· been protestmg agatnst 1t as ara argument for special 
privileges to foreigners and withholding legitimate 

·rights fr.om the Indian people. We cannot have on& 
, rule; for ourselves· and another for a sister nation. 
·The argument is dangerops because if "stake in th& 
counpoy:~ ill a good argument,' its logical corollary. is 
that the country shoufd have a stake in those who 
base their ·.claim to favoured treatment on their' 

· possessi£n of a stake in the. country. · 
'L ,. 

KHURSHED BEHN'S DETENTION~ 
• Miss Khurshed Bebn Naoroji was ordered some 

t1me back not to travel beyond the limits of Bombay· 
city. As a matter of fact, we believe that, for 
some. years, she had been working and had bet" 
domicile in the Frontier. dis.tricts u a. peace. 
mi~sionary. On, l:ter :representation to Govefnment. 
of the real nature of her work, the order wall 
relax~ so ~ to extend to . the. whole Bll01bay 
Provmce. Th1s made no difference to her as she 
was still' prevented from going. to Wardha where 
Gandhiji . is or . to the Frontier where· ber work 
lay, Impatient of her enforced idleness
Khurshed Bebn could not apParently think of some 

· altef~!ative humanitari;ln activity in Bombay city oc 
!"rovmce-she. decided to go to Wardha, .and 
mformed the authorities of her intention to do so. This 
led to her arrest and, to use Gandhiji's · phrase "with
out trial being · kidnapped to Y ervada Central JaiL" 
Khursbed Behn, it should be . mentioned, was 
agreeable to being externed from the .Frontier area, 
in Consideration of the stress ·on the British Govern
ment at tbe present time, But she · was ·unable to 
understand why she should not go to Wardba to see 
Gandbiji or to Allahabad to see the Kamala Nehru 
Hospital, Had Kbursbed. Bebn been initiated ia 
Yoga, she would have found peace of mind ia 
Bombay city or even in a more restricted environment. 
Without the special mental discipline which yoga. 
inculcates, peace of mind cannot be bad even 
if one had the whole wide world to roam in. 
Khurshed Bebn felt that she must see Gandbiji 
or the Kamala Nehru . Hospital, and she was 
prepared to take the consequences, It is not clear 
why the· authorities f~ared danger to India if the 
granddaughter of Dadabbai Naoroji-Gandhiji · ill 
careful to note that be was called the Grand Old Mia 
of India-and apostle of non-violence to the Pathans, 
satisfied her longing to see the Allahabad Hospital. 
even if her meeting Gandhtii was considered incom
patible with the seclirity of the country. We have 
no means of knowing at ·firsthand what the effect 
of · Kburshed Behn's ' mission to "Pirs, Khans, 
Mullicks as well' ali daeoits" bas been. All 
is not obviously quiet ori the Frontier· notwith
standing her labours for nine months previous to her 
arrest. We cannot but admire the pluck and faith 
in her cause shown by Miss Khurshed Beho reared, 
so to say, in the lap of luxury ia undertaking what 
to many others would seem to be a quixotic enterprise. 
The leopard cannot change its spots nor the Frontier 
man his predatory instincts, they would say. The 
leopard's spots are . not to be compared to human 
instincts, The spots affect the skin and are a biological 
incident. Instincts are a part of the mind 
which can be educated and trained to control its 
instincts by reason. Kburshed Behn's work among 
the Patbans, therefore, is not to be dismissed as 
altogether misdirected. But you cannot change 

, in nine months the inheritance ot generations, We 
are sure th<~.t she knows it. Her zeal ancl persever-
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anee, ther:Ucire,' are ·an the mOre . wolthy· or admira, . 
tiOn. · The action of the authorities seems · to have 
tJeen· meehanieat; · Petllap., · it ·may . ·be' dde 
tb the prevailing fashion or· decrying no ... violenc4' 
and extolling violence as the whole duty of the 
cititen in the preeence of war, It is likely. that 

· Gandhiji, if Khunhed Behn bad been allowed to eee 
him at Watdha, might have persuaded her that there 
is plenty of room for humanitarisn work in Bombay 
.city itsel£ Not many days ago large parts of the 
city were as disturbed a11 the Frontier when the 
tribesmen are in the mood to · kill and loot. As 

. Khurshed Behn ie detained without trial, Government 
will perhaps eoon realize that ehe·wiiJ be Jess danger 

. to India's eafety as a free woman than as a distressed 
detenue, · 

offiaial. dedaration• oa the Country's politicalf'oal.• 
Even Dominion Status ;s· crircred, b~ tOe offe< 1!1-
thoroughly J:ll'aned that. ~hat' wqulct ac!uaJI1. reacb. 
our bands is only the etump. lAird" Salt!lbnr)''s, 
speec:la io She House Qf Lord~ ia.Novcm~r. l~Sll 011 
tho Indian question was mucb lllOI'e outSpokeu that». 
most of the olfuial prono:mcements. He said"; · 

I galber what be (Lord Samuel) meant by. Dominion.. 
Status was that the Indian Government wiU have a 
right, If it pleases, to become independent. 1f that." Is 
hi• object, what becomes of an• tlkt safeguards we 
discussed in both the Houses o£ Parliament? Why dl<l" 
we take so much trouble about safeguards if in a year' 
or so Lord Samuel· and his friendS want »put pow«· 
in the bands of the Indian Parliament· to becomo: 
independent and sweep a-li' ftel)P saf•guant whlch·\1/e' 
have carefully prepared and ·o.whe strength.. of. whlcb; 
Parliament agreed. to thelndia·A~? TheA Is oo.varu. 

INDIAN PRINCES AND THE WAR. in using these phrases like Dominion Slatus; Wbatenr 
the status the etsential problems llelJll!oiD the samo. 

(BY SRIV ATSA.) The Britillb Government which· at present · i!t 
· The attitude or the Indian Princes to the present anxious to enlist the co-operatloB ofeV81)"11ecrion of' 

war cannot be unconcerned with the question ·of public opinion in this· country to redouble it!l•war 
:Britain's war aims. Notwithstanding their claim to efforts, is not inclined to be a!l franiG and' outapokeB" 
creatmen t as · a distinctive group, the Princes are, as Lord Salisbury .. Its desire to introduce refotm!t 
6r1t and last, Indians exercising their rule over a may be sincere,. but Ol\ tbe question of maintaining 
people and a territory that form an integral part ot its own effective control, over the administration· it 
India. It Is impossible. that they can be indifferent refuses to compromise, The natural uurcome of 
to sucba vital question as Britain'& war aims. · this policy is to alienate all the leading political 

Unfortunately, the motive that impelled Britain to partie!t in the country. The Congress· prekrs t() 
enter into ti).c present war has not been made quite wander in the wildernes!ll at it considers ao-operatioo 
clear. There has, or course, been no dearth of with an unbending bureaucracy. impossible. The 
pronouncement.s on the Bu. bject by British atateamen, Muslim League which wants tostrilreabarci bargain 
Mr. Winston Churchill in his famous speech of at the cost of others, finds in the noB<omplianco 
18 May 194.0 said : . with its extravagant communal demand! a barrier· to 

You ask, What is our aim P I can answer hi one co-operation w1th the Government. . The· Hindu 
word: It Is victory; victory at aU costs ; victory in Mahasabha's collaboration with the authorities is, it 
spite of aU terror; victory, however long and bard the is felt, opportunistic and will not outlast the war. 
road may be; for, wlthont victory; there Is JlO survival. Thus, owing to the absence of ·a firm policy based 

· Let'that be realised, no survival for the British Empire ; upon a genuine· desire to fulflt'. the legitimate 
· 110 sut viva! for aU that the Brlllsh Empire has •toed for; . demands ot nationalist India, the Government · i!l 
no survival for tho ur~:e and Impulse of tho ages, that deprived of the country's solid support which would 
m•nklnd wt"ll move forward towards its ~• 
~ ,_ have been an asset in the present situation, · · 

A more recent utterance of a 8ritish states- The Princes are not worried by any of the . con-
man revealed that England's war aims were to sidera,tions · which have· compelled the great partie!l 
win the war I However brilliant and_ inspiring in the country to withhold their co-operation from 
euch perorations and cpigralllQiatio utterances the Government in ita war efforts. It is, of course, 
may be, they tlo not unfortunately help us to impossible for them to share the views of the 
get a realistic view oHhe shape of things to come, nationalists and keep away from the war, Theit" 

If tlte utterances of. statesmen are unhelpful the subordination to the British Government allows them 
writings of publicists are no better, Today the no option on a question vitally affecting the 
international press. is extremely fond of discussing Paramount Power, Whatever their own predilections, 
the feasibility and the. implioatioor~ of a "worJa they are compelled to place the entire resources of 
federation,'' but the new world it envisage• and the their States at the disposal of tbe Government. 
f<.oderation it seek• to build up do not obviously take Non-compliance n. unthinkable, and it is a tribute £() 
into account non-European countries and non-Euro- the wisdom of the Princes that there ha!l not ocourred 
pean peoples, Disou!lsin~ 1\lr, Streit's idea of a fed era- a single instance· in which the Government wa!l 
tion of democracies, Mr. Ramsar Muir, of the British provoked to take action against a etatc for disregard-

. Liberal Party an;! leader of its mtcllectuals, declared ing its demar.d, · • · 
that the Liberals were opposed to the Boheme Moreover, by their treaties the States are bound t() 
beonuse India would under such an arrangement render military aid to the Government. It is true 
become the pivot of the Commonwealth by virtue that not aU of them have such compacts, but ths 
of its numbers, area, eta. Evea the 19-l.O manifesto guarantee of the British Government to protect ths 
of the British Labour party could not see Princes from foreign aggression entails upon them 
the world bigger than Europe. In fact, the the obligation to render every aid to the Government 
\Vestern conception of the world, to quote the to enable the fulfilment of its undertaking. Today the 
lli11d11, "is Europe with the colonial empires of iu Princes owe their position and security entirely
various Powers ca9t for the rcle or satalites, tho rest to tbe British Government. The disarmament of 
of humanity looming darkly on the periphery as a their States and the deprivation of their international 
dimly understood phenomenon of no great account." status, besides constituting a serious derogation 
Caught into the vortex of war, Europe bas still from their !lovereignty, have made them absolutely 
to run the full course of its travail, and dependent upon the Paramount Power. Even their 
realization may ret dawn upon it tttllt ita internal seourity is a nutter of Imperial concern. Ancl 
blatant a'sertion o superiority to other peoples is , as a quid pro quo for preserv~ the Princes on their 
indefensible and unjust. . . . j gadis and allowing them the enJOyment of an atte,.. 

Britain's attitude towards lndi11 in this great crisis uated sovereignty, the Government feels juetified 
is most unfQftunate. We have had a eurfcit pf 1 in mlking any denuods upon the resoW"CeS of their 
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States. . "Ids lndeed' an' essehrial duty.'' ·says Lee· 
Warnet ''th,at tb.e protected state shollld eo-operate 
to the full'. 1:9easure 'of its· resources in repelling a 
ciommon enemy."· . : · · · · ·. 
' But the· great helP. which the Princes are now 

rendering to the . Government, is not based entirely 
'llpon a realization of their ,obligations and sense of 
loyalty to the Paramount Pow~r. Their generosity is 
not altogether the outcome of an altruistio.impulse, but 
is rather due·. to a -keen perception of political opportu
nity •. ,There are many questions outstanding with the 
GOverQmen~.on which they set much store. There is, 
for example, the question of Paramountcy which has 
all these years successfully evaded definition despite 
the costly efforts of ~he Pr.incos.. The Princes believe 
that, by· helping the Government in its hour of its 
need, they will be· paving the way for a successful 
representation of their case. Moreover, there is the 
vexed-question of popular demand for self-government. 
Could it be tbat, the generous war efforts of the 
Princes are prompted by a desire to enlist the 
suppott of the Government for turning down the 
demands of their people r . . 

The- spirit of emulation is yet another reason for 
Princely generosity. They are loth to be out
distanced even by. the members of their own order 
in any matter •. ~Describing them Sir Henry Cotton 
says: 

It is Impassible to imagine a more sensitive body 
than our Indian feudatories. They are consumed by 
petty .jealousies among themselves, by questions of 
precedence, or salutes, of the strength of their armies. 

. The example ol one -chief is infectious, the others 
. cannot be outdone. and thus they vie with one another 
in their enthusiastic receptions of the Viceroy on his 
.occasional visits, and in the display of tltose barbaric 
'attributes of loyalty which are the surest passpor~ for 
recognition anlf ravour from the Government. . . 

. Sir He'nry Cotton wrote these words in 1905, · . but 
they are as true today as then. Sir Kailas Narayan 
Haksar .is a ,well-known and enthusiastic supporter 
of the Prinpes, who treat him as one of their trusted 
advisers. In an article written in January 1941, even 
Sir Kail11s wu constrained to observe that 

during the .last forty years or so, the world has 
witnessed the unedifying spectacle of Rulers of States 

· going all out to strip their compeers ln the race for 
honours ·and decorations. One has watched with 
pathetic interest the swiilling breasts and gleaming 
eyes of .those who can disport more than one row of 
miniatures or more than one diamond-studded star, 

. even though the diamonds be self-acquired, 

LAW STUDENTS. 
The Editor, 

Ths Indian Social Reformer. 
Sir, 

May I be allowed to draw the attention of the 
High Court and the Bar Council to the highly dis
tressing :condition of the unsuccessful Advocate's 
Examir.ation candidates. . 

The long vacation dropped a curtain over the 
matter to the painful suspense of the students, 

It is clear that these unlucky students cannot go 
in for the L; L. B. new course since it is very costly 
for them. They are at the fag eJld of their studies 
and yet they cannot get out of it I They are in 
an awkward fiir. 

] believe' th'atthe Bombay Bar Council is consider
i!'lg recommending one more exa"!ination for tho~e 
students only . who have passed m one part m 
response to the representation from unsuccessful 
candidates, 

They are certain to be congratulated on taking a 
step like this. Yet a few important suggestions 
would not be untimely. 

• 
· . First tw~ more chances and not one only malt 
please b~al_lowed for all u nsucceasful candidates · 
Se~ndly, it the Ba~ Council give. one chance.' as.; 

stated abOve to one part passed candidates only 111. 
students in all would get a chance to reappear;. 
while the remaining 95 candidates who hac( 
to take. the risk of appearing for · both the. 
parts ' due . to discontinuance of the examioa-. 
tion will .not be able to avail themselve..; 
of this opportunity graciously allowed by the., 
High . Court and the Bar Council, Some of these.. 
have passed in 5 or 6 subjects even out of 8. The,. 
case of these students js no less deserving than tha~ 
of one-part passed candidates. Their number too" 
is comparatively not negligible. . 

In the light of these suggestions I hope ~he Bar: 
Council and the High Court will extend the advan
tage of.two p~ore chances and not one only, to all 
candidates whether they pass in one part or fail in 
two parts. 

This granted, the labours and ambition of poOr 
and deserving candidates who have spent precious' 
years of· their lives in the study of Jaw will not go-
unrewarded. . · 

Kolhapur, } Yours etc., 
July 22, 1941. M. D. KARKHANIS,. 

EDITORS AND PRESS ADVISING. 
The following resolutions were adopted by the 

Standing Committee of the All-India Editors"' 
Conference:-
. 1. This Committee h!!s heard the statement from the 

President explaining the developments since its last 
meeting regarding' publication of Mahatma Gandhi's 
statements, Although the Standing Committee is 
still of the view. that in practical working there 

, should have .been no ,difficulty in implementing the 
suggestion on the subject put forward by it at its 
Simla meeting, in view of the difference between 
the Government and the Standing Committee 
regarding the interpretation of the resolutions of 
the Committee and in order to remove any rooin 
for doubt or misunderstanding in the future,' the 
Committee suggests the following procedure' 
in respe~t of all statements and · reports from 
whatever source : "No Editor, whether of a· 
newspaper or a news agency, shall . be under any· 
obligation to refer any statement or report to the
Press Adviser unless he considers it necessary to 
do so. In the event of the Government, whether" 
Central or Provincial, holding publication of any 
matter by a newspaper or a news agency to be in· 
any manner objectionable, the matter shall, except· 
in cases of grave emergency, be brought before the 
local Press Advisory Committee and a warning· 
issued, if necessary, thereafter.· The Committee 
urges that no penal action should be taken without 
consultation with the Press Advisory Committee· 
and that, only in cases of deliberate: and· 
systematic infringement, after preliminary warni~s 
have been conveyed,. to the newspaper 
cJr the news agency concer.ned should such action· 
be taken." · 

2. The Standing Committee recognises· that the 
success of the Advisory system largely depends on 
a correct mutual understanding of the respective 
functions and responsibilities of the Government on 
the one hand and members of the Press on the other ;· 
the Standing Committee, therefore, suggests that a 
uniform system of procedure should be adopted for all 
meetin"'s of Provincial Press Advisory Committees with 
repres~ntatives of Government where complaints 
are made against individual • newspapers or 
matters affecting Government's relations with the· 
Press are considered. A senior official should attend 
all such meetings on behalf of. the Goverrunent and· 
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after a full and frank discussion in the light of the 
Gentlemen'• Agreement between the two parties, 
the Committee's views, wbetbea unanimous or 
divided, ebould be recorded on any matter brought 
before it. The Standing Committee expects the 
Provincial Preu Advisory Committees to use their 
inftuenoe with the members of the Press in the 
Province to build up and maintain tbe 
highest traditions of Journalism. To the aame 
end, the Standing Committee is oonoerned to 
eats blish and maintain oontacts with Government 
for the efficient discharge of the responsibilities of 
the Preas and expects Government to make this 
task easy by impressing on its representatives the 
need to show active sympathy and goodwill in its 
relations with the Press. 

GOVERNMENT'S REPLY, 
Resolution No. 1 ~ The Government of India 

accept thil resolution in the spirit in which they 
believe it waa intended. The success of the Advi
aory System, in their opinion, depends on the extent 
to which each party is prepared voluntarily to 
seek the advice of tile other; thus, while it is 
recognised that Editors and news agencies on the 
one band should continue to possess full discretion 
in the matter of seeking press advice, it is 
hopet! that, in practice, they will avail themselves 
freely of the opportunities for such advice which 
the system provides, On the other hand, it is 
felt that Governments (both Central and Provincial) 
should be left an equally full discretion in the 
matter of gi\•ing Press advice and of taking action 
against offending papers on the understanding that, 
in practice, they will observe the spirit of Resolution 

\ 
' ' 

No.5 passed at the February meetirtg an11 avoid 
arbitrary or precipitate aetion, by making fuD ·use 
of their Advisory Committeea ·and of preliminar;y 
warning whenever the circumstanoes render at 
possible to do so. In fact, to adopt the language 
of the first resolution passed by the All-India 
New•paper Editota' Conference on November lOth, 
19!0, the Government of India believe that from the 
point of view of the Preas, the results they aeek are 
best achieved by a policy of trust and co-operation 
instead of by imperative directions. If the 
Committee agrees, the Government of India will 
prooeed on this basis, regarding reeolutions Nos. 1 
and 4 of the February meeting as formally cancelled, 
and will request Provincial Governments to prooeed 
on similar lines. · 

Resolution No. 2 ~ The Government oflndia entirely 
endorse the views expressed and the ·recommenda
tions made in this resolution and will communicate it 
officially to Provincial Governments with the request 
that they will do all they can to reciprocate. The 
Government of India welcome in ~rticular the 
suggestion that a uniform system of procedure 
should be adopted for all meetings of Provincial 
Press Advisory Committees which they believe 
should be based on the actual procedure that has 
been found to work successfully in certain provinces. 
If the practice of oral discussion and prompt decision 
can be satisfactorily established, the Government of 
India themselves can imagine few circumstances in 
which it should not be passable for Governments to 
consult their Advisory Committees before __ taking 
action against the Press. 

GOVERNMENT: SOAP: F.AtTORY 0 PA'NCALORE. 
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-TRAVANCORE 
. -The Land of Hills, Forests & Lagoons • 

. OFFERS A WONDERFUL VARIETY Of 
SCENIC BEAUTY. 

Ancient temples have opened their portals 
to Hindus of all castes. 
TRIVANDRUM the capital affords modern ame

nities of City J.ife-See the great Temple, 
the Museum, the Zoological Gardens, the 
Aquarium, the Art Gallery, Sri Chitralayam. 
T1ivandrum is a terminus of the South 
Indian Railway and connected by air to 
Bombay, Madras and Colombo. Seven 

anr/ a ltalf ltours by air from Bombay. 
While at Trivandrum StaJ in the MASCOT 

HOTEL. Eleven smgle rooms and six double 
rooms. All with Bathrooms attached. 
Hot and Cold Water. Modern sanitation. 
Comfortable furniture. Excellent cuisine. 

ALSO VISIT THE ROYAL GAME SANCTUARY on 
the shores of the Periyar Lake, where you 
can see wild animals in their natural 
habitat, View sunset and sunrise on the 
sea from CAPE COMORIN the Land's 
End of India and stay at the CAPE 
HOTEL run under Government auspices. 

For Particulars Address:-
THE DEPAI<.TMENT OF INFORMI\TION, 

TRIVANDRUM. 

THE 
SGIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE. 
JfarvJging Agmta : 

NAROTTAM MORARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

OOMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

&ngoon-Hombay-Ke.raohi. via Malabar. 
:Rangoon-Madras-Colombo, 
OaJoutta-Ka.ra.ohi via Coast Ports, 
Rangoon-Calcutta according to dema.nd. 
Bombay-Gull of Cutch PoriAI to Karachi, 
Bombay-Bhamagar-Port.. 
Bomba.y-Ma.rmug.a-Ma.uga.lore. 
Bangoon-Coromandal Ports. 
Ohlttagong-Rangoon. Ohitta.gong-Cox'a Buar. 
Calou\ta·bombay-Kara.ohl, to Jeddoh. 

KONKAN LINES -Bombay to ?onjim. 
.. ca.lliDg at all intermediate .Porta. 

HARBOUR LINB-Rev,...Dharamt&r-Uran-Elephant&-Nahava 

ASSOChTtoD COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. CO., LTD. 
BU LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
BATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

Sclndla Houoe, Ballard Estate. BOMJIAY. . " 

Tete-
phones: 
30075 
6-Linea 
25061/3 
2177!1 

THK BANK OF BARODA, LTD. · 
(IDeorporate4 in Baroaa. .. The lfabWt7 of HemlMr• belnt Limited.) 

Under tbe Patronage of and largely aupporta<l by tbe-
Oovernment of H. H. the MaharaJa Oaekwar ol Baroda. 

CAPITAl. AUTHOIUSED R.I. ::o.co.oo.ooa 
CAPITAL ISSUED a: SUBSCRIBED ., 1,::oo.oo,ooo · 
CAPITAL PAID-UP • 6o,oo,ooo 
RESERVE FUND ss,oo,ooo 

Head Offic:e-BARODA~ 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Pancbkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dab hoi, Dwarka, Harij (N, O.); 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patao, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0. ), and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PAT AN. 

-:o:--

LOCKE~S OF DIFFE~ENT 

SIZES AVAILABLE 
--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATER, 

General Mana~er. 

The following books ·can be had from the 

office of Tlte Indian Social Reformer: .. 
K. il'atarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 1!-

S, Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs. 3/-

Bombay Representative Conference U22 Re. 1}-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay. 

Interest In this has revived as a resull 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the M ana~er. 

(Post free), 
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-----~--------------------------~-------------------------------

THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eetabllebecl 7tb September 1906.) 

INCORPOJIAnD UBDBB TIU IIIDU.B OOilP&liiB8 &In 

VJ or 1882. 
Capital Subscribed .... .. Rs. 2,00,00,000 

" 1,00,00,000 
.. 1,15,50,000 

Capital Called up ... -
Re~Jerve Fund .... .. 

nEAD OPPICE I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD: 
Bhadra (Main Oflica ). 
£Ilia Bridge. 

Slalioa Btallch. 
ANDHERJ: 

Near Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

Near Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullioa Ezchanp 
Colaha 
Kalbaderi 
Me'•bat HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Cli" Stnet, (Mala Office) 
Bara Bazar 
Olowringbee 
Square. 

JAM SHED PUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kingaway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT, 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The WeotolinaW Beak Ltd. 

CURli.ENT DltPOSJT ACCOUNTS : Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from lls. 800 to lls. 1,00,000 
@ lX per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
ll.s. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wW be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
leu than R1o Dt- per half year. 

FIXllD DKPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
t«mlo Rules on application. 

The Bank acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undep Wllls and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business reneraUy. itules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OV!tli.Dli.AFI'S AND CASH CREDITS: 
'l'he Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arraDeecJ, 
against approved securities. 

The Banl111ndertakH on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper a11d all descrip
tion• of Stoclr at moderate charres, particulars of which 
may be bad on application. 

A, G. Gli.AY, 
Manapr. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

SIB VITHALDA.S THA.OKERSEY lo!EMOBIAL BUILDING, 

9, Bakehouao Lane, l'olt, I!Clolllu, 

Bsramatl (DUUict l'ooaa). 
161ampur (Dutrlct 5atara). 
Karad ( •• ). 
Tucaoa ( ,. ., ). 
&atara ( ,, " ). 

ltlrlo•urwacll ( • • ). 
&blrala ( •• ,, ). 
l.oreraoa ( .. ., ). 
Wal ( • • ). 
ll.oporgaoa (Dutnct Abmed· 

Be<apar 
~aburt 

.. 
• 

aa~:ar). 

: 1: 
~bovaaoa (. 11 ,. J, 
Abmedaa1ar ,. " ), 
Bblwaadl (DUtrlct Tbaaa), 
Pal rbar ( .. II ), 

l.alyaa ( ., .. ). 

Vlrampm (Dutrlct A• me
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NOTES. 
Hindu Law Committee :-In our last reference 

to the Report of the Hindu Law Committee we 
suggested that it would simplify the task of 
codifying Hindu Law if the Committee took up 
the part relating to marriage first instead of 
succession as it bad proposed. No question of 
succession could arise until marriage had bi:come 
established as an institution. But the method 
adopted by the Committee has reduced the 
difficulties attendant on the reversal of this 
natural order to a minimum. The Committee 
has taken up first not the whole subject of 
succession but only that part of it relating to male 
succession on which there is more scope for 
agreement than for controversy. In the first 
memorandum issued, the Committee accepts 
the seven main relations in the order of 
succession t.o a Hind~ and for the rest suggests 
the broad hnes on wh1ch the order of succession 
may be easily determined. Even a layman 
can, the Committee thinks, without difficulty 
find out where he stands by applying its rules. 
We are afraid that this is rather optimistic. 
The Committee has done its best to clarify 
the meaning of the rules by illustrations 
from hypothetical cases; still we are not 
.quite able to follow the illustrations and we can 
think of s:>me cases which the illustrations do 
n\•t cover. Propinquity to the dead owner is 
made the test. llut, on the whole, the rules of 
the Committee are sufficient for practical pur
poses, An important point to be noted is that 
in the determination of propinquity the old 
distinction between agnates and congnates is dis
pensed with. A descendant of a daughter will 
take preced~nce over the desce11dant of a 
~!fandson as the latter is more remote than the 
f,)rmer. This is in conformity with the principle, 
which the Committee indicates as that which will 
govern its treatment of the next and more con
troversial subject of female heirs. The principle 
which the Committee thinks it is now time to 

# accept, is "that no woman shall be disqualified 
for succession m11rely by reason of her sex.'' 

This will be the starting-point of the next memo
randu~ which will be on the subject. of female 
success• on. 

Sir Jagadish Prasad'sAdvlce to Young Men:-Sir 
Jagadish Prasad who is so important a member 
of the Sapru Conference that organisers have 
to arrange the seating on the dais at its sessions 
so as to give the appearance of there being two 
presidents with equal powers,finds the atmosphere 
ot Poona peculiarly congenial. After the other 
members had dispersed, Sir Jagadish stayed on 
at Pcona and addressed students' gatherings in 
that city. Sir Jagadish·s main theme is that 
Indians should join the army in large numbers. 
But the reasons he gives for this arise from 
very mixed motives. The worst, perhaps, is the 
hidden threat that those communities which 
abstain from joining, would be at a disadvant
age. Sir Jagadish has not yet shaken off the 
official in him to the point of identifying himself 
with the people, and his speech last Thursday 
to the students of Wadia College bears painful 
evidence of the two worlds between which Sir 
Jagadish finds himself. For example, 

We are profoundly Ignorant of the military problems 
of our country, .because we had no Inside knowledge 
of them. If Indians attempted to offer suggestions 
they are sneered at as arm-chair. politicians. 

Sir J agadish told the students that if they joined 
the army they would gain in personal habits and 
indirectly benefit the country. "There was," he 
is reported to h.we said, "a certain slovenliness 
in the young men, doing things in a leisurely, 
insufficient way, without sufficient atten
tion to details and with a certain lack of 
precision and self -devotion to the work in 
hand.'' If the country cannot be converted into 
one vast civil service, let it at least be turned into 
an army that there might be efficiency. When 
Sir Jagadish has in the past pleaded for the youth 
of India becoming war-mindeJ, it is apparently 
regimentation of 1deas and actions that he has 
been really wanting. In any oth:r country the 
patriotic part of the speech would have dealt with 
the defence needs of the country. Sir jagadish, 
however, contented himself with a harrowing 
picture of what Nazi domination would mean to 
India. 

Race Anta~onism :-Sir Jagadisb Prasad 
came very near the heart of the subject when he 
said that the exclusion of Indians fr.,m the higher 
ranks of the army had created racial antagonism. 
Only he had conf~d cause and effect. 
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The position of negroes in the U. S. army is 
not disimilar to that of Indians in the Empire 
forces and, as it is easier to achieve detachment in 
someone else's difficulties, we might usefully 
consider their case. At the outset ofthe war, 
there were indications that American negro~ 
were demanding equality with American whites. 
Exclusi9n from higher ranks places an invidious 
ban: on those excluded and it is generally 
evidence of many more discriminations between 
persons of equal rank in matters of 
pay and allowances. President Roosevelt's i 
recent call to Americans to rise superior to 
racial prejudice in organising for defence 
bears out the view that rae!! discrimination 
is the cause of exclusion from high office 
and not its. effect. In . India itself, men 
like Sir Ibrahim Rahimtullah and .Dr. Jivraj 
Mehta have pointed out discrimiQation against 
India and Indians in spheres of. life with 
which they are familiar. The Indian army 
is generally a closed book so far as most Indians 
are concerned. But there is· a tendency on 
the part of Indians, educated or otherwise, to 
assume that there must be graver discrimination 
just because in the army the light of Indian 
public opinion does not brighten the darker side. 
Moreover, it is not easy to forget that even in 
the smaller task of reorganising the police in 
Bombay a vigorous Congress Minister like Mr.· ' 
K. M. Munshi was forced to acquiesce in certain 
distinctions that he found between Indian and· 
European.' Indian publicists, in the circumstances, 
are naturally reluctant to commend a field which 
has remained unaffected by the main currents 
of Indian life. We had hoped that some at 
any rate of the editors who had been sent to 
Egypt and to Singapore, would be able to throw 
light on the overseas aspect of the subject. But 
for some mystedous reason they have all been 
singularly silent about their visits and none of 
them has apparently felt any inclination to 
explain the conditions in which Indians serve 
abroad. 

The "New Statesman" on India :-We quoted 
last week the Spectator's dictum "India must 
be stripped.'' It is but fair to say that there is a 
section of British opinion opposed to this 
view. The New Statesman anti Nation is 
an organ of independent opinion with a leaning 
towards Socialism. It was founded by Sydney 
Webb, and Gokhale in the early days did 
much to recommend it to the Indian public. 
Since then it has not followed a consistent 
policy in Indian affairs. But it is now taking 
a definite line and its articles on India are 
characterised by justice and sympathy. In a 
leading article in its issue ·of the lOth May, 
the day after the Spectator's plea for stripping 
India, the New Statesman criticised severely 
the wrong-headed policy which Britain was 
pursuing in this country. Here is a passage : 

Since India has been allowed few officers, and 
. since the mass of Indians are not fighting men, 
· they (the British) are accustomed to feel contempt 

for threats of Indian revolt. They _can always buy 

-----·-- ---- ·----
enough Indians to carry on the administration. 
India's poverty ensures that labour will be forthcoming 
for the war factories, and Indian capitalists are usua.lly 
willing enough to produce goods for which we will pay. 
Nothing could be more short-sighted. The policy of 
seeking always the friendship of Moslems has been 
disastrous as we have seen in the Near East where 
Hitler's propaganda. has made positive and more attrac
tive offers. German propaganda. today is immensely 
active not ouly throughout the Near East but also 
in India, Germany can point to l50 years of llritish 
rule, and, ignoring the po•itive assets that Britain 
has brought to India, can point out that the m~ss 
of Indians are abjectly poor, that 92 per cent of them 
are still illiterate and that by and large Britain has 
u.:;ed India as a country for investment, from which 
she still draws 50 millions in interest alone each year, 
and treats her as a colony to be administered by civil 
servants whose pensions the Indian people pay. That 
British p>licy has been set upon the road to Indian 
freedom since 1919 is less likely to be stressed in 
German propaganda.. It is also lii<ely to be ignored 
by many Indian listeners, who are only aware of the 
simple fact that their leaders are in gaol and that India 
has been dragged into a war in which she has no 
obvious interest. 
German Propaganda:-The quotation is lengthy 

but there are some points in it which should 
arouse serious thought in Indian minds: The 
most prominent of these is the remark of the 
New Statesman about the pro-Muslim policy 
of Britain. The Muslim countries of the Middle 
East which Britain had helped liberally for 
whatev.er reason, and which, she had honed, 
would recognise moral if not legal obligations 
to help the British, have failed to do so under 
one pretext or another. British statesmenfor 
reasons of their own have put a pleasant face 
over this failure but American commentators 
have been quite frank about it. The New 
Statesman's remark is about the first to 
appear in a responsible English review. 
As the Muslim League has been referring to 
other Muslim countries as a background far its 
claims, it is natural that the behaviour of the 
latter should react on the position of the Muslim 
League, The secession of a . few prominent 
members is much less important to the League 
than · the change in British . public opinion 
indicated by the remark of the New Statesman. 
The facts about India under a century and a 
half of British rule are well known to Indians and 
German propaganda is not needed to enligJ:tten 
them. British propagand<!- does not question them 
but insists that the condition of India would be. 
much worse under the Nazis. Indian leaders nov,; 
in gaols would be· much worse off in German 
concentration camps. · Large doses of castc\r 
oil may · be administered to them instead 
of the morning tea if the Fascists got control 
of India. The prospect of Dominion status, 
remote as it is, would vanish altogether if Nazi 
or Fascist ruled the country instead of the 
British. The Indian public and a section of 
eminent leaders have accepted these arguments 
at their face value. The Sapru . Conference 
demands, therefore, that Indians should be given 
full control of Defence policy in order to avert 
these calamities; The New Statesman's fears 
about German propag~nda . are very much 
exaggerated. There is very little of it and 
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few people nowadays listen in to German i very much a case of an official finding work for 
radio talks which besides are effectively jammed. j himself. So far as the future constitution is 

Petrol Rationing :-Much has been written : concerned, it is optimistic, to say the least, for 
since Government's decision was first announced · discussions to be started on it now when nobody 
about the petrol rationing system which comes knows when the war will end. Mr. Amery, 
into operation today. The logic of the argument moreover, has repeatedly argued that the new 
that it has got to be dcne, is final and nobody constitution was purely the concern of Indians 
shows any inclination to question the rationing ! and no more than a helping hand could be 
itself. There have been, however, appeals I expected from the British. Apparently this was 
for a generous grant of supplementary rations not seriously meant, since Mr. Hodson has come 
which it is difficult to appreciate. The basic 1 down specially on this job with the authority 
Tation is something every car-owner is entitled of the Secretary of State and is not improbably 
to; the supplementary rations will depend largell vigorously canvassing support for some scheme 
on Government's acceptance of the applicants 1 he ~as in mind. As Mr. Amery has been throw
claims to serve the community. There is a ' ing out hints in the direction of an irremovable 
wide field of patronage thrown open which executive and a legislature built on functional 
will lead to corruption. When Government's representation, it is not difficult to guess in what 
decision is to be taken by ~orne petty official, way Mr. Hodson's mind works. This writer had 
one realizes the difficulties which inhere to the an opportunity of meeting Mr. Hodson in the 
system. The supplementary ration system days when he was not an official, shortly after the 
lends itself to all manner of fraud. In all Munich Pact, and the impression he had gained 
·reason, the extra allowance cannot excee.! the was that Mr. Hodson looked on every crisis as an 
b.:tSic .ration itself, otherwise the plea that petrol opport~~ity for ~trengtheni?g. and. even extending 
supplies have to be conserved becomes ludicrous. , the BntiSh Empll'e and Bntams' mfluence to the 
Nor does it do any credit to the brain which I exclusion, if not to the detriment, of all other 
conceived of 200 miles per month as the basic ) interests. That in the intervening months Mr. 
ration for a country like India. There is no Hodson should have moved from the periphery 
explanation for this figure except that -British to the centre of Indian politics is not reassuring. 
oflicialdom, moved by sympathy for Britain which His activities in India are so much wasted 
has adopted it as the basic ration, decided that effort. His real field of work would, if . we 
as a dependency India should adopt a similar might make the suggestion, lie somewhere in 
self-denial in a spirit of couvade. But, if the the Middle East where effective presentation of 
rationing is taken seriously and the motoring Britain's case is sorely needed. His experience 
public in self.sacrifice accepted the basic ration in India, short though it has ·been, will stand 
and did not ask for more, officialdom would feel him in JZOOd stead as there too he will have a 
as well as look foolish. The care with which great Muslim population to consider. 
the public is told of liberal administration of the . . . . 
system, and the obscurity in which any principle Lord W1Ihogdqn :-. Lord W1lh.ngdon 'Yhose 
involved is hid, does not inspire confidence in death took place th1s week came to Ind1a _as 
the scheme and its working. The .measure Governor of ~ombay ... He ~as an ~bscure 
~epends on its 6uocess on the supplementary member of Parhament Sitting w1th the Libera!&. 
rations, not on the basic ration. In one From Bombay he went on. to Madras as ats 
word, patronage. There is uncertainty as to the \ Governor. From Madras he was sent to ~ada 
basis on which extra gall,,ns will be allowed- as Go":eq~or-C!eneral but returne~ to Indaa at 
whether it will be, as the basic ration is the exp1ry of has ter_m thea:e, as Vaceroy.. Th~s 
based on the car itself or on the number of the greater part_of IllS offic1al career was an Indaa 
perso~s who use the ca;, The best safeguard serving the ~mpire and drawing. high emolu
against abuses of the system that we can men~s for dotng so f~om the Indian taxpa~er. 
think of, is publicity. If the supplementary In h1s own wa~ he tr1ed also to advance lndtan 
rations granted and the names of men to whom progress. Dunng t~e last war he wrote to 
they are given are published, then public opinion Mr. Lloyd George ?'gang that a s~p sh<?uld be 
will provide a ready corrective. The petrol take~ .to put India on. ~ equahty . wtth the 
ration scheme bears a strange likeness to the Do~ons. The ad!D1ss1on of ~dia to. the 
Bombay Ccngress Government's liquor permit Impenal Confe~nce and . to the anternational 
scheme. Probably that was why opinion in conferen~ .whtch f~llowed the war, was ~e 
Bombay is general that Bombay will administer resul~ of his mtervention. When he came ~ Indaa 
it in a more liberal spirit than other provinces. as Vtc:eroy he declared more than once hiS hope 

_ to become a constitutional Viceroy, as in Canada, 
11\r. Hodson In Bombay:-1\lr. H. V .Hodson, before the end of his term He was no doubt 

Reforms Commissioner with the Government sincere but circumstan~ were too much foe 
of In?ia, paid a visit. to Bombay early this mon~ h,im; and he was not the mao to grapple with 
and at .was reJX:rl~ m a carefully.worded para. an ~umstances. He worked to bring about closer 
the TltNIS of I •d,a that he had left after havmg intercourse between Indians and Englishmen 
d~ with offici~~ and non-officials of through the race-course, sports clubs and such 
di_tTerent shade~ of opuuon, problems ~~ected other mechanical means. He wa.s a well-meaning 
w1~ the franung of the future constitution of man anxious to do what he could to help India 
Jndta after the end of the war. It seems to be I without sacrificing his own comfort. 
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TAGORE AND THE NOBEL PRIZE. 
. The ·eightieth birthday of Rabindra Nath 

Tagore fell on the 7th May. The Calcutta 
Municipal Gaaette brought .out that month a 
special number containing exhaustive chronologi
cal notes of the principal events in the Poet's 
life. By including his writings among the events, 
the Gaaette supplied to some extent the 
background of the Poet's personal and family 
life which surely played a larger ·part in 
moulding his ideas than the appreciations of 
him published before and since his death indicate. 
The fagore Birthday number of the Visvabka
ratki Quarterly contains several interesting 
studies of the Poet's work from different 
aspects by writers of considerable ability and 
distinction. The special numbers of the Calcutta 
Municipal Gaaette and Visvahharat!ti Quar
terly, together form a valuable record indispens
able to future biographers of the Poet. In his fine 
appreciation in the Quarterly of the Poet 
several of whose . compositions were first 
published in his Moaern Review, Mr. Ramanand 
Chatterjee corrects some wrong impressions 
regarding the Poet's work. One of these is 
that none of the Poet's works were translated 
into English prior to the "Gitanjali." Mr. 
Chatterjee says that he was responsible for 
persuading the Poet reluctantly to let his 
thoughts appear in an English garb. When 
Mr. Chatterjee first suggested to him the 
idea of translating some of his writings into 
English, Tagore playfully put him off by 
quoting a verse from his own writings i · "On 
what pretext shall I now call back her to whom 
I bade adieu in tears?" · But, as Mr. Chatterjee 
observes, "his genius and the English muse 
would not let him off so easily." The suggestion 
worked. Mr. Chatterjee was one day shown 
some English translations by the Poet. The first 
English translations of the Poet's works appeared 
in the Modern Review in 1911. The influence 
of Mr. ·Chatterjee's suggestion did not cease 
with the publication of the translations in 
the Moaern Revt"ew. It led the Poet to 
·produce the English Gitanjali, the manuscript of 
which he took to London and showed to 
Rothenstein and other English literary friends. 
Gitanjali was published and the Nobel Prize 
awarded in J91S. The· Poet heard the 
West calling and his resistance ga~e way. 

The other impression which Mr. Chatterjee 
·corrects, is that Tagore's genius was not 
recognised before he won the N.obel. Prize, 
Mr, Chatterjee . says that th1s 1s true 
only as regards ·"outside Bengal': but not 
of Bengal. · The Poet was honoured 1~ · Bengal 
before he was awarded the Nobel Pr1ze, Mr. 
Chatterjee writes with singular knowledge of the 
facts of the Poet's literary career and his 
statement is, of course, to be . accepted. But ~e 
Poet himself in. replying to .the addtes.s pr~se1,1ted 

to him by the citizens of Calcutta, congratulat• 
ing him on the Nobel award, replied with some 
asperity rebuking most of them who had come 
for "having waited to recognise him till the West 
had acknowledged his poetry in this striking 
mannert (Municipal Gazette). Even in 
Bengal the award did much to hush the 
voice of criticism which, according to 
another contributor to this birthday number, 
"threatened to engulf him in the earlier half 
of his career." The Poet himself, according to 
this contributor, was depressed at being chosen 
for the prize. . Professor K. R, Sreenivasa 
Iyengar writes : 

The award and the !ionising by the public that it 
led to, really depressed him. He was utterly sincere 
when he remarked : "l shall never get any peace again. 
I shall be worried with appeals, all kinds of people will 
be writing to me. My heart sank when I saw those 
people at Bombay and realized that they were going to 
make a public show of me there:' 

There was a simple way out of the difficulty. 
The Poet might have refused the prize and 
refused to be made a show of by 
his Bombay admirers. He did not do this, 
because he again and again had declared his 
repudiation of "renunciation'.' . which, from 
ancient times, has been the keynote of Indian 
culture. "Deliverance,'' Tag ore had sung, 
"is not for me in renunciation. I feel the 
embrace of freedom in a thousand bonds of 
delight.'' Professor Iyengar suggests that 
Tagore's acceptance was itself an act of self· 
abnegation in the interests of his country. "The 
Nobel Prize put him-and through him modern 
India-on the map of world literature." . 

The Nobel Prize would seem to have influenced 
him in a curious way. It made him acutely 
conscious of the capability of India to produce 
writers and thinkers of his type whom the West 
delighted to honour. But the West had no 
qualms about holding India in subjection. 
Intellectual equality with the West, made the 
political inferiority of his nation the more galling 
to his spirit. Tagore began to take closer 
interest in politics. His criticisms of Western 
civilisation and British rule in India became 
uncompromising. I:te could see no bright spots 
anywhere in them. In striking disregard of 
his repudiation of renunciation, he sought the 
joy of renunciation by surrendering the t1tle an~ 
insignia of knighthood which the British 
Government had· conferred on him. When he 
visited England in 19.20 he was surprised "and. 
not a little pained at t~e 'studied aloof ness' on 
the part of several English friends and admirers 
who had resented his outspoken comments 
on the character of British rule in India 
and the renunciation of his knighthood." 
The Poet ·was not ·a politician and he was 
often ·misled. He could not find his 
bearings in this alien sphe.re and, afte~ a brief 
but vigorous struggle agamst some of 1ts . extra
vagances, he helplessly settled down to drift with 
the current. · Once at least, in the case of the 
Communal Award, he had publicly to recant his 

. expressed 'opin~on. In his contribution on the 
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-Poet's novels and ·short stories in the Visva· 
Mzrati Quarter(v, Professor S. K. Banerjee 
writes of "the downward grade" being more 
pronounced in Tagore's later productions. 
Whether this tendency was the consfquence of 
the subtle reaction in the Poet's · pclitical views 
and his attitude to western' civilization, we 
cannot say. The recognition which in Tagore's 
case, and in that of others, Europe has 
ungrudgingly accorded to the achievements of 
non-Eurcpeans individually makes the general 
European attitude to O~iental nations as being 
incapable of governing themselves, untenable. 
Prof~<ssor W. E. Hocking in his "The Spirit of 
World Politics" gives pointed expression to 
this incongruity. He writes : 

Nations presenting a case for independence will, 
always and ju•tly, point to their men of intellectual 
eminence. It is an event of first rate importance for 
national India when a Nobel Prize is conferred on a 
phy.iclst of her own breeding (Sir C. V. Raman). 

RABINDRANATH TAGORE. 
(13Y PROFESSOR P. A. WADIA, BOMBAY), 

In the death of Tagore it ig not India alone that 
hag lost one of her greateat sons; it is humanity that 
mourns the passing away of one who contributed by 
his thought and work to the building up of the 
temple where men oould oome to worship whatso
ever things are beautitul and noble and of good 
report, irrespective of birth and caste and creed. 
Bora in a family which bad all the traditions of 
learning and arttstic talents of Bengali heritage, he 
had opportunities of oontaots with the West, not only 
through his eady education. but "through a stay in 
England In his youth, and through his later visits 
to Europe and America. A poet by hature, a rebel 
against the conventional and the commonplace, he 
retained to his last years the vision and imagination 
which .in· most of us fade out with advancing age, 
and which have legitimately entitled him to the pre. 
eminent position that be occupied as a {l<>et, a philo
aopher, and an interpreter of the aoul of India. Nay 
more-Tagore more than any other son of India, 
will remain, and increasingly u the years roll on, 
the prophet of an age that bas witnessed 
the shrinking of the earth's proportions and 
brought the denizens of the most distant lands into a 
neighbourhood that should make the dull-witted 
and the self-centred alike cease asking the 
question, •\Vho is my neighbour?' 

more than ever today when a process of commer
cialisation poisons to the roots the dearest possessions 

I of the human souL Man today needs more 
than ever an education and a social environ
ment that contact with the air and sunlight 
and god-given earth alone can provide. Consider 
the hly of the field, it spins not, neither does it toil, 
and yet Solomon in all his glory was not like unto 
one of these. To see the laws of nature reproduced 
in our human relationships bas been the dream of the 
poets and ihe prophets all down the stream of human 
history. The poet longs for it, idealist exponents of 
anarchism plead for It, and ever and anon political 
thinkers preach it in the vein of a Jean Jacques 
Rousseau. The complexities of civilised life, the 
drab, sou1-killing atmosphere of modern urbanised 
civilisation which tends to reduce men to standardised 
commodities, stand contrasted with the life for which 
Shantiniketan stands, a life in the midst of birds and 
flowers, a life in the open air. where the contractual 
relations of industrial bargains are unknown, where 
birds and flowers are free from morbid anxieties for 
the morrow, where men can escape from the bitter 
struggle of economic existence, and can hope to 
transform that existence into the likeness of nature 
so that the interchanS'e of human services can be as 
11pontaneous and devmd of selfishne88 as the rise and 
fall of ocean tides and the perfume of sweet-smelling 
flowers. This is the message of Shantiniketan 
which will live through the ages; it has been the 
message of his works, his writings, his poetry; and 
though in later generations the resuscitated forest 
academy may become atrophied through the loss of 
life-giving blood, the ideal of the institution, like the 
beat of his creative work in literature, will permeate 
the thought and mould the lives of the generations 
tocome/ _ 

V PRINCES, STATES PEOPLES , /.;/ 
. .I}ND THE WAR. V 

(BY SRIVATSA) 
\Vhatever may be the motives. of the Princes, 

it is a fact that large sums of money from the States 
are steadily pouring into the war chest. According 
to a press message dated 7th July· 19~1. gifts 
of money by the States as contributions to the 
war effort during the perioJ from April 194.0 to 
April 1941 totalfed Rs. 2,29,76,000 non-recurring 
and Rs. 37,61,000 recurring. These figures do not, 
of course, take into account the money 8pent by 
the States for the enlargement and reorganization of 
their for::es, which have been unreservedly placed at 
the disposal of the Government and which are being 
freely employed at the cost of the States' revenues. 

Shantinikctar. was Tagore's great lifework, the 
living embodiment of all his ideals and dreams 
that he set f<Jrth lor the uP.Iihing of a weary 
w<Jrld in his pcetry and plulosophy. And this 
monumental creation of hi 'I dreams points out to I 
humanity the w•y to the increasing re1lisation of I 
11 new so.:>ial order that alone can save humanity i 
from the chaos in which il is engulfed. It 1 

•tands for the unification of the human race, , 
the · mel'ting-place of the dilTcrentiated cultures ' 
and traditions of nations and race~, where all that 
is great in human thought o•n enter into a living 
exohan~ of idea• and ideals, where differences 
of colour and orocd c<~.n be subordinated and 
effaced in the co-operative pur1uit of truth, where 
tho aggressive and self-seeking pursuits of daily 
life mi);ht be replaced by a living fellowship of I 

men anJ women absorbed in gqrnering and promot
ing the best and the highest creative products 
of art and thought. But more than this, Shantiniketan 
sta11ds for a way of life that h11m~nity needs 

This enormous expenditure of money for war 
purposes is made by the Princes in the name of 
oertain high-sounding and familiar ideals, which they 
have not cared to> apply to their own governments. 
We are told that the present war is being waged to 
make liberty and democracy safe in the world. 
The Allies, we are assured, ar: out on a holy crusade 
against the Huns of Europe and the totalitarian 
tyranny of the lulo-German dictators. Many 
thinking persons are not quite sure in their minds 
for what purpo~e the present war is being waged, 
and it is, therefore, a little amusing to listen to the 
effusions of some of our Princes on Britain's war aims. 

Notwithstanding their generous donations to . the 
war fund and their eloquent support to the war 
effort, the Princes cannot be indifforent to the fact 
that the money they so freely gift away, belongs 
to their subjects and that tlley themselves are 
guilty of the faults with which they arraign the 
Axis Powers. I do not forget that as feudatories, 
they have to ~discharge their obligatioos to the 
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Paramount Power, but it is unfair and unjust to 
-dispose of the resources of their States without 
taking their people into confidence. 

The issue is plain enough, The money contribut
ed by the Princes is derived from their people and it 
is in the fitness of things that they should be consult
ed as to the manner and extent of its disposal. It is 
wrong for the Princes to assume that they have sole 
and undivided rights of ownership over the resources 
of their States. Such claims are no longer tenable. 
The States' people are now fully conscious of their 
rights. The anticipations of the joint authors of the 
Montford Report that "hopes and aspirations may 
overleap frontier lines like sparks across a street" 
have come true. It is true that public opinion in the 
States is not yet sufficiently organised to make 
itself felt, but it certainly is not the path of wisdom 
for the Princes altogether to ignore its existence. 

Effective popular control over public revenues is 
impossible without the introduction of responsible 
government in the States. But the prospect of 
sharing power with their subjects is most repugnant 
to the generality of the Princes. In whichever State 
such a demand h~s been made, it bas invariably 
been met with rifles. For long the Princes are 
accustomed to treat themselves as the State itself 
and feel that any measure designed to associate 
their people with the administration is tantamount 
to the permanent Joss of their authority. But by 
holding such views the Princes expose themselves 
to all the reproach which is heaped on the heads of 
the Western dictators. They c~nnot serve the cause 
of freedom by denying it to their own people. They 
forfeit the right to accuse the Axis Powers as 
aggressive when their own attitude towards their 
subjects is no better. Surely, it is unwise for them 
to point out the mote in others' eyes, ignoring the 
beam in their own. 

Unfortunately, the Paramount Power has not 
helped the Princes to get a con;ect view of their 
position on the question of introducing responsible 
government in the States. There seems to be a 
widespread feeling among the Princes that they are 
under no obligation to confer self-government upon 
their people. The Paramount Power, while reserving 
to itself the right of undefined intervention in the 
internal affairs of the States, has in no single 
instance intervened on behalf of the people on the 
specific issue of granting self-government to theOL 
It is, of course, too much to expect the Government 
to do so, as it also has remained most unresponsive 
to popular demand in British India. Moreover, the 
introduction of a better system of governance in the 
States than in British India is apt to affect the 
prestige of the Government with its ugly oonsequ. 
ences. Of course, we have had no dearth of 
pronouncements from bigh quarters urging the 
Princes to improve their administrations, but such 
advice is most ineffective, firstly, because it is not 
mandatory, and, secondly, because no one knows the 
extent to whioh the State governments could be 
made responsive to popular demand. 

Owing to this uncertain and ambiguous attitude 
of the British Government, certain advisers to the 
Princes have thought it proper to raise constitutional 
issues on the question of introducing sell-government 
in the States, with a view presumably to overwhelm 
the States people with clever arguments, Speaking 
at the Sri Mulam Assembly ofTravancore on 2nd 
February U38, Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyer, the 
Dewan of the State, said that "legally, it is not 
possible without the active concurrence of the 
British Government for the Ruler to divest himseU 
of his undivided authority and jurisdiction over the 
governance of his State in favour of any other 
authority." One does not know whether the 

constitutional theory enunciated by the Travancore 
Dewan is acceptable to the Princes of India. If it 
is, they will then have to retrace all the steps they 
took ~n. the question of their sovereignty when 
submlttmg thetr case to the Butler Committee. 

In the joint opinion, submitted by Sir Leslie 
Scott and his colleagues to the Butler Committee on 
behalf of the Princes, it was stated that ''the Indian 
States today possess all oriainal sovereian powers 
except in so far as any have been transfer;ed to the 
Crown." The Counsel was emphatic that para
mountcy did not confer upon the British Government 
"an unlimite~ reservoir of discrctio?ary authority 
over the lndtan States" ·but that tt was strictly 
confined to such rights as were expressly ceded to it 
by the States. Arguing that the Government's 
rights of paramountcy were limited to the conduct 
of the States' foreign relations and the protection of 
the Princes and their successors from external and 
internal dangers, the Council contended thus : 

We can find no justification for saying that the 
rights of the Crown in its capacity as Paramount 
Power extend beyond these matters. The true test of 
the legality of any claim by the Crown, based on 
paramountcy, to interference in the internal sovereignty 
of a State must, we think, be found in the answer to 
the following question, Is the act which the Crown 
claims to do, necessary for the purpose of exercising the 
rights or fulfilling the obligation.• of the Crown in 
connection with foreign relations and external and 
internal security ? If the claim ba tested in this way 
its legality or otherwise should be readily ascertainable' 

If the above exposition of the Princes' case is to be' 
accepted as authoritative, the conferring of respon
sible government upon the States people is entirely 
within the competence of their Rulers and the Para
mount Power has no manner; of concern with the 
question. . · · ·- · 

Let us now briefly· consider the Government's 
attitude to the question. Speaking in Parliament on 
21st February 1938 on behalf of the Secretary of 
State for India, Earl Winterton said that the consent 
of the Paramount Power had not been required before 
any constitutional reforms were introduced by the 
rulers. In a written statement the Under-Secretary 
of State for India declared on 16th December 1938 
that "the Paramount Power will not obstruct pro
posals for constitutional advance initiated by the 
Rulers." Yet another declaration was made in the 
House of Commons by the Under-Secretary for 
India on 6th April 1939. It reads thus: 

The policy indicated in the reply on December 16, 
1938 does not imply and is not to be taken to imply 
that the Paramount Power would recognise a Ruler as 
having endowed any constitutional body which he 
may create with a greater degree of authority thau that 
which he himself is recognized as possessing, "No 
State would be regarded as relieved of its obligations to 
the Paramount Power by the fact that the Ruler 
divested himself of ~h~ control necessary to discharge 
them and the Paramount Power would remain free to 
take such step• as might be required to ensure their 
fulfilment. 
Although tbe last-quoted pronouncement seems 

less plain than the other two, it is only intended 
to remind the Princes of their obligations to the 
Paramount Power and of their disability to confer 
upon their people more powers than they themselves 
possess. Despite these unequivocal declarations of 
the Government's intentions, the Princes' attitude 
to their people's demands has undergone no change. 
The fact is that the undefined nature of their 
relations with the Paramount Power and the refusal 

r 

of the latter to put a limit to its right of paramountcy 
are not calculated to smoothen the path of responsi
ble government in the States. Moreover, as I have 
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already stated, the Government's views on the 
necessity for internal reform are not intended to be 
enforced, and, so long as the initiative on such a 
vital question is left entirely in the bards of the 
Princes, the problem becomes almost insoluble. 

But it ia manifestly unjust to deprive the 
States people of the benefit~ of self-government 
owing to the accident of their subjection to 
Princely rule. It is really incon~equential whether 
the Paramount Power or the Princes have plenary 
jurisdiction in the States, so long as there is no 
bar to the introduction of responsible government 
in them. As Professor Keith rightly observes, it 
is impossible for the Crown's advisers to contend 
that the States people shall be denied the rights of 
Indians in the Provinces, and it is their clear duty to 
secure that the Princes shall enter upon constitu
tional reforms resulting in responsible government. 
Then alone woul:.l the introduction of an all-India 
federation become practical politics. 

The war is no bar to the introduction of responsi
ble government in the States, although efforts 
are reported to have been made in some to put off 
the "evil day" under the pretext of war emergency. 
Tho States are being called upon to make greater 
sacrifices for the war, and no Ruler, however 
competent, can shoulder the increased responsibili
ties of government unaided. Moreover, he will be 
invested with better authority to utilize the resources 
of his State for war purposes by introducing 
responsible government and by associating popular 
representatives with the administration. Should the 
Princes be reminded at this hour of the day that the 
slogan "No taxation without representation" was 
made the basis of the American War of Independence? 

MR. AMERY AND 'IGDIAN TECHNICAL 
SKILL. 

iron tools" which is confirmed by ''the presence of 
numerous smithies and furnaces and large quantities 
of iron refuse and slug spread all over the area.'' 

"The tools with which the Egyptians covered 
their obelisks and the temples of porphyry and 
syenite with hieroglyphics were made of Indian steel." 

It is recorded by Quintus Curtius that a present of 
steel weighing about thirty pounds was made by 
Porus to Alexander the Great ; and it has been 
pertinently remarked that it would not have been 
considered a worthy present acceptable to the great
est conqueror of the age, if its manufacture had been 
known to the nations of the Western World. 

The Iron Pillar at Delhi, perhaps manufactured 
by the welding process, is a marvel of engineering 
skill and the despair of even modern highly 
developed foundaries established on scientific lines. 
The wind and the weather had no effect on it 
and there is no trace or any rust in spite of its 
exposure during these fifteen centuries or there
abouts. India can be rightly proud of such 
skill-now, alas, lying dormant I · 

It is relevant to consider here how the West 
fared in this field. "That iron could be converted 
into cast-steel by fusing it in a closed vessel in 
contact with carbon was a discovery made by 
Mr.· D. Mushet about the year 1800." 

It was only in 1825 that Mr. Charles Mackintosh 
took out a patent for converting iron steel by 

I "exposing it to the action of C<irburetted hydrogen 
!. gas in a closed vessel, at a very high temperature, 

by which means the process of conv~rsion is 
completed in a few hours;" whereas, according to 
the old methods it took 14 to 20 days. 

In 1887, the Secretary to the Royal Asiatic 
! Society of Great Britain addressed a letter to 
I the Governor or Madras requesting information 
' on the suqject of woolz-Gujarati name for steel~and, 

in response to this appeal, Mr. J. M. Heath, former 
superintendent of the Iron Works at Porto Novo 
(South Arcot Dist., Madras Presidency) sent a 
valuable report on the Indian process of manufacture 
of steel along with specimens-48 of quartz and 
52 of oxide of iron. 

(I:IY S. R. BALASUBRAHMANYAM, CHJDAMBARAM) 

Welcoming on behalf of His Majesty's Government 
on the ·19th May last, the Bevin boys-50 
Indian teohnioians who left our country for technical 
training in Great Britain-Mr, L. S. Amery, the 
Secretary of State for India, indulged himself in the 
following observation:- The report says: "The furnace or bloomery, 

"You have come to tl•s 0za .. t and ths most highly in which the ore is smelted, is from three to five feet 
tJ 1111,~>Jmi 08111rt ofmginesring akill in ths world in order high from the surface of the ground; and the ground 
to ac-.quire for yourselF and take back for the benefit of is hollowed out beneath it to the depth of from eight 
your fellow-workers in India all you can learn from our , inches to a foot. ..... The b!ast is e~pplie.d by_ two 
methods in British industry," j bellows, eaoh made of a smgle goats skm, With a 
These lines aet me musing 1 and, as a student of bamboo nozzle." _ . _ _ 

antiquity, my thoughts wandered to the distant past I T~e I?rocess of forgm~ the 1ron bars IS performed 
when India possessed high technical skill in many by smkmg the blooms_ m a Hmall c~ furna~, 
fields of human activity. I and by repeated ~eatmg· and h~~mertng to free at 

\Vhile I am not oblivious of the defect in I as much as poss1ble from the v1tnfied and reduced 
. comparing thinp of the past with those I oxide ~f _ iron; an~ he add~ that i~ is from this 
of the present, cannot help mentioning that \ unpronusmg materml_that lnd1an steel 1>1 always made 
India possessed till the J 9th century technical j and, "were an Enghsh manufactu.rer of steel to be 
skill of a high order so as to stand favourable . told that cas_t steel of excellent qual~ty could _be m~de 
comparison with that of any other country in ' from such aron, he would treat th1s assertion w1th 
the woriJ, in the fields of architecture, pottery, great contempt." 
jewellery, weaving, carving wood and ivcry, ship- Dr. Buchanan in his travels in the South of India 
building, manufacture ot cutlery, the smelting and remarked that the Indian process of steel 
tempering of steel-to mention a few outstanding manufacture combined the principles of Mushet 
examples. (l800l and that of Mackintosh (1825). The Indian 

Let me confine my attention to iron and steel. steel-maker converted iron into steel by fusing it 
Iron wa! known to the Indians as early as the Vedic with what he calls 'medicine' and it consisted of 
age 1 and iron weapons have been di~oovered in the I dried wood and green leaves. By this process "iron 
sites or later Neolithic 1\Ian. The excavations, was converted into cast steel by the natives of 
oonduot,,d by Dr. K. N. Puri in the Jaipur State, 

1 
India in two hours and a half with an application of 

reveal that "the settlement at Rairh-a small village 1 heat that in this country (England) would be 
in Jaipur State about 16 miles south-east of Nawai i considered quite inadequate to produce such an 
Railway Station-a Tatanagar of 2000 years ago, 1 effect, while, at Sheffield, it required at least four 
wa! an important industrial centre, specialising in hours to smelt blistered steel in wind furnaces of the 
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best construction.~' He concludes that "it appears 
then that the claim of India to a discovery which has 
exercised more influence on the arts conducive to 
civilization and manufact\lring industry than. any 
other nation in the whole range of human inventions, 
is altogether unquestionable." 

These quotations will bear out the truth that when 
other nations were ignorant of the process, the Indians 
were familiar with a highly ·skilful process of steel 
manufacture from times of great antiquity. And its 
antiquity is no less astonishing than its ingenuity, 
It was only after the impetus of the Industrial 
Revolutio~ and the discoveries of Mushet and 
Mackintosh and the study of· Ole Indian processes 
that the foundation was laid of Western technical 
skill. It is by a strange irony of circumstances that 
Indian technicians have gone to England to learn 
the secrets of technical skill from Englishmen. A 
century has made a great change in the history of 
these countries. While England tried to learA from 
India the secrets bf steel manufacture at the begin
ning of the nineteenth century, our technicians have 
now left our ·shores to learn the new secrets from her. 
All honour to Mr. Bevin to have done this much of 
justice-at least at this stage I But, will it not b<l 
more appropriate for Mr. Amery to say, "you have 
come /rom the oldest and once the most highly 
developed centre of engineering skill in the world to 
the newest and the most highly developed centre ·of 
modern engineering skill. For various reasons you 
have neglected or forgotten your skill; or it has 
been stifled. We 'give YD!l now new facilities 
to rise again to a height in keeping with the 
past and consistent with the need of the; present:" 

REFLECTIONS IN LONDON. 
The Editqr, 

Tlul Jndian Socia! Rejol'meJ', 
Sir, . 

Having occasion to drive through London the. 
day after the rec,ent and one of the heaviest air-raids 
upon the City, I passed in my taxi slowly through 
scenes of the greatest destruction. The news for 
days had been bad, we were prepared for worse, 
that our Anzacs and British troops had not heen able 
to save Greece and Y ogo-Slavia, these people' whose 
love of freedom had not been corrupted, and who, 
though it was no easier for them than fat the 
defeatist neutral countries to stand up to over
whelming odds, did so unflinchingly ; the anguish 
of this thought was inexpressible, even apart' from 
the dread of the news of what the sacrifice had been. 
And all this because we had not enough airplanes, 
not enough, not enough, 

Weighed down with these sad musings I passed 
ruin. after ruin, wondering if any "missing" living 
beings were still lying trapped under the debris 
lying in slow agony. Then I reflected, here were 
we standing alone and so terribly handicapped in 
every direction, by the defection of those who 
should have been our allies, by which, for•one thing 
amongst innumerable others, the Channel ports are 
all given over to the possession of the enemy, so 
that he has an enormous advantage in launching his 
air-attacks on us, only being what w.e are is it that we 
are saved from overwhelming disaster. More and more 
war etrort and war material do we want, more and 
more: we will win in the end, but upon the extent of 
the help and its rapidity in. coming will depend the 
fate of countless lives, 

And then it came upori me like a stab I And there 
are people in India who refuse to postpone the 
settlement of their gov'ernment till after the war, 
and bargain with the Government th~t unless they 
are· given the post of responsibility that they 
want at once, they will not only refrain from 
making the effort, but will actually do all 

they can to hinder suoh war . efforts· as are 
being pursued by the true patroits and these 
threats they are carrying our. And these people 
pass themselves as intelligent and humane, and 
talk a great deal about Love, universal brotherhood, 
ahimsa1 and non.violence, and sympathy with the 
ideals tor which we are fighting. But deeds, not 
words, are the proofs of sincerity and true-heacted 
ness, Without deeds we are quite unable to 
believe in their professions or their possession 
of even common humanity. 

Cambridge, } 
April 80th 1941. 

Yours etc., 
I. J. PITT 

[It has a.lwa.ys been the India.n plea tha.t what was wanted 
was "deeds, not words" but because of this Indians have been 
accused of propagating cults of race hatred and suspioionsneSfl. 
We a.re sorry that any people should be reduced to a position 
similar to that of lndie.ns. n it is any consolation we would 
point out that, even with the best will in the world, India oa.nnot 
ht~lp in tht~ things tba.t are needed to-day by Britain.-Edito,.,] 

MORE HONOURED IN THE BREACH 
THAN THE OBSERVANCE. 

The Editor, 
The Indian Socia! R•former. 

Sir, 
•A cu~tom more honoured in the breach than the 

observance' is an English phrase often incorrectly 
employed. Shakespear's Hamlet is its source; but 
the real meaning of the original is seldom 
apprehended. The relevant lines in the pia y run 
thus: 

Ram : The King doth wake tonight and take his 
rouse, 

Keeps wassail, and the swaggering up spring reels, 
And, as he drains his draughts of Rhenish down, 
The kettle-drum and trumpet thus bray out 
The triumph of his pledge, · 
Hor: Is it a. custom 1 • 
Ham:. Ay, marry, is !t~. · . 

. But to my mind, though I am native here 
And to the nianner born, it is a custom 
More honour'd in the breach than the observance. 
This heavy-headed revel east and west · · •. • 
Makes us traduced and taxed of other nations'· 
They clepe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase 
Soil our ~ddition ........ . 

Hamlet: Act. J. Sc. 4. 
It is instructive to recall Fowler's remarks in his 

''Modern English Usage." "Whoever will look up 
the passage," he observes, "will see that it means 
beyond a doubt, a custom that one deserves more 
honour for breaking than for keeping; it is often 
quoted in the wrong and very different sense of a 
dead letter or rule more often broken than 'kept." 
Simply put, more here mean• better, not ojtmi'r. 

Instances of such misuse are easily multiplied, 
Gandhiji himself once wrote in the Rarijan: ''The 
Khadi clause of the Congress constitution is ·more 
honoured in the breach than the observance." This 
use is clearly wrong; and the One that follows is 
equally incorrecl '•The Sarda Act was, till the 
other day,'' an orthodox· lawyer was heard to say, 
"more honoured in the breach than the observance." 
But it would be most correct' if any inconoclast ·were 
to say, ••Many of our rituals are more honoured in 
the breach than the observance," 

Let me add an elegant example. A revered English 
scholar, at whose blessed feet I was privileged to 
learn, wrote thus in a private letter : ''I should love 
an occasional line from them; but even that may be 
a tax on their patience, more honoured in the aenial 
than in the payment. Be it so I " 

It is a mild shock for the precise pedagogue to see 
reputed scribes commit this mistake. I shall be 
forgiven, I hope, for venturing these lines. 
Chidambaram } Yours etc., 

I August 6, 194.1. ·B .. NATARAJAN. 
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NOTES. 
Indians and Government Service :-Recently 

we have had some interesting discussions as to 
the reasons why Indian medical men were not 
taking advantage of the openings in the Indian 
Medical Service· due to the Government scheme 
of Army expansion, Behind and besides 
the reasons given, there is a distinct aversion to 
Government service coming over Indian youth 
which at one time not so long ago was all 
set towards securing positions in that service. 
Testimony to this effect comes from Dr. 
Sachchidananda Sinha, Vice-Chancellor of Patna 
University, who took part in the last vipa voce 
examination for the Indian Civil Service. Dr. 
Sinha on an analysis of the quality of the 
candidates who appeared before him, finds 
that "the pick of Indian intellect was not 
represented at the last examination." When 
one read that opinion, one felt strongly inclined 
to clap for joy, Indian aspirations for self· 
government have been persistently discredited as 
being merely a hankering after government jobs, 
"I half suspect," wrote Lord Morlry to Lord 
Minto, "that what they (Indians) really want a 
million times beyond political reforms is access to 
the hi1:her administrative posts of all sorts, though 
they are alive to the inseparable connection 
between the two." This can no longer be said of 
the younger generation of Indian leaders. We 
say "younger generation" because the acceptance 
of memben;hip of the expanded Executive 
Council of the Viceroy by seven gentlemen, most 
of them of the older generation, shows that they 
value access to the higher administrative posts 
beyonJ political reform. They ha\-e no doubt 
done so as a means of accelerating political 
t~:form but that does not altogether disposa of 
:Morley's · innuendo as regards Indians. The 
principal political parties have definitely declined 
Co accept mere lndianisation of the administration' 
as a substitute for control .over· policy. k 
distin1:uished En~lish aJministraiOl"' US<!d to 
give his support to lndianisation on the 

ground that it was best to take the people who 
would rock the boat, into it. lndianisation is 
really a barrier to political reform, This is 
more keenly realised by the younger generation 
of educated Indians than by some of the older 
generation. Dr. Sinha gives several others 
of his impressions such as the almost 
universal fashion of clean-shaven faces and 
European dress among the candidates. Of 
36 Muslims, only one suggested that Pakistan 
should be judged on its merits. All the 
remaining 35 were of opinion that the scheme 
should be given short shrift. "Pressed to 
e-ive reasons for their opinion they all declared 
that the scheme was wholly impracticable on 
financial · grounds, and also on military 
considerations, and that far from solving the 
communal problems it would make confusion 
more confounded." It is clear from the 
satisfaction expressed by Dr. Sinha at this 
unexpected consensus of opinion among the 
Muslim candidates, that that is also his own 
view, All the thirty-five young men were 
no doubt sincere, but we can not help. 
feeling that questions on controversial politics 
are an undue strain on the . natural desire 
of examinees to satisfy the examiner. Bengal 
which used to be foremost in competing· for 
the Indian Civil Service, seems to have almost 
retired from the field, Dr. Sinha expresses 
surprise that there were no candidates frorn 
Baroda, Mysore and Hyderabad, but the explana· 
tion is obviously that these States have their own 
Civil Services which abs:>rb their intelligentsia. 

Co-operative Spirit Among Communities:
Meetings are being held in various parts of the 
country to· consider and adopt new ways of 
approach to the important question of promoting 
the co-operative spirit among the different 
communities of India. Any new approach to 
the problem should be entirely distinct from 
and unconnected with any political or economic 
purpose. That is to say, the question is 
purely one of social psychology. The will to 
cherish · good feelings towards communities 
other ·than one's own and the imagination to 
visualise the many beneficent effects that would. 
fhlw. from such relationship, are the first 
essentials; and workers · should set about in· 
as quiet and inconspicuous a way as possible to 
promote them. Personal· conduct is of the first: 
imp.xtance anJ those -wh.ol :wisll to bring about 
this result, should themselves show the way by 
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precept and example,-by example even more 
than by precept. As a beginning, we would 
suggest that they should take a simple pledge, 
somewhat as follows: 

and violence behind them, But they are 
generally less based on force than the opposition 
they provoke from the authorities-whether 
university or police. Among students them
selves these activities generally are seen in their 
proper perspective. 

Students' DemB!JstratiBns an~ Discipline:-If his 
conduct is condemned, the question of mildness or 

This may seem too vague but the object is to severity does not arise. On the other hand, .Mr. 
put every man on his conscience. This will set Masani's plea that the action was mild, can only 
in motion a movement, intellectual at first, ' irritate those who, like the students in Bomb1y, 
which will influence practical conduct in course believe that it was unjustified and unjustifiable. 
of time. A clause may be added to the pledge The question of the propriety of Sir Maurice's 
making it incumben~ on '!very one who ~kes it, action does no~ arise as it is overshadowed by 
to get as many of h1s fnends and acquamtances I the fact of h1s present unpopularity with 
as possible to take it also. . , students. But it is, to say the least, ironic that 

The Bmnbay University Convocation :-The I Sir l\ laurice sho~ld have. presented his case ill' 
announcement about a month ago that Sir ~ statement wh1ch remmded the students t~at 
Maurice Gwyer, Chief Justice of the Federal ~II ~uses are bett:~ served by self-restramt, 
Court of India, had been invited to deliver the d!gmty and the. sp1nt ,of tolerance ~han • by 
address at the annual convocation of Bombay terronsm and ~1olence. Mr. Masam P?mt:t 
University· for the conferment of degrees, had out that no. one has the power to depnve _a. 
created a certain amount of uneasiness in ths student of his degree. We are glad of th1s 
student world of Bombay. .The only difference assurance but we fail. to see why the power to 
between the two students' organisations in the postpone the actual takmg .of a .degree for a 
city . was as to the manner of expressing year cannot be extended mdefim~ely, or from 
their disapproval-one group favouring a year to year. Such postpone~ent 1~ not a .v_ery 
silent boycott whilst the other desired public commenda~le way of dealmg ~1th pohtlcal 
demonstrations. The feeling against Sir Maurice offenders 10 · the st~de~t commumty and eve.nts 
arose out of his action in not allowing ·two have proved that 1t .1s not. even .eff;ctive. 
students of Delhi University who had passed W~atever may be said of. S1r Maurice s first 
their examination, to take their degrees action, : .there ·.can be little to. ~mmen~ 
because they had actively engaged in demonstra- a repehhon °.f It, much less apprec1at1on of 1t 
tions on Anti-Repression Day. It is a wellknown by. other Vlce-Chan~ellors. Unfortunately the 
fact that the student world all over India had action taken by the pohce on Tuesday on student 
been eat! erturbed b Sir Maurice's ction demonstrato~s has taken the q.uarrel a step 

I solemnly pledge myself to endeavour to the best of 
. my ability, in thought, word and deed, to regard all 

persons as individuals and as fellowmen, irrespective 
of caste and creed. 

d ~0 ~yp had as ;arning the exam ~pie of farther. It IS agreed that the police lost control 
an m of themselves and th t p o oked tt cks o the Lucknow University where disturbances . a un r v a a .n 

h ak f .. M · , · • I students occurred. We · trust that after th1s 
followed on t e w e o :S1r aunce s VISit. n d' g f 1 xh'b't' s· M · G · ·u 
the circumstances, it was extremely unwise of 1~ race .u e 1 1 100 .If aunce . .wyer WI 
the University authorities here to have tempted thmk twice before agreei.ng t? make h1mself the 

'dence b calling on Sir Maurice Gwyer to ~entre of ~e student-umvers1o/ contr?versy. It 
provl Y · . IS not destrable for the Ch1ef J ust1ce of the 
address the students-unless 1t was meant as a h • best co rt f 1 • th 1 d t b · d 
mark of support and appreciation of J'tis discip\i- 1g. ag'~t' O affu~n k' ~ an O e miXe 
nary action when it could be nothing less than up 10 

. 
1 IOns 0 IS 10 • 

asking for. trouble. Sir Maurice, too, would . Sir Maurice's Address :-Sir Maurice Gwyer's 
have chosen the better part ha4 be, i!l view of address itself was a peculiar blend of contradic
previous experience, declined the invitation to tions. Rebuking those who attached greater 
save the Bombay University an unpleasant importance to the degree than to the education 
episode, Apparently, however, the students' that preceded it, Sir Maurice fell into the sam·e. 
declarations and resolutions were . not regarded error himself when he condemned the system for 
very seriously until the last .day, ,when the large number o( failures to obtain degrees 
the Vice-Chancellor of Bombay University, arid demanded restriction of admission on a 
Mr. R. P. Masani, issued a. statement basis of selection to eliminate "wastage." His 
calling on students to respect an honoured guest, reference to students who would never benefit 
and explaining the necessity which had forced by a university education, must have flattered 
Sir Maurke to act against. the Delhi students. the successful candidates before him. But surely 
Mr. Masani quoted from ;in explanation released the more thoughtful among them must have 
to the press by Sir Maurice at the time. We wondered whether under the Gwyer selection 
are prepared to accept the reasons for Sir they themselves would have been allowed to. 
Maurice Gwyer's disciplinary action partly pursue their studies at the university. ·There 
because no responsible individual would indulge is riothing to guarantee that any mode of selec
in penalties merely for the sake of discipline and tion would pick out the best. The non-educa
also because picketing and strikes. even among tiona! portions of Sir Maurice's speech were 
students must have .an element of intimidation equ~fy ill-conceived. 
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Gujarat Research Society :-We publish in ged to get in a last word of advice before the 
another column a note on the Economic and bombs which have left the raiding planes strike 
Nutritional Survey which the Gujarat Research . your city. Indians generally believe that war 
Society has instituted. The Survey is sure to I is unlikely to come to India. Therefore, whilst 
yield important results which Will be of inestim- j both Sir Roger and Lord Linlithgow referred to 
able advantage as an aid to movements for the , "101 weeks of war" during which nothing had 
amelioration of health and economic conditions 1 happened in India, with a certain sense of 
not only in Gujarat but in the country as a I embarrassment, somewhat in the manner of a 
whole. The combination of economics and 1 dramatic company apologising for the absence 
nutritio.1 in a single survey, however, does not 

1 

of the leading lady, Mr. Kothavala needed 
seem to be well-conceived. The economic riothing but his own sense of security to sr,engthea 
problem-is a very wide and complex one, and, , his case. His emphasis accordingly was more 
though it has an ultimate bearing on nutrition I on the return of peace than on the prosecutioB 
also, the latter can be studied better and more of the war. 
expeditiously by itself. Science has now come I 
round to the ancient view that what a man eats I Britain's War Aim ?-What did the Viceroy 
and drinks is of considerable importance to his mean when he told A. R. P. workers in Bombay 
health of mind and body. Research work in that "we have got to make a good job of 
Nutrition has come to occupy the front place in it this time I" And, again, "assuredly we shall 
national health problems. fhe work can be bring him (the Nazi) down-this time for ever?'' 
immediately taken in hand without any elaborate The explanation t.J .this is to be found in a 
collection of statistics; and improvements in diet speech made by a non-official European in 
with little or no addition to the present cost, will South India. Sir Fred erick James speaking Oil 

lead to improvement in the health and efficiency August 16 at Trichinopoly declared his con
of the people within a short time. Such work viction that the :end of the war would not come 
is already being carried on in some places in the with the overthrow of Hitlerism but only wheB 
country and the work in Gujarat will be facili- the doctrines which had inspired the Nazi 
tated by reference to results of work elsewhere, movement and were the outcome of generations 
While the diet of the Punjabee, the Bengalee, of German philosophy, had been completely 
the Maharashtrian and the Madrassee, have been eradicated from the minds of the German gene
investigated and the result published by rations of the future. This goes much further 
McCarrison and his successor, Dr. Aykroyd, in and deeper than mere disarmament and 

. the Coonoor Nutrition Laboratories, we have parallels to it will have to be sought outside 
not seen any reference to the food of Gujaratis Europe. Apparently British officials arid non· 
in their publications. The Gujarat Research officials in India are confident of Britain's 
Survey is, therefore, timely and its results will ability to achieve this result. 
be looked forward to with interest, 

Air Rllids and Officials :-There has been 
an or~y of official speech-making in Bombay. 
On Wednesday, August 13, the Governor 
of Bombay broadcast an appeal for volunteers 
for A. R. P. work. On Thursd ty the Viceroy 
addressed a rally of Civic Guards and later 
a gathering of A. R. P. workers, And on the 
same night, Mr. T. T, Kothavala, Provincial 
Rationing Authority for Bombay, added his 
little voice to the appeals of the mighty. It is 
a matter of interest that, while Sir Roger Luml;;r 

, urged the need for precauti0nary measures as 
elementary prudence, and Lord Linlithgow 
cautioned his audiences to av.:>id complacency 
because "tomorrow the war may be at our 
gates,'' l\Ir. Kothavala toiJ his hearers that "every 
gallon saved here means another gallon carried 
to the fighting Z~Jn~s. and that by conserving 
our petrol supplies we are helping to keep war 
off our frontiers.'' The diff<!l'ence between the two 
points of view is not due, as some may infer, 
to 1\lr. Kothavala's limited responsibilities giving 
him a narrower outlook on the war issue. It is, 
if we may say so, fundamentally the outcome 
of differences between the Br•tish and Indian 
attitud~s on this war. l\1\JSt Bntish speakers, 
11·hatever their private opinions might be, like to 
speak of the war as though they have just mana· 

Petrol Rationing :-Mr. Kothavala in mention
ing those who were entitled to extra petrol supplies 
because of their public service, mentioned doctors 
and insurance agents. Since when have insurance 
agents become public benefactors? Mr. Kotha vala 
seems to have been carried away by insurance 
sales talk. Mr. Kothavala gave the basis on 
which he proposed .to check a doctor's claims 
to extra petroL It was to be the income-tax 
returns of the doctor. But he failed to mention 
the standard by which he was intending to judge 
the insurance agent's claims. A subsequent 
announcement states that extra rations will be 
allowed to businessmen and others which implies 
that a very wide interpretation will be placed on 
service ·to the community-at any rate, wide 
enough to include personal profit, if it is on a 
large enough scale. Normally the extra allowance 
in Bombay will not exceed the basic ration. The 
Pun jab rationing authority has fixed the limit 
at five times the basic ration. The experience 

· of other provinces in the first days of the 
rationing experiment would seem to indicate an 
early revision of the scheme in the light of 
practical knowledge. In Bombay, in the city 
itself, a rise in prices followed the introduction .of 
rationing. 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOMBAY, August 28, 1941. 

INDO-BURMAN MARRIAGES. 
The interpolation of a claus~ relati_ng !O 

marriages of Burmese women With ln~1ans m 
the Immigration Agreement, caused considerable 
perplexity. There was nothing in the clauses 
before or after it to explain how it came to be 
there. The occurrence of the word "cohabita
tion'' in the same clause added to the perplexity. 
There was no reference to the subject in the two 
broad principles which Sir Girjashankar Bajpai 
placed before the Standing Emigration Commit· 
tee in June last as those on which he proposed to 
negotiate with the Burmese Government, 
The Baxter report which paved the ground 
for the negotiations had not the remotest 
reference to the subject. How then did the 
clause creep into the Pact? For an explanation 
we have to turn to Justice Braund's Report on 
the Burma Riots three years ago. The riots 
arose out of a scurrilous writing against Bhagvan 
Buddha by a Burmese Muslim. Muslims beca:me 
objects of indiscriminate attack by fanatical 
Burmans and ·non-Muslim Indians were also 
victims of mob fury in some places. The 
Braund Com111ittee was appointed to enquire 
not only into the riots but into a 11 other matters 
which were or might become causes of 
conflict between Indians and Burmans. There 
were riots in Bombay not long ago and the 
Bombay Government did not order any enquiry 
although pressed to do so by responsible pu~lic 
bodies, on the ground that such. an enqmry 
might aggravate Communal ill-feehng. But the 
Government of Burma instituted and enquiry of 
the widest possible kind, and the only regard they 
showed for the consideration of the Bombay 
Government was that the examination of 
witnesses was not open to the public and the 
press. Intermarriages were mentio;11ed before 
the Committee by several Burmes.e w1tnesses. as 
a source of irritation. The Braund Committee 
in its interim report devoted a chapter to the 
subject. They pointed out that 

under the customary law of Burma marriage is a. 
contract whereby two persons agree to Jive together in 
open a.nd notorious cohabitation; The husband a.nd 
wife work together for"their mutual benefit a.nd share 
the proceeds between them of their. Joint labours. 

. There is no ceremony or formality requ!s1te to comple!e 
a marriage amongst Burmese Buddhists, All that 1s 
required is an intention to contract a perman~nt 
union with a view to becoming hus~and and w~fe. 
Nor Is there a.nything in Burmese Buddhist Law wh1ch 
requires the other spouse to be a. Buddhist. 

The .juxtaposition of marriage and coh~bitat!on 
in the thirteenth clause of the Imm•gratton 
Agreement which seemed grotesque, becomes 
clear in the light of t~is descriptio'? of the 
Burmese marriage, It 1S further obv1ous how 
a Burmese woman who cohabits with a non
Burman in the belief that she becomes his lawful 
wife may be left in the lurch if the man does. not 
reciprocate her belief, The Braund Comm1ttee 
recommended some protection for the Burmese 

wife in such circumstances. The Hon. U. Saw 
in a recent speech referred to the question 
and said that "one of the major issues on 
the solution of which depended the peace 
and good order of Burma was inter-marriages 
between Burmese women and non-Burmans, a 
problem which had been largely solved by the 
enactment of the Buddhist Women's Marriage 
Act." It is not clear why it was thought necessary 
to introduce the intermarriage clause in the 
Immigration Agreement, when the position of the 
Burmese woman was secured by a special Act. 

Among the sources likely to create friction 
between Burmese and Indians, the Braund 
Committee noted the anxiety in the minds of 
a large number of Burmans regarding the 
marriage of their women with foreigners, parti
cularly Indians. Among Indians, marriages with 
Muslims were the cause of special anxiety. The 
Hindu law forbids intermarriages between 
persons of castes other than that to which the 
parties belong. Conversions are not counten
anced except by some modern sects. The 
difficulty in the case of Hindus mainly arose out 
of succession to property which legislation can 
easily rectify. In the case of Indian Christians, 
the disability of Burmese wives to sue for divorce 
under the Indian Christian Marriage Act, 
was likewise· removable by legislation. The 
Buddhist Women's Marriage Act to which 
the Hon. U. Saw referred in his speech has 
presumably effected both these obje~ts. But 
intermarriages between Muslim · men · and 
Burmese women were a problem of a different 
character. Muslim men are prohibited by their 
religion from marrying women who do ';lot 
follow a religion whose tenets are embod1ed 
in a Book. Buddhism is pre-eminently a religion 
of the individual conscience and reason. It 
has a vast literature but no single book which 
holds · the same place as the Bible or Koran 
in the estimation of Christiarts and Muslims. 
The Burmese, as Fielding-Hall has shown in his 
"Soul of a People" are strict. observers of the 
tenets of Buddhism and the Buddhist Church 
in Burma scrupulously refrains from influencing 
the secular institutions of the country. Muslims 
who wish to marry Burmese women, therefore, 
have to get them converted to Islam before 
a legal mamge can . be contracted. This 
goes against the gram of a deep-rooted 
Burmese sentiment. In the words of the 
Report of the Braund Committee on which 
there were Burmese and Muslim, but 
no Hindu or Christian members, 

As the law stands, no Burmese Buddhist woman can 
become the lawful wife of Muslim man without first 
having embraced his faith. '!'his too has given rise 
to disatislaction, for it is felt to be wrong that a woman 
should in such circumstances have to abandon her 
own religio o. 
Burmese sentiment in this matter is totally 

different from Indian sentiment which would 
regard with less disfavour the conversion of a . 
woman to the reli<Yion of the man with whom she 
wishes to live in c~njugal felicity than hercohabi
tation with him while remaining in the 
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ancestral faith without a legal marriage to I of the behaviour. of the British ~overnm~nt 
the annoyance of her kith and kin, The clause towards a considerable part of 1ts Emp1re. 
in the Bajpai-U. Saw Agreement is obviously 

1
~ In that light this only means, so far as India 

intended to meet the special difficulty is concerned, that British overlordship will 
in the way of legal marriage by a Muslim continue until all parties and persons in this 
with a Burmese Buddhist woman. This seems country unanimously request Britain to relin
to have been understood by the negotiators but it quish it. Mr. Winston Churchill is a more 
has been thought politic to prese~t it as ~n I seasoned politician than President ~oosevelt: He 
Indo-Burman issue and not as a Mushm-Buddh1st has the added advantage of bemg partJally 
issue which it really is. As a matter I American by descent. We may b~ sure that 
of fact 1t concerns all Muslims and not Indian he did not sign this document without weighing 
Muslims alone, The Braund Committee records . all the implications of its terms and finding that 
the existence in · Burma of a lakh and a I they are all capable of being interpreted so 
quarter Zerbadis, the result of the union of as to square with policies which will not 
Burmese women with Muslim traders who materially affect Britain•s position as a Great 
visited Burma, Malaya, Sumatra, Java and other Power. The phrase in the fourth clause "with due 
such places. Muslims in all these places are known respect for their existing oblig-ations" is, as we 
as Zerbadis. Zerbadis in Burma now prefer to be know only too well, capable of wide extensions. 
known as Burma-Muslims. The problem which These obligations, as in the latest instance of 
the clause relating to marriage is intended to Indians in Burma, may be whittled away. Or 
meet, is a peculiarly Muslim problem relating to they may be conceived and enforced rigidly, as 
Muslims all the world over and is out of place in a barrier against according self-government to 
the Agreement on Indian Immigration. subject races. 

ROOSEVELT-CHURCHILL MANIFESTO 
Elsewhere is published the Churchill-Roosevelt 

Manifesto of eight points. It is a statement 
intended to rally the world against Hitlerism· 
It has no legal value and cannot be enforced 
in a Court of International Law, if ever there is 
one competent to adjudicate on such a document. 
High-sounding expressions are so lavishly 
used nowadays that on many people they have 
ceased w produce any impression, The fate 
of President Wilson's fourteen points is a 
warning against attaching too much importance 
to the Roosevelt-Churchill Manifesto, It has 
been urged that the Wilson document was a 
unilateral one but as, this manifesto bears two 
signatures, it must be expected to be more 
effective. It may be so but it is also possible 
that a document signed by two is liable to more 
diff.:rcnt interpretations than one signed by a 

· single man, Taken together with the commen
tary of Mr. Attlee, Deputy Premier, that the 
maniC esto applies to Asiatics and Africans, its 
issue docs mark an advance on the pronounce
ments which d.:clared the freedom of Europe, 
the preservation of European civilisation, or 

. the rrotection of Christianity, to be the principal 
British war aim, That is about the only thing 
in it to be complacent about, at least for Asiatics 
and Africans who constitute a considerably 
larger proportion of the world population than 
the \Vhite races. 

The fifth clause and the sixth clause about 
economic co-operation between all countries and 
according them equal access to raw materials, 
have no meaning unless the United States provides 
for all nations equal access to its gold hoards, or 
international trade is regulated on a basis of 
barter. The last clause expressing the belief 
that, from realistic and spiritual reasons, all 
nations must abandon the use of force, 
has been hailed by Gandhiji as a triumph 
of his propaganda of non-violence. The 
same clause which expresses disbelief in 
violence proposes action which CJnnot be given 
effect to without violence continued for an 
indefinite length of time. The aggressor nations 
are to be disarmed first, This can not be done 
without a tremendous use of force. Germany, 
Italy and Japan will not lightly submit to be 
disarmed until their enemies do likewise. fhe 
Treaty of Versailles provided that the Germans 
should first disarm and others should follow, 
The others never followed. If the three powers 
of the Axis are disarmed by the application of 
force, they must be kept disarmed by the 
same means. America and Britain will plead 
that they are perfectly ready to disarm but, 
if they carried out their earnest wish, the 
Axis Powers will rearm and the world will 
be again exposed to the same danger3 as at 
present. This plea will have to be accepted 
because there will be no nation strong enough 
to compel the two powers to abandon it. 

There is another consideratio.t. It arises from 
It is true that the principle of self-deter- the invitation to Russia to sign this manifesto 

ruination is reaffirmed but this principle has not and become a third member of the new Axis. As 
been accepted by the British Government in we have shown in these columns, Stalin's Russia 
practice. Repentance without restitution has no r is less ideologically as well as actually remote 
spiritual or moral value, The .\lanifesto states II from the British and American Governments than 
that the signatories desire to see no territorial Lenin's Russia was. At the same time, it is also 
changes that do not accord with the freely closer in theory anJ practice to the totalitarian 
e:.,;pre,;,;ed wishes of the p..>Ople concerned. As regimes than tv the democratic ones. It still calls 
we do Mt believe in sudden conversions, we can itself Soviet and has not formally repudiated 
only interpret this d~'Claration in the light its adhere11ce to Marxist notions. In India the 
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possession of Communist literature is liable to 
i-nvolve the possessor in a criminal prosecution or 
detention without trial. Without either of the 
two sides approaching each other in the 
realm of ideas it may be possible as a 
matter of expediency, in the pres~nce of a 
common enemy, to unite in a common line 
of action. But when the danger is over 
the old line of cleavage will reopen, and the allies 
of yesterday may become the bitter enemies of 
tomorro was has happened in the case of Britain 
and France, Germany and Russia. Beliefs have a 
vital influence on behaviour. 

The observations of Mr. Attlee, Leader of the 
Labour Party and Deputy Premier, on the 
Roosevelt-Churchill Manifesto at a gathering of 
Africans in London, incline us to take a 
somewhat more sanguine view. For one 
thing, Mr. Attlf'.e began with an avowal of 
the wrongs done to coloured races by Whites 
and the concern his Party had always felt to 
bring about a more equitable relation between 
the British and coloured races. The Deputy 
Premier was not positive but he believed that 
the equalities promised in the Churchill· 
Roosevelt Manifesto applied to Asiatics and 
Africans equally with Europeans. The 
Manifesto itself is not clear on the point. It 
prefers to speak of ·'lands'' rather than of the 
peoples who inhabit them. We trust that 
the experience of the last Peace Conference 
will not be repeated. It will be remembered that 
President Wilson went back on his professions 
when Japan proposed to insert racial equality as 
one of the terms of the Covenant of the League 
of Nations; and he was supported by the British 
del~gation which had to take into account the 
deep-rooted colour prejudice of the Dominions. 
It is stated that the Dominions-not India-were 
kept in touch with the tenor of the Churchill
Roosevelt talks. Did they, would they, accept 
the interpretation put on the Manifesto by Mr. 
Attlee? If they do, and a public statement is 
made to that effect, a big stone would be 
rolled out of the way of India's acceptance 
of a position of partnership in the Common
wealth. The situation would at once take 
on a new complexion. The adhesion of 
Russia is a hopeful feature. Russia has no 
race prejudices and, although there have been 
several changes in Soviet policy, there has been 
and there could be none on this point. Stalin 
now and then reminds diplomats of his being an 
Asiatic himself. The British Labour Party has 
been emerging in its true role since the Anglo
J,'{ussian alliance and we may hope that in the 
shaping of the new world order it will be able to 
assert itself as a force on 'the side of freedom 
and equality irrespective of colour and creed. 

ADOPTION SANAD AND KOLHAPUR. 
( By M. D, KARKHANIS1 KOLHAPUR ) 

Adoption Sanad l Only two words I But what 
a momentous issue hangs on them to-day ! A couple 
of words have set the best wits thinking. Volumes 
can be written on them, yet only a few have dared 
write with depth. One must be very careful when 
on the correct interpretation of the Sanad, st~died i~ 
the light of its actual application to cases in 
Kolhapu~ history,_depends the. nature of adoption by 
Pattaram Taraba1saheb that IS to be sanctioned by 
the Government. On this depend the fortunes of one 
million Kolhapur State subjects, 
. Let us, ther~fore, 150 i_nto the Sanad proper, the 

~lrcums.tan;es In wh1ch It was gran~ed in 1862 and 
1ts applicatiOn to the last three cases 1n the Kolhapur 
history, especially one which has a striking similarity 
to the present Maharani Tarabaisaheb, 

The policy of lapse followed by Lord Dalhousie 
created suspicion in the minds of the Indians in 
general and the Rulers in particular, It was essential 
to ease their minds after the Mutiny of 1857-58. 
Hence Queen Victoria of England, Empress 
of India, issued on the 1st November, 1858, the famous 
Jahirnama -the Magna Charta of the constitutional 
rights of the Indian people and the States. It 
expresses in plain words that 

(i) the treaties and enga!5ements gone into with 
the Indian States would be Justly observed ; 

(ii) no hindrance would be brought by the 
Government in the way of adoption of a Successor 
to a gadi by a Ruler; and 

(iii) that ·the Government would not interfere 
in the religious affairs of the people. 
After this Lord Canning granted in 1862, by order 

of Queen Victoria, Adoption Sanads to several 
Indian States like Bansada, Dharmpore, Kolhapur, 
Sawantwaree, etc., applicable •·on failure of natural 
heirs." In the case of Kolhapur "the Government 
marked their sense of the Raja's ( Baba-Saheb) 
loyalty by conferring on him the order of the Star 
of India and granting a Sanad of Adoption 11862 )." 

We take the following Adoption Sanad, as typical, 
from Part II Surat Agency-Bansada, Dharampur-No. 
XXXVII and XXXVIU, 89, from "A Collection of 
Treaties, Engagements and Sanads" by C. V. 
Aitchison, B. Sc., Edition 1892, Vol. VII, page 89, 

No, XXXVII. 
Adoption Sunnud granted to the Raja of Bansada-. 

1862. 
Her Majesty being desirous that the Governments 

of the several Princes and Chiefs of India who now 
govern their own territories should be perpetuated, and 
that the representation and dignity of their houses 
should be continued, I· hereby, in fulfilment of this 
desire, convey to you the assurance that, on failure of 
natural heirs, the adoption by yourself and future 
rulers of your Sta.te of a successor, according to !Iindu 
law and to the customs of your race, will be recognized 
and confirmed. 

Be assured that nothing shall disturb the engagement 
thus made to you so long as your house is loyal to tha 
Crown and faithful to the conditions of the treaties, 
grants, or engagements, which record its obligations 
to the British Government. 

Fort William, } C • 
The llth March 1892. Sdi- annmg. 

A similar Sanad was granted to Dhurmpore, 
Kolhapur, and Sawantwaree, 

Let us now trace how this Sanad was made use 
of in three prominent cases of past Kolhapur 
Rulers. 

1st Oa.o :-"This Baba-saheb did not long enjoy his 
powers, as be died in August 1866. A son that he 
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had by his first wife, the daughter of the Gaikawar of I 
Baroda, bad died some time previously; so being 

1 without issue he adopted on his deathbed 
1 

Nagojirao from the Patankar family." This ' 
Nagojirao was named Rajaram and this adoption 
was sanctioned by the Paramount Power, It is 
clear from this that Ba baeaheb was given free choice 
in the selection of the boy at the time of adoption. 
Another point worth noting is that this adoption 
was post-sanctioned and waa more or less formal, 
On 29th of October, 1867 Sir Balter Fryre, 
>Governor of Bombay. recognized Rajaram as the 
Chhatrapati of Kolhapur in a Darbar held at 
Poona. 

2ad Oau :-"In 1870 Raja Rajaram proceeded 
-on a tour through Europe but died at Florence 
in November of that year without leaving any 
1sssue," What a strikingly close parallel to 
that of our beloved Rajaram Cbhatrapati 
Maharaj I What an unhapppy coincidence! The 
two cases are exactly similar in name, 
circumstance and the nature of adoption that 
followed. Both were Chhatrapatis of the same 
namq both had two queens; both died all of a 
sudden away from Kolhapur and in November; 
both remained loyal to the Government and were 
at the head of a peaceful good reign. Even the 
name of the Senior Maharani was Tarabai who 
was allowed free, unfettered choice in the selection 
of a boy she liked best. What was, however, the 
guiding principle that led to her adoption ? Here 
it is. 1 quote from the same book of "Treaties, 
etc." by C. V. Aitchison, page 187: 

"There was no near blood-relation of the late 
Chief eligible for adoption; but Government 
declared its willingness to recognize as his 
Successor any person who might be seleoted 
as the most fitting and acceptable to the family 
and the principal persons of State, even though 
he might not fulfil all the conditions required 
by 'Hindu Law' and 'the Customs of the Kolhapur 
Family/" 
, Here we find how the Government set a new 
precedent suited to the wishes of the adoptive and 
the people of the State, giving the adoptive free 
choice in selection, unfettered by the conditions of the 
•Sanad', In fact, any person could be adopted 
provided the boy was most fitting; acceptable to 
the family; acceptable to the principal persons of 
the State, The Hritish Government has never 
imposed their will on the adoptives nor does the 
Sanad or the subsequent declaration aforesaid 
warrant such a step. Nay, the Royal family has 
actually adopted the boy first and asked for the 
sanction afterwards as in the first case cited above. 

&rd !.'"'":-I now proceed to the last case, 
that of adoption by Anandibaisaheb, widow of 
Shivaji V, of Yesbwantrao Ghatge of Kagal 
styled as Shahu Chhatrapati, son of the Regent 
Babatahob l\laharaj in March, 1884., In this 
case, too, the Royal family was given full freedom 
to select the boy who was nominally approved of 
by tho Government. Here too, we notice a clear 
d~viation. This time the boy was not from the 
Hhosle family but from the Ghatge family. · 

What after all do we arrive at after observing all 
these cases i' We come to the conclusion that the 
boy. must be endearing to the adoptive; secondly, be 
must be liked by the subjects in whose interest 
he rules; and, lastly, he must be such on whom the 
Government can rely as a faithful ally in times good 
and bad. 

Now we come to the present Maharani Tarabai
sahe b. I have shown how her case is exactly 
identical to another Tarabai Maharani, the Senior 
widow of Rajaram Chhatrapati, who died in 1870 at 
Florence, There is, however, one point of difference 
between them. Our present Tarabaisaheb is 
Pattabhishikta Maharani, i.e,, one crowned along 
with her husband, while the past Tarabaisaheb was 
not crowned and yet she was allowed I ree choice 
in adoption. Why not, then, allow free choice to the 
present Tarabaisaheb who is Pattarani, i.e., crowned? 
Such a cultured lady, first in the hearts of her 
subjects, claiming noble descent and friendly to the 
Government will surely hit upon a choice that will 
prove to be a 'pillar of the Empire,' one who will 
strive to fulfil the yearning-s of the subjects and who 
will be a prop of his noble mother. 

The question of adoption will have thus to be 
solved with due respect to the conditions of the 
Magna Charta of 1858, the Queen's Jahirnama, with 
due consideration of the Sanad viewed in the light of 
the new precedent of •free choice' introduced by the 
Government in its declaration in the second case 
quoted above and the wishes of Pattarani, the 
present Maharani Tarabaisaheb. 

I hope, therefore that the Government will be 
pleased to announce immediately this Pattarani's 
recognition as a Chhatrap~ti to this gadi, leaving 
the choice of adoption to her wishes, let it be to-day 
or to-morrow. 

ECO~OMIC AND NUTRITION SURVEY OF 
GUJARATI FAMILIES. 

The Gujarat Research Society which is devoted to 
the scientific study of all problems relating to 
Gujarat, Kathiawar and Cutch has undertaken an 
Economic and Nutrition Survey of Gujarati families 
in Bombay. There is a widespread belief that 
the health and physique of the average Gujarati 
have deteriorated and that steps must be taken to 
prevent further mischief and to improve the existing 
conditions, This investigation has been planned in 
order to find out the exact truth in this matter, In two 
papers published in the January 1939 and January 
1940 issues of the Journal of this So~iety, abundant 
material has been published to indicate that . the 
physical measurements. of Gujarati college and 
school students, as well as of adults insured with 
certain insurance companies, are decidedly poor as 
compared to those of the mem hers of other communi· 
ties living under the same climatic conditions. It is, 
however, necessary to investigate the matter more 
thoroughly and on a wider scale. Physique and health 
are closely related to nutrition, and there is further a 
close relation between the nutrition that a family 
gets and its economic condition, The scheme now 
proposed, therefore, pro\·ides for the study of all these 
aspects so that a proper co-relation between them 
can be established. 

If we examine the choice of adoption of th~ women i 
from the Roral families we find that every time the 
choice wa1 qu1te satisfactory. The Government had 
taken proper care in educating ttle boys so selected 
and they proved thems~lves worthy ot the onerous 
duties of kingship. Take the case of Rajaram 
Chhatrapati who died at Florence and that of Shahu 
Chhatrapati. Both were loyal progressive rulers. 
The memory of the former is associated with a new 
era in education, l. "• Rajaram College and that of the 
Jattcr with tho uplift of the backward classes, 

An ambitious scheme of this nature requires on the 
one hand the active co-operation of several experts and 
trained workers, and on the other hand the willingness 
on the part of the Gujarati people themselves to give 
correct information as regards the questions put 

' to them so as to enable us get a correct picture ot 
the present situation.. The names of the persons who 
give infoonation are, therelin, recorded in a separate 
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Register for the purpose of reference only. The 
schedules on which the entries are made will contain 
only numbers assigned to the families examined, and 
the Register will be treated as confidential. Thus no 
information of a personal or confidential nature will 
have any chance of publicity at any stage. 

Such an inquiry must entail large cost and the 
resources of the Society are not adequate for a 
scheme like the present one. It is highly gratifying 
under the .circumstances that Sir Purshotamdas 
Thaktirdas who has a keen interest from the practi
cal as well as scientific point of view in the problem 
of the physical well-being of Gujaratis has willingly 
and generously agreed to pay the entire cost of this 
task, about whose importance and practical utility 
there can be no doubt. 

The Society has also been fortunate in having the 
sympathetic co-operation of the authorities of Sir 
Hurkisondas Ho~pital. The work of this investiga
tion was commenced on 1st July. At present the 
families connected with the patients in the H urkison
das Hospital are being approached for information 
in connection with the inquiry. In course of time, 
it is hoped that other Gujarati families will come 
forward to give information required for the purpose. 

Two specially trained investigators, who are well 
qualified for their work, assisted by a lady health 
visitor, are in immediate charge of the inquiry. Their 
work is under the supervision of a Committee consis
ting of well-known medical experts and economists. 
Some idea of the work may be obtained by a 
personal visit to the office of the investigators on 
the third floor of the Sir Hurkisondas Hospital any 
day between 4 p. m. and 6 p. m. Inquiries may also 
be addressed to Prof, C. N. Vakil, Hon. General 
Secretary, Gujarat Research Society, at the School 
,of Economics and Sociology, University of Bombay, 
Bombay, 1. 

ANGLO-AMERICAN DECLARATION. 
Mr. Churchill and President Roosevelt have met 

at sea and have drawn up a joint Anglo-United States 
Declaration, setting out the objectives for which 
the Allies are fighting and indicating the fundamental 
principles on which the plans for permanent world 
peace in future must be based. Mr. A ttlee, Lord 
Privy Seal, disclosed the well-kept secret of the 
meeting in a special broadcast over all B. B. C. 
stations. Mr. Attlee said : 

"I be President ofthe United States and the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Churchill, representing His Majesty's 
Government in the United Kingdom, have met at 
sea •. They have been accompanied by officials of 
their two Governments, including high ranking offi
cers of their Military, Naval and Air services. The 
whole problem ot the supply of munitions of war, as 
provided by the Lease and Lend Act, for the armed 
forces of the United States and for those countries 
actively engaged in resisting aggression has been 
further examined. Lord Beaverbrook, the Minister 
of Supply of the British Government, has joined in 
these conferences. He is going to proceed to Wash
ington to discuss further details with the appropriate 
officials of the United States. These conferences 
will also cover the supply problem of the Soviet 
Union; ' 

"The President and the Prime Minister have had 
several conferences, They have considered the 
dangers to world civilisation arising from the policy 
of military domination by conquest upon which the 
Hitlerite Government ol Germany and other Govern• 
ments associated therewith have embarked and have 
made clear the steps which their countries are 
respectively taking for their safety in facing these 

dangers. They have agreed upon the following
joint declaration : 

TEXT OF DECLARATION. 

The President of the United States and the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Churchill, representing His Majesty's. 
Government in the United Kingdom, being met 
together, deem it right to make known certain 
common principles in the national policies of their 
respective countries on which they base their hopes 
for a better future for the world. 

First, their countries seek no aggrandisement,. 
territorial or other. 

Second, they desire to s~e no territorial changes 
that do not accord with the freely expressec!J 
wishes of the peoples concerned. ' 

Third, they respect the right of all peoples to 
choose the form of government under which they~ 
will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights 
and self-government restored to those who have 
been forcibly deprived of them. 

Fourth, they will endeavour, with due respect 
for their existing obligations, to further the enjoyment 
by all States, great or small, victor or vanquished,. 
ol access on equal terms to trade and to the raw 
materials of the world which are needed for their 
economic prosperity. 

Fifth, they desire to bring about the fullest 
collaboration between all nations in the economic 
field with the object of securing for all improved 
labour standards, economic advancement and social 
security. 

Sixth, after the final destruction of Nazi tyranny· 
they hope to see established a peace which will 
afford to all nations the means of dwelling in safety 
within their own boundaries and which will afford 

1assurance that all men in all lands may live out their 
lives in freedom from fear and want. 

Seventh, such a peace should enable all men to· 
traverse the high seas and·oceans without hindrance •. 

Eighth, they believe that all nations of the world, 
for realistic as well as spiritual reasons, must come 
to the abandonment of the use of force. Since no· 
future peace can be maintained if land, sea or air 
armaments continue to be employed by nations 
which threaten or may threaten aggression outside of 
their frontiers, they believe, pending the establish
ment of a wider and permanent system of general 
security, that disarmament of such nations is 
essential. They will likewise aid· and encourage all. 
other practicable measures which will lighten for 
peace-living peoples . the crushing burden ·ofz 
armament. 

"FREEDOM FOR ALL RACES." 

••You will not find in the declarations which have· 
been made on behalf of the Government of tbiS: 
country on the war1 any suggestion that the freedom 
and social security ·for which we fight should be 
denied to any of the races of mankind," said 
Mr. Attlee, Deputy Prime Minister. Mr. Attlee 
was speaking at a reception given in his honour by 
West African students in London and he emphasised 
that the declaration of principles which he had made 
the day before applied to all the races of the world,. 
coloured as well as white. He said: 

''We of the Labour Party have always been 
conscious of the wrongs done by the white races to 
those with darker skins. We have been glad to see 
how with the passing of years the old conception of 
colonies as places inhabited by inferior people whose 
function was only to serve and produce wealth for 
the benefit ot other people bas made way for juster 

and nobler ideas. 
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"Yesterday I was privileged to announce a d,;;ia,~~-l/on the Russian fro~t the ~;:.-:eems to be settling 
ration of principles which apply, I believe, to all the )wn to a decision. The report that the Dnieper 
peoples of the world. Dam has been destroyed and Marshal V oroshilof's 

"Our enemies, the Nazis, have set up a monstrous appeal to the citizens of Leningrad to resist to the 
and ridiculous racial doctrine. They declare them- last, seem to indicate that Russia is desperate but 
selves to be the master race to which the rest of us determined. The resistance which Stalin's Govern
are inferior, and, if they assert that claim in respect of men! baa put up for over two months, has exceeded 
Europeans, you may be quite assured they are going the expectations of the Allies, many of whose 
to apply it to everyone else, Asiatics, Africans and distinguished leaders had prophesied an early end. 
everyone. It has also supported by demonstration the explana-

''We are fighting tbia war not just for ourselves tion advanced by several commentators of the 
alone but for all people. We want to lift from all collapse of several Balkan powers, that failure to 
people thO!!e two great evils of fear of war and fear of identify national interests with the people of the 
want. I look for an ever-increasing measure of self- country, had crippled resistance. 
effort in Africa and for an ever-rising standard of f 
life for all peoples of Africa." The IO!!s o the seaport :and industrial town 

of Kherson at the mouth of the Dnieper was a 

THE WAR. 
Subsequent to the Roosevelt-Churchill Declara

~ion, there has been considerable diplomatic activity 
10 the Dominions. The Canadian Premier, Mr. 
Mackenzie King, flew to Britain and in the Austra· 
lian Parliament Mr, Menzies, the Premier sought 
for permission to go over to London to ;erve as 
f\ustralian Premier on a War Council that apparently 
as to be set up, The Labour Party of Australia, 
however, has voted the proposal down and for the 
moment Mr. Menzies remains in Australia, Partly 
the opposition to his going is due to the threat of 
Jap~~ which seems to ~e. on the verge of a great 
deCISIOn, But also there as an the Dominions a feel
ing that any central organisation must tend to 
decrease the growing powers of the Dominions, 

\ 
\ 
\ 

foregone conclusion, says a military commentator, 
who holds that, with the Germans overrunning the 
lower reaches of the west bank of the river, the town 
could not be defended. 

The Russian forces left behind in Odessa, on the 
other hand, are reported to be fighting desperately 
and so tar with success. On the rest of the Ukrainian 
Front, the situation has not altered and a passage 
of the Dnieper has not been forced. 

The German offensive, with Leningrad for objec
tive, is now in full swing. The Russians are· stated 
to be falling back into a region where they will be 
fighting with their backs to the wall in defence of 
the great industrial belt of Leningrad. 

GOVERNMENT SC'AP FACTORY, BANGALORE. 
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\.,... / (lnoorporate4 in Baroda, The lia.bilit7 of Membera being Limited,) 

I 
AND STAY AT 

'l'HE CAPE HOTEL. 
I . 

For pqrticulars Adaress: 

THE DIVISION OFFICER, 

P. W. D., NAGERCOIL. 

• • • P. S.-Don't miss the mo&t enjoyable ride along 
4~ miles of dustless, smooth concrete road-the 
longest in India-from Trivandrum to Cape 
Comorin. • • • 

THE 
SGIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

ii ~ INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Managing .A.gen.U : . 

NAROTTAM MORARJEE & CO., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

R&ngoon-Bomba.y-Ka.raohi, via Malabar. 
Rangoon-Madras-Colombo. 
OaJoutta-Karaohi via Coast Ports. 
Ra.ngoon-Caloutta according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Outoh Ports to Karaohi, 
Bombay-Bbavnagar-Ports. 
Bombay-Ma.rmugao-Mangalore. 
Rangoon-{}orom&ndal Ports. 
Obitta.gong-R&ngoon. Ohitt&gong-Coz's Basar. 
C&loutta.-Bombay-Karaohi, to Jedda.h, 

KONKAN LINES -Bombay to Panjim, 
calling at all intermediate Ports, 

HARBOUR LINE!-Revaa-Dharamlar-Ur•n-Eleph•nta-Nohava 

ASSOCIATI::D COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. 00., LTD. 
BAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM. NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD. 
BATI:t~GAR STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 

Solndla. Houae, BaUard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tole· 
phones: 
30075 
&-Linea 

25061/3 
21779 

Under the Patronage of and largely .supported by th& 
Government of H. H. the MaharaJa Gaekwar ol Baroda. 

CAPIT A.i. AlJTHORISEO . JU, 2,4o,oiJ,ooo 
CAPITAL ISSUED&: SUBSCRIBED ,. 1,:oo,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAI[).lJP • 6o,oo,ooo 
RESERVE FUND " ss,oo,ooo 

Head Office :_:BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad. ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj,' Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda. 
Sidhpur, Surat, vis~agar ( N. o. ), and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 

.,---;o:--

LOCKE~S OF DIFFE~ENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

, RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATE~, 

General Manager. 

The following bookS can be had from th~ 

office of The In:d~an Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our -Trip to America" Re. 11-
S, Natarajan's "West of Suez" Rs. 3/-

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 Re. 1!-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Interest in this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Manager. 

(Post free). 
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THE BANK OF .INDIA, LTD. 
(EIItabll•hecl 7th Septembel' 1906.) 

IHCOKPORATIID UaDBB om. llJDUa OOKP~JIDJ8 ..at 
nor 1881. 

'Capital Subscribed ..... . Ra. 2,00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
.. 1,15,50,000 

Capital Called up ... -
Reserve Fund •••••• 

nEAD OPPICB I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD 
Bbadta (Main Office ). 
Ellia Bridge. 

Statiou BraJJCh. 
·ANDHERI: 

Near Bomba;r. 
BANDRA: 

Near Bomba;r. 
i!IOMBAY: 
, BulliOD E:zcbange 

Colaba 
. Kalbadnl 

Malabar HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Main Office) 
Sara Bazar 
Chowringbee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kingswa:r 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY • 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
Tho Weotminstet Bank Ltd. 

' CURRENT ~DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from Rs. 800 to Jl.s. 1,00,000 
@ i" pet annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
lis. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 

-credit will be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
less than Rs. 31- per half year. 

FIJI;I!D DEPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
ohorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

S.\ VINGS B.\NK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
-.erms. Rules on appllcatlon, 

The Bank acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undeP Wllls and Settlements and undortalres 
'l'rustee Business ~nerally. ll.ules may be obtained on 
appllcatlon. 

LOANS, OVEII.DII.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS r 
'l'he Ilank grants aocommodatlon on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of Its constituents the 
eafe custody of Shares and Securltles and the collection of 

. dividendo and Interest thereon, It also undertakes the 
eale and pun:baoo of Government Paper and all descrlpo 
·tlons of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be bad on appllcatlon. 

A, G. Gli.A Y, 
Jlanagw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK, LTD. 

Bill vrtBALDAS TIUCKEBSEY MEltORIAL BlllLDING, 

9, Bakehouse Lr.ne, B'ort. lloo<IIA'It 

Baramatl (Dt.trk:t Pooaa). Vlram1am (DUU!ct Allme-
lalampur (Diatrlct 5atara). llabad), 

Dbulla (Dt.trk:t \\< eac 
Karall ' • • ). Kbaall .. a .• 
fUIAOD ( .. •• ). Doallalcba ( • .. )· 
5atara ( ). Nandurbal' :c • • ), 

• • 5blrpur ( '· l:lrloakanralll ( • ., ), .. .. 
5baballa ' • • ), 

.Sblrala ( " .. ~· 5akrl ~ • • .. 
ltoreaaoa ~ , " 11 • 51nllkbecla • • ), 
Wat ., ., J· Talocta ~ .. " . K:oper1aoa (Oiatrlc:l Ahme • Malegaoa· _ Dlatrlct Nullll:), 

Bela pur \ 
aa1ar). .5atara ( • • !· .. .. 1: kalwaa ( • .. • Raburl .. • L~~Migaoa ' 1 tt .. • ~bevgaoa ( • • • ), Nandgaoa II tf ). 

A.bmeduapf' u " ). Do bad c Dletrlct Pa-
Bblwaadl (Diatrlct Tbaaa). Mabal 
Pall bar ( • .. ~ htol ( tl If •). 

l:alyaa c .. .. AkluJ (Diatrlct 5bolapu1), 

DIBEOTOBS, 

R. G. Saralye, Esq., (Obalrman), 
Prof. V. G. Kale, 
G. V. 1adba•, Esq. 
Gordhand .. G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. 0. V, Mehta, Esq. 
Rao BabadUE R. V. Vandekar. 
B. N, 1amdar, Esq. 
IL M. Tb&kor, Esq. 

SIUR!l CAPITAL I

( PUIIJ' Paid) 

K. V, Vlobare,Esq. 
D. 1. Zunjarrao, Esq. 
Rao Babab V. 0. 1odba'fo 
D. V. Potdar, Esq. 
V. B. Buawana~ Esq. 
8. T. More, Esq. 
V a!knnlh L. Mehta, Esq. 

(Managing Dh'eo\Qr, 

- -
I. D!lPOHITB llxe4 lor ODifear ana ·-00 loaga pllloe 

are ........,a. R•* r.n4 olber panlaalan maJ H •-laol 
!rom \be uadonlgaed. 

L OURREN'r AOOOUNTB an opened 1ur Oo-eporall" 
Boale\1• an4 ln4191duala, laloron Ia alloWed DD 41IIJ baiiUII 
nol oueecllag 1111, 1,00,000. 

I, BA VINGB BANK DlllPOBITB an aooopled aa4 hllorolt 
pal4 al li per oon•. on mialmam moalb!J b&IIDAI-. Bal• maJ 
bo obtaiDed from lba DDdonlgned. 

f. Dr&HI anlaaod on clla\rlal ancl olblr "'""" 1111 ......,. .. 111 
uoorlalaod on applloalloa. 

1. Aoeona• are au411e4 qaarlarl7 bJ a llrm ol laoorporalll 
leoonataa• &n4 yeariJ bJ • Bpoolal Goftramlal Aa41 ... , 
Quanorly llalemon"' ol Gnonalal poollloa an pabllll>e4 hllllt 
.. Bombay GofthlmiDt a ........ 

VAIXtJNTB L. I!EBTA, 

14a"•lllns Dlnltq, 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED JN 1880. ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 

Inland ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign ... ... ... Rs. 10 (Post Fl'ee). 

61ngle eoplos of the a.ro"ent montn, If avaDable can be bad at 2 annas, current year 4 annas and copies -
than a year old I annas each, ezclusln of po-eo. 

CAsul\l: Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subject to a minimum 
ol live lines, or Rupee One Annas four per inch. 

For Parlieulars, Appf.y lo
Tu:s MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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CHEST COLD 

( Re~:d.l 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis ; avoid this by: rub)>ing.' your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brings Quid Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY & MADRAS. 

. . ~---

··©J··~ 

~THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated ·Journal ol International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eetablilhed ,1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology anli 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
tJ,e world is a special feature. . 

CONTRIBUTORS : 

Professor Nicholas Roer!ch, Sir Har! Singh Gaur 
Sri li.abula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesb Chandra Sen" 
Mr. J. F .McKechnie (Bblkkhu 611acara), Sirs, Radh.J 
krishnan, Dr, D. li., Bhandarkar, Mr. A run Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. M. Barua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D,. 
B.L., Dr, P. C. Bagchl, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr, N. J?utt, and others. . ! 

.Annual Bulleeriptiim. .Atl1Jertiesmmt rate. 

India, Ceylon •• ,li.s. 4 :Full page (Corer) ... li.s. 25 
Burma ... , 5 . Ditto (Body) ••• , HI: 
Far Bast ••• Yen 8 . Half page ... , 1 
.larope · . -8 Sbllllngs 

or equivalent · ~ page -· ,. 4 
America ... 3 Dollars 

d n ly to tht Man~~gsr, . 

1VI A,HA--BODHI. SOCIETY,. 
CALCUTTA. 

"0 

umrn. Ir 
\. .. -

·1o wander through valleyi lilled wilh !he music 
of ·running waters · and !he song · of a choir 
of birds, lo gaze al mountain lops half seen 
through !he leathery branches of fir lrees is lo 
find romance worlhy of !he land of !he Lotus. 

TRAVEL PARTICULAAS FROM: DIRECTOII. VISITOR'S 8URfAU, $111NJ,G~ ak,FROM TOURIST ACEN~ES. • 
I . ' 

• ' ..... : •• "-- • "' -.&. 

l'rfntod by Jal B. Dllbaab, 111anagor, The Commercial, Printing Pross, 106, llowasjl Fa toll, Stroot, Fort, Bombay, and Pnbllshed by 
:Kamakshl Natarajan lor &he froprlelorl ol lhe "llidlon Social Relormor• Limlled, at 105, Cowasjl :Pa,ol Street, Fort, &mbay, 
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NOTES. 
The Muslim League :-Three provincial Prime 

Ministers, Sir Sikandar H yat Khan of the 
Punjab, Mr .. Fazlul Huq of Bengal and Sir 
Sadaullah of Assam were among those who 
were nominated to the Defence Advisory Council 
by the Viceroy. When these names were found 
in the list, Mr. Jinnah, President of the Muslim 
League, immediately protested against the 
conduct of the Viceroy in negotiating with these 
three members of the Moslem League without 
his knowledge and behind his back while all the 
time His Excellency was negotiating with him 
as President of the League representing the 
bulk of Indian Muslim opinion. The Viceroy 
explained that the three men were nominated 
not as Muslims but in their capacity as Premiers 
of Provinces. The Secretary of State for India, 
Mr. Amery, improved upon this and spoke of 
constitutional obligations in the discharge 
of which the three Premiers had accepted 
office. The three Premiers defended them
selves on the ground. suggested by the two 
authorities. When the Working Committee ot the 
League met on Sunday, Mr. Jinnah produced a 
communication addressed to him by the Governor 
of 13om bay embodying another from the Viceroy: 

The Viceroy regards it as essential that the great 
Mu,lim community should be represented on the 
N"tional Council by persons of tho highest prominence 
and capi\City. He has, accordingly. Invited ~the 
l'rern!er• of the l'unjnb, Bengal, ASlialll and Sind to 
sorve as members of lt. 

\Ve have tried our best without success to 
construe this sentence to mean that the three 
men were selected not as Muslims but as 
Premiers. But in fairness to the Viceroy, 
Sir Sikandar should have sought an explanation 
from His Excellency. Instead, he and the Assam 
Premier who were present at the meeting, 
immediately avowed that they were misled and 
olTered to resign their membership of the 
Defence Advisory Committee. The Bengal 
Premier who did not attend the meeting, asked 
for time to consult the Governor of Bengal 

at whose invitation he had joined the Council. 
Ten days have been granted to him and to 
the Nawab of Chattari. to Sir Sultan Ahmed 
and to Begum Shah Nawaz, other members 
of the governing body of the League, who had 
accepted nominations, the first and third to the 
Advisory Council and the second to the expanded 
Executive Council, to resign to their posts. 
Mr. Jinnah is authorised to take such action 
as he may think proper if they do not comply 
with the mandate. The Nawab is the Prime 
Minister-designate of Hyderabad and has acted 
as Governor of the United Provinces. Begum 
Shah Nawaz is a talented woman politician, 
was a member of the Round Table Conferences, 
and is Parliamentary Secretary in the Punjab 
Government. The firmness with which 
Mr. Jinnah has dealt with his colleagues, without 
in the least caring for their personal positions, 
has produced a striking impression on the Indian 
public accustomed to see wealthy men escaping 
censure while poorer men were sternly disciplined 
and held up to public idiom for breaches of 
party discipline. 

Government Explains :-A lengthy statement 
was issued by Government on Thursday on the 
happenings in the Working Committee of the 
Muslim League. Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan 
was wise in not referring tO the Viceroy before 
he decided to resign membership of the National 
Advisory Council. Tne Government communique 
does not go beyond asserting and reasserting 
that the nomination of the three Premiers was 
made not with reference to their being Muslims 
but with reference to their occupying the position. 
of Premiers of their respective provinces.~ The 
communique studiously avoids any reference to 

. the communication from the Viceroy which the 
Governor of Bombay passed on to Mr. Jinnah 
and the production of which in the Standing 
Committee took Sir Sikandar by surprise. Was 
this communication an invention or a forgery ? 
If, as is now stated, it was the intention that 
the three nominations were ex-officio, that 
intention is not apparent from the words of the 
communication. On the other hand, their meaning 
is exactly the contrary. They mean that the 
three gentlemen are to be nominated as represen
tatives of the great Muslim community and it is 
an additiona 1 merit that they are also Premiers 
of their respective provinces. It is idle to try 
to get away from this clear statement by 
such question-begging phrases as "it goes with-
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out saying;" "there can ·be no justification," J 

and so on. There is not a special grammar or 
logic for Viceroys and Secretaries of State. If 
the Government had frankly said that originally 
it was the Muslim denomination of these gentle
men which weighed primarily in their nomina· 
tions but that since, in deference to Mr. Jinnah's 
susceptibilities, it was decided to place their 
official positions first, it would have gained 
credit for candour and Mr. Jinnah would have 
been "left high and dry" as Lord Birkenhead 
suggested to Lord Reading when they occupied 
the offices now held by Mr. Amery and Lord 
Linlithgow. The communique says that should 
the three gentlemen cease to be Premiers they 
would cease equally and automatic11ly to be 
members of the National Defence Council. If 
this is the corollary of the considerations which 
prompted their nomination, ceasing to be mem
bers of the Council should lead to their ceasing 
to be Premiers. The W orkiog Committee has 
foreseen and provided for this contingency. 
When a British statesman begins with the 
prefatory phrase, " in the conditions of 
India, " as the communique begins is pen
ultimate paragraph, by long experience we 
know what is to follow. It is a prelude to 
making out that in the conditions of India, all 
principles of government considered proper in 
Great Britain and for European countries 
generally, should be reversed in their application 
to India; that right sho~ld be 'read as wrong, 
black as white, heaven as hell. Such things no 
longer deceive the Indian public nor should it 
~eceive the British public. The Government 
communique is a feeble composition which tries 
to make up for its ·poverty by ascertive iterations 
which will not impress a schoolboy nowadays. 

latter foreshadowing the raising of a statue 
to the Indian labourer who has done 
much to promote Ceylon's prosperity. 
These sentiments are certainly very different 
from those expressed on the morrow of 
the break-up of the negotiations some time 
back and they are to be welcomed as an 
earnest of future good relations between the 
two countries and peoples. In passing, we 
welcome the multiplication of occasions for 
the exchange of views on problems common 
to both countries independently of officially 
sponsored contacts which, in the nature of 
things, cannot be free and frank. The 
Indian delegation to Ceylon differs markedly from 
the delegation to Burma in all respects except 
that Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai, Member for 
Education, Health and Lands, is the leader of 
both, In Burma he was the whole delegation with 
Mr. Bozman as Secretary. In Ceylon he will 
have as colleagues Sir Mirza Ismail, Mr. T. R. 
Venkatarama Sastry and Mr. Rutherford. Mr. 
Bozman and Mr. Pai will be official advisers, the 
latter also acting as Secretary to the delegation. 
It is made clear in the communique that the 
work of the delegation will be of an exploratory 
character, that is to say, they will not take final 
decisions as in the case of Burma. The commu
nique says that negotiations relating to trade 
are not within the purview of the present 
delegation, which will be restricted to the 
immigration and status of Indians in Ceylon. 
In the case of Burma, a trade pact had been 
concluded several months before the Immigration 
negotiations were opened and admittedly this 
deprived the Immigration negotiations of a 
valuable lever. Sir Mirza Ismail is an 
exceptional type but ordinarily a retired official 
of an Indian State has the same mentality as 
an official in British India and can be called 
representative of non-official opinion only in · a 
pickwickian ense. 

A Ceylon Indian's Suggestion :-Alarmed, per
haps, by the prospect of an Indian Mission to 
Ceylon, Mr. K. Natesa Aiyar, <J.Uthor. j:lUrnalist, 
Member of the State Council of Ceylon, and 
President, Ceylon Indian Workers' Federation, 
has produced a "fully gestetnered" folio volume 
,on the Indo-Ceylon "Crisis" with the flaming 
caption of "The Burning Question of the Day.'' 
Nowadays every incident is described as a 
crisis and .every question is represented as "a 
burning question'' by people who wish .to focus 
public attention on the. matters which come most 
closely home to their. businesses and their 
bosoms. Mr. Natesa Aiyar cannot be blamed for 
this, because everyone from the President of the 
United States downwards finds it necessary to 
speak in headlines in order to catch the ear of 
their public. As a journalist, however, Mr. Natesa 
Aiyar must know the exact value of the 

Indo-Ceylon Immigration :-A Government of 
India communique issued this week announced 
the appointment of a delegation to resume the 
negotiations which were abruptly terminated 
some months ago to determine the status of 
Indians in Ceylon and their immigration into 
.the Island. In the course of a discussion in 
the Ceylon Parliament on a grant to meet the 
expenses of the Ceylon delegation, it was said 
that the negotiations were being resumed, as a 
memorandum recently submitted to the Ceylon 
Government by the Government of India, showed 
a more conciliatory disposition than was 
apparent when the negotiations fell through. 
It was denied from Simla that any memorandum 
was sent to the Ceylon Government on 
the subject. The Goverment of India commu
nique announcing the nominations to the 
delegation suggests, on the other hand, that 
it is the Ceylon Government which is anxious 
to reopen the negotiations. , The speeches made 
by Sir Baron Jayatiloka, the Home Minister, 
and Mr. Sarvanamuthu, Mayor of Colombo, 
at a banquet to the Indian Mayors who attended 

• the Mayors' Conference held in that city, ·were. 
couched in effusively cordial terms, the former· 
acknowledging that the progress made by Ceylon 
was due to inspiration from India and the 

professional tricks for gaining the confidence of 
serious-minded persons who mould public 
opinion. Mr. Natesa Aiyar is evidently afraid 
that a situation. might be created with reference 
to lndC>oCeylonese relations similar to that_ created 
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by the Indo-Burma Agreement, and is anxious pore wiU be attached to British and Indian army 
to avoiJ it by recommending a course which, he units. There are circumstances in which this 
thinks, will take the edge off the anti-Indian arrangement might well be an unmixed advant
sentiment in Ceylon without affecting the age to both partie-; and we are sure that 
interests of the professional and properties Britain and Australia must have S!cured these 
classes. Mr. Aiyar's suggestion is, as we conditions. But it is no use pretending that those 
understand it, that IOO,OUO Indians should be 1 circumstances prevail today in regard to India. 
repatriated by the Ceylon Government giving a : Sir Jagadish Prasad pointed out in a re<;eut 
bonus. Mr. Aiyar is sure that the Indians : speech at Poona that no Indian can apparently 
concerned are anxious to return to the mother : be used in· the higher ranks of the 
country and are prevented from doing so only by ' army. Australians are living in ·peacetime 
want of money to settle their debts and pay under laws which forbid Indian entry into 
for their passages. He calculates that his scheme Australia excei?t as tourists. When they serve 
will enable 25,000 families-four persons to the as officers in the Indian army, they will be 
family-to resume their life in their native ' confirmed in their faith in the policy of exclusion, 
villages. The experience of the South African I seeing ·that in their own ·country Indians are 
repatriat~:s who could not be assimilated by I under restrictions as well. The position is 
their kith and kin in India, will not be repeated 1 rendered even worse by reports of the distinction 
in the case of Ceylon Indians whose manner of with which Indian troops are serving abroad in 
life has remained little affected by their sojourn J the many theatres of war. We are naturally proud 
in Ceylon, which has nearly the same standard of the honours won by individual men for 
as this country. Mr. Aiyar is confident that this distinguished service. Equally natural is the query 
will be a measure of appeasement which will which comes to every Indian mmd whether the 
satisfy the Ceylonese apprehension of officering of Indian units is too arduous a task for 
being swamped by the overflow of India's men of this type. We find striking proof of 
population. All this may be true. But this in a Government of India publication
would the Ceylon Government be willing to I ntfian I nformatiun. In its latest issue it writes: 
grant a bonus of Rs. 300 per family which As a child Lt. Bhagat was asked what his ambition 
is the foundation of the whole scheme? Seventy- was, He replied it was to become C.-in-C. of the 
five lakhs is not a small amount for Ceylon. armed forces in India. If personal bravery ls a quali· 
Even if the Ceylon Government is willing to find fi~tion1 for this office, then Lt. Hhagat should be on 
the money or, which is more probable, persuade hJs way there already, 
the Government of India to give it out of its Both the writer of this quaint item and Lt. 
revenu~s, ~here are cons!derations which make Bhagat know, we trust, how far Lt. Bhagat, 
Mr. A1yer s p~opo~l unt1mely. The l~st attempt 

1 

or for that ~atter any other Indian, is from, the 
at an ImmJgratJon Agreement w1th Ceylon Commander·m-Chief's office. 
sought to ~tablish that an lndi.a!l aft~r Australian Troops in Empire Wa ·-Mr 
five years res1dence should secure CJtJzenshlp M · th A 1• p . rs · • 
· ht W'll s· G' · Sh k 8 . . h enz1es, e ustra 1an rem1er, announced 

ng s. 1 lr lrJa an ar aJpal w 0 on Wednesday in the Australian Parliament 
represented the Government then, accept a that the e were 0 A t lia · 1 dd' · 

t · t' h b t't t " It · r n us ra ns m ran, a mg 
repa na 100 sc erne as a su 5 1 u e ' . IS that "before an Australian tr o o Jd b 
understood. tha:t the Ceylon Gover~men~ JS more used in any t~eatre of war, ~~s Au~tralia~ 
favourably mclmed towards the lnd1an v1ew now. Government ust b It d " Th' · 
1f that be so, the publication of Mr. Aiyar's i portant ddY t e t~ons'!' h~ • f Do1s !5• an 
scheme is likely to side-track the main issue. mh'ch d da ltlon . to beef ng s do ~ h mlmon 

w 1 1 no ex1s . ore, an 1t . as come 
lllndu Law Committee :-In the editorial note as a concession to Australian opinion after 

in TM Rt:jormcr of August 16 it was said that Greece and Crete. Its significance will be 
cases not covered by the categories of the readily appreciated in this country where the 
Committee cou)J be conceived. This was due Congress protest withdrawal from the Central 
to the difficulty of disentangling the male and Legislature because of the despatch of Indian 
female lines of descent in the draft proposals. troops abroad without consulting Indian opinion 
\Ve have since received the memorandum was derided as an impracticable and· unreai 
relating to female succession and this taken demand. It was said at the time that it 
together with the first memorandum relating to would be useless to ask for permission and 
the succession of males, fully sustains the claim delay action on that account in a life and 
of the Committee that the categories suggested death struggle. Probably it will still be 
are exhaustive. We publish the recommen- argued that Australia's privileged position' 
dations of the' Committee as regards intestate has to be bought at the cost of other units in 
succession in this issue. 

1 
the Empire and that it is all the more 

(}llicers lor lodiam Army :-There is growing necessary for Indian troops to be always 
evidence that Empire soliJarity durin!!' the I ready for service in every theatre of war. 

. . - now that Australia has shown herself so war, at any rate, JS wmning a temporary 1 

' victory over the autonomy of the Dominion ! sensitive on the subject. 
units of the Commonwealth. The latest is the i 
news that Australian officers trained at Singa- : 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOlfB.A..Y, .A..ugmtiO, 1941. I on the other hand, what appears to be a typic

ally Iranian application of the "scorched earth'' 
I policy made famous in Russia by the Bolsheviks. 

BRITAIN, RUSSIA AND IRAJ.'J. I It seems that the Iran Government denuded their 
• country of essential supplies of oil and wheat 

On 1-~?nday A~t 25, 1t was announced and sold them to the Nazis. Whilst this leaves 
!hat Bntish and So.v1et forces had entered Iran, . the Anglo-Russian invaders with the task 
!? t~e words o~ Ma.JOI'·General Mol~orth, te I of providing Iran with subsistence, it has 
~ ~e lraman Government to the1r. senses. ; obviously removed any reason for the Nazis to 

The ~!dent ~d been preceded by diploma~c 1 intervene. The treaty subsisting between Iran 
negot~allon~ With the ~an ~vemment tor : and her three neighbours, Turkey, Afghanistan 
the expuls1on from lraman soil of ~rmans : and Iraq, would have been of more use in 
whose nu~bers bad .been, . accordmg to ! resisting aggression, as it was intended to do, 
Anglo-RnSSJan re~, . 1ncreasmg beyond aU ' had Iran not cut herself adrift from other 
reasonable proporllon m recent weeks. The l Muslim countries by harking back to a distinctly 
II:an reply. whi~ denied th~ !eportS, had !lot : Persian cultural nationalism. A ~on of 
g~ven satisfaction to. ~e Bn~ and Russ1an · Indian Muslims alone feels a bond of sympathy 
Goyemments and .)Omt aellon had bee!' ' with the Iranian and frets under its inability to 
deaded . on. The two powers have m'!de. It . support him. Reza Shah. it is reported, appealed 
nece~y. clear that they. hav~ no. ter:ttonal : for help from the Muslim Powers and their 
amb1t1on:; m Iran, tha! thell' action IS d1r~d : refusal fort:ed him to acoept the Anglo-Russian 
not ag~ .the Iranian people ~ut agamst 1 demands on Thursday. In the circumstances, it 
Gertnan mtngues, and that they will leave the is inevitable that an Iran in isolation bad 
country the moment they. ha~e surmounted • to submit to whichever power or combination of 
th«: needs of th~ present Situation. !~n has ! powers felt strong enoug-h to assume effective 
game~ greatly .m the past from Bnti>h ~ ' control over Iranian affairs and was quick enou,::rh 
RUSSian goodwill but neverthe!ess the lran1a0 ~ to act on the thought. It is a matter for con
people have al'Yays had a diStrust of bo~ gratulation for the British, once the inevitability 
~- great nab~. Professor ~· ~L ~loulVI of outside domination is conceded, that the Allies 
m his study of Modem Iran, mentions a should have been the first to take over Iran 
cartoon which was published in Teheran at the • 
time of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907 There has been a tendeocy in some Indian 
which depicted, he says, political circles to deplore the Allied intervention 

the Persian cat sitting uneasily between the Russian as an unpleasant episode which should have been 
bear and the British lion. "1 will pat its head," avoided. \Var itself is an unpleasant affair and 
says the bear to the lion. "1 shall stroke its tail," 
says the lion. "1 have not been cxmsulted, • pleads the incidents relating to it cannot be evaded. On 
the cat. the other hand, it is suggested thl.t, if oil was 

At the same time, the Iranians have equally a the attraction for Germany, Britain and Russia 
deep distrust of German promises as a result of had an equal interest in getting control over Iran 
their experience oi W assmuss in the last war. · as it provided lines of communication between 
W assmuss made promises of grants from the Russia and the Eastern parts of the British 
German Government which he was able to • Empire. We were surprised to see this ia a 
induce the German Government to honour so · special message from the Simla oorre:.--pondent 
far as he was concerned. But he felt, and he of the Times of INiia which referred in the 
c.:>nvinced the Iranians concerned, that he most casual terms to the dan,crer of Nazi 
would serve his Persian friends better by . influence in Iran but stressed the advantages 
utilising the 100ney foe agricultural and farming ; gained by Britain's coutrol over Iranian territory. 
work in their midst. The failure of his · Both the timid ap<;>logist and the blatant imperia
experiment and the consequent loss of promised . list have not apparently realised the sigllificance 
gold to the Iranians, left bitter feelings on : of the Allied intervention and the cl.lculated 
both sides. Like other Muslim countries after manner in which the decision to intervene was 
the war, Iran had developed strong nationalistic announced tO the world. It is not mere accident 
sentiments under the leadership of Reza Shah . that in their langua,.oe and in the justificatioo 
Pahlvi who deposed the ruling monarch in 1 for their action Kussian and British spokesmen 
1921, and not only ascended the Iranian throne i are using the very words and the very reasons 
but set up a new dynasty. The Riza Shah • advanced by Germany in explaining her a,ogres
regirne has been mar\ted by the many harsh· sion on Denmark and Holland and Belgium. 
nesses which military dictatorship always , Accusations of enemy in~o-ues on neutral 
entails. Nevertheless, in the more recent past, i territory by one belligerent, denials by the State 
be bad, it is ~erally conoeded, brought about : ~rned most, and action by the: _ace~ 
many reforms m Iran. TI1e outbreak of war . bel!Jgere!lt to prevent the other by anllCI.patJOO
between Britain and Germany placed a heavy 1 these are the main characteristics of the 
strain on Iranian foreign policy. fhe first result "conquest" of neutral powers in the present war. 
was Iranian pressure on Britain to neg-otiate This was Nazi Germany's technique in Euro~. , 
a new agreement foe oil, which virtually Britain has turned the weapon against her Ill 
absorbed the whole of the company's profits in .Arabia and in ~n. ~ issues. were_ C:OuJed 
1939. A rep.Jrt on Thursday morning mentioned, I m Iraq by a m1htary ns1ng and m Syna by tl::e 
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failure of Mandatory rule. In both these cases, 
Britain and her Allies offered the indigenous 
population the prospect of freedom from 
oppressive control. But in Iran the irony of 
the situation stands stark and clear. 

The response from America justifies the con
fidence which inspired Britain's actions. 
Naturally one does not expect Iran, the country 
unfortunately affected, to feel as America does. 
And for the rest Asia's appreciation is restrained 
by the thought that Britain has not hesitated 
to pursue once again in Asia a policv she has 
discarded in her relations with other European i 
nations. Russia's case is obviously different as 
she derives her authority and prestige in an 
action of this kind from her association with 
Britain. Her adventures in Finland, in Poland 
and in Roumania are too recent to be forgotten 
and they are scarcely calculated to inspire 
confidence in Russia's absence of territorial 
ambitions. In an important point, we had hoped 
that the campaign in Iran would turn out differen
tly from the Syrian and Iraqi campaigns. There 
Allied intervention proved timely but ineffective 
in so far as getting hold of the leading Nazi in
triguers was concerned. Either they had been well 
anticipated or they had been spirited away 
before the British gained control of the situation. 
The extent of Nazi infi.tration was not decided 
in Iraq and Syria. Riza Shah's submission 
accepts the British-Russian accusation so far 
denied. This is an important gain for Britain. 

GANDHlJl AND THE INDO-BURMA 
AGREEMENT. 

The secrecy which shrouded the procedure of 
the Indo-Burma negotiations; is responsible for 
the outcry whioh bas followed the publication of 
the Agreement on immigration and the status of 
Indians in Burma. The public in India was 
unaware of the part which Indian leaders in Burma 
had taken in the course of the negotiations, The 
two important Reports of committees instituted by 
the Burma Government for the purpose of gathering 
material lor the measures which it contemplated 
with reference to Indians, were not available in 
India. The extent of the losses and suffering 
caused during the riot! in 1988 to Indians in 
Burma was only vaguely known io India. Their 
cffcot on the Indians In Burma was not at all under- 1 

Rtood, The publication of the Agreement took the 
1 

Indian public completely unawares, The terms of the 
·Agreement were felt to be inspired by antipathy to , 
the Indian people, The Agreement appeared to be 1 

intended to declare bef,,re the whole world that the ; 
Burmese regarded Indians as the main obstacle 1 

in tho way of their progress and prosperity as a ' 
n~tion. The indignation provoked in this country . 
degenerated into a hue and cry against Sir Girja. 
Shankar B>jp>l who was the Indian delegation as I 

well M sole dL·I••f:ate. 

the influx of Indians, though both find that the 
grounds advanced in justification of the demand 
are highly exaggerated and are many of them eveo 
unfounded. Anti. Indian reeling among the Burmese 
did not originate from the 1938 riots, as the Braund 
Committee implies in one passage of its Report It 
began with the conquest of Burma by the British 
with Indian money and Indian troops, particularly 
the latter. In the risings which broke out shortly 
after the conquest, Indians shared with Britishers 
the implacable hostility of the Burmese "brigands." 
This has been the case all over Asia and Africa, 
with this difference that, while the sentiment against 
the British is tempered by fear of their power, 
hatred of the Indian is aggravated by contempt 
for his subservience. All the benefits of Imperial 
exploits have gone to the British, all the odium has 
fallen upon Indians. And the curious part of it is that 
theBritisher himself when once he has established 
himself in a conquered country, encourages the 
population to think ol Indians as its exploiters and of 
himself as their protector against exploitation I 

Thus far I go with Gandhiji. But I differ from him 
when he condones the exploitation of the conquered 
Burmese by Indians as being the neoessary 
consequenoe of the exploitation by the British. 
Indeed I fail to follow him altogether when be says : 

I must admit that Indians have been partners with 
the Westerners In the exploitation of Burma but with 
this fundamental difference that the Westerner went to 
Burma with his gun while the. Indian went' on 
sufferance as he bas always done In every part of the 
world. 

Does this make a difference P If it does, is that 
difference to the credit of the Indian P The 
Englishman is impelled by his lust of conquest to 
exploit weaker people•. What impels the Indian to 
follow him "on sufterance" as Gandhiji puts It 1 The 
Indian soldier is compelled by sheer poverty to enlist 
In the army and once he enlists he ceases to be a 
free individual. But the Indian who goes 
to exploit "on sufferance" is under no sucb 
obligation. With the soldier it is an alternative 
between dying of starvation at home and of being 
killed in fighting abroad. While the former is 
certain, there is a chance in the latter oC surviving 
and enjoying a pension for the rest of one's lifetime 
and securing possibly a grant of land. The Indian 
who partners the Westerner iR exploitation, on the 
other hand, has no such excuse, I am sure that 
Gandhiji does not accept the bunkum about 
serving the country by exploiting it. Hocking in 
his '• fhe Spirit of ·World Politics" has neatly 
exposed this plea. He writes of Egypt : 

. It is pertinent, when we ask who must be protected 
m Egypt, to be cl..ar by what right one is there at all. 
The trader is for this generation useful to Egypt; but 
you and I have not the slightest interest in keeping 
him there beyond his Egyptian welcome. No matter 
whether he is of your nationality or of mine, he Is 
there for hlmsel f alone; he deserves no thanks -he has 
his reward. And he deserves no political pains In his 
beha}f, beyond the care ~or his life and property in 
po.sstog, As Egypt grows tn mental completeness his 
numbers will d<cline of their own aocord. Let us 
remember that tho foreigner in Egypt is, io general 
but half a good citizen, having a one-sided coocern in' 
the community, namely, In its purchasing power and 
nono too intelligent at that. 

Gandhiji in h1s statement on the Agreement says 
thllt he has studied the pertinent document9. But 
his be lid that there is no demand from the Burmese 
lor measures restricting Indian immigration and 
status, sh,>ws that his researches did not go far 
enough. The Braund Committee's Report and 
the Baxter Report which is avowedly an outoome 
of the l:lr:tund Report, both emphasise the i 
existence of a stron,: demand from l:lurmans for . 
ml'asurcs to determine the status and to rcstriot I 

:rhe weakest ground for attacking tbe Agreement 
IB that it would reduce the profits of big business. 
The employer class is not seriously affooted by 
the Agreement.. It nuy make a few lakhs less of 
profits but its position is seoure. The employee 
class does not seem to be perturbed by the Agree
ment either, The following extract from a private 
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letter from one of this class in Burma is perhaps 
typical: 

The Bajpai Committee's report and the final publica
tion of the terms of Indian Immigration have had a 
very mixed reception. Naturally the Indian population 
is aghast at some of the provisions. There is one 
school of thought, however, which is prepared to con
cede the view that the Indian element has no right 
to question the inherent right of the Burmese Govern
ment to regulate and control Indian immigration, 
and I for one feel that this is fundamentally 
correct. Any hardships and individual difficulties 
arising out of the terms must ba remedied 

. and I dare say experience and agitation will bring 
about the desired amelioration. The rule that 
those who have been in Burma since 1931, would be 
considered 'privileged' immigrants and would, therefore, 
continue to enjoy the old rights and privileges has 
had a great deal to da in influencing my view on the 
question because, personally, I will not be affected in 
the least by the terms of the agreement. This, of 
course, Is a narrow and selfish view. The difficulty 
has been that I have had very little time to study the 
question in detail and do not, therefore, feel competent 
to make any sensible comments. I have heard a lot 
of sense as well as nonsense said about the terms of 
the agreement Rangoon but I have deliberatively 
Ignored these views as most of them have not been 
the result of mature consideration, 

The labouring classes suffer the most under 
the Agreement. They are, prohibited except 
under license to emigrate to Burma. I would 
welcome this if suitable arrangements are made 
beforehand to give them work in their native land. 
In the absence of any such arrangement the prospect 
before them is one of bleak starvation, The Royal 
Agricultural Commission of which Lord Linlithgow 
was Chairrr.an, recognised this and recommended 
that the best way of meeting the problem was 
to improve the conditions of emigration. 
His lordship's Government has now made itself a 
party to preventing these workers from securing 
a livelihood in territories in which they have found 
it {or centuries. 

Gandhiji rightly says that Indians cannot exist in 
Burma for one sin~le day without Burmese goodwill. 
That the Indian m Burma does not enjoy it today, 
and, what is more, that he is not at all anxious to 
enjoy it at any future time, became clear from 
talks with some ot the delegation of Indians 
from that country. l agree with Gandhiji that 
the question is not one to be decided purely in 
accordance with local opinion, that is, the opinion of 
Indians in Hurma. But he i1 not right when he 
implies that the all-India point of view may in any 
way or in any sense fall short of the requirements of 
Indians in Burma. On the contrary, a decision 
from the all-India point of view is the only decision 
which would permanently and honourably secure for 
Indians in Burma or any other country, their legitimate 
rights and status. An Agreement which merely 
deals with their disabilities, will inevitably lead 
to the progressive curtailment of the conceded 
rights, as bas happened in South. Africa, The 
South African settlement was to the effect that in 
return for India undertaking to prevent further 
emigration to South Africa, the Indians already there 
wonld be regarded and helped to attain the same 
status as the White population. When this news 
reached India, Sir Pherozeshah Mehta was indignant, 
This, he said, was "selling the pass." He foresaw 
that this will not lead to the amelioration of the 
conditions of life of Indians in South Africa. It will 
merely facilitate the adoption of other measures to 
reduce the Indians still further in the economic and 
social sphere. Experience shows that he was right. 
While India must understand the requirements of 
Indians in Burma-they know best where the shoe 

pinches-she must be gllided in her policy towards 
Burma by principles rather than by expedaency. 

Gandhiji asks the Hon, U. Saw to wait until Burma 
and India are free and in a position to negotiate freely. 
This is an impracticable suggestion both because 
it means indefinite waiting which the Hurmese 
Premier cannot afford, and because, honestly, I cannot 
feel the same confidence as Gandhiji apparently does 
that the problem would automatically solve 
itself when India and Burma control their own affairs. 
Gandhiji has evidently forgotten the measures of the 
Congress Government in Hihar towards Bengalis 
long domiciled in that province, which have been 
quoted in support of the measures to restrict Indian 
rights in Ceylon and also probably in Burma. The 
fact is that both India and Burma have drunk of the 
tiger's milk of nationalism which has come to mean 
suspicion, hostility and aggression towards other 
nations. 

The one clause which is most offensive and 
objectionable in the Agreement, and on which no 
compromise is possible consistently with Indian 
self-respect, is that relating to marriages. To my 
astonishment this clause has either been ignored or 
slurred over in most of the comments on the 
Agreement. Gandhiji too omits all reference to it. 
Any .inquisitive foreigner who reads the Agreement, 
and certainly the future historian, will put his finger 
on this clause as marking definitely the Burman 
mind towards Indians. All the other clauses about 
permits and visas will be put aside as matters of 
detail, This clause is the one which no Indian should 
have put his initials to. under any circumstances. 
In the leading article in 1 he R•fvrm•r last week, 
it was clearly shown that this ·clause was entirely 
out of place in the Agreement. It is too wide for 
the small matter which it seeks to remedy, The 
grievance in fact is no grievance at all, The 
Braund Committee's Report makes it clear that 
the Burmese woman who marries a Muss ulman after 
conversion has all the rights and the full 
status assigned to wives by 1 the Islamio 
law. Without conversion she will have none 
of the rights and, of course, will not have the status. 
From the point of view of the woman, the 
latter condition is infinitely lesll desirable than 
the former. Burmese opinion, however, seems 
to object to conversion and not to cohabitation. 
Underlying the ostensible reason that it is wrong 
for a person . to have to change her religion 
as a condition of marriage, .there is a political 
reason-the Burmese do not want to have a 
Buddhist-Muslim problem like the Hindu-Muslim 
one in India. The descendants of Muslim-Burmese 
Unions-the Zerbadis-do not identify themselves 
with the people of Burma. The Burmese 
difficulty would be 'met by providing, as the 
Catholic church insists in the case of Catholic 
non-Catholic marriages, that the children should 
be brought up· as Buddhist. This may give rise 
to oppo•ition on the part of Muslims and it may not 
be possible to carry it out under the Koranic law. 
That is perhaps the reason why Sir Girjashankar 
and U. Saw agreed to the marriage clause which 
leaves the power to permit or withhold permission in 
the case of marriages of non-Burmese with Burmese 
women, in the hands of the Government for the time 
being. The Indian leaders in Burma whom Sir 
Giljashankar consulted, would seem to have 
acquiesced in this arrangement only suggesting that 
Government permission may not be required in the 
case of "well-to-do Indians." As ''well-to-do" people 
are more prone to desert their wives in favour of 
other women, than poor men who cannot afford the 
time and expense for romance, the suggestion 
bad no substance in it, and was rightly ignored. 

K. NATARAJAN. 
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RELIGIO:"J, NATIONALISM AND NAMES. 

(BY JOHN BARNABAS, LUCK.NoW.) 

If Shakespeare resurrected today and saw the 
Indian Christian in the Indian environment, he would 
have found that the name meant a lot both to him 
that bore the name and them that used it. One of 
the many criticisms levelled against the Indian 
Christ;ans is that they rejoice in Western names ~nd 
thus adJ to their denationalizing process. It is time 
we understood the implications of names. 

When parents select a name for their child, 
(whether ChristianN, _Hindus or Muslims? (1) they 
think of a personality whose name m1ght be an 
inspiration to the child or (2) at other times it is 
to perpetuate the memory of some departed elder 
in the family or friend or benefactor. 
The name aignifie• the wish of the parent 
for the child that the child may live up to the 
ideals indicated by the name. In the caoe of 
names me.<nt as an example and an inspiration 
the source may be religious book•, mythological 
figures or historical personalities. When they are 
not the names of persons but of flowers or some 
virtues ( such as Shanti, Samadhana, Kamala, Tara, 
Pushpa, Sadananda, eto.) the ~arents. w_ish that the 
child may come to posse•s the VIrtue s1gmfied, 

In the case of Indian Christians it is not always 
the parent• that have selected the name, A large 
number of them being converts were named by the 
Missionary who converted them. The mistake they 
eeem to have committed is that in trying to make 
them "dead to their old life" they changed their name 
also, aa if it was a sign of being "reborn." The 
present tendency, and that among the higher caste 
converts, is to retain the old name for one of two 
reasons, They are not ashamed of their old caste 
as it wal "high,': and expect. a plac~ of hon?ur 
in the Christian commumty bemg "h1gh 
caste converts:• They very often get it I 
Some feel they can be a11 good Christians without 
a "Christian• name as with one since a name 
has nothing to do with their convictions or changed 
convictions, In the case of the "low-caste" converts 
their old existence was so hateful to them, that 
they wanted to obliterate the very memory of their 
recent associations and so insisted on a change. 
The re~pcct for the person who weaned them away 
from the fold into which the Hindu caste system 
had thrust them, was so great that they most often 
were willing to take the name of the person that 
converted them, The good old missionary was only 
too glad to have his memory so perpetuated, Thus 
we find the Butlers, Boots, Coats, Cooks, Smiths, 
eto., amidst us. Sometimes the Missionary gave 
him a "Biblical" name at the time of baptism. But 
when such converts had to baptize their own children 
later they named them after the person who had 
shown them the ''new way." 

Thus a• in every community the Christian names 
can be divided into three groups, the religious 
names, the personality reoognttion names and the 
virtuc-wi.h names, The last named group has the 
virtue of being ''Indian" names and, therefore, can be 
common to all religions in India. 

There is a growing tendency among Christians to 
change their oames these days. It is well to under
at.anJ possible reasons. (1) The Christian living in 
the midst of non-Christians is treated as an alien, 
His bdng a Christian and bearing a "Christian" 
name stands in the way of his gettin~ a job or in his 
social rel.tions. In short the non-Christian does not 
eo.sily tolerate him. Reoentiy a friend of mine went 
to a n'tionalist Hindu for a job for which he was 
qu:11ificd and he was asked how many generations 
Christian he was. In another case he was told be 

could not be taken on the staff of an institution 
where there were all non-Christian children and so 
only a Hindu could do the work. In a third case it 
was merely suggested to him that he could have 
the job if be was reconverted to Hinduism: A?d 
in all these cases the young man was a nattonahst 
and wore Khadi out of genuine conviction since 
his college days and his name was entirely Indian. 
(2) Some feel that being Indians th~y are ashame_d 
of having "Western" names. But 1t wao not the1r 
mistake. Their parents gave them the name and so 
they want now to change it into an "Indian" name. 

This second is a laudable reason. The first is 
understandable but implies that we want to hide 
our identity on the surface, Some say it is to 
reduce the intensity of unfavourable reflexes in the 
non-Christian that a ''foreign" roame gives rise to. 

There is a very small minority which is showing 
the peculiar tendency of changing, or more 
correctly, perverting Indian names into "Anglo
Indian" names. This, I feel, is a particularly 
perverse mentality. For, it is a mind that 
feels elevated in the company of Anglo-Indians 
and, being incapable ot aping the real West, is 
content in aspiring after being an Anglo-Indian, 
In some cases 1t is an economic manoeuvre, 
since that is the only way to get a job in the 
railway. It is also because the Anglo.lndian has a 
higher scale of pay in certain concerns. Others do 
it because they feel more "Christian" with such a 
perverted name. Still others imagine they get a 
better •'social standing" by such an amendment to 
their name, Thus Dayal becomes Dial, Datha 
becomes Dutt, Kaley becomes Kale, Aralikatt become 
Arlik, Sing-Swing, Ram Bali-Ramble, Bux-Buck, 
Rathbhao-Rathbone and so on. I cannot suggest a 
remedy for this strange disease among Indian 
Christians, 

It may be pointed out in passing that the Hindu 
is not completely immune to the charge of making the 
name a convenience. There are instances of Hindus 
taking Western names, Some years ago, before 
the rise of the national movement in India, it was 
very easy for a Christian to get a job. Therefore 
many Hindus took on Western, not Christian, names, 
I know of a royal family in India almost every 
member of which takes one ·Western name to this 
day, Probably that helps them to get on better with 
the British Government. 

There are a few instances where foreigners take to 
Indian names. One I. C. S. officer called his daught. 
ers by purely Hind·u names, names of godesses, for 
to him ''they sounded nice." The sub-conscious 
motive, however, must. have been to adapt himself 
to his environment. I know of an English knight 
with an Indian name, 

What is the Indian Christian to do in such a 
situation? To my mind we should make no apology 
to the first group of names that I have indicated
the religious names or the Biblical names. If the 
Hindu prides in names like Rama, Sit.a, Dushyanta, 
Prahlada, etc., why not the lndian·Christian treasure 
names from the llibie, such as Mary, Luke, John, 
Abraham, eto- As far as possible we may prefer 
the Indian version of these names, Miriam instead of 
l\lary, Yohan instead of John, Yakub instead of 
James, Paulus instead of Paul. 

The second group of names-Western names 
taken after Mis•ionaries-should be completely 
dropped. \Ve cannot afford to retain names like 
Smith, Butler, Reginald, eto. They are the most 
highly objectionable. They hide our nationality. 
Names of most missionaries are not ''Christian" 
names, but national names. They are either Ameri
can, English, German or Italian. Therefore, we must 
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revert to either purely religious names or entirely 
lnd ian names. 
~he thir~ g:roup may be increasingly adopted by 

lndaan ChriStians. They are Indian names names of 
flowers or names indicating virtues. Eve'n here we 
should prefer Leela to Lily, Kripa to Grace. If we 
are to }teep b?th our religion and our nationality we 
may mcreasmgly take to such Indian names as 
Sbanti, Sumati, Bhasker, Prabhaker, etc. 

That is the way Indian Christians can accommo
date the non-Christian who cannot feel one with a 
person not having an Indian name. On the other band 
there is increasingly a need for a better understanding 
and. g~ter toleration on the part of the non
ChriStian towards those who have definitely Christian 
names. He may not tolerate Western names but 
for. ~im to j_ibe ~t Bibli~l n_ames is against the' very 
spmt of HmdUJsm, whach IS tolerance. The Chris
tian who feels he is Indian in every fibre of his 
being must be made to feel at home in the midst of 
a Hindu of a Muslim community, whether be bas a 
Christian name or an Indian name. I am not 
Pl<;ading for mere tolerance ; I assert his right to 
ex1stence. 

Both communities must show a spirit of acaommo· 
dation. The Hindus cannot insist on having it all 
their own way. Nor can the Christians be fool
hardy and persist in alien names. The Hindu 
must recognize that it is . possible for 
a Christian with a non-Indian name to 
be much more nationalistic in hie thoughts 
and actions than a Hindu with an Indian name. 
The Christian must see that the name carries 
some meaning and bas a psychological effect 
both on himself and on others. Therefore he 
cannot easily be· a George or an Edward or an 
Elizabeth and be a good Indian at the same . 
time. 

For our part let us make no apology for Christian 
names, in fact we must defend them. Let us meroi~ 
lessly discard the purely Western Indian names. 
As for our children let us take more and more to 
purely Indian names. For the Indian Christian 
will have to develop a religion rooted in the culture 
of the land in which he is born. But the 
non-Christian cannot afford to be a mere on·looket. 
He· has to help in quickening the pace of .this 
process. 

THE CEYLON GOVERNOR'S CONSCIENCE. 

We have rather a serious grievance against 
Mr, K. Natesa Aiyar. In his publication, ''The 
India Ceylon Crisis" he quotes ThB R~form,.'• 
comment on the intervention of the Governor of 
Ceylon to warn his Ministers that be cannot 
consistently with the obligations undertaken by his 
predecessors towards Indians in Ceylon give his 
assent to some of the legislative measures which 
they 'w~re bringing forward. While pointing out 
that his intervention only aggravated matters as it 
enabled the Ministers to raise first class constitutional 
issues, we said that the stand of the Governor of 
Ceylon showed him to be a man of conscience. Mr. 
Natesa Aiyar interpolates t\Je word "imperialist'' 
before conscience which completely changes the 
meaning intended. Mr. Aiyar has added a note to 
the effect that the word and the underlining ot it are 
his responsibility. Even so we think he should 
not have interfered with a quotation. He mi!(ht 
have, if he chose, added a comment on it to sigmfy 
that the Governor's conscience was that of an 
lmperialisL 

HINDU LAW COMMITTEE ON INTESTATE 
SUCCESSION. 

The Hindu Law Committee propose the following 
rules for tbe whole of India:-

"Ru~• I. When a ~indu dies intestate in respect 
of hentable property, It shall devolve in the following 
order on the following classes of relations namely 

1. The "enumerated heirs," that is to 'say ' 
(a) ThB intBJJtate"• widow and dOBconilant•: ' 

(1) widow. ~ 
(2) son. 1 
(8) son of pre-deceased son. I 
(4) son of pre-deceased son l 

of pre-deceased son. J 
(5) unmarried daughter. 
(6) married daughter. 
(7) daughter's son. 
(8) son's daughter. 
(9) daughter's daughter. 

( all succeeding 
simultaneously 
and with equal 
rights). 

(b) Th• intBJJtate'•fathlf' and his ie•cendants : 
(1) Father. (2) Father's son. (3) Father's son's 

son. (4) Father's son's son's son. (5) Father's 
daughter. (6) Father's daughter's son. 

(c) 1'hs inte•ta1o'sfather'sfathsr and hiB ie3cendanta: 
(1) Father's father. (2) Father's father's son. 

(S) Father's father's son's son. (4) Father's father's 
son's son's son. (5) Father's father's daughter's son. 

(d) The intestats's father' • fatliBr"s fathBr and hi 
tiescenda•ts : 

(1) Father's father's father. (2) Father's father's 
father's son. (3) Father's father's father's son's son. 
(4) Father's father's father's son's son's son. (5) 
Father's father's father's daughter's son. 

(•) Th• intestate's mothBr's fathor and his descentlant•: 
(1) Mother's father. (2) Mother's father's son. 

(S) Mother's father's son's son. (4) Mother's father's 
. son's son's son. (5) Mother's father's daughter's son. 
· Son's daughter and daughter's daughter are the 
intestate's own descendants and, therefore belong 
logically to I (a), ' 

It is unnecessary to mention the son's widow or 
the grandson's widow, or the great·grandson's wid~w 
or mother, father's mother's or father's father's mothe; 
separately, because by virtue of Rule 8, if widows 
when succession opens they take the place of their 
respective bus bands. · 
· It will be noticed that if we omit the female heirs 
in this class, the enumeration is identical, in · order 
and content, with Jimutavahana's as interpreted by 
G. C. Sarkar. The female heirs are either those 
enumerated by Jimutavahana himsillf or those men
tioned in Act ll of 1929. 

. IL Agnatss of the d<eiassd (i. s., persons related to 
h1m wholly through males) other than those already 
enumerated under I. 

Ill. Oog11(J!BJJ ofthB dBcW~Bd (i. •· persons related to 
him, but not wholly through males) other than those. 
already enumerated under I. 

Ezp!anation:-A ·woman who is related to the 
~eceased wholly through males (excluding herself) 
IS an agnate and any other female relation a coo-nate 
for the purposes of these ·Rules. "' 

Ruls 2. (a) Each class excludes the next and 
within each class the earlier group excludes the 
later. 

( b ) In each group, persons related to the deceased 
by the half-blood succeed immediately after persona 
related by the full-billed. 

Ruls a. The order of the heirs in classes II and 
Ill shall be determined by the next four rules. 

Ruls 4. Of two heirs, the one who is nearer in 
ascent succeeds first. 

Rul• a. If the two are equally near in ascent, the 
one nearer in descent succeeds first. 

R~tle 6. If the two are e9ually near both in 

1 
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ascent and descent, the one who is in the male line of 
ascent suoeeeds first. 

R..U 7. If the two are equally near in ascent and 
descent and the chain of ascent, if any, is the same 
in both cases, the one who is in the m'lle line of 
descent aucceed1 firat 

R..U B A woman who is a widow when succession 
opens (except the widow of the deceased himself) 
take& the place which her husband would have 
occupied in the order of suocesaion if be bad been 
alive at the time, without prejudice to any other 
rights which she may have." 

The rules are mainly those of the Mitakahara, 
while the enumeration in class I ia mainly that of the 
Dayabhaga. The scheme as a whole is, therefore, a 
compromise between the two Schools. We cannot 
emphasise too strOngly that the proposed rules are 
the rules of int .. taU succession, liable to be over
ridden by a will, 

INDIA DELEGATION TO CEYLON. 
It ia announced that at the request of the Govern

ment of Ceylon the Government of India have agreed 
to a resumption of the informal conversations which 
came to a close in November 194.0. The meeting 
will take place in Ceylon early in September. 

It is hoped that as a result of these exploratory 
discussiona, a solution of various outstanding 
problems may be found which will help to re-estab
lish on a firm b~sis of understanding and co-operation 
the traditional friendship between the two countries, 

The Government of India are not yet ready for 
trade negotiations. These will be taken up at a 
later date. 

Following will constitute the delegation of the 
Government of India : 

Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai (Leader), Sir Mirza 
Ismail, Mr. T, R. Venkatarama Sastri, Mr. T. G. 
Rutherford. The Official Advisers to the Delegation 
will be Mr. G. S. Bozman and Mr. A. V. Pai. Mr. Pai 
also act as Secretary to the Delegation. 

Mr. T, N. S. Raghavan, Agent to the Government 
of India in Ceylon, will assist the Delegation. 

The association of non-officials as part of the 
Government of India Delegation it is pointed out 
here represents a return to lhe procedure followed 
in the case of Delegations sent to South Africa. 

Trade negotiations being expressly excluded for tbe 
present, it is ~reaum~d that ~e forthC?ming explora
t?tY convet:sat1ons w11l. be .direCted pnmarily toques
tions relating to Immigration and status of Indians 
in Ceylon. As the problem of immigration to Ceylon 
is predominantly one affecting South India the selec
tion ot the two non-officials is from that part of 
the country. Mr. T. G. Rutherford was an observer 
during the conversations in Delhi last November, 

Those conversations, it is recalled, broke down on 
the question of status of Indians in Ceylon but 
the Government of India in announcing the discon
tinuance of the talks declared : "fhe desire of the 
Government of India that relations between the two 
countries should be placed on a firm basis of friend
ship and co-operation has in no way diminished and 
should a prospect of a resumption of negotiation• 
with greater possibilities of success appear in the 
future they will be found ready to take advantage of' 
it.'' 

. . 

GOVERNMENT SOAP FACTORY, BANGALORL 
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VISIT THE LAND'S END OF' INDIA 

AND STAY AT 

THE CAPE HOTEL. 

FULLY FURNlSHED
TBE SEA-

FACING VISIBLE-
NO SUNSET 

BOTH SUNRISE A TES 011 ROOMS-
NINE DOUBLE SUl 11'1 CHARGE-

STEWARD 
RESIDENT SEA-FED- . 

BATBlNG NOL AND EUROPEAN 
Tll1ND1A1'1 

CATERS TO BO 
TASTES- · 

tERfdS moDERATE 

Ftir particulars Address : 

THE DIVISION OFFICER, 

P. W. D., NAGERCOIL. 

• • P. S.-Don't miss the most enjoy&ble ride along 
45 miles of dustless, smooth concrete road-the 
longest in India-from Trivandrum to Cape 
Comorin. • • • 

THE 
SGIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS.-
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

:=·~·::;i':J.~ INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

Managing Agonta : 
MARINE 

NA~OTTAM MORA~JEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Rangoon-Bombay-Karachi, via Malabar. 
Ban goon-Madras-Colombo. 
Oaloutta-Karaohi via Ooa.st Ports. 
Ba.ngoon-Oa.loutta e.ocording to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Cutoh Ports to Ka.raohi. 
Bombay-Bbavnagu.r-Porte. 
Bombay-Marmugao-M&ngalore, 
Bangoon-coromandal Ports. 
Ohit.tagong-Rangoon, Ohitta.gong-Cox'a Bua.r. 
Caloutta-Bombay-Karaohl, to Jeddah. 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay to Panjim. 
_ calling at all intermediate Pqrta. 

HARBOUR LINE-Revaa·Dbaramtar-Uran-Elepbaut.a-Naha.va 

ASSOCIATI:D COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. CO., LTD. 
BAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
BATN ~GAR STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD, 

Sclndla House, BaUard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tela-
phones: 
30075 
~Lines 

25061/3 
21779 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(Incorporated in Barod~, The lia.bilit7 of Members being Limited:) 

Under tbe Patronage or and largely agpportod by tbo 
Oovemment or H. H. tbe Maharaja Oaekwar or Baroda, ' 

CAPITAl. AUTHORISED Ra. :a,.fo,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL ISSUED & SUBSCRIBED , 1,:ao,oo,ooo 
·CAPITAL PAID-UP • 6o,oo,ooo' 
RESERVE FUND • ss,oo,ooo 

Head Office :-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchk11va ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora. 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harij (N, <L), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. o. ), and Vyara. ' 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI~ 8 
PATAN. 

-:o:--

LOCKE~S OF DlffE~ENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATE~, 

General Mana~er. 

The following books can be had from the 

office of The Indian Soceal Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 1/• 

S, Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs. 3/-

Bomba! Representative Conference 1922 Re. 11-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in l922 in Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the llfana~er. 

{Post free), 
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CHEST COLD 

(Be~) 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis; a~oid this by rubbing your 

chest with' AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

wa~~ goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brings Qu~k Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
:BOMBAY '& MADRAS. 

~ .. 
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•r e/11 111 •• harsh as truth. and as uncompromising aa justice i I am in eamest-1 will not equivocate-{ will not 
excuse, 1 will not retreat a single inch-And 1 will be heard.'' WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON in the Liberator. 
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Lord Llnlithgow on tha Third 
Wa.r Yaa.r. 

Indio.'e War Effort. 
The Viceroy and Mr. Jinnah. 
The Congre!lfl PrMident on the 

War Committee. 
Mr. Hutchings' on the Indo
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The Hindu Law of Succession. 
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CeyloD and India. 

NOTES. 
Lord Llnllthgow on the Third War Year :-The 

Viceroy broadcast on September S, the 
second anniversary of the outbreak of hostilities. 
He seemed to be in one of those rare moods when 
he takes it upon himself to speak for the whole 
of India, His whole address, however, was 
tinged with a complete disregard of the human 
factor involved in India's war effort. India was 
"the focus point'' of the Eastern Group ; the 
armies of India "had sought and found glory 
on many fields;" the deeds of those who fought 
in Keren and Damascus, Amba Alagi and E1 
Mechili, are ''to be inscribed, for India's honour, 
in golden letters on the banners of victory; " and 
those who work in India itself whether by giving 
money or by service, also get the good words 
of Lord Linlithgow, Everything is seen as part 
of the war machine. It was only when he came 
to the part where he appealed for greater effort 
that Lord Linlithgow talked of sacrifice. On 
one point, however, there were evident the 
bruises that His Excellency had suffered in his 
recent indiscreet encounter with Mr. Jinnah. 
It was when he said :-

. There are those amongst us who would like to reap 
tho harve,t or victory without having put their hands 
to tho plough. Others there are who for one reason 
or another, are not ashamed, though the nation stands 
In grave peril, to seek to divide tho reople, to weaken 
tho war etJort, to de~troy confidence. llut that Is not 
the spirit of India. Do not, I beg of you, let this 
lnsiuious fifth column eat like dry rot Into the fabric 
of your determination. Be united, stand finn and 
per>evero. 

There is a sinister ring in this paragraph 
which nil His Excellency's denunciations of 
Nazism and all that it stand for, cannot com· 
pletely eradicate. It seems to hint that having 
failed miserably in the unimaginative conciliation 
eff0rts attempted in the past two years, the 

~ Government is threatening a resort to the 
traditional alternative. Lord Linlithg-ow betrays 
a sad confusion of thought when he talks of 
thD~ie who look for the "harvest of victory''-

unless he has convinced himself that a further 
reiteration of India's long-promised goal of 
Dominion Status is to be the outcome of 
Britain's victory in the war. The Viceroy 
does not seem to appreciate the irony of his 
speaking for India and denouncing dissentients 
when he has progressively alienatPd every 
section of Indian opinion by the policies 
he is pursuing. Even those who advocate 
full support to the war regardless of India's 
capacity, find the Linlithgow method a serious 
obstacle to the effectiveness of their appeals. 
There is no 'fifth column' in India and there is 
not likely to be one. What comes in the way 
of Indians identifying themselves with Britain 
is the gap between promise and performance 
never wider than in the regime of His Excellency. 

India's War Effort:-The Round TaiJle in a 
special article, the purpose of which is to show 
that India's place can never be outside the 
British Empire, makes the following observation 
which should not be lost sight of by those 
whose business it is co collect contributions to 
the war fund: 

Her (India's) effort In the present war, splendid as it 
is, Is much more on the scale of Canada and Australia 
than on that of this country (Britain), That is not 
the result of British Governm~nt in India or of insuffi. 
cient Indian response to the call of the common cause, 
but of fundamental economic conditions. Only a long 
proces• or industrial development accompanied by a 
very substantial rise of the standard of living of the 
agricultural population-a process requiring generations 
to complet&-can create a surplus sufficient to provide a 
navy, an air force and a mechanised army on a scale at 
all comparable with India's needs. 

If "fundamental economic conditions" in India 
are not the result of the British Government of 
India,. we should like to know who is responsible 
for them. When Lord Linlithgow talks of the 
splendid contributions of Indian troops-of which, 
by the way, most Indians have a much higher 
estimate than many Britishers would like to 
think-we immediately remember the arguments 
of this and other British writers who plead the 
inability of India to defend herself as the reason 
for her continuation in the British Empire. 
And yet Lord Linlithgow talks freely of India 
"manning her own defence as well as the outer 
basti0ns of her fortress''-in Egypt, in Iraq, 
in Iran and at Singapore. The British Government 
will have to find some better reason for India 
remaining a part of the Empire, in what is 
euphemistically called "free association.'' The 
implications of the contention that without 
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membership in the Empire India cann t expect 
help from Britain is political hucksterh._,g of the 
lowest and most irresponsible type. After all, the 
United States is not asking for political domina
tion over Britain in exchange for the help she is 
asked to give. ' 

The Viceroy and Mr. Jlnnah :-The Viceroy's 
communication to Mr. Jinnah, conveyed for 
no apparent reason through the Governor 
of Bombay, suggests an understanding bet
ween the two, which the Viceroy thought 
existed, but which Mr. Jinnah felt it necessary 
to repudiate. Without such a belief on the 
part of His Excellency, the occasion for making 
a communication of the kind to the President 
of one of the principal political parties mentioned 
in the letter, is not at all clear. Was a similar 
communication· made to the leaders of the 
other parties, the Congress and the Hindu 
Mahasabha? Was Gandhiji who is in sole 
command of Congress activities and Mr. 
Savarkar, the President of the organisation 
which claims to represent the great or small Hindu 
community, favoured with a similar communica
tion ? Did His Excellency think of asking 
for suggestions from these two leaders, 
and did he refrain from doing so lest he 
should embarrass them as he did in the case 
of Mr. Jinnah ? The Government communi
que, issued in reply to Mr. Jinnah's statement 
explaining his position with reference to his 
colleagues who have accepted positions at the 
invitation of the Viceroy in the Executive Council 
and the National Advisory Council, omitted all 
reference to the accusatory communication. The 
Viceroy cannot enter into a personal controversy, 
but if he indulges in personal communications 
with political leaders, he cannot observe 
this convention without risking misunder
standing on the part of the public. A minor 
sensation of the incident is the use of the 
word "double-crossing" by Mr. Jinnah in 
connection with the Viceroy's invitation to 
Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan. In a vague way we 
understand the word to have an unpleasant odour 
and to be some slang derived from the race 
course or cards. It has been freely applied by 
democratic spokesmen to the Nazi Fuehrer. 
Sir Sikandar has hastened to repudiate the 
suggestion implied in Mr. Jinnah's statement 
that he (Sir Sikandar) felt or said that 
he was double-crossed by the Viceroy. By 
adhering, however, to his decision to resign 
from the Advisory Council, after the 
statement of the Government, Sir Sikandar 
bas shown that he agrees with Mr. Jinnah in his 
interpretation of the Viceroy's communication 
tht:_ough the Governor of, Bombay. The Bengal 
Premier, Mr. Fazlul Huq, who, it was announced, 
was coming to Bombay to have further con· 
sultation with Mr. Jinnah, has postponed his 
visit. Sir Saadullah, the Premier of Assam, 
who, it was announced at the meeting of the 
Working Committee of the Muslim League, had 
also decided to resign, seems to be wavering. 
One thing is clear. · With this incident Indian 

politics has entered a new phase. It is no 
longer possible for high officials to assume that 
Indian political leaders are likely to belie in 
private the opinions which they express in 
public. And that is a distinct gain. 

The Congress President on the War Committee:
Whatever might be the feeling in the country 
about the wisdom of the present policy of 
individual satyagraha pursued by the Congress 
under. Gandhiji's leadership, there can be no two 
opinions about the discredit into which that 
great political organisation is being drawn by the 
actions of those who call themselves leaders 
of the party and claim on that account to 
represent India as a whole. It is difficult to 
appreciate the moral val11e of a movement in 
which the outstanding figures released from 
jail on grounds of health, im~ediately proceed 
to engage in political activities. Nor can much be 
said either for the negotiations going on behind 
the scenes to get the movement pulled OJ,it of 
its existing confusion through official initiative. 
Nevertheless, there were many who were prepared 
to condone even these lapses from ordinary 
political standards on the ground that the pitch 
of politics defiled even a national movement. 
But the news item which we give below from 
the Bombay Chronicle, must stagger anyone 
who looks upon politics as ~omething more 
than an all-in contest: 

Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad, President of the Indian 
National Congress, has wired the following from the 
Naini Jail to Mr. Parasram Tahilraman~ President of 
the Sjnd Provincial Congress ;-"I consider it in
advisable on the part of the Sin:! Congress to demand 
Khan Bahadur Allah Buksh's resignation from the 
Defence CounciL Khan Bahadur Allah Bu!<sh is not a 
member of the Congress, nor was our support condi
tional beyond his following the Congress programme 
in toto. We decided to support him because of the 
exceptional circumstances in Sind and those circum• 
stances had not yet altered. It will be deplorable for 
the Sind Congress to change in any manner the course 
of conduct laid down by me. Infonn Mr. R. K. Sidhwa." 

We do not raise here the question of the wisdom 
or value of the advice which is a matter for the 
Sind Congress. But what concerns the public 
is the propriety of it. The Maulana Saheb 
obviously exercises a measure of liberty in his. 
Naini Jail which makes jail-going a farce. Tha.t 
the President of an organisation which has made 
itself responsible for a campaign of courting' 
imprisonment in assertion of the right of pacifist 
propaganda, should work from behind prison 
bars to retain a provincial premier on the National 
Defence Committee; is something which seems 
beyond the realm of the possible. We know 
that the · Maulana Saheb has suffered rough 
handling from Mr. Jinnah but in politics there is 
no room for personal grievances. The complaint 
has often been made that the British Government 
plays one party off against the other. The 
Maulana has converted the Congress to a pawn 
in this game. His conduct is ludicrous and 
unworthy of one who occupies the high 
position he has today. What is the Maulana's 
idea of "the Conaress programme in toto ? '' 
We do not know"' whether the Maulana in jail 
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Some sort of restriction must also be put on testa life the morality, the literature, the politics, the arts 
mentary powers of the person as is done under t~e of a perished age." There is a view that Vijaya
Muhamedan Law. Oth_erwise •. the father will nagar history has been overdone. \Vith the help of 
sometimes will away h11 enure property-both his collaborator, Dr. S. K. Aiyangar brought out a 
ancestral and self-acquired. ~nd t~en, other membe;-d source-book of Vijay•nagar history. Apart f~om 
of the family u those ment1one~ 10 the rule wou the work of the offioers of the Archaeological 
not get anything as they are entitled to a share only IJ)epartment, valuable contributions have been made 
when a man dies intest;au;· . • r d by Heras, Saletore and N. Venkataramanayya-to 

It is good that the d1s!lnct1on of prov1ded !0 r .a~ 1mention only a few of the prominent scholars who 
unprovided for amongst the d;:'ughters whl~h. IS 10 laboured in this field. How rich is yet the fidd of 
the present law, is done away With: ~u~her,.'t 19 ;gt \Untapped historical materials will be clear from the 
known on what principle th~ d1stmctiOil IS Th"e announcement of a "very con~iderable collection of 
between married and unmarried dau~hter. • IS further sources ofVijayanagar" by the Reader and 
distinction also _Bhould b_e don~ away With. It IS ~lso \.he Professor of the Madras University. To interpret 
a matter for .senous cons1der:lt10n whether a daug ter \hem aright and to weave them into the fabric of 
should be g1ven a share exactly equal to that of th !:is tory is a task that will engage the attention of 
son. . . many scholars for a long time to come. At this 

The Stridha~ .1s ver~ competently dealt With stage, the work of Mr.llfahalingam is a very welcome 
Therein also, II as submitted, .that there sh.ould addition to this growing volume of historical works 
one uniform rule of SuccessiOn to all km~s 0 bearing on South India. 
<::•.:A han anA "'lS- {f..N'J{NJl.U)t\~~-one for Strldhan . In part (1), the aut~_or examines t~e administ;a

tlve system of the V•Jayanagar emp!Ce, The Kmg 
(BY S. R. HALASUBRAHMANYAN, CHIDAMBARAM.) was the most important organ in the body politic. 

Time was when Indian Universities were mere He was not an autocrat unrestrained by any form of 
examining bodies on the model of the old London check. His powers were limited by certain codes 
University. Thanks to the newer emphasis on the and institutions based on custom and public opinion 
side of teaching and research, some of the Indian on the one side and on Ia ws derived from the Vedas, 
Univer~itiea have forged ahead in the cultivation, Smritis and Dharmasastras on the other. The 
development and dissemination of knowledge, annointed King who is equal to God and who is 
Rightly has it come to be recognised that teachers created by God, should rdieve the sufferings of the 
are more important than brick and mortar, knowledge people. Not only did most of the Vijayanagar Kings 
m<>re than der:rees, publication• more than routine perform efficiently the elementary duties of a ruler
clas~ teaching. It was under Sir Asutosh Mukherjee that of protection of life and property and the 
that the Calcutta University had a second birth; maintenance of peace and order; but they also strove 
an1 his example has been followed by other to enforce Svadl.arma on the respective castes and 
uniVeroities. Of talent there is enough in the land ; communities. 
only opportunities are rare. Though Madras took In addition to the Council of Ministers-with 
up the new task late, it has already done splendid the Pradhani at the head-which advised the King 
work ; and one ot the vigorous departments of on all matter? of state, there was a larger imperial 
research in the ~ladras University is th•t oflndian council which met oa ceremonial occasions. It was 
History and Archaeology. This book on Vijayanagar• with the expert guidanc" of his ministers that the 
is the work of a research student, lllr. Mahalingam, king carried on his administration, Even an able 
unc.ler the (!uidance of its distinguished Professor strong ruler like Krishna Oeva Raya is •aid to have 
Mr. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, remarked, "I am sitting on the throne; but the world 

The history of Vijayanagar marks an important is ruled by the ministers. Who listens to my words?" 
phase in the evolulion of Modern India, It records Though exaggerated, this explains in a way the 
the ~trug~le of South India for national existence inAuenae of the council of ministers on the Icing. 
against the onslaught of Muslim invaders during About Saluva Timma, the minister of Krishna Deva 
more than three centuries ( 14.th to 17th centuries Raya, Paes says, "He commands the whole 
11.. D.). In this struggle for political and religious household and to him all the greatest lords act ~· 
freedom, it fought and tell, but only to induce in its · to the king." 
turn a Rimilar struggle in the seventeenth century in The revenue administration is described in great 
t.lahara~htra, Above all,the period of the Vijayanagar detail. The chief sources of revenue were the land 
struggle marks the culmination of the achievements, tax, property tax, commercial taxes, ·profession tax 
political and cultural, of the people of South India tax O? industries, military contributions, judicial fines: 
when they remained unsubdued by the foreign etc. Generally payment was made both in cash and 
aggr~•sor. How useful is Ruch an investigation to in kind. As regards collection four methods were 
t.lodcrn India I adopted, The Government appointed its own servants 

In 1 ~)()() Robert Sewell startled the world of scholars to collect the revenue. It farmed out its revenues to 
by his ep.,ch-making publbation "A Forgotten bidders. It made a village or a group of villages 
Empire;" and during the course ot these forty years responsible for the collection. Lastly grants of 
there ha• gone on much acoumulation of material- land were made to Nayakas in return for military 
foreign notices, copper-plates, stone inscriptions and service and a fixed tribute, 
liter.try materials ot the highest value to the historian; Modern canons of public finance are different from 
and surely, hi•tory has been "lengthening, deepening those of the past, A good part of the income was 
and widening." l:\ut, R! Curzon remarked, "much of spent on the purchase and maintenance of elephants 
ancient history even in an age of great discoveries, horses ; and in the maintaining of a large standing 
still l"l!mains mere guess-work. Hut the clues army kept against the constant wars in a life-and· 
arc lying cverywh•re at our hand, in buried death struggle between Vij<yanagar and the Sultans 
cities, in unJ,•oiphert-d insc.riptions, in casual of t~e Decodl~; While the treasury hoar~ed a good bit 
coin•, in crumbling pillars, and pencilled slabs aga1nst the ramy season, and •pent on arrigacion and 
of st<lnc. They supply the data by which we p".lblic works, extravagant expenditure on the luxu
m3y rcoonstruct the annals or the past and recall to rious court accounted fur the rest of the collectiOns 

• "AdminuiLra\loD anJ. So..·i•l Life undor Vijayauaga.r"-hy T. Village, S'irmai, Plil.rru, Nadu.. Kottam, Rajy~ 
v. Mal'"hngt\m. Ma~lru Unl\'er&lty lha\Oru.•a.l Sort• No. IS. l\landalam represented the general hierarchy in the 
Oooo~ Jo:.!olo>r: Prot_,, K. A. N•t..kllDI& s...Lri. organization from tile village to the province. 
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officers were generally appointed Provincial Governors; 
1 A 1 

and these sometimes removed the puppet rulers at n Ilustrated Journal of International 
the centre and established themselves on the throne. Buddhist Brotherhood. 
The Saluva and Tuluva usurpers were creations of (E 
this ~at~ue. An. important feature of the Vijayanagar lta~lished 189

P.) 
provtn::tal orgamsatton was the N ayankara system . Dea~s with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
accordtng to which the ruler established military fiefs With f-!istory, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
in the distant parts of the empire. The head of the education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
se.ttlement was obliged to pay a fixed annual the world is a special f t 
trtbute-generally half of the revenue of the . ea ure. 
settlement-and to maintain an army with which CONTRIBUTORS • 
to serve his lord when required. • 

~ocal bodies like the Ur, theSabha and the N(Jgara slr:te~::_ Nicholas Roerich, Sir Harl Singh Gour 
{gutlds)-the legacy of earlier times-functioned we 1 Mr J F Mc:!:':;'krityayana, Dr. Dinesh Chandra Sen• 
durin~ Vijayanagar days. It was the strength of 1 kri~h· • D n~ (Bhlkkhu bllacara), Sir S. Radha.! 
the VIrile local bodies that maintained the even tenor~ (Can~~}' Dr. ~ M. BBhandarlrar, Mr. Arun Sen, B.A. 
of life of the people and mitigated, to some extent, B.L. nr' pr. C B a~r· f!'· B. c. Law, M.A., Ph.D •• 
the t1rant?y of the central government, if and when it Dr. K..uks Nag: Dr~N. Dutt r. :ethernoy Chandra Sen, 
was m ev1dence to excess. • an ° s. 

Under the section Soda! _Life, t~e author ha - . Ann!IIJI ~ubl0"l11tion: ... • ··-. M"··~~ ... .v ... 
prese?ted a good deal of mterestmg details of pr<;>perty m the llfe-ttme of h1s father. This 
the l!fe of the people, as it was then lived. pomt must be made very clear by making a 
Marrtage was considered a sacrament. The separate rule. And, it is submitted that in this 
Kanyailhana form of marriage was widespread respect the rule of the Uayabhag School should 
and popular. The practice of bride-price was be enforced, and a son's right to the property by 
prevalent, and at one time the brahmans of the birth be taken away. The root-cause of the whole 
Padaividu Rajya felt this evil to such an extent ~vii in the joint family law is the right by birth 
that they resolved thenceforward to conclude m the ancestral property given by Mitakshara (see 
a marriage_ on~y by kanyadhana and to punish by page 19. of the Note on the Hindu Joint Family 
ex-c~mmuntcatto~ those.who broke the rule. Early unde~ Mttakshara Law, by R. B. Go\'indbhai H. 
marnage and Sat1 were m vogue. Desa_1 of B~oda Government; and the Principle of 

Forei~n trayellers say that the Vijayanagara kings SurvJVorshtp from "!-"gal Aspects of Social Reform" 
had Wives m hundreds-nay, thousands. In the by Paul Appaswamt ). To take a concrete instance 
()Spital lived also a large number of courtesans. suppose a f_amily consists of the father, the son: 
Abdur Razak was very much struck by ''the beauty the unmarrted daughter and the widow of the 
f>f the heart-ravishers, their blandishments and pre~ec~ased son. If the Mitakshara law is kept 
.ogles." Some of them were very qch and if they as 1t IS, then the son would demand a partition in 
died issueless, the. king became th~J heir 'to their the life-time of the father.. Naturally, his share would 
property. It is sa1d that, after the death of one of be half, and the s~are of h1s father would be half. The 
them issueless, the king got as much as 70,000 other persons hke the daughter and the widow 
-pardaos. , of the predeceased son would not get anything 

The king lived in great pomp and splendour. The at the time of this partition as it is stated that 
.court-life, the food and dress, the games and amuse- they would get a share only after the death of the 
ments of the kings and the nobility are· described father. Naturally after the deat~ of the father all 
with suitable extracts from descriptions of foreign ~hese other persons would be ent1tled to a share only 
visitors. The gymnasium in which duels and 11_1 the half sb~r~ fallen to the father at the 
wrestling were conducted, was a favourite institution time of the partition between the father and the 
in Vijayanagar days ; and even endowments were son. And,. th~ fortun~te son has already got a half 
occasionally made for its maintenance. · shar~ Th1s I~ certamly harsh an? would, it is 

Though supporters of Hinduism, Vijayanagar submttt~d, entirely defeat . the obJe'?t for which 
·kings patronised J ainism, Christianity and Islam, the rule IS made and by whtch · the w1dow of the 
-even in spite of the fact that the Deccan Sultans deceased and th~ daughte~ get a share along with the 
were their traditional enemies. For instance, it is on. Further, thts wtll g1ve an encouragement to 
~aid that Deva Raya II gave encouragement to the !he sot? to. deman~ a partition. of his share always 
Muslims to settle in his kingdom; and the same m th~ hfe-ttme of h1s. father. It IS, therefore, humbly 
policy was followed by later kings. ·· submitted. that a specttlc rule must be embodied in 

The peace and prosperity of the Vijayanagar the Code 1tself that the son ?oes not get a right to 
-empire was reflected in literary output of a high order the ancestral prope;ty by birth. In this respect, 
and of an extensive nature. Among the celebrities the Dayabhag .t;.a~ IS to be preferred. 
of the Vijayanagar age should be mentioned It is good that no distinction is made between the 
Vedanta Desikar, Madhava Charya, Sayana, ancestral and separate property. The rules are 
Gangadevi (a woman), __ Appaya Dikshitar, Allasani m~de in respect of ~he whole heritable property. The 
Peddanna and MaratJnasambandar. Our author wtdow, the unmamed daughter and the widow of 
concludes with a chapter on the architecture, sculp- the predeceased son are all given shares equal to 
.ture and painting of the Vijayanagar age. Though that of the son. These shares must, in equity, be 
.dealt with in sufficient detail, they deserve a fuller saddled with the liability. They must be made 
treatment by a more systematic field investigation of responsible for paying off the debts of the father 
.most of the monuments of age. along with tha son. This fac~ must be made clear. 
Th~ auth~r of the book under ~e':iew has . the If the theory of joint ownership of the wife with 

techmcal equ_tpment to _hand!~. th~ o~Igmal m~tenals, the husband enunciated by Jaimini is to be fully 
.and he ~as displ~J:yed high ab!hty m mterprettng ~nd recognised, then she must have some right to the 
present1t?g t~e~ m a!l attractiVe man~e_r •.. We WISh property of her husband in his own life-time. Some 
that . un!vera1t1es gtve greater factltttes to such r.rovision must, therefore, be made in the Code itself 
pubhcatlons. 1f the husband does not waste away the whole ofhis 

- property. 
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Some sort of restriction must also be put on testa
mentary powers of the person as is done under the 
Muhamedan Law. Otherwise, the father will 
sometimes will away his entire property-both 
ancestral and self-acquired. And then, other members 
of the family as those mentioned in the rule would 
not get anything as they are entitled to a share only 
when a man dies intestate. 

It is good that the distinction of provided for and 
unprovided for amongst the daughters which is in 
the present law, is done away with. Further, it is not 
known on what principle the distinction is made 
between married and unmarried daughter. This 
distinction also should be done away with. It is also 
a matter for serious considention whether a daughter 
should be given a share exactly equal to that of the 
son. 

The Stridhan is very competently dealt with. 
Therein' also, it is submitted, that there should be 
one unirorm rule of Succession to all kinds of 
Stridhan and not two sets of rules-one for Stridhan 
jnherited by male and another inherited by female. 
This process would be cum berous and there would 
'be two sets of heirs to the property of the deceased, 
To take an illustration, an unmarried daughter gets 
.a share in the property of her father, After her 
marriage she takes the property along with her in 
the house of her husband. Now after her death 
that property will devolve upon the heirs of her 
father while the property inherited by her as a widow 
of her husband will devolve upon her own Stridhan 
heirs. This distinction should be done away with and 
there should be one uniform set of rules for all 
kinds of Stridhan. Further, it is a matter of very 
serious consideration also whether there should be af 
all a different set of rules for the heirs of Stridhan. 
\Vhen a woman gets a share and when her 
'CState is conoidered as an absolute estate and 
when it is embodied in the Memorandum that 
there should be no distinction due to sex, it is 
not known why there should be a different set ' 
of rules for the Stridhan of the woman and the 
.property of the male. In fact, Stridhan heirs should , 
be practically the same as the heirs of the male 1 

and there should be one set of heirs for both the 
male and female. 

The rules regarding the Succession between 
Gotraju or Agnates and Bandhus or Cognates are 
quite simple and effective. Really, the Committee 
deserve gratitude for that. Even the layman, it is 
hoped, unfamiliar with technicalities of law, would be 
able to find out where he is by applying these rules. 
Heat eflorts are made to clarify the meaning of 
these rules by giving the appropriate and clear 
illustrations. 

NUTRITION AND ECONOMICS. 
The Editor, 

1'1,. I~~<lilm So,ia! R•for·mer. 
Sir, 

As regards the note in Tho R•/ormor of August 23 
rcgardin~ nutrition survey in Gujar~t, it is usual to 
conduct the economic and nutrition survey ot families 
tog-ether, as many valuable deductions can be made 
from the data obt~ined. In a similar survey in 
Hihar, it was found that with increase in family 
inoume there was a natural tendency for the diet to 
approximate to the well-balano~'d diet as there wa• 
inoreosed oon•umption of milk and other "protectivt:o" 
food~. Except in the methods of preparation, the 
Gujar:lti diet approximates to the 1\larathi one, (in 
which ric~ and wheat tog-ether form the staple food) 
and perhaps that it is why no survey of Gujarati diet 
was considered necessary. 

Yours etc., 
August 2S, 19..1.1. ''DoCTOR." 
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whole of Hindudom and as such it is trusted that the 
Crown Representative is giving it his due 
consideration. 

The right to adopt was really a vested right of the 
la~e ruler of Kolhapur and the late Maharaja having 
fatled to do that, it is now, no doubt, according to 
the Hindu Law, the right of the Senior Maharani. 
Nobody will think of denying her that right since 
Hindu rulers are Hindus first and Rajas and 
Maharajas afterwards. Therefore, the Senior 
Maharani should be helped to exercise her 
vested rights in a judicial spirit and in accord
ance with Hindu Law, custom and tradition,_ 
For arriving at such a judicial finding a scholar 
of Hindu Law and Sanskrit, eminent lawyer and 
judge should be approached. In India today 
there is no one more competent to undertake 
this arduous job than the Rt. Hon'ble Mr. M. R. 
Jayakar. He will have to examine the rights 
of the various claimants to the gadi including that of 
the Senior Maharani herself, her minor daughter, 
agnate kinsmen and cognate relations of the Kolhapur 
royal family. There are very difficult points of Law 
involved in this case. According to some of the 
claimants, Hindu Law, custom and usages obtain
ing in Ruling Mahratta families women or those 
connected by marriage are precluded from succeeding 
to the gadi and they quote the instance of Satara and 
Kolhapur houses. Then there is the question of 
deciding as to who is the nearest agnatic kinsman 
of the Kolhapur ruling family. 

In my humble opinion, therefore, the Political 
Department should not take over the heavy respon
sibility of deciding who is the rightful person to be 
·adopted. Otherwise what is being said in the press 
that the Paramount Power has not yet abandoned the 
notorious old policy of Lord Dalhousie will be 
irresistably concluded to be a fact. 
- Delhi, } · · Yours etc., 

August 27, 1941. GANPAT RAI. 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. 
The Editor, 

Sir, 
1716 Indian Social Reformer. 

In an editorial note appearingJn your issue of last
week, you rightly suggest to all people in order to 
promote good feelings towards communities other 
than one's own, to take a solemn pledge to regard all 
persons as fellowmen irrespective' of caste and creed, 
In this connection I beg to say that, to promote 
communal harmony (and virtuous living) among 
students of various communities professing Hinduism, 
Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Zoroastrianism, broad 
principles of religion common to all religions, free 
from sectarian strife and th'eological contention, should 
be taught in schools to the great advantage of the 
individual as well as _the nation as was suggested by 
Chintamani in his Presidential address at the M ysore 
University Convocation· in 1935. Gandhiji says: 
''Fundamental principles ef ethics are common to all 
religions. These should certainly be taught to the 
children in schools .••.•• " 

It is to be hoped that Government will take early 
steps to give in schools religious education in the 
broad principles of religion common to all religions, . 
to students of all communities simultaneously two 
half hours weekly to promote virtuous living and 
communal peace and harmony and in order that our 
youth of all communities may be upright, righteous,_ 
sober, unselfish in daily dealing with f<!llow-men. 

Bombay, } Yours etc., 
August 25, 1941. ZoROASTRIAN. 
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THE BENARES HI:"JDU UNIVERSITY. 

His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner, Chancellor 
of the Ben ares Hindu University, has issued tbe 
followin~ appeal:-

The JJr:nares Hindu University which has been 
built and maintained by the magnificent grants, 
recurring and non-recurring, of the Princes and 
People ot India and the Government of the country, 
will celebrate its Silver Jubilee in January 1942. 

It is a matter lor rejoicing that its chief architect, 
to whose selfless devotion and unbounded faith, 
the University owes its present position--Pandit 
Madan Mohan Malaviyaji-is happily with us inspiring 
us with his own optimi•m. 

Though the spirit of Hindu religion interpreted in 
its broadest sense inspire all its activities, it has 
specialised also in scientiflc and technological studies, 
realising that the future of our country depends 
largely on applied science. Its Engineering College, 
with its Mechanical and Electrical branches, is well 
known throughout the country, and the departments ot 
Mining and Metallurgy, Industrial Chemistry, Agricul· 
tural Research, Ceramics, Pharmaceutical Chemistry 
and Glass Technology are the special features of the 
Uuiversity, which are not to be found elsewhere. 
Its different colleges of Arts and Science, Theology 
and Oriental Learning, Ayurveda and Engineering 
Law and Technology are run on the most economical 
Jines and with utmost possible efficiency in the 
present financial condition. 

The University which has served the nation so 
nobly these last twenty-five years hopes to carry 
on its work and tradition9. It is, however, burdened 

witb a debt of nearly twenty lakhs of rupees and 
stands in urgent need of more hostel accommojation, 
Research Chairs for men of achievement, ancl 
Fellowship• for promi;ing young persons. We take 
this opportunity of appealing to the Prince, ancl 
People of India to help this national institution in a 
generous manner on this auspicious occasion of its 
Silver Jubilee. All donations, large or sm1ll, will 
be gratefully received and acknowledged by the 
Vice-Chancellor. 

CEYLON AND INDIA. 
Cordial sentiments towards India were expressed 

by Sir Baron Jayatilaka, Home Minister and Leader 
of the State Council, proposing the toast of India at 
a Colombo dinner given in honour of the Indian 
Mayors, one of the many social functions being held 
in honour of the visitors. He said if Ceylon h1cl 
achieved any politic•! progress it was due to the 
inspiration they had derived from lnd1a. He belie•ed 
that the day was dawning when India would tllk
her rightful place among free nations. •'When that 
lfay dawns, Lanka, we hope, would stand by her side 
and gain lor herself a full measure of freedom. Lanka 
would stand by the side of Mother India and 
contribute her share in the great work India would 
do for the peace, pro&ress and happiness ot 
mankind.'' 

Mr. Gazdar, Mayor of Karachi, in reply declared 
that India and Ceylon would always remain one. 

1\fr. Saravanamuttu, Mayor of Colomho, e .. id the 
day would come when a statue would be erected in 
Ceylon to the Indian labourer to commemorate his 
contribution to Ceylon's prosperity. 

GOVERNMENT SOAP FACTORY. BANGALORE. 
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T R AVA N C 0 R E G 0 V K R N ME NT 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 

KUNDARA, S. I. Ry. 
have pleasure in announcing 

that their show room at Kundara where exquisite 
decorative China Ware for the modern 
drawing rooms' flower vases and statuettes 
in porcelain ar\l oa show, is open to public 
every day. All the exhibits are for sale. 
The concerns are situated on the 
Ashtamudi lake in a delightful 
locality and well worth a visit. 

______ We specialise io 

•cHINA CLAY 

for 

Textiles, Paper, 

Pottery, Etc. 

• ELECTRICAL INSU
LATORS 

of All Types 
• LABORATORY 

PORCELAIN, 
Crucibles, Basins, 

Spatulas Etc. • CROCKERY and 

STONE WARE· • SANITARY WARES. 

Acid Containers. 

Pickle Jars, Etc.; 

Drainage Pi pes and 
Refractories for Iron 

and Steel Works. 

• PIREBRICLS, SILLIMANITE BRIIKS, ZIRCON 
~ . ~RICKS, FIRE CLAY AND FIRE CEMENT. 

THE 
SCIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF . 

· - INDIAN 
! • MERCANTILE 

in....._ MARINE 

'
~~- I{AI{JEE & co., BOMBAY 

t Indian Shipping 
RGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

mba.y-Kara.chi, via Malabar • 
• Ia.dras-Colombo. 

Karachi via Coe.st Ports. 
on-Calcutta. a.ccording to dema.nd, 

bay-Gulf of Cutch Ports to Ke.ra.chi. 
ba.y-Bhavna.ga.r-Ports. 

ombay-Ma.rmugao-Ma.ngalore, 
ngoon-Coromandal Ports. 

Ohittagong-R&ngoon. Ohitt&gong-Cox's Bazar. 
Oo.lcutta-Hombay-Ka.racW, to Jedda.h, 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay to Panjim. 
calling o.t o.ll intermediate Ports. 

HARBOUR LINE-Reva.a-Db&ramtar-Uran-Elepb&nta-Nahava 

ASSOCIATI:.D COMPANIES. . 
BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV, CO., LTD. 
HAJ LINE, Lll\UTED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
liATH~GAR STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

Scindla flouse, BaUard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tele· 
phones: 
30075 
6-Lines 

25061/3 
21779 

THE BANK OF BAROOA, LTD, 
(lnoorporated In Baroda, The UabilltJ of J!emben being Limited.) 

Under the Patronage or aad largely aupport~d by the 
Oovemment or H. H. the MaharaJa Oaekwar or Baroda, 

CAPITAl. AUTHORISEO Ita. :O,.fo.oo,ooo 
CAPITAL ISSUED 6: SUBSCRIBED , o,:oo,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAI~UP • 6o,oo,ooo 
RESERVE FUND " ss,oo,ooo 

Head Office:-BARODA, 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, HariJ (N, 0.), 
Kadi, Ka.lol, Kapadwan), Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 

--:o:--

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATE~, 

General Mana![eY. 

The following books can ·be had from the 

office of The Indian Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 1/-

S. Nataraja.n's "West of Suez'' Rs. 3/-

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 Re. 11-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 in Bombay, 

Interest in this has revived as a. result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to tlze Alanager. 

(Post free), 


